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The Lutheran Witness.

Devoted to the interests of the Joint Synod of Missouri and its Friends .

ZANESVILLE , OHIO . , JUNE 7 , 1887 .Vol . 6. No. 1 .
1

BY REV. F. KUEGELE.

were now

Our Epistle Postil. passions fail not; they are new every purely the " gold , silver, precious stones ”

morning ; " or as though he had departed of Divine truth, built on the foundation

from His church and must come back to of the apostles and prophets; butwhen I
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

her again, because He remains the same say that I have become more rooted in this

A FULL Series OF SERMONS ON THE
for

yearEPISTLE year. The seasons change, but faith, that is saying I personally have not

the love of Jesus changes not. Therefore, remained altogether the same.
The Gos.

LESSONS OF our Church-YEAR, also, the church year again brings the pel I preach is the same now as then, butI

same festive seasons: Advent, with the I have advanced in knowledge,experience

festival of the nativity, Lent with its and the pilgrimage of life. Thanks be to

Good Friday followedby Easter. And God ! fourteen mountains have I climbed,

these festive seasons ever again proclaim fourteen long strides am I nearer the land
I SUNDAY IN ADVENT. to us the same glorious facts, that by the of promise where my soul shall rest. Near.

birth of Christ divinity and humanity are er to me than it wasthen is now the crown

united, that His one sacrifice is the ever which Jesus Christ has laid in store for nie .

Romans XIII, 11-14. valid ransom for sin, His one resurrection Not do I say this in order to speak

our justification forever. Advent does about myself, but because it illustrates

not, therefore, mean : After having de- what the apostle says in our text : "And

In Ourist, The King of Glory,DEARLY parted He must come back again , butthat, knowing the time, that now it is
,

In Christ, the King ofGlory,DEARLY that He is continually coming to andabid- high time to awake out of sleep; for now
BELOVED FRIENDS: _ I have loved thee

withaneverlasting love; therefore with ing with his church onearth, as he proin isour salvation nearer than when we be

ised : “ Where two or three are gathered lieved, The night is far spent, the day

I will build thee, and thou shalt be built, together in my name there am † in the is at hand.” This sounds rather peculiar,I I
”

It

O , virgin of Israel :thonshalt againbe midst ofthem .” The church year, there. but the circumstances explain thein .

adorned with thy tabret, and shalt go He 'lives above time and needs it not; Paul wrote these words, and he wrote .
fore, is not arranged for the Lord's sake; was many years after his conversion when

forth in the dance of them that make neither has He instituted it but for our them to one of the oldest Christian

merry.”
Thus the Lord addresses the

benefit , that the great deeds of the Lord churches, to persons the majority of whom

daughter of Sion in the thirty -firstchapter for our redemption and salvation be must havebeen Christians' for a number

of Jeremiah.The love ofGod towards the taught and learned in their orderand of years,and Paul means to say,thefull
daughterof Sion is not a temporary love, peculiar significations .

,

And that these enjoyment, the manifestation of their
it is an everlasting love. His love for us

same things be proclaimed to us ever salvation
nearer than when

did not spring up yesterday,or last year, anew is highly necessary, because welive they first believed, or when theybegan to

or when we were born; before wewere intime and change with time. The love of believe. When Paul wrote his epistle to

born , before ever the foundation of the Jesus remains the same to all generations, the Romans, the crown of glory, his de:

world was laid , before time began , even butwemust number our time of grace by liverance « from the body of this death,"
then God loved us , and when the world
willbe no mcre, Hislove will yet endure. years and months ,because living on this was nearer to him than whenhefirst be
willbeno mcre, His love will yet endure. earth for a short space of time only we gan to believeat Damascus. From the

Neither is the love of God a changeablelove ; it is notlikethe love of a tickle heart soon grow old and in a few years depart time of his conversion laul regarded his

love; it is not like the love ofa tickle heart hence. Therefore the beginning of a new life on earth only asa pilgrimage, and here,
which to-day loves and to -morrow hates ; church should remind us to consider as it were, he stood still for a moment to

the love of theLord towards the church, how we stand toward the unchangeable look back and see what distance he had
His bride, is thesame yesterday, to-day grace of God. Let us , to -day consider: traveled , and to look forward to how far
and forever. At times it does indeed ap; THE COMFORT AND ADMONITION wurcu tue he would yet have to go and he said : My

pear as though the Lord had turned BEGINNING OF A NEW CHUCH YEAR CONTAINS salvation is come nearer ; soon , soon shall

against Sion , as though He had
I. The Comfort. II. I see it .

into the hands of her enemies to break
The Admonition . Surely a highly fitting text for the be

down her walls and to strip her of her I.

ornaments, yet when Sion complains: “ The

ginning of a new church year; and yet not

å text for such as have not yet become
Lord hath forsaken me, and my Lord hath Fourteen times have I now begun and Christians; but for those who, be it a

forgotten me.” He answers: “ Behold I closed the church ministrations

have graventhee upon thepalmsofmy tothe churchatvariousplaces. In these longer,be it a shorter time, have been

hands, thy walls are continually before fourteen years it has been one and the standing in the battle,running in the

TheLord isa jealous God who, sameGospel
,ore and the same grace of race. My fellow Christians ! be itthirty,

likea jealous lover, will attimes prove His God which I havepreached andwhich, if ten orfiveyears ago since webeganto be

bride to see if her wholeheart's love be it be the will of God, I shall preach in distance behind usis growing longer and
lieve, certain it is, from year to year the

His, yet His love remains the same and this new church -year again ; for there

He cannot forget her, but when she ap- but one Gospel and it remains the same. and the beginning of a new church-year is
the distance before us is growing shorter,

pears to be trodden down He return . But though the Gospel which I have a suitable time to think of this ; and we

again to build her walls anew, to adorn preached has remained the same these Christians think of it with r joicing, forwe

her with His gifts and to cause her to re- fourteen years , yet I have not remained

joice, while her enemies must go down to altogether the same. Not, indeed , as

are of an altogether differentmind than the

world .

though I had changed confession and with terrorwhen he perceives how quick
The man of the world is filled

That the church, according to the lib- faith; by the grace of God I stand in the

erty wherewith Christ hath madeus free,” same confession and faith in which I his heart and treasure above is rejoiced"
ly his life is passing away, but he who has

has arranged an ecclesiastical year which stood fourteen years ago : yea, every year when he passes another milestone on his

begins with this present Sunday, must have I become more rooted and grounded
not be understood as though the Lord's in the certainty that our Evangelical journey, and to-day we can say: Another

lovehadgrown old during the year and Lutheran doctrine is not " wood, hay,stub-step nearer Jerusalem the Golden; again

needs must be revived again; " Žlis com-|ble,” not human, views and opinions, but our salvation is come nigher.

Heat deur& 7132
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Why is a Christian so rejoiced at the past; he rather rejoices, because he is so II .

ending of an old and the beginning of a much nearer that joy ofwhich the psalm

new church-year ? The chief reason, in. ist sings: " They shall be abundantly satis Now because our salvation is again

deed, is, because the news:" Behold, thy fied with the fatness of thy house; and come nearer, because the night is far

King cometh unto thee,” is anew pro- thou shalt make them drink of the river spent and the day is at hand, it is high

claimed unto him . But the Christian also of thy pleasures.” Looking back the Chris- time toawake out ofsleep.” What, the day

regards with joy the passing of time. He tian may, indeed, regret many things, should break and we be found sleeping! Be.

is rejoiced both when he thinks of the some which he did doand somewhich he fore this text is read again in the church the
past and of the future. Of the past the neglected to do ; but that sins, shortcom- Lord may come in His glory to destroy

Christian says : My salvation was far dis- ings, mistakes and troubles are past and this wicked world and to take home His

tant, it was a night; but of the future he he has so much farther advanced in his own; and should we then be found sleep

says: My salvation is come nearer, " the pilgrimage through the wilderness of this ing? And though this text be read again

night is far spent, the day is at hand.” world, he does not and cannot regret; and inthe church, weto -day pass a milestone

The time past the Christian regards so as joys past remind him of joys to come, and on the journey and none of us can tell if

to be gladthat it is past. In the past he he rejoices when looking forward. his journey will extend to the next. Should

sees many sins and shortcomings on ac- And what is the prospect before the we then sleep? should we give place to

count of which his soul is so bowed down Christian ? I will not to-day go into a lukewarmness? should we suffer our lamps

that he must pray with David : " Remem- description, but will only repeat the words to burn low ! Not thus ; but the more miſe

ber not the sins of my youth, nor my of the apostle: “Now is our salvation stones we pass the more wide awake we

transgressions; according to thy mercy re- nearer than when we believed . The night should become, the more should we keep

member thou me for thy goodness' sake, is farspent, the day is at hand .” Salvation our lamps trimmed and burning, that

O Lord .” That he sinned against God is before the Christian; that everlasting whenever the bridegroom calls as we be

the Christian sincerely regrets, yet he day which shall no more be interrupted ready to meet Him . Has your zeal for

casts his sins on the mercy of the Lord, by night, the sun of which is the Lamb. the house of the Lord become flagging ?

knowing that for Jesus Christ's sake they And he shall reach that salvation ; that has your eagerness in pushing towards the

are not remembered against him, and that day shall shine over him ; of this the mark diminished ? have you given way to

they are thus past and forgotten. How Christian becomes more confident even by a feeling of carelessness and security

should he regret, how should he not re- looking back over the time past. When Awake, O , awake, thou backsliding Chris

joice thereat ? Besides sins the Christian the Christian considers whatGod has done tian , and shake off the slumber beset

sees in the past many temptations and for him in the past, how God drew him ting you, It is high time to awake, lest

hard struggles. He had to live in the from the mire of sin and enabled him to your soulfrom slumber fall into the sound

world , the domain of Satan : he had to scale rocks, to climb mountains, to avoid ness of sleep,and from sleep into the torpor

carry the old Adam about with him ; bogs, to pass through fires and to wade of death, and you at last fail to reach the

daily he had to deny himself ; aud that through waters; when the Christian con- mark, being already near it.

these temptations and struggles are past, siders how the grace of God sustained him “ Let us, therefore, cast off the works of

that the battle is so far triumphantly in the past and bears him up even now , darkness, and let us put on the armor of

fought: this the Christian cannot regret. then his heart becomes bold to say: This light. Let us walk honestly,as in the day;

In the past he also sees crosses and aftlic- same God will be my helper in the future, not in rioting and drunkenness, not in

tions which he had to bear, and frequently He will remain my portion forever, He chambering and wantonness, not in strife

these were neither light nor few ; for that will carry me and Hewill carry me up to and enjoying." When the day is at hand

is God's manner,that He is diligent to do that everlasting day. So the mercy and it is time to put away the night-dress. The

what Hebrew's 12 says : “ Whom the Lord faithfulness of God towards him in the day of our salvation is again come near

loveth He chasteneth,, and scourgeth er past teach the Christian to say with David: er, and it is high time to cast off the works
eryone whom He receiveth. " Nowthe " Surely goodness and mercy shall follow ofdarkness, all those things which seek the

Christian is , indeed, not minded to refuse me all the days of my life,and I willcover of night and shun the lightof day.

afflictions, he is willing to bear the cross , dwell in the house of the Lord forever. ” Theday is at land, perhaps already dawn

yet he also feels the truth expressed in Behold, here, the difference of sentiment ing forme or for you, and should it find us.

Hebrews 12 : “ No chastening for the pres- between the Christian and the worldling. in a night-dress: rioting, drunken, adulter
ent seemeth to be joyous, but grievous,” Of the past , the man of the world says: ous, wanton, contentious, envious? If the

and when a year has passed the Christian The day, the day of life and hope is far day so find us,must wenot hideour face in
says: A goodly distance again have I car- spent; and of the future he says : The shame and rather call on the rocksand hills .

ried the cross; so much more of the tribu- night, the night of death and eternity is to fall on 18, than to step forward into the

lation appointed unto me is endured , and coming. But theChristian wholly revers- presence of the Lord and His angels ? Let
nearer is the time come when all tears shall es the matter. Of the past , he says: The us, therefore, in this new church - year;,

be wiped from my eyes. In the past the night, the night of watching and waiting make a new onset to put away whatever

Christian also sees both spiritual and world . is far spent; and of the future he says : The belongs to the kingdom of darkness , and to

ly blessings and joys apportioned to him : day, that everlasting day, is at hand. O, walk honestly as in the day,not only before
for that is God's economy: " though he blessed, blessed be the Lord our God who men , but also before God, shunning also
cause grief,yet will he have compassion has made us Christians ; who has revealed secret wickedness ; for he that will do evil

according to the multitude of his mercies.” unto us that were born in sin , as are all in secret does not walk honestly, as in the
But the Christian does not, as the world- men , the Gospel of His Son , and has cre-day. In this new church -year let us not

ling does , deplore that joys are past to re- ated in us this heavenly hope by which so walk that we would be put to shame if
If God grants the Chris- we look forward with contidence and glad- our works should be made manifest,but

tian spiritual joy , if He grants him to ness to an everlasting day ! And blessed let us so walk that we could stand forth

taste the sweetness of His Word, that his be God who has again carried us a long boldly though all our works be brought to

soul is lifted up with contidence and glad- stride
the end of our hope, light. Let us not so walk that it be said

ness, this only increases the Christian's to-day granting us to begin a new church of us: “ Everyone that doeth evil hateth the
longing for Heaven; for he says : If the year . May He not deal with us according light, neither cometh to the light, lest his

comfortings of the Lor, are so sweet in to our lukewarmness and sluggishness in deeds be reproved,” but let us so walk that
this vale of tears , what joy will there be His service, but according to His mercy it may be said of us : “He that doeth truth
in the bridal hall of the Lamb ! And if cause the light of the Gospel to continue cometh to the light, that his deeds may be

God grants the Christian earthly joys , he to shine in our hearts. And if it be ap- made manifest, that they are wrought in
says: If this evil world can afford joy to pointed to any one among us , in this now God .” Let us never forget that all our

the heart, what must joy be in the new beginning, church year, to arrive at the worke are manifest before God, and that

Heavens and the new earth ? So the Chris- end of the pilgrimage, may God gracious- the day is coming in the which all will be

tian, in looking back over joys that are ly guide that soul “ through the valley of brought to lightwhich is hidden in dark
past, does not mourn because they are the shadow of death ” to Capaan above . ness , and let us to live in this world that,

1

!
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turn no more .
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not

in the day of judgment, we will wish to virtue and power of baptism and an own passages, wherein Christ saith “ Who so

have lived . Let us, therefore, "put on the faith is instilled into the child with grace, believeth and is baptized ” etc ; the brief

Lord Jesus Christ,and makeno provision that the child becomes regenerated by import thereof is, Baptism avails nothing
for the flesh, to fulfil the luststhereof . " water and the Holy Ghost. nor should it be imparted to any one unless

Let us put on the Lord Jesus Christ by But when they are asked for the proof he have personal faith, and without an own

faith , clinging to him as our Saviour in of such answer and where itmay be found faith no one should be baptized : as also

whose righteousness alone we can stand in Scripture, it willbefound in the smoke- St. Austin himself says : " Not the sacra

before God, be justified and saved and box, or they will point to their caps and ment justities, but the faith of the, ,

make a new onset to walk in His footsteps, say, We are the highly educated doctors, sacrament.”

that the virtues of Christ may be seen in and we say this, therefore it is true and [ TO BE CONTINUED. ]

you need not search further ; as in fact

May the Lord , in this new yearof grace , almost all their doctrine has no other For The LUTHERAN WITNESS :

graciously preserve unto us His word and foundation than their own dreams and Seeking State Aid to Eke Out Their

sacraments in their fullness and purity , conceit. And if they put on their best So - Called Charity .

He create in us hearts to appre- armor, they will force into the arena

ciate them untothe glory of His nameand passage from St. Austin or some other
The Catholics in New York are about

the salvation of our souls, through Jesus sainted father. But this will not suffice in to erect a reformatory and have petitioned
Christ our Lord. Amen . matters pertaining to the salvation of souls ; for aid from the State treasury. The last

for they theinselves and all holy fathers New York Methodist conference rightly

Polemical.
were men. Now who will be surety that protested against granting aid from the

their saying is true ? Who would rely State treasury to this Catholic reformatory.

thereon and die in such reliance , because This resolution raised the ire of the Cath

Are Children Saved in Baptism their statement lacks Scripture and the olic Mirror of Baltimore, which criticises

word of God ? Nevermind the saints when the conference thus : The New York

by their own Faith or by the
my soul is at stake to be eternally lost or Methodist conference protests against even

Faith of Others ! saved ; in such case I cannot rely on all a small grant from the State treasury for

angels and saints , much less on one or two our noble institution , the Catholic reform

LUTHER's works, Erl. ED . , XI, PP. 58-70. saints if they do not show methe Wordof atory.
WORKS ERL 58–70

saints if they do not show me the Word of atory. Would those followers of John

God . Wesley prefer that these poor boys and

From this lie they proceeded until they girls should be 'waifs and strays ? Oh, for

In the first place this foundation must arrived at this tenet, thesacraments possess the rarity of Christian charity !” Now

remain firm and sure that nobody is saved such efficacy, that although you have no comes the Methodist Independent, reads
by another's faith or righteousness, but by faith, and receive the sacrament (provided the Catholic Mirror the following sensible
his own ; again no one is condemned you do not entertain the purpose of sinning) lesson : “ When Catholics or any other

because of another's disbelief or sins, but yet you receive grace and forgiveness of Christians, undertake to make Christian

because of his own disbelief as the gospel sin without any faith . This they intro- boys and girls out of waifs and strays,'as
clearly says Mark XVI, 16 : “ He that duced from that first erroneous opinion , a matter of Christian charity,'they should

believeth and is baptized , shall be saved; namely that infants receive grace without do it on
that basis alone, and

but hethatbelieveth not,shall be damned.” faith merely by virtueandpowerof baptism . seek State charity to eke out Christian

And Rom. 1, 17: “ The just shall live by Therefore they accord it alsoto the adults charity. ” This is good advice.
But

his faith .” And John III, 16-18 , “ Whoso- and to all men, and proffer all şuch things nevertheless we are under the impression

ever believeth in him , should not perish but out of their own reason , whereby they that it would be well for the giver of this

have eternal life.” Again: “He that indeed showed their masteryin eradicating, advice to remember the old saying , that

believeth on him , is not condemned: but annihilating and frustrating Christian those who have houses of glass had better

hethatbelieveth notiscondemned already.” faith and establishing only our works with desist from throwing stones at others ; as

These are clear, manifest words tħat the efficacy of the sacraments. On this Methodists in their Christian undertaking

every one must believe for himself, and no matter I have amply written in my treatise do also not do the same always on that

one else may aid him with strange faith, on the articles of pope Leo's bill .. basis alone, and although they do not, as

without an own faith . From these pass The sainted ancient fathers wrote some- the Catholics constantly do, call upon the

ages we must not bemoved ,nor deny them what more to the point on this matter, State to aid them in the work, nevertheless

at any hazard, we should rather let the though notclearenough ;they have nothing they — the Methodists - throughout this

whole world perish than change this divine to say concerning such a fictitious efficacy country seek bymeansof festivals , suppers,
truth. And thoughsome seeming objec- of the sacraments; but they speak thus: church -fairs and the like to eke out this

tion should be advanced thereagainst The young children are baptized in theMethodist christian charity. The difference

which you could not answer, you should faith of the Christian Church. But because between both church parties in doing their

rather confess your ignorance in the matter they do not fully set forth , how this christian undertakings, is in our opinion

and commend it to God, than admit any. Christian faith aids infants, whether they the same as in betwixtand between.

thing contrary to these clear testimonies. thereby obtain an own faith , or whether The Catholic Telegraph, of Cincinnati

Let pagans, Jews, Turks, infants and what they are oriy thus baptized in the Christian too was highly displeased with the Inde

ever there is,remain where they may, these faith, they themselves being without pendent's utterance, as quoted above, and

words shall and must remain right and faith: the sophists immediately interpret calls the same " unmitigated nonsense , "

the words of the holy fathers in such a and then goes on boldly to claim that

Now the question is : What will become manner as to make them say, infants are Catholic institutions have a just claim on

of our infants who are not as yet possessed baptised without an own faith, they obtain the public treasury, because,well, because
of reason and may, as it were, not believe faith and grace only in the faith of the " they render public service.” On this

for themselves, because it is written Rom . church. For they are enemies of faith ; ground our Lutheran parochial and all the

X, 17 : “ So then, faith cometh by hearingwherever they may extol our works, faith other denominational and private schools

and hearing by the word of God.” Now must suffer; they don't consider for a could make their requistions on the public

infants do neither hear or understand the moment that the holy fathers might have treasury, in fact, all ministers, in short

word of God; consequently they cannot erred or whether themselves understood the every person, and there would be no end

have anown faith . To answer this question fathers correctly.
to the expense. Yet this is one of the

the sophists in universities and the pope's Beware of this poison and error though things the Catholic press and clergy are

rabble invented this reply : Infants are it were the express opinion of all fathers bent on doing for their own benefit,
baptized without an own faith, on the and councils, for it cannot stand, has no namely, to tax Protestants and all others

faith of the church ,which their sponsors foundation in Scripture, but only human to their own benetit , holding resentment
profess in baptism ; afterward the child conceit and dreams; moreover it contradicts against every one opposing it.

receives in baptism remission of sin in the flatly and openly those fundamental R. EIRICH .

a

true.
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The Lutheran Uulitness. by sixty workers wholly devoted to this board on the Christian conduct, diligence

Class Mail Matter.

cause, whilst some seventy resident pastors and health of our students at St. Louiswas

also assisted in the work . The cause re . gratifying throughout.
C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & PUBLISHER.

quired $ 25,000, of which, however, only Our seminary at Springfield, under the

$ 15,000 had been made available. Synod superintendeuce of our veteran professor,

The Lutheran Witness is published on the 7th and fully convinced itself that its chief missionary Rev. Cıæmer, also presented a very accep

21st of each month . All communications and money work lies in this direction and that it must table report concerning its triennial course

should be sent to: Lutheran Witxess,16 Harvey St. , strain all its strength to meet the require and the conduct of its students . Always

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $1.00 per ments of this important field .
modest in its claims on the purse of synod,

annum in advance . Money sent otherwise than by The Eng.ish Home Mission also received it asked no great appropriations for new

money -order or draft is at the risk of the sender . due consideration. The memorial of our enterprises. It wanted only repairs and

English ciiurches in Missouri , Arkansas, more room to make itself at home, and so it

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio, as Second Kansas and Virginia, to be received into received $6,000 for that purpose.

synod as an English district, was answered Our college at Fort Wayne presented, by

to this effect: that as the constitution of its supervisory board , a bright report. No
ZANESVILLE, OHIO, JUNE 7th, 1887 .

synod requires it to be and remain German, one ever doubted the efficiency of its learned

synod advises our English churches to form faculty of imparting linguistic and scientific

The Great Work of Our Missouri Synod a separate English synod . That synod ap . lore to their pupils . For in this respect our

at Ft. Wayne, Ind. , and its Great point an English Home Mission Committee college ranks among the best of this coun

to act in concert with said English synod try. But the sanitary condition of the insti
Sorrow at St. Louis , Mo.

and to meet its requests of necessary super. tute had been a subject of debate on the

vision and assistance. Rev. Prof. Guenther, floor ofmore than one synod and had creat

We begin the sixth volume of our Wit. Rev. Janzow and C. Lange, Esq.,were elect- ed a sentiment not very favorable to the
ed members of this committee.

NESS with an account of the proceedings of
institution . At this meeting the official re

the General Synod of Missouri, Ohio and
The Negro Mission at New Orleans and port of the college could assure synod not

other States, convened on the fourth of May, Little Rock, Ark. , though in fact under the only of the good conduct and progress of

in Ft. Wayne, Indiana . This will explain to control of Synodical Conference, petitioned the pupils, but also of a good state of health

our readers why it is that this issue appears synod by its Board of Directors for an al. that had prevailed among the students dur

two weeks later than the usual time of pub.lowance of $ 4,000 from the fund belonging ing the past three collegiate years. It is with

lication . We believe our readers will gladly to the cause of Foreign Mission . Synod great joy that we inform our readers of this

excuse the delay , if we tell them we have readily granted the $ 4,000 to encourage our fact, because parents need no longer enter .

been absent in attending synodical work and colored churches and schools in the South. tain apprehensions that their sons may not

the great funeral that bereaved the whole
The Jewish Mission in New York, though enjoy the same health at Fort Wayne as at

Lutheran Church. the number of proselytes has not been great any other place. All tre institute now wants

Synod was opened in the spacious church hitherto, will be conducted with continued is a president, and to supply this want synod

of Rev. H. G. Sauer, with divine services. zeal and the expenses met by contributions . called Rev. Prof. E. Bohm , at present super

Rev. Prof. Læber, president of our pro- The report of the committee recorded an intendent of the St. Matthew Academy in
,

gymnasium at Milwaukee, Wis. , ar.d first available fund of $ 4,000. Two of the recent New York. We hope and wish the Rev.

vice president of synod, preached an able proselytes, if we remember correctly, are Bohin will accept the call and under God's

sermon based on John xvii: 22. Reviewing already in the field as ministers . grace be able to fill his new office with the

the prosperous course of synod during the The Immigrant Missions, at New York same blessing which attended his labors in

past forty years and pointing to the absence of and Baltimore, submitted favorable reports the great metropolis.

Dr. Walther, who in this long period had The committee asked synod to accept the Our progymnasium at Milwaukee, Wis . ,

been absent but once from the meetings of Pilger -house, pilgrim's home, in New York, whose efforts had been blessed with such

our general body, Prof. Læber spoke earnest and appoint a board of trustees to control abundant success, had hitherto been the

and cheering words on the duty and privi- its affairs. An incumbrance of $ 38,000 still fosterchild of three district synods only.

lege of all members of synod to cultivate rests on the building. Synod acceded to the The Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnessota dis

the spirit of divine harmony and love at the request and resolved to cancel the indebted . tricts had, by united efforts, secured a col

beginning of the new era upon which synod ness by contributions and loans that bear 110 lege property worth $ 55,000 and maintained

was now entering.
interest . Such of our brethren and sisters a faculty of five professors, instructing 150

When synod organized it was found that who have a surplus penny which they pupils in four classes . This was the work

333 delegates were present who had been would invest safely, are given an opportuni- of six years . Synod was requested to make

sent by our churches in Canada and in most ty to place their money in safe keeping with this institution its own and to make it a fully

States of the Union. Some 70 visitors were the Lord, and to make themselves friends in graded college by allowing arrangements for

also present . It was a goodly number, and Heaven. the junior and senior classes . Synud granted

they did their work with an unflagging The educational work of synod occupied the former part of the request and delayed

zeal. In his synodical address Rev. H.C. a great part of synod's time and delibera . its final action on the latter part until its

Schwan, president of the joint body, paid a tions . Our seminary at St. Louis must have, next meeting , which will be held at Mil

glowing tribute to the character and work of after the departure of its former president , waukee. Synod made an appropriation of

Dr. Walther, the sad news of whose demise Dr. Walther, a new president, and because $8,000 for a new building at Milwaukee and

synod must make ready to receive at an ofthe prostration of Prof. Schaller, another accepted a debt of $ 15,000 still incumbent

early day. After the assembly had been in . professor, Rev. Prof. F. Pieper was appoint on the institute at Milwaukee. This is what

formed of the various issues that would ed the successor of Dr. Walther, and Rev. synod did in this impurtantmatter.

claim its attention and after the several com . G. Stackhardt, who had rendered acceptable Our Normal School or School Seminary

mittees had been appointed , synod went to services in the seminary as expounder of the at Addison, Ills , is in such great and merit

work with a good will to do justice to the Old Testament, was elected to the chair of ed favor with synod that synod made an

great charge entrusted to her care . exegesis , that means he shall lecture on the appropriation of $ 14,000 for a new building

In matters of Foreign Mission our com Hebrew and Greek testaments . It stil ! re . to contain a dining hall and other apartments

mittee was instructed to seek out a suitable mains for the Board of Electors to elect a necessary for the boarding of its pupils

field and to secure a missionary and to re- successor to Prof. Schaller. The brethren there.

port at the next meeting. elected have our best wishes of God's choice Our Concordia Publishing House, in St.

The German Home Mission Committee grace and patience in their important and Louis, was allowed $ 11,000 for a new build

reported that its work had been prosecuted dutiful offices. The report of the seminary ing.

a
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Forty ministers and nine congregations Concordia Seminary , there to lie in state . Dr. Walther was born on the 25th of Oct.

were received into membership . Two new The first sermon preached on the occasion 180 in the country of the Great Reformer,

district synods received permission oforga. was in English , at the request of many Luther, in Saxony , Germany, being the

nizing, the Kansas and Colorado district. Americans, This service was held in the youngest son of a venerable clergyman .

synod and the California and Oregon dis- evening of May 14, in the seminary chapel , Having received a careful theologicaleduca

trict synod . Among the strange appeals with some six hundred people in attendance . tion at Leipzig , the famous university , he

addressed to synod was also one of Rev. The students sang, "My Life is Christ, the took sacred orders after having absolved his

Descher, of New Orleans, a member of the Saviour, " " I Fall Asleep in Jesus' Wounds," course of studies and was ordained on the

joint synod of Ohio. A former resolution and at the close : " Nearer, my God, to Thee.” 16th of Jan. 1837 in a small country church .

granting the right of immediate appeal from We print this sermon in full. It was de . However, when Dr. Walther entered the

the action of a district president to the gen . livered by Rev. H. Birkne . , of St.Louis . ministry and was ordained the principles of

eral body was rescinded as not in harmony DEAR CHRISTIAN FRIENDS :-It is with Lutheranism had been forgotten and neglect

with the principles of our constitution ,which reluctance that I have consented to appear ed to such an extent in the home of the Re

rather require the appeal to go first be ore before you this evening and to speak to you formation , that Lutheranministers were fined

the district synod. Rev. Hochstetter called upon an event that has recently taken place for preaching Lutheran doctrines even in

the attention of synod to this point in an in our midst, an event that fills our eyes Saxony . Not being willing to sacrifice the

ample document . The manual which con with tears and our hearts with sorrow ; the most earnest convictions to the wantonous

tains the constitution , by.laws and resolu passing away of our beloved father in Christ, mandates ofa pseudo-Lutheran church consis

tions of the General Synod of Missouri, was the late Rev. Prof. Charles Ferdinand Wil . tory , Dr. Walther, in company with a number

revised , and Prof. Guenther instructed to liam Walther, well ca led a Doctor of Divin . of others emigrated and came to this country ,

edit the revised edition . We cannot publish ity, a teacher of divine truths and things re landing atlanding at New Orleans on the 5th of

the names of all the officers of synod and lating to the Divine Being, the Author and Jan. 1839. Having cometo Missouri he took

committees elected . Suffice it to state that Saviour of all mankind . Well knowing my charge of a small congregation ofimmigrants

Rev. H. C. Schwan was again elected Pres own unworthiness to eulogize this most in one of the southern counties of our state,

ident ; Rev. c. Gross , of Ft. Wayne , and gifted son of the great Reformer and the where a log-hut served as an institution of

Rev. H. Succop , of Chicago, Vice Presi needlessness of praising him, since theevents learning for those preparing for the ministry,

dents ; Rev. A. Rohrlack, of Reedsburgh, of n.ore than fifty years in the Lutheran Dr. Walther being one of theprofessors. In

Wis., Secretary; and C. T. Meyer, Esq., of Church speak a louder and bolder language 1841 he received a call to St. Louis from the

St. Louis, Treasurer. Rev. F. Lindemann , than any words of mine could utter, I will , congregation his brother had served up toI

of Boston , Mais , was appointed editor of in addressing you, confine myself to simply the day ofhis death , and has since that time
the synodical almanac . Called upon to de point out to you several of the most promi. been a citizen of St. Louis. It was under the

fine its position towards the Knights of nent characteristics in the life of this greatest fostering care of Dr. Walther, that the small

Labor question, synod could not enter into a Lutheran divine in the 19th century, which congregation of“ Saxons," as it was called ,

full discussion of the matter because of lack have endeared him to all loving true Luth . grew and fourished, so that parish after

of time, but deemed it necessary to warn all eran doctrine, and have caused us to mourn parish was established . It was he, who in

its members against joining the Order. his loss as did Elisha the taking away of his company with several others organized the

Besides the regular services in which counsellor and spiritual father, Elijah. It is Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Missouri,

good sermons were preached ,one service was true, being well aware that death had no Ohio and other States , and since the organi

held by synod at the beginning of the Monday sting for the departed and that , having left zation of this Synod he has until the time of

morning session , in commemoration of Dr. us , he has entered into the gates of everlast. his death been its most faithful and wisest

Walther's demise which had occurred on ing peace and glory , we humbly bow our counsellor. Having been made president of

Saturday evening, May 7. Rev. G. Sauer heads and defer our wishes to the will of the Theological Seminary connected with

read the goth Psalm , after synod had sung God, saying with Job : " The Lord gave, the Missouri Synod in 1849, he has for more

the De profundis and the college pupils the Lord hath taken away, blessed be than 47 years held his position , and under

chanted the Kyrie ,miserere mei . Thereupon the name of the Lord. ” Still we keen . his earnest and able instruction hundreds of

Rev. Sauer and Synod sang in deep sorrow ly feel the loss we have sustained and ministers of the Gospel , now spread over all

the great litany. Of course the church was are obliged to confess: His gain is an irrepar. continents ofour Globe, have received their

draped in black . In an evening session syn . able loss to us. There is, indeed, not the theological education and been inspired with

od asked the churches at St. Louis to defer shadow of idolatry or undue adoration , if I an earnest desire to serve the Lord in the way

Dr. Walther's interment until after the close call Dr. Walther the " Luther of our Ameri. they were taught by word and example of

of synod, and appointed President Schwan can Lutheran Church, ” and say, bis loss is their revered professor.

and Rev. Prof. Cramer to deliver the funeral irreparable, since it is a well established fact,
Truly that Lutheran principles are again

orations at St. Louis . Synod closed Satur- that since the time of the Reformation there known not only in Saxony,butin the whole

day noon, May 14, and a great many of its has been no teacher adhering closer and world , that the name, fame and beauty of

members made ready to go to the place of firmer to the doctrines of the Gospel as the Lutheran church are not only admired ,

mourning and to attend the funeral services expounded in the Confessions of the Lutheran but that the character, doctrine, sacraments

at the grave of him who had comforted so ! Book ofConcord than he, whose lips are now and
the spirit of consistency in the

many mourners while he lived . sealed and whose eyes are closed in death. L'itheran church are loved and adhered

It will prove a source of great comfort to And furthermore, it is a well established to as the doctrine , sacrament and spirit

þur readers to know that Dr. Walther died fact , that God has only at certain times given of the visible church of God on earth

In a conscious and full professi n of the Gos unto his church men eminently qualified to this is , in short the service, which by

þel which he had preached during the space lead the van in the battles the church of grace of God , Dr. Walther rendered the

of half a century. The real cause of his Christ is obliged to encounter. In speaking church by his labors. All that have ever

death was consumption of the nervous sys . of the profound learning , of the greatness had any iutercourse with him, whether as

tem , if we may so style it . He suffered not and of the eminent accomplishments of him students or as colleagues, whether as parish

very much from acute pain , but gradually whose death we mourn , we therefore, only ioners or friends, and have met him without

fell away fromexhaustion . The life spent acknowledge the grace and kindness of our prejudice, will bear me witness, that never

in great toil for Zion found a quiet and Heavenly Father; who has thus blessed us was there a man in the Lutheran Church of

peaceable termination amid the comforts for so many years by suffering a man such
our Country, whose picture was so indelibly

and prayers of the church . as Dr. Walther to live among us .

Having died on Saturday evening , his re Permit me to outline a picture of this truly Dr. Walther.
stamped upon their memory, as was that of

mains were kept at his home till the Friday great man, who passing away has filled us

following when they were removed to the with great sorrow,
[CONTINUED ON EIGHTH PAGE . ]
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tence.

Hearth and Home.
an older one-the story of Him who known as Christians by their words and their

meets the poor manacled sinner going forth writings ?

to die, and who says in love and pity , “ I will If you ask whose name stands the highest
The Condomned Soldier,

lay down my life for thee ? " His was not in physical science among living men , some

only an offer, but a bitter though blessed will probably answer, Professor Stokes of

During the Franco-German war a clergy
reality .

Cambridge and others , Sir William Thomson

man was traveling abroad , and with him an
In Leviticus I : 4 , when the sinner , con- of Glasgow - both believers in Christianity.

old German, who devoted his life to going scious of his deserved death, brought a If we turn to the biological side of science ,

about preaching the Gospel . One day, be. lamb's life and blood , it was accepted of and ask which is the highest name, we shall

ing near the outposts of the German army,

God , instead of his own . But Christ , the probably be reminded ofthe veteran Richard

they met several soldiers leading a man, Lamb of God, once and forever took away Owen, whose contributions to the study of

Somemanacled and despairing, away to execu : sin by the sacrificeof himself. Dear reader , natural theology are well known.
.

tion. They ventured to ask the escort for if you believe not in Jesus, you are “ con- time ago, at the anniversary of the Royal

what crime the man had been condemned. demned already” ( John 3 : 18) , and are Society , the four English savants to whom

were distributed were Professor“ For robbing the dead,” answered the sol . only waiting for the execution of the sen- medals

dier briefly, " and by our laws he is pun
Even now, on your way towards Flower, Captain Abney, Professor Cayley,

ished with death ."
destruction , fast bound by sin . Jesus meets and Lord Raleigh no slight proofthatamong

" Is he prepared to die ? " asked the good you and says : " I gave my life for you ; ” for those who are ‘aking a high place in science

clergyman, pityingly .

" there is none other name under Heaven , are to be found good disciples of Christ.

given among men, whereby we must be

**We do not know ," they replied ; but one

Let us look abroad to the French Academy

saved. "_The Gleaner M. Dumas, the perpetual secretary, and M.

of them, the leader of the party , turned to Wurtz, the late president, are both personally

the clergyman and said : “ You, sir, seem tobe a minister of the Gospel ; you may speak Christianity and Scientific Men . known to me as Christian men, though

belonging to different churches . These I

to yonder poor man, if you wish , of the have mentioned are leading men. It is diffi .

hereafter .' ”
I have been asked to give “ A word of cult for me to remember a single man of the

The clergyman , glad of the opportunity , testimony from a scientific man .” I do not first rank in science who is opposed to

went and spoke solemnly to the unhapyy know that the scientific men have been slow Christianity , unless that charge can be truth

prisoner ; but he only shook his head and in their testimony for Christ altogether . To fully brought against my friend, Professor

said : begin when Christ was in Bethlehem . The Huxley . I could find several in the second

“ No, I am not ready to die , but that does first who came to him were poor peasants ; or third ranks ; but alongside of these could

not trouble me. My sorrow, and these tears but the next were the scientific men of theage, be tound many who are believers. That

are for my wife and little children , left des traveling from afar, who had seen the has been the case in time past, and it is so

titute and heartbroken ; my thoughts are all star in the East. Not the priests of Jerusalem at the present time.-Dr. 7. R. Gladstone,

of them ; trouble me with naught else !" not the leading politicians, but astronomers F. R. S.

As he continued in this strain , the old — wise men, who came bringing gold , frank .

German , who had been attentively listening , incense, and myrrh . That was only the FaithThat was only the Faith Neressary Even in the

stepper' forward. commencement of a long line of scientific

“ My friend,” he said , “ I weep for you . I men who have brought their homage to
Ordinary Affairs of Our Life.

have no wife - no child . My heart was Christ in one way or another. I will not go

long ago made one with God , and death to through the whole line ; it would be too long “ Human faith is an assent unto anything

me has no terror ; it is only a welcome and complicated . There was not a great credible merely upon the testimony of man .

guest . I will die instead of you. I have number that we should call scientific men in Such is the belief we have of the words

naught to lose, but oh, so much to g? in ! I the early ages of the Church , but those that

will give you my life. ” there were generally influenced the current this kind of faith we proceed in the ordinand affections one of another. And upon

All around stood amazed at this strange of Christianity to a considerable extent,
ary affairs of our life ; according to the

proposal;but,as the officer in command saw though not always advantageously. Coming

that the German really was in earnest , he to later ages we find such men as Copernicus , of him which relates or asserts anything
opinion we have of the ability and fidelity

said : “ I have no power to accept your offer; Tycho Brahe and Kepler, who were men we believe or disbelieve. By this a friend
but let us return to the camp and tell this of a Christian spirit , and ready to ascribe to assureth himself of the affection of his

strange circumstance to the general." God all their faculties and to give praise to friend ; by this the son acknowledgeth his

So they turned and went, the German him . Turning to our own country England father,and upon this is the obedience

walking beside the poor manacled prisoner, we find such men ( I will only speak of those wrought. By virtue of this human faith

trying to comfort him, telling him of Jesus. of the first rank ) as Lord Bacon. I do not it is that we doubt not at all those things

The general , too , seemed strangely moved, say that he was a godly man in every way,but which we never saw , by reason of their

and asked the German if he was really sin . we know not only that he was a believer in distance from us, either by time or place.
cere in his offer. the Bible, but that he wrote as a Christian, Who doubts whether there be such a

"Certainly," answered the old man ; " I and that his writings contain not only the country as Italy , or such a city as Constan

tell you death has no dread for me ; I am highest philosophy, but a good deal of reli- tinople, though he never passed any of our

Christ's , and I shall only go to him ; I will gious advice. Well we go on and find four seas? Who questions now, whether

there was such a man as Alexander in the
gladly lay down my life as a ransom for Newton. No higher namecould we mention

this poor man's. Surely the law cannot re- -a name great inmanydepartments of science,latest of these hath beenbeyond thepossieast or Cæsar in the west ? and yet the

quire two to die . My life will suffice . ” the greatest perhaps ; and at the same time, a
bility of the knowledge of man theseThe general , still more astonished , re- devout Christian who was not ashamed to

ferred the matter to the Crown Prince, who write religiousworks.I might proceed to taught without original belief, there are
sixteen hundred years . There is no science

thought long over it. At last he said : “ The such men as Robert Boyle, the " father of no letters learnt without preceding faith .
law does not admit of your being accepted chemistry,” or Cuvier, one of the greatest there is no justice executed, no commerce

for him ; but I can do one thing, I can par- anatomists. Then again there is Michael maintained ,no business prosecuted without
don, and I give you this man's life instead of Faraday, a man who was a humble Christian this; all secular affairs are transacted, all
taking yours " and who in various quiet ways endeavored great achievements are attempted, hopes,

I leave you to imagine the sequel , and the to do acts of Christian kindness. And may desires and inclinations are preserved by

prisoner's gratitude to his deliverer , while I I mention Herschell, Sir David Brewster, this human faith grounded upon the testi

would ask you to turn from this true story and the late Clark Maxwell all men well mony of man .”

1
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name even now

Selections from Church him . Their soulsmet him naked as their of the principal tribes,he controlled the
bodies. They were to him lost creatures grand council of the Delawares, and held

of God , knowing not their Father . This the rank of sachem among the six nations .

History. little German , always prim and grave , en- He left complete grammars and dictionaries
dured strange anguish of soul . At times of all the principal Indian languages, with

David Zeisberger, Missionary to he thought to hear a voice telling him that hymnals, the Gospels, collections of ser
, .

his work was to bring these lost savages to mons, etc. , in the Iroquois and Lenni

the Red Men . God . The next hour this seemed imprac- Lenape tongues.

tical . He would go back to Utrecht to a No other single man ever did as much

trade, to almost certain success. What to civilize and Christianize the red man in

David Zeisberger,was born in an obscure had he to do with the savages more than America as Zeisberger.
He traveled

little hamlet anong the Carpathian with other brutes? throughout the United States and Canada,

Mountains. Just at this juncture arrived Count and established forty Christian villages as

David Zeisberger's forefathers were Zinzendorf. He saw the lad, and detected the nucleus of Indian civilization . In these

peasants, the followers of John Huss. When again the same singular hintof promise on villages he not only taught them the
he was five years old his family fled, to his face . Gospel but set them to work as farmers

escape persecution, to Herrnhut, where He told the brethren that the boy must and mechanics. If the work begun by

Count Zinzendorf then had gathered the have a chance, and appointed him one of his thisunobtrusive little German had been

remaining Hussites. David's father and staff to return with him to Moravia. David carried out, there would not bean uncivil

mother were among the Hernhutters sent came with him to Philadelphia, and em . ized Indian on the continent.

by Zinzendorf to Georgia, but the boy was barked with the understanding that a clear In the history of colonial days, set over

left in Moravia to be educated by the church road to fortune lay before him in Europe, against the massacres, witch -burnings,and

of the Unitas Fratrum . He was a small and that he never was to return to America. battles of both New Englanders and Vir

delicate lad, with something in his face The ship weighed anchor. Bishop ginians with the red man, there is the

which attracted the notice of Zinzendorf. Nitschmann, passing down the deck, saw figure of this silent, insignificant-looking

He sent the boy to a prosperous commun- the lad, pale and haggard, gazing at the Moravian, going in and out of thewilder

ity of the church near Utrecht. receding shore. ness at his work. It is to our eyes like one

One day a stranger whom he helped,when “ Zeisberger,” said he,“ is it possible that of the great missionaries.

be was lost in the morrasses nearthe town you wish to return ? ” In 1782 a body of militia men fell

gave him two pieces of gold , bidding him “ Yes. " unprovoked upon the two Christian vil

keep them and not give them to thecom- “ But for what reason ? ” lages of Salem and Gnadenhutten, driving

munity. David's conscience, however, “ That I may learn to know Christ, and the inhabitants into inclosures preparatory

forced him to give one piece to the brethren teach him to the Indians,” said David to killing them . The Indians passed the

who immediately charged him with having tinding speech at last in the extremity. night in singing hymns and in prayer. In

stolen it, and publicly punished him as a “ Then, if that be your mind, in God's the morning they were butchered like so
liar and a thief,

go
back ! " many beeves. David never recovered from

This was the stroke too much . That The ship was brought to and, the this blow ; these dark -skinned martyrs were

night David, with another boy named boy sent back. After this the Moravians dear to him as children. He foresaw , too,

Shober, escaped from the community regarded him as Eli did Samuel : he was that the cause of Christianity would be
and set off to America, with no means called of God . His namewas entered on set back among the Indians a hundred

but the solitary gold piece which he had the list of the brethren and their trades as years by this crime. The work of the

kept. It paid their way to London. David Zeisberger, destinirter Heidenbote. Moravians among the Indians stopped .

There General Oglethorpe met the lads, The lad at once left the community and Zeisberger died at an extreme old age in

and , struck by David's sensitive face and went to the lodge of the great sachem of the an Indian village. Bishopde Schweinitz,

singular gravity, procured them a free Mohawks, and there lived and worked to in his history of the Moraviau missionary,
passage to Savannah. learn thoroughly the habits and language tells us that, when the hour of his death

In the backwoods of Georgia, Zeisberger of the Indians. He was adopted into the drew nigh , the passing bell tolled, and his

at last found his father and mother . He tribe of the Onondagas. white friends , the brethren , withdrew and

set himself to learn to plow, to trap bears Thus begins the remarkable history of a gave away to the Lenape Indians, who

and hunt panthers ; but scarcely had the work which extended over sixty two years . gathered around his bed. They sang the

winter opened when the Moravian settle- Zeisberger was always, as a beardlesse boy lymns in their own tongue, which he had

ment was broken up by the raids of the or a tottering old man, an itinerant among written for them . “ Then ” says the chron

Spanish soldiers from Florida. The Zeis- the fiercest tribes on the Western continent. icler, “ the red men fell upon their knees

berger family were carried as laborers by He made his way through interminable and wept aloud, for they knew that their

Whitefield farther into the wilderness, up forests, through morrasses in whichhe sank best friend was gone." -Sel.

into Pennsylvania. There they came to to his neck; he was dragged to jail as

where Nitschmann, a bishop of theUnitas French spy, and as a rebel emissary; he A wealthy merchant who was entertaining

Fratrum , had just arrived, meaning to was tortured by the cannibal tribes and

found a colony of the brethren.
barely escaped with his life; but he was one of his friends, showed him through

With this handful of men and the Zeis- through all, the same quiet , prim little his great house and home pointing out his

berger family he penetrated themountains man who never was heard to complain, riches, his many comforts, barns , stables , and
to the headwaters of the Delaware. The and who seldom spoke except when he was the like. After his friend had seen all these

place is familiar to us all ; but to under- « about his father'sbusiness." Sosilentwas things, and declared him to be exceedingly

stand David's story we must set it back a he in the settlements that whole days would

century. The unbroken forest walled them pass in which he would not speak' a word. “ lucky,” the merchant said : “ All these things

in ; the silence was oppressive . There was Yet his passionate bursts of fiery eloquence do not bestow blessings upon me and mine,
noneofthe singing birds which appear with had a singular power over his dusky but another room to which I will lead you. '

civilization, no dogs, cows, poultry, no hearers. They held him as one of their Thereupon he conducted him to a small

cheerful village life. Outside of their kinsfolk. He was Ganonsserachi. They
tents theworldsank suddenly into a gloomy knew him to be as reticent and unflinching apartment which he had prepared especially

wilderness tenanted only by beasts ofprey under torture as themselves. He went for his aged and devout mother, a godly and
and the savages who peer at them from theinto tribes where hundreds lay dead from prayful woman. " This," said he, “ is the

anderbrush or fled with hoarse cries. from small pox, and alone nursed the sick place from which blessings flow over
David,who was always neat and finical as and buried thecorpses. Again and again andmy whole house, for the prayer of the
a woman, felt an intolerable loathing for Le faced a mob of drunken , howling

theirindecency and filty habits. Yet back savages,aud cowed them with his quiet, righteous availeth much.” — Church Messen

of that, they had a singular power over indomitable spirit. He spoke the dialects ger.

a

me
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( CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE . ] workmanship, and were universally admired for their letters,in his love for the Lutheran Church and in his

" For more than fifty years has he stood forth as
appropriateness, richness and magnificence. They were warfare against all that spoke and wrote against the

preacher, as pastor and as professor. As preacher his of the well-know Mound City Cottin Company's manu- truth ofGod Whilst fifty years ago the name and

sermons have been heard and are read to - day with facture. The undertaker Benjamin W. Hanichen, 1501 glory and doctrine of the Lutheran Church was almost

great relish by thousands . He has laid down Itis pas- South Broadway, had made themost complete arrange- forgotten, we now have in the East and in the West,

toral experience in a book of pastoral theology, which ments in every way,and the tasteful and impressive in the North and in the South not only the name and

is a standard work and has counseled many. As pro- arrangement of the drapery, as well as the perfect order fame of t ie Lutheran Church restored but also almost
fifteen hundred ministers, churches and schools pro

fessor and President of our theological seminary, he and system manifested, were the subjects general
fessing again the doctrine of Luther, and this was

was foremost in rearing a ministry that is Lutheran to
remark .”

mainly the God-given result of Dr. Walther's faithful

the core. In this capacity he published also an exten- Shortly after 3 o'clock Rev. Stoeckhardt pronounced
labors. Prof. Cræmer proved really the points of his

sive work on dogma'ics . The compilation of the the funeral oration on I Cor. 2, 2 : " For Idetermined not text, that the Lutheran Church of this country was
now bereft of its father, and that in bis demise she

Catechism and the Hymn-books and looks of prayer to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ , and lost an whole army of chariots and horsemen ofIsrael.

used in our homes and schools and churches are main- him crucified . ” The speaker stated in his sweet and To acknowledge this work of God , to render due thanks

ly his work. The foremost periodicals of our church eloquent manner how the whole life of the deceased, af- to God in Christ Jesus for the great services and the

were first edited by him and conducted under his super- ter his conversion had been nothing but a testimony for God ,to pledge ourselves at this coffin to a faithful
blessed end of this master and prince in the house of

intending care until the time of his recent illness . As Christ crucified, in his church, in his professional chair , propagation of what we receivad, this and nothing

former president of the Missouri Synod and its chief on the floor of the synod, in conferences, in his family, else was the paramount issue of the day.

debater and counsellor at its meetings and by his books in his social meetings with colleagues, friends and
The vast assembly and the seminary students sang

I on the church and office ,' on the true nature of a Christ- students, and on his death-bed, Christ onlyand Christ placed in the hearse, the faculty of Concordia semin
appropriate chants and chorals . The casket was then

ian congregation and its government, he didmost to always is our Redeemer and Saviour, was the song of ary and the pastors of St. Louis acting as pall bearers.

lead our Synod into that prosperous condition it now his life. The funeral cortege was headed by a detachment of

maintains . By the many thousand letters he wrote to The coffin was borne to the hearse followed by the mounted police, followed by the marshals of the

such as desired advice, the formal opinions he gave pupils of the a,ademy, who acted as a guard of honor. students , members of the synod, elders and trustees
procession, the young men's societies , the seminary

with bis colleagues, all this vast amount of work has The funeral cortege moved down Jefferson avenue to- of the various city congregations, and a host of friends
not only rendered him dear to numbers both sainted ward Miami street, the hearse in advance, flanked and and relatives, the procession extending over a space of
and living , but will keep his memory sacred on the followed by the pupils of the seminary, and by a dele- Coaches went before and followed the hearse .

more than eight blocks. Three hundred and eight

On ar

pages of our church- history, when bis remains shall gation ofour seminary in Springfield . Next came the riving at the Saxon cemetery Rev. 0. Hauser, of

have been stored away to await the final reward ." members of the St. Louis Conference , and the visiting Trinity Church, spoke from Daniel xii , 2-3 : “ And
Ah , truly, he has gone to receive his final reward . pastors , about thirty in number. These were followed many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth sha !!

This college, the monument of his untiring labors, is by delegations from the various churches, the elders awake, some to everlasting lifeand someto shame and
everlasting contempt. And they that be wise shall

hushed in death-like silence , his lecture -room is drap- and trustees, and the members of the Lutheran Young shine as the brightness ofthe firmament; and they

ed in mourning, the chair so well filled by him is hung Men's Christian Association. Behind these marched that turn manyto righteousness, as the stars forever

in mourning -cloth ,and the veneral » le father, although a throng of those who desired to prove bytheirpresence from these words our consolation at the grave of Dr.
and ever." With great feeling Rev. Hanser showed

still in our midst to -day , will no longer counsel us . the reverence they felt for the venerable clergyman. Walther. He is at rest now from bis work , from the

His eyes are closed , his lips are sealed , the hand so Arriving at Trinity Church the casket was placed upon afflictions and sorrows of this present life, from all

well accustomed to wield the mighty weapon , the pen, a magnificent catafalque, and after a hymn had been warfare and strife, he shall awake to everlasting life
Prof.

is resting from its labor. The battle of life he fought sung and the benediction pronounced by Rev. Hanser, and to an incomparable brightness and glory:

so faithfully and nobly is ended, and verily as St. Paul the pastor of the church and the life long friend ofthe Norwegian synod , also attended the funeral.
Larsen , Revs . Preus, Juul and Mikkelsen , all of the

Prof.

writes to Timothy, we may claim for our father: deceased, the assejablage passed out of the north gate Larsen tendered at the grave, in touching words, a

“ He has fought a good fight, he has finished his and dispersed to their homes. At least 3000 people tribute of thanks to thememoryof Walther and the
course , he has kept the faith ; he iceforth there took part in the funeral,procession, which extended benefits the Norwegian synod had reaped from his

labors . His only wish was that we all remain faith

is laid up, for him a crown of righteousness which the fully six blocks . ful in the great trust committed to our care,

Lord , the righteous judge, shall give him at that day, For two days his remains hay in state at Trinity Rev. H. Sieck, of Zion Church , read the burial ser

the day of resurrection.” 2 Tim . 4 , 7 .
Church and thousands took advantage of this last op- vice, and the body was lowered into the grave. Rev.

He was indeed prepared to meet the righteousjudge, portunity to look once more on the well-known and Wangerin, of Emanuel Church , repeated the Lord's
Prayer.

, for the Gospel, that he had proclaimed to others, was well-loved features of the venerable teacher and pastor. Rev. Acherbach , of South St. Louis , alternated with

.the staff upon which he leaned , the anchor to which the When the hour of the funeral arrived the church was the audience in singing the hymn: “ How Blessed are

ship of his faith firmly clung . Clothed in the garment filled to overflowing andthesidewalks blocked by the pe Sainted.". The seminary students again chanted a

of the righteousness of his, Saviour;-he delivered his crowd that had a ,sembled to pay their revered pastor the beautiful dirge and then the large congregation of
monrners dispersed.

soul into the hands of his maker on the 7th of this last sad tribute of respect and affection . The services

month, passing awsy in the 76th year of his age . were opened by a hymn , sung by the entire congrega- For the LUTHERAN Witness .

We mourn his parting from us , it is true, but we tion, at the close of which Rev. Schwan , President of

rejoice at the thought , that by the grace of God this the General Synod, pronounced the funeral oration , on
IN MEMORIAM .

• faithful steward of the Lord has met his reward . the 90th Psalm . The leading thoughts of this sermon

May his memory be cherished among us as the mem- were that the song of Moses directs us also in the The hour has come, our teacher is departed,

ory of one dear to the church of Christ, as a teacher present instance of mortality to look to God , who only Who, frank and fearless , swayed with gentle hand

ofmost eminent gifts and as servant of God is from everlasting to everlasting . Moreover, the death Our synod’s vast and comprehensive body,

of greatest prominence. May God grant us to in- of even the greatest and best men teaches us a deep Stretched to the shores of this great western land .

scribe upon our hearts the words ofSt. Paul: “ Remem- lesson on the sin of Adam , or on original sin, whose As Paul of old, Jehovah's great apostle ,

ber them which have the rule over you , who have true nature and destructiveness are never fully real

spoken unto you the word ofGod : whose faith follow , ized by us . it is because of the inherent corruption so he,divinely called , in this s?mespirit
Built up a-cbnrch with power from above,

considering the end of their conversation . " Amen . of sin that all men , that the great leaders and teachers
Has reared our church in Christian faith and love .

On Sunday, May 15 the body was transferred to of the church , must die . This is the lesson also

Trinity Church . On this a St.Louis paper reports thus : taught by Dr. Walther's death . And it is our Heav. He broached to her the Gospel's cheerful tidings ,

" Seldom in the bistory of St. Louis has a concourse enly Father who takes such men away to prove us
With erudite and unabated zeal,

assembled to do honer to the memory of any member of whether we have been grateful for the gift bestowed on As did in days of yore the sage Augustine ,

this community in any way comparable to the multitude us by their service , whether we always received their

a

Whose pen contributed to Zion's weal .

that gathered at Concordia Seminary yesterday to pay testimony as His testimony, whether we fully appre- In true allegiance to the great Reformer,

the last sad tribute to the late Dr. C. F. W.Walther. ciated their services as His work , and whether we did Whoje teachings he imbibed as safe and sure,

In spite ofthe storia the streets leading to the Seminary not sometimes receive their testimony not so much He hath bequeathed to us as our firm standard,

were thronged by those thousands on their way to the because it was God's Word , but the word of such The word of God and Luther's doctrine pure.

hall where lay the body of the renowned and revered great and influential men . And because it is our

father of the German Protestant churches of St. Louis, God that removed our foremost leader and teacher we
For fifty toilsome years he taught and battled ,

and long before the hour the great hall of Concordia know in the outset that our God cannot and will not
That he might make his pupils this bequest;

Until at last the Lord of Heaven took him
Seminary was filled to overflowing by the throng of forsake us in these trying times .

At the west end of the chapel, upon a As Rev. Schwan had spoken in the name of synod ,
From work and strife to everlasting rest .

catafalque heavily draped in black , was the body ofthe Prof. Cremer, of the Springfield , 111. , theological O , let us then, dear friends , with sacred ardor

deceased. The chapel and corridors were heavily hung seminary, spoke in behalf of all the seminary and col- Retain our teacher's gift and memory,

with crape, and around the coffin were placed masses lege faculties of synod . His text was from 2nd Kings, Until we , too , are called into Christ's glory,

of flowers sent by the friends and parishioners of the 11-12 : “ My father , my father, the chariot of Israel and Where we shall reign with Him eternally .

venerable pastor, who for more than half a century had the horsemen thereof." The venerabile professor re
Jxo.

led the devotions of the parents and grandparents of viewed the labors of Dr. Walther for fifty -one years ,

many of those present. showed his usefulness in the ministry, in the semin

" The casket and two catafalques were of the finest ary , in the writing of papers, periodicals , books and PRINTED BY E. R. SULLIVAN , ZANESVILLE , OHIO .

mourners .

All Credits in our Next .
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says in

a sermon :

"

CHRIST IS THE SAVIOUR BOTH OF THE JEWS AND

OF THE GENTILES ,

says

Our Epistic Zostil.
eternity, wherefore Paul writes to the distinguished from all others, similar as

Corinthians: “ In everything ye are en- | by baptism the Christians are distinguish

riched by him ," and again he declares that ed from all non -Christians. The expres
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. Christ Jesus is made unto us wisdom , sion Jews and Gentiles, therefore, compris

A Full Series of SERMONS ON THE EPIstiE and righteousness, and sanctification, and ed all men without any exception ; for
redemption .” How it is that in Christ every man and woman on the face of the

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH - YEAR, man has everything, St.Paultells the Corin - earth was either a Jew or a Gentile.

thians, writing: " All things are yours, Now Christ came to be the Saviour both

and ye are Christ's , and Christ is God's ." of the Jews and of the Gentiles, as Paul

All things pertaining to the salvation of here writes :" Now I say that Jesus Christ

man God has given into the hands of was a minister of the circumcision for
II SUNDAY IN ADVENT. Jesus Christ, and they that are in Christ the truth of God to confirm the promises

are heirs to all .
made unto the fathers ; and that theGen

Now because this is so that without tiles might glorify God for his mercy.”

Romans XV, 4-13 . Christ man has nothing, but in Christ man In like manner the apostle writes in the

has everything, therefore it is a vital ques- 1st chap. of Rom . : “ I am not ashamed of

tion for us, for me and for you, whether the gospel of Christ: for it is the powerof

In Christ THE LORD DEARLY BELOVED :
we are to have part in Christ. To this God unto salvation to everyone that

- It is an everlasting truth what theold questionH. Mueller, that great man of believeth, to the Jew first, and also to the
God , answers the words quoted in the out- Greek ; " and again : " It is one God which

Lutheran Theologian H. Mueller
“ Without Christ no man has setthat “ iu Christ every man has every shall justify thecircumcision by faith ,and,

anything, but in Christ every man has Christ hehasnothing, butin Christ ev- came to bethe Saviour
of theJews , yet not

thing." So long as man remains without uncircumcision through faith . ” Christ

everything." Of things pertaining to soul
and salvation, of the spiritual gifts of God , erything is preparedfor everyman, and of the Jews only, but also ofthegentiles.
and salvation, of the spiritual gifts ofGod,there every one may and shall find every. Ile came to be the Saviour of ali nations

no man has anything without Christ.
There is only this one Saviour JesusChrist, thing. Let us,therefore, to-day briefly and allgenerations. His name is to be

and without him there is no salvation consider THE COMFORTINGTRUTH TILAT JESUS glorified atall places where men dwell.

This, Peter boldly confessed at the risk of
But though Christ is the Saviour both

his life before the highcouncil at Jerusa- That Christ is come u Saviour for all , and place both nationalities altogetheronthe
I would set fourth, I. of Jews and Gentiles, yet Paul does not

lem , saying of Jesus Christ of Nazareth :

**This is the stone which was set at naught
II . What ground of comfort it ati'ords. same footing,he makes a marked distinc

of you builders, which is become the head tion between them . Concerning the Jews
I.

of the corner. Neither is there salvation
he that “ Jesus Christ was a minister

in any other; for there is none other name In this text Paul exhorts the Romans of the circumcision for the truth of God

under heaven given among men , whereby unto unity. As they were one in faith, to confirm the promises made unto the

we must be saved .” In these words Peter all believing the same doctrine, so they fathers,” but of the Gentiles he only says

declared that without Christ there is no were to be one in love, “ likeminded one that they should " glorify God for lỈis

salvation ; yea , he distinctly says that un- toward another according to Christ Jesus. ? ! mercy .” Two things he says concerning

der the whole heavens there is no name by Now because the church at Rome was the Jews which hedoes not say as to the

which man could be saved, save alone the composed partly of Jews,partly ofGentiles, Gentiles.
In the first place, Christ was a

name Jesus Christ. With Peter the apostle Paul introduces the argument,there should minister of the Jews, but not of the Gen

Paul concurs when he writes to Timothy.be no envying and no wrangling among
tiles . What does that mean ? It means

"God will have all men to be saved, and them on account of nationality becausethe that Christ, in the days of His flesh and in

to come unto the knowledge of the truth. same Christ were the Saviourof both Jews , Ilis own person, was to minister unto the
For there is one God, and one mediator and Gentiles . This truth which Paul Jews only and not unto the Gentiles . He

between God and men, the man Christ here introduces as an argument for unity, was to be a Jew of the Jews, to live,
Jesus, who gave himself a ransom for all.” let usto -day take into special consideration. preach, teach , suffer and die among the
God wants all meu saved, but in order to When Jesus Christ came into the flesh Jews, and so He did . The Evangelists,

be saved man must come to theknowledge the whole human family was divided into indeed, tell us of instances that Christ

of this truth that his salvation stands two as to numbers very unequal parts, helped Gentiles who came to Him implor
alone in Christ ; for He is the only one Jewsand Gentiles. This division was not inghelp,but these were only exceptional
mediator between God and men . Whoso. according to race, color or political and cases. Christ did not travel through Gen

ever would be saved must be saved through social standing, but according to religion . tile countries,He did not go to preach to
this mediator, because without Him there The Jews were the only nation which ad. the heathen, He remained among the Jews;
is no salvation for any man. In Christ hered to the worsliip of the one true God, yea, to that Canaanite woman He said :

there is the good will of the Father, but whilst all other nations walked in idolatry. " I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of
without Christ there is for man nothing By the word Gentiles, therefore, all of the house of Israel," and when once send
but wrath, death and damnation . every nation were comprised who were not ing forth His disciples to preach He gave

But as without Christ no man has any Jews; and because among all ancient na- them command, saying: " Go not into the

thing, so in Christ all things are stored tions the Greeks were themost prominent, way of the Gentiles , and into any city of
necessary for the comfort of the soul in being the most advanced in arts and letters, the Samaritans enter ye not; but rathergo

this present timeand its salvation in the therefore the Gentile nations were frequent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.”

hereafter. This the Lord clearly declares ly also comprised under the word Greeks, Christ came in the days of his flesh to be a
in the 10th chapter of John saying; “ I the expression Jews and Greeks meaning minister unto Israel , and uot unto the

am come that they might have life, and the same as Jews and Gentiles. In the Gentiles.

thatthey might have it more abundantly.” same sense Paul uses the expression : the The reason for this Paul states in these

In Christ there is an abundance of every- circumcision and the un-circumcision , words: “ To confirm the promises made

thing neccessary for the soul in time and because by circumcision the Jews were unto the fathers." Israel had promises
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which were given to no other nation . To come to save him ; for He is come to save Read thebook of Esther and you will learn

Abraham first the promise was given , that both Jew and Gentile. from it how intensely the Gentiles hatedthe

ont of his seed the Saviour should come,
II . Jews and desired to extirpate the last Jew.

and this promise was repeated to Isaac, And all this for no other reason than because

Jacob, Judah, David and Solomon . This And now , what ground of comfortdoes the Jews held strictly to their religion and

promise was not given to any other nation, this truth afford unto us ? This Paul in- would not adopt the religion of the Gen

but to Israel alone, and in Israel alone to dicates in the last verse of our text, say- tiles. And yet on these Gentiles who were

the house of David . Now if Christ had ing: “ Now the God ofhope fill you with not only walking in all vices, but who

coine from the Greeks and had ministered all joy and peace in believing, that ye blasphemed Him , persecuted His chosen

unto the Greeks, the promises made to ma abound in hope, through the power people, profaned Ilis sanctuary , on them

Israel would have been made void: but of the Holy Ghost." What were they to God had mercy, sent them the Word of

He was born in Judea and ministered unto believe ? Why, those of Jewish descent in reconciliation and made them partakers

the Jews, and so confirmed and fulfilled the church at Rome were to believe that with Christ. Surely that is mercy, mercy

the promises made unto the fathers of Is- Christ was their Saviour, because in Him which transcends our comprehension, and

rael. It was, indeed, mercy that God gave the promises made unto their fathers were that mercy we should trust and glorify;

these promises to Israel , but after God had confirmed ; and those of Gentile descent Yea, verily, considering what God did

once given the promiseto the fathers His were to believe thatChristwas their both for Jew and Gentile we must unite

truth and faithfulness required thatHis Son Saviour, because in great mercyGod had our voices with the Psalmist, saying: " It is

should come to be the saviour of the Jews called them to be partakers of the salva- a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord,
first. The Jews, therefore, had to glorify tion in Israel. So this is the ground of and to sing praises unto thy name, O

God for His faithfulness in performing comfort which this truth affords, that we Most High. To show forth thy loving

the promises made unto their fathers, as are to believe and not to doubt that Jesus kindness in the morning, and thy faithful

Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist, Christ is in deed and in truth our Saviour. ness every night.”

does, singing, " Blessed be the Lord God of The conclusion is very simply this: Christ In conclusion I would once more repeat:

Israel, for he hath visited His people , to has come to save Jews and Gentiles; now Without Christ no man has anything, but

perform the mercy promised to our fath you and I are of Gentile descent; so Jesus Christ has come to be the Saviour of what

ers, and to remember His holy covenant , Christ is come to save you and me and you ever is called sinner; for unto Israel God

the oath which He sware to our father and I are to be partakers of His salvation. made and performed the promises, and us

Abraham . " The faithfulness of God was That is a conclusion the truth and validity of theGentiles He has called unto the fel

the glorying of the believers among the of which no devil can deny and our heart lowship of His Son , and in Him we have

Jews, because God had now sent them the should unwaveringly abide in it . everything. That let us believe, then our

Saviour even as He had spoken to their In such trust the consideration of God's soul will more and more learn to rejoice
fathers .

faithfulness toward Israel and His mercy over His mercy and truth , to rest at peace

But the Gentiles were placed in an alto- over the Gentiles must surely serve greatly in the forgiveness of sin for Christ's sake
gether different situation. There was no to strengthen us. To Israel this great, this and to look forward to eternity with hope.

promise of a saviour to come from Gentile glorious promise was given that out of May “ THE GOD OF HOPE FILL YOU WITH ALL
seed , and also of the promises given to Israel Israel the Saviour should come. Did Is- JOY AND PEACE IN BELIEVING, THAT YE MAY

the Gentiles, with but few exceptions, were rael walk so as to show itself worthy of ABOUND IN HOPE, THROUGH THE

ignorant. So they walked in the darkness this promise ? Did Israel walk so as to be the Holy Ghost . " Amen .

of idolatry and were without hope in the an example of piety and true godliness to
world . But were there not promises that the nations round about them ? Alas, no !

Christ should be the Saviour of the Gen- If we read the history of Israel in the Old Polentical.
tiles also ? - There

There were, indeed, such Testament, how faithless they were and in
promises ; Paul here adduces four, of all generations did what must provoke the The Pope's Antichristian De

which the last is especially remarkable: Lord unto anger, we must say, surely this
mands.

“ There shall be a root of Jesse, and he stiff -necked and backsliding people de

that shall rise to reign over the Gentiles, served a thousandfold that God should re

in him shall the Gentiles trust." That roke His promises and destroy them from
On May 23, in an allocution the subject of

was a plain declaration that the “ root of the face of the earth. Yet, though the

Jesse," which is Christ, should be the people to whom they were made proved the Pope,as ishis custom on such sccasions,
which was the religious peace with Prussia ,

saviour of the Gentiles as well as of the unworthy God faithfully kept the promis- made reference also to the religious situation

Jews, but this promise was not givenot given es once given. What God has promised,
among the Gentiles, it was given in Isra- that stands fast and that He will also do.in Italy in the following words : “ We ear.

el . Our forefathers were barbarians who Now we, too, have many and greatprom- nestly desire that Italy should put aside her
perhaps scarcely knew that there was such ises, as , for instance, John writes in his 1 unhappy difference with the Papacy, whose

a people as the Jews, and when the salva- ep.: " And this is the promise that He dignity is violated chiefly by the conspiracy

tion which God had prepared without hath promised us, even eternal life. ” Now , of sects. The means of obtaining concord

their knowledge was preached unto them like as God kept His promises to Israel He would be to establish the Pope in a position

they could only glorify God for His mercy will also keep IIis promises to us. If, in- where he would be SUBJECT TO NO POWER

in sending them the Word of Christ of deed, we cast away the promises of God in the enjoyment of full and real liberty,

whom they had not known that He was we obtain not eternal life, but holding fast which, far from injuring Italy , would pow.

promised His promises we will find the Lord as erfully contribute to her prosperity.” — Cath .
To that Samaritan woman at the well of faithful toward us as Hewas toward Isra- American, May 28.

Sychar the Lord said : “ Salvation is of the el. What God has promised that He will Thus the Infallible one has pointed out

Jews.” The Jews had the promises ; also do and give ; on that our soul shall de- the ways and means of establishing peace

amongst them Christ was born, lived, died pend. between himself and the Italian Govern .

and rose again. He was the saviour of the But if Israel was not worthy of the It all amounts to this : " The Italian

Jews according to thepremises given unto promises made to the fathers, much less
Government is to place me in a position , so

their fathers. But what Ile did among trere the Gentiles worthy of the mercy that in no wise I will be subject to, but en

the Jews was valid not for the Jews only, shown unto them . Howthe Gentiles lived that in no wise I will be subject to, but en

but also for the Gentiles, and when the you may read in the first chapter of Ro- tirely independent of it ; so that I shall en
word of this salvation was brought to the mans. Let me mention only one thing. joy full and real liberty and be accountable

Gentiles they began to glorify God for His Ilow did the Gentiles blaspheme the God to no one for my doings, whatever their

mercy, like as the believers among the of Israel; how often did they boast that nature may be ; that I shall be able to do just

Jews gloritied God for His faithfulness. their gods were mightier than Jehovah ; as I please and whatsoever I please without

Let a man be of whatever nationality and how did they trampie down the chosen having to fear that I will be overtaken by

whatever extraction he will Christ has people of God and profane IIis sanctuary. the law , for instance , in case of crimes com

ment .
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mitted by myself I want to be subject to no real liberty ” and that the establishment of
What One Woman Did.

power."
peace between himself and Italy must be

This utterance, as almost every other one conditioned on the granting of this Anti

proceeding out of the blasphemous mouth christian desire of his by the Italian govern Several years ago Miss Beilby, a young

of “His Holiness,” the Pope, serves to show ment? Most assuredly, Romanism and An. Englishwoman who had studied medicine
that he is the archenemy of Jesus Christ, tichristianity are synonyms .-H . R. to fit herself for usefulness as a missionary at

the almighty Son of God , and not, as he
Lucknow , in India, was sent for by the wife of

would make people believe, His visible rep The Pri o of Delay.
the native Prince of Punna, who was ill . Pun

resentative on earth . For compare this na was a long distance from Lucknow , and

utterance of the “ Holy Father ” with the the journey was a dangerous one ; if Miss

words of St. Paul, Romans XIII , 1 , where. When Miss Crawford went out to Shan Beilby went she would be separated by more

by inspiration of the Holy Spirit of Christ, ting, in China; as she talked with the peo- than a hundred miles from any white man .

he says . " Let EVERY soul be subject unto the
ple an old lady began asking her some very

Her friends urged her to refuse. The En

higher powers." In fact , take down your intelligent questions .

New Testainent and read the first seven

Said she : “ How long glishwoman was young and timid, but she

knew her duty ; she went, remained two

verses ofthis chapter diligently, comparing have you known this word about the Lord months and cured the patient. When she

their contents with the sentiments contained Jesus ?” “ Oh , ever since I was a little girl.” was about to return the Ranee sent for her

in the words of the Pope under considera . " Did your mother know it ? " " Yes.” “ Your and begged her to go in person to Queen

tion . Again , writing to Titus , chapter III, grandmother?” “ Yes. ” “How long have Victoria with the message that
Indian

verse 1 , St. Paul exhorts him , saying : “ Putthem ( those confided to your care) in mind your people known about it ? ” “ About 1800 wonnen, not being allowed the attendance
years. " " Then why didn't you comebefore? of male physicians, died in great numbers

to be subject to principalities and powers, Mymother would have liked toknow of it, every year for want of care. The Ranee

to obey magistrates. " This injunction, as a
and she is dead .” — Homiletic Review, Apr. brought paper, pen and ink,and, with tears,

matter of course , includes the injunction
1887.

besought Kiss Beilby to write her petition

that Titus should set his parishioners a good
to the Queen to send them women doctors.

example by himself carrying it into prac . Contributions to carry on Missionary " Write it small, Saheba ," she begged, " for

tice. St. Peter also, whose successor The

Work in China.
I shall put it in a locket and hang it about

Pope contends that he is, but between which your neck , and you must wear it until you

two persons there is hardly any resemblance
put it in the hands of the great Ranee her

to be observed , St. Peter, writing to the
Rev. Dr. Hunter Corbett, missionary at self.”

Christians in Asia Minor, says : “ Submit Chefoo, China, just before his return, occu . Miss Beilby returned to England the

yourselves to every ordinance of man for pied the pulpit of the First Presbyterian next year, obtained an interview with

the Lord's sake, whether it be to the King Church, Wichita, Kansas. At the close of Queen Victoria, and placed the locket in her

as supreme, or unto governors. " I Peter III, his interesting address collection was hands with the message. The Queen was

xiii . Moreover , the Evargelists inform us called for, accompanied by the statement deeply touched , and empowered Lady Duf

that Christ himself closely observed the that $ 135'00 was needed to carry on this ferin , the wife of the Viceroy of India, to
laws of the government , once when He paid missiorary work . When the collection was form an association for sending out female

tribute, Matthew XVII, 27 , and again on counted it amounted to $ 1,633 co , and after medical aid to the women of India.

the occasion of His trial before Pilate , John the evening service at the same church an Many women doctors have been sent out

XIX , 11. The same m st be said of the apos , other collection was taken up, the morning by the association, and Indian women are

tles , for example of St. Paul, who appeared and evening collections together aggregat now being educated as physicians and
.

before the Roman tribunal without anything ing $ 2,136 87. Dr. Corvett says this gift has An estate of fifty acres, with large

like resistance or reluctance . Finally , St.

Paul exhorts us, Phil. III , 17 , in these words : States. - Hom . Review ,June 1887 .
not been equalled anywhere in the United buildings, has been given by a native prince

* Brethren , be followers together of me, and

as a hospital for Hindoo female patients

Who on reading this is not put in mind of Had the timid niisssonary refused to un

mark ihem which walk so as ye have us for the good Samaritan of whom Christ tells us dertake the perilous duty to one woman ,

an example.” The meaning of these words, in the Gospel, and of the words of Christ: these great blessings — which are but the be
evidently , is this : We are to follow in the Go thou and do likewise ?”

footsteps of the apostles , we are to imitate

ginning of help and hope for all the women

them in everything they do, provided what the Lutheran Church in the United

of India - probably never would have come

to them .
they do is not at variance with the Word of

Sow the seed , however smail it be, of good

God . Now, the Word ofGod repeatedly
deeds Oly God knows what the fruit will

enjoins upon Christians to be subject to the
be --Youths' Companion.

laws of their respective governments . There- It is interesting to us from time to time to

fore a Christian would not be permitted to im- be informed of the opinions which leading
A nobleman who had been overc me by

itate the apostles, ifthey had refused to render nen and periodicals of other denominations to his neighbor, Jhn
obedience to their governor in a case where entertain of the Lutheran Church in the anger , sent word

they ought to have rendered it and could United States .
Brown, that neither he nor any manber of

Such an opinion was lately his family should over again undertake to

have done so without endangering their found expressed in a leadiąg Presbyterian

conscience, or if they only had desired “ to church paper, “ The Christian at Work , ' and word with the messenger to tell his master
come upon his property. Brown sent back

be subject to no power." For God's ordi- is as follows. “ To those who do not keep that if he or any of his family desired to
tu

nance is that every person should be subject church statistics in mind, it will doubtless

to the higher, that is, the governmental pow
come as a surprise to learn that the Luther. come upon his lands, he would rejoice to

ers . Consequently, any refusal on the part ansin this country number nearly a million allow them to do so, but if any of them
wished to come in his house this would

of the apostles to obey or any desire of theirs in membership and stand third in the de
not to obey any legitimate command of the nominational list, being surpassed only by thewrath of the neighbor, and he came and

please hiin still more . Ine answer overcame

government is at variance with God's holy the Methodists and Biptists. The

Word . Who, then , is this audacious Pope Lutheran Church is beyond doubt a great
was reconciled to Mr. B own.

at Rome who dares oppose himself to the and growing denomination . That

Word of the most high God and proclaim the Lutheran Church has a glorious future
The good angels are wiser and can do

to the world that he most earnestly and ar.before it,no wise observer of her history in more than the evil angels
The reason is,

dently desires " to be subject to no power " in this country can doubt. " - Christian at they have a mirror wherein they look and

the enjoyment of what he calls "full and Work, May 5 . learn : " the face of the father . " - Luther.

nurses,

States,

*

* *
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The Lntheran Witness . aboutby the veneration theyrendered the For the LUTHERAN Witness.. sacerdotal order which God had instituted

Coal and the Bible.

among them . In the late days even of Mala
C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & PUBLISHER.

chi , we read God secured Levi's honor and

dignity . " For the priest's lips should keep The enemies of the Bible generally take

Tue Lutheran Witness is published on the 7th and knowledge, and they should seek the law at the position that science “ proves” that the

21st of each month . All communications and money his mouth, for he is the messenger of the world could not have been created in the

should be sent to : Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey St. , Lord of Hosts.” ii : 7 . The high esteem in

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $1.00 per which the estate of priests, qualified for six days mentioned in Genesis . The forma.

annum in advance . Money sent otherwise than by their exalted position , was held by God and tion of coalbeds was up
to the present

money -order or draft is at the risk of the sender . His people we may be taught from the one time one of the " proofs " falsely so called

but adequate passage : " For every high priest science brought into the field against the
Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio, as Second taken from among men is ordained for men Bible version of creation .

While arguing

Class Mail Matter.

in things pertaining to God , that he may against the Christian faith the votaries of

offer oth gifts and sacrifices for sins.
ZANESVILLE, OHIO, JUNE 21st , 1887 .

And no man taketh this honor unto
this science generally made—and some of

himself but he that is called of God , as was them still make-a great parade of " facts

Royal Dignity of the Pastoral Office. Aaron .” Heb. v : 1 4 By universal as well and figures.” “ Coal,” they said , “ is the pro"

as sacred history we are instructed that of duct of vegetable substances.
It takes so

all occupations men may engage in , the and so many years to change one log of
I. PAPER.

priestly has always been looked upon as wood into coal, so , of course , it will take so

The office of those consecrating their lives deserving royal praise.

to sacerdotal functions has always been But how dare we claim a special dignity

and so many thousands and hundreds of

looked upon as being sacred and worthy of for the pastoral office of the New Testa thousands of years to produce the thick beds ·

reverence. Among the castes of the Eastern ment , how may we Lutherans particularly we find in various parts of the world . How,

nations the caste of the priesthood ranked in set forth the work of a Gospel minister as then , could the world be created in six

every respect first; and by the ancient Greeks meriting extraordinary reverence or to de . days?” Stuff like this, that is worthy the

and Romans the estate of priests was held in mand with St.Paul, “ Let the elders that rule

supreme estimation .
Only persons ofgood well be counted worthy of double honor, pen only of an atheist, was, and still is , pro

claimed with such assurance that even Chris.

moral character, and of the best families, and especially they who labor in the word and

eminent for their mental endowments and doctrine?" We disclaim all connection with tian theologians lost their child -like faith in

bodily perfections were admitted to priestly pagan priests and affirm that they, as blind the power and might of God and in the

and pontifical positions so long as the citi- leaders, only led their people to dumb idols :

truth of His Word . So they set to work

zens of these commonwealths maintained i Cor. xii : 2 ; we contend our office is not a
explaining Genesis ; they took it apart and

their regard of the religion wbich they had continuation of Aaron's priesthood, which put it together in a manner to suit them

inherited from their ancestors
. Such as devot- should only last until the coming ofthe selves; they picked out a word and buried it

ed themselves exclusively to the offering up of Great High Priest, Jesus Christ. Weavouch under a pile of rubbish and soapsuds, then

sacrifices and prayers, and the attendance to we wantno new sacerdotal caste,no Rom suddenly resurrected it another word alto

the rites of certain deities and temples, were ish priesthood under the new dispensation ,
gether. They took all this trouble in order

exempt from all other civil duties, their per- but hold with St. Peter that by baptism all
that the Bible might not seem to conflict

sons were inviolable,they drew theirsupport Christians become the anointed priests of

with science, as if a Christian should care

from State- revenues, and in processions they the household of God, and that to be a
what the “ science" of this world says as

Well,
took their places ahead of the highest civil Christian is the highest prerogative attaina. long as he has the Bible on his side.

magistrates. Only when unspeakable cor. ble on earth. And we rightly asseverate that to add to the shame of such Bible- tinkers,

ruption and multiplied crimes on the part of this proposition must stand to vindicate the

here comes “ science" and now tells us that

the leaders of nations , when gross frauds rights and duties of the individual believer.most, if not all , coal beds have no connec

and manifest abominations on the part even How, then , can we in the face of all these
tion at all with any vegetable matter, but

of the priesthood,whenthe icyand ridicul truths, plead a special dignity of the pasto.wereproduced immediatelyfrom their first.

ing frowns of an unbridled philosophy be ral office ?
elements . It is not my object to produce

gan to destroy the foundations of piety , then
here all the arguments " science” clair.s to

first and always the sacerdotal order became Gold and the Gospel.
have for this view of the matter, I only wish

an object of contempt and hatred amid such

to call the attention of the WITNESS readers

nations the time of whose ignorance God
to this new instance of science itself reject

winked at ( Acts xvii 30) . From the hands
The Times of India says,that“ nearly $25 , - ling what “ scientific ” people had been rely

of their priests , so Tacitus informs us, the 000,000 have been invested in search for ing on as one of the reasons why the Bible

ancient Germans would receive bodily casti gold in India, and that not $2,500 worth of can not be credited in its statements. Ifwe

gations for what seemed to them deserving the precious metal has been discovered after other objections now urged against the Bible
live long enough we shall no doubt see all the

of punishment; but none else could have three year's labor." Yet the few inillions by science withdrawn by science itself,

ventured to chastise, without being himself
severely punished , those bold warriors be.invested in missions in India have led about while others will be substituted .

ing so extremely sensitive of personal liberty. 5,000,000 into the Church of Christ.—Hom . stand by the sure word of God .

In the holy circles of patriarchial families Review.
In conclusion I would say that no Chris

it was the first -born among his brethren What are the boys and girls of America tian objects to science, nor is any Christian

upon whom the prerogatives of the priestly going to do to celebrate the golden jubilee ence,but all true Christians and even all
willing to deny the facts revealed by sci

office devolved . This was considered to beThis was considered to be of the Pope ?-Catholic Review .

an integral part of the blessing bestowed by

truly scientific non-Christians object to the

the dying parent till God chose, instead uf
We would suggest, that each boy and perversion of science, to the substitution of

the first -born, the tribe of Levi and con- girl of America for this purpose invest ten guesses and dreams for facts, and to the

firmed the same to be the bearer of all duties cents in buying a copy of the New Testa .bolstering up of inferences drawn indis
and privileges appertaining to His public nient and read it from beginning to end four criminately from facts , dreams and guesses ,

worship until Christ's manifestation in the times during the remainder of the present into proofs for a system of one kind or othera

flesh . If the Jewish people were conspicu year ,and as often every succeeding year whose only object is to oppose the Bible .

ously a priestly nation , this was brought with attention and devotion . - H . R. B.

Let us
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gen .

Church Hers.
sant warfare in the name of the triune God . gards . There are no strained relations be .

May He crown the efforts of the Witness tween us, and so the task is easy. Our two

in this direction with unprecedented success . assemblies are a spectacle to the Christian
Our Denver Letter .

H. R. ized world . We can never forget that

Martin Luther made the first successful

General Synod Notes. effort to give the people the Bible in the
Denver, COL. , June 13 , 1887 . vernacular of the people. We can never

DEAR BRO. FRANK :—This morning's
forget your long roll of martyrs and mission

The sessions of the General Synod at

mail brought me my copy of the LUTHERAN Omaka, Nebraska, began Wednesday eve our homes as in yours .aries. Their names are household words in

.
WITNESS, which, as I am pleased to say , on

ning, June 1 .

the 7th of June has entered on the sixth year
** I come to perform a pleasant and honor

The evening was devoted to a general able duty , and to pay a debt which all Re.of its existence . All who have the welfare
social and ecclesiastical reception . After

of true Lutheranism , which is identical with religious exercises, his Excellency , the Gov. Because of your progress and sturdy doctormed churches owe to the Lutheran .

genuine Christianity, at heart, will join me
in hoping and praying that, for thebenefit ernorof Nebraska, delivered an address of trines, we will always have for you the

particularly of English speaking Lutherans, due appreciation of the character and work
welcome to the Synod, characterized by a heartiest sympathy and the kindest wishes

the Witness on the 7th of June , 1893, by of Luther, and the significance and value of
for your success."

the power of God may enter on the twelfth Dr. Ort , the President, responded , saying :

the settlers and immigrants bearing his

year of its existence with more than five
“ In behalf of the General Synod I recip

name already located within the borders of

times the present number of its subscribers . rocate the sentiment which you have ex
the State . His honor, the Mayor of Omaha,

Our times are of such a nature as to make pressed , and in the name of our church I
followed.

the publication of a paper like the Wit
give you the hand of fraternal fellowship .

NESS a matter of necessity. For what these delivered the synodical discourse. Its theme
On Thursday morning, Dr. M. Rhodes

“ Blest be the tie that binds

.
evil and perilous times need is a bold and

Our hearts in Christian love. "

was the dependance of the church upon the
fearless setting forth of the everlasting truths While repeating these words Dr. Ort ex

Holy Spiri ' .

of the Bible in opposition to the prevailing election of Rev. 3. A. Ort, D. D. , President ;
This was followed by the

tended his hand to Dr. Harsha, who

corruptioninsocial,political and religious Rev. W.S.Freas, Secretary, and Alexander graspedit ,and as the conventionsawthese
,

circles, to secret-societism , and to the rapid . Gebhart, E q , Treasurer . The Board ofrepresentatives of two great Christian de

ly increasing influence of Romanism in this nominations standing in an attitude so sig .
Foreign Missions occupied the remainder

great republic of ours , the latter two nificant , the members unanimously gave

of

Satan in his warfare against the Son ofGod, during the past two years ending with the
which are the chief weapons en ployed by andtheotlering ofsuggestions.Thereceipts expression to their feelings in hearty api

plause. This the General Synodists will

our dear Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ . put down as a red letter day in their history .

The influence which secret societies of all
31st of March, from all sources for the

eral fund, amounted to $62,196,19 .
To us it proves again that the General Synod

This is

descriptions are exerting on the present an increase of $ 1,619 47 over the preceding Lutheran name.is in fact a Presbyterian body with the

generation throughout this broad land are
two years.

detrimental to the cause of the Christian
The receipts, together with the

A letter of the Bishops of the Protestant
balance carried over

religion . It cannot be otherwise, since se
from the preceding Episcopal Church on Christian unity was

cretsocieties arenotof divine origin but report, placed a workingcapital of $68,741.. read. This letter declares its “beliefthatall
22 at the command of the Board . The ex .

belong to the category ofhuman institutions . who have been duly baptized with water in

But there are two kinds of human institu .
penditures aggregated $63,574.88.

the name of the Father, and of the Son , and
The Committee on Lutheran Union had

tions : in the first place, such as are in har

mony with God's Word, which is the case, continued ,which petition the synod granted .

accomplished nothing and asked to be dis of the Holy Ghost are members of the Holy

Catholic Church.

for instance, with organized Christian con “ That in all things of human ordering, re .

gregations; and secondly, such as are purely of the German Theological Seminary in their church is ready in the spirit of love and
The report of the Committee on Property lating to modes of worship and discipline,

human and at variance with divine revela .

tion , which two things characterize secret
Chicago occasioned a long discussion , as

societies. For, talk piously as they will was frequently the case during the session humility to forego all preferences of her

own."

when matters pertaining to German work
concerning God, He, nevertheless , has no The bishops furthermore affirm that

The whole sub

more to do with them than he had to do
were under consideration .

Christian unity can be restored only by the

with Grecian or Roman mythology.
ject was referred to the Board of Education

return of all Christian communions to the

The other principal enemy of God's king.
with power to act .

dom on earth is Romanism or Popery, which

An address on Publications had been principles of unity , exemplified by the un

prepared by Rev. Dr. Morris, of Baltimore, dividea Catholic Church during the first
,

without cessation stretches forth its
greedy but as he was unable to be present the ad . ages of its existence .

clutches ever ready to grasp what is within In answer to this declaration of the House

its reach or to destroywhat it cannot grasp. Lovettsville,Va.,who had been requested to
dress was read by Rev. P. ; H. Miller, of

of Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal

For as an eminent Baptist theologian , the Church, the General Synod resolved : “ We

Rev. Justin D. Fulton, D. D. , of Brooklyn ,
do so by the author.

deem the restoration of the organic vnity of

says . “ Popery in the past was bad enough . “ Over fifty years ago, when I made the the church at the present period neither de

The popery ofto-day is worse. Never werefirst listof booksby our ministers, I found sirable nor practicable. And, furthermore,

papal pretensions more bold , more preten. less than 50, covering a period of 90 years. inasmuch as all Christian unity must arise

tious, more blasphemous, than now. No
Now there are more than 50 each year . We out of a common faith , they be instructed to

arrogance that the world has ever witnessed
have made great progress in that time in offer as the sufficient basis for Mis end the

can compare with that ofRomanism of to literary publication . When I entered the Augsburg Confession, the historic basis of

day.” Rome in America, p. 40. The infu. ministry there were in the country less than all Protestantism , and by common consent
there are

ence of Romanism on society may be ob. three hundred ministers, now the most catholic expression of the common

served in cities such as Baltimore and Cin . 4,000" faith . If the General Synod received the

cinnati ; that of secret societies on the present Rev. Dr. Harsha, fraternal delegate from Augsburg Confession in good faith , this

generation in cities such as St. Louis, Kan- the General Assembly of the Presbyterian answer might be satisfactory. But we have

sas City and Denver. Against these two Church , was introduced and spoke briefly, shown before that General Synod men pro

most formidable enemies of the Church of saying : fess only those articles of the Augsburg

Christ, and against all others , it is one object “ I am commissioned by the General Confession as fundamental, which all Chris

of the LUTHERAN WITNESS to wage inces. Assembly to bear to you its heartiest re- tian denominations profess.

.
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Hearth and Honie.
there is , alas , a general saying with the heated ! The Rector, therefore, wishes to

so called Lutherans , that Luther had been a say , if you will therewith do harm to the

patron of the dancers, even in his Church- health of a maiden , God will once demand
LECTURES ON MODERN

Postil this were to be read . But that is a mis. it of you . “ Inasmuch , however, as the

DANCING . take : Luther did not and would not assent to dances are not to be barbarous and shameful

our modern dancing . To be sure, he did not plays, but have been introduced for the sake

call an inoffensive hopping and leaping , even of good manners in order that young men

Translated from the German of it it was done according to time , a sin ,but that might learn to pay due respect to the female

C. F. W. Walther D.D. and is all, too, he meant to say in his Church - Pos sex , they therefore, have honorable causes . ”

adapted for the Witness
til . - True , he still lived to see the French -He means to say the dances had been in

mode of dancing imported into Germany, troduced to instruct the young fellows to do

By Rev. R. 1 ....
and even introduced into his dear University reverence to the female sex and to remove

city of Wittenberg, ay , even his students that roughness of manners which young

following this fashion at once . But what people will readily fall into unless they also
IV .

did Luther do now ? He did by no means enter such societies, in which they must

This is our modern dance ! Formerly none revoke what he had formerly said about carry on a respectful demeanor. Originally,

knew anything about it . It was not untildancing, but he immedia'ely raised his voice therefore, the dances consisted in this main

Luther's time , when this mode of dancing against this new mode of dancing . After ly, thatone person dancing would place him

came to us from lewd France . Germany having proved first, in a lecture he read to self opposite to the other, both , at the same

like in all thing , began to imitate France the students , that what Scriptures called time, courtesying respectfully and elegantly

also in regard to these so called “ Gallic dancing , was indeed no sin , he expressed to each other, now drawing back a little,

dances, " as all will know that are acquainted himself in the following words : " There now approaching, now walking aside of

with history. Dannhauer, the Strassburg. is one thing in regard to the dances at which each other, and all this most chastely and

ian theologian , 1666 , amongst other things I am displeased and which I would have honorably .

tells us the same. He has written a " The publicly prohibited by the magistrates”
[ TO BE CONTINUED . ]

ology of Conscience ” ( an excellent work ), -note well , Luther regarded it as some.

in which he propoundsall kinds of questions thing of which even the honorable world What Then ?

of conscience and then decides upon them ought be ashamed, for if he had talked of

most thoroughly from the word of God . something which a Christian only should
There once came a youth in high spirits

There he also puts the following question : refrain from he would not have said the
with hurried steps to a pious old man , say.

“ Is conformity to the world allowed , at magistrates ought forbid it—and what was
least in indifferent things ? " Indifferent it Luther so fervently wished to have strict. ing : "Rejoice with me, O father ! Finally

my

things are such as
uncle was given his consent. I now can at

Chis, " thatare neither commanded ly forbidden ? young men turn

.nor forbidden in the Scriptures . This is his about in a circle with young ladies " at a tend the university and become a lawyer. So

answer : " The apostle has dictated to con- dance , especially publicly , in the presence of then my fortune is made.”

" Good, my son , ” responded the sire, “ now
science the following rule : ' Be not con. many lookers.on . ( Cl. L'ither's letters , cir.
formed to this world .' Rom . XII . , 2 . It is culars and opinions, publ. by D :Wette D.D.ihou wilt take to study diligently ,but - what,

then ? "

out of the question that it is not allowed in vi . , 435) In these word , L'ither is describe

" After three years, having passed my ex
those things which are bad in themselves.” ing the very dance custom iry in our days ,

amination , and no doubt with honor, I shall
Dannhauer wishes to say the apostle did not where they do turn about in a circle , one
only, by these words, want to tell the christ . embracing and clasping round the other leave school and enter upon my calling."

“ And then ?"
ians that they must not follow the men of with hands and arm3. Of this dance the

" Then I shall not be wanting in diligence
this world in regard to their notorious sins Bible knows nothing—the Devil has inven :

and conscientiousness . Far and near men

and vices -- for that were self - evident , being ed it !
already expressed in every command for. Already of a dance less offensive than this will speak of me, and all people, high and

low, will seek rae and give me their confi.
“ The danciugbidding us to sin . He, therefore, proceeds: a Church Father writes :

dence."
“ The question , moreover, is of indifferent foor is a circle , hell its centre and its peri

“ And then ?"things, of the manner of living, of customs, phery the devil. ” Having judged thus at

" Ther. I shall lay by money and become afashions , music,comedies in dress and French that time, what would the saine perso is say

- I shall marry a good wifedances . For France is the epitome, as it on seeing how tiey dance now - a- days ? well- to -do man .
and settle down."

were, and model of the world where the they would not trust their own eyes and ears

" And then ?”

spirit of the world is reigning supremely. I on being told , “ These are people who call

therefore, deny its being allowed, because themselves Christians !" " Then I shall bring up my children that

1. the Greek word aeon which the apostle When Luther had thus in a lecture as they may become something, each one ac

,makes use of does not denote the world monished the students it became public. cording to his gifts, and they will do well
in .

only , but a so the manners and customs The Rector of the University , probably then
“ Aud then ? "

of the world , “ the course of this world ” Melanchthon, having thereby grown atten .
“ Tnen I shall retire and rejoice in the

as St. Paul writes , Eph . ii . : 2 . The apostle tive to the danger threatening the students,

would.conseqently say, do not lead a life set up an admonition and warning addressed happiness of my children, enjoy their love

which is similar so that being lead by those to the students and posted it against the
and a peaceful old age.”

" And then ? "

loving the world , which you have already black -board a board hanging in the entrance .
renounced in baptism .

“ Then ? --well--one cannot always live on
2. Conform hall of the University . This noteworthy

ity to this world is not allowed because document, with the sigiature of “ Rector of
this earth, and, even if that were possible, it

would not be good ,-then, of course , then
renewal , as being the reverse, is commanded theWittenberg Academy,” reads as follows: I must die !!

"
Rom . xii. : 2. Different satutes of kingdoms " We learn that some, ” to wit , students ,

require different manners and customs. Now “ take liberty at public dances of doing both his hands and looking into his eyes.
" And then ? " cried the old man, grasping

Christ's kingdom is not of this world , hence certain buffooneries " ( thus Melanchthon "My son !" And then ?”

it neither permits the manners and customs calls the recently introduced mode of danc- The joyous youth colored and began to

of this world . ” ( Theol. conscientiar ii.,401 sq . ing) " that are not becoming and sometimes tremble, while tears started to his eyes.

This
, however, is not merely the view of endanger the dancing maidens ” How true “ Thanks, O father, he finally said, " I had

our later theologians, like Dannhauer, on this is ! Many a maiden already has fallen ordained forman once to die and then-the
forgotten the chief thing ; namely, that it is

modern dancing , but even that of Luther dead on the dancing.floor by still continuing judgment. Henceforth it shall no more

himself. Mark this well , I pray you, since a motion really furious though being over happen ."

.

:
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Selections from Church well-to -do people who left comfortable lished more than three hundred sermons,

homes in order to find full freedom of including several collections of which the

History.
worship. They sailed in five vessels and so -called Evangelien - Postille ” is the

started with a common fund of 123,987 most popular.
His favorite themes are

thalers (about $ 75,00) beside individual the forgiveness, the grace and the peace

A GREAT THEOLOGIAN. property, to defray their expenses and to in Jesus, the spirituality of the church ,

buy land for their settlement in America. the absolute guilt of all sin , the absolute

The Rev. Dr. C. F. W. Walther. One of the vessels was lost at sea; the certainty of the Christian religion, and the

others arrived at New Orleans in the win- glorious freedom of the Christian . Instead

ter of 1838–9. On the journey Stephan had of preaching right conduct and good
FROM THE WATCHMAN (BAPTIST. )

allowed himself to be chosen bishop, and works Dr. Walther sought to change and

undertook to be the head of affairs in gen- sanctify the source from which all individ

The Rev. Dr. Walther, who died at St. eral. But soon after lus arrival in this nal conduct flows.

Louis, Mo., on May 7th, was certainly the country he was charged with a great crime
In order to defend himself and his cause

greatest Lutheran divine of this country and excommunicated. Since then Mr. against attacks , notably such as were lev

and one of the remarkable theologians of Walther has been the leading spirit of this eled at him by other Lutherans, he issued

our age. The fact that his reputation has colony. on September 1,1844,the first number of a

never become national is to be accounted Some of the Saxon immigrants settled fortnightly periodical called The Luthe

for on the ground that his work was con- at St. Louis, Mo., where they bave at- raner, notwithstanding many papers pub

fined almost exclusively to Germans and tained much wealth ; others became farm- lished by his own friends and pupils this

that he never took occasion to master the ers in Perry County, Mo. In the year periodical has a circulation of about 15,

English language nor to address English- 1839, notwithstanding many tribulations 1000 copies , but declines to publish paid
speaking people. His own modesty is and deprivations, these same people estab- advertisements. Every number contains

perhaps the principal reason why his name lished several churches, and even a theo- columns of receipts for free-willcontribu

is not mentioned even in German reference logical seminary with a preparatory school tions towards public church enterprises

books. Schem's “ German American Con- for the subsidiary branches of divinity, such as seminaries, missions, hospitals,

versations Lexikon,” an excellent work, especially the classical languages. With and synodical purposes. It is proper to

does not allude to him . But an account of every church a parish school wasbegun. add here that ' the 1,350 congregations of

his life and work will easily show that he The public school has always had hearty his particular synod are all conducted on
was in every sense of the term a man of friends and defenders in Mr. Walther and the principle of free-will contributions,

- ,

extraordinary torce and achiever.ents and his denomination; but it was felt that the except thatmanyof the 70,000 children in

why his death inflicts on almost irreparable Sunday school was not sufficient to give their parish schools pay a regular tuition
loss upon the Lutheran Church in the Lutheran children the training they must fee . The pews of the churches are free ,,

United States . Hewas perhaps the most require, and the methods of our public but a collection is taken up at every ser

eminent, accomplished and influential schools have not altogether commended vice, and it is customary to fee these

German who has ever lived in the United themselves to the Gerinans, whether con- Lutheran ministers liberally for every

States .
servative or liberal. From the beginning baptism , funeral or other occasion

Carl Ferdinand Wilhelm Walther was of his work in this country Mr. Walther which they may have been asked to offic

born in Langenchursdorf, Saxony, on Oc- gave bis whole strength to sermons and iate. Dr. Walther's Lutheraner soon be
tober 25, 1811, his father being a Lutheran theological instruction . The fall of became the official organ of the synod he
minister. He received the usual training Stephan led him to study the truth about helped to form on April 26, 1847. The

in the classics, studied theology at the church government, the result being the synod is popularly known as the Missouri
University of Leipsic, and was ordained adoption of purely Congregational prin . Synod; its full name is 6 the German

a Lutheran minister on January 16 , 1837. ciples. He explained them later on in á EvangelicalLutheran Synod of Missouri,
While a student at the university he be little volume entitled " Die Rechte Ge. Ohio and other States ." The Lutheraner

came acquainted with the late A.G.Ru- stalt.” So it happens that the Lutheran containsmany of Dr. Walther's best ser
delbach , at that time the most learned as church in Scandinavia is Episcopal, in the mons, addresses and essays . He found it

well asthe most conservative of all Luth- United States strongly Congregational, necessary, however, to establish also a

eran theologians, whose programme in the power of the synods being advisory monthly periodical, entitled Lehre und

cluded nothing less than an attack upon only and the right of excommunication ehre, forpurely theological essays and
rationalism , liberalism and neology in all being vested in each particular church. the special benefit of the ministry.

their ramifications. It was also at the In 1841 Mr.Walther became the regular By 1830 Dr. Walther was theminister

university that Walther began to read the pastor of Trinity Church, St. Louis,now of a large church, the president of a

writings of Luther. These writings are including tive or six congregations. He growing synod, and president as well as

unsurpassed for force, scholarship, and prepared his sermons with a care never professor of systematic and practical the

consistency, for the influence they have surpassed. Hewould often spend a whole ology in the tħeological seminary which

had upon Germany, and for expressing and week and digest whole volumes for a sin . had been removed from Perry County to

vindicating practically every idea, prin- gle sermon. Being a most scholarly man St. Louis. This seminary occupies at

ciple and thought that caused the Luther- and having good taste as well as excellent present a large building, and rejoices in

an Reformation . Waltlier's own austere judgment, theaim of his sermons was to about 400 alumni. Most of Dr.Walther's

views of religion and conduct caused him reach the perfection of lucid simplicity. theological lectures were given in Latin ,
many anxieties of which he was fully re- His language is not only correct but also notably those in systematic theology

lieved by Martin Stephan , at thattime the elegant, yet alwayspopular. At the same hermeneutics and exegesis.
Profound as

minister of a little Bohemian church in time he was careful to observe the rules of was his respect for modern philology, in

Dresden. This Stephan was well versed in logic and rhetoric . Most of his sermons theology proper he was irrevocably

the truths of the Gospel, was the natural are doctrinal, but he never preached with pledged to the official creed of the Luther

centre of those Saxons, both laymen and out making a strong appeal, both in his an church published in 1580 under the gen

preachers who preferred a living faith to matter and manner, to the sentiments and eraltitle of “ Concordia,” to the writings
the sterile rationalism then current. Not the emotions. His skeletons are in their of Luther, and to the great dogmaticians

receiving permission to leave the state way masterpieces, though at first sight of his church, notably Chemnitz, Quen

church and to organize a competitor at they give one the impression of a certain stedt and Gerhard. Later writers to him

home, Stephan and his friends,including pedantry, as they all contain a formal in . meant poorer writers, except in sacred

Walther, decided to emigrate. This com- troduction, the announcement of a theme philology and the documents of church

pany of about 750 persons including seven and its parts — usually two or three, and history. He once declared in an official

clergymen , eight candidates for the min- end with a conclusion which is either the address : “ We have tried the experiment,

istry, several professional teachers, some practical application of the theme or an as it were, whether by the doctrine of the

lawyers and physicians, and a great many eloquent appeal . Dr. Walther has pub. sixteenth century tlie souls of the nine
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1.00

teenth century might not be editied unto very great theologian , was loyal as was no Rev. B. Sievers , Milwaukee, Wis. , ( IV & V) 2.00

salvation
and behold, our hope has other man of our time to the imperishable

F. Sievers , Minneapolis, Minn . , (VI) 1.00

not been disappointed. The ancient doc- teachings of Dr. Martin Luther. He
G. Plehn, Chippewa Falls , Wis , (IV & V ) 2.00

rep :

trine has again demonstrated its ancient resented about the opposite of what is
W. Schmidt, Decatur, Ind ., (V & VI) 2.00

L. Lochner, Chicago , III . , ( III to V ) 3.00

and ever-new power ; thousands of souls usually taken for German theology in the A. Werfelmann, Brazil , Ind ., ( V 16 to VI 15 )

have been led by it to faith , and through United States.
Ile and his friends repre- 1.00

faith to salvation, and a church has arisen sent German -American life at its best. Mr. P. Huhn St. Louis , Mo. , (VI) 1.00

one in faith and profession, and shining in In person Dr. Walther was not small but Rev. A. Schuessler, Joliet, IIIs.,(V & VI )
love and good works" (see his synodical frail, his temperament was sanguine, in /Mr. F. Dette, St. Louis, Mo., (VI2 cc) 2.00

addressof 1866) . Dr.Walther always pro- manner he was strikingly courteous. Pro- Rev. J. Hilgendorf, Arlington ,Nel) .. ( V & VI) 2.00

nounced popery to be the anti-Christ. But bation after death he looked upon as an Mr. A. G. Kolk, Fallston, Md., (VI)
1.00

his principal effort as a theological teach- amusement fit for empty heads. The idea Rev. E.Schulze, Vallonia , Ind ., ( 1 )
a

( V ) 1.00

2.00er consisted in expounding, defending and of a “ developing " or "liberalizing” theolo- Mr. H. Lange, Palmer,Kas. (IV & V )
1.00

commending the Lutheran theology of gy to him was less audacious than a result Rev. J.L. Daib,Friedheim , Ind.,(VI)
S. W. H. Daib), Wittenberg, Wis . , (VI) 1.00

the sixteenth century, and in condemning of ignorance and sheer impertinence.
all deviatious from that standard.

B. P. Nommensen , Fountain City, Wis . , (V & VI)

His Greatly as he abhorred intemperance, he 2.00

knowledge of that theology and of Luth- felt that the only true remedy consisted Mr. H. Tietjen ,Cole Camp, Mo., (V) 1.00

er's writings was recognized even in Ger- in extending the sway of the gospel over J. D. Beck, Springdale, Ark . , ( II to IV) 3.00

many and by opponents, as unsurpassed. all hearts and minds. He was a loyal J. D. Rader, (IV 16 to V 24) 1.35

Indeed his success was due, next to God, American and held that a man could not D. M. Linebarger, Springdale , Ark. , (VI 16 ) .65

to the consistency and logical refinement consistantly violate the law of the land
L. F. M. Hovis, Gravelton , Mo. , (IV to V ). 2.00

W. H. Stroup,

of his dogmatic system . His attainments and profess the Christian religion . Ilis
( III to V) 3.00

A.J. F. Moser, (VI) 1.00

in church history and general scholarship sixteenth-century ideas of German Luth
C , F. erle , Pittsburgh , Pa . , (V) 1,00

were used only in the service of his sys- eranism , therefore, whether weighed on J. Keil ,

tematic theology. their intrinsic merit or measured by tan
Phil. Seif, 1.00

One of his earliest and best theological gible results, must be pronounced an ex- Rev. M.Heir,

treatises is entitled “ Kirche und Amt." traordinary success.” Whether this suc- Mrs. S. Groff, Confluence, Pa . ,

He has published a great many purely the cess will be enduring the future only can Rev. L. P. Jensen , Albert Lea ., Minn . , ( V ) 1.00

ological essays,including a little German reveal. In church matters Dr. Walther Rev. J. Bundenthal, Augusta, Mo., (III to V )

treatise in practical theology. But his preferred ideas to organization, the gospel Rev. Fr. Eickhoff, Scotland, Dak. Ty.,(IV & V 2.00
theological genius appeared to the highest to institutions, the truth to numbers, and Teacher H. Wente, Little Rock ,Ark. , (V 9 cc) 9.00

advantage in the theses he submitted to obscurity to worldly fame.
Rev. Fr. Otte, Dorchester, Wis . , (IV to VI) 3.00

the meetings of his synod, at ministers' Boston, May, 1887 .
A. E. Michel, Pensacola, Fla. , ( V 10 to VI 10 five

C. W. Ernst.

conferences, and in dealing with clergy
copies 5.00

Mr. F. Alirens , Kendallville , Ind . , ( V ) 1.00

men or whole organizations that offered Tactics of Popery .
Rev. R. L. Falke, Glasgow , Mo.,

1.00

church union . These theses and discus
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Our Epistle Postil.
so surely is it His heart's desire that every. take a comprehensive view of the text .

one, even the most wicked man on earth , Paul says: " But we are bound to give

be saved ; so surely has He, by His eternal thanks always to God for you , brethren
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

counsel , designed" no man to damnation. beloved of the Lord, because God hath from

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE In short, that God wants all saved the beginning chosen you to salvation,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR,
and that He, before the foundation of the through sanctification of the Spirit, and

world , chose and ordained unto salvation belief of the truth . ” The word “ but” di

those who will be saved, are two very clear rects us back to the foregoing, in which

and simple doctrines: but what our curi- Paul speaks of the great antichrist and
SERMON ON ELECTION.

osity would like to get at is the How ; says that his adherents perish “ because

how God could do this thing, that when they received not the love of the truth,
TEXT: " But we are bound to give thanks always

to God for you , brethren beloved of the Lord, be- wanting all He chose some without passing that they might be saved .” Paul does not

cause God hath from the beginning chosen you to any one by. We cannot do such a thing ; say, they perish , because God hath con
salvation , through sanctification of the Spirit, and when we out of two objects choose one, we signed them to destruction, or passed them
belief of the truth , whereunto He called you by our
Gospel to the obtaining of the glory of our "Lord at least pass by the other. Now because by in His election ; there is not a letter of

Jesus Christ. " - II Thess. 3 , 13:14 . we cannot do this thing, neither can un- the kind there; but Paul declares that God
In Jesus Christ, our EverlasTING SA derstand how it can be done at all , there has prepared salvation for them and wants

VIOUR, BELOVED FRIENDS:-- Among_the fore we wonder how God could do it. them saved ; yet they perish by their own

many mysteries contained in the Holy Do you exclaim : Well, how could God waywardness, because they will not receive

Scriptures, one of those to which carnal do it? My Friends, if you would have the love of the truth. But of the Thessa

reason ismost apt to take exception is the me explain that to you, you expect of me lonians Paul declares: “God hath From: FROM
foreordination of God's children unto that which is beyondmy ability to do and THE BEGINNING CHOSEN YOU TO SALVATION”
eternal life. To the naturalman the which is not at all my office and calling. There is that same mystery .

The adher

things of the Spirit of God are, indeed, all You did not call me to solve to you the ents of the Pope have not the love of the

foolishness, yet to some the flesh is more mysteries of God; for if that had been the truth, not because God had denied it

bitterly, opposed than to others, and more case, you would never have seen my face; unto thein, but because they would not,

inclined to misconstrne and misapply but you did call me to preach to you thereceive it. Why have we the love of the

them, and one of these is the mystery of doctrine of the mysteries of God as con- truth? Is it because we, by nature , had

election. But it is a godly mystery, contained in His revealed Word . Now the been , or had conducted ourselves, better

ducive unto true godliness and affording doctrine of the mystery of election is, in than they? Is it because we had chosen

godly comfort to the soul; otherwise it few words, very simply this, that God , to receive the love of the truth ? Nay, but

would not be comprised in the Scrip: without passing any man by, chose and or- because God gave it unto us. They have

tures; for of these St. Paul writes: " All dained unto salvation those who will be not the love of the truth, because they re

Scripture is given by inspiration of God, saved. That doctrine I have preached and fuse it; we have it, becauseGod created

and is profitable for doctrine, forreproof, am preaching to you; butwhen it comes to such hearts in us which do love the truth.
for correction, for instruction in right,the question: how did God manage to These are two truths, so simple that a
eousness ." Like all other doctrines of choose some without passing by the oth- child can understand them ; and they are

the Scriptures, the doctrine of election is ers? that is asking a solution of themyste-blessed truths, ascribing all honor of sal;
a wholesome doctrine ; but like all other

doctrines, some make it harmful unto ryitself
, and that I cannot give. Neither vation toGod alone and resting all blame

Should we ,

themselves and others
, by putting their am I willingto make anyattempt at ofdan nation alonewithman.

own constructionupon it, todowhich givinga solution, butmust earnestlywarn then,say: 1 mustsee howthese twothings

many are tempted by the curiosity of the against any and all attempts to solve God'sagree, and begin to pick apartthesetwo

many are tempted by the curiosity of the mysteries . And why must such attempts truths to construe them in such a way that
flesh ,

be warned against? Because all those who freason could see how they agree ? Then,

What is the mystery in God's election have attempted an explanationof the certainly, we would be like unto achild?

Stated in short words, it is this : thatGod mystery of election have invariably fallen picking apart a rose to see what makes it
wants all men saved and yet chose some

into one or the other of three errors: so beautiful , and, when it is picked apart,

men unto salvation ; or, God chose some either they were led to make God the both the rose and its beauty are destroyed.

men unto salvation without passing the author of dainnation , which Calvinists do ; We should rather so apply these doctrines

others by; or , God chose some and rejected or to make make man the author of salva- as to ask our own selves : Am I oneof those

Here reason will ask: How could tion, which Synergists do; or to render the who love the truth , or do I belong to those
God make a choice when he wanted all ?

purpose and ordination of God an uncer- who hate the truth or
how could God choose some withont pas tain and fallible thing, which Huberians about it ?

nothing

sing the othersby? how could God choose do. We must, therefore, let this mystery of this mystery toour benetit
, and so the

That is applying the doctrine

some without rejecting the others? These stand just as it stands in the Scriptures; apostle evidently wants it applied ; for he

two facts, that God wants all men saved for as soon as we begin to make our own says: “ GOD HATH CHOSEN YOU TO SALVATION,
and that He made a choice unto salvation, combinations to find a solution, all is THROUGH

OF THE SPIRIT,

are so clearly expressed in many places in surely errorand cannot lead to a good end. AND BELIEF OF THE TRUTH .”
the Scriptures that it is barely necessary to But what we should do is to apply the Here the apostle tells us what belongs

quote passages. Shus St. Paul writes: doctrine of God's election for onr practical into the election of God; that it is a col

"God will have all men to be saved," and use and benetit, because for that purpose it lective act, comprising together both sal

in our text he says : “ God hath from the
beginning chosen you to salvation.” That THE RIGHT USE OF

is given . Let us to -day briefly consider: vation and the things necessary for the
God rejected noneand passed no one by, The RIGHT USE OF THE DOCTRINE OF ELEC- obtaining of salvation . These things:sal
as though He did not want him saved, Tion , I. for warning and reproof; 11. for vation ,the sanctitication of thespirit, and

comfort . the belief of the trut!: belong together and
even swears by His own life, saying: " As 1 .

must not be separated ; yea , the apostle
I live, I have no pleasure in the death of
the wicked ; but that the wicked turn from Clearly to see the right use of the doc- connects them so closely together that the

Markhis way and live.” As surely as God lives , trine of election , it is necessary first to one cannot be without the other.

a

none.

care

SANCTIFICATION
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well , the apostle does not say : God hath ceived not the love of the truth." Again so it does, and in scores of places warns

chosen you in view of, or in foresight of Paul says : “ WHEREUNTO HE CALLED YOU BY against falling away; but, notwithstanding
your sanctification and belief. In that case our GOSPEL, TO

THE that , the Bible addresses the believers as

the sanctification of the spirit and the be- GLORY OF Our Lord Jesus Christ.” To the elect of God. Remember, that the

lief of the truth would be separated from those things which are comprised in the Bible speaks unto faith and not unto rea
God's act of election and would be made election of God, the sanctification of the sonable calculation. Reasonable calcula

the ontside rule by which God had been Spirit, the belief of thetruth, salvation , we tion is always casting about its lines and

guided and governed in His election ; but are called by the Word of the Gospel. If, calculating, this might happen, and that

the apostle says: “ THROUGHSANCTIFICATION therefore, you do not hear the preaching of might come to pass,and so it is never cer
AND BELIEF OF THE TRUTH . " So he com- theGospel, or, hearing it , do not lay it to tain, never at rest ; but faith has its eye

prises together in one both the end and heart, or neglect it, saying: Not yet ; then fixed on one thing only, and that is the

the way leading to the end. Without the comfort not yourself with the election of Word. What theWord says, faith holds

sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the God. I tell you, you are outside of God's as a fact. Alone by faith the Christian

truth there is no salvation ; therefore there order of election and the Word which you knows his election and says with St. Paul :

is also no such election which would be a reject will judge you at the last day . God hath chosen vs in Christ before the

mere ordination to salvation without com- These examples are sufficient to show that foundation of the world .

prising the sanctification of the spirit and the Scriptural doctrine of election contains Do you perhaps say : I wish I could

belief of the truth , i. e, i without compris- a solemn warning to all un -Christians, in cheerfully join in that language? Well,
ing the way to salvation, The words are whatever wickedness they may live. Here let us turn again to the text. After ad

clear: “ To salvATION, THROUGH SANCTIFICA- is a five-linked chain : election, salvation, dressing the Thessalonians as chosen of
THE SPIRIT AND BELIEF OF THE sanctification of the Spirit, belief of the God , we might expect Paul to mention

TRUTH . " A father setting apart his son for truth, calling through theGospel. If you something peculiar by which theyshould

the ministry of the Gospel, by that very break away either of the last-named links,know their election ; but to what does he

act sets him apart for a course of study to if you neglect the call of the Gospel, or direct them ? He continues: “ WHEREUNTO

fit him for the ministry. make light of the belief of the truth, or HE CALLED YOU BY OUR GOSPEL,'” and he

Invariably to comprise together these walk after the flesh ,you are outside of the further adds: “ Therefore, brethren, stand
things and never to separatethem in our order of God's election and I tell you the fast, and hold the traditions which ye have

mind is very important; for because God ax is laid to the rootof the tree and if you been taught, whether by word or our epis;

chose unto salvation through sanctification repent not you will be cutdown and cast tle.” Is not that a wonderfully strange

of the Spirit and belief of the truth, it is into the fire. Not, indeed, because God way of doing ! Out of the Gospel which

evident that .no man can comfort himself had passed you by ; why, He created you to Paul preached and wrote, the Thessaloni

with the election of God, unless he be eternal life, He redeemed you by His Di- ans were to know their eternal election .

standing in the sanctification of the Spirit vine blood and called you by His Gospel; Out of the common Gospel preached to

and belief of the truth; for those only are but you perish, because you passed Him by every creature, preached every Sunday, out

the elect of God who are sanctified by the and would not receive the love of the truth of the Gospel proclaiming Christ's death

Spirit, stand in the belief of the truth and that you might be saved . and resurrection you are to know your

persevere therein . Therefore the doctrine eternal election . How can that be ? Let us .

of election contains a solemn warning to
II .

see once what
you

believe. You believe

all servants of sin, lovers of the world , de- If the doctrine of God's election con- that Christ died for you ; how do you

fenders of errors and all un -Christians. tains a solemn warning to all un-Chris- know that! Because He died for all men.

Let me mention only those things indi- tians, it also has sweet comfort for the How do you know that Christ died for all

cated in the text. If you know nothing children of God, affording them the assur- men ? Because the Word of the Gospel

of the sanctification of the Spirit, if you ance that they are chosen of God from says so . So youknowit only by the faith

are not led by, and do not walk after, the eternity. How so ? Look at the text and of the Word. What do you believe that

Spirit ; if you are led by your own thoughts you will find this remarkable thing in it , Christ earned for you ? The grace of God.;

and do the will of the inind and of the that Paul addresses the Thessalonians as What kind of grace is that ? Did it begin

flesh, then comfort not yourself with the elect ones . Directly does he say : "God yesterday, and will it end to-inorrow? No ;

election of God : say not in your heart, if HATH FROM THE BEGINNING CHOSEN YOU to but it is an everlasting grace in which I
you were among the elect, you must be SALVATION.” How could Paul address will live forever. So you believe that the

saved any way . I tell you , you are outside them so ? Should he perhaps have had grace of God is eternal as God is eternal,

of the order of God's election , you are a some special revelation that the Thessalo- and you believe that this eternal grace is

child of wrath and on the way to destruc- nians were elect ? Nay, but he himself de- yours and that you are saved in it.
Now

tion ; for thus says the apostle: "GOD HATH clares why he pronounces them elect, what more do you want to believe con

CHOSEN YOU TO SALVATION, THROUGH SANCTI- namely: because called by the Gospelthey cerning your eternal election ? Indeed ,

So then , if you were sanctified by the Spirit and stood in every one standing in the faith of Christ,

walk after the flesh you are going to de- the belief ofthe truth . So the Bible every- though he have never heard of the doctrine

struction, as the same apostle writes at an- where describes the elect . Paul speaks of of election, in fact believes his eternal

other place: “ If any man have not the them as such that are justified , saying: election.

Spirit of Christ, he is none of His.” Like “ Who shall lay anything to the charge of Truly, the Scriptural doctrine of election

wise, if you despise the truth of God, if God's elect ? It is God that justifieth.” is a glorious doctrine.
While John Calvin,

you say, it would make no difference Christ says of the elect: " My sheep hear to know our election, would direct us to,

whether what you believe be the truth of my voice, and they follow me; they shall our feelings and sensationswhich are more

God or not ; if you pity those people who never perish, neither shall any pluck them changeable than the weather, while those
are so scrupulous about orthodoxy; if it out of my hand . ” Again He says: “ Shall who teach an election in view of faith,: ,

does not concern you whether your faith not God ' avenge his own elect , which cry would have us believe ourelection provided

be exactly in agreement with the Scrip- day and night unto him ?" Consistently we persevere , which would leave us in

tures or not ; if you want to believe what does the Bible speak of the Christians as doubt as long aswe live, St. Paul directs us
suits you, and walk after the notions of the elect ofGod. Therefore, even as Paul to no such slippery and uncertain ground,

men : then comfort not yourself with the addressed the Thessalonians, so can I ad- but to the Gospel of Christ , which cannot

election of God ; for the apostle declares : dress you : You who hear the voice of fail or deceive ; out of it each one is to

“GOD HATH CHOSEN TO SALVATION THROUGH Christ, are led by the Spirit, live the truth know his election . But mark well , it is all
BELIEF OF THE TRUTH .” So those who are ofGod and so stand in the faith, you God by faith . By faith we know that Christ

not standing in the truth and care nothing hath from the beginning chosen to salva- died for us; we have no other way of know

about standing in the belief of the truth, tion . Ilow dare I do that? Friend , look ing it. By faith we know that the saving

are outside of the order of God's election and see if the Bible does not so describe the grace of God is ours; we have no other

and belong to those of whom the apostle elect of God. You might say: The Bible way of knowing it, than by the faith of the

says that they “ perish , because they re- also speaks of temporary believers. Yes, Word. Now the doctrine ofGod's eternal

FICATION OF THE SPIRIT.'
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their good .

election adds thereto this peculiar comfort have received their name as being sworn and Church Dews.

that it tells me, how God thought of me professed enemies of Christ. Others looked

before the world was, appointed and or- for words of similiar sound in the Old Testa

dained me to salvation and, so to say, ment, and said they were called Jesuits
When Ahab Keller held a meeting in

mapped it all out how to preserve mein Esauite ,or rather Jebusites ; and certainly in Cambridge, Crawford Co., Pa . , one night

temptations, bywhat crosses to purify and thosehistoriesdo not illapply to the Jesuitiche prayed that “ a shaking might take place
exercise my faith and how to keep me unto sect. Butthere are those who maintain that among these dry bones.”

A wild young

the end. And when I contemplate this a Hebrew etymology need not be sought , man sitting near the door jesting called out:

that the Cr ator of the universe, beforeever the appellation having originated,or at ieast" Oh look how these dry bones shake!" and
the world was , took such counsel over me,beenapproved of, in Rome. They hold that began to shake with all his might. After hea poor worm, I am astonished and amazed

at such an eternity of love; that

these men were called Jesuitae' because the a ' d his foolish companions had had their

surpassesmy understanding But even so it is; for pass -word, rule and sum of their lives and laugh he thought he would compose himself,

St. Paul declares:“Weknow thatall things profession is this : “Jesum vita ' ( i . e. avoid but to his dismay he could not stop and con

work together for good, to them that love Jesus.) I , however, believe that an explana . tinued shaking until he stopped breathing,

God, to them who are the called according tion ofthe appellation may be found more thus proving the awful danger there is in

to his purpose.” Over His beloved chil. readily and better in the German language, making a mock of sacred things . Men may

dren God has a purpose and according to and that the more, as they are to be the mock at anything else, but fools only will

that purpose all things work together for Apostles of Germany . There are, principally mock at religious matters .

two dialects of the German language . If we
The Latheran Church in Austria ( Old

If, therefore, your conscience convinces examine the word according to the dialect of Austria , Vienna , Bohemia, Moravia and

you that you are not yet a Christian, then lower Germany , the etymology will be "Jesu Galicia ) is divided i to 16 dioceses (superin

let the doctrine of election; for then you wit'-one who is himself far away from tendents ) with 15 seniorates , 143 parishes, 92

are a child of wrath and have nothing to Jesus, and leads others away from Him. In stations, 146 pastors, 172 schools with 287

do with the election of grace ; but go and the dialect of upper Germany, he would be teachers and 190,172 members. The Reform

study the ten commandments that you called “Jesuwiter — Jesu wider '. For we often ed Church in the same districts has 82 parishes
,

may know your lost condition , how by exchange d for t as in 'Thumherr' and ' dum with S4 pastors and 121,041 members. The

your wickedness you are rushing on to mer Herr.' ” J. SCHALLER
hell . But if you are standing in the faith theological faculty at Vienna, doing service

of Christ, and the flesh and the devil would for both churches, has 40 students .

Hunnius, in a marginal note to the preface
tempt you with scruples about your elec

Prof. Max Muller, of Leipsic University ,

tion, then do not seek to pry into the mys- of his book on justification , gives the follow

teries of God, that could only lead yon to ing ingenio's combination .
has forty -two titles and honorary suffixes to

his name.

soul-destroying error, but go to the Gos
Some men in Columbus would

R adix

pel of Christand consider how IIe died for O mnium
be glad to relieve the professor of a moiety .

ROMA

your sins and rose again for your justifica M alorum

tion .
Of the six million women in Brazil , only

And when crosses and afflictions A varitia

half a million can read or write. And in the

come to you look not upon them as a sign ( i . e . " The love of money is the root of all
of Divine wrath , but remember that God remote districts , if a man has occasion to

evil . ” I Tim . VI, 10. J.S.

has a purpose over you , a purpose over leave home, he locks up his house and puts

which He studied already before the world
his wife in a convent until he returns. Brazil

began, a purpose by which He secured Some years ago there lived a man who is Roman Catholic country .

your salvation and secured it so firmly was very irritable and passionate, but he

that the gates of hell shallnot prevail soon repented of his anger . Upon thinking for membership before one of the churchesYang Sing a Chinese Convert examined

against it. To Him, theGod of mercy, the matter over he concluded : "This comes of San Francisco, was asked, “ How did you

be honor and praise through Jesus Christ ,
Amen . from my being with wicked persons ; if they find Jesus ? ” The striking answer was : “ I

would leave me alone I would not become no find him at all ; he find me.” The foreseen

Lolemical.
so angry. I will go into some secluded faith theorists at Columbus would have in

spot and not be so annoyed; there I will formed him, You must have been willing to

Jesuits .

neither hear nor see any one, and so will suffer yourself to have been found by Jesus.

This explains the mystery if not theologically,
not be overcome by my passions." Then

at least psychologically.

he went into the forest and sougat a place

FOR THE LUTHERAN WITNESS : where there was cool water dripping from The New York Nation , com renting upon

The Lutheran writers of the sixteenth and the rocks . Having found such a spot, he the labor question and drinking habits of

seventeenth centuries as we know them from said : " Here I will build myself a hut. ” He many workingmen , says . “ Improvement in

their books , impress us strongly with a sense began the work, and growing thirsty he the laborer's condition is impossible without

of their imperturbable gravity . They rarely took his pitcher to the rock, and placed it cutting down his drink bills . No social ar

attempt to bring a smile to the face of their beneath the dripping stream that it might rangement which man can make can benefit

readers, and when they do , their words are become filled ; but the pitcher toppled over , people who get drunk . No matter what wa

of such a grimly huinorous character as to and he placed it on the spot a second time ; ges you pay a drinking man , neither his con

make their set opinions and steady resolve in a few minutes the pitcher again turned dition nor that of his family can be improved

all the more apparent . A striking example over, whereupon the man becameso over . thereby. There is no use in providing extra

of such writing we find in a hook by Chem . come with anger that he snatched it up and holidays for men who use them to get drunk.

nitz , that has become quite rare. He inscrbes smote it upon the rock, breaking it into a There is no use in cutting down the day's la

it " Theologia Jesuitarum ”; but before giving thousand pieces . Nothing but the handle bor from ten to eight hours , if the two hours

the extracts from Jesuitical writings that he remained in his hand. Seeing what he had gained are spent in the rum - hole. There

promises , he, among other things speaks of done he said : " Oh, foolish man that I am ! would be no use in making arbitration com

the name of the order and says ( fol. 51. ) I thought that anger came upon me from pulsory, if one of the parties was likely to be

" Some have sought to explain the name without, but I perceive now that it comes kept from obeying the decisio 1 by liquor.

" Jesuits' from an old Roman custom . As from within me. I will , therefore , no longer There would be no use in handing over all

formerly, Roman emperors were called remain a recluse, but will return to my the property in the world to laboring men,if

Africanus , Germanicus; Asiaticus, and not brethren , that they may give me good ad . they drink as they do now . They would

because they were friends and associates vice and help me to pray that my own soon dissipate it and add nothing to the

of these people, so they believe the Jesuits to heart may be bettered . ” store.” Wisely stated .

»
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Class Mail Matter .

The Lutheran UUitness. has established the ministerial office and ap.Meeting of the Wisoonsin Synod .
pointed the work man to His work . Eph ..

4, 11 we read : “ God gave some, apostles ,

C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & PublishER .
some, prophets ; and some, evangelist :; some, met on the 16 of June in Milwaukee, Wis.,

Our venerable sister synod of Wisconsin

pastors and teachers for the work of the

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and
ministry ;" and 1 Cor. 12 , 28 ; “God hath set Rev. Bading. Synod discussed theses on

Its sessions were opened by the President,

21st of each month . All communications and money some in the church, first apostles , secondari. the latter time. I thesis : We live in this

should be sent to : Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey St. , ly prophets , thirdly teachers. ” Now ifGod

Zanesville , Ohio . Terms of subscription $1.00 per gave and appointed in the church or congre
latter . II thesis : This latter time is full of

annum in advance. Money sent otherwise than by gation the office of teachers and pastors, He great danger for all Christians. III thesis :

money -order or draft is at the risk of the sender .
Every Christian may remain preserved unto

has also instructed ite church to maintain
salvation even in this latter dangerous time.

and propagate this office. Christ, before

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville , Ohio , as Second
The discussion was led by Prof. Hoenecke.

ascending to heaven ,commanded His apostles
Synod took action to have itself incorporat

to teach those whom they would baptize “ to
ed . One church and its pastor were sus

observe all things whatsoever I have com
ZANESVILLE, OHIO , JULY 7th , 1887 .

manded you : and , lo, I am with you always, received into membership persons that had
pended from membership because they had

even unto the end of the world ,” Matth . 28 ,

Royal Dignity of the Pastoral Office. 20. If God appointed the pastoral office in Theseminary and collegeand book concern
been excommunicated by a sister.church .

.

the congregation , which He did as we have

learned, then His congregation is also enjoin ous condition . Thirteen pastors, six school
of synod were reported-to be in prosper.

.
II . PAPER.

ed to observe this ordinance unto the end of
teachers and three churches were received

We answer next to the piophetic and the world , and to call men qualified for the into membership. Two students are pre
apostolic offices upon which we cannot office . And such persons duly called may.now expatiate, the pastoral office is worthy glory in the fact that their office is God's paring to enter the field of foreign mission.

of more praise than all other occupations on appointment, that their work is a good one
Church Zews.

earth . To this effect we are instructed by above all for this reason because they are

God himself through His apostle St. Paul; able to trace its origin back to the Great

“ This is a true saying, if a man desire the Shepherd and Bishop of Souls. If theHoly Rev. C. C. Koessel severed his connec

office of bishop, he desireth a good work, ” Ghost then declares, “ This is a true saying, tion with the Ohio Synod and united with

I Tim . 3, 1 .
If a man desireth theoffice of a bishop, he Missouri , as he is convinced of the truth of

That God created the universe is its great . desireth a good work,” If He calls it His the doctrine of election as taught by us. Rev.

est glory. "The heavens declare the glory work, His office, how dare men , how dare Koessel had been sent to New Orleans to

of God, and the firmament showeth his our feelings, our reasonings, our sinfulness, assist Mr. Doescher in his Ohio works there.

handiwork , ” Ps . 19. That God instituted our frail life, how dare the devil and all the Buthe soon learnt the inward nature ofMr.

the office of holy orders, makes it paramount. inmates of hell say it is not a great. a most Doescher's doings and began a close examin

ly a good and noble work. If the pastoral glorious office ! How may men call us de ation of the position of the Missouri Synod .
office were our own imposition, the figment ceivers, when He calls us true ? Every true Thus he was led to us. And there is room

of our own thoughts, if we could only urge minister, therefore, however young or old, for more.

the fact that the best and wisest of men however small of endowments in His own

deemed such an office conducive to the wel. opinion, however sensible of his own natur. Our old friend,Rev.Kunz who had emigrat

fare ofmankind, then we should have no al unworthiness and insufficiency, may rise ed to the Ohio Synod and helped them in

solid foundation upon which to rest our with St. Paul and proclaim, “ And such trust prepping their foreseen faith notion, has also
claims to the good work when this is called have we to God . ward through Christ , not returned to Migsouri ,and all the efforts of Ohio

into question by unbelievers or our own faint that are sufficient of ourselves ; to to hold him were vain . He is cheerfully wel

heart. We must be able to state the office think anything as of ourselves ; but our comed back to the good old home by all his

we hold , is God's own ordinance. And here sufficiency is of God ; who also hath made us former friends. And we think it to be time

we may truly boast, our ministerial service is able ministers of the new testament," II Cor. and season for the whole Ohio synod to

a good and precious work—not because we, 3. Our office is heaven born ; our calling is leave the marshes of Synergism and to re.

its incumbents, were not in ourselves sinful recorded in the books of God ; we minister turn to the fields of grace free and unbound

beings and worthy by nature of all temporal unto the church at God's bidding ; the title ed as taught by our church in the native

and eternal evils, not because we were not of our work is clear as the rays of eternity; sense of her confessions.

also in need of the all-atoning merit of we may look up for aid and support to those

Christ - but because the Triune God hath everlasting hills toward which the Psalmist The " Cooking Stove Apostasy” is thus

called and made us bishops or overseers to looked, “ I will lift up mine eyes unto the described by one of our exchanges: “ YouI

feed His church whichHe had purchased hills whence cometh my help . Myhelp are right, brother, in your note of warning.
with His own blood . God who caused the I am done with church sociables.

light to shine forth from darkness, who cometh from the Lord, which hath made never objected to suchgatherings accompa
,

called Noah to be the great preacher of the heaven and earth , ” 121 , 1 : 2 . Though all nied by a simple meal, nor do I now object.
ante- diluvian world who sent the throngs of Christians, as we have contemplated , are But when I found at the beginning of the

prophets and commissioned the apostles to born priests, they are not all bishops or pas. year that our church had engaged a colored

be His ambassadors to the sinstricken peo- tors. Though ,by virtue of their baptism , man to furnish the supper, and when I saw
ples, Healso commissioned every true

bishop
they are all entitled to the rights and dizni. him there with his white vest and white

or pastor to be His servant in His house gloves and professional cookery, I said, No
which is His congregation . True, He called ties of this office, they shall only become

more of this." By which he meant to say ,

us through the congregation to our important its incumbents , they shall receive the we judge, that there may be danger of get., .

position . But what His saints upon earth office itselt only when they are called to the ting a ministry of three orders in our church

do in His name, according to His command , office by their peers. And therefore we say es — pastor, deacons and caterer, the last in

Heacknowledges to be His very doing, the pastoral office is ofroyal dignity because white vestments manipulating the ritual of

“ For where two or three are gathered
together in my name, there I am in themidst the Lord selects , through His church, His pies and cakes . And we think his alarm is well

grounded . Usage sanctifies the most incredi

of them ," Matth , 18. 20. Whenever Chris.servants for this special work . The diadem ble innovationsin the course of time. It is

tians, and if they be but two or three, call a on the forehead of a bishop or pastor bears far easier to start a thing than to stop it , and

qualified person to be their pastor, there God the inscription : The Lord's office and work . we commend the wisdom of this man who

we

>
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stepped out when the caterer stepped in , President of the Board of Trustees for Luth- Until within a few years , one of themost

saying : " We have no such custom, neither er College. A committee appointed to in celebrated schools in Japan, Mrs. Fuku

the churches of God.” — Cynosure.
vestigate the organization of the anti-Mis zawa’s, was atowedly infidel. Last year

sourian Seminary at Northfield reported. some missionaries were employed as in

The late Dr. A. A. Hodge was preaching The seminary was founded last fall by the structors, and now there are tifty converts

in Virginia one time when a lady, a frequent anti-Missouriansin opposition to the synod's among the students .

attender upon his services , asked him to own seminary, because in their opinion, false
call. He

says : “ I did so, and in the course doctrines were taught there. This act the We find in the United States 6 kinds of

of a very pleasant conversation , she re

marked : • Mr . Hodge, I like your preaching, lation of the constitution of the Synod. The 17 of Methodists; 13 of Presbyterian ; 3 of

majority report condemned as being in vio . Adventists; 13 of Baptists; 2 ofEpiscopal ;

;

but I don't like your doctrine. ' I said to defense of the anti-Missourians wason the Reformed .Thus the sad work ofdivision

her, “Thank you , ma'am, you do me great line that the Northfield Seminary was a begin by Zwingle and Calvin continues to

honor. And may I inquire why it is that private institution,and that private persons, multiply in evil fruits.

you don't like my doctrine ? ' 'Oh, well ,' she had a right to establish private institutions

replied , 'you believe that whatever is to be within the Synod where they were dissatis . An article in the Bibliotheca Sacra

will be. ' 'Aand would you , dear madam, ' fied with the institutions of the Synod . shows that out offifty -six changes in the

replied , 'would you have me believe that Workman . — Thus Schmidt and Ohio got left. Revised New Testament, twenty-two re

whatever is to be won't be?! ” turned to the early renderings ofWycliffe
A training school for orphans in Cilician whose first translation of the Bible into

It is observed that among the immigrants Tarsus is projected as a memorial to the English is the more remarkable as he was

arriving at Castle Garden there is a large apostle Paul, by philanthropic Americans. not a Hebrew or a Greek scholar,but made

proportion from Finland. This is a compar. The originatorof the scheme is Hartane S.his translation from the Vulgate , or Latin

atively new element, and its representatives Jenanyan, a native of Tarsus and a student version made by Jerome.

are, as a class , about the finest types of physi- of Union Theological Seminary, New York.

cal manhood to be met with. These tall , robust
Dr. Howard Crosby has been elected The Word of God is a light which

and intelligent men strike for the Northwest, President, and already $2,500 annually has shines in darkness , brighter than the sun

and are far preferable to the hosts coming been pledged-enough to maintain fifty or at mid -day, For in death not only is the

from “ Sunny Italy .” They are Lutherans .
phans.

light of this material sun extinguished,

The great earthquake at Genoa found

but even of reason with all her wisdom .

News from Russia states that three Ar But there with all faithfulness , the Word

many of the people quite unfurnished for menian Protestant missionaries residing in of God still shines, an eternal sun, which
the world to come. A carnival ball had tiAis havebeen exiled to Siberia , and that a faith only sees, and follows on into the

been held , it is said, in the mansion on Tues. very painful sensation has been created in clear Eternal Life . — Luther.

day night, and dancing was still going on at consequence. The fate of one of them is

half past five Wednesday morning, when the especially deplored . He was a great philol.
first earthquake shock came and over.

The question is often asked ,in regard to

ogist , and has translated the English Bible the pronunciation of Latin , how do the

whelmed the joyouscompany in one com :into two eastern languages. His popularity majority of American colleges teachit?mon fate.

The house utterly collapsed atwas very great arnong the best families in According to the most reliable statistics,
the first shock, and not one person within Timis, and he was oiten seen at the court of 155 of the entire number, 333,
its walls escaped . It is said that the ex

the govenor, the Grand Duke Michael. He by the Roman method, 144 by the Eng

plorers wept as they laboriously brought to is sixty years old and has many followers lish method , and 34 by the Continental.

view victim after victim ,men and women,and pupils. Just before Easter all three John Gerhard or Quenstedt would not

their carnival finery besmirched with blood missionaries were arrested, thrown into pris- understand their own writingą if they
and dust. What an opening into eternity on like common criminals, and sent to Oren . were read to them by the English method.

this must have been to these night revelers ! berg or. their way to Siberia . The pretext

How much safer to love God and work for their arrest is that they displayed undue More than ten centuries ago there was a

righteousness. - Chr. Witness. activity in making converts to their faith ; but king, Louis le Debonnaire, called the

this accusation is said to be untrue. Despot. Pious," who had the Bible turned into a

The Independent (Breslau ) Lutheran ismi

Church in Prussia consists of 62 parishes

kind of poetry . He was obliged to do this ,

it is said , for he wanted the Saxon people
with 174 congregations of 240 members on Senor Carulla, a Spanish Roman Cath

anaverage. Thenumber of pastors is 60, of Olicgentleman,hasmadea poetical version theywere unwilling to take the trouble to

to become acquainted with the Bible, but

parochialschools 20,of scholars 1637. There of the Bible, making over 260,000 verses . Learn toread,so KingLouis had the verses
was a decrease of 1161 members in 1886. turned into Saxon poetry, and then the

The seminary at Breslau had 4 students .
The Chinese Testament, revised by the

Rev. Griffith John, has just been pub- people easily learned the words, and recit

The Turkish Government officials have lished , and demand for portions of this

now put the seal of the Sultan on thirty - two version average nearly one thousand copies

editions of the Arabic Scriptures and parts per day. Hindered by the Hypocrites.

of Scriptures , thus giving the sanction of the
Imperial Caliph of Islam for the free circu In a pastoral conference a Roman Cath- A telling point was that made by Sam

lation of the Word of God .
olic bishop is said to have used the follow- Jones, as the Congregationalist reports,.
ing language to the priests : " Be not de- in which he dwelt on some of the various

The Norwegian Synod met June 8, in ceived, gentlemen . France is no longer excuses offered by sinners for neglecting

Stoughton, Wis.

One

It numbers 230 ministers ,
Catholic. The great mass of our people the matter of their soul's salvation .

715 congregations, and 60,000 communi . are indifferent or materialists. The Cath- is waiting for easier terms, another for

Duringtherecentsynod the Mis held by any,and the bestamong our faith.consider so momentous a quertion,whilea

olic dogma, properly so called , is scarcely more feeling, another for more time to

sour party succeeded in electing their can .fulpeopleare in reality Protestants in fourthis hindered by the hypocrites”in
didates. Those elected received 241 votes, doctrine.” his path. At this point the speaker paused,

while 122 were cast for the opponents . Rev. pointed his long, bony finger at the audi

H. A. Preuss, of Columbia county, Wis. , Some men learn in order to know , and ence, and in an indescribably droll man

who has held the office for twenty - five that is curiosity; others to be known, and ner, asked : “ Brother, did you ever consid

years, was elected President ; Rev. E. Wulfs. that is vanity ; while others learn in order er that a person couldn't be in your way

berg, of lowa, chairman of the Publishing for edification, and that is charity.--Ber- unless you were traveling along the same

Board , and Prof. Larsen , of Decorah, Iowa , nard of Clairvaux . road after him yourself ?" Just so !

pronounce

cants.
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a poor lame

Hearth and Home.
fear ofGod,on not allowing the teachings of four or five gentlemen were present, all of

religion to be brought into disrepute. Con them prominent in the world of brains. A

sequently , we command you to be modest variety of topics was discussed with decided
LECTURES ON MODERN

in all your deportment, and to be quiet . ' brilliancy, but no allusion made to religion.

DANCING . ( Ph . Melanchthonis epistolarum a Joh.Man. The distinguished infidel was of course too

lio collectio . P. I. p. 526 sg . ) polite to introduce the subject himself, but

Translated from the German of
Having shown you in this introduction finally one of tie party , desiring a tilt be .

what must be understood by ourmodern danc . tween the Colonel and Mr Beecher, made a

C. F. W. Walther , D. D. , and
ing and of whatopinion Luther was in regard playful remark about Colonel Ingersoll's

Adapted for the “ Witness” to it, I shall now proceed to answer the ques . | idiosyncracy , as he termed it . He at once

tion why all those wishing to be christians defendeu his views in his usual apt rhetoric,
by R ....r

must refrain from our modern dancing and in fact he waxed eloquent. He was replied

also not permit their sons and daughters to to by several gentlemen in very effective

V.
take part therein . - My answer is this : They repartee . Contrary to the expectation of

Our document reads further : “ No permis. must do so, First, Because our modern all , however, Mr. Beecher remained an ab .

sion can therefore be granted to spoil the cus . dance is a sin against the sixth command . stracted listener, and said not a word . The

tom that has been introduced for the further. ment, viz : against the commandment of gentleman who had introduced the subject

ance of good manners and fine demeanor, by chastity, and Secondly, They thereby give with a hope that Mr. Beecher would answer

unchaste and buffoonish conduct . For this offence to the world as well as to those of Col. Ingersoll, at last remarked :

reason , we herewith forbid you to turn dissenting faith . " Mr. Beecher, have you nothing to say on

around in a circle with the maidens when In speaking to you of his I ask you for this question ?"

dancing as it is done by some. ” - Here the open ears, but more so for open hearts . The old gentleman slowly lifted himself

Rector is describing the dance as it is to day Already at the time of Christ , the Jews, at up from his attitude and replied :

and as it was first imported from France into least the greater part of them, having been “ Nothing. In fact if you will excuse me

Germany in the latter time of Luther's life. deluded by their false and miserable scribes, for changing the conversation, I will say that

In the year 1525 , Luther dared say as we thought as long as they did not com.nit for while you gentlemen were talking my mind

have heard, “ Let them dance !" Now he nication in a gross manner, either in or out of was occupied with a most deplorable specta

does not only say the youth ought to be matrimony, they had fulfilled the sixth cle which I witnessed to day.”

admonished to refrain from it, but also that commandment . But, alas, there are num . “ What was it ? ” at once inquired Col.

the secular governnientought make interpo . berless so called Christians of our days that Ingersoll.

sition and inflict punishment on such dancers are of the same opinion , which , however , is “Why," said Mr Beecher, " as I was walk

as those made mention of above. May a gross and dreadful error, and most destruc. ing down town to day, I saw

nobody hence, for God's sake, refer to Luther tive to the soul . On this account, Christ, man, with cru :ches, carefully and slowly

as favoring the modern mode of dancing ! our Lord, on beginning to the teach pub . picking his way through a cesspool ofmud,

Far from approving these dances he rather licly , forthwith declared against this error in the endeavor to cross the street. He had

rejected and condemned them most decided in particular. For He says in His Sermon on just reached the middle of the filth , when a

ly as being unchaste, immoral and impure the Mount, Matth . V. , 27 , 28 .: " Ye have big burly ruffian, himself all bespattered,

motions of which a Christian should be heard that it was said by them of old time, rushed up to him and jerking the crutches

ashamed .-- The Rector proceeds in his Thou shalt not commit adultery . ” He wants trom under the unfortunate man , left him

placard : " We also forbid other dishonorable to say , you have heard of the scribes , Thou sprawling and helpless in the pool of liquid

conduct . The Greek word 'choreae ' which shalt not commit adulteryoutwardly,referring dirt, which almost engulted him . "

has been translated into 'dance, derives its you to the open crime, “ But I say unto you, “ What a brute he was,” said Col. Inger

name of 'chorus' which does not consist in a that whosoever looketh on a woman to lust soll .

harmony of song only, but also in a harmony after her hath commited adultery with her “ What a brute he was," they all echoed.

of bearing and demeanor. This harmony already in his heart. " Thence we see even “ Yes," said the old man rising from his

must not be disturbed .” - In the most virtu . with the heart we may break the sixth com chair and brushing back his long white hair,

ous manner, therefore, all motions and man . mandment. In our hearts we may already while his eyes glittered with their old-time

ners of bearing are to be performed at a become fornicators and adulterers whilst fire as hebentthem on Ingersoll " jes, Col.

dance and not in a way as if a tarantula had otherwise we may live quite honorably in Ingersoll and you are the inan . The human

stung the dancers and there by put them in this world . Without an exception all of us soul is lame , but Christianity gives it crutches

a state of dancing mania as it would often will , I think, admit this directly since the to enable it to pass across the pathway of

appear at our modern dances.- " The honor the Savior says so in clear and express words . life . It is your teachings that knuck these

able custom , " the Rector proceeds , " must, But I ask you, do you also admit our modern crutches from under it , and leave it a helpless

morever, be practiced also in an honorable dancing consequently to be a violation of and rudderless wreck in the slough of de

Should anyone act contrary to this the sixth commandment? I do fear, having a spond . If robbing the human soul of its

edict, we shall proceed against him with se- good reason to do sc—that some will not only support on this earth - religion - be

vere punishment.” — So the Wittenberg stu admit it . Yea , it would be terrible, indeed , your profession , why ply it to your heart's
dents were not permitted to dan as it is if even those would all admit it who have content. It requires an architect to erect a

done now. Yea whoever would do so hence . hitherto, nevertheless , indulged in the pleas- building; any incendiary may reduce it to

forth was not simply to be punished, but a ure of our modern dancing: they truly would ashes ?"

" severe punishment.” was to be inflicted on be accursed men . For God says . " If we sin The old man sat down and silence brooded

him, to wit:he would be incarcerated and fin . wilfully after that we have received the over the scene. Col. Ingersoll found that

ally expelled with shameand disgrace. They knowledge of the truth , there remaineth no he had a master in his own power of illustra

would be told that indulgers in such dances more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful tion and said nothing. The company took

would not be permitted to become attorneys , looking for of judgment and fiery indigna- their hats and separated . The Parish

or physicians, or officers of state , much less tion which shall devour the adversaries." News.

ministers of the gospel ! away with you ! Heb. X. 26 , 27 .

Do not disgrace our University nor infect ( O BE CONTINUED.)
G. P. O.

our dear city any longer ! - " Finally we pray

you to remember ” -so this document closes A Notable Tilt. In advising young converts not to be too

" that the school is a laboratory of virtue and ready to discard their former occupations to

that it would become us especially , since ours Col. Ingersoll was thrown accidentally in enter the ministry, the Herald and Presby

is a christian school , to be intent, with the to the society of Henry Ward Beecher . ter quotes a good story of a young negro in

manner.
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was one

means

the South who had been converted , and at by their riders, the wretched victims were tormentors that they would not suffer them

once wanted to preach . His elders thought dragged along till they expired . Others to pray before they robbed them of their mis.

he was not fitted for important work ; but he were hung on lofty gibbets , and a fire being erable existence .

well-nigh staggered the n by relating a vsion kindled under them , they finished their lives, Other companies they took under pretence

in which he had plainly seen the letters " G. partly by hanging, and partly by suffocation . of sate- conduct, who from thatconsideration

P. C.," which , he believed , could mean only Nor did the more tender sex escape the proceeded cheerfully on their journey ; but

"Go Preach Christ.” A white haired negro least particle of cruelty that could be pro- when the treacherous papists had got them

preacher slowly arose and told the ambiti . jected by their merciless and furious perse. to a convenient spot, they butchered them

tious young brother that , while he had no cutors . Many women, of all ages were put all in the most cruel manner.

doubt seen the letters in a vision , he had to deaths of the most cruel nature . Some, One hundred and fifteen men , women and

failed in the interpretation . They prohably in particular , were fastened with their backs children were conducted , by order of Sir

meant, “ Go Pick Cotton , ” or “ Go Plow tu strong poles , and being stripped to the Phelim O'Neal , to Portendownbridge,where

Corn . " This settled the matter . waist , the inhuman monsters cut off their they were all forced into the river, and

right breasts with shears , which of course , drowned. One woman, named Campbell,

Selections from Church put them to the most excrutiating torments ; finding no probability of escaping suddenly
and in this position they were left, until from clasped one of the chief of the papists in her

History .
the loss of blood , they expired arms, and held him so fast that they were

Such was the savage ferocity of these bar. both drowned together.

barians, that even unborn infants were drag- In Killoman they massacred forty - eight

Massacre of Protestants in Ire- ged from the womb to become victims to families, among whom twenty-two wee

land. cheir rage . Many unhappy mothers were burnt together in one house. The rest were

hung naked on the branches of trees,and their either hanged, shot or drowned .

bodies being cut open, the innocent offspring In Killmore the inhabitants ; which con.

Soon after the commencement of the re
was taken from them , and thrown to the sisted of about two hundred families, all fell

formation of England, a spirit ofinquiry was dogs and swine. And to increase the horrid victims to their rage . Some of the protest

awakened in Ireland,and manydistinguished scene, they would oblige the husband to be ants were set in the stocks untill they con

prelates began openly to expose the usurpa- a spectator betöre he suffered himself. fessed where their money was ; after which

tions and blahphemous practices of the
At the town of Lissenkeath, they hanged they were put to death : The whole coun

Roman church ; among whom was George above one hundred Scottish protestants, try
scene ot butchery, and

Broom , archbishop of Dublin , who is justly showing them no more mercy than they did many thousands perished, in a short time, by
termed the great Irish reformer.

to the English. sword , famine, fire, water, and all other the

Our prescribed limits will not suffer us to

trace this devoted and holy man through his

M'Guire going to the castle of that town, most cruel deaths that rage and malice could

desired to speak with the governor, when
ipvent.

lon : and painful struggle with a blinded and
being admitted , he immediately burnt the

These inhuman villains showed so much

higoted populace, but shall only observe that records of the county ,which were kept favor to some as to despatch them immedi-.
the seeds of reformation sown by him, in due suffer

time not only led to the wide dissemination

there. He then demanded one thousand ately ; but they would by no

pound of the governor wh ch having receiv. them to pray . Others they imprisoned in

of gospeltruth,butto corresponding scenesed,he immediatelycompelled himtohear filthy dungeons, putting heavybolts on their
of bloodshed and persecution. ,

,

We shall lay before our readers only a short
and to swear that he would continue legs, and keeping them there till they were

starved to death .detail of the enormities committed bythe so to do. And to complete his ho rid bar
At Cashel some were barbarously man

catholics subsequent to the year 1642, which barities, he ordered the wife and and children

it will be recollected was after the reign of

of the governor to be hung before his face; gled and left on the highways to perish ,

besides massacreing at least one hundred of others were hanged , and some were buried

Charles I.
the inhabitants .

in the ground upright with their heads above

The following is an account of some of ,
their enormities :

Upward of one thousand men women and the earth, the papists, to increase their misery

In the castle of Lisgool upward of one children, were driven, in different companies treating them with derision during their

sufferings.
hundred and fifty men , women and children to Portendown bridge, which was broken in

In the county of Antrim they murdered

were all burnt together; and at the castle of the middle, and there compelled to throw 954 protestants in one morning; and after

Moneahut not less than one hundred were put
themselves into the water ; and such as at. ward about 1200 more in that county .

At a town called Lisnegary, they forced
to the sword . Great numberswerealso mur. tempted to reach the shore were knocked on

the head .
24 Protestants into a house, and then setting

dered at the castle of Tullah, which was de . fire to it, burned them together, counterfeit

livered up to McGuire on condition of having
In the same part of the country, at least ing their outcries in derision to others.

fair quarter ; but no sooner had that base vil. four thousand persons were drowned in dif. Among other acts of cruelty, they took two

lian got possession of the place , than he ferent places . The inhuman papists , after children belonging to an English woman,and

dashed their brains out before her face; after

ordered his followers to murder the people first stripping them , drovethem like beasts which they threw themother into a 'river,
which was immediately done with the great to the spot fixed for their destruction ; and if and she was drowned.

est cruelty .
any through fatigue or natural infirmities,

( TO BE CONTINUED. )

Many others were put to deaths of the were slack in their pace, they pricked them

the most horrid nature, and such as could with their swords or pikes ; and to strike a Inthe year 1559 there lived in the village

have been invented only by demons instead turther terror on the multitude, they mur. of Kuenstat a rich, stingy farmer's wife,

of men. Someof them were laid with the dered some by the way. Many of these poor and festival days. One Sunday,while break
who was accustomed to work on Sunday

centre of their backs on the axle - tree of a creatures, when thrown into the water, ing fax, fire darted out of thebreaking ma
carriage, with the legs resting on the ground endeavored to save themselves by swimming chine. That was a warning. Still she paid
on one side, and their arms and head on the to the shore : but their merciless persecutors no attention to it, much less did she better

this position one of the savages prevented their endeavors taking effect by herself , and on another Sunday , while she

was drying flax in her room, it caught fire,

scourged the wretched objects on the thighs , shooting them in the water. so that the whole room was filled with

legs , &c . , while another set on furious dogs , In one place one hundred and forty English flames . She was greatly injured and had to

who tore to pieces the arms and upper parts after being driven for many miles stark die on the third day. A little child had been

of the body; and in this dreadful manner naked, and in the most severe weather;were thrown out of the window by a servant and
was not injured, and , moreover, the house

were they deprived of their existence. all murdered on the same spot, some being
was otherwise uninjured so that one could

Great numbers were fastened to horses ' hanged, others burnt, some shot , and many plainly see for whom the judgment was in

tails , and the beasts being set on a full gallop of them burid alive ; and so cruel were their tended.

mass,
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Nliscellaneoris. tion . It is the sound and intonation of to the example set by missionary ladies,

the sacred Sanscrit and of the sacred Ara- during the last eight or ten years, in mis

bic, which is of primary importance and sion hospitals, and in house to house
The Modern Nineveh .

primary efficacy; the sense is merely sec- visitation, that the present wide-spread
ondary: Millions and millions who know demand for medical aid and medical train

If
any one were to walk one way nothing of Sanscrit are obliged to hear ing to the women of India is mainly due.

through all the streets of London, he and repeat the Veda in Sanscrit , and mil. A part altogether from the strictly Christian

would be obliged to go a distance of two lions who are wholly ignorant of Arabic aspect of the question, which is of itself

thousand six hundred miles, or as far as are obliged to hear and repeat the Koran so full of bright hope that no Christian

it is across the American continent from in Arabic. Think of what would happen man who reflects on what has been already

New York to San Francisco . This will if no Christian in any part of the world achieved, can fail to thank God and take

give an idea of what would have to be were allowed to hear, read or repeat his courage, I should, from a purely admin

done in order to see even the greater part Bible except in Hebrew or Greek ! istrative point of view, deplore thedrying
of London .

Further, he found no such revelation of up of Christian libera:ity to missions in

In our approach to this city, as well as our nature and needs in the Veda as in this country as a most lainentable check to

in our rambles through its streets, we the Bible. Again , Sanctify this life and social and moralprogress , and a grievous

shall not be struck so much by its splen-all its trials , says our Bible; Get rid of injury to the best interests of the people.”

did and imposing appearance as by its the troublesof life, says the Veda. Sanctify
immensity Go where we may , there the body, says our Bible : Get rid of the Murderous Millinery.

seems to be no end to the town. It is body, says the Veda. Sanctify your daily

fourteen miles one way and eight miles work, says our Bible; Get rid of all action,

the other, and contains a population of says the Veda. Restnot on any merits littleincident relating to wearing birds on
A lady told me the other day a painful

nearly four million people, which is great- of your own , says our Bible ; Rest on your
er, indeed, than that of Switzerland,or own merits alone, says the Veda. Get rid your bonnets and hats. I will try and give

her own words. She said :

the kingdoms of Denmark and Greece of sin, says our Bible; Get rid of misery,
combined . We are toid on good authority says the Veda. “ One day our pastor said (during ser

Moreover, the historical

that there are more Scotchmen in London element is wholly wanting both in the vice) that when he was in Florence å lady
came to him and said , "Do come with me

than in Edinburgh, more Trishmen than Veda and the Koran. After a life-long and hear those birdssing; oh ! such mourn

in Dublin , and inore Jews than in Pales- study of the religious books of the Hin- ful notes! There was a room full of birds

tine, withforeigners from all parts of the doos,Professor Williamssaid he feltcom: in very small cages, and these birds were

world, including a great number of Amer- pelled to express publicly his opinion of
icans. Yet there are so many Englishmen them .

all blind; they had their eyes put out . In

in London, that one is not likely tonotice amid scintillations of truth andlightand thenight the owners take them outside the
in trees. The

thepresence of these people of other na- occasional sublime thoughts from the city and hang the cages intrees.
trees are then all emeared with tar. Thesetions

source of all truth and light, but end in

This vast body of citizens , some so rich sad corruptions and lamentable impurities. other birds are attracted to thecages and
birds keep up their pitiful singing and

that they can never count theirmoney,
and Sel.

they get stuck in the tar, and then they are
some so poor that they never have any to

count, eat every year four hundred thou
caught and their eyes put out. And these

Testimony for Missions.
birds are killed and sent to America for

sand oxen , one and a half million sheep,
ladies to wear on their bonnets !

eight million chickens and game birds, Sir Charles V. Aitcheson , late Governor- “ And I looked around the congregation

not to speak of calves,hogs, and different General of the Punjaub, says that any one to see what ladies had birds on their bon

kinds of fish . They consume five hundred who writes that Indian officials, as a class, nets and I was glad there was none in mine

million oysters, which, although it seems have no faith in the work of missionaries and I don't think I can ever wear a bird

like a large number, would only give, if as a civilizing and Christianizing agency again." - Wide Awake.
'equally divided among all the people, one in India , must either be totally ignorant of

oyster every third day to each person. facts, or under the influence of very
blind ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.

There are three hundred thousand servants ing prejudice. Statistics of conversions

in London, enough people to make a large he remarks, are no proper or adequate test Received from Emmanuel church, Webster Co., Mo.,

city ; but as this gives only one servant to of missionary work. " Still , judged even $ 6.25 for printing of minutes, and $ 3,25 for mission,

each dozen citizens, it is quite evident by that standard, it cannot be said that an

that a great many of the people must wait agency which, within little more than fifty Springdale, Ark . , June 21 , 1887 ..
on themselves. Things are very unequal- years,has built up a native church nun

,

ly divided in London; and I have no Vering roughly two-thirds of a million, is Mo., for English HomeMission,per Rev. L.M. WagReceived of Miss V. Moser, Gravelton, Wayne Co..

doubt that instead of there being one ser resultless. But, besides that, missionary

vant to twelve persons, some of the rich teachers and Christian literature are leaven- St. Louis, Mo.July 1 , 1887.
ner, $ 1.00 ,

lords and ladies have twelve servants ing native opinion, especially among the

apiece. If we remember right, there are Hindus, in a way, and to an extent quite

three thousand ministers in this largest of startling. He says:
Subscriptions Paid .

cities ; but whether they are all Jonah's “ Missionaries have been the pioneers of Teacher C. M. Ackerman, Cincinnati,O. (IV . & V 6 cc)

sons, we do not know .
education , both vernacular and English , $ 10.00

and they are still the only body who main. Rev. H. Schroeder, Eden Valley, N. Y. (IV & V ) $ 2.00
Buddhism and the Veda .

tain schools for the castes and the poor. To Rev. G.Kuechle , Milwaukee, Wis . , (V1)
them we owe even thereduction of several Mr. Silas Barger. New Hope , Va. (III)

The great oriental scholar, Monier Wil- of the rernacular languages to written Maj. H. Hahn, Mt. Meridian, “ ( VI )

liams, Boden Professor of Sanscrit in Ox- character. To the missionaries, and the Mrs. S. Seneker, Waynesboro “ ( VI)

ford University, while presiding over the inissionaries alone, we owe the movement M. A Wesche, Gravelton, Mo. ( V & VI)
Mr. Gotti Harsch, Zanesville, O ( V )

Bible Society meeting at Oxford , gave cer- in favor of female education, and the Rev. M.C. Koch,Spencer, Ind.(V)

tain reasonswhy he was sure that our own remarks in the last education report for Mr. L.M.Fox,Lowndes P. O., Mo. (VI)

Bible was the only book of God . Con- the Punjaub, and the review thereof, show Rev. L. Wahl, Mobile, Ala. ( VI )

trasting it with other books he declared how efficient are the mission female schools , Teacher M. Conzelman,Julietta, Ind.(VI )
that Christians had no reason to shrink and how highly the labors of the mission- Mr. John F. Schumm , Dwight , 11is . (VI)

from a comparison with other religious aries are appreciated by the Government. Rev. C. Steege, Dundee, Ills. ( V & VI)

systems, and said : It was at the suggestion of the inission- Dr. W. T. Ferguson, Fort Wayne , Ind . ( VI)

“ To translate the Veda, or the Koran aries that I have this year framed and Mr. P. L.Graessle,Cadott, Wisc. (VI)

into other langnages the Hindoos and the introduced a system of government grants M :. W. Blankenbuhler, Webster City , Ia. ( VI) 1.00

Mohammedans consider simply desecra- in aid of hospitals and dispensaries. It is
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III SUNDAY IN ADVENT.

more

Onr Epistle Postil. the administration of the sacraments, the their pastor as a lord having anthority

Lord comes to dwell in the heart, and over them , but: “ Let a man so account of

therefore those persons who publicly exer- us, as of the ministersof Christ.” Minister
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

cise the office of the ministry are ambas- means servant, one who serves .
Whose

A Full Series of SERMONS ON THE Eristle sadors for Christ, promoters of His spirit- servants are ministers to be ? Should Chris

ual advent, helpers of salvation. This is , tians regard their pastor as their servant?
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH - YEAR,

of course, not to be so understood as Most assuredly shall the membersof every

thongh ministers for their own person congregation regard their pastor as that

could do anything to convert and save manwhom they have called and appointed

men ; God alone saves, but he does it to be theii minister or servant; for thus

through the Word and the sacraments, and St. Paul writes: "We preach not ourselves,

therefore those persons who preach the but Christ Jesus the Lord; and ourselves

Word and administer the sacraments are your servants for Jesus' sake . ” Christians

I Cor. IV, 1-5 .
helpers unto salvation . Therefore, St. should regard their pastor as that man

Paul writes to the Corinthians: " Who whom they have called to perform for

then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but min . them the functions of the ministry, and

DEarly BELOVED :-It might appear isters by whom ye believed , even as the when they want service done they should

somewhat strange that this text should Lord gave to every man ?". Bythe minis. ask it at his hands and not at the hands of

have been selected for thetimeof Adrent, thianswere brought unto faith,but it was of a stranger can onlybe justitiable inof Paul and “ To employ the services

whereas Adrentissetapart for the cons of course not Paul andApollos butGod cases when the services of their own pastor
sideration of Christ's coming,but thistext whogave themfaith,yet He did it by the cannot be obtained .
treats ofministersof the Gospel

, teaching ministrations ofPaul and Apollos.
.

what they should be accounted , what But, wliilst Christians are to account

should be required of them and what judg.
Because, then, ministers of the Gospel their pastor as their servant they must not

ment of men a faithful minister should are promoters of Christ's spiritual advent, account him their servant in any and ev

regard a small matter. Some might won helpers unto salvation, it is highly im- ery thing, ofwhom they might expect any

der, what connection all this had with the portant that Christians look ` pon minis- and every kind of service, but a servant

season of Advent. But, considering a lit- tersin the right manner ,and as nothing is who is appointed to minister unto and to

tle, we soon see that this text is so far common than that people regard serve them in certain things. In what

from being out of place,that it is rather a this is a subject on which it isnecessary account of us,as of the ministers of
ministers either too much or too little, things the apostle states: "Let a man 80

very suitable text for Advent.

After Jesus Christ has purchased men to discourse frequently. Permit me, to- Christ." In the things that are Christ's

with His own blood, His desire is to makeday, to present: How Christians should a minister is to serve asthe servantof
His abode with men that they be one with REGARD THEIR PASTOR , I. as what they Christ. Though he serves them , yet

Him through faith and live with Him should account him ; II. what they should Christians should never account theirpas.
forever. What provision, then, did herequire of him . tor a servant of men , but of Christ. Chris

make for His spiritual coming to the tians should not look upon their pastor as

hearts of men and His dwelling in them ? As what shall Christians account their a man who must do their bidding, who

Why, He commanded His apostles : “Go pastor? Paul answers: " Let a man so ac- must preach and practice to suit them ,“

ye into all the world, and preach the gospel count of us, as of the ministers of Christ who must preach what they like to hear
to every creature." · The ministryof the and stewards of the mysteries of God.” and be silentabout those thingsand doc

Gospel , therefore, the preaching of the From this it is evident that Christians are tries which they do not like to hear,who

Word of reconciliation, the Lord appointed not to regardtheir pastor as more than hemust favor them by doing things which are
as the agency or means by which He is. They are not to account him their against the Word of Christ ard avoiding

would come to theheartsof men and make lord and master who had authorityto give what would arouse the enmity of the world
His abode with them ; for " faith cometh them commands which they must obey and of errorists . That would be looking

by hearing, and hearing by the word of because he says so. Christians shall not upon a preacher as a servant of men ; but
God.”

Those persons, therefore, who ex- regard their pastor as a pope or priest or Christians should account their pastor the

ercise the office ofthe Gospel ministry are presiding elder, or whatever yon may call ministerof Christ whose sacred duty it is

appointed to be promoters of Christ's spir- it, not as a person whose commands they to preach and practice as it is pleasing to
itual advent. This St. Paul distinctly de-would be bound to obey; for thus says the Christ

, whether it suit them or suit them

clares when he writes to the Corinthians : Lord :" Ye know that the princes of the not, whether it please men or please them
“ Not for that we have dominion over your Gentiles exercise dominion over them , and not. To this every truly Lutheran con

afaith ; but are helpers of your joy ; for by they that are great exercise authority upon gregation, when calling a pastor, pledges
faith

ye stand;" and again he writes : "All them .But it shall not be so among you.” him that he shall perform his whole

things are of God , who hath reconciled us Pastors are not placed over churches as
ottice as

servant of Christ and

shall

to himselfby Jesus Christ, and hath given rulers having authority to give com say and do nothing which is against

to us the ministry of reconciliation . Now mands. The Scriptures, indeel, also say: Christ; therefore every congregation should

are ambassadors for Christ, as "Obey them that have the rule over you , also soaccount of its pastor as the minister

though God did beseech you by us; we and submit yourselves,” but that command of Christ. Neither should Christians think

pray you in Christ's stead , be ye recon- is immediately limited, when it is added: a minister miglit be both the serrant of
ciled to God.” So also St. Paulearnestly " For they watch for your souls , as they Christ and of men ,which is a not uncom

exhorts Timothy faithfully to perform the that must give account.” In the things inon idea in our unionistic days ; but that

office entrusted to him and then adds the commanded of God, and in which to min is accounting him a man who could and

great words: " For in doing this thou shalt ister the pastor is appointed ofGod, Chris should serve two masters, whereas Christ

both save thyself and them that hear tians are bound to obey, yet not because says: “ No man can serve two masters," and
thee." Through the ministry of theGos,the pastor says it , but because the Lord to the Galatians Paul decares : " If I yet

pel , i. e . , the preaching of the Word and says it. Christians should not regard pleased men , I should not be the servant

I.

1

the

then we
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of Christ. But I certify to you, brethren , their pastor a man who were to preach the staff to a minister if he can say: 1 did not

that the gospel which was preached of me Gospel on Sundays, but otherwise it were get this office by crooked ways, but this is
is not after man ." A minister, indeed, I no business of his how they would live or the place where God has stationed me; so

serves the congregation which has called do, but they should account him a man likewise it is also well if hearere content

him to its service, but he serves it, provid- who shall both publicly and privately themselves to say : This is the man whom

ing he be a faithful servant of Christ, by rebuke the sinning, comfort the sorrowing God has given 11s .

teaching the whole counsel of God and and as a real steward give to each one the If no more is to be required in a pastor

practicing accordingly, and as such a ser- portion wholesome to him ;and because he than faithfulness, there shall also no less

vant of Christ he should be accounted. is appointed steward each one should be be required of him ; for distinctly does the

But the apostle does not only say , “ minis- ready to receive from him his portion and apostie say : " It is rEQUIRED IN STEWARDS,
ters of Christ ,” he also says: " LET A MAN , should not grow angry at the steward if he THAT A MAN BE FOUND FAITHFUL .” Faith

SO ACCOUNT OF US, AS OF STEWARDS OF THE once receive a portion which does not, fulness Christians are to require of their
MYSTERIES OF GOD ." Christians are to ac- ' taste sweet. pastor : faithfulness in preaching the whole

count their pastor the steward of God's counsel of God , in warning against error,
II .

mysteries. That involves two things. In in rebuking sin , in confessing right and

the first place, a steward is a man who But the apostle does not only say as truth in word and deed ; faithfulness in the

serves not in his own, but in strange what Christians shall account their pastor, performance of all his duties.

goods . The goods are not the property of he also states what they should require of so many congregations do not require

the steward , they belong to fris master. him , when he continues: “ Moreover it is faithfulness in their steward Many do

The mysteries of God are the Word and required in stewards, that they be found not want a faithful steward, because he so

sacraments with all that tiiey contain and faithful." Here also chiefly two things often says and does what is unpleasant to

bring These goods belong to God ; the must come into consideration . In the first themselves and others. But woe to a

minister is only steward of them to admin- place, Christians should not require more church which from carnalmotives prefers

ister and divide them out . Christians in their steward than faithfulnes
s . If a a false prophet or a hireling to a faithfula

should account of their pastor not as lord man appoints a steward , giving him in- steward of Christ; woe to a congregation

and owner of the goods, but as steward, structions as to what his ottice and duty which says to its pastor, as did the Jews of

and they do so account of him if they re- is to be, that man certainly acts unjustly if old to the prophet: “ Prophesy not unto us

ceive the goods not as his gift, but as the thereafter he requires more of the steward right things, speak nuto us smooth things,

gift of God. Christians should hear the than a faithful performance of his stipu- prophesy deceits.” They that want a blind

Word as God's Word , receive absolution lated duties . To seek more in a pastor guide will fall with him into the ditch ;

as God's absolution, partake of the sacra- than faithfulness is a very common thing. they that want aa hireling will not be de

ment as the Lord's testament, and they People want him to be a very popular fended against the wolf.

should receive these things at thehand of man, successful in increasing the church, Requiring faithfulness of their steward

their pastor as that man who is called and making it respectable and the like. That Christians should also help him to show

appointed for the purpose of dividing out such requirements are not in agreement all faithfulness, and every steward of

these goods unto them ; that is accounting with the Word is very plain ; for here the Christ whose sincere object is to be faith

him steward of God. O, that is something apostle says that this is required in stew- ful will not despise the help of the very

exceedingly comforting, if a Christian re- ards: faithfulness, and when he calls the least in Israel, because heknows how great

gards his pastor as the steward of God and stewards “ MINISTERS OF Christ” the word ly he needs it. Faithfulness is a single

accepts what the steward offers as God's which he uses actually means : “ ARS-MEN word , but what does it comprise and how

own gift, and here is the word of the OF CHRIST." Now in an oars-man no just much is necessary to do in order to be

apostle , so Christians are to regard their man will require more than that he apply faithful ! What care, diligence and wis

pastor as the steward of God . This strength and skill to the var, and no dom does it require for a steward to give

In the second place, a steward not being man would expecthim at the same time to to all their portion of meat in due season,

owner of the goods, but only steward in steer the ship . Ministers as Christ's oars-land how easy for a steward to make mis

them , has not the right to do with the men are required to bend to the oar , the takes therein ! When, therefore, Christians

goods what he pleases, but he must go by steering of the ship is Christ's matter. see that their minister strives to be faith
the instructions of his master. If a stew. Moreover, because Christ steers the ship of ful they should not lay obstacles in hiş

ard uses the goods otherwise than lie is in the church Christians can also rest assured way that he must perform his office with

structed, he is betraying the trust of his that He appoints His oarsmen and sighing, but they should assist and urge

master and robbing him of his goods. A places then where he needs them . No him on . This they should do by remein

minister as steward over the household of ininister has all gifts, but the one is more bering him in their prayers. A truly faith

God must divide the goods of his Lord as gifted in this, the other in that respect.ful steward prays for those committed to
he is instructed and his instructions he Now to seek gifts in a pastor which he has / his care every day; so also they in turn

must not seek in the itching ears of his not received is unfair, because no man can should not forget to include him in their

hearers, but in the Word of God . Thus gift himself, God must do it. There is prayers. Likewise, a minister has his

Paul exhorts Timothy: “ Study to show also this difference among gifts , that some faults and weaknesses as well as others,

thyself approved unto God, å workman makemore show , others less. Eloquence and Christians should do him the service

that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly makes more show than plainness, but of reminding him of such . Of course a

dividing the word of truth . ” A steward plainness is more useful. Now if Chris - Christian shall watch no one to find out

must not give stones to the hungry and tians little regard their pastor because he his faults, so also not his pastor; faults

bread to them that are full; if he proclaimslacks certain gifts, they hinder themselves show soon enough without being hunted

grace to the impenitent he is casting his from reaping the full advantage of the up and there are faults of such a nature

pearls before the swine, and if he threat- gifts which he does possess. It should that they must be borne with in patience,

ens wrath to the penitent he is destroying always be remembered that Christ endows but of faults which may be corrected

the temple of God; the steward shall give his servants with gifts and places each one Christians should remind their pastor and

to every soul what it needs, as the Lord where the gifts he has are needed and can thereby they do him a service for which

says: “ Who then is that faithful and wise be used to advantage. As a matter of he will be thankful. In like manner as

steward, whom his lord shall make ruler course, only such men should be appointed others a steward of Christ will also have
over his household, to give them their to the office of the ministry who 'his times of weakness and temptation, and

portion of meat in due season ?"
A stew- äre educated and fitted for it, then Christians should seek to encourage

ard shall, therefore , not merely present the but instead of seeking peculiar gifts him . He may flag in preaching the truth
goods promiscuously that each might in their pastor which he has not, and opposing error, he may become dis

choose a portion to suit himself,he is to see Christians should rather see that they couraged in the prosecution of some nec

what the souls need that he may give them reap the full benefit of the gifts which he essary work, he may be tempted to seek
their portion of meat in due season . ' has. That is by no means unimportant, popularity with the world, he may be dis.

Christians should, therefore, not account for to this I can testify that it is a strong heartened seeing so little fruit of his
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SNUBBING THE QUEEN .

labors ; then Christians should remember whose baptism there cannot be so much as a The text will be in German ,butthe prolego .

that the steward himself needs the same shadow of doubt , it being recorded Acts ix , mena and notes of the editor will be in
nourishment which he gives to others. 18 ? Can such a man as Mr. Abbot be trust . English . - Phila. American .

O it is a great thing, faithfulness in a ed ? As to " the original twelve apo tles, " Each volume will cost six dollars . Six

steward , and it is a great thing if a con- the Bible tells us, that at least one of them , cents is too much . Luther argued a great

gregation wants a faithful steward and is Andrew , had previously been a disciple of deal with this Schwenkfeld and finally said,

ready to receive from him its portion in John the Baptist, and must therefore neces.there is no argument in the man, he is a be

due season, be it bitter or sweet. May sarily have been rap'ized. Read in the first wildered fanatic.

God grant me grace to become ever more
35 40.

.
faithful in showing you the way everlast chapter of John's Gospel , verses

Thus there is a lit le more than " the slightest
ing, though it be done in great weakness,
and the Lord grant you ever more zeal to evidence” that oneof the apostles, “one of

Church News.
the original tweve” was baptized. As to

walk in that way, that together we may
stand before the throne of the Lamb which the baptism of the rest, we must admit that,

has purchased us with His blood. Amen. ifwe do not wish to brand them as the great
Rabbis with the New Testament,

est set of hypocrites that ever walked the

earth. H. R.

Polemical.
“Consistency, Thou Art a Jewel."

The New Testament, which was trans

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. lated into Hebrew by the late Rev. Isaac

The Editor of “The Christian Union ” Denver Afternoon prints the following Salkinson, missionary among the Jews at

and Baptism .

two dispatches from London, bearing on the Vienna, of the British Jews' Society in

relation that exists between the Vatican and London, has been re-printed here in a

the government of England , viz . second edition of 120,000 copies. Of this

In a defense of Henry Ward Beecher.
number 100,000 have been bought by the

who made light of the Sacrament of Holy
subscription of one generous Scotch donor,

Baptism , regarding it wholly as a matter of
London, June 20.—Three hundred cath who requested that they might be dis

indifference, Lyman Abbot, D. D. , editor of olic peers have returned their tickets of in- tributed gratis among the IIebrew -reading

“The Christian Union ," in the July num . vitatii n entitling them to seats in Westmin Jews all over the Continent. Two misa

ber of Hom . Review , page 30, writes the ister Abbey during the jubilee services – sionaries lately came from England to

make a distribution from Vienna, and

following : "Is baptism essential to obedi. Denver Afternoon , June 20, 1897 .
they have been sending copies to about

ence to Christ ? There is not the slightest CARDINAL MAXNING'S INSTRUCTIONS. three hundred rabbis, many of whom have

evidence that a single one of the original

twelve apostles received baptism . ”

London , June 20.- Cardinal Manning, in undertaken to circulate these Seriptures

a letter to the clergy , read in the Catholic among their co -religionists. Very few

Startling revelation and statements, these. have stated that they had any objection to
churches, said : “ No sovereign in our long

A man that can write such nonsense wi h read the New Testament. In connection

annals has been more loved or has so won

an open Bible before him is not fit tu be a
the love of the people as her majesty Queen that one of the most learned and respected

with this movement it may be mentioned

minister of Christ. " Is taptism essential to
Victoria . She has shown the heart not only of Hungarian rabbis, Dr. J. Lichtenstein,

cbedience to Christ?" Absurd question ! Has
of a queen but also of a mother of those who who hasbeen for thirty.tive years rabbi of

Mr. Abtot ever read the Bible ? Has he

Her home and her court has been a Tapio-Szele, has lately startled his co -re
ever read that Christ, in express words, in

You will, I amligionists by two pamphlets in which hesii'utes and commands bapt's n , when in the pattern for all her people.

last chapter ofMatthew , verses 19 and 20, both thanksgiving and players for her ma- phlets being very ably written , have been
sure, with joy offer our Heavenly Father attirms the divinity of Christ. The pam

he says to His Cisciples : “ Go and teach all
jesty , on the jubilee, on her just and happy noticed by all the 'eading newspapers, and

nations, baptizing them and

teaching them to observe all thinge whatso- reign.' -—-Denver Afternoon, June 21 , 1887. have raised much controversy, as Dr.

Lichtenstein professes to remain obedient
ever I have commanded you ?” Or what in .

The Schwenkfelders. to the Mosaic dispensation while recog
terpretation would he put or the words of nizing that Christ was the Messiah .

Christ, John iii , 5 : " Verily, verily, I say Vienna dispatch to London T'imes.
unto thee : except a man be born of water The little sect of the Schwenkfelders now

and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the exists only in Montgomery county of this Another of the almost innumerable

kingdom of God?" And does he not know, State , where it has been located since its dialects of Africa has been reduced to

that the Pharisees and lawyers were re . Aight from persecution in Silesia , in 1734. writing by Dr. Lowes, who has just issued

buked for despising the counsel of God in It now numbers less than 200 members in an English Tschigoonda vocabulary. This
this that they would not be baptized ? Luke America, and has been extinct in Europe busy scholar and worker was at the same

Again , who is to be believed , Mr. since 1824- But it is represented indirectly time superintending the publication of his

Abbot who claims baptism to be not ez:en-by a number of gentlemen who no longer Chinyanja New Testament.

tial to otedience to Christ, or the holy a pos. belong to it , such as ex Governor Hartranft

tle St. Peter, who by divine inspiration and his kinsman, Professor Chester D. A monument to Galileo has been erect

says : “ Repent and te baptized every one of Hartranft, of Hartford , Conn . Prof. Harted in Rome in front of the Medici Palace

you in the name of Jesus Christ, for the re . ranft had his interest in thetheological viewson the Pincian IIill , where he was impriso.

mission of sins?" Acts ii , 38 “ Is baptism and writings of Casper Schwenkfeld ( 1490 led , on which is this inscription : " Galileo

essential to obedience to Christ? " Such is 1561 ) reawakened by attending the reunion

the question of a man, who passes for a of 1884, at which ex- Governor Hartranſt
Galilei was imprisoned in this palace for

great iheologian, a D.D. A little ten -year- made an address. Out of this interest and having seen that the earth revolves around

old child , that knows its catechism , would the studies and researches to which it led , the sun." But many cannot see that

not think of asking such a question . has grown the purpose to reprint the old Galileo saw the earth rerolve around the

And then for Mr. Abbot to go on to say, mystic's works and some of those of his ' siin .

that “ there is not the slightest evidence , that followers in a Corpus Schwenkfeldianorun ,"

a single one of the original twelve apostles

received baptism ?" What does the man

which will be printed in Leipsic in sixteen The Red Jan Not Entirely Cast Away.

mean ?
It will contain all the es .

What makes him say " original quarto volumes.

twelve apostles ? Why does he exclude St. sential documents in the history ofthe sec · Bi-hop Hare, of Niobrara, has confirmed

Paul, the greatest of all the apostles , of in chronological order. 11,300 Indians during his episcopate.

mourn .

*

vii , 30.
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The One Safe Way .The Lutheran Ulitness. which the sun refused to look benignantly
on the inhabitants. The valley is traversed

by the picturesque Rio Grande del Norte.
C. A. FRANK, EDITOR & PUBLISHER.

Shortly after noon the Continental Divide
The pilot of a United States revenue cut.

is crossed in New Mexico, the highest point ter was asked if he knew all the rocks along

The LUTHEBAN WITNEss is published on the 7th and reached having an elevation of 10,015 feet the coast where he sailed. He replied : "No,

21st of each month . All communications and money above the level of the sea. The air is so it is only necessary to know where there are

should be sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS, 16 Harvey St. , thin and pure and so healthy as to make dis. no rocks." To know and walk in the right

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per ease something almost unknown amongna. way to Heaven is the most essential feature
annum in advance . Money sent otherwise than by tive Mexicans and immigrated whites in this

of Christianity.

money-order or draft is at the risk of the sender. region. Having crossed the divide we pass

through immense pine forests with here and
Prof. Hunfalvy was elected rector Magnifi

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio, as Second there a lonely saw.mill and an humble cot cus of the University of Pesth , he being the

tage, thereupon in a Northwesterly direc first Lutheran who ever was raised to that

tion through the Ute Indian reservation in dignity.
ZANESVILLE, OHIO, JULY 21st, 1887 .

La Plata Co., Col. , during which portion of

the journey one is afforded the pleasure of An itern in an exchange says . “ The last

Our Denver Letter .
beholding more than one specimen of the living lir.eal descendant of Martin Luther is

noble red man in his uncivilizeu condition said to be Mrs. Ida Werner, whose mother

DENVER , COL. , July 5, 1887 . I arrived at Durango Wednesday, at 8 was in possession of Catharine von Bora's

o'clock p. m ., the entire journey to there wedding ring . "
DEAR BROTHER FRANK :-- Three weeks

from Denver having lasted twenty five
ago I undertook a missionary journey to

hours .

Durango and vicinity, in Southwestern Col.
The impression made upon my Two unpublished letters from Luther to

orado, concerning which I shall attempt to
mind during the journey was siinilar to the Brenz, and five from Melanchthon to the

give the readers of theWitness some little impression which the Psalmist must have Swabian reformer Lachmann , have been
information. For it is but natural to think labored under when he wrote : “ O , Lord , found in an old desk in a school house at

that they are interested in everything thathow manifold are thy works ! in wisdom Heilbrunn , Germany.

pertains to the advancement of the cause of
hast thou made them all , the earth is full of

Christ and Christianity . The bare journey
thy riches.” Psalm civ, 24 . H. R.

The Welsh people make much of preach .was of such a nature that I cannot refrain

Chirch News. ing Sermons are the chief feature of their
from dwelling on that a little more elabo

rately . I left Denver, confessedly the most
religious gatherings . At their recent June

beautiful city West of the Mississippi river, Entered the Port With Hand on the
meetings as many as twelve sermons were

on the evening of June 14 , via Denver
Wheel. preached in one day to the same congrega.

and Rio Grande Railway.
tion .

At first the

journey takes one in a Southerly direction , A pilot in the wheelhouse of a Brooklyn

along the Eastern range of the Rocky ferry boat carrying many passengers, whose The Lutherans at Sebastopol lost their

Mountains, for a distance of 175 miles; lives depended on the fidelity oftheman at church and school and parsonage during

thereupon the road suddenly makes a turn the wheel, was struck with death . He held the bombardment in 1855 . The Russian

to the right, taking you over the famous La on to the wheel, guiding the boat until it government rebuilt the Greek churches and

Veta Pass . This pass is 9,300 feet higher touched the dock in sately , then fell back . the fortifications, but never cared for her

tian New York City and more than
Noble man !ward, dead .

4,000
He finished his Lutheran subjects in that fortress. Since

feet higher than Denver. It was four o'clock work, dying at the post ofduty. Happy the then they are visited three or four times a

Wednesday morning when the train began ending of that preacher, teacher, Christian,year by a pastor, whose parish is 80 miles
to climb the mountain by way of this who will never abandon his work till sum . distant.

It required two engines to make the ascent. moned hence by a higher power !

Having reached an elevation of 8,000 feet it Miss Caldwell , who has given $ 500,000
A Long Tie and a Long Tongue.

began now to move among the clouds, to the Roman Catholic University at Wash

which, as though yet asleep , were peaceably An old lady of his Aock once called upon ington, the plass for which the Pope has

resting on the tops of the mountains on Mr. Spurgeon with a grievance. The doc recently been called upon to bless, will

either side. The thermometer, at 5:30 a . tor's neck bands were too long for her ideas share the order of the Golden Rose with

m., showed, at least, as low as 28 degrees. of ministerial humility, and after a long ha. ex Queen Isabella and Mrs. General Sher

The scenery was magnificent beyond de rangue on the sin of pride,she intimated that man. The order of Holy Writ would be

scription . In order to be able to appreciate she brought her scissors with her and would the true and only blessing for these benight

RockyMountain scenery, one must behold it be pleased if her dear pastor would allow ed women.

in its variety with his own eyes . When the her to clip them down to her notions of

ascent had been effected a halt was made propriety . The doctor not only listened pa- A book recently published by Rev. Fath

for about ten minutes , during which time tiently to her lecture, but handed over the er O'Brien ( R. C. ) , of Mt. St. Mary's Col.

the extra engine was detached , whereupon offend ng white bands for her to operate lege, Maryland, gives some statements that

the train began to move down the mountain upon. When she had cut them to her sat will surprise those who have surpposed the

on the opposite side , in a Southerly direc . isfaction and returned the bibs , it was the Roman Church a unit upon all things. The

tion , towards Antonito, 75 miles off near the doctor's turn . truth is , great diversity prevails , especially

border of New Mexico. To the right we “ Now , " said he, “my good sister, you amo ' g the Roman churches of the east .

beheld the majestic form of Sierra Blanca , must do me a good turn also.” “ Yes, that I For instance, the Maronite Church cele.

the highest mountain peak in Colorado, will, doctor; what can it be?” “ Well, you brates mass , not in Latin , but in Syriac, gives

covered with “ eternal” snow and ice. For have something about you which is a deal the cup to the laity , and has a married clergy.

fully two hours and a half the journey now too long, and causes me no end of trouble , The Chaldean Church says mass in ancient

takes you through San Luis Park, one of the and I should like to see it shorter . ” " In . Syro-Chaldaic; the Uniat Church , in an

most level and extensive valleys in the deed,dear sir , I will not hesitate ; what is it ? cient Greek, and the latter is privileged ,

world ; it generally goes by the name of here are the scissors, use them as you even in the presence of the Pope, to say the

Sunny San Luis, which appellation is very please.” “ Corne, then , " said the sturdy di Creed without the filic que. The one thing ,

appropriate, since , as old settlers say, not a vine, " good sister, put out your tongue.” - however, required of all , is to kiss the pope's

day has passed for fifteen years or more on Life of Spurgeon.

pass .

a

a

1

foot .1
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A young

I suppose thee knew that the Society of Dr. Butler, in his Land of the Veda," Queen Victoria is said to be a lineal

Friends do not allow any of their mem- relates the conversion of the first royal descendent on her mother's side, of the
bers to join secret societies,

personage in India, that of young Duleep distinguished Elector of Reformation

I wish other sects would take the Singh. After the death of his father he times, Frederick the Wise of Saxony.

same ground . Ever and truly thy friend , was placed under British control, and was

John G. WHITTIER, Poet.
educated by the government.

Brahmin who was receiving instructions The Evangelical Bohemian Church in

at the mission became Duleep Singh's con- Berlin founded by Frederick William I.,

A musical " find ” of no little interest was stant companion. The Brahmin, unknown in 1737, for the persecuted and exiled Bo

lately made at Leipzig by Dr. Doerffel, the to the priests, read the Bible each day,hemian Protestants, recently celebrated
noted Bach critic, in the shape of a complete and it was not long before the young king the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary

manuscript of another of J. S. Bach's famous shared his secret, and through his instru. of its organization .

“ Passions-Musiken,” this time according to mentality was led to Christ.
The Brab

St. Luke's version ofthe divine history . It min, though not a Christian, was the Dr. Cunningham Geikie, the author of

was written during the years 1731-34 AA means of saving a soul through the instru- that valuable and widely -known work,

splendid but cheap edition has just ap mentality of the Word of God. Dr. Butler " The Life and Words ofChrist,” protest

peared at Leipzig. writes : Up to the presenttime he has ed against the extension of an invitation
fulfilled his vows and honored his Chris. to Mr. John Morley to speak in the name

Pastor Schneller, who for more than
tian profession. Immediately after his of the Liberals of Norwich , England, be

twenty-five yearshas been at the head ofbaptism he established relief societiesat cause he insults thesacred uame we all

the Syrian Orphans Home in Yerusalem , Futtyghur and Lahore,placing them under worship by habitnally spelling it with a
'

.reports that during the season just closed both places. He established , and still

there have been more tourists and pilgrims sustains, a number of village schools for
In

in Jerusalem than in any single year in his the education of the people, and has been a
Pompalagudum , Guntur, India,

life in the holy city . There were nearly 30 , liberal contributor to every good object combustion under the heat of the sun durforty -two houses burned by spontaneous

000 pilgrims. Russia is erecting a tower on brought to his notice. He aided the canse

Mt. Olivet a hundred meters high .
ManyIt will of Christ to probably fully oue- tenth of his ing the hot season just passed.

be the higt.est building in the east . whole income annually.
are left homeless, naked and destitute.

Daily evening services are conducted by

Rev. P. Ramachandrayya and other native

The 17th of May was a high day for Up Christians outside the church, praying for

sala , Sweden, and the great Lutheran Uni . The Leipzig Lutheran Missionary Soci. Train and relief. Dr. Unangst says it is the

versity located there. It was then that the ety met in annual convention on June 1 hottest season in his memory.

magnificent new University building, whose and 2 . Director Hendeland reported, that

corner stone was laid with appropriate cere . 20 German missionaries are in the field of In one of the great picture galleries of

monies on April 30, 1879, and which has labor among the Tamul, which number Windsor Castle are several precious cas

been in course of erection ever since, was was about to be increased by 4 graduates kets, among other exquisite objects de

consecrated . The exercises, which were of the seminary. The Society has the care vertu. The Queen entered one day with

participated in by his Majesty, the King, of 23 principal stations, with 564 preach- a small book in her hand, and asked the

the Archbishop, and the most eminent per. ing places and 14,000 native Christians. keeper of these treasures which was the

sonages in church and State, were of the The German missionaries are assisted by most rare and valuable of all the caskets .

most brilliant character and lasted three 12 ordained native pastors, 6 native licen- He showed her one made of pure rock

days, ending in an excursion to Skocloster, tiates, 56 catechists and 131 readers. Of crystal, ornamented with gold and enam

the ancestral castle of the counts Brahe and
schools there are 150, with 240 teachers el. In this casket the Queen placed the

Wrangel.
-book -General Gordon's pocketThe University at Upsala cele and 3,700 children. The Tamul churches small

brated its 400th founder's day in 1877,and met on June 2, at Trankebar,for the pur. Bible, annotatedandmarkedby his own
,

is now attended by over 1,800 students. The pose of organizinga "Tainul Lutheran hand, andin this precious casketwill re
is now attended by over 1,8oo students. The Synod,” consistingof the pastorsand lay main this most precious relic of one of

new building , next to the new University delegatesof all congregations which al- England's greatest heroes.-- From Town

building at Strassburg, probably the finest ready introduced the constitution recom- and Country .

on the continent, cost a half million dollars . mended by the Society. Thereceipts for

the last year were $ 86,000, the expendi
Jacob Rabinowitz, the leader of the

A dispatch from Northfield, Minn., of tures $75,000.
Christian movement among theJews of

June 29. to the associated press , reports that
Bessarabia, has been visiting London

those pastors and delegates who felt them. where he delivered interesting and power,,

selves aggrieved by the action of the late That wing of the Dunkard Church ful addresses. The work still goes on in

Norwegian Synod in Stoughton , Wis . , have known as the Old Order has been holding Kischineff. The Scottish Free Church

finally withdrawn from the parent body be . its annual session in Canton, Ohio . The Missionary Committee have given Mr.

cause of a dissent from what they designate adherents of this wing are very conserva- Rabinowitz $250 for his field , which he

as the Missouri doctrine of election as held tive, and their mode of worship is exceed- acknowledged in a letter in which he says:
by the majority in the old Synod . The dis- ingly crude. They eat what is known as “ Concerning my work in Russia, I can

patch mentions that 175 clergymen and lay the Passover, which is composed of soup tell you , dear brother, that till now the

nien from all parts of the northwest, met in made of beefmeat. They have large bowls Lord enabled me to testify in that land to

Northfield, Minn., on the 29th of June, and outof which six or eight will eat atonce. all classes concerning those things which

organized themselves intoa new Synodical They havelong tables, and these bowls are the prophets and Moses did say should

convenient distances , come, and that Christstrung along at
should

body, electing Rev. Prof. Mohn, of North whichmakes their manner of indulging in be the first that should rise from the
field , President.

The college at Decorah such a sacred feast very repulsive to the dead, and should show light unto the

and the seminary at Madison , Wis., thus re enlightened and fastidioustastes of non- people, and to the Gentiles. By the help.

main in the possession of the old Synod. participants. After the feast these Dunk of God I placed the blessing, the New
Thus Synodical Conference will soon be ards indulge in what they term the holy Testament in many Jewish houses, and

able to welcome back its old ally, the Luth- kiss -man kissing man , and woman kis- thonsands of Israelites trnst for salvation
eran Norwegian Synod , after it has purged sing woman . Then the men wash one an- in the blessed blood of the Lord Jesus

itseli of Schmidtianism and Ohioism . But other's feet , aud the women go through the Christ, who was crucified outside the gate

Oh! how chagrined the Ohioans do feel in same ceremony, after which preaching goes of Jerusalem to make an end of sins and
fact.

to bring in everlasting righteousness."

>

* *

1

ion .
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CHAPTER I.

years back

a

vain .

for him .

Hearth and Home.
These were the tenth of St. Mat. could understand plain words, and there it

thew and the tenth of St. Luke. Of reading was in the Bible, in black and white, and as

and expounding these , especially in the plain as the nose on your face, and you
THE PLEASANT HISTORY OF

presence of a new parson , he never wea . couldn't and shouldn't get out of it , twist

SQUIREJACK AND THE ried , as indeed he was never defeat : d in his how you might. " Was preacher's now -a

PARSON . *
forcible exposition of them : A sef made days better’n the apostles was ? " — that's

-

theologian was Squire Jack , and great in . what he'd like to know ! Thus it chanced

deed washe in tine department of Exegesis ; that, for full twenty years past , Squire Jack's

Being a Short Story in two parts, especially in so far as it concerned our Lord's famous game cock had been scratching up a

with a conclusion and Moral. instructions to the apostles as to the manner long succession of parson's peas , with no

in which they should go furth into the man to clip his comb or cut his spurs for

world, and the means by which they should him .

be supported. He was " dead sot agin

preachers hevin ' a selery . Let 'em work asHow Squire Jack's Chickens scratched up Paul did , an' earn their own livin '."
• Vengeance is Mine."

the Parson's Peas. Somne ten the Hickory .
A regiment of soldiers had received the

town church had been about to

strictest orders, because of the nearness of
take steps to buy parsonage, but

Not that Squire Jack was engaged in the Squire Jack threw the whole meeting intonot to break ranks under penalty of hanging.the enemy, to remain perfectly quiet, and

poultry business, a ly more than the other helpless confusion by a powerful speech, in But one of the soldiers could not possibly

members ofthe Hickorytown Church. His which he challenged any man in Hickory . ward of sleep, and so his horse walked off

neighbors like all good people in country town to give the Scriptural authority, chap

villages, hept chickens, turkeys, and geese ther and verse, "fer preachers hevin' per eral times, reminding him of the orders, butto graze. His companions awoke him sev.

and so did he , of course . Noi was Squire

Jack peculiar in keeping a flock of moral sonages. He'd liketo know whether
Peter he would immediately relapse into sleep .

ever hed a personage ? " The “ personage” Suddenly the Colonel appeared , and called
fowls ; for all his neighbors like all other mor .

was never got.
tals, did the same. What Squire Jack was

“

specially noted for was, that in his flock of !

*No, my friends, ” - thus would he, time out, “Sidier, what are you doing ? You
," — must hang !" He began to lament, but in

moral fowls, which all his lifelong had gained store of winter nights , and in none the
and again, begin his harangue in the village

" You shall be suspended from the

their livelihood by scratching among his first tree to which we come,' said the Col.

lower tone because the parson was by
neighbors' faults and failings, there was one . No,my friends, I ain't agin the preachers. arriving at the tree where the sentence wasonei , and gave him one hour's grace. Upon

bird , a noble, high -stepping, long spurred Preachers is öll good enough in their place . to be executed , the soldier smote his hand,
!

cock , which, singular to relate, while he let What iam agin isthis thing of preachers and said," Lord, how just art Thou ! On

other people's gardens alone, could scratch ge:tin ' personages, an ' wearin ' shiny black “ ,

up the Parson's early peas more persevering: this very spot, one year ago , I murdered a

ca: s , an ' hevin ' white hands like a woman ,

ly and more effectually than any other cock an' gettin ' from four to six hundred dollars man and buried him under this tree ." He

'in the county . pointed out the exact spot . They dug down,
a year, I'd like jest once in my life to see and tound the head and feet, whereupon the

The Hickorytown church was , as the the Scripter authority for that. Did Paul

English would say, “ poor living," whether hev a personage ? merited punishment was inflicted .
Did Peter hev a shiny

because the people were poor, or because black c.a ? Did Thomis or Philip or eny

Usefulness,
they were close fisted, matters not here to of the rest of 'em ever nev any selery ? No,

relate.

Sir ! they had nothin ' , an ' the Lord told'em

But so it was, that pastors were often they shouldn't take nothin ' ; not two coats , A one-armed saw- miller , losing his occu

changed. And when a new parson had set nor a purse, ncr money , nothin ' at all , but pation, became a colporteur of the National

tled in the place, to see Squre Jack's famous maybe a staff. That's the way they was to Bible Society of Scotland .
Atter service of

long tailed game cock walk over into the go out , with their lives in their hands , an ' some years in his home land , studying all

Parson's yard and tear up bis early peas , and trust in the Lord to keep 'em . An ' now , the while the varioussystemsof printing for

scratch up his garden and make it look like what I want to know , an ’ what I've been the blind, he was transferred to Peking,

the abomination of desolation, an cry cock . askin' every preacher we've hed here in China. To read an ordinary Chinese book

a -doodle - do over it all , was a sight to make Hickorytown for the last twenty year-an ' one must learn some 4,000 characters ; to

all Hickorytown shake its sides with laugh we've had right smart of ' em in that time , read , say , "Jack , the Giant Killer," one must

ter . Squire Jack's bird was a famous fowl is this: is preachers now a days better'n the master 1,200 characters. This man , Mr.

indeed ; but he came home to roust one night apostles was ? "
Murray, reduced the sounds of Chinese

in plight so sad ,and so bedraggled and so be . It was a telling speech . It was a knock . speech to 420, and devised a system of dots

littled in his own eyes and estimation withal, down argument. It scratched up thepar- to represent them . He next took an orphan

that he was never thereafter,to his dying day , son's peas most effectually, and crowed beggar boy, blind from his birth , washed,

known tomount a fence and crow . How and cock a doodle do over the whole forlorn clothed and housed him , and taught him to

by what means this sad misadventure befell garden . Many was the tilt Squire Jack had read by means of the dots. Others were

the poor cock we shall now proceed to relate ; run with the preachers, and always with the taken in the same way and taught. The

or, in other words, we shall tell, firstly, how sa ne result—the parson was invariably un . Scriptures were printed in this style ; and

Squire Jack's chickens tore up the parson's horsed and ingloriously defeated and put to now many blind men may be seen reading

peas , and,secondly , how Squire Jack's chick shame in the eyes of all Hickorytown. In the Bible on the street corners of Peking, to

ens came home to roost. vain did the preachers argue that these the astonishment of their fellow country .

Squire Jack had a hobby, as who has not ? instructions to the apostles could not rea . men . — The Examiner.

and he rode it hard, as who had a better sonably be applied to their successors, nor

right? But alas ! one day his horse lay down were necessarily intended to be so applied,
Philosophy of Life.

and-died . Squire Jack's hobby horse, or, on the ground that times and circumstances

as , in another figure, we have termed it, his had so'greatly changed since the apostolic

game cock , was this, to.wit : Squire Jack period , that it would plainly be impossible A very rich man said : " I worked like a

read his Bible, and there were one or two to adhere to the strict letter of the text . i slave till I was forty to make my fortune,

chapters which had a peculiar fascination Squire Jack was p:oof against the historical and I have been watching it like a detec .
*Though we cannot vouch for the truth of this argument, and would none of their refined tive ever since for my lodging, food and

£tory, we may iay the lesson it conveys is good . theologic il lore ; he was a plain man , and clothes."
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Selections from Church their husbands; and mothers to cut the Irish papists owned to him , that they had
throats of their children . destroyed in one place, at Glynwood 12,000

History .
At a place called Glaslow, a popish 1 protestants,in their flight from the county

priest, with some others, prevailed on forty of Armagh.

protestants to be reconciled to the church As the river Bann was not fordable, and

Massuíre of Protestants in Ire- of Rome, under the vain hope of saving the bridge broken down, the Irish forced

land .
their lives. They had no sooner done this , thither, at different times, a great number

than the deceivers told them they were in of unarmed, defenceless protestants, and

a good faith, and that they would prevent with pikes and swords violently thrust

In Kilkenny all the Protestants, with their falling from it and turning heretics, above 1000 into the river,where they miser

out exception,were put to death ; and some by sending them out of the world: which ably perished . Nor did the cathedralof Ar

of them in so cruel a manner, as, perhaps,they did by inmetely cutting their maghi escape the fury of these barbarians,

was never before thought of. They beat throats. it being set on fire by its leaders, and

an English woman with such barbarity, In the county of Tipperary a great num- burnt to the ground. And to extirpate,

that she had scarce a whole bone left ; after ber of protestants, unen, women , and child- if possible, the very race of protestants,

which they threw her into a ditch ; but ren, fell into the hands of the papists , who who lived in or near Armagh, the Irish

not satisfied with this they took her child, after stripping them naked ,murdered them first burned all their houses , and then

a girl about six years of age , and after ripp- with stones, pole-axes , swords, and other gathered together many hundreds of these

ing open its body, threw it to its mother, weapons. innocent people , young and old, on pre

there to languish till it perished. They In the county of Mayo, about sixty pro- tense of allowing them a guard and safe

forced one man to go to mass, after which testants, fifteen of whom were ministers, conduct to Coleraine ; where they treacher

they ripped open his body, and in that were, upon covenant, to be safely condnet- ously fell on them by the way, and in

w.anner left him . They “sawed another ed to Galway, by one Edmund Burke and humanly murdered thein.
asunder, cut the throat of his wife, and his soldiers ; but that inhuman monster by The like horrid barbarities with those

after having dashed out the brains of their the way drew his sword, as an intimation we have particularized, were practised on

child, an infant, threw it to the swine, who of his design to the rest, who immediate the wretched protestants in almost all parts

greedily devoured it. After committing ly followed his example, and murdered the of the kingdom ; and , when an estimate

these andmany other horrid cruelties, they whole, some of whom were stabbed, others was afterward made of the number massa

took the heads of seven protestants, and were run through the body with pikes, and cred by papists, it amounted to 150,000.

among them that of a pions minister, all several were drownied. These desperate wretches, flushed and

which they fixed up at the market cross. In Queen's county great numbers of grown insolent with success, soon got poss

They put a gag into the minister's mouth, protestants were put to the most shocking ession of the castle at Newry, where the

then slit his cheeks to his ears, and laying deaths. Fifty or sixty were contined to- king's stores and amunition were lodged ;

a leaf of a bible before it , bid him preach, gether in one house, which being set on and,with a little difficulty,made themselves

for his mouth was wide enough.
tire , they all perished in the flames. masters of Dundalk. They afterward took

One of these miserable miscreants would Many were stripped naked, and being fast- the town of Ardee, where they murdered
come into a house with his hands imbrned ened to horses by ropes placed around their all the protestants, and then proceeded to

in blood, and boast that it was English middles, were dragged through bogs till to Drogheda. The garrison of Drogheda

blood, and that his sword had pricked the they expired . Some were hung by the was in no condition to sustain a siege ;

white skins of the protestants,even to the feet to tênter-hooks driven into poles, and notwithstanding which, as often as the

hilt. When any one of them had killed a in that wretched posture left till they Irish renewed their attacks, they were

protestant, others would come and receive perished. Others were fastened to the vigorously repulsed, by a very unequal

a gratitication in cutting and mangling trunk of a tree, with a branch at the top. number of the king's forces, and a few

the body; after which they left it to be Over this branch hung one arm , which faithful protestant citizens,under sir llenry

devoured bydogs;and when they havi slain principally supported the weight of the Tichborne, the governor, assisted by the

a number of them, they would boast that body; and one of the legs was turned up lord viscount Moore. The siege of Drog

the devii was beholden thein for sending and fastened to the trunk, while the other heda began on the 30th of November, 1641
so many souls to hell ! hung straight. In this dreadful and un- and heli to the 4th of March, 1642, when'

But it is no wonder they should thus casy posture did they remain , as long as sir Phelim O'Neal,and the Irish miscreants

treat the innocent Christianis, when they life would permit, p'easing spectacles to under him , were forced to retire.
hesitated not to commit blasphemyagainst their blood -thirsty persecutors. In the meantime 10,000 tronps were

God and his most holy word . In one It Clowens seventeen men were buried sent from Scotland to the relief of the re

place they burnt two protestant bibles, alive; and an Englishman, his wife, tive maining protestants in Ireland, which be

and then said they had burnt heil-tire. children, and a servant maid ,were all hung ing properly divided into various parts of
In the church at Powers -court, they burnt together; and afterward thrown into a the kingdom , happily surpressed the pow

the pulpit, pews, chests, and bibles belong. ditch. Several were hung on windmills, er of the Irish savages,and the protestants,

ing to it. They took other bibles, and, and before they were half lead, the barbar for several years , lived in tranquility.

after wetting them with dirty water, dash- ians cut them to pieces with their swords. Fox Book of Martyrs, 492 496 .

ed them in the faces of the protestants, Others, both men, women and children,

saying, " We know you love a good lesson : they cut and hacked in various parts of

here is an excellent one for you ; come to bodies, and left them wollowing in their
An Old Cypress ,

morrow, and you shall have as good a blood , to perish where they fell. One
sermon as this."

poor woman they hung on a gibbet, with

In Munster they put to death several her child , an infant about a year old , the
It is strange to think that there is actually

a living tree, which was growing when
ministers in the most shocking manner. latter of whom was hung by the neck with
One, in particular, they stripped stark the hair of its mother's head , and in that Christ was in Palestine.

naked, and driving him before them ,prick-manner finished its short but miserable
The oldest tree on record in Europe is

ed him with swords and pikes till he fell existance.
asserted to be the cypress of Sonima, in

down, and expired .
This tree is believed to

In the county of Tyrone no less than Lombardy, Italy.

In some places they plucked out the three hundred protestants were drowned have been in existence at the time of Julius
eyes, and cut off the hands of the protes- in one day, and many others hanged , burn- Cæsar, forty -two years before the birth of

tants, and in that condition turned them ed, and otherwise put to death . Dr. Max. Christ, and is, therefore, over 1.900 years

into the fields, there to linger ont the re- well, rector of Tyrone, lived at this time old . It is 106 feet in height , and 20 feet in

inainder of their miserable existance. 'near Armagh, and suffered greatly from circumference at one foot from the ground.

They obliged many young men to force these merciless savages. This clergyman, Napoleon, when laying down his plan for the

their aged parents to a river, where they in his examination, taken upon oath before great road over the Simplon, diverged from

were drowned ; wives to assist in hanging the king's commissioners,declared that the a straight line to avoid injuring tnis tree.

!

G
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mliscellancons.
What the whole world outside Palestine “ What cargo do you carry in your sack ,"

could very seldom do at all , this peity pro .
cried one.

vince did on a very large scale . About
• Let's see your goods,” cried the other.

The Thief Exposed by His Horse. " With all my heart," quoth the stranger;

seventeen writers, all Israelites, some of lofor I have a goodly assortment, and I like

Robbers, and other cowardly rascals who them with what would nowadays be called to show them . This sack ,” said he, pointing

live by taking mean advantage of other peo. a little learning, some without, some writing to the one hanging in front of him , “ is full

ple,
would seldom get away with their in Hebrew , some in Greek, all achieved one of the good deeds of others."

They sat down to record y reatiplunder if promptly and shrewdly followed wonder.
"Your sack looks nearly touching the

ground. It must be a pretty heavy weight

up, as the highwayman was in this English deeds done, and great words spoken , in to carry," said number one.

story . A Quaker was returning home one Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Palestine, " There you are mistaken " replied the

evening on a particularly fiue horse, when which districts united are but a slice of the stranger ; " the weight is only such as sails

he was stopped by a man wiih his face East , and they told thein wondrous briefly,
are to a ship or wings are to an eagle. It

helps me onwards."

blackened , mounted on a nag whose ribs , yet so that immortal and world wide char. " Well, your sack behind can be of little

bones and joints one could count through its acters rise like exhalations from the record . good to you ," said number two, “ for it ap.
skin ; but not its teeth , for those had disap Written in the East , these characters live pears to be empty ; and I see it has a great

peared , not through eating hay, but chafi . forever in the West; written in ore pro hole in the bottom of it."

“Holy man , " said the new cemer, “my vince, they pervade the world ; penned in for all the evil I hear of people I put in
" I did it on purpose," said the stranger;

horse, which can yet dimly remember the rude times , they are prized more and more there, and it falls through and is lost. So,

landing of Julius Cæsar, stands sorely in as civilization advances; product of antiqui- you see, I have no weight to drag me down

need of such attention as yours appears to ty , they come home to the business and backward." --Selected .

enjoy. If you like, we'll exchange. You bosoms of men , women and children in

haven't a pistol , and I have. " modern days .---Tne Library Magazine. Conference Notice.

The Quaker considered : What's to be
The English Conference of Augusta, Va ., will

done ? At any rate I have a second horse at The Tuo Sacks,
meet , God willing, on the 9th day of August, in Trinity

home, but not a second ife. So they ex Church, Rev. F , Kuegele , pastor, and remain in ses

changed , and the robber quietly rode ofi
There is an ancient legend that tells of an

sion till August 11 . Rev. J. C. CEblschlæger, of

old man who was in the habit of traveling Richmond, Va . , will submit his last theses on Justifi
townward, with the Quaker's horse . The

Quaker, however, led the robber's starved hind his back and another in front of him .
from place to place, with a sack hanging be cation, for discussion. J. A. Schwoy, Sec'y

. Alexandria, Va ., July 8, 1887.
beast by the bridle, and , upon arriving at

In the one behind him he tossed all the

town, threw the reins upon its back, say kind deeds of his friends , where they were
Recent Publications,

" Lead the way, thou bag of bones ; thou quite hid from view ; and he soon forgot all
GED ECHTNISSPEEDIGT: -A sermon in commemoration

about them .

canst better find thy master's stable than I.” of the sainted Dr. C. F. W. Walther, preached by

In the one hanging around his neck, Rev. J. H. Sieker and published by order of the

He followed the horse up street and down
under his chin , he popped all the sins which Evangelical Lutheran St. Matthew Church, New

till it stopped at a stable door and wouldso the people he knew committed; and these York,N. Y. This powerful sermon was preached by

no further. The Quaker entered the house, he was in the habit of turning over and Brother Sieker on Trinity Sunday, from I Corinthians
and found the thief just rubbing the soot

from his face with an old stocking .
looking at as he walked along, day by day . iii , 5-23 . It sets forth the manner in which Christians

should view and honor such men of God , even a ter

thou hast got home, friend,” said theQuaker, wearing, just like himself, a sack in front I, By honoring them as gifts of God, whom He chose
One day , to his surprise, he met a man

their demise, as were a special blessing in the church .

“ and if thou hast no objection wewill amend wearing, just like himself, a sack in front
and one behind . He went up to him and and prepared for His purposes. II , By honoring them

our exchange, for it was not lawfully made.
began feeling his sack . as servants of God, by whom He benefitted many

Give me back my horse ; thine is at the
“ What have you got here , my friend, " souls . III , By honoring them as God's blessings,

door. "

The rascal, seeing he was outwitted , had

he asked , giving the sack in front a good whose work is to continue for the welfare of the

poke .
church and to redound to the lasting glory of God .

no choice but to deliver up the stolen horse.
" Stop, Jon't do that,” cried the other, he donated by the author to the Poor Students’Fund .

The money realized from the sale of this sermon will

-Good Cheer.

" you'll spoil my good things.”
Frice , single copy, 10 cents ; per dozen , $ 1.00, postage

" What things?" asked number one
Scriptures a Marvel.

paid . Address Rev. J. H. Sieker, 146 Elisabeth st . ,

“ Why, my good deeds," answered number New York , N. Y.

The characters in Scripture are a literary two. " I keep them all in front of me, where

marvel. It is very hard to write characters I can always see them , and take them out Subscriptions Paid ,

in one country to be popular in every land and air them . See, here is ihe half crown Rev. A. Burgdorf, New Orleans, La. , (VI )

Especially hard in narrative. I put in the plate last Sabbaih ; and the “ H. Guemmer , Longtown, Mo. , (V & VI) 2.00

Hardest of all to create such world - wide and shawl I gave to the beggar girl ; and the “ F. W. Heinke, Bauer, Ia ., (VI 2 cc) 2.00

everlasting characters in few words, a bare mittens I gave to the crippled boy ; and the · J. Meyer, Kiowa , Veb . (VI 2 cc) 2.00

1.00* K. A. Meyer, Hofi'man, Ills . , ( IV)
record of great things said and done . penny I gave to the organ grinder; and here

E. Holm , Scotia , Neb ., (VI) 1.00

When you carry into the West a transla : is even the benevolent smile I bestowed onа

“ F. W. Brockmann, Stewardson , Ills . , ( V & VI) 2.00

tion of a work the East admires ever so the crossing sweeper at my door ; ard_" " Th. F. F Finck , Shelby, Mich . , (VI)

much , ten to one it will miss the Western “ And what's in the sack behind you?"
E. L. Arndt, East Saginaw, Mich ., (V) 1.00

mind . Eastern music is a dreamy noise to asked the first traveler, who thought his “ E. Tb . Claus, Milbank, D. T. , (VI)

a Western ear, but one degree beyond thecompanions good deeds would never come TeacherWm . Neitzel,Watertown, Wis.,(VI) 1.00

sweet illogical wail of an Æolian harp .
C. F. Militzer, Arlington Heights , Ills . , ( VI) 1.00

“ Tut, tut, ” said number two, " there is
Mr. Barger, New Hope , Va . , (IV )

Eastern poetry is to the Western a glue of nothing I care to look at in that ! That sack
1,00“ E. G. Krueger, Sheboygau , Wis . , ( VI)

holds what I call my little mistakes."honeyed words, a tinkling cymbal , or
“ H. F. Becker, Evansville, Ind ., (VI) 1 00

drowsy chime. The Koran , sacred to a “ It seems to me that your sack of mistakes
1.00" J. F. Letmate, Baltimore, Md ., ( V )

is fuller than the other , " said number one .hundred million Orientals , is to your Anglo
Number two frowned .

2,50
He had never “ Fred . kreger, Springfield , Ills . , ( 1 )

Saxon the weakest twaddle that ever driv . thought that, though he had put what he (11) 2.50

eled from a human skull . It does not shock called his " mistakes” out of sighi , every one
" G. A. Dobler, Baltimore, Md . , (IV ) 1.00

" Ph . C. Treide,

An angry reply
( VI) 1.00

an Occidental Christian, or rouse his theo- else could see them still .

" F. A. Stendel, Detroit , Mich ., (VI) 1.00

logical ire. It is a mild emetic to his under. I was on his lips , when, happily , a third trav.

eler - also carrying two sacks, as they were
Mrs. E. A Conaway , Zanesville, O. , (VI) 1.00

standing, and there's an end of it .
--overtook them. Miss Marg. Rehl, 1.00

The world is a very large place ; Palestine The first two men at once pounced on Candidates, Springfield , Ills . , ( VI 20 cc ) 10.00

is a small province in the East . the stranger.
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IV SUNDAY IN ADVENT.

Onr Epistle Postil.
does not involve that he is not also com . singing, praising, thanksgiving. Such a

forted. If rose bushes bear thorns, they heart must delight in God , because He is

also bear roses. If the Christian has his so fatherly -minded and without any merit

For the LUTHERAX WITNESS.
sorrows, he also has his joys. Let me to- or worthiness on our part awards such

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONs On The Epistle day speak : OF THE CHRISTIAN'S JOY . I unspeakable treasures. This cheerfulness

sliall present , I. what it is and II . what it and boldness toward God because of His
LESSONS OF Our ChưRCH - YEAR, effects in him.

indubitable grace is the source of the joy

I. which Paul here describes as rejoicing in

the Lord . When the heart is filled with

· Rejoice in the Lord alway ; and again the trust of God's grace so full and free
I suy, Rejoice .” These are words which

then is the soul immersed in God who is

donot at all concern the ungodly. If youbecome its portion, its rest, its delight.

say to the wicked, they should rejoice in
O, what indescribable quietude possesses

God, you might as well say to the water
the soul when it rests in God ! It is the

Phil. IV , 4-7 . that it should burn ; for as little as the
water can burn,solittle can thewicked re- highest delight of which the soul is capa
joice in God . When the wickedman thinks ble; it is the only joy which so satiates the

DEARLY BELOVED : -- The carnal man ofGod, he caunot do so with ajoyous,but heartthat it thirsts no more, that it cries
seeks his joy and satisfaction in that which only with an uneasy and terrified heart, be out with David : " Whom have I in heaven
is of the flesh, the spiritual man seeks and cause his conscience tells him that God but thee? and there is none npon earth

that I desire beside thee .
finds his joy and satisfaction in that which hatessin and will punish wickedness. So

My flesh and

is of the spirit. This is a clear mark of long as man is yet unregenerated, so long myheart faileth ; butGod is the strength

distinction between the Christian and the as he has not yet come unto the faith ofthe
my heart and my portion forever.”

worldling. The carnal heart knows noth- Gospel, that in Christ he has the forgive
“ Rejoice in the Lord,” says St. Paul.

ing of spiritsial joy, it looks for enjoyment ness of sin and is a beloved child of God, Not in gold and silver, not in eating and

only to that which is sweet to the flesh so long the verythought ofGod is some drinking, not in friendship and popularity,
and delightful to the senses ; but the spir- thing disquieting to him ,because he knows not in health and strength, yea not in
itual heart abhors and flees the sensual his guilt and must fear the wrath to come. good works and piety. Those are all vain
and sinful joysof the flesh and rejoices in Therefore David says in the xxxii Psalm : and deceptive joys; for “ the world passeth

things spiritual. The naturalman tinds " Be glad in the Lord, and rejoice, ye right-away and the lust thereof."
All earthly

joy onlyin that which is of the world, eous;and shout for joy, allyethat are up- joy is onlyjoy in part . This world offers

,
worldly ; but the Christian's joy is in that right in heart.” Those who are to rejoice nothing which could delight the heart

which is of heaven, heavenly.
I

in theLord, must be such people as have a with unalloyed and permanent joy.

Now because the carnai heart knows good and quiet conscience towardGod;who hold, of earthly, joys this is the highest

nothing of spiritual joy, therefore the know that they have no reason to flee from and noblest which the philosopher expe

children of the world regard the Christians God, but all reason to contide in Him and riences when his mind is merged in scien

as people without joy . When the children to expect all good from Him. So long as a
tific reasoning ; but that, too , is only im

of the world see the Christians avoid ail child which has been disobedient can expect perfect joy, alloyed with bitterness, be

that in which the carnal mind delights, nothing but the rod, it cannot rejoice in thecause the philosopher knows that reason is

such as frivolous merrymakings, intem- father;only when it sees the father loving- liable to err, neither can reach the depth

perate carousals , theaters , gambling ly spread out his arms toward it , will it run of knowledge. Earthly joys are like unto

houses, filthy joking and the like, then to him with gladness. A heart which must the pottage of lentiles which Esau besought

they think the Christian's life must be a expect the wrath and punishment of God, of Jacob and consumed greedily, yet with

joyless, monotonous, miserable kind of cannot rejoice in God ; only that heart can the consciousness of having forfeited his

life. Knowingofno other joythanthe rejoice in God which is certain of Hisgrace birthright. Earthly joys are like unto

enjoyments of the flesh , the world pro- and mercy.. Therefore this epistle is writ- Jonah's gourd which grew in a night and

nounces the Christian a fool for not im- ten for the pious and not for the impious. withered in a night, at which Jonah was

proving the time to be merry and enjoy The wicked man must first learn , how to exceeding glad , but which was gnawed by

life ; and there are those who by that very obtain a good conscience toward God, be a worm. Earthly joys soon grow old and

idea are restrained from becoming Chris- fore he can rejoice in the Lord.
quickly vanish, leaving only the sting of

tians , because they think that then they How is a good conscience toward God remorse; but the joy in the Lord is unal

must forego all joy and enter on a life obtained ? Not by revivalistic boisterous - loyed joy , without anxiety and without

without joy. But as in so many things ness ; for thereof the Scriptures nowhere fear. He that knows it accounts all other

the world is mistaken also in this . The tell us anything, and such momentary ex - joy but dross in comparison to the blissful

Christian is not without joy; yea , rather, citement of the feelings does not last val. knowledge of God, and would rather be

when a man becomes a Christian then way," it soon passes away. A quietcon- chained in a dungeon, possessing the love

only does he begin to realize what true science is obtained only by the faith of the of Jesus, than without it gain the whole
and genuine joy is ; for not only does Gospel which tells us, thatJesus Christ is world . Do

you desire joy? Rejoice in

the prospect ofeternal joy open to his our saviour, high priest, mediator and ad- the Lord , your Saviour; there is the foun

view , but a life of joy begins for him even vocate with the Father; that our sins are tain of true joy.
in this world already. But does not the swallowed up by the red sea of His Divine “Rejoice in the Lord alway,” i . e . , re

Psalmist say: " All the day long have I blood, totally disappearing from the sight joice in the Lord at all times and under

been plagued, and chastened every morn- of the Father and that in Him we are in- all circumstances, and not only sometimes

ing” and did not the Lord say unto the stated heirs of eternal life. When this faith and in fortunate circumstances. Many

disciples: “ The world shall rejoice; and ye lives in the heart it no more apprehends there be who are full of the praise of God
shall be sorrowful ?" So the Lord did say, any wrath and punishment, but is cheerful while they are prosperous in the world,

bat Hethereafter also says : “ Your heart towards God, knowing that its sins are no but when some afflictio: bfalls them their

shall rejoice, and your joy no man taketh more taken into account. From this faith joy suddenly ends and gives place to dis

from you.” That the Christian is plagued there must and will proceed joy, peace, content. In reality their joy is more in
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their prosperity than in the Lord, and meet for worship, but when they did meet should show the love of God dwelling in

therefore they have not root. Hence, when they sang hymns of praise. And we ? him .

the Lord indeed remains but their pros- Yea, we are not worthy to unloose the The reason why we should practice

perity is turned into adversity, they fall shoe's latchet of those Christians. They moderation and mildness is, because " the

away. Is this the right way to rejoice in sang praises to God though hourly stand- Lord is at hand.” He is at hand to judge

the Lord in the day of prosperity, and to ſing in danger of life ; and we, if a little the world and to recomipense evil for evil.

murmur against Him in the day of adver- something goes contrary to our wishes, we and good for good, kindness to the kind
sity? Not so was David minded, but he are crest-fallen and give way to a sullen and unkindness to the unkind. He is at

says: “ I will bless the Lord at all times: mood . Should we not strive to follow the hand continually exercising moderation

his praise shall continually be in my example of those heroes of faith and let thetoward us; for if He dealt with us accord-.
mouth ." But how should we rejoice in joy of the Lord dwell in our hearts and His ing to the strictness of justice we could

the Lord when the cross bears heavily on praise on our lips ? If we rejoiced more not live for an hour. But He also looks

the shoulder? A fickle heart, not tirn in in the Lord, we would also abound more to see whether we practice moderation to

faith, can , of course , not do so, but the soul in other virtues which are connected with , wards others . If we rejoice over His

rooted and grounded in the faith will re- and promoted by, the joy in the Lord. presence let us also walk as in the presence

joice in the Lord also in the greatest Several such virtues Paul here mentions. of the Lord, knowing this that the least

need . Did not Shadrach , Meshach and we do is not unknown to Him . If another
II .

Abed -nego sing a hymn of praise in the
abuse us we must not think it labor lost to.

midst of the fiery oven ? Do we not reai "Let your moderation be known unto put down offended pride and to answer in

of the apostles, that after being beaten, all men . The Lord is at hand.” Rejoic- moderation; for the Lord is also present

“they departed from the presence of the ingin the Lord can notbe an unfrnitful and hears it.
.

council, rejoicing that they were counted thing. It is not a joy like the joy in the Rejoicing in the Lord will also drive

wortlıy to suffer shame for his name?" rainbow which leaves no vestige behind it . away cares : " Be careful for nothing; but

And did not Paul and Silas sing praises to He thatrejoices in God, the Highest Good, in everything by prayer and supplication
God in their prison ? How are such things will also delight in that which is good; he with thanksgiving let your requests be
possible ? David explains it, saying: will take pleasure in all things that aremade known unto God .” To rejoice in

" Though Iwalk through the valley of the true, holy, just, pure, lovely and of good the Lord and to be worried with cares does
shadow of death , I will fear no evil : for report. It is not possible that he who re- not agree ; for anxious cares make the heart

thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff joices in the Lord should follow after evilrestless , but rejoicing in the Lord brings
they comfort me." Because the Lord was works ; for if the heart is joyous in God, rest to the soul. A heart daily rejoicing in

his trust, therefore he was ready to walk man will also strive to do what is pleasing the Lord will not worry itself with cares..
cheerfully even through the valley of the to God . Joy in the Lord will make the He that rejoices over the fact that he pos
shadow of death . Thie is the secret.

He heart joyous unto all that which is good.sesses the grace and love of God, cannot be
whose trust indeed stands in the Lord, is

It will make the heart moderate. full of fears concerning his sins, because

persuaded that he has a treasure in Heav: To be moderate means to be temperate he knows thatthey are forgiven ;he will

en, and never doubting the possession of in allthingsand not to go to extremes in not fret about food and raiment, becausethat treasure, his soul rejoices over it anything. In our text the word modera . he knows that his Father in Heaven is a

though on earth, he fare ever so adversely. tion particularly meansmildness,kind- rich man ; he is not terrified at death , be
So theChristian's heart is beddedon roses, ness, philanthrophy, benevolence. Joy in causehe knows that a better life isin
though surrounded by thorns; so he is sor- the Lord makes the heart mild, kind,be store for him . From a heart fullof godly

rowful, yetalway rejoicing.
Surrounded nevolent.

He that daily delights in the joy all perplexing cares must disappear

by misfortunes outwardly, he rejoices in- good,mild , kind Lord can not have a rude, that it rejoicingly says: The Lord careth

wardly ; in the world he has tribulation, hard and wrathful heart, he will also have forme. What child, knowingthat it has

but in the Lord he has peace.. At all a good, mild , kind heart. We rejoice in a loving father, will trouble itself with

times, even in the most gloomy, we Chris- the Lord because He is so good, so kind, cares?
It does what it is cominanded and

tians have more reason to rejoice thanto socondescending to us and thatjoy must leaves the cares to its father, and if it does
be sorrowful.

Should not he thatis in surely more and more transform is into want anything it runs to thefather and
possession of the Highest Good, rejoice, His image. talks to him about it. Do so likewise . Re

though the smaller be lacking him ? Now Joy in the Lord , indeed , dwells in the joice that you have a loving Father in

we Christians have the forgiveness of sin soul, yet it will shine forth in a mild and Heaven, strive to walk as it is pleasing to

and weknow where there is forgiveness pleasant countenance and agreeable con . IIim and if you do want anything make

of sin , there is also life and salvation ." auct. Rejoicing over the kindness which your requests known to Iliin by prayer

Should we then not rejoice in the Lord , God shows to us,will constrain us also to andsupplication with thanksgiving. Mark

thongh all our earthly projects fail,though show kindness unto others. Arrogant, re wellthe apostle's words: by prayer and

alldear to us on earth be taken away? to pulsive and rude manners do not show a supplication with thanksgiving."
Our

it not a foolish thing for a millionaire to heart rejoicing in that Lord who said: heart should be so joyous toward the Lord
be downcast at the loss of a copper ? Learn of me; for I am meek and lowly that, asking for anything, we forth with

Why should sorrow ever grieve me ? in heart. ” The apostle does here of course thank Him forhearing our prayer, resting
not mean to prescribe rules of politeness satisfied He will either give what we ask,

and civility ; but he does mean that a or do above all our asking and thinking and

Christian in all his walk and conversation give us something better.

Who can rob me of my Heaven

should manifest a truly kind, gentle and If He does not give exactly what we ask

benevolent heart, and that towards all men . He will surely give for what Paul here
To my faith bath given ?

We must not make such a distinction as prays: “ In the peace of God , which pas

Rejoice because you have a gracious to flatter the rich and be overbearing to- seth all understanding, shall keep, your

Father in Heaven ; greater reason for joy wards the poor, to he kind towards one's hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.”
will never come to yoll.

family, unkind towards others, or friendly Though God does not always take away

“ And again I siy ,Rejoice . " Why does to others and gruff towards our own that which threatens to disturb our joy,

the apostle repeat the words? Tomakehouse-mates. Alſ,even our bitterest ene- yet He surely fills the heart with that

them so much more impressive. It was a my, should see in our behavior that we do peaceby which the joy in the Lord is pre

time of sorrow and anxiety for the Philip- not hate him . The stranger accosting us served, that peace which reason cannot

pians. Paul , their beloved teacher, was in on the street should understand from our comprehend, the peace of faith in Christ.

chains at Rome and also at Philippi a per- conduct that we have a benevolentheart.It is the peace with God , the assurance

secution could break out any day. In those Though a Christian is frequently obliged that in Christ our sins are forgiven, that,

days the Christians had to be ready alway severely to rebuke false doctrine and wick- though sinners in ourselves , yet in Him

to seal their faith with their blood . Se- edness of life, yet he should never manifest we are holy and just before the Father,

cretly, in forests and cellars , they had to a spirit of bitterness against any man , bnt and as He lives eternally, sitting on the

.

Christ is near, what can here

E’er of Him deprive me ?

That God's son , as mine own,

66
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ted . ”

BY REV. R. EIRICH.

p . 551.

>

throne of glory, we, too , being in Him , “Heretic's may not only be excommu- clare that I will help, assist and advise......

must live in everlasting glory. Possessing nicated but lawfully exterminated.” to do my utmost to EXTIRPATE THE HERE

this assurance we should rejoice and never Sayeth the " Augelic" AQUINAS, II , p. 11. TICAL ProTEsTANTS, DOCTRINE AND TO DE

fear when troubles threaten . Rejoice in “ Though heretic's must not be tolerated STROY ALL THEIR PRETENDED POWERS REGAL

the Lord alway, ye redeemed of the Lord, because they deserve it , wemustbear them OR OTHERWISE. I do further promise and

and again I say: Rejoice. Amen. till , by a second admonition, they may be declare, notwithstanding I am dispensed

brought back to the faith of the Church. with, to assume any religion heretical, for

Polemical .
But those who, after a second admonition , the prepagating of the mother church's

remain obstinate in their errors,must notinterests, to keep secret and private all

only be excommunicated, but ... extermina- her agents' counsels from time to time, as

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS : they intrust me, and not to divulge or cir

Thomas “ It is doubtful whether a religi- cunistance whatsoever, but to execute all
Romish Morals .

ous man having made use of a woman, may that shallbe proposed, given in charge, or

not kill her if she offers to discover what discovered unto me, by you my ghostly

passed between them .” CARAMUEL Sect . 7 , father, or any of this sacred convent. Al

of which I , Å. B. do swear by the blessed

" It is lawful to procure abortion before Trinity and blessed Sacrament which I am

The Roman Catholic Church claim to be the child be quick in the womb, to save now to receive, to perform , and on my part

the church, absolutely holy in doctrine and a maid's life or reputation .” Egipits Trul- to keep inviolably, and do call all the

practice, and it loses no opportunity to leuch. Tome5 . hearenly and glorious host of heaven to

declare ever and anon , and to parade its
“ It is lawful for a confessor to absolve witness these my real intentions, to keep

much vaunted holiness. Now one would those that are in the nextoccasions even this my oath . In testimony whereof, 1

justly suppose that the teachings, the for incest, without obliging them to sepa- take this most homely sacrainent of the

principles,propositionsand codes ofmoral- rate, when their relapses are not frequent, Eucharist and witness the same further

ity laid down for the training and direc- ...but only once or twice a month .” Barnr, with my hand etc.”

tion of it's hierarchis, priests and inferior Somdes Pech. ch . 46. p . 1089. We have heard Rome speak in her own

adherents would accord with the boasted The following two dangerous proposi- WORDS. The code of morality by which

profession of its holiness. But the tions may be found in the first Tome of the atlherents of the Roinish Church , es
very

opposite is the case , and this we have the moral theology of EscoBAR, a Jesuit, pecially the clergy are governed, makes, as

undertaken to show , namely that the codes printed at Lyons. we have seen , a merit of deception , adorns

of morality, the rules intended especially “ According to a probable opinion, de- the transgression of natural laws, and gives

for the guidance of the Romish clergy, are ciding that a tax imposed upon merchan- holy garments to the guilty as a cover for

debasing and abominable The following dize is not just , it is lawful for a man to crime. Out of her own mouth bath she

extracts, which, by the way, are merely use false weights to gain the money and condemned herself. Settle it in your

mild samples, andwhich are not the hasty that if he be charged with so doing, he minds, then dear readers, that Romanisin

utterancesof excited speakers in the heat may deny it by oath, making use of is antichristian, immoral, corrupt and

of debate, but which were coolly written equivocal expressions, when he is broughthostile to all the most precious interests

out and published by eminent "Catholics upon interrogatiories before a judge. ”
Whosoof man, temporal and eternal.

will clearly prove this. The extracts, which “ An Ecclesiastic surprised in adultery readeth let him understand. Let every

we submit can be found in authorized if he kill the women's husband whom he friend of the Redeemer's Kingdom regard

publications, having the approval of the hath abused, in his own defence, is not for Romanism as the great "mystery of iniq

highest Catholic anthorities and in general that irregular." uity," hate and turn away with loathing

use as text books for the training and di .
We now proceed to froin its diabolical system . Let us en

rection of the clergy. We now proceed to deavor to expel the darkness and corrup
THE JESUIT'S OATH .

quote Catholic authorities. tion of which I have spoken by holding

" Temptation when greatly protracted “ I, A. B., now in the presence of up the Light of Truth. To this let every

need not be positively withstood contin- Almighty God ,the blessed Virgin Mary, Christian direct his attention and his

uously, inasmuch as that would be over- the blessed Michael the Archangel, the efforts. This is the only means by which

irksome and render one liable to innumer- blessed St. John the Baptist, the holy anti-christ, the “ man of sin ,” and his horri

able scruples . " Father Gury's Compen- apostles St. Peter and st. Paul, and all ble son destroying principles, and

dium ofMoral Theology , vol . I., p . 25 .. the saints and sacred hosts of heaven, and doctrines can be put down.

WEISHAUPT, the founder of the Catholic to you, iny ghostly father, do declare from
order of the Illuminati, says : Only my heart, without mental reservation , that " In the land of Moab," writes a mis

what brings harm is sin , and when the his Holiness Pope — is Christs' Vicar
advantage exceeds the harm , thenit be- General,and is the true and only Head of sionary to the Christian, -dwell from

comes even a virtue.” the Catholic universal church throughout 4,000 to 6,000 people, or more, who are

Pascal quotes the following saying of the earth, and that by the virtue of the also the dominant folks for scores of miles
the Jesuits : 6 Onemay swear that he haskeys of binding and loosing, given to his around. The great majority are loosely

not done a thing, although in fact he may Holiness by my Savior Jesus Christ, he Moslem so far as creed is concerned, but

havedone it,by understanding ,in his own hath power to depose heretical Kings; tenaciously Moslem as regards hatred of
mind, that he did not do it on a certain Princes, States , Commonwealths, and
day, or before he was born, orany similar Governments,all being illegal without theoutside world . But all through the

circumstance, without the words having his sacred confirmation , and that they may dark and bitter ages of their cruelest ven

any sense that would let it be known. safely be destroyed , therefore, to the ut- geance, a little band of Greek Church

And this is very convenient in many situa- most of my power, I shall and will defend Christians have here “ kept the faith .”
tions, and is always very just when it is this doctrine and his Holiness,rights and Until we came here no effort seems to

necessary or useful for health, honor or customs, against all usurpers of the here have been effectually made to help the
property .” tical (or protestant) authority whatsoever .

ARIAULTÁriault teaches (p . 319) that it is no ...I do renounce and
bodies or the souls, to strengthen , convert

harm to murder your enemy if you do it allegiance as due to any heretical King, or enlighten these thousands. But all

so secretly as to occasion no scandal ; also Prince or State , named Protestants, or that is done is but as the drop in the

infanticide is not only permitted but en - obedience to any of their inferior magi- bucket, or the merest initial work ; yet , as

joined by Ariault in his Propositions ; by strates or officers. I do further
Marne, Theology, Track 23 ; Egidius, that thedoctrine..of the name of Protes my wife and myself have no one to assist

Baunez, and many other Jesuits . tants to be damnable, and they themselves in any way, it is about as much as we can

“ To kill a heretic is nothing." De graf- are damnable,and to be damned , that will perform .” So the foot of David is stillDE GRAF-
FIS 1. 2 . not forsake the same. I do further de stretched over Moab.

disown any
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Class Mail Matter.

The Lutheran Witness. The basis upon which the question was to the cup and said : “ Now the knife is under

be decided was the Bible, and the Bible the cup , and so is the body under the bread .

only, This is what the Lutherans teach ; but how
C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & Publisher .

It was also understood that Luther's can the body of Christ be in three places at

words " in , with and under,” were not used the same time?"

Tue Lutheran Witness is published on the 7th and to denote locality , but merely to assert the Here he was called to order by the mod .

21st of each month. All communications and money real presence of Christ's body and blood erators for violating the rules of decorum

should be sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey St. , with the bread and wine in the Sacrament. in wilfully misrepresenting the opponent's

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per After these preliminaries , Rev. A. Meyer standpoint.

annum in advance . Joney sent otherwise than by opened the debate at about 10 o'clock, “ af Hereupon he said , that if the words of the

money -order or draft is at the risk of the sender .
firming the true presence of the Lord's body institution were to be taken literally , they

and blood 'in , with and under the bread proved too much for his opponent, then they

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio, asSecond and wine in the Holy Sacrament,” and proved the bread and wine to be changed

proved that this doctrine, and this doctrine into the body and blood , and thus the oppo .

ZANESVILLE , OHIO , AUGUST 7th , 1887 .
alone, must be drawn out of the worc's of nent would be forced to indorse and accept

the institution, Matthew xxvi , 26; Mark xiv the Roman Catholic doctrine of Transub.

22 ; Luke xxii , 19, also from I Cor. xi , 23 sqq . stantiation. Furthermore, if the words of

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
because , according to the laws of legitimate the institution were to be taken properly,

A Public Debate on the Lord's Supper, interpretation, " There is no figure in any then one could taste , see, feel and smell the

in Webster Co. , Mo. , Between Rev.

passage of Scriptures, except the context, or body of Christ in the Holy Sacrament; he

the absurdity of the subject, which would be ( McReynolds) could always taste his meat
McReynolds, Cumberland Pres in conflict with the analogy of faith , nec upon his bread ! In addition to this, if

byterian , and Rev, A. Meyer , essarily require it.” ( compare Luther " On Christ's body were really present in the

of our English Lutheran the Bondage of the Will, " $ 368. ) He defied Holy Supper, then a part of Christ would

Conference of Mo.
his opponent to adduce context, or any row be suffering torments in hell , because

other Biblical reason , forcing us fon the Judas partook of the Lord's Supper, and

proper meaning of the words of the institu- Judas now surely is in hell . Finally , if

“ The foolishness of fools is folly” is a tion and urging us to accept them figura . Christ's body and blood were present in the

divine observation of common life, Prov. xiv , tively. It could not be done, he said, and Lord's Supper, then Christ himself would

24, of the truth of which every one can con . that alone sufficed to accept them in their have eaten his own body and drank his own

vince himself by watching the ways of the proper, native meaning. In addition to this blood, because he partook of the Lord's

world but a little time. But how infinitely negative proof he adduced positive proofs Supper. For these reasons the words of

more foolish are these fools when with their for accepting them in their native meaning , the institution could not be taken properly,

foolish reason they run counter to the wis . viz.: but must be taken figuratively , because every

dom of God revealed in His Word , the 1. They are the words of a testament, ac . passage in Scripture is either proper or

Bible ! This was clearly demonstrated dur. cording to the institution . And if , accord - figurative.

ing a debate on the Lord's Supper, in St. ing to Galatians iii , 15 , a man's testament is Then Mr. Reynolds was again called to

Paul's church , between Rev. A. Meyer, of not to be disannulled , or added to , how order by the moderator for violating the

our Conference, and Rev. McReynolds, a much more should the testament of Christ rules of decorum , in employing sophistry .

Cumberland Presbyterian minister . remain inviolable and intact ! It was proven to him from the three Gospels

As a notice of this debate may not be un- 2. They are the words of a divine com- treating of the Lord's Supper that when it

interesting to the members and friends of mand-take, eat-and God's commands are there said : “ After he had supped , ” the Evan .

our Conference, permit me to send you a couched in plain and intelligible language, gelists spoke of the Paschal Lamb, not of

brief sketch of the same, in which " I will e. g , Genesis xxii , 1 3 ; Hebrews xi, 17 19 ; the Lord's Supper, hence McReynolds

nothing extenuate, nor aught set down in Matthew 28. conld not argue that Christ ate his own

malice." 3. I Cor. x, 16, treats of the Lord's Sup body and drank his own blood .

Rev. McReynolds preaches near our St. per and clearly proves a . ) that Christ's body To these remarks Pastor Meyer briefly

Paul's chuch , but also in the neighborhood and blcod are really present with the bread replied by saying , that as the Bible was to

of Rev. A. Meyer, and there inveighed and wins, and b . ) that the bread and wine is decide the question , all the arguments of his

against the Lutherans , accusing them of not changed into the body and blood , but opponent were blown into the wind , be

teaching Roman Catholic doctrine concern that both exist, are present and received at cause none ofthe arguments had any foun

ing the Lord's Supper and Absolution . In the same time by the communicant. dation in Scripture , but all proceeded from

order to silence him Rev. A. Meyer chal
4. I Cor . xi , 27-29 , also treats of the Lord's blind , carnal reason ; hence they fell to the

lenged McReynolds to debate one, or the Supper, and also clearly proves c . ) body ground without hitting the mark . He called

other, or both questions. This the gentle and blood present therein , otherwise the un- upon his opponent to shed Biblical light

man promptly declined to do, merely saying: worthy communicant could not a . ) become upon the subject and thereby show why the

“ If the shoe fits you , wear it,” but finally guilty ofthe body and blood , and b . ) could words of the institution are figurative, and

agreed to debate the Lutheran doctrine of notbe accused of not discerning the Lord's show where the figure lay , and to name the

the Lord's Supper, that the true body and body. figure. With the air of a man who is equal

blood of Christ was received in the Sacra. To these arguments Rev. McReynolds re to any emergency , Rev. McReynolds rose ,
.

ment. Pastor Meyer agreed to this, and plied by weak attempts to ridicule our doc. and from a paper previously copied froma

left time and place for the debate to be ap trine. Although by mutual agreement it was
Quackenbos he read all kinds of figures and

pointed by Rev. McReynolds. He selected understcod by all that " in , with and under” tropes to be found therein, and cited in

St. Paul's church,and set the debate for the did not denote locality, but mereiy asserted stances where they occurred in Scriptures :

14'h and 15th July . Rev. P. B. Pennell, presence , Rev. McReynolds ro sooner had simile, parable, metaphor, metonomy, irony,

from Brighton, Mo, a Methodist, was Mc- the floor than he tried to show our doctrine sarcasm , etc. , etc. , and, with a triumphant

Reynold's choice for moderator; Rev. A. to be absurd by using them in a local sense. pitch of voice , concluded by delivering him.

Meyer chose the undersigned, and these two He took a cup, placed his knife into it and self as follows: " likewise are the words of
,

agreed upon Rev. Brewington, a Metho said: “ Now the knife is in the cup, and so the institution to be taken figuratively ,.

dist, from Marshfield , for the third man . the body is in the bread." He placed his Juda is a lion's whelp; Issachar is a wild ass ;

The rules of decorum , according to which knife beside the cup, and said : " Now the These are all figurative expressions; “this is
she is a tree of life ; Christ is the door.

the moderators were to conduct the debate, knife is with the cup,and so the body is my body,' soundsjust the same, hence it is

were taken from Hedge's Logic. with the bread.” He placed his kniſe under figurative, also .”

a .

V
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Two hours were now given for dinner. no figure at all was in the words ; and that, swer and hence was obliged to abandon this

During the two speeches Rev. McReynolds in order to give his opponent ground to point also.

made in the morning, he succeeded admira . stand upon and debate, he must state what Rev.McReynolds then argued that as John

wly in putting the rope about his neck ; all name he chose to give the figure, he reluc . 6, 53 spoke of eating Christs body and blood

that was yet needed was to tighten the noose tantly returned to metaphor, and said he by faith , hence 1 Cor., II , 27 29 must also

and let him swing on the gallows of his had the Word of God to " back” him , too , mean eating by faith , spiritually .

manifest absurdity . In the afternoon he was and that Clark in his Greek New Testament But he was forced by the Moderators to

asked in what respects the words of the in- said “ is” was equal to " represent." Hethen admit that John 6 was to be explained ac

stitution were figurative ; to this he readily picked up a book and said : “ I am not a cording to the words of the institution and

gave the comprehensive answer that they scholar; I dont know Greek ; but people 1 Cor . 11 , 27 29 and not vice versa , other
were figurative in general , the whole expres- who are Greek scholars tell me this is a wise there would be a flat contradiction be .

sion was figurative. This windy answer Greek Testament ; now I can't find in here cause Christ promised the malefactor on the

left much room for philosophical specula that Christ's body is in the bread ; I can't cross , who had not partaken of the Lord's

tion , but Pastor Meyer wanted something find it, and I challenge my opponent to supper, that this very day heshould be in

more tangible . After some hesitation , Rev. prove it, I CHALLENGE hina !"
I paradise.

McReynolds concluded that the figure lay in When he was asked to prove that Clark This point was also then abandoned by

" is ; " " is " meant " represent.” When asked said " 15 " was equal to " represent," and told , McReynolds.is ,

what figure he called it , he suddenly be even if Clark had sait so , it mattered not, His next move then was to prove that

thought bimself that he was not there to because not Clark,but the Bible, was to de . Christs body and blood were materially in

answer questions, and refused to answer. cide the question ; and when again asked to heaven, at the right hand of God , hence it

When forced to do so by the moderator name the figure, he seemed at a loss what to could not be upon earth , because material

he, after much dodging, scuffling and eva . answer; his ammunition seemed to be ex . substances could not be in two places at the

sion , heroically said it was the figure of hausted , and he admitted he could not do it . same time.

metaphor. Here Rev. Pennell, the moderator of his It was clearly proved to him that the

When forced to answer what a metaphor choice, interposed and advised that Rev. right hand of God is his divine glory, majes .

was, he said it showed a relation , a similarity McReynolds either give up or ask for more ty, and power, that these are everywhere,

between objects. time to prepare himself better to defend his hence Cbrist also must be everywhere, be

Here he was again called to order by the position . McReynolds readily agreed to cause with God nothing is impossible, and

moderator for violating the rules of decorum this and asked the debate to be discontinued because Christ expressly says , “ I am with

by using sophistry, saying " is” meant " rep. for that day , that he would return in the you alway even unto the end of the world . "

resent, ” and calling it a metaphor, when , morning, and, if he could not then prove hisit This again silenced him . The Moderators

according to his definition just read , a meta- position , he could never do it . becoming wearied of this one sided debate

phor showed a relation between objects, Hereupon the debate was closed on proposed to give each man fifteen minutes to

and surely " is” is not an object, but a copula , Thursday long before the time set for closing sum up his arguments and then close the

and a copula and an objectwere not exactly had arrived . debate.

the same thing . He tried to leap over this On Friday morning Rev McReynolds This was agreed to and done. In his

barrier and pass on , but he was checked up said he could not hold his position , but would ciosing speech Rev. McReynolds rehearsed

and asked to give his reasons for labeling give it up , he admitted that the words of all his arguments, which he had been forced

this strange figure as a metaphor. He tried , the institution were not figurative, that he to abandon , and claimed the victory , and

and tried hard , too, but all his attempts were could not say what figure was contained really had the sublime courage to say he

rebutted ; the moderator would not let " is" therein . sympathized with Pastor Meyer if he could

be explained as " represent" and then have it This was a compiete surrender, and these do no better.

called a metaphor. Fortunately for him a words fell like a wet sheet upon his members As in the dialogues of Plato and Cicero

shower of rain just came up, and a few min . who were present . But still "for the sake of
the questions and arguments of the pupils

utes were given to shut the windows. This argumeut” he wanted Rev. Meyer, to prove superior knowledge and wisdom of the phil.
are intended only to evoke, and set off, the

brief spell he put to good use by taking that the words of the institution were proper osorher, so it seemed as if in this debate the

Webster's Unabridged and diligently turning and that therefore the Lord's body and blood arguments of Rev. McReynolds were ad

leaf after leaf in quest of the coveted figure. were in the Sacrament. vanced solely with the view of giving the

Not long after a smile of satisfaction drove Here the debate ought to have been closed , Bible an opportunity to display its heavenly

off the cloud from his brow ,and, when time but Rev. Meyer agreed to proceed and ad. foolishness of human reason , and set the

power and wisdom over the blindness and

was again called , he rose with a Eureka, duced i Cor. 10, 16, and i Cor, ii , 29 to brightness of the former into clearer and

" Now I have found it ! The words of the prove the real presence of the Lord's body bolder relief by the darkness of the latter .

institution are figurative and the figure is the and blood in the sacrament, because St. The word of God they shall let stand,

figure of analogy, which shows similarity . Paul there says a“ communion ” exists between And not a thank have for it ,

There is a similarity between the two ex the bread and body, between the wine and
Here Christ himself leads the command

pressions, “This is my body' and 'Juda is a blood , and because the unworthy commu
With his great gifts and Spirit ;

And take they our life,
lion's whelp,' hence it is the figure of anal. nicant is guilty of the Lord's body and blood ,

Goods , fame, child and wife,

gy !” When it was proven to him that there for these reasons it must be present, When their worst is done,

is no such figure or trope as analogy, he Rev. McReynolds replied to this by say .
They yet have nothing won ;

seemed nonplussed , but soon rallied, and cut ing, that according to Webster communion The kingdom ours remaineth .

the Gordian knot in twaiu by saying, it meant intercourse; and as two persons one in
WM. DALLMAXX.

mattered nothing to him what figure it was; New York and one in San Francisco could Marshfield , Webster Co. , Mo. , July 26, 1887 .

.netaphor, analogy, allegory, simile, irony, hold intercourse with one another, though

call it what you will , there is not much dif. distant from each other, by means of a “He's a Jiner . "

ference, " anyway;" it was figurative and he telegraph wire, so Christ in heaven held

had proven it ; his opponent had admitted communion with his believers upon earth by
A New Hampshire woman has a husband

that " Juda is a lion's whelp ” is figurative, means of the " emblems” in the Sacrament . One of her exasperatedout bursts is thus re
who is addicted to joining secret societies .

therefore he ought also to admit that “ this Rev. Meyer asked for proof for this ex ported by the Manchester Mirror: "Jine !

is my body” is figurative. planation, which word stood for Christ, He'd jiné anything. There can't nothing

When he was shown the absurdity of his which for believer, why " emblems” were come along thats dark and sly and hicden,

leaving the choice of the figure to his oppo the means of this discourse between Christ but he'll jine it. If anybody should get up a

society to burr. his house down, he'd jine it

nent , inviting him to “ help himself," as it and the believers .
just as soon as he could get in , and it he had

were, to him, whose duty it was to show that Rev. McReynolds could not give an au- to pay to get in , he'd jine all the suddener."

)

9
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CHAPTER 11 .

Hearth and Home.
A few days thereafter, all early in the five days of pastoral visitation of this sort

morning, while Squire Jack was yet linger . had elapsed that he began to suspect, as he

ing over his pipe in the kitchen , there was a remarked to Mrs. Jack , “ th at this here pastor

THE PLEASANT HISTORY OF loud , sharp rap at the front door, on opening of our'n ain't got his name of Sly fer noth

SQUIRE JACK AND THE which the Squire beheld standing on the in !" and so , wondering what all this strange

porch the Rev. Solomon Sly with his wife procedure might mean, and when and werePARSON .

and three children . Before the Squire could it was all going to end and after sundry

say " Good morning," and without, indeed, spirited internal debatings with himself, to

Being a Short Story in Two Parts, waiting for any invitation to enter, the Rev, say nothing of frequent scoldings when alone

with a conclusion and a
Solomon, reverently stretching forth his with his wife, he determined at last to seek

right hand, said , in a grave and impressive an interview , and ask an explanation from
Moral.

voice--"Peace be unto this house !" -- and the Rev. Solomon himself.

walked in , followed by his wife and children . Which , accordingly, came off on the

Now, although the Squire could not help but front porch , on the morning of the sixth

notice something unusual in the manner of his day ; when and where, after many ineffect

reverend guest, a strange, self -confident air, ual hints the worthy Squire managed, after

How Squire Jack's Chickens Came Home as it were, amounting almost to boldness, much clearing of the throat,to ask in plain

yet still he regarded this visit of the rever. English how long the Rev. Solomon and
to Roost .

end family as only a matter of usual occur family were going to tarry at his house ? To

rence, a pastoral visit , as it were, on a large which honest inquiry the Rev. Solomon re .

It happened about this time thatthere moved scale . And such , indeed , it eventually flied , with a merry twinkle of the eye,

into Hickory town a new pastor of Hickory turned ont to be. Only ,before all was over, which he could not for the soul of him re.

town church-the Rev.Solo.no. Sly,a quiet,urethe whole occurrence presented itself to the press, that he purposed to abide under the

obtrusive kind of man , with nothing remark- mind of the Squire rather in the light of a shelter of good Squire Jack's mansion until
able abouthim but his poverty and a queer pastoral visitation than of a pastoral visit . he took his journey hence - in short, so long

kind of merry twinkle in the corner of each eye. For the Rev. Solomon and family had as he remained pastor of the Hickorytown

With wife and three children he moved into evidently come to spend the day . The church . “ What ! hev ye giv up livin' in

- not the parsonage, for Squire Jack had set morning was spent in pleasant conversation the parsonage?” said Squire Jack . Yes : the

his foot on that — but into the last house in by the old folks, while the children played Rev. Solomon had given up the parsonage,

the village street, which was to be had at a and romped on the lawn. Dinner came, and and would never occupy it again , for he in

low rent, partly because it was in a dreary a right royal dinner it was, to be sure ; for tended to adhere rigidly to the practice of

and unhealthy locality, a commons being on the good Squire, however he might praise the apostles , “ none of whom , you know ,"
one side of it,and a duck pond on the oth fasting as a pious practice befitting the said he, “ ever had any personage.” At

er ; and partly because it was commonly re successors of theapostles, never once thought which, when Squire Jack expressed his

ported to be a favorite resort of " spooks." of numbering himself among the herb.eating wonder, and asked whether his salary was

Here the Rev. Solomon and family lived , or weaker brethren , but believed in good beef not sufficient to enable him to live without

tried to live . They all came very near dying as profoundly as the best Englishman that going around in this way, the parson inter

of ſevers before all was over ; and though ever carved a roast. After dinner , Rev. rupted him with, “ Salary, sir ! I have given

they saw no ghosts, they got much ghostly Solomon , excusing himself on the plea of up my salary and shall never receive anoth

advice and counsel during their afflictions, pastoral work to be done in the parish , left er cent from the Hickorytown church, as it
and from no one more than from Squire wife and children to the care of Squire Jack is my solemn purpose to inform all the peo .

Jack hizaself. So that it was no wonder and family, remarking as he put on his hat ple in open meeting to morrow ( Sunday)

that, after a year's residence, the Rev. Solo in the hall , that he would be back to tea at morning. For none of the apostles ever had

mon determined to seek another field ; nor five o'clock . After tea, they stayed and any salary, and ministers now a days are not

need any reasonable person be told with stayed and stayed , until it became seriously one whit better than the apostles were.
If

what gratitude hę discovered that another evident that the whole parsons family had they had no salary , then I will have none . I

field was awaiting him . come to spend not only the day, but also the am about to sell off all my little household

But before making his purpose of leaving night ! Such, indeed , was the solemn and furniture, have already given away all the

known to the people, Squire Jack's chicken , unavoidable truth. They did spend the coats I have, except theone on my back, and

the famous high -stepping, long-spurred night, and a right comfortable night it was, mean , so long as I remain here in Hickory:

game cock , came over one day, as he often to be sure, under the roof of Squire Jack's town, to do precisely as the apostles did . ”

had done before, to scratch up Rev. Solo commodious mansion . “ Well," said the Squire, " to be sure, that

It was in thevillage store, the Prayers and breakfast over the next was all right. But ef he was goin' to tak to

scene of many a victory for Squire Jack, morning, Rev. Solomon asked to be shown boardin ' round , he would see Deacon Smith

that the Rev. Solomon was again assailed by to some quiet room , some " prophetic upper and neighbor Byggs , whether they would'nt

the usual exegetical battery, winding up chamber," where he might devote the keep 'em a week or so ." " Alas ! good

with the usual coup.de.grace— “ now , what morning hours to meditation, prayer and Squire, ” said Parson Sly, “ I am positively

I'd like to know is, is preachers now -a -days study . " To be sure, " said he, " I have no forbidden to do anything of the sort, much

better'n the apostles was ?" books or library with me ; nor,indeed, do I as I desire it. For on this point my instruc

The Rev. Solomon said he did not think need any. None of the apostles had a libra- tions are very positive and plain . I am not

they were ; acknowledged there was great ry , nothing, in fact, but a Bible, if even so to go from house to house . 'Into whatso

force and much truth in what the Squire much as that; and after due consideration I ever city or town ye enter, inquire who in it

had said . It was — he confessed it with have arrived at your conclusion, Squire Jack ,is worthy, and there abide till ye go hence.'

shame — a subject which he had never that preachers now a days are not a whit That is Matthew . And Luke says : 'and in

thought much about before coming to better than the apostles were; and it is now the same house remain , eating and drinking

Hickorytown, and which he had never, my fixed and settled purpose to follow their such things as they give

certainly, seen in this strong light before example to the very last letter ." With from house to house. ' I should greatly , in

meeting with his good friend Squire Jack. which words the Rev. Solomon ascended , deed , desire to relieve you of the burden of

He promised the good company to examine with slow and solemn tread , to the upper keeping me and mine by having others

the subject carefully and prayerfully, and chamber of the prophet . share the burden equally with yourself; but

let them know the result, it at all possible, in Squire Jack was too thick - skinned intel . my instructions on this point are clear; their

sense is plain ; board around I canno!; here,

some way or other. Whereat they were all lectually to see the full drift of all this at under your ample and hospitable roof I

right well pleased . once , and it was not until two, three , four, must remain till I go hence.”

5

mon's peas.
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CONCLUSION AND MORAL.

or

What was to be said or done ? Turn the 1549,) that it " made no change in the church" ed . Finding an ally in the King of France,

parson out of doors he could not and dare that its prescriptions were " tolerable " 4 and he so suddenly made war, that the Emperor,

not, lest he shake the dust off his reet for a that " it is the better course to treat some surpriseu, routed and almost captured at Inn

testimony against him . There was nothing tollies moderately ." He in no way foresaw spruck in 1552 , was glad to conclude the

for :: he was caught in his exegetical trap, the storm which his disposition to withhold same year the peace of Passau . But even

and twist how he might, and grit his teeth as any protest would call forth . betore peace was forced , the Emperor to

he would , he could not escape. He had The Leipsic Interim found no favor any conciliate his subjects liberated the Elector,

found a practical , and quite uncomfortable where and all attempts to introduce it had to who, nevertheless , preferred for awhile to

application of his own doctrine which he be abandoned.
remain with his late captor . When he

had preached for twenty years past, that THE ELECTOR'S FIRMNESS .
finally returned to Saxony, his course became

"Preachers now -a -days wasn't a bit better'n One great figure, however, stood forth as
a regulir triumphal procession , as the people

the apostles was. " His chicken had come a beacon light amidst the storm . One heart turned out in mass to honor one who had

home to roost.
rose superior to the crisis. The clearness

been greater in defeat than he could have

The next day the Rev. Solomon resigned , of the testimony of the imprisoned been ever in victory. “ Everywhere,” says

and shortly left Hickorytown for good and Elector,
upon

whom
Salig, ' he was embraced as a father of his

sentence

all . People often wondered, but never of death had been passed, carried withit a country and a faithful defender of the Augs

quite discovered, why Squire Jack never moral weight that was felt throughoutburg Confession who through no trouble

again preached in the village store from his Christendom. Summoned before theEmper. and suffering could be alienated from the

favorite text, that " he'd like to know wheth . truth . "

or in 1548, he was offered the most favorable
Melanchthon promptly wrote a

er preachers now-a - days was better’n the terms in case " he would desist from his error long letter of congratulation . " The memory

apostles was?"
and submit to a council." His answer is

of your confession, your troubles and libera

the Church both
worthy of everlasting remembrance : " I tion is useful to

Firstly :-Exegesis is

now and to posterity . As that of the
stand before your Imperial Majesty a pour

an edged tool , Israelites in the fiery furnace, of

sometimes very sharp , and often cutting two prisoner. I do not deny that I have contess.

ed the truth , and for it lost possession and Daniel among the Mons, so also your exam

ways.Secondly: - Never keep a flock of moral properiy , wife and child , land and people, ple will in many ways profit others for the

fowls to scratch up the parson's peas , lest
in short everything that God has given me

true knowledge of God. This honor is

Thirdly:-- They come home somenightin this world. I have nothing left but this much to be preferred to bloody victories and

to roost. – Martyn in Messenger.

imprisoned body,and even this is not within triumphs." The Elector in his courteous

my power but within that of your Majesty. reply administers a significant rebuke, when

By the truth which I have confessed I will he intimates that the great theologian had

Selections from Church abide, and will suffer asan example what. culpably wavered, and declares how he had
ever else God and your Imperial Majesty

wished from his heart that no change what.

History .
may impose." The better feelings of the ever had been attempted in the doctrine as

Emperor, we are told , overcame him , and set forth by Luther in 1537 at Smalcald and

THE INTERIM , he turned away to hide his emotion . When
received by all preachers and pastors of

the Interim was published , another persis the Augsburg Confession. “We have no

Charles V. dissatisfied with the uncom

tant effort was made to secure the Elector's doubt,” he says, “ that if such had been the

case the divisions and errors that have oc .
subscription. But he was immovable.

promising spirit manifested by the Council

" .From his youth he had been instructed ac .
curred among the teachers of the above

of Trent, and hoping still to maintain the mentioned Confession , would , with God's
unity of his Empire by a Comprcmisemak cording to the doctrine cor tained in the
ing some concessions to his Lutheran sub. Augsburg Confession. As in his conscience help, have been removed.”-Selected .

jects , caused a document ( the Augsburg he was convinced of its truth , should he
Interim ) to be prepared by Agricola in yield he could not show himself grateful for The Cares and Sorrows of the Wicked .

connection with two Roman Catholic theo . such distinguished grace, por could he expect

logians, which in eflect reintroduced , with a
the inheritance of everlasting life which A celebrated Parisian woman , who had

few modifications, the abominations of the Christ promised those who would contess acquired the habit of whitewashing herself,
him.

papacy . It forced hundreds of Lutheran But if he were to accept the Interim , so to speak , from the soles of her feet to the

ministers into exile, and entailed the greatest he must deny the Augsburg Confession ,roots of her hair, with chemically - prepared,

distress in various communities, especially whereby he would sin against God for time cosmetics, one day took a medicated bath;
at MagdeburgandAugsburg. It was and to eternity. Nothing could be more and,on emerging from it, she was horrified

during this persecution that John Brentz pleasing to him and his unwieldy body ( for to find herself as black as an Ethiopian . The

showed himself such ahero in Wurtemberg. he was corpulent) than freedom , yet then he transformation was complete ; not a vestige

Even theElectorMaurice was indignant, couldnot testify with a good conscience be of the “ supreme Caucasian race” was left.'

and would not accept it except with certain fore God's judgment seat that he had sought Her physician was sent for in alarm and

restrictions. But this did not save Melanch- for no comfort of this poor temporal life, but haste. "On his arrival , he laughed immoder

thon from a second exile, as the Emperor only for God'sglory and the inheritance of ately, and said :

demanded that because of his opposition, he life everlasting.” He wrote also a paper “ Madam , you are not ill ; you are a chem .

must be surrendered or banished . Maurice to be preserved as his testimony after his ical product. You are no longer a woman ,

devised another expedient in the Leipzig In death, beginning : "I a poor prisoner in but a sulphide. It is not now a question of

terim , which was perponderatingly Lutheran Babylonian captivity, in order that every one medicaltreatment, but of chemicalreaction .

in its statements,but was so worded as to may know that with God's help. I will not I shall subject you to a bath of sulphuric

givethe least offence to their opponents, and during my life receive the Interim , but will acid diluted withwater. The acid will com

which enjoined the use of a number of cere. abide faithful to the Augsburg Confession, bine with you ; it will take up the sulphur,

monies, made more acceptable by an evan
and the other article agreed upon at the metal will produce a sulphate, and we

gelical explanation , heretofore regarded Smalcald.” shall find as a precipitate a very white wom

badges of the Papists .
When Maurice at last could no longer an ."

suppress his indignation at the manner in The good - natured physician went through

which the Emperor had used him as a tool with his reaction , and the woman was re

Melanchthon was free to express his pre . to destroy the Lutheran faith, and in which stored to her membership with the white

ference for what he regarded a more correct the most sacred pledges were wantonly
But oh ! for the terrible hours of suspense

statement of doctrine and prescription of broken, he sought to repair to an extent the which this vain , wicked woman must be in

usage, but at the same time declared (Jan. 6, wrong in which for years he had participat. I waiting !

a

MELANCHTHON WAVERS .

race .
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put into it.

Miscellaneous .
of God, that does not make us children of hope of becoming pure and holy that they

God either, or, which is the same thing, might meet this child again. Counting
does not make us Christians.

The Royal Society of London Out

Minor premise : Baptism did not make
her beads this poor old crcature was loud

Christ the Son of God . in the praises of her pagan religion . The

Conclusion : Therefore baptism does not girls begged her to go back with them to
make us Christians or children of God. the school, and one of them instructed her

This Royal Society is a body composed

of the most learned and talented men of faith , it would follow, that it was not by the girls then gathered in the room to pray.
Applying this manner of reasoning to in the more excellent way. A number of

England for the promotion of science and faith in Christ that we became children of

art. That even such a society might God , since such faith did not make Christ
While they were yet speaking the answer

blunder in thingsspiritual, would be nat- the Son of God. Evidently there issome- came, for this wretched, famishing heart

ural; for the natural man receiveth not thing faulty in this mode of reasoning. drank in the truth, and seeing her past

the things which are of the Spirit of God . The fact is , the major premise is incorrect mistakes she threw away her beads and a

But that the whole society should be found and musttherefore be abandoned, in con- canvasbag received from the priest. Üpon

asleep in matters pertaining to its proper sequence the entire syllogism falls to thethis bag was written in Chinese characters

sphere of investigation, is to be wondered ground , and the reasoning itself must be

at and bespeaks the corruption of the characterized as being incorrect andfalse. the number ofholy shrines to be visited
mind even in things temporal. Arch- If the major premise were correct, it before purification could be accomplished,

bishop Whately, known by his ELEMENTS would of necessity imply the reverse, viz:and which she valued above all her
of Logic, relates: “ The RoyalSociety were that that which ‘made Christ the Son of sions. She thus separated herself from

posses

imposed on by being asked to ACCOUNTFOR God also made us children of the heavenly her idolatry; removing every obstacle, she
the fact that a vessel of water received no Father .

addition to its weight by a dead fish Now every child that has learned its opened her heart to the Lord Jesus, and he

While they were seeking for catechism knows,thatChrist is theSon of came, tilling her with joy and peace. Her

the cause, they forgot to ascertain the God on account of his having been begot- bag and her abandoned string of beads are

FACT : and thus admitted without suspicion ten of the Father irom eternity; therefore, now in possession of Mrs. E. B. Stevens, of

a mere fiction .” A Jead fish will certainly it would follow , if the above major pre- Wilmington, Del .

add to the weight of a vessel of water.
mise were correct, therefore we are Chris

tians and children of God for the same

Conference Notice.

Carelessness recently destroyed one of reason, which is absurd.

our largest churches and schools in Chica- But such absurd reasoning people will

go, Ills., that of Rev. H. Engelbrecht. take to unawares, who do not believe such The four'eenth annual meeting of the English

T'inners had been at work on the roof of portions of the Bible as are not to be Lutheran Conference of Missouri takes place on the
the church -building and stored ,during the brought in harmony with human reason . first Friday in September, 1887 , in Rev. A. SI

time of dinner, their lighted furnace in Then to say, that baptism “ is only a sign Bartholomew's church, Springdale, Washington, Co.,
the tower room . The rest of the sorrowful of sins washed away !" Why, did the Ark . Wm . Dallmann, Sec'y.

story can only be told by the flames that man that penned these words never read , Marshfield, Mo. , Aug. 3 , 1887 .

soon after broke forth from the tower and that Ananias said unto penitent Saul of
roof. Tarsus: “ Arise, and BE BAPTIZED AND WASH ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

AWAY THY sins ?" Acts xxii , 16. And again

Professors elected : Rev. Prof. A. Gräb. St. Peter says to his conscience -stricken
Received of Rev. L. v. Schenck $ 1.00 towards the

ner, of Milwaukee, Wis. , was elected pro hearers: " Repent and BE BAPTIZED EVERY Berkhalter, colored student .

fessor of church -history in our Seminary
ONE OF you in the name of Jesus Christ support of P.

C. A. FRANK .

at,St. Louis. And Rev. C. L. Janzow , of FOR THE REMISSION OF sins.” Acts ii , 38 .
Aug. 2, 1887 .

St. Louis was elected professor to the col
If people, who profess the Christian re

lege of the Minnesota Synod at New Ulm.ligion would heed the injunction of St.
Subscriptons Paid.

Both brethren have our best wishes in the Paul and " bring into captivity every

Lord .
thonght to the obedience of Christ," I

Cor. x , 5 , they would find no difficulty in Mr. John Eckhardt, Glen Morris, Md . , (VI)
1.00

believing that baptism “ works forgiveness" “ John C. Coiner, Waynesborough, Va ., (V,

“ Sin is forgiven not for the purpose that of sins, delivers from death and the devil " John N. Coiner, Waynesborough, Va . , (VI )

we continue therein, but that we break and gives eternal salvation to all who be " Dan Dauler, Outhwaite , O. , ( VI)

loose from sin ; else it would be called a lieve this," as the words and promises of Henry Voigt, Pittsburgh , Pa . , ( IV to VI)

permission, and not a remission of sin .”
God declare, and they would then not be

“ Henry Rattlemann, Pittsburgh, Pa . , (IV & V) 2.00

guilty of writing such nonsense as is con
“ A. R. Tews , Milwaukee, Wis ., (VI)

Simon Huffer, Elida , O. , ( 111 to V)

“ We sow many seed to obtain a few tained in thequotation from The Chris.
Mrs. F. Siegel , Baltimore, Md . , (VI)

flowers. " TIAN AT WORK . H. R.
“ Rud. Remple, Logan , O. , (V ) 1.00

Rev. A. Kaumeier, Lancaster, O. , ( VI)

“Errors are the more carefully to be An Aged Convert. " Th . Engelder, Swartz , O. , (VI 2 cc)

pointed out in proportion to the authority “ L. v. Schenck , Ottawa, Ills . , (V & VI )

by which they are sanctioned .” “ J. Catenhusen , Louisville , Neb . , (IV & V) 2,00

Miss Spencer one of the missionaries in “ H. W. Wehrs , Oak Glen ., Ills . , (V1 )

Aug. Rehwaldt , Clark's Fork , Mo. , (IV to VI) 3.00
The Effects ofBaptism . Japan, gives a very interesting account of

“ Joseph Fischer, Waterloo, Ia . , (V & VI) 2.00

the conversion of an old woman , a Shinto “ F. Dreyer, Hillsdal ' , Mich. , (VI)

In The Christian AT WORK, ofJuly 14, pilgrim . Some of the Christian girls “ J. Strieter, Proviso, Ills . , (V1)

we read the following concerning the ef “ J. Roschke , Freistatt , Mo. , (VI)

fects of baptism :
from the school were returning home one

“ J. Heinze , Elkhart, Ind . , (VI) 1.00

“ Baptism did not make Jesus the Son day, when they met this woman , who ask “ P. Klindworth , William Penn. , Tex . , (V & VI) 2.00

of God; neither does it make any man a ed them the way. They gave her the de- Teacher J. M. L. Hafner, Goeglein, Ind. , ( VI 2 cc) 2.00

Christian to -day. It is only a sign of sired information, and then , improving the “ J. H. Meyer, Watertown , Wis. , (VI)

sins washed away."
“ Ch. H. Brase, Crete, Ills . , (VI 4 cc)

, “ J. T.J. Fr. Glaser, Prairietown , Ills., (VI)The first sentence contains, to say the opportunity, began to talk with her, and

found she was from Osaka. They learned Rev. C. G. Hiller, Inpianapolis, Ind., (VI) 1,00

least , strange reasoning. Let us put this “ A. Schupmann, Tracy, Ind. , (VI 2 cc)manner of reasoning into its correct syllo- something of her history; that having
)

gistic form . It is thus:
Major premise: buried a child a few years ago, she and her Mr. Arthur Coyner,Waynesborough, Va., (VI) 1.00

Whatsoever does not make Christ the Son |husband were walking over the land in the PRINTED BY E. R. SULLIVAN , ZANESVILLE, OHIO .
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So

Onr Epistle Postil.
we labor in the spirit of our Master, we

I.

labor for the upbuilding of the kingdom
The occurrence which occasioned the

of God which is inwardly in the heart
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. and which no man can see . “ Let us not Lord to speak as He does in our text was

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE
be weary in well doing," says the apostle ; this: at the end of the preceding chapter it

" for in due season we shall reap, if we is narrated , how the Lord instructed Peter
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR, faint not."

to go to the sea , to catch a fish and to take

If, then, we should labor on cheerfully the piece of money which he would find in

even at times when we can see no fruit of the fish's mouth and pay the tax for him

our labors, with what gladness and zeal
Now by this Peter

SCHOOL - SERMON ,

should we exert all our energies when God self and his Master.
1885

grants us to see the fruit, when He gives appeared to be somewhat preferred before

us tokens that our labor in his vineyard is the other disciples and it gave rise to a disa

not in vain . When God builds the church pute among them on the question, who

that it strikes root downward arrd rears its should be greatest in the kingdom of

Matthew XVIII, 1-6 . branches like a tree planted at a water, Christ? and because they thought Christ's

brook ; then should our hearts be filled

with praise and our lips with thanksgis kingdom was to be a worldly kingdom

ing.
DEARLY BELOVED IN THE LORD : - In the

Surely, if the Spirit of the Lord be their dispute in fact turned on worldly
honors. To settle the matter they came

4th chapter of his second epistle to Timo
in us, our hand must grasp the plow with

to the Lord and asked : “ Who is the greatest
more zeal as often as the Lord gives us a

thy the apostle:Paul writes: I charge tokenthat lle isminded toprosper His inthe kingdom ofheaven ?". But the Lord
thee before God, and the Lord Jesus

church. answered their question in a manner which

Christ, who shall judge the quick and the

dead at his appearing and his kingdom :

the disciples had certainly not expected;
Now to us God is at this present time for lle called a little child unto him ,

"

preach theword; be instant in season, out granting such a token that His blessing is and set him in the midstof them , and

ofseason; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all with us and that our labors are not in said , Verily I say unto you , Except ye be

longsuffering and doctrine.” From these vain. Not, indeed, as though great num converted, and become as little children ,

words it isclearthat a preacher shall bers of such thatare withoutwere being yeshallnotenter into thekingdom of

continue to preach the Word of God at added to our church, nor are we dedicating heaven. Whosoever therefore shall hum

all times, whether in thejudgment of a new house ofworshipto the serviceof ble himselfasthis littlechild, the sameis,
man the time the Lord .seasonable or unsea

appear
It is something greater; for

greatest in the kingdom of heaven . ”
sonable. The timewhenthe preachingof Godis granting us a token thatHe is then this text first of all teaches us that in
thetruth of God appears tobe out ofsea- minded to preserveanorthodoxchurch ,a the kingdom ofChristthereis andshall
son is,whenmenturn away their ears church of Euch who are determined to be be no ambitionforpreference beforeoth
fromhearing the truth, when men say of guided by nothing in matters ofreligion ers,but every one who would belong to

the truth,it werenotthe kind ofpreaching save alone His writtenWord, ta preserve Christ, must humble himself;forinHis
they wanted,and everyone is turned unto such achurchat this place for years, per- kingdom thehumblest isthegreatest. Be
thedoctrine of men , when the preaching haps generations tocome. God has grant- cause, then ,thistext treats ofthe nature of

of the truth appears to bring no fruit, ed us to finish a buildingwhich is notonly Christ's kingdom , we may also learn from
then isthe time when mensay, yea when toserve as a residence for the teacher of it several important truthsas to the right,
a preacher's own flesh and reason say, he our school, but in which also such children

true, God -pleasing education of children .
had better quit. But if at times it ap-may find a temporary home who live at

In the first place we may here learn,
pear as though preaching were in vain , some distance and yet desire Christian

what parents and all preceptors of chil

even thoughºa preacher of the truth beschooling; andGod has awakened the dren should themselvesbe in their own
spoken against and persecuted, yet he heart of a worthy sister to be willing to

person . The first thing 'necessary for the
shall not be discouraged or give up in de preside over and temporarily to become a right education of children is that parents
spair,heshallpersevere in preaching the mother to such children. Herein ,Isay, and preceptorsthemselves be convertedto
truth let it appear ever so much out ofGod is giving us

a token that Heis God , that they be trueand tried Christians.
season, as the apostle clearly adds to the minded to uphold and to buildIlischurch It isevident that all teaching has the

when they will not enduresound doc- hearts bethankful? and how could I refrain tendency to make the child what the edu
I

There is, of course, no rule with
trine." from publicly speaking thereof ?

out exceptions, yet the old adage is cer

And this truth applies not to preachers Now if God gives before us an open tainly true which runs in this wise: " Like

alone, in its way it applies to all Christians. door we should go in thereat.: If God priest, like people,” i . e . , as the minister

We Christians should labor for the king- grants us an opportunity to have our is so will his parishioners be.
The same

dom of God “ in season,outof season .” children educated, and to have thein edu- truth will apply to the teaching and train
When at times it appears as though there cated as it ought to be done, we should ing of children. It is a truth : Like father

were no forward movein the church, when improve such opportunity. Surely not like son ,like mother like daughter, like
all labor seems to be lost and every thing small will be the responsibility if we neg- teacher like scholar. The whole conduct,

appears to go backward ; we should never let it.
Permit me, therefore, to -day treatmentand training of the father tends

say, better give it up ; we should labor on briefly to speak on : THE RIGHT EDUCATION to make the son whatthefather is ; and the;

and not be discouraged, though in the OF CHILDREN. I would I. make some re- whole training and educating of the pre

judgment of men the church be going marks on education in general and II . lay ceptor tends to make the scholar what the
down. We Christians should bear in before you two reasons, why we should teacher is. The rule is that a child will be

mind it must never be the object of our strivefor the right education of our child what its parents and teachers are ; for they

labor that with our church we might be dren more than for any other earthly are the ones that mold the mind of the

able to make a show before men ; for if thing. child .

cator is.

a
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So we

;

Behold here a strong persuasire for us apostle writes: " Be not deceived : evil com- tious self conceit, but from Christian hu

parents to be and to live as converted munications corrupt good manners.” With mility proceeds also true worldly modesty,
Christians. That is of course in the first thankful hearts, therefore, should we im- 'as the exith Psalm says: “ The fear of the

”place necessary for our own salvation ;for provethe opportunity tosend our children Lord is the beginning of wisdom ."

clearly does the Lord tell us,except webe to a school where the teacher labors not for Speaking of worldly education let me

converted and become as little children,money's sake, but for the love of Jesus and yet make another remark. There is a dit

where children are taught to know and to ference between learning and wisdom .
we shall not enter into the kingdom of
heaven. But the same is highly necessary for them .love Jesus who so loved them that Ile died Learning and wisdom are by no means one

and the same thing. A man may be a very
also for the sake of our children. In the

Learning from this text what parents learned man , he may have studied many
common course of things we must cer: and preceptors themselves for their own languages and sciences and he may have
tainly expect our children to become what

we are, to walk in the ways in which humble Christians, because such alone are with all his learning may be a fool ; and a
person should be, namely converted and mastered them , and yet that same man

go to place
to which we go, be it hearen or hell. o. trulycompetent to train up children in the man inay possess very little learning and

.
how often and how earnestly should we

spirit of Christ, we may also here learn an yet be a very wise man. That, therefore,

ask ourselves whether we lie Christians important truth as to the manner and sub-is an altogether mistaken edncation which

stance of education itself. If we ourselves imparts only the learning, but not the
indeed and whether our conversation in

the house and in the field be that of cannot enter into thekingdom of heaven wisdom how to use it right; that only is

converted Christians ! And because the except webe converted and hunble our- the right education which together with

world is now so full of divers and strange dren cannot enter into the kingdom of to use it in a manner pleasing to God and
selves as little children, then also our chil. the learning imparts also the wisdom how

notions concerning conversion we should heaven unless they grow up to become up. beneficial to man .
consider well these words of the Lord: right and humble Christians; for not the our public school system and our new .

That throws a light on

Except ze be converted , and become as ;

little children .” That alone is the right ofheaven , whichtheLord here solemnly does not show favorably, because it improud, only the humble enter the kingdom fangled education in general in which it

and true conversion by whichwe become affirms saying: Verily I say unto you," parts only the learning but not the wisdom
as little children and by no other conver. and St. Peter declares: " " All of you be sub- how to use it right before God and men.
sion can we enter into the kingdom of

heaven. '
In our faith toward God and His ject one to another, and be clothed with Yow learning without wisdom is a twoa

Word weare to be as little children. Now humility; for God resisteth the proud and edged swordwhich must do more harm

a child will believe what mother says and and to foster pride in the hearts of "chil get what the Scriptures say: "The fear of
giveth grace to the humble.” To implant than good . Let lis , therefore, never for

it is positive that mother meanswhat she dren is,therefore,not leading them to sal- the Lord is the beginning of wisdom .”
says and that it is even as mother says. vation , but to destruction; it is not Chris. That must remain the first thing, the

are to receive and believe the
tian , but

very

Word of God, then apply unto us what

un-Christian education . If principle, the foundation, that our chil

the Lord says: “ If ye continue in my but is reared up into ambition, pride and the fear of the Lord .
a child is not taughthumility and modesty, ldren buth at home and at school be taught

word, then are ye my disciples indeed .

Likewise the apostle writes: -- Brethren, be a follower of Ilim who said :“ Learn of me;
it grow up

II .

not children in understanding: howbeit in for I am meek and lowly in heart," and,

ulice be children, but in understanding moreover,the probability is tlust such a
, that In the second place I had promised to

ye men ."

word of their mother without malice and her of society.
As little children receive the child will never make a very useful mem- give reasons for the Christian education

In the right, Christian of our children. The chief reason is com

guile in all simplicity of faith , so should education of children, therefore, every- prised in what has been said already.
we receive the Word of the Lord; yet in thing must be avoided which would awaken we want our children saved we must teach

understanding we should be men settled in and nourisli pride ofheart and mind and them and lead them on in the way to sal
the faith that we be not carried away by that is highly necessary to bear in mind, vation . We shall not be so wicked as to

every wind of doctrine, but, knowing the because there is now so strong a tendency let our children grow up. like heathen,

Word and the will of theLord,stick to it toward superficiality in education and without Christian instruction, under the
as a little child will stick to the will of its

mother; and we should walk agreeably to many schoolsare so arranged as to impart plea they should have liberty to choose for
more polish than knowledge. Many hun

themselves, which is surely the folly of

theWord that our children may seeour dreds of parents rear their children soand follies; for how is he tochoose and to walk
faith , follow in our footsteps, grow up to want thein soeducated as to be able to in the right way who has never been taught
be Christians and be saved together with make a show with them before the world ;to know that way. Nay, but we are to in

that is their aim and therein they také struct our children, or have them instruct

Now.ifwe aim so to rear our children, pride,not considering that it is both forled in the way everlasting, and if there

--and that I hope we all do -- should we the temporal andeternal harin of their after they refuse to wa'k in that way then

then send them to un -Christian schools own offspring. Also in worldly knowledge the responsibility will rest upon them and

and so half the time give them into the children should be educated as the times our hands will be clean of their blood .

hands of teachers whose whole influence require it , but the object also of worldly Two special reasons which the Lord

will tend to lead them the other way? Is instruction must never be to teach chil here assigns, let me only mention . “ And

not that just like pulling up the weeds in dren a smattering of everything, so that whoso shall receive one such little child in
That does not

a garden bed and permitting, yea inviting they might be able to boast of how many my name receioeth me.”
another to sow the same or perhaps a different branches they studied , when in only refer to orphaned children: also if we

worse kind of weeds into it again. If it is fact they have no real, substantial knowl- lead our own children to Jesuswe shall?

our heart's desire that our children be led edge of anything; but the object also of hear the glorious word: What ye have done
unto Jesus, how shouldwe have a quiet worldly instruction must be that children /unto one of these little ones, ye have done
heart and conscience while knowing them learn something which thereafter they can unto me, But on the other hand the Lord

at a schoolwherethe training of the teach-put to use for their own and otherpeople's says : “ Butwhoso shall offend one ofthese
er and the whole tendency of the school benefit. Whilst, therefore, children also in little ones which believe in me, it were

must lead them away from Jesus unto the worldly knowledge should be advanced as better for him that a millstone vere
world ! If we send our children to worldly far as circumstances will admit, they must hanged about his neck, and that he were
schools and give them into the training of at the same timebe trained not to become drowned in the depth of the sea . ”

worldly minded teachers, we need not won- vain boasters, but to think modestly of terrible word, and many are the parents
der if they are carried away to walk in the themselves and of what they know , and that whoin it will drag down to the abyss.. In
ways of the world ; for human nature is of again directs us back to the firstfounda- baptism our children are made Christ's

itself inclined that way and it is surely tion that children shallbe taught Christian own, and if after baptism we do that by
true : Like school, like scholar, as also the humility; for from pride springs preten-which they are led away from Jesus, then

Dhe

If

a

us .
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we are robbing Christ of His own and be- the first Fathers of the Church are agreed about the golden era," if onlyacted upon .

come guilty of their death, and here the, on this point) than in designating it as the But can this doctrine produce thatchange?

Lord declares, it had been better for us seat of the Man of Siv, as the centre of A little reflection will readily convince

if we had been drowned in the depth of immense apostacy ; Babylon, 'every Christian mind, that it never can .

the sea before committing such sin , be- drunk with the blood of the saints The sery foundation upon which this
cause then our damnation would not have ' and of the witnesses of Jesus' - priest's" doctrine rests, namely the sup

been so great
Hear it, ye Christian par. Christ, who hasmade all the nations drink position that human nature is in its prop

ents, and lay it to heart, and the God of of the wine of the fury of her fornication ; er state, is defective and hence the whole

all grace grant you enlightened eyes to see as the mother of the fornicators ; and structure built thereon must necessarily
the sacredness of

your cuties and to apply of the abomination of the earthi. tumble to pieces , sooner or later. True,

all diligence that your children be leit to The Rationalists who profess an im- if the assumption that human nature is

Jesus both at home and at school. Amen pure protestantism , and who reject the perfect, were correct, then the ardent ad

doctrines of the Reformation, will place mirers of Dr. McGlynn and his doctrine

Polemnital. above the Bible, if not the reason of Soci- might possibly see their dreams realized

nus, and of Priestly, of Eichhorn and of to a small extent. But this is wfortu

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
Paulus, of Strauss and of Ilegel, at least nately not the case. Iluman nature, as

their own : There is a mixture of error , the Word of Truth declares, is corrupt and
To what School do you belong ? they will say in the word of God ..

will remain so as long as the world stands,

They test it , they correct it , and with and in consequence of this natural deprav

the Bible in their hands, they will blas- ity of human nature man will continne to

phemously tell you : Nodivinity in Christ, be selfish, avaricious, and thus prevent
no resurrection of the body, 110 Poly Spirit, McG's. theory from materializing. Το

There are in the world only two schools, no devil, no demons, no hell , no expiation bring about that change of which the lo

or religions: one which places the Bible in the death of Jesus Christ, no ‘innate quacious and pugnacious “priest of the
above everything; and another which corruption in man , no eternity in punish- people” dreams in his " philosophy,” it

places something above the Bible. The ment, no miraculous facts, no reality in is therefore necessary above all that hu

first was evidently that of Jesus Christ; Jesus Christ. man nature, the heart of man itself be

the second is that of the Rationalists of all The Rationalists, finally, who profess radically changed and made right. But

denominations and all ages.
mysticism will put above the sacred text of can McG, eradicate this root of all evil ?

The motto of the first is this : All the Scriptures their hallucinations, their in- can he set human nature aright? He

written Word is inspired of God, even to ternal word , their revelations, and the might as well undertake to change the

a single iota or tittle: the Scriptures can Christ within . They will speak with dis- sun in its course. Since McG. cannot re

not be broken .
dain of the letter, of the literal sense of the move the cause of the pauperism which

The device of the second is this : There evangelical facts , of the man Jesus , or of curses so many, namely sin , it is evident

are human judges of the word of God. the external Christ, as they style him , of that he cannot abolish the effects, namely

Instead of placing the Bible above every- the cross of Golgotha, of preaching, of poverty. Anti-sin is what is needed and

thing, it is on the contrary, either science worship, of the sacraments. They are this remedy no mortal, McG . included, can

or reason, or human tradition, or some above these carnal aids " ! Ilence their provide , and hence it were folly to suppose

new inspiration , that it places above the aversion to the doctrines of the judicial that his undertaking would finally be
Bible. Thence comeall the Rationalists; justice of God , of the reality of sin, of the crowned with success. And furthermore

and

thence all their false religions. divine wrath against wickedness , of grace , it would be absurd to hope that McG . will,

They correct the word of God , or mean to of election, of vicarious atonement, of the succeed in carrying out what he has under

complete it; they contradict it; or they imputed righteousness of Christ, of future taken ,for the simple reason that the Son
interdict it ; they teach their pupils to read punishment. l of Man has declared : “ Ye have the poor

it with irreverence, or they prohibit its ' Disciples of the Saviour, hear IIim in with you alway .” Now to suppose that

reading
His word; there He will speaks to you; McG . would succeed in his endeavors,

The Rationalists, for instance, who now there is our reason, our wisdom , our in- would be supposing that “ dust and ashes”

profess Judaisin, place above the Bible, if spiration; there our sure tradition; there could bring about the very opposite of
not their own reason, at least that of the is the lamp to our feet, the light of our that which the Son of God has declared
II , III , IV , V and VI centuries; that is patlis. Sanctify me by thy truth , () , should be util the end of the days, and

the human traditions of their Targums, Lord; " thy word is truth !" - Adapted that hence the babbling priest werewight

the Mishna and the Gemara of their two from GAUSSEN, on the inspiration of the ier than the Almighty. And lastly, sip

enormous Talmuds. That is their Bible Bible. pose all men were placed on an equal foot

in fact ; they have stified the law and the ing and started out with equally fair
prophets beneath its enormous weight. For the LUTHERAX WITNESS : chances on a certain way, would that banish

The Rationalists who profess the religion Dr. McGlynn . poverty from the earth ? Most assuredly

of Rome will in their turn, place above
And why not? Simply because, as

the Bible, not their own reason, but first daily observation teaches, some are dili
the reason of the VII, VIII, IX , X , XI , Dr. McGlynn, the now famous " priest gent, energetic, saving, whilst others are

XII and XIII centuries, which they callof the people” has, in connection with either too conscientions to make use of
tradition; (that is , the reason of Dionysius Henry George,organized an Anti-Poverty unfair means in their battle for existence,
the lesser,of Hinkimar,ofRadbert,of lang. Society, with the object to abolish pover- or are by second nature too lazy, extrava

frank, of Damascenus, of Anastasius the ty and bring about such a state that even gant, living beyond their income, & c, The
Librarian, of Burkhardt, of Ives of Char- the humblest pauper may bask himself in natural consequence of this would be, that
tres , of Gratian , of Isidorius the Mer- the sunshine of plentitude. He assumes, after the lapse of a few years the same,

chant;) and then, that of a priest,ordina- apparently, that human nature is perfect state of affairs would again exist which is

rily Italian, whom they call pope, and and all that is necessary for the accom- now existing. Some would dwell in pal

whom they declare infallible in the defin. plishment of his theory, is togive every aces, strut about in " purple and white

ition of matters of faith . Does the Bible man a fair chance, and this done, poverty, linen ,” and fare samptuously, whilst oth

require us to worship the virgin, to serve with its attendant ills, will disappear as would live in miserable horels, with

the angels , to purchase pardons , to wor- the morning mist retires before the rising the wolf at the door, and many there would

ship images,to do auricular confession , to sun. This doctrine, although diagonally in be,who would then raise the cry : Letus

refrain from marriage, to refuse meats, to opposition to the teachings of the Word abolish poverty; give every man a fair

pray in unknown tongues, to forbid the and all experience throughout centuries, chance; let us again begin from the be

Scriptures to the people, to have a sover- has nevertheless been einbraced by thou ginning ! It is apparent, Dr.McG. is al

ereigu pontiff? And when the Scriptures sands upon thousands of deluded vision together on a wrong and dangerous track.
speak of future Rome is it otherwise (all aries who firmly believe that it will bring R EIRICH .
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The Entheran Witness.
But at this point some one might object The Pope's Temporal Power .

and say , che gospel - ministry is not the only

occupation engaged in the things pertaining
C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & PUBLISHER . to the soul or spirit of man . The illustrious Says the Catholic American : " The Pope

names of Socrates , and Plato , and Aristotle laid down as a basis of pacification between

Tue LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and can not be erased from the list of those who Italy and the Vatican ) Italy's acknowledge

21st of each month. All communications and money endeavored to lead men to a profound con .ment of the independence of the Holy See."
should be sent to : LUTHERAN Witness, 16 Harvey St. templation of their better parts, and urged This means that the Pope desires to be inde

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per upon men not to indulge only in the pursuit pendent in general of all governments, in

annum in advance. Money sent otherwise than by of satisfying their lower appetites , but to particular of the Italian government.
money -order or draft is at the risk of the sender . soar higher and to cultivate their spiritual would thus appear as though the hoary gen.

and moral capacities . It is asserted that tleman of the seven hills were an anarchist

Entered at the Post Ofice atZanesville,Ohio, as Second philosophy ; philology, mathematics, poetry , in disguise, at least, all the material for an

and other branches of art and science do anarchist is present in him . “ He, that is the

ZANESVILLE, OHIO, AUGUST 21st, 1887 .

something towards developing man's better Holy ( ?) Father," the Catholic American

self, towards affording him mental enjoy . goes on to say, " reiterates his claims to ter.

Royal Dignity of the Pastoral Office. faculties.

ment, and increasing the power of his mental ritorial sovereignty as an indispensable con

dition of settlement, all other schemes, he

We do not design to inveigh against the says, being 'unworthy of consideration . ”

III PAPER. true usefulness and glory of science proper ; In one respect the Pope is not so bad an

The dignity of the pastoral office receives we do hold that all branches of human anarchist as the anarchists of the present ; he

additionallustre from another bright consider. knowledge keptin due sphere, are powerful wants the principles of anarchism put into

ation . It labors to benefit the immortal souls agents of developing the innate mental practice only in so far as he himself is con

of men.
" For what is a man profited, if he faculties . But as Christ our Lord is the only cerned. He claims independence of every,

shall gain the whole world , and lose his own One that ever appeared upon the earth in the and subjection to no power only for himself.

that wish, he clam .
soul ? or what shall a man give in exchange space of 6000 years,with the glorious claim Having attained

for his soul?” Matth . 16, 26. The work of a of redeeming by His life and sufferings all ors for subjection of others to himself,,

bishop is of such glorious nature, because it the lost and condemned souls of men from He is a very selfish and ambitious pope..

exerts itself in behalf of man's soul . If the
their sins and from the pit of hell ; as He is Looking at the matter in this light, the pope

gilded pages of history accord great glory to
the only One among all the nations to say, is far worse than the anarchists of to day,

the legislative works of Lykurgus and Solon ;"I have trodden the winepress alone ; and of they being desirous of emancipating, as they“

if they record with special pride the achiev. the people there was none with me, ” Is. 63, call it, their fellowmen also, the pope only of.

A great old popements of Alexander, Hannibal , Caesar, and 3 ; as His name alone under heaven includes emancipating himself.

so His Leo XIII is , indeed. " Italy herself," saysNapoleon , and call them great ; if the studios forgiveness of sin and life eternal:

of artists commemorate the
ministers and bishops alone can set up the the pope, “ would reap most splendid bene.

beauties of
Apelles and Raphael ; it we award the laurelsclaim thattheir work's object is what no fits at home and abroad from a settlement

of honor to Columbns and other discoverers
human philosophy, no human science or skill recognizing the pope's temporal power.”

For not .of new countries; it we delight in reading can attain to, namely to save men's souls Butwho can believe the pope ?

and hearing the praise of Watts exploring the
alive from eternal destruction . Because withstanding the fact that he, as he himself

secrets of Locomotion, of Stephenson and Christ's ministers accomplish , by means of claims, is infallible (?), has he not often given

Fulton applying the secrets found in the most
the blessed Word of God and the sacred proof that he is the great liar, that he is the

useful manner; if Morse's electric pole and sacramental mysteries , the salvation of souls , adversary of Christ par excellence and yet

Howes machines are marvelled at in every darkness and wickedness, drawing them Christ on earth ?
lost by nature in spite of all science in sinful claims to be the visible representative of

nook and corner of the globe ; in brief, if the
In spiritual matters the

names of such men are held in distinction
from death unto life, from sin unto grace , pope is the most fallible nian on earth and is

Nor is he towho by their labors, under the providence of from wickedness unto holiness and righteous. not to be trusted two inches.

from weakness untoness,

God , bestowed temporal blessings of various
power, from be trusted in politics, as history sufficiently

kirds on their countries and fellowmen : how despair unto comfort and hope, from deep serves to shɔw , especially the history ofthe

much tue more glorious must that work he

But what does all this clamor.
sorrow unto celestial joy- therefore their dark ages.

If ing of the pope for temporal power mean ?which aims prominently at the welfare of the work is a good one in a supreme sense.

soul ; in comparison with which the whole

it were not for the ministry of Christ's ser . Why, don't you know that there are about

soulless creation is accounted very litt'e in

vants the best ofmen would continue lament- twenty -five Pro :estant churches in Rome ?

deed . Men engaged in ecclesiastical work ing over their soul's misery, “ We wait for And these Protestant churches cannot be

sometimes looked upon, especially
light, but behold obscurity; for brightness «ubdued by Mr. Leo XIII or his succesors if

by those having made things terrestial their but we walk in darknes . We grope for the the power is lacking, which is the case at

wall like the blind , and we grope as if we
present. No wonder, therefore, that the

chief concern , as doing the meanest and most

unprofitable work imaginable . And

had no eyes : we stumble at noonday as in pope reiterates and reiterates his claims to

ministers of Christ experience such discon-the night; we are in desolate places as dead territorial sovereignty as an indispensable

solate notions sometime too. But Wisdom

We roar all like bears, and mourn condition for the settlement of affairs be

advises us that our soul is worth more than sore likedoves: we look for judgment, but tween himself and the king of Italy .

there is none ; for salvation , but it is far off
H. R,

earthly life, more than the body, and the from us,” Isa ..59,9: 11. We may have many

body more than raimnet and mea , Matth . good things to say in praise of ancient and
The Bible in Italy .

6. In as much then as the soul surpasses in modern genius, but neither to Pla'o nor
dignity the body, the spiritual the earthly: Aristotle, neither to Homer nor Virgil ,

in so much does the office of the Christian
neither to Archimedes nor Euclid , to none

of the heroes of art and science as such may
The agent of the British and Foreign

ministry excel in preciousness all other oc we accord that sweetand lofty saying which Bible Society states that in 1885 there were

cupations engaged only in pursuit of earthly the Holy Ghost accords to themost unknown sold in Ita'y more than 90,000 copies of the

welfare of individuals or of mankind . This preachers of Christ's gospel ofpeace : “How Bible , the New Testament, and single por.

sentiment is surely also implied in the words beautiful uponthe mountains are the feet of tions, such as the gospelsand epistles. There
him that ,

of St. Paul, “ If we have sown unto you cth peace,thaťbringeth good tidings of good;is nobook for which there is so largea de .

spiritual things, is it a great thing if we that publisheth salvation : that saith " unto mand in Italy as the Scriptures without note

shall reap your carnal things?” I Cor . 9 , 11. Zion , ThyGod reigneih .” or comment. — Hom . Review , July 1837 .

are

we

men.
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see as

It lays

Church Deips.
all Lutherans . The following morning Mr. His latest move is one that is not a little

G. , whom I was staying with , and I went to surprising even to those who have observed

the Pine River, 20 miles East of Durangi. his course in the past. He has i :sued a re

Our Denver Letter,
There is a German settlement on the banks scriptordering high mass and the Te Deum

of this river, interspersed with quite a num to be sung in all the Catholic churches in

Denver , Col , July 21 , 1887.
ber of English families. Friday evening and England in honor of the Queens Jubilee .

all day Saturday notice was given to as many That he should permit services to be held in

DEAR BROTHER FRANK :-In my last let .ter I attempted to give the readers ofthe persons as possible that on Tuesday morning Catholic churches in honor of the Queen's

ter I attempted to give the readers of the there would be German preaching in the jubilee would not be surprising, but it be.
WITNESS an idea of

whata person public school house. About 16 German and comesa different matter when he orders such
will on taking a trip , I have

done, from the City of the Plains to Duran. theschool house, where I preached on, " The

7 English persons, all grown, assembled in services held .

“ The Queen of England is, viewed from

go via of Denver and Rio Grande R. R. faith that saves," in both the German and the Roman Catholic standpoint,a “ heretic.”

Durango, 450miles Southwest of Denver, is English languages. Everyone present was Not only is she in the Pope's opinion a heretic.
county seat of La Plata Co. , Col.

claim to a population of 3,500.

eager to catch every word spoken. After personally, but she is also, as Queen, thehead

It is beauti.

fully located between high mountains and

services there remained very little time to of a “ heretical sect. ” One of her titles is

hills in a narrow valley on both sides of the

speak to people, as there was to be German that of Defender of the Faith , but it is not

So we the " faith " which recognizes the authority of
Animas River, one of those rapid mountain preaching in Durango that evening.

streams with water clear as crystal , which

hurriedly ate a little dinner and at i p. m. the Pope. The throne of England stands

one so often reads of.

set out on our return journey to that place, before all the world as a bulwark against the

Its location greatly where we arrived in safety after a ride of extension of temporal power of the Roman

resembles that of Zanesville , Ohio, my form .
five hours. Pontiff. The claim of the Queen to ecclesi.

er home.
Services commenced precisely at 8 p. m . 'astical authority is the very antithesis of the

My journey to Durango was of a mission . In all about 45 persons were present, and claim of the Pope to be the head of the
ary character, I was to preach the eternal

truths of the gospel in the German tongue man Catholics,tree thinkers, socialists, yet I
though among them were Lutherans, Rochurch on earth .

Why then does Pope Leo order that the

to people, some of whom had not heard a must confess to never having on any pre- Te Deum be sung in all the Catholic church

sei mon for fourteen years. Thursday, June vious occasion seen a more orderly and at es in England inhonor of her jubilee ? It is
16 , the first day of my sojourn in Durango, tentive audience in my life . They eagerly because it is in line with all his policy in

I spentin going about the town and invit- devoured " the glad tidings of great joy to respect to the British Government. He has.
ing the Germans to attend divine services,

all people."

which were to be held that evening at 8

The same must be said of the his eye on England . He knows that the

o'clock . Some expressed themselves as be. English services on Monday and the last Roman Catholic Church is growing with

ing extremely pleased , that I had come; to

German services on Tuesday evening. I rapidity in that country, and he thinks that

was finally requested soon to revisit Duran the schism of the reign of Henry VIII may

others my presence was a matter of utmost go and vicinity, which, of course, I could be wiped out before many years go by . The

indifference. One man I met , in particular , not but promise to do . The Lutherans in day may not be far distant when in West

who, on becoming aware of my mission, this portion of Colorado are very desirous mister Abbey and Canterbury Cathedral
said that he did not care to have anything of having aminister of their own,which all will be heard the chanting of priests of the
to do with preachers . “ Besides, ” continued readers of the WITNESS will hope and pray Roman Church, and when upon their altars

he, " my business demands all
they may soon see realized .

H. R. will be offe the sacrifice of the mass.

And as to my wife, she cannot go to church , Denver Republican.

two of the children being sick .” Having Pope Leo's Diplomacy . We hope and pray that day will never

said this, he gave his horse the whip and coine, but that God will destroy the counsels

was about to drive off. But I accosted him
Whoever thinks that Leo XIII is not one of the man of sin .

again , intorming him that services were to of the shrewdest men who ever sat upon the

be held of eve rings ; and referring tohis sick Papal throne cannot have closely watched
Organs in Worship.

children , I said : " You attend services one his course during the last four or five years .

evening, during which time your wife will
The United Presbyterian Assembly in its

take care of the children ; " he next evening Latin race which is to conquer the world .

Although an Italian , he sees that it is not the
sessions in Omaha as in previous conven

you stay with them and letyour wife go to He knows that the race which in coming ed question of instruments in worship. Al
tions, wrestled for several days with the vex

church ” “ But," said he, “ I am a member

of three lodges, and must go to meetings of Teutonic blood.

years is to guide the destinies of mankind is
though the Asse.nbly decided some years

there. Then another thing is, if I am in
For this reason it is to Germany and to ago that instruments of music might be used

churchand there is something in your ser. Englandandto America he directs his chiefby such congregations as desired them, the
mon that I do not indorse, as there

naturally attention. In Germany he has gained the minority arenot satisfied , and attempted in

must be , then I am not at liberty to dispute victory over that shrewd diplomate and pow .
various indirect ways to reverse this action , or

with you." To which reply was made as erful ruler, Bismarck . The proud Imperial
render it inoperative .

follows : " It would, indeed , not be gentle Chancellor who declared that he would not

Among others iesolution

for
introduced that no morey contributed

manlike to interrupt during the sermon, but
go to Canossa has gone to Canossa. In

subsequent to the delivery I am willing to America Leo watches with deep interestthe homemissions sh uld be given to support

dispute with you in a Christian spirit on any

any congregation which employed instru

part or parts of it that you may choose.” diplomatically ofthe serious problem of the

part or parts of it that you may choose." Progress of events, and he has disposed
most mentalmusic in worship . This was defeated

“ Well,” said he, in a more friendly tone, “ I relation of the Roman Catholic Church to kuk uses an organ in worship, but a small

by a vote of 127 to 61. The church at Keo.

will see about it.” Then he drove off. Four theLabor movement. In England he holds minority want it excluded, and appealedto
”

.

days later, Sunday evening, both heand his with steady hand the balances between the the Assembly to sustain them. The Assembly
wife were attentive hearers of the Woid of party of Home Rule and the party of Coer . however, refused, and decided, in several

God, and the following Tuesday afternoon cion. He doesnot deserttheIrish Catholics decisive votes ofmore than two to one, not
he requested that his two sick children be who from generation to generation havebeen to change its previous action allowing the

baptized , which request was cheerfully com . loyal sons of the “ Church ” and neither does he chagrine i that the majority did not yield to

use of organs. The minority were much

plied with antagonize the men who mold the thought of them , and they protested and so forth, but

The above interview occurred Thursday the higher classes of England and exert so without avail
afternoon. Thursday evening I preached in powerful an influence upon the destinies of

It is a hard matter for Reformed fanatics

Durango in the presence of twenty persons , the B.itish Empire.

to attain to the true spirit of Gospel freedom .

my time .

a was

"

a
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pope at all.

BY JNO.

1. PAPER .

a

a

* Hearth and Home.
incompetent for marriage and marriage No one knows all the misery it caused, for

vows all parties who have sustained a loss often a family would be divided, part be

oftheir mental powers and become mentally ing Catholic, who believed in the pope, and,

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . deranged, as idiots and lunatics. Persons of a portion Protestant, who did not believe

Talks on Betrothals ,
this description are, and evidently ought to in the

be, deprived of all right of making any valid After a while hostilities ceased , and a

contract whatever. Furthermore, we refer hollow peace was patched up between the

to physical incapacity as an impediment to contending parties. liollow enoughand

betrothals and matrimony. By physical in : false it was, indeed, on one side. The IIu .

capacity we understand an impotency in guenots, as the Protestants were called for

volving the want of procreative powers, be many years, now numbered some of the
bravest and noblest men in France among

it natural or a consequence of mutilation , as
their chiefs. Two or three of the royal

By request we submit to our readers a few
in the cases of Origen and Abelard. Per

family were inclined to their principles,
papers on betrothals. The subject no doubt sons suffering from such derangements are, but their most devoted adherent was the

is a very timely one. It must ever be ranked
in our opinion, unfit for wedlock; although grand admiral, Gaspard de Coligni. He

among the living issues of the day.
we dare not deny that in certain cases , at the

The
was now about sixty years old , a gray

subject is also one of no little importance. ment may cease to be binding.
wish of the contracting parties , this impedi headed, grave, benevolent nobleman, who,

For in its relation to matrimony the betroth head of physical incapacity which bars the mies.
Under the you would think, could have had no ene

ment may be regarded as the threshold to
But the pious Coligni, whoat one

way to nuptials , a number of theologians of time had saved France in a great battle , had
the sanctuary And matrimony, confessed.

our church include also contagious and in two bitter and deadly enemies. One of

ly, ought to be to every individual a matter of curable bodily diseases, as leprosy and epi- these was the Duke of Guise, a reckless
supreme moment. Next to religion there is

lepsy. Gerhard bases his argument for this young noblemen of twenty -two ; the other

nothing, in our estimation, that should com- view on Leviticus iii, 46, where we read was the queen mother, Catherine de Medi
mand our attention and concern more than

wedlock ; for upon it depends to a great ex . without the camp shall his habitation be.”

concerning the leper: “He shall dwell alone, ci , a selfish and ambitious woman of fifty
five. These two persons , with several

tent the weal or woe of social and civil life.

This subject,treating on affiances, too, is ap formarriage,would be deficient ifwedid plot,bywhich theyhopedto get ridof

But our definition of persons unqualified other Catholic leaders, devised a horrible

parently very meagerly understood at the not mention one more impediment which Coligni, and, at the sametime, strengthen

present time by the majority of men. We Catholicism .

infer this from the many transgressions in
ever obstructs theroad to certain espousals to organize a band of soldiery, and ata

This was nothing less than

and nuptials.

this departmentwhich occur time and again , Thisweinfer from Leviticus xviii , 6 : “None cious and asleep, let třemloose upon the
We mean blood relationship. stated time,when everybody was unsuspi

from the .nany breaches of marriage.prom . of you shall approach to any that is rear of populace, with orders to slanghter all the
ises , which we find recorded day after day kin to him, to uncover their nakedness .

in our newspapers and periodicals , and for
I Huguenots they found .

am the Lord . ” It is not within the scope of
which frequent lawsuits are carried on at our article to give a lengthy exposition of this horrible scheme into execution, andEverything was favorable for carrying

our courts . For this reason we shall have a
this much controverted passage.

few talks on this subject for our better in .
Suffice it one summer night, August 25, 1572, the

formation on the true nature of valid and him ” (Hebrew ,Scheer Besaro ) , denotes all was a fearful, fearful time.
to say , that the expression : " Near of kin to massacre of St. Bartholomew began. It

Men , women
legitimate betrothals .

blood relationship in the first and second de and children were butchered, nobody was
What, then, is a legitimate and valid be

grees of which the instances, mentioned in spared unless he was a Catholic and wore a
trothment? This question naturally comes the verses 7 ft., afford ample illustrations, cross on his hat or arm .

.
Almost the first

to the front in our talks on the topic under Hence this divine command ,which consti- person killed was Coligni. He had been

consideration , and in answering this query tuted asignificant part of theJewish moral shot at and wounded two days before by

wemust take noticeof four requisites of alaw , makes it morally impossible for rela . someone who e -idently meant to killhim,
a

.
legal and proper affiance, The first is , that

tives in the first and second degree to join in
and the admiral was ill with a sort of fever

a legitimate and valid engagement or mar.
When the

wedlock ; and for this reason such relatives consequent from the wond.
riage contract can be formed by such parties first alarm was heard, lis chaplain , M.

only, who are naturely fit and qualified for are morally incompetent to enter into a mar
riage agreement with each other.

Merlin, was with him reading ihe Scrip
It is hari.

matrimony. We hardly deem it necessary
twes. A mmber of persons rushed into

to tender any proofs for this assertion . Theynecessary to state, that also our civil legis the chamber announcing that the court

iation has paid due attention to this point, yard was full of soldiery.
laws of nature and common - sense tell us

and some of our States even pronibit the
that only such persons may make a binding

" Say me a prayer, M. Merlin ,” said Co

contract , who are both physically and moral marriage of cousins as injurious
ligni. “ I comnitmy soul to the Saviour.”

mon welfare .

ly qualified to do so. Hence wegenerally These are the different classes of parties coming up the stairway,
In a few moments the mob was heard *

find this point well considered and defined
physically and morally unfit for matrimony

in civil legislation .
" Sare yourselves, my friends !” cried the

It then becomes necessary to define those the necessary qualifications of forming a forme, they can only shorten my life a fewand matrimonial promises . All others have aged admiral. You will have time." As

persons, whom we are to consider fit for

valid marriage engagement, from whose days.”
marriage, and those who have not the neces

number we should be careful not to exclude
sary qualifications for this state, and in con

The clergyman and the others ran up

deaf and dumb persons, since their defect stairs,and got outof the house through thiesequence therefore are incompetent to make

does not incapacitate then for conjugal retiling ofthe roof.
Each fled a different

a valid marriage.contract. To the latter

latio..s . way.
Merlin , with his Bible under his

class belong all persons under the age of con arm , clambered over the roofs of the hous

Reference is here had to children ,
The Hero and the Hen .

es , in a direction from the Louvre , In at

that as yet have not arrived at the age of tempting to jump from one to another in

discretion , and for this reason are not in the the darkness, his foot slipped, and he fell

full use of their mental faculties. In the

A little more than three hundred years several feet, lodging in a hay.loft.
State of New York this age of consent, we He was not hurt by the fall, and when he

understand, is 14 for males and 12 for fe- religious war was going on , and all over saw where he was, concluded that it was a

males . Hence in this State all males under the country there were battles and sieges fortunate accident, and was thankful at

14 and females under 12 are legally unfit to and many cruel things being done,and a having stumbleduponthis place of safety.

be espoused . Again we must set down as great many good people lost their lives . No one would ever think of looking for

ago
there were terrible times in France. A

sent.
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him there; the Lord had guided his foot- exception to say the Lord's Prayer every day self with her , he at once responded : " How ,

steps. But it was a long while before he and hour, consequently also this petition , then , can I do this wickedness and sin against

ceased to tremble; on every side he could " Lead us not into temptation . ” But what God ! " When, however this woman as Moses

hear the cries of the brutal soldiers: “ Kill, is he doing who takes part in our modern writes , “ spake to Joseph day by day ” and

kill the IIuguenots !" and everywhere were dance ? May he say to God, Lead me not in endeavored to induce him to stay with and

the screams and
groans of the murdered

to temptation ! when he is at the same about her at least, he did not follow her in

and dying Protestants. It made his blood moment throwing himself into it ? Indeed , this either, moreover, being in fear of himself,
run cold to think of the wicked work that

Whoever is going to such a dance and he shunned every approach of her as much
was being done. M. Merlin had kept his

Bible with him ashe filed,and, as helay is butmocking God. If someone would go compelled to be near heron account ofbusi
still praying, " Lead us not into temptation,” as possible . Yea , when he at one time was

there in the hay -loft, we can imagine him

turning over the
into a powder magazine or a barn filled with ness that he had to do and she wanted to

and comforting
pages

himself with the precious promises in the hay and straw , with a burning match or a use force, he even left his garment, which

sacred Word . . The hours passed slowly,
wax candle in his hand , at the same time, she had caught, in herhands — and fled, just

and he began to grow hungry, but did not praying, Oh God keep me from all misfor. as though he had already read those words

dare to leave his retreat for fear ofdiscov- tune ! would he not be a wicked man ? would of the New Testament : “ Flee fornication !

ery, which, of course, meant death . Star- he not mock God with his prayer ? — There Flee also youthful lusts !" — And this, even

vation stared him in the face if he re- you seethat one going to a dance customary this it is what God asks of us above all

mained there ; however, he preferr.d to to the world cannot pray to God, " Lead us things.

trust to God's mercy rather than man's. not into temptation .” Can , therefore, such a Those also were undoubtedly the thoughts

As he lay there, exhausted and almost dance be something innocent ? Never ! Job, that hero of patience , was moved by.

helpiess, M. Merlin heard a light rustling A recent pious poet , Philip Spitta , of the Thus he says in the xxxi ch.of his book : I

upon the hay like that of someobject step- country of Hanover ( Superintendent at made a covenant with my eyes; why then,

ping carefully over theloft. Had his ene- Burgdort, 1859 , ) relates of a servant girl of should I think upon a maid ? ” Job, therefore,

mies tracked him thither, and were they his who loved to hear the Word of God, knew that looking steadfastly upon a person

coming to capture him ? Heglanced fear- wanted to be a Christian , and was also faith of the other sex already might become dan

fully out from beneath the hay with which ful in the discharge of her duties , but

he had covered himself.
who gerous to a man unless she be his own ftesh

He felt greatly had a strong desire for dancing. He had and blood . In order to evadethis danger he,
relieved to see only a hen that was evidently often warned her. Now one day, he says , therefore, made a covenant with his eyes not

hunting for a nest. Soon everything was

quiet again . The secretive fowl retired she had come to him and asked him, some . to look at a muden for the sake of delighting

after awhile as stealthily as it had ap that evening and stay away a little longer. tion now ? On the contrary, what boldness,what embarassed , whether she might go out his eyes . Alas ! where is there such precau

peared, not even making a cackle, much to

the fugitive's relief.
-0 , certainly," said the superintendent, more so, what audaciousness is not to be ob

" Surely ” thought M. Merlin , “ the Lord " whither do you wish to go ? " A huge served in company ! where is that modesty

is feedingme, for he hath sent his fowls to blush arose on her face. But honest as she of the good old times in which also Job

provide for his servant.” And he crawled was she told him the truth saying, " I am lived ?—Regarding this point allow me to

very carefully out of the hay and crept to going to the ball. ” Spitta said, “Well, go , impart to you a word of Luther. In his

the nest, which was near by. In it were —but do take Jesus along ! " She did not admirable sermonson the holy ten com mand .

three shining white eggs. Ile broke the understand what Spitta meant to say ; she ments, am yngstother things, he writes the

shells of two and ate them , leaving one for was astonished; for whilst otherwise always following in his ex position of the sixth com

a nest egg, hoping that Biddy would come talking against dancing, he was now seeming. mandment, -" The first sign ( of unchastity ) is

again. ly allowing it . Hence she went into her the looking at one another." - This is remark

And Biddy did come the next day,sure room in a happy mood, dressed herself for the able ! According to Luther, therefore,

enough, and laid another egg, much to dance and speedily walked along the street already this is a bad sign , if one person is
Merlin's great joy and need, for hewas very in the direction of the dancing -hall

. Contin . looking at
person of the other sex.

hungry. Three days he remained concealed in the hay-loft, and each day his ually, however, a voice was inwardly saying Luther proceeds: “ And this is the quickest

friendly visitor laid au egg for his dinner. to her, “ Do take Jesus along ? do takc and most common sign , for it performs its
an

!

This was all the food he had,but it saved Jesus along !” and she felt as though Jesus office very soon spreading about near and far

him from starvation . On the night of thewould not go with her. Nevertheless she and perceiving very much and very clearly.

third day he managed to get safely away, wai goiag to try it . Secretly she prayed , For this reason too, so much is written in

and found a sure haven in the house of a " 0, Lord Jesus, do go along , do go along !" Scriptures of the watchfulness for one's eyes,
“

friend . He lived many years after this , The oftener she repeated these words, how . since none of the senses is tempted so easily

but I do not think he ever forgot how a hen ever, the more powerfully this answer and with so many things ; neither is there

once wasthe messenger of heaven to bring thundering in her heart, “ I shall not go along any other of the senses wounding the soul

comfort and relief in a time of great tribu - I shall not go along!” and the nearer she so keenly as the sense of sight for the more

lation .-- Congregationalist. approached the dancing hall the more un- clearly it discerns a thing, the more deeply

quiet and frightful she grew . And so she this will be rooted in the heart . Thence also

LECTURES ON MODERN
did not dare walk in either, but returned to this saying originates, What the eyes see the

the superintendent’s house. Barely a quarter heart believes . Hence as there is no greater

DANCING .
of an hour had she staid away. Spitta now honor for young men and maidens than to

asked her, “ Why are you here already ?” cast down their eyes so it is most shameful

Translated from the German of Thereupon she said , " I begged Jesus He to them to allow their eyes to fly about.”

should go along, but He would not, therefore Consider what Luther says here: How is it

C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and I had to return. " Ever since she had stood that which he warns against become straight.

Adapted for the “ Witness" this test her innermost heart was entirely ways customary, or rather a bad habit with

changed, and she became a sincere, trus, us ! How boldly young people look at each
by R ... r

Christian. See there, dear Christian , you other, thereby showing what is hidden in

cannot go to a dance and pray to Jesus, "Go their hearts ! Nothing, on the contrary ,

VII. with ine,” and if you do so notwithstanding Luther says, is more honorable to young men

-why, he will , once for all , not go along . than to cast down their eyes , and no bigger

Of this, amongst others , also chaste Joseph shame there is for thein but when they look

In addition to the above , let me remark was well aware . When his inistress, seeing at each other in a bold and audacious man- ,

that our dear Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ he was such a nice young man, cast her eyes ner. Luther , therefore, adds these words

has called upon every Christian without on him and invited him to prostitute him to the foregoing: “ So much so that

a

was
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some declare the roaming ofthe eyes to be a atoning sacrifice, of God's willingness , for these striking incidents may lead you to feel

violation of maidenhood . And it is true His sake, to pardon us . She was deeply your need of Jesus,and that you can never

what is written Prov. VI , 25 that the whore. moved, a nd at the close she said to some one have lasting peace and joy till you come as

dom of a woman consists in the lifting up of near her . " Can I speak to the gentleman a lost soul and believe in Him . He has suf

her eyes and is perceived by her eyelids. It who has just addressed us?" fered that dreadful death on the cross in

is, indeed , the cause of many a one's falling, Soon after, in conversation with her, he your steau that you might be forgiven and

or is a sign of a man's having fallen , or that said : “ You will find the truth which I have fitted for heaven. Will you confess your

he may easily be ruined . For a maiden that mentioned often repeated in the Bible ." sins , and believe in Him ? . If we contess

is truly chaste will not cast her eyes on “ But I have no Bible,” she replied .
our sins , he is faithful and just to forgive us

man, but be ashamed . The sight does not He quickly handed her his own, saying: our sins, and to cleanse us from all unright

excite the evil lust for the present time only, “ I have pleasure in giving you mine.” eousness." ( I John , i :6 ) . You see how he

but it remains in the memory a long while Some time after this the high Catholic saved this lady, this priest and the nun . He

and is the cause of strange temptations diguitary , remembering the advice he had is willing to save you. - Selected.

Therefore it is written Jer. ix, 21 : " Death is given this lady, sent the priest to inquire

come up into our windows, "--j . e . into our about the state of her mind .
Recent Publications.

Instead of

eyes. St. Peter, too, writes 2 Eph. ii , 14 : needing his help he soon found that she was

" They have eyes full of adultery .' Behold able to direct him in the way of life. Be COLLOQUIA ODER TISCHREDEN, Table -Talk by Dr. M.

Luther. Our Concordia Publishing House has under
how he puts adultery into the eyes . '" It is tore leaving she gave him the Bible that

a matter of course that if able to commit had been given her at Exeter Hall , and criticaland beautiful edition of Luther's Works in
taken the grand , glorious task of publishing a most

adultery with the heart already, we may do begged him to read it with prayer, and to twenty-four volumes . To the several volumes already

so much more with our eyes, with our ears, trust alone in Him who “bore our sins in published is now added this present volume, intended

with the mouth, with our hands, in short, His own body on the tree.” Some time to be the twenty-second of the whole series , containing

with all the members of our body.-Luther after she received a note from the priest Luther's Table- Talk. On a thousand quarto pages the

proceeds : “ On this account, the Wise Man asking her to call upon him .
As she was reader will find Luthers talks with his friends at table

on the various subjects of theology, of Christian,
Sirach, ix, 8 9 teaches : 'Thou shall not look atout to take her son to Eton College, she

churchly and political life, and of nature . Short as

at the face of a maiden that thou mayest not did not accept the invitation at the time.
some of these talks may be, they always offer some

be injured .' ” Why, who cares now ifhebe When she called some weeks after, she sparkling thought of light and life. Those of our

injured ! Nobody feels such an injury any was shown into a room where there wasa readers who are versed in the German language will

more having tully lost the spiritual feeling, coffin , and in it the body of the priest. Be find the book a well - spring of spiritual enjoyment. The

the abhorence ofsin,and also the Holy Spirit side it a nun was kneeling in prayer. The editor of this volume is Rev. Prof. Hoppe. He bas
merited the thanks of the Lutheran Church for his

who instantly reproves the true Christian lady approached and asked : “ Did he leave
searching and painstaking labors, his skill and good ,

when the lust appears . Finally , Lutheradds: any message forme?"
taste in sifting and adjusting these Talks in such a

“ You must understand the same danger to
“ Yes ," was the reply . " He wished me to manner as to inerge three books into one and repro

be with maidens looking at a man .” ( The
say ,

if you called, that he died in the full duce from the Latin original an almost new book. Due

Ten Commandments preached to the people faith of the Catholic Church, and that he credit must also be given our Publishing House for this

of Wittenberg. Malch. iii, 1931-33 cursed the day he ever saw you.” The poor Price ofthis book, single copy , only $4.00 ; postage 50truly excellent specimen of typographical workmanship.

[ TO BE CONTINUED.] lady turned away, greatly distressed , saying cents. Address, Concordia Publishing House. M. C.

to herself: “ If I had gone to his bedside Barthel , Agt. , St. Louis, Mo.

Miscellaneons. when he sent for me, I might have pointed

him to Christ, and he might have been TWENTIETH REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE

saved through faith in Him, and now, alas ! GENERAL SYNOD OF MISSOURI, Ohio and o. States.
The Story of a Bible ,

it is too late , I fear through my negligence This report by Rev. A Rohrlack , Sec'y, contains a full

he is lost forever .” This reflection produced statement of the great work ofthe Convention assem

“ Did he leave any message for me?" such an effect upon her that it destroyed her bled in Fort Wayne, Ind. Price, single copy, 20 cente

postage, 3 cents . Address as above.

“ Yes, and he cursed the day he ever saw peace of mind, which she sought to over

you."
come by foreign travel. One day in Rome

ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

This was the answer given by a nun to a a lady approached her and said : “ Do you re

lady in London under the following circum- member standing by the coffin of Father

stances, which were related to me by a and the dreadful message delivered Received of Mr. Philip C. Treide , Baltimore , Md . ,

gentleman of culture and piety, as we were to you?" $3.00 for English Mission . Thanks .

" Yes," she replied , " and it has followed
sailing along the coast of Norway, from
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Trowdhjem to Bergen, in and out among the me night and day. "

beautiful fjords and snow -capped moun
" But it was not a true message. The

Subscriptions Paid .

tains : Monsignor Capel was asked by a words he bade me deliver to you were these :

lady of position in London, “ How can I find ' Tell her that I bless tne day I ever saw her, Mr.Chas, Raub, Zanesville, O. , (VI)
peace ofmind ?” Instead of pointing her to and that I die in the full faith of Jesus Christ . Rev. R. Truelzsch, Petoskey, Mich . ( V & VI ) 2.00

Christ and telling her that He atoned for Tell her that the Bible she gave me was the Mr. M.Gerger, Baltimore , Md. ( VI)

our sins on the cross,he bade her dismiss means of leading me to trust alone in Him
S. Stern, ( VI )

(VI)Miss Emma Kettering,“such unwelcome thoughts,and attend places for pardon . Tell her I shall meet her in
Mr. H. Binder, Brooklyn , O. , ( VI )

of amusement. One day she followed a heaven.' And then , ” added the nun, " he Rev. F. Duever, Kenesaw, Neb ., (V & VI)

crowd of people into Exeter Hall , expecting gave me that precious Bible, which has also F. Sievers, Sen., Frankenlust, Mich. (VI) 1.00

to have her mind diverted from serious been the means of leading me to see inyself F. Sievers, Jun ., Salzburg, Mich . ( VI )

thoughts about the future by a musical en- a lost sinner and Christ as my only A. E. Winter, Logansville, Wis . (VI)

1.00

tertainmen
t She was surprised when she Saviour. Will you forgive me for telling

Mr. J. H. Balster, Scotch Grove , Ia . , ( VI )

2.00

found herself in a great religious meeting. that falsehood ?"
Rev. W. Zschoche , Frohna, Mo. , ( VI 2cc)

Annoyed at this, she attempted to get out, Dear reader, are you a Christian ?

St. Matthew Sunday School , New York , N. Y.

but in doing so she knocked some umbrel. may the recital of these facts strengthen your Teacher C.F. Braun, Saginaw City, Mich.(VI)
1.00

las on to the floor, and abashed took her faith in the promise of God , “Myword shall Mr. R. Lange , Baltimore, Md., (V & VI)
seat, Her attention was soon riveted upon not return to me void, " and lead you with “ C. Spilman, ( V )
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you a safe

Onr Epistle Dostil.
time of his Lord's birth lay aside all world - man to establish useful laws and ordinan

ly cares and occupy his heart and mind ces , to tind out and to put to ne t'e pow

alone with the Child in the manger ; for ers of nature and the like. But of neither

For the LUTERAN WITNESS. this Child alone can in deed and in truth of these lights can the prophet be speaking ;

A Fuli.Series of SERMONS ON THE Erste be our comfort and hope in time and our for both the light of the sun and the light
. SERIES

joy and song in eternity. of reason

LESSONS OF our CIRCH - Y EAR , day in all -implicity to saya little as to: jured as the leather possessedand enwell as Jews.

WHAT THIS CILD IS UNTO US. In this text prophet is speaking of a light which was

the prophet clearly tells us four things of yet to rise over the nations walking in

Him : I. He is a great light; II . a mighty darkness, and of this light he says it would

deliverer ; III . an eternal king and IV . aibe a great light.
CHRISTMAS.

good frienil . But so as not to become

tedious let me speak of the first two only. all other lights. He speaksas though the
This light the prophet extols far above

I -aial , LX , 2-7 .
I. : sun , human reason and whatever may be

In this text there are some things ap- called a light, were nothing but a dark lan

parently hard to understand, especially so tern or a Hiekering candle in comparison

IN THE LORD, Our New -Born SAVIOUR, in the first partof it . First of all we nust to this great light, and so it indeed is. The

DEARLY BELOVED FRIENDS:-- Conne, all yel be certain of whom the prophet is here sun lias been shedding his light since al

lovers of the Lord and of the eternal speaking and that can be none other than most six thousand years, but never yet

treasures of heaven ; come and behold our Lord Jesus Christ. The Jews, indeed, have his rays lighted up the darkness of, I

what God has done for us . Incline your as the enemies of Christ, deny that this the grave. Man joys in the sunlight

ears and lear what glad tidings come to ns passage treats of Christ and pretend Isaiah ; while living on earth, and when his three.

of the deeds of God in the city of David. I was here speaking of king Hlezekiah who suvre years and ten are told hie makes great

Come and see the Christmas giftwhich the shortly afterward reigned at Jerusalem . lainentation, because for him the light is

Father in heaven has bestowed upon us. But this is a foolish pretense, because dur- fading away and he must enter the night

It is deposited in the manger of a stable, ing Hezekiah's reign there was not always of death. Likewise reason gives man skill
but forget not that the most precious dia- peace, neither did he reign forever; and to construe a time-ineasure, to analyze

nonds are found imbedded in dirt and here the prophet is speaking of a king in minerals, to find out the qualities of plants,

wortliless gravel. You tind the Christmas whose kingdom there is no end of peace but ask a scientist, if by the light ofrea

gift of the Father not in a splendid palace, and who rules forever. It is certainly very son he can tell way to everlast.

luxurionsly furuished ; you find it in a plain that the prophet is speaking ofa spir .ing salvation ? There the wisdom of rea

miserable stable, the shelter for irrationalitual king reigning over a spiritual king . son is at an end. But what paltry lights

beasts, yet it is a noble gift : for unto us dom in which there is eternal peace, and i are those which when I come to die lexve

o child is born , unto us a son is given . " ( that can be said of none other than only of me in the dark ! If I had no knowledge

It is a true Child , born of a virgin , having Christ and His kingdom , and this is estab-of another light, it had been better for me

flesh and bone as we have; it is a true Son, blished by the words of the angel Gabriel never to have received the light of reason

given into us without a mortal father, the in his message to the virgin Mary, sayingand never to have seen the light of the sun,

Son of the eternal Father begotten of Hisunto her concerning the child to be born of than to have enjoyed these lights and after

own essence before ever the morning stars her: " The Lord God shall give unto him a few short years to sink into utter and

sang together, or the angels tuned their the throne of his father David: and he shall everlasting darkness. Thanks be to God

harps. It is a human child having a hu- reign over the house of Jacob forever; and for the Christmas tidings telling us that a1

pian niother, but a Divine Son, the only of his kingdoin there shall be no end." light has comeinto theworld which is not

begotten of the Father. It is the very Hence this whole passage treats of Christ perishable as thelight of the sun , or decep

God, Creator of heaven and earth , clothed and only then is'it understood right, if tive as the light of reason ; a true light

in human flesh . So come and behold and every word is referred to Christ.
which truly enlightens not only for time,

wonder ; it is a gift of the Most High and a Itbeing certain that the prophet is here but also for eternity. It is the Child laid

gift worthy of His majesty. speaking ofChrist let us see if the words in the manger, which has declared unto us

This infant is indeed a gift which mag . are fultilled in Him who 1887 years ago both how to walk in the light in this life,

nities the glory of God ; for this child is wasborn in a stable in the city of David. by walking in faith , hope and love; and

born, this Son is giveu unto us to be our - The people that walked in darkness have where we shall abide after death , saying :

Light to enlighten our hearts and souls , seen a greut light ; they that dwell in the - Where I am , there shall also my servant

with the light of hope; to be our Deliverer land of the shadow of death, upon them be. ” Ho, ye seekers after light! incline

to deliver us from the rod of our taskmast- huth the light shined ." What people in your ears and hear: A great light has

ers; to be our Friend to whom we may this that walked in darkness, dwelling in come into the world , a light casting its

boldly intrust our most secret troubles ; to the land of the shadow of death ? Does he ! rays over the grave which in death your
be our King under whose wings we may mean the heathen ! Most assuredly the souls will save . Be not like the irrational

trust and in whose kingdom weare to live heathen; and who are these heathen ? In beast which bask in the sunshine, caring

in everlasting righteousness, innocence and the language of the Scriptures they are allfor no other light; live not as created only
blessedness. ea come, let us kneel and the nations of the earth as distinguished for this world . Imitate not the infidels,

bow down and worship before the manger from the children of Israel. They all who look only to the light of reason and by

at Bethlehem every day of our lives, but walked in thick darkness, but now . as the it are led into pernicions by -ways. Look

chiefly at Christmastide, the time set apart prophet foretold , a great light has arisen to Bethlehem , there a light has arisen

by the ancient church to rest from distract- and shines over them . What kind of a which is worthy to be called a light. By

ing thoughts and business of this world light? Is it the light of the sun , or the its brightness inany have already found

and undisturbedly to ponder on this mys- light of reason Both these are indeed the way through the valley of the shadow
tery: God made manifest in the Hesh . great lights. The sun is so great a light of death to Jerusalem the golden. Hasten

Surely every one naming himself after the that he gives light to all the earth and to this light; it will enlighten your souls

name of Christ should annually at the reason is also an excellent light, enabling tv eternal life.
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Such men are not rare in the world as battles can divide the spoil taken from the sins and will protect him against the ac

think themselves great, or at least very vanquished enemy, they do it with exulta- cusations of the law. Whoso pines to be

bright lights , having a high opinion of tion although the enemy rage and rave. free from the tormentings of these power

themselves, their own wisdom , skill and Those having this great light shining in ful tyrants, let him seek refuge with that

excellency. Let not Satan blindfold you them , rejoice in thatlight notwithstanding more powerful One who was once bedded

by self- conceit. There is but one true the hate ofthe world . What that joy is in the manger. If He will make you free

light and whosoever is not in thatlight is no one can tell you, you must experience you will be free indeed.
in darkness, What did it benefit Paul it yourself ; but it is joy indeed, if, looking How the Child born, the Son given

that he was a highly gifted and learned forward to eternity, we see before us a sure unto us liberates us the prophet describes

man and blameless according to the right- and safe way for the soul to travel from in these words : “ As in the day of Midi
eousness which is of the law ? He erred earth to heaven . This joy the Child born, an ." In a simiiar manner as Israel was

about in thick darkness until he was en- the Son given brings unto us . Bow heart delivered from the servitude of Midian does

lightened by this great light . Let not and knee to Him , praying: Thou art the Christ liberate us from our oppressors.

Christmas pass by without opening the light, enlighten me; Thou art the way, Because of their wickedness the Lord gave

windows of your hearts that the rays of lead me, and it will surely become light in Israel into the hands of the Midianites.

this light may fall into it. Should that be your heart that in Him you will see your These came up every year and plundered

the right thing if on Christmas eve the way to heaven clear. Nor let any one the land, so that no sustenance was left

parlor is lighted up most brilliantly and think the darkness in him too great for the the Israelites and they had to take refuge
the heart remains in darkness? O, let the admittance of this light ; for this is a great in caves and dens of the mountains. In

light which arose at Bethlehem shine into light able to dispel thick darkness . Your their distress they repented and cried unto

your heart that therein too it become darkness is notgreater than His light, for the Lord and the Lord awakened Gideon
light, then you will celebrate Christmas He says : “ I am the light of the world :he to deliver them . When Gideon blew the

right. For this reason He was born in that followeth me shall not walk in dark- trumpet in the bounds of Israel there

the night, becanse He is come to dispel the ness, but shall have the light of life.” were gathered to him 32,000 men . Out

darkness frım the heart and to kindle a of these Gideon retained 300 men and the

II .

Divine light in it. Fear pot, the receiving • rest he sent home again. With these 300

of this light might spoil your holiday joy. If
you will thus welcome this Child to he encamped against the Midianites: 300

What is joy ?
The gayety of carnal ca- your heart as the light of life , you will against an army of at least 135,000. Now

rousals belongs to the sphere of darkness not fail to taste of thetrue Christmas joy ; his 300 men Gideon divided into three
and darkness means sorrow. The eye for He will effert in you what the prophet companies of 100 each and commanded

which delights in darkness, must surely be here further says: " For thou hast broken every man to take into his right hand a
disessed. But light means joy . Let the the yoke of his burden, and the staff of trumpet and into his left a pitcher with a

light from Bethlehem shine in your heart his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, a8 burning firebrand in it. In the night

and you will find that indeed a holiday for in the day of Midian .” We mortals Gideon stationed the three companies on

the soul when it can make bold to say: are even by nature in the power of three three sides of the Midianites and when he

Unto me is born this day in the city of tyrants: death, sin and the law. Death gave the signal every man blew the trum

David a Saviour, which is Christ my Lord: hangs over our neck like a yoke, sin lashes pet, brake the pitcher in his left hand and

then you will experience what the pro- the conscience as with a staff and the law cried: " The sword of the Lord and of Gid-.
phet says: “ Thou hast multiplied the na- drives us as with a rod. Men, indeed, eon ." Those 300 did not lift a spear,

tion, and not increased the joy; they joy strive to banish the remembrance of these they did not shoot an arrow, they did

before thee according to thejoyin harvest, things from their minds, but itis all labor nothing but blow the trumpets, break the

and as men rejoicewhen they divide the lost. Daily is man surrounded by remind- pitchers and raise a battlecry, yet it occa

spoil. ” The words sound strange, but ac- ers of death ; sin though it sleep for a time sioned such terror ili the camp of the

cording to their connection the meaning is yet it will wake up and begin to sting ; Midianites that they suddenly began to

clearly this: Thon multipliest thy nation and the threats of the law willstrike terror flee and every man's sword wasset against
by gathering unto thy light those who to the heart. Alarmed by the fear of his fellow , i. e. those in the rear cutdown

dwell in the land of the shadow of death, death, scourged by the consciousness of those in front in order to getaway quicker.

i . e. the Gentiles, and over this gathering guilt and the sentence of eternal justice So there fell of Midian 120,000 men ,

in of the Gentiles the Jews, thine enemies, man languishes in miserable slavery. although the 300 Israelites had not drawn
will not rejoice. Literally were the words These three tyrants make the earth a land a sword. What routed the Midianites ?

fulfilled ; for when the lightcame, the Jews of the shadow of death, and now let the Why the sound of the trumpets, the glare
rejected it ; 80 the Lord turned to the light of reason come and find out a reme- of the firebrands and the warcry.

Gentiles and they received the light and dy. Has reason a safeguard against death, In like manner the deliverer from the

rejoiced over it; but the more Gentiles a cure for sin, or can it abrogate the law ? city of David liberates us from our oppres

were gathered to the light, the more were Herethe wisdom of the wise is at an end sors withoutour striking a blow, simply by

the Jewsfilled with bitterness and malice and the power of themighty is of no avail. the sound of the Gospel and the lustre of
and the less did their joy become. A But in Bethlehem of Judea there was one the sacraments. If your heart clings to

further explanation of these words the born who from eternity possessed all the the Gospelpromise that Christ is your life,

Lord gives when saying to the disciples: wisdom of the Godhead and all the power if you believe that in your baptism God

“ Ye shall be hated of all nations for my of the Father and who came to break for has made the covenant to wash you
from

name's sake." He who has this light in us the yoke of death and the staff of sin sin with the blood of Jesus ; if your soul

him and by his confession and good worksand the rod of the law, and if you will to- is persuaded that by the sacrifice of that

lets it shine before men, does thereby not day receive Him as your deliverer, these body and that blood which you receive in

increase the joy of the ungodly, because three tyrants will have lost their power the communion you are redeemed from

they hate the light and do not want its over you. Whoso embraces this Child with the curse of the law : then the yoke of

rays to fall upon their works of darkness the arms of faith , him death cannot kill , those three tyrants is broken and you are

and to make them manifest. If you walk for he lives although he die; over him sin beyond the reach of their rod . So Christ

in this light you must not expect much cannot rule, for he is made free from sin delivers and he does it by such simple

friendship from the world. But let not and become the servant of God ; him the neans which every one can have. D spise

that deter you ; for this light itself will be law cannot condemn, for there is no con- them not; it is God's custom to do great
your joy; as Isaiah says : " They joy before demnation to them which are in Christ things by small means. What common

thee according to the joy in harvest, and Jesus. He that has this deliverer with senseman would not have scoffed the idea

as men rejoice when they divide the him must indeed also die, but he dies of Gideon's routing the Midianites by the

spoil." If the farmer. can gather in an cheerfully, knowing that through death he sound of trumpets and the glare of tire

abundant harvest lie rejoices even though enters into a better life ; he has also sin, brands?
Yet it was so . Though carnal

his neighbor be filled with envy, and when but he knows that the blood of the Saviour wisdom despise the means of grace as in

warriors after weary marches and bloody born at Bethlehen is the ransom for his effectual things, look ye to these means,
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IS WITH CONFUSED NOISE ,
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春

BY REV . R. EIRICA .

a

seeking Christ in them , and surely His chaste wombof themost holy Virgin . On should be presented in the wafer, adduces

glory will be manifested unto you; for the wax.is impressed the image of the spot- in his argument among others the follow

simple as the Word of Christ is, there is a less Lamb of God, inmolated for us on the ing miracle which is remarkable: St.

Divine in it, wherefore the prophet altar of the cross. Holy water is used ,be. Antonius once disputed with a certain

adds : “ For Every Battle OF THE WARRIOR cause with that element God both in the heretic on the truth of the body of the

AND GARMENTS Old and New Testament has wrought very Lord in the encharist. The heretic sought

ROLLED IN BLOOD ; BUT THIS SHALL BE WITH great prodigies , and it is thematter of the of St. Antonius, whom he knew was en
BURNING AND FUEL OF FIRE." For military Sacrament of our regeneration . Balsam dowed with the gift of miracles, this sign :

conquests instruments of destruction must is also used , to signify that Christians in “I have,' said the heretic, ca mule, to
be used , but at the birth of Christ the all their words and actions oughtto be the whom I will not give food for the space of
angels sang : " Peace on earth ." The good odor of Jesus Christ. Lastly, use is three days. When the three days are

Prince of peace was born to win for men madeofthe holy chrism , with which the ended, do you be present with thesacra
peace with God, and the Word of this church consecrates all the things which are ment, and I will be present with the mule,

peaceHe sent abroad over the world and it especially destined to the divine worship, and before him I will pour out the barley;
has conquered the world, not doing but as churches,altars , priests, etc. The pon- if the mulewill leave the barley and
suffering violence; forit is a Word which tiff dips these wax cakes in the water which proach to the worshipingof the sacrament,
falls into the heart like a live coal and he has previously blessed, and into which I will believe. It was done as he wished
kindles a Divine fire therein . May the he has poured and mixed the balsam and and after three days were past,Antonius

Lord cause it to burn in our hearts that,holy chrisın. Before and after the immer- came with a number of his companions,

delivered from our enemies we rejoicingly sions, he addresses to God his prayers, be holding the venerable sacrament in his

sing of His endless peace. seeching him to hless, sanctify and conse- hauds, he thus addressed the inule : . In
crate this wax , and to pour upon it such truth , and in the name of thy Creator,

virtue as to enable those who will use it whom I truly hold in my hand, although

Polemical. piously, and preserve it with devotion and unworthy, oh animal, I speak to thee, and

faith, to obtain the following graces : * cominand, that at once, you come and hum

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. 2. That at the sight of the bly after your manner , exhibit your rever

sign of the cross impressedon this blessed ence for it, that from this heretical pravity
Superstition of the Papists. wax , the evil spirits are seized with fright inay know that every creature is subject to

and fly away from the servants of God , thy Creator, which the sacerdotal didnity

and that by virtue of the same, they inay continually offers at the altar. ' The words

be protected against storins, winds, hail, being spoken, the mule ran to the sacred

whirlwinds and lightning . 3. That by an host , forgetful of its hunger, and of the

That the great majority of Papists are
affect of this divine benediction, we may barley poured out before it, and with in

ignorant, and in consequenceof this cred be enabled to discover the artitices of clined head and bended knees,in theway,

ulous and superstitious ready to embrace, Satan, to resist his suggestions and to which it could , adored the Lord, and con
. 4. That those who will futed the heretic ."

profess and believe whatever the priests avoid his snares.
We wonder not whenshould teach them and blindly obey theirmake a pious use of those Agnus Dei, we read such

dictates: this is a sad fact,butneverthelessmaybe protected from adversity , pesti. things, such tales and lying wonders, when
a fact substantiated by allreputed histo. lence, the corruption of the air, the falling we hear of such instructions thatthe

rians, and onewould argue ignorance sickuess, shipwreck tire, innodations, Catholic clergy prefers their people being,

should he venture to assert the contrary, and all malignant influence.
. 6. That in in ignorance. This accords well with the

The absurdities which these deluded for prosperity as well as in adversity , we may inaxim of the Romish church , " Ignorance

lowers of anti-Christ are constantly called be defended by the divine power against is themother of devotion." 'AhAh poor, de

u pon to swallow and accept as divine truth all the sharesof inen and devils,and thatwe luded people! How long will they con
and which every Papist is bound to swal- may be preserved from a sudden and un- tinue to allore the harlot and live without

low on the penalty of his soul's rain, are
provided death and from all dangers, perceiving the golden candlestick which.

often of such character, that even many sion of our Lord Jesus Christ.throngh the mysteries of the life and pas- Jesus Christ has lighted up ? May God

credulous pagans would find it a hard task take that fatal bandige, which hides the

to accept them as legends. In proof of
A great number of miracles have placed truth, from their eyes !

what we have thus far saidwe will, for the it beyond all doubt that the Authorof all

present , adduce but two specimens from good giftspours his graces and favors on The Gospel in Spain .

many of the same character, that are scat faithful souls, by the ineans of these wax

tered through nearly all papal historians. images of the divine Lamb, as an effect

Agnus Dei are little trinkets, fastened to of the blessing of the sovereign pouutiff . Twenty years ago the gospel was not al

a string and worn around the neck by vicar of Jesus Christ on earth, and of the lowed to enter Spain .. Now there are be.

many devout papists. But what is the the prayers which heoffered to God in the tween 10,000 and 12,000 adherents to the

object of these trinkets,called AgnusDei? name of thewholechurch. If, therefore, evangelical churches. The, Christian at

A little popish work called Man's Only those whocarryabont them an Agnus DEI WorksDei

Affair, published at the office of the Jesuit. do not always obtain the effects of these

Boston 1831, and intended for general cir-prayers, theymust ascribe it only to their For The LUTHERAN Witness.
culation explains the origin of and the im . Want of faith , or their indirected devo.

.
This is What Methodist Clergymen are

portance attached to those little trinkets tions."

thus : “ An Agnus Dei is a little cake
Capable of Doing.

We now proceed to offer onr second

made of virgin wax and blessed by the specimen . The readers undoubtly know,

pope on the first low Sunday after his in- that every papist is bound, on the penalty Col. W. O. Colt , who commanded the

augeration, and afterwards every seventh of eternal damnation, to believe that the Eighty third Regiment Pennsylvania Vol.

year on the same day . The ceremonies body, whole and entire, of our Lord Jesus unteers inthe war of the rebellion , buried

used by the pontiff on this occasion, are of Christ is locally contained in the wafer to-day the horse he rode through several

great antiquity in the church . The cere- which the priest mumbles over, and then campaigns. The old war horse waswrapped

monial of the church of Rome prescribes worships and requires all his people to in American Aagsand followed to the grave
the matter, the form and prayers of this worship as God. Now Bellarmin ,' who with music and an immense procession. The

consecration, and even explains their mys- is universally allowed to have been one of house was 37 years old, and has for several
tical significations. These Agnus Dei the most learned Jesuits and a zealous de vears past been given the post of honor in

G. A. R. celebrations. At the grave

are made of the whitest and purest virgin fender of popery, in his treatise on the to -day a Methodist clergyman made an ad

wax , a symbol of the human nature which sacrament of the eucharist, in which he dress and the usual honors of war were

the Son of God was pleased to assume by endeavors to prove that God desired and given.--Compare Ezekiel XXII, 26 .

the operation of the Holy Ghost in the appointed that the real body of Christ
J. G.G.

From the Shenango Valley ( Pa .) News.
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The Lutheran TUitness. the lock of Christ and making men partak- with the General Synod.” Art . II, Sec. 3.” .

ers of the great blessing which St. Peter “They ( whole Synods, Ministeriums, Con .

extols , " God having raised up his Son gregations, individual Ministers or Laymen )

C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & PUBLISHER .
Jesus, sent him to bless you, in turning away shall be extremely careful that the con

every one of you from his iniquities,” Acts sciences of ministers of the Gospel be not
THE LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and

burdened with human inventions , laws or
21st of each month . All communications and money

The majesty of the pastoral office is shown devices, and that no one be oppressed by
should be sent to : Lutueran Witness, 16 Harvey St. , also by the reward of this work . There are reason of difference of opinion

Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per many things in this world which imbitter fundamental doctrines ” Art . IV, Sec . 8 .
annum in advance. Money sent otherwise than by true ministerial life. The sincere and con . We have proved in former issues of this

money - order or draft is at the risk of the sender .
stant feeling ofone's own unworthiness and paper, that General Synod men regard only

shortcomings , the doubts and evil desires to those doctrines of the Augsburg Confession

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville , Ohio , as Second be fought down even in a pastor's heart, the as fundamental , which also other Christian

sometimes small visible success of our best de nominations profess, be they Episcopal ,

efforts, the little favor or the great contempt Presbyterian, Reformed , Baptist or Metho
ZANESVILLE, OHIO, SEPTEMBER 7th , 1887 .

and hatred which the majority of men be . dist, and which are six in number. Those

stow on our pastoral care, the vexations articles of the Augsburg Confession which

Royal Dignity of the Pastoral Office . caused in the flock by turbulent and hypo . are not received by un -Lutheran denomina

critical spirits , growing indifference and tions, are denominated non - fundamental and

worldlymindedness and public offenses in concerning these all General Synod men are

IV. PAPER.

the church , the meagre support and salary warned to be " extremely careful that the

This consideration that teachers and pas wbich sometimes scarcely suffices to procure consciences ofministers of the Gospel be not

tors preach saving truth , made Luther say: the necessaries of life, the ambitious or un . burdened and that no one be oppressed ” be .

" Christ testified before Pilate : 0 Pilate , all I charitable demeanor of fellow -ministers; all cause of non - fundamental doctrines, which

bave preached is pure truth , for on that ac- these experiences help to make us feel as non-fundamental doctrines compose three

count have I been born , it is my royal office though the ministry were not such a great fourths of the Augsburg Confession, in the

to preach the truth . From this you may work after all , they oftentimes dim our eyes conception of this General Synod. One.

learn what kind of lords,preachers and teach that we can no longer see the royal gocdness fourth Lucheran and one.four Presbyterian

ers are, namely that they have a royal office of our office.
and one - fourth Methodist and one fourth

and preach the truth ," 50, 343 Erl . ed . And Baptist is the constitutional substance of

our confessions plainly aver : “ The office of which the General Synod is composed.
PROCEEDINGS OF

the preacher is the highest office in the Moreover it is tinged with Puritanism which

church,” Apology, Art . 8. By his preach. blends politics with religiou as may be seen

The Thirty - Third
ing and teaching in the pulpit , by the special Convention of the from the foilowing resolution :

care he bestows upon the several members
General Synod of the Evangelical “ Resolved, 4th That the right, and theie

of his flock , meting out to each one his por Lutheran Church in the United fore the wisest and most efficient method in

tion in due season, by his prayers and inter dealing with the traffic in alcoholic liquors
States ,

cessions, by following out the apostolic in . for drinking purposes, is its suppression, and

junction , "Be thou an example to believers in that we therefore also urge those who com

all things,” the faithful pastor exhibits the in session at Omaha, Nebraska , June 1-13 , prise the Church which we represent, to

most useful service mortals are capable of 1887 , Philadelphia, Pa. - Lutheran Publica . endeavor to secure in every State the abso

rendering. We shall not at present medi- tion Society . lute prohibition of the manufacture and sale

tate on the wholesome influence the gospel These PROCEEDINGS contain the reports of intoxicating liquors as a beverage.” p . 62 .

ministry exercises on the affairsof this world, of co.nmittees, tables showing the work of Such a paragraph might read well enough as

establishing parental and governmental au- the several synods belonging to the general a plank in the platform of a cranky prohibi

thority, improving morals of the most vicious body, the Constitution and By - Laws of the tory political party, but in the PROCEED

and wretched nations and individuals, en synod and resolutions adopted hy the assem . Ings of a churchly convention it appears as

couraging useful arts and culture ; - how the bly at Omaha. The body is English in the a crow among doves . But it has always been

gospel gives them a power over the human great majority of its churches and pastors, the custom of Puritanic pulpits and conven

conscience which neither genius nor elo and might prove a powerful leaven in tions to dabble in politics as such , and so

quence can secure without it, how the min . spreading true Lutheran sentiments among this General Synod cannot der y its true

isters of Christ are the true pioneers of civili - Americans, if it were not for its deplorable origin and animus which is Reformed, also

zation in all countries adding to the battle . unionism which commits it to discounte. in this respect. We must therefore say ,

ments of that religion whose foundation is nance the distinctive doctrines of the Luth- True Lutherans, beware of the General

the eternal rock, and whose pinnacles are eran Church. As its Constitution under. | Synod ! The " Summary of Parochial Ta

bright with supernal glories , But we must went several revisions in the past fifty years , bles' shows the General Synod to be com

touch on these points to intimate the mean . we shall quote from these Proceedings the posed cf iwenty -three synods, 1246 church

ing of thuse beautiful words. “ As poor,yet paragraphs which set forth the General es, 134,710 communicant members, 12.18

making many rich ,” 2 Cor. 6 , 10. Synod's doctrinal position , amended and Sunday Schools with 129.370 scholars; its

Whenever, therefore, such thoughts enter declared adopted at Washington , D. C. , total benevolence amounted during the last

our mind as make us sigh : “ I wish I had May 14 , 1869. They read as follows: year to $ 146.312.98.

never become a minister or pastor, but be " All regularly constituted Lutheran Syn

taken myself to some other occupation;" it ods, not now in connection with the General The Great Moonshine Farmer and Fruit
we find that all other occupations bring home Synod, receiving, and holding with the

Dealer of Hocking Co.
fame and honor and wealth and pleasure de . Evangelical Lutheran Church of our fathers ,

nied unto our calling, and our heart under the the Word of God , as contained in the Can .

pressure of these reflections inclines to wear. onical Scriptures of the Old and New Tes. Now comes Rev. Schillinger and writes in

iness and heaviness; let us remember the taments as the only infallible rule of faith an Ohio paper : “ The Synodical Conference

' words engraved on our official breastplate : and practice, and the Augsburg Confession stood years ago where I believe every true

“ This is a true saying,if a man desire the office as a correct exhibition of the fundamental Lutheran ought to stand . But the Calvinistic

of a bishop , he desireth a good work . ” We doctrines of the Divine Word, and of the figment of the doctrine of election which

could not have been appointed to a better faith of our Church founded upon that manifested itself in the greater portion of

and more useful work than that of feeding | Word , may at any time become associated that body several years ago necessitated us to
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withdraw from them , and since then we can At the recent Episcopal Diocesan Conven- lone on each side , With this he was com

not fellowship with them lest , we sanction tion at Garden City , Long Island , the Rev. ' pelled to march along the public streets . It

their Calvinistic leaven . Paul , s admonition Mr. Geer offered the followir.g resolutions.' is always better to have the drunkard in a

is here also applicable : *Mark them which which, after debate , were reierred to the barrel than to have the barrel in a drunkard .

cause divisions , ' etc. , Rom . 16, 17." Standing Committee on Christian Educa ,

Weil,what is the “ Calvinistic figment” to tion with directions to report thereon at the Dr. C. W. Ketcham , presiding elder, de

which Mr. Schillinger refers his readers ? next convention . scribes in the Western Christian Advocate

“ In the Holy Scriptures the words predesti - " Resolved , In the opinion of this Conven . a singular developrnent of fanaticism in Cin

nation and election areused only in the good tion, the public schools do not furnish a cinnati. It began about two years ago. " The

sense, as referring to man's salvation , 1.ever proper and suitable education of the chil . leading characters are Mrs. Martin , who

to his damnation, and they embrace not the dren of the church, and this Convention clainis to be God the Father, and her sister,

whole human race, but only the compara while honoring the State for its well - meant Mıs . Brooke, who claims to be the Christ,

tively few who shall be saved . " This is efforts in attempting to educate the children , or
a second incarnation of Jesus Christ.

what Ohioans now style Calvinistic leaven calls on the clergymen of the Diocese to Around them have been gathered near

in the Synodical Conference, yet Ohio pub assume, when possible , the moral , mental forty followers from the Methodist Episco

lished this doctrine as its own in the very and spiritual education of the children of pal Church, the Congregational, the Protest

words quoted , in the Standard of May 29, their respective parishes. ant Episcopal, the Presbyterian , and possi

1880, as every one may read there . How " Resolved, That the clergymen are re . bly one or two other churches. " They de

then may Ohioans now say they withdrew quested to read these resolutions to their nounced the Church as Babylon, but they

from Synodical Conference and cannot iel. respective congregations. ” would not " come out" ot it , so at last disci .

lowship with us because of Calvinistic leay . plinary proceedings were taken in the

en . Bu : Ohioans forget what they puh.
The following resolutions were unani . Methodist Episcopal Church , and a number

lished formerly , in order to market their tig : mously adopted by the General Councilor of the troublers were expelled.
ments about Synodical Conference. And the Reformed Episcopal Church : That the

Mr. Schillinger is ready to sell a dozen of
Reformed Episcopal Church recognizes Countess Olga Pontatine , recently an at .

such figments for a shilling. Agents may adultery as the onlyscriptural ground for tendant on the Empress of Russia, has just
buy them at still cheaper rates. Bear in mind, divorce. That this Church forbids its min . passed through the country on her way to

ir
they are Ohio figments and not Lutheran isters to perform the marriage ceremony for Japan, as a missionary of the Orthodox

figs.
any divorced party unless the person from Church. The Lord Jesus must still have

whom that party is divorced has been guilty sɔnie worshippers in high places.

of or is living in adultery . That nothing in

" There is something wrong in every these resolutions forbids the remarriage of King Theodoret, sometimes called Diet .

creed , ” is Mr. Talmage's recent utterance former husband and wife. rich of Bern, an Arian by faith , had a chap

from the pulpit, in his advocacy of unionism lain whom he had known and loved from

Something must certainly be wrong with From all appearances it would seem evi . his youth, and to whom he showed many

Mr. Talınage's creed , else if he were consist . dent that the much talked of union between kindnesses, even though they differed in

ent and a lover of the truth he would com the two native Protestant Churches of Italy, their faith . Now when the hypocritical

bat what he thinks wrong in existing creeds. the Waldensians and the Free Church, will chaplain saw that the king favored him so

Such utterances as the above are in fact not be consummated . The two parties can . much, notwithstanding their disagreement

nothing but marks of despair and unbelief. not agree on the name of the one united in faith , he thought : “ What honor and pre .

The broadest charity basis in matters of doc . Church . The Waldensians ciemand that it fermen : I could attain if I were to renounce

trine, which Mr. Talmage recommends, is should be called " Evangelical Waldensian the faith hitherto professed by me, and

building the church on a foundation of sand Church;" the others demand “ Evangelical adopt that of the king.” And so without

In place of making conscientious Christians Church of Italy” ( “Chiesa Evangelica constraint or threat, and for mere temporal

this unprincipled twaddle makes people d'Italia ." ) The Reformed churches gen . gain, he renounced his faith , became an

loose in doctrine and consequently also loose erally split on externals. Arian and a denier of the Divine nature of

in morals . Christ. But the blessing of God did not

The number of Samaritans is now re : abide with him , for when the king heard of

markably small. In Nablus; the old Si- his frivolous unfaithfulness, he became im

Chnrch News chem , there still remain only about 135 of patient and hostile toward him , seized and

these peuple. The terrible taxation system executed him, saying : " If thou, unfaithfui

The Rev. James Chalmers, one of the of the Turks has compelled them to give up man couldst not believe and be faithful to thy

most honored of the missionaries ofthe Lon their best land as a security for the pay . God, how couldst thou be faithful to me and

don Missionary Society,. speaking of the ment. The leader of these people has, ac- 1 to others ?” Thus the chaplain received the

Gospel as a civilizer, says: cordingly, gone to England and appeals to very reverse of what he had expected,

“ Ihave had twenty one years' experience the liberal Christians there for aid in secure though the king cannot be excused for kil
amongst natives . I have seen the semi- ing again thei ancestral estates: All the ling him .

civilized and the uncivilized . I have lived
Samaritans want of Christians is money .

with the Christian native , and I have lived ,
One million of dollars for foreign missions ,

The Bottom Fallen Out,

dined and slept with the cannibal. I have

one million dollars for the fund for veterans

visited the islands of the New Hebrides, honorably retired, and eight hundred thou

which I sincerely trust will not be handed sand dollars for home missions , are among als, dishonesty,breaches of trust, insubordiAt Saratoga , causes of looseness of mor.

over to the tender mercies of France, I have the contributions for the coming year set by

yisited the Loyalty Group, I have seen the the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Dr. E.L. Magoon said , “ Children are tau ht,nation , suicides &c . , were being discussed.

work of missions in the Samoan Group, I
church .

know all the islands of the Society Group, I but not trained , as Solomon advised . The

have lived for ten years in the Hervey In the time of Oliver Cromwell, the mag . bottom of family government has fallen out ,

Group, I know a few of the groups close on istrates in the north of England punished and with it the bottom of all government.
the line, and for at least nine years of my drunkards by making them carry what was

life I have lived with the savages of New called " the drunkard's cloak .”
This was a Dr. Green , of Constantinople, reports that

Guinea ; but I have never yet met with a large barrel , with oue bead out and a hole there are in that city four Mormon missiona

single man or woman , or with a single peo- through the other ; through which the of- ries from America. They seem to have

ple, that your civilization without Christian fender was made to put his head while his taken up their residence there , and have held

ity has civilized." hands were drawn through two small holes, one public meeting. In the right place row .
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Hearth and Home.
left to her choice whether or not she would They were bold sailors who did not fear to

accept of the offer, With reference to this traverse the dangerous North Sea in their

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS :
instance, Luther very appropriately remarks : little vessels , and whose descendants even

" Parents should be so intelligent, although at the present day are courted among the

Talks on Betrothals, the children are bound to obey, as not * to use best seamen ofEurope.

force and compel them against their will. But in spite of their bold characters, the

For it is said , forced services are not pleas Frisians were idolaters. And this fact great.

ing unto God . Because it still costs plenty ly troubled some people who had only a short

of trouble and labor, in order that the mar- time before this heard of Christianity them.

II . PAPER
riage be successful, even though the chil . selves , and turned from the worship of false

dren be united with inclination and love . gods. Just across the sea from Friesland lay

Therefore it is to be feared, if a marriage the island known to us now - a- days as Eng.

In a former paper we have considered the take place not from inclination and love, land . The Anglo- Saxons on this island had

first requisite of a valid matrimonial con. with the wish of the children, that it will heard and believed the new Gospel of

tract. This requisite, as we have seen, ren . hardly be successful and seldom do any Christ, and to them, as to one of old , had

dered it impossible for all such persons to good . Hence parents should consent to the come the command, “ Go home to thy friends

make proper marriage-vow, who are wishes of the children , as Abraham did . and tell them how great things the Lord

physically or morally unfit for matrimony Gen. xxiv, i ft. For it was Isaac's desire, hath done for thee, and hath had compassion

The second requisite of a valid and legiti. that his father Abraham did as he would . on thee. ” For the Frisians lived on the

mate betrothal , to which we would call che Again, v . 51 , when Abraham's servant ar. same side of the sea from which the Anglo

readers' atteotion in this paper, is , that the rives and asks for the bride, they answer, Saxons had originally come, and they spoke

affiance be voluntary and not compulsory ' There is Rel ecca , take her .' With that a language so like the Anglo- Saxon that no

on the part of the contracting persons. All they were already united , Nevertheless interpreter was needed when two of these

marriage engagements, in which the consent the brother interferes and has her asked, if separate nations spoke together.

of either party has been obtained by force, it be als , her word and wish to have Isaac So it came to pass that one day there

are utterly null and void . Would to God , or a husband . Then Rebecca says, “ Aye." came to the island and marshes and “ Golden

that we were able to impress this fact indeli- Volksbl, xiv , p. 268 Hoop ” of Friesland an English missionary

bly upon the mind and heart of all parents , From these remarks of Luther, it is plain, named Winfred. The " gans," or different

who fancy their authority and sway over that he would have the parents consult the districts into which Friesland was divided,

their own to be unlimited . Paul , the Apos- wishes of their children in all matters relat . did not know what a blessing had come to

tle , indeed commands the children to obey ing to their betio : hing, and that the mar them that day ; but they , with many in the

their parents in all things , Coll . iii , 20 , but in riage contract be made with a free and near land of Germany, soon heard the Gospel

this very strain he addresses the fathers cordial cooperation of both parents and and turned , as the Anglo- Saxons had done,

thus : “ Provoke not your children to anger, children . The engagement would then be a from darkness to light. Pippin the Short,

lest they be discouraged." The authority voluntary and pleasant affair, and the mar who ruled over the neighboring Franks, be

which the Lord has conceded to fathers and riage when solemnized , by the grace of lieved that the Christians were right , and

mothers over their children , certainly does God , would not be “ a saucy , sad , familiar did all he coult to help the work on .
But

not justify them in violating the laws of state, where folks are very apt to scold and after a time Winfred and the missionaries

God and nature . And if parents venture to hate.” who worked with him became aware that

compel their sons and daughters to certain However, like forced betrothals, so all Christianity had an enemy in Germany. This

marriage promises , which the latter regard those espousals must be regarded as invol . enemy was not a person , it was a tree, an

with abt orrence , what else is it but an ig . untary and invalid , where the consent of Oak in Thuringia that had always been held

nominious infraction of nature's laws ! Must either party has been gained by fraud or sacred to the heathen go.1 Thor, the god of

wenot look upon such action on the part of error. Any person is justified in breaking a lightning and thunder. Strange as it may

the parents as void of all Christian love ? Is given marriage promise , if he can prove his seem to us, even the persons who had be .

not the marriage, entered upon involuntarily promise to have been obtained by deceit come Christians and renounced the worship

and by force, a state, of which it has been and fraud in any shape and form . Again, of Thor were afraid of that oak tree ; jut

well said : “ O marriage, marriage ! what a if a contractfor matrimony be made by mis- then we must remember that these people

curse is thine, whose hands alone consent take, for instance in regard to personal iden- had but just been converted, and perhaps we

and hearts abhor ? ” Yea, would it always iry ( and we know such cases to be on rec . should have been afraid of Thor's oak, too,

be utterly improper to apply to such mar 0 :0 ), the same evidently is involuntary and if we had been taught to honor

riages the words, “ What is wedlock forced, tor this reason illegitimate and null. Al we were children.

but a hell , an age of discord and continual though it may happen in the case of an But Winfred resolved that he would teach

strife ?" erroneous betrorhal, that the parties in ques. the Christians and the heathen, too, that
Let this be borne in mind by all our tion feel themselves bound in conscience to they need not fear Thor.

Christian parents. They indeed have sa join in wedlock . " If Thor is a god ," said Winîred, “ he will

cred rights regarding the espousal of their defend his own tree.”

children, on which we will yet have occa Story of Friesland .
So one day Winfred assembled all the

sion to speak. But they have no right other missionaries, and together they went

whatever, to force their children to a mar to the great oak tree.

riage vow. The very nature of a legitimate More than a thousand years ago, the
Winfred took

and raised it .

betrothal requires it to be free and voluntary. “Golden Hoop" held back the waters of the Thwack ! went the blade into the trunk of

An inimitable instance of such we have,Gen. surging North Sea from the low lying Thor's great, sacred oak .

xxiv : Abraham had sent his servant Eliezer marshes of Friesland or Friezeland , as it is The Germans must have looked with awe

into his native country, to seek a wife for sometimes called . The “Golden Hoop” was up at the sky and down again at Winfred.
Isaac , his son . On arriving at the place of the name that the Frisians had given to the “ Surely ," they must have thought, " the

destination, Eliezer's attention soon long line of dikes that they had with such great god Thor will blow from his red beard

called to Rebecca, the daughter of Bethuel . toil placed between themselves and the tides the lightning and strike this man ; or perhaps

Being invited to her home he broached his thatwere ever longing to steal , bit by bit, all the god will throw his hammer, the ' Crush
proposal to the maiden's parents , and al . the soil of the Frisian mainland . er,' at this Englishman who dares insult the

though the proposition fully met their ap . A sturdy, independent race these Frisians 'God of Thunder.' '

proval, yet they made no attempt to compel of the olden time seem to have been . Their But no flash of lightning laid Winfred in

their child to acquiesce . It was entirely very name is said to have meant “ free." the dust. Steadily the chopping went on ,

a

a

а an axe

was
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The Parrot's Rivals.

as

.

and the chipsflew from the huge trunk,and Selections from Church Satan God's Most Obedient Servant.

the sound of the blows went up through the

air, and yet the Thuringians waited like the
History He sometimes overreaches himself. He

Israelites on top of Mount Carmel, and
will lay deep plans for the discomfiture of

Thor made no sign , and “ there was neither the child of God . God will often out-wit
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

voice, nor any to answer, nor any that re him .
The following oft repeated anecdote

garded ." illustrates how Satan, in his servants, is

Crack ! went the mighty oak, It bent , it
made to carry ont the Divine will :

leaned over farther, farther yet, and then , “ A good inan prayed for bread in his

the last stroke of Winfred's A certain cardinal of Rome owned a poverty, and was overheard by a skeptic,
axe echoed

through the air,crashcame great Thor's parrot, for which he had paid 100ducats who,as a joke, tossedin a loaf through the
oakto the ground,andwith it fell Thor's and which was able to repeat,inplain,in: window . Thereupon thethankful receiver
dominion over the people. For although telligible words, the entirethree articles of fell onhis knees and expressed his grati

we are not told that the half-heathenthat the Creed, andgreatly prided itself on its tudeto God,and,when theskeptic laughed,
saw Thor's prostrate oak" fell on their accomplishment. So do many so-called athim for this,and told himhow the loaf

taces, ” as the children of Israel did at the worth the 100 ducats.
Christians. The parrot might have been came to be thrown in , shrewdly replied ,

Ilow much are its .No matter .

end of thetrial on Mount Carmel, yet surely in riva's worth ? God sent it , even if the devil

brought it.
the heart of every one of thein there must have

been a voice that said . “ The Lord, he is the
Profitable Strolls.

The Churches ' Treasure.
God ; the Lord, he is the God ."

And so Winfred, who was called by the

name of Bonitace, or " doer of good, ' Hieronymus, when a child , delighted in We have all heard of the enormous

worked on amɔng the heathen of Northern employing his leisure time of Sundays in wealth of Trinity church in New York.

Europ , till he was an
old min.

Miny walking about through the catacombs of Well , its wealth is nothing compared with

Christian people heard of his labors, and Rome and gazing npon the numerousrest- the riches of the ancient churches. Their

leaving England came across the sea to help ingplaces of themartyrs. possessions wereincomparably more valua

Win fred teach the heathen. These are profitable strolls for Sunday ble. Emperor Valerian had heard much of

Still, since the country was poor and un afternoon, to accompany, book in hand, the treasures of the church at Rome, and

cultivated, a great deal of the time Wiatred the departed saints through their godly commanded Lawrentius, archdeacon of the

Law
was obliged to laoor to support himselt, in lives, witnessing their deeds and listening church, to hand then over to him.

rentius readily consented , and the nextaddition to his work of preaching H : could to their words.

say like Paul, “ laboring night and day, be.
inorning led before the Emperor a seem

cause we would not be chargeable to any of The Dying Christian's Support. ingly countless nuinber of aged, infirm ,

sick, poor, cripples, etc. , all the living
you, we preached unts you the Gospel of

wards of his church . At that time, the
God .”

At last, one day, the missionary , now sev
The last act of Boniface syinbolizes a middle of the third century, this particular

glorious truth. When the band of raging church supplied the wants ofmore than 1,

enty -five years old, had pitched his tent be heathen Frieslanders rushed into his hutin 500 widows, poor and sick . Noble treas

side a river called the Bordne, that separated the early morning, he graspedhis volume ure indeed, and arare one! Peoplecom
East and West Friesland .

He had prom- of the Gospels,placed it beneath his head, plain so much ofthe poverty of their con

ised to wait beside the river till a number o and,restinguponit,hecalmly received the gregations. The complaint is often well
persons who had just been converted from mortal blows. founded . E.

heathenism should come to see him .
The Gospel is our support in the hour of

But while he waited , suddenly from the death. Grasping its promises of eternal A Colored Priest ,

woods there rushed upon Winfred's camp, life through Jesus, andresting upon them ,

not the Christians he expected , but a horde the Christian calmly falls asleep. During a visit to the Eternal City, the late

of angry heathen , who were enemies of the Wendell Philips entered St. Peters . In the

old missionary and his workers. The “ Is Life Worth Living ?”“ vast church a surprise awaited him, which

· heathen were armed with lances and shields, he thus relates : “ I listened to the music as

and Winfred's servant's tried to make ready Standing as I was behind a

A favorite phrase in the periodicals of
to fight. massive pillar, which obscured my view , I

the day. It is sometimes answered

ButWinfredsaw in the attacking band tively. It should always, if the life of an caughtthewords ofa sermon, pronounced inonly those for whom he had left his English , unbeliever is meant. faultless English, and, moving forward to

· home to carry the Gospel across the sea, and A venerable old man was once asked his catch a view of the speaker, to my astonish

he could not find it in his heart to command age. He answered: -45 years.” “ Why, ment Ibeheld there in the pulpit of St.Peters

his followers to kill any of these unrepent you look to be at least 75. " That might a full-blooded negro, preaching theGospelof
ant heathen. be, but you must know that I do not count Christ ;and I said “ No where else could I have

“ Children ,” said Winfred to those about the years of my foolish youth, which was witnessed such a scene, but in the Catholic
him, " forbear to fight. The Scripture for passed in sinful vanities." He knew that church .' ” — Catholic American .

bids us to render evil for evil . Hope in God , his former life was not worth living. These words of Wendell Pnilips contain

and he will save your souls .” two erroneous statements: The first is , that

And then , as the savage heathen rushed The “ House of Merchandise” Rebuilt. that negro priest preached the Gospel . That

upon him, Wintred held up the Gospel is not permitted in Rome. Had that col.

above his head with his expiring strength, Jesus found in the temple those that ored priest preached the Gospel of Christ,

and fell dead upon the soil of Friesland, the sold oxen and sheep and doves.” Now -a- pure and undefiled, he would have met with

country for the salvation of whose inhabi- days Jesus finds in thechurches those that a fate similar to that of John Huss. The

tants he had labored and prayed for so long. seľ ice cream and oysters and doll babies . second erroneous statement is, that a col.
But, although those among whom he had That traffic was for the benefit of those ored person is not permitted to preach in a

gone preaching the Gospel of God saw his that desired to otier sacrifice ; it was for the white pulpit except in the Roman Catholic

face no more, yet the old missionary's in benefit of the temple, was their excuse. Church. This statement is refuted by the

fluence lived after him , and one writer has Jesus answered with the scourge of cords . fact, that last year a colored person filled the

said of him : “ No man before Charlemagne The same excuse is still being offered : It pulpits of the German Lutheran churches

had a greater influence upon the destinies of is for the benefit of the church. Do they in Zanesville , Lancaster and Pomeroy , all in

Germany than Boniface." -- Adapted. need a like whippering?
the State of Ohio. H. R.

it died away .

>
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Miscellantons.
Schleier's new language. Velupuk enjoys purchase unfermented wine , became con .

the very enviable distinction of being the on fused about the name and after an absence of

ly tongue on earth in which the rules have three days came home without it-- so for it

Henry George's Land Theory . no exceptions. There is now published in we substituted water . For a table I used

Vienna a “ Volapukagased ” which claims to an old gin box found in the village and cov .

The fundamental doctrine of Mr. George, bave a large circulation among the initiate. ered it with a copy ofthe New York Weekly

which a correspoudent asks us to state and Will Volapuk cure the wounds of Babel?! Witness which I had in my pocket. A

explain, is the notion that no man has or can
She 'won't be healed . cracked water pitcher and an old tea cup did

acquire a right to the ownership of land. 1

duty as a communion set.” This would be

His theory is that the value of the land is
Be Your Own E.rerutor ,

good company for Rev. J. K. Lauritzen , of

not created by man's labor, and therefore

Port Huron, Mich ., an active Prohibitionist,

cannot be properly appropriated by individ

It is stated in the papers that the will of who has been honorably dismissed from the

uals . The truth is that the part of the value dent of the United States, is to be contested

the Hon. W. A. Wheeler, la'e Vice Presi .
German Iowa Synod.

of land which is the result of man's labor,is by his relatives. His legacies of $ 25,000 to

infinitely the greater part , and is absolutely Home Missions and $ 5,000 to Foreign Mis for a season amɔng the heathen, once gath

A missionary, who had labored faithfully

in : eparable from the value, if there ever was sions do not plea e these avaricious people, ered the people together and asked each one,

any, existing in the land independently of and so begins the old strife whether a man calling him by name, for a contribution to
such labor.

Namea tract of ground any has a right to dispose of his own means, or wards the erection of a house for the Lord.

where and examine its history closely , and it whether, by the cunning of mercenary law . The name of Fitzgerald Matthew

will be found that its value has been creat. yers, persons not named in the will shall se reached— “ Here am 1,” was the reply, and
ed by the building of roads, the creation of

cure the fruits of a man's life toil .

mea is of reaching it and transporting pro .

he at once a rose from his seat , and hobbled

ducts from it, by in : clearing, fencing and

wiih vis wooden leg to the table where the

Seeking and not finding.

other improvements of that and adjace it

Missionary sat, recording the names of the

lands, by the growth of villages, towns and

contributors, and tre amounts given . Hav .

The India Times says that “ nearly $25,000,"ing reached the table, he inserted his hand
cities more or less near the land in question , ooo have been invested in search of gold in

by the building of stores and churches, rail India, and that not $2,500 worth of chat

into one of his pockets , drew forth some sil

, roads, canals or turnpikes , and , in a word, precious metal hasbeen obtained,after three ver, and with deep fervor said : “ Massa,

this is for me."

by all the progress of civilization from the years of hard labor.”

When he was told by the

Invest in the pearl of

earliest settlement of that region to this lay. great price!

Missionary. that no money was needed at

As a rule, the land itself has no value which

the time, he replied : " Massa, the work of

is not the result of human industry. '

" How much property did Vanderbilt the Lord must be done, and I might die ."

The value thus created must belong to

leave:" inquired a gentleman . “ All he had,” And thereupon he thrust his hand into an

somebody, and be capable of transmission was the prompt reply .

other pocket , drew forth a package of silver,

from one person to another. This is neces

with the remark , “ And this, Massa, is for

The French Tract Society sold , in the last my wife." Having so said, he placed his

sary to the welfare of civilized society , be year, 74,000 Christian almanacs, the French hand into a third pocket, drew forth a smaller

cause the creation of such values, by the Bible Society 24,000 Bibles or in parts there- sum , saying, “And this, Massa,is for my
improvement of lands and the construction of. This is encouraging news.

of means of communication , would be arrest

child .” When connted, the amount reached

ed if tire land were not the property of indi. The Congregationalist states that during one-legged day laborer.

almost fifteen dollars, a large sum for a poor,

viduals . The infinitely larger proportion of the last fifty years the membership of the

value which is created by man's labor must Congregational churches in Vermont has di. ACKVOWLEDGMENTS.

be individually owned, that being'necessary minished by about 3,000, and that sixty -nine

to the progress of society. The infinitely churches have died out or been united with
SPRINGDALE, ARK ., Aug. 20 , 1887.

, smaller proportion not so created , if any others. The doctrinal looseness of modern

Received from St. Paul congregation, Webster Co.

such value exists. must therefore be also in Congregationalists and the “ future proba

Mo., $ .5.50 for printing Minutes.

D. M. Lineborger.

dividually owned , because it's separation tion " or purgatory which some of their pro-.

from the other and far greater ia impractica. fessors are teaching will help to swell this Subscriptions Paid.

ble . Nor is it practicable even to determine death - list greatly .

whether land has or would have had any

Mr. John Duerr, Zanesville, O., ( V )
1.00

The Mission work in ' 'ganda, Central
value · apart from the result of hum in

1.00
Chas, Brandes, Rondout, N. Y. , (VI )

1.00

humanimprovements and

Africa, is now carried on secretly . Persecu- P. Ungemach, Zanesville, O., ( VI )

labor.-- New
1.00

F. Brimmer, Richmond, Va ., (VI)

York Tribune .
tions, bloody and fiery, have assailed the

John N. Peterson , Boston , Mass . , (VI)
1.00

How foolish i : appears, even in the light young church; the present king, Mwanga, M. M. Mvers, Gravelton , Mo. , (VI)
1.00

of reason, when men would supplant the hates the Christians. Many believers have Christ Luide , Waverly , Kan . , (VI)
1.00

wisdom of the Creator by their short - lived been clubbed to death , others have been Mich . Lude, Zanesville, O. , ( V1 )
1.00

speared to death , while thirty -two young
theories .

1.00
John Fitzberger, Baltimore , Md . , (VI)

1.00

Christians were burned alive on one huge : Rev. C , A , Bretscher, Charter ( ak, la ., (VI)

The Universal Language.
fire . Yet converts keep coming, and por.

A. T. Pechtold , Dulaneys Valley, Md,, ( VI) 1.00

tions of Scripture now available in the

M. Adam , West Point, Neb ., (VI)

H. Wunder, Chicago, Ills . , (VI4 cc)
4.00

" Volapuk , " the universal language , is Uganda tongue are in demand. J. H. Niemann , Cleveland, O. , (VI)
1.00

prospering. Count Von Moltke lately ex
A. Detzer, Holgate, O.. (VI)

pressed his belief that it has a great future

The General Synod's missionary at Muh- I. A. F. W , Mueller, Chester, Ills . , (V 4c c) 4.000

before it ; and it has been learned and is being lenberg Mission, in Africa, gives this descrip- C. J. (Ehlschlæger, Richmond, Va., (IV) 1.00

2.00A. (iratelmann, Victor, Ia ., ( V & VI)

studied by an enormous number of persons tion of his holding of a first communion at a 1.00

on the continent.

G. Junky, Waco, Nels . ( 11)

Last winter more than new native station organized a few months L. A. Detzer, Detroit, Mich . , ( VI 1.6 )

Readers can judge of the fitness of Prof. C. Sener, Angola, Ind., (VI)2,000 pupils received instruction in the lan . 'ago.
1,00

guage
in Vienna alone. It is claimed that some things, in this administration of the sac . Miss E. Moser, Gravelton , Mo., ( VI )

1.00

Volapuk is so simple that it can be learned in rament, even among such :
Teacher L. F. Brinkmann , Manistee , Mich .,

ten lessons; and a week or two ago at a pub. “ Through some mistake I found on my ar
(VT 4 cc)

4,00

1.00
F. Rechlin , Cleveland, O. , ( VI )

lic examination heid in Vienna several pu- rival that no wine had been procured . The
B. Gotsch , Springfield , Ille . , ( VI )
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pils ,who had received only nine lessons,show . chief , Ben Moore, had promised to get it and

ed remarkable proficiency in Professor went to Monrovia but having been told to
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BY REV. F. KUEGELE.

hort us.

Our Epistle Postil.
know : in this wonderful deed there hath justice condemns to death, by which He

appeared the grace of God that bringeth desires sinners saved. Surely a glorious

salvation." To heighten our joy let us , thing that God who had all reason and all
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

therefore, to -day consider: The APPEAR- power to banish sinners from His presence

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE
ANCE OF THE GRACE OF GOD TO ALL MEN is minded to show mercy to sinners, and

IN THE BIRTH OF THE CHILD AT BETHLEHEM. that this is the heart and mind ofGod.

LESSONS OF Our Church -YEAR, I will endeavor to set forth I. The mean- St. Paulhere tells us writing the words :

ing of the words: “The grace of God that “ The Grace of God.” So St. Paul could

bringeth salvation hath appeared to all not have written, if there were no grace in

men ;" and II. Whereunto this must ex- the heart of God. The fact that Paul,

inoved by the Spirit of God, penned these
CHRISTMAS.-II SERMON.

I. words makes them a mirror by which we

The first part of the chapter before us hold therein the desire for the salvation of
look into the heart of the Divinity and be

Titus II , 11-14 .
contains a table of duties, in which St.

sinners.

Paul instructs Titus how to teach men
This mind and desire of God St. Paul

and women , old and young, masters and

DEARLY BELOVED !- " Unto you is born servants, each in his or her particular describes to us when adding to the name
— “

this day in the city of David'a Savionr, station and calling to adorn the doctrine grace the descriptive clause :“ thatbringeth

which is Christ the Lord,” that is the won- of God our Saviour in all things.” There
salvation . " Ble thereby tells us, of what

derful message which is to-day proclaimed upon he in our text gives the reason why kind and what strength the Grace of God

from the pulpits of all Christendom . each one should showfortha walk ofgod is,and that is of the greatest importance.

These words speak to us of the deepest liness, namely because the grace of God Whatwould we be benefitted, if God were

mystery known on earth; the most won- that bringeth salvation hath appeared to indeed minded to save sinners, but this

derful thing which occurred since the all men ." Wise men of the world have desire had remained slumbering in His

world began . The Lord born , the Lord of written big books to set forththe reasons, heart and He had never done anything

Eternity born in time, God born of a vir- why man should live a virtuous life ; Paul really to save us sinners? So it frequently

gin, surely that is the mystery of all mys- comprises the whole in a few words, butis with men ; they have some kind of sym

teries. A mystery is the Trinity of God , his few words are of greater weight and pathywith others and they may also ex

a mysterious thing is the election of God , effect more, than all the books of the phil- press it in words, but when it comes to

something incomprehensible is the pres- osophers both ancient and modern. To deeds thatthey should actually help others

ence of the Lord's body and blood in the induce men to a virtuous life the wise of out of their distress then they are not at

communion ; but, verily, the mystery of the world can only hold forth the reward home. If God had desired the salvation of

mysteries is this : God is become an infant of virtue and the punishment of vice, but sinners and had also revealed this desire

of it Paul writes : “ Without controversy St. Paul takeshold ofthematterin an alto- unto us, but had never made a move to

greatis the mystery of godlines: God was gether different shape. He says nothing execute it , that could help us nothing.

manifest in the flesh .” of it the apostle of reward and nothing of punishment,he But the grace of God is not an idle wish ,

Peter declares: “ Which things the angels simply proclaims to us an unsearchable or ineffectual thing ; it is such a grace
desire to look into. " The Intinite One is deed of love which God has done for us. which effects what it desires, which brings

wrapped in swaddling clothes, the Creator He would thereby so fill our hearts with salvation, and this is said of it without

mustbe uplifted by the hands of a crea gladness over the goodness ofGod that limitation. A man may have a strong de

ture, He who has made the heavens IIis from great joy we would walk pleasing to sire to help his neighbor, yet ofhis desire

throne and the earth His footstool is laid God.
This amazing, incomprehensible it cannot without limitation be said that it

in a manger,Hewho is adored by the hosts message of joyis: " The grace ofGod that brings help,because to help may bebeyond
of heaven is born in a stable; yea, the bringeth salvation hath appeared to all his power,or he may not know how , and
spotlessOne to whom sin is an abomina- men .” Consider the words what they sothe desire of his heart must remain a

tion is become the brother of sinners, the say .
wish only ; but not so with God. Of Him

bearer of iniquities.
That is the mystery 'Grace is mercy, kindness, good will . the Psalmist sings: “Our God is in the

to-day proclaimed in every clime, and, Grace is the willingness to do good to and heavens: he hath done whatsoever he hath

verily, if we seek to make it agree inour to confer favors onthose who do notde- pleased.”
God desired the salvation of

minds, if we strive to dive into the depths serve it and arenot worthy of it. The sinners and this His desire was not an

of this strange and yet so wellknown story grace ofGod is that good willof Godby idle wish, butHe set about to work and

we are constrained to exclaim : 0) science which He is desirous to show mercy to and prepare salvation for sinners.

where is thy skill
, and we begin to realize to confer everlasting gifts on those who therefore, St. Panl describes as a grace

the truth of the words: “Which things the have not only not deserved His good which “bringeth salvation . ”

angels desire to look into .” pleasure, but have offended against Him Of this helping, saving grace of God

But not that is the object of the Christ- and have deserved His wrath and ven . Paul says , it " ATH APPEARED .” He does

mas festival that we should understand the geance. The word grace is, indeed, used not say it awoke or sprang into existence,

How of this wonderful deed of the won- in different meanings; we sometimes call but it appeared , it was made manifest.

derful God. If that were the object it the gifts which God bestows on His chil. Grace for sinners dweltin the heart of God

would be a sorry festival indeed : for there dren grace , or we use the expression : to from eternity, but it was a 'secret hidden

is not, there never was and there never will obtain grase as synonymous with being from the world. The nations of the earth

be a man on earth who could comprehend justified from sin, but originally God's walked in ignorance without the knowl

and explain the mystery of the incarna- grace is that mind of God by which He is edge of God's grace, only in Israel did

tion . The object of the Christmas festival willing and desirous to save His enemies God shed forth rays of His grace in the

is that we should rejoice over this wonder- from destruction, to make those inhabi- promises of the prophets and the manifold

ful deed of God. Though we can never- tants of heaven who by justice should go types of the law. The fathers lived in

more understand how it was or could be down to hell . Grace is that mind of God the dawn ; they had to sigh and did sigh

that God was born man , yet this we do by which He desires those to live whem for the breaking of the day , but when

>

His grace,
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If parGod's time had come the day did break and good fidelity to their masters and then and persuades into a pious life.

His grace appeared in all its fulness and adds: “ THE GRACE OF GOD HLATIL APPEARED ents unexpectedly make a present to their

glory. When, where, how ? That is over 'TO ALL MEN," the poorest and lowliest not children , toys or something which greatly

what we to -day rejoice. The grace of God'excluded .
All men . Of me, too, God pleases them they will be filled with glee

appeared in its funess when the virgin was mindful and did this for me that Ile over the gift and most likely will say

gave birth and the angels chanted over the sent IIis Son into the world to reveal to nie among themselves: See, how good father

fields of Bethlehem . “ In this," says St. His gracious will that Ile wants me saved. and mother are ; now we must behave well .

John , “ was manifested the love of God That is indeed grace; for worthy of it I That resolution comes from a joyous

toward us, because that God sent His only was not. O how our souls should rejoice i heart; there is neither hope of reward, nor

begotten Son into the world , that we might over the birth of Jesus, because since Heis fear of the rod there, it is all joy over the

live through him ." In the birth of Jesus born man there can be no more anydoubt tine present, and from that joy comes the

it is become manifest, clear as day, that that the God of heaven is graciously resolution to behave well . So the appear

God is graciously minded toward men , minded towards us. The Son of God iglance of God's grace draws us, persuades us

because that infant is the own and only become our brother ; so then our brother's unto a godly life. How could we expect

begotten Son of the Father. Since God's Father is our Father, and a father does not that God would make us a present? Why,

own Son is become our brother, flesh of hate his children, neither does he want to we had deserved wrath and we could only

our flesh and bone of our bone, we do disinherit them , he wants them to be with expect that he would come upou uswith

know that God loves us . To the believers him and to dwell with him . the rod. But what does God do ? Why,

of the Old Testament a malicious scoffer
II .

He hunts up the very best that He has

might have said : You trust that God is and makes us a present of it . He presents

gracious toward you, because a few men This grace which has appeared in the to us Ilis Son who like a hero goes forth,,
whom you call prophets say so , but what birth of Christ and in Him ransomed our vanquishes our enemies and wins for

tangible, let me say material evidence souls from death must also become effectu- us eternal liberty. Moreover, God talks

have you for it? The fathers could in- al in us . And what must it work ?
First kindly to is in the Gospel saying : I send

deed give a sufficient answer ; they could of all itmust make us children of grace to you my Son ; accept flim , He shall be
say: The promise of Him who cannot lie wiioin the Lord does no more impnte ini- yours. Should we then not say; See, how
will not fail . But we are more blessed ; quity, but whose names lle registers in good and kind God is making us so pre

the promise is fulfilled and the evidence is the book of life on the title page of which cions a present; now let us too cause Ilim
here. God Himself is become man and shines the name Jesus. This the grace of joy and let us walk on this earth as it is

who should now doubt the gracious will of God effectsby creating in the heart that pleasing to IIim . Behold, that, that is an
the Father toward men ? What greater trust by which we declare: I was born in evangelical spirit. So long as you look

evidence of obeilience could have been de sins, but there was One born at Bethle- only to the command and live pious be

manded of Abraham , than the sacrifice of lem holy and without blemish and Ilis cause you must, because you are driven

his only son Isaac ; and what greater token , birth do I claim as my own. Where that by the law , that is all slave labor which

of love and mercy could we ask ofGod, trust is there is salvation; for thus God despises.. Turn your eyes to these

than the sending of his only Sou into our the Scriptures declare: " By grace are words: " The grace of God that bringeth“

flesh ? Look upon the infant in the man- ye saved through faith . " Thereafter that salvation hath appeared ." To whom ?

ger and call to remembrance what the same grace establishes a workshop in the Why to you . Were you wortlıy of it ?

angel says concerning Ilim ; must you not heart »teaching us thut , denying ungod- I haul you deserved it? Wrath you deserved;
confess: Yea, truly, God is graciously liness and worldly lusts, we should live of Hellfire you were worthy; love God

minded toward men ! The sending of Iris soberly, righteously, and godly , in this shows to you , IIis Son lle presents to you ,
Son into our flesh is an act of the Father present world ; looking for that blessed out of hell ble lifts you up to heaven.IIe
which proves beyond a question that He hopound the glorious appearing of the What does your heart siy? Does it say:

remembers men in
grace

and
merey. greut God, and our Saviour Jesus Christ." Why, how could I expect thatGod would

Surely, in the birth of Jesus Christ,the The grace of God, says Paul, teaches, elu- do so with me: but now I will live unto

Son ofGod , there was manifested the grace cates, trains 118 , as little children are Him and no more into myself. Ah ! that

of God, and he whose heart does not re- i trained. Now in training your children is serving God in deed and in truth, if

joice when contemplating the birth of while they are small you do not stop long you live pious nou because you must, but,

Jesusdoessimply not believe that he is to explain to them the reasons why and because you want to, i . e., willingly,the

the Son of God come into the world to wherefore they are to do a thing you work of grace and not of the law . So grace

redeem and to save us sinners; for if he teach them to obey simply because it is so teaches, educates, draws unto godliness.

did believe that his heart could not remain pleasing to father and mother and because Now the
grace

of God teaches two

cold, it would become warm in the rays of they want it so . So the grace of God teach- things: " THAT, DENYING

the sun of grace reflected from the man- es us to follow its impulses without stop - worldly
ger at Bethlehem .

Jesus is the only be ping to ask for the why and wherefore, as riguTEOUSLY, AND GODLY, IN THIS PRESENT
gotten of the Father sent by Him to the Lord says: “ Except ye be converted, world . That comprises the whole life

dwell with men on earth below , and should and become as little children , ye shall not and walk of a Christian and be briefly

the Father not be graciously minded to enter into the kingdom of heaven .” In summed up thus: that which is evil we
wards men ?

the law, there God explains to us the rea- should hate inwardly and avoid outwardly,

The grace of God, says our text, " LATII Sons, why we should do this and omit that; and thatwhich is good we should lose in

APPEARED TO ALL MEN,"* to me and to you there he sets before us reward and pun- wardly and practice ontwardly. We Chris
and to all. At IIis birth the angels did ,ishment. Therefore the legal obedience tians should tlee all that which God despis

not sing: Peace in Canaan and good will to can with us simers only be a slavish or es and which the world prizes, and we

the Jews, they cang : " Peace on earth and servile obedience which is performed in a should rejoice in that which God prizes

good will toward men." Now here with spirit of unwillingness; but by His grace and the world despises. A Christian is to

is there is also earth and we are also God teaches, trains, draws to walk in right be a pious Abraham among the Canaanites,,

men , sinful mortals. “ There is neither Jew , eousness and holiness in a far different a righteous Lot among Sodomites, a sheep
nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, way, namely this: lle lays Ilis Son in theamong wolves. A Christian is to be in

there is neither inale nor female, ” to all manger and proclaims to us in the Gos- this world like unto a traveler sojowning

alike hath the grace of God appeared in pel : This is my Son , receive Him and ye at an inn, buteager to hasten on to his true
the birth of Jesus . It seems that Paul shall be my children, your sins shall be home. Looking to the heavenly hope set

here so emphatically mentions the univer- forgotten and ye shall be heirs of eternal before us we should live as citizens of
sality of God's grace over all for the sake life. Must we then not say: Behold, my heaven . And why all this ? O not to earn

of the servants or slaves of whom he speaks soal, what a glorious presentGod has made heaven thereby, or to make our escape

in the preceding verse. In those days unto me; and now let me live to the glory from hell:for that would again be walking
slaves were considered little more than of His name. From small children we in a spirit of bondage;buť even therefore

beasts, yet Paul exhorts them to show all may learn , how the grace of God teaches we are to deny ungodliness and worldly

UNGODLINESS AND

SITOULD LIVE SOBERLY ,LUSTS WE

may

Us
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NE MIGIIT REDEEN L'S FROM ALL

us .

1

On one

lusts and to live soberly, righteously and work to discover some means whereby tirst created heaven and earth . Wedo

godly in this ungodly world, because God Scripture could be made to accord with not deem it necessary to further enlarge

has been so good toward us and has sent the notions of geologists, and to reconcile on this word.

us His Son to bring is salvation. this very evident contradiction between We will now proceed to examine the

This the apostle repeats once more in Moses and the endless miilions brother- small word day as employed in the first

the last verse of our text saying of Jesus hood . This body of men have laid their chapter of Genesis. We propose to show
Christ : WHO GAVE HIMSELF FOR US, that ruthless hands upon the Bible and impi-' to what manifest absurdities and contra

INIQUITY, ously placed in the mouth of Moses ideas dictionswe should be led, if we accepted

AND PURIFY UNTO HIMSELF A PECULIAR PEO- never intended or expressed by him , pro- the interpretation proposed by the biblical
PLE , ZEALOUS OF GOOD WORKS." Glorionsly

fane by twisting the Bible to suit their geologists. Let us tun to the Bible .

does the apostle prove to us that we are own views in order to defend geology and Genesis xvii, 12 we read: -Ile that is eight

indeed redeemed' and puritied when he its suppositious theories at the expense of days old shall be circumcised among

says, that Jesus Christ gave Ilimself for revelation, at the same time holling them . yoni, every man child . " Now , according

As the ransom for our redemption selves up to the world as most profound to the reasoning of our modern scriptural

He gave Himself,and as the purification expounders of the Bible and friends of its geologists, these eight days must be peri
from sin IIis own blood. That is the foun- teachings. And behold ! What had here- 'ods, each comprising millions and millions

dation on which our salvation rests and, tofore not been discovered by all the of years, and the passage should read , in'

surely, it is well founded ; for Jesus Christ learned biblical scholars throughout cen- order to make good geological sense : he

is Himself the true God . Ransomed by turies, these Scriptural geologists discour that is millions and millions of years old ,

God's own tiesh we must be ransomed in-; ered almost in the twinkle of an eye. The shall be, circumcised . The scientifically

deed : puritied by God's own blood we small word " beginning," which had ever inclined reader will readily perceive, that

must be puritied indeed . Standing on been considered to signify the first of a by converting days into millions of years,

that foundation ou son's are safe. And regular series of events, following each the above passage instantly becomes as

what should this certainty of stamling on other in the order of time, or, the firstpart clear as -- night.

a safe foundation and the deceivable of anything;" and the small word day,"

hope springing from it effect in iis ? Why which has been considered to mean a reg- TUE SALVATION ARMY has even invaded

surely, zeal untv good works that we say ularly recurrring period of twenty-four old Rome, - In a little report just pub

unto our soul, My soul, Jesus Christ has hours, was discovered to be just the thing lished ," says the London Christian ,-we

given Himself for thee that redeemed from to sustain their drooping religion, and to learn something of the work and prospects

sin thou mightest have hope; be up and mean an indefinite, undefined , illimitable of the Army in Rome, and of the weakness

doing ; show thy gratitude by thy works. period - endless ages, & c. And if one' of Roman Catholicism in the Eternal City .

These two things the Christmas tidings vould venture to ask these Scriptural ge. As to this latter point, it is plain from the

should effect in 11s: We should rejoice ologists: What proof have you gentlemen sparse attendance in the churches, and

over the grace of God shining unto us so that the beginning and the six days “ of from the utter indifference of the people,

brightly in the birth of Jesus Christ,and creation now signify indetinite perious that whatever strength there may be in

in our joy we, should go hence and should How do you get this from the writings of some of her extremities, at the heart,

walk as the redeemed of the Loru . Amen . Moses? they will reply about as follows: Rome has lost herancient power. The at

Why, kind stupid sirs, we say so , we tell tendance at the Salvation Army Hall, al

you that these words beginning and day": ready large, is rapidly growing.

Polemical, signify millions and milions of ages, and evening upwards of three hundred were

you may, yea, you must trust 115 , when we, present, and listened with fixed attention .

For the LITIERAN WITNESS :
as geologists, state to you that all the evi- Many join in the choruses, and as they

dence indicates our interpretations infalli- sing the people from the saloons around

Joses and the Geologists, ble. Therefore silence, laymen ! Geology come to see what it all means. Some

must agree with Moses; if not we will have gladly accepted the salvation so free

make Moses agree with geology.
ly offered. This one thing is certain ,

Let us now proceed brietly to ventilate that the choruses of the Salvation Army

this daring interpretation of these self will sing loud enough to make the old

important Scriptural geologists. With re pope hear them .

Geology, this modern dislocated science, gard to the word beginning " we will say
Ordination .

as taught by the vast majority of its prop- but this: Wherever this word is useil

agators , stands in radical and necessary throughout the Bible it always signities

opposition to the teachings of the Bible the firstpart of anything. For proof of
By authority of the Commission for

The Bible teaches, that in the beginning this werefer to the following passages of English Missions, appointed by the rener

God created the heaven and the earth and Scripture in which the word beginning" able Synod of Missouri, Onio a. 0. st . , the

that these and all the host of them were occurs; viz: Genesis xlix , 3 ; Exodus xxii , candidate of the ministry, Mr. A. Brueg

finished in six days, namely six natural 19. xxxiv, 26 ; Leviticus xxiii , 10 ; Num- gemann, wer assistance of Rer. A. A.

days. This account of the creation is re- Ibers xv , 20-21; Deuteronomy xviii, 4 ; I llahm , was ordained on the XIII Sunday

jected by the great majority of geologists. Samuel ii , 29, xv, 21 ; Nehemiah x , 37-38, after Trinity in Propst's Church, Pendle

They, in the intinity of their wision , Job x1, 19 , Psalms lxxviii, 51, exi, 10, ton Co., West Va. The ordination was

claim to have discovered, beyond the pos. Proverbs iii , 9, Amos vi, 6 .
Now let the performed in the new , but as yet untin

sibility of adoubt, that the Mosaic account reader render these passages so , that he ished church building which that congre

of the creation of heaven and earth and allsubstitute for the word beginning" or gation is erecting, and a large concourse

that is therein in six natural days, is false ; " chief,” endless ages, intinite , illimitable of people had gathered to witness the cer

and they have decreed that it required periods, and he will readily perceive that emony. The address of our young brother

endless ages to bring the earth to its pres-such translation would utterly subvert the is: Rev. A. Brueggemann, Brandywine,

ent state, and that hence the body of this meaning of Moses, and that the word “ be- Pendleton co ., W. Va.

earth must be much older - say millions ginning " cannot therefore be that myste
Besides ministering to two small con

and millions of years — than the Mosaic rious " beginning" theScriptural geologists gregations, Mr. Brneggemanne is to be

account would possibly allow .
This bold would have us believe, but can mean mountain missionary. May the Lord pros

declaration has, of later years, found many nothing more and nothing less than the per the labor of his hands. Reports of

supporters among such as profess to be- first or chief part of anything, or simply this mission shall from time to time be
lieve in the Bible , but who at the same time first." ilence iť follows, that when published in the WITNESS,

it

are anxions to go hand in hand with the Moses states : “ In the BEGINNING God cre
F. KLEELE.

infidel geologist. Their faith in the Bible ated heaven and earth ," it is the same as if

becameweak, and they made haste to come he said, first God created, wishing to show An Indian proverb says that the hearth is

to the rescue of the Bible . They set to that of those things which God created , he not a stone, but a woman.

BY REV . R. EIRICII .
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Frankean Synod of the GeneralThe Lutheran Witness. are also the recipients of special comforts The

and graces. Their office though laborious, Synodand the Fruit ofits Unionistic

their task though arduous is a wall round Spirit.

C. A. FRANK, EDITOR & PUBLISHER. about them protecting them against many

annoyances to which other callings are ex. If our readers would learn how the union

THE LUTHERAN WITNES6 is published on the 7th and posed . All this together with the confi. istic spirit, professed by the General Synod,

21st of each month. All communications and money dence of their flock and the love ot its true ruins Lutheran churches, let them read the

should be sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS, 16 Harvey St. , members are a reward which the Great following from an exchange. The Frank .

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per Shepherd bestowsupon His servants already ean Synod is a member of the so -called

annum in advance . Money sent otherwise than by in this world. We venture to state that no General Synod of the Lutheran Church in

minister of Christ, who is a Christian at the United States. These Frankeans are
money-order or draft is at the risk of the sender .

heart, will deny the Bishop of Souls to have Lutheran with Lutherans, Methodist with

rewarded his faithful labors more abundantly Methodists, Presbyterian with Presbyteri.
Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio, as Second

in this world by His spiritual blessings than ans, etc. Now read the record of their do.

he could ever have expected. The afflictions ings during fifty years .

of the pastoral office are fraught with innum- “ The Frankean Synod is retrograding.
ZANESVILLE , OHIO, SEPTEMBER 21st, 1887 .

erable blessings to its bearer. Therefore it It becomes less and less from year to year.

18 a royal, a good work too. Moreover, the In 1876 it numbered 24 ministers, 33 con

Royal Dignity of the Pastoral Office. pastoral work shall not be done in vain . gregations, and 3,258 members. To day it

Tnat the Church of Christ and her ordinances reports only 2541 members. It has been in

have been upheld to the present day, though existence fifty years. In all this time no

V. PAPER. the combined powers of hell, world and flesh Synod has gone out from it ; none of its

stood and fought against her, is a reward congregations have been transferred to other

Is the ministerial office the only calling which God granted the work of heroic souls Synods, and still it has never numbered as

subject to affliction and trials ? Every good preceding us in the ministerial functions, few members as at its fiftieth anniversary.

occupation has its difficulties to contend with . and this is surely indicative of a similar pros. If we ask for the reasons of this phenome

We do not know, but wehardly believe that perity of ourefforts. It is a truthful saying nal state of affairs, a number of causes may

any of our readers has ever been in the hearts and the most reliable characters have ginning to the present a departure from and
that the brightest intellects, the staunchestbe given : 1. There has been from the be

straights of Gelimer, King of the Vandals in stood in the ranks of Christ's ministry, and a rejection of the Confessions of the Church ;

North Africa in the days of Justinian the even at the present day, we can boldly as . 2. There has been no catechetical instruc

Great. This VandalKing was reduced from severate, the flower of our race is engaged tion ; 3. There has been sole reliance upon

the softest habits of pleasure, from the un- and employed in the gospel ministry, in the “ Protracted Meetings,” and by holding

bounded command of industry and wealth to duties of guiding and feeding the flock , ready them with the fanatics there has always been

extreme poverty, having lost his kingdom to toil and to bear till the Lord shall come a going backward ; 4. God's blessing does

and crown he was besieged by the troops of to call them home to their reward above. not rest upon any Synod organized out of

Belisarius on a steep mount of stone . Van . The words pronounced over us with the pure envy. At one time soon after its or .

quished by distress he finally sent word to laying of hands at consecra . ganization it numbered 4,000 members.

his besieger asking for three small favors. tion , “ And they that be wise shall Since then its course has always been back

“ Send me a sponge wherewith I may wipe shine as the brightness of the firmament, ward .

the tears from mine eyes which are sore and they that turn many to righteous.

from continual weeping ; send me a loaf ofness as the stars for ever and ever, " no doubt, Church News.

bread that I may once again satisfy my hun sank deep into our hearts . They contain the

ger; send me a lyre that I may once more special promise of a gracious ' recompense
Our Denver Letter .

hear the sweet tones of music and sing a for Christ's preachers and teachers. Our

song of lamentation ."
tears, our sighs, our prayers, our shepherd

DENVER, COL. , Sept. 12, 1887.
The greater the work, thenobler the office care, our work and afflictions have a requital

DEAR BROTHER FRANK :-Last week I

the more must it be tried ir. the furnace. instore of which we are not worthy. For undertook amissionary journey which was.

Jeremiah in the sorrows of his noble office this reason the office of a bishop is a work of short duration , to Leadville, Colorado.

may stand for the prophets, and St. Paul with of unmeasured weight. The brightness Thinking that undoubtedly it will be of in

his record of sufferings for the apostles. The of the firmament, the lustre of the stars terest to the readers of the WITNESS to

work ofa bishop mustnot expect a reprieve for ever and ever after short work in this hear something concerning this wonderful

from being placed on the touchstone. And dismal world—oh, what a glorious reward! city and ofmytrip thither, I shall request

because God knew what anguish of heart Indeed it is a true saying, “ If a man desireth of you a small space in the WITNESS, iu

sometimes takes hold of his workmen, there the office of a bishop he desireth a good which such remarks on this subject are to

fore he caused St. Paul to write, “ If a man work.” Whenever, therefore, our fervor appear, as in my opinion are best calculated

desireth the office of a bishop he desireth a becomes languid, our heart foeble, our hands to arrest the attention of the reader.

good work . ” In order that we might be tired in the great work assigned us ; when. To begin with the beginning, I left

lieve what He saith about our work , when ever our feet refuse to move onward in their Denver for Leadville via Denver South

our feelings,our doubts, our small success, course of blessing ; if despondency bid us to Park and Pacific R. R.,on the morning of
For a distance of 75 miles

the clouds of poverty and distress when ev! chide the day on which we were calledand September 7 .

erything cries aloud our work were no good ordained toholy orders - o let us cleanse later on most decidedly so,untilthe Front
it was an up-grade journey, at first gently,

work — that then we must not despair,He our hearts inthe blood of our Chief Shep. Range of the Rocky Mountains was
assures us, “ This is a true saying” of your herd and Bishop of Souls , and putting on crossed at Kenosha,10,000 feet above sea

work . The under- shepherd who is nour. this sacred amulet, this glorious phylactery level. During the next half hour the
ished by the inexhaustible fulness of divine of a pastor, “ This is a true saying, If a man Northern extremity of the famous South

grace, the under-shepherd that searches his desire the office of a bishop he desireth a Park was traversed at an average altitude

heart will find, the cross adherent to his office good work ” -let us, we say , renew our cour . 1 of 9,500 feet. IIereupon the train la

reduces ambitious and selfish thoughts and age, our zeal , our patience until the Lord bored greatly in ascending and crossing

makes sober and humble men . And if our visit us as He did Daniel after life - long and the Continental Divide. The highest point

ministry is in a higher degree than all other faithful service , “ But go thou thy way till the reached was a place very appropriately

offices or callings, of a soul - trying, heart and end be ; for thou shalt rest and stand in thy called Boreas, 11,500 feet high,
an altitude

conscience wearing nature , its incumbents lot at the end of the days. " surpassing that of St. Louis, Chicago, or

on our

a

>
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any of our large cities, by more than two and three children became Christians The Sin of Witchcraft.

miles. The train now moved on the Pa- through Holy Baptism . I was finally re

cific slope for several hours, until it quested to visit Leadville again, which I
“ There shall not be among you any one

crossed the Continental Divide by way of cheerfully promised to do. The word of
Tremont Pass. One hour later, at 6 God is never spoken in vain , it always, in that maketh his son or daughter to pass

o'clock p. m ., it made a safe arrival at someway, accomplishes the object which through the fire, or that useth divination , or

Leadville, on the Atlantic slope. God had in view , when cansing it to be an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a

Leadville is a wonderful city with its preached.
witch .” — Deut. xviii , 10 12 .

18,000 inhabitants, 10,200 feet above sea The following morning, September 10, Many years ago Shoermark was sorely

level and 5,000 feet higher than Denver. I departed for my home in Denver, which ( visited by heavy thunder storms; and the

Itis situated on the Western slope of one I reached in safety the same evening. farmers, fearing that their grapes would be

of the Rocky Mountain ranges. At its

H. R.
destroyed , called a conjurer in order that

foot flow the turbulent waters of the Ar
he, by exercising his art, might put an end

kansas River, the origin of which may be to the storms. The rash man complied ;

traced a dozen or more miles farther to It is said the needle of a missionary's wife pretending to be very pious, because, as he

the vorthward. To the East and Westonewas the simple instrument God used to give affirmed, he was not doing the devil's work,

beholds lofty mountain ranges with naked
access to Oriental zenanas. but on the contrary, used purely holy names ,

A piece of em.
peaks of pyramidal shape extending high
ap into the air, some 4,000 feet above the broidery wrought by her deft fingers found he stepped forth; and, turning towards the

city and dotted with patches and specks of its way to the secluded inmates of a zenana . sheet of Aame and a stunning crash was
storm , began his conjurations. A vivid

eternal snow , whilst towards the South lies li a woman could do such work as that, other Heaven's response; and the conjurer sank

the beautiful valley of the Arkansas.
It is claimed for Leadville, that it is the women could learn under her instruction , to the earth so badly mutilated that his own

highest incorporated city in the United and so, with the cordial consent of the hus . relations failed to recognize him .

States and thelargest mining cainp inthe band, this Christian woman was welcomed

world. To the gold,silver and lead mines to the inside of his home, and as she taught
Bishop Taylor's Expedition ,

it owes its entire existence, and without

them Leadville would be an impossibility.
his wife the art of embroidery, she was

It is the most desolate and uninviting working the “ scarlet thread,” dyed in the The friends of, Bishop Taylor's African

place I ever laid my eyes on ; yet in more blood of the Lamb,into the more delicate missions, which are not supported by any

than one respect it is truly a wonderful fabric of their hearts and lives. The Church missionary society, have in the past eighteen.
city. In Colorado it is known as “ The months contributed nearly $ 45,000 to main

City of the Clouds.” For when clouds of England Society alone had in 1883 under tain them , besides supplying $ 24,000 to

make their appearance, they move leisure visitation 1,800 zenanas,with 4,000 pupils.- build the Bishop's steel Congo steamer,

ly along the mountain ranges, playing as it Crisis of Missions . which had cost $ 30,000, Many of the sta

were with the bare peaks, at times resting
tions in Angola are now raising much of

on their tops, at times descending down their food supplies , and are thus largely self
their sides 3,000 and 4,000 feet, at times Infanticide in India .

supporting . Bishop Taylor is supposed to
passing through the streets of the city be

have joined the last party that left this countween the houses.

Leadville is peculiar also in regard to its
A Brahmin has published a tract on io . try in Liberia, and to be with them now on

social and religious affairs. Its reputation fanticide. He shows that the murder of 12 , - long to travel hundreds of miles up the Kas. ·the Congo, which they will leave before

in the East is very bad, yet, to come down 542 infants has been made public during the sai affluent, to the rich Baluba country.

to solid facts , the place is not so bad as its
,

Eastern reputation, though it is bad Only a fraction of the murders committed up. of Africa in a short time by drawing a
past fifteen years. This catalogue represents Bishop Taylor means to “ convere” the whole

enongh. Its inhabitants care very littlefor the saving word ofGod , as the kind on helpless Hindoos. This Brahmin
gentle chain of missionaries over the dark conti

man charges these murders upon the en
reader may gather from the fact, that

forced widowhood of Hindoo women.
A great many people think this en

The

with a population of 18,000 it has but 8( namely, i Roman Catholic and 7 Protest Indian Witness says regarding the disclos.terprise a wild and abortive expedition .

ant) churches. But secret societies and ures of the tract : “ The battle will proceed.
Ten Silver Dollars.

such as pass for benevolent societies, the The socialearthquakemust come. ” Would

would come“ city of the clouds” numbers over 30. to God a social earthquake

There is no Lutheran church in Leadville : against infanticide in America, against the
At the noon prayer meeting, Fulton street ,

yet there is a sufficiently large number of crime of killing children before they are New York, the following incident was re

Germans reared in the Lutheran faith to oorn . cently related : A few days before,

justify the organization of a German Christian brother found his funds at low

Lutheran congregation. But the over- The Wrong Kind of Soldiers . ebb-tide. After crossing the ferry he had

whelming majority of them have long
die not a coin in his pocket, and so, unable to

since dropped their faith and joined secret
pay for his fare, he walked home. With

societies, or have in other ways enlisted in

the ranks of the Evil Spirit's army.
The story has been told of a soldier who some Christian work to care for, and no

In

their case one finds the words of Christ
was missed amid the bustle of battle, and no funds in hand for that either, his circum

ourLord fully realized , which are written one knew what had become of him; but they stances looked very perplexing. But walk

in the Gospeľaccording toMatthew, chap. knew hewasnot inthe ranks. As soon as ing by faith was no new experience to him ,

ter xii , verses 43-45 . opportunity offered the officerwent in search and he determined to trust God no matter

Thursday morning and forenoon I spent
for him , and to his surprise found that the how much he might be tried . Next day

in going about the city and invitingthe manduring the battle had been amusing was Sunday, and Sunday passed without re
Germans to attend divine services,which himself in a flower garden. When it was lief . At twenty minutes before twelve at

were to be held that and Friday evening. demanded what he did there, he excused night there was a ring at the door bell . He

Many promised to come, but few made himself by saying, “ Sir, I am doing no answered the summons, but found no one at

good their promise. Thursday evening
harm . ” But he was tried , convicted and the door. In the moonlight , however, there

the entire audience, men , women and child shot. What a sad but true picture this is of glistened ten silver dollars on the doorstep ,

dren, numbered about 20, and Friday eve- many who waste their time and neglecttheir placed so as to form the first letter of his

ning about 30 persons. Those present, I duty, and who could give their God, if de- name. He did not know who brought them ,

must say, were very attentive listeners.manded, no better answer than , “ Lord, I am but he knew who sentthem . The Lord was

Seven persons partook of the Lord's Supper , doing no harm . ” undoubtedly the sender .

nent.

a
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Hearth and Homt.
two large guest houses for strange Indians feet . “ A new church seating 1,200 people

who came to trade. Provision was made ( the whole population ) , a town hall, dispen .

for rational amusement, while gambling, of sary , reading room , market house , black
Metlakahtla .

which they were very fond, was forbidden smith, carpenter, cooper and tin -shops, work .

by the rules of the community. New trades sheds, a water power saw mill , and a soap

were introduced and ancient industries facil . factory were built .” The village was pro

Not long since there sat at our table, a little
itated. tected from tie ravages of the ocean by a

inodest English gentleman , who bore the
From the first Mr. Dancan opposed hu- massive wall . Rope making , twine. spin

name of William Duncan. He came unherald
man slavery, which , with every possible'ning and brush making were added to the

ed, bringing only a simple card of introduction

from a mutual friend , and nothing in his
liorror, was common among all these Indi . I means by which the people were kept from

For this and other antagonisms, his Satan's mischiet and made prosperous andmanner revealed him to us as a Christian

hero of the apostolic kind. life was often in danger, but Metlakahtla ,happy. A brass band of twenty - one pieces

became known as a refuge for slaves from was organized, and an organ placed in the
Thirty years since , while a young man in

England, Mr. Duncan heard the story of a Mr. Duncan also incurred the hatred of men
all parts of British Columbia and Alaska. church .

The Metlakahtlans felt it a duty to carry

captain just returned from a cruise in the

North Pacific. His vivid account of the ter
who sold liquor along the coast , since he the Gospel to other Indians and sent mis

would have none of it in his village , and sionaries who preached Christ with a simple ,
rible degradation among the Indians of the fined and imprisoned, and seized the liquor earnest eloquence. Toe colony itself was

west coast of America, so wrought upon an of those who persisted in selling it to the an epistle known and read of the natives
earnest nature that he gave up a highly lu

people . The traders threatened to take his who came to see and to barter. Material

crative position , with enticing prospects, and
life, and killed and wounded his others in education was evermore subordinate to the

started , in the service of the Church Mission
the discharge of their duty. The Hudson spiritual, a means to an end . The Sabbathary Society, for British Columbia. Not

Bay Company, being hostile from jealousy was held in violable , “ When the fish came

withstanding the warning of the governor |

of the Hudson's Bay Company, that it would
of the industries that threatened their form up on the first Sunday of the season in great

er monopoly, refused to bring supplies in er abundance than ever, and the season was

be the extremeof folly to attempt to civilize their ves el, and lost no opportunity to re- very short,the Christians said , “We cannot
these fierce cannibals, Mr. Duncan kept on viie the man who taugiit the indians to be

and fish , we are God's people . He will

his way to Fort Simpsongthe center of a set .
manufacturers instead of consumers . provide for us, and we will spend the day as

tlement consisting of nine Tsimshean tribe ,
Notwithstanding these trials , he “ bated he tells us to do." (Matth . 12 , 3 ED )

feared on the whole coast for their cruelty no jot of ieart or hope” and went steadily The Bishop of Columbia examined for
and treachery:

on in his solitary work of enlightening and baptism those who had been under Christian

Making a temporary abode in this strongly uplifting. One man camefrom England to training, some for a few months, others for

fortified place, Mr. Duncan immediately en . help him ,and , finding the solitude, the pri. years. He “ drew forth their views of the

gaged one of the most in elligent of the vations, and the labor tuo great , turned and necessity of repentance, its details and their
natives to assist him in learning the lan : Aed .

Another came and went , unequal to own personal acquaintance with it, of the
guage. At the end of several months he the sacrifice. This man, who chose solitude Trinity, the Judgment, and the state of the

was able to write out a simple address ex. and privation for the love of Christ and hu soul hereafter, inquiring into their personal

plaining his mission to the people . Long manity, had no thought of looking back . application of repentance and faith . ” His

before this he had sent word to them by the Only within the last three years has he had , testimony is very emphatic to the enlighten

interpreter, that he had come to bring in Rev. Robert Tomlinson, a colleague to ing and converting power of God in these
a message from God , and to teach them share his labors and cares . Two years ago souls, reclaimed from ignorance and super

" those things in which the wbite man ex
Dr. J. D. Bluett left England at his own ex

stition . Another visiting clergy man was

celled the red .” When he ventured to go pense, and joined the mission, preaching the strongly impressed with the zeal, earnest

out among them he was received with curi. Word and healing diseases .
ness and devotion of those who came for .

osity and joy . In their own language he
After the refusal of the Hudson's Bay wird, and with their acquaintance with the

told them of the Bible and a Saviour. He:

Company to bring needed supplies, Mr. sinple saving truths of the Gospel message."

opened a school at the house of one ofthe Duncan purchased a schooner with what Mr. Bainbridge, in his Tour of Christian

chiets, then built a log school house,minis. the Indians could contribute, a loan from II ssions around the world , visited this sta

tered to the sick , visited the homes of the
government of $500, and the rest from tion , which, he says, shows what evange

people , and taught them cleanliness, tem bis own private funds. He navigated it him . lization can do under the worst possible em

perance and morality. self on the first voyage to Victoria . Jt barrassments. Rev. Sheldon Jackson has

At the end of four years Mr. Duncan had proved a paying investment, supplying not repeatedly spoken in the strongest termsof

a little group whom he could regard as sin only their own wants, but those of other praise of the torcu zhness and extent of this
cere converts, but they were exposed to the tribes. The Indians had their share of the Christianizing influence . Statesmen , naval

temptation of a trading post , and , also to | dividends, but Mr. Duncan's was devoted ! officers and merchants unite in calling this

those incident to association with natives entirely to the mission . A cooperative store an ideal community. It is a marvelous ex

still in heathenism .
For this reason a place and savings bank was the next step toward ample of what one man can accomplish by

called Metlakahtla was selected to which he material prosperity ; a fire brigade was orga. the grace ofGod.

removed all who would subscribe to certain nized , lectures were given , illustrated by Suddenly, in 1881 , the peace and prosperi

requirements.
Fifty men made the nucleus map and stereopticon , upon history , geogra- ty of this Christian village were invaded by

of the community, and in a week they were phy, astronomy, natural history and morals. the very society that twenty four years ago

followed by three hundred people, two of Mr. Duncan was at one and the same time had sent Mr. Duncan to the field . Dissatis

them chiefs. Huts were built at once, also pastor, secretary, treasurer, magistrate , fied with the simple form of worship which

a school house, which served as a church . school master , physician, carpenter, chiet the missionary deemed suited to the people,

Much of the responsibility of government trader, friend and adviser . the society attempted to force upon them the

was put upon the people. There was a vil The people just from barbarism required high church ritual of the church of Eng .

lage council of twelve, and a native constab. most watchful care , and often slipped back land. It met with opposition , and from that

ulary force. Mr. Duncan was the power into evil ways. The whipping post and time to this the story is one of sickening

behind the throne . banishment were punishments for extreme arrogance and strife, of the bewilderment

In order to construct public works, a tax transgression . and division of the peaceful rock , of gov.

was imposed , payable in blankets and shirts. In time the old huts, by the pecuniary ernmental interference and injustice to the

They dug drains and wells , made roads and help of the missionary, gave place to im . Indians. “ In countless ways a spirit of an

arrangements for their canoes , and erected proved dwellings, built upon lots 60x120 tagonism was raised that almost threatened a

1

.

1
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war at one time.” Discord , enmity and that we must frown upon it everywhere, his heart, like good old friends, without mak

sorrow are the fruits of this strenuous effort that we must eschew it , and avoid every evil ing him uneasy . No sooner does a man be.

of the church. At the end of five years of opportunity ; in short, we must flee , flee this come a Christian , however, but he has un

intrigue , twelve or fifteen families form the sin ! We may , therefore , not harbor such dergone a great change, also in regard to

bishop's party, the majority clinging to their thoughts these : I will go to this or this. He grows very sensible of all that is

benefactor. 1 that place where I shall , indeed, be tempted sinful. He instantly feels the slightest bad

The long period of strife has interfered to unchast ty, but I shall do so with the in . lust, the slightest sinful thought, the slightest

with their industries and diminished their tention of fighting against it . By nomeans ! temptation of his flesh and he most earnestly

income. The land which has been theirs for says the apostle , but you must act so as not endeavors to get rid of such bad thoughts,

ceniuries, is now claimed , without treaty or to make it necessary for you to fight at all as a man would spit out mud that he had

compensation , to belong to the Queen. De against it , of your own fault..
On the con- gotten in his mouth, And when this does

nied their homestead rights, treated as rebels, ' trary, you must flee the same as you would not help him , when he does not succeed at

denounced as lawless, they turn to Alaska , a poisonous snake . No one will meddle with once, he will go down on his knees and im

only thirty miles distant , as a refuge in the the same unless he is compelled to . No one plore God and cry to Him , 0.1, God , take

land of the free . will go in search of it , he will rather flee it from my evil heart all bad lusts that the

Mr. Duncan laid their case before the au . Only when meeting it unwillingly will he spark may not be kindled into a fire consum

thorities at Washington last Winter, and re . engage in a fight with it ; for then , certainly , ing my poor soul ! If you have not experi

ceived " every encouragement that is con there is no other alternative but either to enced anything like this , know the reason :

sistent with international courtesy . ” Secre. fight or to die . Hence also the pious John you are still dead in sins .

tary Dawes, Herbert Welsh , William H Gerhard writes, in his incomparable “ Sa.H. ( To be continued .)

Dall , Gov. Swineford , of Alaska, and Mr. cred Meditations,” “ Whilst deeming it nec .

Beecher showed a keen and practical inte. essary to resist all vices, the Apostle does For the Lutheran Witness.
rest in the Metlakahtlans. All saw the ad . no : call upon you to combat againstfornica .

Talks on Betrothals.
vantage to our country in the adoption of tion, but to flee the same, saying, ' Flee for.

such citizens. When they do come to us, :
nication .' "

will Congress make their lives and property For the same reason , too, the Apostle
BY JNO.

secure in the land to which they turn with secondly, in his II Epistle to Timothy, ex

such touching confidence ? This is certainly horts him , who was then a yourg man yet ,
III . PAPER .

a story of marvelous Christian heroism , con saying, Flee also youthfullusts .!” He does

secration and wisely directed effort , of Epis. not only say , Do not take part in youthful

copalian church intolerance and white men's lusts, but , “Flee, FLEE youthful lusts !" . Do We propose to discuss, in this paper , the

greed for land .-- Adapted from the Ad. not come near them , but keep quite at a third requisite of a valid betrothal. This

distance from such places where you might requisite we have voiced in Tertullian's

be tempted, allured , and enticed to such ; brief assertion, " Veither can children enter
lusts.

LECTURES ON MODERN What, therefore, I would now ask . upon a valid and legitimate marriage with

are such persons doing as are practicing the out the parents' consent." If children would
DANCING .

dance now customary in the world ? Do make a proper and binding marriage engage

they pay attention to the adminition and ment, they must necessarily do it with the

warning of the Apostle, " Flee youthful knowledge and assent of their parents , pro .
Translated from the German of lusts !" ? Indeed, they do not, for they allow viding the latter be still in the land of the

C. F. W. Walther , D.D. , and themselves to be caught into the snares ofun .living. Even if children have become of

Adapted for the “ Witness" cha tity. Let a young man or maiden, there age and thus acquired the right of citizen

fore , declare ever so much, Why , I am going ship, this right nevertheless dues not vindi .
by R .... 7

there with the firm intention of not allJwing cate a marriage promise , given without the

myself to be tempted to unchaste thoughts, parents' compliance . May such promise

VI. lusts , and desires , but of suppressing instant meet the approval of human laws , before the

ly all bad thoughts arising within me ! Such laws of God it is utterly null and void .

an intention is nothing. The Apostle says Let us briefly examine this siatement in

But let the probabilities be such or no, we are to flee youthful lusts and not to seek the light of Scripture. I Cor. vii , 36-39, we

may such persons be among us or not , it is , them in order to subdue them . But perhaps read, “ But if any man think that he behav.

nevertheless , trueand will remain so : Who many a one will say right here, I also danced eth himself uncomely toward his virgin , if

ever takes part in the dance now customary our modern dance, still , I never experienced she pass the flower of her age, and need so

in the world, is sinning against the sixth such temptations and allurements . Whoev. require, let him do what he will , he sinneth

commandment, against the commandment of er speaks thus is either consciously saying a not, let them marry. Nevertheless he that

chastity, and that , talsehood , or he is still spiritually dead and standeih steadfast in his heart , having no

1. Because he is there doing something blind, for, according to Scriptures, the tin- necessity , but hath power over his own will ,

which, he knows, will tempt and seduce him der of all sins is , by nature , inherent in the and hath so decreed in his heart that he will

to unchastity very much. This first argument hearts of all mankind. Christ expressly keep his virgin , doeth well . So then he

already is sufficient to condemn the dance states, Matthew xv , 19 : " Out of the heart that giveth her in marriage doeth well ; but

custcmary in the world . For whoever seeks proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, he that giveth her not in marriage doeth

after that which he knows wil tempt him fornications, & c , ” and hereby bears testi- better.” In this statement Paul, by divine

to unchastity, has already committed this mony to us that, ever since the fail , each inspiration, evidently lays it into the hands

very sin before God. This is evident, above one of these sins is , by nature, in our hearts . of the parents , to give or not to give their

the possibility of contradiction , from clear For if they proceed from the heart, they child in wedlock . And so it was also in the

passages of Holy Writ. For thus Paul the must, of course, have been in the heart be- days of the Old Testament. We infer this

apostle, firstly, writes, in his I Epistle to the fore ! Mark , therefore, whosoever says, I from Deuteronomy vii , 3 : “ Neither shalt

Corinthians, vi, 18 : “ Flee fornication ! ' He do not feel such an inclination , never have thou make marriage with them ; thy daught

does not merely say, Dɔ not commit fornica felt it,on the contrary , I danced harmlessly er thou shalt not give unto his son , nor his

tion ; neither does he merely say: Strive to myself, thereby certainly proves that he daughter shalt thou take unto thy son;"
against fornication ! but he says , “ FLEE forni.

is dead in sins yet .
and from Jeremiah , xxix, 6, " Take wives for

cation . But why does he speak in this manner ?
As long as one has not

your sons and give your daughters to hus.

He would thereby tell us that weare not only yet become a true Christian, bad thoughts, bands, that theymay bear sonsand daught
not to commit this sin in a gross way, but bad lusts, and bad desires walk in and out of ers."
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It will also be of interest to notice, how by the parents without weighty and suffi. Mr. William M. Evarts was once talking

the Jewscomplied with such divine injunc. cient reasons . And that certainly ought with General Grant about asgreat Brooklyn

tions. The passages,Genesis, xxiv, 4 and 51 , ever to induce them to a most careful and divine, when suddenly the distinguished

where Abraham has his servant take a wife deliberate decision . lawyer musingly asked : “Why is it, Gen.

for Isaac his son, and where Bethuel uses eral, that a little fault in a clergyman attracts

his paternal right of giving Rebekah, his
Miscellaneons.

more notice than a great fault in an ordinary

daughter, in marriage, have been referred to man ?" " Perhaps," said the General,

in a former paper. Genesis xxi , 21 , we read thoughtfully, “ it is for the same reason that

of Hagar as taking a wife for her son Ish . The Gospel according to St. Mark, in a slight shadow passing over the pure snow

mael; Genesis, xxix, 21,Jacob asks Laban to raised Chinese characters, has been pub . is more readily seen than a river of dirt on

give him Rachel, his betrothed ; Genesis lished for the use of the blind in China. This the black earth. '

xxxiv, 4 , Shechem speaks to his father con is the two hundred and fiftieth language in

cerning Dinah, “Get me this damsel to which portions of the Bible have been 66 Wachet auf ruft uns die Stimme.”

wife," and Judges xiv, 2 , Samson addresses printed for blind Scripture readers. Thus

his parents in a similar manner, saying, " I Christ is still enlightening the way of the

have seen a woman in Timnath, of the blind . (FROM THE GERMAN BY 0. J. o . )

daughters of the Philistines ; now therefore Awake , awake , high from the tower

get her for me to wife." These declarations
The watchman now calls forth with power :

and illustrations of Holy Writ we deem suf but it is not entirely barred to gospel influ
Portugal , like Spain , is Roman Catholic ,

Awake, anake, Jerusaiem !

Midnight now , the time is fleeting ;
ficient to prove and show the moral neces.

sity of the parents' consent to a legitimate ing under the leadership of Canon Pope, of
In Lisbon four evangelists are labor . They call to us , with clear- voice greeting:

'
Where are ye , virgins wise and fair ?

and valid affiance. Rejoice, the Bridegroom's come ; '
Let this then be impressed profoundly in Senor Carvalho an active agent in the

the Episcopal church . The Scotch kirk has

Arise , your lamps now trim ;

upon the hearts of our Christian sons and Hallelujah !

daughters, particularly so in this wanton evangelist
, l'entura , has his headquarters at

capital and neighborhood. The Methodist
Prepare in haste

and thoughtless age of ours , We readily For the marriage -feast.

Oporto .
admit to them the right of protesting against Go forth at once your Lord to meet.

Zion hears the watchmen's singing;

any and every use of force in regard to their

marriage ; but this privi ege does not in any
In illustration of the fact that young min- Her heart responds with joy upspridging ,

way exempt them from the duty of seeking
She wakes , rejoicing to go forth ;isters sometimes give themselves unneces

Her Friend comes from Heaven glorious ,
their parents' consent to their betrothal. sary trouble, the Christian Advocate says :

• One of ihem heard a man say that 'he did
Both strong of grace and truth victorious ;

Even though the parents be wicked infidels , Her light is bright, her star shines forth :
not admire him .'

addicted to sin and vice, it yet behooves For two days and nights
Now come , my precious Crown ,

Christian children to make no marriage he siept not, neither did he eat-inuch . At Lord Jesus, God's own Son !

last a wise brother asked the cause of his Hosanna !
contract whatever, without having asked the

sadness, He confessed , whereupon the We follow all
parents ' compliance to their wishes . Wick .

To the bridal hall

edness does not detract from the parents wise brother sprang from his seat, shook the
To feast with Thee , we hear thy call .authority over their child , and the fourth young preacher warmly by the hand, and

Glory be to Thee resoundedcommandment for this reason requires us to said: ' I congratulate you; his admiration

honor not only Christian parents, hut un .
would be your destruction ; his disapproba By men and angels' tongues unbounded ,

With harps and cymbal's sweetest tone ;
Christian as well . tion is very complimentary . ' So it proved."

Full twelve pearls Thy city's portals

Finally, in order that the parental consent, Open wide , wherein immortal

with reference to betrothals, be fully under We dwell with angels at Thy throne.
The London Christian World is in

stood, we would call attention to the follow . formed that “ Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, No eye hath ever seen ,

No ear hath heard it e'en

ing quotation from the writings of our late has put itself into communication with
Such Rejoicing !

Dr. Walther: " There is indeed also a silent Charles A. Berry , of Queen Street Congre
It doth o'erflow

assent. A father may act in such a manner, gational Church, Wolverhampton, with the Our hearts , hi oh !

that everybody perceives he has not objected view of ascertaining Mr. Berry's willing. Ever in dulci jubilo .

to his son's keeping company with a lady for ness to become Mr. Beecher's successor."

days and years , so that it is evident, he has Recent Publications,

The same paper adds : “ Mr. Berry has many
no objection, if the two be married . By that

qualifications for so honorable a position .
he has tacitly given his consent ; he need not He has won the highest opinion as an elo- ANNUAL REPORT OF

GERMAN EVANGELICAL

speak a word to it . Much less, of course,

of LUTHERAN ORPHANAGE AT Advisoy, Dr Page Co. , Ills.,can a father revoke an assent, when positive quent and vigorous preacher, as
wide sympathies , as a hard worker, 1886-1887. Louis Lange , Jr., & Co. , Printers, Chi

ly expressed . When the parents have given
an advanced thinker." Beecher's church cago .

their assent, then the matter by that is taken
wants another Beecher, which means a gross of twenty -nine of our churches in Illinois . During last

This Orphanage is conducted by a society consisting

from their hands, and God himself has con

rationalist.

sented thereto . In order that such an en . year it cared for 101 children , and received $8,090.37.

The Board of Directors consists of Rev. T. J. Grosse,

gagement be broken, it would be necessary A New French Version . Rev, Prof. C. A. T. Selle , Rev. M. Grosse , and Teach
to piove, that even the Lord retracts His

er H. Bartling. The Report shows the society to be
assent. If one cannot prove that, he com .

earnestly devoted to its good work, and the institute in

mits the terrible sin of adultery, if he dis- An event of importance in the Roman a very prosperous condition .

solves such a betrothment. Hence we should Catholic world has just taken place in the

be careful, not to give our consent in this appearance of a new translation into French
Subscriptions Paid.

important matter inconsiderately.” Vid Min. of the four Gospels, of which numerous edi .

utes of Western Distr . 1886, p . 30. tions have been published and are rapidly Mr. H. F. Moehnert, Solomon , Ia . , ( VI)
1.00

From this quotation we see, that parental circulating. Henri Lasserre, the translator, “ Geo . Dehm , Havana , Ills . , (VI)
1.00

compliance to any marriage agreement may has given fifteen years to this work, and it is Teacher A. Lössner, S. Euclid, O. , (VI)

be given not only in word, but, as is very claimed that he has been singularly success . Rev. L. E. Knief, Havana, Ills., (VI)
1.00

frequently done,tactitly, in deed. And Num- ful in producing a clear, simple translation, E. Zuerrer, Paullina, Ia . , ( VI 2 cc )
2.00

bers xx , 5 , plainly asserts the validity of " freed from the old formulas, the Latinisms , Fr. Brand, Braddock , Pa ., (V & VI)

THE

a man

and as

1.00

Herm . Bartels, St. Louis , Mo. , (VI)
1.00

such quiet assent. Again we are reminded , Hellenisms, Hebraisms; in a word, a trans

that a given consent can never be revoked lation into good French.” PRINTED BY E. R. SULLIVAN , ZANESVILLE , OHIO.

2.00
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Han's JEternal Salvation. Intely to enlvation
1. Because without Christ there is abso- with all the heart, with all the soul, and

no . with all the mind with the whole and un

2. Because only those men are saved divided fervor and energy of life. For “ no

through Christ, who think rightly of him . man can serve two masters," and fire with
A DEDICATORY SERMON , 1. As I have said before, the Pharisees out heat is butpainted tire. Love of neigh

considered it a great thing to know the bor, to be real and perfect, must be like
first commandment in the law . In fact love of God in kind , and inferior to that

Delivered at the Dedicationof the Evan- they thought, if anything this was neces- love in degree . This is, indeed, thehigh
gelical Lutheran Church in Terre sary to salvation.

est principle of doing right, implying all

Haute by the Rev. C. C. Schmidt, Now when Jesus, after having replied that is truly good before God and man.

to their question , in the same connection A person possessed of such love need not
of Indianapolis.

asks them what they thought of Christ, be urged to honor God by trusting Him

He clearly indicates thereby that, in order and fearing Him above all others, andby

Text: Matt. xxii , 31-46.
to be saved, it is not sufficient merely to prayer and thanksgiving, and by keeping

have a knowledge of the great command the Sabbath ;nor need he be instructed to

ments, but that He is the man to whom honor his father and his mother, and to be

DEARLY BELOVED :—It was the inten . we must look for our salvation . This is , at all times ready to assist his neighbor,

tion of those who built this church that it to put it negatively, the same as to say, be he ever so unworthy of such assistance;

should beahouse of God,and to the Triune " Without Christ there is absolutely no in short,he need not be urged to shun sins

God it has now, upon its completion ,been salvation ; and this is what we maintain of any description, and to doall kinds of

dedicated. It is set apart as a gathering in spite of the fact that the majority of good—no more than a miser needs admon

place for Christians, for the purposeof mankindendeavortoget to heaven with - ition and instruction as to the hoarding of
worshipping God ,of pronouncing and hear- out Christ. Men are aptto make mistakes his money. Love of money will teach him ;

ing His word, and of administering Hisin matters of everyday life; why not more so will love of God and neighbor teach

boly sacraments. Thus shallthis housebesoin matters pertaining to the salvation of man to do good and nothingbut good.
the soul ?

a temple of Godand a gate to heaven, for
So this affair requires diligent Indeed I would not know what it is to do

it is through His word that God is present and unbiased consideration. " What does it right, if it is not right to love God with all

with His people, and the word is a
mean to be saved ? It means to be found the heart and soul, and thy neighbor as

a power
of God unto salvation to all that believe. just and perfect before God on judgment thyself. On these two commandments,"

Our meeting held thisevening is not to day, and be received by Him into His eter- says Christ, “hangall of the law and the

bean exception to the purposes set down nal and blissful communion . The major- prophets." Therefore nothing short of

for this church . Let me ask your atten- ityof those who believe ina future life thiscan be called doing right. Nothing

tion , therefore, to a discourse on the
will accept this definition. Now the ques- short of this can satisfy God. This demand

way

to salvation as mapped out in theword of tion arises as to the way of getting there. of His admits of no exception.
Let us ask human reason .

God and especially in our text. The story
What will be

Now whoever is up to this standard will

related there is, as you are all aware,
the answer ? The way to salvation, or to enter the kingdom of heaven. Or would

cident from the life of our Saviour. When acceptancewithGod, is to do right,or to anybody question thetruthof this state
.the Pharisees heard that Jesus had put the do whatGodbids you do. This answer is ment? For think of a finite creature, af

Sadduceesto silence, proving to them , in a right. Butwhat is that “ right” we are to ter the image of God, fearing and loving
do ?

striking manner, the resurrection of the We cannot be expected to enumer- him with alſ his heart, and soul , and trust

dead, they were gathered together, and con- ateeach and every single thing whichthe ing in him above all things, and doing all
cluded toargue with lim and tovanquish law ofGod enjoins uponus, or is said to thisin such a degree astoexcludeevery
Him . Sooneofthem , a lawyer, arose and enjoinupon us, for opinions differ on this other thought;think of a man whose every
asked Him ,saying:“ Master, which isthe subject.. All that is necessary is to state pulsation of the heart, every feeling of the

great commandment in the law ?" The the divine rule, according to which our soul, whose every word and deed gives

Pharisees, no doubt, considered this both whole lives are to be measured. For this evidence of the fact that his whole life is a

a very difficultand important question purposeIreferyoutothegreatprecept in continualstream of love toward hisMaker..

Jesus does not deny this. Bnt after hav . divine law, which is the sum of all that Can God help loving such a being: Must

ing given the desired answer he puts a
God has ever demanded of men , compris- he not look upon him with delight? Will

question to them, asking : “ What thinking all the ten commandments. We have he hesitate to receive him into the congre

you of Christ?” Jesus desired to say this: it by the best of authorities: " Jesus said gation ofthe saints of heaven ? No, He

“You Pharisees think it a matter ofmuch unto Him thou shalt love the Lord thy will not. This iswhat He says: " If thou

importance as to which is the great com- God with all thy, heart, and with all thy wilt enter into life, keep thecommand
This is the mente . "mandment in the law. In this I for once soul, and with all thy mind. “ This do, and thou shalt live ."

agree with you. But I tell you, there is a
first and great commandinent. Here, then, indeed, we have a way to sal

« Aud the second is like unto it, thou vation without Christ.

question still more important; that is the
Do this ; do the

one about Christ, whether your position shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. law ; love God with all thy heart and

concerning Him be right or wrong. What “On these two commandments hang all mind, and thy neighbor as thyself, and

Jesus here says of thenecessity ofthinking thelaw and the prophets . ”
thou shalt live.

right of Him , holds good even to-day. Now is not this beautiful, my hearer? But now, my hearers , where is he who

There isn't a more momentous point in Is not this a most perfect and divine law ? can walk this way ?
Is there one among

religion than this . It is a question of life Has ever a principle for conduct been laid us here? Is there one in this wide world ?

and death for every person . down so good, so great, so perfect as this There is not . “ There is not a just man on

The eternal salvation of every man de- great commandment? Whatever of truly earth , who doeth good and sinneth not.”
pends upon what he thinks of Christ.

good and godly teaching is found in the Being born in sin and corruption, men are

It is my intention to show this evening, books of the wise men of this world, has so completely void of every ability for

by the help of God, why this is so . There originated with this law of God. Love of doing good, and are so thoroughly given to

are two reasons for it. God, to be real and perfect , must be love doing bad, and to hating God , their Maker,

an in
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that the Lord, looking down upon the tion, we must go one step further . We the seed of David , according to the flesh .”

children of men , to see if there were any ask now , is there salvation in Christ? The Romans, i,3 .

that did understand and seek God, must Bible says there is . There is full and free This will suggest another question:

declare : “ They are all gone aside. salvation for all in Jesus Christ, for he is “ Why was God made man ?” To this strain

There is none that doeth good ;no, not the Lainb of God , which taketh away the at once St. Paul replies , " God sent forth
one. " " For the imagination of man's sins of the world. Does it follow from His Son made ofwoman to redeem

heart is evil from his youth .” They are this statement that all sinners are actually them that were under the luw ” —that is ,

spiritually dead in trespasses and sin ;saved through Christ? By no means. Al- them thatwere under the curse of the law

how , then, can they be expected to do the thongh Christ has redeemed all sinners, because of their not having kept it— “ that

works as a man spiritually alive ? Even of still only they are actually saved through we might receive the adoption of sons;"

the children of God, who, being regener- Him who think right of Him . and St. John adde : " For this
purpose

the

ated, have received a new heart and new In our days there are many who put Son of God was manifested, that He might

spiritnal life, it is said that they are all as claim to the name of Christians, and who, destroy the works of the devil.” In short,

an unclean thing, and that even their when asked the reason of the hope that is “ The Son of man is come to save that
righteousnesses are as tilthy rags . Now, in them , will say , “ We certainly do not which was lost,” to fulfill, in ourstead ,the

my dear brethren , can any one of us , expect to go to heaven without Christ. commandments of God,and to suffer for

under these circumstances, expect to be But we don't believe it to be of great im- us the condemnation which had comeupon
saved by doing right? Or does this dec- portance just what a man thinks of Jesus. usbecause of our manifold sins. For, as

laration of the prophet concerning the If you hold Him to be the Saviour of men , the prophet says,“ Hewas wounded for our
righteousness of men apply to us also? We and if you do but, in a general way, ac- transgressions; He was bruised for our ini
all know it does . Of course we love.God knowledge Him and His teaching, you quities, the punishment of our peace was

sincerely If we did not we would be no may call yourself a Christian . Whether upon Him , and with His stripes we were

Christians , and because of this love of you believe Him to be the true and essen - healed .” And after having finished this

God we also love our neighbor. We ear- tial God, or try to explain His divinty in work, Heascendeth into heaven, and sitteth

nestly wish that our love might be perfect ; some other way; whether you think His on the right hand ofGod . This is , essen

and we truly long to do the will ofGod in redemption to be by His doctrine, or tially, what David held of Christ. But he

every respect, and shape our whole lives in throngh Ilis suffering and death ; whether ventures one more step, and a very courage
conformity with His desires. But do we you accept His suffering and death as vi- ous one at that. David does not say , " The

ever succeed ? No, never. We cannot carious or as that of a martyr -- all this is a Lord said unto the Lord,” but he says, “ The“

boast of a single day of our lives in which matter of little significance." Now, my Lord said unto my Lord.” Do you see how”

we did not come short of the aim . “ I hearers, if this opinion were correct, would excellently he understands to apply the gos

know that in me, that is in my flesh , not Jesus have admitted the answer of the pel of universal redemption to his own case ?

dwelleth no good thing; for to will is Pharisees as sufficient, or as covering the By saying " my Lord," he includes himself
present with me, but how to perform that whole question ? When they in reply to in the number of the redeemed . Christ is

which is good I find not.” Thus confesses His question, “ What think ye of Christ?" my Lord , that is , I firmly believe that He

one of the most prominent Christians that stated that Christ was the son of David , is myRedeemer; He came for my benefit to
ever lived-St. Paul. would not Jesus haveaccepted this an- saveme from all my sins and make me a

Now since this doing right according to swer, saying : “ That is correct; that is child of God , and an heir of life eternal.
the law of God is the only way through sufficient, you will be saved through the Would to God that all who claim to be

which one might be saved without Christ, son of David .” But what did Christ reply ! Christians were joined with David in this
and since there is no man able to go in He said unto them , " How then doth David confession . For such alone are truly

this way, it is evident that without Christ in spirit call him Lord, saying, the Lord Christians and partakers of Christ's salva

there is absolutely no salvation. said unto my Lord, sit thou on my right tion. Without this faith in Christ all talk

It will not do to say, “ Well, now, if we hand, till I make thine enemies my foot- ing of His doctrine and the confirmation

are but honest and sincere in the keeping stool? If David then calls him Lord , of the same through His martyrdom is

of His precepts, if we do all we can and how is he his son ?” Jesns means to say very unprofitable. The teaching of Jesus

repent of our shortcomings, may we not this: It is right to hold Christ to be the might have been ever so good, and His

hope that God in His mercy will overlook son of David ,but it is not enough to salva- suffering and death ever so innocent, what

our imperfections and let us pass ?" " tion through Him . David thought more of it ? We are sinners, my hearers, offend

This is a popular notion in our daye,itof Him , calling him his Lord; and if you ers of God , guilty of wrath ; consequently,

is true ; but, nevertheless, it is only a mis- want to obtain the salvation which is in what we need is something to take away

erable makeshift, that will never answer. Christ, you must think of Him as David oursins,something to reconcile the irate

Mark, without Christ there is no mercy did. What did David think of Christ ? God, to shut up hell and to re-open heav

with God. If you mean to go to heaven David certainly knew that Christ, or the en. We need some one to go into the

by doing right, that is the same as through Messiah, as he called Him , would be his sanctuary of God in our behalf, and to lay

the law , then you must abide by the law son; that is , his descendant, since God has upon the altar an offering precious and

and not talk ofmercy. For you willthen repeatedly, when speaking of the Messiah, valuable enough to be a price for our souls.
surely be judged bythe law. But the law called Him the son of David. But what Now, this is just what Jesus has done for

will not accept of sincere obedience instead does David say of Him in our text ? He has fulfilled the law on our ac

of perfect obedience, nor does it say a calls Christ lis Lord, and a Lord who sit- count.- IIe has given His holy, godly life
word of receiving a sinner's tears for pay- teth on the right hand of God. David be - into death as a ransom . Ile has suffered

No, my friends,true though it is, ing himself king and lord , would never death that we might live. This is what

that whosoever doeth the law shall be have acknowledged any mortal to be his we believe. We believe that Ile is the

saved ; yet, as matters stand, the first and Lord; much less will God permit human Son of God in our flesh , and that Ile lived

principal effect of the law is and must be, creatures to sit on His right hand. David and died for us, and this is to think right of
not to lead men to salvation, but to show being aware of this, nevertheless, speaks Him .

them that they are lost and condemned of lim in the manner as here related. It will not do to say in a general way,

sinners, for whom there is no hope, but “ a From this it is evident that David held Yes, Christ is our Saviour; but the question
certain fearful looking for judgment..” Christ to be the Son of God. Now with as to how He saved us we care not to an

2. Now I hope that you are all con- Jesus we ask , “ If Christ is the Lord God, swer . It is not sufficient to know the gos

vinced of the impossibility of being saved how is He the son of David ?" pel and to admit it to be historically true.

without Christ; and this will make it ap- No one among the Pharisees dared solve Such a religion will do you little good when

parent to you that the question , "What this problem , for the solution is such as to it comes to giving account before God for

think ye of Christ?" is not of little impor your sins and transgressions. This way of

tance — in fact, that ezery man's salvation pass all human understanding.
But here thinking of Christ does not bring you in

must depend upon it . But in order to ar- it is as given in God's word: “ The Son of any spiritual connection with "Him : it

rive at a full understanding of the ques . God, Jesus Christ our Lord, was made of leaves you still without Christ, and conse

>

He us .

ment.
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his

a most

quently without salvation . No, my dear ton Irving, in his Sketch Book, tells of a maintaining that the Mosaic account har.

friend, you must accept Christ as your certain Rip Van Winkle who had slept for monizes with the hypotheses of geology,

Lord and Saviour. twenty years. This tale has always seemed can swallow the most abject absurdity . We

Thus have thought of Him all children incredible; but thanks to the untiring inves- have shown, we think , that the word day

of God in the Old and in the New Testa - tigation of Scriptural geologists , all doubts is not a magic talisman , to be converted

ment. Job confesses: " Iknow thatmyre- concerning the credibility of this narrative from twenty-four hours 10 millions of years
deemer liveth ." David's confession we must now vanish . The fact is, when Rip and that the theories of the biblical geolo

have heard ; St. John says: " He is the pro-arrived on the spot where Morpheus took gists are wild , speculative theories, built
as say when he was no longer faithless,but chaige of him ,the seventh day or age of his upon an ignorance of the Bible.

,
"The man of true science, with diligent

believing: “ My Lord andmy God," and life came upon him, and wishing to make
when we finally ask St. Paulwhat he the best use of the resting spell he had for and patient investigation , who is willing to

thought of Christ, he says : “ He is the Son centuries longed for, he just closed his eyes believe that all the difficulties of the Bible

notown ignorance,True , he slept longer result from
of God who loved me and gave Himself and went to sleep.
for me. " Thus we take hold of Christ or than the time allotted for such purpose, for from errors on the part of the inspired writ

as the Bible says we “ puton Christ,” and he slept twenty years, which multiplied by ers , is the one who delights to follow Moses

then follows the divine duclaration, "There 365 days or ages will give 7300 days or ages, through his curious and wonderful account

is no condemnation to them which are in whilst he should have slept but one age. of creation , who is astonished , and exults in

Christ Jesus. " But this is immaterial. Rip was lazy by the fact, that no matter what may be our

Let meclose my remarks by expressing second nature, and it is therefore quite nat- advances in science, no matter how envious
the earnest wish that it would please God ural that when the first age for resting had and astonishing are the discoveries of phil
to lead each and every one of ns into true rolled by, he was so well pleased with the osophers, the words of Moses still accord

faith in Jesus Christ, so that when asked age,thathe just committed himself to the perfectly with alltrue philosophy ."
what we think of Christ, we may with a 7399 ages succeeding. This story is, there

sincere heart give the following answer:fore, viewed from the standpoint of Scrip- FOR THE LUTHERAN WITNESS .
“ I believe that Jesus Christ, God and

tural geologists, beyond the possibility of
man , is my Lord, who has redeemed me, a

THE PERPETUAL ROSARY.

doubt.

lost and condemned creature, from death

and from the power of the devil , with his
Toshua vi , 3 , we read : “ And ye shall com

, BY REV, H. RAVA.holy, precious blood and with his inno pass the city, (Jericho) all ye men of war,

Thuscent suffering and death, in order that I and go round about the city once .
Archbishop Gibbons of Baltimore, has of

We remembermight be His, and live under Him in ever. shalt thou do six days. "
late become quite notorious through his ad.

lasting righteousness, innocenceand bles- how , when some ten yearsagoacertain vocacy at Rome of thecause ofthe Knights

sedness, even asHe is risen from the Prof. Lake walked 500 miles in 500 consecu. ofLabor in the United States, through his

dead and reigneth to all eternity .”
This tive hours , this was considered

recent elevation to the Cardinalate by the

is most certainly true, Amen.
astounding feat. Buthere we read of peo. Pope, and through the request and invitation

ple who have eclipsed all modern profes, having been extended to him to offer the
sional walkists, men who were on the march

Polemical.
closing prayer at the centeuary celebration of

for six ages , or millions of years .
Wonder

our country's Constitution . He is the fore

how they stood it ! And if they have not
most man of the Roman Catholic Church

FOR THE LUTHERAN Witness.
been overtaken by the seventh age yet,

the

in the United States to day . He is also the

poor fellows are still marching . Again,

Moses and the Geologists.
Joshua tells us in chapter x, verse 3, " the most faithful advocate and interpreter of the

doctrines taught in his church. What he

sun stood still and hasted not to go down

about a whole day , " during which timehe says and writes on religious subjects may be

regarded as almost equivalent to the utter
fought the Amorites. Here we have a rec .
ord of a battle which lasted for a whole ings ofthe Roman See itself, since between

Cardinal Gibbons and infallibility there is

II . PAPER. day or , in other words, millions of years but a short distance. Now in the Catholic

Warlike, blood-thirsty people , those an American of Sept. 24 we find an article from.

cients , to continue slaughtering for millions
the pen of the Cardinal on The Perpetual

Genesis xviii , 1 , we read : " And he ( Abraof years ! Again we hear, Job, iii, cursing

ham) sat in the tent docr in the heat of the the day of his birth .

Rosary. In view of the nearness of Oct. 31 ,

A long birthday this, the anniversary of the glorious Reformation,
day ; " that is, in the heat of millions of years. Job had, for remember day means millions this article with some comments will be very

Poor Abraham ! Just imagine yourself, dear of years, and hence it required millions of interesting reading for the friends of The
reader, sitting exposed to a parching sun , years to emerge Job into existence . How

say for seven natural days in succession. Job's mother, at his birth , must have expe. the doctrinesof Romanism are to -day just

Lutheran Witness, as it serves to show that

But here was Abraham , who sat in the heat rienced the weight of the divine curse pro: what they were four centuries ago,when

for millions of days in succession . How ne nounced over Eve : “ In sorrow thou shalt
that work at Wittenburg shook the World.

must have suffered . What had Abraham bring forth children ! " Again, of Moses we
The article referred to is divided into four

committed to be subjected to such inhuman read , thathe remained upon Mount Sinai 40 parts, each of which we shall review in the

torture of being roasted alive ? He had, un- days. Query: Are millions of years here order in which we find it .

doubtedly, committed blood-curdling meani ? And Elijah, the good Book tells

crime, and was doing penance for the deed. us, subsisted on the meal brought by the 1.ORGANIZATION OF THE PERPETUALROSARY.

( This latter interpretation is , by the way, a angel for forty days and nights , that is, Concerning the organization we read thus :

good sample of Romish exegesis , and we endless ages . If ministers of the Gospel in " The Perpetual Rosary is an association in

hope the pope will please to remember us the present time could do likewise in the which the Rosary is recited day and night

with the White Rose or Red Cap for our financial interett of their congregation , they uninterruptedly , to render homage to our

trouble ). Exodus xxiii 12 we read : " Six would be sought as prizes by close fisted Blessed Lady, and to obtain for us her un

days thou shalt do thy work and on the sev. congregations . ceasing protection ." The Rosary proper is

enth day thou shalt rest."
Industrious peo But why continue to multiply examples the string of beads which one

ple , those Jews, working unceasingly for so manifestly absurd ? The holy record Roman Catholics have in church whilst

millions of ages. Surely, weshculd not be teems with passages all tending to show reciting stated prayers, For every time the

grudge those people of the trifling resting that no stretch of the imagination could prayer has been recited one bead is counted .

spell they were permitted to enjoy after lengthen a day beyond twenty -four hours . This manner of reciting prayers and count

having labored for six long ages . Washing. He that can digest this for the purpose of ing beads is continued in until all the beads

BY REV . R. BIRICH .

а

can see
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are counted or a prescribed number, which majesty than those of the cxix Psalm . Divid- IV. MAN'S LEARNING AND SKILL ,

number must correspond with the number ing that Psalm into eight lessons, the Bibel
The fourth part of this text , verses 25-32 ,

of times the prayer was to be recited . It is werk summarizes the deep thoughts of the teaches that man's lore and skill are also

more of a parrot - like way of doing, than any Holy Spirit in such a manner as to array on vain and of no account without God's Word .

thing else. Under no consideration does it one side all that is held greatest and dearest For learned men who have not the Word of

deserve to be called praying ; it is nothing by men , and on the other side it places the God and do not submit all their skill and

more or less than using vain repetitions as Word ofGod as the only ingredient that
reason to the Word of God, do great mis.

the heathens do and thinking that one shall gives ary value to human concerns . chief. For all art and learning is poison,

be heard for his muchspeaking ? Matth VI, 7 . We have several times heard this Psalm unless attended by godliness ; and it rests

Now the Perpetual Rosary, the Cardinal and its summaries read at synodical convencertain that not the least cross and agony of

informs us, is a society , the members of tions by the officiating chaplain and we the heart may be driven away or quenched

which recite the rosary day and night unin . always held it a most suitable selection for
by the greatest lore . But God's Word is a

terruptedly . To what purpose is this done such grand occasions .
As we do not pos rejoicing unto troubled hearts, Jer. xv, 16 ;

In order ,weare told , to render homage to sess in the English language this work, so and banishes the agony of death, John viii,

our Blessed Lady, ( that is, to the Virgin eminently adapted to the wants of family
51 .

Mary, ) and to obtain for us unceasing pro. worship, we can only refer our readers to

tection . It is hardly necessary to remark, the German edition published by our Synod .

that this is rank heathenism , Christian names But in the following lines we shall endeavor LECTURES ON MODERN

having been substituted for heathen ones, to present the holy thoughts gleaned by the

and Greek and Roman mythology chiefly Bibelwerk from the Psalm under considera . DANCING .

having been drawn upon. For the Ancient tion .

Greeks and Romans neglecting the service I. MAN'S LIFE.

of the one true God, did homage to their The first part of this text, verses 1.8, teach

numerous gods and godesses with prayerses that man's life is vain and of no account
Translated from the German of

and sacrifices, expecting thus to gain their without the Word ofGod. For whoever is

C.F. W. Walther , D. D. , and
protecting favor. not in possession of the pure Word of God ,

" The members ( of the Perpetual Rosary ) should wish that he had never been born a Adapted for the “ Witness "

choose one hour each month, and this hour man ; and if we had not the Word of God,

becomes for them a holy vigil at the feet of no one should imprecate life unto himself, by R .... r

Mary's throne. ” These words of Mr. Gib. still less wish for it . For those only are

bons would be very religious, were they blessed people , who learn and know from

not superstitious and blasphemous , they the Word of God that their sins are forgiven, VII .

inform us in wbat manner ihe uninter. and that through Christ they are justified,

rupted recitations of the rosary becomes holy and unblamable before God, though

a possibility. A compliment to this explana. they are as yet poor sinners in this world. If, however, by our modern dancing, the

tion is contained in the following: " The But whatever is without the Word ofGod, person dancing would be enticed and

hours åre so apportioned that there may be is unholy and subject to condemnation be it tempted to inchasity only, this would cer

no time, day or night, when the Holy Rosary ever so holy before men; and at length it tainly be sufficient reason already to flee

will not be offered to the Queen of Heaven.” must perish though all devils and the whole our modern dancing like hell itself.
The latter half of this sentence is so impio's world support it with iron mountains and But we add :

that it would not be at all surprising, if we beams of steel. The modern dance itself is an act

heard the very paper on which it first was II. MAN'S AGE. of inchastity. And I must say,Shame up

written had uttered loud protest. on Christendom of nowadays when one is

So much for this time on the organization
The second part of this text, verses 9-16, compelled, to first demonstrate and prove

of the Antichristian society called The Per- teaches that man's age is also vain andof this to Christians, at great length! It is
no account without God's Word . For if a evidence of a moral dullness which is hor

petual Rosary . In our next we will hear
what Cardinal Gibbons has to say about the young boy, young man, maiden , man and rible indeed. But, alas ! such is the terri

woman adhere not to God's Word and love ble, hellish power of customs that have be
opportuneness and aims of this association ,

and attach some remarks thereto.
it not, such are children of the devil and come general! That is the curse of fash

must perish in body and soul. And in Gen- ion ! For when something has become

esis , viii 21 , God saith , “ The imagination of fashion , for instance, immoral and un

The Lutheran Tuitness. man'sheart is evil from his youth " Now,chastedressing of women,so that one may.”
,

how
not onlymay this be overcome ? In no other directly notice their intention

C. A. FRANK, EDITOR & PUBLISHER . way than by contorming to God's Word. of pleasing others by their vanity, but
.

But God's Word is the whole sacred Scrip. desires, and ofalluring into their net
also of tempting to and exciting unchaste

Tue Lutheran Witness is published on the 7th and ture which directs us to Christ and attests,
when this I say has once become fashion

21st of each month . Allcommunications and money In Him and in none other is salvation. “ For almost everybody does the same, those,

should be sent to : Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey St. , there is none other name under heaven too, that wish to be earnest Christians, ex

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $1.00 per given among men whereby we must be cepting a few,

annum in advance . Voney sent otherwise than by saved .” Acts iv, 12 ; 10, 13 . But we look into the Word of God itself.

money-order or draft is at the risk of the sender. III . MAN'S AUTHORITY AND HONOR . As we have already heard, Job says, “ I,
I

The third part of this text, verses 17-24 , then should I think upon a maid?" He
made a covenant with mine eyes ; why

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio , as Second

teaches that man's authority, lory and hon
therefore, considers but looking at a peror are yain and of no account without God's

ZANESVILLE, OHIO , OCTOBER 7tb, 1887 .

son of the other sex a sin , when it is done
Word . For though one be in high offices, to delight one's eyes on

one's eyes on her form and

yet he is a pilgrim on earth , and if hehave beauty, and thus to expose one's self to

Twenty Great Human Items which are, not God's Word, he must needs wither and the danger of causing the tinder to catch
die as a fool, Nor is it sufficient to enjoy fire in one's heart, and finally to thorough

however , vain and of no account

power, glory, wealth and pleasure, but ly burn and poison the whole heart.
If

without the Word of God .
God's Word and fear must be prime chan - now, some one,at that time, would have

cellors and counselors of all governments said to Job, “ You fool, do you consider

Among all , the summaries of the Alten- and men in all estates if affairs should be at- that sinful alreadly ? Come and embrace &

burger Bibelwerk there are none of greater tended by prosperity . maiden with your hands and arms and

2 .

Class Mail Matter.

a
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ours .

6

turn about with her in circular figures !" Church Newps. of God is no standard , for many of the so

would he not , if he had not spit in his face ,
called Christian churches.

at least have said to him , “ What do you

think of me? Should I do so great a wick- For the LUTHERAN WITness.
Whither are the churches drifting to - day ?

edness?" Most assuredly ! St. Paul the
A good, although just a bit sarcastic , ans

Apostle, therefore, writes to the Christians “ NEWSY” NEWS WITH A LIT- wer to this question, a newly elected ( or

of Corinth , and hence to the Christians of TLE SPICE ADDED. hired ( ? ) ) minister gives with these words,

all the world , and of all ages, . Cor. VI . , addressed to his people : “ Yes, you have a

15 : « Know ye
not that

your
bodies are fine auditorium , and the pulpit is artistic

the members of Christ ? Shall I then take
Strange things happen in this world of

both in conception and workmanship. So
the members of Christ and make them the

Strange things in and outside of the

far, so good ; and with a stage properly
members of an harlot ?" By this, the pale of the “ Church.” We are not aston

fitted up in the chapel and a good dancing.

the sixth commandment with all the mem-in the latter days strange things shallhap. don't see whywemay not make this a

Apostle testifies that we may sin againstished at this . Our dear Saviour tells us that
floor and the proper cooking materials, I

bers of our bodies: with the heart by cher- pen . " For there shall arise false Christs

ishing unchaste desires; with the eyes, in and false prophets, and shall shew great plish no end of good.” What say you, dear
thriving , wide -awake church , and accom

delighting to behold unchaste objects, stat- signs and wonders• Matthew XXIV ; 24.) Lutheran reader? Say you not
, 'tis a

ues and the like, or delighting to read un . In the stale of Indiana is a " religious”

chaste reading matter, obscene tales and sect, known as the Soul-Sleepers. They good answer ? Do you taste the spice ?

novels ; with the ears , when we love to are not numerically strong, their strongest S. AUGUSTUS, of Oldtown .

hear filthy jokes and jests, and such des settlement is in Jefferson county. Their

criptions and stories as tickle the sinful doctrine is simply this : That when the The oldest member of the Lutheran

fesh; finally, however, also with our body dies the soul enters on a state of sleep clergy, in Bavaria , is Pastor Daum, at Thur

hands and arms. The latter, now, is just in which it remains until the final resurrec . ingen near Wurzburg, who is 90 years old

the sin in which the sin of our modern tion of the body on the day of judgment, and is serving the same congregation for 59

dance consists, in the first place. One's

hands and arms are there made the “mem
when it awakes and again enters into the years .

This is
bers of an harlot.”. Though the world body as it arises from the tomb.

mock at this ever so horribly and,in an af. their doctrine . The pastor or leader of the

frighted mood, exclaim : “ What do you Soul-sleepers is - oh! newsy news-a boy The Queen of Italy lately sent a novel

say ? "
That is fornication ?” It neverthe- of ten years of age. The description of the under an assumed name, to a Roman period .

less , remains true what God's Word says boy is really " wonderful ." When out of ical , and it was returned with the indorse

about it. Then Christ says: “ Whosoev- the pulpit he has a sort of far- away, simple ment, “ Cestinato” – Rejected .

er looketh on a woman to lust after her and listless look and manner, his clothes are This is just what Christians ought to write

hath committed adultery with her already i'l cut and poorly made and of the cheapest on all novels, "Cestinato”-Rejected .
But

in his heart” (Matth. V. , 28.) we thence mat: rial. In the church he sits on one of Oh ! the novel -readers in Christendom , their

infer that if one but use his hands and the iron benches, his feet about six inches name isnot legion , but million .
arms for the purpose of giving nour. from the floor, and swinging in a regular
ishment to his desires, he has thereby school-boy way and style Uninteresting

sinned against the sixth commandmet and really stupid as he appears, he has a The late Paul Tulane used to do acts of

already, and committed fornication in a marvelous conception of words and ideas. charity in many a quiet form . For instance,

subtile way.—But let nobody say, “ I
Those who have heard him say that he is to

he would pay the pew rent of poor families

never felt anything like this.” For I .
must repeat it here : If the spirit of sermonizing what Blind Tom was to music. for the purpose of encouraging them toat

tend church. We must own we never heard

chastity really were within you, you
His sole companion is an aged grandmoth

would not dare embrace a person of the er, who, like Lois of old , gives all her time of this kind of charity before, but it strikes

other

us as being the best of its kind .

with to her Bible and to prayers. These twohands and arms
your

for a dance, For if anyone would spend their time in reading the Scriptures

see you clasping round a person of the and in talking of the mercies of the Lord.
There are said to be 27,000 heathen con

other sex, outside of the dance,perhaps Commentis unnecessary for the dear readers verts now employed as Christian evangelists
even somebody else's wife, what would of the WITNESS." to their coutrymen . 2,500 of whom have

he think of you ? He would consider
been ordained as ministers of the Gospel,

Something about an odd Church quarrel,
you a lewd and criminal fellow . Be

will , I think , be newsy news to some of the

cause it is done at a dance however, the readers. This, I will call it, unique church The British and Foreign Bible Society

dancers are absolved by the world. But quarrel is in progress in the church of the have issued a Jubilee penny Testament,with

may the world absolve you , God does, Holy Trinity , Episcopal,in New York , Rev. Queen Victoria's arms imprinted in gold on

for that reason , not pronounce His abso . Dr. Stephen Tyng's old church. The new the cover , which they distributed in large.

Intion upon you, and for so long a time rector, Rev. Walpole Warren, who is an quantities June 21 .

until you have repented in an uprightEnglishman , recently imported to succeed

Dr. Tyng as rector , it seems, is objectiona
manner and being rueful of your sins , are

ble to a large and influential faction of that When Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux, ap

seeking forgiveness for them and will de.
church, and an effort is now being made to proached the bedside of his beloved brother

sist from them .

get rid of him on the ground thatthe impor- Gerard , he heard the dying man whisper,

Oh ! onr modern dance, is snare tation of a minister of the gospel is con'cary “ Father, into thy hands I commend my

catching our poor youth and, at length, to the doctrines of protection to home in spirit.” Then after repeating this sentence ,

drawing them unawares into the chasm dustries, as set forth ( now listen to the Gerard looked intently and with smiles at

of uncleanliness and vice . How many of newsy news ! ) in the act of Congress of Feb. Bernard exclaiming, "Father! Oh, gracious

those stepping to the altar , the bride- 26, 1885 , entitled, “ An act to prohibit the of God to be the father ofmen,and what an

groom with a crown on his head, the importation of foreigners or aliens under honor for men to be his children, and it

bride with a wreath, do wear those em

contract or agreement to perform labor in children then heirs . ” ' “ And so ;" wrote

the United States.” The point involved is Bernard, “ he died ; and so dying he well .
blems of the victory gained in the fight whether any fair interpretation of this statue nigh changed my grief into rejoicing, so
against youthful lusts , and still they ineludes ministerial labor . Its decision will completely did the light of his happiness

have long ago lost both crown and establish ( for whom ? ! ?) some new pre- over-power the recollection of my own

wreath of chastity already ! cedents in ecclesiastical affairs. The word misery.

sex

1

a

( 6

.
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as

Hearth and Home.
nity, with which the Lord has hallowed was pulling the coverlet as cosily around

matrimony in Paradise. You are not en-me as possible when the bell rang a fourth

tering upon married life in the Lord,” astime. " I jumped up very sleepily, and in"
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

Paul would have you do, I Cor. 7, 39. a very bad temper, to find a little boy

Talks on Betrothals.
Yea, you are even violating the laws of na- standing at the door, who had been sent

ture and common sense, for secretly engag. from a neighboring village for medicine

ing yourselves, you are about to add to for his sick mother. Growling, I took the

BY JNO. the family of your parents without their phial from his hand,and went into the

knowledge and compliance, a child whom back shop to mix the drops . In my sleepy

you expect to be loved and treated as such and cross state I grasped the wrong bottle,,
IV . PAPER.

by them , and to fall heir to a part of their poured something from it, something from

property . But in that you are not even another, and gave the medicine to the boy.

vindicated by nature's laws. Common After locking the door I returned to put

The third requisite of a valid betrothal, sense ought to tell you, that your parents up the bottles; but , oh , horror ! I saw the

discussed in our last paper, treated of the have a right to know and determine with mistake I had made. Young man, in that

necessity of parental assent to a legitimate your acquiescence, the persons, on whom night I called out in my anguish, “ No

affiance . Under the head of this requisite they are to bestow parental love , and to miracles happen nowadays, yet if it were

we deem it appropriate, to address a few whom they are to bequeath their property possible, oh ? that God would grant one.

words to our young men and ladies on
and goods . should happen now to deliver me from the

such marriage -promises, given without the Hence, if you have secretly given a mar- awful misery of causing the death of a

parents knowledge and acquiescence riage promise, it is the solemn duty of fellow creature through my carelessnes.”

Promises of this description are commonly your parents, to discountenance your I prayed in intense agony of soul. Then,

denoted secret betrothals. Luther would -be betrothal, to declare it null and for thie fifth time in that night, the beli

maintains, even though a thousand wit- void, and to have you give the promise in rang again, and when I opened the door

nesses be present at a marriage agreement, a legitimate manner, if they approve of there, trembling and crying, the little boy

the same would yet be secret, if the par- your choice.
To connive at or even sanc- stood before me. I had no idea of the road

ents have been left in ignorance concern- tion your secret engagement, would be he would take, or I would have followed

ing the affair and have not consented wrong on the part of your parents, and if him . “ Oh ! don't be angry at my dis

thereto . Andsuch betrothals, we are sorry your pastor declines to solemnize a secret turbing you again ," pleaded thefrightened

to say are evidently increasing at an marriage, remember, he is doing no more child, but I fell down in the dark and the
,

alarming rate, yea they might be classed than the laws of God require him to do. bottle was broken . Oh ! please sir, make

among the dominating evils of the day. To solemnize such marriages were a gross up the medicine again ,or my mother may
It is nothing uncommon at the present deviation from his pastoral duties. And die. " You may imagine with what joy I

time for young men and ladies to 'pledge how, in the name of truth, can you dear received the child and how willingly I
themselves in marriage, aye even to have friends, expect to pass the days of your mixed the drops from the proper bottles.
the marriage soleminized without their married life in peace and happiness, if Wasn't that a miracle of mercy ! How

parents knowing anything about it. The you enter upon this life without thebless- can one venture to say that none happen
demeanor of that lady delineated as " tying ings of a loving father and the prayers of a now ?, Southern Churchman.
her duty, beauty, wit and fortunes ” to her loving mother? You then have no claim

lover without her father's knowledge, is unless you repent, to that noble promise, They want to carry their Burbut too often imitated in our own time, which the Almighty has added to the
dens Themselves.

and so many parents today have occasion fourth commandment, and when times of

to exclaim , " Fathers, from hence trust not adversity approach, and you

your daughters'minds by what you see family in trouble, sickness, and pain,
There was an aged woman going along

them act!" And if children yet deign to what a blight it would be. upon your
inform their parents about their betroth conscience, to think that this might all a country road carrying a heavy load of

sticks . She was overtaken by a wagon,
ing, it is frequently done, when the prom- be a just punishment for past transgres

ise has already been given .
sions! Nay, begin your life of matrimo- whose owner called out, “ Hello ! mother,

Such engagements,however, let this be ny in the Lord , with a legitimate and you have a heavy load there; get up on the
The

borne in mind,are utterly null and void . proper betrothal! Then, if days of ad. wagon and we'll give you a lift.

Although the anti-Christian church of Persity come over you and your family woman thankfully accepted the offer, but

Rome sees fit to acknowledge them , the as they most certainly will, your con- still continued to hold the load on her

teachersofour church have everdenounc- science mayever find peace in such pas- carried the load on her back when she
back . The owner asked her why she still

ed them in the strongest terms. Luther sages as, Rev. 3, 19 , and you may cheer- carried the load on her back when
“ Oh, no,"says, " Secret engagements are an accursed ingly address your beloved mate in these could put it down on the car.

production of the devil.” Again he says
words: said she , “ it's good of you, real good of

It is evident, that a secret betrothal can “ Then come the wild weather, come sleet or
you, to help me along the road , but I'm

be nothing else, than the devil's doing. '
come not going to let you carry my burden

Poor womnan, she did not see that
And thuswe might proceed to glean from the car carried both her and her load

the Reformer's writings whole pages of We will stand by each other, however it blow ;
whether it was on her back or not. Some

keen denunciations against all secret mar- Oppression, and sickness, and sorrow , and pain , Christians are so like this poor woman ;

riage vows. Shall be to our true love as links to the chain .”

Remember this well , ye sonsanddaught
after having “ pnt themselves and all their

cares and troubles on the Lord,” they still
ers, who profess to be Christians!are making yourselves guilty of a most de- An Apothecary's Experience of insist on carrying them themselves.

spicable offense, if youventure to make a Divine Providence.

contract for wedlock without the knowl Christ's Bloody Sweat.

edge, wish and consent of your fathers

and mothers. You are in fact denying When I was a young fellow like you I

your parents a prerogative, which the acted as an assistant to an apothecary, and Luther was once questioned concerning

Lord evidently has conceded to them , it was my duty to answer the night bell the bloody sweat,” and the other deep

I Cor. 7 , 36 ff. You are openly trans- and to prepare and give medicines when spiritual sufferings which Christ endured

gressing the fourth commandment, and called for. Sometimes I was very much in the garden. He said- “ No,Noman can

not honoring and obeying your parents, disturbed, and you know how hard it is know or conceive what that anguish must

which it is meet you should 'in soʻimpor- for young people to have their sleep brok- have been . If any man began even to ex
tant a matter as wedlock . By secret es- en . One night I had been called up three experience such suffering, he must die.

pousals you are setting at naught the dig- times. I had just got back to bed and You know many do die of sickness of

find your

Snow, too.

You
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Moreover,

heart ; for heart-anguish is indeed death. tation, he left his native place , and remained passed one day, and they had parted in

If a man could feel such anguish and dis. absent for a long period , so as to forget his anger. John had been wronged. Still, as

tress as Christ felt , it wonld be impossible impure passion . Having returned home, his the day was drawing to its close, he re
for him to endure it and his soul to remain former mistress met him on the street, and membered the words of the Apostle : " Be

in his body, soul and body would part. when he would have passed her by as a ye angry and sin not ; let not the sun go.

To Christ alone was this agony possible, total stranger, she stopped him, saying : “ It down upon your wrath.” Eph. iv, 26. He

and it wrung from Him “ sweat which was is I.” Heanswered: “But it is not I,” giving sent a friend to Nicetas with the mesessage :

as great drops of blood.” her to understand that a great change had “My Lord, the sun is going down .” Nice

been wrought in him . tas understood , hastened to him , and they

Multiplied Sixfold , “Therefore, if any man be in Christ, he is reconciled themselves, cheerfully, before

a new creature." I Cor. v , 17 . He is a the sun set .

Sarah Hosmer, of Lowell, though a
stranger to his former self. Regeneration How many there are by whom the sun's

Paul, through whom these daily warning is unheeded !poor woman , supported a student in the regenerates.

Nestorian Seminary, who became a preach- words were written , isa notable instance.

er of Christ. Five times she gave $50, Hewas an altogether different person from “ Casting all Your Care Upon Him .”
.

earning the money in a factory, and sent Sau'.

out five native pastors to Christian work. Not only the heavy cares . We are to cast

When more than sixty years old , she The Sufe Test. our light troubles alsu upon the Lord . He

longed to furnish Nestoria with one more
can supp'y our small wants as easily as our

preacher of Christ; and, living in an attic, We need not be ashamed toshe took in sewing until shehad accom- How do I know that my sins are forgiv. great ones .
ask for even a bucket of coal .

plished her cherished purpose.
Here is an unsafe test.In the en ?

Mrs. Jine
A lady in

hands of this consecrated woman , money England was afflicted by grievous doubts as Conry Pithey , of Chica o , was not ashamed ..

transformed the factory girl and seamstress to her state of grace. Her friends sought to Prayer and it : Remarkable Answers" re

into a missionary of the Cross, and then comfort her , when she vehemently ex .
lates the following of her :

multiplied her sixfold . claimed : " I will be damned and lost eter
" When her husband died, he left in his

nally as sure as this tumbler will be broken.” pocket - book only two silver quarter dollars.

Denied Yet Answered . Saying which she seized a tumbler, a id
Besides the little cottage, this was all where .

hurled it to the floor, expecting it to be with to support herself and a bed -ridden

dashed to pieces . Wonderful to relate , it
mcther of nearly ninety years . But she went

When Augustine, in his home in Car- remained whole, and she regained peace . to God in prayer, and day by day, ever since,

thage , resolved to visit Rome, his mother
each want has been met . Eich needed ar

Now that was 'empting God .

wished either to prevent him from going, it was foolish , unsafe, to stake her hope ofticle was asked for by na ne, until the hired,
or to go with him . He would listen to

salvation upon frail gliss .
There is a safer girl , a Roman Catholic , was astonished at

neitherproposal, and resorted to a trick to test: “ I will be dained and lost eternally as the constant answers given . One morning

carry out his plan. One evening he went
sure as God's Word will break .

to the sea shore, and his mother followed .

as Mrs. Pithey was rising from her knees,
Try that.

There were there two chapels dedicated to

And know : “ The Scripture cannot be brok . at family worship, the girl burst out : " You

Those that stake their hope or life upon have forgotten to ask for coal , and we are

the memory of the martyr Cyprian, and en.he pressed her to spend one evening in the God's promises, will ever,in the end , regain entirely out.” So, as she stood , she added a

petition for the coal. Almost an hour after ,

church of the martyr, while he would ac- peace.
the bell rang, she went to the door, and there

company a friend on board a ship, there to
While she was there in The Account- Book of God's Stew- was a load of coal ! She opened the kitch

en door and quietly said , " the coal has
tears, praying and wrestling with God to ard.

prevent the voyage, Augustine sailed for
come,” when the girl clapped her hands to

Italy, and the deceived mother found her
gether and, with an exclamation of astonish

self next morning alone. In quiet resig .
The coal was

A monk, setting down his expenses in his ment, leaped from the floor.

nation she returned to the city and con- account book, at the end of the year had sent by a Mr. Schufeldt, who knew nothing

tinued to pray for the salvation of her son. this list : given to the poor, 3 A .; to poor of her want, and who had never sent any

Though meaning well, yet she had erred students,io d.; the widows, 1 f .,beggars,6 thingbefore, nor ever has since.”
in her prayer, for the journey of Angus- d .; musicians, 6 f.; the cook, 10 A .; the She was acquainted with her heavenly

tine was the means of his salvation. The Father.

baker , 54 fl.; laundress, 3 A.; repairing, 18
denial of the prayer was, in fact, the ans

wering of it . " Instead of the husk, God Steward of God.
fl.; suppers, 68 A. A poor showing for a

How does your account Weighed in the Balances of Affliction

granted rather the substance of her peti
tion in the conversion of her son . “ There

compare with it ?
and Found Wanting.

fore,” said he, “ therefore, Oh, God, hadst
All these items he had set down under

He hadn't learnt
thon regard to the aim and essence of herthe head of “ Expenses."

desires, and didst not do what she then book keeping from Jesus . If he had really The popish claim that human merit and

prayed for,that thou nightest do for me believed in the method taught by Him , he saintly intercession entitle to heaven , if

what she continually implored ." would have put the gifts to charity under weighed in the balances of Scriptures , will ,

" Cr." A steward of God would have ar- of course, be found wanting. But the trou.

ble is , his followers generally have either no

Dr. Cr. inclination or no opportunity to use these

History,
To Laundress,

balances in the first place . George, Duke of

Baker,
“ widows, Saxony, did not., He was a bigoted adher

& cf. & cf. ent of the pope, an obstinate opponent of

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
This method pays. Luther's doctrine, one of the most rabid

members of the Holy League . Happily,
Regeneration a Re -Generation .

God gave him the opportunity to use the
The Setting Sun a Preacher .

balances of affliction . When his end ap

St. Ambrose relates the following story of proached, when eternity opened up before

a young man, who, having for a time given Between John, the renowned bishop of him, and he knew that he .nust now appear

himself up to unchastity ,was brought to re- Constantinople , called the Almoner, and before the Eternal Judge, he sought to forti.

pentance. To get out of the way of temp. Nicetas, a nobleman, some bitter words had fy himself by his and his saint's merits .

say farewell.

Selections from Chnreh ranged the account book in this wise:

To the poor ,
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They were found wanting . He found no article; for in it he says . " Some persons think PATRONS OF A DIOCESE .

rest nor peaee nor comfort. His attend lightly of purgatory ; but souls that have
LA CROSS E Wis., Sept 22.-At the second

ing physician, Mi. Pothe, directed him been there but a few minutesof time be- diocesan synod of La Crosse,St. Joseph and

straight to Jesus, as his only Saviour and In- lieved that they had been there for centuries St. Leo, were chosen by the assembled

tercessor. And at length he fervently so extremeand unspeakable was the sharp- priests as the patrons of the diocese. - Cath.

prayed: " Oh, do thou help me then , thou ness of the pain they endured . ” And again, American.

faithful Saviour. Jesus Christ have mercy describing purgatory, he says : “ Consider
It now remains for these two saints to

on me, and save me by Thy bitter suffering what purgatory is . A. realm of pain created transactions and their acceptations of the
signify their approval of the La Crosse

and death ." Thereupon he found peace. by Infinite Justice for the punishment of new office, to which they have been elected

The zealous Catholic died a believing Pro souls . No doubt , there are degrees of pun . through the favors of some puny priests.

testant. His death occurred April 17 , 1539. ishment, but the least ( N. B. not the highest, Or are the saints in heaven to be handled

The pope never canonized him , never but the lowest, the least) degree of purgato- be so kind as to inform them of the honor
like irrational beings ? And if not, who will

made a saint of him . But Jesus did . So rial pain is keener and intenser than ALL conteried upon them, since “Abraham is

we may hope. E. the pains of this life put together." ignorant of us , and Israel acknowledges us

" In view of such indescribable suffering," nor?" Isa . LXIII, 16.

Miscellaneous. the priest will now say, " dear child of the
But even though the saints in question ,

holy Roman Churcil, which your father is declaration actually become such patrons,
on any other or all of them , had by their own

undergoing in purgatory, how can it be which however is absurd, yet we Lutherans
For the LUTHERAN WITNES8 :

possible for you, a loving child, holding the would be a thousand times better off, than

“ Souls of Purgatory and the remembrance of your father in reverence as our adversaries sir.ce our patron and the

Mass."
you do, refuse to have a hundred or, it needs patron of our congregations and of our dio

be, a thousand masses said for his poor our joint synod ,is not one individual saint,
ceses , that is of our synodical districts,and of

soul ? They will only cost you in America nor all saints taken together, not excluding

On this subject Bishop Vaughan in the a dollar apiece." that saint, Dr. M. Luther, but our patron is

Catholic American, has the following to This may bring a smile to the faces of none else than the Rock of Ages,the Almigh

say: “ The greatest love and mercy we can some Witness readers, but it is true; in and Saviour Jesus Christ,who alone is a tab .
ty Son of the Eternal God, our dear Lord

a

show to souls in purgatory is to pour out America a mass costs one dollar, for Bishop ernacle for a shadow in the day time from

upon them the merits of the Cross through Vaughan in his article in the Catholic the heat, and for a place of refuge, and for a

the mass."
American, several times referred to, says : covert from storm and from rain . ” Co. II, 6 .

This is a great plea for money , the same “ In this country the canonical honorarium is
H. R.

old plea advanced in the days of Luther by one dollar. "

John Tetzel, who claimed , that as soon as A few words in conclusion . From all For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.,

his letters of indulgence were purchased for that has been said thus far it is evident, that ORDINATION .

the souls in purgatory and as soon as the the Roman Catholic church teaches that the

price of purchase had found its way into souls in purgatory are in the greatest need the English Lutheran Conference of Missouri, Mr.
In accordance with the request of the President of

the treasury, the imprisoned souls would and distress imaginable, and that unerringly Carl Spannuth , candidate for the ministry, was or

thereby be benefitted to such an extent, that they will derive great benefit from the dained on the XIII Sunday after Trinity, in the pres

thenceforth they would be delivered from masses said tor them by the priest at the re- ence of his congregatiou, at Sarcoxie , Mo. , by Wm.

their prison and enter in the celestial gates. quest and expense of their relatives.
Address , Rev. Carl Spannuth , Sarcoxie ,

The same thing is claimed, in the above the Roman Catholic priest is so merciful (?) Jasper county,Mo.
quotation, for the masses said for the dead, that if one mass would save a soul from nuth will also organize and teach a parochial school

Besides preaching in his congregation , Rev. Span

with the exception , that one mass will not purgatory he will not say that unless he is and perform mission work in the country around Sar

suffice to deliver an imprisoned soul from paid for it ) . The Bible tells us : “ Whoso coxie, in Carthage, Mo., Pierce City , Mo. , in Columbus,

purgatory , as one letter of indulgence did in hath this world's goods, ar.d seeth his broth . Kansas, and wherever he will find an opportunity.

the days of John Tetzel; for a little further have need , and shutteth up his bowels of From that it may be readily inferred that Bro. Span

er on in the article, from which our quota. compassion from him , how dwelleth the nuth is a missionary and as such he also needs the

That is,
prayers

tion is taken , we read , that "you ought to love of God in him ?" I John iii , 17 .
and support of those interested in our English

work ; and God grant that many more become inte.

get as many masses asyou can said for your a person who knows of some one in great rested by this new proof of the progress of the En

deceased friends and benefactors." The ar- need and distress and refuses to come to his glish work.

gument so far runs thus : “ You love the rescue and help him, although he has the " And let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us ;

souls of your friends and benefactors, which ability, such a person is not loved by God and establish thou the work of our hands upon us;

are suffering in purgatory, do you not?" but is in a state of mortal sin . Applying
yea , the'work of our hands, establish thou it. - Psalm

lix , 17 . Ww. DALLMANN.

“ Yes, with all my heart ! " is the answer ex- this to the case of a Roman Catholic who

pected . “ And you know, that love for our refuses to have masses read for the souls of Subscriptions Paid ..

suffering friends is of such a nature, as to his parents of whose sufferings in purgatory
3,25

do forthem all that is in in our power.” the priest in some way or other gives him Rex, E. Schuelke, Palmyra,Mo. , (IV & V 2cc)
A. Senne, Buffalo , N. Y. , (VI 2cc)

2,00

“ That is correct,” is the reply desired by the reliable ( ? ) information, although he is able
" A. Huegli, Detroit, Mich , (V & VI)

2.00

priest. Then he will go on in this manner : to pay for the required masses, it would fol “ J. H. Heinze , Elkhart, Ind ., (VI 16 to VII 15 ) 1.00

" The manner in which our love for the suf. low , that the person in question were in a " W. Dau , Memphis, Tenn. , (VI)
1.00

fering souls in purgatory may best manifest state of mortal sin and is therefore subject to " I. G. Hafner , Inglefield , Ind ., (V to VII )
3.08

itself is by our having masses said for them , excommunication. His Holiness (? ) the
“ Prof. E. Hamann, Milwaukee, Wis. , ( V ) 1.00

not one or two, but as many as we can, since Pope, could have made a declaration to that
" J. Strasen , Milwaukee, Wis . ( VII)

" P. Heid, South Bend, Ind ., (VI)
1.00

it is evident, that the more masses are said effect, “ ex cathedra," long ago ; there is “ J. H. F. Hoyer, Spring Valley , Kas . , (VI 2cc) 2.00

for them, the sooner will they leave the re . where he missed it badly, H. R.
“ L. Schmidt, Pembroke, Can ,, (VI)

gion of purgatorial flames." The person to “ H. Roehrs , Hilbert, Wis . , (V & VI ) 2.00

whom these words are supposed to be ad CHRISTIANITY IN GREENLAND,
Teacher E. Fischer, Hancock, Mich. , (IV to VI) 2.50

dressed , is suffered to reply: " I see, yes , I
Mr. Geo. Schamberger, Baltimore , Md. , (VI) 1.00

2.00“ A. Einwächter, Baltimore, Md . , (VI 2cc)

see plainly."

There is a possibility, however, of some Dr. Robert Brown, who has visited Green .
66 A. Dielmann, Galva , Kan . , (VI)

" J. J. F. Auch , Sebewaing, Mich. , (VI) 1.00

Catholic not being well posted on or mak land for botanical and geclogical studies, “ Geo. Pfeiffer, Philadelphia, Pa. , (VI)
1.00

ing lightly of the sufferings which the souls writes that there is not now one professed “ John Ecke , Hilbert, Wis . , (VI)
1.00

in purgatory must undergo. But this fact is pagan in all Danish Greenland. - Hom . 46 W. Doehre, New Orleans, La . , ( VI 6cc) 5.00

not overlooked by Bishop Vaughan in his Review . PRINTED BY E. R. SULLIVAN , ZANESVILLE, OHIO.

9

(For Dallmann .

1,00

1.00

1.00
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Our Epistle Losiil. our hearts may not become secure and the hath in these last days spoken unto us by

flesh be kept under restraint; but far more his Son .” God did not only speak through

diligently should we meditate on the prom. one prophet, but at sundry times through

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE ises and comfortings of God; these we many prophets. God could have revealed

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR,
should not leave buried in the Scripture; as everything at one time through one pro

precious pearls we should gather them out phet, but it pleased Him to speak at sun

of the Bible and should store the mind dry times through many prophets. From

with them , that we may have them at hand Moses to Malachi there were many pro

in the time of need for the refreshing of phets.

SUNDAY AFTER CHRisTMAS. the fainting soul. Especially the high fes- So also God did not speak in one and

tivals of the church year, which proclaim the samemanner. He spake in divers or

unto us the central truths of God's plan different manners through the prophets.

Heb. I , 1-12.
unto our saivation, should we improve to Sometimes God spake in explicit words,

weapon our hearts against the threats of sometimes by figures, types, comparisons

the law and the despair and weakness of and the like ; yet, thougli speaking in dif
DEARLY BELOVED :-By the prophet

On Christmas day we heard ferent manners, lle spake only of one andJeremiah, in the 17th chapter, the Lord the flesh.
that a child is born to us which is come the same Saviour.

says : “ The heart is deceitful above all

things, and desperately wicked; who can dens, and to establish a kingdom in which
to save us from our sins, to bear our bur

At last after the prophets God spake to

know it ? I I us by Ilis Son. When the Son caine lle

try the reins."
we are to live under Him in righteousness,comprised the divers revelations of the

Such is God's testimony innocence and blessedness forever. These

of the heart of man that it is the most prophets into one Gospel, and in this one

deceitful of all things and so desperately But the desperately wicked heart is ready manifold prophecies of the Old Testament.
are assuredly glad tidings of great joy. message of salvation are fulfilled all the

wicked that man himself cannot know the

full extent of its wickedness. Especially to say : Is it trulyso that this child can do If you wantproof for this, read throughIs it truly

by two thingsdoes the desperate wicked and does do these things? I,therefore, the epistle to the Hebrewsand you will

ness of theheart manifest itself;byits thoughtit wellto-day to preach another tind abundantproof.
to

pride and by its despair. By nature the “ God hath in these last days spoken
Child bort at Bethlehem is indeed able to unto us by his Son ."

heart of man is proud , self -willed, head
What the Son

strong and in no way willing to subinit to earth be manytimes so large, and that it is last word ofGod to men; God will giveno
bear the burdens of all men, though the preached and the apostles wrote, is the

God and Ilis Word. Indeed , so hard is

thenaturalheart that it can not betruly therefore indeed desperate wickedness, if other revelation. The book of God's reve

broken, exceptGod do it by thehammer Brietly speak : Of TheTrue Divinity of so,come, LordJesus.” Anyone who now

we do not believe on Him . Hence let me lation is completed with the words:“ Even

of the law and the rod of afiliction.
OF THE TRUE DIVINITY OF

JESUS CHRIST.
when che heart is broken , then it is a de Our epistolary lesson arises and pretends to proclaim a new rev .

spairing thingand will not be comforted . proves : 1. that heis God of God, having elation from God,is not a prophetofGod,
A heart territied and cast down by the one essence with the Father, and II. that butan apostle of the devil; for after God

thuvders from mount Sinai can not be He is higher than all creatures.
had spoken through the prophets, the Son

I.
lifted

up and truly comforted except God
came and revealed unto us what is in the

do it by the workings of His Spirit The object of the epistle to the Hebrews bosom of the Father, and has left 13 the

through the Gospel of Christ. Unbroken, is to prove from the Scriptures of the Old Word of the Gospel which is to be

the heart is proud and despises both the Testament that Jesus Christ is indeed the preached unto the end of the world, as Ho

threats and promises of God; and when true Messiah and so to establish those who says : " This gospel of the kingdon shall be

broken it is slow to trust the mercy of had been converted from Judaism in their preached in all the world for a witness

God ; yea, even after a penitent heart has faith in Christ. Powerfully does this into all nations , and then shall the end

been brought unto faith in the Gospel of epistle handle the Scripture of the Old come.” He who willnot receive the Word

Christ, it is yet often full of fears and Testament and it is mighty to exhort the of the Son, can hope for no other word ad

must be cheered vp and comforted . Apt. faithful and to silence the gainsayers. In ditional. Therefore we should mark w ll

ly, therefore, does Dr. Luther compare the first chapter it treats of the Divinity that the text here places ns in contrast

the heart of man with the lion ; for the of Jesus Christ, and beyond dispute it with the fathers. To the fathers God

lion is a prond and daring animal , but proves from the Scriptures that Jesusspake by the prophets, to us ly the Son ;

when he does become terrified there is Christ is true God, equal with the Father. to them by the servants, to us by the Lord.

not a more timid beast than he. That is something of fundamental impor- The fathers believed the servants, how

Now God , the Lord, knows the heart of tance also unto us; for only then can our much more then should we believe the

man ; Ile knows its pride and he knows its hearts be settled in the faith , if we truly Lord? They received the prophecies with

despair.
Therefore God deals with the and steadfastly believe that Jesus Christ joy, awaiting their fulfillment with long

hears of man as it must be dealt with, and is the true God ; for if we believe this that ing; and why are we so slow to believe

bas filed the book of IIis revelation on the Ile is God, then do we also know that His after all has been fulfilled and established

one hand with terrific threats of wrath and work must stand though all creatures by the Son ? If wedo not believe the Lord

vengeance , and on the other hand with should revolt against it. Let me, there- Himself, much less would wehave believed

swees promises and strong comfortings. fore , as briefly as possible set forth the the servants, Therefore the example of

The threats are to break the hard and proof of Christ's Divinity as given in the the fathers should excite us unto faith that

wiek d heart and to humble its pride; the text. the Lord must not upbraid us for ourun
cou furtings are to heal the broken heart Now we are here first told that all the belief and hardness of heart.

with the hope of grace and mercy and to revelations given in the Old Testament After our text has presented unto iis

strergthen the weak in faith . Now we who were only preparatory to the revelation the revelation by the Son as the last and

fear the Word of the Lord should , indeed, given through Christ: " God, who at sun- highest, it continues to speak of the per

not altogether set aside this threatenings; dry times and in divers manners 8pake in son of Christ as comprising two natures:

we should diligently consider them that time past unto the fathers by the prophets, - Whom he hath appointed heir of all9
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THE FIRST

ALL THINGS

things, by whom also he made the have been God. This same one that is cause theSpirit of God begat them with

worlds.” Learn here, how the Scriptures co -eternal with the Father, must also be the Word of truth ; but to the Son He says :

speak of the person of Christ. They do equally God with the Father, seeing that “This DAY HAVE I BEGOTTEN THEE." That

not so distinguish or separate the natures He is the express image of the Father's is His name which He alone bears and
in Christ, as though there were two Christe, person . Man was indeed created after which no creature has obtained, that He

the one God and the otherman. Though the image ofGod, but not in the express is called THE ONLY-BEGOTTEN OF THE FATHI

the Scriptures speak of Christ sometimes image of God's being, which the Scrip- ER.
And what is that “ THIS DAY” other

according to His Divine, sometimes ac tures nowhere say ; for then man would than the day of eternity ? Eternally is He

cording to His human vature, yet they have been equal with God . The Son begotten of the Father, whence it follows

invariably speak of Him as one and the alone is called the express image of the that He has not cnly obtained a better and

So here, According to His hu- Father's person, which indisputably im- a higher name than the angels, but also

man nature He is “ appointed heir ofall plies that He is in all respects the same that Heis eternal with the Father. There

things,” according to His Divine nature as the Father, i. e.,He is almighty as well fore also the angels worship Him : “ AND

the worlds are made by Him , but the as the Father; He is infinite as well as the AGAIN , WHEN HE BRINGETH IN

text itself makes no such distinction ; it Father ; he is the Highest as well as the BEGOTTEN INTO THE WORLD, HE SAITH , AND

says, the One who is appointed heir of all Father. In short, He is a person in the LET ALL THE ANGELS OF GOD WORSHIP HIM ."

things is the One by whom the worlds are Godhead equal to the father, otherwise if When John,as we read in the 19th chap
made. There are not two different ones, in anything He were inferior to the Fath- ter ofRevelations,fell down to worship an

but it is one and the same One. Beware, er, He could not be the express image of angel , the angelsaid : " See thou do it not;

therefore, of the doctrine of John Calvin the Father's person . I am thy fellow servant, and of thy breth

which would separate the natures in Christ " AND UHHOLDING
BY THE ren that have the testimony of Jesus : wor

and which is so attractive to reason. Be- / WORD OF HIS POWER . This again proves ship God .” The angels worship none,

ware of all doctrine which would say that Him true God . Not only were all things save God alone. He whom the angels

only the humanity in Christ had suffered made by Him ,He also upholds all things. worship, is God. The angels worship

and died to make atonement for sin , and Now if He upholds all things, it follows Christ, so Christ is God. Christ is higher

that not the humanity but only the Divin- that Ile Himself is not upheld ,but is self- than all creatures , for the highest creatures

ity were to be worshipped, which, there subsistent; so then He is God ; for that worship Him ,

fore, tends to destroy the very foundation which is upheld is not God, but He that Hence our text also explicitly calls Him

of our salvation ; for if only the humanity is not upheld, but Himself upholds all God : “ And of the angels he saith , Who
of Christ had been sacrificed for sin there things, isGod . maketh his angels spirits , and his ministers

could be no real atonement. The Scrip “ WHEN HE HAD BY HIMSELF PURGED OUR a flame of fire . But into the Son he saith ,

tures distinctly declare : “ They crucified sins, sat DOWN ON THE RIGHT HAND OF THE Thy throne, O God , is forever and ever ; a

the Lord of glory," and this text says MAJESTY ON HIGH .” This again powerfully scepter of righteousness is the scepter of

that as He was brought into the worla, proves Him the true God . When Christ thykingdom . Thou hast loved righteous

the angels worship Him . The one that said unto that man sick of the palsy : “ Son, ness, and hated iniquity; therefore God,

was born at Bethlehem , is the One by be of good cheer, thy sins be forgiven eventhy God , hath annointed thee with the
whom the worlds are made; the One cru- thee,” the Jews reasoned: “ Why doth this oil of gladness above thy fellows . ” The

cified on mountCalvary, is the one whom man thus speak blasphemies ? who can for- words are taken from the 45th Psalm . The

the angels worship Jesus Christ is the give sins but God only ?" They erred in angels he calls ministering spirits, but the

true God, that must be our faith . The not acknowledging Christ as God, but Son he twice calls God, and says that His

proof follows in the text. they rightly say that God alone, namely throne is forever and ever. Now that this

“By whom also he made the worlds." by His own power, can forgive sins. Now God whose throne is forever and ever.,is,

The word "worlds” comprises all creation, Christ forgives sins by His own power, so also man, the words clearly say: "Therefore“

as St. John writes in the beginning of his He must be the true God. To give the God, even thy God, hath anointed thee

Gospel: “ All things were made by him , same in other words : As great asGod is with theoil of gladness above thy fellows . "

and without him was not anything made who is offended by sin , so great a ransom As God He was king from eternity and
that was made. " If, then, all things had to be paid for the purging of sin , and needed not to be anointed; yet He was

were made by Christ it is evident that He that God alone could do; now Christ has anointed unto the office of a king when

Himself was not made; for He that made made the purging from sin, and He made the Holy Ghost descended upon Tim in

all things that are inade, can Himself not it by Himself and not by another; so He the shape of a dove. llence He who was
have been made. Now He that made all must be as great as God the Father, hence anointed on the banks of Jordan, is not a

things is God . Again : whatever exists also God. ministering spirit like the angels, He is
must either be Creator or creature. What So this epistle proves that Christ is God forever and ever ; yet He was anoint

was created is not God ; butHewho was equally God with the Father, being in one ed to establish a kingdom in which right

not created, but by whom all things were essence with Ilim , by arguments which cousness should rule, righteousness for

created, is God . Now the apostle here neither man nor devil can refute . sinners.

says that the Father by the Son made the Finally our epistle proves Christ the

worlds. Hence, because the Son is Creator
II .

true God by !Iis unchangeableness: “ And,

with the Father, and because there is only The remainder of the text compares Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the

one God , it is evident that the Son is in Christ with the creatures of God, and foundation of the earth ; and the heavens

one Divine essence or nature with the proves from the Scriptures of the old are the works of thy hands: they shall per

Father, equally God with Him ; for being Testament thatIle is higher than all crea- ish; but thou remainest: and they all shall
in one Divine nature with the Father, tures. First He is compared with the wax old as doth a garment; and as a ves

He can no way be inferior to the angels: “ BEING MADE SO MUCH BETTER THAN ture shalt thou fold them up and they
Father.

THE ANGELS, AS shall be changed: but thou art the same,

Of this His equality with the Father, OBTAINED A MORE EXCELLENT thy years shall not fail.” These are words

the text further says : “Who being the THEY. FOR UNTO WHICH of the 102d Psalm and the argument taken

brightness of his glory, and the express said HE AT ANY TIME, Thou artmy Son, from them is briefly this: All created things
image of his person , and upholding all tius DAY JAVE I BEGOTTEN THEE ? And are changeable, but God unchangeable.

things by the word of hispower, when he AGAIN , I WILL BE TO HIM A FATHER, AND HE Firm as the earth stands, strong as the,

had by himself purged our sins, satdown SHALL BE TO ME A Son ?” To no angel did heavens appear, they grow old and will

the right hand of the Majesty on God ever say : “ THOU ART MY SON, THIS DAY finally drop to pieces like a tattered gar

high ." If He is the brightness of the HAVE I BEGOTTEN THEE . The angels and ment, but Christ does not grow old, He

Father's glory. lle must be co-eternall also pions men are , indeed, called children remains the same; so then Christ is the

with the Father, because the Father was of God; but the angels are so called because Unchangeable God.

certainly never without the brightness they have remained holy as God created So this epistolatory lesson is a powerful

of Ilis glory,else He Himself would not them ; and the Christians are so called be .proof for the everlasting Divinity of our

in

IE HATIT BY INHERITANCE

NAME THAN

OF THE ANGELS

on
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TILESIS I ,

.

a

Lord Jesus Christ . Any one reading this reasons for their action ,butrefer especially 1 Sam . 25 , 18. Eccl. 2, 3.-- 1 Sam . 9, 13 .

first chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews to Holy Scripture as prohibiting them . 14. Exod . 29, 38. 41. Num . 28 , 7. Cf.
with an open eye , must and will acknowl. Therefore, a Christian must investigate Exod . 12, 39. Deut. 16, 3. — Luke 5, 37

edge the Child born at Bethlehem as the the Scriptures what they say concerning 39.-- Acts 2, 13. 15. — Ephes. 5 , 18. Luke

Most High God, And now consider what the use of alcoholics, in order to take part 7 , 33. 34. Cf. Luke 1 , 15. John 2, 1-12 .

that meajis , thatHewho made the worlds, with or against the so -called temperance - 1 Tim . 4, 4. 5 .) - inculcating, however,
who is equal with the father in one God. movement, which investigation shall be the greatest temperance in using them
head,who upholds all things, whom all made by means of the following theses : ( Prov. 23, 19-21 . 29-33. Luke 21 , 34.

the angels worship, who remains the same Rom . 13, 13. Ephes. 5 18. Lev. 10 , 9 ff.

and whose throne is from everlasting to 1 Tim . 3 , 3. Tit . 1 , 7 .) — and threatening

everlasting, that this Most Iligh God has The so -called temperance people , rather the intemperate with the wrath of God

by Himself purged our sins. God has prohibitionists, declare the manufacture, and eternal damnation (Rom . 1,18 . I Cor.

made the purging of sin by Himself. sale and use of alcoholic beverages, of 6 , 10. Gal. 5, 21.) ,
Keep it in memory and ponder it in the beer, wine, etc. , a sin , and are trying en- Nowhere does Holy Seripture forbid the
heart. It is God that purges,and who tirely to suppress and abolish the manu- ?noderate use of alcoholic beverages, except

should find a spot or wrinkle in that which facture, sale and use of alcoholic bever- in a few special cases, where God had a
God has purged ? What God purges must ages. special design. Such special cases are the

surely be, as the apostle says, " holy and This thesis is to show the attitude of the following: Judges 13, 14 , the wife of
without blemish ."

And where sin is prohibitionists, for that is their true name, Manoah is bidden not toeat of anything,
purged there is freedom from wrathi , judg- in this question. Indeed, temperate all that cometh of the vine, veither let her
ment and hell.

“ The wages of sin is men , especially all Christians, ought to be. drink wine or strong drink, for the son

death ;" hence where sin is purged, death No Christian dare be immoderate in the that she should bear, was to be wa Nazarite

has lost its claim , there must be life and use of anything. But it is notmoderation to God from the womb to the day of his

salvation . And that this can in no way the prohibitionists are striving for, but death.” In Num .6 , 34 it is said to the

fail , is absolutely certain , because God total abstinence and that mainly, because Nazarite: • “ He shall separate himself

made the purging from sin by Himself.” they consider the use of intoxicants a sin. from wine and strong drink, and shall

If the purging of sin should have been ac- See Twelfth Annual Report of W. C. drink no vinegar of wine, or vinegar of

complished by an angel , or by a prince, or T. U., of Illinois, 1885, page 13. Annual strong drink, neither shall he drink any

by our works, our repentance, our afflic- address ib . p . 7. 13. The Lever and Lib. liquorof grapes, nor eat moist grapes , or.

tions, or what else of our name may be erator of Chicago Dec. 23, 1885. dried . All the days of his separation

mentioned , then indeed it would have been According to prohibitionists it is essen- shall he eat nothing that is made of the

a vain thing ; it would have been like tial,to true Christianity to be a “ teetota: yine tree, from the kernels even to the

sweeping away mountains with a feather; ler; " for says theFriend of Home, July' husk .” This was said not to all the Jews,
butGod has made the purging, of sin by 1 , 1887: We must be strictly temper- much less to all men , but only to him who
Himself. God Himself was born of lalate if we hope to be true Christians. was to " vow a vow of a Nazarite, to sepa

virgin ;God Himself took our sins upon would that it will touch not, taste not, rate themselves unto the Lord,” v . * 2 .
Himself: God IIimself sacrificed our sins bandle not,' was the motto of every one , And when the days of the Nazarite were

in Himself on the cross ; God Himself for he who only takes a drink now and fulfilled and he had been cleansed by the

shed His own Divine blood for the purg- then, may have inore to answer for than a priest , hemightdrink wine, v . 20. Lev.
ing of our sins. Who then in heaven , on confirmed drunkard." 10, 9 , God said to Aaron : “ Do not

earth or in hell shall deny the full and To attain their object, they employ va- drink wine nor strong drink, thou, nor thy

everlasting validity of this purging of rious and even doubtfuland sinful means. sons with thee, when you go into the tab
'

sin ? Yea, so long as God remains God, Most of all , of course, they try to pro re ernacle of the congregation, lest ye die.”

this purging of sin must stand, and he their position from the Bible and draw God here defined the time, when they
that believes it, possesses it . Let us re- conclusions therefrom contradicting the should drink no wine, namely, when they

joice and be glad, because in the birth of context. For instance, from Lev. 10, 9 , went into the tabernacle , and gave this

Jesus Christ a table is prepared for.us in wherein God forbids the priests to drink reason, that they might be able to put dif
.

the presence of our enemies, a table from wine, they conclude: " If wine and strong ference between holy and unholy, and be
which we may eat and be satisfied. “ Bless drink were then so dangerous that God tween unclean and clean . Compare also

the Lord, O mny soul: and all that is within gave a special statute to prohibit their Hezek. 41,21, and Prov. 31 , 4 .
me, bless his holy name." Amen . use, they are none the less so pow . God In the New Testament is the example

put the dignity of total abstinence upon of John the Baptist, Luke 1, 15 , the angel

Polemital .
the priests, etc. ( Gospel Temp. p , 166.) says to Zacharias: “ Ile, (the son that was” : :
When St. Paul teaches the Christians to be to beborn to him ) shall drink neither wine

moderate that must mean according to nor strong drink,” because he was to be a

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
their interpretation, asmuch as, they must Nazarite.

be abstinent, and the like . Nowhere does Scripture universally

Theses on the Proper Attitude of a They commission women , to prohibit the moderate use of stimulants,

Christian Towards the So
preach , others to pray in public, in oppo- neither does it command the same.

sition to St. Paul's writing : "But Isuffer two places it commends the use of wine,

Called Temperance Move- not a woman to teach .” They gather the namely, Prov. 31, 16 f. and 1 Tim . 5 , 23,

ment of the Present Day.
children into “ Bands of Hope" and urge for special reasons.

them to sign the pledge although they 40 Even as God neither commands nor pro

not yet understand itsmeaning. Butthis hibits the use of other things, as for in

may suffice. Everybody knows what the stance that of bread , but leaves it to one's

prohibitionists are driving at.
free will , even so lle permits the use of

Since a number of years there is a cer
alcoholic beverages. Of the different

tain movement in this and other countries The Word of God,however, neither com- significations denoting wine and strong

speedily on the increase,aiming at nothing mands nor prohibits the use of alcoholic drink in the Old Testament, only three are

less than the total suppression of the liquor bererages, but allows the same, (Micah 6, of importance to us in the present treatise ,

traffic, comprising also the moderate use of 15. Hag 1, 11.-Ps. 104, 15. Isa. 55, 1. namely, Tirosh ( new wine), Yayin (wine),

stimulating beverages; it is the so -called Dan. 10, 3. - Gen. 27, 25. 28. Deut. 14,
and Schekar ( strong drink ), and the way,

temperance movement. The agitators of 22. 23. 26.— Hosea 4 , 11. Isa. 16, 10 .
this movement for the suppression of the Jerem . 48 , 33. 40. 10. 12. - Gen. 9, 20. 21. in which Scripture speaks ofthat, which is

manufacture, sale and use of alcoholic 24. Isa . 28, 7.—Isa . 28 , 7. 29 , 9. 28 , 1. 8. denoted by these words, will be decisive

beverages, do not only produce political Gen. 27 , 25. 2 Sam . 13 , 28. Esther 1 , 7. for our question .

some

In

BY REV . W. LEWERENZ .

THEIS II .
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The Lniherau Witness. generaily derives comfort andjoy, as for in If the dancing masters, assembled in con

stance , glory , friendship , skill , health and vention, find it necessary to guard against

wealth and the like, the improprieties of modern dancing, how
C. A. FRANK, Editor & Publisher .

much more should Christians take a lesson,

The Sum and Substance of a Great that dancing is not an innocent pleasure, but

Tue LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and

Many Sermons of White Preachers, one o : Szian's many ways to lead men from
21st of each month . All communications and money

Chr'st and from the strait way of chastity .
Too .

should be sent to : LUTHERAX WITNESS, 16 Harvey St. ,
The best thing this convention of dancing

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per
masters could have done is , to resolve as a

annum in advance. Money sent otherwise than by
An old regro preacher divided his ser- body to give up their sinful occupation and

money-order or draft is at the risk of the sender.
mon into two parts : “ Fust, all de things in to advise all men against dancing.

de text , and second , all de things not in de
Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville , Oblo, as Second

text , and , bredren, we'll wraste wid de The Andover Professors .

Class Mail Matter.

second part fust . "

ZANESVILLE, OHIO, OCTOBER 21st , 1887.
Face Your Trouble to Conquer It . In commenting on the decision of the

Board of Visitors in removing Prof Egbert

C. Smyth for teaching doctrines contrary to
Twenty Great Human Items which are,

“ I had plowed around a rock in one of the creed of the Seminary, i . e . , probation in

however , vain and of no account my fields for five years ,” said a farmer, “ and the life future, the Independent says :

without the Word of God, I had broken a mowing machine knife “ Now let the Andover professors act in a

against it, besides losing the use of the straightforward manner, strictly in accor

ground in which it lay , all because I sup dance with the creed of that institution, and

V. MAN'S MONEY , posed it was such a large rock that it would with their own solemn promises. If they

The fiſth part of Psalm cxix, verses 33-40, take too much time and labor to remove it . cannot do this, they should immediately re
teaches that all men's money, property, and But to-day when I began to plow for corn , sign. They have no business whatever in
wealth are vain and of no account without I thought that by and-by I might break my chat institution unless they conform to the
God's Word . For the wealthy gener cultivator against that rock ; so I took a creed. They have a right to their own opin..

ally become proud , if they do not place crowbar, intending to poke around it and ions in regard to future probation , but they

themselves un ler the restraint of the Word , find out its size once for all . And it was have no right to teach them, or even to

But those who covet riches and would at- one of the surprises ofmy life to find out state them, in the Andover Seminary. There

tain to property and lay up a spare penny , that it was litile more than two feet long can be no question about this, legally or

and do this not in accord with God's Word, " It was standing on its edze and so light'thai
morally. It is, in plain English , simply dis

with God and in an honorable manner, I could lift it into the wagon without help ." | honest for them to do so . "

they commonly become misers and idolaters, The first time he really faced his trouble he
The Independent here commends hypoc.

slaves ofmammon , usurers, thieves and deconquered it.
risy. If the Andover professors have no

frauders , and can never be filled until their right to teach future probation, they cer .

mouths are filled with earth, and at last they A Good Way to Fill Empty Pews.
tainly have no right of believing in future

must be cast in the abyss of hell , Gal . v , 20 . probation. To believe in one thing and yet
For penurious men care not the least for the An earnest Christian farmer who lives to teach its very contrary, is simply mon

Word of God, nor for their sins , nor for four miles from church in one of the staid sirous. The right way for the Andover

their conscience, they fear neither God nor New England towns, and wlose family professors is either to abandon their heresy,

any one else.
consists of only himself and his wife, sends or to resign their position in a seminary that

VI. MAN'S CONSCIENCE, three teams every Sabbath to take to church must stamp them heretics.

people who reside in his neighborhood and

The sixtlı part of this Psalm, verses 41-48, have no conveyance of their own.

teaches that all men's conscience, be it as ample is worthy of imitation . Church Dewps.The Vucant

good as it may, is vain and of no account pews might be filled up in this way , and

without God's word. For though one think many infirm and aged people would rejoice For the LUTHERAN WITNESS..

his good conscience were as good as thou- to share in the worship of the sanctuary, of
,

sand witnesses, yet conscience may not op which theyhave long been deprived. A GLANCE AT A CHURCH -DIREC

pose sin , death and the world properly , TORY IN A SUNDAY PAPER .

unless a person hold to the Word of God “ The Correct Position for Waltzing."

alone and to the doctrine of the holy Gospel

in a simple and straightforward manner. Is the Bible merely a text book for the

Those that neglect this may never enjoy a
(From the N. Y. Sun , Sept. 15. )

preachers ? There was a time in Christen

good conscience in true agonies and trials , “ At the session of the Dancing Masters' dom when Aristotle was a greater authori

especially in the agony of death ; for then convention, held yesterday afternoon , the ty, in religious matters than the Word of

only the Word of God will avail . correct position for waltzing was defined . It God , the Holy Bible. The works of Aris.

was decided that the gentleman should hold totle may be classed under the heads of rhe
VII . MAN'S COMFORT.

the lady with his right forearnı, placing his toric, poetry, politics, ethics, physics and

The seventh part, verses 49-56, teaches hand flat against the back. No part of his metaphysics, ( and not to forget: logic , ) ; and

that man's comfort is vain and of no account arm above the elbow should come in con- they display an immense amount of genius.

without the Word of God . For whose tact with the body. The lady's left hand To -day a vast army of " christian ” pulpit

heart is not possessed by the Word , may should rest upon the gentleman's arm about orators have not Aristoile as a text-book but

easily encounter a small cross which will four inchts from the shoulder. His right the Bible . But 'tis wrong . Why ? If we

drive him mad , so as to carry him into deep arm should be held out perfectly straight at take a glance at the church directory in the

and lasting murmurings, impatience, an angle of about45 degrees from the body . secular Sunday morning papers , we will be

doubts and despair. But such as have the Her right hand should rest in the gentle convinced of the truthfulness of the sarcas

Word of God and cling thereto, they always man's palm, with the knuckle's uppermost.tic remark . On last Sabbath , in a large

have consolation in glee and gloor , in sor. It is necessary that the lady shall not bend city , on lake M- , a Rev. G. , of the Ep

row and death , though they be derided and her right elbow, otherwise they will fail to iscopal church ,preached on the subject, " An

mecked at on earth and are not at all pos zive the mutual support which is a requisite unturned cake. ” This sermon came under

sessed of such things from which the world of good dancing."
the head of-let me see--Gastronomy , I

His ex
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would say . Rev. W., of the Presbyterian ment, the pastor of St. Paul's, Rev. W. sick have you visited ?” " O ," he replied , " it

Church , preacher': “ A Bad Bargain . ” This Dallmann , could not be present , and the never struck me in that light . I thought

sermon , I opine, should come under the writer of this , who had promised his pres only of the relation of others to me, and not

head of " politics" or " business." Rev. M., ence , was detained by an attack of fever of my relation to them .” In some churches

of the Methodist Church, gave a sermon while on a circuit ride in the adjoining coun . the privilege of visiting the sick is left en

on , " The preparation of the Pew . " I sup ties. This put Father A. Rader, to the dis . tirely with the pastor. But if Christians

pose ~ I may err — for to err is human , - advantage of conducting the services at a perceived the blessings they might reap from

this Reverend received a circular from a rather short notice . Nevertheless, all that attending sick beds, their visits woull be

certain firm in New York, that is ready - participated speak of a joyful time and frequent.

on a few days notice-to take all the old sit . cheerfully contributed their part in prayers

tings out of the church and replace them and money for the cause of Christ.

with easy reclining chairs. At the Unitari. He in grace accept both and further His
The most common b'e -sings in nature are

an Church, a Rev. B. took for his sulject: Kingdom among us.
Α. ΜΙ .

the most valuable. This sentence of Luther
“ A Garden Day. The Loveliness of follow

ing high Ideals. " In Aristotle the Rever Some Eastern men are so impoverished finds ample illustration in the fullowing

end Gentleman will find materialunder the by keeping ten thousand -dollar yachts that paragraph :

heads : Rhetoric and poetry . At Mc Vick they feel too poor to rent a pew in church . In a recent geographical paper, Prof. J.

ers Thea'er Dr. T. ( of the Independeui - Chicago Tribune.
Starkie Gardner sketched the value and im

Church ) preached “ independent" of the
portance of the grasses at the present day,

Bible without doub ', for he very frequently
The native Christians connected with the remaik’ng that they occupy under cultiva

publishes his effusions of rhetoric and eth

ics . Under the notices of the churches
stations of the North German ( Bremen ) lion one third of the entire area of Europe,

Missionary Society on the West African inclusive of lakes and mountains, while, ex
"Miss” Florence K, and in the other a“Miss” A. 1. C. are announced as “ pastors." coast begin to support their churches then clusive of malt and spirituous drinks dis

I. "
selves. These negroes,mostly poor people , tilled from them , their products to the value

They preached from a text taken from the

Bible -- and 'twas not, however, the text

contribute already as much as only too many of nearly one hundred millions sterling are

well to do white

that-reads as follows: “ Let your women

folks in Pennsylvania. Imported annually into England alone. There

Thus writes a Pensylvania church paper . are over 3,000 specie s, fitted to occupy most

keep silence in the churches; for it is not diverse stations and to overcome nearly

permitted unto them to speak , but they are every kind of vegetable competition, with

commanded to be under obedience, as also
The number of missionaries, sent to the result that about ninety -five per cent. of

saith the law , ” ( 1 Cor. XIV, 34 ) At the
Ovamboland in East Africa by the Luther the plants growing in ordinary meadow

Spiritualists , meeting.house, " The boy medi.
ans of Finland , was increased to seven , as land are grasses .

um speaks,” in the morning, and in the even the number is increasing very hopefully.

ning “Mrs” T. will tell all she knows, I sup. The brethren are about to publish the Gos

pose.
pels and a sacred History in Ovambo Il

Do I, dear Lutheran , violate the Villihe Lutherans of Finland may and do suponistic errors nowWhat we must expect when the commu

Commandment , if I thus speak and write of sown broadcast over the

port a foreign mission, why should our land shall have matured, is exhibited by'ex
modern preachers and the Misses” preach. Synodical Conference not be able to do the minister E. B. Washburn , in Scribner's.

ers ? Verily , no ! for the Lord our God says same ?

unto thee and me. “ And to convince the Magazine for April . Mr. Washburn was in

gainsayers. For there are many unruly and
Paris during the regime of the notorious

vain talkers and deceivers , specially they of
The Baptists of the United States, North Commune, and writes thus :

ern and Southern, gave last year $ 1,677,706
the circumcision : whose mouths must be

For educafor home and foreign missions.
“ But few people are fully aware of the

stopped , who suovert whole houses , teach .

ing things which they ought not." (Titus

tion and other purposes the contributions immense proportions which the Paris Com

mune had taken on before its final suppies

I.911).
amounted to $ 1,914,442 and lor church sup .

sion . Its military strengih was simply enor

Dear Lutheran , the Bible is not merely a
port $4 924,553, making a grand total of

Cluseret told me of his furnishing

text-book for the preachers.
The Bible is $8,510 701 , by over 2,700,000 members. This

rations at the time he was delegate to the

the Word of God and this word must be
makes three dollars which the individual

preached-nothing more and nothing less .

member gave. Did we give as much ? Are Ministry of War, to one hundred and twen .

And theThe old , old Gospel “ is the power of God our obligations towards missionary work ty - five thousand soldiers in Paris .

amount of war material found in possession

unto salvation to every one that believeth . "
not as great and greater than those of Bap

of the Commune at the time of its collapse
tists ?

(Rom . I, 16. ) was prodigious. There were 548,oco guns,

S. AUGUSTUS, of Oldtown . of different models, with sabre bayonets;

The German Evangelical ( Basle ) Mis. 56,000 cavalry sabres , of every form and de

sionary Society met on June 29 and 30, to scription; 14.000 Enfield rifles ; 39,000 re .Mission Festival in Webster County,

hear the annual report of Inspector Oehler. volvers; making a total of nearly 700,000
Mo.

He was able to state that the membership weapons of every kind taken from the hands

of native communicants had reached the of the Communards. Independently of the

We read of so many mission festivals, in twentieth thousand, and the schools were vast amount of this particular material ,

the German papers of our church , that we
visited by 7.500 children . The receipts of the military authorities of the Commune had

feel called upon -- for the glory of God -- to last year were $ 200,000 and the debt was 1,700 pieces of cannon and mitraileuses,
give a brief report of a mission festival in wiped out entirely by legacies . Eleven which they had robbed from the city , and

our circles. It was the first festival of the graduates of the Basle seminary were set which they had used with such terrible

kind, as far as my knowledge goes, celebrat apart for the work in China, India and West effect . But what must ever excite amaze.

ed in the bounds of our English Lutheran Africa. They are not Lutherans, however. ment is the knowledge of the vast number of

Conference of Mo, Like most beginnings
the people in Paris at this time who not

it was small—which gives it the advantage A member of a church was prostrated by only were in sympathy with the Commune,

of room for growth in the future . illness, and complained bitterly to his pastor but who abetted and sustained it in its ca.

Our festival was celebrated on 12th Sun that only one or two persons had come to reer of crimeand blood . The ininority , em

day after Trinity , by the St. Paul's and see him . “ My friend, ” said the minister , bracing the better class of Paris, were com .

Emanuel Congregations, in the church o ' " You have been a professing Christian for pletely cowed and subdued by this vast in

the former. Owing to a pressing engage- thirty years . During this time how many surrectionary mass of population.”

mous .
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Hearth and Wome. condition ; i ', however, any terms have been A Beautiful Christian Act.

attached to an engagement, then the be.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
trothal requires absolute validity , as soon as

The following beautiful story is told of

the stated conditions are fulfilled. Marriage Lady Stanley,wife of the late Dean Stan.

Talks on Betrothals, vows may either be conditional or uncondi .
tional . Instances of the latter kind wehave ley, of Westminister Abbey, in connection

with a London hospital near the abbey:
in the espousals of Rebecca to Isaac and

Lady Stanley was in the habit of spend .
Sarah to Tobias, mentioned in the Apocrying a good deal of time in this hospital, talk
phal book of Tobit, chapter vii . And it

ing with the sick and suffering people there,
V. were well , if all persons contempiating mar .

and trying to cheer and comfort them .

riage, assayed to make an unconditional en

Among these was a poor woman suffering
gagement. However, circumstances may from a painfuland dangerous disease. Lady

We hope,that our earnest appeals regard : arise which prevent an unlimited marriage Stanley's kind words had been a great com .

ing secret betrothals have not been in vain . vow , and under which a promise of matri
fort to her on her sick bed . The doctors

They were penned with the solemn prayer mony may be given on certain conditions said that her life could be saved only by her

that they might meet the consideration and only . Thus Boaz, under the then existing

approval of all our young readers. But be marriage laws, was restrained from making They told her that she must certainly diegoing through a very painful operation .

. I

fore dispatching this important subject, we an unlimited marriage contract with Ruih , unless the operation were performed. " I

deem it necessary to allay an anxiety that and for this reason his promise of wedlock
think I could bear it, ” she said , “ it Lady

perhaps has found room in the minds of was given to her on the condition, that the

some, living in wedlock . It were not alto- ! nearer kins man failed to do his duty. Ruth Stanley could be with me while it was be.

gether improhable, that not a few of our iii , 13
ing done." Lady Stanley was sent for.

And even without such necessita .

married friends have read our statements on ting circumstances one has the privilege of
When the messenger arrived at her home,

secret espousals with pain and sorrow .
he found her dressed in the splendid robes

In liniting his engagement by certain condi.
which ladies wear when called upon to

perusing those statements they have been tions, ior instance in regard to dowry, time,

reminded of the days, when they wooed ard and the like .
attend on Queen Victoria . She had been

But if he does so, let him re .

were betrothed to their spouse. This recol . member, that he can never recede and form
thus summoned, and was just about starting

for the Queen's palace . She received the .

lection has perhaps revealed to them the another engagement as long as the matter
message from the hospital .

appalling fact, that their affiance was an il remains in suspense , and that his limited be
There was no

legitimate and secret affair. And now their trothal becomes absolutely binding, as soon cloak over her,and hastened to the hospital.
time to change her dress ; so she threw a

excited conscience is constantly annoying as all conditions have been fulfilled .

them with queries as , whether or not their Such are the requisites of a valid and She spoke some encouraging words to the

wedlock hitherto has been valid , or if they legitimate betrothal. To give a summary
poor woman, and stood by her side till the

even now after the solemnization of their of all that has been written in regard to operation was over, and the poor, suffering

marriage ought to dissolve the union . To them , we might say, that a binding marriage noble lady jastened to the palace .
patient was made comfortable. Then the

She

such we would suggest the following asser . promise may be made by those parties only

tión of Luther: " Now in order that no one whoare neither physically nor morally unfit apologized to the Queen for her delay in

have any scruples, if some be found living for matrimony; that such promise must be coming , and told her what had caused the
delay .

together in matrimony by a secret betrothal, voluntary and not compulsory on the part
The Queen praised her for kindly

having been united against the parents ' of the contracting persons; that it mustbe waitingon one of her suffering subjects be

wish , and now perhaps would think : ' O , given with the knowledge and consent of
fore coming to wait on her. -Sel.

Lord , what shall I do ? I have not come to the parents , if they are still living; and final

my spouse by the Lord , but in opposition to ly , that it must be unconditional ; or if limit
Faithful to His Word .

the Lord and His word , by myself, against ed by any conditions , that it acquires abso

the will of my parents; for this reason alas , lute validity as soon as all conditions have George G. Lake, the benevolent merchant

I have hitherto had no legitimate wedlock . been fulfilled . In subsequent papers we of New York , whose death has been re

and perhaps may never have such with this propose to show , how valid betrothments cently reported, came to the great city from

spouse, & c.,'and hence would want to have are to be regarded, and on what grounds Connecticut and obtained employment as
himself divorced , although they did it with they may be dissolved . an errand boy in a store in Catharine s reet.

reluctance. Here I say , never, but all that He was an errand boy of the old fashioned

has been united , and is living together in
Hold Up Your Light.

kind, one who receives two dollars a week

public matrimony , shall remain so and not wages , slept on or under the counter of the

be divorced on the ground of a secret es . stoie, and lived chiefly on crackers and

pousal.” ( Quoted in Baier III , 748 ). This During a voyage to India , I sat one dark cheese. But he was a good boy , attended

advice of Luther certainly is beyond dis . evening in my cabin, feeling unwell . Sud- to business and made friends . In a year or

pute. If parties have been secretly en . denly the cry of “Man overboard !" made two he obtained a better place, in a better

gaged and they, when living in legitimate me spring to my feet. I heard a trampling store , in a better street , where he advanced

wedlock, are reminded of their transgres . overhead , but resolved not to go on deck, rapidly from one post to another until , at

sion , it then behooves them as Christians lest I should interfere with the crew in their nineteen , he was placed in charge of the silk

not to dissolve the union, but to sincerely efforts to save the poor man , “What can I department, the highest position in the

repent of their sins, to implore the Lord's do?” I asked mystif; and unhooking my store.

remission for the same, and to guard their lamp I held it rear the top of my cabin and Salaries at that period were so small that

own children against following their wicked close to my bull's - eye window , that its light this smart young man thought himself lucky

footprints. might shine on the sea and as near the ship in getting $ 400 a year , and he enga ed to

We now come to the fourth and last re . as possible . In half a minute's time I heard remain four years in the service of the firm

quisite of a valid and proper affiance .. And the joyful cry , “ It's all right , he's safe ;" at that rate of wages.

since " brevity is the soul of wit,” we , how . upon which I put my little lamp in its place . As the head of the silk counters he had

ever, in considering the first three requisites The nextday, however, I was told that my frequently to visit a great importing house,

have perhaps been a little too tedious with little lamp was the sole means of saving the to replenish the stock of his own firm , and

" limbs and outward flourishes , " the discus- man's lite ; it was only by the timely light there he attracted notice by his excellent

sion of the fourth shall be brief. In order which shone upon him that the knotted taste in selecting silks , and his sound judg.

that a marriage promise be legitimate and rope could be thrown so as to reach him.- ment as to what patterns would be likely to

valid , it must also be given without any Sel
please people.

>
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One day he was asked tostep into the Selections from Church 1871,but it hasbeen adopted by Ba len.
counting room of the importing house, The theological thought of this branch of

where one of the partners invited him to
History.

the Church is represented by the so - called

enter their service at $ 1,000 the first year, Mediating Theology," of which Dorner is

$ 2,000 the second and $ 3.000 afterward . probably the best single representative , and
COMPLEXION OF THE EVANGELI

The young man replied that he had just the theological faculty at Halle the best cor

made a contract with his employers for four
CAL CHURCH IN GERMANY. porate representative . It aims as much as

years at eight dol'ars per week . possible , to unite modern thought with old

“ That contract was only verbal, I sup.I It is a very difficult, even impossible , task theology , and to pour old thoughts into new

pose , " said the merchant. to classify fully the different schools of forms. Naturally its boundaries are some

" I never break contracts, ” replied the thought in the theology and Church ofGer. what undefined ; some of its adherents , such

clerk , " whether verbal or not.” many, but it can be done approximately . as Zockler . Strack , and the so -called " Possi

So he went back to his silks in the old Farthest to the Right, to use European poli- tiven ," being almost confessional in their

store and to his eight dollars a week . He tical and ecclesiastical parlance, stand the standpoint ; others touching the verge of Ra.

served out his four years faithfully. At confessional parties. At the close of the tionalism . Probably one-half of the German

the end of the period he had made himself last century , rationalism had completely Protestants belong to the United Church

the indispensable man to his employers , wiped out confessionalism in the land of and adhere to the Mediating Theology.

who offered him $ 10,000 a year or a part . Luther. When the bitter experiences of A third division is the Protestantenver.

nership . He took the salary , and after the Napoleonic wars revived in the German ein , a voluntary organization of ultra - liberal

someyears entered the firm , of which in due Churches a vital religion and theology , the professors , pastors and congregations.

time, by the retirement of his partners , he Confession of the Lutheran Chureh and the They are not officially recognized by the

became the head . " Book of Concord of 1580, " came to the State,but are by the governments considered

He made a large fortune in the business, front again . Since that day the number of a part of the State Churches wherever they

from which he retired at an early age and those who adhere to these symbols has in . are found. They are principally met with

spent the remainder of his days in happy creased steadily though slowly, and now in the larger cities , notahly Berlin , Hamburg,

and honorable retirement, a good patriot, they are an important factor in German and Bremen , and also throughoutBaden and

good Christian and a wisely benevolent Church life . The Confessions are officially Thuringia, and have complete control of the

man . One solace and charm of his old age reorganized in the Evangelical Churches of theological faculties of Jena and Heidelberg,

was music , of which he was a warm lover Saxony , Bavaria, Mecklenburg, and to some with representatives elsewhere , especially,

and munificent patron.- Selected. extent also in Wurtemberg, and in the Ger- in German Switzerland . They deny all the

man - Russian provinces on the Baltic . . Ac . fundamentals of Christian doctrine. At a

cordingly the Universities of Leipzig , Erlan . recent meeting ,one of their members report

Borrowing Trouble.
gen , Rostock , and Dorpat are under the con . ed that in his journey to America he had

trol of confessional consistories, and it is at been able to find breiheren in the faith only

these that we find the theology men of this among the Unitarians and the Universalists.

Once upon a time there was a man and stamp. Theologically , these belong to the The leading rationalistic school of theolo

woman who planned to go and spend the leading universities in Germany, Leipzig gy in Germany is now that of Ritschl.

having larger attendance of theological stu. Although rapidly gaining adherents, the
day at the house of a friend some miles

dents than any other . The Protestants of leaders of this party have intentionally , and

away from their own . So one pleasant Saxony, Mecklenburg, Bavaria , Baltic pro . almost with ostentation, refusd to enter the

morning they started out to make the visit, vinces , as also the majority in Wurtemberg arena of practical church work. This

but they had not gone far when the woman and the Prussian provinces of Hanover school differs from that of the Verein only

remembered a bridge they had to cross , and Schleswig ( University of Breslau ) , ad . in method and roanner, but not in substance.

which was very old and was said not to be
here to the Confessions. Among these The dogmaticians of the latter go out from

very safe, and she immediately began to tock , with such men as Pilippi, Kliefoth, wing of Hegel's school, while Ritschl starts
there is again a difference of degree. Ros. the philosophical premises of the negative

worry
about it.

Dieckhofi, is considerabely more pronoun . from Kant. Buth reach the same conclusions

“ What shall we do about that bridge?” ced in its conservatism than Leipzig, with subversive of the essence of Christian truths.

said she to her husband. " I shall never dare Luthardt and Delitzsch , or Erlangen , with These ultra -liberals represent nearly one.

to go over it, and we can't get across the Thomasius, or Hofman ever were. Proba- fourth of German Protestants. The inde

river any other way.” bly one - forth of the German Protestants can pendent bodies are small , and have no influ .

" Oh , ” said the man , " I forgot that bridge; be said to adhere to the historic Confessions ence in problems affecting the whole Church

it is a bad place. Suppose it should break of the Church. as does the burning question now . In view

through and we should fall into the water The next and largest party are those in of these somewhat heterogeneous elements

and be drowned ?”
the Prussian United Church, and are repre in the Evangelical Church of Germany, it

“Or even ,” said his wife, “ suppose you sented almost exclusively at Prussian univer.is not surprising that the leaders find it

should step on a rotten plank and break sities. In 1817,the third centennial of the almost an impossible task even to formulate

your leg ,what would become of me and the Reformation, Frederick Wilhelm III , by the wishes and needs of the Church.

boy?" royal decree, united officiaily the Lutheran The Independent.

“ I don't know ," said the man , “ what and the Reformed Churches in his realm .
Drunkenness .

would become of us, for I could not work This was done because the differences in the

and we should all starve to death .” Confessions were not considered as funda

So they went worrying and worrying. mentally important enough to separate the A legend says that the devil gave a her

until they got to the bridge when , lo and be two organizations. The union was thus mit the choice of three great vices, one of

hold ! they saw that since they had been consummated on the basis ofan ignoring of which was drunkenness. The hermit chose

there last a new fridge had been built, and confession differences, and this feature char . this as being the least sinful. He became

they crossed over in perfect safety, and acterizes this part of the German Church . It drunk, and he committed the other two.

found they might have saved themselves all is the official Protestant Church of Prussia ,

their anxiety . though it includes only the nine old provin . The waves of the sea will in time round

Now that is just what the proverb means. ces that constituted the kingdom in 1817, and the edges of the sharpest rock .

Never waste your worrying on what you has not been returned to Schleswig and Hol

think may possibly happen.-- The Lutheran stein and Hanover, acquired in 1866, nor to Gold and honor must not be Aung away

Home.
Alsace - Lorraine , acquired by Germany in upon the high road .
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1

LECTURES ON MODERN have not been lost, notwithstanding the fact perform such dances only . When I make

that they never, even after their having be mention of this, however, nobody must
DANCING .

come Christians , fully saw into the sinful. think , on that account, that he, too, might

ness of this pleasure. This , however, goes do so. No, indeed ! I am compelled to dis

but to show that even true Christians some suadeyou therefrom most earnestly, and for
Translated from the German of times go on doing sins unknown to them two reasons. Firstly, it would give offense,

C. F. W. Walther , D. D. , and selves, but borne by God as frailties. A and secondly , in our times , this would

venial sin , however, becomes a mortal sin merely be a bridge back into the dance now

Adapted for the “ Witness "
when recognized to be a sin and still con customary in the world . But of this I shall,

by R ........
tinued in against one's conscience. perhaps, speak more anon .

Now , before proceeding to the second [ TO BE CONTINUED. )

argument, why those wishing to be true

IX.
Christians must refrain from our modern

The Tapestry Weavers .

dance, neither permit their sons and daught

To the above we add the Word ofGod, ers to take part in the same, allow me to
Let us take to our hearts a lesson

No lesson can braver be

Col. iii , 17: “ And whatsoever ye do in word communicate to you , by way of supplement, From the ways of the tapestry weavers,

or deed, do all in the name of the Lord some testimonies in proof of what has al. On the other side of the sea ,

Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Father ready been said , to -wit, that one may sin
Above their heads the pattern hangs;

by Him ; ” and I. Cor. x, 31. “ Whether, against the sixth commandment also with They study it with care.

therefore, ye eat or drink , or whatsoever ye his hands and arms. Ofthis , firstly, Scriver, The while their fingers deftly work ,

do, do all to the glory of God . " By both the pious author of the so - called Seelen Their eyes are fastened there,

these passages the modern dance is, forever, Schatz, writes : " Thus a believing scul like Why tell this curious thing, besides,

condemned by God Himself. Forwhomay wise watches over his hands and all the Of the patient , plodding weaver:

perform this dance in the name of the Lord other members of his body, that they might He works on the wrong side evermore ,

Jesus” ? Who may do it “ to the glory of not be unhallowed by uncleanliness and be
But works for the right side ever.

God," oi who may, having practiced this
come an abomination before God. This one

It is only when the weaver stops

dance, step up " giving thanks to God ” ? No word of Paul, ' Shall I take the members of And the web is loosed and turned,

body may
That he sees his real handiwork ,do so, no more than one may sin Christ and make them the members of an
That his marvelous skill is learned,

in the name of Jesus and to the glory of harlot?' is sufficient to keep them from all
Ged, and thank God for it . unclean acts." (Pji, Sermon xxi , $ 16, vol .

Oh ! the sight of its delicate beauty.

How it pays him for all his cost !
O, ve dear parents , consider well what ye I , p . 809 ) . In accordance with this, I ask

Norirer, daintier work than his

are doing by permitting your children to all dear Christians whether chey are not
Was ever done by the frost.

take part in our modern dance, yea , going obliged to say, It is in fact terrible to see
Tuen the master bringeth him golden hire,

further still , in allowing them to learn the whither Christendom has drifted in these
And giveth him prai -e as well,

art of dancing methodically ! Do consider last times ? A young man may, now a days, And how happy the heart of the weaver is

what you are doing ! You are offering your without giving offense, embrace and encir
No tongue but his own can tell .

children to the idol of Moloch , indeed not cle a maiden , all the people looking on , and
The years of man are the looms cf God,

the old heathenish Moloch ,butthe Moloch of turn about with her in circular figures ! Let down to be spent in faith in His Son,

vanity and unchastity . You will say , per- Where are here those chaste hands ? Where Wherein we are weaving always, till

haps , Why, we are doing it merely for the are here those chaste arms ? Shame on The mystic web is done..

sake of having cur children get graceful Christendom for tolerating such a spectacle Weaving patiently but weaving surely.

manners in the bearing of their body . Oh ! amorg:t them ! Luther, too, sreaks of this With groans for heavenly aid,

dear parents, consider firstly , Which is bet- in a similar way, in his admirable sermon on We may not see how the right side looks,

We can only weave and wait.
ter, going to heaven without fine manners, the ten commandments, preached at Wit

or going to hell with your fine manners? tenberg. " The third degree of unchastity ," But, looking above the pattern ,

But consider also , secondly, Admitted that he says , " consists in six signs.” Having
No weaver reed have fear :

Only let him look into the Worl's heaven

graceful manners are, certainly , something hereupon denoted " embracement" as fourth
The perfect pattern is there.

nice, lovely , and praiseworthy, are there not sign of unchastity, viz : a person of one sex

other means of accustoming the young folks " embracing" another of the opposite sex, he
If he keeps the grace of our Saviour

Forever and always in sight.
to practice fine manners than the introduc proceeds : These signs just enumerated do

His toil shall be sweeter than honey ,

tion of our modern dances, leading to such nowhere happen oftener and more grossly His weaving is sure to be right.

great temptations ? But pay attention to than in public dances. It is impossible to
And when his task is ended ,

what our own Lusher says on this point . say how many and great sins are committed And ihr web is turned and shown,

Thus he writes : " The third class of those there, and what the senses of sightand hear . We shall hear the voice of the Master,

spoiling their children are those who give ing conceive there, besides , what damage is It shall say to him , " W Il done ! "

occasion to their children to love the world , caused by touching and talking . In short,
And the white -winged angels of heaven

who do not care for their children any the world is world , yea , and un-world , and To bear him thence shall come down ;

further than to have them step up boldly, to an enemy of God . One may not seek any And God in mercy shall give him,

Not cuin , but the Golden Crown,
leap, to dance and to dress themselves nice thing good in the world , pleasing to God,

ly, to please people, to tempt their desires, for there is one sin above another. We also
Communicated by NAMELESS.

and to conform themselves to the world . In feel God's great ire, still , we laugh , we hop Subscriptions Paid.

our times, but few may be found who are and leap, are gay and merry , just as though

attearing thus to their children that they are no danger were at hand , but all our doing Mr. Fred. Kroeger, Springfie’d, Ills . , (VI 100

cared for in regard to those things pertaining were good and fine." (vid Walch . iii, 1937 ). Mr. J. Horst, Jr., Fort Wayne, Ind., (VI)cc) 25.00

.25

to God , and the soul's salvation, as they are This testimony of Luther is the more im . Mr.J. Horst, Jr., Fort Wayne, Ind., (VI)
" H Franz, New York, N. Y., (VI 12 to VII

providing them with dresses, pleasure, riches portant since he defends the wedding dance
11 )

and honor. " ( The Ten Commandments, in his Church . Postil. We have, however, Rev. Fr. Kanig, Jr,, Seward, Neb. , ( V)

preached to the people of Wittenberg. heard already, that he is there but speaking “ C. F. J. Johanning , Gooch's Mills , Mo. , (VI) 1.00

Walch. iii , 1824 sq ) . ot that allowable dance, consisting in noth “ Ph . Schmidt, Seymour, Ind . , (VI 9 cc) 8.20

I will readily admit that quite a number ing but hopping about where, at most, one “ E. H. Wischmeyer, Rose Hill , Tex. , (V & VI) 2.00

ofupright Christians have, in their youth, person would give another his handsor Teacher L. Wissbeck, Milwaukee, Wis., (IV toG. Schowe, Eagleton, Wis ., (VI)

indulged , even passionately, in the sin of fingers. By the way, with respectable
VI )

our modern dance , and who, nevertheless, Americans it is said to be customary still to Teacher H. W. Engelbrecht , Columbus, Ind.,(VI) 1.00

i

1.00

1.90

1.00

3,00
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of the year .

no more

We

Our Epistle Postil . to say at the end of the year: The compas- ungodly down to destruction,leaving them
sions of the Lord failed not; they were no longer room for repentance . Is then

new every morning, and great was His God a bard and cruel tyrant? Such
A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE faithfulness. Look at these and many tions modern sentimentalism will ask,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR . other blessings, and be not like the un- but the Lord answers in the parable be

grateful, who, though blessed with every- fore us: “ A certain man had a fig tree

thing needful both for body and soul, will planted in his vineyard, and he came

nevertheless grumble, if a finger smarts and sought fruit thereon, and found

them , or they get five cents less for a none.
Then said he unto the dresser of

SYLVESTER. bushel of grain than they want. the vineyard , Behold, these three year's I

Yet you might perhaps say : I well come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and

know , the goodness of the Lord has been find none ; cut itdown ; why cumbereth it

Luke xiii , 6-9 . great toward me, but afflictions and cross the ground ?” That man is, certainly, not

es came upon me of which I can see neither a bad man ; he is a man of great patience

DEARLY BELOVED :—By the mercy of
cause nor object . Yes indeed , we short- and long suffering. For three years he

Fifteen coines and finds this tree barren and
God we have again arrived at the return sighted mortals can not see far.

But a few hours more and
and more years ago God led me into though in the third year he threatens it,

the old
year

will be at an end and a new ways, of which my heart said with sad- yet he is persuaded by the gardener to let
,

one begins. The return of the
ness : This is not what I wanted; should it stand another year. It is indeed some.

is
yearand ought to be an important timefor each this be the course of my life and must I thing which may well strike terror to the

and every one.
abandon the dream of my youth ? So my heart, if ungodly men are cut off sudden

We should never, as so heartdisputed with the Lord,and though ly, having at their latter end,

many do. end anoldand begin a new I submitted to the Hisguidance, yet it room for repentance .But rather than ask:
year without reflecting ; at the end of a

But Can that be a merciful God who allows
period of time we should pause to look was done with much unwillingness.
back over the time pastand to examine at this day I must confess that the Lord such things we should ask : Who can find?

ourselves as to what we are, where we
was rightand I was wrong. Frequently fault with a gardener for cutting down a

stand and whither we are tending ;whether at theend of a year we begin to under- tree which lias remained barren for so

we we have been walking in the narrow stand the why and wherefore of things many years ! Is that the right thing that:

which occured when

way leadingupward, or inthe broadway Therefore we should closethe year, thank- cumber the ground? Ifwe do notfind fault

the year began, a tree which will bring no fruit, should

leading downward .
pause and look baek over the past twelve- ing God not only for these things of with a gardener for applying the axe to a

which

month we must certainly say that a year butfor all things:for what the Lorddoes with Godfor laying the axe to the rootof

see that they are blessings, barren tree, much less can wefind fault

comprises much .

, Also this past year has furbrought labors, troubles and temptations, is good, His guidances are right and Histhe ungodly.
but none the less also blessings and joys. dispensations are for oursalvation ,and we nislied numerous examples of men being
I was permitted quietly and undisturbedly should say unto our soul: - ( ) give thanks cut off suddenly. Many perished bywater,
to labor in my calling and my labor in the unto the Lord; for he is good; for his many by tire, many on the railroads, many

Lord was not in vain .

One minute strongby powder and lead.Though I cannot mercy endureth forever."

boast of gathering in multitudes, which Yet at the end of a year, praising Good men pon earth , the next hurled down to

destruction. Sentimental people say : That
alone the world is accustomed to call for His goodness and faithfulness,

looks hard . lauswer: Yes indeert, it looks

success , yet the fruits of the Spirit have must also look to ourselves to see if we

not been altogether lacking among
haveany reason to praise ourselves. Were hard if a gardener comes to his vineyard

:

and that the fruits of the Spirit be bronght we like’unto a tree planted by the rivers year after year and finds it tree planted,
forth that alone is true success in the vine-of waters that bringeth forth his fruitin spreading its branches, cumbering the
yard of the Lord . Moreover the Lord his season ? or were we barren , unfruitful soil and bringing no fruit; it looks hard

granted me growth after the inner man , trees ? The year is at an end, the Lord that a gardener should let that tree stand

bodily health and daily bread for me and of the vineyard comes to seek fruit:where there and rob him of the ground which it

is it ?
cumbers.

mine, so that at the end of the
Ат THE

Surely it takes a very patient

year
constrained to bless His name and to say : SHOULD REPENT OF THE SINS OF THE SEAR, gardener to do that, and if after waiting

Ilis compassions failed not; they were considering both the long suffering and for yearshe pass the word to ent it down,
who should find fault with him !

new every morning; great is Ilis faithful- justness ofGod .

The connexion of our text is brietly this: end of the year bwa-tingly say: Behold,
Should then we who have reached the

Do some of you perlaps think: I wish Some came to Jesus and told Ilim of

that I too could say that? If you would certain Galileuns whom Pilate had ont must have been sinners before 113 ?
others were cut down and we remain ; they

look right at that which the year brought down suddenly while they were sacritic : thatwouldbe exactly of a piece with that
Why;

yon, you would doubtless be obliged to ing, so that their blood was mingled with proud prayer of thie Pharisee in the temspeak in the same mamer. Man is in their sacrifices. They seem to have thought proud prayer of the Pharisee in the tem

clined to look only at the sorrows, misfor -lit a hard thing that these men were cuti
Of those eighteen, pon whom the

tower in Siloam fell and tell them " the

tunes and disappointments which the year off sosu suddenly ; for Jesus answered :

brought him , and will then be dissatisfied ," Suppose ye that these Galileans were
Lord says: Think ve that they were sin

and murmur, because he has not been so sinners above all
ners above all men that dwell in Jerusa

the Galileans, because
len ! I tell yoll: Nay, but except ye re

fortunate and so successful as he thinks they suffered such things!
,

he ought to have been .
In the pastyear' Nay;but except ye repent, ye shall all pentye shall all likewise peri-h ."" Barren

trees shall be cut down and cast into the

you had the Word of God preached into i likewise perirl ," and the same he repeats tire. Ile that is a barren tree and refuses

you, yon had the Bible laying on the man- of eighteen men -on whom the tower in
tlepiece wherewith to comfort your heart.' Siloam fell, and let them ." Those men to repent and become a fruitful tree , of

"
you had clothies to wear and abundant were cut off suddenly, and that is some ilim it will be said when his measure of

food to eat , and is not that blessing enough thing terrible, if God suddenly hurls the, wrath is full: “ ( 'ut it down ." Therefore

lle

us

I am
END OF THE YEAR WE

ness .

ple.

I tell yoll,
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at the end of the year, let us well consider truly the fruit of the Spirit,you may learn escape as by a hair's breath, or by war,
this parable . from the words of the Lord saying: " I pestilence and other public or private ca
What is meant by the vineyard ? what by am the vine, ye are the branches ; lre that lamities. And when his wrath would kin

the tree planted in it ! As we have heard, abideth in me, and I in him , the same dle against them , even then yet he is often

the Lord used this parable when speaking bringeth forth much fruit, for without per-na-led by the gardener, Jesus Christ,
of judgments which God executed in me ye can do nothing. If a man abide pleading also for the barren trees, to let
Israel. Israel was his vineyard ;for of it not in me, he is cast forth as a branch and them stand another year. See, thou bar

he says in Isaialı, 5th chapter: " Now will is withered ; andmen gather them and cast ren tree , the Lord has let thee stand an

I sing to my well beloved a song of my them into the tire , and they are burned ." |other year to see today's Sylvester-eve.
beloved tonching his vineyard. My well He that abides in Christ, is a good tree The Lord will do even more for such a

beloved hath a vineyard in a very fruitful bringing fruit of genuine quality; but he barren tree. Ile will -y about it and

hill, ” and after describing what Ile had that abideth not in Christ is at best a dung it.” Ile digs about it with the mat

done for Ilis vineyard IIe says: “ And He withereal branch which can bring no fruit ſtock of the law and dungs it with the

looked that it should bring forth grapes, to perfection . Search and see if you can sweetness of the Gospel. The Lord ap

and it brought forth wild grapes. And say with St.Paul: The love of Christ plies all means with a barren tree, both
"

now , ( ) inhabitants of Jerusalem , and men constraineti us. " Did you so abide in hard and mild, both threats and promises.

of Judah, judge, I pray you , betwixt me Christ as your beloved Saviour that, be- But if all is in vain then finally the com

and my vineyard." The Lord's vineyard | cause possessing in Him the forgiveness of mind goes forth : “ Cut it down.” One

was Israel, and every Israelite was a tree sin and all the treasure of God, your heart hundred and twenty years did the Lord

planted in that.vineyard . In the New was prompted with gladness to walk in the grant to the first world . He threatened

Testament the Lord's vineyard is the way of His commandments ? Did you fre- it, Ile digged about it and dunged it by
Christian church . Yet here in this para- quent the house of the Lord as desirous to the preaching of Noah and the preparation

ble He is not speaking of the church as learn His counsel and will? Did you seek of the ark, but when all provid in vain
the community of saints ; for in that first the kingdom of God and his righte- the fiood came. Not the first time does

church there are no barren , but only fruit- ousness? did you walk in the fear of the the Lord tire , He comes again and again

ful trees, He is here speaking of the visi- Lord crucifying the flesh with the affec- to seek fruit.

ble church where good and bad are mixed tions and lusts? did you practice charity To you worshipping at this place He has
together, where barren and fruitful trees towards all men ? and did you do these often come. It was almost a hundred

stand sideby side , for here is a tree planted things because in Christ you have so lov . years ago since the Lord first planted a

in the vineyard, yet bringing no fruit. ing and kind a Saviour You know ,men vineyard at this place. In their poverty

Those who have never been brought into of the world may also bring forth the fruit your forefathers in the year 1794 built a

the church, who do not hear the Word and of civil morality and their virtues may house of worship at this place, and by the

do not profess the name of Christ, are wild shine before men as excellent fruit, but in- wonderful mercy of God the Gospel of

woodland trees fit only for the fire, unless wardly they are corrupt, because they pro- Christ has dwelt here during three genera

they repent and be brought into the church, ceed not from the love of Jesus, but from tions. llere has been donewhat is said in

butwe who are baptized and profess the other motives. Things done for the love our text. Here the ground has been dug

name of Christ, are trees planted in His of Jesus, these alone are works of a truly up and dunged and it hasnot been in vain,

vineyard. The question is : are we good Christian character, and that is the fruit for the word of the Lord cannot return

and fruitful, or barren and fruitless trees ! which the Lord seeks. Will He find it / void . I company of those planted at this

That is the question which to propose to witli you ? place, were surely faithful trees and are

each and every one of yon , I thought to- Orwere you a tree bringing fruit of the now resting under the shadow of the tree

day a proper time. Were you in the last opposite nature ? Was the word of the of life . And what the Lord did at this

twelvemonth trees, bringing their fruit in Lord something highly indifferent to your place in times gone by, lle is still doing.

their season ? or were you barren trees, Were your eyes greedy in devouring By the will of God I have been digging

bringing not the fruit of the spirit ? If worldly literature, but never, or rarely and dunging at this place since three and

you were fruitful trees, I would further turned to perusing the Bible? was your a balf years . I know very well that I am.

more ask : Was the fruit produced pro- tongue prolitie in cursing, in lying, in nothing buta weak instrument, that I have

fuse? was the tree loaded with golden standering and in all manner of corrupt notapplied the law so sharply or preached

fruit, or was the fruit sparse and scarce ? communication ? were yourhands quick in the Gospel so sweetly as it ought to be

If you must confess that the fruit was not grasping for ujust gain, in perpetrating done, yet I have digged and dunged ac

so abundant as it might have been and works of darkness and performing deeds cording to the giftsthat are given me. At

onght to have been, then I beseech you of darkness and hatred ? were your feet the return of the year the Lord again

throngh the mercy of my and thy Lord swift in carrying you to places of carnali comes to seek fruit. Shall Ile seek it in
Jesus Christ, now at the end of the year enjoyment where was rioting and drunk- vain ? Shall he find at this place where in

repent of your luke -warmness and tardi-, enness ? Were your fruits the works of former years IIe found trees thrifty and

ness in bringing the fruits of the spirit the flesh ? was your heart carnal, your ob-|bearing goodly fruit , trees barren and

and do not take that luke-warmness along jectmoney, your mind set to pleasures and sterile ? or trees bearing only the corrupt

with you into the new year,but put it worldly vanity? Does that describe you fruits of sin and vice? shall the Lord

away and with the new year make a new standing this lasttwelvemonth? nay, these mourn: " Behold the place where I had
effort . If you were a barren , unfruitful two, three, these many years? planted a vineyard in a fruitful hill,

tree, I warn you , repent. Another year is "Cut it down ; why cumbereth it the ing it many blessings! There were trees

ended and the Lord of the vineyard comes ground ?” Why so hard aa command ? there, bending with fruit; the delight of

to seek fruit. | “ Behold , these three years I come seeking my eyes that I could not but bless that

Do you ' object, saying: Yea, but fruit on this fig tree, and find none ." Ő vineyard ; but now the trees, though

whereby am I to know , what kind of a tree ye who have never yet brought forth the spreading themselves like green bay trees,
I am and if the works which I did an ] the fruits of the spirit, behold the long -suffer , bring no fruitand the place is desolate . "
virtues which I practiced are truly good, of ing of the Lord. Furthree years he comes Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise
sweet flavor to God ? To know a tree one seeking fruit on this tig tree. Ile does ' from the dead . Do not take the sins of

must be acquainted with those marks 'not cut it down the first year, nor the see. I the old year along with you into the new ;

whereby a tree is known and distinguished ond, nor even in the third, though he put off the old man ; lay aside the gar

from others; neither is it sufficient simply threatens it , yet he is prrsuaded by the inent -potted by the flesti ; cast away the
to say in general I did not walk in wicked'intercession of the gardiner to let it stand weaporin of inrighteou -ness and seek
ways, but brought fruit which all men another year. So God does ; lle endures reinges in the wounds of Jesus as a dove,

must apprai- e as cond. It does not follow , barren props with much long suffering in the clefts of the rocks. lle is the rockgood i

that because a thing is good in tip sight of Voreover he threater and warns tiem of salvation , lean on llim and he will

men, it matibabe good in trait of when others are cut oil nedenly, or y anew come unto you and llis salvation
God. 11. }'etitor the pruit yeni borong.it was bringing the night !! * ris anthi that they witni Ilim . Amen !

1
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1
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may more

Seas.

can . !

of

+

Volemical. is so far from countenancing the appear- with the use of them we are lost. The
ance of the saints on earth for the instruc . arms of iron and invincible steel which we

tion ofmankind, that Christ says to Dives need and with the use of which alone we
FOR THE LUTHERAX WITNESS.

in hell: “ If they, (your brothers on shall be able to succeed in the combat with

THE PERPETUAL ROSARI. earth .) hear not Moses and the prophets, our spiritualenemies are truth, with which

(what they have written by inspiration of to girt onr loins, and the breast- plate of

God,)neitherwill they be persuaded though righteousness, and the gospel of peace,

II. “ Its Opportuneness; Its Aim . " one (eve!) rose from the dead .” Luke and the shield of faith and helmet of sal

xvi, 31. Consequently the alleged ap- vation and the sword of the Spirit which

pearance of the Virgin Mary in the grotto is the word of God. Eph . vi, 14–17.
of Lourdes was either a direct delusion of Would to God the Roman Catholics threw

the evil spirit or it was one of the many aside the arms and weapons, which they

In order that the kind reader
Roman Catholie humbugs. have received from the Pope and took up

fully understand what follows, we would In the above paragraph of the Cardi. those offered to them by Christ in the
suggest a rereading of whathas been said pal's article there is contained so much to gospel!
in the last issue of the WITNESS with refer. be objected to from a Christian and bibli- !

ence to the organization of the Perpetual cal standpoint, that its enumeration and There is a Great Multitude of Dead
Rosary which Cardinal Gibbon treats of refutation would require too much space,

in the first part of an article written by we shall therefore take another step for

him and published in the Catholic Ameri- , ward and enquire if his Eminence has Ile who receives, but does not give, is

anything more to say on this part of his like theDead Sea. All the fresh floods

The second part of the article referred subject. Yes, he has. He says :: of Jordan cannot sweeten its dead, salt

to contains some statements of the Cardi. " In these days of trial and sorrow ,” :depths. So all the streams of God's

nal as to the opportuneness and aims of (he alludes principally to the trials and bounty cannot sweeten a heart that has no

thie Perpetual Rosary. Ile says by way of sorrows of the Pope, the poor fellow, who outlet; is ever receiving, yet never full

a general remark: The firstqualityofas a prisoner in the Vatican, butwho is and overflowing.
:

Alas, how many Dead

derotion is its tituess for the times. It is just as free as any Italian citizen in Seas in every country !

for this reason that it takes root easily in a Rome; he is, however, not content, as he

community where it lives and does much should be,but is trying his level best to A Professor's Jubilee.

good for souls." What the gentleman obtain a piece of temporal power and is.

from Baltimore means to say, if we under- continnally crying aloud and with a great Dr. Quenstedt, of Tuebingen , lately cel

stand liim correctly, is simply this, that a bowl is demanding absolute independence ebrated the tiftieth anniversary of his

devotion must be timely and adopted to Of everygovernment contrary to every activity as a university professor. A torch
meet the spiritual needs and wants of the human and divine law .) was when the light procession of seven hundred students

people. Ilaving laid down this principle,wn this principle, Blessed Virgin gave the rosary to II. was held in his honor. We hope he is a

he continues in this manner : When the Dominic, this crown of prayer ineets all' worthy son of the old Dr. Quenstedt so

Blessed Virgin appeared in the grotto of our needs. We can offer it not only for favorally known by his system of didactic

Lourdes ( in France in the year 1838) she the conversion of sinners,but also in be- and polemical theology.

held her armsupon
half of the church and of the Soverign

a rosary.

claimed : I am the Imaculate Concep. Pontiff: for those at the point of death: “ Eril Communications."

tion .' Bernadette (a lady, probably a nun, and for the souls in Purgatory."

who claims to have been a witness of the In our day people generally claim that During the summer a man hung his

appearance,) asked of her what she should Romanism is getting better, that Rome is canary's Cage outside the window . Every

do. She answered : Pray for the conver- gradually discarding her ancientsupersti- day a number of sparrows congregatedsion of sinners;'and she' pointed to her tions and unbiblical doctrines. The fore- near the cage. Before the summer had

addsrosary. Was not this equivalent," the going paragraphı, however, no passed away the canary had lost all its

Cardinal a -ks, “ to the declaring openly to strength to such claim ; nor does the fol- sing, and would only chirp like the spar
the Catholic world that in our days the lowing one: The canary had got into bad com

recitation of the rosary is a most effective "Our Holy Father, Pope Leo XIII, in pany.

prayer ?"
his England letters urges us to recite the ! Beware of bad company.

The words here attributed to the Virgin rosary,without ceasing: Ile does not ask think you can have bad associates and not
Mary;. " I am the Imaculate Conception ," a passing prayer only, but al prayer which we like them , but: be yoll

can't . - Sel.

are a blasphemous travesty of the words of by its continuity may becomea permanent

our Lord : " I am the way, the truth and institution in the church and give vigor to ! That Splendid Spring of Pure, Fresh

the life," and were never uttered by her Catholic life. This can beaccomplished

whom Christ rebuked for attempting to by the Perpetual Rosary." Therefore we
interfere with his business and who in -in -1ought to become members of the Perpet summer day, a few years ago,

cere humiliation profited by such rebuke. nal Rosary, is the conclusion the Cardinal strolling for rest and pleasure near the
But then you know ,thatin 1854 the doc expects prery Catholic to make theoreti- mouth of the Columbia river, where there

trine of the ImaculateConception ofMary cally andcarry out practically . This see is a large rise und fallof thetide,I came,

had been proclaimed by the l'ope as being a part of Cardinal Gibbons article on at low tider mon a plendid spring ofand ' ' a

a divinely revealed one and therefore to be The Perpetual Rosary is concluded thus:
pure, freshwater, clear as crystal, gushing

believed by all Christians. And what - The Rosary recited sometimes by pious up from between the rocks that two hours

could be more opportune, than an utter- Christian- not belonging to a confraterni: before had formed a part of the river's

ance of the Virgin herself corroborating ty. is after all but a pissing prayer,and bent.

the truth of this doctrine ! Such an utter does not fully meet the wishes of the Iloly Twice a day the soiler tide rises above

ance was made by her four years later Father. The Confraternity of the Rosary that beautiful fountain and covers it over ;

in 1555 , Carlina' Gibbous says. when with it regular prayers, and the associa- but there it is , clown deep imder the salt

she appeared in the grotto of Lourdes. A tion of the PerpetualRorary raised by the tide, and when the tide has spent its force

few remarks concerning this appearance Sovereign Pontiff to the rankof a Catholic and gone back again to the ocean's depthis,
will not be out of order. permanent institution, will affordd as the it senils ont its pure waters fresh and

In the Holy Seriptures we read but arms we need to secure the triumph of the clear as before .

once of a departed spirit's reappearance on Church again -t her enemies. So if the human heart le really a foun

earth , and that was a delusion effecteil by Poor pasteboard armsthese, to carry on tain of love to Christ it will send out its

Satan through the instrumentality of one warfare against Satan , the world and our streams of fresh , sweet waters, even into

of his agents for an evil purpose, which own corrupt and evil Hesh . Such arms the midst of the salt tidles of politics or

was also accomplished. The IIwly Bible: the enemies of our souls hold in contempt;; business.

She ex

1

MOS.

You may

Water .

One
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Class Mail Matter. .

1

a

The Lutheran Tuitness.
first looked upon with suspectful eyes. It has already been taken up into the church

was feared that we were in league with the triumphant. But here, as in the older fields,

old slaveholders or that we had formed some there is no lack of opposition and enmity to
C. A. FRANK, EDITOR & PUBLISHER . secret combination with physicians to fur- the Lutheran Church . Preachers of fanati

nish their dissecting tables with materials . cism have gone so far in their batred as to

The Lutheran Witness is published on the 7th and But since no child entrusted to us was lost, threaten their members with excornmunica

21st of each month . All communications and money and the suspicions proved groundless, the tion if they dare to send their children to

should be sent to : Lutheran WITNESS, 16 Harvey St. , schools began to find favor. The children the Lutheran school . But such threats and

Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per advanced in their studies, they were prop. denunciations hurt no man and cause no

annum in advance. Money sent otherwise than by erly treated by the teachers; at times they mcre damage than blank cartridges, for the

money-order or draft is at the risk of the sender.
were heard to say some lit'le prayers and “ Lord's with us upon the plain with His

Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio,asSecond that white Lutheran school is good, good, I
recite some pretty religious hymns. “ Yes, good gift and spirit.”

Relieved of the burden of school teach

tells you ." But for their children to join ing , Pastor Burgdorf began to look about

the church when of the proper age, and for another field of operation . One replete
ZANESVILLE, OHIO , NOVEMBER 7th , 1887 .

after a course of thorough religious instruc. with raw materials was found in the Gordon

tion , without having gone through certain District . A call was made to our fellow

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. experiences, they could not consent to . And Christians for help, and generously respond

the mere suggestion of such a thing was ed to. A site has now been secured on the
Our Colored Mission ,

enough to create a sensation among them . corner of Washing on avenue and Woyodes

were the sentiments of the people street, plan and specifications are soon to

The Colored Mission of theSynodical Con- when we came to bless and to save, and up pass into the hands of the builders and in

ference has reached the eighth year of its exis to date these sentiments are prevailing both another month or two the fourth station in

tence , and some of thehouses of worship in in the pulpit and in the pew . this city will be actively engaged in the

which it was born , are capable no longer to Under these circumstances the work of Lord's cause .

hold the number ofthese who have embraced christianizing the colored men must of ne- We have purposely omitted till now to make

our Lutheran faith . Its growth has not been cessity be slow . We have had and still have mention of one of the older stations , the St.

rapid, but it has increased steadily . Its suc to contend with degradation and demorali- Paul , becau e we wish to call the attention

cess is now ensured ; it is an established fact, zation of the blackest hue on one hand, and of the readers of the LUTHERAN WITNESS

and it asks to be recognized as an institution prejudices on the other. And yet one here particularly to this field . During the yellow

worthy of the prayerful intercession and the and one there has been added to ourchurch . fever epidemic in 1978 our churches contrib .

liberal support of every Lutheran Christian es. After two years of labor we had the uted largely towards meeting the pressing

within the bounds of our synodical connec- pleasure of receiving two women into the wants of the suffering poor of our brethren .

tions, With a few occasions excepted , the present Mt. Zion Church , one adult and The balance of this fund, our New Orleans

crowds never flocked to our sanctuaries. three children into the St. Paul. We will brethren thought, could be put to no better

Mass conversions have not occulied . Nor not stop to record the events of those years use than 10 erect a chapel in which to break

Lutheran Christian expect such we spent among birds' nests, motherless the bread of life to the spiritually starving

things to happen . The plain setting-forth dogs and cats, creeping things of earth and colored people. Such a chapel was built on

of the Gospel truth does not carry with it " ghosts” in the old dilapidated building rented ground and Pastor Drescher and his

such results. The people to whom our called " Sailors' Home, ” amusing reading assistant conducted services in it for some

missionaries come with the old, everlasting though it might prove. When the old church time, but not yielding the desired fruits the

Gospel , area suspicious , superstitious, igno- on Franklin street was bought we entered work, with the exception of the Sunday

rant people , slow to grasp the truth, born it with a few faithful souls who with us had School, was abandoned and the chapel

and bred of fanatics in the very pest-hole of borne patiently the burden of the " Sailors ' offered for sale . At the earnest request of

fanaticism , taught to look and wait for im . Home" life. Brighter davs now seemed to the present missionary it was re - opened for

mediate revelations in matters of conversion , dawn upon us . With renewed conrage we divine services . Mr. Chas. Berg was put in

and not to believe “ except they see signs started out upon our arduous work , and the charge of the school and by his energetic

and wonders." Our missions did not meet Lord was with us and added his blessing to work it was soon crowded with children ,

with the approval of the people. A good our prayers and labor. Thenceforih the and nuinerous are they who have knocked

Gospel was preached , that they admitted, congregation increased more rapidly, so that in vain at our door for admission. Of all

but there was nothing in it to stir up feel it now numbers scme 65 communicant mem- the sad experiences we have made in the

ings , create excitements , and bring the bers . The schools are in the able hands of colored missions the turning away of so

“ spirit, " and failing to produce these much- Mr. E. R. Vix, to whom much credit is due many children is one of the saddest. The

coveted effects, the Lutheran Church was for the prosperous turn our mission has demoralization of negro home- life cannot but

pronounced to pe void of spirit and lite, un taken .. seriously affect the up- growing generation it

able to convert people . Nor were they Two years ago Rev. Aug. Burgdorf ar . not counteracted by religious training in

accustomed to services like ours . The form rived to establish another station . He was thorough Christian schools.

of worship so quiet and solemn, yet plain , ordained in the presence of a large colored For years our mission here struggled for

was not according to their carnal tastes . It congregation in the Mt. Zion Church . After existence . The first member added to our

smacked a little of the Catholic , too , and a patient search for a suitable field and lo church , an intelligent, active Christian man,

great fears were entertained that these cality he at last found one in Carollton , a died soon after his confirmation . The first

Lutherans, though Protestant in name, after suburb of his city . An old hut substantial, catechism -class, eight in number, declared

all were Catholic at heart, bent on de. neat little church waspurchased and a large with one accord , after a year's instruction ,

ceiving the colored people into the Roman school organized , which he taught until his they would not become members of the

fold under the Protestant garb . They tacit- successor, Mr. A. Jeckel, was appointed. Lutheran Church. Our hopes were blasted ,

ly argued among themselves : This church is These two gentleman are making it rather our labor seemed to be entirely in vain .

not good , it must be opposed, denounced, uncomfortable for the Old Adam of the Three of the catechumens,however, returned

and, if possible, swept from the Southern people of Carollton and , stubborn though oftheir own accord and were confirmed . In

soil . Besides, the missionaries were white he be and unwilling to yield an inch to the face of prejudices and opposition they

men , and what a humiliation for an Afri. their repeated calls and knocking, there no embraced the Lutheran faith , and were not

can to sit at the feet of those the marks of doubt but that the victory will eventually ashamed to confess it. For this they had to

whose cowhides are still burning and visible be theirs . So far Pastor Burgdorf has had suffer. What the disciples of the Lord once

on our backs: Our schools, too, were at three accessions to his church, one of whom experienced on the sea of Tiberias, these

does a

3
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young people experienced among their own necessity . With the room we now have it Church News

people. " A great tempest arose on the sea." is impossible to enlarge our mission . The

To admit children into the church without chapel can seat with difficulty about So

mourning, conviction and probation , to children ; we have 107 in the Sunday School ; A Reproof for Swearing.

admit them to the holy supper of the Lord , every inch of space is a tilized and the school

how dreadful ! " They eats themselves , dam . desks must often serve as seats . In this

nation , sure,” was the general verdict . little room , crowded to suffocation with little
Dr. Scudder was with his son on board

Mocked by worldlings and condemned by ones, who gladly hear and learn, six teachers a steamer returning from India. He heard

religious fanatics, these pioneers were as are expected to give instructions.
And if one of the sailors using very profane lan

guage. Heat once said to him :

sheep among a flock of wolves. But they you could see,what difficulty grown people

" This boy was born and brought up in
wavered not. " They continued steadfast in the have in squeezing themselves in between

apostle's doctrine and fellowship , and in the crowded school benches, you would say : but, in all his life, he never heard a man
a heathen country and a land of idolatry;

breaking of bread and in prayers." The This evil must be remedied. They must blaspheme his maker until now .” The

others of our little flock have fared r.o better, have a church .
man a pologized , and turned away

Not long ago a young girl of our church Yes , this drawback to our mission muit ashamed.

was taken by brute force to the anxious be removed and the sooner the better . And

bench . Her own relations were the insti we come to you , fellow Christians, with an
The Worm of Riches .

gators of this brutal act and their preacher urgent petition for help The congrega

an active ally . The girl confesses before tion is too poor to do much ; none of the

them all : “ You can drag me to the mourn members earn over $ 10.00 a month , and of Charge them what ? Charge them be

er’s bench,butyou cannot force me to give that they contribute what they possibly can fore all things not to be proud in their
up my faith and deny my Saviour." They pare. The Lord has greatly blessed our conceits, for there is nothing which riches
only laugh at her . Her stubbornness must work. Victory after victory He has gained do so much generate as pride. Each sev

be broken . After a turn on the obench ” for us . It cannot , it must not now be eral fruit, each several grain of corn , each

with other mourners she is taken home and stopped or hindered . We must press on several tree has its peculiar vorm , and

imprisoned in a dark room to which none w ard.
But we must have a more roomy the worm of the apple is one kind , and of

but a select few of prominent “ converters” |building . Let collections be taken up in the wheat another. The worm of riches

have access . She is now under conviction , churches and schools for the St. Paul'sfor the St. Paul's is pride.- Augustine.

here she is to make experiences. She will Chapel. Remember us at your mision

behold strange visions and hear supernatur. festivals and at the other festive gatherings . Pastor Homme reports seren Indian

al voices . But she must be brought into a Let pas'ors and teachers, old and young children in the Indian Mission House in

trance. The brothers pray and the sisters unite in gathering in the mites for our Shawano County, Wisconsin. Four tribes

shout ; it is enough to make the strongest chapel, and before the winter is over a little are there represented. The children seem

heart faint. But the girlfalls into no trance. church will be built that shall stand as a
to succeed well, although the members of

sees no vision , hears no voices except those monument for ages , to “ God's Word and
each tribe cannot understand the speech
of of the other tribes.

of her tormentors, and makes no exp - rienc. Luther's doctrine pure. ”
any

Tinus, how

We have under

es . The thing has failed . She is a hard taken to christianize the Freedmen . Let

ever, they are driven to use the little En

ened sirner. Meanwhilethe girl is commit- notbe wear in well doing. Let usbe up and glish which they daily learn in the school

ting her soul into thekeeping of her faithfulido at orce what our hands find to do for

The pastor reports them hand

Saviour in whom she believes and to whom this perishing people , remembering always can hope for more of them for this work .

some and lively youths, and says that we

she silently prays. Though hermind is still tha:: -Our Church Work.

clear, the spiritual ordeal she has gone “ The crown and glory, dearest Lord,

through stamps its marks on her body. Are thine, not ours ; do thou afford

When her imprisonment came to the ears of
L's help and strength and constancy .

her pastor , he hastened to her and was ad
We ever put our trust in Thee. ” In Traill Co , Dak ., there is a congregat

mitted to her room after a long consultation

N. J. BAKKE , Missionary. tion belonging to the Norwegian Synod ,

New Orleans, La . , Oct. 25 , 1987 . which has an altogether unique congrega
by the inmates . But oh , what a pitiful sight

tional school. The people live scattered
to behold .

Her eyes had lost their former Our Negro -Mission in New Orleans, La , on the prairie and the school is held in the
lustre, their expression was wild, her face church . Now to avoid the danger from
was sallow , dress and hair in the greatest Brother Bakke, our efficient missionary

disorder, a picture of despair. She broke among the colored people at New Orleans,exposure and of getting lost which a daily

going to and from school would impose,
down or the first time. The pastor com- publishes in this issue, a sketch of his labors the teacher and children sleep and eat in

torted her from the Word of God and prayed and of the labors of his fellow -workers in the church during the whole Winter term .

with her, and thus strengthened she re. the Crescent City . He adds thereto a pe . There is room for seventy children in the
turned to her room . On the Sunday follow- tition for further help towards another basement, and the school has now contin

ing, when she was to tell her experiences in church of which they are sorely in need. ued for over three months in this unique

a church, she gave he tormentors the slip We hope our readers will peruse his article way.

and hastened with all speed to her own with due attention and permit the Holy

church, Force has not been resorted to Ghost , that speaketh through him , to kindle

since, but she is still the target of sneers in them an increased zeal for this blessed Doubtless Archbishop Corrigan has a

and mockers .
and increasing work . It is the Lord's work large income, but he has a large cathedral

These and similar conflicts which the which these men have been prosecuting for to support. He has his fine marble “ pal

”members of our congregation have to face, us ; they ask us to not stand idle but to help ace” rent free, and a salary of $ 5,000 a

It them draw the net so well filled with precare rather beneficial than hurtful to it.
year. Then each church in the diocese,

goes on prospering all the same. In the ious souls . Let us then not only pray, Thy $ 200 a year for the support of the cathe
poorer ones, has to pay him

last four years 45 communicant members kingdom come, but also offer the tithes of
dral. This cathedraticum , as it is called ,

havebeen addedto it, mostly young people our benevolence on the altar of thisencour: is said to aggregate $15,000 a year. Then

in their teens, it is true, but they contend as aging mission. Let us enable them to build a one dollar fee is charged for each burial

bravka for their faith and are as zealous another fortress against the bulwarks ofin the Catholic cemetery, which amounts

workers for the Saviour's kingdom as older hell; let us cheer them with ample supplies to abưut $ 20,000 a year. To this must be

members . its ramparts that it may offer shelter and added many large gifts from wealthy par
But the chapel is too small for the work . rest to thousands of sinstricken and weary ishioners. The princes of this world are

A more spacious building is an imperative souls . mighty.

room .

except the
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BY JNO

man .

care, the

Hearth and Home. addressed Joseph, who on finding Mary, his she was told that some one would be sent to

espoused, with a child , was minded to put escort her there the next Sunday afternoon .

her away privily , “Joseph , thou son of David At the time appointed, a little girl , bare .

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
fear not to take unto thee Mary, thy wife ; headed and barefooted almost up to her

Talks on Betrothals. for that which is conteived in her is of the knees , but with clean face and nicely

Holy Ghost." In both these pasages the brushed hair, appeared, and taking the lady

Word of God bestows upon a bride the ap by the hand , led her to the outskirts of the

pellation "wite. " Another conclusive pas. | city, an i there stopping in front of a stable,

sage we have , Deuteronomy xxii . If the opened a low , arched door under which her

VI. PAPER.
readers will refer to their Bibles and read companion was obliged to stoop in order to

verse 22 of said chapter, they will notice enter .

Having submitted to our readers a de- that Israel ieceived the divine command to “ Where are we going? ” asked the lady .

tailed expo ition on valid and legitimate in f ct the per alty of death upon all persons “ This is our Sunday School,” said the

betrothals, we now propose to answer the committing adultery with a married wo- little girl ; " we have made it as clean as we

question , how such betrothals are to be re But this very punishment is also pro
could , and we have fixed up a seat for you

garded. To this we are led by the conviction. nounced against adultery with a betrothed so that you will not soil your dress at all.”

that the majority of our young men and virgin, as may be inſer : ed from the subse “ And what are these children doing?"
ladies are imbued with an erroneous ca n

quent versos, 23 and 24 . And why would said the lady again , as several other boys

ception in regard to atliances. Let the pastor the Lord have Israel to stone unto dea h a and girls appeared , each carrying something
put to his young flock , whose spiritual well. man who had committed adultery wish an very carefully in hand, or bosom , or dress

being has been entrusted to his espoused damsel? The answer given in the skirt .

question what they think of legitimate en- text reads, " Because he hath humbled his " Oh, those are our offerings - ofierings to

gagements, and he no doubt will be sur neighbor's wife . "
"

the Lord , you know . We haven't any

prised at the responses made. We venture With respect to these passages ofHoly money , so we all bring what we can get

the drediction , that by far the greater part Writ, Lither writes : “ He that hath the eggs, or feathers, or wheat. Most bring

will make replies to the effect, that marriage i bride is the bridegroom ,says John the Bap wheat, because that is the easiest to get.
engagements have the same nature as all tist , John iii , 29 Now , since the man who Some boys get a pint when it is all shelled

business contracts , which may be formed inade the first betrothal has the bride and is out. I've brought the heads; this is mine in

and dissolved at pleasure. Ilence it were bridegroom , she subsequently cannot be en. my dress, and this in mybosom is for little

well if each and every house had upon the gaged to another, nor the bridegroom Jako, because his big brother Theodore

wall of its sitting room a motto , containing with another. Therefore Moses, too, does not bring his share as he ought to do.

the pithy saying of Luther: “ It is wedlock Deut. xxii , 23 terms a betrothed virgin I'm paying his debts.”

just as well after the public betrothal as it wife, saying, ' If a damsel that is a virgin be " Why doesn't Jako bring it himself?”

is after the wedding.” Because in this point betrothed unto a husband, and a man find her " Oh , he's too little . He can only just

ed remark Luther plainly tells us,how we in the cityand lie with her, ye shall stone walk, but you knowthe Lord said,“Sufier
are to look upon valid espousals. them both with stones that they die , The

the little ones to come to me, so Theo also

The quoted words of Luther have refer. damselbecause she cried not, and the inan brings him to our Sunday School . ”.

ence to the obligatory nature of legitimate because he hath humbled his neighbor's " Where do you get the wheat? Not steal

betrothments . He would have us under- wife. '
Here you see , that an espoused it, I hope.”

stand , that the promise given at an engage bride is termed wife in the Scripture. Thus Of course not, ” said the little girl , with

ment is just as binding in the presence of also Mattis. i , 20 the angel says to Joseph, some righteous indignation. “ You know it

God, as that given in marriage, that be when Mary was betrothed to him , "Jozeph, in the Bible about the gleaners.
I'm one of

trothed persons are under the same obliga . thou Son of David, fear not to take un'o those . All that I pick up in working hours

tions regarding their vow as parties already thee Mary thy wite? Ilence itis sufficiently belongsto my mother..
But after the day's

joined in wedlock, and that for this reason a evident,if two persons have been publicly work was over yesterday, I stood on the

legitimate betrothal can never be dissolved, engaged, and, this engagement remains in-road where the wheat carts passed , and

unless it be done on grounds similar to thicse tact, thatneither may leavethe other so long picked up the heads thatfell off,and I made
which justify a marriage divorce. Many as they live." (Quoted in Baier iii p . 751.) them up in two bundies, one for Jako and'
Christians are of the opinion, that marriage one for myself."

becomes binding when it has been publicly | A School in a Stable at Cesarea , Asia Quite satisfied with the honesty of her

solemnized by a minister of the Gospel. little guide, the lady bent her tall head and
Minor and ils Blind Teacher .

However, if this were the then we followed into the stable, where she was re

would have no proper wedlock among all ceived with great politeness by about fifteen
heathen nations , where such solemnization If our readers will take the trouble to children who at once rose from their seats

of marriage is not in vogue . But Paul , the open their geographies and look at the prov . on the bare ground and courtesied or bowed.

Apostle, acknowledges heathen marriages, ince of Asia Minor, they will find there a ' All were dressed - or undressed - just like
as may be seen from I Cor. , vii , 12 . Hence city called Caesarea.. It is a very ancient her conductor, but all remained standing

our Christian nuptial ceremony , besides be city , and was built centuries before Vew while their visitor took her seat , which con

ing an invocation of the Lord's blessing York or Boston were heard of, although it sisted of two cushions piled up on a rug,

upon the consecrated couple, has merely the is not nearly as large as either of them . The torn and faded , but scrupulously clean . The

character of publicly declaring the parties in children there have very few privileges or floor at the end of the stable had been care

question to be living in legitimate matri. pleasures, and our little ones here who have fully swept, and in the center of the place
mony. everything they need , and almost more than thus cleared the boys had hammered to

Let it then be understood that matrimony they can wish for, would be surprised if gether a sort of table from some pieces of

derives its obligation from the binding promi- !they could see it , to hear them tell about wood which had once been a box, and

ise given in betrothals, and that espoused their Sunday School as one of their " good placed upon it all the properties of the

persons in the judgment of God and lan . times." school; that is , the offerings which they had

guage of Scripture are put upon the same An American lady who went to Cæsarea, brought together with a little nine - cent

footing with married ones . Genesis , xxix , | asked if there were any Sunday Schools in Turkish Testament and a bell , which had

21 , Jacob says to Laban , in regard to that place, and was told that there was one once hung around a sheep's neck . Behind

Rachel, his betrothed , " Give me my wife , which had been in existence for almost this table, and facing the audience, was the

for my days are fulfilled , that I may go in three months, though as yet it was not very superintendent, teacher and leader of the

to her .''In like manner the angel of theLord large. On signifying her desire to visit it , school all in one . The poverty of his sur

6

case,
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roundings made no difference to him . He trade. Emde learned this trade from his er into their missionary service.

• could not see the dim , dirty walls of his friend afterwards. there were 17 congregations with 2,223 bap

school room , nor the bare heads and feet of These two Ger.nans married two Javan tized souls . Emde was permitted to see all

his scholars,nor even his own , for although sisters, de cendants of a royal trile, but now of this, then the Lord called him home in

only a boy of twelve , he was and had been in reduced circumstances. A missionary by 1839 .

for several years, stone blind . But if no the name of Kam formed the acquaintance Do you see how a humble mechanic could

earthly light shine upon him , the sunshine of these families, and,in course of time,bap- do something in the cause of missions? Just

of heaven had come ir to his young heart , tized the two women , togelher with their pray the Lord to warm your heart and open

and it was his own idea to gather these brothers . Emde and his brother -in -law your eyes , then there will be no trouble for

children together from Sunday to Sunday, began to hold family worship . This was you to find something to do .-Little llis .

tell them the sweet story of Jesus, and visited by the neighbors, the number in sionary.

teach thera to pray to Him . creasing froin day to day. Emde, who had

When all were quiet, the blind leader earned the language of the natives , would For the LUTHERAN WITNESS:

gave out the hymn, " I Want to be an tell them what is written in the Word of Theses on the Proper Attitudeof a Chris

Angel," and all the children sang it in Turk God , and would also apply this Ward to the tian Towards the So - Called Tem

ish quite correc ly if not very melodiously. pour per ple.

After that the blind boy asked a companion It is true the Hollandish pastor who
perance Movement of the

to read a few verses in a certain chapter of served in Suraboy a had Emde arrested be.
Present Day .

Matthew , and stopping him at the word cause he thought him a “ crank . " But when

" repentance," asked what

it Emde began to instruct his fellow prisoners, PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE PAS
meant . His question being answered cor . he was set at liberty . Just as though he

rectly , it was followed by others about faith might hurt the jail b'rds by teaching them

and the way to be saved , the answers to to fear and love God !
BY REV . W.

which quite astonished the visitor. Turning Emde continued his work . His hou : e

to her he asked for her opinion of a certain
was a home for missionaries. He, together

prophecy in Isaiah, and then asked a little with his brother in - law Lamprecht, set to

mite of a girl to pray ..
II PAPER ,

work to translate the Bille into the Javan

The stable was quite full of mothers and
language After ten years of labur the

older brothers and sisters by this time, but work was accomplished. Although they Tirosh , Yayin and Shekar in the

not at all abashed by their presence, the
poor men they contributed a hand Ou Testaunent.

little one folded her hands, and repeated some sum towards having their translation

the Lord's Prayer, with perfect reverence ; printed To reach the natives , these zealous

and all the children said “ Amen !!!
Tirosh is must, unfermented grape juice,

men formed a sort of missionary society Yayin is wine, grape juice, that has passed

Then the leader asked the lady to address among th :mselves. They, their wives and

his school, which she did , telling several Emde's ( aughter W lhelmine
through fermentation . But according to

set about

stories and offering a prayer ( some one translating tac s
prohibitionists it is not a specific hut a gen .

must have interpreted if, though our in . They would also prnt and distribute strik
into the Javan tongu ?. eric term ,applied both to wine and Tirosh ,

formant did not say so ) , after which there
so as to prove their two wine theory. She

ing fassages from the Bible . A third Ger.

was perfect silence . The blind boy tinkled man was added to the workers, Schmittgail whereof it was made we do not know.kar is a fermented and in :oxicating liquor;

his sheep bell , and at the same time the by name. When Emde had gathert d a

children all rose, made low bows, and van number of natives into the house , Schmilt
For the first we shall pay attention to

ished through the low doorway, their visitor gall would address them briefly. Thus they ing. Micah 6 , 15 , and Hag . 1, u Tirosh
Tiro -h and Yayin , to get at their true mean .

following them with strange thoughts about labored for several years. Emde's father in

the Child of poverty who once came to an law was also converted , showing that this ducts of the soil , as yet unprepared and , as
is placed on a level with corn and oil as pro

oriental stable that He might be in all things I was a seal home mission.

fitted to be a Saviour to such as these.
a rule , unfit for food .

It happened that in 1838 a Javan priest
Zion's Herald. Yayin is classed with bread ( Ps . 104, 15 )

got one of Emde's tracts . It made a deep milk ( Isa . 55 , 1. ) , and flesh (Dan. 10 , 3.),as

impression upon his mind, and caused him fit for eating. This distinction is observed by

Selections from Church to desire more information .. Accordingly all passages , except a few which , however,
he came to Emde and enquired for the way can easily be explained so as to correspond

History.
of salvation . Emde gave him a New Testa- with the rule. According to Gen. 27 , 25 28,

ment. This did its work . The priest soon Isaac drank wine (Yayin ) with his venison,

declared that he could no longer remain and blessedGod not with wine but with must
EMDE.

either priest or Moslem , since all his sins ( Tirosh ). Deut. 14, 22 23,God commanded

had risen up against him , and he could find Israel : “ Thou shalt truly tithe all the in

He was born in the earldom of Waldeck , peace for his heart in none other than in crease of thy seed , that the field bringeth
Germany, in 1774. In his youth he learned Jesus Christ. Instead of being destroyed forth year by year; " among which is also

the miller's trade . Hearing that there was by his people, from 20 to 25 would daily mentioned wire ( Tirosh ); but if the way

no winter in India, he did not believe tuis, gather around this old man . According to was too long to reach the tabernacle, then

In order to convince himself of the state of Emde's directions he would pray with them , they should turn their tithes into money and

things, he resolved to go ar.d see for him- read to them , and converse with them . On, with it buy among others also wine ( Yayin)

self. Accordingly he sought for a place on the 12th of December, 1843, many of the and strong drink ( Shekar ). Scripture itself

a ship as a sailor , hoping thus to get a people whom he had formerly taught lies , draws a line of distinction between must

chance to go to that wonderful country . His were bapt zed . The number increased con ( Tirosh ) and wine ( Yayin ), the former ap.

desire was satisfied . We are r.ot told when tir ually until in 1848 there were 500 bapplying to unfermented grape juice ,the later
he first came to this. land, nor how often he tized persons. ito fermented grire juice. As Israel was at

re -visited it . But evidently he was well Emde kept things in order. The baptized il ! erty : o grind its corn to flour ard b -ke

pleased win tosin suny land ; for, having persons formed : m : ll villages arourd Sura-'brezi of it,even so it misht repute wire

been disabled for sea service, he , in 18c9 . boya ! o the number of six . When, afte ' , from the goop ju'ce by 'eiting it ini'erro

settled in Suraboya. Heiere soon formed miny years, the Hollanders saw whit this'tarinentzion , wh rehy it evident'y lecarie

the acquaintance of another Gemın nined persevering German hd done for the heatxic'tirg , i thorg this is at exprennly1

Lamprecht, who was a watchmaker by nigi teil heathen-, they took Emilz dans ht ; tais in the shovetina sodari
tatel In vie pice

2
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must ( Tirosh ) is mentioned as an intoxicant at the offerings was fermented, and perhaps
Recent Publications,

Hosea 4 , II : " Whoredom and wine and al : o the strong drink . For when Hannah ,

new wine take away the heart. " Must, ac . after she had eaten and drunk in Shiloh , Bilcentspredigten . — Twenty-eight sermons on the

cordingly , was also dank exceptionally and went into the temple to pray , and there main prophecies of the Old Testament. By G. Sterck

was, iſ drunk to excess , intoxicating . while praying only moved her lips without hardt, professor of exegesis in the Concordia Semin

In several places we find wine ( Yayin ), making her voice heard , Eli throught“ she ary, St. Louis, Mo. Concordia Publishing House,

where must ( Tirosh ) should be expected, had been drunken " and rebuked her , saying :

1887. Price, single copy. $ 1 .:25); postage 15 cents.

namely Isa. 16 , 10. Jerem +8 , 33 ; 40 , 19 In “ How long wilt thou be drunken ? Put
These sermons are as good as they are beautiful, as

these places the metonomy, a figure of away thy wine from thee ” But Eli could deep as they are true to the great object of Old Testa
ment prophecy, Christ , our only Saviour; the most

speech frequently used in Scripture, is ap. never have thought her to be drunken if no prominent texts of the Old Testament receive all the

plied , mentioning the product instead of the fermented and intoxicating wine had been light the learned author was able to shed upon them

material, so that Yayin retained its proper used in the tabernacle .
from the whole of the New Testament, they walk an

meaning The fact, that prohibitionists write : “ We unbeaten path and are therefore the more acceptable ;

The Yay in was in !oxicating, which is now further say, that the expressed com- they are a worthy sequel to the professor's Passions

shown by the many passages , presenting it mand against leaven excludes such ( fer. predigten, and we hope willnot be the last sequel.

as an intoxicant, and it is but reasonable to mented ) wine ; and that they , who apply his
Kalender fuer deutsche Lutheraner auf das Yahr

Price, single cops, ten cents . Concordia Pub

consider the Yayin in other places as being command to bread and flour and not to fer lishing House . If all our works in the year prove as

of the same quality, where its . intoxicating rented wine , are guilty of an amazing in good as this almanac of Rev. F. Lindemann , the Kal

quality is not expressly stated,especially since consistency,” is a very weak argument. That ender-mann, all will be well .

there is nothing demanding the reverse . the priests were forbidden to drink wine, Prayers and Persex for Children . - Compiled by

Noah was the first that planted a vine. when they entered on their duty , was be- Uriah P. Heilman, Ev. Luth. Pastor at Amityville,Pa.,
yard , Gen. 9, 20-21 , and he drank ofthe wine cause of the desecration of the altar by 1887. Price, single copy , 35 cents ; by the dozen, 30

and was drunken . Noah apparently was Nadab and Abihu . That God forbade the cents; by the hundred , 25 cents.

intoxicated, for he afterward a'ose from his leaven was not for the leaven's sake, but
Memoirs of Rer . J.Goering ;Rre. G. Lochman , D.

wine, v.24 . Compare also Isa . 28. 1 , I Prov . that the Jews should remember their coming Rev. Chas. A. Hay, D. 1)., Philadelphia ; Lutheran
D. , and Rer. Benj. Kurtz, D. 1., L. L. D .. Ву

23. There is no reason whatever for urging forth out of Egypt . God himself gives the Publication Society,

or even insinuat'ng that Yayin in these pas . reason why he forbade the leaven at the This is an interesting book for such readers as

sages is of a different kind or quality, than passover, not hecause sweet bread was purer would become acquainted with the carly history of

Yayin is in others, where its intoxicating than other bread, but that Israel might “ re- the so -called American L. Church , Dr. Hay says in his

property is not mentioned,
member the day when it came forth out of preface ; " I have been asked to write brief memoirs of

Like Yayin also Shekar is an intoxicating the land of Egypt all the days of its life , " three devoted servants of the Lord in our American

beverage, its effects being similar to that of Deut. 16 , 3. See also Exod . 12, 39. For extended through more than threequarters of a cen
Lutheran Churchi, whose active labors in her ministry

the wine. See Isa . 29. 9. 28 , 1 . The word the same reason this bread is called " bread tury, viz ., from 1775 to 1865." Dr. Har makes also

Shekar signifies to be drunk , and its deriva- ofaffliction .” But if God did not forbid the free to state, " Instead of harshly denouncing them

tive Shekar will evidently signify the same, leavened bread at the passover hecause of for failing to recall the mind of the church to

namely the state of drunkenness. And of the ferment contained therein, we see no the statements of doctrine formulated in the Symbolical

this Shekar the Jews had to give the tithe reason why He should have forbidden it for Books,we should rather praise them for catching the

according to Deut. 14, 26. To translate that reason atthe offerings, especially since spirit of the Pietistie Reformers of ourchurch.” This

Shekar with " sweet wort or sweet sikera ,” the Scriptures know nothing of it. From but Pietism these men espoused,

tells us plainly that it was not a genuine Lutheranism ,

as Mr. Van Buren wishes it , is a new inven this follows that the expressed command Stalls Lutheran Year:-Book and Historical Quar

tion , since not one of the twenty one pas against the leaven does not apply to the terly for 1988. – 1t sells it 25 cents post- paid, and
sages indicate that it was unfermented. wine and that we are right in believing it to can be ordered from any Lutheran Book Store in the

The co :nmon beverage with the Jews was have been fermented and of the same quality l'nited States or Canadı , or through any local book

wine (Yayin) and not must ( Tırosh ). Isaac and kind as the wine commonly used . And store, or direct from the editor. Rev. Sylvanus Stall,
drank of the wine, which Jacob had brought until this very day the wine drunk by the Lancaster,P. It aims at presenting the work of the

him , Gen 27 , 15. Absalom bade his ser.orthodox Jews in Palestine and other coun. Lutheran Church of America, eminently of the General

Synod.

Vallis to kill Ainnon, when his heart ( II Sam . iries at their passover is fermented .

Among its engravings we find also the por

trait of Dr. Walther. It contains, in addition to its

13 , 29 ) would be merry with wine ( Yavin )

At the feast of Ah isuerus ( Esther 1 , 7 ) they

Dr. Robert Brown, who has visited Green Clerical Register, a list of the names of the Parochial

School Teachers of Synodical ( 'onference. We regret

gare " 0 ; al wine (Yayin ) in abundance.” land for botanical and geological studies , to find in this Lutheran Year -Book such advertise

Abigail brought David and his men " wo writes as follows: " Mission stations are now ments as the following: “ THE DEPENDENT, the larg

at intervals, and, from being a est, the abilest , the best religious weekly in

bottles of wine" (Yayin ). II Sam . 25. 1S. scattered
The Lurdependent is allSolomon says, Eccl . 2 , 3: " I sought in mine simple missionary, the Greenland priest hasthe world ."

recommended to

heart to give myself unto wine” (Yayin ) .

now become the parish minister,' for there unionistic paper and cannot

Lutheraus.

When Abraham returned fro.n the slaugh. is not now one professed pagan in all Dan .

ter of Chederlaomer, Melchizedek king of ish Greenland . ” Subscriptions Parill.

Salem brought forth bread and wine The great Gerinau scholar, Prof. Dr. De
( Yayu ). We might add many more pas Wette, furnished Theodore Parker. and M1. John J. F. Auch . Schewaing, Mich .. ( VIl a

sages, but the je sufficiently prove that it was almost all modern intidels of that school, Mr. D. Easlick. Lata vette P. O., Mich .. ( 11)
quite common with the Jews to drink wine, with the weapons with which they attack Ed . Juergensmeser, Logan , 0 ) . , (I to VI,

and al- ) , through not near so much , Shekar the faith of the Christian Church . But Mich . Bischoff, Zanesville, 0 , ( IT) 1.00

( strong drink ).
this same De Wette, called the universal Fred. Lutz , Zalesville , () , 111

doubter," was su fortunate as to marry an
David Hahn,

Wines were also used at the offerings at Geo . Bartels,
eminently holy and lovely Christian lady,

the express command of God, namely Exod. and the intence of her merciful spirit
Elias lienreich , Greentord , ( .. ( IT, 1.00

29 , 38-41 , and Numbers 28,7. These pas. and life led to a wondrous change in all Rev. Henry Woltman,West Side, Wis.,(17)
1.00

sages,however
, do not show what kind of his thought and teaching. In his last

J. F. Mueller, Salzburg , Miche , all)

wine and strong drink they were, but since commentary we find these memorable

F. Bauer, Greenville . Mich ., 1 )

F. J. Pilta. Concordia , Mo., (11) 1.00

in so many other passages they are described words: Only this I know ; in no other is
A. Hotius, Fontanelle , Nele , (11 ? ( )

as being fermen ed, there is no reason why there salvation, except in the name of F. Merr, Friedheini, Mo.,

we should suppose that the wine and strong Jesus Christ, and him crneified, and for Teacher John S. Noetzei, Chicago,Il!=. (11
drink, at the offerings should have been of a the human race there is nothing higher Theo. Mertens, Joliet, Ills .. ! | 10 to 111 9) 1.00

different kind . In the contrary, from Ithan theGod -man realized in Ilim , and the Mis : Minnie Summers, St. Louis, Mo., (11)

Sam . 1 , 9.14 , it is evident that the wine used | kingdom of God planted in Ilim . "

out and out
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BY RET . F. KEEGELL . tent.

!

Il Some

matient.

Onr Epistle Dostil, the year by his bank account and proly

nomies it good or bad according to the
Tevéar lays before 11s like as anmex

tilthy luere lie has gained or lont. Some

A Fuli.SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EDITIE remember only the evils , labor's troubles plored mene in which theremay belaugh
LESSONS OF ( TR CIRI-YEAR .

which the year brought them and there. ing glades studded with tlowers, but in

fore regard it with murmuring and discon
whici also ale adly enemiesmay be lurking.

Some indeed ste that they have re
New years morn came bright and sunny,

ceived much good from the hand of the and we earth -born mortalshope and pray

Lord, but because they have not bema porio juoni year,but many an angry stormfore

NEW YEAR DAY. successful in all their undertakings, yea We have little reason to expect muchmay arise before it's days are numbered.

even perhaps on account of one single wis
fortune or disappointment theycannot liſtgood, because there is much wickedness

Psalm xci. 1-2 and little fear of the Lord . But I would

1P
their hearts unto true thankfulness.

Ilow should a Christian regard a year' we know not what the inorrow may bring
not be a prophet either of good or evil , for

DE ABAX BELOVED:—When the prophet gone by ?:
Ile will above all things re- forth ; but we do know that there are many

Samuel was judge over Israel and God member the spiritual blessings which he possibilities for the year. Things of which

granted Israel a greatvictory over the enjoyed that Ciod granted unto him the we had never dreamed might occur in it.

Philistines, their oppressors,ther Samuel Word of reconciliation , and therein be. Therefore he that is wisewill look for a, , lie

took a stone and setting it up between tinds great reason for thankfulness, even safe anchor that the ship be secured what

Mizpah and Shen as amemorial'le -called though in other respects the year slumind ever emergencias may arise.he . Where shall

the name of it Ebenezer, saying, Ilitherto have been the most unfortunate; for becursotinct a mooring place in which the

hath the Lord helped us." 'Whenever the sitkin into the Lorul: The law of the anchor will bola , -thongl the earth be re" .

Lord our God hath bestowed on
mouth is better unto me thuthon2-ands of moved and the suountains be carried into

great goed, or hath helped its out of great gold and silver. " Many other blessings the midst of the weir." In this wide worldseat

need. or has averted from its some great the Christian will see throughout the year; everything is uncertain and nothing per
evil. In : ta preserved our lives into ai im- for be lias an eye for Groul's lessings and Soome months ago) we felt the

portant period of time, then we should not at the end of ille vear he is constrained to earth herseitike and tremble. But there

forget the Lord, then we should not piena may " O) give thanks unto the Lord; foris a mooring place for the soul, a place af

by the goodness and merry which we have he is good: for his merry endureth for fording infallibil süfety, and that place
experienced as something self -evident, for ever." Of the manifold sins and short- , our soil showed ek Of it the Psalmist

which we owed no thankin, but we should comingu of the year the Christian thinks peaks in our test, saying: " [le that dwel

erect in ourhearts a mmunent unto the with sorrow , yet he fructs that for Christ's leth in the voict place of the most high

bunor of the Lord and inseribe upon it: Fake they are pot away and by this faith' well abidde vinder the shadows of the ir

-Ebenezer.hitherto hath the Lord helped he is prompted to say: " Bless the Lord, mighty,"-- . If we dwell in the secret place

Such a time when we should patise. Omy soul,and forget tot ill his benefits: of the Mort High, then weabile under the
)

tv consider the blessings which we have who forgiveth all thine iniquities: who'shadow of the Almighty and no harm can
enjoyed and should erect a monument of healeth all thy dixeases . " If the year has contie tu 115 .

thanksgiving into the Lord , such a time is brought him little or no worldly gain the
What is the secret place of the Most

the return of the year.
When God has Christian remembers that man does lligh ! Because this place is secret it

live in order
.preserved our lives into the beginning of not

to hoard

ple inust be a place which is not known to the

a new year we shonld not be like the in- of gold and he feels thankful for world at large, otherwise it would not be

thinking and the unthankful who consider food and raiment granted him . If sor- secret; it is a place known to those souls

nothing and return thanks for nothing, rows and utilictions come, upon him , only that well therein , Yet the Scrip

but weshould remember the mercies of the if he were obliged to pass through tures plainly tell us what the secret place
Lord and should give thanks unto the the tire of high spiritual temptations, the of the Most High is . In the 27th Psalm
Father of light from whom cometh every siftings of Satan,lie praisesGod whose grace David says: " In the time of trouble he
good and every perfect gift. If at the end of upheld him and preserved him from the shall hide me in his pavilion ; in the secret
the year we consider how much goodwe gulf of despair into which the evil one ofhis tabernacle shall he hide me; he shall
received from the hand of the Lord both would have thrust him . Yea, the more setmeupon a rock .” The secret place of

in spiritual and temporal things, how we we Christians in the course of a year must the tabernacle was the most holy, in which

were preserved from manyerils, guarded experience our own weakness,and the more was the ark ofthecovenant witħ the merey
in many dangers , delivered from many we learn to know the power of God's seat above it. Now the mercy seat was

temptations, then we should cause our soul grace, the more sincere and heartfelt will
a figure of Christ; for Iim the epistle to

to exalt the name of the Lord, then we'our thankfulness be, even also to say with the llebrews calls - the throne of grace ”

should -ing into the Lord in our hearts, St.Paul:::Most gladly will I rather glory saying: We have not a high priest which

saying: “ TheLord hath done great things in my intirmaties, that the power of Christ cannot be touched with the feeling ofour

for us; whereof we are glail." may rest upon me. Whatever the year intirmities; but was in all points tempted

The sentiments with which men look may have been we always one a debit of like as vreare. vet without sin.

back over a year gone by are, indeed, gratitude unto God, and that our souls therefore. come boldly unto the throne of

many, because the minds of men aremany should not forget at the return of the year.' grace, that we may obtain mercy , and find

The servant of sin taxes the year by tlie But the new year has already begun . ' grace to help in time of need .

means and opportunities it brought him to Let me, therefore, to day propose the the steret place of the Most High is Jesus

gratify his carnal lusts. If the wicked question: WIEN ( AX VE TORTIR ] Crist . That Ile Ilimself is indeed the

have only been able to indulge in their win ! To hiddelen Pavilion, the secret place of the

favorite sins they call it an excellent year, WILAT TINS NEW I an- loont llig is very clear from Matthew

and that it brought them a long step nearer ster : I. it'urolinell in the sprintplace of so , where he says: All things are delir

the destruction of both body and soul, that the worst Higli, and II . if iro mucho thue ered into me of my Father: and no man
they consider not. The avaricionistakes. Lord our refurgoonid own.fortress. knoweth the Son , but the Father ; neither

?
a

!

Let 115 ,

So then

LOOK

TIEERHILITS 111) (OFIDISE

YEIR MU BRIVI. !
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knoweth any man the Father, savethe Son, we can expound the right doctrine of flesh to hold up to is evils which might,

and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal Christ as to Ilis person and office ; that come upon us, or to magnify evils that are
him . Come unto me, all ye that labor, many can do who have not yet entered present, and his object is to entice our soul

and are heavy laden, and I will give you the secret of the tabernacle. Not enough away from its anchor in Christ. Against
rest . Learn of me ; and

ye shall find rest is it , if a man boasts of being converted the weakness of our own flesh we should,

unto your souls." In Christ dwells the and can make long speeches aboutwon . therefore, begin the year saying; " The

Most High ; in Christ Hedeals and com- derful experiences; that hypocrites can Lord is my refuge; in him will I trust."

munes with men ; in Christ He bestows also do, and it is idle talk , because it would I refuge is not a place from which to

His gifts on the believers ; in Christ Hemake the kingdom of Christ a kingdom of assail the enemy; that is a fortress ; a ref

grants rest unto the soul. Therefore they observation. To dwell in the secret place uge is a place which affords shelter, a

that dwell in Christ dwell in the secret of the Most High the soul must dwell in place to flee to for protection against the

place of the Most High. Christ is Him- Christ; the soul must have communication inclemency of the weather, or for safety

self, indeed , not secret , Ile is preached to with Christ; it must regard Him as its from enemies and pursuers. Now men

the world , but this is secret, this is not housemate, brother, friend and compan- make many things their refuge, money,

known to the world that in Christ is the ion. “ I remember thee upon my bed,” friendship , skill and what not all.

grace of God and rest for the soul; that no says David, “ and meditate on thee in the mit not the folly of making such things

man in this world knows save alone those night watches . " " I live ; yet not I , but your refuge; they are a shelter which may

who have come to Christ and have found Christ liveth in me, ” says St. Paul. Let break down at any moment and leave

rest in Him . The world cannot under- not your soul run hither and thither, let you shelterless. " The Lord ismyrefuge;

stand it why Christians make so much of it dwell with Christ; for dwelling in in him will I trust.” The word refuge

Jesus Christ . Allthose who have never Christ wedwell in the secret place of the implies a figure of speech , and what kind

yet penetrated into the secret of the Lord Most High, and then we can look forward of a refuge the Psalmist had in mind is

can not see so much in Christ, they think to the future with confidence; for " he that plain from the following verses: “ Surely

other things of much greater importance dwelleth in the secret place of the most he shall deliver thee from the snare ofthe

than to be cleaving to Christ by faith. But high shall abide under the shadow of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.

they who seek the Father in the Son , to Almighty .” He shall cover thee with his feathers, and

them is the Father revealed by the Son and Shadow affords both protection against under his wings shalt thou trust.” Like

they find in Christ such a dwelling place the hot sun and refreshment. Sitting as ducklings look to the wings of their

for the soul that they say: Here my foot under a leafy tree in midsummer you can mother as their refuge, so should we look

shall abide; I will seek no farther. In- look over the parched fields complacently, unto the Lord as our refuge, and as chick

deed , Christ is preached to the world, but knowing, though the sun sends down his lings trust that they are safe under the

the world knows Him not; those alone singeing rays yet the foliage protects you wings of their mother, so should we trust

know Him who dwell in Him through and while others are sweltering in the heat thatwe are safe under the shadow of the

faith . you are refreshed. They that dwell in Almighty. Now the hen is a weak bird ;

And what do they find in Ilim ? They Christ possess a treasure which overshad- if an eagle darts upon her she can no more

find in Him hidden treasures known to ows and continually refreshes them . They protect her brood; but the Lord is al

them only , but secret to the world. They know that in Christ their sinsare forgiven mighty, a refuge in whom we may cheer
find in IIim the grace of the Father; they and so their conscience is at peace with fully trust knowing that without his per

know that the Father of Jesus Christ is God; for if sin would aecuse they ever mission no evil can come nigh unto us.

become their Father who does no more again seek refuge under the cross of The Almighty can so overshadow His own
frown upon them , but regards them with Christ and their drooping soul is refreshed that no heat can fall upon them , and those

fatherly kindness as His beloved children ; by lIim who is the reconciliation for their who dwell in Christ He does truly gather

they find in Him the forgiveness of their sins. They know that Christ their beloved under His wings as a hen her chicklings.

sins knowing that His blood cleansesthem Friend and Saviour is with them and if He Time and again does lle do for His own

from guilt in the sight of the Fath- but abide with them they are content, what is said in the 7th verse of this

er; they find in Him righteousness, though they must pass through fire and Psalm : “ A thousand shall fall at thy side ,
the comfortings of the Holy Ghost, &c . come into deep waters where the floods and ten thonsand at thy right hand; but it

These are all hidden things which overflow them . That, too, is a secret the shall not come nigh thee." If we make
are secret fromfrom the world ; for thus world cannot understand, how the Chris- the wings of the Lord our refuge then

says the Lord : “ The kingdom of God com- tian can remain so quiet and resigned throughout this whole year not a hair of

eth not with observation: neither shall when the gale brews and the waves run our head can be touched without His per

they say, Lo here ! or, lo there ! for, be- high. With amazement did the heathen mission , and if he see fit so far to remove

hold ,the kingdom ofGod is within you .” behold delicate virgins go to the stake the shadow of His wings that things which

The kingdom of Christ does not come in their faces brightening with joy. Yes, the flesh calls evils come upon us we will

such a manner that men could see it with that, too, is a secret of the Lord that His know that He does it only to bestow some
the eyes , or feel it with the nerves; it own are the more refreshed the hot- greater good. It was a great evil which

comes not with observation. The right ter the sun shines. O let us make this befell Joseph when he was sold into slavery,

eousness of works comes with observation, our first care that our souldwell in Christ; but in after years he said unto his brothers:

but not the righteousness of Christ. let us begin the year in His name and " Ye thought evil against me; but God

Whether a man does good or evil works abide in Him , then we have a mooring meant it unto good, to bring to pass, as it

that we can see in him , and that my own place in which the anchor will hold, let is this day, to save much people alive."
righteousness is all patchwork that• I daily comewhat will ; for then we have a treas- When God permits evils to come upon His

observe ; but that the Christian is dressed ure which no man can take from us, but if children Hemeans it unto good and, surely,

in the righteousness of Christ and stands we live we are the Lord's and if we die we the evil which befell Joseph great as it

before God as spotless and holy that the are the Lord's. was, was a small matter in comparison to

world can not observe, neither can he him the incalculable good unto which God
II .

self see or feel it , yet by the grace of God
overruled it. It is surely true what this

he believes it and by faith does he know Making Christ the dwelling place for Psalmı says. I ask you this evening care

it . So Christ and His kingdom is the our soul we will also join in with the fully to read this whole Psalm ; it is the

secret place of the Most Iligh, unknown to Psalmist continuing: “ I will say of the 91st. It is surely true that God protects
.

the world, known only to faith , and they Lord, he is my refuge and my fortress : Ilis children against all evil and, there
that dwell in Christ dwell in the secret my God ; in him will I trust." Though fore, if he does permit some evil to come

place of the Most High. we Christians know that our soul's sal- ou them it is only to secure for them some

“ Dwelleth ," says the Psalmist, “Ile vation is safe in the hands of Jesus, yet greater good. Let us make the Lord our
that dwelleth in the secret place of the the flesh is weak and it is easily cast down refuge, and if in this year evil will befall

most high ." Not enough is it to know even atthefear of evils which might befall us we will know that it is only for our
this or that about Christ, Not enough , if us. Satan also often makes use of the good, and if at the time we do not see
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what good it is for we will surely see it America to -day, namely in the words of This, the third portion of his article on

thereafter. Mr. Gibbons, the Cardinal Archbishop of the Perpetual Rosary, Cardinal Gibbons

But there is another important word in Baltimore. The reading will be disgust- concludes by saying : " The devotion has
our text . The Psalmist does not only say : ing, it is true; yet it will serve to show no fixed dues, and no contribution is there

mrefuge," he also says: “ The Lord is my that the Roman Catholic Church to-day is fore required. The expense of printing

fortress: my God ; in IIim will I trust." just so much the church of Antichrist as circulars, tickets, etc. , may cost a trifle ,

A fortress is something more than merely it was four centuries ago. which may be paid by voluntary offerings

a refuge, because it does not only afford In the first place mention is made of the of members.” The conclusion of our re

protection, but is a place from which the duty of those who are members of the marks on this portion of the article in

enemy may be detied and his assaults re- Perpetual Rosary. 1st . One hour, either question shall be in the words of Luther :

pulsed. Now an earthly fortress , be it day or night, once a month, should be
“ The Word they still shall let remain ,

ever so strong, may be conquered, but the chosen, and during that hour the whole
Nor

Lord our God is å fortress the walls of Rosary of fifteen decades must be said

thanks have for it. "
any

which no enemy can demolish or scale . whilst meditating upon the mysteries ; the

Of all God's enemies the 2nd Psalm says : litary of Loretta closes the hour. The For the LUTHERAN WITNESS :

" He that sitteth in the heavens shall first part of the duty consists in choosing Theses on the Proper Attitude of a Chris

langh ; the Lord shall have them in de one hour for every inonth. It matters not

rision .” Though earth and hell combine what particular day of the month nor

against the Lord all their power is but a which of the twenty -four hours of that perance Movement of the

feather against a hurricane. The enemy particular day is selected . Another obli Present Day.

can exercise power only until the Lord gation is to recite during that hour the

says: “ Ilitherto shalt thou come, but no whole Rosary of fifteen decades, that is , of

further; and here shall thy proud waves 150 prayers. In the third place it is re

be stayed .” He, therefore, that makes the quired of the members whilst reciting the
Lord iiis fortress and will not be enticed Rosary also to meditate upon its mysteries.

away from it is at all times seemed finally the litany of Loretta is to be said

against the power of the enemy. Othere at the close of the hour.( We fail to com

fore let us say in the new year: - The prehend how 150 repetitions of a prayer,

Lord is my fortress; in Tim will l the exact number of repetitions being de

We Christians who dwell in the termined by counting 150 beads, and de III PAPER .

secret place of the Most lligh, who know vont meditations upon its mysteries with

how to appreciate what we now possess are a closing litany, all in one short hour, be

apt to look to the future and anxiously to comes a possibility, wless the prayer is Wine in the New Testament,

inquire: Will I next new year yet be very short and the 150 times repeated rec.

what I am , or will I have succumbed to itation of it is so hurried and hasty, that if

the enemy? But how do such anxieties it were uttered aloud, it would be unin- We shall now investigate what is wine

suit to the word : The Lord is my for. 'telligible to any one.
and strong drink according to the New

tress ; my God ; in line will I trust." “ This duty ," Cardinal Gibbons contin- Testament. There are five expressions to

Wherefore let iis remember that we do not nes to say, may be performed either" in whichwhich we must pay attention, namely

protect the fortress, but the fortress pro- the church or at home, or even whilst wine, new wine, sweet wine, strong drink

tects ls, and the more we wiil put our travelling, provided it be done with piety ( sikera) and fruit of the vine.
trust in the Lord, our fortress, the more and recollection. It is recommended that Luke vii , 33-34, John xxi , 11 , and Luke

quietly will we be able to meet what the, the members pray during the whole hour, v, 39 make it apparent that in the time

year willbring ,being alway , ready to say: assigned them , though nothing is binding of Christ it was common to drink wine,

" A tower of strength our God is still!
under sin . " Strange words these last especially at festivals.

A mighty shield and weapon ; ones indeed , and ambiguous also , there New wine signities must, unfermented

He is our help from all the ill being 110 clue to what they exactly refer. grape juice, as it comes from the press.
That hath us now o'ertaken . "

Somuch for the duties of members. On Luke v, 37-39 Christ speaks of such new

the conditions of 1 :embership, the words wine which was unferiented , because it
that follow convey the desired informa- had not been put in bottles or skins. And

Polemisol, tion: " To gain the indulgenc granted to since Christ calls this must wpew wine, "

this issociation , it is necessary to belong it follows, that this was the proper ex

to the Confraternity of the Rosary, and to pression according to the Gospel of the
FOR THE LUTHERAN WITNESS. fultill its obligations. The Perpetual New Testament and not wine (vinos)

TILE PERPETUAL ROSERI . Rosary is not a distinet work but a com- alone, for iſ wine (vinus) alone signitie

pliment of the Rosary Confraternity:" must or unfermented grupe juice the ad

The simple meaning of these words is, jective “ new ” (neos) would have been

III . Duties of Members; Conditions of that a person who desires to join the so- wholly superfluous. Accordingly, wine

Membership . ciety of the Perpetual Rosary must also oinos) signities feriented wine and new

become an active member of Rosary Con- wine ( oinos neos) must or unfermented
fraternity, as these two societies are very grape juice. The explanation Mr. Van

closely related and the one is complimeni- Buren gives of the passage in question is
ary to the other. “ Each member on en- much too artificial. He says: The chemi

In our first paper on the perpetualtering the association receives: 1st , a cal reasons were not then known; “ olda

rosary, we becameacquainted with it as a paper appointing the hour of guard; 2nd, bottles” (skin ) might retain particles of

society; in our second we were informed a list of indulgence granted to members ;albuminoidmer, which had attracted

of what Cardinal Gibbonshad to say on the 3rd, a paper containing in detail the obli- invisible yeast germs froin the air. These

opportunities and aim of the anti-chris- gations of membership.” Such papers would produce fermentation and “ burst

tian association. In the present paper the liave never come to our notive, hence we the bottles.” New bottles” (skins) cov

reader shall have the pleasure, if pleasure do not know their exact contents. Yet weered with pitch, were free from yeast germs

it be, of learning something reliable about' may rest assured, that they are full of and albuminoid matter; this is the reason

the duties of its members and about the abominations and filthiness and fornica- " new wine must be put into new bottles ,

conditions of membership. Something tionsof the Roman Catholic Church, up and both are preserved .' Gosp. Temp. p .

reliable, we say , because the information on whose forehead is written : "Mystery, 02.

shall be given , as all previous information Babylon the Great, the mother of Harlots The following explanation is more natu

on this subject has been in the worils of and abominations of the earth ." Rev. ral and also more acceptabie. New wine,

the most prominent Catholic in North xvii, 4-5 ) . put into old bottles, would by fermenting

Amen .

BY REV . II . RAUI .

>
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burstthem and be spilled,whilat if put I'he Lutheran Witness. believe and proclaimed ,as being really a
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. the religion Jesus

into new bottles it would be preserved, ,

as these were strong enough to withstand message , a revelation from God , and conse .

the pressure. And this, indeed, is the C. A. FRANK , EDITOR & PUBLISHER.
quently possessed of a sovereign right to

genuine meaning of the words: No inan universal faith and obedience. This alone

putteth new wine into old bottles .” The The Lutheran Witness is published on the 7th and was God's object in bestowing such extra

Jews did not, as a rule, drinkwferment
21st of each month , All communications and money ordinary miraculous gifts upon these men .

ed wine, but let it ferment. They were
accustomed to drink " old wine,” that had should be sent to : Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey St. , But the New Testament being now once

undergone fermentation . This follows Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per and forever divinely seale : 1 , and the religion
|

from the words: “ No man also having annum in advance . Money sent otherwise than by from Heave ; by miracles , and introduced as
of Jesus Christ proved to be a revelation

drunk old wine straightway desireth new ;
money -order or draft is at the risk of the sender .

for he saith : The old is better." Conse such into the world , God's design has been

quently not the new wine is best accord- Entered at the Post Office at Zanesville, Ohio, as Second accomplished , and such miracles have be.

ing to Hebrew taste," but the old . come superfluous, a lost Christian art , and

The word " sweet wine " (gleukos) ap we are directed henceforth to look solely to

pears but once in the New Testament, ZANESVILLE, OHIO , NOVEMBER 21st , 1887 .
the revealed Word. “ They have Moses and

namely, Acts ii , 13 : “ These men are full the prophets, let them hear them .” Neither

of new wine." It was evidently of an in did Christ commission the church to go forth

toxicating nature, for otherwise this say. For the LUTHERAN WITNESS, to heal the sick . His message to His disci.

ing of the scoffers would have been a ples is , “ Preach the Gospel to every crea

meaningless tannt. It may have been Faith - Healers.

ture , " and Lo ! ( in this) I am with you al .

used for new wine or must, but not in this ways, even unto the end of the world . The

passage .
The defence of St. Peter makes

it clear, that the mockers wanted to repre
pretenses of our modern faith -healers are,

therefore, nothing less than blasphemy, and

sent the apostles as being drunk, when

they observed the miraculous working of
they are teaching and practicing an unwar

rantable thing .
For St. Peterthe Holy Ghost in them .

True, God can work mira

This new sect claims to have divine pow.cles even in these days , heal sick, &c . , if it

does not apply the same words as the er and to have advanced far ahead of the pleases Him ; yea , has repeatedly done so ,

mockers, saying: These men are not full
of new wine, but he says: “ These are not ordinary Christian, and that they by anoint- and He has commanded us to call upon

drunken,” which word' according to the ing with oil and a strong exercise of faith Him when sick , yea, in every need ,and nas

original means as much as to be drunken with prayer, can accomplish many wonder promised to hear us, if we pray in faith .

or intoxicated ,” ( verse 15). But of what ful works in healing the sick , and allaying But prayer without the use of proper means ,

should they have been “ drunken ? ” Of other bodily sufferings. For their authori. if we can have them , is not that " prayer of

gleukos (new wine). Now there is a double tv they rely mainly on the fifth chapter of faith ” that “ shall save the sick . ” Remedies

assumption possible, either gleukos was a James, 14th and 15th verses : “ Is any sick are as much the “gift ofGod” as faith ; and

fermented, although sweet wine, or it was among you , let him call for the elders of the they are not to be despised or rejected. The

must, which, however, was also, if drunk church; and let them pray over him , anoint- " faith ” that contemns the means God has

to excess , intoxicating. ' In both instances ing him with oil in the name of the Lord ; put in our hands, is an unwarranted and un

the proof is furnished, that intoxicating and the prayer of faith shall save the sick , scriptural faith.

wine was drunk. and the Lord shall raise him up.” Based Yet aside from all this, it strikes us as

The assertion of the prohibitionists, upon this passage, they claim that this mir being a matter of great importance, that,

that wine (oinos) is a " general term ,” aculous power of healing sick by “ prayer of whilst the " faith-healers” of the primitive
very often standing for the Hebrew

faith " has not become extinct. Their ap- church were successful in every instance,
Tirosh (must), is without any foundation. The Septuagint, indeed,' in their pealing toGod's Word as sanctioning their this can not be said of our modern faith

translation of the Old Testament
niode of healing has blinded and led many to healers. And this peculiar circumstance ,

ap

ply oinos
believe , that the Scriptures justified such we believe, stamps the latter at once as imgeneric term ,

But let no one be deceived by postors. When the " faith - healers of old ”
translating Tirosh almost always with practice.
oinos. But then both Hebrew and Greek this pious twaddle. This referring to cer- stood over a sick man to heal him , they

were living langnages and their readers tain passages of Scripture, in order to rnake applied the oil , spoke the word and the
easily could discern whether new wine or the doctrine set forth appear in conformity healing followed, at once . The sick man

wine was meant. By the way, the Septua- witu its teachings, is very common tactics arose from the couch and went out among
gint can hardly pass for judges in this which has ever been resorted to by all false his fellows . And more . The healing was

matter. The Old Testament has its dis prophets--a kind of sugar coating in which not only instantaneous, but also in every in .

tinct terms formust and wine, Tirosh and their soul.destroying doctrine is encased , stance complete . The sick were completely
Yayin, and in the New Testament Christ and thus made palatable for thousands of healed ; the deaf , and blind and lame, were

Himself distinguishes between new wine Christians, who are either too indolent or perfectly delivered from their infirmities:
and wine. The Septuagint may have had too negligent to investigate the matter for the dead arose , not merely to life, but to
some influence on the formation of the themselves in the light of the Bible . Even health and strength . In short, the effects

New Testament idiom , but only to a very Satan followed this seductive plan , when were as immediate as they were perfect.

limited extent. The holy writers of the tempting our Saviour. Now ' tis true, the For proof ofthis we will give but three in

New Testament did not learn their Greek apostles and many members of the primitive stances from Scripture. The first is records

from the Septuagint but from personal church, posuessed extraordinary miraculous ed in Acts iii , 1.10. Peter and Joiin , in

intercourse with the Greeks and such as
gifis , for t'ius we end I Cor. xii , 9 10 : going up to the temple, aw

a lame man ,

spoke Greeks. They formed their own

inium , and in ite wine wire they depend
To another in ziven by the Spirit the gift who had been lare from his mother's

of healing i . e . , the power to cure the womi), at the gate of he tenpie.
11.1 Peter

0,5, 0 ? the Septuagint; they even correit
Biliū, the i veci, e jeppans and said to ' m , In the name of Jesus Cunt of

+ !... 11, where they had tr" ?aslasteof sorrone . : ?
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we

1

a

1

stricken with palsy , and who had in conse all the WITNESS readers and to inform them and visit the others ." Surely, the Lord

quence been bedfast for eight years . To from time to time of the progress true Luth- Jesus, if he were to appear personally to - lay

him Peter said , "Jesus Christ make thee eranism is making in California and Oregon in New York City , could not say to the

whole. Arise and make thy bed . And he and also in the adjoining Territories ? parishioners of Mr. Colyers, as he said to

arose immediately " Furthermore, in the In San Francisco President Schwan was the multitudes concerning Jobn : “ What

same chapter, read that at Joppa the recipient of evil reports concerning our weni ye out to see ? A reed shaken with the

Tabitha became sick and died . Peter, on congregation in Denver, to the effect, that it wind ? But what went ye out for to see ? A

his arrival at Joppa, went into the chamber was on the verge
of ruin . Similar reports , man clothed in soft raiment?” Or think you

where the lifeless foim of Tabitha lay , he said , had been set afloat also east of theotherwise, dear Reader ?--Matihew xi .

kneeled down, prayed and said . “ Tabiiha. Mississippi river . Accordingly , on his re- That man Talmage-- a clown in the pul.

arise !" And here again behold the instanta - turn from Callifornia, he favored the Cily pit-- recently preached on Lite Insurance a

neous and perfect effect of Peter's speech ! of the Plains" with a visit of two days, in duty. A paper calls it “ Another Practical

for thus we read : She opere d her eyes , sat order to ste for himself , personally, how Vacation Sermon . " The discourse opens

up, and arose. ” How does the success of matters really stood . On the evening of with the statement that Joseph was “ the

modern faith -healers compare with the October 18 , ihe day of his arrival in Denver, president of the first life insurance company

above ? Of modern faith -healers it is no'o he had the vesiry of the church to meet , the the world ever saw ;" that " he farmers said

riously true that they apply the oil and pray members of which declared, with one ac- one- fifth of their income as a premium ; "

over many sick without any beneficial et cord , that the evil reports were entirely un- that when the dark days of famine came

fects whatever resulting to the applicant, founded in all their particulars. On the consthese suffering families had nothing to do

and even in the few cases in which they do trary, they assured the highly - esteemed ofti but go up and collect their policies.” A

succeed , it is after a long siege of so-called cial , that through the grace ofGod , the con . Mr. Benedict (forty years in the ministry )

prayer and faith , and here too the cure is not gregation was teadily growing and making gives exactly my views on this “ unbibl'cal
always , if ever, complete. advances in every Christian direction. Flore ” of Dr. Talmage.i Mr. B. writes :

And if in the future these pious deceivers Highly pleased with this information , the “ There is no real analogy between that

should succeed in performing --even though venerable president spoke someencouraging Egyptian plan and modern life insurance

the subjects were but dumb bruces, to which words to us yet, and on the following eve . plans. If this is the only place in the Bible

some of them have of late directed their ning left for Cleveland , Ohio , via Kansas favoring life insurance, then as now conduct

“ medical skill” -- instantaneous and complete City and St. Louis . ed , the Bible does not favor it . I may also

cures, by anointing with oil and prayer, let The kind readers of the WITNESS are pos. I take exception to a remark made in that

us not thereby be deceived , but rather recali sibly not aware, that in Dinver there is also sermon like this: ' If we have the mor ey to

to our minds our Saviour's warning : " There a Danish Norwegian Lutheran congrega. pay the premiums and do not pay them , we

shall arise false Christs , and false prophets, tion , one in faith with us . This congrega . have no right to expect mercy at the hand

and shall shew great signs and wonders , tion has entered upon a new era cf its exis- ofGod in the judgment.' Where is there

inasmuch that , if it were possible , they shall tence, its new pas'or, the Rev. Mr. Reini , any authority in the Bible for that ? Are

deceive the very elect.” having entered upon his ministerial duties there no other ways of providing for those

six weeks since . The former pastor of this of his own household' except paying pre

Church News.
congregation , the Rev. Mr. L. P. Jensen , miums on life insurance policies ? Life in

had left for his new field of labor in Albert surance companies may indorse such talk ,

Lea , Minnesota, almost a year ago . May but certainly the Bible does not . And I sim

Our Denver Letter.
the blessings of the Almighty descend ply enter my protest against such teachings

bountifully upon the Lutheran Church , the as Bible teaching.” Mr. Benedict, receive

Church of the glorious Reformation , in Den - hearty thanks for your manly and biblical

DENVER, COL. , Nov. I , 1887 . ver and everywhere in the United States and position , from

S. AUGUSTUS, of Oldtown.
Dear Bro . Frank: - Almost every week the world and may He crown the labors of

I have the great pleasure of meeting with His servants with success to the glory of Sailor Monks.

some one from our congregations " in the His holy name. H. R.

I have heard of monks doing many
States. " But to have a personal conversa .

tion with a ministerial brother, a non - resi . For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
things, but I never heard of them being
sailors. It seems, however, that in the

dent of Denver, is a rare treat in the Rocky
Two Florets - Unbiblical. White Sea there is a fleet of six steamers

Mountain region . The presence of one of
which are owned, otticered and manned by

our beloved synod's officers out here is yet
monks. They ply between Archangel

less frequent , and to benold the highest cffi. The apostle tells us to be steadfast in faith and the Island of Jolovetsk , where there

cial of our synod in the Queen City of the A reed shaken with the wind--what is it is a monastery, and their business is to

Plains' is an occurrence quite extraordinary worth ? To- day, ’ tis popular to waver. One convey pilgrims to the island .

and heretofore unknown. Yet the latter is of the head lights in the New York City as 30,000 people annually make the jour

an actual occurrence of recent date. The churches, is Rev. Robert Collyer. A foret ney between May and September, the only

venerable president of the Joint Synod ot taken from a recent sermon at an installation time when the island is accessible. - Lon

Missouri, Ohio and other States, the Rev. in Brooklyn,byCollyer reads: " My old mother don Truth.

Mr. H. C. Schwan , of Cleveland , Ohio was a Baptist right down to the water, and

called at my house September 10, enrcute she took great comfort in the green pastures' treme and growing pauperism of the East,
London papers call attention to the ex

to California .
I happened, however, just at ard beside the still waters in which she had End Jews. The total number of Jews in

that time to be absent from home engaged been immer -ed . I was baptized in the Epis- Metropolis is astonishingly small , being es

in missionary work in Leadville. I did no copal Church , and I am strongly drawn to'timated at 46,000. Of these no fewer than

have the pleasure of seeing him until after it yet. I tell Bishop Potter he is my bishop ! 1,350 receivrizid last year. Figures which
ile sicepted by de Jews themselves as au .

his return from Califcrnia, where he had and be carrot di own me, I was brogit
thuritis , non that last year, every thini

aided in organizing the California i Ore up inin inki- : ashioned Cingregatioral S: 2.items in London avul in receipt ofarci ( ze n
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VII. PAPER .

主

Heart) and ) Home.
breaking their engagement, if it be done heaven from the hearts of our Christian

on account of fornication or wilful deser- parents, and their adult children . Then,

tion . ve dare say, by the grace of God , secret

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS
These, however, are not the only rea- betrothals, breaches of marriage promises

Talks on Betrothals.
sons, which vindicate the dissolution of a and similar transgressions would hut

marriage contract before its solemniza- rarely come to pass within our community,
tion .

Valid betrothals evidently may be and our young men and ladies, when

BY JNO. dissolved from other motives, which can joined in wedlock, would find their mar

not but be considered just and proper. riage to be a state, of which like John A.

We find it ditrienlt to give a general head. Bengel they might say : “ Themost fruit

ing under which they might be placed. ful and precious experience in affliction

But it seems to us, that every marriage and in joy have come to me through the

promise tacitly involves, as a matter of marriage relation."

To conclude our remarks on betrothals selfevidence, certain suppositions, which

we would attempta discussion of the rea- may exempt the promiser from complying Most Inventions Only Copies of God's

sons, forwhich valid espousalslegitimately with his engagement. If, for instance, à Jork in Nature .

may be dissolved. We tender 110 apology Christian young man had been engaged to
for doing so. The question of dissolving a lady and she subsequently persistently
betrothals is perhaps the most important declared to him , that she when married Most of the skillful devices invented by

point regarding engagements. And our would practice the fashionable sin of in- men for doing fine work rapidly can be

age is evidently in need of plain and forci- fantside, would not he as a Christian have traced to nature, where for countless centu
ble instruction on this question. a right, aye the duty of severing his con- ries they have been operating. The discov .

It should be brought home with our nection with the lady? His promise, eier of each new appliance of mechanism

Christian young men and ladies, that a given to her, involved as a matter of self. might be shown that his idea was as old as

marriage vow is a matter of supreme mo- evidence, that he as a Christian could the hills., It is claimed that the inventors of

ment, not to be tritled with in the least. never countenance such practice. And the future will be those who carefullly study

They should be well awareof the fact, that, thus it is with a number of cases. John
the ratural world.

a promise of matrimony cannot be broken Gerhard mentions the following reasons
The huhr stones of mills are another style

at pleasure. Because marriage engage as justifying the breach of a marriage
ments are no business contracts. In Coil Vow : 1, adultery or fornication ; 2 , the of the molar teeth which grind all the grist

con- "

tracts of: business the parties in question 11se of snch means, which produce sterility: thai leels men and beasts. The hoofs of
indeed are at liberty to determine the du- B , malicious desertion ; 4 , incest with rel- horses are made of parallel plates like car.

ties, which each is to perform , the time atives of the other party; 5 , infamous riage Springs.
The finest file of human

during which the contract shall continue crimes; 6 , impotency setting in during manufacture is a rough affair compared with
to be binding, and the like. For contracts betrothment; 7, insanity; 8, incurable the Dutch rush used by cabinet makers.

of this description are merely human ar- contagious diseases, alsu epilepsy and total The jaws of the rurile and tortoise are natu :

rangements. But matrimony, we know , paralysis; 9, deformity from the loss of ralcissors. The squirrel carries chisels in

is an institution made by the Almighty the nose, the eyes , etc.; 10, infanıy; 11 , his mouth, and hippopotamus is provided

Ilimself, a divine creation, in which the prolonged absence without cause and con- with adzes , which are constantly sharpened

Lord has decided all questions in regard trary to the wish of the other party. In as they are worn . The carpenter's plane is

to time, duties and conditions. And since regard to these reasons of Gerhard we con . f und in the jaws of a bee. The woodpeck

persons betrothed in the sight of God fess to have some misgivings about 9 and er has a powerful little trip.hammer.
stand on the same footing with 10 .

persons
But we would leave it to the individ

The diving - bell imitates the work of the
married, it is evident that valid betrothals ual conscience to decide in any and all of

campot legitimately be dissolved,mless it these cases, alleged by the erndite and con- under the water, clasps a bubble of air
water spider, which constructs a small cell

be done for reasons,which the Lord Ilim - scientious theologian. Onlyltour young berween iis hind legs, and divesdown to its

self has sanctioned. friends always bear in mind, if ever for

But are there any such l'ea - 011- ? We such reasons they think themselves obliged submarine chamber, with the bubble, dis

have recorded in Scripture two causes, and justitied to break a given marriage placing the wa'er giadually until its abode

for which marriage divorces are permis promise, that they give the matter he wil the fishes contains a large airy room

sible, to wit : fornication d'un malicionia concileration, commend their came to the surrounded by water.

desertivn. Hattii. vixi 9. we reni: [ Lord in prayer, and seek the advice of their 1o laving its eggs in the water the goat

say unto you , whosoever whall put away faithful pastorordevoutChristian Friendstens them into the supe of it life boat,

his wife , Cinept it be tur fornirvitinn, and With that we close our " Talks vi be klih it is impossible to sink without tear

shall marry another, committeth adul- trothals,” which have been presencel par- 1.9 it to pieces. The iron nat of a modern
tery In this passage the Lord plainly tienlarly for the benefit of ourour young spin strengthened by deep ribs running

vindicates the putting away of one wile readers. Would to (iod , Urut this mo -Saling its interier A porcupine quill is

and marrying another, it it be done on am . mentous subject were ever called in their strengthened by similar ribs. When engi

count of fornication. Again Panisserts. minds and impressed profoundly upon net is found tl at hollow beams were stronger

Cor. vi, 13 , " But if the unbelieving dle. 'their hearts ! Would that the nature of t 1911 solid ones , they only discovered a|tian

part, let him depart. A brother or sister legitimate betrothals time and again were principle that is very commonly seen in

is not under bondage in such cases." The the topic of conversation within the cir

Apostle would have lis mderstand, if a cle of our families and about thehearth of support its head of grain . The tones of the
A wheat straw , if solid , could not

huisland wilfully and maliciously desert, our homes! Would that it at least were
high'r animals

his wife, or vice versa , the person deserted talked on at our social gatherings with

are porous, and those of

is notto be restricted loy the laws of wool friends and relatives in the place of politic pirds, wherelightness and strength are mostwed : ,
lock, but is at liberty to make application and business ! Would that it were thebeautifully combined , are hollow .

for another marriage: Hence malicious subject of earnest and eloquent appeals framework of a ship resembles the skeleton
desertion and fornication are the two rea- 'from the pulpitand that it were preached of a herring. Aeronauts try to copy

Sons of Holy Writ, for which marriage, on more frequently, than is perhaps done structure and movements ofbirds.
even after it's solemnization legitimately by the majority of ourministers ! Would Palissy, the French potter, studied seaside

may again lo dissolved. But if for these that it were always fully explained in the shells to learn the best method of fortifyingbe ,

reasons even married persons have a di- catechetical instructions given to those a town . The ship.worm is an admirable

vine privilege to apply for a dissolution of who are to be prepared for confirmation tunneler, boring his way through any sub

their marriage contract, this same right and for the reception of the Lord's IIoly merged timber, and lining the round pas
certainly cannot be denied to parties be- Supper! Would that it were the burden sage with a hard casing. The engineer

trothed. They. too, then , are justified in of many solemn prayers, ascending to Brunel took a hint from this animal, and

nature .
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was the first to succeed in tunneling under when sentence ofdeath was pronounced Lee Christ was Josephus, the celebrated Jew,

water. The Eddystone lighthouse is built made a very sensational statement . Look who wrote : “ Now , there was about this

on the plan of a tree trunk, and is fastened ing towards the judge he said in solemn time Jesus , a wise man , if it be lawful to call

to the rock in a manner similar to the way tones , " You have sentenced an innocent him a man , for he was a doer of wonderful

a tree clings to the soil . It is supposed that man.” And then looking upward, he add- works, a teacher of such men as received

the first idea of a suspension bridge was ed. " But I know that my God will protect the truth with pleasure. He crew over to

suggested by the creepers of a tropical me, and will prevent this sentence from be him both many of the Jewsand many of the

forest . ing carried out." In the cell Lee was al Gentiles. He was the Christ. And when

When plans were wanted for the London ways confident . He said that he was pro Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal

Crystal Palace, Joseph Paxton , gardener to tected by God and the authorities could notmen among us , had condemned him to the

the Duke of Devonshire, having noticed the take his life . This singular behavior of cross , those who loved him at the first did

structure of the gigantic leaves of the enor the prisoner simply produced the impression not forsake him , for he appeared to them

mous water lily Victoria Regia, a plant upon the minds of the public that Lee had alive again the third day , as the divine

which had been introduced into England a become crazed hy much mental suffering prophets had foretold these and ten thousand

few years before, adopted the idea of copy . The day of execution came. Lee st ll re other things concerning him . And the

ing in iron the ribs of the leaf, and fillin ; the tained his confidence . Even on the scaf tribe of Christians , so named from him , are

remaining space with glass . So by pat . told he said , “ God will save me yet. " The notextinct at this day .'

terning after nature, the obscure florist be, rope was put around his neck and the black Omitting the well known letter of Pliny

came Sir Joseph Paxton, the great architect, cap adjusted . L'e's last words as the rope The Younger to Trajan, together with the

--Harper's Young People. was put around h's neck were, “ This ren Emperor's leiter of approbation and instruc

tence cannot be carried out." When the tion , † written A. D. 105 , we would next

The Faith of Innocence .
trap fellihe rope broke. This made a great cite the words of Tacitus, the Roman his .

impression upon those present . A second torian , who, speaking of the great fire of

rope was sent tor , Lee protesting that it was Rome , under Nero's reign , writes thus:

I heard yesterday from an under official useless to try to hang him . He was again " They (the Christians) derive their name

in the Home Secretary's office a most re placed upon the trap . It fell, and he sec- and origin from Christ , who in the reign of

markable story taken from the criminal rec- ond rope broke. At this the officials became Tiberius had suffered death by the sertence

ords in that office. It is a story , which is very much demoralized , and took Lee back of the procurator Pontius Pilate . The con

related in novel form , would be declared to his cell. When the story of this bungling fessions of those that were seized discovered

impossible . If it had occurred in America, attempt to harg ' this prisoner reached the 2 vast number of their accomplices ; and

newspapers would have been full of it . public next morning a great roar of indig. they were all convicted, not so much for set .

Here, only one or two of the society papers nation went up. Leiters poured in upon the ting fire to the city , as for their hatred of

have barely hinted at it . The papers have papers saying that the man hal been pun . the human kind. They died in torments,

kept their mouths shut simply because the ished enough , and under the influence of and their torments were embittered by in .
Government wanted nothing said about the this public opinion the Home Secretary com- sult and derision . Some were nailed on

case. Imagine the New York papers keep- muted his sentence to imprisonment for crosses ; others sewn up in the skins of wild
ing quiet about a story that the Washington life . beasts, and exposed to the fury of the dogs ;

administration desired to keep from getting The strangest part of this story is to others again , smeared over with combustible

to the public for fear. it would discredit in come. Several weeks ago the ancient wo materials, were used as torches to illuminate

the public mind circumstantial evidence as a man servant employed in the house where the darkness of the night. The gardens of

means of securing conviction of alleged the murder was committed became ill , and Nero were destined for the melancholy

criminals. soon it was found that she could not recov : spectacle, which was accompanied with a

The story in brief is this : “ Lee, a man er. Upon her deathbed she confessed to horse - race, and honored with the presence

servant employed in the house of a widow having committed the murder ierself. Her of the emperor, who mingled with the pop

of advanced age in some place in Devon story was so complete, so circumstantial , and ulace in the dress and aititude of a charioteer .

shire, was charged with the murder of the substantiated by her giving places where " The guilt of the Christians deserved , in

old lady. They lived in a retired place. Lee articles connected with the murder were deed , the most exemplary punishment, but

was the only man servant in the house. The concealed, that its truth could not be ques the public abhorence was changed into com

object of the murder was robbery. The old tioned . The Home Sectietary at once gave miseration , from the opinion that the un

lady's throat was cut from ear to ear in the orders to have Lee released with a full par . happy wretches were sacrificed , not so much

night without awakening anyone or creat : don. But it has been done in a quiet and to the piblic welfare, as to the cruelty of a

ing arly disturbance. The murder was only secret way to prevent a knowledge of the jealous tyrant." *

discovered the next day ; Lee was the only case getting to the public . This same official Justin Martyr, in his apology to the Em

person in the house upon whom suspicion has also granted to Lee a pension of thirty peror Antoninus Pius ( about A. D. 140) ,

rested . It was shown by the prosecution shillings a week during his life in compen writes : " It was predicted that our Christ“

that he was the only one who could have sacicn for the wrong done to him by his un should heal all diseases and raise the dead;

committed the murder. There was a female just trial and imprisonment.-- T. C. Craw- hear what was said : There are these

servant in the house , but she was old and ford in a New York Daily. words : ' At his coming the lame shall leap

slept in a remote quarter from her mistress's as an hart , and the tongue of the stammerer

bedroom . shall be clear -speaking ; the blind shall see,

been incapable of committing the murder, Clinrch
;

not having sufficient strength to make the dead shall rise and walk about . ' And that

savage cut which took her mistress's life. In he did those things you can learn from the

fact there was nothing to even indicate her acts of Pontius Pilate."

guilt, while there were hundreds of pieces of Earliest Historical Testimonies of Christ Tertullian , in his apology, addressed to

evidence against Lee. And Christianity . the Roman government ( A. D. 198) , writes

Lee declared his innocence stoutly from thus : “ All these things Pilate did to Christ;

the first, but he was borne down by the pros in fact a Christian in his own con

ecution . He was convicted by the unani. The history of Jesus Christ stands more victions, he sent word of him to the reigning

mous vote of the jury, and the judge sen- completely apart from all other biographies,

tenced him to be hanged. There was not a than does the sun in its vertical brightness *Antiquities.

shred of doubt in the minds of the public from the hosts of stars hidden from his rays . fBoth of which lettere even Gibbon acknowledges

concerning Lee's guilt . In the court room The first historian who bure testimony toto le genuine.

Itwasheldthat she wouldhave Selections from Chnrth andthe lepers shall be cleansed ;and the

History .

and now ,
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Cæsar, who at the time Tiberius. ' of the world say on such topics , still we dare English Conference of Missouri.

Search your own public documents . At not be ashamed of listening to an honest

the moment of Christ's death the light de. Iman of the world who has really been think . Missouri met this year from September 2-6The Englisb Lutheran Conference of

parted from the sun , and the land was dark . ing on this matter coolly, with his common in the hospitable congregation of Rev.A. S.

ened at noon ; which wonder is related in sense , and brings shame unto us enjoying as · Bartholomew , in Springdale, Ark . Rev.

your own annals, and is preserved in your we do the light of the Divine Word and yet R. L Goodman delivered the opening ser.

archives to this day."
being loath to acknowledge our modern m'n, and at the election of officers

" We ( Christians) are but of yesterday, dance to be sinful an ] damnable. Pay at ' coming year. Rev. C. H. Spannuth was
cho en President of the Con'erence for the

and we have filled every place among you- tention, therefore , to what this man of the received as a member of Conference and

cities , islands, fortresses, towns, market. would wrote in his paper, in 1875 : " The made Secret:r . Rov. I'm . Dilimann led

places, the very camp .: tribes, companies, close personal contac' of a dance," he sais, the doctrinal discussions upon the following
,

palace, senate, forum-we have left nothing is muc i more than would be allowed under
theses : I. “ A truly Lutheran congregation

to you but the temples of your gods. It any other circumstances in respectable so holy life ," and I1. -A truly Lutheran con
las more stress upon pure doctrine than

such multitudes ofmen were to break away ciety . ” ' Tis true: two persons of a different gregation receives only those as members
from you , and betike themselves to some re- sex draw so near to each other, the like o ' who agree with her In doctrine and II lead

mote corner of the wo : ld , why, the very which would never be allowed otherwise ,
a Christian life ."

loss of so many citizens , whatever sort they under other circumstances . A father would
Parochial schools were reported in good

order and advancing rapidly. Mission

were , would cover the empire with shame; throw that young man out of the house as work was also reported by the several mem

nay, in the very forsaking, vengeance would an impudent fellow whom he sh uld find in ber ; to be progressing finely. In order to

be inflicted. Why, you would be horror so close a proximity to his daughter at any still more further their work, Conference
stricken at the solitude in which you would other occasion . But at a dance he will allow decided to have tracts published on Justifi.

ication and Absolution , which are to be

yourselves be at such an all -prevailing him to co so . Is it then , suddenly become written by Rev. A. Myer and Rev. Wm.

silence , and that stupor as of a dead world . right by reason of its being a dance : Oh, Dailmann .

You would have to seek subjects to govern . no ! on the contrary, since !hey dance in As our English Conference is gaining,

You would have more enemies than citizens . this mauner the dance, on this account, is not only in the West but also in the East

remaining. For now it is the immense wrong . The editor of the Chronicle and South, and more interest is felt for it
pro

number of Christians which make your ene . ceeds: Not even to tried friends of the Î Janzow's kind invitation to meet in his
generally , it was decided to accept Rev. C.

mies so few , alınost all the inhabitants of family : 11. h liberties are given in the draw . congregation in St. Louis next summer, in

your various cities being followers of ing room as are granted, at a darce, to those August, for the purpose of forming an

Christ." hemg proportionately strangers." What English Lutheran S.nod . To this Confer :

Eusebius wrote. A. D. 325 , as follows : must, therefore, he said of thise claiming to ence the brethren from the East and Suth

“ The fame of our Lord's remarkable resur le Christians and even attending public out a plan for a contiution which will ap
are to be invited . A compittee is to work

rection and ascension being now spread balls where they will , probar ly, be asked by pear in the Witness in due season .

abroail, according to an ancient eastern cus- lewi persons to dance with them and to be A full report of the proceedings of Con

tom prevalent among the rulers of the embraced by them :: Such pretending ference will soon appear in print

nations to communicate novel occurrences Christians should heed this worth, " What

to the Emperor, that nothing might e cape hast thou to do to declare my statutes, or
' ACKNOWLEDGMENT .

him , Pontus Pilate transmits to Tilerius ant thou shouldst take my covt 11 int in thy Received of Lovers Church, Augusta co . , lt . per

account of the circumstanc's concerning 'mouth : Seeing thou latest in -truction and Rev. F. kuele, $ 24.00 . Thanks.

the resurrection of our Lord from thedead , castest my words behind thee. When thou ',
WM . G , BLoss, Student,

Springfield , Ills . , Nov, 3 , 1887 .

the rep rty of which had already been sawest a thief, then thou consentedat with

spread throughout all Palest ne . In th's hin and has been partaker with adulterers." Subscriptions Paid .

account he also intimates that he a -cer. PS. L 1618. Our clitor proceeds: “ I ! Rel. I. A. Proti, Lubnan, Mo , 10 1.00

tained other miracles respecting him , and would be an unpardonable insult on the part, F. llaeuser, Lansing, Mich ., (IV to 1T) 3.00

1.00

that now liaving risen from the dead ,He was of a gentleman , though a
G. Runkel, Los Angeles, Cal., ( IT)

welcome visitor
1. Kirmis, Wellesley, Ont., ( VI ) 1.00

believed to be a god by the great mass of ard friend, in a parlor, to embrace a laily E. L. Kretzschma. , Gaylord , Min . (VI, 1.00

the people.” – Scl. with his arm , proswing her hand and draw .
M. H. Pankow , Norfolk , Nebr.. (IV to 1T) 3.00

L. Wessel. Nokomis, Ills . , ( V & VI )

* “ The most skeptical criticism is obliged to respect ing her so close to himse'f that he might feel Mr. A. Weisshand, Petaluma, Cal.,(VT)

the truth of this extraordinary fact, iind the integrity the betting of her heart" Certainly no
Schultz., Buckvalley, Pa., (1111 to VII

of this celebrated passage of Tacitus. ” - liiblun's husband and no father would suffer this to M. W. Seigle, Buckvalley, Pa . , ( VI 11 to VII 10) 1,00
10 ) 1.00

Rome, l'ol . II, p . 399.

*Would either Justin Martyr or Tertullian have , be done, but se'zing that man by the collar

ventured to make such declarations as the above, if would throw him out of the house as being a Dedication of Christ Church , St. Louis,
Mo.

they had not been true ? The thing was impossible. lewd fellow . “ And still ,” theeditor goes on

Apology of the Rulers of the Roman Empire . to say , " this liberty is granted to the ac . On the 13th of November, 1887, Christ Congrega

quaintances of the dancing.floor." Satan its new church to the service of the Triune God .
tion , on Compton Hill , in St. Louis, Mo. , dedicated

LECTURES ON MODERN
has not yet succeeded, the Lord be praised, The pastor of the congregation, having delivered a

DANCING . in making people believe this to be decent farewell address in the old church , the congregation
walked over to the new building where they were met

under other circumstances. Th ough his by the builder, Mr, Ellemann, who handed the keys of

Translated from the German ofinstrumentof thedance, however, he has the house to the pastor . The services were conductedin the usual manner.

C. F. W. Walther , D. D. , and been able to make even Christians look up . cation prayer, and Rev. Prof.F. Pieper preached the

on such unchaste conduct as something inno- sermon .
Adapted for the “ Witness”

The afternoon service was conducted by

cent . “ We, therefore," — so the editor closes Rev. 0. Hanser. In the evening, an English ser

by R ....” _ " do not despair of finding one or the mon was preached by Rev A. Baepler.

other agreeing with this sentence, That
The church is a very fine brick building, 80x40 feet ,

X.
amongst all the cunningly demoralizing adapted to the purpose forwhich it was built,viz ,

with a spire 90 feet high, and is exceptionally well

Twelve years ago a testimony against powers still to be found in respectable society the praching of tubd's Word .” It cost about $ 9.000.

the

dancing appeared in a secular-political pa. (Quoted in the " Lutheraner," vol. xxxi, p .
dance, of right, stands foremost." 00. This is the twelfth church of our Synod in St.

Louis .

per, the “ Bar City Chronicle," borne by a
The congregation was first served by Ror. H.

5 sq ) Excellent, indeed ! For there are ,

man of the world, as it seems, at whom , surely, a great many more “ cunningly de. But the pastors that served it, persevered,and their
Sauer, and for many years struggled to keep alive .

however,all those ought to be most deeply moralizing powers" in this world, still; but ifrorts have been crow tied with success.
The congres

ashamed , wno look upon dancing as some
none of them has so blunied the sensibility gation has not only a pastor but also a regular
of what is chaste and in accordance with teacher - Vr. Giere -- for its parochia school,

thing altogether innocent, and defend, or at morality, under the pretense of being an in May the good Lord continue to grant the congrega

least excuse the same, Though, otherwise, nocent,decent, and honorable enjoyment, as
tion li- blessing and make it instrumental in bringing

many souls to the divine Saviour by the preading of

we are not wont to communicate what men the general introduction ofthemodern dance . His Word. A. B.

6

5

2.00

1.00
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Our Epistle Postil.

a

THIS LIFE .

7

>

whom they despised as fools upon earth , are be pricked by thorns . We are not to be such

indeed the sons and daughters of God . In children in knowledge , but we are to know

the meantime , until our bodies are bedded in that whoso would have the rose , must also

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. the earth, we must content ourselves to wear endure the thorns surrounding it . It is not

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE the garb of servants and to be distressed with something strange that those who are par

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
many sorrows . This cannot be otherwise ; takers with Christ , must also be partakers of

for every true Christian is such a person as the cross of Christ . If you gird your loins to

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
does not see and yet believes . A Christian is be a follower of JesusChrist, you must expect

a person who believes his soul is dressed in to fare similarly in the world as He did , and

Sunday after New Year, the blood and righteousness of Jesus Christ , He had to enter into His glory through many

1 PETER 4 , 12—19. although in himself he can see only sin and sufferings.

weakness . A Christian is a person who com- What is God's object in burdening His

DEARLY BELOVED :-Christians , as many as forts his soul with the rest in store for him , Christians with the cross ? Why, to try them ,

are Christians in deed and in truth , are de- while upon earth he is in many troubles ; who as Peter says : " The fiery trial which is to try

scribed in the Holy Scriptures as a glorious clings to Christ, although his adherence bring you .” God's object is to make the faith of

people . They are called the sons and daugh- him great loss in this world . To do this the His children sound and strong , and for that

ters ofGod, heirs of God and joint heirs with apostle exhorts us in the extract which has purpose it must be tried . And when the

Christ. St. Peter addresses them : “ Ye are been read. Hence let us briefly consider : apostle says " fiery trial," he would evidently

a chosen generation , a royal priesthood , a WHY WE SHOULD CHEERFULLY COMMIT OUR Souls compare the trying of faith by afflictions and

holy nation , a peculiar people.” St. James TO GOD IN THE CROSSES AND AFFLICTIONS OF temptations with the trying of metal in the

pronounces them " a kind of first- fruits of his fire, as he also writes in the first chapter of

creatures , ” i . e., of the most glorious of all Chiefly two reasons the apostle here assigns : this Epistle: " For a season , if need be , ye

God's creatures. St. Paul writes of the Church ,
I. because it is no shame to suffer with Christ ;

are in heaviness through manifold tempta

the community of saints , that it is a glorious tions : that the trial of your faith , being much
and

church , not having spot , or wrinkle , or any more precious than of gold that perisheth,

II. because judgment must begin at the house though it be tried with fire, might be found
such thing ; but being holy and without blemm
ish . "

of God.

Of every sinner that repents , Christ unto praise .” Gold , if not altogether pure ,

says that he is such a person over whom the
I.

is cast into the fire, and by smelting the baser

angels of heaven rejoice. And many more The substance of this whole extract St. Peter metals are separated from it . Even so God

similar things are found in the Scriptures , so comprises together in the last verse , saying : will cast faith into the furnace of afflictions and

that the poet fitly sings : " Wherefore let them that suffer according to temptations, that thereby its faults and weak

“ Glorious things of thee are spoken , the will of God commit the keeping of their nesses be made manifest and healed . If, for
Zion , City of our God ."

souls to him in well doing, as unto a faithful instance , a man's trust does , indeed , stand in

But where is this glory of the Christians ? Creator. ” God is a creator not of evil, but God , but perhaps unknown to himself he

are not the most faithful followers of Jesus of good works . “ What God does , ever well places undue confidence in his health , strength

generally the most plagued and despised on is done.” God cannot do anything evil , and ability to work , God will perhaps permit

earth ? So indeed it is ; for thus St. Paul neither can He do anything which would be that man to be stretched on a bed of sickness ,

writes: “ The foolish things of the world , the harmful or unwise . What God does , He be- that this ailing of his faith be manifested unto

weak things of the world , base things of the gins with prudence , and He continues it with him and he be taught to put his trust more

world , and things which are despised , hath wisdom , and finally He will bring it to a good freely in the Lord . Or if a Christian yet

God chosen .” The true Christians are with end . What God does , is not only right, but prizes the friendship of the world too highly,

the world despised , but with God chosen and it is always done well and wisely . Therefore , God will perhaps suffer that man to be once

precious. Why this is so , we learn from the says the apostle , when sufferings befall us , severely mocked and ill-treated for his piety ;

45th Psalm , where it is said of the Church : this should not disturb our minds , but we and God's object is to teach him henceforth

“ The king's daughter is all glorious within : should commit it to God , knowing this that no more to sit where the scoffers sit . So God

her clothing is of wrought gold . She shall be God has long since considered well how many imposes trials on faith to purify it from im

brought unto the king in raiment of needle- and what kind of sufferings are needful and pure elements , faults and weaknesses, and

work .” Within the Church all is glorious , beneficial to us, and has wisely ordained it so . thereby faith is at the same time also strength

dressed in the garments of Christ ; but out- Of this Peter here treats more extensively . ened . A father who wants his boy to become

wardly she is , as the prophet describes her , He “ Beloved , think it not strange con- a healthy and strong man , will not have that

saying : “ O thou afflicted , tossed with tem- cerning the fiery trial which is to try you , as boy continually lounging around on a soft

pest , and not comforted." That is the state though some strange thing happened unto you ." cushion , he will be diligent to give the boy

of the Church on earth : inwardly she is all If we Christians must endure afflictions, espe- an opportunity to try and to exercise his

glorious in the sight of God , but outwardly cially if we must experience many unpleasant strength . A boy reared too delicately will

she must be tempest-tossed and afflicted with things for the sake of Ch . jt and His truth , remain delicate ; to develop into a stout man ,

many troubles. My Fellow - Christians, our we are not to regard that as a strange thing , his muscles and energiesmust be exercised .

glory is an inward, spiritual, invisible glory or something unexpected . New beginners in God does not want His Christians to remain

which eye hath not seen , and which shall only the faith frequently think that now , having inf us in the faith , He wants us to grow to

then bemade manifest before the world , when become the children of God , they should be the full stature of men , and therefore He

the Lord will appear in glory ; for then will bedded on roses , and it appears to them a causes our faith to be tried often , and fre

the wicked and the unbelieving see , that those strange thing, when they find they must also quently also to be exercised in fiery trials that

says :
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men .

it should become sturdy and strong. Such of progress a man should be emancipated from name , and should ye be utterly unpunished ?

trials are , of course , not pleasant , while they the old ideas of former ages, and as a freeman Ye shall not be unpunished : for I will call for

last , but they are wholesome and good . There- should do some thinking for himself , and a sword upon all the inhabitants of the earth .”

fore we should do what the apostle further should make free to walk after his own mind. That was a time when God was about to visit

says : “ But rejoice, inasmuch as ye are par- To be governed and guided by the Bible , the with His judgments the nations , and He dis

takers of Christ's sufferings ; that , when his world in fact and reality regards a reproach, tinctly declared , His judgments should begin

glory shall be revealed , ye may be glad also yea, a disgraceful slavery in this age of liberty in the city called by His name, with His

with exceeding joy." of thought. But the apostle here tells us: chosen people , and thereafter they should fall

The cross of Christ we are to regard as an “ If ye be reproached for the name of Christ, also upon the Gentiles , and so it was. But

honor and not as a strange and shameful happy are ye.” We Christians are of a differ- while the punishment first began in Israel,
there was

thing. If we must suffer with Christ , we ent mind than the world . What the world re
this remarkable difference that

should do it willingly and not unwillingly , gards as a reproach , we regard as an honor, Israel was punished with measure and not
utterly destroyed ; it was led into captivity,

with gladness and not with sadness . Of the and we are ready to abide the issue . This we but restored again , and the city and temple

Pharisees ' fasting the Lord says in the sermon know for a certainty that the world will pass were rebuilt, but the idolatrous nations dwell

on the mount : “ When ye fast , be not as the away and the glory thereof, but that Jesus ing round about Israel were so punished that

hypocrites, of a sad countenance : for they Christ will remain ; and we will rather for a they were utterly destroyed and scarcely relics

disfigure their faces , that they may appear time suffer reproach with Him and then be of them were left. The same we may observe
in our days . We may see the most pious

unto men to fast.” To those hypocrites fast- glorified with Him , than partake of the glory Christians often afflicted and in many troub

ing was a hard piece of work to which, in their of the world and perish with the world. les , while wicked men are left to live on hap

hearts , they were much averse , But His dis- But here the apostle inserts a warning, that pily as though no evil could come nigh unto

ciples the Lord commanded : “ But thou, when no one should deceive himself and think he them ; yet they do not go unpunished ; but

too often their utter destruction comes upon

thou fastest , anoint thy head and wash thy were suffering for Christ's sake , when he is them swiftly. It is somewhatsimilar among

face.” His disciples the Lord desired to wear suffering only for his own evil deeds. He On his beloved child a father will use

a bright face when fasting . The Lord is not says : But let none of you suffer as a mur- the rod and he will use it early and as often,

served by making a wry face and wearing a derer, or as a thief, or as an evildoer, or as a as the child needs it , because he loves the

child and desires to keep it in the right way ;

sour visage ; He delights in being worshipped busybody in other men's matters. Yet if any butwho would ever think of using a rod on

with gladness. The Lord does not want such man suffer as a Christian , let him not be full-grown and confirmed evil doers ? With

people as bear the cross with grumbling and ashamed ; but let him glorify God on this be- them the rod is spared , but for them other

are continually wishing to be rid of it ; He half.” A murderer who is executed by the implements are prepared, such as the gallows

wants such people as regard it a joy and an hangman, a thief who is locked up in the jail , and the sword . So God is diligent in chasten

honor to be counted worthy to suffer for their a person who has ruined his health by drink- ing His Christians, whilst to the wicked He
often for a time grants earthly happiness ; yet

Lord's sake . We should not only rejoice in ing liquor or eating opium , all such are suffer- they do not go unpunished, but if they despise

the Lord , when everything moves on smoothly , ing for their own sin ; and a man who meddles the long - suffering of God , they at last fall

but also in the evil day , when fiery trials are in other men's matters which are not his busi- into His everlasting judgments and are de

upon us, should our soul be joyous in the ness , and entangles himself in unpleasant con- stroyed in both body and soul in hell. There
Lord. Surely something in which there is sequences, is suffering for his own froward- fore the apostle adds: " And if the righteous

scarcely be saved , where shall the ungodly and
room for every one of us yet to grow . Two ness , and not for Christ. To suffer for one's the sinners appear ? ” These wordswe must

things the apostle holds up to us to persuade own sin or one's own folly is not suffering for not understand as meaning that he , who brings

us thereto : The partnership with Christ , and Christ's sake . That is suffering for Christ , if Christ's righteousness before the throne of

the coming joy. By suffering for Christ's a man is hated , despised , spoken against, God, would therein scarcely escape damna
tion .

sake we are made partakers of Christ's suffer- slandered and ill treated for this reason, be- Christ's merits his plea before the judgment
Nay, not thus ; for he who makes

ings . In the days of His flesh all manner of cause he is a Christian , with word and deed seat of God , in him nothing will be found

reproaches and evils were heaped on the head confessing Christ and His truth , and rejecting which in any way could condemn him . But

of Jesus Christ by the world , and if for His and condemning whatsoever is against Christ. the meaning of the words is this: here in this

name's sake we must, in a small measure , Now if a Christian must so suffer for Christ's life it is hard work for the Christian to per

severe in faith and be saved. To preserve a
experience the same, this is not a reason for sake , he is not to be ashamed thereof. If a Christian in the faith unto the end , God must

sadness, but rather a reason for gladness; it man is despised , because he has cheated his diligently visit him with afflictions and must

is not something dishonorable, but something creditors and will not pay his honest debts, burden him with the cross. Now if it is so diffi

very honorable if we are thus made partakers that is a shame ; but if a man is despised for cult to preserve a Christian unto the salvation
of Christ's sufferings. And if we are par- willingly receiving rebuke from the Word of of his soul, “ whereshall the ungodly and the

takers of His sufferings, He will not leave us God, that is not a shame, but an honor.. If ; where; for from the Highest Judge he must
sinners appear ? ” Why, he can appear no

in misery , He will surely indemnify us in the therefore, you must suffer for Christ's sake , flee, and there is no place for him to remain

day of His glory , and will make us to “ be let this suffering not be a stumbling block to save alone in hell.

glad also with exceeding joy .” you to cause you to turn away from Christ ,
That is a truth which we should well re

Therefore the apostle also continues : " If but rather thank God for counting you worthy itate : if we would have part with Christ, wemember and on which we should often med

ye be reproached for the name of Christ, happy to be made a partaker of Christ's sufferings, must also suffer with Him . No one can be

are ye ; for the spirit of glory and of God rest- and commit the matter to Him ; He will know Christ's without bearing the cross of Christ .

eth upon you : on their part he is evil spoken how to turn your suffering into glory , your and no one can follow Christ without expe

of, but on your part he is glorified.” The shame into honor.
riencing the reproach of the world , and no

name of Christ is not only His personal name ,
one can be preserved in the faith , unless the

II . flesh be well mortified . But be ye cheerful,
it comprises also His Word , His teachings and

all the followers of Jesus. Here is the word ,

His example. Now scrupulously to continue But the apostle gives another reason why that those who suffer with Him , committing

in the Word of Christ and consistently to walk in suffering we should cheerfully commit our the keeping of their souls to God ,are preserved

in His footprints , is at this day regarded a re- souls to God. He says : “ For thetime is come and saved ; while those who are not willing to

proach bythe world and by many thousands that judgment must begin at the house of God : humble themselves under the cross and shame
of Christ, are lost. Better far to endure re

who are called Christians , but are minded like and if it first begin at us , what shall the end be proach with Christ for a time and be exempt
the world . To bind one's self down to be of them that obey not the gospel of God ?” from judgment in eternity , than to enjoy the

lieve every word of the Bible , and to do what- Peter here refers back to various passages of friendship, flattery and glory of this world

soever the apostles and prophets command, the Old Testament. Thus, for instance, the and to remain under judgment forever. If ye

this the world now calls old fogyism which Lord declared by the prophet Jeremiah unto
be reproached for the name of Christ, happy

are ye ; for the time is coming when His glory

were a disgrace for any man in these enlight- all nations of the Gentiles : “ Lo, I begin to shall be revealed and ye shall be glad with

ened days. The world now says: In this age bring evil on the city which is called by my exceeding joy. Amen.
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Jesus bade His disciples to drink of at the never to be found guilty of a shameful act ,

" Last Supper," was a “ fruit of the wine.” and , consequently , he must be temperate ,

This " fruit of the wine " originally denotes sober , and vigilant. From drinking to excess

the grape. But as Jesus bade His disciples follow carousing and disorderly conduct , but

to drink it , it necessarily mustmean the grape- a Christian , whom St. Paul calls a temple of
THESES ON THE PROPER ATTITUDE OF A CHRISTIAN juice. Whether it was fermented or not, can- God, in whom the Spirit of God dwelleth , ought

TOWARDS THE SO -CALLED TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT not be shown from the expression itself ; but never to defile this temple by drunkenness or

OF THE PRESENT DAY .
if we turn to 1 Cor. 11 , 21. , we find, that the any other sin ; for if he does , and does not

Corinthians used fermented wine, as some repent , God shall destroy him .

Published at the request ofthe Pastoral Conference of became drunken from drinking to excess of But what is here said of every Christian ,

Southern Illinois by Rev. W. LEWERENZ .
the wine which they used in celebrating the holds true in a much higher degree of every

Lord's Supper. St. Paul , however , does not minister and clergyman . If a layman gives

IV. PAPER . rebuke them for using fermented wine, but offence by being intemperate, much more so

Wine in the New Testament. for profaning the Lord's Supper by their does a minister of the Gospel. See Lev. 10 ,,

disorderly conduct. But the Corinthians re- 9 ff. 1 Tim . 3 , 3. Tit. 1 , 7 .

Luke 7 , 33. 34. Christ, speaking of John the ceived the Lord's Supper from St. Paul , who But the Holy Scriptures do not only warn

Baptist, says : “ For John the Baptist came taught them , and it is incredible that the Co- the Christians against intemperance, but they

neither eating bread nor drinking wine; and rinthians should have deviated from his in- also threaten the intemperate with the wrath

ye say, He hath a devil. The son of man is struction and used fermented wine , if he had ofGod and eternal damnation. God demands

come eating and drinking ; and ye say , Behold taught them to use unfermented wine. St.Paul obedience to His law . He is a holy and just

a gluttonous man, and a winebibber , a friend moreover had received from the Lord what he God and therefore shall punish all iniquities

of publicans and sinners.” This saying proves had delivered to the Corinthians ; hence , we and sins with hell- fire . God will not suffer

firstly , that Oinos (wine ) in the time of Christ conclude to say the least , that Christ Himself the intemperate and inebriates to remain un

was a common beverage , even so common , most probably used fermented wine at the punished. Rom. 1 , 18. All that will not heed

that the Jews found it very strange , that John institution of the Lord's Supper. But even His warning, shall find Him a holy and right

did not drink of this wine. This passage if Christ did not use fermented wine , it is , eous judge, that will reward them according

proves further that Christ Himself drank of nevertheless , evident from this passage ( 1 Cor. to their deeds. They shall not enter into the

this wine, which was generally used. Christ 11 , 21. ) , that it is not wrong to use fermented kingdom of heaven . 1 Cor. 6 , 10. Gal . 5 , 21 .

says : “ The Son of man is eating and drink- wine at the Lord's Supper , and much less is How carefully ought a Christian therefore be

ing,” namely wine (Oinos ) , and the Jews for it wrong to use it as a beverage. Moreover , ware of using stimulants immoderately , still, a ,

that reason called Him a “ winebibber.” But, if the use of fermented wine at the Lord's more so , as we know by experience , that a
perhaps, this wine was unfermented ? We Supper were wrong , St. Paul would not have drunkard can hardly ever be reformed.
shall see.

Luke 1 , 15. the angel says con- passed this by in silence , since he instructed

cerning John : “ He shall drink neither wine the Corinthians about things , that were of less Editorial Correspondence.

nor strong drink.” Consequently the wine , importance. See for instance the samechapter

which John should not drink , was fermented . verse 5 ff. MR. EDITOR :

This is evident from the connexion in which Nowhere in all the Scriptures can a sentence
I desire to break a few news to those Wit

wine (Oinos) stands with strong drink ( sikera ), be found , totally prohibiting the use of fer- ness readers that receive their information on

as in the Old Testament very often Yayin and mented beverages . If we now add to this churchlife and synodical rejoicings through its

Shekar. Therefore , since John did not drink fact 1 Tim . 4 , 4. 5 .: “ For every creature of columns.

fermented wine and strong drink , and Christ God is good , and nothing to be refused , if it
There was a great gathering and rejoicing

expressly says, that He did drink , what John be received with thanksgiving : for it is sanc- in our oldest church at Pittsburgh ,Pa. They

did not drink , it follows, Jesus did drink wine . tified by the word of God and prayer,” and celebrated the fiftieth anniversary or jubilee

And this assumption is by no means detract- Col. 2 , 16 : “ Let no man therefore judge you of that church and the three former pastors

ive of the “ character and conduct” of Christ. in meat or in drink,” every candid mind must of this church , Revs. E. A. Brauer , J. P.

This would only be the case , if wine in itself be convinced , that the moderate use of fer- Beyer and J.A. F. W. Mueller preached pow

was evil. mented beverages cannot be made a sin. For erful sermons and all the daughter-churches,

One of the most important passages is, un- these are also creatures of God and can very that had sprung from this church , and the

doubtedly, John 2 , 1–12 . , the narrative of well be received with prayerand thanksgiving. sister churches of that city partook of the

Christ's turning water into wine at the mar- It is not the right use , but the abuse , that is great occasion . Rev. Ahner is the present

riage at Cana. At this marriage wine ( Oinos ) prohibited. pastor. And Rev. Sauer's church in Fort

was drunk, and not only at this one but also But although Scripturevindicates us the Wayne, the old fortressof Revs .Wyneken,

at others, for the ruler of the feast says : right of using alcoholics it still enjoins the Sihler and Stubnatzy, all sainted we hope,

“ Every man at the beginning doth set forth strictest moderation in using them.
It warns

also had a jubilee and commemorated the

good wine .” Hence Oinos (wine ) was , like us in a most earnest and urgent manner to great blessings granted by the Lord during

Yayin in the Old Testament, the common beware of intemperance and drunkenness. fifty years of gracious visitation , and they

beverage, and very likely of the same nature For this is a transgression of the sixth com- published a pamphlet speaking of their sweet

as Yayin . Now Christ turned water into wine, mandment and , in as far as one injures him
experiences in war and peace .

when that wine , which the bridegroom had self thereby , also of the fifth , begetting at the And our college at Ft . Wayne is at length

furnished , was all drunk . That was wine of same time indolence, lewdness and other vices happily supplied with a new president in the

the same kind, only of a better quality, as at and hurrying the drunkard unto a premature person of Prof. Baepler, of Concordia , Mo.

first . For both the same word (Oinos ) is grave. A Christian, therefore, can have noth- Please extend my best wishes in the Lord to

used , and it is here inadmissible to give two ing in commonwith intemperance . Read Luke our old churches, and the college and its new

different meanings to one and the sameword ; 21 , 34. Rom. 13, 13. Eph. 5 , 18. Any one president. Yours ,

hence, it was fermented wine. given to intoxicants is incapable of preparing
ANCIENT.

Drawing the conclusion from what is said and waiting for the day of judgment. This

in the foregoing it is this : Both in the Old day will most decidedly come upon him una
The Free Lutheran church in Gemünden ,

and New Testament fermented beverages were But a Christian ought to walk in holi- Nassau , which has been in existence for thirty

drunk and Scripture approves of it. ness and righteousness, shunning everything porated by thecivil authorities. The request
five years past , recently applied to be incor

There remains but one expression, " fruit that might be harmful to his Christianity . His was denied. Religious liberty is not known

of the wine.” We find it in Matthew 26 , 29. conversation ought to be such , that it can there ; how grateful this church would be, if

Mark 14 , 25. , and Luke 22 , 18. That which stand to be tested by any one. He ought it had what we enjoy and very often neglect.

wares , a

7
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terests of the Church at large demanded a consciousness had returned , and with kind
.

sacrifice at their hands which would have been looks he greeted the members of his house

still more keenly felt , had it not been for the hold . Often he endeavored to express his

hope of continued intercourse with so dear a thoughts and desires in words , but his sounds
Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor .

friend of so many years and of still occasion weremostly inarticulate , with only here and

ally seeing him officiating at the altar and there an intelligible word . As time drew on,

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21th hearing him from the pulpit of their beautiful however, unfavorable symptoms multiplied ,

of each month. Allcommunicationsand money shouldbe church, a hope which was realized as Pro- and the prayers uttered at his bedside became
sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville,

fessor Schaller was retained as assistant min- more and more those of a soul .preparing for
Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance.

Money sent otherwise than by money-order or draftis at the ister to his successors in the pastoral office . its departure. Thus with visible emotion he

risk of the sender . The writer of this sketch has, as few others followed the words of the Pilgrim's Psalm :

have , had occasion of witnessing with what “ The Lord is my Shepherd.” From dawn to

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second untiring zeal the sainted Professor applied his dark on Friday evening, Nov. 19 , Prof. Stoeck

time and energies to the fulfillment of his hardt, who had of late years been Professor

official duties , how all his endeavors tended Schaller's colleague and confessor, paid his

ST. LOUIS, MO. , December 7, 1887 .
toward and centered in a most faithful per- daily pastoral visit, but found the patient off

formance of the various functions of a theo- | in troubled slumber ; later in the evening,

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. logical teacher, and with what deep solicitude however, he was again at the bed -side — for

and gnawing sadness he saw bimself hindered the parting hour had come, and amid the
of Professor G. Schaller. 4 by physical indisposition from more exten- cheering words of holy writ pronounced

sively serving with his pen the church and the Prof. Stoeckhardt, and the prayers of the

Again a weary worker in the vineyard of truth he loved so well. So do such as have family circle gathered about , the gentle soul,

the Lord has gone to his rest . On the 19th sat at his feet as students bear witness to the without a visible struggle , passed quietly away

of November, the Reverend Professor G. earnestness with which he led them into the to where death is no more. — TheLord had let

Schaller of. St. Louis, Mo., was called home various departments of theological learning His servant depart in peace .
by Him whose faithful servant he had been allotted to his chair, the paternal kindness On Sunday morning the mournful news was

for many years , and we are left behind to with which he ministered to their wants , and announced in the churches of the city, and in

mourn the loss, some of us , of a dear friend the ennobling influence they experienced from the evening, the Board of Directors of Con

and fellow -worker in the service of our com- his unostentatious piety , his winning ways and cordia Seminary as well as the members of

mon Master, others besides, of a former nicely balanced mind,the sweetness and purity Trinity Church met in consultation relative

teacher and guide who aided in preparing of his character. to the arrangements for the funeral honors to

them for the ministry, a spiritual father whose A year ago last spring, Professor Schaller , the remains of the departed teacher .

teachings and example they will never drop after a period of febrile affections, was in- seminary was draped in mourning by the stu

from grateful remembrance . capacitated for the continuance of his official dents, who had in various ways betokened

Johann Michael Gottlieb Schaller was born functions by a stroke of apoplexy which not their sympathies during the previous days.

at Kirchenlamitz in Franconia on the 12th of only wrecked his general health but also in a On Tuesday afternoon the faculty and stu

February 1819 and baptized on the 14th of the measure deprived him of the free use of his dents of the seminary with a number of rel

same month. Having completed the course tongue. Long and fondly did he cling to the atives and friends escorted the corpse from

of theological studies at the University of Er- hope of beingonce more restored to the per- the family residence to the seminary, and

langen, he was ordained to the holy ministry formance of his cherished work ; but when, last there in the chapel, the President of the

on March 3, 1845 , and after several years summer, Synod, assembled at Fort Wayne, school, Prof. Pieper, delivered an appropriate

spent in subordinate offices in his native coun- in consideration of the state of his health and address to the students . To a late hour of

try , he emigrated to America. In November in conformity with the opinion of medical ad- the night, visitors availed themselves of the

1848 he was called to takechargeof a Lutheran visers concluded to honorably retire the faith- opportunity offered to cast a partinglook
congregation at Philadelphia. From Phila- ful servant, he humbly acquiesced in the will upon the placid countenance, as the body lay

delphia he was called to Baltimore and thence of God and of his brethren . Several articles in state under a canopy in the main hall of the

to Detroit, Mich., where to this day, thirty- in the Lutheraner on subjects from eccle- building. Wednesday morning, public service

three years after his departure from that city , siastical history, his favorite study , were his with a farewell sermon by Prof. Stoeckhardt,

one of the Lutheran churches is by many last services of a public character . The quiet on John 1 , 47. , was held in the seminary
known as “ Schaller's church . ” . - In 1854, eve of his life was, but a few weeks previous chapel , whereupon the corpse was conducted

Trinity congregation of St. Louis, when a to his death , cheered by a gathering of all his to Trinity church, accompanied in proces

Vicar was to be called for Pastor Wyneken , children at the paternal fireside, and while he sion by the Professors and students of the

then President of the Missouri Synod, chose enjoyed better health than he had for more seminary . Here again many a tearful eye

Pastor Schaller for that position, and thus it than a year , the happy group of children and gazed upon the well-known features, undis

was that our Schaller , who had meanwhile be- grandchildren gladdened his heart with con- figured in death . At one o'clock the funeral

come a member of the Synod , was drawn to tinued joy. Little did they who had come service was to open, and when that hour

this city, where he was to spend the rest of from their own distant homes and they who, came, the church was filled to its capacity.

his years, years of manifold blessings to him- residing here , remained near him , during those The sermons were delivered by Rev. P. Achen

self and through him to his congregation and days of reunion expect that the day was so bach , Vice-President of the Western District

to the synod which now mourns his loss. near which would bring them together to fol and President of the Board of Directors for
Foremost among those who hailed with joy low their father's lifeless body to its last the Seminary, and by Rev. P. O. Hanser,

the coming of the new Vicar elect , was Pro- resting - place . the present Pastor of Trinity Church , their

fessor Walther of blessed memory, by whose When, on Wednesday afternoon , Nov. 26 , texts being Lament. 3 , 32. and Hebr. 13, 7,

hand the document of vocation to Schaller the ministers of this city connected with our The service was, as the former services had

was drawn , and who in an accompanying synod met at the parsonage of Trinity church been , made the more impressive by the music

letter expressed his jubilant joy at the pros- for their weekly conference, Professor Schaller rendered by the students ' choir. From the

pect of having by his side and for his con- was also present and joined in the discussion church to the cemetery, the hearse which bore

fessor a man whom he so highly esteemed , and of various matters , manifesting, as ever , a the corpse was preceded and followed by a

whom soon after he cordially welcomed at St. deep concern in the welfare of the church . long procession of vehicles. Not far from

Louis , as he has now doubtless welcomed the Night had followed daylight, when he felt a where Dr. Walther's body rests, a fresh grave

long-loved friend in Jerusalem on high ,whither weakness coming over him ,and bidding the awaited its occupant. The ceremony there

they both have been called within the same brethren good night, hestarted for home, was conducted by Rev. P. Wangerin ofEman

year to part no more . accompanied by the present writer. He had uel's Church of this city and opened with a

For eighteen years Schaller , whose vicariate not been seated in the horse-carmany minutes, chorus by the students. The choral song of the

was in due time changed into a regular pas- when a growing lameness of his right hand and vast assembly gathered about the grave rose

torate, served Trinity church , esteemed and arm indicated what had befallen him — that heavenward ; benediction was pronounced ,

cherished by rich and poor , old and young another paralytic stroke had set in and was and the mourners took their reluctant leave

alike, until , in 1872 , when a vacant professor- doing its dreadful work . Incessantly and of the spot where what was mortal of Pro

ship in Concordia Seminary was to be sup- fervently praying to his God and Saviour, fessor Schaller is henceforth to rest till Christ

plied, the choice fell upon the pastor of audibly , until his speech became inarticulate, shall come in glory .
Trinity Church , who had become widely kown he neared the point where he was to leave the May we now who remain , profit by the

as a model preacher and a theologian of rare Here it was at once painfully evident that example set by those whom God has taken

ability, and who had done valuable service his entire right side was paralyzed. Assist- from us; may we be steadfast and faithful as

beyond the pale of his congregation , also as ance was summoned , and he was carried they have been ; may God bless our endeavors

President of the Western District of the Mis- to his dwelling. The physician, who had astheirs have been blessed , and may our end

souri Synod, and with reluctance did the con- promptly responded , still gave some hope of be peaceful in Jesus, as their end has been .
gregation yield to the conviction that the in- the patient's recovery, and next morning, St. Louis , Dec. 5 , 1887 .
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Christian ," said I to him ; “ do you believe doctrine,” accept the new version , " every

that Christ is the Saviour of sinful men ? ” Scripture inspired of God is also profitable

“ Certainly,” he replied , “ I believe that." for teaching,” showing that there are Script

Our Denver Letter .
I now called his attention to John chapter 3 , ures not inspired.” ( Chicago Tribune and

verse 16 , giving a short exposition and then New York Evangelist. ) In the “ Union of

Denver, Col. , Nov. 21 , 1887.
making a direct application to him of that the Baptists” Mr. S. was a member. This is

DEAR BRO FRANK :

passage. The manner in which he eyed me one part of the union of unions, The Metho

during the entire conversation, spoke louder dists unite with Baptists and Presbyterians ,

A short time ago , my friend , Rev. Mr. Reini , than any words of his could have spoken. and a union again. What uncleanness of

and myself called on some parties in the Union Surely, the gospel of Christ Jesus is a power doctrine and how beautifully covered by the

Pacific Hospital, who were lying sick there of God unto salvation to all that believe . whited sepulchers , called “ Union . ” Mr. S.

and concerning whom we had information H. R. says : “ To pursue union at the expense of the

that they were desirous of seeing us . This
truth is treason to Jesus . To tamper with

hospital , which belongs to the Union Pacific For the LUTHERAN Witness. His doctrine is to become a traitor to Him .

Rail Road , was built by that company for the “ Quit you like Men, be Strong." We have before us the wretched spectacle of

benefit of such of their workmen as receive professedly orthodox christians publicly avow

injuries or get sick otherwise, in order to
The mass of the " church ” people , now- ing union with those who deny the faith ,” etc.

enjoy gratuitous medical treatment therein . adays, are led by the clergy of the different Would to God ! that among the sects more

A very humane and laudable institution it is , sects to form unions—union services especi- men would arise and stand fast in the faith of

located in the Eastern extremity of Denver ally-without being in union , without being of the Bible , “ quit you like men and be strong.”

and affording, as one looks Westward , a ma the “ one faith ,” as St. Paul says Ephesians Would to God ! that the Holy Ghost would

jestic view of the Rocky Mountains for a 4 , 5 . Whoever voices against such unions- open Mr. Spurgeon's eyes to see the false doc

distance North and South of 150 miles. Long's is without charity, they say. Yea, ' tis a part trine of Baptism to which he still clings.

Peak , Gray's Peak , and Pike's Peak we can of the popular religious drift to belong to the Nevertheless,Mr.Spurgeon'sexample is praise

see rearing their heads towards the sky . union . Fogyism , they say , ' tis to combat the worthy, yea more , worthy of imitation because

The only objection , from our standpoint , to union of churches. Now, we are not against he has had the courage of his convictions in

the management in the Union Pacific Hospital union . Would toGod, we were all unanimous stead of the inconsistency of lip service .

is , that this institution has as attendants Ro- in faith ! But why cry Union ! when there is “ Watch ye , stand fast in the faith , quit you

man Catholic Sisters. This makes it very un- no union amongst the greatest advocates of like men, be strong.” (1 Corinthians 16 , 13. )

pleasant for the Protestant inmates, who, as the union of churches. The unions of theMeth S. AUGUSTUS, of Oldtown.

I understand , are in the majority , and also odists , Baptists , etc. are " like unto whited

for ministers visiting them , as my companion sepulchres , which, indeed , appear beautiful THE “ Orthodox ” Church of Russia, accord

and myself were to experience . For whilst I outward , but are within full of dead men's ing to the latest statistics , numbers 3 metro

was speaking to a patient , a young man who bones , and of all uncleanness." (Matth . 24. ) politans, 15 archbishops and 75 bishops . The

hails from one of our congregations in Wis- Shall I prove this , dear Reader ? I will—and 380 monasteries give shelter to 11,000 monks,

consin , the Sister Superior accosted me with by a man — who has partially heeded the ad- and there are 18,000 nuns in 171 convents .

the question, if we had permission from the monition of St. Paul to the Corinthians : " Quit The parish clergy numbers 1418 archiman

authorities to speak to the sick parties in you like men , be strong .” — Rev. C. H. Spur drites , 35,000 priests , 6820 deacons and 42,400

question . I replied , that I had spoken to the geon , of the city of London, England, has choristers : a total of 85,000 clerics. The

physician, who lives in the hospital, about the withdrawn from the " English Baptist Union .” empire pays 5 millions of dollars towards their

matter , and that he had kindly told me to Why ? Were his reasons personal , did some support. The salaries are very small , a bishop

come and visit when ever I pleased . This , of them step on his toes ? No ! Mr. Spurgeon for instance does not get more than $600.

however, did not satisfy her. She said , I must clings to the old doctrines , the Bible Truths This Church called orthodox , but it is

first see the chief surgeon who lives in the city, -his brethren of the union have too much of heterodox in more than one point of doctrine .

about the matter , as she had strict orders from the “ New Theology.” Not having the exact

him to let no one converse with the patients. words of Mr. S. ' withdrawal , I quote from The Paris Missionary Society, established

The following morning I called at the chief one secular and one religious paper. “ Mr. S. in 1822 , dedicated its new seminary at Paris

surgeon's office and told him of my encounter has given his reasons , six in number, why he on May 31st , and paid for its price of $50,000 .

with the Sister Superior. Said he , “ I never has withdrawn from the Baptist Church Union , It wiped out a deficit of $ 14,000 and had money

gave any such orders . All that I wish is , every one of which is now a matter of con- enough in its treasury to start the Congo mis

that no minister force himself upon any patient. troversy in the churches among religious sion besides supporting the older fields in

Otherwise, if a patient express a desire to see thinkers. He says he cannot remain because South Africa , on the Senegal and on the Tahiti

you , you are at liberty to visit him as oft as there are those in the union , who make light Islands. The latter field is severely suffering

of the atonement, deny the personality of the from the intolerance of the French colonial

One other occurrence , the mentioning of Holy Ghost , call the fall a fable , speak of government, which is atheistic at home and

which I must not forget, was , that during my justification by faith as immoral , refuse cre- jesuitic in foreign parts . The liberty of wor

conversation with the young man already re- dence to the dogma of the plenary inspiration ship in France is as delusive as some other

ferred to , I observed that the patient occupy of the Holy Scriptures, and hold that there is French liberties “ enlightening the world .”

ing the couch opposite his time and again another probation after death , with possibili
looked at me very longingly , as though he ties of a future restitution of the lost. He PERA JOHANNES , a Persian, educated at Her

would speak to me. So finally I walked over finds that there are members of the union , mannsburg , is patiently working among his

to him and told him who I was. Having who doubt the doctrines of the atonement, countrymen , the Nestorians, in Persia (Kur

learned that he was an Austrian by birth and the personality of the Holy Ghost and yet are distan ) . He has lately established 4 primary

a Roman Catholic , I asked him if he had any allowed to remain . There are those , who do schools , the teachers of which had studied

objections to conversing with me , a Lutheran . not believe that “ in Adam's Fall we sinned with him the small catechism . Pera Johannes

" No," he said, “ none whatever , but rather all,” or in original sin ; and those who be- seems to be a zealous man : he does not preach

I am delighted in seeing you take some in- lieve that a man must justify his conduct by every 4th Sunday, but 4 times on Sunday and

terest in me. ” Hereupon he spoke to me his deeds and not by his faith , and yet they twice every week day .

freely. Our conversation finally had for its are suffered to remain. He finds that there

subject the assurance of salvation. He thought are those who instead of squaring their belief PASTOR KROPF at Capetown has completed

if he were to die , he would have no certainty by the old version , that “ all Scripture is given the revision of the Bible in the Kafir language.

as to what would be his fate. “ Are you a by inspiration of God and is profitable for The work took 18 years .
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Hearth and Home..

9

But all this work began to tell upon the " Iwill find it , though.” Though a poor lad ,

health of the imprisoned man. " Our bird slaving at work until bed-time , he procured

does not beat his wings against his cage , nor books and taught himself six or seven lan

A Faithful Wife saves the Life of her mope upon his perch,” Madam DeGrootsaid , guages. He pushed on and prospered , until

Husband in a Book-Chest. sadly, to her friend Dame Daatsalaer, “ but as a merchant he had made a fortune. Every

I see him pining. Oh , that I could give him step of this study and earnings was taken

When Prince Maurice of Nassau, son of the wings , and open the bars !” with the aim of fulfilling the vow of his boy

great Prince of Orange, was Stadtholder- One day a committee of the States-General hood. In due time he started eastward with

that is to say , Governor ofHolland , two men visited the prisoner in his two little rooms, a company of laborers , and for long, long

stood in the way of his rise to arbitrary power. where they found him writing at the table , years pursued his search . At last he found

One of them was the advocate, Olden Barne- while his wife sat beside him patching the Troy . His discovery was a sensation through

veld , the other his young friend and adviser , sleeve of an old velvet doublet. Information all Europe. A short time ago the treasures

Hugo Grotius. had been lodged that Grotius had been plan- of gold , silver and bronze dug out of the

Hugo De Groot , generally known as Gro- ning escape . It was said that Madam De Groot palace of the Trojan king were exhibited at

tius , was born in Delft , April 10 , 1583. He had been seen buying some strong rope at South Kensington. For three thousand years

entered the University of Leyden after a very Gorcum , and the committee had now come to the buried ruins of that city had lain covered

rigorous examination , at the age of twelve ; at inquire intothe matter. Accordingly ,they ran- with sand , and by many it was regarded only

fourteen he defended publicly and with much sacked everywhere, turning over manuscripts , as the fabled creation of poetry,but Dr. Schlie

applause theses in mathematics , philosophy, books , and clothing, but finding nothing. mann , at his own stinted expense, and by his

and jurisprudence , took his degree as Bache- “ Take especial heed of this chest , Master own amazing enterprise, proved the discovery

lor of Arts, and published a translation of a Lieutenant,” said Mius Van Holy , peering to the world . Think of it . A poor lad , learn

learned Latin work with copious original notes. suspiciously into the chest . “ Methinks that ing languages, earning money, spending seven

At the age of seventeen he began the practice here is space for much contraband goods be- years or more in faraway deserts , sustained

of law at the Hague, where he soon mounted side all this learned lumber. ” through a lifetime by one fixed resolution .

high in political power, besides being famous But nothing was there save the great folios , He vowed in boyhood that he would find Troy,

for his legal and literary attainments .
and the committee were obliged to withdraw . and he did find it .

This was the man whom Prince Maurice Grotius stooped to replace one of the books , Now , if we can find truth and God , if we

sought to sweep away from his path along but his wife stayed his hand , and stood look- can find " Glory, honor, immortality and eter

with Olden Barneveld. He succeeded in pro- ing at the empty box as though a new thought nal life,” is it not worth while , for the sake

curing their arrest and trial . Barneveld was
had struck her. " Space for much contra- of these imperishable possessions , to summon

beheaded in the Hague , and Grotius was con- band goods,' said that knave Van Holy,” said up the uttermost resolution of our faith and

demned to imprisonment for life in the gloomy she at last. “ Hugo, it might be that he to pursue our aim with diligence through the

castle of Loevenstein . spake more wisely than he knew ; it might be swift years of our mortal pilgrimage ? “ They

Through thirteen doors , each secured with space for a man. ” do it for a corruptible crown , but we for an

heavy bolts and locks , the prisoner was con- The eyes of Grotius brightened for a mo- incorruptible.” Do it with thy might.-Sel.

ducted to the two narrow rooms designed for ment ; but he presently shook his head .

his living tomb. The commandant of the “ Enough for his coffin , mayhap, " he said , In 1870 , Henry Ward Beecher preached a

fortress was Lieutenant Prouninx, generally “ but not for his living carriage . The chest discourse on future retribution , in which after

known as Deventer , a bitter enemy of Grotius, is but four feet in length - small space for a reading the terrible words of Christ in the

so that the only consolations the prisoner had long-limbed man.” gospel on the subject, he said :

were granted by the States-General. Chief “ It may be done,” cried Madam De Groot " There is the plain , simple testimony of

of these was the daily visit of his wife and vehemently. “ Under these ornaments are Jesus Christ. I cannot get around that nor

their little daughter, Cornelia.
air -holes. Lay by your doublet, Hugo, and get over it. There it is . I have nothing to

Madam De Groot was allowed to purchase make the attempt at least.” say. I cannot fathom it. ... If you ask me

food for her husband's table in the little town So the attempt was made , and Grotius for the faith that is in me , I simply say , Jesus

of Gorcum , just across the Waal, and to cook found that by coiling up his limbs he could says so . ... As long as I hold to the divinity

it in the kitchen of the prison , assisted by her really manage to lie in the chest with the lid of Christ, I cannot but hold the truth which

maid Elsie , a comely lass of twenty. It was closed . he taught me to believe , and to teach others :

through her efforts also that books , the chief " Let us try it for an hour,” said Madam that sin will be visited in the other life with

joy of his captivity , were conveyed to Grotius De Groot. " There, I have turned the hour- terrible penalties , such as no man's imagina

in his prison. These were loaned to him by glass ; knock on the lid if you cannot endure tion can pierce . It is a fearful thing to fall
his friends, his own library having been con- to the next turning.” into the hands of the living God .”

fiscated along with the rest of his property.
Strengthened by the hope of escape , Gro

When Beecher had his head turned by the

The sister of one of these good friends was tius patiently endured the cramped position flattery of this world , he denied “ the plain

thewife of a tradesman named Daatsalaer , liv- for the hour. The next day there was another simple testimony of Jesus Christ.”
ing in the town ofGorcum ,and was frequently trial ; and this time the hourglass was turned

The vision of escapevisited by Madam De Groot. To her house for the second time. RUBENSTEIN , the great musician , says : “ If
the books were sent , and were carried from it began to grow brighter. I neglect practice a single day, I notice it ;

to the prison in a large chest, for the great Still , the hazard was so great and the risks and if for two days, my friends notice it ; and

black-letter folios of that day were excessively so terrible that the attempt was put off from if for three days, the people notice it.” If

bulky and heavy. After the books were read, day to day , until there was no knowing how Christians would not fail to notice a single

they were returned from the prison again to long they mighthave hesitated had not little day's neglect to practice Christian principles,

be exchanged for others, so that the weight of Cornelia innocently given the signal for action. the Church and the world would not have so

the prisoner's book - chest became a frequent
( To be concluded .) many grievous backslidings to record .

subject of grumbling among the soldiers en

trusted with its carriage to and from the ferry. Perseverance .
The Journeymen Bakers of Berlin have

In his gloomy prison Grotius wrote many asked that a special church service be held for

works, which carried his fame throughout the Years ago a German boy read of the siege their benefit on Thursday afternoons , that be

whole civilized world . Poems , translations, of Troy, and made up his mind to find the ing the only spare time when they are not

learned treatises , and moral essays flowed ruins of that ancient city . Troy had perished obliged to be at work . Their request has been

from his pen , and the book-chest went back three thousand years ago ~ if, indeed , it ever granted and the services are said to be well

and forth more frequently than ever. existed at all . But , said the little German , attended .
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doing so. Guetzlaff acted as interpreter, and a short time he had no less than 200 such na

was received with kindness everywhere . He tive helpers. These he sent out among the

always employed every opportunity to preach people to preach and to distribute books . They
and to distribute books . He experienced found entrance where a European would have

CARL GUETZLAFF .
little of the hatred which the Chinese have knocked in vain . In order to solicit the help

for all that is foreign . The officers even re- of European Christians, Guetzlaff undertook a

Carl Guetzlaff was born in Pomerania , on gretted that the orders were so stringent. journey thither. Urged on by his warmth ,

the 8th day of June 1803. His parents were It happened, however , in Amoy that the Man- a Ladies Society, with the queen of Prussia

poor. Therefore little Carl hadto learn the darins had those whipped who had accepted at its head was organized . The object of this
belt-maker's trade. Once it happened that any of his books . A few weeks later , Guetz- society was to found and carry on a found

the king of Prussia came to Stettin . Carl laff undertook a third voyage along the shores ling's hospital. The missionary society of
heard of it , and , desiring to honor his king, of China. This time he took sail in a fast Basil and others were induced to send men.

as well as make known to him his earnest ship , and supplied himself with three times But in the midst of his work of arousing in

desire of serving his Heavenly King as a as many books as before . Whenever he would terest among his brethren , this faithful man
preacher of the Word , the seventeen-year-old land at a place where he had been before , he was called home. This occurred on the 9th

boy set to work and composed a poem. In was greeted as a friend. The people crowded day of August 1851 , at the age ofa 48 years.

this he expressed the longing of his heart. about him to get some of his books, calling His last words were : “ It is finished .”
The king was well pleased with the produc- to mind the time when Jesus had to get into Truly a great work had been finished . A

tion. He, therefore , gave the youth into the a boat because they pressed upon Him. Ah whole life had been devoted to the service of

hands of the venerable pastor Jaenecke in how do the heathen put us cold, cold , careless Him who had died upon the cross.
Berlin. He was afterwards put into the Mis- Christians to shame! In 1833 he made a had been opened into a country hitherto closed

sion house at Rotterdam . This took place in fourth journey and met with equally encour
to every approach.-Little Missionary.

1823 . In 1826 the Hollandish Missionary aging success.

Society sent him to Batavia. Here and in Guetzlaff could not , however , venture to LECTURES ON MODERN DANCING.

the vicinity he labored for several years with settle at any place , since the emperor forbade
marked success. He also learned the Chinese

even Commercial intercourse with strangers,

language while here . In 1828 , Guetzlaff went whom he called strange devils. The Christian and adapted for the WITNESS by R

to Siam , laboring there until 1831. Here he books he called degenerated and filthy writ

married a wealthy English lady . But this didings which the barbarians were trying to
XI.

not induce him to desert the ranks of the smuggle into the country under the pretext However, those wishing to be Christians

Lord's servants . On the contrary , he took that they were moral. From 1834 to 1837 must not only refrain from the modern dance,

the money and supported himself, thus re- Guetzlaff remained in Macao . By his labors neither permit their sons and daughters to

lieving the Missionary Society. He longed the society for the spreading of useful knowl- partake in it , because , by indulging therein ,

to go to China. Before leaving Siam , he was edge in China was founded, also “ The Chinese they sin against the sixth commandment, the

seized by a violent sickness. He also lost his Magazine . ” In spite of the prohibitory order commandment of chastity , but

wife and child by death . Nothing daunted , of the Government, a revised edition of the
II . also , Because they thereby give so great

he set out for the shores of China as soon as New Testament was published . In 1838 a
an offence to the world as well as to those of

he was sufficiently restored. society of physicians was formed , which es- dissenting faith . – To offend one means , in– ,

At first, Guetzlaff accepted the inyitation tablished hospitals throughout the land . In
short , to cause one to grow worse than he was

of a Chinese trader, who was his friend , to go a few years these places were visited by before , so that he will either commit a sin he

with him to Tunzin , a city in the northern 10,000 sick , who were all brought under the would not have committed otherwise , or that

part of China. Although he was then only sound of the Gospel and were supplied with he will be confirmed in doing a sin he would

twenty -eight years of age, Guetzlaff was a Christian books. have done nevertheless and be led to look

thorough Chinese. His very features were Besides , Guetzlaff had a special school, and upon as no sin at all what he had hitherto

strikingly like those of the natives . His dress , would occasionally make excursions into the supposed so to be , or that a Christian were at
his speech, his manners, and even his name interior of the country. In one city he gained liberty to commit the same. Besides the ex

were Chinese ; for he had adopted the name the rights of a citizen . He had also learned pression “ to give offence,” Scriptures also make

Shiki. The sailors imagined that the heavy the Japanese language from some ship -wrecked use of the phrase, “ to put a stumbling- block

boxes of books contained gold, and, therefore , sailors . When, however, Guetzlaff, in com- in one's way , ” since he who offends anyone ,

our missionary was in danger of being killed pany with Parker and Williams, tried to visit thrusts something in his way, as it were , at

by them . Wherever the ship stopped , he Japan , he was driven away with cannons. In which he will stumble and fall , to-wit , commit

was busy in spreading the Gospel among the the meanwhile hostilities broke out between We may, however, offend a man not

people . To this end he would preach and China and England , namely, the disgraceful alone by such acts as are sinful in themselves ,.

distribute books . When he arrived at Tunzin Opium war. This hindered the spreading of but by such acts,too, as are not sinful of them

he was at once greeted by some Chinese with the Gospel for some time . Guetzlaff was ap- selves, but rather indifferent, being neither

whom he had formed an acquaintance while pointed to a Government position under the commanded nor forbidden by God . Thus it

yet in Siam . Knowing that he was also a English at Macao, without, however, ceasing was not David only who gave a most terrible

physician , many came to have their cumbrous to labor in the calling of a missionary . offence by his adultery concerning which Nathan

lump of clay adjusted again , never , however, When peace was restored , he himself pre- expostulated with him “ for having therewith

thinking that their soul needed much more sented each of the Chinese ambassadors with given great occasion to the enemies of the Lord
attention . But the wise physician always a New Testament, telling them that it is the to blaspheme,” hence, for having caused them

added a book to his medicine . During his Revelation of God who is the Lord of heaven to commit that dreadful sin ( 2 Sam . 12 ,

stay here , he found a home in the house of a and earth , and who gave his only begotten but in like manner did also , at one time, the

rich merchant. After a four weeks' sojourn , Son that He might redeem all the nations of christians at Corinth give an offence by eating

he left to explore other places. After six the earth . Now China was opened , at least meat offered in sacrifice to idols, to those con

months , we find him in Macao. From here comparatively , for as yet strangers were al- sidering this a sin although eating of such

he sailed on a war vessel which was to visit lowed to go into the country for a certain dis- meat was no sin , but something altogether in

the sea provinces , Corea, Japan and other tance only. As a result no less than 16 mis- different; for by their eating this meat they
places .

The Government had indeed given sionary societies began to send their men to gave cause to those weak in faith to follow

strict orders that no foreign ships should be China . In order to do more work, Guetzlaff their example and thus to sin against their

permitted to land , but the officers were too hit upon the idea of employing native helpers. conscience.

cowardly to prevent the English ship from Therefore he set to work to prepare such . In
( To be continued .)
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Nliscellaneous.

1

2

!

composed ofabout eighty - five persons. The ex- been trying to see whether I could add any

cursion train from St. Jo arrived about 9.30 A.M. thing to it , or take anything from it, so as to

and departed at 4 P. M. , bringing something make it better. Sir , I cannot. It is perfect.”

Enlargement of St. John's German
like 120 persons. Rev. F. W. Schlechte of " The first commandment, ” continued he ,

Evangelical Lutheran Church , Otis , Ind . , preached in German in the morn, " directs us to make the Creator the object of

La Porte , Ind. ing , and , in the afternoon , Rev. Mr. Schlessel- supreme love and reverence. That is right.

mann , of Bremen , also spoke in German. In If he be our Creator , Preserver and supreme

This structure , as enlarged , is a beauty. the evening , Rev. Mr. Heinz, of Elkhart , Benefactor, we ought to treat him , and none

The west wall was removed , and some ten feet preached , the entire service being in English. other as such . It forbids idolatry. That

added to the length of the building . This ex- The church was thronged at all the services . certainly is right. The second forbids pro

tension constitutes the sanctuary , in which the It looked lovely at night. The brilliant lights faneness. The third inculcates religious wor

altar is located . The ceiling of the sanctuary reflected from the handsomely-frescoed ceiling ship . If there is a God , he ought surely to

is sky blue , with stars. Over the front por- and the beautifully-painted walls furnished a be worshiped. It is suitable that there should

tion of it is the following , in German : " Praise most attractive scene . The organ pealed forth be an outward homage, significant of our in

the Lord in His holiness.” Additions have notes of praise , and the large choir blended ward regard. If God be worshiped , it is
been made to the altar, and the latter is painted their voices with its sweet sounds, but the proper that some timebe set apart for that

purpose . One day in seven is certainly not

white and gold . A brick wing has been added most impressive feature of the occasion was too much , and I do not know that it is too

to each side of the church , that on the north the congregational singing. It was magnif- little . The fourth defines thepeculiar duties

side being 14 X 28 , and the opposite wing icent , and as the great waves of sound mingled arising from the family relations . Injuries to

12X 38. Each wing contains a gallery, which , with the music of the organ there was a feeling our neighbor are then classifiedby the moral

with the east end of the church, makes three of devotion imparted which could not fail to life, chastity, property ,and character ; and ,”
law . They are divided into offences against

galleries in all . The vestry is in the north affect the most indifferent. The sermon was said he , applying a legal idea with legal acute

wing , and is 10 X 13. The pulpit is entered interesting and instructive. A collection was ness , " I notice that the greatest offence in

from that portion of the church . The figures taken up , and , after a few more exercises , each class is expressly forbidden . Thus, the

on the pulpit representing the apostles , which the immense congregation dispersed to their greatest injury to life is murder ; to chastity ,

were formerly white , have been bronzed . The homes. - Herald - Chronicle, Nov. 24 , 1887 .
adultery ; to property , theft ; to character,

perjury . Now the greatest offence must in

galleries are all entered from the outside of clude the less of the same kind . Murder

the building , the one on the north side

Where did Moses get that Law ?
must include every injury to life ; adultery,

through a hall , 4X6 , and the other through every injury to purity ; and so of the rest.

And the moral code is closed and perfecteda hall 10 X 12 , which leads to an office, 8 X 10 . · An infidel, wishing to examine into the by a command forbidding every improper de

There are also two roomsabove of same dimen- truth of the christian religion , inquired of an sire in regard to our neighbor.”

sions . One of the new galleries seats seventy- elder of the church as follows : " What books , “ I have been pondering,” he proceeded,”

five persons, and the other ninety, the choir sir , would you advise me to read ? ” " The " where did Moses get that law ? I have read

and the oldest school children occupying the Bible,"said the elder. " I believe you donot history; the Egyptians and adjacentnations
were idolators ; so were the Greeks and Ro

gallery at the east end of the church where understand me," resumed the unbeliever , sur- mans ; and the wisest and best Greeks and

the organ is located . The entire seating capac- 'prised in his turn ; “ I wish to investigate the Romans never gave a codeof morals like this.

ity is 945. The height of the ceiling of the truth of the Bible.” “ I would advise you , Where did Moses get this law , which surpasses

new portion of the church is the same as in the sir ,” repeated the elder , “ to read the Bible ; the wisdom and philosophy of the most en

old portion, namely, twenty-seven feet. The and,” he continued , " I will give you my rea- paratively barbarous; but he has given a lawlightened ages ? He lived at a period com

ceiling of the entire building has been hand Most infidels are very ignorant of the in which the learning and sagacity of all sub

somely frescoed, while the walls are painted Scriptures. Now , to reason on any subject sequent time can detect no flaw . Where did

in oil, water colors being used for the fresco- with correctness, we must understand that he get it? He could not have soared so far
ing. The church has been supplied throughout about which we reason. In the next place, above his age as to have devised it himself.

with stained glass windows , and furnished with I consider the internal evidence of the truth
I am satisfied where he obtained it . It came

from heaven. I am convinced of the truth of

gas, among other fixtures two large chande- of the Scriptures stronger than the external.” the religion of the Bible . ” — Selected .

liers being used for illuminating purposes . And where shall I begin ? " inquired the un

There are four entrances , all of which are believer ; " at the New Testament? ” “ No,'
Publications Received .

supplied with swinging doors. The church is said the elder , “ at the beginning—at Genesis . '

heated by steam with one of Rumely's large- One evening the elder called and found the adoption of the Augsburg Confession, togetherTHE CHURCH'S TRIUMPH in the formation and

sized boilers. The roof on the new portion unbeliever at his house or office, walking the with extracts from the most eminent authorities

of the building is covered with shingles, tin room with a dejected look , bis mind appar- G. C. H. Hasskarl.and a complete analysis of the Confession by Rev.

Price , 25 cents . Lutheran

being used on the roofs over the vestry and ently absorbed in thought. He continued, not Publication Society , Philadelphia, Pa.

the portion of the structure leading to the noticing that any one had come in , busily to THE LUTHERAN ALMANAC AND YEAR-BOOK FOR

south gallery. J. W. Wefel, of Logansport , trace and retrace his steps. The elder at Society, Philadelphia, Pa.
1888. Price single copy , 10 cents . Luth . Publ .

the architect who planned the original build- length spoke :
DER Luth . KALENDER, 1888. Published by the

ing , also planned the additions . 0. Evory “ You seem , sir, ” said he , “ to be in a Brobst Book Store , J. T. H. Diehl, Allentown, Pa .

had the contract for the brick and carpenter brown study ; of what are you thinking ? ”
Price , single copy, 10 cents .

CHRISTMAS - VESPERS for the Sunday School, ar

work , plastering , etc. , Lucius Frary doing the “ I have been reading ,” replied the infidel, ranged by Rev. B. M. Schmucker, D. D. Price,

brick work . M. L. Bramhall was foreman of “ the moral law . ” " Well , what do you think per dozen , 35 cents ; per hundred $2.50. Pilger

Book Store, Reading, Pa .
the roofing job . The plastering was done by of it ? " asked the elder. " I will tell you? " I

CHRISTMASTIDE, or the Birth of Christ told in

T. J. Whorwell and the painting by Major what I used to think," answered the infidel . pictures and words. Price, singlecopy, 12 cents;
Carter. H. Junker, of Chicago , was the fres- " I supposed that Moses was the leader of a by the hundred, 8 cents; cloth , 14 cents .

cloth, 20 cents ; per dozen , 10 cents , cloth , 17 cents ;

The entire cost of the improvements is horde of banditti ; that , having a strong mind,

about $ 6,000 . The work just completed was he acquired great influence over a supersti
Subscriptions Paid .

begun in May. Services were held in the tious people ; and that on Mount Sinai he

church till about six weeks ago, since which played off some sort of fire -works, to the Miss E.Fertig, Zanesville, O. (VI)
,time the congregation occupied the Swedish amazement of his ignorant followers, who Mr. Joseph Ritter, Chetopa, Kans., ( VI 11 to

VII )

Lutheran church.
imagined , in their mingled fear and supersti- Mr. Gus . Arnold, Golden , Ills . , (VI to VII)

Teacher J. C. F. W. Bock , Chicago, Ill . , ( IV

The enlarged church was dedicated last tion , that the exhibition was supernatural.”' to VI ) 3.00

Sunday. There were excursions from St. Jo " But what do you think now ? ” interposed Mr.H.Oehlerking, Salt Creek ,Ills., (VI ) 1.00

and South Bend .
1.00

The latter arrived here on the elder.
Rev. G. Markworth , Jonesville, Ind . , ( VI)

“ I have been looking,” said the

the 8 o'clock train , leaving at 10 P. M. It was infidel, “ into the nature of that law. I have CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .
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from God ; but the idea that the salvation of
I.

God were restricted to the Jews, and the Gen- At the time of the Prophet Isaiah the Is

tiles were excluded , that idea prevented them raelite church was in a most deplorable condi

freely appropriating and rejoicing over tion . Wickedness and the worship of idols had

this salvation . And when they heard that made such fearful inroads with the people,

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE the Gentiles too should have part in the salva- and the number of true believers , the Israel

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR. tion of Israel , this was such great news to indeed , had so greatly diminished that Isaiah ,

them that they burst forth aloud in praise of in his first chapter, complains: “ The daughter
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

the Lord . of Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard , as a

What a great thing the reception of the Gen- lodge in a garden of cucumbers, as a besieged

Epiphany, the Gentiles' Christmas. tiles was , is also evident from this fact that city. Except the Lord of hosts had left unto

Paul declares , the Word had to be spoken to us a very small remnant, we should have been

Isaiah 60 , 1—6.
the Jews first and thereafter to the Gentiles . as Sodom , and we should have been like unto

Why was it necessary that the Word should Gomorrah .” The daughter of Zion , that is

BELOVED IN Christ : —The festival of Epiph- first be spoken to the Jews ? This was nec- the true believers, were only a very small

any is one of the oldest Christian festivals and essary - for the truth of God, to confirm the remnant of the people, and that remnant was

was originally observed in memory of Christ's promises made unto the fathers.” To the Jews like unto a besieged city, surrounded on all

baptism . Later on it was brought in connec- Christ had been promised ; with an oath God sides by idolatry , wickedness and false wor

tion with the coming of the wise men from the had bound Himself that Christ should come ship ; and as a punishment for this general

east to Bethlehem , the first manifestation of from the seed of David and should be the depravity the prophet proclaimed the Baby

Christ to theGentiles, and was , therefore , not salvation of Israel ; to the Jews Christ was lonian captivity and the desolation of the land .

improperly termed the Christmas of the Gen- promised as their Saviour . Therefore it was Surely, that was a trying time for all upright

tiles . As such it is observed at many places necessary that the Word of Christ was first hearts. Shall the remnant which is daily

unto the present day. Whilst at Christmas proclaimed to the Jews ; to them before all diminishing, becometotally extinct ? shall the

we hear that the Lord's birth was announced others the proclamation had to be made, that church perish and the promise of the Saviour

to the shepherds who were Jews , Epiphany re- the Saviour whom God had promised to their to come be made void ? But if Isaiah knew

minds us that Christ was born to be the Sav- fathers, was come. Thereafter it was to be how to rebuke and to threaten because of

iour not of the Jews only , but also of the Gen- announced to the Gentiles that the Saviour wickedness , he also knew how to console and

tiles. promised long unto Israel , was come ; and to comfort the broken hearted . In the chapter

The fact that the first Christians attached so therefore the Gentiles too should turn from before us he speaks of the great glory unto

much importance to the reception of the Gen- their idols , should come and should unite with which “ the very small remnant” of the church

tiles into the church of God , must not surprise the true Israel of God and so should become of his days should be exalted . He tells the

us ; for to them the removing of the partition partakers of the salvation in Israel . Not was low - spirited , there were no reason for fear ;

wall between Jews and Gentiles was one of Israel to unite with theGentiles , but the Gen- the promise would not fail, it would surely

the greatest deeds of God upon earth . This tiles , forsaking the gods of their fathers , were come; yea, he sees the morning light already

is very plain from the 13th chapter of the to unite with Israel ; and so were they to come dawning and he charges the daughter of Zion :

Acts which narrates the work of Paul and into the covenant of God made with Israel . “ Irise, shine ; for thy light is come, and the

Barnabas at Antioch in Pisidia . There the This is very clear from our text ; for here the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee . For, be

Jews at first willingly heard Paul ; but when prophet speaking of the Light to come as the hold , the darkness shall cover the earth , and

also Gentiles came to Paul's preaching , and Light of Israel , says : “ Arise, shine ; for thy gross darkness the people : but the Lord shall

he did not reject them , then the Jews began light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen arise upon thee , and his glory shall be seen

to contradict and to blaspheme. Thereupon upon thee." It was Israel's light, and it was upon thee .” He tells the daughter of Zion ,

Paul said unto them : “ It was necessary that to arise in Israel ; but then the prophet goes though the nations were walking in darkness

the word ofGod should first have been spoken on to say that also the Gentiles would come and she would be led into captivity, yet the

to you : but seeing ye put it from you , and to this light; for addressing Israel he says : light should come to her and the glory of the

judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life , “ And the Gentiles shall come to thy light , and Lord should shine upon her . Also concerning

lo , we turn to the Gentiles . For so hath the kings to the brightness of thy rising. Lift up her small number the prophet comforts her,

Lord commanded us , saying , I have set thee thine eyes round about, and see : all they gather telling her, it would not always remain so , but

to be a light of the Gentiles , that thou shouldest themselves together, they come to thee." We the time were coming when the fulness of the

be for salvation unto the ends of the earth . of the Gentiles have come to that light which Gentiles would be gathered unto her . He even

And when the Gentiles heard this , they were God sent in Israel . Therefore St. Paul de- mentions particular nations, saying : “ Then

glad , and glorified the word of the Lord : and clares that the Gentiles glorify God for His thou shalt see , and flow together, and thy heart

as many as were ordained to eternal life be- mercy, whilst the Jews glorify Him for His shall fear, and be enlarged ; becanse the abun

lieved.” Those Gentiles greatly longed for truth . This we should never forget, because I dance of the sea shall be converted unto thee,

the salvation in Christ , but they saw before it implies strong and solemn admonitions unto the forces of the Gentiles shall come unto thee."

them a barrier which to them appeared in- us. Let me, therefore , briefly speak : The abundance of the sea ," are the peoples

surmountable. They thought, the Jews only OF THE MERCY SHOWN TO THE GENTILES ; dwelling on the borders of the Mediterranean
were the chosen people of God , and all not of | Sea, the most powerful nations of antiquity.

the seed of Abraham were excluded from His setting forth
Turning his eyes eastward , the prophet says :

salvation . Hearing Paul preach , those Gen- I. how great this mercy is, and “ The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the

tiles believed this Christ was the Saviour come II . what it requires of us. dromedaries of Midian and Ephah ; all they

:
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from Sheba shall come.” That comprises the religion was the worship of the elements, out from our heart and walk in darkness ,

vast extent of territory called Arabia and under the symbol of gods ; and to these gods minding only the things of this world , then

Persia . So the prophet here clearly foretells , they would also offer human sacrifices. When- are we worse than our forefathers. For they

God would have mercy on the Gentiles , and ever the priests declared the gods angry and walked in darkness, because they had not the

this mercy he makes great, because of the a sacrifice necessary , a man or maiden would / light. But if we walk in darkness, it is , be

great multitude of Gentiles gathered in . be killed to appease the anger of the gods. cause we despise the light . If weappreciate

Behold here , that this is not Isaiah's word , But God sent them the Gospel and though it not the light, then , surely, it will be more

but that the Spirit of God spake by him. No was a corrupted Gospel , for the pope had tolerable for our heathen ancestors in the day

infidel can deny what Isaiah here foretold , has already obtained great power in the church , of judgment, than for us .

come to pass . Great has been the mercy of yet it brought them some light ; and , more- The voice of history , verily , speaks to us

God over the Gentiles ; for great multitudes over , in the reformation God granted the full in trumpet tones . The Jews had the light ,

have been gathered into the church of Christ. Gospel unto the Germanic race. What had yea, it arose in their midst ; the Lord came

Occasion for the preaching of the Gospel to our forefathers done , whereby they deserved to them as unto His own, but they despised

the Gentiles was given by the first persecution thatGod should send them the Gospel ? Should it and lost it . Syria and Egypt had the light

which the disciples suffered ; for by it they they have deserved it by their sacrificing to and now are covered with Mohammedan dark

were scattered abroad, and so the Apostle idols, or their bold robberies, or their daring ness. The nations on the Mediterranean had

Philip met with that chamberlain of the queen piracies ? Or should they have deserved it by the light, they little appreciated it , and now

of Ethiopia and baptized him, and Peter was pronouncing Christ a coward for not defend they sit in the darkness of popedom . At the

called to the Roman centurian Cornelius and ing Himself against the Jews ? for so they last God gave the light to our Germanic race ,

baptized him and his house . Since the out- did speak of Him when the Gospel was first the northwestern nations of Europe, and in

pouring of the Holy Ghost on Pentecost but a preached to them . Or what have we , their the reformation God caused the light to shine

short time had elapsed, and already the church children, done that God should grant us the over them in all its brilliancy , and for a time

comprised Jews,Romans and Ethiopians . Then fulness of the Gospel and make our race the they highly appreciated it and transplanted

Paulwas set apart as apostle to the Gentiles , ruling nations of the earth ? O let us freely it to this western land . But how is it now ?

and very soon churches were scattered all over acknowledge it all mercy, of which neither Alas , infidelity boldly rears its head and

the immense territory of the Roman empire our fathers were worthy, nor are we . Of indifferentism in religious matters is sown

and the Gospel was preached also in Persia IsraelGod declared scores of times it was not broadcast over the land . Millions treat the

and in the East Indies. And when Satan in their worthiness, but only His mercy that they light as though it were not light, but darkness ,

cited the heathen to persecute the Christians were His people , and yet from the time of and other millions confess themselves to the

with fire and sword , he must experience that Shem , the son of Noah , the true worship of light only for the sake of appearance . God

he had chosen the wrong means ; for the blood the true God had remained among them . is long -suffering ; but how long shall He en

of the martyrs became the seed of the church , How much more then should we glorify God dure it , if He gives to a people the light and

and the more Christians were put to death for His mercy , since we must confess that our they regard it not, despise it and finally begin

the more numerous did they become . Since forefathers bowed down to graven images as to pronounce the light darkness ? History

eighteen centuries the church of Christ has con- they were led by wily priests and sorcerers. verily does teach us that they who had the

tinually been enlarging her borders , and even Surely , we have all reason to sing with the light and appreciated it not, lost it . God can

at this late day is still being fulfilled what the Psalmist : " O praise the Lord , all ye nations : yet do what He said by the prophet: “ It

prophet says in the 11th verse of this chapter : praise him , all ye people. For his mercifulkind- shall come to pass, that in the place where it

" Therefore thy gates shall be open contin- ness is great toward us : and the truth of the was said unto them , Ye are not my people,

ually ; they shall not be shut day nor night ; Lord endureth forever . Praise ye the Lord .” there it shall be said unto them , Ye are the

that men may bring unto thee the forces of the sons of the living God .” O that we would

Gentiles , and that their kings may be brought."
II .

heed what the Lord says : “ I must work ,

The gates of the church are open day and Considering , therefore, what our fathers while it is day ;" what Luther advises : " Buy,

night, and still the forces of the Gentiles are were and remembering our own unworthiness while the market is at the door.” The light

being brought in . If over Israel the faithful- we must not only confess it all pure, un- of the Gospel shines over us ; let us arise ;

ness of God was great , surely His mercy over merited , Divine mercy that the light shines let us greet the light ; let us store it in our
the Gentiles is none the less great .

unto us, but we should also duly consider , hearts as our sweetest treasure , as the light

The greatness of this mercy of God becomes what suc great mercy requires of us and of our soul and the star of our hope.

yet more patent to the mind if we inquire , what is our bounden duty . Let me mention But when the prophet addresses the daughter

how the Gentiles lived and what their worship three such duties clearly expressed in our of Zion : “ Arise, shine,” that is not only say

After the confusion of languages at text. The first we find in the first verse , ing, she should arise to greet the light, but

Babel, the different families scattered abroad where the prophet says : “ Arise, shine, for she also herself is to shine . The light which

and, with the exception of the children of thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is is arisen over her, is also to shine forth from

Shem , they soon forsook the true God and risen upon thee.” Thewords: “ Arise, shine" her, as the Lord commands:

began to worship the creature more than the were, indeed , addressed to the believers in so shine before men, that they may see your
Creator . And in what shameful vices those Israel ; for over them the light first arose ; good works , and glorify your Father which is

same nations which the prophet here specifies , but since we of the Gentiles have been brought in heaven .” How we should let our light

walked without shame, you will find described to the light , since it shines over us too , this shine we may learn from those coming from

in the 1st chapter of Romans. But looking to word concerns us equally as them . “ Arise, Midian , Ephah and Sheba ; for of them the

ourselves, what were our own forefathers ? shine ;" for the night, the nightof heathenish prophet says : “ They shall bring gold and in

It is just about a thousand years since the darkness is past , the morning is come, the cense ; and they shall show forth the praises

Germanic race , comprising the inhabitants of noon-day brightness of the Gospel shines over of the Lord .” Gold and incense signifies faith

Germany , England and Scandinavia , was first you . Slumber not, sleep not as though it and prayer. We should receive the Gospel

christianized . Now it is true, that our heathen were yet night. Arise, greet the light with of Christ in good faith as the power of God

forefathers in some respects were virtuous in gladness ; let it shine into your heart and en- unto salvation, and daily the sweet savor of

comparison to some other nations ; for the lighten your soul unto life everlasting. That fervent prayer should rise up from our hearts,

simple promise of a Saxon could be depended our forefathers walked in darkness, worship- and we should walk agreeably to the calling

on when the oath of a Roman could not; but ing idols and minding only the things of this wherewith we are called. Thus bringing the

they were wild warriors who regarded little world , is not surprising, because they had not gold of faith and the incense of prayer, we

the shedding of blood ; yea , they believed , the light; but over us the light of the Gospel should offer up ourselves a living sacrifice to

a man dying on the battlefield would imme- shines, shines in its full brightness. If , then, show forth the praises of Ilim who has called

diately enter the place of happiness. Their we close our eyes against the light, shut it us out of darkness to His marvellous light .

was .

6

6. Let your light
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But the general scope of the whole text is If prohibitionists meant to defend their pro- He might have circumcised Titus as he did

this : The daughter of Zion is to arise and cedure against alcoholic beverages with mere Timothy, but he would not let them deprive

shine that others may see her light and be at- | political reasons , letting the Bible altogether him of his liberty which he had in Christ Jesus .

tracted unto it . This is indeed a mission text ; alone , this whole matter might be left to the When at Corinth some made the eating of

for here we behold , the daughter of Zion is political judgment of every citizen , since the meat, offered to an idol , a sin , St. Paul again

not to keep her light selfishly unto herself, matter concerned is not commanded in the opposed them , writing : “ Why is my liberty

she is to cause it to shine unto others also . Word of God ; but inasmuch as they mean to judged of another man's conscience ? For if

The daughter of Zion is to shine so that those proceed on the basis of the Holy Scriptures I by grace be a partaker, why am I evil spo

sitting in darkness and gross darkness be also and make sin , where God has made none , ken of for that for which I give thanks? ”

brought to the light. God wants all men a Christian must
oppose

them . 1 Cor. 10 , 29. 30. The eating of such meat

saved and so must we . That must be our Christ has made us free from all specific Christian thereforemight very well eat of
was in itself neither evil nor good , and a

desire that all men be brought to the light , Jewish laws. We are no longer bound to ob such meat. But since some would make it a

both Jew and Gentile . For that we should serve them . We are rather to stand fast in sin , St. Paul resisted ; he wanted to have it

bring incense , praying for allmen. Our pray- the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free and no sin , as God had not declared it

ers should reach to the isles of the Pacific, to free. No one has a right to force a law upon a sin.

China and Japan , that over them , too , the us that has been abolished , although the Jews
But a Christian further must confess the

light may shine .
pure doctrine of Scripture concerning sin ,

And in this connexion we were obliged to observe it . But if no one may adiaphora, and Christian liberty just as much

may accept the word gold in its literal mean- compel us to keep a precept, that was bidden as the pure doctrine of justification for in

ing, that we bring gold in order that the light under the Old Covenant, much less may he stance . Christ explicitly says : " Whosoever

of the Gospel may be brought unto those sit- force us to keep a Law , that is nowhere writ- therefore shall confess me before men , him

ting in the darkness of idolatry , and to such ten in the Bible , but invented by men, Gal . will I confess also beforemy Father which is
in heaven . But whosoever shall deny me be

of our brethren who , living scattered here 5 , 1 . On the contrary it is every Christian's fore men, him will I also deny before my

and there , cannot have the preaching of the duty to oppose all such pretensions most ener- Father which is in heaven .” Matth . 10, 32.33.

Gospel , unless others open their hand and getically ; for he is only commanded to keep We are not to be backward with our con

purse to send preachers unto them . O the the precepts of God.
fession unto Christ. But we confess ourselves

Zion is so to let her lightprecious work !
to Christ , if we confess ourselves to His word

The Christians are bought with a price , and doctrine. The doctrines, mentioned be

shine that others be brought to her light , and 1 Cor. 7 , 23 , namely with the precious blood fore, are well founded in Scripture , by con

for this purpose Zion is to bring gold . How of Jesus Christ. Christ ransomed them from fessing them ,consequently, we confess Christ,

did our forefathers obtain the Gospel ? Why everything that held them in bondage, and in denying any one of them we deny a word

in no other way than by this that selfsacrific- restored them to perfect liberty. They owe of Christ and hence Christ Himself. See also

1 Peter 3 , 15 .
ing men came into their forests and preached obedience to Him only . It is He alone that

The first doctrine mentioned in our thesis

the Gospel unto them ; and so it came to us , may give them laws and precepts binding is that concerning sin . Sin , however, must

their children , and surely ungrateful children their conscience . If they , therefore, suffer not be defined according to reason or fancy

we are, if we be not ready to do for others others to ensnare their conscience with human but according to Scripture . Moses defines

what others did for our ancestors . When we traditions and commandments, they become sin as not doing all the words of the Laws of

God. Deut. 27 , 26 . St. John teaches : “ Singive toward foreign or home mission, we are servants of men .

is the transgressing of the law . ” 1 John 3 , 4 .
doing nothing extraordinary, we are only pay- Christ warns us of false prophets , Matth . St. James declares : “ To him that knoweth

ing a debt of gratitude which we owe . But 7 , 15 . In as far as the prohibitionists are to do good , and doeth it not , to him it is sin .”

only then will we see with a lively conviction preaching, that the moderate use of alcoholics chap , 4 , 17. Sin , accordingly , as everyonemay
that we do owe such a debt , if the light shines is sin , they are such false prophets , for they clearly see, is a transgression of the divine

law , either doing something bad or omitting
within our own heart. Sleep not, slumber pervert the Scriptures . They may talk ever

something good . Where there is no law , there

not , arise ; the light shines over you . I preach so piously, that is but the sheep's clothing, is no sin . AndGodnowhere hasgiven a law ,
you the light ; it is Jesus Christ, the Friend wherewith they are trying to cover the raven- prohibiting the moderate use of alcoholic bev

and Saviour of sinners. Pronounce Him wel ing wolf. By their false doctrine of total ab- erages, hence it cannot be a sin . And this

come to house and heart, and you have the stinence they enslave conscience and usurp object to ; theymake sin ,whereGod hasmade
it is , especially, in prohibitionists, what we

light abiding with you . Amen.
that power which belongs to God. Their

none . They thereby tyrannize the conscience

doctrine for that reason is an accursed doc- and make Christian minds confused , so that

trine , Gal . 1 , 8 . they cannot discern between right and wrong.

But why must a Christian oppose the present
The other doctrine is concerning adiaphoras,

so-called temperance-movement ? We answer
indifferent things. What these are we may

learn from 1 Cor . 8 , 8 : “ But meat com
with our thesis : to maintain his Christian

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. mendeth us not to God : for neither , if we

THESES ON THE PROPER ATTITUDE OF A CHRISTIAN liberty, which , indeed , is a precious gift . To eat, are wethe better ; neither, ifweeatnot,

bestow it , the Son of God suffered and died are we the worse.” Eating of the meat,
TOWARDS THE SO-CALLED TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT

on the cross .

OF THE PRESENT DAY .

But what is Christian liberty ? Offered to the idols, for of that St. Paul is

To give it in a brief summary, it is this : We speaking, was in itself neither good nor bad .

are in all matters pertaining to conscience and the conclusion :°Whatever God has neither
From this passage we therefore justly draw

Published at the request of the Pastoral Conference of

Southern Illinois by Rev. W. LEWERENZ . religion subject to none butGod alone . No commanded nor forbidden is in itself neither

one has a right to impose anything on us , as good nor bad , and therefore adiaphorous.

V. PAPER.
necessary for us to observe , unless he can Lastly concerning Christian liberty we shall

prove , that it is demanded in the Bible . And only add Col. 2, 16. 17 , “ Let no man there

fore judge you in meat, or in respect of an

to this liberty we ought ever to hold fast. holy day, or of the new moon, or of the sab

Therefore a Christian must take sides against For opposing prohibition , prohibitionists will bath days ; which are a shadow of things to

the so- called temperance -movement of the pres- call us advocates of the liquor traffic, and all come ; but the body is in Christ." Christian

ent day (Gal. 5 , 1. 1 Cor. 7 , 23. Matth . 7 , 15. interested in this traffic willthink us advocates liberty, according to this passage, consists in

Gal. 1, 8 ), in order to maintain his Christian of their sins ; butGod knows, we are neither ; had subjected the Jews as such , but which
being free from every ordinance to which God

liberty ( 1 Cor . 10 , 29. 30. Gal . 2 , 3—5 ) , and we are only standing on His word.
ordinance was abolished through Christ in the

to confess ( Matth . 10 , 32. 33. 1 Peter 3 , 15 ) When some false brethren intruded upon New Testament. Our Christian liberty more

the pure doctrine of Scripture concerning sin St. Paul's Christian liberty, urging him to over consists in being free from all human

( Deut. 27 , 26. 1 John 3 , 4. James 4 , 17 ) , circumcise Titus, he withstood them , as he impositions. We are subject to the Word of

God only. Now , if we apply this tenet to the

concerning adiaphora or things indifferent writes , Gal. 2 , 5 : “ To whom we gave place moderate use of alcoholic beverages, wemust

( 1 Cor. 8 , 8 ) , and concerning Christian liberty by subjection , no , not for an hour ; that the indeed say , there is no sin in such use, nor

( Col. 2 , 16. 17 ) . truth of the gospel might continue with you.” must this use be made a sin.

Polemical.

THESIS III.
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afflictions would haunt this vale of tears . All golden with milk and honey blest , is shown

men would vie with one another in works of us in the manger at Bethlehem .

peace and love , life on earth would be a These deep thoughts on the incarnation of

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . heaven on earth , they would all be united in Christ, gleaned from good books , are our

one great brotherhood of good will . But sin , Christmas- gift to our readers .

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21th selfishness that dwells by nature in the hearts
All communications and money should be

sent to: LUTHERAN Witxass, 16 Harvey str., Zanesville , of all men , makes this earth the valley of

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.0) per annum in advance. Baca , yea, unto millions the forecourt of hell . Twenty Great Human Items which are,

Money sent otherwise than by money - order or draft is at the

Though man make light of his sins , yet they
however, Vain and of no Account

are bloodstains on his soul which may be
without the Word of God.

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo., as Second washed away by no tears of remorse , by no

compunctions of conscience, by no resolves VIII . MAN'S TRUTH AND CONSTANCY .

to reform and do better . And though man This eighth part of Psalm 119 , verses 57–64,ST. LOUIS, MO . , December 21, 1887 .

attempt to forget his sins, to ignore them , yet and also its twelfth part , verses 89—96 , teach

they will awake from their slumber and fill there is no truth availing aught before God,

The Great Mystery of Christ's
the heart with agony, and in death they will save the Word of God. For all other things

Incarnation .

appear as avenging messengers to appear with pass away , alone the Word of God is such a

man at the tribunal ofGod , and to accuse him truth as endureth forever and abideth eter

Why do you still celebrate the birth of there that the sentence of eternal condemna- nally . As God is eternal, so His word en

Christ, which occurred more than fifteen hun- tion be passed upon him .
dureth eternally. And as the Word of God

dred years ago ? was the question put to Me
It is then not only an eye we need to guide endureth forever , so that church of God en

lanchthon by a man of this world . Tell that the increase of sinful men through this life's dureth forever which hath and believeth the

man , we need the Christ -child just as much wilderness, but above all comfort and help Word ofGod, as Christ saith Matth . 16 , 18 :

to -day, as they needed Him , who lived at the against sin . And this comfort and help we “ The gates of hell shall not prevail against

time of His birth, was Melanchthon's answer . find in the manger at Bethlehem . “ Fear not : her.” And Luke 21 , 33 He saith , “ Heaven

The birth of the Lord in the house of David for behold , I bring you good tidings of great and earth shall pass away , but my words shall

sheds ample light upon the profound mystery joy , which shall be to all people. For unto not.pass away.” And in Isa. 40 , 8 we have

of this present world and life. The manger you is born this day in the city of David a a passage which is also repeated by St. Peter

at Bethlehem is evidence as bright as the sun , Saviour, which is Christ the Lord .” “ Thou I , 1 , 25 , “ The word of the Lord endureth for

this earth is neither a toy of chance, nor are shalt call his name Jesus : for he shall save ever.” All men are liars , money and prop

the nations and their individual members sub- his people from their sins.” Since God hath erty , temporal honor and glory must come to

jected to the iron fate of a blindfolded ne become our brother, we may all rest assured an end , only the Word of God is the ever

cessity . This universe is not a ship without Hehath become reconciled unto us ; since the lasting heritage of all pious men, 1 Pet. 1 , 4 .

compass or pilot , driven , as it were , before eternal Judge made the cause of sinners His
the winds of chaos over the oceans of time own and made satisfaction for sins , we may

IX . MAN'S WORKS AND VIRTUE .

and space without purpose or destination. On trust , He wrought an everlasting atonement ; The ninth part, verses 65—72, teaches that

Christ's birth -day the whole Roman empire since the offended God descended from heaven all men's works and virtue are vain and of

was set in motion only for Christ's sake , and became our Saviour, we may confide, our no account before God without God's word .

though this was not known to man then . sins are forgiven . It is not stones, but bread ; “ For whatsoever is not of faith is sin ,” Rom.

This teaches us the all-important lesson , all it is not poison, but the only universal med- 14 , 23 , be it ever so holy and showy before

events of this present life be they great or icine we find in Bethlehem . Arise, O sinner , men . Whoever possesseth God's word and

small are only ways and means towards that behold and believe , the forgiveness of all your is a believer , may also perform truly good

one superlative purpose, that Christ may ac- sins is bedded in this wonderful manger. works which are acceptable to God through

complish His work of redemption with all But the birth of Christ renders us another Christ His Son , in whom we believe , 1 Pet.
men , whilst the opposition of unfaith and hell unfathomable service . It alone grants us 2 , 12. Such good works are fruits of faith and

centers in this very design of frustrating bright hope of an everlastingly blissful life of the Holy Ghost, Gal . 5 , 22 ; 1 Cor. 12 , 4 .
Christ's heavenly purpose .

after death . The last enemy of man and the
X. MAN'S VICTORIES .

Moreover the appearance of Christ on earth most undeniable is death . The vast field of

with hosts of angels reveals another fact sur- this globe is harvested daily by death , no The tenth part, verses 73–80 , teaches that

passing the natural ken of all men . We in- child of Adam has been able to brave and re all victories, be they spiritual or bodily, are

habitants of this globe are not the only ra sist his power. But what awaits us after
vain and of no account without the Word of

tional creatures in God's universe . There death ? The brightest intellects among men God . For whosoever would be victorious

exists another, brighter, invisible world , the I have only been able to offer us conjectures on against his enemies, spiritual and temporal,

world of angels, of pure heavenly spirits who this point ; no man knows anything certain must have God for his protector ; and the

know of us, are interested in our weal and about the hereafter by himself. ButGod who Word of God must he his whole armor, Eph.
woe , fight against our spiritual enemies and is love , has revealed unto us in the incarna- 6,17 ; and faith must be his shield and weapon ,

hover over us by day and night, and joy and tion of Christ, that we are not created and 1 John 5 , 4 ; and the Holy Ghost must be his

sorrow with us .
2 .

The manger in Bethlehem destined for this present short life only, but courage and might, Isa. 11 ,

therefore tells us , this present visible universe also for a blessed life above. The whole uni
XI . MAN'S HOPE .

is but a temporary structure towards the last- verse proclaims death and destruction every
The eleventh part, verses 81–88, teaches

ing and true mansion ; this universe will be where , it is only over Bethlehem that the that all hope is vain and of no account with

dissolved and angels and men become united | dawn and daystar of eternal life hath risen. out the Word of God . Hope and expectation

in a common realm of eternal glory. If the grave and the sleep of annihilation were
have turned many heads and driven them

Again , the incarnation of Christ alone " all that awaited us , there was no need for God mad. But the hope established on the Word

brings comfort and help against the sins of to appear in this world . But God must have of God maketh not ashamed , Rom . 5 , 5 ; and

all men . Sin is the real great wound of nat- purchased something for us at the inestim- although the helps delay a long while, in our

ure , the horrid source of all ills and miseries able price of the life of poverty , suffering and opinion, yet God will be at hand in due season

on this earth . But for sin every man's heart agony which His Son lived thirty- three years with a great and blessed deliverance.

were pure and holy ; but for sin the soul on earth . The golden crowns of immortal

of man would be filled with perfect love of glory , the white garments of undefiled inno XII . MAN'S WISDOM .

God and man ; this earth would to -day be a cence , the inheritance that fadeth not away , The twelfth part , verses 97—104 , teaches

paradise . Neither despair nor sorrows , nor the living fountains of water , Jerusalem the that all human wisdom is vain and of no ac

>
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one .

says so.

Church News.

count without the Word of God , as St. Paul be taught. If it be dripping with comfort as room and material for such as would stand

also teacheth 1 Cor. 1 , 25 . Whoever would affirmed it should everywhere be proclaimed. in fraternal relations with ” Ohio , you may

become prudent and wise and conquer all If it be dripping with doubt and confusion boldly prosecute your work . For it is at the

devils and the whole world with sound truth as it certainly is , then it should be decidedly present day, as it has been for years , our

and discomfit them , should diligently and rejected . sincere desire to stand in fraternal relation

zealously learn God's Word and invoke God " There is no room for more opposition con- with Ohio, yea , with all Lutheran synods and

for His Holy Spirit, then he is inconquerable gregations here , but large room and material all Christian denominations. We are willing

and will be able to rebut the wily devils and for such as would stand on fraternal relations to-day to unite with them on the basis of the

the sophists of this world and to stop their with us . ' native sense of our Confessions. They sepa

mouths effectually . The above speaks for itself . rated from us , they oppose us because we

XIII . MAN'S WORSHIP AND SACRIFICES .
would stand by our Confessions only and reI remain sincerely yours

Ph . C. TREIDE. fused to be sworn to the teachings of later

The thirteenth part , verses 105—112 , teaches dogmaticians.

that every worship and all sacrifices are vain
DEAR BRO. IN CHRIST : Mr. Phil . C. TREIDE,

and of no account without the Word of God ,

In answer to your kind letter we would say 405 S. Bond Str . , Baltimore, Md.
as our Saviour Christ also saith Matth . 15 , 9 ,

1. We hope and pray that your mission be
“ In vain do they worship me , teaching for

crowned with all the success God bestows
doctrines the commandments of men.” For

where the Word of God sheds not its light, children. There is great comfort for you in have been culled from Mr. Jones's discourses :
upon the humble and zealous doings of His The Following Sharp Sayings

there nothing but sheer darkness and idolatry the fact that your success will never hinge on

prevail. Reason is indeed a light too , and a the contingency of “ T.’s” ill will . 2. It isa
The difference between a sinner and a Christ

beautiful light , but it cannot show nor hit
ian is just the difference between an old , dirty,

certainly only fair and a duty for you , not to
upon that road or foot which might lead begrimed canvass and a new , clean and white

heed “ T.'s " clamor of opposition and his

from sin and death unto righteousness and You may throw mud on the former and

babbling of what you should do or not do .
life , but it remaineth. in darkness . And just it doesn't show at all . Just touch a dirty

3. If " T.” does as yet not know where you finger on the latter and it leaves its foul mark .
as our lights illuminate neither heaven nor

stand , after seven years of controversy , you
earth , but only the narrow rooms of our

might as well abandon all hope of his attain- ian is a thousand times more decent than you
The poorest, weakest and most faulty Christ

houses , but the sun lightens heaven, earth
and all places ; so the Word of God is the ing to anyknowledge of our position. 4. You old sinner because he has tried to quit his

must continue to firinly maintain that many
true sun, which grants us the eternal day meanness and give up his sin , but

are called, but few are chosen , because your able old sinner never did .
miseryou

unto life and makes joyful the broken hearts
Saviour If “ T.” and his associates

and the bruised souls and the contrite spirits. would ridicule these few of our Lord , let them three score years and ten , but rushes to speedyA sinner is not satisfied to live out his allotted

do so at their own expense . 5. You must
damnation . I'll venture to say there are 100

continue to firmly spurn the doctrine of “ T.” souls in hell to -night who might now be liv

that God looked to the divinely wrought faith ing within 10 miles of this ground had they

of the elect as an indispensable condition of not shortened their lives from 30 to 40 years

Our Baltimore Letter with a Few election . Faith either foreseen or afterseen ,
by their sins.

Remarks. is never a condition of salvation but only a
A young man rioting in sinful indulgences

means of salvation . It leads to rationalism
with a boon companion said as they were

DEAR PASTOR :-In the Lutheran Standard to make faith a condition of salvation . And

about to part one night, “ Good bye ! The

ofDec. 10. 1887 “ T.” writes under " A Letter Christ says : “ Ye have not chosen me , but I
next time we meet will be in hell ! " He

from Baltimore ” : “ The Missourians have have chosen you.” 6. You must abide in the
paused suddenly and expired on the spot.

started an English mission in our city . It is doctrine that “ just for Christ's sake it
He that pursueth sin pursueth it to his own

not yet sufficiently developed to say much pleased ” God to predestinate His children to hurt. - Albany Journal, Aug.22,1887.
about its prospects. Its success hinges on a faith , to the right use of all the means of grace ,

number of contingencies. to perseverance in faith and to everlasting

" Whether they will emphasize their new life . Scriptures know only God's mercy and A LEARNED clergyman in the State of Maine

doctrine of Predestination over against us , as Christ's merits as the causes that moved God was accosted in the following manner by an

the divine reason for establishing an opposi- to elect the chosen few and to lead them the illiterate preacher who despised education :

tion English mission we do not know. It cer- full way of salvation pointed out for all men . “ Sir, you have been to college, I suppose ? ”

tainly would be only fair and a duty so to do . You may inform yourself still better on this “ Yes, sir,” was the reply. “ I am thank

“ We would then know just where they point by reading the latter partof the Formu- ful,” rejoined the former , “ that the Lord has

stand, and the issue would be clearly joined . lary of Concord in its Declaration of the doc- opened my mouth to preach without any learn

We certainly would be glad , if they do not trine of election . If " T.” chooses to make ing. " A similar event,” replied the clergy

intend to retract their error , that they would Christ a rock of offence unto himself and to man , “ took place in Balaam's time , but such

boldly affirm and seek to maintain their new split on this rock , it will be at the risk of his things are of rare occurrence in the present

doctrine, thatGod selected a few individuals soul. 7. Predestination is indeed a cause , as day .”

out of the human race without looking to their our Confessions state , of Jesus' being born in

divinely wrought faith as an indispensable us and over us to our salvation . And you At a recent General Synod of the French

condition of election , but when they were yet may as lief call it a great cause , because Reformed Church , a report on the Protestant

in His eye all alike sinful and without faith , everything in God is great . 8. We hope you population of France showed an increase of

just because for Christ's sake it pleased Him will do in your English mission as you did in seventy -seven in the numberof pastors . The

so to do , and predestinated them to faith , to yourGerman missioņs and churches and follow subject of “ mixed ” marriages-i . e . , between

the right use of all the means of grace , to the counsel of our Confessions , which is to Protestants and Catholics-- was discussed , and

perseverance in faith and to everlasting life ; first preach repentance and faith and good one hundred and seventy-two pastors declared

so that this individual selection and predesti- works , and when people become well tried in that they were of advantage, while forty - five

nation is the great cause of Jesus' being born the crucible of afflictions, teach them also the opposed them . It was admitted on all sides

in us and over us to our salvation. We hope comfort ofGod's gracious election . It is only that children born of such marriages were too

that in the English mission this doctrine will spite and malice on the part of “ T. ” to ask often neither Protestant nor Catholic , butmem

not be treated as it has been in the German of you what neither he nor any of his Ohio bers of the “ great armyof indifference or un

congregations here. The latter are silent on confederates did in the organization of mis- belief.” And a great many parents join that

it. If it be of God , as they claim , it should sions . 9. If there is , as “ T.” says , “ large army , too.
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“ The prisoner himself must be in it to -day, sooner than harm shall befall you , I will enter

besides his ponderous books." At this Elsie the chest again and be carried back as I came.”

laughed in the most free-hearted way possible. His sincerity and nobleness touched the

The court of the prison was reached , and good woman's heart. “ No ! no ! ” said she ;

A Faithful Wife saves the Life of her

now came the first great danger . Should the “ whatever comes , my husband and I will do

Husband in a Book-Chest.

commandant's wife , who was now in charge all we can to aid your escape." And so they

of the prison , inspect the books that were did , for Daatsalaer spoke to a friend of his ,

( Conclusion .) leaving the fortress, all would be lost. She a master mason named Petersen , who con

It was Sabbath, the 21st of March , 1631. ; might have done so had the weather been fair, sented to take Grotius to Antwerp disguised

A wild equinoctial storm was raging , with | but at the sight of the wet court -yard, where as a journeyman bricklayer. Clad in a coarse

sheets of rain dashing against the windows the chest stood in the driving rain , she had no doublet and trunk hose, carrying a trowel and

and the wind howling around the fortress . good -will to venture into it, so the box with a measuring -rod, Grotius traveled safely to

In a temporary lull in the storm the bells of its precious load was safely passed through Antwerp, in the Spanish Netherlands , and so

Gorcum could be heard ringing . the gates of Loevenstein . came into the world again and to the honor

“ What mean those merry peals ? ” asked Two sailors lifted the chest on board the and fame which belonged to him .

Grotius, looking up from the pictured pages ferry- boat , talking as the soldiers had done , Meanwhile at Loevenstein all was confusion

of the Testament he was showing to his little about the heaviness of the load , and a second and tumult ; a messenger was dispatched to

daughter . time jestingly accusing Elsie of carrying off Heusden to carry the news of the escape to

" They must be ringing for the opening of the prisoner as well as his books. Seated be- Captain Deventer, who returned in hot haste ,

the great fair, ” said Madam De Groot. side the chest on the wind -swept deck of the and rushed in rage to the rooms of Grotius.

“ And to-morrow would be the right time little boat , Elsie covered her head with a white " Here is your cage , " said Madam De Groot ,

for my papa to go to Gorcum ," said little handkerchief, the ends of which she allowed to with a taunting smile , but your bird is flown.”

Cornelia ; “ for Madam Daatsalaer says that flutter in the wind.
The commandant hurried to the house of

all exiles and outlaws may come to Gorcum “ Your ’kerchief will hardly keep your head Daatsalaer. There was the book chest and

on the fair days, and none dare harm them dry , mistress,” said one of the sailors . the Testament and the bundle of thread , but

till they are past."
“ I wear it as a signal to a fellow -servant no further sign of Hugo Grotius , who had

Grotius softly set the child from off his with wits not so thick as your own,” said passed forever from the prison of Captain

knee and passed into the bedroom , making saucy Elsie . Deventer.

signs to his wife to follow him . It was , in truth , a signal to let Madam De The Stadtholder was not so angry as had

“ Wife,” said be, taking her by the hand Grootknow that all was well , and Elsie knew been expected ; he even used his influence

and speaking in a low tone, “ it may be that that at that moment the eyes of her mistress to have Madam De Groot released from the

the Lord himself speaks by the mouth of the were straining at the window to see whether prison where she was for a short time held .

innocent little child ; what think you ? ” she wore the white handkerchief or sat with She and Cornelia joined Grotius in France ,

“ Hugo, I well believe the time has come, her face buried in her hands as a token of where they found him honored as he deserved .

answered Madam De Groot, breathing quickly. failure . Such is the story , and the true story, of

* Let us put it by no longer !”
The swollen waters of the Waal were passed , Hugo Grotius and his famous book chest .

In the midst of their agitation over the lasty | the town of Gorcum was reached , and the pre Harper's Young People.

resolve a grating of the locks was heard , and cious chest was safely carried to the house of

Deventer appeared. He informed them that Daatsalaer. The shop of the mercer was

he was to leave the fortress for a few days, as thronged with customers, and Elsie ordered

he had been promoted to a captaincy, and the men to carry the chest to the room be

must go to Heusden to receive his company. yond, and there deliberately paid and dis

After he had gone , Madam De Groot sum- missed them . Then beckoning Madam Daat- Christmas -Voyage of the Lutheran

moned her faithful maid Elsie and told her salaer aside, she said , “ Madam , I have brought Missionship Candace.

all , asking her if she would be willing to take my master ; he is in the room within there ."

charge of the book -chest and its precious con- The suddenness of this speech was dan- When the ship had been completed , there

tents in case it should be sent to Gorcum the gerous, for Madam Daatsalaer uttered a cry was yet much wanting before she could ride

next day. The maid quailed for a moment , which drew the attention of all in the shop. out upon the seas and oceans . There were

but soon plucked up courage to say that she iBut recovering herself, and making the excuse sails and ropes and anchors and hogsheads

would take it and would do her best . “ You that she had caught her hand in the drawer, and bread and meat and water and who

are a good girl , Elsie,” said Madam De Groot , she wrapped it hastily in her apron and fol- knows what yet needed . Now , you may

the tears shining in her keen eyes , “ and I am lowed Elsie into the next room. wonder where these came from . Sometimes

well persuaded that you will never have to re- Master, master ! ” cried Elsie , rapping on / when people have worked hard and given

pent of what you do." the lid of the chest . | much for some good cause , they all at once

The next day was still wet and stormy , and There was no answer . straighten up and say : “ We have done our“

the waters of the Waal were swollen and turbid . “ Oh, my master ! ” cried the girl wringing share , now let some one else try it !” Did

Dressed only in his linen underclothing , Gro- her hands. “ He is dead ! surely he is dead !" those Hermannsburgers do so too ? No, they
tius curled himself up in the chest , with his But at thatmoment there was a wrap within did not. Let us hear what Pastor Harms has

head resting on a large pictured Testament for the box . The lock was turned , the lid thrown to say in this matter.

a pillow . His anxious wife propped his cheek back , and Grotius arose in his linen garments , “ You should have seen the busy work, the

with a bunch of soft thread , and padded the looking , through exhaustion , almost as white lively expectations, the cheerful industry ,

curves of his body with rolls of linen and as they . when , as it were , the finishingtouch was to

paper ; then with a solemn and tearful fare- “ Why are you so pale , madam ? ” said he, be applied to the ship. How the students

well she closed and fastened the chest , kissed looking at good Dame Daatsalaer , who was did study and plan ; how the mechanics did

the lock with streaming eyes , and gave the white and trembling. plane and forge and saw ; how the tailors and

key to Elsie . The clothes Grotius had taken “ Alas ! I am sorely frightened," said she, shoemakers did sew and peg ! The women

off were thrown over the back of a chair be- breaking into tears . “ My Lord, the whole were busy , too , plying the needles . Our

side the bed , the bed - curtains were carefully world is talking of you , and there will be no cooper was busy making large hogsheads in

drawn, and the soldiers summoned to carry keeping this hid .” which a supply of drinking water was to be

the chest to the boat that waited for it .
" Madam ,” said Grotiuswith steadfast gen- | taken along. My brother and his students

“ Heavier than ever,” grumbled the men tleness , “ I am at this moment thanking God gathered berries during recreation hours.

as they lumbered after Elsie down the stair . for the deliverance he has granted me , but These were dried and packed ready to take

selections from Church History.

1

>
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along . Here were brought dried apples , pears , LECTURES ON MODERN DANCING. a woe full of anger at those giving her this of

prunes. There came buckwheat, buckwheat fence. Christ wishes to say, Ah , poor world ,

gritz, rye , flour, peas , wheat, side -meat, hams, Translated from the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. worthy of compassion , indeed ! Even they who

sausage. Here came house- furnishing goods,
and adapted for the WITNESS by R

ought to help you out of the misery of your

tools, trumpets , horns , even live pigs , pota sins, are , on the contrary, by offending you ,

toes and chickens were not wanting. Every
XI .

thrusting you into it and strengthening you to

thing was to be taken along . Much did not ( Conclusion .) remain therein ! O , ye wretched people, call

even come to this place. That which had But, alas, many professed Christians of the ing yourselves Christians after Me, but, at the

been made beyond the Elbe in Hamburg, Lue- present day, so long as they do not consider same time, hindering the redeemed world from

beck , Heide and other places , remained in their doing sinful, are not at all concerned coming to me , -cease calling yourselves my

Hamburg. In Hamburg the lady friends of about the offence they thereby give to others friends : you are my enemies ! Instead of be

the mission furnished 128 shirts ; from Heide who regard it sinful. They have no idea of ing a blessing, you are a curse to the world .

were sent 40 striped shirts for the “ black ” ; how gross a sin they commit, although what Woe be to you , forever and aye !

from Luebeck and Mecklenburg came fine they do , be no sin of itself. For thus St. Paul Now some will , perhaps, rejoin , Far from

dry goods, and all kinds of pictures and little writes to the Corinthians who, likewise , were giving an offence to the world and preventing

play-things for the heathen children . Our boastful their doing was not sinful, but some- her from embracing Christianity , by taking

school children sent some copy books, some thing they were at liberty to do . “ For if any part in their manner of dancing, we rather

pens and pencils and some slates . man see thee which hast knowledge sit at meat thereby show her that also true Christianity

It was such an activity as is calculated to in the idol's temple , shall not the conscience does not condemn such innocent pleasures ;

move one's inmost heart with gladness . Each of him which is weak be emboldened to eat and this tends towards reconciling them to

one of the immigrants should have a gun, those things which are offered to idols ; and Christianity rather than making them hostile

seeing that there are many wild animals in through thy knowledge shall the weak brother towards it . Such gainsayers, however, but

East Africa. This was no sooner known than perish , for whom Christ died ? But when ye prove that in this regard they are more blind

shot guns, rifles, pistols and dirks were sent sin so against the brethren , and wound their than the world . The world knows quite well

in in such numbers that we had enough to weak conscience ye sin against Christ. Where- her dancing does not agree with biblical Christ

supply another lot of emigrants." fore , if meat make my brother to offend , I ianity. If Christians appear in her ranks, in

Pastor Harms has now told us a good deal , will eat no flesh while the world standeth , lest stead of regarding them Christians , possessed

we will therefore not trouble him further . I make my brother to offend.” See there , of a better knowledge, she looks upon them

From the proper records we have learned even he who does something wholly indiffer- as miserable doubledealers. Instead ofhonor

that, on the appointed day, the anchor was ent, but, at the same time , does not concern ing them, she treats them with contempt.

hoisted and the Candace started on her voy- himself whether he thereby offend a Christian She, then , numbers them with her , with this

age. After many weeks , she reached that that is weak of knowledge may hereby cause distinction only , that she considers herself

point of Africa called Cape Colony. They a Christian , bought with so great a price, to honest and them hypocrites, of whom even

stopped a while in Capetown. Then they went " perish ,” i . e . , to be eternally lost ! How , she feels ashamed. What is most terrible of

to Port Natal. I wish you would take your then ? dare we trifle with this sin ? Whoever all , however , is the world infers thence that

geographies and follow me. Then they sailed would become guilty of so dreadful a sin ? there is no earnest Christianity after all , on

up past Zanzibar and stopped at Mombaz. Pay attention , moreover, to what Christ , the contrary, nothing but contemptible hypo

Butwhen the people found what the mission- our Lord, says of the sin of offence . Matth . crisy and a disgraceful restraint of priests .

aries intended to do, they would not let them 18 , 6. 7. He declares , “ Whosoever shall of- Woe , therefore , to that nominal Christian ,

go into the interior of the country. After fend one of these little ones which believe in me, appearing at church to -day and to -morrow in

trying for a long time to persuade the ruler, it were better for him that a millstone were a ball-room ; kneeling to-day at the altar and

the Candace was turned back to Port Natal. hanged about his neck and that he were drowned to -morrow embracing a child of this world ,

Here the missionaries were kindly received in the depth of the sea ; woe unto the world be- and merrily turning about therewith in circu

by other missionaries and by some Germans cause of offences! for it must needs be that of- lar figures ! For “ it must needs be that of

who had settled there . Finally it was deter- fences come ; but woe to that man by whom the fences come , but woe to that man by whom

mined to begin work for the present among offence cometh ! ” How terrible , accordingly, the offence cometh."

some neighboring natives . A large tract of the sin of offence must be ! In fact , it is as A Lutheran Christian must, however, re

land was purchased, a house and other build- though Christ had selected the most terrible frain from our modern dance, too , because of

ings erected with great exertions. The de- words to be found in the human language for his giving so great an offence thereby to those

voted missionaries set about to learn the the purpose of exhibiting to us the sin of of- of dissenting faith.

language of the natives and to seek to win fence in all its dreadfulness and of convinc- No orthodox Lutheran is ignorant of the

them . To this end they engaged some of ing us, since we are, by nature , spiritually fact that also amongst those of dissenting

them to labor for them . When the things blind , of its being really so dreadful. Who- faith there are true Christians. For where

had been taken off of the Candace she was ever may read or hear these words without God's Word still remains in its essential

loaded with goods for an European port and becoming frightened at the sin of offence from parts, there, too, you will find a true church ,

started back , leaving the eight missionaries his inmost heart, cannot but be possessed of i . e . , such people as accept, with all their

and the eight colonists back in the ‘African a heart harder than stone . O , do consider ! - hearts, the Divine Word which never returns

woods with nothing to cheer or to comfort If anyone dies impenitent of the sin of of- void , hence are true, believing children of

them save God and His precious promises. fence , let the funeral oration be ever so laud- God . Again , it is an indisputable fact the

Little Missionary. atory , let bim be buried , too, with ever so more zealous Christians the believers are

high honors, still it were better for him , ac- among the Sects, the more seriously, too ,

The Independent reminds parents that " there cording to Christ's saying, had he been sunk they entertain an aversion to all the worldly

is no more important work for the Christian into the lowest depth of the sea before com- pleasures. Consequently, when they notice

family and the Churchof God than thatof mitting this sin , like a horrid criminal or harm- that we Lutherans, so rigid otherwise in re
training the rising generation into the knowl

edge and belief of the Bible, and the accept
ful animal. . For by suffering this , he will spect to doctrine, are so lax in regard to the

ance of the salvation which it reveals. The lose bis temporal life only ; but by wilfully pursuit of worldly pleasure, they are highly

adult Christiansofthis generation will soon be giving offence to others, thereby causing them offended and filled with horror at our doc

gone , and those who are now children will to fall into God's wrath and damnation , he trine . They do not deem it necessary , then ,

have to fill their places, if they are filled at all . loses life eternal. Do, furthermore , consider to earnestly examine our doctrine , thinking a

The most effective way of propagating religion

is to educate the children for God.” There that Christ is here uttering a double woe ; doctrine productive of such a fruit could not

fore hold fast to the Christian school as the first, a woe full of pity at the poor world to be a divine doctrine. What are those Lu

most effectual means of propagating religion. whom offence is given everywhere ; and second , therans doing, therefore, who , boasting of
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their Christian liberty, dance according to proached by Thomas of Aquinas, then a young He then turned to an aged man , one wise by

the manner of the world and do not care man , who had been in the audience, and was Scripture and experience, who replied : “ It is

whether the children of God among the Sects asked by him , in which book he found all I sin ; for if this enemy had not chained us, the

are offended thereat ? Above all , as we have those grand things he had preached . Promis- other two, death and Satan , would have no

learnt, our modern dance cannot be con- ing to show him the book , he took Thomas power over us."1

sidered a part and parcel of Christian lib- along. Arriving at his cell , he pointed to a Home - Sick.

erty. But even if it were , a Lutheran Christ- crucifix which he used in his devotions,saying : i
When Emperor Rudolph II . felt his end ap

ian ought nevertheless forego the use of “ That is the book out of which I study my proach, he said to those standing at his bed

Christian liberty and rather die than offend sermons."
side : “ Dear friends, when I was in Spain, in

“ one of the little ones which believe in the . Bonaventura, in this respect, was a disciple

Saviour” by using his liberty inconsiderately, of Paul. Paul was an eloquent speaker. So my youth, and my father sent a messengerto
take me to my native country, I felt such hap

and thereby causing such a one to gain sus- the people of Lystra judged him . He did not
picion against, yea, aversion to, our pure use " enticing words of man's wisdom .” The piness at this news , that I could not close my

eyes all night. 0 , how much I now ought to

blessed doctrine, entrusted by God to our / secret is revealed 1 Cor. 2 , 2 .

rejoice, seeing that my heavenly Father is
dear Church . Woe to him who refuses to do

Unsinkable Debts . about to take me to my native land above, to
this ! Calling himself a member of our or

thodox Church, he is an enemy and destroyer
Justus Jonas, having given a beggar some the home his Son prepared for me.”

of the same. alms, said : “ Who knows when God will give
The strangers in the world desire to depart,

E.And now , in conclusion, I would entreat them back to me,” whereupon Luther replied : go home, and be with Christ.

and exhort all fathers and mothers, sons and “ As though he hadn't done it long ago.”

daughters reading this, For the love of God Do not call upon God to settle his account Wrong for John Chinaman , but not

who gave unto us the commandment of chas- with you , expecting to find Him your debtor. wrong for American Christians .

tity , for the love of the Son of God who re- You would be found wanting. You can never Matth . 23 .

deemed the whole sinful world and, therefore, sink the debt you owe Him .

In an Eastern paper we read the following :
wants no one to be offended, tempted and

" Is God Dead? ” A Chinaman applied for the position of cook
lost , and for the love of the Holy Spirit who

wills all men to come to the knowledge of the
In his sermon on Hebr. 13 , 8 a preacher re- in a family in one of our Western cities. The

truth : do abstain from indulging in a lust of lates the following : I have heard of a little lady of the house and most of the family were

this world which, by no means, is in agree- girl who , when her father died , saw her mother members of a fashionable church , and they

ment with this love , whatever your sinful flesh weeping immoderately. Day after day , and were determined to look well after the char

may advance in favor of it.
week after week , her mother refused to be acter of the servants . So, when John China

comforted ; and the little girl stepped up to man appeared at the door he was asked : “ Do
Renounce the world and Christ embrace,

No other way to saving grace !

hermother, and putting her little hand inside you drink whisky ?" " No, " said he ; “ I

her mother's hand, looked up in her face, and Clistian man." Do you play cards ?” “ No ;

said : “ Mamma, is God dead ? Is God dead , I Clistian man.” He was employed and gave

Mamma?” And her mother thought,Surely, great satisfaction . He did his work well , was

no.” The child seemed to say , “ Thy Maker honest , upright, correct and respectful. After

is thy husband ; the Lord of hosts is his name. some weeks the lady gave a “ progressive

Christmas - Carol.
So you may dry your tears , I have a father in eucher" party , and had wines at the table.

heaven , and you have a husband still.” John Chinaman was called upon to serve the

Bright angel hosts are heard on high
party , and did so with grace and acceptability.

All sweetly singing o'er the plains ;
The Deadly Serpent.

But next morning he waited on the lady and

While mountains echo in reply
One hot summer -day a lady, having some said he wished to quit work . “ Why, what is

The burden of their joyous strains.
urgent work to look after , placed her child , the matter," she inquired . John answered :

Say, Shepherds, why this jubilee ? an infant , on the grass in the yard , and went “ I Clistian man ; I tole you so before, no

What doth your rapturous mirth prolong ? into the house . After a while she heard her heathen . No workee for Melican heathen !”

Say, say, what may the tidings be baby joyously shouting, and returned to find E.

Which still inspire that heavenly song ?
the cause . Imagine her horror at seeing the

Come , come, to Bethlehem , come and see child at play with what she judged to be a
Subscriptions Paid .

The Child whose birth the angels sing ; rattlesnake. The child would grasp it by the Miss S. Troxell , Staunton , Va . , ( VI 13 to

Come, come , adore on bended knee
back , stroke it , let it drink from its milk -bowl, VII 12 ) 1.00

The infant Christ, the new - born King ! fondle it , and shout for pleasure. Sick at heart, Miss M. Toensing, Cleveland, O.,(VI)
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.50

1.00

See there within a manger laid
the mother rushed up , and succeeded in snatch- Mr. Sol. Weaver, Bremen , Ind. , (VI). 1.00

Jesus, the Lord of heaven and earth !
ing her child away unharmed .
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See saints and angels lend their aid
VII 12 )
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To celebrate the Saviour's Birth !

serpent. Deceived by its smooth exterior and Mr. M. Isenhower, Milford, Mo., (VI 13 tó
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splendid coloring they embrace and fondle it . Mr. A. F. Keicher, Milford, Mo. , (V 14 to
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It's fangs are filled with poison from hell .For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

Rev. D. A Goodman, Connelly Springs , N. C. ,

It's name is sin .

CHRISTMAS - BLOSSOMS.
( VI )

1.00

Rev. R. L. Goodman, Milford , Mo. , (VI 13 to
The Arch -Enemy. VII 12 )

Profit through Loss .
In a church in Germany, during the annual Mr. DJ,McElwain,Marshfield , Mo.,VI 13 to

VII 12
1.00

Henry V. , Emperor of Germany , was wont catechetical examination in which the adults Rev.Geo. J. Fischer, Millard , Dak . Ter . , (VI
to VII )

“ He is poor who longs for death ; but were questioned as well as the children , the Rev. Prof.E.Petersen , Decorah, Iowa, (V to

poorer he who fears death. ” That's so . Be- pastor asked which were the three worst en
Mr. W. R. Bird , Springdale, Ark . , ( IV 13 to

cause of our extreme poverty we desire to die, emies to mankind , and received the answer : VI 12 )

because we know that “ to die is gain .” In sin , death , and the devil. Turning to a child , Mr. J. H. Winter, Springdale, Ark . , (V 16 to
1.00VI 15 )

the Christian’s dictionary to die is a synonym he asked which of the three was the most to Mr. D.M.Linebarger, Springdale, Ark . , (VI 15|

of to acquire inestimable riches.
be feared . The answer was, “ Death ; to VII 12 )

heaven I should like to go , but not into the
Mrs. Etta Smiley, Hindsville, Ark . , ( VI 13 to

How to Acquire Eloquence.
VII 12 )

coffin and the grave.” The examiner put the Rev. Wm . Dallmann, Marshfield, Mo., (VI)

Bonaventura shall tell us . IIaving once same question to a man , and got the answer , Mr. Chr. Mikkelsen , Niangua , Mo., ( VI)
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Paul says ,

His office unto which He was sent , He first of purify the body and not the soul. We are

all wended His way to Bethabara beyond Jor- well aware that it is not the water which washes

dan to fulfill also this righteousness and to be us from sin , but the institution , word and

baptized by John. Jesus did not do as so promise of God . God is a sovereign Lord

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE many now do , who begin to preach without a who could appointwhatever means He desired ,

call and without any testimony except their by which to implant men into Christ and
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.

saying that the Spirit moves them to preach . through which to confer on men the merits of

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
So Jesus did not commence to preach the Christ. And it pleased Him to appoint bap

Gospel publicly , but He first went to Betha- tism as such a means ; for thus writes St.Paul:

1. Sunday after Epiphany. bara to receive the public testimony not only “ As many of you as have been baptized into

of John , but also of the Father and of the Holy Christ, have put on Christ.”
Matth. 3 , 13-17 . *

Ghost. But foregoing an extensive presenta- through baptism men are brought into Christ

Dearly BELOVED : — The extract of Script- special consideration :
tion of this point to -day, let us take into and by baptism Christ is put on .

The controversy concerning the form or
ure which has been read , is also set apart as

mode of administering baptism , is of lesser
THE BAPTISM OF CHRIST .

a text for Epiphany , and for various reasons
importance. We Lutherans believe and teach

it is of special interest , wherefore I thought it a I would speak
that it makes no material difference, whether

proper subject of consideration this day. Be
I. of the manner how Christ was baptized , a large or a small quantity of water is used ,

cause the baptism of Christ is a subject not and
whether the water is applied by pouring,

so frequently treated , many do not know why
II. of the reason why Ile was baptized . sprinkling or washing, or whether the water

Christ was baptized, or what His baptism
is applied to the person by immersion. Pro

means ; and yet it is important to know this , I.

vided only the words of the institution are
because it contributes much to a right under

Ever since the days of the reformation bap- preserved unaltered and water is applied , in
standing of the office of Christ and must, tism has been a subjectof controversy among whatever way or form it may be , it is a right

therefore , strengthen the Christian's faith and Protestants. The controversy turns both on baptism . This all those who hold to immer
comfort his heart.

the doctrine of baptism as to what it is and sion contradict and assert baptism must be

In order to redeem us Jesus Christ had to what it effects, and also on the mode or form administered by immersion , else it were no
do two things. In the first place He had to how it is to be performed. The controversy baptism . One of the Scripture passages to

do what we ought to have done , but did not
on the doctrine arose , when the Swiss error- which immersionists appeal, to establish their

do and can not do. He had to fulfill the law ists began to deny that baptism is a means of doctrine, is the baptism of Christ. Whether

for us as our substitute, before we could be
grace , and to represent baptism as a mere the text will carry them out , we shall pres

come righteous through Him . In the second sign or ceremony of reception into the visible ently see.

place He must make good what we had done
community of the church . We Lutherans, First the evangelist states the time when

wrong ; He must suffer the punishment for however , teach that baptism is a means of Jesus was baptized : “ When cometh Jesusfrom

our sins , before we could obtain the forgive
grace , a means in and through which God con- Galilee to Jordan unto John to be baptized of

ness of sin through Him. That He did the fers His grace and makes man His child. Now him .” What month , or day , or time of day

second, that He suffered the punishment for baptism is certainly also a sign of reception Jesuswas baptized , the Scriptures do not tell

our sins, is specially considered in the timeof into the church , yet that it is not only this , us . Neither is it necessary for us to know

Lent ; that He accomplished also the first, but indeed and in truth also a means of grace, this. That Jesus was baptized when He was

that He fulfilled all righteousness for us, or , as St. Paul expresses it , a “ washing of “ about thirty years of age,” Luke tells us in

this point our text establishes. To fulfill all
regeneration, ” is very evident from many pas- the 3d chapter of his Gospel. St. Matthew de

righteousness for us He commenced already
sages of Scripture. Let me adduce only one termines the time in a different manner, say

in His birth ; for , conceived by the HolyGhost, such passage. To those three thousand who'ing: " When cometh Jesus.” When was that ?

He was born “ holy, harmless, undefiled, sep- at Pentecost inquired of the apostles: “ Men ' Why, at the time spoken of in the 5th verse

arate from sinners . ” Thereafter, when He
and brethren , what shall we do ?” Peter said : ' of this chapter wherein we are told : • Then

was eight days old , He was circumcised ac
* Repent, and be baptized every one of you went out to him Jerusalem , and Judea, and

cording to the law , and when the days of in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission all the region round about Jordan , and were

Mary's purification were accomplished, He, of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the baptized of him in Jordan , confessing their

as a first-born son , waspresented in the temple Holy Ghost.” If baptism were only a cere sins . " The time when Jesus was baptized ,

according to the law . Whereupon He fulfilled mony of reception into the outward commu- 'was, when great multitudes of people went

the righteousness of the fourth command- nity of the church , if it did not really work out to John . Whilst it is indifferent what day
,

ment ; for He came with His parents to Naza- the forgiveness of sins and bring the Holy and month Christ's baptism took place, this

reth and was subject unto them . At Nazareth Ghost, then, certainly, those words could not is of importance that Jesus was baptized when

He lived and labored as a carpenter unto His be true , yea, they could have no meaning at great multitudes surrounded John; for in their
thirtieth year .

In the meantime John the all . The argument which is most commonly presence John pointed Him out as the One of

Baptist came into the regions about Jordan , brought against the true doctrine of baptism , whom he was sent to bear witness, and in all

commenced to preach repentance and by the is that people ask : How may you Lutherans likelihood all those present saw the Spirit de

command of God instituted the new ordinance believe that a handful of water will wash away scending upon Him and heard the voice com

of baptism . Now when the time was come sin ? If we believed that mere water cleanses ing from heaven ; for St. Luke writes : “ The

that Jesus should begin the public exercise of us of sin ,this would be folly indeed ; for water, Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like

* This text was substituted for special reasons . let the quantity be small or great , can only a dove upon him .”

>
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From this fact is also evident that Jesus he was baptized , went up straightway out of tized , because it would involve the acknowl

was not the first one whom John baptized. He the water.” The Greek word here translated edgment that he had sinned . But here the

had been baptizing and bearing witness of “ out of ” corresponds to our English “ from .” very Son ofGod Himself comes to be baptized

Jesus before ; for after the baptism of Jesus , Literally rendered the passage reads thus : as a sinner . What does it mean ?

John cried out : “ This is he of whom I said , “ And when he was baptized Jesus forthwith John beautifully explains it when he , point

After me cometh a man which is preferred be- went up from the water.” This Greek particle ing to Jesus, said : “ Behold the Lamb of God ,

fore me. And I knew him not : but he that commonly means away from , but sometimes which taketh away the sin of the world .” Al

sent me to baptize with water , the same said also out of, just as our English from . When though Jesus was not a sinner and for His

unto me , Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit I say : I come from the river , it may mean own person needed neither repentance nor

descending , and remaining on him , the same that I was at the river and came away from forgiveness, yea for His own person could not

is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost." it , and that is the common meaning ; but it be forgiven, because forgiveness can only take

So John had already been testifying of Him , may also mean that I was in the river and place where sin has been committed. Yet He

exhorting the people they should prepare the came out of it. It is an indefinite particle. had sins which needed to be forgiven , and He

way , they should make ready to receive the The text does, therefore , not even determine, had not a few sins only ; He had more sins,

Lord who had already come, who were already whether John and Jesus were only at the than I or you or we all together have . He

walking among the people , only he could not brink of the water , or had gone into the water . had my sins and your sins and the sins of the

point out His person then ; but while he, Much less does the text say , whether John Chinese and the sins of Adam and the sins of

John , were yet preaching and baptizing, the baptized Jesus by sprinkling or pouring water an hundred generations to come, if the earth

Lord would be made manifest by a certain on Him , or by immersing Him in the water . should so long remain ; for says John : “ Which

sign and testimony. Such preaching must Old pictures represent John and Jesus as taketh away the sin of the world .” He who

surely have caused the people to inquire with standing in the water , and John pouring water came to Jordan to be baptized of John , was

great eagerness : The Christ is come, but on the head of Jesus from vessel . I , for my not a sinner ; but He came bearing the sins

where is He ? who is He ? and when then part, regard that as the most likely ; but this which He had made His own, and He was

John pointed Him out and this glorious testi- is only an opinion of mine, it is not Scripture . baptized for the forgiveness of these sins .

mony was given to Jesus at His baptism , no In what way Jesus was baptized, we can not This is the meaning of Christ's baptism . He

one in Israel had reason to doubt; for it was know . Certain it is , this textdetermines noth- took upon Himself our sins and made them

clear as day, that this was He. ing as to the form , mode or manner of haptism , His own , and so completely, so fully did He

But, then, how does it occur that we here and the same is the case in other similar pas- make them His own that He repented of them ,

read : “ But John forbade him , saying, I have sages of Scripture. Therefore, so to insist on sorrowed over them and sought forgiveness

need to be baptized of thee, and comest thou to any certain form of baptism as to say , bap- for them in baptism . Therefore also we read

me? ” How could John say : " I knew him tism must be performed in such same way, here : “ And Jesus, when he was baptized , went

not,” when from our text it is manifest that else it were no baptism , has no foundation in up STRAIGHTWAY out of the water ." As soon

he did know Him ? The solution very simply Scripture. as He was baptized He forthwith turned to

runs thus that John knew the Lord in two 11 . ascend up the bank . Others, doubtless, John

different ways , namely, by the inner revela- After this necessary discourse on the exter- did not permit to depart straightray, but in

tion of the Spirit and by the sign of the dove nal circumstances of our text , let us yet in- structed and exhorted them , now to bring
descending from heaven . John was filled quire what all this means. So long as we forth the fruits of repentance ; but Jesus he

with the Holy Ghost before he was born , and see no more in this narrative than simply the neither instructed nor exhorted , because He

when Mary , the mother of Jesus, greeted Eli- historic fact that Jesus was also baptized in bare only strange sins. Jesus Christ was bap

sabeth , he then already knew the Lord and Jordan as so many others , so long will we re- tized for the forgiveness of our sins.

leaped for joy in his mother's womb. So like- gard this text as not concerning us and of For what else could He have been baptized ?

wise , when Jesus came to be baptized , John, very little benefit to us . In this manner To say , He had been baptized because He

by the Spirit within him , forthwith knew that thousands read this text. They understand needed baptism , would be making Him a sin

this was He; but to this inward , secret reve- well enough what the words say , but they see ner ; for only a sinner needs baptism . Or

lation of the Spirit he did not appeal before nothing therein , excepting , perhaps, that Je- should we say , He went to be baptized, be

the people . That would have been to no pur- sus had been baptized to set is a good ex- cause all Judea went out to be baptized of

pose ; for any one might have retorted : Thou ample which we should imitate. Now Christ by John, or simply and only to set us an example

sayest so ; but how are we to know that thou His baptism indeed also gave us an example. that we , too , should be baptized ? Why in

sayest true ? Before the people John appealed Whosoever will not be baptized can certainly that case His baptism would have been noth

only to the appointed sign from heaven , for not be a follower of Jesus Christ, because he ing but sham and deception ; for Johu bap

which there was a multitude of witnesses . will not do what Jesus did who came to be tized unto the forgiveness of sin , He would

Now John, at first, refused to baptize Jesus , baptized and instituted baptism as a means of not have used baptism right and it would only

saying : “ I have need to be baptized of thee , our salvation . But the baptism of Christ have been a piece of deception. Therefore

and comest thou to me? ” He meant to say : means something far greater than merely the the only possible meaning of Christ's baptism

I baptize unto repentance and unto the for- setting of a good example. This we must is that He was baptized for the forgiveness of

giveness of sins ; thou art the Son ofGod and quickly perceive if we but remember who it our sins . This is the glorious comfort which

needest neither repentance nor the forgiveness is that was baptized in Jordan, namely Jesus the baptism of Christ affords us . He was

of sins , and how , then , comest thou to my Christ,who was separate from sinners, who is baptized for the remission of those sins which
baptism ? But I , a sinfulman , must be bap- God over all , blessed forever. He came to He bare . Now He bare the sin of the world ;

tized of thee with the Holy Ghost if I am to John to be baptized ; surely, a wonderful so lle was baptized to obtain remission for the

be saved . But Jesus answered : " Suffer it to thing . world's sin , and he that believes that Jesus

be so now : for thus it becometh us to fulfill all John preached the baptism of repentance Christ, as his substitute, has obtained for him

righteousness." Jesus consented to what John for the remission of sins.” His baptism was the forgiveness of his sins, has it and will not

id , that Jesus for His own person was not in for penitent sinners who longed for grace and come into condemnation, but is passed from

need of baptism ; but now Hewas sent to ful- pardon. Now Jesus was not a sinner and He death unto life .

fill all righteousness and to redeem the world , needed neither repentance nor forgiveness. Do you doubtingly exclaim : What, Christ

and therefore He must fulfill also this com- Yet He came to be baptized as though He should have been baptized for the forgiveness

mand of God and must be baptized . Thus were a sinner and must seek the forgiveness of my sins ? in His baptism my sins should

convinced John baptized Him . of sin in baptism . A strange thing. Baptism have been forgiven ? Yes ; this is exactly

How Jesus was baptized , with what cer- is for sinners only . The angels need not be what I mean to say . Do you believe Christ
emonies , or in what way the text does not baptized , because they are no sinners, and an was your substitute ? If you do not believe

determine. It only says: “ And Jesus, when angel would spurn the very idea of being bap- that, then, of course, you are not a Christian
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at all ; but , I hope , you do believe that. Now we will pay ours . When a case of sickness science of the idol unto this hour eat it as a

if He was your substitute , bearing your sins , or death is reported to a lodge , the accounts thing offered unto an idol ; and their con

He must have been baptized in your stead to of that brother are closely scrutinized , and if science, being weak , is defiled.” In dealing

obtain remission of your sins, because this is an arrearage of but a small amount is de with such as have a weak conscience , one must

necessarily involved in His being your sub- ducted , this will cause the “ brother ” to lose not boast of his liberty, but consider their

stitute. There are no two ways about it ; if the benefit of all his former contributions and , weakness, and inform them so as to win them

He was your substitute He was also baptized of course , save expenses to the lodge. In- over to the truth . It will soon become ap

for the forgiveness of your sins . Do you yet ability to pay the dues is no excuse in the parent, whether, indeed , they are weak or

ask : Can I then rest assured thatHe also ob- charitable eye of the lodge . The Knights fanatics ; if they are weak they will accept in

tained for me the object of His baptism , the of Pythias , for instance , have the motto, formation , search the Scriptures and will not

forgiveness of my sins ? Thereof to make you “ Friendship , Charity, Benevolence," but in judge their brethren for using their Christian

certain is my aim . Most assuredly did Christ their “ Complete Manual and Text Book " liberty ; but if they are fanatics they will try

in His baptism obtain for you the forgiveness they say , p . 188 : “ There is scarcely a week to disprove the reasons , produced for their in

of your sins . Here is the proof: “ And lo , that passes but what we hear of some brother formation , tenaciously cling to their opinion,

the heavens were opened unto him , and he saw who has met with an accident, or been taken and think hard of their dissenting brethren .

the Spirit of God descending like a dove , and sick , and when his name is announced in the Now , in dealing with the weak , it is but

lighting upon him : and lo , a voice from heaven , lodge he is found to be in arrears with his charitable for a Christian to waive his liberty

saying , This is my beloved Son, in whom I am dues , perhaps only a few days. There are for a timeand to abstain from alcoholics,

well pleased .” The connection is this : In but few of our older members who cannot re- cording to St. Paul Rom . 14 , 15. 21 : “ But if

Jordan Christ was baptized , not because He late some particular case of hardship , the thy brother be grieved with thy meat, now

needed baptism ; for He had committed no result of carelessness on the part of a brother walkest thou not charitably . Destroy not him

sin and needed no forgiveness, but as the in not paying his dues.” A “ particular case with thy meat, for whom Christ died . It is

bearer of the sins of all sinners He was bap- of hardship ” is hence not entitled to the good neither to eat flesh , nor to drink wine ,

tized to obtain for sinners the forgiveness of charity of a lodge, unless all dues are paid . nor any thing whereby thy brother stumbleth ,

sin . Now if God the Father had not been How do such “ charitable ” principles which or is offended, or is made weak .” The Christ

well pleased with what Christ there did , if He prevail among the Knights of Pythias not ian's walk shall be in charity. This has ref

had been minded to refuse what Christ sought only, conform with the divine injunction , erence also to his eating and drinking .

to obtain in baptism , do you think that could “ Love thy neighbor as thyself ?” and again that time , when St. Paul wrote this epistle,

have transpired what we are here told ? Do ( Isa . 58 , 7 ) , “ Is it not to deal thy bread to there were such weak Christians who were of

you not think , the Father would have shown the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that fended , when they saw others eating meat that

His displeasure by rejecting Christ and cover- are cast out to thy house ? when thou seest had been offered to the idols. Some cared

ing Him with darkness ? But the heavens are the naked, that thou cover him ; and that thou nothing for the weak , whether they were of

opened over Him , the glory of God appears , hide not thyself from thine own flesh ? ” — nor fended or not. They pleaded their Christian

the Holy Ghost descends in the shape of a ask him whether he paid his dues.-A. M. liberty , and many a one may have been in

dove , the bird of love and peace , and the
duced by their conduct also to eat meat that

Father says : “ This is my beloved Son, in had been offered to the idols . But their con

whom I am well pleased .” And if He was well sciences were defiled , because they ate the

pleased with Christ He was well pleased with THESES ON THE PROPER ATTITUDE OF A CHRISTIAN
meat and were doubtful, whether it was right

what Christ had just done. Christ, bearing TOWARDS THE SO -CALLED TEMPERANCE
MOVEMENT for them to do so or not. Certainly, these

OF THE PRESENT DAY .

the sins of the world , goes to be baptized to sinned and also they that induced them to eat.

obtain forgiveness for these sins , and to this They , evidently , did not walk charitably. But
Published at the request of the Pastoral Conference of

the Father answers: In Him I am well pleased ,
Southern Illinois by Rev. W. LEWERENZ.

if the strong Christians should have ceased to

what He does is my delight and what He seeks eat meat, so as not to offend their weak breth

shall be so , the sins of sinners shall be for
VI. PAPER. ren , so shall the strong Christians now -a -days

given . Is not this evidence that Christ did cease to use alcoholic beverages, if their weak

obtain the forgiveness of your sins ? And cer THESIS brethren are thereby offended .

tainly He did not obtain it to keep it for Him- By this , however, is not excluded that a 9-13 the apostle even says , that they who

self, but as your substitute He obtained it for Christian under circumstances might be in use their liberty indiscreetly , sin against the

you . Hold that fast, and you have both the duty bound not to make use of this part of his brother and also against Christ. But before

forgiveness of sin and the good pleasure of the Christian liberty for the sake of the weak a Christian should become guilty of such a

Father, and nothing in heaven or on earth can (Rom . 14 , 2. 1 Cor. 8 , 7 . Rom . 14 , 15. 21. sin , he ought rather never drink any alcohol

condemn you ; yea , the gates of hell shall not 1 Cor. 8 , 9—13 ) ; still he must not yield , to ics ; it is better to do without these than to be
prevail against your salvation ; for the Script- please anyone, the use of fermented wine in offensive to weak Christians.

ure saith : “ He that believeth on him ," the celebrating the Lord's Supper ( Luke 22, 18 , But if anyone should now draw the con

well beloved Son, “ is not condemned .” Amen . and other passages ). clusion, that then we must yield to the use of

Christians cannot be compelled to totalab- unfermented wine at the Lord's Supper, if

stinence, but by circumstances they may be anybody should be offended at the use of fer

obliged to abstain for a time , namely , for the mented wine , he would be greatly mistaken .

sake of the weak ( and sometimes also of the According to what we read under Thesis II ,

bad and wicked ) . Towards fanatics we have it cannot be proved that Christ used unfer

Charity as Practised by Lodges. no other duty than to guard our liberty and to mented wine at the Last Supper, which must

rebuke their blind fanaticism , but there may be proved before a conscience may be made

The various secret societies take pleasure in be also such people as have an erring con- ofusing fermented wine in the Lord's Supper.

posing as benevolent institutions , who allay science in this matter, who are willing to learn The whole church has always used fermented

the suffering of the sick, support the widow the truth , but who cannot, as yet , attain to it , wine and its admissibility has never been ques

and orphan. This is the bait with which an and who, therefore , are offended , when they tioned until of late . The burden of proving

increase of membership is to be secured ; is see Christians using alcoholic beverages . In their unfermented wine theory rests with the

the holy mash intended to deceive those benev- regard to these St. Paul writes Rom . 14 , 2 : fanatics. If, therefore , anyone would urge us

olent at heart. These are hard words , but- " One believeth that he may eat all things ; to use unfermented wine , we could not yield ;

sad to say — they are true. All charity and another, who is weak , eateth herbs,” and for we shall let no one compel us to do some

benevolence lodges boast of may be com- 1 Cor. 8, 7 : “ Howbeit, there is not in everything as necessary before God , that has not

pressed into the words : Pay your dues and man that knowledge : for some with con- been prescribed in the Scriptures.

IV. 1 Cor. 8 ,

Polemical.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
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and its health - giving leaves. It has more than XV . MAN'S SHELTER AND SECURITY .

Eden had ; it is paradise restored ,--paradise This fifteenth part of our Psalm , verses

and Jerusalem in one ; Jerusalem in paradise, 121–128, teaches that all men's shelter and

Rev. C. A. FRANK , Editor . and paradise in Jerusalem .
security are vain and of no account without

666. It is a well guarded city . Not only the Word of God. For no one maymake him

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st has it gates and walls and towers which no self secure against his own flesh and blood,
All communications and money should be

sent to:Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey str., Zanesville, enemy can scale or force , but at the gates are against sin , against the devil , against the
Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance . twelve angels, keeping perpetual watch .

craftiness and deceit of this world and againstMoney sent otherwise than by money - order or draft is at the

" 7. It is a well governed city. Its king is any misfortune, save those who have the Word

the Son of God ; the King of kings , Immanuel, of God.

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo., as Second the Saviour eternal, whose sceptre is right

XVI . MAN'S LONGING AND DESIRE .
eousness and salvation . No misrule is there ,

ST. LOUIS, MO. , January 7, 1888 .
no disorder, no lawlessness . This sixteenth part of our Psalm, verses

" 8. It is a well peopled city . It has 129-136 , teaches that all men's longing and

gathered within its walls all generations of desire is vain and of no account without the
Our Heritage and Home, the Great City,

the redeemed. Its population is as the Word of God. For man's longing and desire

the Holy Jerusalem .
sands or the stars — the multitude that no is great both of bodily and temporal welfare ;

man can number— the millions of the risen but it availeth nothing at all . But who hath

When we read the report of our Illinois
and glorified. the Word of God may well crave not temporal

District Synod , which contains a treatise on
" 9. It is a holy city . Its origin is heavenly, blessings but spiritual and eternal blessings

life eternal and a description of the heavenly and it is as perfect as its builder. Nothing which he will also receive of God for Christ's

Jerusalem from Rev. 21 , we thought, would that defileth shall enter - no spot,orspeck , or sake , and he will derive therefrom eternal

to God ! we could place this report into the shadow of evil. All is perfection there,divine gladness and joy .
hands of all our countrymen . It is such a

perfection .
XVII . MAN'S ZEAL .

great blessing to get all the light Scripture
“ 10. It is a glorious city. The glory that

affords of that undefiled and imperishable in- fills it and encircles it is the glory of God. 137–144 , teaches that the zeal of all men isThis seventeenth part of our Psalm , verses

heritance. It just fills the enlightened soul All precious stones are there ; no marble or
vain and of no account without the Word of

with rapture to cast a glance into that blessed
granite, such as we boast of now . All about

home of homeswhich God hath prepared for is gold and pearls and gems.
God. For true zeal first requires true faith

Everything

It mightily strengthens our faith and in and a good conscience, which are wrought
resplendent is there.

only by the Word of God . And for this

creases our holy zeal to place in view before
“ 11. It is a blessed city . It is truly the

us the home of God's elect, built for those reason we may , if we have the pure knowl
joyous city . It is the throne and seat of the

that washed their garments in the blood of Blessed One, and all in it is like Him . edge of God and the written Word of God
Its

the Lamb and overcame the tribulations and
name is Jerusalem , the City of Peace ; its deed zealously reprove all who will not give

support us and we abide therein, we may in

temptations of this present life by their con
king's name is Solomon, the Prince of Peace.

fidence in the testimonies of the Lord. We There is no enemy there , no danger, no sick
ear to God's Word , and we may in good con

recently read a description of our heavenly ness, no curse , no death , no weeping, no pain, body and life in such zeal.
science oppose all their designs and stake

home by a divine of the Scotch Church , Rev.

H. Bonar, D. D. , who at the same time is dwell in it shall hunger no more , neither

no sorrow , no change forever. They that

XVIII . MAN'S PRAYER .

known as a poet and author of church songs thirst any more ' ( Rev. 7 , 16. 17 ) ; for the This eighteenth part of our Psalm , verses

both in England and America . Here is his
ransomed of the Lord shall return , and come 145—152 , teaches that man's prayer is vain

exposition of the majestic theme :
to it with songs; and sorrow and sighing shall and of no account without the Word of God .

“ 1. It is a great city. " That great city ,' flee away . Isa . 35, 10. Blessed city ! city of For true prayer invokes the true God , Father,

said John, gazing on it . Its circuit is vast
peace , and love , and song ! fit accompani- Son and Holy Ghost , and does this sincerely

beyond Babylon or Nineveh, Paris or London . ment of the new heavens ; fit metropolis of and reverently and asks for spiritual and

That mighty city , ' says John, speaking of the new earth, wherein dwelleth righteous bodily necessaries in true faith and with a

Babylon the great ( Rev. 18 , 10 ), but this is ness ! How much should its hope fill us with strong Amen ; it petitions to be heard for!

mightier far . There has been no city like it . joy and make us forgetful of the little suffer- Christ's sake, and would only receive what

It is the city, the one city , the great metrop- ings of this life ! How eagerly should we look furthers God's glory and is beneficial towards

olis of the mighty universe , the mighty city for it ! How worthy of it should we live ! ” our temporal and eternal welfare .

of the mighty God .

" 2. It is a well built city. Its ' builder and

maker is God . ' Its foundations are eternal ; Twenty Great Human Items which are, Protestant Mitres, Robes and Medals

its walls are jasper ; its gates , pearls ; its however, Vain and of no Account
for the Pope.

streets paved with gold . It is " compactly without the Word of God .

built together,' lying four-square, and per The Emperor of Germany holds , as King of

fect in all its parts, without a break , or flaw , XIV . MAN'S HEALTH . Prussia , the position of supreme bishop of

or weakness , or deformity.
This fourteenth part of our Psalm , verses the United Church of Prussia . The Queen

" 3. It is a well lighted city . Something 113—120, teaches that all men's health is vain of England , Victoria , bears the same relation

brighter than sun or moon is given to fill its and of no account without the Word of God . towards the Established (Episcopal) Church

heaven . The glory of God lightens it. The For though one enjoy good health but not of England. These, then , are the highest dig

Lamb is its “ light,' or ' lamp ,' so that it needs also the Word of God , he must remain in nitaries of protestantchurches across theocean .

no candle , no sunlight. There is no night continual danger, if the devil and death rob In what their protestantism over against the

there . him of health and life and cast him into hell. Pope and his erors consists , is hard to tell

" 64. It is a well watered city . A pure river | But if one possesses the Word of God , though if the following items hold true : “ The Papal

of water of life flows through its streets , pro- | he faint in body and soul, though he suffer so envoy at the Jubilee has received from Queen

ceeding from the throne of God and the Lamb. greatly from external and internal temptations, Victoria one of the gold medals intended solely

What must its waters be! What must be the afflictions and agony as to make him think he for royalties. No other envoy got one. - Em

rivers of pleasure there ? Who in it can ever must perish and die and it were impossible peror William has presented the Pope with a

thirst ? Its inhabitants shall thirst no more. for him to live longer : yet God may preserve mitre worth $5000 . The Empress Augusta

“ 5. It is a well provisioned city. The tree him by a single word and give him vigor and sent him a costly papal robe. And otherGer

of life is there , with its twelve manner of fruits strength for a long life .
man princes followed with similar suitable
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church News.

Once upon

gifts. And all this because of the Pope's cel
American Church Music. The papal committee on rites has informed

ebration of his priestly jubilee .” Fondling their master, that there are 54 Englishmen

the wily serpent in their bosom ! The serpent
Rev. Mr. Aitkin , an evangelistof the Church meriting to be beatized and canonized as

that would destroy their lives , their families, of England, who visited this country last year, adorable saints in heaven.

their thrones, their religion , if it could ; if its has this to say about the music he heard in lived in the troublous times of HenryVIII.
I certain American churches :

deadly power had not been broke by God's England supplies India with idols , and the

" A female contralto voice murmuring in- pope will supply England .
mercy in the work and victory of Martin

Luther .
articulate utterances, sustained by an organ

accompaniment, scarcely more audible than

would have been the tones of a musical snuff
The statement is made by the London

Standard that “ a recent action of the French
box , heard at equal distance, made me aware

that something was happening as I rose from Republic in Annam and Tonquin has given so

my knees ; I knew not whatthen , and I know much offence, not only to the Chinese govern

not what now .
Drunken Priests . Soon the organ put on a cres

ment but to the people of China , that the

cendo, and a soprano voice broke in with number of Roman Catholics in China has fallen

within a twelvemonth from two millions to four

The St. Louis Republican of June20 , printed equally inarticulate utterances , which pres

a letter from Bishop Hogan of the Catholic ently culminated in a blood -curdling shriek , hundred thousand souls." We hope they have

diocese of St. Joseph , Mo. , which was brought
a bass and a tenor by this time assisting in

become Lutherans.

out in court , and was never intended for pub- the performance , which lasted about five min

“ You have often heard the expression , “ Thelication . But it reveals a sad state of affairs. utes , and concluded without conveying any

single idea to my mind, except that I had been naked truth ,' and perhaps you do not know
The bishop appointed a German priest over listening to very indifferent opera singers, how it originated,” said Rev. Sam Jones in a

an English congregation. This gave so great
which afterward found to be the fact. ”

recent sermon . " I will tell you .

offence to some parties that the letter in ques As caustic as true . a time Truth and Error went in bathing to
tion was written in self-defense . His defence

gether. Error came out first , and put on

is that the priests of his diocese were such a Truth's clothes and ran away. And Error

drunken lot that he was compelled to supply The province of Honan, China, hasa popu- has been trying to wear Truth's clothing ever

the parish as he did . He then gives a list bylation of 15,000,000 and thus far but one mis
since . When Truth came out of the water,

name of twenty-two priests that were received sionary has entered the field . Room for mis

the only clothing it could find to put on wasinto the diocese from 1869 to 1876 whom he sionaries sent by Synodical Conference .
what belonged to Error. . Before I will wear

was compelled to dismiss on account of im
‘morality, especially drunkenness. Some of The Evangelicals of Hungary, both Luthe- such garments as those ,' said Truth , " I will

,
naked all my life . 'go Truth has kept its

them are described as “ constantly drunk ;'
ran and Reformed , have united in the project

word , and goes through the world naked, with
one is “ now going round from city to city a of revising their translation of the Bible . The

out frill or bang or bustle or anything else ."
drunken wreck .” So disgraceful was the state British Bible society has consented to bear

of affairs that he was compelled at last to the expenses of the revision . Revision is a

" turn over a new leaf. ” thing that has a beginning but no end . “ The stream of immigration to our shores

has swelled to immense proportions last year.

“ The constant shameful public and sacri

ligious drunkenness of the last three men
In the town of Schorndorf, Wuertemberg, In April nearly 12,000 immigrants sailed from

tioned priests who were by my side at the there lives a retired African missionary, Chris- the one port of Queenstown, and nearly 5000

cathedral determined me to wipe them and taller by name,who has distinguished himself arrived at Castle Garden in one day. A large

their kind out of my jurisdiction. Herbert, by translating a number of religious works proportion of these new settlers for the West

into the Tschidi dialect of the West Coast of and Northwest come from Sweden and Ger
after repeated drunkenness, went into a spree

for a week in my house ; was in the house, has bestowed its gold medal upon him .
Africa. The French Academy of Sciences many. It is estimated that 1000 a week come

from Sweden alone, and thousands of Finns

broke out at night , got into a house of dis

reputable women in his drunkenness and was
are arriving . The majority of Germans, Scan

thrown out into the street , picked up drunk,
John Taylor , Brigham Young's succes- dinavians and Finns are said to be farmers.

recognized and taken into a house and made
sor in the headship of the Mormon Church , A thousand a week reach Minneapolis. The

sober , and put into a carriage and taken to died on the 26th of July. He was born in Lutheran communion will be taxed to furnishi

my house. That evening Galvin and Kiley Church in England , and emigrated to Canada largely of that faith . ”
England in 1808. He joined the Methodist church homes for these immigrants who are

were told by me to
And she will furnish,for the proper

prepare

celebration of the feast of the patronage of in 1832. In 1836 he was baptized into the them !

St. Joseph for Easter Sunday. On Saturday had the revelation ” naming Taylor as amongMormon Church, and in 1838 Joseph Smith

night they stayed up all night, drinking , ca
“ Russian congregations are noted for their

rousing and shouting. Kiley felldown, black- the twelve apostles. He did much missionary attentiveness. They often crowd around the

ened and almost broke his face in falling. Of for the Church for many years in Great lectern and look over the priest's book while
Britain . He was also editor of various church the lessons are being read . The lessons are

course , the two sacrilegious priests said mass

the next day , and Kiley went into the pulpit
papers . He was president of the " twelve now read in modern Russian, instead of an

and preached, with his blackened and bruised apostles” when Brigham Young died , in 1877 , cient Slavonic , as formerly. Says a corre

face , to the people of the cathedral.
and as such remained at the head of the spondent:

This

Evenwas on the feast of the patron of the diocese Church till 1880 , when he organized the first “ All are equal in a Russian church.

and of the universal church. It was time for presidency anew , taking the chief place him- the Emperor would have no right to stand be1

self , which he held till death .
me to begin a reformation. "

After the pas- fore any other of the congregation if he were

sage of the Edmunds law of 1882 , he pre- not a deacon--an office held by laymen in
The bishop began to purge his diocese , and

tended to give up his wives , but constantly Russia . I have seen the Grand Duke Con

of course met with resistance from the drunken
preached that no Mormon could do this , and stantine , brother the late Emperor, come

priests and their friends . But what a revela
nobody believed he had done it. He was in- into a church a minute or two after the service

tion of the secrets of a diocese this is !

dicted early in 1885 . He last appeared in had begun. A few near the door who recog

We heard a remark of Dr. Walther at a public on February 1 , 1885 , and since then nized him made room for him , but he stood

synodical meeting, that the Roman priests he has been hiding from the officers of the among the crowd in the middle the rest of the

must celebrate mass so early in the morning law . He will not be able to hide from the time, in close proximity to two Syrian Christ

because that were the only time when the great officers that carry men to the tribunal of eter- ians with their fezzes slipped into their

majority of the Roman priests are sober . nal Justice. girdles. "

He says :

a

>
1
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Hjearth and Home.

>

1

a

a

But an event happened one day that gave discovered the secret of enamelling. Thus

him a new purpose in life . While wandering God blessed his labors and patience.

about a neighboring town he chanced to spy In the latter days of his life Palissy suf

in a shop window a very beautiful decorated fered for his religion. He had always been
Palissy , the Potter and Protestant

сир . The fine polish and brilliant colors of a very firm Protestant, or, as the French
Martyr .

the cup at once attracted his artistic eye ; and Protestants then were called , a “ Huguenot.”

In the quaint old French village of Saintes though he was poor, he managed to scrape When he was an old man the Huguenotswere
together enough money to buy it .

bitterly persecuted .there lived , more than three hundred years

This cup , which had been made in Italy , Palissy escaped death for his faith's sake,

ago, a very strange , eccentric man .
absorbed his attention. He studied its every but when he was seventy years old he was

So mysterious were his ways that his

line and feature, and kept wondering and put into the Bastile because he would not

neighbors , who were simple, ignorant people, wondering how it received and could keep desert Protestantism and become a Catholic .
avoided and feared him . Ashe passed through such a beautiful, smooth, glossy polish. No The king , Henry III , visited the aged mar

the winding village street he was dressed so

such cup could ever have been made in tyr in his prison cell. He told Palissy thatshabbily that he looked like a beggar. People

France .

he was very sorry , but said to him , “ My goodwho saw him for the first time half expected

Palissy abandoned a great deal to achieve man , if you cannot become a Catholic , I shall
him to stop , put on a pleading face , and

this object which he now set before himself. be compelled to leave you here in the Bastile.”
humbly ask for “ one little sou. ”

No more surveying or glass painting for him . Sire,” was the old potter's brave reply ,Yet threadbare as he was , his air was not He would discover for himself, with the help “ I was willing to give up my life, but I am

at all that of a beggar. He hurried along of God, the art of enamelling.

surprised to hear the great king of Francewith a brisk step . His large brown eyes glis

So in the rear of his cottage he built with say , “ I am compelled .' This is a condition ,tened brightly , and there was almost always his own hands the big , rude furnace, bought sire , to which I can never be reduced , because

an eager smile upon his lips . He did not seem

the chemicals which he thought necessary for I am prepared for death , because your wholeto be in the least conscious of his tatters ; his work, collected a supply of the right kind people have not the power to compel a simple

and if he nodded to his neighbors, and they of clay, and resolutely set about his task . potter to bend his knee before images which

turned their backs on him in reply , he went for a long timehe failed in every attempt to he has made.”

on smiling just as before.

produce a bright enamel, such as he found

Palissy died at last, when he was almostThis peculiar man dwelt in an old cottage on the Italian vase . Meanwhile he grew eighty years old , in the prison in which he

a little out of the more thickly settled part

poorer and poorer. His wife and children , had cheerfully dwelt, on account of his faith ,of the village. He had a pale , thin , sad look- poor things! scarcely got enough food to keep for nearly ten years.

ing wife, and three or four children , who body and soul together.

Harper's Young People.
looked as if they were far from being well

One morning when Palissy's hope was highfed. What was stranger still was , that he that he would soon be able to perfect the

never liked to have any one enter his tumble enamel , a workman whom he had hired for The Fluid Wealth which God gave

down cottage . It was clear to the village folk

a pittance to help him , declared that he would

Pennsylvania.

that he had some dark secret which he was

not stay another day unless the money thatvery anxious to keep from all the world , and was due him was paid. Palissy gave him his

that he was afraid that if any one entered his last suit of clothes ; but the man was not sat- oil in the nine counties of Pennsylvania that
The last twenty -five years ' history of coal

door it would be discovered.

isfied , and soon went away. Left thus alone , constitute the oil region reads like a chapterThose were very ignorant , superstitious Palissy worked with more desperate energy from the story of Aladdin . Strange as it may

times , and when there was a mystery about than ever . But now the wood which he used appear, the oil wells of this limited district

anyone, it was always attributed to some

for the fuel of his furnace gave out, and he have been worth more than the great Comwickedness or some unholy art. As this man had no money to buy any more. All his labor stock lode of precious metal in Nevada. The

passed a group of villagers, they would look seemed about to become in vain ; for if the record shows that 53,000 wells in all have been

at him frowningly, and would fall to whisper- fire of the furnace went down , the enamel bored at a cost of $ 200,000,000, and these

ing to one another.

could not be made.

have yielded 310,000,000 barrels of crude oil,
But day after day the man went to and fro ,

Palissy was struck by a sudden idea.and heeded not his neighbors’ frowns and rushed into his little garden , tore down the fact about the Pennsylvania oil business is
He worth at the wells $ 500,000,000. The drollestsneers, or their shrinking from him as he trellises which supported his few fruit trees that the oil is used for illuminating purposes

passed by .

and grape-vines , and hurled them on the in all parts of the world but the oil districtHis name was Bernard Palissy, and his

fading fire. Yet , alas ! the composition he itself — and here they use natural gas, because
whole soul was wrapped up in a great object. had made and put into the furnace would not it is cheaper.

If
you

had entered the poor little cottage, melt. The fire once more waned. Palissy

you would have indeed discovered just such then seized the chairs and tables , broke them

a furnace as the villager decribed ; and scat- up , and cast them upon the flames. He tore Test of a good husband in New England.

tered about the room you would have seen the door from its hinges, the window frames

a number of pots , pieces of clay , and various from their sockets , and piled them on the

bottles and crucibles. It was true, too, that fire. Then seeing that the enamel did not yet successful lighting of fires, so much does the
So essential are kindlings to the quick and

the furnace was always roaring with a big melt, he pulled up the very boards which comfort of one's winter depend upon the

fire, which was kept constantly at red heat.

formed the floor of the room , and added these generous and never-failing supply of them ,But Palissy was not a sorcerer , and was not to the roaring conflagration. As now he looked that their absence or presence is almost a test

concocting any magic draught , or trying to into the blazing fire he of a sudden gave a of the quality of housekeeping, an indication

turn the baser metals into gold . He was en- wild shout of joy : “ Come hither, good wife ; of the plane and standard which will be found

gaged in a work of invention .

come hither, my children ! ”
in
many other matters . There is even tradition

Palissy, though of humble birth , had picked They hurried in , not knowing what to make of a New England funeral at which a sorrowing

up here and there a good deal of knowledge of the frantic cry . As they entered the room relative wasoverheard to say of the departed,

of chemistry and the qualities of minerals and where the furnace was , they saw Palissy , his bringing in the statement at the end of a long

He had , too , a very ardent love of all face flushed with the heat and his eye glis- list of virtues, spiritual and secular : “ And

beautiful objects. He had begun life as a tening with triumph , standing by the furnace . he was a masterhand as a provider . I don't

surveyor, and had then learned to paint on He held up the vase which he had just taken b’leeve his wife's ever known what it was to

glass . But though his work was good , he did from it. It glittered with its dazzling polish be out of kindlin's onc't sense they've been

not succeed well .

a

and its beautiful colors , at last he had indeed to housekeepin ’.”

ores .
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Heb . 6 ,

Selections from Church Mistory..
2 . Of the doctrine of immersions, to rite and ceremony which has heretofore

and of the laying on of hands , and of the been observed in our infant baptism , and here

resurrection of the dead , and of eternal judg- too the just quoted passage is applicable.

ment. And furthermore, how were it possible that

The Third Revision of the New Testa- Mark 7 , 4. And coming from the market , good order could prevail in a congregation, if4

ment by and for Baptists. except they immerse themselves, they do not eat. the members heeded not the above injunc

And there are many other things which they tion ; if each member insisted upon having

And now comes forth under the auspices of received to hold, immersion of cups, and pots , things in the church as he desired ? Such would

the “ American Baptist Publication Society ," and brazen vessels , and couches. 8. Ye hold be doing the very opposite to the Word : “ Let

a “ Third Revision " of the New Testament. the tradition of men , immersions of pots and all things be done decently and in order.”

This is not the place to discuss the general cups. And even more . A Lutheran who maliciously

merits or demerits of this particular revision . This revision does not give “ The exact objects to this and other good and salutary

It owes its origin mainly to a single idea . That meaning of the inspired text in correspond customs on the ground that he as a Christian

idea is that where the words “ baptism ” or ing words and phrases so far as they can be were a free creature and hence at liberty to

“ baptize” occur, they ought to be translated found in the English language,” but it coins obey or disobey such ordinances of man , uses

" immersion ” and “ immerse .” The idea is , anew the exact meaning of Baptist ignorance bis liberty * for a cloak of maliciousness ; "

that all words in the sacred Scriptures must and fanaticism . Who on earth understood but that liberty which sows the seed of dis

be translated to express the exact meaning of the washing of cups, and pots, and brazen conduct and causes disorder in a congrega

the original , and if this is not done , the trans- vessels , and couches to mean their immersion , tion , is a liberty of the devil.

lation is defective, and should give place to a or that those who came from the market im- But let us proceed. That the custom of

true one . That this is the case , will at once mersed themselves before they would eat ? having sponsors is a wise, good and salutary

be seen from the following note which pre- Not a man of them , probably , did such a custom , one which we should always endeavor

cedes the preface : thing, nor was it in most cases possible , and to uphold , encouourage and defend , will become

* The exact meaning of the inspired text, neither before that timenor since , even among apparent if we now consider the duties of

as that text expressed it to those who under- those who most strictly follow “ the tradition sponsors. The duty and office of sponsors is

stood the original Scriptures at the time they of the elders," has this usage existed among of vast importance. In the first place, spon

were first written, must be given in corre- the Jews in Judea or any other part of the sors shall pray for the child to whom they

sponding words and phrases, so far as they world , of “ immersing themselves” before stand as God -parents, imploringGod that He

can he found in the English language, with they eat.
grant it forgiveness of sins , and admit it into

the least possible obscurity or indefiniteness .” The other expressions of “ immersing in the the kingdom of grace and salvation. And this

Now , it is assumed , on the authority of Holy Spirit and in fire,” " immersing unto is a point not to be overlooked . For if we

certain scholars , that the words “ baptism ” Moses in the cloud and in the sea ,” through consider that God has commanded us to pray

and “ baptize ” always mean two things, which “ Israel passed dry shod,” need no ex- for one another, and promised to hear our sup

namely , " immersion " and “ immerse .” planation to show their fallacy. To what plications and intercessions, if offered up in

Hence, in the “ Third Revision ” these words, lengths will not men go to support an error . the right spirit, of what unspeakable benefit

wherever they occur , are always so rendered . Adapted . must not such prayers be to the welfare of

Here are a few passages in illustration of this : those, in whose behalf they are offered up ?

John 1 , 25. Why then dost thou immerse, For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. Secondly , sponsors are to renounce the devil

if thou art not the Christ ? etc. 26. John

Sponsors.
in the childs stead and to testify to its faith

answered, I immerse in water. 28. These in the triune God , Father, Son and Holy

things took place in Bethabara beyond Jor Ghost. They shall furthermore bear witness

dan , where John was immersing. 33. But he to the child that it has been baptized. And

who sent me to immerse in water , the same The custom ofhaving sponsors for children lastly , they shall , if the child should loose its

said to me, Upon whom thou shalt see the in baptism has ever been prevalent in the parents by death , carefully instruct it in God's

Spirit descending and abiding on him , the same German Evang. Lutheran Church up to the Word , diligently and faithfully teach it the

is he who immerses in the Holy Spirit. present day ; and although this rite is not an Ten Commandments, that it may learn to

Matth . 3 , 11. Iindeed immerseyou in water institution divine, but an ordinance of man , a know the will of God and its own sinfulness ;

unto repentance ; but he that comes after me churchly arrangement, yet it would show lack also the Christian Faith , as set forth in the

is mightier than I , whose sandals I am not of Christian consideration for the vast majority Creed, etc., etc. Such are the chief duties

worthy to bear ; he will immerse you in the of Lutheran Christians and a malicious spirit,
which sponsors take upon themselves before

Holy Ghost and fire . if one , calling himself a Lutheran , should hard states the duties of sponsors, when he
God and the assembled congregation. —Ger

1 Cor. 9 , 2 . And were all immersed unto argue: because sponsorship is not of divine writes as follows : “ First, that they bring the

Moses in the cloud and in the sea . authority , but a human invention , therefore he child to Christ through prayer and entreat Him

Acts 1 , 5 . For John indeed immersed in were perfectly right if henceforth he did not that Hemay look upon it with theeye of

water , but ye shall be immersed in the Iloly submit to this arrangement but insisted that mercy , and receive it into the gracious cov
enantof baptism . Matth . 19 , 13 ; Mark 10 , 13 ;

Spirit , not many days hence . this rite be abolished . Such conduct and con- Luke 18 , 15 : They brought young children

Eph. 4 , 5 . One Lord, one faith , one im- clusion would be , to say the least, very foolish . to Jesus , that He might touch them .'

mersion . Imagine a person refusing to wear shoes, Secondly, that they testify and repeat in

1 Cor. 15 , 29 . Elsewhat shall they do who pants, etc., insisting that the wearing of these Christ's stead that baptized children believe

are immersed for the dead ? If the dead rise should be abolished , because God bad not and are heirs of the kingdom of heaven .
Mark 10 , 14 : · Suffer the little children to

not at all , why are they then immersed for expressly commanded such apparel, it being come unto me and forbid them not , for of

them ? merely a custom among civilized nations ! such is the kingdom of heaven.'— Thirdly ,

Acts 8 , 16 . But they had only been im- Such a one would be considered a crank . that they may at all times give testimony to

mersed in the name of the Lord Jesus. All human ordinances tending to promote the the child that itwas baptized , in order that a

Acts 2 , 38 .

so much the better

And Peter said unto them : growth and welfare of the church , family or
baptized Christian can

quench the fiery darts of the devil. Deut.

Repent, and be each of you immersed , upon society , whether political or churchly, espe- 19, 15 : At the mouth of two or three wit

the name of Jesus Christ, etc. cially the latter, if not in opposition to Iloly nesses shall the matter be established .' -

Acts 16, 15. Lydia was immersed, and her Writ , are so pleasing unto the Lord, that He Fourthly , that they after the death of the

household . has enjoined it upon us as a duty to submit parents of the child may receive the child and

Acts 17 , 33. The jailer , the same hour to the same, saying : “ Submit yourselves to bring it up in the fear ofGod , as they agree
to do publicly before God and the church .

of the night , was immersed , himself and all every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake.' Eph. 6 , 4. "

his , immediately. ( 1 Pet. 2. ) This also holds good with respect ( To be concluded .)

BY REV . R. EIRICH .

6
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Miscellaneous.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

BY REV. H. RAUH.

1

not say

Be the Same on all Sides.
particular, and they are contained on a little

sheet or list, which is sent to each member.

It is unfortunately the habit of many people,Of the exact number of the indulgences we

are unable to inform the reader, as those sheets and it is a habit that was formed in youth, to
THE PERPETUAL ROSARY. have never come to our notice. Besides these finish only that part of their work that is in

many indulgences,which we infer are but par- sight. The part that is not seen is left with

tial , a plenary indulgence , that is the remis- rough edges , or long stitches, or, if possible,

IV . Pretended Advantages of the Association. sion, in whole, “ of the temporal punishment work is only done that is seen . Years, cent

uries ago , in Greece, there lived a sculptor
due to sin ,” is granted each member once a

whose work teaches us a lesson .

The age in which we live is a practical one. month , provided he go to confession and com

A sculptor was employed to erect a statue

It is an age in which people before doing or munion and prays according to the intentions

undertaking anything will always first ask : of the pope, the meaning of which is , to pray , inone of the Grecian temples, and on being

Will I profit thereby ? Will it be advanta- that God may grant to the pope the realiza- asked why he carved the back part, which

geous to me ? Thus if a person's attention is tion of his intentions and desires. But thank

was to be set into the wall, with as much pains
called to a new society of any kind , which God, such prayers are not heard ; for if they as the front , he replied, “ The gods see it. '

has recently sprung into existence , and if he were , we would have no Lutheran Church in

is urged to join , he will not fail to ask : What America to -day.

JOSEPH RABONOWITZ, the Christian Jew inbenefit will I derive by joining ? Now in an

Southern Russia, whose success in winningarticle printed in The Catholic American ,

How He Learned to Give.
Hebrews to Christ has been great, informs

Cardinal Gibbons, of Baltimore , speaks very

The Faithful Witness that “ the number of
highly and commendingly of a Roman Cath

The late William Dodge, of New York , was those who hear and believe is very large. Our
olic society called The Perpetual Rosary one of the most liberal benefactors of the little church, called Bethlehem , is altogether

Having called the reader's attention to the present generation, and his Christian benev- too small for the numbers which attend and

organization , pretended timeliness and aims olence amounted to hundreds of thousands of are thirsting for the Word of truth .” He

of that society and to the duties of its mem- dollars . The Rev. T. Edwards tells how he speaks of preaching two hours daily during

bers, he naturally expects the question : What learned to give in his youth in the following : Passover, when “ great multitudes of our

about the advantages of the association ? How

“ Henry Obookiah had come from the Sand- brethren of the children of Israel came to
many and ofwhat nature are they ? In an- wich Islands to this country , and was placed hear the sermon.” Rom . 11 .

swer thereto he mentions three advantages ; at Cornwall in school there to be educated for

whether there are some more or not , he does the ministry , that he might go back as a min- Early in the course of the missions in Tur

ister of the Gospel to his native land—a plan key a controversy arose between Dr. Schauffler
The first advantage consists in a great many which was frustrated by his death in 1818 , and the Russian ambassador, in which the

indulgences. On this subject the cardinal though the interest his career had awakened latter said that his “ master,' the

emperor,

writes :

led to the establishment of theSandwich Island " would never consent to the establishment of" 1. Indulgences . - All the indulgences of mission .

Protestantism in the Turkish empire ,” to which

the Confraternity of the Rosary contained

“ Young Dodge, then quite a lad , was at the defiant reply was made that “ the kingdom
upon the little sheet or list sentto each mem- the same school in Cornwall, and having been of Christ, my Master , will never ask the em

ber ; besides a plenary indulgence once a prayerfully trained by a faithful Christian peror of all the Russias where it may set its

month, on the day upon which a member mother was deeply interested in the story of foot.”

makes his hour of guard , provided he go to Obookiah and his plans for doing good , and

confession and communion and prays accord- anxious to do something to aid them . Having,

Let us ascend to Him in love , and speed
ing to the intentions of the Pope . ” '

like most schoolboys of those days , but limited keeping pace in love , even by our very sinsThere are not a few Lutherans who, some- means,

and passions. If every one of us would strivearcely knew how to carry out his to get above them , and accustom himself towhat kindly disposed towards Romanism , are wishes and intentions, but finally proposed to tread on them , he might make of even them a

wont to think that the Roman Catholic Church one or two of his associates that they should steppingstone tomount to higher things . Such

has discarded indulgences. The above par- take their little pocket money and buy pota- things lift us up if they are underneath us;

agraph will convince them of their mistake. toes and plant them , and in the fall sell the Wemake ourfailings a ladder , if we tread
If anything , indulgences are granted even crop , and give the proceeds for the benefit of

them down.-St. Augustine.more freely to -day than they were several Obookiah or the mission .

centuries ago .
For the benefit of such as do " They did this . And ,' said Mr. Dodge,

Subscriptions Paid.not know what the Roman Catholic concep- as in later years he told the story , ‘ from that Mr. G. W.Guy , Buckeye Cottage, 0. , (VI &

tion of an indulgence is , we shall quote from day it seemed as if everything I touched pros- Mr. A. Stern , Zanesville , O., (VI)

VII )
2.00

the latest catechism of that church in the pered .' Beginning at this early day, he all Mr. W.C. Seehausen, Staunton , 11., ( V & VI) 2.00

United States . The twenty-first lesson therein his lifetime recognized his stewardship to God, Teacher Geo. Ritzmann, Detroit, Mich., (VI) 1.00

is on Indulgences.

and endeavored to be faithful to it .
Rev. T. A. Torgerson , Bristol, Iowa, (VI to

And all VII 12)

Question : What is an indulgence ?

his lifetime he was singularly prospered ; and Teacher L.M.Gotsch, Cleveland, O., (VI)
Answer : An indulgence is the remission in though his benefactions were numerous and Mr. F. H. Boerman , Danbury, O. , (VI 15 to

Rev. H. Miessler, Columbus, Nebr . , (VI)whole or in part of the temporal most liberal, the bestowments of providence Mr. H. Oehler,Iron Mountain, Mo. , (V 16 to

VII 14
punishment due to sin .

were larger still , and his life gave evidence

1.00

This is the same doctrine which was taught that he was one of the number to whom at the Mr. F. W.Ruhs,Grand Junction, Mich . , ( III

by John Tetzel in Germany A. D. 1516 , and last great day it shall be said , “ Well done , Rev.Wm. Matthes, Perryville, Mo., (VI)

to VI 14 )
which hastened on the glorious Reformation . thou good and faithful servant ; thou hast been Rev. H.A. Preuss, Keyser, Wis., (VI)

This doctrine is so antichristian and unscript- faithful over a few things, I will make thee Mr. Chas.Pape, Mohawk,Ind., ( V 15 to VI 14) 1.00

Mr. A. Richman , Sugar Creek , Ind ., ( V )ural in character , as not to find even the ruler over many things ; enter thou into the Mr. L. Horlebein, Baltimore ,Md., (VI)

shadow of a foundation in Scripture. Yet, joy of thy Lord.' ” -- Ex.

he scard

1.00

1.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

VI 15)

Rev. C. L. Banghart, Surry , Maine, (VI 16 to

VII 15)

though
abominable in the sight of God , it is

Mr. Dav. Doner, Elida, O., ( III to VI)

4.00

most dear and precious to the pope , as the There is a jewel which no Indian mine can buy,

Mr. S. E. Brenneman , Elida, O. , (VI 15 to
preaching of it is instrumental in swelling his No chemic art can

counterfeit ;

VII 14 )
coffers in various ways.

It makes men rich in greatest poverty,

Mr.J. W. Doner, Wetsel, ( . , (VI 15 to VII 14 ) 1.00Makes water wine, turns wooden cups to gold,
Rev. Theo . Kohn, Belvidere, Ii . , ( V & VI)

Such indulgences are granted by the Holy ( ? ) The homely whistle to sweet music's strain ;

Rev. C. A. F. Doehler, Ahnapee, Wis . , (V)Father ( ? ) to the Rosary Confraternity in gen Seldom it comes, to few from heaven sent,
Mr. Simon C. Coiner, Waynesborough, Va. ,That much in little -- all in naught Content . 1 Tim .

(V & VI)

eral and to each member of that association in

Unknown Author, 16th Century .
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1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
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Hur !pistle Postil.

a

for he that is not in connection with Christ, is faith of the heart, by which man is justified

none of His . and saved ; and the objective faith laid down

This comparison certainly makes it very in the Scriptures , which is the doctrine of faith ,

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. clear that we can not become or be Christians and in this sense Paul seems to have used it

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE by ourown exertions and doings . The sight here . Hence the sense of the words may be
A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE doesnot maketheeye,but the eye makes the rendered thus: If we explain the Scriptures ,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
sight ; good works do not make the Christian, let us expound them in agreement with the

By Rev. F. Kuegele . he must first be a Christian , then he can do doctrine of faith laid down in the Scriptures .

good works . What, therefore, do those do He that explains the Scriptures is not to ex

who teach men to seek religion , that is mem- plain them after his own thoughts , but in
II . Sunday after Epiphany.

bership in the body of Christ , by their own agreement with the Scriptures themselves .

Rom . 12 , 6-16 . doings ? who tell people to do this and to re- The foundation on which to build is the Word

sort to that in order to become Christians ? To of the apostles and prophets ; and whoever

BELOVED IN CHRIST : –Our present text fol- speak in the figure of St. Paul , they teach builds on this foundation , must build on it the

lows immediately after that of the preceding what 'sees well, will become an eye ; what “ gold, silver , precious stones ” of Divine

Sunday, for which reason it begins so abruptly, works vigorously , will make a hand . Into truth , and not the " wood, hay , stubble” of

seemingly without context. It enumerates a such nonsense those must fall who depart from his own thoughts. Now , in the foundation of

long list of virtues, but does not give the reason the Word of God . Concerning our becoming the apostles and prophets, Christ is the corner

whywe should practice these virtues . To learn members of Christ , branches of the living vine, stone ; therefore, whatsoever doctrine directs

that we must go back to the 4th and 5th verses we must not look to ourselves and our doings , to Christ alone as our only hope and consola

of this chapter , reading : “ As we have many but to Christ alone ; for we can not come to tion , is in agreement with the analogy or rule

members in one body, and all members have Him , He must come to us and make us His of faith laid down in the Scriptures ; and

not the same office : so we, being many, are members, as He said to the disciples: “ Ye whatsoever doctrine leads to man's own works

one body in Christ, and every one members have not chosen me , but I have chosen you, and doings , or to human wisdom or opinion,

one of another.” Here two questions must be and ordained you , that ye should go and bring is against faith . O that all teachers of Script

answered : What is it that makes a person a forth fruit.” The practice of the virtues ure would heed this exhortation ! It is an

Christian ? and why does a Christian perform enumerated in our text, is not to make us evil under the sun that so many preachers do

good works ? By what do we become, or Christians, we are and must be Christians be- not study the Scriptures, nor seek with all

rather, by what are we members of Christ ? fore , already connected with Christ as our diligence for the sense of the Spirit, but aim

By our good works , as Romanists say ? or by Saviour by the bond of faith . to preach what is popular and will take well

our exertion to capture the Spirit, as Revi- Why, then , must we Christians walk in with the people ; that so many preachers

valists would have it ? or by the practice of these works ? Why even because we are mem- during the week occupy themselves with mat

virtues, as Rationalists claim ? What makes bers of Christ. The members must serve the ters foreign to their calling, and then , on Sun

the eye a member of the body ? Did it be- whole body and one another each in its place , day, preach whatever happens to strike their

come a member by its acts of seeing and the eye by seeing, the hand by grasping, the mind , and hence themselves neither know nor

moving ? Certainly not ; but the eye became foot by walking . Because we are members care , whether what they preach is God's truth ,

a member of the body by being formed in and of Christ, possessing in Him all salvation and their damnation will surely be just. To let

with the body , and it is a member of the body having by Him spiritual life and activity, we one's own reason meddle with the Scriptures

by its connection therewith . The eye is a very must also serve Christ and His members, and and to put one's own construction upon them ,

prominentmember of the body , doing it great we should be zealous unto good work , for is the fruitful mother of all sectarianism ; for

service ; but it did not become a member hy thereunto we are called . Hence permit me if all would abide in theWord as it stands and

any service rendered the body ; it was a mem- to -day to present : would let the Scriptures explain themselves,

ber from birth , before it had done the body there would be no sects . Every Christian ,
ST . PAUL'S ADMONITION UNTO DILIGENCE

any service. The eye can not boast it merited should , therefore, well remember the words of
IN MANIFOLD VIRTUES .

or contributed the very least thing towards John , writing in his 1st epistle : “ Beloved ,

becoming a member of the body , it must be a In the eleven first chapters of his epistle to believe not every spirit, but try the spirits

member first before it could do the body any the Romans St. Paul treated of doctrine and whether they are ofGod : because many false

service whatever. So , likewise , the Christian faith . In this and in the following chapter he prophets are gone out into the world .” Neither

became a Christian not by any doings of his exhorts the Romans to show the excellency of does this exhortation refer to preachers only.

own , he became a Christian by the new birth their faith by their life and walk . Letmerepeat Whenever we speak on religious topics, we

out of water and the Spirit , by being im- the exhortations contained in our text . First should see that what we say be not uncertain

planted into Christ. The eye became a mem- Paul addresses himself to those having an office opinions, without foundation in the Word of

her and is a member of the body not by any in the church : “ Having then gifts differing ac- truth . With whomsoever we converse on the

service which it does or ever did the body, but cording to the grace that is given to us, whether counsels of God , we should always show the

only and aloneby its connection with the body ; prophery, let us prophesy acrording to the pro- true way and not be blind leaders of the blind .

the Christian became a Christian, not by his portion of faith .” The word, to prophesy,com- Not our opinions and beliefs, but what the

good works or his conduct and behavior ; for monly means to foretell future events ; but it Scriptures say , we should teach others.

before he was a Christian his conduct and be- is also used in Scripture in the sense of ex- " Or ministry , let us wait on our ministering ;

havior were all un -Christian ; he became a plaining the Scriptures, which latter meaning or he that teacheth , on teaching ; or he that ex

Christian by Christ being born in him , and he obtains in this passage. Likewise the word horteth , on exhortation .” Those holding an

is a Christian by his connection with Christ ; faith is used in two meanings: the subjective office in the church, be they ministers , teach

>
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ers , elders , deacons , should be diligent to per- We are to rule our families and servants, and things we should think , them we should prac

form the duties of their severaloffices. Officers we are to do it with diligence. Rulers of the tice, to them we should cleave .

neglecting their duties soon become offensive house are not to suffer the members of their " Be kindly affectioned one to another with

to others and do harm to the church ; but household to do as they please, nor should brotherly love ; in honour preferring one an

officers faithfully performing their duties in a they permit their goods to be squandered, other.” Over and above the common love

Christian spirit , are adornments to the church that is not christianlike ; they should apply towards all , also the enemies, Christians are .

and promote its welfare . diligence that their subordinates do what is to be kindly affectioned towards one another.

The following duties concern all equally. right and their property be taken care of, and Of what nature this love is to be , the word

“ He that giveth , let him do it with simplicity .” this also for the purpose that they be enabled brotherly indicates. Heartily and sincerely

A Christian is a person who loves Christ more to practice the virtue next mentioned : we should love also a wicked neighbor, yet

than money and all other earthly possessions. “ He that showeth mercy, with cheerfulness.” we can not love him as a brother , because he

Therefore he is always willing and ready to Christ is merciful towards us , and as mem- is no brother ; but those of the household of

give for Christ's sake . In certain things, in - bers of His body we must be ready to show faith we are to love as brothers and sisters ,

deed , the Christian is what the world calls mercy towards others. By the word merry because they are such by the birth out ofwater

stingy. He is very stingy in giving anything Paul means all manner of favors and acts of and the Spirit. Being born of God, all be

for evil or useless purposes; but when Christ benevolence. If we can help our neighbor by lievers are brothers and sisters, and hence,

and the needs of His church are concerned , giving him good advice or alleviating his pov- there is nothing more offensive than hate and

then the Christian always has an open hand. erty , we should not be like that unjust judge enmity among Christians, because it presents

And nowadays there is certainly no lack of whose unwillingness to belp a certain widow the sorry spectacle of members of the same

occasion for Christians to show they love Christ had to be overcome by her incessant cries and body warring against one another.

more than their money , because they are now tears. We should be glad if occasion is offered and hate, but kindly affections should exist

continually called upon to give towards the us to show mercy unto others , remembering between brothers and sisters in the faith , and

support of church , school , indigent students, the words of Solomon : " Withhold not good this kindly affection is much promoted by

missions and various charities. Now when from them to whom it is due, when it is in the preferring one another in honor. None ofmy

the Christian does give, - and every one alive power of thy hand to do it . Say not unto thy brethren in the faith should I despise, not

to his duty will give as the Lord has prospered neighbor, Go, and come again , and to -morrow even the lowliest, but should consider him

him-, he is to give " with simplicity .” Who I will give; when thou hast it by thee.” It is more worthy of honor than myself. Why

gives with simplicity ? Why he who gives a matter of course that one member of the should I honor him ? Even because he is a

simply, freely, cheerfully, heartily , without body ministers to the others , and it should be temple and dwelling of God . Now if God do

seeking reward or expecting some benefit in a matter of course with us to show mercy unto not think him too mean to dwell in him , where

return . Many give thereby to earn the favor others cheerfully , heartily. For will I remain , if I despise him ? If you are a

of God ; they seek God's grace as a reward , " Let love be without dissimulation . ”' ('an Christian, you will honor your fellow Christ

and they shall not find it . Some give, because love dissimulate ? Nay, love can not dissim- ian , because he is a member of the same body,

to refuse would bring on disgrace ; they give ulate , love is always upright, without hypoc- a tabernacle of the Ilighest.

not for the Lord's sake , but for the sake of risy , but people may practice dissimulation , " Not slothful in business , ferrent in spirit;

their vain glory. Some give to forward their pretending love. If the face be friendly and serving the Lord .” Whoever is slothful in

own interests , and with them it is a business the tongue profess love , but the heart knowetli his temporal business, will not gain much ,

transaction. It is now customary to raise the nothing thereof, it is dissimulation . If prom- poverty will be the end ; and whoever is sloth
necessaryfunds for church and benevolent ob- ises are made, but the deed promised does ful in spiritual things, will not progress far in

jects by fairs , suppers, lawn parties and the not follow , it is dissimulation . If you pre- godliness. What a Christian undertakes, he

like . People say , many give in that way who tend to be seeking the gain of your neighbor, should begin vigorously and continue stead

otherwise would not give. That is true ; but when you are seeking gain from him , it is dis- fastly . Now the Christian must ever follow

how do such give ? They evidently go to such simulation ; and if you have such love as is that which is good and therein he should not

places for the pleasure enjoyed there . They willing to do good only to your friends, it is a be slothful, but press on toward the mark . If

give for their own enjoyment and yet flatter false love. True Christian love is become a anyone must be altogether driven unto doing

themselves they are giving toward a good ob- rare plant; therefore, arise , ye who are mem- good , there is something wrong in his heart;

ject. So they give not with simplicity, but bers of His body, who from pure love laid for if it stands well with the Christian , he will

with duplicity. He gives with simplicity who down His life for you ; do what He has com- of his own accord do whatever he finds where

simply gives , expecting and wanting nothing manded you : “ Love ye your enemies, and withal to serve the Lord . You do not like

in return . In this giving with simplicity," do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again : slothful laborers , neither does the Lord like

we should use all diligence. When we con- and your reward shall be great, and ye shall slothfulChristians ; of the lukewarm He rather

sider that Christ gives us His righteousness, be the children of the Highest : for he is kind says He will spew them out of His mouth . The

yea all the glory of heaven simply, freely , we unto the unthankful and to the evil.” Lord loves fervency in the spirit, alacrity,

should surely be ashamed of being miserly in " Abhor that which is evil; cleave to that zeal, ardor unto good works. This is the na

giving for Ilis sake . But if one can not give which is good.” This is an attribute of true ture of the spirit dwelling in us ; by lying idle

in such simplicity as required , should he then Christian love, it abhors evil and cleaves unto it grows weak , by labor and activity it be

not rather refrain from giving ? Nay ; but he good. Evil we should abhor in ourselves and comes strong . If the Christian is slothful

should then practice giving themore diligently, others, in friend and foe. Above all we should unto good works, the spiritual life in him will

in order by and by to learn to give in the right abhor the evil clinging to ourselves and should grow weaker and weaker, until it dies out as

spirit. That is old Adam's nature to strive strive to eradicate lust and sin from the heart . a burnt down candle ; but if he is active in

against every good work ; but the more be sets The children of the world always seek excuse doing good, he will ever find more delight and

himself against them , the more we should prac- for the sins which they practice. Avarice pleasure in that which is good , and he will

tice them to put him down and break his op- they call economy, deceitfulness they laud as ever find more to do . Not slothful, but fer

position . And if we do not find it an easy smartness . This is not abhorring evil, it is / vent , surely a thing of great importance. God

matter to give in the right way, we should fostering and cultivating it . Sins and evil las called us out of darkness into His light

make it a point to teach our children the art habits to which we have been addicted , we that we should live under Him and serve Him

of giving from youth up , so that with them it must not extenuate, but exterminate, that is with praise and thanksgiving , walking in good

may become a habit . In so doing we in part abhorring them ; and when we see others do works, and should we serve the Lord sloth

practice the duty next named : evil, we should not laugh, but frown at it , fully ? For that very purpose God does not

" He that ruleth , with diligence ." Though whether it be liked or disliked . On the other immediately after their conversion take His

we are not rulers in the common sense of the hand , whatsoever things are true, honest, Christians to heaven , but yet for a time leaves

word , yet many of us are fathers and mothers. I just, pure, lovely and of good report, on these ' them on earth that they should show forth

in

>
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His praise in this world , and we , seeing our- | making sin , where God has made none . They this world and manifests the spirit of this

selves daily surrounded by opportunities of tyrannize conscience . Besides this there is a world.

doing good , should be tardy in taking hold great deal of hypocrisy created by them , for When St. Paul exhorts Timothy : " Be ( not )

and going to work ? Whenever you commence frequently we hear ofmen , stumping for pro partaker of other men's sins,” (chap. 5 , 22 )

to become slothful unto good works you com- , hibition , who themselves are lovers of strong he does not only address Timothy, but every

mence to forget your calling and are in im- | drink or secretly indulge in opium - eating and Christian . To induce others to sin , or to pro

minent danger of falling. Let us shake off in sins of fornication . But there is a hypoc- imote sin , or to afford anyone an opportunity

the slumber and servethe Lord with gladness. risy still worse than this, namely, that people to sin , or to be witness to sin and to indorse

“ Rejoicing in hope ; patient in tribulation ; are misled to believe themselves good Christ- it, or not rebuking it , is to partake of other

continuing instant in prayer.” Three lessons ians simply because they are total abstainers men's sins. But one must not only not pro

which we so often hear and yet continually without having experienced true repentance mote the abuse of intoxicants but check and

need reminding of . We should rejoice over for their sins and without having come to a suppress it . The above quoted passage may

the hope set before us , and, looking to that living faith in Christ. This whole movement well be applied to the petitioning for saloons,

hope, we should be patient under the crosses of total abstinence tends, in its general aspect, speaking of saloons as they are all over the

of this life which will be at an end when that to make selfrighteous people. With the ma- land . There may be exceptions, but as a

will appear which we hope for , and we should jority of prohibitionists he is a model Christian rule they are places where drunkenness is dis

be instant in praying for steadfast hope and who does not " drink,” does not use tobacco seminated and morals are debauched . He

patience in afflictions, doing which we should in any form , who can make endless prayers that petitions for such saloons, makes himself

not leave the following undone: and talk much on prohibition. partaker of other men's sins, for he affords

“ Distributing to the necessity of the saints , But as sinful as such a temperance -move- people an opportunity to sin .

given to hospitality .” These are not dead ment is in itself , the abuse of alcohlic bever- But a Christian must even go further in his

saints ; for to them we can not distribute , ages is just as sinful if not more so . A drunk- action concerning the abuse of strong drink .

but brothers and sisters in the faith who are ard ruins himself, body and soul, for time and Matth . 18 , 15 Christ says : “ Moreover if thy

stricken with poverty . Paul calls them saints , eternity . One that is given to strong drink brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell

because through faith in Christ they are holy will in the long run become a miserable wretch, him his fault between thee and him alone.”

before God . It is an offensive thing to see a unfit for anything, a burden to himself and Christ speaks of sin , that is either committed

church which does not make provision for its the community. If he has a family he neglects against thee or before thee , or before thine

poor, and it is a lovely sight to see Christians it ; instead of providing food and raiment for eyes , since offence is given thee thereby. If

hospitable among themselves, and not only it , he spends his money in drinks , and lets it we now see Christians using alcoholics im

among themselves, but also towards stran- starve . And by their bad example the drunk- moderately, it is our duty to go and reprove

gers ; for Christ says : “ I was a stranger and ards seduce many others to share their de- their sin .

ye took me in . ” struction , and thereby also they destroy the But how is it , if we have to deal with un

Our text concludes : “ Be of the same mind souls. The abuse of alcoholic beverages leads christian people ? To these Christ's words do
one toward another. Mind not high things, to indescribable ruin . not apply. And still it will not be out of

but condescend to men of low estate .” Be all This abuse a Christian is to check as much place, occasionally to remind them of their

of this mind that you strive not for great as he possibly can . God Himself makes it sin , to warn and rebuke them , for a Christian

things, but diligently perform the duties of his duty . “ Abstain from all appearance of bas to perform also the duties of a citizen,

your calling and bestow small favors and evil.” 1 Thess. 5 , 22 . This admonition a whereof one is to stop excessive drinking in

kindnesses which to do you are daily given Christian has to consider for his private life . every lawful way.

occasion. Be all of this mind that you are He shall not only be no public drunkard , but Furthermore a Christian has the duty to be

grateful unto the Lord who called you out of also no secret tippler ; he shall not only be a helpful to the authorities in giving and en

darkness unto His light, not according to your nohabitual frequenter of saloons, but abstain forcing good laws to suppress drunkenness,

works , but according to His mercy, and show also from all appearance , as if he were one ; and , if possible, to prevent it . In our country

your gratitude unto Him by being zealous he shall not only not be greedy of liquors, but the people are the supreme authority them

unto good works . Amen . shun also the appearance as if he were a lover selves ; it is the people that exercise their

thereof. Everything that might make it ap- sovereign rights through their duly elected

pear, as if he were given to strong drink , officers. Consequently also a Christian has

everything that might arouse suspicion against an opportunity to exercise his rights. He can

him , as if he were a tippler, a Christian is to do so by helping to put up good candidates

guard against. If but the appearance of for election, by helping to elect good and con
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

tippling is resting on a Christian , his charac- scientious officers, etc., without mixing religion

THESES ON THE PROPER ATTITUDE OF A CHRISTIAN ter is suspected ,people will think him a hypo- and politics. This is demanded in Jerem .

TOWARDS THE SO-CALLED TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT crite and drunkards will readily excuse them- 29, 7 : “ Seek the peace of the city whither

OF THE PRESENT DAY .
| selves by his supposed example. I have caused you to be carried away captives,

Rom . 12 , 2 we read : “ Be not conformed and pray unto the Lord for it : for in the peace

Published at the request of the Pastoral Conference or to this world . ” These words may well be thereof shall ye have peace.” A Christian is

Southern Illinois by Rev. W. LEWERENZ.

heeded by every Christian not only in general , to seek the peace and prosperity of the city

but also in particular in reference to the use and country , where he lives. He shall also

VII, PAPER .
of alcoholic beverages. Worldlings and un- pray for all that are in authority" ( 1 Tim.

believers may be found making saloons and 2 , 1–3 ) , that God may bless them . But his

drinking -houses their resorts and homes. Here actions are to correspond with his prayers ,

Since , however, the abuse of alcoholic bever they waste their time and spend their money , which they do then , when he is helpful also

ages is, at least , just as sinful as the so-called trying to amuse themselves in gambling, drink- to prevent drunkenness, and when he , under

temperance-movement of the present day, there- ing, and gossiping. The saloons are the re- circumstances, denounces the violaters of the

fore a Christian has the duty to use all his in- sorts of all kinds of bad characters and es law , that they may receive their punishment.

fluence against such abuse ( 1 Thess. 5 , 22. pecially of scoffers. The conversation carried

Rom. 22 , 2 . 1 Tim . 5 , 22 ) , and to be helpful Ion in the common saloon is most shameful, i NINE young Norwegian missionaries who

to the government in giving and enforcing good very often turning against Christianity and have been studying at the mission school at

laws pertaining thereto (Matth. 18 , 15. 22 , 21. ridiculing what is most sacred to all Christians. Stavanger for six years , and also have med

Jerem . 29 , 7. 1 Tim. 2 , 1-3 ) .
When therefore a Christian is a frequenter of ical training , are about to leave for fields in

The prohibitionists commit sin by forbidding saloons , when he sits down to drink and play Africa and Madagascar. Little Norway sends

something , which God has not forbidden, and like the worldlings , he conformes himself to out many missionaries .

Polemical .

THESIS V.
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works . This " safe side in religion ” may Jews and their persecutors. In the fifteenth

commend itself to common sense , but it con- century thousands of the best Jews were

taineth no mourishment or support for faith . driven from Spain in consequence of the dic

Rev. C. A. FRANK , Editor . Faith is persuaded , there is a life eternal pre- tates of the pope, who is now styled 'peace

pared for all who die in the Lord ; faith is maker' by a Jew . Who was it who had num

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th 21st persuaded neither things present nor to come bers of our ancestors burned at the stake ?

All communications and money should be

sent to:LUTHERAN Witness, 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, will separate it from this life ; faith knows Who slaughtered our youths when in their

Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance from the oracles of God and the testimony of prime, tore the suckling infant asunder from

Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the the Spirit accompanying these oracles , it will its mother's breast, and murdered the hoary
risk ofthe sender .

attain to the goal of bliss . This faith is con- ! haired sire ? It was the good pope. Who

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo., as Second viction , certainty ; it is not a choice between was it that imprisoned the Jews in Rome, and
a ,

things more certain or less certain, of greater heaped indignities upon them ? The peace

or less hazard . It is the assurance of things loving pope . And who was it , I ask , whoST. LOUIS, MO . , January 21 , 1888 .

hoped for. The believer is certain , the only had the Jews driven annually to the Catholic

way and the divine way to escape the certain churches and forced to the confessionals ?

The Argument of Greater Safety.
destruction of hell , is to be led by the hand Were they not compelled also by the same

of the Holy Ghost in the gospel to the certain power to bring gifts to their powerful perse

The following lines from an eastern paper glory of eternal life . The believer is abso- cutor ? As I have said , I do not wish to stir

present the so -called argument of greater lutely certain from the Word of God , there is up opposition to another religion or to criticise

safety to its best advantage. Let us read
no other side to this question . When you another minister , but when a Jewish rabbi

them :

hear people say , Well , I want to be on the makes such statements, and they are pub

" Whether the Bible is of divine authority , safe side anyhow . If I believe a hell and a lished and sent out to the world , I can no

and hence binding upon the faith and con- heaven and there is neither , it will not hurt longer remain silent. I was at first at a loss

science of men , is a question of fact, to be me in the end to have been deceived ; but if to account for this fulsome praise of the pope,

answered affirmatively or negatively in the there is a hell and a heaven , and I believed , but I afterwards learned that it begat a letter

light of the evidence . All must admit the I shall be on the safe side . If you hear people of thanks from the Cardinal. Great tolerance

possibility of its divine authority. Every speak or write in this strain , just remember, is ascribed to the pope. When my cook super

candid person will also concede that there is their faith has not the right ring , it is not the salts my dish, burns or chars my meat, if I

at least some presumption in favor of the di genuine faith . It is right enough that you let it pass , I might be called a tolerant man :

vine authority of the Bible . What, then , is desire to be on the safe side. But you must but the popes not only salted and resalted

the rule of prudence and sound discretion in also be certain you are on the safe side, and the Jews , but they burned them , flesh, skin

the light of this presumption ? Our answer to that all other sides mean certain destruction and hair . In the present age the pope can

this question is that such a presumption is , to yourself and others. And you must stick do no more against me than I can against him .

for all purposes relating to our practice , as to this right sight from love of God and from He has been shorn of his power — he has no

good as the most absolute demonstration . love of eternal life . Then your faith will might to do harm . His only influence is of a

The Bible being a revelation from God , we have no room for such arguments of greater spiritual kind within his church . I fear that

are then in this world probationers for immor- safety. For as St. John writes : “ There is no if this king of the church had the power of

tality , here forming a character that will deter- fear in love ; but perfect love casteth out fear : some of his predecessors he would not be so

mine whether we shall spend that immortality because fear bath torment.” tolerant .

in Heaven or in Hell . The difference between
“ The pope, on the occasion of his jubilee ,

the two , considered in relation to our inter received many valuable gifts , but that from

ests , makes the broadest contrast conceivable. The Rabbis of Baltimore, Md. , quarrel- our nation's executive was the best. The

Nothing can be more glorious than the one , ling over the Pope's Jubilee. President displayed great wisdom in sending

and nothing more awful than the other . And
as a gift to the pope the Constitution of the

if the Bible is but presumptively true in what The Baltimore Sunday American of Jan. 8 , United States . What means this gift ? It is

it says about this life and that which is to 1888 , kindly sent us by Bro . Treide, relates as if I were to send a code of laws to a wrong

come , and the relation established byGod be the following items from the synagogues of doer. The Constitution has provisions for re

tween the two lives, so that one course of that city . ligious tolerance, freedom of religious thought

action will secure to us Heaven , and the op- “ Rev. Dr. H. Hochheimer, rabbi of the and worship , and the many other benefits

posite course will involve the damnation of Eden Street Synagogue , preached a sermon springing from religious tolerance and en

Hell, then this is sufficient to give a rule of to his congregation yesterday morning upon joyed by a free people . The papacy favors

action , and just as sufficient as would be the the faith persecution of the Jews. A part of religious freedom only within its own church .

highest possible proof. This would then be the sermon was a reply to Rev. Dr. Bettel- The president, in sending this admirable gift,

our best light, and every one is bound to heim , of the Lloyd Street Synagogue , who in says : " See how happy and prosperous are a

follow his best light. The thing to be done a sermon on the day of the jubilee in Rome , people who enjoy religious freedom , which

on the basis of a presumption , and equally on paid a glowing tribute to the pope. In the you do not wish .' ”
.

that of an absolute demonstration , is to re- course of his sermon , Dr. Hochheimer said : We would add to the above report , what

pent of our sins and believe in Christ, and ' It is not my purpose or aim either to antag- the rabbi says of popes persecuting the Jews,

bring forth fruits meet for repentance and onize another religion or to criticise the utter- is sadly true. But the rabbi forgot to men

faith ; and this, upon either supposition, is ances of another minister , butwhen a rabbi tion the persecutions his ancestors brought

the only safe course for any one to adopt in deliberately lauds the pope as a peacemaker upon the Christian church as long as the Jews

the practical conduct of his life . Every other from a Jewish pulpit , I feel it impossible to had the power. It was the synagogue, the

course takes the hazard of being ruined for restrain myself from setting my condemnation unbelieving Jew that stirred up the feelings

eternity ; and this surely is a hazard that no . upon such a proceeding . I approve of giving of the Gentiles against Christians as long as

man can wisely take . There is a safe side in honor to him to whom it is due , and it is but they could . But now since Jewry has lost all

religion , as well as on other subjects ; and proper thatwebury hatred ; but it is certainly temporal power, it is safer for them to be

that safe side commends itself to our common out of place for a Jewish rabbi to utter lauda- | tolerant. They are in the same boat with the

sense , as furnishing a good rule of action .” tory phrases concerning the papacy , the enemy papacy as far as persecutions are concerned .

Plausible as this argument may seem and of the Jews. How were the Hebrews treated

read , it is not a Christian argument. It is as long as the pope ruled and had more than HYPOCRISY is the necessary burden of vil

after all an argument of fear only , and not merely spiritual power ? The only answer lany , said one who forgot we are all hypo

that hope of heaven which the Holy Ghost necessary is to refer to the history of the crites by nature.
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Church News.

a

attended our services in November just as hearing a very instructive sermon preached

regular as in June and expressed themselves from the text Isaiah 9 , 2–7, concerning the

as being highly pleased with my revisiting birth of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

Our Denver Letter.
Durango . the Holy Supper was administered to the con

Apropos! It seems to be apportioned to me gregation . All were replenished with great

in particular to meet with Catholics, especi- , joy and were dismissed and went home as the
Denver , Col. , Jan. 7 , 1888 .

ally educated ones , who , having attained to a shepherds did and the wise men of the east,
DEAR BRO. FRANK :

knowledge of the follies in Romanism , have rejoicing in the Lord greatly. NAMELESS.

Since June of last year I have travelled al- discarded it and have either become rank free

most 3000 miles in the interest of missionary thinkers , or are friendly disposed towards the

work in Colorado. The latter part of November Lutheran Church . Speaking of Catholics re A Negro Priestess.

I went to Durango and Pine River for the minds me of the city of Santa Fe in the terri

second time . The particulars concerning my tory of New Mexico , which is the seat of an The black priestess Scinda, in the black

first trip thither have been related in the archbishop and is pointed to by Catholics belt of Mississippi, is building up a strong
WITNESS shortly after their occurrence . To- with great pride as to a typical holy Catholic theocracy. She claims to be inspired and de

day I will endeavor to present to the readers city . In Durango I made the acquaintance mands unquestioning obedience to all things

of that valuable and genuinely Lutheran paper of a Catholic gentleman, who had lived in from her followers. She holds that virtue is

the most importantand interesting facts , which Santa Fe for a number of years. I availed the highest law of man's nature, and her dis

group around my second visit to Durango and myself of the opportunity and interviewed ciples must therefore lead very pure lives.

vicinity .
him regarding the state of morality and re- She delivers fanatic addresses, which are

I left Denver November 21st favored with ligion in that city. “ Morality and Christian- listened to with rapt attention . Altogether

the most delightfulColorado weather and ar- ity !” said he, " if morality and Christianity she fulfills the ideaof the large number of ne

rived at Durango on the evening of the follow- consist in a strict observance of outward forms groes who incline to the supernatural and are

ing day. But the weather had changed ; for prescribed by the church, then there is not a constantly on the lookout for a new dispensa

in the afternoon it had gradually begun to more religiousand moral city than Santa Fe. tion. This is the very reverse of Christianity .

rain , and upon rising the next morning I But if you mean morality and Christianity as

found the ground dressed in white and a snow- it is taught in the Bible, then the Catholic A PAROCHIAL SCHOOL has been established

storm prevailing with no prospects of its early population of Santa Fe, nine tenths of which by the Bethlehem church , Rev. A. L. Crouse,

subsiding . This and also the fact that Colo- is of Mexican birth , is entirely devoid of it.”

rado people are accustomed to enjoying the These remarks concerning Santa Fe may form probably the only strictly parochial school in

pastor, in Augusta county , Virginia. This is

very best of weather almost every day in the the conclusion of the present letter, a supple- any of our English Lutheran churches in the

year, and several other circumstances taken ment to which will appear later on . H. R.

South.— The reporter of this forgot Rev. Kue
into consideration, the outlook was rather

gloomy and to a certain extent discouraging.
gele's school in the same county.

Yet in His infinite mercy God was present St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran Con

with us in such a manner, that the work , done
gregation , Webster Co. , Mo. , The American Humane Society has, during

solely in His name and to the praise of His celebrated the birth of our Lord and Saviour the past year, investigated 121,055 cases of

glory, was crowned with success beyond ex- Jesus Christ , which took place in the city of alleged cruelty to animals and procured relief

pectation, the difficulties that had to be con- Bethlehem more than eighteen hundred years children and arrested more than 10,000 per
in 109,000 instances. It has aided 31,000

tended with and the obstacles to be surmounted, ago , with a fine christmas tree and other servi

to the contrary notwithstanding.
ces adapted to the occasion . The committee sons for cruelty to children and about the

In Durango I preached four times, once of met on Friday evening, according to previoussame number for cruelty to animals. A good

which was in English and in Pine River twice , appointment, and trimmed the tree with all the

record , indeed .

each in German and English. The Lutherans niceties that adorn and decorate a christmas

of Durango, a town with a population of tree .

The Boston Transcript thinks that Bible

Service was held on Saturday at one

4500 and beautifully situated in the pictur- o'clock with sermon by Pastor William Dall- reading will be a feature of society in Boston

esque valley of the Rio de Las Animas, 6500 mann, from the text Matth. 15 , 22 , prepara- this winter. The Bible will be taken up by

feet above sea-level, organized on the evening tory to celebrating the Holy Supper of our fashionable agnostics because of the rhetor

of November 25. , electing two deacons , each Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. After ser
ical and oratorical possibilities of its stately

to serve one year.
The name adopted by the mon we had confession and absolution . The language. Yes, that's the way they do things

congregation is : “ German Lutheran Saint congregation was then dismissed until half

and prove their “ cultschar," you know , at

the Hub . The use of the Bible for culture

Paul's , of Durango and vicinity .” Such was past five in the evening , when the congrega

the origin of the third German Lutheran con- tion assembled to see the beauties that were
only is taking the name of God in vain .

gregation in the Centennial state . This con- brilliantly shown by the lights that composed

gregation and theone on Pine River , organized a part of the decoration of the tree . We heard A CORRESPONDENT of a San Francisco paper

four days later , called a minister of their own , the singing of the many beautiful christmas says : “ They have summary ways in Guate

who is to preach both in the German and Eng- hymns. We relished the examination of our mala . A few weeksago theArchbishop issued a

lish languages , and who, we hope, will soon school children concerning the prophecies fore- decree excommunicating all persons who read

enter upon the discharge of his ministerial telling the coming of our Saviour, and the New a text- book used in the public schools. The

duties. Testament histories concerning the birth of Government then declared that no sermon or

When at Durango in June , I baptized a our Saviour , which exercises were very good decree of the church would be allowed to be

child of Roman Catholic parentage. There and very nice. Then followed thedistribution issued without the sanction of the Govern

was a Catholic church within half a mile of of the many nice presents brought by Santa ment. The Bishop protested against this ,

where our services were being held ; but sev- Claus to the school children . This was en- and the Government came out with another

eral German Catholics regularly attended our joyed very much by the children and with no decree banishing the Bishop from Guatemala,

services. Among them were the parents re- less comfort and pleasure by the elder mem- and on a Saturday night, at 11:30 o'clock ,

ferred to . Some weeks after the baptism of bers. The congregation was then dismissed he was escorted under guard to a special

their child reproach on reproach was heaped to meet again on Sunday, at 11 o'clock , to train , taken to San Jose de Guatemala , and

upon them for their conduct , especially for hear a sermon prepared for the occasion . placed on board of a steamer.” The banished

having had their child baptized by a Protest. When the hour came no one seemed to be Archbishop has reached San Francisco . Even

ant “ heretic .” But the reproaches failed of wearied but were all there with gladdened in Catholic countries the power of the pope is

their intended effect ; for these same parents faces to finish up our christmas service. After very much limited now .
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Hearth and Home.

We are ,

are many who are considered good Christians “ I die before my time , and my body will

and yet attend theatres very often . Why, the be given back to the earth to become food for

papers have it not unfrequently that even the worms. Such is the fate which so soon awaits

German Emperor, whom we may well regard him who has been called the great Napoleon.

Lectures against the Theatre .
a God-fearing man , goes to theatre often . What an abyss between my deep misery and

Even their former ministers in the Old Coun-' the eternal kingdom of Christ, which is pro

From the German of C. F.W.Walther,D. D. , and adapted try , they know , have here and there, when re- claimed , loved and adored , and which is ex
for the WITNESS, by R ... r ...

nowned pieces were played , stepped into the tending over the whole earth .”

playhouse after having but the day before
I. PAPER.

stood at the altar and on the pulpit. Will not

By St. John the Apostle , the Lord kindly the youth --thus some may ask - when also
“ You Hollers too Loud."

admonishes all Christians , saying , " Love not attendance of theatres is prohibited , do things

the world , neither the things that are in the still worse secretly ? Will not the strings tear " ' Taint de true grace , honey ! ' taint de

world . If any man love the world , the love of when strained too tensely ?–Some, too, will sure glory,” said Aunt Judy to one of her

the Father is not in him . For all that is in the perhaps say , We know very well that the so
colored sisters. “ You hollers too loud . When

world , the lust of flesh , and the lust of the called primitive Methodists pronounced the you gits de love in your heart and de Lamb

eyes , and the pride of life , is not ofthe Father, theatre wrong and condemned it . But this ,
in your bosom , you'll feel as if you was in dat

but is of the world . And the world passeth they think , smacked more of Methodism than stable at Beth'lem , an ’ de blessed Virgin had

away, and the lust thereof : but he that doeth of sober Lutheranism . lent you de sleepin ' baby to hold .”

the will of God abideth forever. ” All of this mind are , however, biased by There are many people who, if they lived

however , all constrained to divinely lament prejudice which we must meet first. For all nearer to the Lord , would not need to talk so

and confess , not by nature only does every- we may write on this subject, will benefit you loud while trying to make him hear them .

one's heart cleave to thisworld and its vanity , nothing as long as you hold us guilty of ex The still waters run deepest. Tumult and

but even after having been called forth by treme opinions. In order to remove your dan- babble and excitement arenocertain evidences!

Him through a sacred call from the world gerous thoughts we shall first produce a se- of the peacethat passeth knowledge. On the

into His kingdom of grace, we are still most ries of testimonies which we find in the very top of Mt. Carmel most of the yelling was

powerfully attracted and allured by the goods , works of ancient respectable heathens who done by Baal's prophets, while Elijah, calm,

pleasures and honors of the world , and blindedcondemned the stage just as much as we so cool and collected , taunted them with the in

and captured by its sham-glory . We must, named Lutherans of the present day . difference of their sleepy god. Baal's priests

therefore , pray to God to make us understand made the most tumult, but Elijah's prayer

fully , by the grace of the Holy Spirit, that all brought down the fire which consumed the

the lust of this world is but a poison to the Napoleon's Testimony . sacrifice. The Christian worships a God at

soul , tasting sweet , indeed , but bringing on hand, and he who walks with God and has

death , bitter eternal death . We must become In a communication inserted in the New fellowship with him is not dependent upon

fully aware of the fact we are here but wan- York Observer of April 16 , 1842 , Prof. G. de noise and racket for Divinerecognition or help

dering as pilgrims in a strange land, and yon- Felice , of Montbaun,translated from a French from above in time of need.--Christian .

der first will we arrive at our home , our true journal the following conversation related by

fatherland . We must toil here , and yonder Count de Montholon , the faithful friend of

first will we enjoy rest. We must strive here, the fallen emperor on St. Helena :
The Bug in the Bottle.

and yonder first will we be crowned . We must “ I know men ,” said Napoleon, “ and I tell

sow here , and it is yonder we shall reap. And you that Jesus is not a man !
“ You see dat bug, honey ? ”

finally, if we make fellowship with the world
It was old Caesar, the colored gardener,

“ The religion of Christ is a mystery which
who made this remark to young Pompey. Be

here, we shall also one day share her fate in subsists by its own force , and proceeds from

Caesarbeing eternally lost and damned. For this a mind which is not a human mind. Wefind fore the big, wondering eyes of the boy,

reason it is necessary , too , that we implore in it a marked individuality which originated
held up a stout bottle . At the bottom of this

bottle was a bug.

the Lord our God to have mercy on us, to a train of words and maxims unknown before .

keep us from the broad way of the world , Jesus borrowed nothing from our knowledge .
“ You see dat ? ” asked Caesar again .

leading to destruction , and to direct us unto He exhibited in himself the perfect example
Pompey nodded an assent.

the narrow way of His children , leading unto of his precepts. Jesus is not a philosopher,
“ Dat am a bug a tryin ' fur to climb dat

life ; and by maintaining us by the power of for his proofs are miracles, and from the first
bottle , an ' he kent ! ”

His grace on this way to bring us to salva- his disciples adored him . In fact , learning
That was plain . Now and then the bug

tion's goal. Andfor the same purpose, I in- and philosophy are of no use for salvation would make a frantic dash at the walls of his

tend to show , in this and subsequent issues and Jesus came into the world to reveal the glass prison, and try to scale them , but in

vain .

of the WITNESS—after having, in former issues, mysteries of heaven and the laws of the Spirit.

proved that true Christians may neither them- “ Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne and my
“ Dat’s de way ob de ole drunkard. I don'

selves indulge in our modern dance nor per- self founded empires ; but upon what did we say , honey, a man ken nebber stop a - drinkin ',

mit their sons and daughters to do so — that rest the creation of our genius ? Upon force. mought say it were like dat bug a -tryin' to gitfur some do ; but it am dat heap hard dat you

everyone professing to be a Christian must also Jesus Christ alone founded his empire upon
out dat bottle . "

refrain from attending theatres . This I will love ; and at this our millions of men would

prove mainly from Scriptures . die for him .

Some few readers of this paper may, how- “ It was not a day of battle which achieved Build another Ship .

ever , think , Are not the ministers of our Lu- the triumph of the Christian religion in the

theran church , perchance, stretching matters world . No ; it was a long war , a contest for To aid his work of foreign missions on the

in condemning each and every attendance of three centuries, begun by the apostles, then four continents Pastor Harms built a mis

theatres as un - christian ? Perhaps some are continued by the flood of Christian genera- , sionary ship some years ago . Report came at

of the opinion , by reproving the theatre one tions. In this war all the kings and potentates one time that this ship was wrecked . One of

might easily fall into the wrong way of making of earth were on one side ; on the other I see the parishioners, hearing this, came to Pastor

laws where there are none , of restricting the no army , but a mysterious force , some men Harms expressing great concern for the dis

Christian liberty too much in indifferent mat- scattered here and there in all parts of the laster, and asked : “ What shall we do now ? ”

ters . Some , too , may recollect that in the Old world , and who have no other rallying point The man of faith at once responded : “ Re

Countries, especially in Germany, the birth- than a common faith in the mysteries of the pent , confess our sins unto God , and build

place and hearth of ourLutheran church, there cross. another ship .”

1

1

Tyrel Bramwell
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Selections from Church History, pelof Luke.
>

a

a

“ One of them was Luka Suvarta, the Gos- enough to begin to talk - for we had already

“ But what did those books tell preached in a number of different villages

about? ” I asked . that morning - deputations from the different

“ Those books,” said they , " those wonder- villages to which news bad been serrt, began

The Man with the Wonderful Books.
ful books say that there is but one God . We to arrive, ready to hear the news and buy the

thought there were three hundred and thirty books. They kept us talking from three

“ Are you theman with the wonderful books, millions of gods, but those books say that o'clock in the afternoon until ten at night;

and have you any more of them ? ” there is but one, and that he is a God of Love, for by the time we had told the Story of

The question was put to me by half a dozen and that when he saw that we were sunken in stories to one group , another group from an

men on an open plain near a village in the sin , ah, don't we know that we are , and that other village a little farther away would have

northern part of the Native Kingdom of Hy- we could not save ourselves, nor get rid of come, and when we went to tell the Story

derabad , in India . of conour own sins—have we not tried it , and don't over again to them , the first group would not

“ What books do you mean ? ” said I. weknow we cannot ? —that then he determined go away, for they said it was so good they

“ Why, one of our townsmen was down at to undertake the task for us, and that, those Iwanted to hear it over again . The crowd

Santatope last week Wednesday, at the fair , books say it — he actually sent his own Son around us kept increasing as we took turns

and there was a foreign gentleman there with into this world as a divine Redeemer , and that in talking and resting, giving each time the

books, telling about a new religion, and talk- he, Jesu Kristu—Jesus Christ - actually gave Story, but adding each time new incidents in

ing to the people. Our townsman did not up his own life and let himself be killed as a the life of the God man , and new phases of

see the foreigner, and did not hear what he sacrifice for our sins , and that he was buried, redeeming love, until, at ten o'clock , we told

said , but he found some of his assistants sel and after three days he came to life — those them that we must lie down and rest now , as

ling the books in the market, and bought three books say so . we were to start on early in the morning, and

of them , and brought them home ; and there Sir , are you the man that had those books , they then reluctantly withdrew . And as we

has been nothing done in the village since , and are they true ? and have you any more of lay on our camp cots we saw , throughout the

but reading those books and talking about them ? ” night, whenever we opened our eyes , strange

them . Are you the man that had them and Who can conceive my joy as I sat there on lights flickering in the streets of the town near

have you any more ? " my pony and heard those men tell what they by, and at daylight, as we rose to go on our

I had been atSantatope the preceding week , had themselves already learned from “ those journey, they came out from the town with

at the fair , for I was out on a long exploring wonderful books.” I forgot the toils and the different books in their hands, with the

and evangelistic tour of more than 1200 miles, dangers of the journey. I forgot then about leaves turned down here and there — for they

up through the Native Kingdom of Hyderabad , the mob that had surrounded me in a walled said they had been reading the books all night

and into Central India , in regions where, as town, a fortnight before, and torn up the long - so as to see whether they understood

far as I could learn , no missionary had, up to paving-stones to stone me with , because I had them before we left , for they never expected

that time, 1863 , ever been, where the name of dared to come among them preaching another to find any one else to explain the books after

Jesus had never been spoken nor heard . In religion than theirs. For my thoughts re- we had gone ; and how eagerly they listened

many of the villages mine was the first white verted to the fair at Santatope and the men as I answered the questions they asked from

face they had ever seen . The journey oc- from a hundred villages that had taken these the turned -down leaves, for they wanted to be

cupied between four and five months, and I books home with them , and I thanked my sure they knew how to obtain this salvation .

had already been nearly twomonthson the way . God that I was a missionary ; and I said : Adapted .

On- the preceding Wednesday we had made “ Yes, brothers, I am the man that had those

a long march , preaching in every town and books, and I have a whole cartloåd of books
Sponsors.

village and hamlet we came to , from sunrise like them . Don't you see the cart coming

until eleven o'clock , later than we usually yonder ? Please show me a shady place wliere

journeyed in that heat , as we had heard of we may pitch our tents, and you shall have

this periodical market, at which buyers and as many books as you want, for we shall stay
( Conclusion .)

sellers from a hundred towns would be pres- liere until to -morrow morning.” From what has been said , is evident, that

ent , and we wished to deliver our message in Meantime a number of village watchmen the office of sponsors is one of great im

the hearing of people from as many different had come up, seeing me talking with the head portance. But this is not all we would state.

villages as possible, and sell them our Script- inen of the village, as these proved to be , and The above also contains several solemn sug

ures and tracts to carry back in their bundles now without stopping to answer my question gestions to sponsors, pastors and parents.

and baskets to reach each to the people in his about shade, they turned to these watchmen From the above it follows , that if we are asked

own village, that the “ seedsof the Kingdom " and said : “ Here, you Gopal, run to the vil- to act as God -parents, we should not treat

might be scattered far and wide. Going into lage of Kistnagar, and you, Mallappa, run to this matter lightly , but should before accept

the bazar as soon as we had rested a little , Kotta Kota, and you, Sitadu , run to Golla- ing sponsorship , well consider the respon

and had our mid -day meal, myself and two of palle , and you here , and you there , and tell sibility which we take upon ourselves , and

my four native assistants had alternately them all that the man with the wonderful not accept, unless it is our earnest intention

preached to different audiences all the after- books has come, and that he has a cartload to conscientiously perform our duty . Pas

As we entered a street we would mount more for sale, and tell them to come in and tors, too , should not, as is frequently done ,

an old cart, or a pile of building materials, bring their money , and they can get all they accept sponsors “ on easy terms,” but, as

anything that would raise us so that we could want and talk with him , too, about the books. every faithful pastor will do, accept only such

be seen and heard, and sing one of the beau- Tell them to come quick , as he is going to be as are worthy of this trust , who profess faith

tiful Telugu tunes to Christian words, and here only to- day, and they may never have in Christ Jesus and do not gainsay their pro

gather an audience , and then read to them another chance." And before I had got to fession by their daily walk . And if a minister

from one of the Gospels, and preach to them the grove to which they took me, I saw the refuses to accept such as sponsors, who are

of Jesus Christ and of the full salvation he men running through the mountain grasses to unfit, bis congregation should rejoice in hav

had wrought out for all the world . Then sel villages three, five and seven miles away , to i ing so conscientious a minister and heartily

ling as many Scriptures, Gospels and tracts as , tell them to come in and get the wonderful endorse his action .-- Especially and above all

we could to them for a small price, we would books, and hear the wonderful news of the should parents be cautious in their selection

go around into another street, gather another divine Redeemer, who could take away all of persons to stand for their children in bap

company, preach again and sell more books, our sins. tism . But many parents proceed in this mat

until night had fallen upon us. Before we had taken our breakfast - for weiter with an astounding indifference . They do

“ What were those books, and what did i bad only taken a cup of coffee on starting at not deem it necessary to inquire about the

they tell about? ” four o'clock in the morning -- and were rested faith and Christian life of those whom they

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

BY REV . R. EIRICH .

noon .

1
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Miscellaneous.

BY REV . H. RAUH .

2

invite to act as sponsors. The question : Are
Such is the conclusion of the article written

they one in faith with us, pious, God-fearing by Cardinal Gibbons on the Perpetual Rosary.

persons, will they earnestly pray for my child , It was a very disagreeable and disgusting
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

have I reason to believe that they will make
THE PERPETUAL ROSARY.

reading ; therefore we shall refrain from fur

their promise good ? seems to such careless ther comment on it and dispatch it unfinished

parents a very silly question . But the ques with the utmost degree of sorrow and with the

tion : Are they rich , honored , great in the | wellknown prayer of the sainted Dr. Martin

eyes of men ? etc. , is with them an all im: IV. Pretended Advantages of the Association. Luther : “ Deus impleat vos odio Papae, ”

portant question - and , being answered in the The second advantage of the Perpetual that is , " MayGod fill your hearts with hatred

affirmative, often decides the matter. What Rosary is described in these words : against the pope."

is the consequence ? The consequence is , that “ 2. Union of prayers with millions of mem

such are frequently chosen as sponsors , who bers. Since its organization , the Perpetual “ I must relinquish almost all Hopes

are either members of other Christian denom- Rosary has counted among its members sev of being saved ."

inations , or even Unitarians, Universalists, eral Popes, a large number of bishops , and

Rationalists , avowed scoffers and drunkards. thousands of religious communities, ” that is Pope Pius V. frequently said : " When I was

This is as it should not be , yea , preposterous ; monks and nuns , all of which persons just yet a Dominican monk , I still retained good

yet it has been done and is done every day , mentioned , are looked upon by Catholics as hopes of being saved . As I became cardinal,

as many of my fellow -ministers can testify. a kind of privileged and holier class of people. I began to doubt. But now , having ascended

Such indifference on the part of parents often “ At the present day there are several million the papal chair , I must relinquish almost all

causes unpleasantness ,embarrassing both par- members in the world ;" says the Cardinal. hopes of being saved.” And this is related

ents and pastor , especially the latter , com- The thought of such a vast host of holy Cath- by the Jesuit Engelgrave . This is the self

pelling him to turn away the chosen sponsors olics reciting the rosary overawes him , so as same Pius whom the present pope has pro

to the no little discomfort of the parents — for to make liim exclaim : “ How many prayers claimed a saint and thereby pretended to give

a pastor cannot always accept sponsors which are offered for us in life , at the hour of death , bim the power, through his merits and inter

thoughtless and careless parents may choose . and will follow us into Purgatory to help to cession to assist others in gaining that heaven

All this could easily have been avoided , if par- appease the just punishment of our sins !” which he himself was in doubt of reaching !

ents selected proper , i . e . God -fearing per- Poor deluded priest- ridden Catholics, who F. D.

sons, or , if in doubt whether their selection hungering and thirsting after salvation and

would be approved by the pastor , had , before righteousness are treated to such stuff and
Acknowledgment.

choosing , consulted him about this matter. fed with such nonsense ! It makes one's Received towards my support of Rev.J. H. Wer

But say you , Whom should Lutheran par- heart ache and blead to think of it . It is a felmann , Marysville, O. , $ 4.47; of the S. D. Young

Ladies ' Society, Zanesville , O. , 7.00 ; of Mr. G.

ents choose as sponsors ? The answer to this thousand times worse than feeding a starving Troeger, ofthe same place,'3.00. Thanks.

question is really contained in what we have man with stones and giving molten lead to
P. N. L. BERKHALTER, col . student .

Springfield, Ils ., Jan. 5, 1888 .

thus far said , namely : pious , God-fearing drink instead of pure refreshing water to a
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but David rather became an exile from his is more easily said than done ; for the Christ

native country, than to lift up his hand against ian must live among people, and where sinful

Saul, and though for years he was obliged to mortals live together, strife and contention

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. be a fugitive, yet David preserved a peaceable are apt to arise , though it be between husband

heart towards Saul . In a cave in the wilder- and wife , brother and sister. To avoid all

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE
ness Saul was in the hand of David who needed possibility of getting into quarrels with others

LESSONS OP OUR CHURCH-YEAR .
only to lift his spear and to smite Saul, whereby a man would be obliged to go out of the world

By Rev. F. Kuegele . he would not only have rid himself of his en- and to live in perfect solitude ; but the Lord's

emy , but would have won a kingdom . The will is , we should live among people and yet

men with David also said unto him , now the be at peace with all men .
III. Sunday after Epiphany.

Lord had delivered bis enemy into his hand ; How should a Christian manage to avoid

Rom . 12 , 17—21 .
but David only cut off the skirt of Saul's robe strife ? To become a hermit is not the right

and said : “ The Lord forbid that I should do way . It is true, if a man lives all alone in a

BELOVED IN CHRIST :
- To king David this this unto my master, the Lord's anointed , to wilderness , nobody will quarrel with him , but

testimony is given in the holy Scriptures that stretch forth my hand against him , seeing he that is not actually living at peace with people,

he was a man after the heart of God . What is the anointed of the Lord.” But when Saul it is not living with people at all . And even

made David such a man , we may gather from had left the cavern , David cried after him and, though a man be all alone an hundred things

his own words in the 32d Psalm , saying : showing him the piece of his robe which he may, excite him to anger, because the well

“ Blessed is he whose transgression is for- had cut off, said : “ My father, see, yea , see spring of anger is in man himself. We should

given , whose sin is covered . Blessed is the the skirt of thy robe in my hand : for in that never seek to exculpate ourselves by saying,

man unto whom the Lord imputeth not in- I cut off the skirt of thy robe, and killed thee others had excited us to anger ; for “ every

iquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile .” not , know thou and see that there is neither man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his

These words betoken faith and uprightness. evil nor transgression in my hand, and I have own lust, and enticed .” Others may , indeed ,

David believed that for the promised Redeem- not sinned against thee ; yet thou huntest my give occasion for strife and enmity by insult

er's sake his sins were forgiven. This faith soul to take it. The Lord judge between me ing or harming us , nevertheless it is one's own

made David acceptable to God ; for “ without and thee, and the Lord avenge me of thee : blood which boils in anger , one's own heart

faith it is impossible to please God .” Being but my hand shall not be upon thee.” So which burns with hate . Better than to put

of pure faith , David also walked without guile David did not only spare his enemy, but also the fault on others , is to deplore one's own

before God, so much so that he says in the with kind words held up to him his evil way , weakness and depravity.

139th Psalm : “ Search me, O God , and know thus heaping coals of fire upon his head , and Now a man might say : Angels do not be

my heart: try me , and know my thoughts: | they burned ; for Saul lifted up his voice and come angry , but I am a weak mortal and,

and see if there be any wicked way in me , wept and said unto David : “ Thou art more when people insult and wrong me, I can not

and lead me in the way everlasting.” And righteous than I.” help growing angry at them . Such is the heart.

how David's heart and soul delighted to walk David's behavior towards Saul is a beautiful A man may be able to lift half a ton , but he

in the law of the Lord we know from the ensample of a true Christian behavior towards can not prevent his blood from becoming hot

119th Psalm .
enemies. If you want a good explanation of when he is provoked and insulted . Should

Now because David was a man after the our to-day's text , read the history ofthe trans- we then say , people should not provoke us

heart of God , we have in him an ensample, actions between Saul and David , recorded in and cause us to become angry ? It is far

how we ought to walk and to please God. the 1. Book of Samuel. I can nevermore ex better to consider the wickedness of our own

From him we may learn faith , love, humility , plain this text so plainly and simply as David heart. This is the first thing necessary in

patience and all Christian virtues , as every dil- does in his words and deeds towards Saul . order to “ live peaceably with all men .” Το

igent reader of the Psalms knows. Especially Yet let me say a little on
say : He commenced, he insulted me , or I

have we in David an ensample for the right
A CHRISTIAN'S RIGJIT BEHAVIOR TOWARDS would not have become angry , will not release

behavior towards our enemies and persecutors. you from guilt. That may all be true, but it

How nobly did David conduct himself towards is not the way either to preserve or to make

Saul ! Many a victory did he win for Saul A Christian should do three things :
peace. When anger has arisen we should

over his enemies , many an hour did he amuse I. enmity he should avoid ; rather consider the desperate wickedness of

Saul playing for him on the harp, but Saul re- II . retaliation he should flee ; the heart and our inability to control it. This

paid him evil for good . He robbed David of III . to win his enemy he should strive. will bring humility which is indispensably

his affianced bride and gave her unto another ;
necessary in order to live at peace ; for not

he sought to spear David to the wall while
I.

the proud man , but only the humble man will

David was playing on the harp ; he drove Three duties a Christian has in regard to live peaceably . David was certainly provoked

David from the country and obliged him to strife and enmity. In the first place he should and insulted by Saul as much as any man can

seek refuge with the Gentiles ; he pursued seek to avoid strife and contention and to live be, and what enabled him to overcome hate

David even in the wilderness, seeking to slay at peace with all men . This the apostle ex- against Saul ? Why his humility, he thought

hin . And how did David conduct himself plicitly commands, saying : “ If it be possible, so little of himself, as we see from words

towards Saul, his deadly enemy ? There can as much as lieth in you , live peaceably with all wbich he spake to Saul in the wilderness,,
be little doubt but that it would have been an men . ' ' If possible a Christian should have no saying : “ After whom is the king of Israel

easy matter for David to dethrone Saul and quarrel with any man , and be at peace with all . come out ? after whom dost thou pursue ?

make himself king ; for the people sighed Now to be at peace , strife must be avoided ; ' after a dead dog , after a flea." Rather than

under the tyranny of Saul and loved David ; | for strife genders enmity and late . But that to be continually remembering, how much

a
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people have insulted us, we should rather evil deeds of men , will be hated by the wicked . doers, yet not in order to avenge himself, but

consider , how evil our own heart is and how But woe unto him who will consent to sin or only for the sake of right and justice. Never,

greatly we stand in need of mercy with God ;, connive at wickedness in order to be at peace in no way and against no one should a Christ

for such thoughts tune the heart to follow with men ; for in Exodus 23 is written : " Thou ian seek revenge ; for the apostle makes no

shalt not follow a multitude to do evil ; neither exceptions, he simply says : " 1venge not your

Desiring peace in his own heart, the Christ- ' shalt thou speak in a cause to decline after selves . ” ' Redress a Christian may seek , but

ian must also in his behavior so conduct him- many to wrest judgment.” If your neighbor not revenge. Our Lord Jesus Christ never

self as to give no occasion for strife and en- ' makes peace dependent on this point that you sought revenge and , as He was , so ought we

mity. For this the apostle gives two excellent must sanction his evil doings, then it is not to be in this world , and whenever the old

rules. The first is : “ Recompense to noman possible for you to have peace , unless you Adam craves revenge, we should put him

evil for evil.” Every one knows, if evil is would becomewicked as he is . Rather should down .

done him and he repays the doer in the same a Christian be hated of all men , than to deny Is then the Christian to suffer evil and

manner, the result will be implacable hatred . the truth of God, or to consent to sin ; for he shall evil remain unavenged ? () it will not re

To return evil for evil the flesh is always in- that will please men rather than God , is a main unrepaid ; " for it is written , Vengeance

clined ; but never for a moment should the servant of men and not ofGod . But in all is mine, I will repay, suith the Lord .” To re

Christian forget he must follow Christ and not I things in which the truth of God and con- pay the evil which His children suffer from the

walk after the flesh . The second rule which science are not violated , a Christian should , wicked , God has reserved unto Himself, and

Paul gives is : “ Provide things honest in the as St. Paul did , strive to please all men , we should not presume to take into our own

sight of all men . ” Paul is not speaking only avoiding to give any occasion for offence to hands what God has reserved for Himself.

of honesty in money -matters, but of honor- any man . Instead of seeking to avenge himself a Christ

ableness in all things. If any deed may be ian should do what Christ did , of whom St. Peter
II .

omitted with a good conscience, a Christian writes : “ Who, when he was reviled, reviled

should never do that which might offend But the Christian will have his enemies, not again ; when he suffered , he threatened

others and cause strife . To abstain from though they should hate him only for his con- not ; but committed himself to him that judg

doing evil to others , is not sufficient ; he must fession of the truth or for his good works. eth righteously .” And when a Christian com

also do what Paul commands the Thessaloni- How , then , should he conduct himself towards mits his cause to God , he need not fear that

ans : “ Abstain from all appearance of evil.” | them that hate him and do evil unto him ? evil will remain unrepaid ; for what God hath

We must abstain from words and acts which Deurly beloved , arenge not yourselres, but said , He also does , and He said : “ I will re

to others might appear evil and be taken as rather give place unto urath : for it is written , pay.” Generally, indeed , God does not re"

an offence, although it be not our intention. l'engeance is mine ; I will repay, saith the pay as men would repay, and often it appears

We should walk as Paul writes 1 Cor. 10 : Lord . ” This is a command which the old as though God's vengeance were sleeping.

" Give none offence , neither to the Jews, nor Adam hates and to which the flesh strenuously Philip II . , king of Spain , shed the blood of

to the Gentiles, nor to the church of God : objects. Well, is not St. Panl against Moses hundreds of thousands of Protestant Christ

even as I please all men in all things, not in this point ? Moses commanded : “ If a man ians and he reigned fifty -two years ; yet finally

seeking mine own profit, but the profit of cause a blemish in his neighbor ; as he hath | Divine vengeance found him ; while he was yet

many , that they may be saved .” As Paul done, so shall it be unto him : breach for living, worms and lice were generated in his

accommodated himself to people in order not breach , eye for eye, tootlı for tooth .”
flesh and he went down to hell in agong

and

to be offensive to them , so we should in all man had done unto others , so it must be done despair. To God we should commit our cause

our conversation and conduct avoid giving oc- unto him . With this command of Moses the old and not seek vengeance against men , but say

casion for offence to any man , and should so Adam is well satisfied ; that is his principle . as Zechariah , the son of Jehoiadah , said to his

walk in word and deed that, when people do He says : If a man reviles you, revile him murderers: “ The Lord look upon it , and re

begin strife against us, we may have a clear again ; if a man strikes you , strike him again. quire it.”

conscience and may say, as David did to Saul: The old Adam always desires to repay in the

“ I have not sinned against thee .” same coin and thinks , he has a right to do so .
III. -

Yet even with the utmost care a Christian Now the command of Moses was right and Yet a Christian must never , from a feeling

can not always have peace with men . This not unjust, but the question is : Who was to of spite and hate , call on God to avenge evil

Paul's words clearly imply : “ If it be possible, do to an evildoer as he had done to his neigh- done unto him . Any one committing his cause

as much as lieth in you , live peaceably with all bor ? Moses there gave a law for the civil to God in that sentiment, bas hin self a heart

men ." When is it not possible for a Christ- judges in Israel to judge by, but Paul here full of maliciousness and is praying down

ian to have peace with men ? It is not possible , gives a rule for the individual Christian to be vengeance upon his own head . We are , in

when peace is made dependent on a denial or governed by. If in Israel a man maliciously deed, to commit our cause to God , but at the

infringement of the true doctrine and faith . put out the eye of another, then the wounded same time we have the command : " Love your

A Christian can not deny the truth of God , man himself should not take vengeance by enemies, bless them that curse you , do good

neither can he sanction error for the sake of doing the same to the other ; but must report to them that hate you , and pray for them

peace with men . Any one who knows a doc- the matter to the proper authorities, and the which despitefully use you , and persecute

trine to be Divine truth , but for the sake of judges, after examining into the case , must you .” What revenge we should seek , the

peace with men denies that doctrine, or at least pronounce the sentence : Eye for eye , as apostle tells us in these words: “ Therefore if

will not teach and confess it , thereby ceases penalty for the crime. But here St. Paul, thine enemy hunger, feed him ; ifhethirst, give, ,

to be a disciple of Jesus Christ ; for He did addressing Christians, says : " Tvenge not him drink : for in so doing thou shalt heap

not cease preaching the truth although the yourselves.” So Moses and St. Paul are by coals of fire on his head.” This is the right

Pharisees took great offence at it and hated no means against each other, and how the I ('hristian revenge, to return good for evil ,

and persecuted Him for it . The truth ofGod two commands agree , we learn from words of and , indeed , in the two expressions, “ feed

we must confess before men , though they hate the Lord in the serion on the mount, saying: him . give him drink ,” all benefactions are in

us ever so bitterly for it ; and when a Christian . “ Ye have heard that it hath been said , An eye cluded , which ever they may be.
St. Paul

confesses the truth of God , he does not give for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth : but I say means to say : ( anst thou do good unto thine

occasion for enmity ; the guilt rests with those i unto you , That ye resist not evil : but whoso- enemy, do it . And what will be the reward ?

who oppose the truth . Likewise it is not ever shall smite thee on thy right cheek , turn " For in so doing thou shalt heap oals of fire

possible for the Christian to have peace with to him the other also.” The civil government on his head.” Coals of fire burn when taken

men , when for the sake of peace he would be in Israel must take eye for eye ; but the sub- ' into the hand , and so do benefactions in the

obliged to call right wrong or wrong right. jects in Christ's kingdom shall suffer evil and I heart and conscience of an adversary. Instead

He that praises every man's doings, will be not retaliaté. A Christian may , indeed , appeal of nourishing spite and seeking revenge, we
|

every body's friend ; but he that reproves the to the authorities for protection against evil- Christians should have compassion with those

As a
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who hate us without a cause , seeing the The Rambler, one time organ of Cardinal void . And 1789 Pius VI. declared the church

vengeance of God awaits them , and we should Wiseman in London , says : “ Religious lib- never acceded to it .

strive to gain them from destruction. We erty, in the sense of a liberty possessed by These short and very few , from many quo

should pray for them as the church does in every man to choose his religion, is one of the tations, clearly indicate what Catholic power

an old litany : “ Forgive our enemies, per- most wicked delusions ever foisted upon this would do for our religious and political free

secutors and slanderers and turn their hearts ." age by the father of all deceit . The very dom , and for our free government, if it could

Good we should do our enemy whenever a name of liberty - except in the sense of a per- have the sway of its own will . For as to loy

proper occasion offers itself, in order that, mission to do certain definite acts - ought to alty to government the pope's Encyclicalsays:

seeing our good deeds, his heart be perhaps be banished from the domain of religion . It is “ The Romish church has a right to exercise

touched with remorse and he turn from the neither more nor less than falsehood . No man its authority without any limits set to it by

evil of his way . What greater , what better, has a right to choose his religion . None but the civil power." - The Romish church and

what sweeter revenge could there be, than by an atheist can uphold the principles of re- the ecclesiastics have a right to immunity from

well-doing to gain an enemy and make him ligious liberty . Shall I foster that damnable civil law ,” XLII. “ In case of conflict be:

not only a friend , but by the grace of God doctrine, that Socinianism , and Calvinism , and tween the ecclesiastical and civil powers , the

also an heir of salvation ? Anglicanism , and Judaism , are not every one ecclesiastical ought to prevail .” .

Therefore St. Paul concludes with the gen- of them mortal sins like murder and adultery ! Woe betide the day when the Roman church

eral exhortation : " Be not overcome of evil, Shall I hold out hopes to my erring Protestant | attains to such power in this country ! The

but overcome evil with good.” The Christian's brother, that I will not meddle with his creed danger of her doing so is greater than most

victory is in the practice of virtue, and his if he will not meddle with mine ? Shall I tempt Protestants of this country seem willing to

defeat in consenting to do evil. If you per- him to forget that he has no more right to his believe . May the days remain far from us in

mit yourself to be enticed unto wrath and re- religious views than he has to my purse, to which we are to experience that the Roman

taliation by the malice and evil deeds of an my house , or to my life's blood ? No , Catho- church never abhorred blood shed !

enemy, then you have lost the field and are licism is the most intolerant of creeds. It is

overcome of evil ; but if you , notwithstanding intolerance itself ; for it is truth itself . ” . Taught by Men and Women in their

insults and wrongs are heaped upon you , pre- Bishop O'Connor says : “ Religious liberty Transition State.

serve a quiet and peaceable heart and by well- is merely endured until the opposite can be

doing seek to gain the enemy, then you have carried into effect without peril to the Catho- “ The common schools must continue to be

won the victory and overcome evil with good . lic world .” taught by young men and women in their

This is , indeed , not easy , it often costs the “ Protestantism of every form , has not and transition state that is , before they settle

Christian a hard struggle against his own never can have any right where Catholicity is down in life . It is a part of their education.”

heart, but it is a precious thing ; for , says the triumphant. " -- Cath . Review . These words were uttered at a session of the

Lord : " Blessed are the peace-makers: for The Boston Pilot says : " No good govern- University Convocation held in 1873 , and are

they shall be called the children of God. ” ment can exist without religion , and there can as true now as then ; and it is a shame that it

Amen. be no good religion without the inquisition , is so . As things are going , it may be uttered

which is wisely designed for the promotion as an axiom ten years to come-it may go on

and protection of the true faith .” in 1900 as it has in 1800 — the schools will con

The St. Louis Shepherd of the l'alley says : tinue to be taught by young men and women

“ The Catholic who says the church is not who have not yet made up their minds what

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. intolerant, belies the Sacred Spouse of Christ.” they will do for their life's work ; while wait

Yet after all this, Roman Catholics do again ing for something to turn up they will teach ,

The old Evil Hierarchy.
and again assert that their church is the cham- as they call it .

pion of civil liberty, and that she is far from Who will break up this custom ? It must

opposing our free institutions, as for instance be broken up . The children have rights ; the

Archbishop Ryan and others in the Plenary parents have rights ; and then besides, the

The timehas come again that kings, princes, Concil, Nov. 1884. In his “ Vindication of the work of those who are really teachers will not

principalities, and much of what is great , Church” Archbishop Kenrick says : “ Since be wasted.-- School Journal.

bow their knees in humbleness and reverence the achievements of our national independ- Who does not by comparison see the great

before him “ who sitteth in the temple of God , !ence , we have never manifested the slightest advantage even in this one point of our Paro

as God ,” the " infallible pope,” and present disposition to disturb the harmony which was chial schools , that are exclusively taught by

him their gifts and treasures. Even the presi- provided for by guaranteeing to all equal persons making teaching their calling for life ?

dent of the United States , though not a Roman rights, irrespective of religious differences . and yet many members of Lutheran churches

Catholic , honors Leo XIII . publicly. Truly , In all the relations of life , we have shown take their children out of a Parochial school

most of the intelligent Protestants even do practical liberality and charity, without com- and send them to a school as described above .1

not think of the great danger that threatens promising any principle of our religion . ” — Shame !-C. R.

our free government , our free institutions, Now this is neither more nor less than false

and our religious liberty , should Rome obtain hood ; for we are absolutely told that the Ro- THERE is a parish in the Austrian province

the power it seeks.
man church is not tolerant . “ Believe not that of Salzburg, which covers 2500 square miles

Now let us take a few statements of Roman we are tolerant, when we speak of tolerance, and whose pastor, an old man , is incessantly

Catholic authorities from this century. Pope said Cardinal Wiseman . The church is only on his feet , visiting his people, mostly poor

Pius IX . , in his Syllabus, Dec. 8 , 1864 , said : tolerant, where she is compelled to be tolerant. lumbermen and carpenters, in their alpine

" The absurd and erroneous doctrines or Expediency requires that of her for the pres- homes. The parish - church was built some

ravings in defense of liberty of conscience are ent. “ Religious liberty is merely endured.” |years ago with the aid of the German Em

a most pestilential error-a pest of all others , Again and again it is said , the Inquisition peror. The large Bible on the altar is a very|

most to be dreaded in a state .” He does not is not an institute of the church, but of civil curious relic and could relate a curious story

Yet it is a well known fact that too.hesitate to " anathematize those who assert the authorities . It was printed in 1548 , was thrown into

liberty of conscience and of religious worship " it is principally an institute of Innocent III , the fire five times and rescued as often and

and all such as maintain that the church may and of other popes. And here we hear : “ that was buried twenty times in order to save it

not employ force.” He declares it a great no good religion can be without Inquisition .” from the clutches of the Jesuits. When Jo

error that Protestants should have the same -When, after the thirty years of war ( 1648 ) seph I. proclaimed religious tolerance in 1786 ,

political privileges with Catholics, or that peace was finally proclaimed, and freedom of the paper martyr was brought forward from

Protestant immigrants should have the priy- religion and conscience was guaranteed to the lits hiding place and still forms a precious

ilege of free worship . ” . Protestants, Innocent X. declared it null and heirloom of the Lutheran church in Salzburg .

Polemical.

BY REV . CH . A. WEISEL .

6
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on earth . “ And beginning at Moses and all Is this Praise or Calumny ?

the prophets, he expounded unto them in all

6. The readers of The Lutheran know that
the Scriptures the things concerning himself,"

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor .
Luke 24 , 27 . “ For had ye believed Moses, , we did not agree with Dr. Walther in some

ye would have believed me : for he wrote of very important matters, and that we believe
The LUTIIERAX WITness is published on the 7th and 21st But if ye believe not his writings, how he led his followers astray, in some things, but

of each month. All communications and money should be shall ye believe my words ? ” John 5 , 46. 47. for all that, we do not hesitate to recognize and
sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville,

to admire his high Christian character, his love

Ohio. Terms of stibscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance . Christ had no other writings of Moses than
Money sent otherwise than by money - order or dratt is at the

have now . These writings had been preserved for the Church , and his surpassing services in

by the Jewish church with the greatest care its behalf, and for these reasons we give all
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo., as Second till the time of Christ's incarnation . And praise to the Missouri Synod for giving such

Christ both in the state' of His humility and honor and such love to a man to whom it

exaltation bears testimony that the five books owed so much. ”
ST. LOUIS, MO. , February 7, 1888.

of Moses were written by Moses. How then This writer forgot either that whoever leads

may this lecture talk begin with intimating men astray, must be classed among false
A Lecture Talk to Sunday-School

that we do not know “ where this Pentateuch prophets, or that all our praise of such menTeachers in Boston, Mass.

did come from .” And has the Old Testament is hypocrisy. The fact however is that Doc

really no other “ claims to our consideration tor Walther rendered not only the Missouri
We will not produce the whole of this lect- above that which any other collection of facts Synod but also the General Council and the

ure talk , because we stand in fear of offend- would bave? " St. Paul attests in speaking editors of the Lutheran the “

surpassing ser

ing the Christian sentiments of our readers .

of the Old Testament Scriptures : “ Which are vices” of leading them back to the forgottenWe offer the subsequent paragraph only as able to make thee wise unto salvation through and downtrodden truths of the Lutheran

a specimen of that wretched stuff which is faith which is in Christ Jesus," 2 Tim . 3 , 15. Church . But apparently they are unable to ac

palmed off in a great many places of New Such lecture talks to Sunday -school teachers knowledge anything good or great in the Mis

England as Christian culture. If the Sunday- are certainly composed only ofchaff and poi- souri Synod without throwing pebbles thereat.
school teachers are taught such abominable

son . And this is Unitarian culture !lessons, what will the pupils in these schools

be taught ? How thankful we should be that

Out of the Mouth of Babes and Suck

the souls of our children are not tormented Our English Home Mission .

lings hast thou ordained Strength
with such cruel fiery darts of the evil one ! It

because of thine Enemies.
is a blessing , indeed , that we at once perceive Our readers will be glad to learn this mis

how light Unitarian culture may make of the sion recently received a bequest of $ 500 from Girard college of Philadelphia, Pa ., is in

most sacred truths professed by the Church a sainted brother in southern Indiana, the same tended to pose as an unchristian institute.

of Christ . The paragraph referred to is thus amount being bequeathed to ourGerman Home For its founder, Mr. Girard , made it an ar

published by the Boston Christian Register : Mission. And the missionary efforts of our ticle of his bequest that no minister should

" At Channing Hall last Thursday afternoon , brethren in Baltimore, Md., have not been in visit the same and that religion should be en

the lecture talk to Sunday -school teachers was vain , but matured in the organization of an tirely excluded . But the best textbooks should

given by Rev. C. F. Dole, the beginning of English congregation. Our exchange, the always be selected in teaching the respective

his series upon “ Studies in the Pentateuch Workman , reports:

| sciences. To find the best textbook on morals
and Book of Joshua.” He spoke of the po- “ The new English congregation of the Mis- was of course a matter of difficulty .

sition of the Old Testament as that of a book souri Synod in South Baltimore is to be called board of directors decided the Bible were the

which contains facts , and which we are to ap- Emmanuel church . An organization has been i best textbook on morals and introduced the

proach without expecting too much from it,- effected by the election of John L. Singewald , Bible in the college. And their decision was

without feeling that it has any special claim to president, Fred . Ellecamp, secretary , and confirmed by all courts. Thus the Bible over

our consideration above that which any other Philip C. Treide , treasurer. Rev. Wm . Dall- rules also this would -be - atheistic college.

collection of facts would have. If it cannot mann , of Marshfield , Mo., has been called as i

interest us on its merits, we will not waste pastor of the new church . "

effort in forcing interest, Where did this

Editorial
Correspondence .

“ Hexateuch ” – that is , the Pentateuch , or

MR . EDITOR :

first five books of the Old Testament, and the

Feast, or Fast ?
Book of Joshua --come from ? The work it

I have a small plan , or proposal, to submitself gives us no dates , nor does the Hebrew
A feast is always easier to establish than a

to you and your readers--if this escapes thePentateuch anywhere give the name of Moses
fast , said some one .

waste-basket.

But we say that depends. Christ said ,
How would it be,

as its author. These books are not necessarily

if
you would“ When thou makest a dinner or a supper ,

the oldest parts of the Old Testament, because

columns of your paper to a “ Sunday Schoolthey are put at the beginning of it.”
call not thy friends, nor thy brethren, neither Department ?” Or give it any other name, if

Now , we all know that “ Moses wrote all the thy kinsmen, nor thy rich neighbors ;lest you find one more appropriate. My proposal
words of the Lord ,” Exod . 24 , 4 .

they also bid thee again , and a
recompense

is that all the Sunday Schools — including the
Moreover

be made thee . But when thou makest a feast ,

Colored, of course — within our synodical con

we are plainly told Deut. 28 , 58 : “ If thou

wilt not observe to do all the words ofthis law call the poor , the maimed , the lame, the blind : nection, give reports of their standing, in

that are written in this book ,
and thou shalt be blessed ; for they cannot

crease and doings from time to time, addingDeut. 31, 26: “ Take this book of the law, recompense thee : for thou shalt be recom- | any other items which they and the editor
and put it in the side of the ark . ” So Moses

pensed at the resurrection of the just,” Luke may consider of interest. And so as not towrote a book . And his very successor ,

14 , 12. 14. If we carried this sacred injunc- !Joshua ,
draw the circle too close , let us make this ais told by the Lord : “ This book of the law

tion into execution , we should soon find out,

| department for questions and answers also
shall not depart out of thy mouth. ” Joshua,

it is just as difficult to establish a feast as to provided these are of a religious nature.
then , must have been acquainted with this

establish a fast, if not more difficult.

I feel confident that all the
superintendents,

teachers, or pastors of the respective Sunday

book of Moses. Finally we possess the au

thority of Christ to corroborate the Mosaic

Schools will gladly contribute their part toMISSIONARY Diaz says there are 3000 con- wards making this department interesting.origin of the Pentateuch . For , in various verts in Cuba waiting to seize the opportunity | And a growing interest in your paper, Mr.

places Christ refers to the five books of Moses to be baptized by night to elude the vigilance

as received in the days of His visible presence of the priests.

Editor , combined with an increased circula

| tion , would not be the only benefit derived ,
I

But the

open the

and again
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trust. It gladdens a Christian's heart to hear The Grand Army of the Republic. The Free church of Scotland has a mission

of Christ's cause gaining ground ; this in school at Buda - Pesth, the capital of Hungary.

spires him with increased vigor and zeal, and A minister being asked to join the G. A. R. , . The nuinber of children enrolled is 417. Of

causes him to return heartfelt thanks to our ' replied that he was opposed to secret societies. these, 183 are Jewish , 148 Roman Catholics,

Lord and Master . — Besides, would we not en- “ But the G. A. R. is not a secret society,” and 86 Protestant . The last annual exami

joy a great privilege in hearing the opinion of they replied. “ We only have a password,” etc. | nation was attended by prominent represen

all Witness-readers on certain questions of The minister was most persuaded to join , but tatives of the Hungarian Reformed church .

biblical doctrine or practice that we may have asked again , “ If your order is not a secret A Jewish Rabbi, who was present and listened

some doubts about ? I feel that our Lutheran society I suppose that I can join , and if at to examinations in the Old and New Testa

doctrine and practice would not be shaken any time I find anything in your order that ments, thought that the children were " elec

thereby , but more firmly established . All I cannot conscientiously indorse, I am at lib- ! trified . ”'

questions not answered in theWitness, or not . erty to speak freely concerning it to my

fully answered, could be put to the Sunday church ? ” The reply was an emphatic “ no.” The Sultan of Morocco imagines that he

School (which includes the adults) and the Freedom of conscience could not be tolerated has a taste for geography, but it has been

answers reported . Thus the influence of the even in the G. A. R.- Western Crank . necessary to construct especial maps for him ,

WITNESS would be felt even outside of the so that Morocco occupies three - fourths of the

circle of regular readers . Another mission steamer has been added globe. This may seem foolish in the Sultan

With your permission, Mr. Editor, I shall I of Morocco ; but sometimes we construct maps
to the list , already pretty long, of such vessels .

send you a briefreport of our Emanuel Sun- TheAfrican Lakes Company placesthe James for us occupyingfour-fourths of the globe and
day School in Webster Co. , Mo., for your Stevenson on the waters of the Zambesi and think it all belongs to us, yea the room on it

next issue — if some other contributor does Shire rivers, to ply between the mouth of the is not large enough for our covetous heart.

not head me off. A. M. Of what folly are we sultans in such plight ?

former and the obstructing falls in the course
Rader, Webster Co. , Mo., Jan. 24th , 1888 .

of the latter. This will be a great service |

JACOB SCHEINMAN , a Polish Jew , twenty
to all missionaries working on or near Lake

[ The columns of our Witness are open for Nyassa. It is the practical fulfillment of an years ago, came to the conviction that Jesus

all useful communicationsto whatever depart- ardent wish entertained by Dr.Livingstone Christ was the true Saviour. The strict Tal
ment of churchly life they may extend . Re mudic Jews got him transported to Siberia ,

thirty years ago.
ports of Sunday -schools and parochial schools, where for fifteen years he has labored almost

catechetical and biblical lectures, and other in The tower which is being erected by the unheeded to awaken faith in his fellow exiles ,

formation on the important subject of Christ. Russians on the highest point of the Mount of with some encouraging results. - This is

ian education will always be gratefully re- Olives is already several stories high, but one Jewish tolerance towards Christians, when

ceived . We shall prefer to name this depart- more is to be added . The object is to make it Jewry is able to show its tolerant nature .

ment Educational. Ed . ]
high enough that both the Mediterranean and

Dead Sea can be seen from the top . A num One of the most successful missionaries in

ber of bells will be placed in the tower. In Oroomiah is a blind Armenian from Harpoot,

digging the foundation seven Christian graves ! Turkey. He knows the bible thoroughly, and

were found , together with an old inscription riding on a miserable little donkey, which is

An Important Society Forgotten .
in Greek , in which the word “ Stephanus” led by a one-eyed deaf man , he goes boldly

could yet be deciphered . - Several congrega- from village to village preaching the Gospel.—

“ John, I would like to invite my friend, tions between the seas would prove better His blindness protects him , and the people

towers . crowd to see the wonder-a blind man reading .

Mrs. Smalley , this evening. Will you be able

to be in ? "
UNITARIANS are a sect of rationalists , a so- . MISSIONARIES in Madagascar are rejoicing

“ No, my dear, I must attend the meeting
of the Ancient Order of Foresters to-night." ciety which professedly adopts the Bible only over the completion of ahappy quarter- cen

" Well, to -morrow evening ? "
in so far as it accords with human reason . Itury since the opening of that island to the

They profess to believe in one God only , but Gospel: In the last fourteen years 700 Prot

" I have the Royal Arcanum , and you will not believe in the Triune God of the estant chapels have been erected , making

know "

" What about Wednesday evening ? ”
Christian Church. They reject Christ as the present number 1200. There are 80,000 Prot

“ Oh, the Odd -fellows meet that night ; on who by His walk and martyrdom set us an self-supporting.-
God -man, and receive him only as a teacher estant communicants , and all the churches are

Thursday I have a meeting of the Knights of

Labor to attend ; on Friday the Royal Temp- only ethics , that is , the law of God. They
example of piety . They preach no gospel but

Rev. C. F. MEYER of Bennett, Allegheny

lars of Temperance ; on Saturday there is a
now admit in their periodicals, as , for instance , Co. , Penna., announced in our Lutheraner

special meeting of the Masonic lodge, and I
in the Boston Register, that Unitarianism is that he and his congregation have severed

couldn't miss that ; and then Sunday night
on the decline . And here is the short but their connection with the Ohio Synod, and in

let me see - what is there on Sunday night, serious funeral sermon which a Chicago re- tend to unite with the Missouri Synod. There

“ The Grand and Ancient Order of Christ- ligious paper pronounces over decaying Uni- is enough room for many more to leave the

tarianism : Ohio Synod and good reason , too .
ian Fellowship ."

" Why, I had forgotten. Am I a member times, so innocent in appearance , so flattering
“ The rationalistic speculations of our own

“
TWENTY-ONE years ago the M. E. Church in

of that ? -let me see-- "

I to human pride, so pretentious of truth and Sweden was in its infancy . Now there are

“ But you have forgotten another society, high morality, have killed the spiritual life, 69 preachers, 75 churches, 10,400 members,
,

John , of which you used to be a member.”

" What's that ? ”

¢ hurch News.

6

1

my dear ? "

the piety and power of the Church , and given and 3398 probationers in that kingdom . But

" Your wife's . ” — The Candidate.
it over body and soul to the god of unbelief. ' these preachers and members are for the

The siren voice of Unitarianism , “ sweet as the greater part perverts from the true Lutheran

breathing sonnets of lovers , ' and 'speaking faith to the errors of Methodism .

Dr. Talmage's Brooklyn Tabernacle, with like angels' in all the most exalted strains of

a membership of 4,020 and the reputation of sublimest thought and rhetoric, substituting In Breslau one missionary has, during the

being the largest church in America , in the a “humanitarian religiosity ' for the simple past year , baptized 137 Jews.' .

last seven years has contributed just $ 2,500 faith in Christ which alone saves, has left the
1

to home and foreign missions. Great names soul a tomb and the church a silent, lifeless THERE are twenty -two Protestant churches

are sometimes in keeping of very small purses. graveyard .”1 in Rome up to date .

1
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Hearth and Home.
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At a
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ance ,

you next intend to play similar pranks mind with the language; but she succeeded at last

not to give your security ! ” in collecting half a dozen little ones in her

Down fell the web , and the thief, in con- 'own sitting-room to learn the alphabet of their

sternation , took to his heels and run . own tongue and a Scripture text . This small

The Good Lord his Security, and he got
The explanation of the matter is , that the beginning has gone on till it has grown to the

Security .
thief got bewildered in the mist, and instead flourishing schools we now see as the result.

of going down the farther side of the hill , he Many hundred boys educated in them are

In the days when inns were not so numer
came down the same side, and knocked at the now filling important situations of trust , and

ous as they now are , it was customary in the
very cottage door from which he had set out many married girls read the Gospel in their

highlands of Scotland, for travellers to ask in the morning with the poor man's web. homes, and bring their little ones to the school.

lodgings at the houses by the wayside .
S. S. Classmate . The Quiver.

lonely part of a highland road a weaver had

his home. He was a good man , and one who
He gave the Largest Share of his Law

had real faith in God. He was poor, but A Christian Young Lady of Feeble Health
ful Gain to the Lord .

hospitable, and kindly entertained belated
opens an Important School in

strangers who asked to tarry for the night.
Cairo, Egypt. Charles Grover, a merchant at Liverpool,

But he was sometimes imposed upon by worth

England, died lately . That merchant was a
less characters , who rose early and made their

Egypt has been so long the object of spe- very successful business-man and a very honest
escape with what they could most readily carry cial public interest, that one need hardly apol- one, too , for he kept his vow to the Lord as

His wife frequently said to him that if ogize for giving a little sketch of a work in long as he lived — and he died in his 75th year

he took in people he knew nothing of , after Cairo which is less known than it deserves . to give the largest ( hear ! ) share of his law

the way he had been doing, they would be
Not many minutes' walk from the principal ful gain to the Lord . For fifty years , he con

ruined by their depredations; but he felt the railway station stand a spacious building, with tented himself with one- tenth of his income,
necessity laid upon him , in his circumstances, a smaller one beside it, close to a pleasant and devoted the other nine -tenths to the build

to fulfill the Scripture command “ to entertain garden bright with flowers and foliage . These ing up of the Church . He did not take much

strangers,” and, although he wanted to dis- buildings are the schools and dispensary of stock, as we say , in the numberless societies,
criminate, he could not think of giving up the the English-Egyptian Mission .

,

guilds, unions, associations of which we have

practice .
Early and late in the day , the school door too many, but quietly built one church after

A person presented himself at his door is crowded with boys in their variously col- the other, and put good men into their pulpits.

shortly after he had suffered at the hands of ored dresses , books and slates in hand, enter- He belonged to those old - fashioned Christians,

dishonest guests ; and he , wishing to satisfy ing or leaving the school, while a back way who feel the truth of the wise saying (Book

himself and his wife of the man's goodness of admits a train of white-robed girls proceeding of Wisdom 16 , 12 ) : “ Neither herbs nor lini

character, said , “ Well, now , you are a stran- |to their separate entrance.
ment will heal them , but it is Thy Word,

ger to me ; what security do you give thať
Seven hundred in all are in daily attend- which healeth all.”

you are such a person as I ought to enter
the boys being the more numerous .

tain ?” Without a moment’s hesitation that Arabic is the school language, for all are na

man answered , “ The Lord .” “ That's quite tive Egyptians with few exceptions. But any A Friend of the Insane .

enough,” said the good man , opening the door visitor to the boys will hear them read , trans

wide to the wall . “ Come in , come in . I re- late and answer questions in English and Miss Dorothea Lynde Dix , who died July

the stranger admitted was hospitably treated, show they are receiving a thoroughly solid

ceive you in the name of the Lord . ” And so French : and a very cursory examination will / 19 , made her name conspicuous on the list of

those who love their fellow -men . Born in

and , after worship , was shown to bed ; but he education . The girls marry so young that Worcester, Mass ., in 1794 , and early left an

was a thorough rogue , and before the day they can only find time for mere rudimentary schemes for bettering the condition of theorphan, she became deeply interested in

dawned , he had left the house with a web the teaching; but all read and write in their own

weaver had got ready the previous evening to tongue, and their beautiful needlework shows
needy and unfortunate . A trip abroad in

carry to his employer. that the female industry is not neglected. But
her an insight into the methods of

When the weaver and his wife got up the all boys and girls , Copt and Moslem alike treating the criminal, paupers and insane , and

next morning, and found the fellow gone , his ( and the Moslems comprise fully half the boys
on her return to America she began to urge

wife was in great perplexity ; and in her anxi- and two-thirds of the girls) , are daily in- upon State Legislatures the need of attention

ety, gave way to upbraiding her husband, say- structed in the Scripture and in Gospel truths; Union east of the Rocky Mountains with thisto these classes, and visited every State in the

ing , “ Now , you see , it is just as I said ; we and any who will take the trouble to question

shall certainly be ruined by this foolish prac- them through the English-speaking teachers, ment of several State lunatic asylums . In
in view . She secured thereby the establish

tice of yours. What are we now to do ?- will ascertain that their knowledge is correct

The web's away , and how are we to live until and thorough. It is a pretty sight to watch the Civil War Miss Dix had the superinten

you weave another ? " the little girls grouped round the large school- .dency of the hospital nurses, since which time

It was a dark day to her, but notso to him ; room in their Arabic dress, singing someof she has continued her labors for the insane ,
for he said , “ I got a good security , and I the old familiar hymns or repeating together, dying in an asylum at Trenton , N. J., which

keep the security , and I am sure it will all be in their measured chant , the Commandments
she helped to found .

for the best. It was for the Lord's sake I re- and the Lord's Prayer. And how they enjoy

ceived him ; and although he has proved un- their school is sufficiently shown by the eager- The Counterfeiters converted.

worthy of our hospitality , yet Jesus is worthy, ness with which they return in after life to

and we shall yet lose nothing by it." visit it , and their desire to bring their children Some years ago , an Irish wanderer , his wife,

As the thief was crossing a hill shunning the --for this work is now more than twenty-three and his sister , asked a night's shelter in the
a

usual road , God enveloped him in a misty years old . More than that time has passed cabin of a pious school-master. With the

covering . He wandered long upon the hill since an English lady (Miss M. L. Whately ) characteristic hospitality of his nation ,

side, this way and that, and at last got to the when staying in Cairo for health , felt impelled school -master made them welcome. It was

foot of the hill , and knocking at a cottage, he to make an effort in behalf of the many neg- his hour for evening worship, and when the
asked if they would keep him for the night. lected little girls she saw playing at her door. ' strangers were seated, he began by reading

The good man of the house recognized the At that time few Copt and no Moslem girls slowly and solemnly the second chapter of

voice, and said to him at once , “ Come in , received any education at all. The difficulties the Epistle to the Ephesians. The young man

come down with the web ! ” The thief was she had to encounter were many and great , sat astonished. The expressions, “ Dead in

thunderstruck , while the man said , “ When and she was then only imperfectly acquainted trespasses and sins," " Children of wrath,", "

1834 gave

the
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We

elections from Church History.

" Walking after the course of this world ,” tress the Chinese had recourse to a god, who an interesting way , the wiles and frauds of

were new to him . He sought an explanation. they supposed could manage the river. So man , perhaps even accompanied bymusic , no

He was told that this is God's account of the they got a pig and cut its throat, and took it one would be frightened from practicing such

state of man by nature . He felt that it was up to a little temple and threw it into the river abominable acts, but, on the contrary, would

exactly his own state. 6 In this
way I have there as an offering to this god . And who be directed in their way.

walked from my childhood . In the service of was this god ? Neither more nor less than a The same Solon , on meeting the man that

the god of this world we have come to your tortoise ! Next morning when they went out had introduced the play into Athens — his

house. " to see how the river was , they found that the name was Thespis — accosted bim with , “ Are

He was on the way to a fair , where he in- flood had carried away the temple before you not ashamed to lie thus? ” For in his

tended to pass a quantity of counterfeit money . which they offered the pig. After offering drama persons were introduced saying gross

ButGod's Word had found him out. He pro- the pig the next thing they did was to make a lies, even as in our days. Thespis answered,

duced his store of coin , and begged his host vow to the tortoise , and the vow was a prom- “ I am merely lying for fun ,” whereupon

to cast it into the fire ; and asked anxiously if ise that if the water did not rise higher they Solon rejoined , “ If we praise this , we shall

he could not obtain the Word ofGod for him would put up a stage , hire a company of make our government most miserable , and if

self. His request was complied with , and next players, and have a six days ' theatrical ex- we love such a jest , the jest will turn into

morning, with the new treasure, the party, hibition in honor of the tortoise . The river earnest ! ” Thus a blind heathen speaks ,

who had now no errand to the fair , returned did not rise higher, so the exhibition is to guided solely by the light of common sense ,

to their own home. come off. Is it not pitiful to think that a by the light of nature.- Listen to some more

whole townfulofmen , some of them educated, testimonies.

Plato, the renowned Graeco -heathen phiVery Thankful to find any Weather at all . too, should pray to a tortoise ?

In another larger town, sixty miles farther losopher, living 400 years before Christ , per

Said a very old man : “ Some folks are al- down the same river, when the flood came haps the noblest of all heathen philosophers,

ways complaining about the weather ; but I they offered several pigs and vowed no less in a book , entitled : How a perfect government

am very thankful when I wake up in the morn than five sets of theatrical exhibitions of six should be constituted . In this book he passes

ing , and find any weather at all.” days each , all in honor of the same god . In the following judgment on theatres : “ Plays
may

smile at the simplicity of the old man, but their distress they cried to a tortoise ! exite the passions, turn them into a wrong

still his language indicates a spirit that con
Rev. J. Gilmour. channel, and are , for this reason , hurtful to

tributes much to calm and peaceful life . good morals.” In the government he was de

scribing as a model, there must, consequently,

From Darkest Heathen Debasement
be no theatre, according to his idea , because

they became Shining Lights the passions would thereby be exited , for in

of the World.
stance, the passion of irreconcilableness , of

wrath , of revenge , of sensuality , and the like .

To whom do the Cultured Chinese cry
The story of Fiji is most wonderful. Here

Another celebrated heathen philosopher,

in their Distress ? To a Tortoise .
was a little archipelago of over 200 islands ; whom also Luther often mentions, ARISTOTLE,

the population were not only idolaters, but living 300 years before Christ , expressed the

In China it rained a day and a night, and cannibals ; they built houses for their chiefs, following as his principle. Attendance of
everyone said : “ What a good rain — just at surrounding the piles on which they rested plays," he writes, ought to be forbidden
the right time, too ! ” It rained another day

with the bodies of living men , buried alive . the young folks . The permission of attend

and night , and people said : “ It is too much .” They launched canoes by making rollers of ing them is dangerous until maturity of age

It rained a third day and night, and walls and living human bodies ; they killed infants and and education have established them in sober

houses began to fall down, and people said : strangled widows. Human language has no
ness , and until they have been rendered strong

-Why does heaven send us so muchrain ?” terms to express the debasement of this peo- in virtue and shot-proof against temptation

It rained four days and four nights, and it ple, or the atrocities of their customs. Such and debaucheries.” The poor, spiritually

was dismal in the night to hear the clatter things should beregistered in hell and written blind man saw well enough how dangerous to

and rumble of falling walls. There was hardly
in blood . The Fijians are now a Christian the youth were the enticements presenting

a house that did not leak . Many houses feil people. In 1842 the island of Ono had not themselves in a theatrical display of anything1

down bodily ; and , more than all , the river
one heathen left on it ; and it became the improper ; but, at the same time , it was his

rose and roared down, overtlowing both banks center of Gospel light, until the whole group opinion that, after having gained more ex

of a bed a mile and a half broad . But this felt its power; so that to-day there are a perience, man became “ shot-proof ” against
,

was not all. It began to eat away the fenced thousand churches of Christ on those islands, all allurements and temptations . For young

fields of kitchen gardens so rapidly that it was Every village has its church building and folks, it is true, the theatre is especially hurt

at their doors almost before people could school , and all the signs of Christian life and ful,ruinous and tempting ; but even men and

move their things . It was alarming.
a Gospel civilization .--Gospel in All Lands.

women , yea , even aged people may be seized

I went to see it ; and there was the yellow by the charms of the theatre and thrust into

flood raging along, carrying with it great Lectures against the Theatre . a chasm of horrid sins . Aristotle adds , “ Moral

trees , grain, and the timbers and furniture of corruption was generally peculiar to the pro

houses. Just as I got to the bank I saw From the German of C. F.W. Walther, D.D. , and adapted fession of actors.” Just as it is to - day. The

swept past two chickens, trying to balance very heathens complained of the comedians

themselves on a straw raft that had been part being mostly men of the loosest morals and ,

of a roof, and was now dancing on the waves . therefore , a pestilence to the people. With

A few yards behind was another chicken simply The famous Graeco -heathen legislator, So- those pagan Greeks even the actors were held

sitting in the water . | LON, living in the renowned city of Athens, in so little esteem that the name of “ Hyp

On shore, people were trying to remove 600 years before Christ, on seeing the play ocrite ," a dissimulator, false pretender, was

their things, but everything was so deep in introduced in Athens - down to this time the given to them . Actor and hypocrite was the

mud that it was difficult to move anything.'origin of the theatre extends- wasopposed to same word with the Greeks . They had no

The water kept rising , too, and had swept it, and this is what he declared , “ If we ap- other word ! By this word they wished to ex

away so much land that not only had some plaud the deceit in our public plays, we shall press that his whole profession consisted in
forty cottages been carried away , but the soon find it in our contracts and treaties.” He, nothing else but dissembling, to -day disguis

river had eaten its way all but up to the consequently, understood, as much as a blind ing himself as a king , to-morrow as a beggar ,

boundary wall of the yard of the pawnshop. , heathen could, the depravity of human na- and a woman representing a virtuos matron

Things looked desperate; and in their dis- ture , He knew well that hy representing, in to - day and to -morrow a lewd paramour.

a
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historical persons , places and battles. It is a here and there. I know the Scriptures say so

thriving business. and so ; but who could do business now -a -days

Satan and Pope ( a swindling firm ; smart if you were to live up to the letter!? ”

business men , too ) have also found that this Common as these and similar expressions

branch of manufacture pays . They do a big are , they are wrong and ruinous. What a
“ Self-made ” -a Misnomer.

business in relics of saints . (People, as we scene there would be , were the assistants or

Pope Hadrian VI. had a picture of two have said , will be humbugged .) ' Their suc- l employees of the aforesaid people to speak in

cities painted , of Utrecht, where he was born, cess is only equalled by their impudence and this manner, when reproved for tardiness or

and of Loewen, where he attended University , their customers' simplicity. Here is a cat- indifference in the performance of their duties !

and wrote above it : “ Utrecht has planted alogue, issued several hundred years ago , by And when our eternal welfare and happiness

me, Loewen has watered me. ” Below it was their agent at Halle , Cardinal Albrecht. It is at stake we speak so flippantly of the divine

a portrait of Charles V., with the inscription : must have been a veritable curiosity -shop . precepts !

“ And the Emperor gave the increase . ” Be- " 25 particles of the burning bush of Moses. The great price of our salvation and the

neath all some person wrote with chalk : “ And Parts of the altar before which the holy John true nature of our temporal and eternal wel

God did nothing.” read mass for Mary ; of the field where Adam fare should certainly prompt us to be even

What did God do for all our much vaunted repented ; of the stone whence Mary ascended / stricter and more consistent in our Father's
self -made men ? - Let the inscription above to heaven ( besides, several pieces of the stone , business than in the mere concerns of this life

our possessions, abilities , achievements, posi- whereon'she lay in the grave ) ; of the bark on and world .

tions , etc. be : “ By the grace of God I am which Christ had knelt on His bare knees in
what I am . ” 1 Cor. 15 , 10 . prayer ; of the field of Damascus, of which Another Wonderful Work in God's

God formed man ; of Noah's Ark ; of the rock Nature,

Saints in the Kitchen . which Moses smote to make it yield water.

God judges of our works not by their out
Remnants of the hay on which the child Jesus

In Algeria there is a small stream which the

ward splendor, but by the spirit in which they lay; of the myrrh and frankincense of the chemistry of nature has converted into true

are performed . Are they done for God's sake? Holy three Kings; of the wine which Jesus ink. It is formed by the union of two rivulets,

made of water ; of the table -cloth which was
one of which is very strongly impregnated with

For our neighbor's benefit ? -- A hermit, lead
,

ing an austere and ascetic life in the desert, used in the Last Supper. One piece of silver iron , while the other, meandering through a
ing an austere and ascetic life in the desert, ofthe 30 for which Jesus, the innocent Lamb, peat marsh, imbibes gallic acid , another in

was informed from heaven , that in the next

city a servant girl dwelled whose holiness far
was sold ; 11 entire thorns and 4 other pieces gredient in the formation of ink .

of His crown . 8 hairs of the Virgin Mary ;
exceeded his. He sought her and inquired

5 times of her milk . Furthermore, of Mary's A Year of Lines.
after her manner of living. She replied : “ I

perform the duties of the household and my John the Baptist which pointed to Jesus, say
shirt in which she bore Christ. The finger of

A wise teacher once said to a bevy of school

calling , and when I carry in an armful ofkindling, I do it in loving remembrance of ing , 'Behold the Lamb of God .' The finger girls whowere complaining that there were no

Him who carried the heavy cross for

of St. Thomas with which he touched the side great things for them to do in life , " Take the

my of Jesus. Half a jaw - bone with 4 teeth of motto of Apelles, “ No day without a line ,'

sake. ” The hermit confessed to the superior- St. Paul and particles of his holy blood . The and remember that, though a line may be a

ity of her holiness.
Saints in kitchens often outdo saints in stone with which St. Stephen was killed. One twelfth of an inch or be as long as the equa

cloisters . We need not go far to find works

whole fresh body of one of the Innocents , tor , no one is expected to draw one beyond

etc. , etc.

which please God . Transform your kitchen ,

the measure of his ability.”Summa summarum , of worshipful

work shop and office into a sanctuary, a place
relics 8133 particles and 42 entire holy bodies ;

Subscriptions Paid.
of divine service. Serving your master, serve giving indulgence for thirty -nine thousand

times thousand , two hundred times thousand, Mr. F. Stutz, Washington, D. C., (VI) $1.00

your Master.

forty -five thousand, one hundred and twenty Rev. J. V. Kauffeld, Newton, Kan ., ( VI 15 to
VII 14 ) 1.00

Wasted Labor. years , two hundred and twenty days." Rev. M. Luecke, Troy , Ills . , (VI & VII)

But hasn't all this changed ? --- Has Satan Rev. J. A. Detzer, Evanston, Ills. , (VI 2 cc) 2.00

Albertus Magnus, bishop of Regensburg, changed ? Has the credulity of the customers Rev.M. Tirmenstein,St. Paul, Minn ., (VI?| Mr. J. Lang, Kendallville, Ind ., ( IV to VI ) 3.00

1.00

once made a figure, a marvel of mechanical

art ; it was some sort of automaton which must still be making money, though not as
changed ?—The firm hasn't yet dissolved. It Mr. J. F.Wernwag, Blairstown, Iowa, (VI

& VII)

Mr. W.J. F. Sas, Woodbine, Iowa, (V)

moved about and uttered articulate sounds. much as before because of Luther's emphatic Mr. J. Mehrtens, Cole Camp, Mo. , (V 1:15 to

One day Thomas of Aquino, visiting him , was VII 14 ) 1.00

protest . - E .

shown the figure. It made a graceful bow
Mr. V. S. Fox, Gravelton, Mo., ( V & VI 15 )

Mr. B. Ranft, Pilot Knob , Mo. , (VI 15 to VII 14 ) 1.00

to him and bid him the day. Thomas was Mrs. L. Schwah, Pilot Knob , Mo. , (VI 15 to
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VII 14) 1.00

frightened. He suspected witch-craft . He
LAXITY. St. Paul's Colored Church , New Orleans, La . ,

raised a club and shattered the figure to frag ( VI 15 to VII 14 ) 1.00

ments . Albertus said : “ You have destroyed Mr. L. J. Zilhaver, Garfield , Colo . , ( VI 15 to
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VII 14 )

in a moment at what I labored for thirty Rev. F. Weidmann , Olean , N. Y. , ( VI )

years . "
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Is it worth while for a person to devote his often meet with well-meaning persons, whose Rev. Prof. A.Craemer, Springfield , Ills ., ( V &

VI )
2.00

time and talents only to works which will soon

perish, and , at the best, only last to the Last tion in their private and business relations is Rev.G. A. Mueller, Schaumburg, Ills ., (VII ) 1:00
aim it is to lead a righteous life , whose reputa- : Mr. Chas. Reykauf, Hawkinsville, N. Y. , (VI

15 to VII 14 )

Day ? Shall we not rather employ our money, above the reproach of men ; they attend strictly Mr.W.Richaril,Rockville, Md.,(VI)

abilities and efforts in a work , the results of

to business ; they will not tolerate
Rev. E. Hantel, Hemlock, Mich ., ( VI & VII) 2.00

indif
any

which will remain through all the ages of ference ; no , they are painfully careful and Rev. L. J. Schwartz, Altamont, Wis . , ( V & VI) 2.00
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eternity ? In bringing in animate beings to scrupulously exact in matters pertaining to Mr. W. Fricke , State Centre , Iowa , ( VI 15 to

move in a new life and utter the praises of
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their Redeemer ?
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brethren . He that loveth not his brother saying : “ He that loveth another hath fulfilled

abideth in death . " Mark well , the apostle the law , ” and again he says : “ Love is the ful

does not say : He that hateth his brother ; he filling of the law .” St. Paul indeed speaks

uses stronger language and says : “ He that here directly only of the second table of the

loveth not his brother abideth in death .” law , of love toward our neighbor ; but what

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE O, a powerful word ! It is not enough that is true of the second table is also true of the

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. we do not hate our fellow man ; if he is in- tirst ; it , too , is fulfilled by love . The first

By Rev. F. Kuegele. different to us, if we care nothing for him , table is fulfilled in love towards God, the sec

that already is proof that the Spirit of Christ ond in love towards our neighbor; so the

is not in us ; for the Spirit of Christ teaches whole law is fulfilled in the one word : Love .

IV. Sunday after Epiphany.
love towards others . It is not enough that But to -day let us confine ourselves to the

Rom . 13 , 8—10. we do not wish evil to our neighbor , if we do second table . He that loves his neighbor,

not wish him well we have not the Spirit of says St. Paul, has fulfilled the second table

BELOVED IN THE LORD: — The whole sub- Christ ; for Christ did not only not wish evil of the law . So all the duties which we have

stance of our Christian religion is comprised to any man , He wished well unto all , and so towards our fellow man , by whatever name

in two words : Faith and Love , like as the much so that He gave Himself into death also they be called , are all comprised in the word :

whole doctrine of the Bible is comprised in for His enemies. If , therefore, love is not in Love . That all the coinmạndments are com

two parts : Gospel and Law. Faith belongs the heart , this is an unmistakable proof that prehended in this one word , the apostle dis

to the Gospel , love to the law . By faith the the Spirit of Christ is not there .
tinctly declares, saying : " For this , Thou shalt

Christian obtains and holds the salvation But if true Christian love does dwell in the not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill , Thou

promised and extended in the Gospel , by heart , this is a sure token the Spirit of Christ shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness,

love he walks in the obedience of the law . is there. Do you want a sign of conversion Thou shalt not covet ; and if there be any other

Faith makes the Christian , love manifests the and the indwelling of the Spirit of God, look commandment, it is briefly comprehended in

Christian . and see , if in all sincerity you wish well to this saying, namely , Thou shalt love thy neigh

Man becomes a Christian by knowing and friend and foe , and if your heart is drawn bor as thyself.” All these commandments,

acknowledging himself a poor, lost sinner , with brotherly love toward all true followers and whatever other commandment there may

and by believing that Jesus Christ, the son of Christ, and you shall know thereby that be , are comprehended in this one command :

of God, is come to save him from his sins . Ithe Spirit of Christ is in you ; for St. ohn “ Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.”

By such faith man is justified from sin , ob- says : “ We know that we have passed from Whether, therefore , we can see it , or can not

tains peace with God and is made heir of all death unto life .” . And whereby do we know it ? see it , how all commandments are comprised

the riches of Christ ; for thus St. Paul de- He answers : “ Because we love the brethren ." and fulfilled in the one command of love , this

clares : “ Being justified by faith , we have Now, because faith'and love can not be is certain from the outset: Paul says it and

peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ : 1 separated , we must see to it first that we by him spake the Spirit of God ; therefore it

bywhom also we have access by faith into this stand in the faith of Christ , and secondly that is so and there remains no question about it .

grace wherein we stand, and rejoice in hope / we walk in love , : And as we should exercise But the command of love itself shows that

of the glory of God .” By faith we embrace care lest we have a dead or a false faith , so in it is indeed comprehended the whole law .

Jesus Christ as our Saviour , and , believing we should also attend that our love be real , My heart is to be so disposed towards my

that He is the propitiation for our sins , we and not only a semblance of love. As a banker neighbor as it is disposed towards myself;,

have through such faith the hope of eternal is expert in telling genuine money from coun- for I am to love him as I love myself and

life . But where such faith lives in the heart terfeit money , so should we be practiced also want others to love me . What actions this

it can not be idle, it kindles love , love towards in our own hearts to distinguish genuine from love of the heart is to bring forth, the Lord

God and man and it will manifest itself in spurious love . But to be enabled thereto we defines in the sermon on the mount, saying :

works of love . This Paul distinctly declares ' must be well acquainted with the teachings of “ All things whatsoever ye would that men

writing : “ In Jesus Christ neither circumcision the Scriptures as to what love is . Let us to- should do to you, do ye even so to them .”

availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision ; but day , in agreement with the text , consider : The command is not this that we should do to

faith which worketh by love . ” . A cold , dead others as they do to us .
This is the common

LOVE AS THE FULFILLMENT OF THE LAW ' .

profession of faith in Christ avails nothing , way of the world , to return evil for evil and

but only that faith which engenders love and
I would set forth

good for good ; but this is simply repaying,

is active in prompting to works of love . That I. that all commandments are comprised in and there is no love in it . Neither is the com

faith which makes one with Christ brings with the one word : Love ; mand this that we should always do to others

it the Spirit of Christ, making man minded as II . what is not and what is true love . as they want us to do to them ; for others

Jesus Christ was. Now Jesus Christ loved might ask us to do evil for them or even to

all men and hated none ; therefore, whoever: I.
them . King Saul asked his weapon bearer to

hath the Spirit of Christ, will love all men Love is the fulfillment of all the command- kill him , and his weapon bearer was right in

and hate none. Let a man be ever so zealous ments ofGod . Whatever God has commanded refusing Saul's request. The command is :

in his profession of piety , if he yet cherishes in His law , great or small, it is all compre- I am to do to my neighbor as I , if placed in

spite , enmity or rancor against anyone , his hended and fulfilled in the word : Love. At like circumstances , would want him to do to

profession is empty boast , and the Spirit of the first glance that might, indeed , appear a me , or as I could rightly and justly ask and

Christ is not dwelling in him . “ We know ," strange saying , all the law comprehended in expect him to do to me. If I see my neigh

says St. John , “ we know that we have passed one word ; but, if we examine right, we must ibor starving and have the means to help him ,

from death unto life , because we love the soon see it . Paul here distinctly affirmis it , then I am to argue : Now if I were in his and

a
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he in my place then I would desire him to Likewise , love being the fulfilling of the For a careful and diligent study of the

give me bread , and I am to do to him as I whole law , it necessarily follows that the com- command of love we surely have special rea

would want him to do to me, I am to give mand of love must have precedence before all sons in our times , because true Christian love,

him bread . If I trade with my neighbor, other commandments. If a man is placed in genuine charity is now become a rare article

then I desire him to deal honestly with me ; such a situation that he must either violate in the world . Saying this I am well aware

so then I am to do towards him what I want the law of love , or break another command- that I am contradicting a current opinion of

him to do towards me, I am to deal honestly ment in its literal meaning, then the command the day ; for many claim that there is now

with him . If I speak of my neighbor, I am of love is to be kept , though another must be much more love and charity among people ,

to speak of him as I , in the same situation , broken . For this we have plain examples in the than there ever had been in former ages. I

would want him to speak of me, and if I say Scriptures. In the law of Moses it was strictly grant, that love and charity is now very much

of my neighbor what I , placed in the same forbidden that any others than priests only talked of ; the word charity is almost on every

situation , would regard uncharitable in him should eat oftheshew - bread in the tabernacle . body's lips. The phrase : “ You must be char

to say of me , then I am already violating the Now it happened that David , fleeing from Saul, itable ” may not unfitly be called the chief

command to love him as I love myself . So came to the sanctuary in a starving condition , article in the creed of modernized Christians.

this one command permeates them all and he and the high priest , having no other bread, I also grant that there are many modern char

who would keep this one command , would gave him holy bread, thus breaking the letter itable inventions which were formerly not

have kept them all ; buthe who violates the of the law in order to keep the law of love , known in Christendom .
We have charity

command of love , thereby in fact violates all and the Scriptures justify him that he did fairs , charity picnics, charity suppers, charity

the commandments; for in it all are fulfilled right and sinned not. For when once , passing dances , charity lotteries and so on , and there

and in its violation all are broken . through the corn on the sabbath day , the dis- are continually new charitable inventions being

So we have in this command a short and ciples picked ears of corn to eat them , the made. Some churches, and stylish churches

concise rule by which to be guided in all situ- Pharisees asked Jesus: “ Why do they on the at that , are so full of charity as to make their

ations, relations, duties , dealings and all trans- sabbath day that which is not lawful? ” Jesus own preacher an object of charity, raising bis

actions. In whatever we do or leave undone , justified the action of the disciples , appealing salary by lawn parties, strawberry-festivals

we can easily examine, whether we are doing to what the high priest had done for David and other festivals. Indeed , every body is

right or wrong towards our neighbor by ask- | and added : " The sabbath was made for man , so full of the charitableness of the times , that

ing : What would I , placed in his position, and not man for the sabbath.” That is say- those who can not see the charity in these

want him to do to me ? and if we so do to ing, rather must the sabbath command be modern charitable inventions or who express

him then we are doing right. But if our own broken, than that harm should come to man . misgivings about it , are looked upon as narrow

heart and conscience convict us that we are That is a rule which applies in all the com- minded bigots who could not raise themselves

not doing towards him as we would want him | mandments . Man was not made for the sake up to the standard of broad charity of our

to do towards us , then we are doing wreng. of the commandment, but the commandments days. Well , I for one frankly confess myself

In all possible relations to our fellow man this were given for the sake of man . Another such a narrow -minded bigot . There is indeed

short command of the Lord is a simpler and illustration may serve to make the point clear. true love and charity in theworld yet ; so long

surer guide than all the law- and statute - books The law of love requires me to save my neigh- as there are true Christians, so long also true

ever printed . bor's life , the seventh commandment forbids Christian love will remain ; but what I want

That all the law is contained in the com- me to destroy my neighbor's property. Now to emphasize is that many things are now

mand of love , Paul here repeats in other suppose my neighbor's horse run away with labeled as love and dressed up in the garb

words , saying: “ Love worketh no ill to his him and I can save his life in no other way of charity , and are so made to appear very

neighbor : therefore love is the fulfilling of the ' than by killing the horse, what then should I genteel which in fact are nothing but base

law. ” He concludes : the law is fulfilled by do ? spare the horse and let the man perish, selfishness . Let me prove this by a few things

love , because love will do no evil . Love will or kill the horse and save the man ? As a implied in the text.

do nothing which in any way would work harm matter of course I must destroy the horse to The apostle says : “ Owe no man any thing,

to another ; therefore he who would love his save the man's life , then I am doing a good but to love one another.” I have known men

neighbor as he ought, would do nothing to work according to the law of love ; but if, to give liberally for charitable purposes, but

wards his neighbor which is forbidden in the hesitating to destroy another's property , I would not pay their honest debts. That is

law ; he would not violate any of the com- would let the man perish , then guilt would being charitable with other people's money, a

mandments, but rould have kept the whole fall upon me. So the seventh commandment kind of charity like that robberchief had who

second table of the law . He that has done must give way to the law of love ; and so it is relieved the rich of their money and divided

no ill , does not fall under the condemnation with all the commandments, from which it is it among the poor. Butthis word goes farther

of the law . again evident that love is the fulfilling of the than that . If we are to owe no man any

Here let me mention two more things im- law . Therefore St. James properly writes : thing, we must in no way have defrauded him .

plied in the text . Love being the fulfilling " If ye fulfill the royal law according to the True love is always connected with honesty,

of the law , it necessarily followsthat all works Scripture, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as honesty in the full sense of the word. So

commanded in the law and performed accord thyself, ye do well.” The command of love long as a man is given to dishonest practices,

ing to the letter of the law are of no value is the royal , the highest command and is it is an idle thing to talk of him as being a

before God , unless they are done in love . queen over all commandments. loving and charitable man ; for a man who

Thus St. Paul declares in another place : really loves his neighbor, will deal honestly

- Though I bestow all my goods to feed the
II . with him both in word and deed . To sub

poor , and though I give my body to be burned , After having shown that love is the fulfill- , scribe ten dollars for foreign missions is an

and have not charity , it profiteth me nothing.' ment of the law , it is clear that to walk in the easy matter and it is also easy to make a show

If a rich man is liberal towardsthe poor , builds obedience of the law of God , we must walk in ' with it ; in our daily intercourse with our fel

almshouses and feeds and clothes many thou- love. Because love is the royal law , the queen low -man, there is the right place to show that

sands , he is doing works which are in agree- of all the commandments, therefore our fore- we truly love him and deal so with every one

ment with the letter of the law ; yet, if he imost care in following after sanctification must that we owe no man any thing, except to love

does not do it actuated purely by love, but be to study the command of love and to strive him ; for this is a debt which always remains,

from other motives , it is all vain before God . to live up to it. Would you become more and which we can never pay in full. In our every

All external good works are accounted noth- more like unto your Lord and Saviour ? Then day dealings , in all our conversation and talk

ing before God , unless they are done in love see to it that you continually increase in the we must practice the command : “ Thou shalt

which alone gives them their value . And from knowledge of the law of love and set yourself love thy neighbor as thyself,” otherwise our

this fact it is again evident that love is the to practice it in thought, word and deed ; for love will be like unto that of the Pharisees,

fulfilling of the law . Jesus Christ lived in love and died from love . of whom the Lord says : “ Woe unto you ,

I
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scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye de We object to this remedy on religious

vour widows' houses , and for a pretence make grounds.

long prayer : therefore ye shall receive the I. Because it repudiates the Bible as an au

greater damnation. "

Our Michigan Letter against Pro
thoritative teacher on the subject of temper

Again the apostle says: “ Love worketh no hibition . ance , and makes it a criminal offense to ac

ill to his neighbor. " Love can only work cept it as such .

good and no ill to another ; for this is the Caledonia , Mich . , Jan. 12 , 1888 .
From Genesis to Revelation the Bible sanc

very essence of love to desire the good of the
DEAR BRO. FRANK :

tions and encourages the proper use of wine

loved one. That is not truly love which will Through the kindness of Rev. J. R. Sikes , asa beverage. It also commands its use in

do anything by which the neighbor is harmed
of Perrysville , O. , the Loudonville Advocate,

religious worship.

or by which his feelings must be hurt. This From the time that Melchizedeck met Abra

a secular newspaper, is sent to me, containing
sheds light , and not a favorable light , in the

aforementioned modern charitable inventions.

his, to my judgment , excellent articles on that ham and gave him bread and wine until Christ

now much vexed question , legal prohibition. inaugurated His ministry of redemption by

They all come pretty much under the same One of these articles I take the liberty to send making and distributing wine , there is abund

heading ; but take, for instance, a charitydance, something common in the winter sea- you for republication in the WITNESS. I have ant evidence of its constant and approved use

as a beverage .
reason to believe that Rev. Sikes will not ob

son. There people dance and eat and drink Deut . 14 , 22—27 and several other passages

from charity towards the poor ; for the pro- readers of theWitness ,due credit being given ,
ject to its being brought to the eyes of the

command its religious use as such .

ceeds of the frolic are to be given to the poor. of course . Ex. 29 , 38—41 . Lev. 23 , 13. Num. 15 , 5 .

The perusal of this article may 7. 10 and 28 , 14 it is specially required to be

· Now at such a ball there may be some few
tend to create a desire to read the other ex

who really do sympathize with the poor : but cellent, scholarly written works of Rev. Sikes used as a drink -offering.

the great majority would never think of giving The Saviour sanctified it to the most holy
on Prohibition , viz : “ The Biblical Reason

to the indigent , if they did not get pleasure of purposes— that of the sacrament of His

Why Prohibition is Wrong, " and " Pen Pict

and enjoyment in return , if not appeal were
blood .

ures of Prohibition and Prohibitionists ," which
made to their baser appetites. And what Extremists have been forced to recognize

I would herewith recommend as a most effi

feelings must it awaken in a poor man who these facts , and , in order to make the Bible
gets a pittance by a charity ball ? Must be cientcynosure in the labyrinth of temperance harmonize with their views, have invented the

fanaticism . Especial credit is due to the au
not think : These hypocrites indulge in lux . thor for his force in exploding, in the first theory that it was a non -intoxicating wine the

uries and say , they do it from love towards use of which is so frequently sanctioned .
mentioned work, the so-called “ Double wine

me ? To take such an alms must be humil

theory ,” which is the subterfuge of such pro
In reference to this we observe :

iating indeed ; for it is like eating the meat
hibitionists, who dare not openly renounce the 1. There is not a passage in the Bible that

and throwing the bone to a dog. And yet Bible for permitting,yes , even enjoining , the intimates such a thing. This is remarkable,

even in religious papers, you can find spread
use of real wine, which, when used to excess , especially so when we remember how par

eagle reports of such doings and many wonder

ultimately becomes intoxicating . ticular God was in giving directions for the
how charitable people now are . I speak of

this, because it affords a picture of a large
Fraternally Yours,

government of His people in their social and

J. G. SCHLIEPSIEK . religious life , and in specifying what they

percentage of what is now called charity, should not use .

when in fact it is nothing but the veriest
2. If extremists could prove that there was

selfishness under the name and in the garb of Prohibition vs. The Bible and The Church .
such a wine , and that the Hebrew word

charity. Therefore I say, we should also for
The reader will do well to turn to and read :

" TIROSA ” was used to designate it ( which can
this reason be diligent to study the command Deut. 14 , 22—27 . Prov . 23 , 9–35 . John 2 ,

not be done ) , the fact would still remain that

of love that we be able to distinguish the gen
1-11 .

the use of wines known to be intoxicating was
uine from the counterfeit. These portions of Scripture fairly represent

commanded of God ; and that “ strong wine"
True love begins in the heart. To seek the whole of the Bible teaching on the subject .

was specifically commanded to be used in

love first or only in outward acts , is beginning Prohibition proposes to destroy the manu
religious services and for drink - offerings;

at the wrong end . In our heart we are to facture , sale and use as beverages of all in
while the use of tirosh as a drink -offering is

sympathize just as well with our neighbor as toxicants, including wine . This is the least
never enjoined . — See Ex . 29 , 38—41 . Lev .

with ourselves , and that not only with some it proposes.
23, 13. Num . 15 , 5. 7. 10 and 28,7 . 14 .

men , but with every man , and not only some
It is now one of the most important subjects

When reduced to its logical sequence , this

times,but always. Do you say : Who can do before the American people . Important, not non-intoxicating wine theory makes Moses

that?' is not man naturally so disposed as to only because of its prominence in the public and the other Seripture writers use the wrong?

think twice of himself before thinking once of mind , but more so because it involves not
his neighbor ? So man is ; selfishness is born only the personal liberty of the individual, word three times outof every four that they

,
mention wine , either through ignorance or the

in and with man , and it clings to him so long but also the rights of religion , the freedom of

the Christian’s conscience and the authority theory, is to believe that the Bible is unreliable
purpose to deceive.

as he has flesh and blood.- Every one of us

Hence, to believe this

must confess that we violate every day a score of the Bible as a rule of faith and practice .
and false as an instructor, upon the subject of

times and more the command of love , if not Therefore , while we have no apology to
wines and their use , at least. Therefore this

in acts, yet in thoughts . So this text convicts make for intemperance, or for any abuse of

us that we have not, do not and can not fulfil intoxicants ; whether that abuse pertain to inirreconcilable conflict with the Bible , with
theory cannot help prohibition. It remains

the law of love , and that should teach us that , the manufacture, sale or use of them ; whether
reason and with common sense .

ifweare not to perish , we must have a Saviour by adulteration or otherwise ; but, on the con

II . As before noted , Prohibition subordi
to save us from our own selfishness, and this trary , believe in , advocate , insist upon and

Jesus Christ does ; for He is come to save us practice temperance, we wish seriously to dis- nates the Church of Christ to the State in a

manner and to an extent wholly inconsistent
from our sins , hence also from the sin of cuss Prohibition in its relation to the Bible ,

with the genius and design of our government ,
selfishness. To Him we should every night the Church and the individual Christian con

turn for forgiveness and in the morning anew science . That intemperance is a great evil ; as well as with religious liberty.

strive to put away selfishness and to walk in that it prevails to an alarming extent ; that an

:

>

Under prohibition, as now advocated , most

love unto the honor of His name . Amen . effective remedy should be earnestly sought of our churches would have to either:

by every good citizen : -- these are facts which 1. Be disloyal to the State, or

JUBAL, the descendant of Cain , struck the all admit. 2. Change their forms of Church govern

chorded shell, but he did not invent the Prohibition is one of the remedies , if not ment so as to harmonize with State law , and

organ . the chief one , proposed. then , either stultify themselves by non

.
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to use .

The Lutheran Witness .

enforcement of their rules , or destroy them- Twenty Great Human Items which are, How the “ Reformed Church Messenger"

selves by attempting to enforce them . however, Vain and of no Account would unite the Lutheran and Re

III . Prohibition , as before noted also , sac without the Word of God. formed Churches.

rilegiously pilfers the altars of religion by

XIX . MAN'S COURAGE AND STRENGTH .
interdicting the use of an essential element in A certain Dr. Apple wrote an article re

the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Thus
This nineteenth part of our Psalm , verses cently in the Reformed Church Messenger,

thrusting itself between the Christian's con- 153—160, teaches that all men's power , cours wherein he states :

science and his God , saying to the Christian , age and strength are vain and of no account " The doctrine on which the Lutherans and

You must surrender your conscience a slave without the Word of God . For whoever is the Reformed divided in the 16th Century was

to my will , or become a criminal violator of destitute of this, will derive no true benefit , the doctrine of our Lord's presence in his

State law by using , in the sacrament , that though physically he be as strong , or in cour- holy Supper. It may be somewhat startling,

which prohibition -wisdom makes it unlawful age as daring, or in all faculties as powerful if not presumptuous, to say that the whole

as ever all giants and champions have been . discussion on that subject was based upon

That such is the aim and interest of Pro- But who is in possession of God's Word and false premises. . . We say both parties, the

hibition is abundantly evident from National remaineth in his calling, may be bold , indeed , Reformed and Lutherans, were wrong in their

Prohibition Platform and Declaration of Prin- though he be in misery otherwise and en- conception of heaven as related to this world

ciples ; the oft repeated utterances of the compassed altogether. For he knoweth, God in space.”

Woman's Christian Temperance Union , and pleads his cause and will assist the righteous It would be throwing away space to let this

the proposed Michigan and Oregon Amend and finally deliver His own .
man tell our readers how he would set right

ments .
XX . MAN'S JOY . the conception of both parties. Because in

IV . While Prohibition thus deals with hu the end he settles on the Reformed error as
This twentieth part of our Psalm , verses

man liberty , the Christian's conscience , the a basis of union . For thus he writes :

altars of religion and the Word of God , it at and of no account without the Word of God .
161-168, teaches that all men's joy is vain

“ By his body , his flesh and blood , we can

the same time charges God with folly in giving For human gladness andworldly joy are of his glorified human life. This glorified humanunderstand nothing else than his humanity,

wine and sanctioning its use , and puts Christ short durance and generally followed by eter- life iseternal life in the believer, and this is

in the attitude of a sinner against prohibition nal sorrow . But the sorrow of the pious soon/ life is eternal life in the believer , and this is

sanctity because He made and used wine as communicated to the worthy communicant in
passeth away and is followed by eternal joy.

a beverage . the holy Supper. This is the Christian's im

These things being true , as they are true ,

prohibition merits the unswerving opposition is a prayer in which David comprises all that

The last part of our Psalm , verses 169—176 , mortality. And I will raise him up at the

last day." "

of men, as it has thatofGod and righteousness. hath been said in previous parts. And herein The saying of the old Reformed was , we

we learn the order which saints and thefaith- receive only the benefits of Christ's life and

ful of God observe in their prayer . First they
death in communion ; Prof. Apple coins this

cry and make known their wants unto God ; | Christ which is communicated to the worthyanew by calling it the glorified human life of

then they pray God would deliver and succor
communicant in the holy Supper. Accord

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . them ; thirdly they supplicate, that is, they ingly the Lutheran Church must give up two

continue in prayer, knock and seek until their
The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st points. 1. that unworthy communicants also

of each month . All communications and money should be prayer is answered and God blesses them and

sent to:LUTHERAN WITNESS, 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, grants the necessary deliverance; fourthly receive orally Christ's body and blood , nothing
receive Christ's body and blood ; 2. that we

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum inadvance. they praise God for deliverance vouchsafed
Money sent otherwise than by money -order or drait is at the

inore nor less. This is Prof. Apple's basis of
and for blessings received .

union . Reformed unionists always offer Re

ThisEntered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second formed errors as bases of their unions.

The Good Shepherd and the Cleveland is indeed both startling and presumptuous.

“ Evangelical Messenger.”
ST. LOUIS, MO. , February 21, 1888.

“ The shepherd must not forget that the
Please , proclaim this in Ohio.

Hanging in the Air. sheep are not his , but his absent Master's.”

This is what the Evangelical Messenger writes
Rev. F. G. Voelker, of Lamberton , Minn .,

announces in the Synodalbote, that he approves
“ The Workman is the organ of no faction , in a recent issue under the heading : The

synod, or General Body, but, with God's help , Good Shepherd and His sheep . We always of the doctrine of Conversion and Election as

will be published in the interests of the Lu- thought our Master was present with us and
fore leave the Ohio Synod .

theran Church alone.” not absent, because He said , “ Lo , I am with

If a man professed to be a Lutheran , but you alway.” We comforted ourselves with
This, we know , is harsh music in the ears

refused to unite with any particular Lutheran the fact that our Master was not dead and of the secessionists or as the ancients would

have styled them , traitors in Columbus.
congregation, the Workman would soon be gone as other masters are , but always present

after such man with a stick , because the Lu- and that no one could pluck us out of His

theran Church is not a philosophical idea hands. Nor do we thank the Ev. Messenger The ChattanoogaThe Chattanooga “ Commercial ” of

hanging in the air , but a reality composed of for stating our Master were absent. Nor does January 28 , 1888 .

Lutheran congregations. It is only by uniting the Good Shepherd thank our contemporary

with the congregation that we propagate the for feeding His sheep with such straw of ab This paper was kindly sent us from Ten

work of the Lutheran Church . The same holds sence . It contains “ Sunday Reflections."

good of church papers . If editors of church Now we all know , political papers are , as a
papers are conscientious in their membership i My Kingdom is in my Mind,

rule, the poorest pulpits in the world . But

with church and synod, this conscientiousness is another saying and seems to assert the these " Sunday Reflections” outdo anything

will prompt them to advocate the principles right of private judgment or the right of free we ever read in a political paper on Christ

of this church and synod , though they be not thought. In fact these mind -kingdoms are ianity or its ministry. They read as if written

officially called so to do. Every man's friend very small and sadly corrupted and only worth by a Reform Jew . We shall quote but one

is in fact only his own friend . And we have talking of when constituted in the fashion of sentence .

great reason to believe " the interests of the St. Paul, “ I count all things but loss for the “ When the intelligent reader informs him

Lutheran Church alone ” which the Workman excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus self of the fact that a dirty rabble of bummers

espouses, are only the interestsofthe Workman. my Lord , ” Phil. 3 , 8 . in Jerusalem apprehended Jesus and carried

risk of the sender .

Class Mail Matter .

1

nessee .

>
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Church News.

move out .

him before a lot of demagogues and got per- Hereupon I asked him , what kind of busi- Our Concordia Publishing House .

mission to crucify him , and then hears the ness he had intended to engage in . “ An

preacher ...” Every intelligent reader knows, honorable business,” he replied , somewhat in- Our Pittsburgh exchange remembers our

it was not a dirty rabble of bummers that got sulted , and then asked triumphantly : " What book and printing establishment in these words :

permission to crucify Christ. The Commercial benefit did I derive from my misfortune ? " " The large new buildings, one 30 X 70 feet,

could have bit on this idea only from Mun- Eying him sharply I now spoke about as and another 30 X 23 feet, with a detached boiler!

kacsy's picture of Christ before Pilate . It follows : “ My friend , can you disprove , that house, recently added to the Lutheran Con

was the very flower of the Jewish nation , their you would have been murdered by some jeal cordia Publication House, of the Missouri

highest tribunal composed of 72 of the most ous enemy, had you really gained your ob- Synod, make this one of the most extensive

learned and most zealous men , that first con- ject ? ” “ No,” he said hesitatingly, “ no , I and complete printing and publishing plants

demned Christ and then sought to destroy His cannot disprove that." " Then,” said I , “ you in the State . Four huge steam presses , with

body. Now if the Commercial is such a wil must admit, that your misfortune may have stereotyping machinery, and three large vaults

ful perverter of historical facts, what will its been to your advantage , as the sparing of for preserving the plates, occupy the ground

rantings be when it makes still sadder attempts your life might be traced back to the breaking floor. The second is occupied with the bind

at moral and religious lessons ? of your leg . At any event, your misfortune ery , and the third with the composing room

has more the indications of good fortune than and offices. Over sixty hands are employed

of misfortune. You may rest assured that it in the manufacturing department, which pub

was no misfortune to you .” lishes ten papers and issues tens of thousands

These words apparently convinced him ; of hymn , sermon , school , and other books

Our Denver Letter.
they also recalled to his memory another ex- annually . In addition a large force of clerks

perience of his . “ Some years ago ,” said he , and bookkeepers are always busy . The profits

Denver , Col. , Jan. 22 , 1888. " I was on my way to Durango. When only of this immense establishment are enormous,

DEAR BRO . FRANK : one half mile from the depot I saw the train running over $ 40,000 a year, every cent of

My recent missionary trip to Southwestern My disappointment knew no which goes into the Synod's treasury for mis

Colorado was one of manifold experiences, bounds, as I wished to reach Durango that sions, education , and the general work of the

one of which is the following. The evening evening on account of most pressing busi- Church. Surely this is something to thank

preceding my departure from Durango, I ness . The next day I heard, that , whilst pass
God for . ”

made a pastoral call on a sick man , one of the ing through Toltec Gorge , the train I was to

wealthy inhabitants of that city, who intended leave on but missed, jumped the track and Our Female Seminary.

leaving for California in order to regain his rolled down the precipice , which at that place

health. He found himself obliged, however , was about 2,000 feet deep . I felt thankful
Parents wishing to give their daughters a

to postpone his trip indefinitely. When , ac- now , that I was not on the train . ”
higher education , have a grand opportunity

companied by a member of the newly or- Thus he spoke . But it was now time for offered them by the new Walther College at

ganized congregation of Durango, I called on me to leave , I therefore subsequently called St. Louis, Mo. This institute is altogether

him and after having assured him of mysym- his attention to the fact, that the prayer he Lutheran. Though not exclusively a female

pathy, I told him , that afflictions and tribula- had offered up to God before he broke his seminary, it makes female education a special

tions of all kinds must work together for good leg, had been an unchristian one, as it lacked feature of its work. It is incorporated with

to them that love God and our Saviour Jesus two necessary requirements of a Christian therights and privileges of a high grade college

Christ. “ Well,” said he , “ that is a matter prayer. It was , in the first place , not a prayer
and will offer the student three courses , the

of individual opinion . I for my part will not in the name of Christ,nor did it, in the second academic, the classical , and scientific , of two

subscribe to that statement of yours.” “ Why place, leave any room for display to the wis- years each . Board and lodgings are furnished

not ? ” was quickly asked in reply . “ Why dom of God . Then I pointed out to him the to young ladies by the best families of our

not ?” said he, “ because I have experienced basis of all consolation as being alone in Christ churches in St. Louis at very reasonable prices.

that the reverse is true, and that, moreover, Jesus. “ Yes,” he interrupted , “ and there is

God does not hear prayers, in particular at a large class of people , who claim , that Christ
One who would not bend his Knees

such times, when he ought most to hear them .” was a mere human being like myself. “ But,”
before the Pope.

Being insisted upon to adduce an instance continued he , and his face brightened up when

in proof of this, he said : “ A very long time he said it , " but I tellyou , that Christ was no Let it be said to the credit of the Lutheran

ago I had one of my legs broken . Some years mere man ; for no man ever spoke as , or did ruler of Norway and Sweden that King Oscar

later I intended to engage in business in Cen- the works that he did . Whosoever claims , was the only sovereign in Europe who did not

tral City about 40 miles west of Denver. One that Christ was but a human being, is of un- offer his congratulations to the Pope at his

night in my camp very suddenly I was over- sound mind.” recent jubilee. And this was not because he

powered and completely undone by a present- Hereupon I exhorted him to trust in the lacked courtesy, for he is one of the most

iment, that I would not reach my point of atoning blood of the lamb of God alone and cultured and scholarly sovereigns in theworld ,

destination, ason the way my other leg would to continue steadfastly in such faith , and took but, doubtless, because to recognize the as

be broken . This presentiment created in me my leave . The next day I passed the place sumptions of Leo XIII . would have been to

an indescribable feeling of anxiety and dread , again , where that train had rolled down the compromise with ancient falsehoods that the

and I most earnestly prayed to God , that He precipice. Toltec Gorge , 10,000 feet above Church of the Reformation , which is the es

should prevent any such calamity. If man's sea -level, is one of the grandest sights in the tablished Church of his kingdom , has pro

prayer ever was sincere and earnest, mine Rocky Mountains, indescribable, and must be tested against ever since the Diet of Speyer,

surely was ; for I prayed as one in the agonies : seen with one's own eyes , in order to be ap- in 1529 .

of death and wept like a child . And if there preciated . There the snow and mountains

ever was a time, when God should have heard and clouds, through which the train bad to the Pope's Temporal Power at Home .

a man's prayer, it was when I prayed to him work its way on the 1st of Dec. last , were so

so earnestly . Yet my prayer was not heard . intermingled with one another , that they The Italians almost believed that the Pope

The much -dreaded misfortune befell me in seemed to be an impenetrable wall between was ready to abandon his pretensions, come

the afternoon of that selfsame day . Many a the earth and sky . Two days later I reached out of his voluntary prison and be the spirit

week I lay on my couch more helpless than an Denver in safety .-II. R. ual leader and bishop of the Church which

infant.— Now tell me , why did God refuse to | they desire . They waited to know what his

hear my prayer ? And can you for one moment · Baron De BTCKHEIM , an Episcopalian, has ideas of conciliation were , but laughed them

believe , that that misfortune was in any way started a mission among the cabmen, horse- to scorn when they were found to be the

beneficial to me? " car men , and grooms in Paris . claims of Pius IX .-- nothing less and some

.

1
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Hearth and Home.

London News .

thing more. They said that if the Pope should lady who looked for all the world just as my mother used to sing a song about God moving

take possession of the cities he once owned , mother did the last day I saw her on earth . in a mysterious way—that I remember.”

the population would not tolerate his yoke Well , I was on the point of knocking, when “ Well, my mother used to sing it , too,"

twenty - four hours . At Bologna, which was she said : said the client, and he twisted his claim papers

one of those cities , the lightning struck one • Come, father , now begin .' in his fingers. “ You call in the morning, if

of the two keys in the hand of a statue of you like , and tell “mother and him , ' that the

St. Peter. This suggested to the liberty A FATHER'S PLEADING . claim has been met. "

loving people that the key struck was that of “ And then down on his knees by her side “ In a mysterious way,' ” added the

the temporal power, no longer of any use.- went an old , white-headed man, still older lawyer , smiling .

Letter to N. Y. Observer. than his wife , I should judge, and I couldn't
San Franci- co Morning Call, Jan. 26 , 1888.

have knocked then for the life of me. Well ,

Rev. Spurgeon, in a letter to the Baptist he began . First, he reminded God that they How they kept People awake in the
Union, says, every union , unless it is a fiction , were still his submissive children , mother and

Church in Olden Times.

m be based upon certain principles. The me , and no matter what he saw fit to bring

doctrine of baptism by immersion will not upon them they shouldn't rebelat his will . Of
A London paper contains the following in

suffice as a ground work . There are other course , it was going to be very hard for them formation regarding the methods of keeping

doctrines besides which are essential. He is to go out homeless in their old age , especially people awake in church in the olden time:

unable to feel fellowship with a man merely with the poor mother so sick and helpless , On the 17th of April , 1725 , John Rudge be

because of his adherence to the doctrine of and, oh ! how different it might have been if queathed to the parish of Trysall, in Shrop

immersion , if in other matters he is false to only one of their boys had been spared to shire,twenty shillings a year, that a poor man

the teachings of Scripture. What say the Gen- them ; then his voice broke, and a thin white might be employed to go about the church

eral Synodists to this ?-Ad. Bd. hand stole from under the coverlet and moved during the Summer and keep the people

softly over his snowy hair ; then he went on awake. A bequest of Richard Dogery of

to repeat that nothing could be so sharp again Farmcote , dated 1659 , had in view the pay

as the parting with those three sons , unless ment of eight shillings annually , to the church

mother and he should be separated ; but at of Claverly, Shropshire, for a similar purpose.

last he fell to comforting himself with the fact At Acton Church in Cheshire , about thirty

UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE GOD ALMIGHTY. that the dear Lord knew it was through no years ago , one of the church -wardens used to

fault of his own that mother and he were
go around in the church during service with a

threatened with the loss of their little home, huge wand in his hand, and if any of the con
An Old Man's Prayer turns a Lawyer's Head. that meant beggary and the Almshouse, a

gregation were asleep , they were instantly

place they prayed to be delivered from enter- awakened by a tap on the head . At Dun

THE CLIENT WAS DISPOSED TO BE FIRM UNTIL THE ing if it could be consistent with God's will , church in Warwickshire, a similar custom ex

LAWYER TOLD HIS STORY, WHEN HE TOO WEAKENED . and then be quoted a multitude of promises isted. A person bearing a stout wand , shaped

concerning the safety of those who put their like a bayfork at the end , stepped stealthily

trust in the Lord . In fact , it was the most
up and down the nave and aisles , and where

“ No," said the lawyer , “ I shan't press thrilling plea that I ever listened to , and at ever he saw an individual asleep , he touched

your claim against that man . You can get last he prayed for God's blessing upon those him so effectually that the spell was broken

some one else to make the case , or you can who were about to demand justice.” The this being sometimes done by fitting the fork

withdraw, just as you please." lawyer continued more slowly than ever to the nape of the neck .

" Think there's any money in it ? ” ' “ And - 1 - believe - I'd rather go to the Poor A more playful method is said to have been

“ There would probably be some money in house myself to -night than to stain my hands used in another church, where the beadle went

it , but it would come from the sale of the with the blood of such a prosecution as that.” |round the edifice during service carrying a

little house the man occupies and calls 'home. '

But I don't want to meddle with the matter ,
A CLINCHER FOR THE LAWYER.

long staff, at one end of which was a fox's

brush , and at the other a knob . With the

anyhow . ” “ A little afraid to defeat the old man's former he gently tickled the faces of the

" Got frightened out of it, eh ? ”
female sleepers, while on the heads of the

“ No, I wasn't frightened. ” “ Bless your soul, man , you couldn't defeat male offenders he bestowed with the knob a

" I suppose the old fellow begged hard to it," said the lawyer. “ I tell you he left it all'
smart rap .

be let off ? " subject to the will of God , but he claimed that

“ Well, yes , he did .” we were told to make known our desires to

" And you caved , likely ? ” God , and of all the pleading I ever heard
The Devil generally Kills off his

“ No, I didn't speak a word .” that beat all .
Followers young.

You see , I was taught that

" Oh , he did all the talking , eh ? ” kind of thing myself in my childhood, and

“ Yes .”
An infidel with a sneer once remarked that

why I was sent to hear that prayer I'm sure I

" What in creation did you do ? !!

most of the men who went to church were old

don't know , but I hand the case over.”

" I believe I shed a few tears. "
“ I wish you hadn't told me about that old men—in fact , “ gray heads.” “ Yes," replied

“ And the old fellow begged you very hard , man's prayer,” remarked the client , twisting a friend of mine, “ that is quite true ; and ,

you say ? "
on the other hand , you seldom find many grayabout uneasily .

“ No, I didn't say so. He didn't speak a “ Why so ?”
heads in a gathering of infidels , for the reason

word to me.”
" Well,because I want the money the place that the devil generally kills off his followers

“ Well, may I inquire whom did he address would bring ; but I was taught the Bible young.” “ The wicked shall not live out half

in your hearing ?” straight when I was a youngster, and I'd hate
their days ."

“ God Almighty.” to run counter to that you tell me about. I

“ Ah, he took to praying , did he ? " wish you hadn't heard a word about it . Polish up the Dark Side.

“ Not for my benefit, in the least . You see , Another time I wouldn't listen to petitions

I found the little house easy enough, and not intended for my ears. ” A lady was once lamenting the ill luck which

knocked on the outer door , which stood ajar , The lawyer smiled . attended her affairs, when a friend , wishing

but no one heard me ; so I stepped into the “ My dear fellow , " he said , “ you are to console her , bade her “ look upon the

little hall and saw through a crack of the door wrong again. It was intended for my ears , bright side.” “ Oh,” she cried , “ there seems

a cosy sitting-room ; and there on a bed , with and your ears , too, my friends; and it was to be no bright side ! ” “ Then polish up the

her silver head high on pillows , was an old God Almighty who intended it . My dear old / dark side,” was the reply .

prayer, eh ? ”

2
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Educational.

?
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ganizations have made special arrangements also ex -officio the general overseer of the

for this work in connection with their colleges school, and is expected to visit the school

and academies, in the shape of normal depart- often and examine especially into the progress

ments or classes . It is no exaggeration to made in the catechism and Bible studies. It

Encomiumof the Parochial School-Work

say that at present at least five hundred young is in this way that these congregations aim to
of all so-named Lutheran Churches

men in the Lutheran Church of America are educate their future church members.

in the United States.
pursuing studies with the object of becoming The language question in these schools is

parochial school teachers. These teachers usually subordinated to the religious question .

The Lutheran Church of America employs are nearly all young men . There is , indeed , It is not because these people do not want to

one agency in its work of which the other
no opposition to women teachers on principle ; become Americans that they have their chil

Protestant denominations of the land know but the facts in the case are , that there are dren instructed in German , Swedish and Nor

little or nothing. These are the parochial but few women employed in these schools, wegian . Indeed these people , who are gen

schools. According to recent statistics , the and when employed they occupy subordinate erally poor in this world's goods , but are yet

Lutherans in this country now number almost positions. There are many higher educational willing to support parochial schools, are men

one million communicants, i . e . , regularly con- institutions for young ladies in the Lutheran of positive religious convictions and find in

firmed members. At least 150,000 children Church , but none that aim particularly at pre- America's religious liberty a boon that they

are being educated in Lutheran parochial paring them for this work . thoroughly appreciate. A man's religious

schools , at present , and, particularly in the A glance at these statistics will at once show language need not be English in order to be

West, these schools are growing very rapidly. two things, namely, that only the non -English come a good American .

The total number of parochial school- teachers portion of the Lutheran Church are zealous In these schools, according to circumstances,

is given as 1621 . In addition to these , many in establishing these schools ; and , secondly , certain branches are taught in the English also .

pastors themselves teach such schools. When that they flourish in proportion to the con- In the States east of the Mississippi, particu

ever a congregation is too weak to support fessionalism of the synods with which they larly , arithmetic and geography and some

both a pastor and a teacher, the former takes are connected . The reason for their establish- times other branches are taught through the

charge of the school for a prescribed time, ment is a two-fold one , namely , to afford the medium of the English . The majority of the

during the year . There are scores of poorly youth of the church an opportunity of being teachers are conversant with both languages .

paid Lutheran pastors in the West, who teach instructed in the doctrines of the Church ; The schools are very few in which English

from four to five days a week , preach two, and, secondly , the preservation of the mother- reading and orthography are not regular

and even three times on Sunday, and have in tongues of the parents in church and family. studies. This, too , explains why the attempt

addition more or less pastoral work to perform . The first by common consent is the stronger has been repeatedly made to establish paro

The 1621 parochial school-teachers are found and the controlling reason , the second is sub - chial schools in entirely English congrega

almost entirely in the non -English portions of ordinated to the former. It would be an in- tions . So far it has failed , except in very

the Church . The Missouri Synod, entirely justice to say that these schools are estab- few instances ; but the matter is being agi

German , with 927 pastors, has 609 teachers ; lished in opposition to the public schools of tated and finds friends even in the General

the Wisconsin Synod , also German , has 45 ; the land . They are established rather to Synod.

the Minnesota Synod , also German,has 14 ; the supplement these schools and to furnish in- The parochial school movement is compara

English Missouri Conference has 1 ; the Nor- struction which, in the nature of the case , tively a new one in the Lutheran Church of

wegian Synod , with 217 pastors, has 286 cannot be given in the public schools. No America. It is only about thirty years since

teachers ; the Ohio Synod, with 226 pastors, such opposition to the public schools lies at it began . Before that day schools of this

of which number only one - fourth is English, the bottom of the parochial school movement kind were very rare and generally very poor.

has 57 ; the Buffalo Synod, a small German in the Lutheran Church as is found among the The movement dates back to the time when,

body, has 6 ; the German Iowa Synod has 26 ; Catholics. The Lutherans recognize that the chiefly through the earnest endeavors of the

theNorwegian-Danish Conference, wbich num- State as such must provide for the education founders of the Missouri Synod , a conserva

bers only 100 pastors , has 204 teachers; the of the youth of the land , in order to make tive and confessional Lutheranism began to

new Danish Synod has 10 ; the Pennsylvania them intelligent and usefulcitizens. But they exert itself . It has grown steadily with this

Synod , in which the English predominates, also recognize the fact that, as the Church in revived confessionalism and it has been one

and which numbers 251 pastors , has 29 teach- this land is entirely separated from the State , of its main fruits and aids . As a power in the

ers ; the Ministerium of New York, a German the State cannot , in the nature of the case , Lutheran Church the parochial schools are

body, has 48 ; the English District Synod of make provisions for the religious education of growing constantly.

Ohio has 2 ; the Swedish Augustana Synod, the children. To provide this is the prime These parochial schools have always been

with 244 pastors , has 266 teachers; the Michi- object of the parochial schools . They are and yet are missionary factors of prime im

gan Synod, a smallGerman body, has 9 ; and always opened and closed with religious exer- portance in the development of the Church .

the Wartburg Synod, the only German body cises ; Bible reading is a regular daily exercise In undertaking mission work in the German

in connection with the General Synod , has 7. in nearly all of them ; Bible history and Lu- and Scandinavian settlements of the West , a

In the United Synod of the South there is not ther's Smaller Catechism are taught in all the beginning , in nine cases out of ten , is made

a single parochial school.
classes. Never less than one hour a day is with the establishment of parochial schools .

Some of these schools are very large . The given to religious training , and generally it is These people are always anxious to have their

one that is connected with Pastor Engel- more . A pupil who has passed through one children educated , and the school is soon in

brecht's congregation in Chicago has an at- of these schools is generally well drilled in a flourishing condition . In connection with

tendance of over one thousand . In some of the the fundamental doctrines of the Church , he the school, preaching is commenced and only

western cities they are a power. In Chicago has learned by heart hundreds of scriptural |later are steps taken toward the organization

alone there are 68 Lutheran teachers ; in Mil- passages ; he will make no blunders in the of a congregation. The experience of the

waukee , 48 ; in Cleveland , 23 ; in FortWayne, leading facts of Bible history ; he has com- Lutheran Church is emphatically a unit on

Ind . , 15 ; in Detroit , 14 ; in St. Louis, 23. -mitted dozens of those majestic hymns in this point, that the parochial school with its

Special schools for the education of young which the Lutheran Church is so rich. The religious instruction forms the best nucleus

men for this work have been established at i religious character of these schools being their around which to gather into congregations the

various places. At Addison, III . , is the largest leading feature and aim , they are all under strangers at our doors.— The Independent.

of these , with an attendance of 208. It is congregational management. The teachers

under the control of the Missouri Synod. The are paid either out of the church treasury, or “ I would not give one moment of heaven

Ohio Synod has recently established one at the school children are charged from twenty- for all the joy and riches of the world , even

Woodville , O. , the attendance at which is at five to seventy - five cents a month for the in- if it lasted for thousands and thousands of

present less than fifty. Other Lutheran or- struction. The pastor of the congregation is years . ” —Luther.

>
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Miscellaneous.
Lectures against the Theatre.

correct or false thoughts may be propagated , our

dear Lutherans will certainly ri joice if correct pict .

ures are disseminated . But on this point people

need instruction . For a great many people are of

From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted opinion it matters very little howa biblical rep

for the WITNESS , by R ... r ...
Our Baltimore Letter. resentation is made . No one could prove in the

end that things just occurred as represented . Of

course, if you read the text only superficially, you
III . PAPER.

Baltimore, Feb. 9th , 1888 .
may prove nothing. If , for instance, in repre

Dear Pastor : Inclosed find a circular that

Similar to these testimonies of ancient senting Christbefore Pilate, you fail to noticethat
the Jews would not enter the judgment hall because

Greeks , were the opinions of the honorable they held it was a defilement or sin for them so to
was distributed among the Catholics of our

pagan Romans. To take note of merely one
do ,then of course such a representation will satisfy

city and happened to fall into my hands . you in which Jews and Gentiles occupy one and the

thing I shall quote what Seneca , the pagan i sameroom . Moreover, who neglected to observe

By reading it you can draw your own con Roman philosopher, living at the time of the that the judgment- seat stood " in the place that is.
clusions I remain called the Pavement," will not be annoyed to tind

Apostles, declared saying , “ One will seldom this judgment- seat placed in the corner of a room .
Yours truly

leave the theatre without having grown more “ But these are only minor points. The main

P. T.

ambitious and voluptuous.” . O how such a
objection that stands forth against such pictures,

and they mostly originate with infidels , is that they

heathen does put to shame so many Christ- lack the edifying, doctrinal and comforting element,

The Idolatry of Candlemas. ians , even Christian ministers, who go into the they are in sad,wantofsacredfeeling,they redound
to the glory of the artist, but not to the glory of God .

( The following words are from Church Progress .) theatre and on leaving it think they have be- “ This is a point on which even some good Lu

“ In a few days we again celebrate the feast come better, because they have, perhaps, been therans need instruction. For this reason I would
herewith ask you to add also your share of instruc

of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary. moved to tears in a tragedy ! This , then , is tion . Most respectfully Yours ,

In common speech we call it Candlemas, be considered something good and still it is pro
F. W. WEHLE ."

cause on this day the candles prescribed for duced by carnal means only .
The objections mentioned by artist Wehle hold

good against the now celebrated picture of Christ
divine service are blessed . The candles must

A world's historian , of recent date , states before Pilate by Munkacsy, for which Mr. Wanna

be made of bees-wax. This is so imperative in regard to the heathenish Roman people : and Gentilesmingle in one room , the judgmentmaker paid $ 100,000. On Munkacsy's picture Jews

that the church has preferred to have even “ The playwrights and players were not per- seat is noton thepavement, it is not the flower of

her most sacred rites performed without lights mittedto serve in the army nor to vote with the Jewish nation, but a rabble thataccuses Christ,
rather than have those used that are notmade the citizens in their meetings."

and Christ does not appear as the suffering Saviour,

Even the but as a debating philosopher. Mr. Wehle's picture

of this material. The very word candle (Latin greatest theatrical artists were consequently certainly excels Mr. Munkacsy's picture both in the

candela) in the language of the Church , always looked upon as such infamous men that they

signifies a candle made of bees -wax . Tallow , were not even received among the soldiers , as The LUTHERAN Origin OF THE THIRTY - NINE

sperm , paraffine, patent wax or any other than being men of ill fame . Much less were they ARTICLES OF THE ANGLICAN CHURCH . By

bees-wax candles cannot be blessed , and are granted the permission of voting in the citizen's John G. Morris, D. D. Philadelphia, Penna.,

forbidden to be used for divine service .
Lutheran Publ. House, H. S. Boner, Supt.

meeting. And this, as has been said before ,

“ It is an ancient custom for Catholics to
was a law of the heathen people !

Dr. Morris would as in former publications so

• The police in this pamphlet of 46 pages, endear the Lutheran

procure at least one wax candle for this day, exercised the most absolute power over them , Church to his fellow -members of the General
and, after it has been blessed , to take it home and all the officers of the city were authorized ings of Englishdivines that the Thirty-Nine Articles

Synod. The pamphlet fully proves from the writ

to use at the bed of the dying, or during a to chastise and imprison them where and when of the Church of England have been largely derived

storm , or for any other proper end as the they wished to do so . They were outlawed, blemish venoticed in this publication is the small
from the great Confession of Augsburg. The only

Church wishes. Good Catholics, we know , as it were . “ On this account each honorable share accorded to Luther in preparing the Augus

are not satisfied with this alone : they offer citizen kept aloof from pursuing so contemp This pamphlet is too much Melanchtonian

to satisfy altogether those acquainted with the

one or more candles for the service of the tuous an art. The manager of a troupe, gen- history of the origin of the articles presented in

altar, thus following the example of Mary, erally, at the same time, the leading player, the Augustana.

who though not subject to the law , offered was, as a rule , a freedman and the actors were
Good FRIDAY , or in memory of our Lord and

a sacrifice in the temple. his slaves. " (Wernicke, I , 553. ) A freeborn Saviour, Jesus Christ, Redeemer of the World .

" In a book entitled “ The Sacramentals of citizen would never have lowered himself so By E. B. S. Lutheran Publ. Society, Phila

the Holy Catholic Church ,” we find the fol- , as to become an actor, atutmost such a citizen delphia, Pa . Price, single copy , 30 cents .

lowing remarks in regard to this custom . as had formerly been a slave and then set free .
This small book of 32 pages, with the picture of

our suffering Saviour as frontispiece, sets forth that

“ We must put our confidence in these holy And all those belonging to his troupe were as Christ was baptized with the baptism of sorrow ,

candles, ( ! ? ) for the prayers of the Church none but slaves, and his slaves, at that, whom so this “ baptism of sorrow is a needful discipline

have ascended to God , that " He would bless he had bought for his purposes and whom he salvation." It is not so much an exposition of
for man , appointed by the great High Priest of his

and sanctify them for the service ofmen , and had instructed . Even in the third century Christ's sufferings as a description of our bearing
towards the suffering Saviour.

for the good of their bodies and souls in all after Christ, a Roman law was still in effect

places.” Pious Catholics light them during forbidding every freeborn citizen to enter into

thunder storms, that God , in consideration of matrimony with women that had shown them Subscriptions Paid.

Christ, whom they represent, may reign to selves on the stage , and much more, to become

protect his servants. Let us light them when an actor himself ! In short , with the Romans Miss E. C. Cress, Pittsburgh , S. S., Pa. , (VI) $1.00

Teacher A. Sohn, York , Pa ., ( VI 2 cc)

ever we are threatened with calamity, and if every actor was subjected to a certain degree Rev. J. List, Prehle, Ind.,(VI) 1.00

we do so in a spirit of faith , we shall experience of public disgrace .
Rev. 0. E. Solseth , Watson, Minn ., ( VII )

1.00

Rev. C. Johst, Deer Park , Wis . , (VI 13 to VII

signal proof of God's fatherly care for us. But 12 )
1.00

above all , let the holy candle burn by the bed Mr. John Engelbach , Pevely, Mo., (V 14 to
Recent Publications . VI 13 ) 1.00

side of the sick and dying, dispelling by its Rev. Fr. Pfotenhaner, Lewiston , Minn ., (VI ) 1.00

blessed light, the shades of trouble and de- Ecce Homo or ChriST BEFORE PILATE, a lithog- Rev. G. P. A. Schaaf, Potsdam ,Minn ., (VI)Rev. M. H. Feddersen, New Berlin , Ills . , (VI) 1.00

1.00

spair which the prince of darkness strives to raphy, 28 x 22 , by F. W. Wehle, Artist, 115 Wis- | Mr. A. G. Kolk , Fallston , Mi., (VII ) 1.00

cast around the christian soul in the hour of consin Str. , Milwaukee, Wis . Price , single Mr. C. F. Freyermuth , Lowell, Mich ., ( III to

VI )
copy, $ 1.00 .

3.65

its dissolution, and illunining the dark road
Rev. A. C. Doerfller, Council Bluffs , Iowa,

through the valley of death to the mountain
In commendation of this truly excellent picture ( V 15 to VI 14 ) 3.00

1.00
by our friend and brother Wehle, we communicate Rev. J. II . Ehlers, Norborne, Mo., (VII)

whose light is God.”
to our readers his letter, written under date of Rev. J. H. Ehlers, Norborne, Mo., (VI 16 to

What next ? VII 15 )
1.00

Febr . 2 , 1888 .
Rev. C. Schroeder, Mt. Olive, Ills . , ( V to VII ) 3.00

“ Again I have made free to send you a new pict Mr. Geo . Fischer, Litchtield , Ils., (VI 18 to

At the beginning of this century there were
ure for kind advertisement and commendation . VII 17 )

2.00

only 150 Protestant pastors in France ; now " This sacred and importantsubject has always Mr. F. Nagel, Sheboygan , Wis . , (IV & V )
met but a false representation by artists . And be

there are 800 . cause such pictures are also sermons by which CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

tana .

.75

9

1.00
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Our Épistle Postil.
said : “ There remaineth a rest to the people a desert in order to reach the coast of the Red

of God. ” sea , and after crossing that sea they had to

Now if Canaan represents Christ's spiritual travel hundreds of miles through the wastes

For the LUPIERAN WITness. and everlasting kingdom , Egypt is a figure of of Arabia . And when they had reached the

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE the kingdom of darkness in which Satan rules boundary of Canaan and rose in revolt against

and on which comes everlasting destruction . Moses, they had to turn back and wander about
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR .

The deliverance of Israel out of Egypt is , in the desert forty years . How were those two

By Rev. F. Kuegele. therefore, a figure of the spiritual deliverance million people to subsist in a country , where

of the soul out of the kingdom of darkness, not a blade of grass grows, where frequently

as might be shown by many points of com- for days'journeys not a drop of water is to be
Sunday Septuagesima.

parison. The children of Israel themselves found , where every day the scorching rays of

1 Cor. 9 , 24-10, 5 .
did nothing to break the fetters of bondage, the sun so heat the dry sand that it burns the

they rather complained against Moses and soles of the feet ? What were they to eat ?

IN THE LORD , OUR Saviour , BELOVED Aaron who were seeking their liberation ; what were they to drink ? wherewithal were

HEARERS :—The land of Canaan was a figure man himself does and can do nothing to free they to be clothed ? and how protected against

of Christ's everlasting kingdom of glory in himself from the power of darkness, and what the deadly rays of the sun ? They, indeed ,

heaven . That the earthly Canaan is a figure he does , can only make his condition worse , left Egypt carrying unbaked dough on their

of the heavenly Canaan , the kingdom of glory, but the Son makes him free . Israel was de- shoulders , but how long could that last them ?

is clear from many things throughout the livered not by its exertion, but alone by faith , They carried great treasures of gold and sil

Scriptures. To Abraham and his seed that trusting the promise ofGod ; man is delivered ver out of Egypt, having borrowed from the

land was promised for their permanent inher- from the dominion of darkness by faith in the Egyptians according to the word of the Lord ,

itance, wherefore it was called the land of promise of God by Jesus Christ. Israel es- but in the wilderness there were neither bak

promise. The land promised unto us is de- caped from Egypt by the Red sea ; the soul er's shops nor shoe stores where they could

scribed thus : “ I, John, saw the holy city , escapes from the kingdom of darkness and de- have purchased . Yes, that people showed

new Jerusalem , coming down from God out struction by theRed sea of the blood ofChrist. faith by following Moses into the wilderness

of beaven , prepared as a bride adorned for But when the children of Israel were out of and by faith they lived in the desert. How

her husband . And I heard a great voice out Egypt, they were not yet in the land of Canaan , so by faith ? How could faith keep them from

of heaven saying, Behold , the tabernacle of a long journey yet lay before them . When starving ? Suppose several hundreds of us

God is with men , and he will dwell with them , man has been delivered from the dominion of take a ship and sail out into the ocean , provid

and they shall be his people .” The land of darkness by conversion to God, he is indeed ing ourselves with nothing, but thinking to

promise was not obtained by the merit of in the spiritual kingdom of Christ, but not live on the ocean by faith , would that faith

works, nor even by the force of arms , but yet in the heavenly Canaan ; often a long pil- sustain us ? We would certainly very soon

alone by faith ; for of Abraham the epistle to grimage on earth lies yet before him , and of become food to the sharks. And why could

the Hebrews says : “ By faith Abraham , when this pilgrimage Israel's journey is again a not that faith sustain us ? Very simply be

he was called to go out into a place which he figure. Let me to -day say a little : cause we have no command for such an under

should after receive for an inheritance, obeyed ;
OF THE PILGRIMAGE TO CANAAN .

taking and no promise that God would provide

and he went out , not knowing whither he went." for us in it. Resting one's trust on a thing
Let us consider :

Abraham had nothing to rely upon save the for which there is no word and promise of God ,
I. Israel's support on the journey ;

promise of God , but that he believed and in

II . its sin and fall.
is not faith ; you may call it presumption, or

faith thereof departed from home and kin fanaticism , or credulity , superstition, or what

dred . Likewise of the children of Israel is I.
ever you please , faith , in the proper meaning

said : “ By faith they passed through the Red In the second part of this text , St. Paul of the word , is only that which has a certain ,

sea as hy dry land : which the Egyptians as- speaks of Israel's journey from Egypt to unmistakable word and promise of God on

saying to do were drowned .” So the reason , Canaan ; for he says : “ Moreover, brethren , I which it rests. Though a man's trust in a

why the children of Israel passed through the would not that ye should be ignorant, how that certain thing be ever so strong , if there is not

Red sea in safety, was , because they had a all our fathers were under the cloud , and all a word of God for it , his.trust can help him

certain word and promise of God and clung passed through the sea ; and were all baptized nothing, because it has no foundation and in

to it in faith , whilst the Egyptians perished, unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea ; and fact is not faith in the scriptural meaning of

because they had no word and promise of did all eat the samespiritualmeat ; and did all the word . But the children of Israel had both

God , but presumptuously trusted where there drink the same spiritual drink ; for they drank the command and the promise of God. They

was no ground for faith . To us heaven is of that spiritual Rockathat followed them : and had the command to depart from Egypt and to

promised and it is inherited by all who believe that Rock was Christ.” The journey of the travel where God would lead them , and they

the word and promise of God ; for the Gospel children of Israel from Egypt to Canaan is , had the promise that Canaan should be their in

Paul pronounces the power of God unto sal- in many respects , something so wonderful heritance . In obedience to that command and

vation to every one that believeth ; to the Jews that nothing similar is to be found in all the in the faith of that promise they left the Nile

first, and also to the Greek.” But those who, world's history . They numbered six hundred and turned their faces toward the desert, and ,

like the Egyptians, presumptuously trust where thousand men who could bear arms. Count- because they had the word and promise of.

there is no word and promise of God , must ing men , women and children let us say , the God , their trust could not fail, neither could

perish . To Israel it was promised , in Canaan people numbered two million souls , which is their faith be put to shame, forGod could not

they should find rest , every one dwelling under certainly a very low estimate . After leaving go back on His word neither could He break

his vine and under his fig tree ; unto us it is the valley of the Nile,they had to pass through His promise. God Himself led them into the
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wilderness, so they could rightly and justly and a little bread and wine, and they could dred thousand were all lost. Unquestionably

expect Him to support them there, and He not perceive, how the sacraments could pro- many of them were saved ; for repeatedly do

did . A cloud shaded them from the heat by mote salvation and afford nourishment to the we read that they repented again . Moses was

day and gave them light by night; a stroke soul . Suppose those same people who talk amongst them , and of him we know he was

of Moses ' staff parted the waters of the sea , so , should have seen Moses lifting his staff to saved ; for on the mountof transfiguration he ,

making for them a dry way ; every mornįng strike the water of the sea ; must they not together with Elias , appeared in glory . Their

the earth round about their camp was covered have said : Just look at the old fool ; he has overthfow in the wilderness was a bodily ,

with bread ; when Moses beat the rock it rent nothing in his hand but a stick , and what good temporal punishment of their sins which did

and gushed forth a stream of sparkling water , can that do to thresh the water with a stick ? not necessarily imply the destruction of the

and of tailor -shops and shoe -factories they he had better take a spear and go and fight soul . But it is also a clear fact that those

had no need ; for their clothes did not wear the Egyptians. It is true, what Moses had in among them ,—and such were the company of

out and their shoes did not become old . Mark his hand, was only a stick ; but there was Korah— , who had begun the journey in faith ,

well the simple means by which they were something behind that stick and that was the but fell away and repented not again , were

preserved in the wilderness : they walked in word and command of God. As far as the both bodily overthrown in the wilderness and

the shadow of a cloud , a stick in the hand of natural eye can see , the sacraments are indeed their souls eternally lost . “ Wherefore let him

Moses made for them a way through the sea , very simple things, but there is in them the that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he

they picked up their bread in the arid waste, word and promise ofGod : " Be baptized for fall .”

they drank from a dry rock . They had the the remission of sins , and ye shall receive the By what did the children of Israel fall ?

word and promise of God and by the faith of gift of the Holy Ghost;" " eat, drink , given and They sinned often and in various ways, but

that word they sojourned in the wilderness shed for you for the remission of sins.” So our text directs us particularly to that sin on

many years and had need of nothing , because surely as the cloud and the sea delivered account of which they were not allowed

by the simplest of means they were provided Israel from the Egyptians , even so surely does straightway to enter Canaan, but had to turn

with all things needful. baptism work the forgiveness of sins and de- back and remain in the wilderness until that

And now , what does Israel's journey through liver from death and the devil ; so surely as generation had died . From the wilderness of

the wilderness concern us ? Much every way ; the manna and the water from the rock re- Paran Moses sent men to spy out the land of

for what St. Paul wrote in our text he did freshed and strengthened the children of Israel Canaan , and they found it a land flowing with

not write for the sake of those six hundred bodily , even so surely does the Lord's supper milk and honey , but the inhabitants strong

thousand who departed from Egypt, they were refresh and strengthen the soul spiritually. and the cities walled . So the spies returned

dead long ago , he wrote it for the benefit of When people say, any body could see that and brought an evil report, saying : “ We be

those living and yet to be born . His words baptism could not work conversion , or that not able to go up against the people ; for they

are addressed to us , and we should carefully Christ's body and blood could not be in the are stronger than we.” At this the people were

consider and heed what he says : “ All our sacrament , they only manifest their unbelief disheartened and resolved to revolt against

fathers were under the cloud , and all passed and show that they do not judge by the Word Moses, to make a captain and to return to

through the sea ; and were all baptized unto of the Lord , but by the observation of their Egypt. Because of this the Lord declared of

Moses in the cloud and in the sea ; and did all own senses . If those people had been placed all those twenty years old and upward : “ Your

eat the same spiritual meat; and did all drink in the deserts of Arabia , must they not have carcasses shall fall in this wilderness.” What

the same spiritual drink .” So those things said : That man Moses said we should live was their sin ? Was it not true that the Canaa

done unto the Israelites by which they were here, but any body can see that nobody can nites were stronger than they ? This was cer

saved from the Egyptians and were sustained live here , where there is nothing but sand and tainly true and , from a military point of view ,

in the wilderness had also their signification rocks. We must not want to walk by sight, it could only be called a rash and foolish

of things in the New Testament. They were but remember that we are to walk by faith . undertaking for a people just coming out of

figures and shadows of those things by which Though the bodily senses can see and feel slavery and not accustomed to warfare to at

God in the New Testament preserves His nothing in the sacraments, faith lays hold of tack a populous country with warlike inhab

people on their pilgrimage to the heavenly the word and promise of God , knowing that itants and fenced cities. What, then , was

Canaan . The cloud and the passage through in the Word of God is also the power ofGod, their sin ?
This the Lord declared , saying

the sea Paul.refers to baptism ; for clearly and by faith the soul lives and is saved . unto Moses: " How long will this people pro

does he say that the fathers were “ baptized voke me ? and how long will it be ere they be

unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea ; ” and
II. lieve me? ” That was their sin , they did not

the heavenly bread and the water from the But whilst the children of Israel began their believe God. God had promised them this

rock he refers to the Lord's supper ; for he journey well with good faith and strong trust land for their possession, and though giants

adds : “ They drank of that spiritual Rock that in the word and promise of the Lord, they did dwelt in the land , and though the cities were

followed them : and that Rock was Christ.” not continue it so ; for Paul concludes our walled up to the heavens , yet they should have

So the rock giving water to Israel signified text: “ But with many of them God was not stood on the word of promise and should have

Christ, the Rock of salvation, who in the well pleased : for they were overthrown in the said : This land is ours by the Word of the

Lord's supper with His body and blood is wilderness. " Of those six hundred thousand Lord , and no earthly power can prevent us

given to eat and to drink . In addition to the men who passed through the Red sea, only from taking possession thereof.
This was

Word of promise, God by these very simple two entered the land of promise, the others their fall that they lost sight of the Word of

means, baptism and the testament of His Son , were buried in the wilderness . It is not enough the Lord and began to look to their own ability,

nourishes, strengthens, preserves His children once to have been converted unto God and to and then they must come to the conclusion

unto eternal life . By these God grants all have begun the pilgrimage, wemust persevere they had not the power and skill to sub

things needful to His people, that they may unto the journey's end ; for only he who is due the Canaanites . We should take warning

lack nothing in their pilgrimage through the standing in the faith on the day when his soul by their example. Is there a word of God we

wilderness of this world ; for by them He pro- will be required of him , will be crowned . At should stand on it and not heed the objections

tects against the enemy , by them He makes the end of the journey is the crown , and he of flesh and blood, saying : How is it possible ?

for the soul a way to escape, by them He who travels a part of the way and then turns how can it be ? People looking at baptism

satisfies every heart hungering and thirsting back, willnot obtain it. “ When the righteous,” with the eyes of common sense can , of course ,

after righteousness. The word of the Gospel says the Lord, “ turneth from his righteous- see nothing in it except a little water, and can

and the holy sacraments are the support of ness , and committeth iniquity, he shall even not understand how baptizïng with water

the children of God , their meat and their drink die thereby.” When we have entered on the should save ; but faith sees in it the word and

on their pilgrimage.
pilgrimage, we must also persevere therein promise of God and stands on it that God is

Here , indeed , many are ready to say , they unto the end . able to save by whatever means it pleases Him

could see nothing in the sacraments save water We must, indeed , not think , those six hun to appoint, and so it is in all things . Stand

7
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on the Word of God ; for what He says and Let me prove my strong assertion by ex- say, that the following words in your pres

promises, that He is also able to do. tracts taken from the Signal of December. ident's address are bits of a poetic fancy :

But Israel committed a double sin on that Extract No. 1. “ Miss Willard then intro- “ Not a king who hears the nations praising

occasion . They fell from one extreme into duced Mrs.Whitall Smith, who, every morn- him far off , from the lips outward , but one

the other, from despair into presumption. ing between 9 and 10 o'clock , gives one of her who , dwelling in their hearts, radiates His

When the man who had brought up the evil blessed Bible readings . She opened with a presence into their daily doings , and makes

report against the land , suddenly died before prayer that carried all the hearts up to God , His as much the text-book of their daily lives

the Lord , and the command came they should ' Our Mother God as well as our Father. ' She as the multiplication -table is of their business

turn back to the wilderness , then the people then announced that her message to this con- transactions.” Is it a mystic dream that your

offered to go up against the Canaanites. Mo- vention is concerning the Law of Love, with president is dreaming ? Yes. And why ? Be

ses warned them , telling them the Lord would the emphasis on Law. ” ' cause Christ, in speaking of the latter days,

not be with them ; for now the word of the My reader , are the words I have put in says : “ But as the days of Noe were, so shall

Lord was, they should not go up against Ca- Italics biblical ? also the coming of the Son of man be. For as

naan , but should turn back to the desert. Extract No. 2. “ Some think of God as al- in the days that were before the flood, they

Yet without a word of the Lord Israel did go ways on the watch for our faults. I believe were eating and drinking , marrying and giv

up against the Canaanites, and was smitten . He is always on the outlook for good points ing in marriage, until the day that Noe en

Now they were presumptuous, trusting the in us." tered into the Ark, and knew not until the

Lord would be with them when they had no Goody, goody, o ! goody , goody , White flood came, and took them all away : so shall

word from the Lord , and their trust was idle . Ribboners ! Please , look at the Law of God ; also the coming of theSon ofman be.” Matth .

In that way, too , many fall from faith , by be- read what Christ says : " For out of the heart 24 , 37. 38 .

ginning to walk after the thoughts of their proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries , I doubt not but what the White Ribboners

own heart, thinking what they do or what fornications , thefts , false witness, blasphem are believers in the unbiblical doctrine of the

they think right and good, must be pleasing ies.” (Matth. 15 , 19. ) Please, read care- Millennium . The Millenarians believe in

unto the Lord , although there is no word of fully, “ White Ribbon ” women , the words of Christ's visible reign over the unbelievers on

God for it. Thus the Lord says by the prophet David : “ The Lord looked down from heaven earth for a thousand years .

Isaiah : “ I have spread out my hands all the upon the children of men , to see if there were Extract No. 4. “ Under the curse , man has

day unto a rebellious people , which walketh any that did understand and seek God . They mapped out the State as his largest sphere,

in a way that was not good, after their own are all gone aside , they are all together be- and the Home as the woman's largest.— The

thoughts." We must beware of being seduced come filthy, there is none that doeth good , White Ribbon women are tired of this unnat

to trust in any thing as Divine truth for which no , not one.” ( Ps. 14 , 2. 3. ) ural two worlds in one ..... "

there is no word of God. Whatever it may In their President's annual Address we find Dear ladies, you ought to listen to a por

be, trust it not, adopt it not , unless there is a the following floret : tion of Holy Writ : “ Let the woman learn in

clear, plain word of God for it , because what- Extract No. 3. " The Woman's Christian silence with all subjection. But I suffer not

ever can not be established by a clear , plain Temperance Union has one vital , organic a woman to teach , nor to usurp authority over

word of the Lord , is surely all seduction from thought, one all-absorbing purpose , one un- the man , but to be in silence . For Adam was

the true and saving faith ; for the Lord says : dying enthusiasm , and it is , that Christ shall first formed, then Eve . And Adam was not

“ Every plant, which myheavenly Father hath be this world's King. ” deceived , but the woman , being deceived, was

not planted , shall be rooted up ; " and again White Ribboners , let me speak kindly to in the transgression. Notwithstanding, she

He says : " In vain do they worship me , teach you . Are you really biblical scholars ? Do shall be saved in child -bearing, if they con

ing for doctrines the commandments of men." you ever read the Bible ? Please , let me draw tinue in faith , and charity , and holiness , with

Unbelief and presumption were the two your attention to the words of our dear Sav- sobriety.” 1 Tim. 2 , 11—15 . This is what

things of which the Israelites were guilty on iour : “ Jesus answered , My kingdom is not of God says to the woman. Is it then not base

that occasion and which prevented them from this world : if mykingdom were of this world , mockery in the female president's remarks :

reaching their journey's end and from entering then would my servants fight , that I should “ Ring out in clear, but gentle voices the oft

the land of promise. If we have the word of not be delivered to the Jews : but now is my repeated declaration ofthe Masterwhom they

God let us stand on it and not waver from it, kingdom not from hence.” A little catechet- serve : “ Behold , I make all things new . ' '

neither let us be seduced to trust in any thing ical instruction may not prove amiss with the Extract No. 5. " We attack the medical

for which there is no word of God, but con- ladies . Of how many kinds is Christ's king- use of stimulants and wine at the sacramental

tinning in the Word let us press towards the dom ? It is threefold : table , because there temptation lurks, and men

mark for the prize of the high calling of God 1. the kingdom of power ; are lost. ”

in Christ Jesus , our Lord. Amen. 2. the kingdom of grace ; If Christ , kind ladies , would to-day appear

3. the kingdom of glory. and apply for admission - would He be an ac

What is His kingdom of power ? It is the ceptable member ? I am just a bit inclined to

general sovereignty over all creatures in believe the following story . A speaker at a

heaven and earth . prohibition meeting, in the midst of the excite

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . What is His kingdom of grace ? It is the ment , exclaimed : “ If Christ were to -day to

The “ White Ribbon ” Women. special operation of the mercy and goodness teach concerning the sacrament, as He did

of Christ in His Church . when on earth , 1800 years ago, He could not

The Union Signal is the official organ of What is His kingdom of glory ? It is the be a member of our prohibition society .”

the White Ribbon army of prohibitionists of full possession of salvation in heaven, where Ah ! some did exclaim — and will exclaim .

the female gender. The December issue of the Christ will crown the elect, after their resur
Dear and kind reader , we too can't be mem

Signal contains the proceedings of their four - rection from the dead , with beavenly glory, bers of this prohibition society . Why ? Not

teenth annual convention . Our knowledge so that they shall live and reign with Him for- because we want to uphold the drunkard and

concerning the “ White Ribbon ” Women is ever.
his home—the modern saloon -- but because

not taken from “ Liquor-men's " organs . What is the nature of Christ's kingdom ? we can not be members of those societies that

The spirit of the women and their plans are It is not temporal, but 1 ) Spiritual, because misapply the Word of our God -- and make

clear and distinctly set forth in their organ. it is administered in this life by the power sin , where there is no sin , according to the

We know their aim . Onwhatdo they base all of the Word , John 18 , 36. 2 Cor. 10 , 4—5 ; Holy Writ: Use all things — be it meat ordrink

they do ? I am rather sorry to say , not on 2 ) eternal, because of His kingdom there shall —moderately , and to the glory of your God .

what they claim — on the Word of God—but be no end , Luke 1 , 33. Dan . 2 , 44 .
This is the biblical doctrine--and the position

on their perversion or misapplication of the Now , ladies , if you study well the lesson 1 of your true friend,

Divine Word . have just given you , I am positive , you will S. AUGUSTUS , of Oldtown.

Polemical.
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neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die,” all this as in the days of Noah, when God said : “ And

proves that man’s intellect was a mirror of the the fear of you , and the dread of you shall be

perfect knowledge and wisdom in God . “ Put upon every beast of the earth , and upon every

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor. on the new'man , which is renewed in knowl- fowl of the air , upon all thatmoveth upon the

edge after the image of him that created earth , and upon all the fishes of the sea ; into

The LUTHERAN WITness is published on the 7th and 21st him , " Col. 3 , 10 . If the new man which your hand are they delivered .” Gen. 9, 2 .

Al communications and money should be

sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, knows in part in this life , is renewed in knowl- In the sixth place , the happy abode of man

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. edge after the image of Him that created was an image of that heavenly kingdom of

Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the him , certainly the intellect of the first man blessedness and glory which St. Paul extolled,
risk of the sender.

was an image of the knowledge which is in “ The Lord shall deliver me from every evil

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second God. work , and will preserve me unto his heavenly

In the third place , the inferior faculties of kingdom .” 2 Tim . 4 , 18 . The garden of

ST. LOUIS, MO. , March 7, 1888 .
man's soul and his bodily impulses acted in Eden which God had specially prepared for

obedience to reason , as his reason was in obe- man's abode, was a likeness as much as earth

dience to God. There was not this condi- could afford it , of that Paradise of which the

The Image of God. tion in our common progenitor before his fall , Spirit saith unto the churches: To him that

which we experience and which is lamented overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of

“ I will praise thee ; for I am fearfully and by St. Paul , Rom . 7 , 23 , “ But I see another life , which is in the midst of the Paradise of

wonderfully made.”
In these words the law in my members, warring against the law God," Rev. 2 , 7. Whenever weread , “ And

Psalmist refers to that great and powerful of my mind , and bringing me into captivity the Lord God planted a garden eastward in

work of God , the creation of man . No one to the law of sin which is in my members.” Eden ; and there he put the man whom he

indeed , may seriously contemplate the beauti- There was a perfect harmony of purity in had formed. And out of the ground made

ful mechanism of the human system , without all the powers of body and soul . “ And they the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleas

being struck by the wisdom of its Creator. were both naked , the man and his wife , and ant to sight , and good for food ; the tree of

It requires all its component parts to be the were not ashamed,” Gen. 2 , 25 . As they life also in the midst of the garden ,” let us

little universe it was styled by men of old . were without evil lust , feelings of sinful pas- remember, this garden was an image of the

Destroy one of its members and you have a sion were not known to them and accordingly eternal garden of life and happiness, which

glaring deformity . But that one thing which they must not have recourse to such measures awaits those in whom the image of God shall
made man to the chief of all visible creatures, and means as we must use to control sinful be fully restored through the gracious satis

is that God created him in His own image. appetites. “ Unto the pure all things are faction made by Christ , and through the re

“ God said , Let us make man in our own pure,” Tit. 1 , 15. In this condition the first newal of the Holy Ghost ; for in the day of

image , after our likeness... So God cre

man was a similitude of the absolute perfec- restitution , when He shall appear, we shall

ated man in his own image, in the image of tion in God. There is no discrepancy in God , be like him ; for we shall see him as he is.”

God created he him ; male and female created but He is all holy, all spirit, as Christ saith : 1 John 3 , 2 .

he them .”
" God is a Spirit : and they that worship him ,

What was the nature of this image ofGod ? must worship him in spirit and in truth .” Humphrey and Coxwell on the Onion

Scripture holds out six points as the features In the fourth place , the immortality of Peelers of the Ohio Synod.

of the likeness of God in man.
man was an image of God's everlastingness.

In the first plaee, the righteous and holy will “ From everlasting to everlasting thou art Coxwell : Why, good friend Humphrey,

of man was a mirror of the righteousness and God,” Ps . 90 , 20. In his Paradisaical con- where have you been all this while ?

holiness, which are essentially in God . “ Lo, dition man was immortal. He must only die , Humphrey : In Wisconsin .

this only have I found , that God hath made when he would eat of the forbidden fruit C. In Wisconsin ? what were you doing

man upright,” saith Ecclesiastes 7 , 30 ; and which was on the tree of knowledge of good there? Inspecting the new progymnasium ?

Ephesians 4 , 24 we are instructed , “ Put on and evil , Gen. 2 , 17. This death implied not H. No , not this time. I must stay in the

the new man , which after God is created in only eternal and spiritual death , but also tem-rural districts and could not visit the seats of

righteousness and true holiness. ” If the new poral death , into which God mitigated eternal learning.

man which is only a restoration of the image and spiritual death , after Adam and Eve had C. And what was your errand in the rural

lost , is created after God in righteousness and become penitent in these words : " For dust districts ?

holiness , certainly the image lost , in its per- thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return .” H. Well , I took a close view of the onion

fect state, was an image of God's righteous- If man had remained satisfied with being cre- peelets of the Ohio Synod there .

ness and holiness. And that we may refer ated the chief of all visible creatures in the C. Why, I never knew that Ohio boasted

this to the will of man, we may learn from image of God , if man had not stretched forth of onion-peelers in Wisconsin , I thought they

Rom . 7 , 21 , “ For I delight in the law of God his hand in order to “ be as gods," Gen. 3 , 5 , had enough at home. But to tell you the

after the inward man.” If the new or inward he might to -day “ put forth his hand , and take honest truth , I don't understand you .

man , of whose restoration a beginning is made of the tree of life , and eat , and live for ever,” H. Listen , then . In Wisconsin the Ohio

in this life , delights in the law ofGod, cer- Gen. 3 , 22 . ans have one of those Missouri renegades , by

tainly the will of the first man just created by In the fifth place, the dominion of man was name of Allwardt , who recently boasted he

God, was in perfect harmony with the will of an image of God's omnipotence . “ And God had often enough now pelted Missouri with

God , and in full likeness with the divine will. said , Let us make man in our image, after our onions or in his language “ gezwiebelt” Mis

In the second place, the intellect of man likeness : and let them have dominion over souri. Among the Ohio onions he throws at

was an image of the omniscience and wisdom the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the Missouri is also this one , that he pats the

which are essentially in God. The great wis- air , and over the cattle , and over all the earth , Iowaians on their back , because they had first

dom shown by Adam in giving “ names to all and over every creeping thing that creepeth borne witness against our doctrine of election.

cattle , and to the fowl of the air , and to every upon the earth .” Man was therefore express . And his colleague in onion peeling at Colum

beast of the field ,” his knowledge evinced by edly created for the purpose of exercising bus, the editor of the Kirchenzeitung, pub

discerning at once that Eve was taken out of supreme authority on earth . His scepter lishes this compliment to the Iowaianswithout

man , that she was bone of his bone and flesh should sway the air , the water and the earth . a comment. Now I have been in Wisconsin

of his flesh , the deep moral sentiment of the He was God's vice-gerent in the visible crea- to look up matters and have found there, that

majesty of God , and His word as shown by tion. And as man gladly obeyed the omnipo- this very editor published some fifteen years

Eve's answer to the serpent, “ But ofthe fruit tent rule of God , so the creature delighted in ago , in Brobst's Monats-Hefte , an article , in

of the tree which is in the midst of the Gar- bearing the dominion of man . It was not so which he tried his level best to convince the

den, God hath said , Ye shall not eat of it , much in fear and dread that man was obeyed Iowaians of the wrong track they were beat

:
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ing. And this Allwardt was the very man “ Holy Father, there is nothing in Freema- Nuncio , when he sent him to the German diet :

who six years ago prevented a closer union sonry , which your Holiness could censure . “ We know that this long time many abomin

between Iowa and Ohio, by emphatically de- As to its secrets, I cannot disclose them to able things have happened at the holy see :

claring , if Ohio would unite with lowa, then you. In order to learn what they are , it will There are abuses in holy matter ; the clergy

he and his own would have to cause another be necessary for you to become one of our oversteps the bounds ofauthority , all has been

split. And now it is with great tears that they members.” “ And,” said my Austrian friend , perverted . From the head corruption has

acknowledge Iowa's pretended good works and „ Pio Nono became a Free Mason. This," been spread into the members, from the pope

lament over Missouri's alleged wrongdoings. he continued , “ is not generally known ; in it has descended to the prelates ; we have all

C. That does look bad ! fact , very few outside of our order know gone astray, there is none that has done right ,

H. Yes , it is only the work of onion-peel- of it." not even one. ” Such confession of a very

ers. They use the onion- juice to produce art- Hereupon I told him , that a friend of mine pope one should mark ; for the papists are

ful tears in their eyes , and then throw the in Ohio , himself both an Odd Fellow and a often so ignorant , as to say, Luther did not

peelings at innocent people, setting up the Free Mason , had once said to me that Free- reform the Church ; church matters were at

cry of having been sadly wronged . masonry and other secret societies was a grand their best in his time. Confer RankE's book :

humbug and had nothing in common with “ The Roman Popes,” which contains the

Christianity , which opinion I heartily endorse. above, abstracted from the very papal doc

“ What,” said the Austrian , somewhat hurt, uments.

“ are not the principles of Christianity iden

tical with those of Freemasonry ? ” “ Which6 Wittenberg, Shawano Co., Wis.

Our Denver Letter.
is the chief principle of your order ? ” I asked ,

and he replied : “ Love to our fellowmen and The little village of Wittenberg, Shawano

Trinidad, Col. , Feb. 7 , 1888 . a belief in a supreme being.” “ That,” said Co. , Wis. , is remarkable for the number of

DEAR BRO . FRANK : I , “ is not the chief principle of the Christian its church-charities . The oldest of these is

This letter is written at Trinidad, Colorado ; religion . The chief principles of the Christian the Orphan's Home and Asylum for the Aged ,

yet it is called a Denver letter , as the writer religion are : faith in the one triune and only established a few years ago by the Rev. Pas

is a resident of the Queen City of the Plains ," true God , redemption of sinners by Christ, tor Homme, of the Norwegian Lutheran Synod .

and just happens to be in Trinidad on a mis- the Son of God , and salvation through faith The buildings are plain , but attractive and well

sionary trip through Southern Colorado and in Him alone, which principles, if accepted by adapted for the purposes of their erection .

Northern New Mexico. Whilst endeavoring man , are necessarily productive of results , Quite a large number of orphans have here

to form the acquaintance ofGerman Lutherans namely of true love to the true God and of found a Christian home. Next in order is an

in Trinidad ,a city numbering 8000 inhabitants unselfish love to our fellowmen.” He now Orphan House, under the auspices of the Wis

and situated 230 miles south of Denver , I met admitted the difference between Freemasonry consin District of the German Lutheran Synod

with several Roman Catholics, in particular and Christianity and began to speak of of Missouri. This has taken the place of an

with one , a very highly educated Austrian , Romanism and of Dr. Martin Luther. What academy which was destroyed by fire two

who some four years ago had joined the Free he had to say about them , shall be related in years ago . The third institution is an Indian

Masons, in the state of Indiana. I had hardly the next issue of the WITNESS . - H . R. mission school recently erected and dedicated ,

been introduced to him , when he began to for the education of youth of the Chippewa

speak irreverently of churches and church and other Indian tribes, remnants of which

going people and of religion generally . I For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . reside on reservations in Wisconsin. The Di

listened to him patiently until he had finished ; Death of a Pope and Confession of his rector of this Institution is the Rev. Tobias
then in a gentle but straightforward manner, Successor. Larsen, of the Norwegian Lutheran Synod ,

in an earnest tone but without excitement , I not a few of whose churches manifest a deep

made a few remarks in defense of Christianity. interest in these poor people. The number

From that very moment he treated me respect of Indian lads already gathered into this

fully and with deference and promised to do Pope Leo X. , under whose reign the Refor- school is upwards of twenty, and to these

for me , what he could . mation began, was a very wicked man . Con- others will soon be added . Wittenberg is lo

Two days later I called on him in his place sequently he was in great fear of his death . cated in the midst of a dense forest , with not

of business and we had quite a lengthy chat When he became dangerously ill , he hastily a few stumps in its streets , and though quite

about Freemasonry, Romanism and about called unto his servants : “ Pray for me ; I unpretentious in its outward surroundings, it·

Dr. Martin Luther . In regard to Freemasonry will make you all happy yet!” But in vain ; would seem destined to becomeas " a city set

he made the bold assertion , that St. John, the after a brief illness death overtook him so on a hill,” giving forth the light of a pure

apostle , had reorganized that order , and said suddenly, that he , without having received Christian charity both near and far . A gentle

that such was easily proved to be the fact. sacrament and the extreme unction, died in man traveling in Wisconsin remarked to us

On expressing myself as being desirous to hear his sins. This was to the Roman people such that it was the only place on the line of the

the proof , he said , that it would be necessary a strong proof of his wickedness , that they railroad which seemed to him to be devoted

for me first to join the order , whereupon the openly proclaimed at his funeral : “ Like a wholly to God , and all the business of which

matter would be proved to me most clearly fox thou hast sneaked in , like a Leo ( lion ) was connected with the exercise of Christian

and satisfactorily. “ Pope Pius IX .,” he con- thou hast ruled , like a dog thou hast departed.” mercy.- Exchange.

tinued , “ became a Free Mason towards the So they concluded then to try a pious pope

close of his career . It was thus. He was once, and elected , as the successor of Leo , A short time ago I was askedto give an

anxious to learn the truth about the order and Professor Adrian of Utrecht , who had the address at a festival given to our school. Not

appointed one of the cardinals , whose name reputation of being a pious man. He had been being prepared with anything very suitable

I do not care to mention, to obtain all the in- indeed up to that time a man of strict morals, for the occasion , I tried to picture to the chil
formation possible about it. But in order to who therefore at first really seemed willing to dren , in a comic way , the dolefulness of my

learn the inner workings and secrets of the reform the Roman Church ; but after having position, when suddenly I asked them this

society, the cardinal found himself obliged to been pope for some time he imbued the same question , “ What would you do were you com

become a member himself, which he was not spirit and of course neglected to reform the pelled to stand on a platform before so many

slow in doing . He was soon convinced for church. What his sentiments were in the be- bright boys and girls , who expected a speech

himself, that there was nothing wrong in Free- ginning , when he first ascended the papal from you , and had nothing to say? " You
masonry and reported so to the Pope." throne, may be inferred from a confession he may imagine my feelings when one small boy

Being asked by Pius IX . , wherein the se- made. For thus wrote Pope Adrian VI. , in replied , “ I'd keep quiet.” The audience was

crets of the order consisted , he reported thus: the Instruction, with which he charged his convulsed with laughter, and I sat down.

BY REV . F. DREYER .
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Heartlt and Hamę.
aducational

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

a

e

or two.

C

the clergyman . “ Neither neighbor nor friend,

son nor daughter, shed a tear over him . His

children were eager to begin the quarrel for
The Iron Woli.

the ground he had sacrificed his life to earn.

“ I conducted, two months ago," said a Of it all he had now only enough to cover his MR. EDITOR :

Herewith I send you a few items for theclergyman, “ the funeral services of one of decaying body. Economy for a noble purpose

my parishioners. Educational Department.He had been a farmer. is a virtue ; but in the houses of some it is

Our Sunday School ( Emmanuel CongregaForty years ago he commenced work with one avarice, and , like a wolf, devours intelligence,

hundred acres of land , and he ended with one religion , hope and life itself.” tion , Webster Co. , Mo. ) resembles the " Chri

hundred. He was a skilful, industrious work Friendly Companion .
stenlehre ” of the German congregations. We

rehearse a part of the Catechism and a Biblicalingman , but he had laid by no money in the

History , and have the children give us a song
bank . I understood the reason as I listened

The File-Grinder's Story .

In order to encourage both old and
to the comments of his friends and neighbors.

" It was always a warm hospitable house, ' I met an old “ file-grinder ” a few years young " to search the Scriptures,” we havea
said one .

“ The poor man was never turned since , who told me the following story : In the adopted the plan of proposing questions to the

away from thatdoor . His sons and daughters room where he had worked nearly twenty adults and to the children . The questions are

all received the besteducation which his means years were twelve massive grindstones. Each written down , given out, distributed, and the

could command. One is a clergyman , one a stone had its boss, who daily “dressed " it, answers expected at next meeting of Sunday, “

civil engineer, two are teachers — all lead use and , mounted on a wooden seat above it, School, after the minutes of the meeting pre
ful and happy lives.' ground files. Occasionally a stone , while ceding have been read. The children's ques

" Said another: " Those children sitting there going at full speed, would burst , flying in all tions refer chiefly to Biblical History. Those
given to the adults bear on doctrine and pracand weeping are the orphans of a friend . He directions with tremendous velocity ; and as

gave them a home. That crippled girl is his two men had been killed in that room , and tice, as, for instance , the question following,
a

wife's niece . She lived with them for years.
a stone might burst at any time, it made the which I select from the minutes.

That young fellow who is also weeping so men quiet and cautious ; yet among them all Why do you not join a Secret Society ?

Mr. D. R. answered in substance : Secretbitterly, was a waif that he rescued from the there was no Christian.

slums of the city . '
It was just after the noon hour, and the societies require an oath of secrecy . No Christ

“ And so the story went on—not of a miser operatives had come in from a half-hour dis- ian should swear such an oath when ( 1 ) his
calling does not require it , when ( 2 ) not knowwho had heaped dollar upon dollar , but of a cussion about the genuineness of recent con

servant of God who had helped many lives , versions among some of the “ furnace men.” ing the nature of the things to be confided to

and had lifted many of them out of misery The general opinion was that it was a matter him , and when ( 3 ) the person administering

Matth.and ignorance into life and joy. of imagination ; and that if there was a God such oath has no authority to do so.

“ On my way home from the funeral I no man had ever heard from him - that he 5 , 33–37.

stopped at the farm of another parishioner, never did call or warn any one . Mr. J. P. said , The Secret societies are re

who said to me in a shrill, rasping tone : The “ speed” had started , the grinders ligious corporations,opening their lodges with

so-called divine services , and instructing their“ 'So poor Gould is dead ! He left a poor were in their places , and work was progress

account - not a penny more than he got from ing rapidly , when one of the men got down members in “ moral principles.” We alreadyhis father. Now I startedwithnothing;and from his seat, pale and agitated, andstag. (or Church), andknowthisto be the one
,

belong to the Lutheran religious corporation

look here ,' pointing to his broad fields. " I gered to the other side of the room .

own down to the creek ! D’ye know why ? hardly able to speak for an instant , but when pure in doctrine. If the Secret societies have
pure doctrine also , we gain nothing by joiningWhen I started to keep house I brought this pressed , said :

into it the first thing ,' taking an iron savings “
,Boys, something or somebody said to me. them ; if their doctrine is false we dare not

join them . We know , however , that theybank in the shape of a wolf out of the closet. ' Get down from your seat ; the stone will

deny Christ, for their chaplain is not allowed
‘Every penny I could save went into its jaws .

It is surprising how many pennies you can He had hardly said this, when the heavy besides, they are unionistic in the broadestto use His name , if any objection is raised ;

save when you've a purpose. My purpose stone over which he had been working burst

was to die worth $ 100,000. Other folks ate in pieces, crushing his seat to a shapeless sense, their constitution allowing persons of
all religions to worship together.meat ; we ate molasses. Other folks dressed mass, and breaking the heavy " guards” as

their wives in merino ; minewore calico. Other if they were glass. The Superintendent added , They consider

men wasted money on schooling ; my boys and There was no more scoffing that day. their principles sufficient for salvation , with

girls learned to work early and keep it up “ Sir,” added the old file -cutter, as we all out the atonement of Christ. (“ Lutheraner,”

Vol. 35 , p . 100. )
late. I spent no money on churches, sick felt that it was God who spoke ; and it made
people , paupers, and books . And , ' he con us pretty thoughtful. The man to whom it Furthermore, as to their practice , they sail

cluded triumphantly , ‘ now I own to the creek; happened died last year a happy Christian, under false colors , pretending to practice true
charity , but not doing it. Their so -calledand that land with the fields yonder, and the and there are five ofus in that room that are

stock in the barns , are worth $100,000 . Do trying to serve God. It is hard work to keep charity is a matter of business,because those
straight there, but it pays. A man can do that are unable to pay , are stricken from their

list of membership :“ And on the thin , hard lips was a wretched his work better ; and he feels that if a stone

attempt to laugh . The house was bare and should burst and kill him , it would be allright 5 , 14–16 and Mark 4 , 21. 22, said , Our LordMr.J. P. and Mr. D. R. referring to Matth .

comfortless ; his wife , worn out with work, with him . "

told us to let our “ light shine before men ,”
had long ago gone to her grave. Of his chil “ So you think that God really spoke to and we must view with suspicion a society ob

dren , taught only to make money a god, one that man , do you ? ” said I.
serving the strictest secrecy without sufficient

daughter, starved in body and mind , was still “ Certainly I do , sir,” he said earnestly . grounds.

drudging in the kitchen ; one son had taken “ He saw that we were all asleep ; that it Mr. Ph. R. said , Christ is the light and did

nothing in secret ( John 8 , 12 ) ; we as his fol
to drink, having no other resource , and died would take a loud , strong voice to awaken us, lowers should act likewise.

in prison. The other, a harder miser than his that we might give ear to His word.”
Mr. S. R. observed , Christ and His apostles

father, remained at home to fight with him over Friend , look back over your life . Has not did not practice fellowship, nor form a brother

God spoken to you many times ? hood with persons of wrong morals or doctrine;every penny wrung out of their fertile fields.

we also should not.“ Yesterday I buried * thisman ,” continued ears become so deafened by the clatter of the

Mr. F. R. wishes us to compare Gen. 49, 6 ,
world's machinery that you can no longer bear in this connection .

* This wretched miser should not have been bur

ied by a minister of the gospel, if he died in this his voice ? You are in danger.
We do not claim to have exhausted thecondition of mind.-ED.

Words and Weapons.
topic. -A. M.
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He was

6

burst . ' »

you see ? "

Have your
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Selections from Church History$ .
BY REV . C. H. MUELLER .

He pro

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . There was, in view of all law and justice , an

The Cross of Christ. irreconcilable breach between God and man .

Though mercy might sue for the pardon of

the transgressor, holiness opposed it . Now ,

Persecution and Emigration of the Lu in the cross of Christ these different claims

therans of Salzburg, Austria, The doctrine of our Lord's suffering and are adjusted . Justice triumphs in the death

1685-1733. atonement is the fundamental truth of Christ of the surety, mercy in the pardon of the

ianity. It is the foundation upon which the transgressor. God now deals with our sins

1 . whole christian religion rests. Therefore the in a way of infinite severity , and with our per

Salzburg is at present a crown -land of the apostle says: “ God forbid that I should glory sons in a way of infinite compassion. The

emperor of Austria. Formerly it was an in- save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ." greatest hatred of sin and the greatest love

dependent archbishopric and a constituent of The cross of Christ is the tree of life , from to the sinner are manifested at one and the

the German empire and held an influential po- which life and salvation comes to all mankind . same time. O stupendous exhibit of wisdom !

sition in the electoral college . The archbishop But since man is prone to establish his own Again , the wisdom of God will appear in the

ruled over a population of 250,000 . Long af- righteousness, therefore to the natural man victory achieved over Satan in thevery act by

ter the time of our narration , namely in 1802 , the cross of Christ is either a stumbling -block which he seemed to triumph over ourSaviour.

the see was secularized and made a province or foolishness, but to them who are called it Never did the powers of darkness seem to ob

of Austria.
appears to be what it really is , the greatest tain such a victory as in the scenes of Geth

The capital of this province , of the same exhibition of the power and wisdom of God, semane and Calvary. Till then the powers of

name, is said to occupy a position of singular To human reason , indeed, the crucifixion of darkness had trembled . But in the crucifix

beauty on the Salzach, 87 miles southeast of Christ appears to be an evidence of weakness ion they seem to triumph . Satan tempts Ju

Munich, 154 miles west by south of Vienna. rather than of power. Many circumstances das to betray Christ, he succeeds..

The river, flowing northwest from the glaciers connected with the appearance of Christ upon vokes the Jews to demand crucifixion ; the

of the Salzburg Alps , forms a lovely valley earth were marked by a character of feeble- conscience of Pontius Pilate is overpowered ,

which opens into a plain occupied by the ness . Especially His last agony and death and the innocent Saviour is condemned. Al

town . “ The picturesque and wooded con- were ignominious and mysterious. Looking ready the fiends anticipate the final overthrow

fining hills, the lofty citadel of Hohen - Salz- to this , human reason asks : What power was of the kingdom of the Messiah . The despised

burg, rising like a Greek acropolis above the manifested in the painful and accursed death Redeemer is scourged, mocked and spit upon .

towers and spires of the city at its foot , and upon the cross ? What amidst the dying sor- His disciples forsake Him and flee . He is

the magnificent background of the Salzburg rows of the Saviour ? Is this the Messiah , the nailed to the cross . Thieves are His com

Alps , overhanging the broad plain , make Saviour of mankind ? ( Thus speak the self- panions in suffering . He is deserted by His

Salzburg the most beautifully situated town righteous. ) And , indeed , if we view the cru- heavenly Father. The crown of thorns, the

in Austria or Germany." cifixion in its outward appearance only, it ap- nail , the spear , all seem to conspire to ac

This, then , was the home of the faithfulLu- pears to be an evidence of weakness ; but not complish the designs of hell. At last the Sav

therans , with whose trials , sufferings and fidel so , if we recollect the greatness of the Sufferer iour dies . But in the very act, in which Satan

ity we would now make ourreaders acquainted . who predicted every part of His passion , and seems to subvert the kingdom of Christ, he

To awaken the deepest interest of our readers , endured it with perfect willingness ; not so , if must suffer it to be established and ruined

we shall tell them right here that in two years we call to mind the convulsion of all nature at his own. Salvation was thus accomplished,

30,000 industrious and peaceful citizens must His death , the darkening of the sun , the read the sacrifice was offered , the purchase made,

leave their beautiful and lovely valley for no ing of rocks , the earthquake , the opening of the way opened to eternal reign and glory.

other reason but because they were Lutherans graves ; not so , if we remember that in the Through this word of the Cross man is re

and would remain true to the unadulterated midst of His agony He pardoned a malefactor, stored, he returns to God by the foolishness

gospel of salvation . and , dying, compelled the Roman officer to of the cross . The Saviour draws men by the

It was in the valley of Salzburg that a man exclaim : Truly this was the Son of God . folly of the word of the Cross and by subjec

closed his eyes in 1524 , whose name is often Again , if weconsider the end for which His tion of their reason and will to the doctrine of

mentioned in the biographies of Luther , be- sufferings were endured , we will perceive the faith. All contrivances of men to improve

cause he was Luther's superior and timid power of the cross of Christ , the redemption upon this doctrine , fail. The additions hu
friend .. This man was Dr. Staupitz. Over- of mankind by His offering Himself a sacrifice man reason has made to this doctrine to ac

awed by the storm which the golden mouth for sin , the Just for the unjust. Christ was commodate it to human pride and self-right

and gospel-pen of Luther had caused to sweep our surety , He stood in our place ,He endured eousness, have never succeeded . To him who

down on the thickets and cesspools of papacy, the punishment we had deserved , He satisfied in faith receives this doctrine, the Cross no

Dr. Staupitz sought refuge in the peaceful val- the Law of God by fulfilling its demands and longer appears to be a stumbling-block or

ley of Salzburg. Whether he brought some suffering its penalties. He was made a curse foolishness , but what it really is , the grand

of Luther's spirit into this valley, we do not for us . The Saviour has thus finished trans- manifestation of the power and wisdom of

know . But we know that a noble Swabian, gression , made an end of sin , made recon- | God . Then he is willing to be ignorant of all

Paul Speratus, the author of our glorioushymn ciliation for iniquity and brought everlasting wisdom , save the wisdom of Christ crucified,

“ Es ist das Heil jezt kommen her ” ( Full free righteousness. This design of mercy at once to be a stranger to all science , save the science

salvation hath now come ) , preached free sal- changes our estimate of the whole work , and of salvation . We wish to have no wisdom but

vation in 1522 , in Augsburg, Wurzburg and in this design we especially see divine wisdom what springs from the summit of Calvary and

Vienna, and that he also crossed the Salzburg displayed . This will appear if we consider may thereby be sanctified .

Alps to herald the glad tidings of eternal joy the person of the crucified Saviour. To have

in the secluded valley of Salzburg. Speratus given llis only -begotten Son to be made man , The civil authorities in Santa Maria, Brazil ,

was not only a most worthy but also a most to have discovered a method in which God objected to the erection of a tower to theGer

able preacher of the new doctrine as they then might suffer , and suffer in the same nature man Evangelical church, now in process of

called the old everlasting gospel. Oh, how which had sinned, to have united the finite erection, on the ground that it was against

the good Salzburgers hailed the sweet evangel with the infinite, immortality with mortality, the law, since Roman Catholic churches alone

when it was proclaimed to them by some of is without doubt the greatest evidence of di- had the right to such a special distinction as

their own ministers whom Speratus had won vine wisdom .
a church tower. But on appeal to the Govern

for the cause of Christ.
Again we see the wisdom of God in the ment at the Capital, the order was rescinded ,

method by which He secures the interests of and the church permitted to erect its tower .

CHARMS strike the sight , but merit wins holiness, at the same time that He provides May Brazil abound in Protestant towers and

the soul . for the pardon of sin by the death of Christ. good watchmen thereon.

>
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Miscellaneous.

.

a

my own.”

manner, even those renowned tragedies where- “ Ridiculous ! ” said the drake, somewhat in

in everything is traced from an everlasting sulted , and buried his head in the swill;

law of nature and from an iron fate , as from they make me sick ! To leave this nice feed

Lectures against the Theatre. a source , ruling over all men . for such foolish fancies – the idea ! I stay

where I am , if I know what's good for my

From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. self . What I have here I know ," and he

for the WITNESS, by R ... r ... OLD STORIES TOLD ANEW. gobbled up another dainty, “ what's awaiting

me in that distant land ,' I know not. The

IV . PAPER.
set of fools ! They don't know pleasures if

BY REV . TH . ENGELDER .

Thus did the heathen of old judge of the they see them . Get fat on slop and be happy,

theatre, guided solely by reason , being moved Example must accompany Precept. that's wisdom for you.”

thereto by the remnants of the law of nature ,
“ My son, ” said Crab sr. to Crab jr. ,

And so the cool, practical, philosophic, sen
" all

still within them . Now, is it, perhaps,imagin- the world is moving forward ; when will you sible drake enjoys his slop. The Christian

able that the heathen should havegone too far ever drop that habit of moving backwards ?” counts all these things but dung, Phil. 3 , 8 .
in this respect, that they should have practiced — “ Just as soon as I see you going forward .” He has here no continuing city, but seeks one

too great a strictness of morals , that they to come . (Hebr. 13 , 14. )

should have been overscrupulous in regard to The Save Investment.

sin and in regard to what is tending to sin ?
The bank now-a-days is about as unsafe a The Presbytery of Eastern Texas estab

And is it imaginable that a Christian, on the
place to deposit your money with as you can lished a mission a few years ago among a tribe

contrary, must entertain more liberal views

find . Not so , however , that bank which offers of Indians in Polk County , and sixteen of
regarding what is right or wrong, harmless or

this inducement: “ He that hath pity upon them were recently admitted to church mem
dangerous and destructive to good morals the poor, lendeth unto the Lord ; and that bership. They own their land in severalty,

than those blind heathen ? Never ! What may which he has given, will He pay him again.” are industrious, energetic, frugal and vir

be said of the modern dance holds true also
A very wealthy merchant was asked by his tuous. Last year they made a hundred bales

respecting the attendance of the theatre . By
king , how much he was worth . “ Well, let me of cotton among their number . Thus again is

either, the power and curse of fashion is
shown . After a certain mode of dancing has see, about 1000 f . ” The king supposed he it proved that the Bible is a better civilizer

was jesting. But he explained : “ I have given than the bullet. The Bible is the only Book
become fashionable, but few are still sensible

to the impropriety, indecency, and immorality , alone I look upon as my own ; for I can't lose
that much for God's sake to the poor, and this for all nations and races .

namely the unchastity of the dance, and even it . The rest of my wealth is dependent upon The English Presbyterians have begun a

so it is also regarding the theatre to -day .
the will of the king, the hands of thieves and mission in Morocco -a dark and long neg

Many a one , however, might rejoin here , the
the vicissitudes of fortune . I cannot call it lected field .

ancient heathen undoubtedly condemned the

theatre merely , because their plays were more
God will never go bankrupt. Invest with

Recent Publications .

filthy by far than those performed in our
Him !

Christian times . But this is by no means the
SCOTCH RITE MASONRY ILLUSTRATED . The Com

plete Ritual of the Scottish Rite ; 4th to 33d De
In the first place, I would remark that The Philosophy of the Slop-Basin . grees Inclusive, by a Sovereign Grand Commander.

such playhouses are existing in our so - called One beautifulspring -day, bright and early , Profusely Ilustrated.The tirst Chapter isdevoted
to an Historical Sketch of the Rite by President

Christian times as are indeed moral sewers , a flight of swans came sailing through the air , J. Blanchard of Wheaton College, who also fur

pools of all kinds of sins and swamps of un- high above peak and spire , urged on by the wishes the Introduction and Analysis of thechar
acter of each degree. Over Four Hundred accurate

chastity. We have them in every city. Such instinct which the Creator implanted in their quotations from the highest Masonic authorities

" holes ” where all the unclean spirits are at breasts. With joyous cries they sped onward Three Hundred and Ninety Nine of theme footnotes ) the and object of de
work were , of course , to be found with the on their path . Far below them , in a farm- grees and also afford incontrovertible proof of the

heathen too. But, at the same time, we are yard , a fat old drake had taken his position correctness of the Ritual. The work is issued in
two volumes and comprises 1038 pages. Per set

to - day yet possessing plays from most ancient before the swill-bucket, filled with choicest ( 2 vols.) in cloth $ 2.00 . Per set paper covers $ 1.00.

times, written by heathen , that are more goodies, to which he was doing full justice. Ezra A.Cook, Publisher, 13 Wabash Avenue, Chi
cago , Ils.

chaste than the best plays ever written by He knew how to enjoy life . Fill the slop

nominal Christians . And here we must con- bucket and give me a chance — there is true society literature, most certainly deserves credit
Mr. Cook , the undaunted publisher of anti -secret

sider also when a play is obviously filthy , those happiness for you .-- When he heard the pas- and patrouage for this publication. It exposes the

only will be delighted by it that have already sage of the swans , he slowly raised his head most hidden oaths, signs , grips and ceremonies of
sunk below the beasts . It will cause but and hailed them : “ Gawk ! What means this the Ruling Masonic Rite of the world . It leadsus

those to laugh that care neither for God , nor noise , brethren ? Whither do ye travel? ” into the innermost shrine of the “ temple” of this

for judgmentand eternity , whilst it will excite “ Onward ! onward ,” answered the swans ,
modern Baal. We wish the book an extensive sale

and a thorough perusal.

shame, disgust , and aversion with all those " towards the distant land awaiting us.

who are still in some degree decent, yea , even “ The distant land ? You've seen it already,

with those unchaste people that practice their have you ? ” No ; but you rise , come Acknowledgment.

unchastity in secret only. The finer plays are along ! ” “ I ? Well, indeed !“ I ? Well , indeed ! You had all Received from Emmanuel Sunday School , Balti

much more dangerous in which the sin of un- better come down to me! It's the best thing more, Md.,by Mr. P. C. Treide, $ 1.00 towardsmy
chastity is but intimated by various unchaste you can do — here's feed for you , plenty ,

support. Thanks. P. N. BERKHALTER.

manners and demeanor, lasciviouswords, am- just the kind we folks need ,-just look , see

biguities, and covert allusions, as though a how fat I am !-- What more do you want !” Subscriptions Paid .

transparent veilwere spread over the sin , even “ Never, never ! ” the answer came back ,

for the purpose of directing the eye thither “ we cannot rest here , it draws us on to the Rev. H.Frincke, Lincoln , Nebr. , ( VI 18 to
VII 17 )

$ 1.00

and of making the heart and the members the distant land.” “ But why, why ?” “ We feel Rev.E.Heinecke,Bay City, Mich., (II to 1V) 3.00
more lustful. We must , therefore, not think a longing in our hearts, which suffers us to Rev. W. Achenbach,St. Louis,Mo., IV to VJÍ 4.00

Rev. J.G.Schliepsiek, Caledonia, Mich ., (VI
that even rigidly moral heathen passed such feel no satisfaction here ; something within us and VII)

2.00

1.00

a judgment on the theatre because their plays is urging us on , and tells us that we will find
Mr. F. W. Ruhs , Caledonia , Mich., (VI)

Mr. 2. Wenger, Dutton, Mich ., ( V )
1.00

were obviously filthy, without an exception. happiness in yon land which we have not yet Mr. Wm .Ostermeyer, St. Louis,Mo. , (VI 15

They rather simply condemned all the plays seen .” " That cannot be ! I am just as good Teacher Ph. Mueller, Okawville, Ils., (VI).
to VII 14 )

and whatever concerned the theatre , not merely as you are —I feel nothing of the sort .” Rev. John Kobbe, Halfrock , Mo., ( VI 18 to

the vile - t co nedies, but also those dramas in “ Then stay where you are,” cried the swans VII 17 )

which the actors appeared in the most decent and flew on , “ we must follow our impulse.” CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER.
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Who these many are, for whom Christ gave Lord that this thing be removed from him ,

His life a ransom , Paul tells us , writing : but he received the answer : My grace is

“ There is one God , and one mediator be- sufficient for thee : for my strength is made per

For the Lutheran Witness. tween God and men , the man Christ Jesus , fect in weakness.” The answer was , Paul

who gave himself a ransom for all.” The should be satisfied with possessing the Lord's
A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE

ransom which Christ gave , He gave for the grace and should ask nothing more, for that

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
redemption of all men from bondage. grace would be sufficient unto him in all

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
For what length of time the ransom of Christ things; it would give him strength , it would

is valid , the epistle to the Hebrews tells us, support him , it would preserve him , it would

saying : “ By his own blood he entered in save him ; yea , the more Paul would see his
Sunday Sexagesima.

once into the holy place , having obtained own inability to bear this affliction, the more

2 Cor. 11 , 19-12, 9 . eternal redemption for us.” The ransom power would the grace of God manifest in

1 which Christ gave, is valid for all times from him . The Lord told Paul to look to His Di
DEARLY BELOVED : -When once at a time the beginning to the end of the world and vine grace only for the endurance of this cross

the disciples quarreled among themselves as throughout eternity. and for the perseverance in this aftliction, and

to who should be the greatest in the kingdom Redemption is complete . A perfect ransom , he would find that grace all - sufficient unto

of Christ , the Lord rebuked them sharply and a ransom in full has been paid down for all him . Paulaccepted this and he found it true ;

added : “ The Son of man came not to be men at all places and for all times ; a ransom for he says :
for he says : “ Most gladly therefore will I

ministered unto , but to minister, and to give by which every soul born on this earth is rather glory in my infirmities, that the power

his life a ransom for many.” That was the bought free from bondage , and to this ran- of Christ may rest upon me.” Paul desired

object for which the Son of God became the som nothing need or can be added . To say to be weakened down by afflictions that the

Son ofman , to be the servant of men and to that man must yet do something to complete grace of Christ might show so much greater

give a ransom for them . The word ransom his redemption, is blaspheming Christ, as power in him ; for in the following verse he

means the sum of money or the price paid though He had not paid a perfect ransom in adds : “ Therefore I take pleasure in infirmi

for the liberation of a slave or a prisoner. If full . In the world's redemption there is not ties , in reproaches, in necessities , in persecu

robbers have captured a wealthy man , they a farthing lacking, and it only remains that tions , in distresses for Christ's sake ; forwhen

will demand a certain sum of money must be men be placed into possession of the salvation I am weak , then am I strong.” The weaker

paid them , before they will set the captive purchased by Christ . Paul was in himself, the stronger was the grace

free, and that sum of money is called the ran- But that is the controverted point : how is of Christ in him .

som given for the captive. Now men through man placed into the possession of the salvation Now this passage indeed , presenting unto

sin were the captives of Satan and the object prepared by Jesus Christ ? Here one says : us the experience of Paul, treats directly of

of Christ's coming into the world was to give A man must do so and so ; another says : You comfort in afflictions . In all sorrows, disap

a ransom for men and to purchase them from / must do in this way , and a third has a third pointments, trials and temptations it is to be
their captivity . This the apostle expresses way . And yet also this point is so very clearly sufficient unto us, if we possess the grace of

very plainly , writing: “ Forasmuch as the decided in the Scriptures. Thus by the Prophet God . And as in afflictions, so in all things
children are partakers of flesh and blood , he Isaiah the Lord says : “ Look unto me , and pertaining to our conversion , sanctification ,

also himself likewise took part of the same ; be ye saved , all the ends of the earth ; ” and preservation and salvation the grace of God

that through death he might destroy him that St. Paul presents to us his own example, how is to be sufficient unto us, and we must seek

had the power of death , that is , the devil ; he was placed in possession of Christ's sal- no other help or aid to get to heaven than
and deliver them who through fear of death vation , writing : “ By the grace of God I am grace alone .

were all their lifetime subject to bondage.” what I am . ” He ascribes nothing to himself, Now , when we speak of the grace of God ,

That was the object of the incarnation of the but all to the grace of God . The last verse we mean that grace unto salvation which Jesus

Son of God, by giving a ransom to redeem of this unusually long text giving occasion Christ has earned for sinners , which is commu
men from the bondage in which they were thereto , let me briefly discourse on the ques- nicated to us in the sacraments and preached

held by Satan . tion : to us in the Gospel. Yet not of the means

What He gave as a ransom for our redemp- WHY MUST WE LOOK TO THE GRACE OF of grace , but of grace itself and its work let
tion the Lord clearly expresses : “ To give GOD ALONE FOR CONVERSION AND me speak .

his life a ransom .” His own life was the PRESERVATION IN FAITH ?
In the introduction I stated that Christ paid

price which the Lord paid for our redemption, I answer the full ransom for sin and earned and pre

wherefore St. Peter writes to all Christians : 1. because by grace alone we are converted, pared salvation for every man . But how is

“ Ye were not redeemed with corruptible preserved and saved ,
man placed into the possession of the salva

things, as silver and gold , but with the pre- II . because grace alone affords solid comfort. tion in Christ ? Is the appropriation of Christ's

cious blood of Christ , as of a lamb without merits to the individual God's work , or is it

blemish and without spot." The price paid I.
man's work , or both in conjunction ? We em

for our redemption is not something subject The Apostle Paul was a greatly afllicted phatically answer : It is God's work , and His1

to corruption and destruction , but the blood man . Besides his labors, persecutions, im- work alone , and God does this gratis , by

of the Holy One of Israel , of whom David prisonments and manifold sufferings he had grace, without the consideration of any kind
says : “ Thou wilt not suffer thy Holy One to to endure the buffetings of Satan's messenger, of worthiness or merit in man . That this is

see corruption .”
that is , Satan had power to torment him in so , yea , must be so and can not be otherwise ,

For whom Christ gave this ransom , He also some special way , and this was a very great is very clear from the condition in which man

tells us : “ To give his life a ransom for many.” burden to Paul. Therefore he prayed the is by nature . Thus St. Paul writes : “ The:
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natural man receiveth not the things of the converted state free to choose for himself or heart always wants to claim some ability , be

Spirit of God : for they are foolishness unto ,to decide himself for Christ and the grace of it ever so little , to do something towards sal

him : neither can he know them , because they God ? No ; for to Timothy Paul writes that vation ; but if we herein give ear to carnal

are spiritually discerned.” Asheis by nature , the unbelieving “ are taken captive by the reason, if we look for some strength , some

man is carnal and not spiritual; hence, what devil at his will ; ” now , a captive is not free . ability in us, we impede and hinder the work

is carnal seems to him precious , but what is Can the natural man prepare himself and / of Divine grace in the heart ; for to Paul the

spiritual seems to him foolish . Again Paul make himself a worthy subject for conver- Lord said : " My strength is made perfect in

writes : “ We preach Christ crucified , unto the sion ? No ; for to the Ephesians Paul writes : weakness." We must acknowledge that there: ”

Jews a stumbling -block, and unto the Greeks “ Ye were dead in trespasses and sins ; ” now , is no strength in us , then the grace of God

foolishness.” Asman is by nature , he either a dead man can not prepare himself to be will be all with us ; for that which is nothing

lives securely as caring nothing for God and made alive . Can a man restrain his will from and acknowledges its nothingness, will God

the hereafter ; or he thinks to make himself opposing God and so , by holding still , make make something.

worthy of eternal life by works of virtue and room for the grace of God to work in him ? This is the first reason why in all things

piety ; but that he should be justified through Nay ; for thus Paul writes to the Romans: concerning our spiritual life and salvation we|

Christ, that he should enter heaven as a beggar | “ It is not of him that willeth , nor of him that should look alone to the grace of God, be

by the righteousness of another, that the nat- runeth , but of God that showeth mercy," cause we can do nothing to bring about or to

ural man regards either as a disgraceful, or and in John 1. it is said of the sons of God promote the salvation of our soul, and ifwe

as a foolish thing , and the natural man can that they are born “ not of the will of man , depend on any thing which we might do , we

not think otherwise . Hence, before a man but of God .” The will of man is evil and is depend on an imaginary thing which has no

will accept and rejoice over his salvation in turned to evil, until God turns it unto good, existence ; for there is no such ability in us.

Christ, his heart and sentiments must first be and then man is converted . And if man , after That introduces the

changed ; he must obtain new eyes to see once being converted , could preserve himself
II .

differently than before, so that Christ is to in the faith , what meaning, then , could it

him no longer a stumbling -block or foolish- have when Christ prays : " Holy Father , keep reason why we should make grace all our plea,

ness , but the power ofGod ,and the wisdom through thine own name those whom thou because it alone affords solid comfort , while

of God . " To perform this work, to place hast given me?” From our text it is surely nothing else can give us any certainty. Why

men into possession of salvation in Christ, for clear that Paul ascribed his preservation in was Paul so bold , so certain , so positive that

this the Holy Ghost was sent. Conversion to the faith alone to the grace of God , so much all was wellwith him , even in the direst temp

Christ and preservation in the faith is , there- so that he desired infirmities that the power tations ? Why, because his soul clung to these

fore , not man's work , neither is it in any way of Christ miglit rest upon him . words of the Lord : “ My grace is sufficient for

of man , but it is God's work and His work It is with conversion and preservation sim- thee.” Paul depended on the grace of God ,

alone, solely and solidly . It is God that con- ilar as with redemption. In the work of re- and that was his strength , his light, his joy,

verts man , and man himself can do and con- demption Jesus Christ had no assistant, no though his body and soul were racked with

tribute nothing unto his conversion , preser- help from any one , Ile did the work alone, as pain . Before the Lord had spoken these words

vation and salvation. Ile says Isaiah 63 : “ I have trodden the wine- to him , Paul writhed under the buffetings of

That is indeed saying something which is press alone ; and of the people there was none Satan's messenger ; but thereafter, looking to

now not popular. Popular in our days is only with me.” I and you did not assist Jesus grace , he said : “ I take pleasure in infirm

that doctrine which ascribes to inan a free Christ in paying the ransom for our souls ; ities, in reproaches , in necessities, in persecu

agency , which leaves to man an imaginary wedid not pay one farthing of it , He paid the tions, in distresses.” When Paul looked to

free will to believe whenever he pleases or at whole ransom alone without our aid . So also himself, he thought he could bear the tempta

least to do something to bring about his con- in conversion man can not do one thing to tion no longer, but when he looked to the

version , and to say, that man can do nothing make his stony heart a heart of flesh , God grace of God , he became strong and bold .

at all unto his conversion and salvation , that alone can and does do it . Their doctrine that If a man thinks he has the power to aid in

people regard as setting man down altogether man to some extent has a free will in spiritual bis conversion, or to do something towards

too low . But the question is not, whether it things and may contribute something toward his salvation , can that idea give him any solid,

is popular, sounding pleasant to itching ears ; his conversion , the Roman Catholics indeed comfort? Certainly not, simply because he

the question is not, whether it is exalting or attempt to prove from all those passages in has no security for it that he has that ability.

debasing man ; the question is , whether it is which God commands men to convert them- The Bible does not tell him that he has, and

God's truth . Now to the Philippians Paul selves ; for from them the Jesuits draw the from experience he can also not know it, be

writes : " It is God that worketh in you both conclusion : what God commands men to do, cause no man on earth ever decided himself

to will and to do of his good pleasure ; ” and man must also have the ability to do ; but it for, or assisted in , his conversion . A man

Hebr. 12. Jesus is called “ the author and is only a deceptive conclusion . Into the sep- may think to have that power, but it is only

finisher of our faith .” So conversion is neither ulchre of Lazarus the Lord called : “ Lazarus, imagination , and there can be no positive and

of man's work , nor of man's will , nor of man's come forth .” Does it follow from that com- infallible certainty about it . A common say.

pleasure , but it is God's work which lle per- mand that Lazarus had any ability whatever ing is : Man must do his part, then God will

forms of His good pleasure. And as to pres- to come out of his grave ? He came forth ; | do His part ; but, if we were required to do

ervation St. Peter writes : “ Ye are kept hy but the ability was not of him , but of the any thing , even the very least , to promote or

the power of God through faith unto sal- Lord. Who would have said that Lazarus to render possible our conversion and salva

vation.” In a word , the whole work of salva- raised himself up from the dead , or that he tion , what solid comfort could we then have ?

tion is the work of Divine grace , as Peter contributed any thing toward his becoming Certainly none, becausewecould never be in

says Acts 15 : “ We believe that through the alive again, or that he had decided himself for fallibly certain that we had done our part and

grace of the Lord Jesus Christ we shall be life ? Now , which is the greater work, to re- had done it right. And though we should try

saved . ” Now if it is the work of grace store life to a corpse , or to raise up a dead our best, yet would we be obliged to think

it necessarily excludes all cooperation and soul unto the life of God ? Surely , it is a far our own heart might deceive us , inasmuch as

worthiness on the part of man . If man could greater work to raise up the soul than the the Scriptures testify, “ the heart is deceitful

in any waymake himself a fit subject for con- ! body, a work which Divine grace must do above all things." To make the matter very

version or could contribute any thing thereto , alone. palpable, let me use a blunt example. Sup

then would it no more be grace ; for that only Because, therefore , conversion and preser- pose we were to have the grace of God , pro

is grace which is bestowed where there is vation is altogether the work of Divine grace, vided we repeat the Lord's prayer thrice a

neither merit nor worthiness . we must look only to that grace and not to day without ever making a mistake , could

A few questions and answerswill serve to any power or ability in us. Reason and the that afford us solid comfort and infallible

make the matter plain. Is man in his un- tlesh do , of course, not like that ; the perverse certainty ? Nay, it could not , because even
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Ilis mercy.
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the very first day we could not be infallibly “ II. Justification ; Rom . 8 , 30, “ And whom

certain if perliaps we had not made a blunder he called , them he also justified .'

without becoming aware of it. Whatever is “ III. Glorification ; Rom.8, 30 , “And whom

of us is always more or less uncertain, be For the LUTHERAN WITNESs. he justified, them he also glorified.”

cause our eyes, our ears , our feelings and ex Öne of our “ Fathers ” on Election. “ IV . Conformity to the image of the son

periences may be deceptive. If, then , our of God ; Rom . 8 , 29 , “Whom he did foreknow ,

very eye -sight may deceive us , how much A few years ago we heard so much of the he also did predestinate to be conformed to

more our corrupt heart which is so full of " fathers and their teachings concerning Pre- the image of his son . '
guile . If only this thing were required of us destination thatwewere almostdumbfounded ; " V. Deliverance from sin ; Rom . 8 , 33,

as our part of the work , to restrain our will for it seemed that our opponents had all the Who shall lay anything to the charge of

from wilfully setting itself against God, what " fathers ” on their side. We soon found out God's elect ? '

certainty could we have on that basis ? Surely that such was not the case . And that such is 66 VI . Perpetual love and benevolence of

none at all , because we could never be infal- | not the case the following will also show . We God , from which nothing can separate them ;

libly certain of having accomplished it , and so do not pretend to know all the fathers , as some Rom . 8 , 35 ff . , Who shall separate us from

wewould always have to waver to and fro be- learned gentlemen in C. do, but we know one the love of Christ ? etc.?

tween hope and fear . or two . “ VII. A holy and blameless life ; Ephes.

If we want solid comfort , we must not look
Before us lies a small leatherbound volume. 1 , 4 , 'According as he hath chosen us in him

to any thing in ourselves or of ourselves, but Looking at it you would hardly think it was before the foundation of the world , that we

wemust look altogether away from ourselves 315 years old . But it is , for it is SIMON I should be holy and without blame before him

to something which is infallibly and immov- PAULI's Methodus, and was written only a few in love .'

ably certain , which can not fail or deceive , years before the forming of the Formulary of “ VIII. The adoption of children of God ;

and such is the grace of God. If we look to Concord . Simon Pauli never wrote a full Ephes. 1 , 5 , “ Having predestinated us unto

God's grace , then we have the certainty that
system of dogmatics. He only wrote a num- | the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to

by grace He forgives our sins and will be and ber of articles upon such doctrines, as had himself .'

remain a merciful Father unto us . I say ,
if

been disputed . Thus he also wrote an article IX . Praise of the glory and mercy of

we look to the grace of God , then we are cer- on predestination or Election . Ilere is a short God ; Ephes. 1 , 5. 6 , Having predestinated,
“

tain ; for , because it is grace , there can be extract from it , i . e . , that part of his treatise us ... according to the good pleasure of his

nothing required of us which we must do to- in which he gives the causes and the effects will , to the praise of the glory of his grace .'

wards our salvation and which might render it of election :
“ X. The revelation of the secret divine

uncertain . Because God bestows His Spirit
" I. The internal moving or preceding will , concerning the free acceptance of man

and His gifts on us unworthy sinners gratis, cause, which has moved God to elect us , is kind, for Christ the Mediator's sake ; Ephes.

" without money and without price,” there is
Exod . 33 , 19 , ‘ I will be gracious ' 1 , 9 , 'Having made known unto us the mystery

no room left for the dubious question , whether to whom I will be gracious, and will shew of his will , according to his good pleasure,
'

we have forwarded the money and paid the

which he hath purposed in himself .'
price.

Here we have the Word, for though mercy on whom I will shew mercy .'

these words were spoken to Paul, yet they “ II. The preparatory cause is the sad and " XI. Inheritance of eternal life ; Matth .

For 25 , 34, Come, ye blessed of my father, inwere written for our sake , that God's grace is universal damnation of all mankind .

sufficient unto us,sufficient for allthings. It mercy presupposes misery in him , to whom herit the kingilom prepared for you from the

was sufficient for our redemption ; - for God mercy is shown.
"

foundation of the world ." "

so loved the world , that he gave his only be
“ III. The moving cause , which moves God So far Pauli. Here is one of the “ fathers”

to elect us, is the love of God toward His Son , i at least who knew nothing of the foresight of
gotten Son ” to lay down His life a ransom

on account of whose merit Ile accepts us to faith as a rule of election , although he, no
for us . Grace is sufficient for our conversion ,

though we had fallen ever so deeply ; for grace: Ephes. 1, 6, He hath made us ac- doubt, knew something ofthe doctrine of Elec
" where sin abounded , grace did much more

cepted in the beloved . “ 1 Pet. 1 , ‘ Ye were tion as it is taught in the Formulary of Con
not redeemed with corruptible things, as silver cord. He lived at the time of the writing of it .

abound . ” Grace is sufficient to preserve us

in themost fiery trials and temptations ;for andgold ... but withthe precious bloodof He, no doubt, was conversant with the causes

to the sorely tried Paul the Lord said : “ My Christ, as of a lamb withoutblemish and with which led to its origin , and the circumstances

grace is sufficient for thee : for my strength is out spot: who was verily foreordained before under which it was compiled . Pauli seemsto
the foundation of the world .'

made perfect in weakness .” Grace is sufli understand pretty well , that we were elected

" IV . The final cause ( the object) is , that to be called (ergo : also enlightened , con1

cient to support us in death ; for God gives

His grace not for a time only , but for good. God have a church among mankind, by which verted ), justified , etc., for he includes all this

If we want to find weaknesses, infirmities, He would be known, called upon, worshiped in the effects of election. But if our being
and honored , in this and the eternal life ; called , justified, etc. , is an effect of election ,

sins , we must look to ourselves, but if we

Deut. 26 , 18. 19 : “ The Lord hath avouched it is plain that it was all included in the decree
want solid comfort , something on which we

can build with perfect safety , we must look thee this day, to be his peculiar people, ... of election, and it ( election ) is a cause thereof,

to the grace of God . “ The mountains shall that thou mayest be a holy people unto the
even as the Formulary of Concord teaches :

depart , and the hills be removed ; but my
Lord thy God . “ But the eternal election of God not only

kindness shall not depart from thee, neither We see Simon Pauli makes no mention of foresees and foreknows the salvation of the

shall the covenant of my peace be removed , faith foreseen , or of anything of that kind . elect, but through his gracious will and good

saith theLord that hath mercy on thee.” Amen. He finds all the causes of our election with pleasure in Christ Jesus is also a cause , which

God , none in man , for when he says that the procures , works , facilitates and promotes our

Christian converts in Persia, out of their misery of man was a preparatory cause of salvation and whatever pertains to it.” ( New
poverty, contribute $ 2,500 yearly for the election , he would simply say , that man's sad Market Ed. 712. ) Again page 718 : “ Thus

Gospel work. The number of converts are condition moved God to compassion, but that this doctrine also affords the eminent and pre
multiplying through evangelistic tours . In is no merit on the part of man . We would cious consolation , that God took so deep an

1871, after 35 years'labor, there were only call him a crank who would assert, that a interest in the conversion , righteousness and
700 converts, but at the end of 1886 the num- beggar by reason of his filth and rags had salvation of each christian and so faithfully
ber reached 2,100. There are 30 organized merited the alms we give him . But Simon provided for these, that before the foundation

churches, 80 other congregations, with an av
on to state the effects of election . of the world , in his counsel and purpose, he

ordained the manner in which he would bringerage attendance of 6,000 , ministered to by He says : “ The effects of election are :

25 pastors and 32 licentiates. All are Pres- “ I. The calling ; Rom . 8 , 30, Whom he me to salvation and preserve me there."

byterian churches. did predestinate , them he also called . ' Neither Simon Pauli nor the Formulary of

1
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1

Pauli goes

1
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Concord teach that God took into considera not eat up our dear little Jersey Is. For though

tion foreseen faith , but they both put faith our little Is was reared in fact to give sweet

where it belongs, under the head of effects of milk of comfort , yet it is powerful enough to

election .-- J . G. H. Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . eat up the very seven lean and ill favored kine

of Pharao whenever they are led forth by Re
The LUTAERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st

of each month . All communications and money should be formed theologians to swallow up the good

sent to : LUTHERAN Witness , 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, year of the Gospel.
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Another Specimen of Roman Catholic Money sent otherwise thanby money-order or draft is at the The passages referred to are these : “ The

Idolatry .
risk of the sender. seven good kine are seven years . And the

seven lean kine are seven years.” Pharao
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

It is frequently claimed by those ignorant
had a dream . In this dream he saw seven

kine or cows . Pharao saw no real cows. What
of the facts that Roman Catholicism had , in

ST. LOUIS, MO. , March 21 , 1888 . he saw

these times of general enlightenment, aban
were dream-cows , imaginary cows.

doned its former idolatrous adoration of the He tells us those seven cows are the ideals of

Virgin Mary. That “ the sovereign Lady, The Seven Thin Kine of Pharao still kept a dream . Any one knows the visions we have

the fascinating Virgin and Saint , was the real as Mummies in the Reformed Church . during sleep , are but imaginary pictures. Now

deity of the middle ages ' ' ( Taine, Hist. of Engl.
comes Joseph and by the inspiration of God

Lit. ) , is generally accepted as a true statement,
Our readers have read or heard the ancient tells Pharao what God would declare unto

but being told that this same idolatry prevails Egyptians were familiar with the art of em- Pharac by his dreams. He interprets the

among Roman Catholics to this day many will balming. By this art they could preserve dreams and says : Your seven dream -kine are,

shake their heads in doubt. In the following corpses for hundreds and thousands of years. in your view , seven dream -kine ; in my view,

we give a specimen of such idolatry of very
The theologians of the Reformed Church have they are seven years of plenty , or of famine.

recent date , a laudatory report of which is essayed to propagate this art and to extend its What you saw as seven kine , I see as seven

found in the New Orleans Daily Picayune of
use to the lean and ill favored kine which , years. Pharao saw the symbol, the picture,

March 4 , 1888 : “ During the past two weeks as Pharao saw in his dream , ate up the seven the ideal. Joseph saw the interpretation and

the Catholic people of Algiers have been gifted fatfleshed and wellfavored kine that had come said : Your dream -kine are , ' to speak liter

ally ,with a mission by the Redemptorist-fathers.... out of the river before them . - sevento drop the idea of a dream '

So as to facilitate matters for both sexes it
Our Lutheran Church has always , in her years. The symbol is therefore not in the

was concluded to set apart one week for the great struggle for the real presence of Christ's word are, but in the nature of the dream -kine.

women and one week for the men...... On body and blood in the holy Supper,maintained, Dream -kine are pictures, symbols of natural

But those seven dream -kine were inSunday night Father Cook opened the mission that the word is never meaneth is a symbol of; kine.

for the men . ... The ceremonies last night
that in all ages, in all countries, in all lan- reality , in God's view and in that of Joseph,

were unusually imposing, consisting of the guages, the word is may never be interpreted and in the light of later experience, seven

regular mission services and the consecration by signifies or is a symbol of ; that moreover , years . Pharao really saw in his dream seven

of the men and boys to the Blessed Virgin.... not one passage from Scripture might be ad- kine ; Joseph really saw seven years . By

Rev. Father Brown preached the text of the duced which favored in truth the symbolical God's inspiration he saith : What you saw in

evening, his text being Judith 15 , 10 , " Thou interpretation of is. your dream , will come to pass in actual life .

art the glory of Jerusalem , thou art the joy of
To break the force of this great argument Your dream - life will prove serious real life.

Israel , thou art the honor of our people. The the Reformed theologians began searching A dream may be a symbol, as it was in this

learned speaker referred to the greatness of the through all ages, countries and languages and case . If Pharao had seen with his natural

Blessed Virgin. Judith had saved her people through all passages of Scripture. Finally eyes seven kine, they would not have been

and the Virgin Mary had liberated not only one they landed in Egypt with King Pharao and symbols, but natural kine . As he sees them

people from destruction but had defended all asked of him counsel and an apparent argu- in a dream , they are symbols , not of natural

mankind. The object of the services was to
ment for their symbolic theory. They even cows , but of years , as we know from the in

sing the praises of the glorious queen and con- called upon Joseph to help them out of their terpretation of Joseph. Therefore we say,

template her greatness and gloriousness. The trouble. And coming home from Egypt, they if there is any symbolic import in these words:

speaker beautifully touched upon the dignity , pointed, and still point, with great satisfaction “ The seven kine are seven years,” this import

power and mercy of the queen of heaven and to the 41. chapter of Genesis , verses 25—27 : rests not in the word are , as the Reformed

the mother of mankind , who stood pre-eminent “ And Joseph said unto Pharao, The dream would make us believe, but in the fact that“ the

of all God's own. Father Brown, addressing of Pharao is one : what God is about to do he seven kine” are dream - kine. For in the in

the boys on the dedication question , asked hath declared unto Pharao . The seven good terpretation of God, they are no longer dream1

them what of the promises they were to make.
kine are seven years. And the seven lean and kine but they are real years. If Joseph had

They promised to be faithful and loving to ill favored kine that came up after them , are only meant to say : Your seven kine are sym

Mary ; to say three Hail Mary's every day,
seven years ; they shall be seven years of bols of seven years , as we say the lion is a

and to be true and dutiful children to their famine.” In Egypt, then , in the age and lan- symbol of strength , those seven kine might

parents .”
guage of Pharao , in this passage of Scripture, stand forth to-day as symbols of years , with

Mark, dear reader , Mary , " the sovereign say the Reformed , is meanssignifies; for “ the out having afflicted Egypt in the least. A

Lady,” is still the “ real deity ” among Roman
seven good kine are seven years must be mere figure of speech carries as such neither

Catholics ; her Son , Jesus Christ our Lord , is interpreted, the seven good kine are a symbol blessing nor hurt with it . But in Joseph's

only second in order. Compare, however, of seven years ; and “ the seven lean and ill interpretation those seven years were real

the following passages of Holy Writ : Luke favored kine are seven years ” must be inter- issues, fraught with great woe. There is then

11 , 27. 28. Acts 4 , 12 . 1 Timoth . 2 , 5. 6. preted, the seven lean kine are a symbol of a great difference between the ware” of Jo

1 Cor. 10 , 31. Phil. 2 , 11. Matth . 11, 28 .
seven years. Now , the Reformed theologians seph's true interpretation, and the symbolical

continue, if are means signify here, is may “ is” of Reformed misinterpretation. Joseph's
New Orleans, La . G. J. W.

mean signify in the words ofour Saviour, This “ are ” make vision a reality , the Reformed

ismybody. Therefore the Lutheran assertion explanation of " is ” makes reality visionary.

We have more cause to rejoice , than to will not hold true , that there is no passage of It is a sad business, then , that the Reformed

mourn ; for our hope is in God , who says, Scripture to support the symbolical interpreta- apply their best cunning to embalm those seven

" I live , and ye shall live also . ” But mel. tion. And thus they preserve and caress the lean kine of Pharao in order that they might

ancholy is born with us ; so the spirit of mel- lean and ill favored kine of Pharao till the eat up our Lutheran Jersey Is. But with her

ancholy , the devil , comes and stimulates it ; present day , though these lean kine swallowed strong horns she is too much for the mummies

but the Lord our God lifts us up .-- Luther. up all the welfare of Egypt. But they shall of Egypt.

6
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6. Who gave

Hypocrisy of the Norwegian Seceders. priests are no more infallible than I am. · By

saying that he is infallible, the Pope proclaims

If men first cause divisions and separations himself equal with God. ” “ Now ,'" Now ," said I ,

in truly Lutheran churches and then say they Our Denver Letter. " that these things would happen , has been

purpose to accomplish a closer union of all the prophesied ages ago by the Apostle St. Paul,

churches that are comprised under the general Antonito, Col. , Feb. 17 , 1888. principally in his second epistle to the Thessa

name of the Lutheran Church, this certainly DEAR BROTHER : lonians. I am sorry you have no Bible here ;

must create a doubt as to the sincerity of their In one of my recent letters I stated , that I would like to show you that passage, so that

purpose . Those former pastors and churches I frequently meet with Roman Catholics , who , you could read it with your own eyes for your

of the Norwegian Synod , who separated from convinced of the absurdity and fallacies of self. I again advise you to purchase one and

the Norwegian Synod because it will not be Romanism, have discarded it and have either to read it attentively ."

driven from the true doctrine of the Lutheran become rank freethinkers or are friendly dis- A great deal more of minor importance and

Church concerning predestination and con- posed towards the Lutheran Church . I made less interest was said about these matters .

version , because it will remain Missourian the acquaintance of such a man, an Austrian His opinion of Dr. Martin Luther was , that

in these doctrines too , met in convention re- by birth , at Trinidad , Colorado, during my the Reformer was right in everything that he

cently at Minneapolis and passed resolutions recent sojourn there. He was an intelligent said and did , with the one exception , that he

on Church union , offered by Rev. Rasmussen. Catholic and spoke very freely about his ought to have acted with the approval of the

They will not organize a separate synodical church ; he called it a church of superstition Pope . I finally invited him to attend our

body. They invite those three Norwegian and deception . He spoke in particular on the services , which were to be held that evening.

synods, who till now would not unite with our subjects of celibacy and fasts. “ You may count on me for certain ,” he re

Norwegian brethren , to hold a union confer- the Pope right,” said he, " to forbid the priests plied . He came , and in an audience of

ence with them . They appointed a committee to marry ? Did not St. Peter himself have a 45 people , composed of Lutherans, Catholics,

of five to meet the Missouri Norwegians in a wife ? whose successor the Pope claims to be , and one Jew , I judge him to have been the

colloquium if these agree thereto. It looks what I really believe he is . And are not the most attentive listener during the delivery ofI

so much like sheer irony, first to cause all the priests human beings just the same as we are ? the sermon, which was on Regeneration. God

sorrows and heart - breaks of churchly separa- Or is their flesh and blood different from ours ? grant, that the precious seed of His word may

tions , and then to pass resolutions on closer -But let me speak of this matter from an- not have fallen on barren ground !-H . R.

church - union . other standpoint. Take one of our priests

right here in town , who has neither wife nor

The Newest Measure, Public Reading of children to love or care for , who, therefore ,
Good News from the St. Martin's

Novels in Congregational Churches. from his own personal experience knows noth- German -English Church at

ing of the trials and tribulations in married Winfield , Kans.

The First Congregational Church in Minne- life . Now , in case I lose one of my children

apolis invited the public by card to meet at by death , can that unmarried priest be in MR. EDITOR :

their church on Wednesday evening , Febr. 22 , sympathy with me as much as he could if he As the Lutherans of Winfield and vicinity

to hear Mr. Geo. W. Cable read his latest had some personal experience in such matters ? are erecting a church edifice, your readers

novel , Grande Pointe. Admission , 50 cents . No ! I am decidedly inclined to believe , that will , I trust , not think it out of place to hear

Besides their invitation the card contains a marriage, far from being a hindrance to a an item or two about the Lutheran Church in

description of the chief features of the novel priest in the discharge of his official duties , general. Since the last half century the Lu

from the Boston Transcript which runs thus: makes him better qualified for the same." therans have with rapid strides come to the

" Grande Pointe'is the name ofa settlement Here I was about to interrupt him ; he front ranks among Protestant denominations,

of Acadians some seventy miles north of New would not be interrupted , however, but con- numbering at present upwards of 4000 regular

Orleans , and the story describes the character- tinued saying : “ Another foolish thing in our ministers, of whom a considerable number

istics of the people ; while through it runs a church is the law , which makes fasting an lave very large charges. This increase is due

pretty vein of romance in the affection of the obligation. Did Jesus Christ ever command partly to immigration from Germany and Skan

schoolmaster and a favorite scholar for the us to abstain from certain meats at stated dinavia , partly to active mission work — not to

little heroine, if so she may be called . Delicate times ? Understand me right. I am not op- forget the aid and blessing of God . I shall

wit , charming description, a touch of pathos, posed to fasting as such . Fasting is good in not tire the reader with statistics , but shall

true, noble sentiment characterize the work, its place , especially for our priests, who live enlarge a little on the doctrinal character of

and as the story gradually unfolds , the auditor like kings . If they were to eat meat three the Lutheran Church . The Bible , which Lu

yields to its subtle influence and sees before times a day, seven days in a week , they would ther rendered into the vernacular , is con

his mind's eye the quiet little village, the odd soon get sick and die . A change of diet is sidered by us the inspired Word of God , and

little schoolhouse , the simple Acadians and absolutely necessary for them . A little fish supreme standard of doctrine and practice.

the pretty Sidonie , all depicted by the novelist on Fridays does them good , prevents their Every doctrine laid down in Holy Writ is re

in a most realistic manner. Mr. Cable takes constitution from breaking up . And then you ceived and believed in , though it may be a

the audience with him and makes it see his know, it is not every body that can afford to mystery to our understanding. We consider

characters and go through its scenes with him . eat fish , especially not in this part of the faith in the fundamental doctrines of the Bible

His power lies in his naturalness . It is no country.” And as he said this, he burst out essential to salvation , but for this reason hold

laboriously acquired art , but it is the natural into a loud laughter. " I have nothing against that there are true Christians in the Lutheran

expression of his own deep feelings . "Grande fasting," he concluded, “ as a sanitary meas- Church not only, but in all other Christian

Pointe' is a delightfulstory , and its publication ure ; but I will not have it forced upon me as churches and denominations. As citizens we

must surely add much to the author's fame. a religious duty. " are proud of being Americans ; our constitu

As read by him last evening , its recollection When he had finished , I asked him , if he tion is dear to us. Church and state , we hold ,

will linger long and most pleasantly in the had ever read the Bible . “ No," he replied , should never be confounded or mingled , and

memory of him who heard it.” " we Catholics are not permitted to have a never shall we ask the state to patronize us

We just wonderwhether this church lost all Bible . It is true, we have one in our lodge ; at the expense of any other religious corpo

sense of propriety and decorum . But this is but I never had one in my hand. ” I now ration. This implies what the reader will

the very point of destruction to which some advised him to buy for himself at least a New justly consider self -evident, that we condemn

churches are led by their fashionable preach- Testament and to study it . “ By the way, ” religious persecutions of whatsoever color or

ers. Being fed on nothing but sensationalism , said I to him , “ what do you think of the character.

churches will tire of the gospel and finally call Papal decree of infallibility ? ” “ What I think As to the St. Martin's Congregation com

the novel-reader into their pulpits! of that ? It is nonsense. The pope and his posed ofGerman and English speaking Lu

:
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Hearth and Lome.

sermons .

therans in this city, I am glad to say of the | their ears against the Word of God and are

stone church edifice planned by architect voluntarily dumb , refusing to confess Him

Cook , that it is in process of erection. A who died for them and rose again ! In the

central site had been secured and the corner- The Deaf Hear and the Dumb do Speak . day of judgment these will rise up against all
stone of the building (30X 50 ) will probably such as , having ears to hear, hear not ; and

be laid to -morrow afternoon . It is intended At a service held last December in Augusta, tongues with which to speak , will not with the

to have the house completed inside of the Maine, among the blessed and touching in- “ mouth make confession unto salvation.”

next three months. cidents was the conversion of four deaf and Truly , in the conversion of these deaf mutes
Yours Respectfully

dumb people. I had noticed these ( a little there is a remarkable confirmation of the

A. MEYER.

group of them ) in the meetings , and had been words of Jesus to John the Baptist , concern

Winfield , Kans . , Daily Visitor, Febr. 26, 1888 .
interested in watching the rapid way in which ing the truth of His divine mission .

the wife of one of the deaf and dumb men Words and Weapons.

Our Colored Mission.
communicated to him the substance of the

She seemed an intelligent , clever Beaten by a Catechism.

The success which is attending the mission body, and I was surprised one night to see

A Chicago paper tells the story of an amusefforts of the Missouri Synod among the col- her rise in token that she accepted Christ as

ored people in Little Rock, Arkansas, and her Saviour. I thought she was already a ing scene in a court-room in that city. A little

New Orleans, La. , is worthy of special atten- Christian , from the interest she had taken in boy, about eight years old , was put on the

tion . Similar efforts, with the same persist- all the meetings, and especially because she stand as a witness , when the opposing counsel

ency of school and church work, elsewhere seemed so anxious that her afflicted friends objected , on theground that the child did not
understand the nature of an oath .

cannot be in vain . In Springfield, Ill . , as an should “ hear ” the glad tidings . A conversa

illustration of what might be done , we record tion with her developed the fact that her hus “ Do you know what an oath is , Charley ? ”

the labors of the Faculty of the Practical band , her husband's sisters , and the husband
asked the judge .

“ Yes, sir," answered Charley ; " it is to ask
Seminary among a muchneglected colored of one of these sisters were all dumb, as well

population in this part of the city. Two years as deaf. The husband of her husband's sister God to help you to tell the truth . ”

ago a Sunday-school was established in the was a Christian ; the rest , including herself, “ Where did you learn all this ? ” frowned

Prayer Hall of the Seminary. Prof. Wyneken were not. The christian man among them the opposing counsel.

and severalof the students devoted themselves had persuaded them to come to church , and " In the catechism ," said Charley, not to

to the instruction of allwho came ; then was the attention which she had given to the Word be frowned down by the biggest lawyer in theU

business.added divine service in the same place ; a and to its interpretation had led to her con

class in the Catechism finally followed , and version . She was exceedingly filled with the
" In the catechisin ? What catechism ?”

recently the first fruits were gathered when joy of the Gospel, and began at once to make
" In the ten cents catechism , sir. ”

three young persons of the ages of seventeen prayer for her deaf and dumb husband. With
“ Who told you to look in the catechism for

the definition of an oath ? ”and twenty years, after a public examination more care than ever she interpreted the ser

of their Christian faith , were baptized in the mons. “ My sister. She told me last night, and I

name of the Lord Jesus . As this movement One night, just as I was on the eve of dis- got it and studied it . ” '

is to be a permanent one , a lot has been se- missing the meeting, there having been no
“ Have you got your catechism with you ?”

cured and a chapel will be erected for a school one that night to confess Christ , I was at | “ Yes, sir , here it is," taking the well

and a church for the colored people . tracted by the sudden rising of the dumb
thumbed little book from his trousers' pocket.

Exchange. He sprang up suddenly, and lifted his “ You see , the boy has his documents,” in

hand high and nodded his head . terrupted the judge, with a smile ; and a quiet

Where the Jews put in their work . his way of saying, “ I accept Jesus Christ as
titter went around the court-room , as it be

my Saviour.” I was greatly moved at the came evident that the lawyer was being beaten

It is not only by the concentration of capital sight of this man who could neither hear nor by the child .

in their hands, but also by their extensive speak , confessing Christ, out of a large com “ H'm ! Let me see the book. I wonder if

Who

control of the press that the Jews aim at ob- pany of unconverted men and women who had you know anything more that's in it.

taining a leading influence . This will be easily heard again and again the glad tidings and
made you ? ”

learned by reading the following extract from were still rejecting them . I asked him the " Why, God , of course," was the reply , as

a religious quarterly : usual question : " My brother,do you accept such a simple question , and wanted “*someif the lad pooh -poohed the idea of being asked

“ In London, the paper having the largest Jesus Christ as your Saviour and Lord , and |

circulation is owned by a Jew . In Spain, do you heartily confess Him as such ? and do thing hard. ”

where there are not four thousand Jews, a you , so far as you know your own heart, con Several questions were asked , and elicited

Jew leads the radical party, and a Jew edits secrate yourself and all that you are and have ready replies. The lawyer saw that hewas in

the most influential paper. In Italy , the press to His service forever ?” This question was
for it , and accepted defeat as gracefully as

is greatly indebted for its vigor and brilliancy interpreted to him, with lightning rapidity, possible. Turning to the judge, he said:

to Jewish pens . With the memories of the by means of that mysterious sign language witness; and , for this little book, I would sub" Your honor, I guess we will accept this

Mortara outrage , and the merciless cruelties known among this unfortunate class.

of the Inquisition fresh in their minds, the instant, with a face quite bright and full of mit it to my learned friend, the counsel for

the other side , and recommend its careful pe

Jews in Italy , as elsewhere , are the most un- light , he responded by again lifting his hand

sparing enemiesof papal pretensions, and , by and nodding his head. Two or three nights rusal by him . It will do him good.”
Church Paper.

their influence thus exerted through the press , afterward the sister of this man , also deaf and

powerfully contributed to that change in Italy dumb, and the wife of a deaf and dumb man,
The Prayer of the Just.

which culminated in the final overthrow of in a similar manner arose and expressed her

the temporal power of the Pope. Out of the faith . A week later another did likewise . The Oh , it is a great and mighty thing, the

twenty-three Liberal papers of Berlin, there whole effect of these unusual confessions was prayer of the just . But God knows best how

are only two which are not in the hands of the very touching. and when to grant our prayers, for if He did
Jews. In lower Austria, of three hundred and Cut off from the world by the loss of two always as we would ,Hewould be our captive.

seventy authors, two hundred and twenty -five important senses, hearing the Gospel only at I prayed once for the life of a suffering woman,

second hand , and being unableto say even with great anguish and wrestling of heart.
one word , they yet heard and spoke. What a But God knew best.

Nor one-third of the people of Africa have rebuke to those sinners, gifted with the power prayer insuch awaythatin the life to come
of both hearing and speaking, who yet close thatgood womanwill thank me for it. --Luther.

man .

This was

In an

а

2

are Jews.”
He did indeed hear our

yet heard of Christ.
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The Reform Jew, his doctrinal and deal of pulpit work in regard to enlightening Lectures against the Theatre.

practical Position, defined by my people upon the true relation between the

their Leader.
church and the synagogue. About two years From the German of C. F. W.Walther,D. D. , and adapted

ago the situation came to a crisis . Having
for the WITNESS , by R ... r ...

Brother Dau , of Memphis , Tenn ., was so noticed that an inimical element , using all
V. PAPER .

kind as to send us the Memphis Daily Appeal, sorts of underhand trickery to make my posi

March 1 , 1888. This paper contains ab inter- tion an unpleasant one , I resigned , with the
An English writer of church history , living

view by an Appeal reporter with Dr. Sonne- full determination to pursue the even tenor of at the close of the last century , Milner by

schein , a St. Louis rabbi who stands forth as my principles in another field . But my old name, consequently writes the following on

the leader of modern Reform Jewry, as this friends, not wanting to dispense with my ser- the difference between the heathen plays of

latest condition of desperation among Jews is vices in St. Louis , preferred to establish a old times and the so-called Christian plays of

called . Our readers will discover very little new church, or congregation, with myself as our times : “ The theatre is and naturally must

of the faith of Abraham , Isaac and Jacob in their minister. I accepted the offer, and we
be a school of uncleanness. In respect to cer

the tenets of their wayward children . In fact succeeded in an inconceivably short time in tain things of less moment the play of our

it is only the name Jew and synagogue that building up a synagogue large in numbers and days may differ from that of ancient times .

distinguishes the Reform Jew from the most decidedly the leading one in the city , and we The SPIRIT, in general, is the same in both .”

outspoken Unitarian or rationalist. Now let now work together in perfect harmony."
Mind well , an English historian it is saying

us hear the reporter and what Dr. Sonne- “ What is the creed of this new church of this , not an Old Lutheran, nor an over-spiritual

schein told him at Memphis. yours, doctor, and wherein does it differ from enthusiast , but a man of quite cool judgment.

“ Doctor, will you give me a history of the the orthodox Jewish faith ?”
He aflirms the spirit shown in all the plays to

struggles referred to and an exposition of the “ Our principles are that we do not recog be the same, in such plays , too , where the

new faith you have established ? ” asked the nize any other distinct dogma or creed than performers seem to appear on the stage in an

reporter.
the one which recognizes the existence of the altogether chaste and becoming manner. For

“ Most willingly,” was the reply . “ About one eternal spiritual Godhead . We introduce if the enticement to the flesh , yea , the sting

nineteen years ago a reformed synagogue , Sunday lectures, recognize thevalidity ofinter- of unchastity were not , at the same time,

styled the Gates of Truth , was founded in marriage under certain rational restrictions, hidden in them , the worldly-minded people

St. Louis. Until that time the very strict with Gentiles restrictions which are exclu- would not daily hasten to the theatre there

conservative element was in such a decided sively of a utilitarian and not of an ecclesias- seeking their heaven and happiness on earth .

position over Jewish affairs there that the es- tic nature. Thus, if a Jew marry a Gentile “ There is,” the historian proceeds, “ the same

tablishment of this new congregation based and the former becomes convinced in his heart intermingling of the sexes , the same tempta

on strict reform principles , was considered a that the Gentile faith is the only true one , we
tion to unchaste desires, and the same mockery

rather risky venture ; and it so happened that do not object to his embracing any denomina- of Christianity.” ( Cited in Kunst und Drama.

I received the call to assume the pulpit of that tion of that faith ; and , vice versa , if a Gen- Guetersloh . 1883. p . 58. ) This testimony is

new congregation. I was at that time in New tile marry a Jewess we receive him into our the more important since it is borne , as has

York , fresh from a tour of Europe. I had the church if he so decides.” been said , by an Englishman. For England

good fortune to be surrounded by a few men “ What is your position in regard to the gave birth to the greatest dramatic poet that

of enlightened minds, who definitely under- agitation of the question of the adoption of ever lived , who was excelled by none and who

stood what their spiritual needs were in regard the Gentile Sabbath ? ”
wished to be a Christian . But this writer of

to making this a progressive congregation, and “ Knowing that a very great number and a
church history does not even allow an excep

as soon as we were successfully embarked in very influential element in our congregations tion in regard to the works of this dramatist .

the enterprise — that is to say after three years are by reason of their employment or occupa
The same spirit , he says , is dominant in them

-- we stood at the head of all the other con- tion debarred from attending the Sabbath ser
that we find in the plays of ancient heathen .

gregations there, not only in numbers and in vices, Sunday lectures are now introduced And he is perfectly right in saying this. Why,

intelligence but in everything else connected everywhere where Friday evening services in almost all of his plays, even in his most re

with the work of the church . But it so hap- failed to become popular; but a real transfer nowned, partly blasphemous, partly indescrib

pened the more we accrued in numbers the of the Jewish seventh day Sabbath to the first ably frivolous, partly filthy passages are not

more natural it was that certain factions were day Sabbath of the church is out of the ques of rare occurence , which no God-fearing and

forming in the church, and by some of these , tion . This , the Sabbath, is yet the only sacred chaste man may take into his mouth nor hear

Iwas considered as advancing too rapidly as a exponent of the synagogue in contradistinc- or read them . Ilis genius may have been

representative, while others though fully sym- tion to the church . But you know that Christ- ever so great , in many passages his works are

pathising with my course seemed to take um- ian sect , the Seventh Day Baptists, say that subservient to the devil .

brage atwhat they called my very independent the Sabbath of the Jew is not abolished, that
( To be continued .)

and fearless public work . The first symptom the founder of the Christian church , the lowly

of any dissatisfaction in the congregation which Nazarine , did not abolish the Sabbath at all ,

at that time numbered nearly 300 families was and that the so called Sunday was very well

about nine years ago , when I offered the use established as a commemoration of the resur

of my synagogue to the second Baptist church rection of Christ . But one good thing is , we Our Michigan Letter on Temperance.

in St. Louis- one of the largest Protestant are in the nineteenth century life which has

churches in the city— when their new church destroyed so many ritualistic customs and dry Caledonia , Mich ., March 2, 1888 .

burned down,and they were homeless. I was , ceremonialism , and which has played con- DEAR BROTHER :

of course , sustained by my congregation of siderable havoc also with a now useless rab- Prohibition proposes to relieve the world of

having done such an act of hospitality, but binical Sabbath law brought down from old the evil of intemperance. It comes to us as

such a thing having never been heard of in and medieval times.” an angel of light, a lover of humanity , a pro

the annals of denominational courtesy , or “ What is the object of your visit to Mem- moter of peace . Conscious of its inherent

whatever you may wish to designate it, the phis, doctor? ” weakness and unworthiness, it seeks an oppor

more fanatical element of the Jewish commu- Mostly to see old friends. You know I tunity of disguising its true character , by

nity commenced from that time to watch my have not been here since I dedicated the syn- donning the robe of charity , and professing

course with some sort of suspicion, as if I agogue in this city in 1884. I will leave Friday to promote the public good . It is , therefore ,

were much too friendly toward the church . evening, after delivering a sermon at the syn- not to be wondered at thatmany good people,

They were sustained in such a one -sided view agogue.” men and women , who deprecate the evils of

by the fact that I quite often exchanged pul- What's the use of such men preaching ser- ! intemperance, have allowed themselves to be

pits with Protestant ministers , and did a great mons ? led away by the delusions of prohibition until

Niscellaneoug.
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their judgment is completely perverted on this A $10,000 Damage Suit for Expulsion Recent Publications.

subject. They have been led to believe that from his Church.

the Bible condemns each and every use of EINS IST Noth . ( “ But one thing is needful." )

wine and equivalent beverages , and that, there- The cause of Swan Hultgren’s dissension This little volume of 82 pages is a precious book .

fore, it is an abominable sin to use them and with the Swedish congregation at Galesburgh, It waswritten and published for the special in

the duty of every christian citizen to work for III. , was this. At an election of pastor, some school-course and are now to enter upon thedaties
struction of young ladies that have finished their

the legal prohibition of such use . Any student fifteen years ago , the majority of the congre- and dangers of practical life . Impressing upon the

of the Bible , however, who has " searched the gation, as reported, elected Rev. Wickstrand , youthful mind the words of our Saviour to Martha,

Scriptures” on this question , will have readily while Hultgren wanted another man , and then “ But one thing is needful,” Luke 10, 42 , it in

found the falsity of prohibition doctrine . We Hultgren wrote to Wickstrand assuring him structs its female readers and friends how to apply

know that Satan ,wlren he tempted our Saviour, that he had been elected by fraud , and that these words in various conditions of actual life

that now opens before them .

quoted Scripture. His quotation was correct he was not wanted by the congregation. The

so far as it went . But it did not go far enough. result was that Wickstrand declined to accept, christian young ladies were placed in possession
Chapter I. magnifies the grace of God by which

He left out some very important words . This and for a long time no other clergyman was of the one thing needful by their parents , pastor

is characteristic with the Bible quotations of willing to take the congregation in Galesburg. and teachers.

prohibitionists. Some years ago a prohibition Thus Hultgren came near causing the break- Chapter II . is a lesson on the duty of labor for

paper fell into my hands. Upon opening it , ing up of the church and the congregation. both rich and poor, and how young ladies are to

I saw printed across the full length of the And as he was considered to have proved exert themselves in usefulness, and to guard their
christian character in the manner and places of

paper these words : “ Ye shall drink no wine, himself a nuisance he was expelled , and the work .

neither ye, nor your sons for ever.” There, congregation succeeded in obtaining another Chapter III . looks into the society which young

that is certainly clear language. I was struck . pastor. Hultgren's remedy was now either ladies should keep , and admonishes them to hold

If that is a command of God directed to all to apologize or to appeal to the Illinois Con- fastunder all circumstances to christian friends.

people, then , certainly , total abstinence is the ference , according to the new constitution ,
Chapter IV. warns young ladies against the pe

rusal of bad books and papers .

duty of every christian , in fact of every human and he did appeal after many years , and the
Chapter V. instructs them in that important mat

being. Upon investigation I found that it was Conference decided against him . We have
ter of christian betrothal and marriage .

neither a command of God nor was it directed the greatest confidence in the action of the The last chapter teems with various counsels

to all people , but a command of Jonadab to Conference being based upon sufficient evi- from the ten commandments.

his children , whom he not only commanded dence, and it seems to us that the very action This book will prove very suitable not only for

not to drink wine,but also not to build houses, of the Galesburg congregation in not protest- such young ladies as have just made their con
firmation - vow , but also for such as are more ad

nor sow seed , etc. , as every reader can see for ing against the expulsion of Hultgren is suf- vanced in years and still need a guiding hand to

himself Jer. 35 , 1–17. If it is shown to pro- ficient evidence that Hultgren was in a hope- lead them onward .

hibitionists that the Bible does not support less minority. Nor is it easy even for a Price, single copy, 15 cents, postage, 2 cents .

their pet theories , they change their tactics moment to doubt the fine judgment of Rev. Address : Concordia Publishing House, M. C. Bar

and denounce the Bible . I will quote a few S. P. A. Lindahl, who as pastor of the Gales- thel, Agt . , St. Louis , Mo.

such denunciations , gleaned from writings. burg congregation for a number of years did The DocTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION . Lutheran Tract

“ We should cast it (the Bible) aside as totally not see fit to interfere. No. 2. Published by the Committee for English

false and unreliable ” if it did not support pro- Now Hultgren has after a further consid
Mission of the Ev. Luth . Synod of Missouri ,

Ohio and other States. Sold by F. Dette, 710
hibition . “ Prove to us conclusively that the eration of some years decided to take his case Franklin Ave. , St. Louis , Mo. 2 copies, 5 cents,

Bible, in one single instance , approves of the to a law - court .
postpaid ; 12 copies, 20 cents , postpaid .

use of intoxicating liquor, as a beverage, and The other day the case was called, and the
This tract presents , in the form of a dialogue be

tween Johnson and Harris, the great central doc

we will prove conclusively that it is ten times sheriff requested that Hultgren be made to trine of our Church . In plain but forcible lan

more the work of the devil than that of God. ” give security for costs of serving the papers. towards the salvation of poor sinners. Wewish itguage it sets forth the majestic counsels of God

“ I say , away with the Bible if it teaches that This somewhat puzzled Hultgren who is his a ready sale and thorough perusal.

we may use wine.” ' Burn the Bible, if it own counsel, and desiring to make a smart

teaches that it is right to make and use wine.” counter -move he asked that the defendants
STALL'S LUTHERAN YEAR - BOOK AND HISTORICAL

QUARTERLY . Febr. 1 , 1888 .

This is the blasphemous treatmentthe Bible be bound to give security for costs .
This Quarterly contains a biography of the late

receives at the hands of prohibitionists when Now comes the following telegraphic news Rev. Dr. Brown, professor in the Gettysburgh

it will not bow in submission to their assumed from Galesburg : “ Swan Hultgren won his history of the Lutheran Church in the city of Phil
Seminary and president of the General Synod ; a

power . But even God and his Son Jesus are first point to -day in his $ 10,000 damage suit adelphia; the early history of the (English ) East

treated no better. against the First Lutheran Church for expul- ters deceased , from Oct. 1 , 1886 , to Jan.1, 1888 ; 3
Ohio Synod ; short memorials of Lutheran minis

“ I would notworship a God who sanctioned sion , the judge deciding adversely on a motion summary and statistics of Lutheran Church work.
the use of wine." " I would worship the devil, to compel him to give security for costs."

Single copy, 25 cents. Address : Rev. S. Stall, Lan

caster, Pa .

rather than such a God. ” These are utter- We await with interest further news , but

ances of men who profess to be ministers of must confess we have not much doubt as re

the Gospel of Jesus Christ who made and used gards the final result. No court will be likely
Subscriptions Paid.

wine. " I would hate a God that would sanc- to award Hultgren any damages.I

Mr. E. F. Diercks, New York , N. Y. , (VI 15
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the cross, would all be in vain , but Jesus lency of charity because of its duration . All

Christ is our hope not for this life only , but other gifts and virtues will cease , they are

chiefly for the world to come. Through tribu- only temporary , but charity will not cease , it

For the LUtueran Witness . lations and death He leads us into a life in remains forever. But as various epistles of

comparison to which this present life is only the church - year treat of charity or true Chris

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE a death ; into light in comparison to which the tian love , and as Paul, although only inciden

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. highest science is nothing but darkness ; into tally , here institutes a comparison between the

By Rev. F. Kuegele . gladness in comparison to which the gayety life of the Christian in this world and his life

of the world is nothing but sadness . After in the world to come , let us to -day see what

this present life Jesus Christ will receive us we can learn from this comparison , and in

Sunday Quinquagesima.
into another life whose glory, bliss and excel deed , this comparison makes it very clear that

1 Cor. 13 . lency our heart is now not capable of compre- our life in heaven will be of a far different na

hending . That is our hope and that hope can ture from our life on earth .

BELOVED IN CHRIST: - His first epistle to not deceive . Every soul whose hope Christ In the first place Paul mentions some things

Timothy St. Paul begins with the words : is, will , when it departs from this body , see which will not continue in heaven . He says :

" Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the com- its hope realized ; for He has promised and “ Charity never faileth : but whether there be

mandment of God our Saviour, and Lord Je said : " If I go and prepare a place for you , prophecies , they shall fail; whether there be

sus Christ, which is our hope.” He says, Je- I will come again, and receive you unto my- tongues they shall cease ; whether there be knowl

sus Christ is our hope . Without Christ we self ; that where I am , there ye may be also ." edge , it shall vanish away.” There are three

would be like the heathen without hope in the Now what Jesus Christ has promised that He things which will not last forever , which will

world . Without Christ we would indeed have also does, wherefore the epistle to the He- cease and will not be in heaven ; prophecies,

our earthly hopes and aspirations as the hea- brews concludes : “ God, willing more abun- tongues, knowledge. In heaven there will be

then also have them , but we could have no dantly to show unto the heirs of promise the no more prophesying. There are two kinds

hope to God or in God , no hope for eternity , immutability of his counsel, confirmed it by of prophecy : to foretell future events , which

we could only fear the just judgments ofGod an oath : that by two immutable things , in is commonly understood by the word 'proph

and dread the eventualities of eternity. Only which it was impossible for God to lie , we ecy ; and to explain the Scriptures, in which

through Jesus Christ can we look up to God might have a strong consolation , who have sense I am now prophesying. Both kinds of

with confident hope and forward to eternity fled for refuge to lay hold upon the hope set prophecy shall cease . In heaven there will

with longing desire. Jesus Christ is our hope. before us ; which hope we have as an anchor be no more foretelling of future events , and

But Christ is our hope in a twofold manner. of the soul, both sure and steadfast.” As no more preaching, i . e . no more any proclaim

Christ died in our sins and won for us the for- many as have laid hold on the hope set before ing and explaining of the written Word of

giveness of sin , the grace of God and the us in Jesus Christ , have an anchor for the soul God . Prophecy will continue so long as the

adoption of children, so that, resting on His and that anchor will not let the soul perish , world will stand, then it will cease . In heaven

atonement, we can look up to God as our lov- but will lift it out of this nether life into a there will be no prophesying; for “ whether

ing Father who is no longer angry with us, higher and heavenly life . there be prophecies, they shall fail.”

but is fatherly minded toward us . Believing Now we who have this hope, who know Likewise there will be no more different lan

that the blood of Christ cleanses us from sin, where we are going when we come to die , we guages in heaven . 66 Whether there be tongues,

we do no longer dread God as a just judge , at times feel a desire to lift the veil and to they shall cease.” The extraordinary gift of

but hope in Him as a reconciled Father. But see the things in store for the people of God . speaking strange languages without ever hav

Christ is called in the Scriptures our hope Looking forward to heaven as our eternal home ing learned them , was bestowed on the apos

chiefly for this reason , because by Him we we sometimes fondly wish, if we could only tles and upon many others for the planting of

shall, when departing this life , enter upon ' cast a glance over its pearly gates. There- the church, and this extraordinary gift , not

another and a better life . Therefore chiefly fore those Scripture passages which speak of being necessary unto salvation , was no longer

is Christ our hope , because by , in and with the life to come , are specially attractive to us. -bestowed so soon as the Church of Christ was

Him we shall live in everlasting righteousness, Now in this text Paul tells us some things con- well established on earth . Also in the world

innocence and blessedness . Christ is indeed cerning the life in heaven . Hence permit me to come there will be no such gift , neither

our hope also for this life , but chiefly for the to speak on : will there be different languages in heaven .

life to come. Thus St. Paul argues : “ If in THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CHRIST Those saved out of every kindred and tongue

this life only we have hope in Christ, we are IAN'S LIFE ON EARTH AND IN HEAVEN , and nation will with one tongue give praise

of all men most miserable .” If Christ were
unto the Lamb. The confusion of speech at

showing

our hope only for this life , then we Christians Babel was a punishment for sin ; in the ex

I. What will be done away and what will traordinary outpouring of the Holy Ghost on
would indeed be the most miserable of men ,

then the children of the world would have
remain , and

the apostles at Jerusalem the gift to speak

greatly the advantage of us. If in eternity
II . What we should strive for in this life . strange languages was conferred , betokening

all would fare alike , if the Christian would go
that all nations should have part in the salva

I.

to the same place as the wicked ; then all we
tion of Christ, and in heaven all consequences

endure for Christ's sake , all our labors and The actual subject of which St. Paul treats and punishments of sin , hence also the differ

sacrifices for the upbuilding of His kingdom , in this text is charity. Indeed this whole ence of language, will have passed away .

our undergoing the enmity of Satan and the chapter is nothing but a eulogy or hymn of " Whether there be knowledge, it shall van

hate and scorn of the world , our denying the praise on charity ; for also in the latter part ish away.” That sounds very strange ; should

lusts of the flesh and following Christ under the object of Paul is to show forth the excel- i ignorance rule in heaven ? O no ; but earthly

1

1
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knowledge will vanish away and heavenly about it. How it is that we know and proph- in us and we shall live in love . That will,of

knowledge will take its place. On earth we esy only in part , Paul illustrates by a com- course , not bean earthly love as that between

have earthly knowledge, in heaven we will parison , saying : “ When I wasa child , I spake husband and wife , brother and sister, nor an

have heavenly knowledge. This Paul explains as a child , I understood as a child , I thought as imperfect love like that which we now have

more fully afterwards. a child : but when I became a man , I put away towards our neighbor, but a perfect, heav

Two more things which will no more be in childish things.” A child will enjoy itself with enly, divine love . Of all the gifts Paul men

heaven Paulnames at the end of the text , say- the simplest of toys ; it will prefer a stick of tions in this text, love alone will abide for

ing : “ And now abideth faith , hope , charity , candy before a bank -note , or a gaudy picture- ever , and therefore, because of its perpetual

these three ; but the greatest of these is charity .” book before a costly drawing , because it has duration , Paul calls charity the greatest.

Now, in this world our whole Christian life is only a very limited knowledge of value and

comprised in these three things : faith, hope , art ; but when the child is become a man ,
II .

charity , but in heaven there will be only one these thoughts and occupations appear to him And now , after considering the comparison

of these : charity . Faith and hope will not be very childish . We Christians are now like which Paul here makes, let us look at the text

in heaven . There we will no more believe and unto children . The Bible tells us many things in general and yet ask : Because the life to

no more hope ; both these will be things of of heaven , and from it we gather some ideas come will be so altogether different from this

about heaven , but when we will get there, then present life , what should we strive for in this

Why will these things not be in heaven ? our present knowledge will vanish away, it earthly life ? From the fact that Paul pre

The apostle is not speaking of sins and vices, will appear to us like the thoughts and occu- nounces charity greater than faith and hope ,

nor of earthly things , as riches, honors, scien- pations of childhood . the Jesuits conclude : a man should first and

ces , he is speaking of spiritual gifts of G : What Paul illustrates by this comparison, above all other things strive for charity as the

prophecy , knowledge , faith , hope, all precious he expresses in clear words , thus : " For now greatest ; and with this doctrine of the Jesuits

gifts of God. Without these gifts we can not we see through a glass , darkly ; but then face many who are called Protestants virtually

be the children of God and heirs of heaven ; to face: now I know in part ; but then shall I agree, because they lay little store by faith

these gifts ofGod make us Christians, heirs know even as also I am known.” The glass and hope , but laud to the skies what they are

of God. Why will they not be in heaven ? through which we now see heavenly things is pleased to call charity. But we should not

The reason Paul assigns in the words : “ For the Word of Scripture. Now the glass , the jump at conclusions and claim that a thing

we know in part, and we prophesy in part. Word , is indeed clear , but our eyesight is dim must be so , because we think and say so ; we

But when that which is perfect is come , then and weak ; therefore we see but darkly. Now should rather soberly consider what the apostle

that which is in part shall be done away .' Our we have a veil over our face and can see heav- here really does say . Now Paul here proves

knowing and prophesying is now only in part , enly things only as through a veil , but , enter that other gifts will cease , but charity not, and

imperfect; therefore when the perfect will ing its golden gates , we shall know the things therefore , because of its longer duration, he

have come the imperfect must have passed in heaven even as we are known of God . God calls charity the greatest ; but the fact re

away . On this Dr. Luther very pertinently has no veil over His eyes , He knows us as we mains that one thing may endure longer than

says :* “ The thing which we have in this life are ; so in death the veil will be removed from another, and yet that of shorter duration may

and in the life to come is the same ; for it is our eyes and wewill know heavenly things as be the more valuable and the more necessary.

the same God and all the goods , which we they are , and the knowledge in part which we A piece of flint will endure longer than a bank

here believe and there shall see ; therein is no had in this life will all vanish away. note , but no one will deny that the bank - note

difference . But the difference is in the knowl- That faith and hope will be no more in is of more value than the flint.

edge , that we have this God in one manner in heaven, Paul only mentions without adding We should indeed strive for all the gifts

this life and in another manner in the life to further explanation , because it is clear in it- here mentioned, yet with a distinction and in

The manner of this life is thatwedo self. “ Faith is the substance of things hoped the becoming order. To do this , St. Paul

not see Him , but believe in Him . Now faith for , the evidence of things not seen . Faith counsels us at the end of the preceding chap

is an imperfect and dark seeing, unto which deals only with such things which we can not ter, saying : " Covet earnestly the best gifts."

the Word is necessary ; for without the Word see and feel , or perceive with the senses ; for Now , the best and most necessary gift which

faith can not subsist. But the manner of the what we see and feel that belongs no more we have on earth is faith . By faith we are

life to come is that we do not believe , but see into the sphere of faith , but into the sphere of justified , through faith we obtain all other

Him, which is a perfect knowledge unto which sensitive observation . Wbat we see and feel spiritual gifts , by faith we are saved. To

neither the Word, nor preaching, nor tongue, we need not believe and can not believe, be- covet this best gift , to seek the nourishing

nor prophesying is necessary ; therefore this cause we know it by sight and feeling. In and strengthening of faith , is the most nec

must then all cease . ”
heaven we shall be without sin , we shall see essary . If we indeed compare faith and char

But here we must make a distinction and Christ face to face. These things we can now ity as to their duration , then we must, of

not understand Paul as saying that theWord neither see nor feel, but we believe them , course , say that charity is the greatest , be

of prophecy is imperfect , and therefore the i . e . we know that they are in store for us cause it endures longest , but by faith we are

knowledge which it conveys must also be im- through faith in the Word and promise of saved , whilst by his charity no man can be

perfect; for that would be understanding him God. But when we shall arrive in heaven we saved ; yea , only through faith is true charity

utterly false . He does not say , The Word of will see the glories thereof and will feel its kindled in the heart. Although faith can not

prophecy is in part, he says : “ We prophesy happiness, and there will be no more room be without hope and charity, yet the order of

in part.” God has not given us an imperfect for faith , because sight and feeling will have things is this : When a man begins to believe

Word , His Word of revelation is perfect and begun. The same holds true with hope. We that in Christ his sins are put away and he is

the knowledge which it contains and gives is hope for things future, and when we obtain a accounted righteous before God, then he ob

also perfect. The Word gives a true and faith- thing hoped for , we can no longer hope for it , tains hope that he begins to look forward to

ful description of heavenly things, but we are because we realize it as present. What should eternity hopefully, and then genuine charity

imperfect and too weak fully to comprehend those in heaven yet hope for ? Their hopes is kindled in his heart that he begins to wish

those things , and can -speak of them but very are all realized and they have nothing more to all men might have the same faith and the

imperfectly. Take, for instance , the simple wish or hope., same hope which he has. The order is as Paul

word written of the new Jerusalem : “ The What, then , of the gifts we now have will here enumerates them : first faith , then hope,

Lamb is the light thereof.” That is a true, remain in heaven ? Charity, it will remain . then charity. Faith is the fountain whence

faithful and full description of the light which Love is kindled in the heart of the Christian hope and charity spring, from it they flow .

the new Jerusalem enjoys , but we have little in this life and it will never fail , it will endure Therefore, the stronger faith is , the better

understanding of it and can say very little throughout eternity ; yea , in heaven it will hope and the greater charity will we have.

become perfect. God is love , and in heaven But if we, as the Jesuits and so many others

XII . p . 578 . the image of God shall be perfectly restored do , would invert St. Paul's order and would

come .

* W
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begin with charity , as though we must be the heathen that worship deity in the form of

justified and saved by our charity , then we a loathsome snake , a stock or a stone . Pages

would exclude ourselves from heaven , be 502 and 503 of Mackey's Jurisprudence de

cause our charity can nevermore save us ; for The Masonic Creed or the Worship fines : " Every Mason , says the old Charges of

it is alone the righteousness of Christ that ren of Baal-Peor. 1722 , is obliged , by his tenure , to obey the

ders us righteous before God , and this right moral law . Now this moral law is not to be

eousness we obtain only and alone through Webb’s Monitor, page 284 : “ The religious considered as confined to the Decalogue of

faith . We should , therefore, indeed strive for tenets of Masonry are few , simple, but fun- |Moses , within which narrow limits the eccle

charity, seeking daily to grow therein . In damental. The candidate must profess a be- siastical writers technically restrain it , but

heaven there is perfect love , and souls nour- lieve in deity before initiation.”lieve in deity before initiation.” Mackey's rather as alluding to what is called the lex

ishing spite and hate do not belong there, and Lexicon of Freemasonry, page 100 : “ CREED naturae , or the law of nature.”

if they repent not , they will not be found OF A Mason. The creed of a Mason is brief, We further read : “ This is the moral law ,

there . We should , as Paul exhorts, “ walk in unentangled with scholastic subtleties, or with to which the old Charges already cited refers ,

love , as Christ also loved us ; ” yet we must theological difficulties. It is a creed that de- and which it declares to be the law ofMasonry .

not forget that it is not our love , but faith by mands and receives the universal consent of And this was wisely done, for it is evident that

which we must be saved ; for our charity is , all men , which admits of no doubt, and defies no law less universal could have been appro

and in this life always remains, imperfect ; schism . ( See our editorial page on the Ma- priately selected for the government of an in

but by faith we obtain the perfect righteous- sonic fight in Columbus, O. ) stitution whose prominent characteristic is its

ness of Christ. Is this the sum and substance of theMasonic universality. The precepts of Jesus could

In general we learn from this text that in faith ? Mackey's Masonic Ritualist , page 44 : not have been obligatory on a Jew ; a Christian

this life we remain children , full-grown we “ A BELIEF In God. This constitutes the sole would have denied the sanctions of the Koran ;

will become only after death . Through faith creed of a Mason — at least , the only creed a Mohamm dan must have rejected the law of

we are , indeed , perfectly justified from sin , that he is required to profess.” Also Mackey's Moses ; and a disciple of Zoroaster would have

but in ourselves we can not become perfect in Jurisprudence , page 94 : “ Though in ancient turned from all to the teachings of his Zend

this life , we must remain children . Therefore times Masons were charged in every country Avesta. The universal law of nature, which

that must be our aim to behave like true chil- to be of the religion ofthat country or nation , the authors of the ancient charges have prop

dren towards God , our Father. His Word we whatever it was , yet it is now thought more erly called the moral law , because it is , as

should receive in childlike faith and not doubt expedient only to oblige them to that religion Conybeare remarks, “a perfect collection of

it , much less draw it in question and want to in which all men agree, leaving their particular all those moral doctrines and precepts which

know things better than God says in His Word. opinions to themselves. ” — Charges of 1722, have a foundation in the nature and reason of

That is an evil child which doubts the word of No. 1 . things', it is , therefore , the only law suited , in

its father, or refuses to obey his word , or wants Then to simply profess a belief in God is every respect , to be adopted as the Masonic

to know things better than the father . Every the test of Masonic fellowship , and they oblige code ."

Word ofGod, even though we understand it every Mason to that religion in which all men Why , then, do they carry the Bible ? I

not , or can not see how it can be so , or what agree , and in so doing oblige them from those thought Masonry was founded on the Bible .

is its purpose , we should receive and hold to religions in which all do not agree . That is Chase's Digest of the Masonic Law, pages

in all simplicity . And as children we should logical , but there may be cases where a closer 207—8 : “ The Jews, the Chinese, the Turks,

look forward to the inheritance which God , test is applied than a bare belief in a God . each reject either the New Testament or the

our Father, has prepared for us , with joyful We turn to the great book of decisions, Chase's Old , or both , and yet we see no good reason

hope . Now, God has prepared for us " an in- Digest of Masonic Law , in which every Ma- why they should not be made Masons. In

heritance incorruptible and undefiled , and that sonic Grand Lodge in America is represented , fact , Blue Lodge Masonry has nothing what

fadeth not away," and this inheritance He has and there read once for all , on page 206 : “ It ever to do with the Bible . It is not founded

promised to us by word and oath . Therefore is anti-masonic to require any religious test on the Bible ; if it was it would not be Ma

we should never suffer our hearts tobetroubled other than the candidate should believe in a sonry , it would be something else. ”

with misgivings about it , but should wait for God the Creator and Governor of the Uni- Christianity and the Bible do not seem , then ,

its appearance patiently . In the meantime we And on the same page : “ In our to harmonize theoretically or practically with

should strive to walk and grow in love towards opinion , any other religious test is not neces- Masonic religion. It cuts the Bible in two to

God and men , until the time comes when we sary ; and to require that a candidate profess please the Jew , and rejects it altogether to

shall no more see darkly through a glass , but a believe in the divine authenticity of the please the Mohammedan. What is Masonic

face to face , and shall no more be obliged to Bible , or in a state of future rewards and religion ? Let the Masonic General Grand

struggle against theuncharitableness and self- punishments, is a serious innovation in the High Priest, AlbertG.Mackey, name it . Lex

ishness of the flesh , but shall live in love unto very body of Masonry .” That certainly is a icon of Freemasonry, page402 : “ The religion,

the glory of God and the Lamb. Amen . new theology , at least a new theory. " Ye then , of Freemasonry, is pure theism , on

believe in God . Ye do well ; the devils also which its different members engraft their own

THE
progress of Romanism in the Protest- / believe and tremble. ” peculiar opinions; but they are not permitted

ant church of England is painfully indicated Mackey's Jurisprudence of Masonry, page to introduce them into the lodge, or to con

by the fact that praying and offering masses 95 , explains: “ Under the shelter of this wise nect their truth or falsehood with the truth of

for the dead is greatly on the increase . The provision , the Christian and the Jew , the Mo- Masonry.”

“ Office of the Dead” was “ sung” on a recent hammedan and the Brahmin, are permitted to If I join the lodge, then , I must subscribe to

evening in sixty -seven churches in England , unite around our common altar, and Masonry pure theism . That settles it . That cuts Christ

Scotland and Wales ; and on the following becomes, in practice as well as in theory, out , and no man can approach God without a

morning masses for the dead were offered up universal.” Then Webb's Freemasons’ Mon- Mediator. “ I am the way, the truth , and the

in no fewer than one hundred and seventeen itor, page 285 , declares : “ So broad is the life; no man cometh to the Father but by me.”

churches. Some of these Episcopalians seem religion of Masonry, and so carefully are all “ He that climbeth upanother way,the same is
to be secret Jesuits.

sectarian tenets excluded from the system , a thief and a robber.” I trust to the religion

that the Christian , the Jew , and the Moham- that holds to the Bible and to Christ, and I

The Bible is publicly sold in Rome since medan , in all their numberless sects and di- hope to be a better man.

the Italians battered down the city's walls in visions , may and do harmoniously combine in
Christian Cynosure.

1870. The Holy Scriptures are now printed its moral and intellectualwork , with the Bud

in the city of the pope , and he dare not burn dhist , the Parsee , the Confucian , and the PORTIONS of the Bible have already been

or banish them . In 1885 90,000 copies of the worshiper of Deity under every form .” The printed for the blind in 249 languages, using

Bible and New Testament were sold in Italy. devil could subscribe to that test ; so could the invention of Dr. Moon.

verse .
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have to cling to his crutches . In this way , of two Masonic bodies and shows that the ap

then , free will has oftentimes a heavy clog parent unity of Masonry is void of reality.

tied to its neck to check it and make it of These troubles in Masonic quarters furnish

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . little significance. people an opportunity to look into their secret

2. Free will is also weakened by the viles working. As the Grand Orient of France is

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st of the devil. Here is a man who has made up mentioned below as being great grandfather
All communications and money should be

sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, his mind never to see the inside of a jail or a to the Cerneau order of Freemasons in thisa

Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per annum in advance. penitentiary. But the devil throws a defamer country, we would only add in explanation ,
Money sent otherwise than by money - order or draſt is at the

risk of the sender .
in his way , and by the false testimony of that the Grand Orient of France is an old

treacherous enemies he is made the inmate of Masonic body which of late years does no
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second

the prison - cell. There is another man bent longer require profession of faith in a supreme
Class Mail Matter .

on being at his place of business at a certain being as a fundamental requisite of member

ST. LOUIS , MO . , April 7 , 1888 . time. On his way thither he meets a rogue ship . Be a good Christian , citizen and mem

who by the instigation of the devil does him ber of your family and there is no need of

Free Will in Civil and External Actions. bodily harm , and, instead of reaching his Freemasonry for you . Jews and atheists are

office , he reaches the hospital. Another man the originators of Freemasonry in this country.

Lazarus , the dead friend of Christ , could has the day of his marriage already fixed , but
" Another Masonic body has been ruptured

never haverestored himself to life . His corpse the devil instigates his rival to wound him by the Cerneau fight. Goodale Lodge, Colum

moldering in the grave could not make the mortally and his marriage will never take bus, O. , is the sufferer this time. Thirty -seven

least effort to call itself into life , it could not place. Another man would live at peace with prominent members had been summoned to

communicate any power to any of its limbs. his neighbors, but the virulent temper of one appear a month ago on charges of belonging

It was altogether dead , without any will , de- or of some of his neighbors will not suffer him to the Cerneaus. Then exceptions were taken

sire or power to live . And this would have to see a peaceful day. By the viles of the and under the new service these members

remained the condition of the deceased body devil we are greatly hemmed in the exercise were summoned to appear for trial Monday

of Lazarus until judgment day, if Christ had of what is called free will . night. The proceedings for expulsion were

not gone to awake him . So man is wholly 3. The power of passion also claims our stopped, however, by an injunction Monday

dead in spiritual matters. There is no free attention here. How often do we hear of men afternoon restraining the Grand Master from

will or agency in him to choose the new life , carried away by their passions to do things acting in the matter until it could be passed

to decide himself for it , to prepare himself for which they themselves loathe and of which upon by the courts .

divine grace , or to stretch out his hand to ac- they know they work against their best in- “ The petition gives what purports to be a

cept divine grace when it is offered . Man terests . Here is a man who has the welfare true history of the two bodies, and as here

cannot awaken himself to conversion and re- of his family at heart; but in a fit of anger he tofore people have had but a dim idea of the

newal. The faintest longing for true salva- does a thing which mars the happiness of all difference, it will be found quite interesting.

tion , the very first impulse towards godly connected with him . Here is another man who The petition asserts that there are in the

sentiments must be wrought by the Holy knows he is living above his means and his United States of America four bodies of what

Ghost through the gospel. “ Turn thou me, purse will sooner or later turn against him ; is known as Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite ,

O Lord , and I shall be turned,” is the prayer but the dread of society in which he moves , his two of which are now existing and active in

of all those who ever did turn to the Lord , ambition will urge him on till he meets with the State of Ohio ; that one of said two in

and this very prayer is wrought only by the ruin . In political, commercial and social life Ohio has been organized under the authority

free agency of the Holy Spirit. men will often say and do things which must of the Supreme Council of the Ancient and

Whilst denying unto the natural man free show that the dominion of passion no longer Accepted Scottish Rite for the United States

will in matters spiritual , Scripture accords suffers them to exercise their free will, to use of America, its territories and dependencies,
.

him a free will in matters civil and terrestrial. their own judgment in their civil actions. presided over by Judge John J. Gorman, of

A man may choose to go to a church -meeting 4. The errors of judgment also play a great the city of New York , and is a representative

or to stay at home; a man may resolve to part in weakening free will. Absolom would body controlled by majorities and electing its

study the contents of the Bible , or he may re- be king of Israel, but Hushai warped his judg- officers annually ; that the other of said two;

fuse to do it . A man may make up his mind ment of David's powers, and Absalom was in Ohio is monarchical and despotic in form

to listen to a sermon and he may close his ears / strung to the oak . Napoleon Bonaparte and known as the Northern Jurisdiction , or

against it , just as he may determine to hear a / wantonly said , God should be God in heaven , De La Motta bodies of the Ancient Accepted

political speech, or to read a portion of univer- and he would be god on earth . His desire Scottish Rite , presided over by one Henry

sal history or to attend a social gathering of was not to end his life on a barren rock in L. Palmer, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin , and

friends . These are external actions depend- mid -ocean . But his underrating the powers plaintiffs further say that the Cerneau bodies

entmostly on man's free determination . But of the allied forces brought him to St. Helena were established in the city of New York in

even in these and similar matters of civic and after all . There he had ample time to con- the year 1807, by Joseph Cerneau, under

external life human will is not altogether free. I sider that his free will was not altogether free , authority from the Grand Orient of France ,

The domain of free will is limited by four but bound up with that of others, and that and that some time subsequent to the estab

great barriers ; its power is weakened in the exercise of his will was soon at an end | lishment of such bodies, one De La Motta, a

various ways which the teachers of our church when it was void of sober judgment. To err Jew of Charleston, S. C., went to New York ,

have brought under four heads. It is worth is human , is a universal saying. But what and disputing the right of said Joseph Cerneau

while to consider them .
does this say ? It teaches that in the very to establish bodies as he had doge, undertook

1. Free will is weakened by the corruption sphere of civil and external actions and meas- i to and did establish what is since known as

of nature. A man may will to wind up his ures our free will is not altogether free , but the De La Motta bodies ; that the war be

clock . But if his hands are paralyzed , he will often a victim of corruption, of the wiles of tween these two bodies continued to rage with

never become an agent in that matter . We the devil, of passions and errors . great fury until the year 1817 , when said De

may determine ourselves against the use of La Motta body went out of existence and no

medicine ; yet when the epidemic comes along, War raging between the Masonic meetings of the same were held for about

we will be necessitated to send to the drug Bodies of Ohio .
thirty years thereafter ; that in 1847 or 1848

store . We may have settled on driving to i one Gourges attempted to resuscitate the De

town ; but as we speed along , the horses be- The following item was published in the La Motta bodies ; that in the year 1860 a re

come frightened and , instead of arriving in secular press of this state. The statements volt occurred in said resuscitated bodies on

town , we land in a ditch . The lame man may made are of Masonic authority and therefore account of its despotic government and laws

wish ever so much to be able to walk , he will true Masonic history . It gives us the history i under the leadership of one Van Rensellaer

1
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and one Enoch T. Carson and others , to the Our Pilgerhaus in New York City. in a communion cup which was displayed by

plaintiff unknown ; that said revolters were Rev. H. S. Wingard of BethelLutheran church ,

admitted to said De La Motta bodies in the Our energetic missionary in Castle Garden , Springfield , Ga. It is an historical relic, and

year 1867 ; that
upon and since the establish- Rev. S. Keyl , gives a very favorable account of bears this inscription on the bowl : “ Whoever

ment of the Cerneau bodies in the State of his efforts in behalf of the immigrants that comes to the table of the Lord in penitence

Ohio the rivalry of said two bodies began , and landed at the gate of our great commonwealth and faith will be strengthened through the

while the Cerneau bodies have not quite so last year . The Pilgerhaus reduced its debt of blood of theLamb in comfort and salvation .”

many members as said De La Motta bodies , $45,000 to $28,500 , and to reducethe burden of On the base is another inscription which reads :

yet said De La Motta bodies being alarmed at these $ 10,500 wereloaned by churchesand indi- “ Such is the wish expressed for the Salzburg

the rapid growth of said Cerneau bodies , have viduals without interest. 5251 guests were en- ers at Ebenezerevery time they make use of the

carried the controversy into what is known as tertained at this home of strangers and 875 of Lord's Supper , by George Matthais Kideilin , a

Ancient Craft Masonry, commonly called Blue these gratis . 3541 letters were received and young man 20 years of age, in Nordlingen just

Lodge Masonry , with which the Ancient Scot- 2686 mailed , 10,000 copies of our Child's before his death , November, 1741.” Both of

tish Rite has no connection or affiliation what- Paper, 3200 almanacs , 4600 tracts , 100 cop- these inscriptions are in German. The cup

ever . ” ies of Luther's writings and a great many was manufactured of gold and silver coin be

copies of our church-papers were distributed queathed by the will of Kideilin for that pur

in Castle Garden . Our missionary handled pose and is about eight inches in height. The

$ 101,655.06. These figures show that efficient diameter of the bowl is three inches, and that

work was done in the name of the Lord , and of the base four inches. The cup was brought
Church Matters in Webster County, Mo. the Lord never refuses to bless the humble to this country immediately after it was fin

efforts of His children . ished , in 1742 , by Dr. Muhlenberg and preMR. EDITOR :

sented to Martin Balzius, of Effingham county ,
From the minutes of the neighboring Saint

Paul's Congregation I send you the following: Lutheran Joy and Sorrow in the South.
where the German Lutherans had established

a settlement. It has been constantly in use
Congregational Meeting, Feb. 26 , 1888 .

ever since, and is now in use in Bethel Church
WHEREAS, we cannot but admit that the

The Southern District of our Synod met in

call extended from the English Ev.- Luth.Con- sessions in the St. Paul's church of New Or- relic of the early Lutherans, and is highlyat Springfield. It is considered a valuable

gregation in Baltimore, Md., to our pastor, leans , La . , Febr. 1. till Febr. 7. Our brethren

Rev. Wm. Dallmann, should not be declined, in Texas , Louisiana, Alabamaand Florida were prized by its present owners.

be it
Daily News, Savannah , Ga.

there represented and reported good success

Resolved , That it is with deep regret we part in all their work. The president of our Gen

with our dear pastor. And be it furthermore eral Synod , Rev. H. C. Schwan, preached on

Resolved , thatwe fully appreciate his faith- Psalm 33, 13—15, setting forth the glorious Episcopal Diocesan Convention in Omaha,
The preacher of the sermon before the

fulwork among us and wish him God's signal nature of Christ's kingdom of power and the Neb., the Rev. W. 0. Pearson , said attempts

blessing in his future field . It was also
still greater glory of His kingdom of grace. had been made , in the name of catholicity , to

Resolved, that these resolutionsbe furnished Rev. Roesener of New Orleans furnished an foist upon the Church a doctrine of Christ

the “ LUTHERAN WITNESS ” for publication.
able essay on the second petition of the Lord's himself upon the altar in the form of bread

The vacant Saint Paul's Congregation has Prayer. Their Home Mission engaged the and wine, by those who fail to see that if it

already extended a call to St. Louis for a
attention of synod largely . Several ministers ,

graduate of this term . Until again supplied teachers and churcheswere received into mem
were really true that Christ's body and blood

with a local pastor, they have regular preach- bership. Nor was the Negro- mission for would be a blasphemous denial of the Incar
were upon the altar , the worship of them

ing but once a month. As to the remaining gotten. Rev. A. Wilder of Klein , Texas, and nation , and the idolatry more awful than any

Sundays they have adopted the following form his church will entertain the next convention that could be conceived. The Rev. J. Wil

of worship. They will open with singing ex- of this body. To these joyful tidings the liams , of St. Barnabas's Church , Omaha,
,

ercises, follow this up with Sunday school , Ev. Luth. Blaetter adds two items of sorrow , withdrew , saying that the speaker had in

and conclude with reading a sermon from the the demise of Rev. G. Behnken and of teacher sulted members of the congregation by brand

" Witness," or Luther's postils, and prayer. c. Berg. The latter was devoted to the edu- ing as idolatrous points of belief held by them

May the vacancy soon be filled again, for it cation of colored children at New Orleans, as the most sacred features of religious life.

is felt keenly in mission respects also . Where for which work he was eminently qualified. Great commotion prevailed among Church

two laborers have worked hitherto , there is After seven years 'most faithful service he has It is a hard matter for some people to

but one now.-A. M.
been called home to his rest and reward in the appreciate the doctrine of the real presence of

heavenly kingdom . He died on the 16th of Christ's body and blood in the sacrament, be
The Rev. Wm. Dallmann Installed.

March . His funeral was attended by both
cause they would first define the mode of His

whites and blacks , whose best interests He had presence, before they assent to believe His
The Rev. Wm . Dallmann, formerly of Marsh

field , Webster County, Mo., was last night in- always had at heart . They sorrow deeply
presence.

,stalled at the German Evangelical Lutheran over their loss , which , however, is his gain.

Martini Church , corner Sharp and Henrietta The Salvationists at Bloomington , Illinois,

streets , as pastor of the Emanuel English THE UNITED SYNOD of the South , the Gen- claim to have effected a faith cure , but the

Evangelical Lutheran Church. The installa- eral Council of the South , held its meeting doctors who attended the patient assert that

tion services were conducted by the Rev. G. lately at Savannah , Ga. , of which the Visitor she was not really paralyzed , as she declared ,

Johannes, of St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran says : “ The delegations from the various and that consequently no miracle has been

Church , assisted by Revs. C. H. F. Frincke Synods were large , and the discussions were wrought. Why don't the faith-curists go scien

and Claus Stuerken . The Rev. G. Johannes able and exhaustive . The establishment tifically to work and procure regular affida

preached the installation sermon , and the choir, of a Theological Seminary ; the overture of vits testifying to the existence of the diseases

under the direction of Prof. Jacob Aichele, the Bishops of the Episcopal Church for a they are about to experiment on before they

rendered Mendelssohn's “ How Lovely are the closer union ; the Richmond Mission ; the go to work ? A few certificates of that kind ,

Messengers,” and Miss Florence Sieck sang a Common Service ; Missions Home and For- backed by statements from regular physicians

solo . Mr. Fred . Miller was organist . The eign were the principal topics discussed . Rev. to the effect that such and such a cure had

congregation of the Emanuel Church is at E. T. Horn , D. D. , of Charleston , S. C. , a really been effected, would go much further

present holding services at Cook's Hall , but former Pennsylvanian, was elected President. in convincing the world than any quantity of

intends to build a church in Southwest Bal. During the session of Synod in this place , marvellous but wholly unauthenticated nar

timore . — The Sun. much interest was displayed by the clergymen ratives.

men.
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“ The Spirit of de Lord take hold of my I give my soul to Jesus, I believe in Jesus,

heart in my fader's house in Germany. He and just so quick as lightning I findsMessiah .

makes me feel so bad , I could not eat my food He save me from my sins ; He fill my soul

How do we know that we are God's or take my rest . with unspeakable joy . My soul he find a

Children ? “My fader said to me , “ Why you no be home in Jesus . He abide in Jesus now for

happy ? You mope round , just so miserable tree years , and I know Him more and more ,

I asked a man once if he was a Christian .
as can be . Plenty of money , why you no be and love Him wid all my heart."

He replied that he did not know ; that he had happy ?' He was at that time engaged as a colporteur

made confession of faith , was a member of the “ I say , ‘ Fader , I find no place for my soul. and Bible reader to his people of different

church , and greatly desired to be a child of De money won't buy a place for my soul . I languages in Montreal .—Selected .
God. Still he could not say that he was. I lie down and die one day , and den what good

asked him if the woman who was sitting at his de money to me , and where go my poor soul ? '

side was his wife . He replied that she was . “ By -and -by I reads in a paper about one

“ Do you know it ? ” I inquired.
Dr. F. , a Jewish Rabbi in Canada, dat find

“ Certainly I know it ," he answered . Messiah . I says to myself, ' I go to Canada

How do know it ? ” was my next ques- to find dat Rabbi dat find Messiah .'
Emanuel Sunday -School, Webster Co.,

you When I

tion. Mo., on Close and Open Communion.
come to Canada, I ask de first thing, “ Where

“ Why,” said he , “ I asked her if she would ' is Dr. F. ? ' and dey tell me dat he live in de

be my wife , and she said she would, and then city of Hamilton . When I go to de city of examine himself” (1 Cor . 11 ) ; why then does
Question : The Apostle says, “ Let a man

we got married .” Hamilton he not at home. I no find him for the Church , or the pastor , claim a right to

“ How did you get married ? ” I asked again . two weeks. Then one man show him me at a

Why, we went to the minister's, and he public meeting, and I look at him till de meet- above citation an argument for open com
examine the communicant also ? Is not the

asked me if I would have her for my wife , ing was out , and as he come I say to him ,
munion ?

and I said I would ; and then he asked her if You Dr. F. ? '

As such it has been employed even by mem
she would have me for her husband , and she 666 Yes. '

bers of the Lutheran Church not in perfectsaid she would ; and then he pronounced us 666 You Jewish Rabbi ? '

harmony with close communion. They would
man and wife , and we have been living to- 66. Yes .'

argue thus : The Apostle enjoins each com
gether ever since . That's how I know she is " 6 " You find Messiah ? '

municant to " examine himself.” If a person
my wife and that I am her husband. What 66. Yes . '

claims to have done this, it is then neither our

has that got to do with my being a Christian ? ” " Well, you give me two lessons, and I
duty nor business to ask , To which Church do

" Just this," I replied , " Jesus Christ has pay you . '

loved you and given Himself for you. This
“ Dr. F. say, “ Come to my house, and I you belong ? are you truly penitent ? etc.

The answers given in Sunday -school were

He has communicated to you by His word and give you many lessons , and not charge any
about the following.

His Spirit. He has asked you if you would thing.'
Mr. D. R. read Matth . 7 , 6 : “ Give not that

take Him for your Saviour, and give yourself “ Den I go to Dr. F. , and he say , ' You He

to Him as a disciple and follower ; and you , brew scholar? Now, take your Hebrew Bible which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye

hearing His word and considering it , have said and read what our ancient prophets say about your pearls before swine , lest they trample
them under their feet , and turn again and

publicly , and, as you say , sincerely , that you Messiah . Take your pen and write down the

did so take Him as your Saviour and Lord. exact description dey give of him , especially
rend you .” The sacrament of the Lord's

To this confession God replies, by every word in the fifty-third chapterof Isaiah ; and when Holy Supper certainly may be classed among

in His Bible , that you are the child of God ; you get de prophetic directions how to find the pearls entrusted to the Church for safe

for whoever shall confess with his mouth the Messiah, take your Greek Testament and keeping and right administration ; if this pearl

Lord Jesus Christ, and believe in his heart search , and you will find, as face answers
is cast before the swine , that is , given to those

that God has raised him from the dead, shall face in a mirror, so de New Testament an
obviously unworthy, they will trample it un

be saved . This declaration is indeed but the swers to de Oia , and dat everything de old der their feet not only , but turn and rend us.
outward confession of the inward faith by prophets say about Messiah was fulfilled in the On the final day their accusations will rend us.

Mr. Ph . R. and others cited the passage
which you chose Jesus as Saviour and Lord ; person of Jesus of Nazareth .

but it is a binding one on your part and a seal- judgment be convinced , den bow down on
Ezekiel 3 , 18 , and said in substance : This

ing one on God's part. ”
your knees and pray to God in the name of clearly proves the pastor, as the represent

I am glad to say that the next day I found Jesus , and you find Messiah in your heart. ative of the congregation , to have both the

this friend , happy in a sweet assurance of He save you from all your sins . '
right and the duty of warning the wicked

his acceptance with God, based on His word , " from his wicked way, " when intending to
“ So I followed de instructions dat Dr. F.

which , so soon as he received it, nothing he did give me, and my judgment hegot con- of this duty would cause God to require the,
,

go to the Lord's Table unworthily. Neglect

doubting, was sealed home with mighty power vinced, and I bow on my knees and cry , ‘ O

by the Holy Spirit. Why can we not take God of Abraham , Isaac and Jacob , God of
blood of such not warned at our hands.

God at His word , as we do the word of men
Some members showed from Ex. 12 , 43. 44 .

my faders , I pray to Dee in de name of Dy that the Jews were told to have a kind of close
in whom we have confidence ? Why is it that dear , suffering Son Jesus Christ ; I be con

we do not accept our relations as fixed by the vinced from Dy holy books of the Old and
communion when eating the Pascal Lamb.

declaration of the Holy Spirit through the New Testament dat He be Messiah which They were prohibited from admitting stran

word, as we accept any human relationship, Thow hast sentintodeworld to save sinners. gers to this feast — those of contradicting doc

consummated by the passage of the word be- Thow knows what a great sinner I am ; but
trine were not to join in celebrating the Pass

tween the contracting parties ? We commend Jesus comes to save de chief of sinners. I
over. This feast prefigured the Lord's Supper,

to all doubtful readers Rom. 10 , 9 , 10 , and trust my soul to Him ; I believe He can save
and it is natural to have close communion of

Heb . 6 , 13-20 .-- Words and Weapons.

a stricter character connected with it.

O God , have mercy on my poor soul ,
The Superintendent added 1 Cor. 4 , 1.2 ,

and save me from my sins for Jesus' sake .
How a .Young Jew found Christ. I believe all Thou hast said about Jesus , and " Let a man so account of us, as of the min

I take Him as my Saviour . '

isters of Christ and stewards of the mysteries

A very intelligent Jew in the city of Mon
of God. Moreover it is required in stewards,

" While I pray I feel more and more bad,

treal, whose father was a wealthy banker in and I tot my poor soul hemust go to hell. that a man be found faithful.” Ministers of
Germany, related his Christian experience in Den I say , if Jesus Christ boremy sins in His Christ, being “ stewards of the mysteries of

a fellowship meeting , the substance of which , own body and redeemed my soul with His own * Unworthy communicants oftentimes cause di

in his broken English , was this : blood , my soul he no need to go to hell. Den / visions in churches on earth too.-ED.

When your

7

me.

1
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Selections from Church History.

God,” will have to " give an account of their valley. They brought the Jesuits in who must incompatible with the majesty of God and the

stewardship .” Woe unto them, if they be traverse the country as revivalists. By day precepts of the gospel to permit the church to

found not faithful, if they knowingly permit and by night they entered the quiet homes , be defiled with anything like this. The Law

the unworthy to partake of the Lord's Supper searched them everywhere for Lutheran books , forbidsmen to wear women's garments. Deut.

to their damnation . But can they discharge subjected all those suspected of the new doc- 22 , 5. But how much worse is it not to put

this solemn duty faithfully , if they admit those trine to a rigid examination , made them pray on women's garmentsonly , but also to give ex

who are wrong in doctrine and of avowed im- the rosary , attend mass and pilgrimages and pression to unseemly manners, and so instruct

penitence to the Lord's Table ? charged for every examination seven florins. others therein ? Thereby the young men learn

Again , from the Apostle's words , “ Let a Such as were found of Lutheran faith , were at nothing good , moreover, they are thoroughly

man examine himself,” we cannot logically once cut off from all church privileges . The spoiled .” Thus Cyprian writes , the sainted

infer that no person has a right or duty to very children were cursed that would not re- martyr whom Luther considers the greatest

question the communicant as to the state of nounce their Lutheran parents . And the sec- church -father, next to Augustine, of Christian

his heart . Is there, for instance, not a fallacy ular officers were of no milder cast. Armed antiquity. By the way , there is no church

in arguing thus : The Lord tells me to search with clubs they would break into the houses, father who was not most vehemently opposed

the Scriptures ;” all doing this are not required drag out the evangelicals , cast them into hor- to the attendance of the theatre. Augustine,

to hear the preaching of the Word ; I “ search rid prisons, make them pay enormous sums as Lactantius, Ambrose, and many others cannot

the Scriptures,” hence need not hear the ser- the price of liberty or drive them from the find sufficient words to prove how infamous a

mon ? No , both duties are enjoined ; thus also country , from all they owned or loved , or thing the play is . Since it would fill too much

in the communion -question the communicant brand their names with the mark of infamy , space to adduce, as a proof for my assertion ,
is told to examine himself, and the pastor , if they were fortunate enough to escape . In a great number of testimonies, I shall merely

as a faithful steward over God's mysteries, the house of Rupright Winter the priest who impart to you a passage of a sermon delivered ,

should endeavor to prevent unworthy partak- administered communion, discovered Luther's A. D. 387 , by the renowned Chrysostom , at

ing , and to this end examine the communicant. House - Postil. Winter was 73 years of age Antioch , where he was then pastor , the same

Mr. Editor , no doubt, suggestions on this and in a dying condition . Yet he was at once Antioch where the disciples of Christ were

or any other suitable topic from any of our fastened to a cart together with his wife and first called .Christians. Acts 11 , 26 . Later

sister-congregations would be warmly wel- carried off for trial . Only his dying groans on he was made archbishop and patriarch of

comed by you.-A. M. brought him the relief of being turned out Constantinople. He is considered the greatest

from the house of inquisition under penalty of Christian orator of the first ages. In this ser

100 florins. This is only one instance of many mon he addressed his Christian hearers also in

to show the merciless treatment these people these words .

experienced at the hands of their archbishop .

Still most of them were equal to their trials and

Persecution and Emigration of the Lu- remained steadfast .
Where Gambling is first Learned.

therans of Salzburg, Austria,

1685-1733.
A sad story comes from Indianapolis of the

Lectures against the Theatre.
discovery there of a gambling room for boys

2 .
from twelve to twenty years old. Two boys ,

From the Germanof C. F.W.Walther, D. D. , and adapted employed as collectors , disappeared with funds ,

The Roman Catholic archbishop of Salzburg
and this led to a search which resulted in raid

did not favor Lutheran preaching and com

ing a liquor saloon in a business block . Back
· pelled the Lutheran preachers to leave the VI . PAPER.

place, yea , one was beheaded because of his The theatre has, however, not been con
of the bar was a room , at the end of which was

abold testimony. But the Lutheran Bible and demned by highly moral heathen only, but what appeared to be a large ice-chest, but
which was really a door leading to a room in

other good books remained in the valley of also by all divinely zealous Christian clergy

Salzburg, and from these the Salzburgers drew men, at all times, from thedaysof the Apos- foundforty boys,nearly all of highly respect
the cellar , lighted with gas , in which were

their instruction and comfort, though exter- tles to the present day. Of them I shall now
,

.nally they did not separate from the Roman admit some testimonies. But permit me to able families, gambling at poker. They were

church . And this condition of affairs lasted first make a preliminary. In the second cent- smoking, and a number gave signs that they

the Salzburg evangelicals were conducted in received in the Christian church by baptism, will examine, they will find out where thechief

a
for a space of 150 years. The meetings of ury it grew customary that one wishing to be had been drinking . The police had been in

utter ignorance of the place. If our readers

secret, the recessesofmountainsand secluded was obliged , besides saying and
professing

fault is for the ruin of our youngmen .out chief
It is

caves being their churches . It was in the the Holy Apostolic Creed , to pronounce a
year 1685 that a whole congregation was certain formula of renunciation. This formula not chiefly the negligent police , nor is it even

forced to leave the country and must abandon consisted of the following words, “ I renounce
the vicious saloon-keepers . It is the fathers

and mothers of these boys, who allow them to

not only their homes and other property but thee , Satan , and all thy works , and all thy

also their children under the age of 15 years . pomp. ” The ancient church - father Tertullian, grow up unrestrained, who do not teach them

obedience , who gamble for small stakes in their
The exodus of this congregation from the living in the second century, tells us that by
valley of Tefferegg was led by Joseph Schait- this “spomp,” or pompous show, of the devil own homes, and thus by example teach their

It is parents, by theirberger, a miner, who had not only suffered mainly the plays were meant, since the devil boys to do the same.

heedless neglect , and by their bad example ,
the torments of the dungeon, but was also certainly exhibited the greatest pomp , the most
separated from wife and children . But after gorgeous show, the most brilliant splendor who send their children to the gambling hells,.

the penitentiaries and the gallows .
this trial the Salzburgers enjoyed forty years just in the plays when he was intent on wrest

of peace and many were added to the number ing a poor sinner out of the Kingdom of Christ

of believers . and drawing him into his dark domain . Hence , The old Catholic veterans Döllinger and

But in 1727 i crueltaskmaster became arch- in the third century , Cyprian , bishop of Car- Reusch are about to publish the famous Au

bishop of Salzburg and he had for his secretary thage, Africa , who died a martyr several years tobiography of Cardinal Bellarmin , which the

a man more cruel than himself. Firmian was after that, wrote to his brother Eucratius,after Roman Catholic authorities have tried for cent

the name of this archbishop , and Roell was an actor had been received into the Christian uries to suppress, and the existence of which

the name of his secretary . This Roell seemed church : “ You ask me what I think of that has prevented the famous cardinal from being

to be bent on nothing but on destroying other actor among you who continues instructing declared a saint. It was not intended for pub

men and satisfying his love of money. His others in the infamous art he has learned, and lication and is said to tell some uncomfortable

master and himself made it their very point whether he might remain in the community of truths. The book has not as yet made its ap

to exterminate Lutheranism from the Salzburg the church any longer . To me it seems wholly | pearance .

2

for the WITNESS, by R ... r ...
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Miscellaneous.

The en

upon him .

2

meeting , and were eye-witnesses to this un
The Agonies of Agnostics.

usual method of bringing a man to prayer.

We found the foregoing story in a Meth- Agnosticism ignores both faith and knowl

odist paper , the Cleveland Ev. Messenger. It edge-it advocates negatives and uncertain

A Methodist Force Conversion , or, a shows Methodism in its early days, but is ties, hence both science and religion , being

without warrant in Scripture.
strange Incident at Camp-Meeting. positive systems, are clouded in the minds of

its devotees. It strives to maintain a theol

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .
In early days in the West camp-meetings ogy without a God , a creed without a Bible ,

were much disturbed and often broken up. Church Matters in Barton County, Mo. and a religion without a devotion, and thus

it presents to the world a mass of doubts andAt one of these meetings, near Centerville,

MR . EDITOR :—It is not yet too late to hear denials . It is not a profitable business in any
Indiana , in 1822 , one of these sons of Belial ,

whose wife was a praying woman, rushed in of “ Merry Christmas,” I presume. In brother sense of the word, and financially it seemsto

and dragged his wife away, under pretence of G.'s (Barton County, Mo. ) last letter I read be quite an expensive luxury .
the following

taking her home. She was sitting on a log A change being made in the management of

“ On Christmas -Eve a tree , well laden with an infidel paper in Chicago , the man who has
weeping bitterly , and he pacing to and fro ,

slapping his hands and swearing vehemently presents appropriate for the occasion, could be hitherto supported it out of his own pocket,
seen in our St. James church . After a brief ad- comes to the front with the statement that

Rev. Jones was a stout man , in the prime of

life , and had little fear of any one . dress - preceded and succeeded by vocal and during the last eleven months this promising

instrumental music - on an appropriate sub- sheet bas cost him sixteen thousand dollars !
raged man turned as Mr. Jones came up , as

quite a crowd was gathering around him , all ject, delivered by me to a crowded audience, It also transpires in the same connection that

of whom seemed afraid of him ; whereupon Santa Claus'put in his appearance and soon Boston infidelity has been obliged to keep its

Mr. Jones seized him and threw him down began his work of charity. Right well did he sheets in the wind by private donations.

violently upon his face, deliberately gathering remember the poor old pastor by presenting All of this goes to show that agnostic pub

up his hands over his back and sitting down to him a new watch, a purse containing 14 Dol- lications do not, in the language of country
lars. ... Mrs.G.was also remembered....

A moment's fruitléss struggle newspapers, supply a long felt want." It

The presents are valuable, but the senti- shows that they are not needed by the people.convinced the violent man that he was at the

-
They bring us neither hope nor comfort; they

mercy of his antagonist. His blasphemies ments are more valuable . - A . M.

were of the most horrible kind , in reply to supply us with no needed element in our na

which the preacher said : " Pray, sir ; pray , The Shepherd's Voice . tures ; they bring us neither the bread nor the

sir !” He added oath to oath , declaring that water of life . — Union Signal.

he never would . Mr. Jones called upon an Travelers in the East have often confirmed

exhorter near by to kneel and pray. The ever- the aptness of our Saviour's tender illustra
One of the witnesses who testified in behalf

ready exhorter led in prayer, while fifty or tion of the shepherd and his sheep , his knowl

more knelt around him , responding in loud edge of them and their recognition of him of Anarchist Most the other day,an Anarchist

" amens .” while fleeing from the stranger's call. But so baker named Kossz , admitted under cross

The prayer being ended , the preacher let- beautifully was this relation exemplified alittle examination that he didn't know whether the

ting himself down again on the prostrate man ,
while since , near home , that I am certain the Government of the United States was carried

on as a republic or as a monarchy. Kossz is

said : " Pray, sir !" The answer was a volley narrative will not be devoid of interest .
One of our farmers, Mr. C. , one morning a fair type of those reformers who without

of oaths , when another brother was called on

to pray. He finished, and the personal exhor- missed his flock of thorough-bred Southdowns, knowing anything about the institutions which

tation or command was again repeated with and knew not whether they had strayedorbeen they would reform , are opposed to them solely

stolen . because they exist. One might almost be re
the same results . “ Let us pray again ,” said

After some time , through inquiry and ad- minded in this instance of the anarchists that
Mr. Jones ; and by this time a hundred

med vertising, he was put upon their track , and followed Absalom , " And they went in their

and women were on their knees. Mr. Jones

traced them , step by step , to the market of a simplicity, and they knew not anything."
led in prayer. He was a man of extraordinary

dealer in Buffalo , who had bought them , as
volume of voice , and of remarkable faith . He

told the Lord in his quaint style how mean
he supposed , of their rightful owner . This Acknowledgments.

man had sold the flock to a party in Penn Yan,
the man was , how he had persecuted his re

and thither the owner hastened to claim his Wayne, Ind.: Received of Emanuel English Ev.
For Poor Students of Concordia College, Fort

ligious wife for years, how he had annoyed lost property. But though easily recognizing Lutheran Sunday-School of Baltimore,Md. , $ 1.00.

worshipers at camp -meetings, and how he

his sheep , it was more difficult to convince Thanks.refused to pray to the God whom he had thus

their purchaser of his ownership. March 17 , 1888 . A. BAEPLER .offended .

At last he said to him , “ If I cannot con- For the English Mission : Received of Mr. Ph. C.

The prayer had not proceeded far before vince you by the sheep themselves that they Treide, Baltimore, Md . , $2.00, part ofthe monthly

the muscles of the wicked man began to relax .
are mine I will not claim them . ” Mission - Collection from the Children of Sunday

Soon he began to weep ; in a moment more
Whereupon they went together to the field . C. F. LANGE, Treas.

his weeping was audible, and soon very vio- The purchaser entered first , but the flock , as
For Home Mission : Received with thanks from

lent. As these evidences of relenting were | if frightened at his voice and presence, fled Ev. Luth . Emanuel Sunday- School in Baltimore,

manifest the preacher relaxed his grip upon from him . Then Mr. C. went toward the timid /Md., by Ph . C. Treide, Tr., $ 1.18.

his arms , and gradually let him have more sheep, quietly calling them as he was wont H. H. MEYER, Tr.

liberty , until finding him apparently deeply to do , and immediately they came crowding

penitent he got off him and called upon the around him and licked his hand held out to
Subscriptions Paid.persecuted wife to lead in prayer. The prayer them .

It was enough ; the sheep knew his
of her life seemed to be answered in the un- voice , and they followed him . And though he Miss Lou Nill

, Logan, O., (IV to VI)

Rev. L. W. Dornseif, Boone, Ia . , (IV) $ 1.00

doubted humiliation and profound conviction had many miles to traverse , they came quietly Mr. Chas.Zobel, Manistee, Mich ., ( VI 20 to

of her husband . That night the man professed along, never once seeking to escape by cross
VII 19 )

to be converted. Two years afterward , when roads, until he brought them home. Mr. Wm . F. Schmidt, Monroe, Mich . , ( II

to VI)
on the Oxford circuit , Mr. Jones found this

Rev. II . Henkel, Aurora , Ind ., (VI 15 cc)
Dear reader, may you and I so know our

man and his wife still faithful members of the Shepherd's voice , so trust His loving care . Mr. C. Mohr, Monroe, Mich ., (VI and VII)

Rev. A. Rader, Marshtield , Mo., (V 8 to VII 8) 2.00church , and twenty-three years afterward ,
What is it to be a Christian but just to rec

Rev. E. J. Fleckenstein , Surgeon Hall , Pa .,

when traveling the Centreville circuit , I found ognize and follow our rightful Master ? (VI)

yet living a great many who were at the camp

School.

3.00

1.00
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15.00

2.00
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Now if the right use of time is of such great ing , is this that He does not visit our sins upon

consequence in worldly things , it is surely us , but pardons our guilt and remits unto us

much more so in things spiritual. He who the punishment thereof : and this grace of

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. squanders his time of gathering in earthly God is only and alone in Christ Jesuswho has

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE things , must suffer temporal poverty ; but he earned it for us . By the word grace is here

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. who squanders the time of grace , must suffer comprised the salvation which Christ has

eternal poverty . Whosoever does not use the earned for us by His suffering, death and re
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

time of grace to buy the pearl of great price , surrection , which God bestows on us gratis ,

will be found poor and naked on the day of as a free gift without our merit or worthiness .

I. Sunday in Lent ( Invocavit). judgment. Now our lifetime is short and un- This grace of God , being alone in Christ

2 Cor. 6 , 1-10. certain ; no one can know on what day and at Jesus , is also communicated and given to us

what hour the Lord will say unto him : “ Give only through certain means. The Corinthians

DEARLY BELOVED :—Time as the opposite an account of thy stewardship ; for thou mayest had not received the grace of God directly

of eternity is , properly speaking , nothing else be no longer steward. ” Therefore our watch- from the skies , they had obtained it by the

than the measure of existence of all visible word ought to be : “ Buy while the market is preaching of Paul. If Paul had not come to

things. With the creation of visible things at the door," " work while it is day ; " for the them and preached to them the Gospel of

time began, and with the annihilation of this time of grace once past and gone will return Christ , they would have remained heathen .

visible universe time will end . Every visible no more . Let us to -day in agreement with Through the preaching of the Word , through

thing has its time when it began to be and our text briefly consider : the water connected with the Word , and

when it will again cease to be , and the time through the Lord's Testament the grace of
THE RIGHT USE OF THE TIME OF GRACE .

of a creature is the measure of duration lying God is given and not otherwise ; but in and

between its coming into existence and its Now we use the time of grace right if we through these means the grace of God is com

ceasing to exist. Nothing visible continues use it municated to all who hear the Word and use

for ever, only to man it is appointed after I. to lay hold of the grace of God through the sacraments. Whilst I am speaking to you

living in time to be transplanted to eternity faith , and what God says by the prophet Isaiah : " I

and there to exist endlessly . Time, therefore , II . if we are zealous to bring forth the fruits have heard thee in a time accepted , and in the

is a most important thing for every visible of faith . day of salvation have I succoured thee : behold ,

creature . When the time of a bird is at an now is the accepted time ; behold , now is the

end , its warble and its whole existence cease ;
I.

day of salvation ; " heaven is open , there is a

when the clock of the world will have run In the foregoing chapter Paul had spoken highway to salvation ; for God has sent His

down , world will sink back into nothing whence of the saving grace of God communicated to own Son down upon this earth to lead us up

it came. But most important of all is time the Corinthians through the Word of recon- to heaven . And if you will call on God for

for the chief among visible creatures , for man. ciliation which he had preached unto them , the forgiveness of your sins in the name of

By the deplorable fall of Adam the time of and here in our texthe admonishes them , they Jesus Christ , He will deliver you from sin and

man upon earth was changed and greatly should not let his labors have been in vain guilt and dismiss you from everlasting punish

shortened . Now man lives only a short time with them , saying : “ We then , as workers to- ment . While I am declaring this unto you

on earth , and according to the use which he gether with him , beseech you also that ye receive the salvation of God in Christ is offered and

makes of this short space of time , there follows not the grace of God in vain .” By the word communicated to every one of you ; forthrough

after it an eternity of weal or woe. Hence grace Paul does here not mean the benignity Christ God is reconciled to us sinful mortals ,

the right use of time is for every individual a and goodness ofGod towardsHis creatures in and through the Gospel He has commanded

thing of the greatest consequence, and this is general. God hath compassion toward allHis to preach repentance and remission of sin

true both in things temporal and spiritual. creatures , also the irrational , and He makes among all nations . Yes , ours is indeed an

That the right use of time in earthly things His sun to rise over the evil and over the good ; accepted time , a day of salvation , when the

is important every one knows, and we learn it but of this general graciousness of God, by Word of reconciliation is preached so abun

from nature . The bee improves the warm which He is kind also unto the unthankful and dantly in all the world , and every one calling

days of summer to lay up a store , and it has to the evil , Paul is here not speaking. He is on the name of God in Jesus Christ is saved

its nourishment in winter; the butterfly spends speaking of that grace of God which Jesus from all his sins ; a time of grace indeed !

the summer, spreading his gaudy wings to the Christ has earned for us by coming into the Do we then live in this " accepted time,"

air and fitting from flower to flower, and when world to save sinners . Hence the grace of this day of salvation ” here spoken of ? have

frost comes on he perishes. So it is also with God is that propitious will of God by which we received the grace of God ? We do indeed

man ; a thrifty man who is industrious and He for Christ's sake forgives us our sins , live in this time of grace ; for the grace of

saving in the days of his youth and manhood , adopts us as His children and makes us heirs of God is preached unto us . If we have received

may, humanly speaking, look forward to af- eternal life without any merit of good works the Gospel which is the power ofGod unto

fluence and ease in old age ; but a sluggard on our part. The grace of God is this that salvation,” wehave also received “ thegraceof

and spendthrift, who squanders his time, is He does not deal with us according to justice , God that bringeth salvation.” That, surely ,

lucky if he escapes the poorhouse ; for to the or according to what we deserve, but according admits of no doubt, in the Word of grace we

sluggard Solomon says : “ Thy poverty shall to mercy and according to what Christ , our have received the grace of God . But a dif

come as one that travelleth , and thy want as Substitute , has done for us . That God gives ferent question is : how have we received it ?

an armed man ;" but of an industrioushouse- food to the ravens , that He does good unto have we received it so that we accepted it ,

wife he says: “ She is not afraid of the snow the wicked , is by His goodness and benev- possess it, hold it ? or have we received it in

for her household .” olence ; but the grace of God , properly speak- vain ? To receive the grace of God and to/

>
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have it and possess it , is not one and the same gether with Christ, I " beseech you that ye re- versation honest among the Gentiles, ” and

thing. From the fact that I have received a ceive not the grace of God in vain .” Be ye Paul exhorts : “ Have no fellowship with the

thing it does not follow that I also have it in not of those who let the Word of reconcilia- unfruitful works of darkness, but rather re

my possession . If you give me a dollar, laying tion fall on the ear , and close the heart against prove them .”

it upon my hand , I may that very moment it , but let it take root in you unto the salva- The reason why we should give no offence

turn my hand and drop it, or I may scornfully tion of your souls . Improve the time of grace in any thing Paul states in the words : “ That

throw it away . Then you have given me the to repent of sin and believe the Gospel. the ministry be not blamed ." By their walk

dollar , I have received it , yet because I would and conversation Christians are to adorn the

not take it , I have it not in my possession ,
II.

name of Christ in all things, and if any walk

and am nothing benefitted by having received So in the first place, he receives the grace disorderly and do evil , they give occasion for

it , but have received it in vain . This is the of God in vain who , though it is preached unto men to revile Christ and His Gospel, and such

first way to receive the grace of God in vain : him , will not accept of it . But there is an- offence let no man account a small matter ;

by not accepting of it, by refusing it , by clos- other way of receiving the grace of God in for the Lord says : “ The Son of man shall

ing and hardening the heart against it. That vain : If , after accepting it in faith and pos- send forth his angels , and they shall gather

you who are attendants of this house , have sessing it for a time , it is lost again . Only out of his kingdom all things that offend , and

received the grace of God I know ; for I have the keeping of the grace of God unto the end them which do iniquity ; and shall cast them

preached it unto you these five years in the brings the crown . Therefore, if we have ac- into a furnace of fire . ” The citizens of the

Word of grace ,laying it into your ears . These cepted the grace of God , we must also bring kingdom of grace are to show themselves gra

five years you have so been receiving the grace forth the fruits of godliness, or grace is lost cious and not offensive .

of God , it has been a time of grace for you , again and has been received in vain . Many Avoiding evil , we must also follow after

and what use have you been making of it ? boast of possessing the grace of God , but do that which is good, as the apostle continues :

Have you accepted the grace of God ? do you not prove it by their works. Such boasting “ But in all things approving ourselves as the

hold and possess it, or have you received it in is vain . Believest thou on Christ ? Walk also ministers of God.” Not only in some, in all

vain ? Behold , that is using the “ timeaccepted , as a Christian, or thou hast received the grace things we are to show ourselves the servants

the day of salvation " right , to lay hold of the of God in vain ; for the tree will be judged by of God . Many rest content with sedulously

grace of God and to appropriate it by faith . his fruit.
serving God in one thing or in some things ,

( that we Lutheran Christians would al
If, therefore , we are not to have received and argue , if in other things they were want

ways consider what great things God has the grace of God in vain , that grace must ing that would do no barm ; for a Christian

done for us. In the sacrifice of His own Son effect two things in us, namely, avoiding that could not be perfect. Now that is certainly

He has prepared all salvation for us ; in our which is evil, and following after that which true, a Christian can not be perfect , not even

baptism He has entered on a covenant with is good. The first Paul.comprises in the in one single thing ; but that is not the Christ

us ; yea , and He has granted unto us what so words : “ Giving no offence in any thing, that ian sentiment to strive to serve God in some

many have not , His Gospel-truth in its full- the ministry be not blamed .” Not is the apostle things and not in others ; for the apostle does

ness and purity. Consider what sparing little here speaking only of public ministers of the not say : In some things, he says : " In all

of the Gospel-truth those millions have who Gospel, but of the common duty and calling things." The Christian's imperfection does

are living under the Pope, while wehave God's of all Christians ; for he writes this to all the not consist in this that in some things he does

full , clear Word. What were we better than Christians at Corinth , and that is the calling and in other things does not strive to serve

they that God should have granted to us the of all Christians , to show forth the praises of God . Any one who in any single thing does

knowledge of the truth rather than to them ? Him who has called them out of darkness into not want to show bimself the servant of God,

It is grace that He grants us the Word of His marvelous light. It is the calling and is not a Christian at all. A Christian's im

grace . And in that Word He does not merely sacred duty of every Christian to avoid every perfection consists in this that what he does

and simply offer us the salvation of Christ ; thing by which disgrace would be brought on in the service of God he does imperfectly and

He does more ; for He pleads with us , He the name of Christ. We should , therefore, not as it ought to be done. That is using the

urges us , He beseeches us to accept of it . well mark the words of the apostle . time of grace right, if in all things, great or

Hear how lovingly He says by the prophet “ Giving no offence.” A Christian gives of small, we strive to approve ourselves as the

Isaiah : “ O Israel , thou shalt not be forgot- fence if in word , behavior or deed he so con- servants of God. In all things, with all men ,

ten of me. I have blotted out, as a thick ducts himself that others may be led or are at all places and at all times we are to walk

cloud , thy transgressions , and as a cloud , thy led to sin , or become prejudiced against Christ as the children of grace . Of such things the

sins : return unto me ; for I have redeemed and His Church . A Christian gives offence apostle here enumerates a long list . Let me

thee.” And by Ezekiel He pleads : “ As I when he sets an evil example unto others ; mention a few .

live , I have no pleasure in the death of the he gives offence when by his behavior he We are to approve ourselves the servants

wicked ; but that the wicked turn from his strengthens the wicked in their sin and im- of God “ by knowledge." Ignorance in Di

way and live ; turn ye , turn ye from your evil penitence ; he gives offence when he so walks vine things is ill becoming to a Christian. If

ways ; for why will ye die , O house of Is- that those who are not Christians are occa- a Christian can not give answer to errorists or

rael ?” And how powerfully is it shown unto sioned to throw blame on the Church and the infidels he does not approve himself to them

us by the New Testament that in Jesus Christ profession of religion . A Christian gives of- as a servant of God by knowledge . By the

all of God's promises are yea and amen . Why fence when he gives occasion to others to think apostle Peter the Spirit of God commands:

then do we not turn unto the Lord ? Why do or to do wrong . And the apostle does not only “ Be ready always to give an answer to every

you fill your hearts with the husks of this say : " Giving no offence,” he also adds: “ in man that asketh you a reason of the hope that

world ? Why do you tarry to lay hold of, and any thing." A Christian must not make this is in you .” Therefore a Christian should be

to appropriate unto yourself, the salvation of distinction that in the company of Christians eager to gather a treasure of knowledge from

Christ ? Can you not discern the signs ofthe he walks and talks like a Christian , but with the Word of God that he be able both to in

times that this is a time not of wrath , but of the children of the world he walks and talks struct the ignorant and to answer the scoffer,

grace ? Is it not enough that you formerly like a man of the world ; for so the hypocrites and him that perverts the Scriptures. That

lived unto self and the world ? shall the grace do . Neither must the Christian make this dis- is using the time of grace right, so to improve

of God alway be preached to you in vain ? tinction that in some things he shows himself it as to become well grounded in the Word

will you stand idle in the market -place until conscientious , but in others he gives room to of truth , in the knowledge of God and our

the sun has set and your day of salvation is the flesh ; for the apostle says : “ Giving no Saviour.

past ? Ah truly ! day after day , year after offence in any thing.” To no one, be he old We are to approve ourselves as the minis

year of the precious time of grace is passing or young , Christian or un - Christian, and inters of God “ by the Iloly Ghost.” What does

away , and “ how shall we escape , if we neg- nothing, greator small, is the Christian to give that mean ? Why, it means that we should

lect so great salvation ? ” As a worker to- offence, as Peter writes : “ Having your con- follow the promptings of the Spirit of God

>

а

a
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Polemical.

his way

a

a

and so show to men that we are not actuated it tries to take to task the Bible . There is no

by carnal motives and worldly considerations reason to be alarmed when we hear of science

like the children of the world , but that our and its results or of the facts so clearly and

conversation is directed by far different and For the Lutheran Witness . firmly proved by science . Never fear,though

higher principles. By word and deed we science be ever so great, it will always make

Christians should show that there is a dif
Scientific Researches and the Bible.

itself woefully ridiculous , whenever it attacks

ferent spirit in us than in the world . the word of God.-J. G. H.

Science is a very good thing in its proper
We are to approve ourselves as the minis

ters of God “ as deceivers, and yet true." In place. We owe a great many useful things to

it : for instance , the telegraph , telephone, etc. Humphrey and Coxwell.
many things do men regard those who strictly

continue in the Word of truth as being de
Christianity never was an enemy to true

Humphrey : Any news from Minnesota ,

ceived and deceiving others. So , for instance , science, but rather nursed and patronized all
Brother Coxwell ?

when we teach that baptism works the for- good scientific, artistic and literary pursuits.

But when science steps out of its sphere ; not tell them .
Coxwell : Yes, some ; but I would rather

giveness of sins , many say , that were deceiv

when it assumes to correct the statements of
ing people ; for water could not wash away H. Oh, just tell the truth though it sound
sips . So therein we are accounted deceivers, Scripture ; when its researches aim to prove

harshly in my ears .
and yet we are true , because what we teach is that the Bible is wrong in any single point,

C. You remember the report of our WITNESS

the truth of God ; for thus says the apostle : then we want none of it . about an Ohio-man in Minnesota, who was on

“ Be baptized for the remission of sins. ” So
But we need never fear , for so soon as these

to Missouri ?

it is in many things ; but we are to approve wise scientists attack the Bible it generally H. Yes, I remember distinctly.

ourselves as the servants of God by directing happens, that “ professing themselves to be
C. Well , the Ohioans proved from that

our faith and life according to His Word, wise, they become fools ” ( Rom . 1, 22). man's letters that it was not doctrinal scru

though all the world pronounce it deception Here is a little tale illustrating this text . ples which led the man to seek a synodical

and men cry out : “ Away with such fellows The Roman Emperor Trajan (who reigned change, but the want of bread and butter ,

from the earth ! ” from 98 to 117 A. D. ) once had a bridge built and they intimated that this man's conscience

Once more , to comprise all in a few words : across the River Danube. Of course this was in his stomach .

We are living in a timeof grace ; for the grace bridge, being constructed of wood , was long H. And where is the man now ?

of God is shed on us abundantly. But our ago destroyed. But a score of years ago some C. He went back to Ohio.

time of grace is short, because life is short of the piles of this ancient bridge were taken H. And what led him back to Ohio ?

and uncertain , Let us early provide our- up from the river -bed at Orsowa, and it was C. Well , they satisfied his conscience .

selves with the pearl of great price , laying found that they had been petrified to the H. And what has become of the man's

hold of the salvation ofGod in Christ Jesus . depth of one half inch . This was very in- stomach ?

And so long as we live on this earth let us teresting, but the most interested persons C. I think it is now in his conscience.

avoid offence and approve ourselves the serv- were certain geologists, naturalists and scien- H. And do the Ohioans want it to be there ?

ants of God in all things, until it be said : tists. They concluded that these petrified piles C. You will have to consult E. S. on that

" Well done , thou good and faithful servant ; were the very material they had long sought point..

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord." Amen . for , to build a bridge that would lead to the

finding of the age of the earth . How so ? The sole convert of the Mormon emissary

A short time since the steamer British Queen Well , they argued that if it took over 1750 in Constantinople, so far , is a man who be
landed her cargo in Halifax. Part of it con- years to petrify wood to the depth of one half came a Protestant in one of the towns of Asia

sisted of what seemed half a dozen large cof- inch , it would take so many thousand years to Minor, and on coming to Constantinople was

fins , which from their weight appeared to be change trees of six and eight feet diameter led to become a Baptist. He next became a

freighted with their usual burden of lifeless into stone , for such petrified trees are found Campbellite ; not being satisfied with the doc

clay . They proved indeed to be human forms, in the layers of coal. That was very wise . trines of this church , he fell into the hands of

not in clay but in stone , " graven images ,” So to work they goand by dint of careful reck- the Mormons and was baptized in the sea of

" carved saints , ” consigned to a prominent onings and great expenditure of brain they Marmora . — We pity the innocentwaters of the

Romish priest of that city, and will no doubt finally found , that this poor earth had existed sea of Marmora, which must witness such a

occupy a prominent place in some of the 300,000 years and that the history of the spectacle, but the young Mormon is in need

chapels and in the devotions of some of their Bible of the creation was an exploded theory. of still greater pity.

worshipers . Another part of the cargo of the That was very severe on the Bible , but still it

same ship consisted of a dozen casks of arrow- was not so bad yet , for some of these learned The natives of Chefoo, China, seem willing

root , manufactured and sent by the Christian gentlemen would prefer to put the earth down to endure great sufferings for Christ's sake .

natives of the New Hebrides as a contribution at the happy old age of several millions of A woman walked many miles to be baptized
to the Protestant Mission funds . Can there years . So that fact was settled , the earth had twelve years ago . Her son and his wife

possibly be a stronger or a sharper contrast ? existed 300,000 years. Yes , science is a great treated her with great harshness, but she bore

In the boxes graven images, to aid the people thing, only give it a little petrified wood and all patiently and prayed for them . Finally

of Nova Scotia to idolatry ! In the casks , the behold the results ! But here is a sequel to her husband and children came to Christ, and

thank offering of the natives of the South Seas the tale . Barely had these wise men by hard now a church of 50 members is thriving in her

who have been turned from idols to worship labor settled a long disputed question, when village. During the French animosities, some

the living and true God ! here comes another interesting discovery. In of the native Christians were cruelly beaten ;

Münster, Westphalia, a flintstone was found one received 400 and another 800 blows with

The manager of one of the most import- 9 inches long and four inches wide , and im- bamboos.

ant newspapers in Tokyo had been told bedded therein were episcopal coins of Mün

about Christianity by some of his friends, ster of the 16th and 17th Century. What of Dr. Teutsch , the Lutheran bishop of Tran

but avowed himself as unwilling to accept that ? O , not much, only that very learned sylvania (Siebenbuergen ), celebrated his 70th

it . A short time ago he arranged to print a bridge, built up of the piles of Trajan's birthday on Dec. 12th . The whole country ,

Christian book and in doing so was obliged bridge, is knocked all to flinders ; for this last the so-called Saxonland, took part in the so

to look over and correct the proof. He be- find shows that petrification can be accom- lemnity . Dr. Teutsch has done more than

came interested in the contents , and he soon plished a greatdeal faster , and that the age of any other man for the preservation of Prot

began to study it with great pleasure . So he the earth can never be shown from petrifica- estantism in that far off German land in the

was led on step by step to a belief in Christ , tions. Yes, Science is a great thing , but you midst of hostile nations , says a contemporary,

and a profession of the Christian faith . need never attach any importance to it , when and we hope it is true.

?
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she must not see hateful and abominable unto God , Rom . 12 , 1 . Therefore we should

things ; with her mouth she must not speak eschew the leaven of every false doctrine and

foul communications and blasphemies . But the honey of earthly sensuality. But we

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . on the contrary she should think , speak and should suffer ourselves to be salted with the

do what is holy , chaste , honorable and accept- salt of the divine word and warmed with the

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and21st able in the sight of her bridegroom Jesus fire of God's oracles. For as salt resists

of each month . All communications and money should be
sent to :Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, Christ. She must also abide continually with putrefaction , cures wounds, and makes food

Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per annum in advance. her bridegroom , listen to his voice and com- palatable, thus the word of God destroys theMoney sent otherwise than by money-order or draft is at the

risk of the sender . mand in God's word , remain true and obedient putrefaction and evil savor of sin , it cures the

to Him and keep her pledge unbroken . This wounds of our conscience and makes us ac

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis, Mo., as Second is St. Paul's lesson 2 Cor. 11 , 2 : “ For I have ceptable with God . And as fire consumes

espoused you to one husband that I might unclean matter , purifies silver and gold , gives

ST. LOUIS, MO. , April 21 , 1888 .
present you as a chaste virgin to Christ.” light and heat , so the word of God checks

evil lusts , enlightens the souls of men unto

divine knowledge and true faith and heats the

Why our Lips should pray too and not An Evil Conscience.
cold secure and contrite hearts unto repent

only our Heart.
ance and with comfort in all sorrows.

Saith St. Bernard : “ An evil conscience is

There are men who deem oral prayers un- the soul's dungeon and prison , it is a witness ,

necessary, because they think it sufficient if it is a judge , it is tormentor , it accuses , it The Lord's Prayer.

but the heart engages in prayer. But this is judges, it condemns.” And another theolo

altogether erroneous. True, we should not gian said : “ No hang -man may torment a The Lord's Prayer is chief among all pray

pray as hypocrites do, “ that they may be human being so cruelly as that little worm in ers . First because of the Teacher that taught

seen of men ,” for the sake of vain glory . man's conscience when it becomes truly awak- it, even our dear Lord Jesus Christ. As He

True, we should not use vain repetitions as ened and quickened. A continual biting and is almighty , alwise and all-holy , so His prayer

the heathen do , who " think that they shall be wounding, an unceasing preying and gnaw. is the most powerful, most wise and most holy

heard for their much speaking.” But oral ing.” It is the very reverse of a good con- and must therefore he held in highest esteem.

prayer is not thereby prohibited . On the science of which st. Hugh said : " A good Secondly it is the chief prayer because ofthe

contrary , oral prayer is a necessary exercise conscience is the honorary title of God's fear, things therein contained. For it comprises all

ofChristian devotion . First , because the words it is the beautiful temple of Solomon , it is a things for which we should ask , things tem

spoken remind us of the great multitude of garden of blessings , a garden ofdelight, a joy poral and eternal as body and soul need them

our necessities, which the heart should and of angels , a royal treasure,God's pavilion and for their welfare . It is acceptable with God

must contemplate in prayer, if our prayer a dwelling of the Holy Ghost.” Let us heed and is an intercession also for the weal ofour

should not be a lifeless thought. The words therefore the lesson of St. Paul : “ Now the fellow-men. In the third place the Lord's

act as a fire -steel which when applied to the end of the commandment is charity out of a Prayer surpasses all other prayers because it

flint, strikes fire. For God worketh by His pure heart, and of a good conscience , and of adds strength and dignity to our own prayers,
word, which wecontemplate in such speaking. faith unfeigned ." 1 Tim . 5 . and for this reason we add this prayer to our

Therefore we repeat the Psalms wherein true other petitions . These considerations should

adoration is taught and its promises and ex induce us to make daily and constant use of

amples in order to awaken faith . A True Fast. the Lord's Prayer.

Secondly , though the heart commune with

God , yet our tongue must also make its pro- Abstaining from food for a certain time , is

fession before the holy angels, in the public a wholesomediscipline and is called fasting. " If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off
and cast it from thee. ” Matt. 5 , 30.

assembly of the church , yea, before one's self But the true fast is imposed, when God places

and in the presence of our children and sery- us under trials and afflictions. For then we

This saying of our Saviour enjoins an ard

ants , moreover against all enemies of our have no relish for food , though the larder and
uous task : If thy best friends and most in

Saviour Jesus Christ , against the devil and cellar be ever so well supplied . And this is
timate counsellors guide thee wrong, thou

against scoffers and Epicureans. For this the fast of which Christ said , that His disci
shouldst shun them. It has often occurred

reason we should open our mouth and men- ples would be well exercised therein after His
and still occurs that Christians were in danger

tion the name of Holy Trinity and profess it visible presence should become withdrawn
of being led by their friends from the true

distinctly and invoke it that all angels , the from them .
knowledge of God. In such case the word of

church , our household and the devil may hear
Christ would establish us , telling us , we should

that we are not heathens or Turks, but call Philosophy and Tears.
prize His commandments above father , mother

upon the true God revealed by Christ Jesus .
and our own body and life . To cut off our

Wherever the prayerful speech of the mouth The devil's kingdom cannot be destroyed right hand means that we shun such hand,

ceaseth, there the divine promise and grace by philosophy , because the devil can outwit such friend which leads us against God , we

and benefits are soon forgotten too. For these any human being save the Holy One of Israel . should not follow him , though he be very dear

reasons our tongue should daily and often Nor can it be destroyed by human tears , be to us and benefitted us greatly .

unite with our heart in prayer . And such as cause the devil can shed tears as large as a
Now it has always happened and still hap

sing in their devotion , pray doubly, says St. bucket , if need be . Only the tears wept over pens in this world , thatthe favor of friends is

Augustine. Jerusalem by divine love are too much for him . placed above God's commandments. How

The devil's kingdom can only be destroyed by often is justice made to miscarry in order to

The Pure Virgin .
God's kingdom, not by Unitarians and sensa- favor friends. Such wrong is hereby prohib

tionalists .
ited and condemned.--Altenb . Bibelwerk.

The Christian church is likened unto a

virgin in Scripture. The church of God is Neither Leaven nor Honey , but Salt The largest orange ever grown in Florida

and must be a pure , chaste virgin which keeps and Fire . has just been plucked in Brevard County. It

in heart and mind her troth of sacred chastity is fifteen and one half inches in circumference,

unto her bride-groom , the Lord Jesus Christ, In preparing the Old Testament sacrifices and weighs two pounds two ounces. We live

places her trust in Him and abstains from all neither leaven nor honey should be used , but in a blessed country and yet there are few

evil thoughts and desires. With her ears she salt and fire, Leviticus 2 , 11. Now we are re- to acknowledge it rightly and give thanks

must not hear offensive speech ; with her eyes quired to present our bodies a living sacrifice unto God.
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I will have a great deal to say in one of the Public Education .

letters , that are to follow . Among the white

population of Las Vegas are to be found ad- The whole number of teachers in the public

Our Denver Letter. herents of all Christian creeds and denomina- schools of the States and Territories is 307,804 .

tions . My work in this place was , as it is in Of these , 198,000 , or nearly two thirds , are

Denver, Colo ., April 3 , 1888. all other places whither I am sent, among the women. In the schools classed as secondary,

DEAR BRO . FRANK : Germans, in particular among those who are ranking as academies , there are 3312 male ,

A few days ago I returned from an extended Lutherans, or once were Lutherans . In Las and 4011 female teachers. In the 286 female

missionary trip through Central and Southern Vegas I preached on the fifth, sixth , and colleges , there are 617 male , and 1963 female

Colorado and Northern New Mexico . I was seventh of February in German. The audi- teachers. These teachers certainly have a

absent from Denver eight weeks and traveled ence was small each time , but attentive . On great charge and responsibility resting upon

2460 miles by railroad . The work which was the evening ofFeb. 7th some of the Lutherans them . They are , however, for the greater

undertaken in the name of the Saviour of man- of the “ City of the Meadows" resolved to unite part only instructors, not educators.

kind and so carried on as to redound solely and organize a German Lutheran congregation

to the praise of His glory, was blessed by Him and to call a minister of their own conjointly

in such a manner and to such an extent as to with the Lutherans of Trinidad , Colo . , pro
The Mormon Hierarchy .

surpass my most sanguine expectations. Dur- vided the latter were willing to organize and
There are 400 Mormon Bishops in Utah ,

ing those eight weeks I preached 33 times , agreed to this proposition . Such was the

26 times in the German and 7 times in the origin of the first Lutheran congregation in the 1423 priests, 2947 teachers, and 6854 dea

English language. That the gospel, pure and Territory of New Mexico. God grant that cons. Salt Lake City is divided into wards

unadulterated , as it is taught by our beloved this congregation may be instrumental in of eight or nine blocks each, and a bishop is

synod and proclaimed by its ministers in all spreading throughout New Mexico, in their put in charge of each ward . Under him there

portions of the United States , laid hold of the purity, the precious doctrines of the blessed are two teachers , whose business it is to learn

hearts of the hearers and was duly appreciated Gospel, as we have received them in con
the employment and income of every resident

by them , may be gathered from the two facts, sequence of the labors ofthatelect and chosen of the ward and report the same to the bishop.

viz. : 1 ) German Lutheran congregations were servant ofGod,the sainted Dr. Martin Luther. Then the bishop collects the tenth of each

organized at Pueblo in Colorado , Las Vegas H. R. man's income , and turns it in to the church

authorities.
in New Mexico , and Trinidad, Colorado, the

Guarding the Gold in the Bank
latter two of which congregations jointly called

of London.

a minister of their own. 2 ) Not only were all
The Norwegian Synods of America held

expenses , which , being very heavy, amounted
their fourth general missionary meeting , be

The Bank of England doors are now so

to $134.40, paid by them , but the contributions finely balanced that a clerk , by pressing a
ginning on October 25th , in the Indian Mission

were so liberal as to enable me to send a sur- knob under his desk , can close the outer doors House at Wittenberg, Wis. A number of,

plus of $ 30.15 to our cashier at St. Louis.
services were held , both in Norwegian and in

instantly ; and they cannot be opened again

This trip was one of abundant and various except by special process. This is done to
English . The Indian boys , under Pastor Lar

experiences, the most interesting and impor- prevent the daring and ingenious unemployed and recited the catechism . Two Indian chiltraus's direction , sang a number of Psalms

tant of which shall be related in the columns of the metropolis from robbing the bank . The

of the WITNESS .
dren-a boy of seven and a girl of five - were

bullion department of this and other banks
During my absence from the metropolis of are nightly submerged several feet in water by fruits of the Norwegian Lutheran Mission

baptized . These two children are the first

the Rockies the pulpit of my congregation was the action of the machinery . In some banks,

filled byMr. F. Meyer, a student of our Theo- the bullion department is connected with the among the Indians , and this was the first

logical Seminary at St. Louis, who reached manager's sleeping room ; and an entrance
baptism .

Denyer on the 27th of January. Four days cannot be effected without shooting a bolt in

later I departed for Pueblo. Pueblo, 120 miles the dormitory, which in turn sets in motion an tized by Pastor Hennicke and confirmed by
A YOUNG LADY born in New York City, bap

south of Denver, situated on both sides of the alarm. — Gazette . What pains men take to Dr. Moldehnke, was lately obliged to be re

Arkansas River , has 22,000 inhabitants and is guard theirfinancial interests ! Statistics show Dr. Moldehnke , was lately obliged to be re

the second city of the Centennial State. The that the United States have 132,000 churches, münde, in Pommerania, Prussia, before she
baptized by a pastor of the city of Swine

first German Lutheran sermon ever preached 92,000 ministers, and 19,000,000 members. could be legally married by a pastor of the
in Pueblo was preached there on the 2nd of Ifthese would bestow the same pains on guard- State church ! These Pommeranians do not

December last. Since then I have been preach- ing the spiritual interests entrusted to their
seem to value American church-work verying there regularly . care , as the Bank of England does towards
much .

Early in the morning of February 2d I left its mammon , what mighty force these churches,

Pueblo for Las Vegas , in the territory of New ministers and members might be.

Mexico. Las Vegas, or " Citado de Las Vegas”
The Faculty of Cornell University have de

( “ The City of the Meadows” ' ) as the full name What infidel French-men do to Corrupt mention of honors will be omitted from the reg
cided to dispense altogether with honors. All

of the town is , has an elevation above sea
their own Youth.

ister and from Commencement programmes.
level of 6500 feet and is situated 350 miles

south of Denver and 120 miles south of the Prof. Edmond de Pressensé, one of the most Sad news for all would be D. D.'s , L. L. D.’s

and Ph. D.'s .

Colorado state line , on both sides of a small prominent French Protestants and a senator

mountain stream , about 5 miles from the near of the republic , was elected chairman of a

est foothills , where the famous hot springs are, committee of ladies of the Reformed churches
The Emperor of Germany has given orders

and about 25 miles from the nearest mountain in Paris , for the purpose of rousing the indig- to Colonel Klepecker to act as imperial agent

range. Like all Mexican towns of any im- nation of all decent people against the in- for the distribution of the Bible among the

portance , so also Las Vegas comprises an old describably indecent illustrations and stories soldiers of the army.

and a new town , the old town being inhabited of some daily papers in the French capital ,

by Mexicans , the new town by whites, among which are distributed at the doors of schools A JUBILEE . -- In Buda-Pesth the German

whom are a greatmany Jews. The population and factories , with the avowed purpose of and Hungarian Lutheran churches lately cel

of Las Vegas is about 7000 ; 4500 Mexicans corrupting youth. The editor of the Gil Blas ebrated their centennial anniversary.

and 2500 Americans or whites . The Mexicans, recently boasted publicly of the success of his

with the exception of a very few , who have obscene paper and all the radicals and literary DR. KEIL, the noted Old Testament com

become Presbyterians, are all superstitious Jews of that Babylon on the Seine wildly ap- mentator, at the age of 80 , has laid down all

Roman Catholics. Concerning the Mexicans plauded him. Horrible ! literary work.

a
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A little boy

Hearth and Home.

1

be saved through Him , it is idolatry and self- A ship is crossing the ocean .

deception." " No, no,” interrupted the phy- playing one morning with his ball on the deck ,

sician , " do not tell me that again . Listen loses it overboard . He runs to the captain

I am but a Poor Woman ; the Only Thing to me : Two months ago I treated the old and asks him to stop the engine and get his

I can give you, is my Bible. Widow N. , a member of your congregation. ball. Of course the captain answers the boy

The meekness , peace and patience with which that it cannot be done, that the engines have

In one of the cities of Germany there lived she bore her afflictions impressed me deeply, been started at the beginning of the trip and

an old Jewish physician who, on account of and I was compelled to acknowledge that the cannot be stopped. The boy goes away sulky

his eminence and amiability , was respected source whence she drew such comfort for her and dissatisfied . The next morning his little

and beloved by many. He regarded himself soul was unknown to me. One day she ear- sister , playing on deck with her doll, drops

as a virtuous man , and was a most zealous nestly desired that I might tell her what I it down among the engines . Crying and

opponent of Christianity. He had a nephew thought of her condition . I did so , frankly troubled, she goes to the captain , begging

whom he loved very dearly , and whom he ex- declaring that she had only a few more days him to stop the engines that she may get her

pected to make bis heir, as he himself had to live. Thereupon she grew quite joyous ; doll. The captain tells her, as he told her

never been married. This nephew , upon a her face shone with a heavenly lustre at the brother, that the engines cannot be stopped ,

certain occasion, in company with a friend , thought of the approach of death. The like but says , " Wait ! perhaps I can get your doll

a student, went to hear the Rev. Gurland I had never before seen . " Dear doctor , ' said for you . ”. He descends to the engine-room ,

preach . Each one asks himself, “ To what the dying woman, ' I wish to tell you one thing and, without touching the engines , gets the

eminence shall I attain ? ” and each one de- more before I die . You are a Jew and do not doll and restores it to the child . The next

sires to become great ; but the chief question know the Saviour. Without Him you cannot day a man falls overboard. The engines are

is : “ What shall I do to inherit eternal life ? ” be saved . Oh , seek Jesus, the Saviour of sin- immediately stopped , reversed , and the man

“ And this no one shall inherit except through ners!”. I was surprised , and asked : “How do picked up and saved . The little boy is in

Jesus alone.” Gurland was not conscious at you know that salvation is alone to be found dignant with the captain, because he stopped

the time how deeply the hearts of these young in Jesus for me ? ' ' I know that,' answered to pick up the man , but would not pick up

Israelites were touched by the sermon . At the dying woman , “ as certainly as the sun the ball. At the close of the voyage the cap

the close of the service the nephew went to shines to -day, as certainly as there is a God tain goes ashore with the boy and buys for

his uncle who, as he had often done before, in heaven, and as truly as His Word is true .' him a larger and better ball than the one he

asked him : “ Well, what do you wish to make She then handed me her Bible , saying : “ Dear lost. Thus, you see , all three get their de

of yourself ? ” The young man , still ponder- doctor, I thank you for the kindness you have sires , but in very different ways, and yet

ing the sermon in his heart, answered with shown me, for I am but a poor woman . The without the suspension of any natural law.

emphasis : “ I want to become a Christian .” only thing I can give you is my Bible . Take The boy got more than he desired , but had

The anger of the uncle was aroused, for he it as a gift , read it prayerfully, and you will to wait for it . The girl got her wish without

could not at all understand this answer , but find Jesus as your Saviour, and die a peaceful waiting for it , and without the necessity of

thought that Gurland had , by private con- and happy death .' I took it from her trem- interfering with the machinery of the ship.

versation , influenced his nephew . He asked bling hands, deeply affected , and hastened The man's life was saved , not because of any

further : “ Why do you desire to become a home. My soul was agitated. On the follow- reversal of nature, but because there was a

Christian ? ” He received the devout answer : ing morning, as I passed the widow's house, provision made in the machinery for just such

“ I wish above all to be saved , therefore I de- I involuntarily entered it. Upon reaching the a need. So our Captain can grant all ourde

sire to become Christian ." Hereupon the all , I heard a voice coming from the sick- sires , although we may not be able to com

young man told his uncle what he had retained chamber like that of an angel . It was that of prehiend how . The machinery of the universe

of the sermon he had heard . her adopted child , Emily, who was singing to runs according to law , but for cause sufficient

The doctor sent for Gurland , and took him the dying woman her favorite hymn, “Jesus there are attachments which make it possible

to task for thus influencing his nephew . Gur- sinners will receive . ' I distinctly heard the for the Great Captain to reverse the engines

land advised the doctor not to interfere with words, and they still ring in my ears . At and make it run the other way.

the convictionsofhis nephew , unless he wished once the scales fell from my eyes , and I saw

to bring great guilt upon himself. The doctor how miserable and worthless my soul's works

soon saw the fruits in the life of his nephew , were to me. I saw that I had deceived my

and , as much as he was opposed to it at first, self . The ideal Christ is of no avail in the

he was compelled to acknowledge that the hour of death when help and comfort are so Lectures against the Theatre .

young man was only following the deepest much needed. I now believe on Jesus Christ,

convictions of his own heart and conscience the Son of God, the Saviour of sinners, who
From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted

by desiring to become Christ's own . died not alone for my sins, but also for my for the Witness, by R ... r ...

The nephew and his friend , having been good works. In Ilis name I want to be bap

properly instructed, were baptized in 1869. tized.” Thus the physician spoke. To the
VII . PAPER.

Thereafter the physician frequently attended joy of his heart the preacher saw that the Chrysostom said : " I believe that many of

the services of the church, and gladly heard Holy Ghost bad at length brought this proud those who left our services yesterday hurrying

of the Christian religion , but not of a Saviour Pharisee to a knowledge of his sins and the to the plays of iniquity are present to-day .

of sinners . ' Christ was to him only a model need of the true Saviour, and, in the presence I wish I knew who they are , that I might ex

of virtue, an ideal man. One night he sent of a number of other Jews who had been include them from our holy community .” — He

forGurland, and thus addressed him : “ Dear vited , he was baptized that same night. On certainly would not say that he would do it

brother, I am sick , and will never recover. the following day he calmly fell asleep in Je- alone, but joined by the whole congregation ..

I have lived as a Jew , but I wish to die as a sus, murmuring the words: " Jesus sinners For he was right in believing that excom

Christian . Will you baptize me?" " Dear will receive ." -- Messenger. munication ought to be pronounced against

doctor," replied Gurland, “ if you do not es theatre-goers when they persist in the sin of

teem Christ higher than you have always said The Connection of Prayer with Natural attending the theatre, all instruction and ad
to me you did , it is impossible for me to bap

Law Nicely Illustrated. monition to the contrary proving of no avail .

tize you ; for what can a mere ideal man , a He, therefore, directly proceeds , “ Not with

hero of virtue help you ? for no one can by In one of his addresses at Chautauqua, a view to having them remain excluded al

any means redeem his brother, for the re- Prof. Henry Drummond said , as reported in ways, but in order to receive them again after

demption of their soul is precious, and it the Christian Union : I have been asked, they would become penitent. Some, perhaps,

ceaseth forever. If we regard Christ as a “ What is the connection of prayer with nat- will ask what abominable vice they were guilty

mere man and yet pray to Him , and wish to ural law ? ” I will answer with a parable : 1 of ” — hence already at that time there were

Practical.
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Christians asking thus— “ because they should how , then , is it possible to those neither hear- i content in shunning the theatre ourselves ;

be excluded from the communion of the ing nor seeing anything good in the plays to moreover, whenever we notice a brother at

church . I answer , May any crime be greater keep clear therefrom ? How may they over- tending the same sometimes, it is our solemn

than the vice of those who, having become come where they are besieged by evil desires duty to vividly picture to his mind the danger

complete adulterers, press eagerly forward to from all sides ? Do you not tremble, knowing he is running into . “ All that is passing on

this holy table like mad dogs wholly devoid of you are listening to the speech of an unchaste there ,” Chrysostom goes on to say , " is no

shame ? ' So Chrysostom is shocked at think- jilt with the very ears you are hearing the voice real pleasure, no , it is your ruin and actually

ing that a man should appear at the Lord's of the prophets and apostles leading you into a punishment.” A punishment it is , he says .

table to-day who had been in the theatre the the innermost heart of Holy Writ ? ” And , in- For whoever will not any longer be advised

day before ! “ If you would know the nature deed , it is an abomination to the Lord, for he by the Spirit of God, bas already been pun

of their adultery, I shall quote to you the says , “ What hast thou to take my covenant in ished with spiritual blindness by God . " For"

words of Him who, one day, will judge the thy mouth ? Seeing thou hatest instruction - says Chrysostom concluding his homily ---

whole life of man. He says, • Whosoever and castest my words behind thee ? ” Ps . 50 , " of what use is a pleasure resulting in a long

looketh on a woman to lust after her hath con 16. 17 . Chrysostom proceeds, " Are you not enduring pain and causing him to grow dis

mitted adultery with her already in his heart .' terrified at receiving the body and blood of agreeable and odious to everybody who finds

If a woman met publicly and by chance will your Redeemer with the same heart with which no rest neither day or night on account of his

often arouse sinful desires within him who you have received yon deadly poison ? Hav- desires ? Do but examinewhat condition you

looks at her with too great a curiosity :” . ing attended the plays, you will not go to are in when going out of church, and when

Mark, he had maintained they were complete church with pleasure, and you will hearken to returning home from the plays. Compare both

adulterers ' . On hearing this, many of his the discourses on chastity and on tempering days and you will not be in need of my ad

hearers may have opened their eyes very your desires disgustedly and angrily. ” If monitions. This comparison will clearly show

widely, thinking, What is that ? Does he there are any readers of this paper that have to you the vast benefit you gain here ( in church )

think we committed disgraceful offences at already been prevailed upon by their desires and the great damage you are doing yourself

night ? Chrysostom , however, wishes to say , to go into those idols ’ -temples, I would ask there ( in the theatre).- This I have spoken to

Ah , no, I do not mean that. I am here speaking them , in the face of God , whether they are you to - day, beloved friends , and I shall not

of that adultery the Saviour speaks of, saying, not compelled to corroborate this . Ever since cease to say this again. We are desirous of

Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after they allowed themselves to be tempted thereto curing those lying prostrate with this sickness,

her hath committed adultery with her already and there to seek their pleasure the church , at and of preserving those that are still healthy.

in his heart .' Nobody, surely , will be so bold first, grew indifferent to them , and at last In this manner, our discourse will be useful to

as to assert that he had listened to and looked loathsome, especially when the minister, .in both , to -wit, to the former in causing them to

at everything with pleasure · whilst no evil demonstration of the Spirit and of power , ' desist from their vice , to the latter, in keeping

thought entered his mind ! “ With what face showed what chastity is , what self -denial is ; them from falling into it.” ( Homilies and

may those attending the plays with deliberate for their compunctious conscience told them , Smaller Works of the sainted John Chrysos

purpose and intention and viewing those vile You are a violator of the divine command . tom . Vol. VI, p . 554 sqq . )

actresses — with what face dare they say they “ For such a discourse is no doctrine to you ( To be continued .)

do not look at them to lust after them ? The anymore , but an accusation . You will despair

words spoken there tempt to voluptuousness, and finally entirely renounce this wholesome
Educational.

the songs of the players are whorish songs, doctrine ! ” Chrysostom would say , The oft

the voices of the actresses seek to arouse un- ener you will taste this lure of the devil , the

chastity , eyes , cheeks , and lips are painted .” sweeter it will taste to you , and finally , seeing Progress of Parochial School-work in

Exactly as the maidens and even women are the church will not suffer this, things will so Akron, Ohio.

doing now-a-days , rouging their cheeks, yea , occur that you will sooner bid adieu to the

even besmearing their lips with paint,intend- church than to the theatre, sooner stop up the the office of Weary and Kramer for anew
Plans and specifications are being drawn in

ing to look lively ! What a shame on Christen- passage of your ear against the reproving voice school building to be built by the German
dom ! " Their whole form and dress are lures of the Word of God than against the voice of Lutheran Churchi, on the site now occupied

to seduce and deceive the audience. The au- frivolous actors flattering to your flesh . If by the frame school house on Quarry street.

dience is careless , they surrender to the power ever, such is now the course with such as at- The building will be of brick , two stories in
of deceit and all they have already heard and tend the theatre and, at the same time, keep be a plain and unpretentious structure of four

height and will cost about $ 10,000. It will

will hear tempts them to become voluptuous. membership with a church . At first , they go roomsand a basement all fitted up with cloak

To this the noise and flattering of music must to the theatre secretly with a bad conscience. rooms, closets and hallways, the whole to be

be added whereby the mind is effeminated, The oftener they practice this, however, the heated and ventilated by the Smead system .

unnerved , and, by the snares ofthe courtesans more they delight in it and the more they The only ornamentation will be a belfry on

and by the pleasure, is so affected as to be grapple for arguments justifying this enjoy- Lothman now has charge ofthe school assistedthe front portion of the roof. Rev. W. H.

captured the more easily. ” For we must not ment as being of an innocent nature. In the

by two teachers, but others will be employed
think music were something altogether indif- end their doings become manifest. They are to assist as soon as the building is completed.

ferent. There are quite a number of music corrected by pastor and congregation. But Daily Beacon .

pieces by which no bad word is sung, the the poor deluded man already is apparently

harmony of which , however , is intended , in all bewitched . He, at first , refers to his Christian Progress of Civilization.

its parts , to bewitch man and, by artifice, to liberty , but seeing he cannot thereby justify
The interest in female education in Japan

play before his fancy all kinds of infamous, his doing, he is filled with hatred against is increasing. Two Japanese gentlemen have

voluptuous pictures. Alas , the devil has taken Christianity that would take from him his become responsible for fifty thousand dollars

into his service all the arts and all the sciences, dearest enjoyment. So , at the end , he aban- toward the establishment of a school for girls

and in doing so he often goes to work with dones church and Christianity to become a belonging to the higher classes.'

much greater cunning and discretion than we free man . 0 , a terrible end ! His enjoying

Christians in the use of art and science for the theatre has deprived him of his Christianity ,
On Easter-Sunday three boys and seven

God's kingdom . “ For if here ( in the church ), his God , his Saviour , of God's Word, and of girls - one the daughter of Rev. A. Rader -

where psalms, hymns , and spiritual songs are his soul's salvation ! “ I would , therefore, were confirmed in the Emanuel church , Rader,

sung, where the Word of God is delivered, i entreat you ” — thus Chrysostom proceeds- Mo. So seven young members are added to

where all are filled with a fear of God and a “ not merely to flee those infamous plays your- the number of communicantsand , let us hope,

holy awe, if here , I say , in the church the evil selves but also to detain those from attending Christian Church, thecommunion of saints.”
swell the number belonging to " the Holy

|

desire sometimes still steals into the heart of them who are doing so. ” Would that every
- The services were very well attended .

pious Christians, similar to a wily robber — reader might consider this .- Wedare not be A. M.

For the LUTHERAX WITNESS .
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Miscellaneous.
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Holy Baptism . In 1882 he was confirmed in Prof. K. Brauer, Addison, Ills ., (V & VI) 2.00

Rev. G. Blanken , Buckley, Ils ., (VI & VII) 2.00
Trinity church , Columbus , Ohio . After at- Prof.E. Homann, Addison, ills ., (VI) 1.00

tending studies in our college at Fort Wayne , Mr. J. F. Bauer,Stewardson, Ills., (V & VI) 2.00

he became prescription druggist with his Rev. A. H. Brauer, Beecher, Ills ., (VI)
Rev. W. Friedrich , Waconia, Minn., (VI) 1.00

Repining Reproved. 1.00

brother. Twelve months ago he was taken Rev. J. L.Hahn, Sebewaing, Mich ., ( VI & VII) 2.00

A man carried a valise filled with money. sick with hemorrhage of the lungs. He died Rev.H.w . Castens, EastWheatland, 111., (VI) 1.00Teacher E.H. Dress, Sebewaing, Mich ., (VI) 1.00

It rained hard . He complained of the weather.
on April 5 , at Sanford , Fla. , where he had Rev. E. W. Heinicke, Dillon, Iowa, (IV to VI) 3.00

Reachinga thick forest, a robber attempted gone in company of his mother to find relief. Rev. L. Halfmann, New York,N.Y., ( IItoVI) 5.00
Rev. C. W. Nickels , Rochester, Minn . , (VI) 1.00

to shoot him. The powder was wet. The At the age of twenty years , nine months and Rev.H. Raedeke, Carver,Minn., (IV to VI) 3.00

2.00man escaped. He then said, “ How wrong twenty -one days, he died in full communion Mr. Lars Hansen, Bessville,Mo., (V & VI)
Rev. C. J. Craemer, Ogden, Iowa, ( V & VÍ) 2.00

was I not to endure the rain patiently as sent with our Church. The testimony borne him Rev. R. P.Budach , Luverne, Iowa, (V to VII) 3.00

by Providence ! If it had been dry , I should by those who knew him best , is that he was a Rev. Fr. Brand , Braddock , Pa . , ( VII ) 1.00

Rev. A. Wagner, Chicago, Ills . , (VI 8 cc) 8.00

probably have been killed . The rain saved Christian young man in his whole deportment. Rev. H.W. Rabe, Warsaw ,IIIs., (IV toVI), 3.00

my life and property.” So we too often He was buried on April 10 , at Columbus, O., Ir . W.C. Horn, Brick Church, N. J. , (V & VI) 2.00
Teacher J.D

murmur at our mercies. If wehad our way, by a large company of sorrowing friends and
Schuermann , St. Louis , Mo. , (VI

15 to VII 14 ) 1.00

perhaps we might lose our property , our fellow -members of the Church . Revs. Horst, Rev. D. Lochner, Plank Road, Mich., (VI) 1.00
Mr. Wm . Griebel , Woodland , Mich . , (VI) 1.00lives , our souls. We often complain where Dreyer and Frank conducted the funeral serv- Rev. J. Sieck, Buffalo, N.Y.,(VI )

1.00

we should congratulate ourselves . We are ices, and spoke words of comfort to the be- Teacher C.Jahn, Indianapolis,Ind., (V & VI) 2.00
Rev. C. F. W. Sapper, Bloomington, Ills . , (IVpeevish when we should be full of praise to reaved parents , brothers and sisters and fel- to VII ) 4.00

God.
low-Christians of the now sainted youth. Rev. Jos . Schmidt, Saginaw, Mich . , (VI ) 1.00

Mr. J. Spriess, Sebewaing, Mich ., ( III to VI) 4.00
Mr. F. W. Rohlfing, St. Louis , Mo., ( VI & VII) 2.00

They would rather see their Pastor
Mr. H. Schwerdtfeger, Altamont, Ills ., (VI) 1.00

Resign than quit Gambling.
Rev. C. Noack , Riverdale , Ills . , (VI) 1.00

Recent Publications.
Mr. W. E. Suhr, Evanston , Ills., ( IV to VI) 3.00

Mr. A. Anderson, Des Moines,Iowa, (VI & VII) 2.00
The Rev. H. B. Townsend , pastor of a Pres

ASERMON ON IMMORTALITY (second edition ) and Rev. G. R. Herbst, Ironton ,O. , (V & VI) 2.00

byterian Church , has resigned . Recently, at A SERMONon Christ's DESCENT INTO HELL, by Rev. E.Heinicke, Bay City, Mich ., (VII) 1.00

a church festival, the ladies filled a bottle with Rev. P. C. Henkel, D. D. Price: the two bound Mr. C. Bahnemann, Pittsburgh, Pa . , ( VI 9 cc ) 7.50

together, in cloth , 40 cts.; separately , in paper, Rev. H. Kanold , West Roxbury, Mass . , (V & VI ) 2.00

beans and offered a prize to the person guess- each 10 cts . , postpaid. Henkel & Co., Publishers, Rev. L. P. Jensen, Albert Lea, Minn ., (VI) 1.00

Mr.J. L. Semmann, Milwaukee, Wis. , (V & VI) 2.00

ing nearest the number, the object being to New Market, Shenandoah Co., Va.
Rev. M.Hein , Pittsburgh , Pa., (VI) 1.00

raise money for the church . The pastor op- LUTHER'S SMALL CATECHISM, to which is ap- , Mr. J. Keil, Pittsburgh, Pa ., ( VI ) 1.00

1.00
pended a selection of Hymns and Prayers , for the Mr. C. F.Eberle, Pittsburgh, Pa., ( VI)

posed the scheme on the ground that it was use of Churches, Sunday-schools, and Families. Rev. W.C. H. Oetting, Golden , Ills., ( VI) 1.00

a species of gambling, and his course led to Fifth Edition. Translated from the German.Price, Mr. H. Klaustermeyer, Cleveland , O., (IV to
VI ) 3.00his resignation . Woe to such wordlyminded bostpaid, hects $ 1.50 per dozen - bound in heavy

.

Henkel & Co., Publishers and Printers, Mr. J.Morch , Brooklyn, N. Y., (V & VI) 2.00
churches ! New Market, Shenandoah Co. , Va . Rev. Th . Wichmann, Freistadt, Wis . , ( VI ) 1.00

Artist F. W. Wehle, Milwaukee , Wis . , (VI) 1.00

STORIES OF THE GODs . Brief sketches from the Teacher A. Braeuhahn, Collinsville , Ills . , (V &

For the Benefit of Superannuated Min- Mythology of Rome, Greece, Egypt, India, Persia, VI )

Phrygia , Scandinavia , Africa and America, showing Rev. H. Diemer, Peru, Ind . , ( V & VI) 2.00
isters and the Needy Widows and

the Relations and Unity of Pastand Present Systems. Rev. F. Schroeder, Kankakee, Ills . , ( III to VI) 4.00

Children of Deceased Ministers. By I. R. B. Arnold . National Christian Association , Teacher A. Dorn , Beecher, Ills., (VI)

Chicago. Price , single copy, 10 cts . Rev. G. Johannes, Baltimore, Md ., ( V & VI) 2.00

The centenary of the first General Assembly nations, always an attractive topicfor youngpeople
. Rev. J.Seidel, Chicago, Ills., (VI)

These sketches take up the mythology of ancient Rev. L. Hoelter, Chicago, Ills., ( VI & VII)
2.00

1.00

of the Presbyterians of the United States Instead of setting forth all the revolting and de- Mr. F. Seidel, Seward, Nebr., (VII)

will be celebrated next May. Presbyterians moralizingdetails of these stories, thephilosophical Rev. Prof.0. Hattstaedt,Milwaukee, Wis . ,
or poetical ideas on which they are based, are ( VI ) 1.00

throughout the country are much interested , pointed out in briefest terms, and their relation to Rev. G. F.C. Seemeyer, Schumm, O. , ( V & VI) 2.00

and are making great efforts to mark the the pagan worships is the sole idea which is fixed Teacher H. Rolf, Farmers Retreat, Ind ., (VÍ
in the mind of the reader . 2 cc)

2.00

event by raising $ 1,000,000 to add to the This work being carefully and fully done, the Rev.W.Heyne, Lake Creek ,Mo. , ( V to VII) 3.00
2.00fund for the benefit of superannuated min- unityof these systems with the lodge worshipof Mr. H. F. Luekens, Cleveland, O.,(V & VI)

our day is shown with remarkable force and clear- Rev. F. W. Husmann, Arcadia, Ind ., (III to

isters , and the needy widows and children of ness ; so that no reader can go through the argu VI) 4.00

4.00

deceased ministers belonging to that society. Shake off,that the systems of natural religion, be- Teacher F. Farhauer, Eagle Lake, Ills . , ( V to
ment candidly without a belief which he cannot Mr. Jos. Waltz , Arcadia , Ind ., (III to VI) .

ginning with Cain and continued to the present VII) 3.00

worship of Hiram Abiff, are one in reality . Teacher F. Fathauer, Eagle Lake, Ils. , (VI 15

A sad Report of Lutherans perverted The low price of ten cents allows every one to to VII 14 ) 1.00

have this work and assures its wide circulation .
to Presbyterianism .

1.00
Rev. J. J. Walker, Cleveland, O., (VI)

Mr. John Henke , Cleveland , O. , (VI 19 to VII

18 )
1.00

The Presbyterian says : " A Presbyterian Rev B. Sievers, Milwaukee, Wis . , (VI) 1.00

church has recently been organized at Eliza
Subscriptions Paid.

1.00Rev. W. Knuf, Milwaukee , Wis . , (VI)

Mr. Simon C. Coiner, Waynesboro, Va . , (V to

beth , Harrison county, Ind . , with twenty-one Rev. J. D. Ehlen , Wenona, Ills . , (VI 21 to VII VII )
3.00

members. It is composed of members of a 20)
$ 1.00 Mr. M. L. Leonard,Waynesboro, Va., ( V & VI) 2.00

Miss C. Gilger, Zanesville , O. , (VI ) Mr. Benj. Coiner, Waynesboro, Va., (VI )
former Lutheran church and a few Presby- Mr. M.Becker, Chicago, Ills., (VI)

1.00

1.00

1.00
Mr. M. L. Coyner, Staunton , Va. , ( V to VII) 3.00

2.00
terians . ” Rev. F. Schriefer, Lockwood,Mo., (VI& VII) 2.00 Mr. G. Otto, Albany, N. Y., ( V & VI)

Rev. J. H. Feth , New Haven, Ct ., (VI )
4.00

Mr. E. Orr, Sigel, Ills . , ( III to VI)
1.00

Rev. F. Berg, Decatur, Ind ., ( VI)
1.00

1.00 Rev. J. F. Mueller, Salzburg, Mich., (VI)

To what Means Hirelings must resort. Mr. S.N.Schwartz, Millersburgh, O. , ( V & VI) 2.00 Mrs. M. Dignon, St. Louis , Mich ., (VI) 1.00

Rev. Theo . Krumsieg , Waseca , Minn ., (VI) 1.001 Rev. Theo . Moellering, Bazile Mills , Nebr.,
2.00

( VI & VII )

Rev. A. H. Fischer has begun suit against Teacher G. N. É Scholz, Milwaukee,Wis. , ( v
Teacher J. Trapp, Potsdam , Minn ., (IV & V) 2.00

Rev. W.C. Schilling ,Woodland,Wis . , (V & VI) 2.00
3.00

the trustees of Helveton , Wis., Reformed & VI )
Rev. J. W. Steffen , Genoa, Ills . , (IV to VI)

2.00
1.00

, Ills ., ( V VII)
Rev. Chr. A. Doehler, Ahnapee, Wis., ( VII)

Church for $ 15,000 damages. The plaintiff Prof. J. L.Backhaus, Addison,Is., (IIto VI) 5.00 Rev. C.F. Nicolaus, FountainCity,Wis. , ( VI
8 to VII 7 ) 1.00

had a contract to preach for ten years , but Teacher J. Richter, Chicago, Ills . , (V & VI ) 2.00
| Mr. H. Newman, Minooka , Ills , ( III to VI) 4.00he was forced out because he wasnot satis- Rev. B. J. Ansorge, Fort Dodge, Iowa, (VÍ &

VII)
1.00

2.00
Rev. R. L. Falke, Glasgow , Mo., (VI)

3.00factory to members at large. Rev. P. Brand , Pittsburgh, Pa . , (VI) | Rev. H. Sieck , St. Louis, Mo. , ( IV to VI)
1.00

Mr. J. Kuhlmann, Dalton, Mo. , (VII 18)
Teacher W.G. Bewie , Oshkosh , Wis ., (VI)

1.00

Teacher P. Siegler, Chicago, Ils ., (V & VI ) 2.00
Rev. B. Miessler, Carlinville, Ills . , ( V & VII) 2.00

2.00
| Rev. P. Graef, Des Plaines, Ills . , (VI & VII)

Obituary . Mr. Jos. G.Weinhold , Wittenberg, Mo. , ( IV

to VI) 3.00
Teacher R. Peters, Concordia , Mo., (IV to VI) 3.00

2.00
Rev. S. Hoernicke, Lake Charles, La . , ( VII ) 1.00 Rev. L. A. Mueller, Odebolt, Ia ., (VI & VII)

MARTIN LUTHER HERBST was the fourth son Mr. H. Schlie, Iron Mountain, Mo., (VI)
2.00

Rev. H. Maack , Grafton , Nebr. , (VI & VII)1.00

of Rev. R. Herbst and wife . Martin was born Teacher G. Seitz, Chicago, Iis .,(VI) 1.00 April 14 , 1888 .

Rev. G. Bohlen, Summit, Ils., ( III to VI) 4.00

June 16 , 1867 , and consecrated to God in Rev. G. Kuehn, Dieterich , Ills. , (VI & VII ) 2.00 CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

1.00

1.00

the i

1.00
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it will shrink and diminish . “ Unto you that carefully be distinguished from it . This dis

hear,” says the Lord , " shall more be given . tinction , of vital importance in itself , is ren

For he that hath , to him shall be given : and dered so much the more necessary , because

For the LUTHERAN Witness. he that hath not , from him shall be taken even almost all sectarians blend together justifica

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE that which he hath ." tion and sanctification . Now to mix up these

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. It is even so with the practice of Christian two is blending together law and Gospel,

works and virtues. The more diligently the whereby both are corrupted and a clear under

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
Christian practices works and virtues pleasing standing of the way to salvation is made im

to God and beneficial to men , the more relish possible. We must therefore remember what

II. Sunday in Lent ( Reminiscere ). he will have for that which is good and the justification and what sanctification is .

1 Thess. 4 , 1–7 . more he will find to do . The more instant Justification does not take place within man ,

the Christian is in prayer, the more will he it transpires in heaven before the throne of

DEARLYBELOVED : - In the first Psalm , King delight in conversing with God . The more God. In justification God forgives the sin of

David likenstheChristiansunto " a tree planted ready the Christian is found unto works of a penitent sinner who appropriates the merits

by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his charity , the more demands for help will be of Christ through faith , and imputing unto

fruit in his season.” With this comparison made on him . The more the Christian does , the him the righteousness of Christ, God pro

David indicates chiefly two things: In the first more he finds to do , so that he can never say nounces and declares the sinner just and holy.

place , that the ungodly are like barren , un- unto his soul : Dear soul , rest thee now and In justification sin is not expunged from the

fruitful trees which bring no fruit and are fit take thine ease ; for thou hast nothing more nature of man , but it is blotted out in the

only to be cut down, and cast into the fire. to do . The Christian dare not get through sight of God , He remembers it no more , but

The ungodly indeed also bring forth fruit, the doing good, because if doing good ceases , looks up on a believing sinner as a just , boly ,

fruits of the flesh , which are an abomination doing evil commences . Whenever a tree ceases beloved child in Christ. By justification man

to God ; but the believing children of God to grow , it commences to die away ; whenever does not becomeholy in himself, he remains

bring fruit pleasing to God and the holy the Christian ceases to increase, he begins to a sinner , but God accounts him holy. King

angels; they are like green and fruitful trees . decrease . Since , then , true godliness is some- David committed adultery and murder, but

In the second place David likens the pious thing which must be continually on the in- thereafter turned unto repentance and the

unto green trees , because they are continually crease if it is not to decline again , therefore prophet said unto him : " The Lord hath put

to grow and increase . Like as a tree planted the Scriptures so often and so earnestly exhort away thy sin .” Now in himself David was an

in moist, good soil will from year to year in- unto growth in godliness. So St. Paul, in the adulterer and a murderer, in the sight of men

crease in size and strength and bring more text before us , exhorts us to abound more these sins were resting on him , but God did

fruit, so the Christian is continually to increase and more in sanctification . Permit me, there no more account them unto David . God looked

growing stronger in faith and bringing more fore, to speak on : upon him as being holy and just , because

fruit of the Spirit. The longer the more zeal
GROWING IN SANCTIFICATION ,

David took refuge under the grace of God in

ously is he to serve God, the longer the more the promised Mediator. Justification is the

works of charity should he practice towards showing imputation of Christ's righteousness , and who

his neighbor. Never should the spiritual life
1. Wherein we are to grow , and soever is in possession of that righteousness,

of a Christian be on a standstill or decline,
II . Why such growing is necessary .

is a perfect saint in the sight of God, though

like a thrifty tree he should continually grow in the sight of men ever so many sins and

and increase .
I.

crimes should rest upon him . Therefore we

Such growth and increase is required by the To understand this text right we must first also find in the Scriptures that converted , be

very nature of the Christian religion . It is a of all bear in mind to what kind of people the lieving Christians are directly called saints .

quality which is inseparable from true godli- apostle is here writing, that he is not address- Thus concerning himself Paul writes : “ Unto

ness, that it can not be on a standstill, butmust ing himself to the heathen , or to the uncon- me, who am less than the least of all saints ,

either be on the increase , or it will decline . verted , but to Christians, people who are is this grace given , that I should preach among

Concerning knowledge the apostle writes that already converted unto God ; for he says : the Gentiles.” Referring to the Christians at

we know in part, seeing through a glass darkly . “ Furthermore then we beseech you , brethren , Jerusalem , Paul writes to the Romans : " It

Now if we know in part only and yet are once and exhort you by the Lord Jesus , that as ye hath pleased them of Macedonia and Achaia

to know in full , we are surely to increase in have received of ushow ye ought to walk and to to make a certain contribution for the poor

knowledge until the perfect is come. Experi- please God , so ye would abound more and more. saints which are at Jerusalem . " Now those

ence also teaches, the more diligently we look For ye know what commandments we gave you Christians at Jerusalem were sinful mortals as

. into the glass ofHis Word, the more clearly do by the Lord Jesus. " Paul calls the Thessa- well as others , but because through faith they

we cometo see God and His counsel unto salva- lonians brethren and says, by the Lord Jesus had put on the holiness of Christ, therefore

tion ; but if we neglect looking into that mir- they had learned and knew how to walk and they were saints, holy before God. From this

ror , our seeing forthwith begins to become to please God , and because this was so , he it is clear that in justification we are not to

more dim . The revealed Word is an inexhaust- exhorts them to abound more and more in a grow and can not grow ; for he who is justified

able wellspring of the wisdom and knowledge walk pleasing to God . Paul addresses them from sin is just in the sight of God and can

of God , and the more frequently wedraw and as such who were converted and justified not become more just before Him .

drink from this fountain , the fuller it will ap- through Jesus Christ and as being such he But if by justification we have obtained the

pear to us , but neglecting it , we will soon see admonishes them to grow in sanctification . forgiveness of sin , we are henceforth nomore

nothing in it. Our knowledge of Divine things Conversion and justification must precede to live in sin , sin is to be purged out and we

must either be expanding and deepening , or sanctification properly so called and must I are to become holy in ourselves , in our nature,

>
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our being, life and walk , and this purging out lent testimony which that congregation re- munion of the Church , but always remain in

sin is called sanctification . By justification ceives of St. Paul? yea , what do I say , of the same condition ; they do not advance; one

we are accounted holy, by sanctification we Paul ? rather of the Holy Ghost, speaking can not notice in them either that they increase

are made holy. Sanctification therefore takes through Paul. He sets them forth as an en- in Christian knowledge or become more zeal

place within man ; it is ceasing to do evil , sup- sample to others, he praises their faith and ous in godliness, and when they have grown

pressing the lusts of the flesh , being made rid their brotherly love , and yet he says : “ That old they are in regard to religion what they

of the dominion of sin and becoming good and ye would abound more and more.” According were when young , Where is the fault with

holy in heart, mind, thoughts, words and to the description of St. Paul the Thessalo- such people ? why do they not progress in

deeds . In that we are to grow , in the purging nians were of the best , the most excellent and godliness ? There can be but one reason : the

out of sin and in becoming holy. Sanctifica- most advanced Christians that ever were , and right foundation has not been laid in them ;

tion begins with conversion and is to continue, yet even they were not advanced far enough, true conversion , the new birth is lacking.

sin is to be more and more purged out until they were yet to abound , to increase more, Would you pronounce that a hard saying,

in the resurrection we will come forth out of and this Paul accounted so important and nec- cutting off many thousands from the king

our graves glorified om sin . Sanctification essary as solemnly to beseech and exhort them dom of God , and among them many who claim

therefore always remains imperfect in this thereto as his beloved brethren. perfect sanctification ? I know it , and must

life ; for here St. Paul exhorts us to abound Why is it that the apostle urges such ad- insist upon it. Where there is true conver

in it “ more and more.” Now if we were per- vanced and , we may well say, full-grown sion there is the Holy Spirit ; for He it is that

fect in sanctification , it is evident that we Christians as the Thessalonians were , yet to works conversion . Now the Holy Spirit is

could not abound more in it . Of himself Paul increase ? The reason is very simply this : not a spirit of death , nor a spirit of indolence

makes this confession : “ Not as though I had although the Thessalonians had advanced far , and inactivity, buta spirit of life and activity,

already attained , either were already perfect: nevertheless they were not yet perfect. By That is proved by the second verse of the

but I follow after ; I press toward the mark . ” | conversion the new man is created in us , and Bible, reading : “ The Spirit of God moved

In this life our sanctification remains imper- that new man has control over the old man upon the face of the waters.” He was not

fect , but we are to grow in it from day to day , and brings him into subjection ; but the old idle, lle moved . The Holy Ghost can not rest

from year to year becoming more sanctified. man is not extirpated , sin remains in the flesh idle in the heart ; where He is with His grace

Why is this growth so necessary ? until we are buried in the earth . Now sanc- there He also moves , and He moves unto that

tification is nothing else than putting off the which is good. If you find no prompting within
II .

old and putting on the new man , casting off you to advance and the longer the more to be

It is necessary , because it is the will and the works of darkness and putting on the ar- come like unto Christ, you have great reason

command of God . 66 Abound more and more . mor of light. But on this earth we can never- to bend your knees unto the God of all grace

For this is the will of God , even your sanctifica- more entirely rid ourselves of the old man , and to call upon Ilim to awaken you out of

tion.” And again the apostle says : “ For God the flesh will remain flesh, and therefore even your sleep and to convert you unto Himself.

hath not called us unto uncleanness, but unto themost advanced Christians must constantly It is certainly a very simple truth : where the

holiness.” That is the will and command of be putting off the old and putting on the new Holy Spirit is , there will be longing and de

God by the holy apostle, we should grow in man . Such is the reason why Paul beseeches sire to become holy ; and where there is no

sanctification , we should become more holy. the Thessalonians yet to abound more , and to such desire, there the Holy Spirit can not be.

And that we should never think , we had ad- his petition he adds the powerful incentive : And where there is a true desire to become

vanced far enough and might relax our en- ' For this is the will of God , even your sanctifi- holy , there will also be the striving after sanc

ergies, is very clear from the words : “ Abound catiol.” He says : that is the Lord's will , tification, and where there is no such striving,

more and more. " If any do abound in sanc- you should become more holy ; you should whichever man does not seek to become better

tification, they are to abound more ; they that not rest satisfied with what you have attained and godlier, but is satisfied to remain as heis,

are advanced far, are to advance farther, and already, you should daily apply all your en- he is not a Christian ; for in the Epistle to the

none is to loiter. ergies more perfectly to bring under control Hebrews we read : “ Follow holiness , without

This truth is beautifully and forcibly ex- the body of sin in you , daily to die more unto which no man shall see the Lord.” Whosoever

emplified unto us in the Epistle to the Thes- sin , daily to be crucified more unto the world , does not strive to become holy , can , as a mat

salonians ; for they before others are praised daily to joy more in the service of God , daily ter of course , not come to the holy God . O ,

by Paul as an excellent congregation . So he to take more delight in works of charity , daily therefore , let us be intent on laying a good

writes to them in the 2. chapter: “ When ye to become more patient under the cross, daily foundation , and , indeed , let us daily anew

received the word of God which ye heard of to live more unto righteousness. He also sets welcome Christ the Lord unto our hearts as the

us, ye received it not as the word of men , but them a mark for which they should strive, even friend of our souls, who has already redeemed

as it is in truth , the word of God , which effect the sanctity of God ; for telling them that they and will eternally save them from death ; for
ually worketh also in you that believe.” In are called unto holiness he even thereby ex- if we so daily anew assure ourselves of our

the Thessalonians the foundation was rightly horts them to strain every sinew to become salvation in Christ, our heart will be enlarged

laid ; they had received the Word and they holy as He is holy by whom they were called to follow after sanctification with joy and

had accepted it as God's own Word , they were This admirable walk of the Thessalonians gladness.

believers and they walked also in accordance should be to us an ensample to follow after. Now hereby some struggling soul might,

with the Word ; yea , their conversation was I say , their walk should be to us an ensample ; perhaps, be discouraged rather than encour

such that they were famed in all other churches, for so far as they had we have surely not ad- aged , and might say: I know full well that I
as Paul testifies unto them ,writing : " Ye were vanced . Yet we , too , are Christians and strive should abound in sanctification , and God
ensamples to all that believe in Macedonia and to follow sanctification . But let us walk cir- knows that in all sincerity I have been striv

Achaia. For from you sounded out the word cumspectly and wisely and , like the Thessalo- ing for it , but where is my progress ? If this
of the Lord not only in Macedonia and Achaia, nians , above all things see to it that the right is your mind , I would express my gratifica

but also in every place your faith to God-ward foundation is laid in us by a sincere and un- tion at hearing that you are not one of those

is spread abroad ; so that we need notto speak feigned conversion to God . Without conver- who think wonder how far they have advanced

any thing. " And shortly after our text he / sion no sanctification . The unconverted can and how little remains for them to do. If that

writes : “ As touching brotherly love ye need only walk in unholiness ; for “ whatever is not is your sincere desire , if this mind is in you

not that I write unto you : for ye yourselves of faith is sin .” That we be truly the chil that from thankfulness towards Christ you

are taught of God to love one another . And dren of God through faith in Christ Jesus, would like to live without sin as Hedid , then
indeed

ye do it toward all the bretliren which must be and remain our first care . There are the Spirit of sanctification must be in you , or

are in all Macedonia : but we beseech you , frequently people who from youth up have that desire would not be there. Do you say :

brethren , that ye increase more and more . learned the Scriptures, who attend preaching That may be so , but where are the fruits.?

Is not this a high recommendation , an excel- year for year, who participate in the com- what have I achieved ? I see no fruits, and

:
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how is it to be with an unfruitful tree ? Is that globe. " Go ye therefore and make disciples abuses, was hunted down with the very use

troubling you ? do you think you must make of all the nations,' was the injunction of of that dear name which in fact he was de

great achievements ? have you been called to Christ, by which He insured the universal or fending against Romanism . The papists of

accomplish great things, such things which i catholic nature of His kingdom . And St. Paul the past as of the present day inculcate noth

you and other men call great ? Some are , but I attests to the Colossians, “ The word of truth ing so much in the hearts of their followers

not all ; and also those Christians who are ap- ' of the gospel is in all the world bearing fruit as this doctrine , that the Roman church is the

pointed to accomplish great things , do them and increasing.” And the four. and twenty catholic church ; that the tenets of the Roman

without striving after great things, as Luther elders of the fifth chapter of Revelations sing church are the tenets of the catholic church ;

commenced the reformation of the Church be- | thus in their new song before the Lamb, that deviating from Romanism is deviating

fore he had ever thought of undertaking so “ Thou didst purchase unto God with thy from catholicism ; that the Roman Catholic* ,

mighty a work . But, remember, many things blood men of every tribe, and tongue, and church is the only church wherein one may

are great in the sight of God'which men over- people, and nation , and madest them to be become saved . The impression which they

look , yea , even despise and ridicule ; for " base unto our God a kingdom and priests." The produce by this deception upon the mind of

things of the world , and things which are de- followers of Christ could point with delight their adherents , is told in the wordsof Luther.

spised , hath God chosen .” And remember that to their great Christian brotherhood which Ile states that before he had learned from the

sanctification does not consist in the achieving confessed with one consent the doctrines of Bible the true nature of the true catholic

of great things, but in putting off the old and the prophets and apostles, whilst their pagan church, he was so overawed by the name of

putting on the new man . If that is the desire contemporaries were given to various forms the Roman catholic church , that he could have

of your heart, God sees that desire and He of idolatry or had made what they termed a assisted in destroying those who refused obe

also sees the fruit , though you should see higher knowledge, the property only of a few dience to this Roman catholic church . And

nothing but barrenness . Perhaps your prog- initiated ones. To be a Catholic meant in as long as a Romanist does not learn from the

ress is to be in humility , and that is the best those days to profess unity with the one fold Bible that Romanism “ moved away from the

kind of Christian progress. Would you yet of the Great Shepherd in Asia , in Africa , in gospel which was preached in all creation un

say : But I feel that I can do nothing ; the Europe and in the isles of the sea . der heaven " ( Col. 1 , 23 ), so long will be re

Lord commands me to do it , but I find that But the word Catholic was also a barrier in main ensnared in the fallacy that the Roman

I can neither lay the foundation of conver- the church of Christ. Whenever a sect sprang church is the catholic church .

sion , nor can I raise on it the building of sanc- up , as in the course of time many did spring The apostolic catholic church condemned,

tification . Friend, who told you that you up, which professed not the universal doctrine in council assembled , the doctrine that man is

could ? The Scriptures, indeed, command us of the prophets and apostles, the adherents of saved by his own works ; the Roman catholic

to convert ourselves , but they do not say that the church would separate from them as not church asserts this very error . The apostolic

we can do it . God commands us to do it , in being catholic, but adulterating the common catholic church condemned the adoration of

order to bring us to the knowledge of our in- heritage of believers. Thus the term catholic saints and relics ; the Roman catholic church

ability, in order that we should learn to look became a standard by which those were known countenances such adoration . The apostolic

to Him alone . If you feel that you can do who would adhere to the genuine principles catholic church condemned the sale of holy

nothing , I heartily assent to that; for of your- that were maintained in all the churches of things for money ; the Roman catholic church

self you can not do one good thing. If you the Lord . has every holy thing at auction. The apostolic

have that knowledge it is something great ; Thus we see that the word catholic has a catholic church asserted the common priest

there are few that have it . And if you feel glorious meaning and should apply to all hood of all Christians; the Roman catholic

that you can do nothing, look to the Lord to Christians throughout the world . No one church makes priests and popes the lords

do that which you can not do, and He will do should be ashamed of naming himself a cath- of christians. The apostolic catholic church

it , and Hewill do great things in you ; for He olic . But popery has disfigured , as almost taught that Christ had with one sacrifice ob

has promised to work in us both to will and all other privileges of Christ's people, so also tained eternal redemption to cleanse our con
to do , and He is a God who will not break this name. science ; the Roman catholic church sacri

His promise. This we should do, we should When , in the middle ages , the bishops of fices Christ again and again in their mass for

look to God for all things also in our sanctifi- the church at Rome began to claim supreme the living and the dead . The apostolic cath

cation . What He gives our hands to do, we authority over all other churches, when they olic church taught people to read the Bible

should do, let men call it something great or began to corrupt the gospel doctrines one by and chided them for not reading it; the Roman

despise it ; if He prompts us unto good we one, then they would , to shield themselves catholic church prohibits the use of the Bible

should not draw back , but follow Ilis prompt- against the testimony of Christ's witnesses , or allows its use only as a dispensation . The

ings , and if He gives us that to do which we hide behind the name catholic. They would apostolic catholic church knew nothing of a

think suited to the strength of a giant, but set up the plea that whosoever contradicted purgatory ; the Roman catholic church teaches

not to our weakness , we should not forget He them , contradicted the catholic church ; who this purgatory. From these instances it is

is that God who said unto Paul: “ My strength lever opposed them , opposed the authority of clear , the Roman catholic church is not the

is made perfect in weakness,” of whom David the catholic church , was an unloyal son of the catholic church of the apostles. And for this

sings : “ Through God we shall do valiantly : common mother of all Christians. reason the name Roman catholic has a bad

for he it is that shall tread down our en- they arrogated all authority to the Roman see , The name apostolic catholic is a glo

emies." Amen . so they changed the name catholic into Roman rious name, of which no Christian should be

catholic, nothwithstanding the Church in the ashamed . And in this sense we name our

East , the Greek Catholic Church , never ac- selves catholics , though we repudiate and must

knowledged the pope's authority. repudiate, in the name of all the saints of

So it happened that the beautiful name Christ's church universal, the name Roman

In what Sense are we Catholics ? catholic, so dear to the Christians of olden catholic. The few things of the apostolic

times, was changed into Roman Catholic. The churches, still found in the Roman church ,

During many centuries of the Christian era popes and their abettors found it in their in- we respect, but all that was added by popery,

the name catholic was both an ornament and terest to attach all the weight that was in the we reject.

a barrier in the Lord's church . An ornament, name catholic , to the Roman church , and to

because it asserted the privilege of its uni- use this attached weight as an offensive and English MISSOURIANS . - In Ottawa, Can ., a

versal character. The religioussocieties which defensive weapon . The word catholic must number of Scandinavians have organized an

bore the name of Christ, should not be lim- cover the Roman prelates in their onslaughts English Lutheran congregation, and have

ited to one country or people, but take root against the doctrines and good usages of the called the Rev. P. Borth to serve them . He

among all peoples and spread as mighty old glorious catholic churches of the whole is of the Missouri Synod . The name English

branches of a lofty tree over the face of the world ; whoever assailed Roman errors and Missourians sounds delightful , does it not ?

And as

Savor.

Polemical.
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hills and fertile plains and rivers and cities . thereof. The black crime of perjury may be

Naaman was a powerful man at court and washed from guilty conscience only in the

The Covenant of Circumcision. popular with the people. He was well married blood of Christ.

and had a loving wife . He was rich in gold ,

In the sorest afflictions of life and in peril silver and vestments . But he was a leper. The Emperor Julian's Attempt to re

of death , the saints of the old dispensation He was sick in body and a heathen in soul. build the Temple of Jerusalem .

placed before their souls their covenant of And the whole land of Syria could not cure

circumcision . In the first book of Samuel we him . To find a cure he must come to the Julian the apostate was emperor of the

read of that great hero Jonathan, when he land of Israel , with its prophet of God and Roman empire in the fourth century . He was

was about to attack , in company only of his its word of God. He must there learn to sub- nephew to Constantine the Great , he had been

armor -bearer, the whole hostof thePhilistines , mit in every respect to the word of God and reared in the Christian church, but fell away

he reviewed his covenant of circumcision. take captive his reason and feeling under the from Christ and tried to hinder the progress

" And Jonathan said to the young man that obedience of faith . It went hard with him of Christianity by cunning . His vigilant mal

bare his armor, Come, and let us go over to come down from the heights of Syrian con- ice surveyed every advantage of weakening

unto the garrison of these uncircumcised .” ceit and to wash seven times in the despised Christianity. One of his obvious means of

He was circumcised , but the Philistines un- Jordan, just because God would have him do depreciating Christianity was to advance and

circumcised ; he was at peace with God and so by the mouth of His prophet. But the encourage the Jews in their secular concerns.

under the shadow of the Almighty, whilst work of the Lord was accomplished in him , He spake of the Jews with apparent com

the Philistines were reprobates, this made he first became an Israelite in spirit and passion, begged their prayers for his success

him bold in his calling and attempt to liberate thereby also found a perfect cure for his and pressed them to rebuild their temple and

Israel from the yoke of bondage. diseased body. He returned home a new man restore their worship. This project is thus

And when all the men of Israel fled from in body and soul. described by church -historians : “ He himself

Goliath and were sore afraid , it was David However beautiful the land may be in which promised to defray the expenses of rebuilding

who reminded them of their circumcision . we dwell, however great our riches, however the temple outof the exchequer, and appointed

For thus David spake: “ Who is this uncir- high our position among men , however com- an officer to superintend the work . To in

cumcised Philistine, that he should defy the mended our namemay be among our contem- validate Christ's prophecies concerning the

armies of the living God ? ” His covenant poraries, in the face of God we are by nature desolation of the Jews, was an object highly

with God gave David an intrepid heart to but lepers , the leprosy of sin has fastened desirable to the mind of Julian . He com

meet the champion and discomfit him . itself to our whole nature and eats like a mitted the conduct of the affair to Alypius of

God hath also made a covenant with us , canker and draws us to destruction . And Antioch , who set himself to the vigorous exe

even the covenant of circumcision without there is but one cure for us in the Israel of cution of his charge and was assisted by the

hands, our baptismalcovenant. And He tells the Christian church and its Jordan of holy governor of the province. But horrible balls

us, this covenant shall not fail though mount- baptism . For “ Christ loved the church and of fire breaking out near the foundations with

ains fall and hills be removed . Let us there- gave himself for it ; that he might sanctify repeated attacks, rendered the place inac

fore remember our covenant, against the sor- and cleanse it with the washing of water by cessible to the scorched workmen from time to

rows, temptations, fears and sufferings of the word ,” Eph. 5 , 25. 26 . time, and the element resolutely driving them

this present world . They shall not prevail Let us remember, then , our conceit, our to a distance, the enterprise was dropped ."”

against us so long as we cling to baptismal station among men , the whole land of Syria With this fact we are acquainted 1. by Am

grace . will never cure our leprosy . But embrace mianus Marcellinus, a writer of unquestion

everything you are and have in the prayer of able credibility and at least no friend of the

That Great Number of House - Postils the true Israelites : “ Purge me with hyssop, Gospel; 2. by Gregory Nazianzen, Ambrose

which preach the Resurrection and I shall be clean : wash me , and I shall and Chrysostom , who lived at the same time;

of the Body. be whiter than snow , ” Ps. 51 , 7 . When this 3. by three ecclesiastical historians, Socrates,

is accomplished in you by the Holy Ghost, Sozomen and Theodoret, who lived in the

Because the doctrine concerning the resur- then you will become a new man and experi- next age; 4. by Philostorgius, the Arian , anda

rection of the body is a powerful antidote ence the saving hand ofGod and your youth by the testimony of Jewish rabbis . The

against the fear of death; and because the will be renewed like the eagle's. The ex- cunning fury of philosophy will not triumph

Holy Ghost thereby works great comfort in perience of faith will teach you more and over the promises of God.

us under all trials , for these reasons God so more , the only safe cure of all ills of the

amply establishes the doctrine of resurrection present world rests in clinging to every prom
Meekness.

with passages and examples in the Old and ise of God by the mouth of his prophets and

New Testaments, Moreover He foreshad
apostles. From His immense height and the blessed

owed the same in many creatures . Snails, bosom of the Father did He not descend to

when they have become old and almost putre Oaths and Vows. us ? The Invisible became visible , O wonder,

fied , throw off their old skin and become alive full of fear and trembling ! A hand of clay,

and restored again . Silk-worms also return It is a common saying among lawyers : formed of the dust, smote the Creator of

to live after having been dead for some time. Oaths must not be bonds of unrighteousness. heaven and earth ; and we , poor dust and

All food is changed into beautiful, red blood . And a teacher of the church said : In unlaw- ashes, cannot bear the contradiction of a

The patient, although greatly consumed by ful promises you must not keep your word , word ! What wilt thou say to Ilim in that

his malady and made to look pale and death - yea, you must change your vow when it is day ? -- Ancient.
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An unprecedented Visitation in at Lund , Sweden , receives 5000 crowns , to be

the South. applied to the aid of poor students who pur

pose entering the ministry of the Protestant

Brother Wahl writes from Mobile, Ala. : Church . The personal property of the dead

College Education and Ignorance.
“ We had a bail -storm here yesterday, singer is valued at £ 200,000. Jenny Lind was

April 22 , which our Daily calls an “ unpre- a Lutheran in faith and conduct.
Of the late Bishop Ames the following anec

cedented visitation. ' My opinion is that I
dote is related : While presiding over a certain

never saw the like even in Germany.” The
Our general treasurer's report, April 1st ,

conference in the West a member began a hail fell foran hour, covering the ground, and presents the following
figures: Synodical treas,

tirade against the universities and education ,thanking God that he had never been cor- doing great damage to vegetation, as well as ury -- receipts, $ 69,788 ( including $41,526

smashing skylights in buildings. The streets profits from the Concordia Publishing House) ;

rupted by contact with a college . After pro- were flooded, and many stores and dwellings expenditures, $97,365 (for professors' sala
,

ceeding thus for a few minutes, the Bishopinterrupted with the question : " Do Iunders were damaged by water,owing to the stoppage ries , new buildings, etc.); for Home Missions,, ;

of the pipes by the hailstones . A hail-storm $7104 ; Foreign Missions,$455 ; Pastor's Fund,

stand that the brother thanks God for his in the Sunny South is certainly a phenomenon . $ 1831 ; building Fund Milwaukee College,

ignorance ?” “ Well, yes ,” was the answer ,
$ 4961 ; total net debts of Synod, $42,782 ,

" you can put it that way if you want to ."
largely owing to new buildings at St. Louis

" Well,” said the Bishop, in his sweet , musical
Secret Societies are lawless Bodies. and Milwaukee. This debt ought to be wiped

tones, “ all I have to say is that the brother
out quickly and easily .

has a great deal to thank God for. "
Judge Noonan of St. Louis has given a de

cision on the legal character of the lodges . Twaldo MEDEHEN is the name of a young

The Iron Hall is a secret insurance order Abyssinian , who has studied at Johannelund ,

The good Work which wealthy Ladies
with headquarters in Indianapolis. Suit was Sweden, and whom the church there is about

do without much Exertion .

brought in St. Louis to determine whether it to send to East Africa as a missionary. He

should be subject to the insurance laws which will go with another man , and with two women
One of our religious exchanges boasts of a

certain church possessing a lady who saves govern the open organizations in the same missionaries. It would be a blessed day if
certain church possessing a lady who saves business. Judge Noonan decides the lodge the Kopts and Abyssinians would all become

the congregation where she worships $ 10,000
not subject to law-in fact, so far as their Lutherans.

a year. A woman of wealth and of high social
culture and position , she makes it her rule and principal business is concerned they are law

less bodies . Our Seminary at Springfield , Ills ., has been

the fashion to dress for church in so plain and
visited by typhoid fever. Ten students have

inexpensive a manner as to throw the whole
been taken sick with the disease. The Sem

social influence of the congregation against Away with the Cruel Duel-System.
inary has been closed by its authorities and

extravagance in dress. If she can overthrow
the students were sent home on a five month's

the cultus of dress in our modern churches and The German Students ' Union has passed the
vacation . We wish and pray that it may prove

replace it with the worship of God , she has a resolution to establish courts of arbitration at
an affliction of very short durance .

great mission. - Hartford Religious Herald . every university in order to abolish the duel

system . Its introduction ought never to have
The Theological Seminary of the Reformed

been allowed . It has destroyed not only many Presbyterian church in Cleveland opened its

Gross Idolatry diminishing in India. students , but also studious habits .
sessions with but one student in attendance .

Now , if all other things were right , this one
The number of pilgrims to the Puri shrine

student might become such a useful theologian
this year was only about one sixth of former French CANADIANS .—There are said to be

years. The Doorga Puga festival was a com- 1,000,000 French Canadians in the United as to amply requite the church for all pains

bestowed upon him .
plete failure.— The Calcutta Englishman calls States , of whom 300,000 are in New England .

attention to a remarkable decline in the pop- The great majority of them are Roman Catho
H. H. Faxon , of Quincy, Mass. , each Christ

ularity of the Festival of Juggernaut at Orissa. lics. Five French Congregational churches, mas sends $25.00 to every Protestant and,

This has been going on for some time, but is composed mostly of Canadians, have been Catholic society of his town, and to the Sal

especially remarkable this year, as there is no organized in Massachusetts . The French
vation Army ; but the Catholics refused to

longer a wild rush for the car in which the Congregational church of Ware , Mass., has receive their gift. In other places Romanists

idol is dragged from the temple to a grange received the gift of a communion service from draw the money from Protestants by fairs and
and back ; on several occasions coolies have the English Congregational church of that socials, it seems they can't take it straight.'

" ”
had to be hired to do this . town . A Protestant college and seminary for

the education of ministers to labor among the
Our Deaf and Dumb Asylum at Norris ,

French Canadians of the New England States, Wayne County, Mich . , under the control of,
.

One Hospital only so far. has been established at Lowell , Mass . A new

the Missouri Synod , shelters 26 boys and 11
college building is to be erected , for which

.At last the Methodistpeople have a hospital purpose$ 10,000 have already been collected girls . The receiptsfor the past year amounted
.

under their control in America. It was ded- The students assist in the publication of the
to $3504 , and the expenses to $3348 .

icated not long ago, and now has accomoda- French church paper called : “ Le Semeur

tions for seventy - five patients . The money Franco Americain .” May these French Cana
The Basle Missionary Society reports its

for its erection was given chiefly by one rich dians be taught the word of God and not New China 1808 ; India , 4694 ; Africa, 2995 ; total,various mission communicants as follows :

man in New York , who gave $ 410,000 for this England Unitarianism .
9497. The income was $ 198,847.60 . This is

purpose.
not a Lutheran institute.

The will of Jenny Lind bequeathed to her

Protestants in Paris, France . grandson the cabinet of books presented to FRENCH LUTHERAN CHURCH PAPER.—Pastor

her by New York fire companies. The free- Gossweiler , of Dexter, Iowa , is publisbing a

The Protestant church -advertiser of Paris hold estate purchased out of the $ 100,000 , French Lutheran church paper for the benefit

shows 46 French-Protestant churches and which an American settled upon her on her of his Alsatian parishioners .

chapels in 20 wards of the city . Twelve Eng- marriage, is bequeathed to her husband. A

lish churches , one Swedish and five German legacy of 50,000 Swedish crowns is bequeathed LUTHER'S AUTOGRAPH . – At a recent auction

are also on record . Sothe Lord hath His own to the University at Upsala , Sweden , for the sale , held in Boston , a genuine autograph of

also in this very hot-bed of infidelity. maintenance of poor students. The University Martin Luther sold for $20 .

?

.
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Hearth and Home.

axe .

were just about steering through a narrow arm “ Did you ever see a pain ? ”

of the sea , when they saw on the steep prec
" No."

ipice , overhanging the water, one of these “ Did you ever hear a pain ? ”

powerful animals , which seemed waiting to " No."

A Child's Intercession .
spring at them . “ Did you ever taste a pain ? ”

“ Master," said the rowers , " shall we not
6 No."

Here is a true missionary story , as translated
turn back ? The sea here is so narrow that “ Did you ever smell a pain ? "

from the German .

" No."
Labrador is a large peninsula belonging to the monster can reach us in one bound , upset

our boat and plunge us into the greatest
“ Did you ever feel a pain ? ”

British America and lying on the north - eastern
“ Yes," said the doctor.coast of North America, between Hudson bay danger.” For one moment he paused to con

" Well then ," rejoined the preacher, " thereand the Atlantic Ocean . It is a rocky , in- sider, then added cheerfully: “ No, we will

go on .
hospitable country , but rich in valuable

There is a little boy in England who are , you see, also four senses against one to

many

furs, and is inhabited chiefly by Esquimaux

has been praying for the past year that God prove there is no such thing as pain .”

would protect me from these very creatures.
Selected.

and Indians.

He will do it.

Not many years ago a missionary from La- bread of life to the hungry. ”
In his name I go , to offer the

brador was the guest of a prominent family in
The Lost Hammer.

London. As they were seated at the family

They rowed carefully on , as far from the

table, enjoying the bounties spread for them, dangerous coast as possible, but the threat
A relief life-boat was built at New London,

they were often entertained by theinteresting ening bear had selected his prey . With one
While the workmen wereaccounts the stranger gave them ,not only ofhis mighty effort he sprang into the water and many years ago.

busy over it , one man lost his hammer.

labors , but also of the far -off northern land in
came swimming towards the little ship . Quick

which his lot was cast. The children , too, en

as thought one of the men fired his pistol at Whether he knew it or not knew it, it was

joyed hearing of the curious ways and doings of

the foe . The ball must have wounded him nailed up in the bottom ofthe boat. Perhaps,

the people among whom he worked , and were severely, for instantly the water was dyed if he found it out, he thought the only harm

done was the loss of the hammer. But the

with his blood , and one could see that it was
filled with wonder as he related some of his

personal adventures. In one little boy , par

with the greatest difficulty he reached the boat was put to the service ; and every time

it rocked on the waves, that hammer was
shore . A second ball ended the victory, and

ticularly , he found a very attentive hearer. tossed to and fro. Little by little it wore for
after a few minutes the animal lay dead on

After a pleasant visit , as he was about itself a track , until it had worn through plank
the shore .

taking leave of this happy family circle and

“ Now ,” said the missionary , “ give me my before it was found out. It was broken -backed

ing and keel , down to the very copper -plating,

returning to his chosen field of labor, he asked

each and all to pray that he might have a
I will send the paw of this bear as a

pleasant and safe voyage. This dear boy of sign of our danger and deliverance to my little and not trust-worthy. Only that plate of cop

per kept that vessel from sinking.

friend , whose prayers God has to -day so
whom we have spoken heard the request, and It seemed a trilling thing in the start ; but

wonderfully answered .” With a few strokes

concluded at once that he, at least , would
the mighty paw was severed from the body little sin in the heart .

see what mischief it wrought. So it is with a

never forget his new friend , but daily ask hisheavenly Father to keep him in peace and and the little company proceeded happily and little sin in the heart . It may break through

The missionary forGod's

safety . He had often heard the stranger tell had thepaw dressed and beautifully prepared mercy sink our souls in endless ruin .

of the dangers to which they were exposed in and sent it with a kind letter to the faithful E.change.

Labrador from wild animals, and it seemed to trusting lad in England . Years have passed

make a lasting impression on his youthful
—the boy is now a man . In his house, among

mind. That evening, after he had lisped his Burning a Mortgage.

usual prayer by his mother's knees, he added : many other valuable curiosities, he treasures

“ Lord Jesus, bless the dear missionary, and interesting story has seen it there himself.
the bear's paw — and the one who relates this

An interesting ceremony took place at Beth

keep the polar bears from hurting him .” any Presbyterian church in Philadelphia, on

He never seemed to grow weary of repeat
Michigan Christian Advocate.

the evening of the 21st of February . The

ing the same words , and day after day , to the
following notice appeared in the church :

joy , and perhaps also to the mortification of “ Died , after a lingering illness , by violent

his parents , sent up his humble petition.
Four out of five Senses against one .

collapse, Bethany Mortgage , last survivor of

A year passed away, the father wrote to his the church debt. His death is only a blessing.
A devout minister was

friend in Labrador of the never-ceasing inter
once asked by a Consequently there are no mourners. The

cessions of his boyonhis behalf, asked for skeptical doctor if he preached to save souls : funeralceremonies will be observed as anoc

some account of his life since he had visited and on replying that he did , the doctor re- casion of thanksgiving and congratulation .”

them , and inquired if in the course of the year
joined :

Twenty -five strokes of the bell told the age

he had any further adventures with polar
" Did you ever see a soul? ”

of the mortgage, as Mr. John Wanamaker and

bears . A few months later came the reply.
" No."

the other officers of the church bore it in.

The missionary thanked him for telling him
“ Did you ever hear a soul? ”

Mr. Wanamaker gave a history of the mort

of the love and prayers of his dear son , gave
" No."

gage . Dr. Pierson, the pastor, Dr. Theodore

a short account of his work , and added that ,
" Did you ever taste a soul? ”

L. Cuyler, John Hall of New York and a num

although so far he had been mercifully pro
" No."

ber of Philadelphia clergymen of different

tected from the attacks of the ferocious bears , “ Did you ever smell a soul? ” denominations made short addresses of con

he earnestly hoped his little friend would con " No."
gratulation. The document was then laid on

tinue to ask for him the protection of the " Did you ever feel a soul? ” a large tin waiter , a match was applied, and

Saviour . “ Yes, thank God !” said the preacher. while the whole congregation looked on , it

Not long after this the missionary was ap- “ Well,” said the doctor, “ there are four was slowly consumed to ashes. Great ap

pointed to preach to a Christian family who out of five senses against one that there is no plause followed , and the benediction closed

lived in a lonely country place many miles soul.” the occasion . The mortgage was for $ 30,000,

away . He embarked in a small ship , such as So the matter might have dropped ; but the and there is great rejoicing at its death . A

are generally used in that country, and placed preacher, as subtle in understanding as he similar ceremony in many other churches

himself under the guidance of two natives who was pious in heart, turned the table upon the would also be an occasion of great joy . It

were to row him in the right direction. Sud- doctor , and being informed that he was a would be a nice thing if we could apply the

denly they swept around a rocky corner , and doctor of medicine, asked : match to that $42,000 indebtedness of ours.
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Additional Church News. pregation to do so,theycan have them fros- by the pastorof the church. Some fine selec
way that , began. was offered

coed . The ceiling is made of natural color tions were sung by the choir. Rev. J. H. Nie

Arkansas yellow pine and surmounting the mann of Cleveland, O. , mounted the pulpit
Dedication in Little Rock , Ark.

whole , gives it a beautiful appearance, being and preached an eloquent sermon with which

about forty-eight feet from the floor at the the congregation was so much the more im

If one wanted to find rejoicing hearts and apex . The pews are made of native cherry pressed , because Rey. Niemann is the man

joyful faces , he should have been in Little and ash . ... The light color of the pewsmakes who twenty years ago organized and estab

Rock, Ark .,' on Sunday Quasimodogeniti, a very pretty contrast with the dark red Brus- lished this church, Little Rock being his first

April 8 , 1888. It was a day set apart for the sels carpet covering the floor over which they field of labor. He chose his text from Psalm
consecration of the new Evangelical Lutheran are placed. The windows in the entire church eightieth , seventeenth and eighteenth verses :

church building to the service of the Triune are forty -nine in number. They are all of “ Let thy hand be upon the man of thy right

God . Quite a number of friends had come stained glass and let in a soft , mellow light hand , upon the son of man whom thou madest

from abroad to partake of the congregation's which adds its share to giving to things their strong for thyself. So will not we go back

joy and to sing the praises of a gracious God elegant appearance. ... A large window on from thee : quicken us and we will call upon

in a new temple of worship where His glorious the north side represents Christ larger than thy name.” After dwelling upon the early

name for the first time was to be extolled by life-size as the Good Shepherd . Directly op- history of the congregation in his introductory

an assembled body. The edifice itself may posite is another large window in which Christ remarks , he proved to his old congregation ,

duly be called a structure of architectonic is represented as blessing little children. Just Why they should and could rest assured that

skill , and a monument of Christian benev- back of the altar is another window represent- the Lord would protect and guard them also in

olence and good will , showing how much Lu - ing Christ as He ascended into heaven . The the future . I. Because not human wisdom ,

therans in Little Rock value the divine Word . chancel furniture is very beautiful, it is made but only theWord ofGod was to be preached

As long as a congregation consists of poor of marble and Mexican onyx. The altar con- in this place. II . Because not man's honor

members, they can well do with an humble, tains the crucifix in the center , a statue of and merits, but onlyGod's free grace in Christ

unostentatious church building. For the ef- Moses on the right and St. Paul on the left. Jesus was to be proclaimed here .—The morn

ficacy of the Word is the same, if preached in This is in the center of the chancel ; on the ing service was in the German language . An

a log -hut or in a magnificent cathedral. But right is the pulpit and on the left the baptis- English service had been announced for the

when members of a congregation can afford mal font.
afternoon . It was attended by most of the

to live in spacious, commodious dwellings , " Eight large chandeliers and two altar- distinguished and respected English speaking

and to surround themselves with the comforts lamps furnish the light, with one hundred and inhabitants of Little Rock , and they listened

of life , it does not look very well for them to sixty gas jets . The chandeliers are said to attentively to the powerful sermon of the

serve their God in a scant and dismal looking be the nicest made anywhere and are cer- church's zealous and well known pastor , C. F.

but. Christians who live in fine houses and tainly very handsome, and will prove more Obermeyer. I will give a brief sketch of his

care naught for the looks and appearance of than ample for doing the lighting . The pews sermon which he had based on Isaiah 2 , 3 :
their house of worship , can find a good warn- will seat four hundred and fifty people.com- “ And many people shall go and say , Come

ing in the prophecies of Haggai 1 , 4–6 : “ Is fortably, while , if necessity demands,' room ye , and let us go up to the mountain of the

it time for you , () ye, to dwell in your ceiled
can be made for one hundred and fifty more. Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob ; and

houses, and this house lie waste ? Now , there- The church has grown from twenty - five mem- he will teach us of his ways, and wewill walk

fore , thus saith the Lord of Hosts : Consider bers to between three hundred and four hun- in his paths: for out of Zion shall go forth

your ways. Ye have sown much , and bring in dred regular attendants. the law , and the word of the Lord from Jeru

little ; ye eat , but ye have not enough ; ye “ The church is heated by hot air furnaces salem .” After praising the Giver of all good

drink , but ye are not filled with drink ; ye which in winter will keep it comfortable, while gifts that this work of piety and gratitude had

clothe you , but there is none warm ; and he ample ventilation is provided to keep it cool been accomplished and a house to the glory

that earneth wages, earneth wages to put it during the warm season . The choir will be of His holy name had been erected , and af

into a bag of holes.” - But our brethren in placed in the gallery where a nice place bas ter referring to the dedication of Solomon's

Little Rock are not Christians of that sort. been provided, and a large pipe organ and a temple with its rejoicing , he drew the atten

They have erected a church to correspond small cottage organ are to be had to assist in tion of his hearers to the fact that the circum

with their own homes. An accurate descrip- the music. The largest metal bell in the city stances which mark this present dedication

tion of the new edifice is given in the Daily has been hung in the large tower and will were in many points alike those connected
Arkansas Gazette , from which we clip the fol- serve to call the congregation together for with the dedication of Solomon's temple. That

lowing statements. worship. A snug pastor's study has been this temple was not built for the promulgation

“ Externally the building has a very fine fitted up on the right of the chancel with an of the ever changing philosophies of man , or

and imposing appearance. It fronts to the entrance on Eighth street . ” . anything of that sort, but simply for the reve

east and two towers surmount the eastern Having given the reader a description of lations of God , for the full , glorious and free

end . The larger is on the northeast corner , the church, I will now proceed and describe Gospel of Jesus Christ, than which there is

and rises one hundred and sixty - five feet the dedication . Three interesting services no better cause , and for which the world con

above the level of the foundation . The other were held on dedication day and three times tains no adequate substitute. Then he stated

is on the northwest corner , and not so high. the church was filled to the utmost of its seat- the theme of his discourse : “ When shall we

The building is of Arkansas brick , faced with ing capacity . In the morning extra seats had have the sweet and comforting assurance that

granite, and is 110 feet long by 64 feet wide. to be brought in to accomodate the great num- this house is to -day, and as long as it stands

There are three entrances -- one through each ber of attendants. The exercises were opened will remain none other than the house ofGod ? ”

tower , the one through the larger tower com- by the children of the parochial and Sunday I. When God shall here meet His people and

ing from Eighth street, and then there is a main school, numbering about 200, marching into teach them of His ways. II . When His people

entrance in the center from Rock street. From the building in nine divisions each of which shall here meet their God and walk in His

the street entrances a person enters a vesti- was headed by a little girl clad in white and paths. In his first part the pastor spoke of

bule which has three entrances to the church, bearing an emblem made of flowers , such as the beauty of Jewish worship in olden times

one to each of the three aisles . a cross , crown , star and so forth . These em- and of the grandeur and embellishments of

“ The internal appearance of the church, blems were received by the pastor standing Solomon's temple. This temple which weare

while very elegant, is modest and not in the before the altar, and were deposited on the dedicating to day also has its external attrac

least bordering on the extravagance that has same with a corresponding Scripture passage. tions, it is undisputably a beautiful church .

of late characterized ecclesiastical structures. When all the children were seated , the sounds Such external attractions are appreciated even

The walls are nicely plastered, and in such a of the organ were heard from the choir and by men of the world, providing they possess

a
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sufficient culture to enjoy them. But the beauty THE MIGHTY HAND OF THE Most High Ex

of our house of worship does not lie in such STINGUISHES THE LIGHT OF THE LIGHT- HOUSE.

external things . God is present in this house, -An extraordinary feature of the recent storm

He is present in the means of His grace , in Truly Great Men. on the Northern Pacific coast was the break

the Word, the Law and Gospel, and in His ing of the glass in Aillamock light-house , at

holy Sacraments, baptism and holy commun Said the newly elected president of Prince the mouth of the Columbia River. The light

ion . It is here in this place thatGod
teaches ton College in a memorial address : “ Wesay house tower is 190 feet above the sea level,

us of His ways. Therefore this house is in sometimes that no man is essential to any in- yet huge waves, rolled up by a southeaster,

fact to-day the house of God . - In his second stitution , and that of course is true. But it swept over the top of the light-house and ex

part the pastor pointed out that this house is also true that we can never fill a great tinguished the light.
will remain none other than the house of God, man's place. Every man , if he indeed has

as long as the true and infallible marks of the
a place , must fill his own place. God never AACHEN . — By the will of the late A. Offer

true church remain , the pure preaching of the repeats himself. Every man is hapax lego- gelt, a convert from Romanism , the Evan

Word of God, and the legitimate administra
menon in the great book of human history. gelical congregation of this city has received

tion of the Sacraments which God has insti
He comes unheralded . His appearance is the gift of $ 15,000 , which is to be spent in

tuted, as long as the waters of life flow here unpredictable , and apparently unconditioned the erection of a new church .

undefiled and unmixed , above all as long as by heredity or environment.,
We can do

the glorious Gospel of Jesus Christ is pro- nothing, except recognize him— if we have

claimed here . And by the help of God this to see—when he appears .eyes Mr. Mahaffy
The late Madame Boucicaut , although a

will be achieved. remarks very ( ? ) acutely in his able treatise Roman Catholic , bequeathed $ 25,000 each to

In the evening there was another interest
the Lutheran and Reformed churches of

on Descartes, that the intellectual kings of

ing service in German , Rev. C. L. Janzow of the world are like Melchizedek , “ without
France .

St. Louis officiating. It had been stated er- father , without mother, without descent, hav

roneously in the Saturday paper that a Swed- ing neither beginning of days nor end of life,” Subscriptions Paid .

ish minister would preach, which undoubtedly appearing suddenly, mysteriously , to bless the Rev. Pres . H. C. Schwan,Cleveland, O. , (IV to

led the Swedes of Little Rock to expect a Swed- human race . ”
VI ) $ 3.00

ish sermon for this evening. The church was Teacher A. H. J. Abraham , Chicago, Ills . , ( III

to VI) 4.00

again packed as in the afternoon . It was the Rev. J C. H. Martin, Waltham, Minn. , (IV to

" finale ” of a great day's events . Rev. Jan- They do not understand the Nature of VI )

Teacher C. F. Arndt, Hay Creek , Minn . , (VI &
zow preached an excellent sermon on Psalm Christ's Kingdom , and will not Vote.

VII )

84 v . 1 and 2 ; " How amiable are thy taber Rev. J. H. Schroeder, San Francisco , Cal . , ( VI ) 1.00

nacles , o Lord of Hosts ! My soul longeth , Committees of the United and Reformed Rev. M. Koch , Huff P. O., Ind . , (VI)

Teacher J. Broders, New Orleans, La ., ( V & VI) 2.00

yea, even fainteth for the courts of the Lord : (Synod) Presbyterian Churches met recently Rev. C. G. B. Keller, Palmer, Kan ., (VI)

Myheart and my flesh crieth out for the liv- in Allegheny , Pa. , to confer on the subject Mr. Jacob Keller, Lancaster, O., (VI & VII)
Rev. A. F. Ude , Gladstone, Nebr. , (VI)

ing God .” He spoke of the amiableness of this of organic union . The difference between the Mr. L. Haeberle, Charlotteville, Va ., (VI& VII) 2.00

new house of God. I. Wherein it consists . two churches in the practical application of Mr. J.M.Jordan, Frankenmuth, Mich ., (V to
VII )

Not in its external amiableness, though it is the principle, which both hold, concerning the Mr. Geo.Vogel, West Rushville, O. , (IV to VI ) 3.00
2.00an ornament of the city . But it is amiable in doctrine of Christ's dominion as Mediator Rev. H. Sieving, Lombard, Ilis . , (V & VI)

Mr. Geo . Brueggemann , Allegheny, Pa., (VI

the same sense as we call our own dwellings over the State , was deemed an insuperable 3 cc)

amiable homes . Why do we consider our barrier to union. The difference is , in sub- Rev. Geo.Weller, Marysville,Nebr., (IV to VI ) 3.00
Rev. F.vonStrohe, Monticello, Ia. , (VI)

own homes amiable ? Because we constantly stance, that the United Presbyterian Church Mr. H. Tiarks, (VI)

hear the amiable voices of those we love , be- allows its members to vote at State and na
Rev. F. W. Herzberger, Carson, Kan ., (VI )

Teacher E. Fickweiler, La Porte, Ind . , ( VI 4 cc) 4.00

cause we receive so many tokens of their love tional elections, and the Reformed Preshy- Rev. P. Rupprecht,HartP.O., Minn ., (V & VI 2.00

and estimation , and because in our homes we terian does not.
Rev. Prof. G. Mueller, Milwaukee, Wis . , ( VI) 1.00

Rey . Fr. Wolbrecht, Sheboygan, Wis . , ( V to

associate with our friends and kinsmen . So VII)

this new house of God is amiable , because
Rev. D. Gráef, Blue Point, Ills . , (IV to VI)

Rev. H. Sprengeler, Milwaukee , Wis . , (VI)

here you constantly hear the voice of your
A Rank Infidel Converted.

Rev. J. E. A. Mueller, Chicago, Ills . , (VI)

Saviour who speaks to you in the divine Word ,
Rev. 0. Hanser, St. Louis , Mo. , (V & VI)

because you receive the seals and testimo
An exchange says : - “A most remarkable Rev. C. Engelder, Punxsutawney , Pa ., (VI)

Graf, (VI)

nies of His grace and mercy, and because religious awakening is sweeping over the Mr. G. Pifer, Reynoldsville, Pa ., " (VI)()
( VI)you associate with such that are connected southern part of Indiana . Reuben Dailey , Mr.-B. F. Pifer,

Jonas , ( VI )

with you by the most intimate bonds of faith .— the editor ofthe Jeffersonville News, has joined Mr. Jorpiter, ( VI)

II . Whereto such amiableness must prompt
the church . Mr. Dailey was a most consistent Mr. Isaac Pifer,

(VI)

, VI)

and encourage us. To long and to faint for infidel, and had spent a great deal of money Mrs.M. Joas, Troutville , Pa., (VI)
the courts of the Lord , diligently to attend in disseminating his views . He gave but one Mr. Syl . Reams, Lutherburgh , Pa., (VI 15 to

14

public worship , to seek consolation in this special order when hestarted his paper, which Mr.Phil. Weaver, Du Bois, Pa.,( VI)
house in all our troubles . Furthermore it was that God should be spelled with a little g. Mr. W.Schwemm, Lutherburgh, Pa . , (VI ) . 1.00

His conversion is the subject of widespread Mr. Geo. Korb ,Curvensville, Pa. , (VI 16 to
Mr. Ch . Schwemm , (VI )

should encourage the members of this church

comment.
to be joyful and thankful and to praise God

VII 15 )

Mr. J. F. Odendahl, New Orleans, La ., (IV to

for the loving kindness He has shown upon to VI)

them.-The festivities of this joyful day un Departure from Rome.
Rev. J. Schaller, Cape Girardeau , Mo. , (VI

2 cc )
2.00

der a serene Southern sky will certainly not Mrs. 0. F. Kemmer, Lima, O. , (VI)

be forgotten by those who were awarded the A young priest of remarkable eloquence has Mr. H. Stern ,Zanesville, O., (VI)
Teacher C.C. H. Suhr, Racine, Wis . , (VI)

pleasure of partaking of them . quitted the Church of Rome and joined the Rev. F.H. Siebrandt, Spencer,Wis . , (V to VII ) 3.00

A Guest from afar. Protestant Free Church of Italy . He was a
Mrs. J. G. Goodman , Omaha, Nebr. , ( V & VI ) 2.00

Rev. J. E. Frese , (V & VI) 2.00

Capuchin monk , belonging to the monastery Mrs. B. Norden ,Mobile, Ala . , (V )

of Bergamo, known clerically as Frederigo Mrs. P. Thoma,
(V1 16 to VII15) 1.00

Rev. L. Wahl, ( VII)

THE " Ragged Sunday-schools” in London Antonio da Seregno , but whose family name Rev. G. Barth , Sandusky, Wis . , (VI & VII)

have 40,000 scholars and 4,000 teachers. Lord is Silva. He was the selected preacher for Rev. 0. Doederlein, Philo, Ils., (V & VI)

Shaftesbury's son succeeds him as president the season of Lent in the spring of 1887 , Mr. K. Loerch, Worden, Ils., (VI)

Rev. F. Bernreuther, Farnham , N.Y. , (V & VI) 2.00

of them . The income of the society - volun- preaching every day, according to the Italian

tary contributions -- is $ 80,000 per year . custom , in the principal church of the city.

3.00
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Qur pistle Postil . The pur

gather them into a community for themselves single , and is to be kept inviolate and sacred

politically separate from others ; but it is His by all those who are in this estate .

will that His children should live in the midst pose for which God instituted the estate of

of the children of the world . The object of matrimony He expressed very clearly in theFor the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

this the Lord states very clearly when He says blessing with which He blessed the first couple ,

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE unto the disciples: " Ye are the salt of the saying: “ Be fruitful, and multiply, and re

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR . earth .” The members of Christ's true church plenish the earth .” So the first and foremost

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
are scattered abroad over the face of the earth object of matrimony is to propagate and to

in order that they should be a salt which is to multiply the human race , and for married

season the conscience of the wicked and to people to frustrate this design of matrimony
III . Sunday in Lent ( Oculi).

draw them from the ways of sin unto God. must be numbered with the greatest crimes

Eph. 5 , 1–9 . The mission of the New Testament church is , which can be committed on earth . Besides

everywhere to let the light of God shine into this first and chief object, namely the multi

BELOVED IN CHRIST : -The people ofthe first the darkness that the darkness be dispelled plication of the human race , matrimony, after

world , the world before the flood , were sepa- and be made light, as Paul writes to the Phi- sin entered into the world , was made to serve

rated into two communities , called the children lippians : “ Be blameless and harmless, the a second purpose which St. Paul states when

ofGod and the children of men , and for gene- sons of God , without rebuke, in the midst of he writes in the 7th chapter of his first epistle

rations they remained separate and did not a crooked and perverse nation , among whom to the Corinthians : “ To avoid fornication , let

mingle together. But when men began to be ye shine as lights in the world , holding forth every man have his own wife , and let every

greatly multiplied on the earth , then the sons the word of life.” Christians are to live in woman have her own husband.” So then

ofGod began to mingle with the children of the midst of the world , but are not to conform since the fall marriage is also become a safe

men ; for thus Moses writes Gen. 6th : “ The to the world ; they are to confess Christ and guard against fornication for the preservation

sons of God saw the daughters of men , that His truth on earth and to show their faith in of chastity and social purity , as also Pwul

they were fair ; and they took them wives of their conversation and walk so that they may writes in the chapter quoted : “ It is better to

all which they chose.” The consequence of be unto man as a light showing the way,of marry than to burn . '? What the apostle here

this mingling of the pious with the wicked was truth and right, and as salt reprovingthe cof- warns against is , therefore, every entertain

not that the wicked were made pious; the con- ruption of the world, as Paul writes shortly meņt, fostering and gratification of carnal de

sequence was that the children of God de- after to-day's'text : “ And have no fellowship sires outside of or in violation of the estate of

parted from the good ways of their fathers with the unfruitful works of darkness, but matrimony. He speciallymentions fornication ,

and began to walk in the ways of the wicked ; rather reprove them .” The Christian is not and the multitude of other unchaste and filthy

and the further consequence was that their only to avoid the wicked ways of the world , things he comprises in the words: “ And all

children became a race still more wicked ; for by his good life and walk he is also to reprove uncleanness.” Paul's language is very chaste ,

thus Moses writes : “ When the sons of God the works of darkness and that in all things. he does not enter on a specification of this un

came in unto the daughters of men , and they But especially should a Christian have an eye cleanness, he rather writes further on in this

bare children to them , the same became mighty to keeping himself clear from those sins which chapter: “ It is a shame even to speak of those

men , which were of old , men of renown. And are most prevalent in his time and country . things which are done of them in secret.”

God saw that the wickedness ofman was great Now what sin is more prevalent in our days, Shame does not permit even to name many

in the earth , and that every imagination of the than the sins of inchastity ? Let me, in agree things which are done in secret , but if you will

thoughts of his heart was only evil continu- ment with our text , briefly present to you : read the first chapter of the Epistle to the Ro

ally.” From the record it is clear that when
PAUL'S EARNEST WARNING AGAINST IN mans you will find into what unnatural and

the pious descendants of Seth began to inter CHIASTITY ,
brutal things the heathen had sunk , and those

marry with the wicked race of Cain, then their showing same vices and many others even more filthy

children became worse than the descendants
1. What he uurns against, and

are now prevalent in the midst of Christendoin .

of Cain themselves , and soon wickedness be
II . Why he warns against it.

Many that are called Christians, many who

came so widespread and so great that God are church members, who profess to be con

I.
was obliged to destroy the earth by the flood . verted and to have received the spirit of God ,

Various instances on the same order we find The chief feature of this text is that St. Paul do under the cover of secrecy the same and

"in the history of Israel . When the Israelites warns against two sins : inchastity and covet- worse things than the heathen . Like an in

began to conform to the nations round about ousness ; but as the apostle gives special prom- sidious pest nameless crimes infest all lands,

them , they quickly sank below those nations inence to the former, let me to-day confine communities and even many churches. All

and became worse than the heathen . When myself to it alone . What he warns against, such impure and filthy things, says the apostle ,

the pious fall , they frequently sink lower than he states very clearly in the words: " Forni- should not be once named , they should not be

those who never were the people of God . cation , and all uncleanness, or covetousness, let known among Christians. The heathen live

Now in the New Testament the kingdom of it not be once named among you , as becometh in all manner of filthy vices , but in Christian

God is not confined to any particular nation saints ; neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, lands they should be unheard of.

or race of men ; Jesus Christ rather com- nor jesting, which are not convenient : but rather From unchaste and filthy deeds Paul comes

manded His apostles to go into all the world giving of thanks.” to speak of unbecoming language and says :

and to found His church everywhere among Before man fell into sin , God instituted the “ Neither filthiness, nor foolish talking , nor jest

all nations . Under the Gospel dispensation estate of wedlock . Wedlock is therefore not ing, which are not convenient.” Indecentjokes ,

God gathers His children out of every nation a sinful, but an holy estate, and it is to be re- frivolous songs, filthy and shameless words

and tongue and kindred , and He does not garded as holy by all men both married and should never be heard among Christians. All
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such utterances show with what the heart is fleshly lusts were something natural in man be a Christian possessing the Spirit of God

filled ; for filthy lips and a clean heart are not and no one could prevent them . It is true , while living in fornication or delighting in un

yoked together , but when the lips utter un- no one, not even the most advanced Christian, cleanness . Be not deceived by such vain

chaste language , you may be sure that it pro- can preventevil lusts from arising in his heart ; words . Because of fornication and unclean

cedes from an unchaste heart ; for ' out of the but it is also true : though no one can prevent ness the wrath of God comes on the children

abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh .” a bird from flying over his bead , he can pre- of men . Why was the first world destroyed

Specially should grown persons exercise great vent it from building a nest in his hair. The with the flood ? The Lord says of it : “ They

care as to what language they use in the pres- apostle is here not speaking of those who ab- were eating and drinking , marrying and giv

ence of the young ; for he who awakens the hor fleshly lusts , who resist and suppress ing in marriage , until the day that Noe en

fire of carnal lust in an innocent heart, will be them ; he is speaking of those who foster the tered into the ark .” Why was Sodom and

made responsible for the blood of that soul . carnal lusts, who delight the mind with them Gomorrah overthrown ? why did twenty-three

To this þelongs also the setting of an evil and practice them , or would gladly practice thousand of Israel fall in the wilderness on

example by indecent behavior, the frequent- them if only the occasion would offer , and of one day ? was it not because of fornication

ing of dances, of theaters and frivolous socie- these the apostle, says, they have no inherit- and uncleanness ? And what destroyed the

ties , the reading of lewd poetry , immoral ro- ance in the kingdom of Christ, they are not greatand famous nations of antiquity ? Search

mances or novels and all things by which the Christians, as Paul again writes 1 Cor. 6 .: and see and you will find , the main cause of

carnal lust is kindled, fostered , inflamed . So “ Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not their degeneracy and final overthrow was im

St. Paul here warns against all deeds of un- inherit the kingdom ofGod ? Be not deceived : morality. What brings many a youth and

cleanness , all filthy language and every thing neither fornicators , nor idolaters , nor adul- many a maid into an early grave ? O thou

which incites and leads to inchastity , and he terers, nor effeminate , nor abusers of them- sands upon thousands who might have lived

desires we should be followers of God , walk- selves with mankind, shall inherit the king- a healthy and happy life and with honor might

ing as saints in purity and holiness, our lips dom ofGod.” Very truly therefore does the have worn grey hair, must early be buried

being filled with the giving of thanks. poet sing : under the sod , because by inchastity they

Deluded souls, that dream of heaven ,
ruined themselves in body and soul . Surely

II .
And make their empty boast it is no exaggeration to say : war kills its

Why does St. Paul warn so earnestly against Of inward joys and sins forgiven, hundreds, liquor slays its thousands , but in

these sins ? Next to idolatry and the corrupt- While they are slaves to lust.
chastity destroys its tens of thousands. Hear

ing of God's Word , there is hardly a sin So long as a person is controlled by inchastity it, mark it , my young brothers and sisters !

against which the holy Scriptures warn so often and uncleanness it is all delusion for that per- lay it to heart and “ flee fornication . ” It is

and so solemnly as they do against the sins of son to imagine to have received and to possess a serpent which glitters in tempting colors,

inchastity . Chiefly two reasons does Paul here the Spirit of Christ ; for the Spirit of Christ but sure as you touch it , it will fasten its

assign why we should avoid and guard against is a Spirit of purity and chastity , and where deadly fangs upon you and it will drag you

these sins . In the first place he says :
· For

the Spirit of Christ is , there the temptation to down to destruction in both body and soul.

this ye know , that no whoremonger, nor unclean inchastity may indeed arise , but the Spirit of If you see others walking in carnal lusts, be

person , nor covetous man, who is an idolater, Christ will struggle with it and will overrule not partakers with them ; for surely the wrath

hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ it ; for thus Paulwrites : " If ye live after the of God will come upon them .

and ofGod. Whoremongers and unclean per- flesh , ye shall die : but if ye through the Is there then no hope for those guilty of

sons, all fornicators and all who live in and Spirit do mortify the deeds of the body, ye fornication and uncleanness ? Thanks to the

practice unchaste and filthy habits are neither shall live . For as many as are led by the mercy of God, there is hope for them ; for

members ofChrist'skingdom on earth , nor are Spirit of God , they are the sons of God,” thus St. Paul writes : " For ye were sometimes

they heirs of God's kingdom in heaven. Every but they that are led by the spirit of unclean- darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord :

one delighting in and controlled by the un
ness are the children of uncleanness. walk as children of light.” The Ephesians

holy lusts of the flesh , is not a Christian , not Now if the unchaste and unclean are not had been heathen and had walked in forpica

a member of Christ's true church , no heir with members of Christ's kingdom on earth , they tion and uncleanness as it was a general thing

Christ. This is what Paul here emphatically will also not be heirs of God's kingdom in with the heathen, but Paul preached theGos

affirms, and 1 Cor. 6.he writes: “ Know ye heaven. Thus it is said in the last chapter of pel unto them and they turned to Christ;

not that your bodies are the members of the epistle to the Hebrews: " Marriage is hon- they put away heathenish vices and began to

Christ ? shall I then take the members of orable in all , and the bed undefiled : but walk in light. When they turned unto the

Christ , and make them the members of a whoremongers and adulterersGod willjudge.” Lord, He did not cast them out. Writing to

harlot ? God forbid . What ? know ye not that Yes , God will judge them and He will con- the Corinthians Paul likewise enumerates a

he which is joined to a harlot is one body? demn them and He will banish them from His string of such heathenish vices and then adds:

for two , saith he, shall be one flesh . But he

countenance for ever ; for in the last chapter “ And such were some of you : but ye are

that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit.” of the Bible we read : “ Without are dogs , washed , but ye are sanctified , but ye are jus

That surely cuts off the fornicator from the and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and mur- tified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by

Lord and makes him one with the unclean derers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth the Spirit of our God.” If you have walked

spirit. The world , indeed, would judge dif- and maketh a lie. ” The fornicators and the in adultery, fornication or secret uncleanness,

ferently ; it would excuse the man and con- unclean will not be found in the new Jeru- abide not therein,or the wrath of God will
demn the woman , but Paul knows of no such

salem . come upon you and will destroy you with ever

a distinction. He that is joined to a harlot, The second reason why he so earnestly lasting destruction ; but abandon your evil

is no better than she, and she warns against inchastity, St. Paul expresses way , quit it , forsake it , turn to the Lord , ac

than he , and they both are not members of in these words : “ Let no man deceive you with knowledge your sin and implore His mercy

Christ's true church . They may of course beivain words : for because of these things cometh for the sake of His blood and death and He

members of the visible church, but if so they the wrath of God upon the children of disobe will in no wise cast you out; for He is kind

are only weeds and not wheat . No one in- ' dience. Be not ye therefore partakers with and merciful and He forgiveth sins , trans,

dulging in fornication, or some otherunclean them .” The world makes light offornication gression andiniquity. Soturn unto the Lord
habit, can be a true Christian. That indeed and inchastity ; it is a joke to those delight- and live .

cuts off from the body of Christ thousands ing therein . Flirtations and entertainments

who profess to be Christians ; but whether it which are calculated only to excite the baser

cuts offmany orfew,it is nonethe less true ; appetites, the world calls innocentenjoyments. a price is paid, as a knowledge of the world;

“ THERE is no knowledge for which so great

for clear and strong doesour text say: " No Yea, thereare thosewho say, fornicationwere and no oneever becamean adeptin it,except
whoremonger, norunclean person,hathany in- natural to man and there were noharm init, atthe expense of a hardened and wounded

heritance in the kingdom of Christ .” Say not , and there are those who argue, one could well heart,” said a lady and she was a countess.

no worse

Amen .

7

7
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Church should suffer so infamous and dis- reformed with a great many amongst us, too ,

Practical honorable a contact und thereby be contam- if we will but suffer ourselves to be reformed

inated. ” (Locitheol. Art . 19. fol . 728. ) From according to this word of the Apostle ! How

Lectures against the Theatre . this we see plainly that our old pious theolog- much conformity to the world one may notice

ians subscribed to the judgment of the church- ! by stepping into families , and , above all , by

fathers.
and adapted viewing closely the young people outgrowing

Dannhauer, the famous theologian of Strass- their parents ! It is not sufficient to reform

burg, in his Theology of Conscience, as we have in regard to doctrine only by teaching and

VII . PAPER. already seen , puts the following question , " Is standing by the full truth of the Bible, but if

In a similar manner , allthe rest of the pious conformity to the world allowed , at least in we would not have God take the same from us
church-fathers opposed the theatre . And God things indifferent ? The Apostle has dictated again , we must also lead a holy life .

blessed their zeal. Up to the eleventh century to conscience the following rule , “ Be not con ( To be continued .)

after Christ there were no so - called Christian formed to this world . It is out of question

theatres, therefore, when wishing to attend a that such conformity is not allowed in those Turks congratulating and commending

theatre , Christians were obliged to go into things, which are bad in themselves .” Dann a Protestant Community.

heathen establishments of that name. Since , hauer would say. By saying , " Be not conformed

however, the Romish priests noticed the al- to this world ,” the Apostle did not mean they
There was a remarkable occurrence at the

most insuppressible desire of Christians to go should not steal , curse , and the like , as the recent dedication of a church of the American

to a theatre , even good people began estab- world is doing, which of itself is sin ; but he Board at Yenije in the Western Turkey mis

lishing so -called church -theatres. So they had speaks of such things as are not sinful of sion . The Turkish governor of the district,

plays in church . At first, nothing worldly themselves, but become so by circumstances with members of his counsel, the judge and

whatever was produced. They represented, attending them , hence of things indifferent. several military officers , in all some twenty

for instance , the birth , passion , and resur- Dannhauer, therefore , proceeds, “ The ques- Turks , a part of them coming a distance of

rection of Christ , and the like , where all those tion is rather of indifferent things, of the manner many miles in order to be present, walked in

persons of whom mention is made in Holy of living , of customs , fashions, comedies, and and took their seats on one side of the pulpit ;

Writ, appeared on the stage . Well as this French dances. For France is , as it were , and, after the reading of the Scriptures and

was meant, however, it was, nevertheless , not the epitome and model of the world where the the prayer of dedication , the governor arose
the right way of curing the people of their spirit of the world is reigning supremely. I , and read a brief address in Turkish, congrat

carnalpleasure of attending the theatre . The therefore , deny its being allowed because 1. the ulating and commending the Protestant com

dear Word of God is not to be preached into Greek word aeon , which the Apostle uses, does munity , and wishing them prosperity as faith

our hearts by means of a theatrical perform- not denote the world only , but also the man- ful subjects of his Majesty, the Sultan. A suit

ance , but by the simple sermon of the gospel. ners and customs of the world , the course of able reply having been made, the party of Turks

But, as it was, this had been lost to them . this world , ' as St. Paul writes Eph. 2 , 2. The remained to the further services of dedication ,

Though no one, however , denies the ecclesi- Apostle would , consequently, say, Do notlead and afterward dined with the missionaries and
astical plays to have been beneficial in so far a life which is similar to that being led by native pastors, and enjoyed an hour of pleas

as they acquainted the ignorant people with those loving the world , which you have already ant intercourse. But such an occurrence should
many important facts from the Book of books , renounced in baptism . ... Relating to this sub- not make us negligent in our prayers against

which otherwise had remained unknown to ject, we find opinions of theologians. Thus the cruel Turk and Mohamedanism .

them, still, this indulgence of theatrical pleas- writes , for instance , Salvianus , a church

ure came to a sad end. The people finally father of the 5th century , in his work , The
grew weary of the plain representation of Government of God , 'Forwhatis the first con- Dr. Talmage reproved for his extrava

biblical stories . They wished to be enter- fession of the Christians in salutary baptism ? gant Expressions by sober Americans.

tained and made to laugh . So finally, with what else but that they testify they will re

the serious history all sorts of farces were nounce the devil and his pomp, the plays, and Dr. Talmage's Friday evening lecture of the

intermingled . - In the Lutheran church there his works ? Hence plays and similar pomp
3d of March , in which he entertained some

were , at first, no public theatres and plays . are works of the devil , according to our bap- rhapsodical ideas, quite of the Talmage qual
It was not before the close of the 16th century tismal confession. How , then , darest thou, ity,onthe unity ofnations, is sharply criticised

when they sprang up . They came to Germany O Christian, visit the plays which thou con
in the Boston Record, by the hero of Boston

from France — as almost all similar mischief fessest to be a work of the devil ? Thou didst common , Rev. William F. Davis, now in Suf

reached the Germans from France . But pres- once renounce the devil and his plays , where- folk jail, Boston , for preaching Christ in the

ently our theologians opposed them . The fore thou must perceive that by wittingly and public places of that city . Talmage paints

reason why we did not find a testimony against willingly returning to the plays, thou returnest in triumphant colors “ the marriage of this

them in Luther's Works, is because there were to the devil.” ... 2. Conformity to this world land to Christ,” with the marriage altar on

then no such public national and city theatres , is not allowed , because renewal, as being the the Rocky Mountains, whose “ tops shall be

but they merely granted permission to the reverse , is commanded Rom. 12 , 2. Different covered with vineyards and orchards and green

students to perform some dramas privately, statues of Kingdoms require different man- fields” through artificial irrigation , and then

for the purpose of exercising them in the Latin ners and customs. Now Christ's Kingdom is
Christ " will take the hand of his bride of na

language. Towardsthe end of the 16th cent- not of this world , hence it neither permits the tions.” Rev. Davis shows this a perversion

ury , however, public plays came up even in manners and customsof this world .” ( Theol. of Scripture, which in some men would be

Lutheran countries. consc . II , 101 sq . ) Dannhauer would
called wicked ; but in the present case it may

say ,

And now let us listen to some testimonies The Church is God's Kingdom , hence it is not be but a little greater extravagance than

of our theologians , how they judged about the Kingdom of the world. Now every King- trumpeting the advantages of Freemasonry

them . Leonard Hutter , professor of theology dom has its peculiar manner and customs. No and life insurance societies, instead of preach

at Wittenberg, born 1563 , the famous defender Christians, therefore , must join in those man- ing the Gospel .—Selected .

of the Formula of Concord, whom some in ex- ners and customs the world has, not even

aggeration called Luther Regranted , writes when it appears he could do so without defiling What Faith -CURISTS CANNOT DO. — Elder

thus in his Christian Doctrine of Faith : - himself. Seeing they are most properly the Weimer, of Meriden , Conn . , is building at|

“ May actors be admitted to the Lord's Sup- manners and customs of the godless world , he that place a Faith -Cure Home. He has been

per ? Answer : The sainted Cyprian , in his should not follow them. Thus the Apostle unable to raise money enough, however, to

epistles , denies this , for it were not conform- would have it when writing those wishing to pay the contractors, and there is now a lien

able to the divine majesty nor to churchly be Christians should not be conformed to this on the unfinished building. Such faith cer

discipline that the honor and purity of the world . Alas , how much there remains to be tainly needs curing .

1
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of each month ,

Class Mail Matter .

wentest in to men uncircumcised, and didst our reach ? Bro . Wehle has given his pencil

eat with them . ” wholly to the interests of Christ's kingdom .

For this reason , then , because the Jews May he notexpectthat our friends and brothers

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor .
could not enter the judicial palace without will be candid enough to give his picture the

defiling themselves, Pilate causes Christ to be benefit of close comparison ? And this, we

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st led forth by his soldiery , Christ scourged and are sure, will always enlist their preference

All communications and money should be crowned with thorns, to make the people see of his picture. Address : F. W. Wehle, Artist ,
sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville ,

Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. how pitifully Christ had been scourged. In 115 Wisconsin Str. , Milwaukee , Wis.

Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the order to convince the populace that he ( Pi- P. S. Such as would become agents in the
risk of the sender.

late ) had made good his word, “ I will chas- sale of Mr. Welle's pictures and are not known

Entered at the Post Onice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second tise him and release him ” (Luke 23, 18 ) , he to him by their official standing, must furnish

causes the wounded and bruised body ofChrist reliable references. Besides the picture Ecce

to be uncovered , otherwise no one , save the Homo or Behold the man , Mr. Wehle has fur
ST . LOUIS, MO. , May 21 , 1888.

Roman soldiers, could have known that Christ nished the following pictures , all lithographs ,

had been chastised . And by means of expos Birth of Christ,

Explanation of the Picture “ Ecce
ing to view Christ's chastised body , the un Last Supper of Christ,

Homo” or Behold the Man.
righteous judge felt almost sure of moving Apprehension of Christ ,

the infuriated populace to compassion , and Crucifixion of Christ,
As almost all professed historians and ex pointing to Christ, he exclaims: “ Behold the

Resurrection of Christ ,
pounders of Holy Writ attest , the place of ad

man ."
Ascension of Christ,

ministering justice was, with orientals, a cir
This is the very moment which this picture Dr. Martin Luther.

cular elevation reared generally in front of the
produces. Christ standeth on the one side of Each one of these pictures makes an excellent

judge's residence. In the centre of this eleva- the tribunal, Pilate on the other, close by and birth -day or wedding present , they will also

tion stood the tribunal or judge's seat which in the rear are Roman soldiers . The middle

was occupied by the judge only when he heard ground of our picture is occupied by the in be highly appreciated by those receiving them

as Christmas and Confirmation presents.
cases and pronounced sentence .

furiated populace who either cry , " Away with

In the time of Christ's visible sojourn on this man , crucify him , and release unto us

earth , the judicial palace in Jerusalem had Barabbas,” or instigate others to join their Against the Sin of Usury.

been built by the luxurious King Herod in clamor. But in the fore-ground peace pre

magnificent style on the square keep of the vaileth , here tears of love and friendship are A Catechetical Lecture in three parts by Rev. Pres. H.

fortress of Antonia , as some writers state . To shed ; the relatives and friends of Christ could C. Schwan, read before the Cleveland Pastoral Confer
this judicial palace were attached , also in not stay away ; some we see overcome with

ence in July 1880 .

showy architecture, the quarters of the main grief at seeing their beloved Master in such

watch or body of Roman soldiers who had plight, others borne down with sorrow are en
INTRODUCTORY .

charge of the prisoners and guarded the city. gaged in silent prayer. Among those passages wherein all fraudu

The judicial palace was called the Prae Thus Bro.Wehle has endeavored , very suc- lent traffic is prohibited by God, our Cate

torium or governor's palace, or “ judgment- cessfully, we think , to furnish for Christian chism also quotes Prov. 28 , 8. How does the

hall," as our English Bible renders it. In homes a true and good picture of Christ be- passage read ? “ He that augmenteth his sub

front of this judgment- hall was the marble fore Pilate. Ile placed the judge's seat on the stance by usury and increase , gathereth it

pavement, an elevation artfully floored with marble pavement, not in the judicial palace for him that hath pity on the poor.” What

marble -slabs. On a flight of twenty -eight where it never stood . He separated Jews from false dealing is hereby prohibited ? Usury or

marble steps ascent was made to this marble Gentiles, because they never assembled pro- increase. Well, of these we shall treatdo-day.

Pavement or Gabbatha, in Hebrew . On this miscuously. He has not seated the accusers on Right here you must first know what usury

Gabbatha stood the Bema or judge's seat , seats used in modern churches ; for such seats or increase is ; then I must show you why

and at the foot of the elevation the people were found neither on Gabbatha, nor in the God prohibited usury ; and finally I must

stood at trials . The accused or defendant judicial palace. He represents Pilate not as point out the foolish excuses wherewith peo

never stood among his accusers, but was con- cooly debating the merits of the case before ple would give color unto usury.

ducted by Roman soldiers into the palace or him , which he did not do, but alive to his pur
( To be continued .)

“ judgment-hall ” and guarded by soldiers. pose of extricating himself from dilliculties by

In this manner the four Evangelists narrate appealing to the pity of the accusers. For this Conduct of an Orthodox Christian.

that Christ stood in the palace and the pop- reason he represents Christ in the condition

ulace outside in front of the palace ; that Pi- i of having been chastised , standing close to An orthodox Christian conducts himself

late went in and out in his perplexity, now Pilate and not among His accusers where He chaste towards his own person, just towards

hearing the defendant inside the palace, then never had a place as long as He was in the his neighbor and pious towards God . Per

hearing the plaintiffs who stood without. custody of Pilate. This picture affords an sonal chastity implies temperance in food and

In accordance with these facts was Bro . adequate idea of that judicial palace and of drink , in sleep, in dress, in speech , in sight

Wehle's picture designed . In the back -ground its annex , the quarters of soldiers and State and gestures, care and vigilance, and diligence

is seen the judicial palace, the Praetorium or | prisoners, all built by Ilerod in great splendor. in his calling and duties. Justice towards our

" judgment-hall ” ; through its high portals Such being the merits of Bro. Wehle's truly fellow man implies the golden rule of treating

pour forth the body of Roman soldiers who majestic picture of Christ before Pilate, we our neighbor as we would be treated by bim ,

alone had been present at the scourging and I would ask our Christian friends and brothers avoiding all injury and harm we might do his

reviling of Jesus in the yard of the palace. ! to patronize and encourage him in his noble body, wife , children, friends , property, char

For no Jew was allowed , according to their effort of embellishing our homes with good acter and whatever else may be possessed by

law , to enter the house of a Gentile , as is Bible -pictures. Why should we buy untrue him . This justice also implies our assistance

clearly proved from the Sacred Record . “ And and sentimental pictures of this divine sub- in need and distress that our bodily strength

they ” ( the Jews ) “ entered not into the pal- , ject, pictures gotten up to suit the taste of the succor his bodily weakness, our property cover

ace” ( judgment-hall), “ that they might not wicked world , pictures containing allthe faults his poverty , our glory cover his disgrace.

be defiled , but might eat the passover,” John pointed out above--and we make special ref- Piety towards God implies the life of faith ,,

18 , 28. And in the Acts, chapter 11 , we read erence to Munkaczy's picture of Christ before of love , of hope, of patience, of prayer, of, ,

that when Peter returned from the house of Pilate as being untrue and faulty — if the gen- thanksgiving and of other virtues pointed out

Cornelius to Jerusalem , those of the circum- ius and perseverance of our brother in faith in the first table ofGod's ten commandments;

cision contended with him , saying, Thou places such an artful and proper design within it implies that we do not wilfully anger God

66 1
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nor prize any work save what God saith and feet above sea-level , on both sides of the Pur

doeth , and though we know nothing by our gatory River, in the heart of inexhaustible

selves , 1 Cor. 4 , 4 , yet we acknowledge our fields of coal and iron , amidst fine farming and

selves miserable sinners and unprofitable serv Our Baltimore Letter.
grazing lands and with mountain resorts near

ants , Luke 17 , 10 . at hand it is destined to become one of the larg

Editor LUTHERAN WITNESS. est cities in the state . From the more ele

Dear Sir :—The L. Standard of May 12th vated spots in the southern part of the city,
The Best Self- Defence .

publishes a Letter from Baltimore signed by T. , one is afforded a most magnificent view of the

in which the writer makes mention of our new Spanish Peaks and of the Snowy Range ex

Sighing and praying is the very best self- English congregation and says : “ This new tending southward from the peaks into New

defence and the approved sword of all Christ
ian brothers and sisters of the cross by which congregation lays claimto all the people in Mexico. In Trinidad I remained from the

our ( Ohio's) congregations who ever were 8th to the 13th of February. During that

they are able to defend their royal order of confirmed in the Missouri congregations, and time I formed the acquaintance of that edu

the cross against the devil and the world. who have come to us during the nearly four- cated Roman Catholic, of whom mention was

St. Basil said: “ Prayer is the powerful gale teen years of our work in Baltimore.” made in two former letters and with whom I

that sweepeth all agony of body and soul from
In reply I beg leave to state that I brand had a chat about Freemasonry and Romanism .

our premises.” And St. Augustine remarks : this part of T.'s letter as an unqualified false- The first Lutheran sermon ever heard in Trini
" Prayer is the proper tube by which we se hood. This new congregation bas not ad- dad was preached there by myself on the even

cure unto ourselves an opening to our sorrow such claim .
If any such rumoring of February the tenth before an audience

ing heart and roll away from it the heavy had come to the ears of T. , it would not have of 45 people, and was on Regeneration . I was

stone of gnawing and tormenting cares."
been contrary to the spirit of the VIII . com- astonished , no less than the hearers were them

mandment, for him to make enquiries at the selves , at the large audience, which , if circum

Prize-Fighters.
proper place before writing and publishing stances be taken into consideration, was large

such nonsense. indeed . For about 5 o'clock P. M. on the day

Gladiators and prize-fighters undergo severe
This part of T.'s letter is not only a false- appointed for the services a terrific snowstorm ,

training and do not take into account the bood, it is also a deliberate falsehood , for on which lasted three and one half hours, visited

many dropsof sweat their exercise costs them Monday, May 7th , the writer of this told T. the city and made the prospects very gloomy.
if they would attain to mastery ; they bend distinctly that the congregation in question Besides this I had been told , that there were

all their thoughts and energy and cheer upon did not make such claims * ; and in the be- very few Germans in Trinidad and most of

their exercise. In this respectwemay borrow a ginning of April , or end of March , one of our them Roman Catholic. This, however, was a

lesson from them , 1 Cor. 9,25. But we must German ministers told T. that we would let misrepresentation , not maliciously so , but hav
bear in mind, our Christian exercise striveth his members " severely alone.” ing its cause , at least to some extent , in the

not for the mastery in temporal things , in
It is also a malicious falsehood ; for it aims ignorance of the Germans themselves as to

money and possessions, in fame and glory of to convey to the readers of the Standard the their number and religious persuasion. Imet

this world , but for the mastery of a pious con
impression that the members of this new con- two men , for instance , who are engaged in

duct with its essential features of godly fear,gregation are nothing less than busibodies and business on the same street , the one's store
of faith , of hope and charity. In such exer- freebooters in the church of Christ, who break being just opposite that of the other. Having

cise we should not look upon or await the im- through all congregational and pastoral re- become acquainted with one ofthe gentlemen,

provement of other men , but every one should straints and seize with unholy hands all that and having learned that he was a German Lu

make such exercise his most pressing personal comes within their reach . theran, come to Trinidad some eight months

affair because every one must give an account
We are indeed truly sorry that anything before , I asked him if there were any more of

of his own soul.
should have occurred forcing us to write the his kind in the city . “ Germans," he said ,

above lines , but it was done purely out of “ there are some ; but they are principally

self-defence and for the sake of truth . Catholics. The man that has the store on

Alms. WM. DALLMANN,
the opposite side of the street , is a German

220 N. Mount Str., Baltimore, Md . Catholic . So I am told .”

Alms are called a blessing. For those who

cheerfully give unto the poor , are blest by
Hereupon I went to see the man in question.

God in all their substance, God renders them
I told him of my mission and was surprised

Our Denver Letter .

at hearing him say that he was a Lutheran,
wealthy and favors all their Christian enter

prises , they also have the best wishes of all
Denver , Colo. , May 9, 1888. and had not heard a Lutheran sermon for

the elect children of God . For this reason
DEAR BRO. FRANK : seventeen years , and his astonishment was

Solomon saith in Proverbs 22 , 9 : “He that
In my last letter I attempted to give the read- equally great on being told by me , that the

bath a bountiful eye shall be blessed ; for he
ers of our Witness some idea of Las Vegas and businessman having the store directly oppo

giveth of his bread to the poor.” And chapter
some information concerning the organization site his was a Lutheran also .

On Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock divine11 , 25 : “ The liberal soul shall be made fat : of the first German Lutheran Church in the

and he that watereth shall be watered also Territory of New Mexico. It was my inten- services were held for the second time in Trin

himself. ”
tion , after having preached several times in idad in the German language. The audience

Las Vegas , to go directly to Santa Fe , the was composed of a little more than 60 per

Paganism reproved .
capital of the Territory. But on the eighth of sons, two thirds of which were Lutherans,

February, having been adviced of the unfavor- the remainder being Catholics, Infidels and

Let all pagans tell me what captives were
able nature of circumstances at Santa Fe , I Jews . After the close of the services the ques

redeemed , what hospitals maintained, what suddenly changed mymind and went to Trini- tion of organizing a Lutheran congregation

was proposed to the Lutherans present, and aexiles provided for , by the income of their dad in Southern Colorado, a few miles north

temples.-St. Ambrose.
of the New Mexico boundary , and 135 miles resolution passed not to take any definite ac

north of Las Vegas. tion in this matter at the present, but to wait

Trinidad is a city of about 8000 inhabitants until I had returned from Durango and other

The general Nature of Sin . and growing very rapidly. Situated 6,250 i points in Southwestern Colorado, whither I

had informed them I was going ; meanwhile

This is the general nature of sin . It de * Butthe Missourians in T.'s congregation ought the matter in question would be duly consid

to make such claims upon themselves. If they ever
ceives by somefictitious shadow of that good , ered . The next day I returned to Las Vegas

were Missourians, they should not remain in a con
which in God alone is to be found. gregation whose minister constantly reviles the doc- via Atchison , Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad

St. Augustine. trine and work of the Missouri Synod .-ED. en route to Durango. -H. R.

>
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Hearth and Home.

6

discarded. The willow body of a baby car . They liked him for his frank manners and his

riage was turned into a tiny palanquin for manly independence. As they journeyed to

Jack's accommodation . It was suspended by gether they stopped for a Sunday in a border

The little Son of a Missionary and his stout ropes from a couple of bamboos. Along town . On the morning of the Sunday , one

Journey to the great Lakes of the bamboos was stretched a canvas awning , of his fellow -travelers said to him , “ Come, let

Central Africa. impervious alike to sun or rain , with movable us be off for a drive and the sights."

sides , that could be fastened up or down at " No," said the young man , “ I am going to

Little Jack Hore was an English baby and pleasure . Four natives were assigned to the church . I have been brought up to keep the

he was three months old when he landed on task of carrying Master Jack in his unique Sunday, and I have promised my mother to

the east coast of Africa . His father was a little conveyance. The bambooswere supple, keep on in that way.”

missionary, and Jack and his mother were on and as the carriers trudged along there was a His road acquaintance looked at him for a

the way to the home that had been prepared delightful springiness about the rig that greatly moment, and then , slapping him on the shoul

for them in Central Africa . The journey was pleased Jack . His mother was carried in a der, said, “ Right, my boy . I began in that

800 miles long , up bill and down , through bath chair rigged up in a similar fashion . way . I wish I had kept on . Young man ,

jungle , forest and plain , and it was a serious Jack got along famously until hewas stricken you will do . Stick to your bringing up and

question how little Jack could be carried com- with fever , and then he insisted much of the your mother's words, and you will win .”

fortably over the rude native paths to Lake time upon travelling in his mother's lap. When The boy went to church ; all honor to him

Tanganyika. His father thought that a wheel- the long caravan halted for the noontime lunch in that far-away place, and among such men .

barrow was likely to be the best vehicle for the first duty of the men was to pitch a tent His companions had their drive , but the boy

Jack, and so arrangements had been made in in which to shelter Jack and bis mother from gained their confidence and won their respect

England to have Jack trundled in a barrow all the scorching sun . The little fellow's great by his manly avowal of sacred obligations .

the way from the coast to the big lake where delightwas in crossing rivers in the big canoes Already success is smiling upon the young

he was to live .
the natives keep for ferrying caravans . He man. There is no lack of places for him .

A deep and commodious basket was pro- usually sat in state in his little armchair, and Selected .

vided for the baby. On the bottom of the sometimes used a string and a bent pin to fish

basket was as soft a little bed as could be for crocodiles , with invariably poor success. Lost in Sight of Home.

made, and the entire inside was padded so One day a porter ran away with a canvas bag

that Jack could not easily hurt himself. The containing a large part of Jack's wardrobe. A few months ago , during one of the severe

basket was placed in a steel wheelbarrow In a land where caravans use a great deal of storms that visited Colorado, a young man

frame . An awning above the basket was sup- cotton cloth to pay their way there was of perished in sight of home. In his bewilder

ported by iron rods, and , when required , mos- course plenty of material at hand to repair ment he passed and repassed his own cottage ,

quito curtains could be let down. This was Jack's loss , which he bore with more equa- to lie down and die almost in range with the

to be Jack's carriage on the march, and when nimity than the rest of his family. Sometimes " light in the window ” which his young wife

in camp at night the basket was to be placed they travelled for hours through grass that had placed there to guide him home. All

in Mrs. Hore's tent to serve Jack as a bed .
was high above their heads, and in the early alone she watched the long night throngh,

Jack was asleep in his father's arms when morning Jack liked to listen to the dew drops listening in vain for the foot-steps that would

he landed on the coast of Africa at Saadani, as they fell like rain upon the top of his pal- come no more ; for, long before the morning

near Zanzibar. He was tucked away in his anquin , while the carriers plodded along dawned, the icy touch of death had forever

little basket, and one of the porters trundled through the luxuriant growth of grass. Many stilled that warm , loving heart . The sad

him along in his wheelbarrow near the head of the marches were very wearisome, and death was made still sadder by the fact that

of the caravan . Close behind him rode Jack's Mrs. Hore wrote that she and Jack often pre- he was lost in sight of home. How many wan

mother on a donkey. Once in a while the baby sented a very draggled appearance when the derers from the Father's house are lost in

was lifted out of the wheelbarrow for a change halt was made for the day.
sight of home, in the full glare of the Gospel

and carried a mile or two in his mother's arms. The journey lasted ninety days. At last light! They have the open Bible , overflowing

Usually Jack rode along in the little vehicle the beautiful waters of Lake Tanganyika came with its calls and promises, the faithful warn

very quietly, and he seemed to take as kindly into view , and little Jack was delighted when ings from the pulpit, the manifestations of

to his wheelbarrow as other babies do to the his family embarked in a big boat for the long God's providence, all tending to direct their

most comfortable of cradles. Even when the journey to the island of Kavala. He thought steps heavenward, and yet from all these they

road was hummocky Jack did not seem to the songs of the crew as they bent to their oars turn away , waiting for the more convenient
mind it , and the jouncing he got only seemed were particularly jolly . He is now living on season , and are lost at last in sight of the

to put him in good humor for a nap . It hap- Kavala Island, and , though he is the only many mansions. — Forward .

pened, however , that Jack was not destined little white boy in Central Africa , he seems to

to travel all the way to Central Africa in a be thoroughly enjoying his boyhood . Friends

wheelbarrow . After they had climbed the in England have sent him many toys which The sad Neglect of Christian School

Education .
coast mountains and were a hundred and fifty he shares with his Waguha playmates, and he

miles on their way , it was found inexpedient does not now remember that he ever had any
" A Baptist paper laments that the children

on account of unexpected difficulties on the other home than Africa. – Selected .
of Baptist parents are so poorly educated in

road for Mrs. Hore and the baby to go any
matters relating to their own Church , and

further that year. So Jack was wheeled back says the fault shows itself in a want of loyalty

to the coast again and before long he turned A Right Start.
to the denomination when they grow up . Pres

byterian papers make the same complaint ,

up in England none the worse for his jaunt of
and it is heard in other quarters. Perhaps it

300 miles in a wheelbarrow .
A young man was recently graduated from is characteristic of the times, and is , there

Early in 1884 , when Jack was a little over a scientific school . His home had been a re- fore , an evil in all the Churches. Certain it is

two years old , he landed again at Saadani. ligious one. He was a member of a Christian that if the children are not informed as to the

There were stories from up country of wide- church, had pious parents, brothers, and sis- truths of their native Churches they will not
care for them afterwards. "

spread drought and famine, but nothing ters ; his family was one in Christ. And if they do not care for their native
daunted Mr. Hore who had come all the way On graduating he determined upon a West- Churches, for what Churches will they care ?

from Central Africa to meet his family, de- ern life among the mines. Full of courage and Sectarians see and feel they are not doing

cided to set out with them at once on the long hope, he started on his long journey to strike their duty towards their children, yet they
make no effort at establishing parochial

journey to the beautiful lake , which, though out for himself in a new world .
schools, yea, they style Church -schools sec

narrow , is one of the longest fresh -water lakes
The home prayers followed him . As he tarian schools . The glory of the public school

in the world . This time the wheelbarrow was went he fell into company with older men . remaineth their lullaby after all.

a
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prayer . They were all gathered around a out our salvation with fear and trembling,

large bowl filled with salt. On bended knees placing our prayerful trust in the stronger

they dipped their moistened fingers into the Man that deprived the strong one of his arms

salt and raised their right hands to heaven and spoils . - A . M.
Persecution and Emigration of the Lu- and made oath in the name of the Triune God :

therans of Salzburg, Austria,
That , live or die , they would hold fast to the For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

1685-1733.
Lutheran faith without wavering and show

Baptism in the Name of Christ :
one another brotherly love and unshaken fidel

Acts 2 , 38 .
3 .

ity in their common affliction . Then they

The great injustice done the Evangelicals of tasted with silent tears the salt in token of St. Paul's Sunday -School, Webster Co., Mo.

Salzburg united them more and more . In the their covenant . This they called their cove
This time , Mr. Editor , I send you the report

darkness of night the persecuted children of nant of salt , Numbers 18, 19 ; 2 Chronicles of a question spoken'on in the neighboring

God would meet in secluded places , after hav- 13 , 5. They also resolved to send deputies St. Paul's Sunday-School.

ing made their way through ravines or over to the protestant princes of Germany to im
Question : Why did the Apostle, when ex

fields of ice . Their common cause of suffer- plore their aid in emigration and to furnish horting his hearers to be baptized ( Acts 2 ,

ing for their Lutheran faith induced them to them new homes.
38 ) , mention the name of Jesus Christ only , .

seek strength in greater external union and
omitting the names of the Father and of the

concerted action . Their nightly gatherings
Holy Ghost ?

multiplied and their oppressors soon found Miss 0. D. said : The Jews having rejected

out that matters were taking a very serious
Christ, St. Peter used the name of Christ only,

and difficult turn . The Evangelicals sent word
because he had shown to them that Christ was

to their brethren in faith in Germany and

asked them to intercede in their behalf. The
The Christian's Enemies.

of equal divinity with the other persons of the

Godhead.

catholic archbishop reported to the imperial

Emanuel Sunday - School, Webster Co., Mo.
J. W. R. , The name of Christ only is used,

head - quarters at Vienna , that a rebellion had

because it was to Him they must look for the

broken out in his province, yea the arch Question : Which of our three enemies, the
forgiveness of sins .

bishop at once sent his soldiery into the hill- devil, the world , and sinful flesh , do you con
A. J. R. , The Jews denied Christ to be God ;

country of Salzburg to prevent each and every sider the most dangerous to the Christian ?
the Scriptures, however, prove Him to be God ,

meeting of Evangelicals . When affairs were Answers : Laf. R. said , The devil isthe most John 1, 1 , and the promised Saviour, hence

in their most threatening aspect, the con- dangerous, as he is the source of all evil .
the Apostle advised his hearers to be baptized

duct of the archbishop and of his bloodthirsty S. and F. R. & dded , In the Scriptures our
in His name.

chancellor Roellwaschanged for a time . This special attention is often called to Satan in
J. M. D., The Apostle showed the Jews that

chancellor Roell visited every township in the the garb of a tempter . He tempted Eve
Christ was truly the Messiah that was to come,

oppressed districts in order to note down the (Gen. 3 ), Christ ( Matth . 4 ) , David ( 1 Chron. and that they had taken and crucified Jesus
property of the Lutherans and to hear their 21 , 1 ) , Job (Job 1 ) , and others . St. Paul

Christ, the Lord of glory. Now they must be
grievances . He was all kindness and meek- warns against him , 1 Thess. 3 , 5 ; so does

baptized in His name, thereby publicly con

ness , sweet words flowed from his lips and he St. Peter, 1 Peter 3 , 5 therefore we con
fessing themselves followers of Him whom

gave the Evangelicals permission to hold de- sider the devil the most dangerous.
they had denied, despised and crucified or

vine services in their own way in their houses. J. P. and W. R.'s views differed from the
be forever lost.

This treatment laid open the hearts of the un- above . They said , Christ has conquered Sa A. R., Jesus Christ was the subject of the

suspecting Evangelicals. They no longer con- tan and delivered us from his power ( Col. Apostle's discourse . He convinced the Jews

cealed themselves or the value of their prop- 1 , 13 ) , bence he is not so dangerous as our that this Jesus Christ was the promised Sav

erty from the chief officer of their state . A sinful flesh. Rom. 7, 14. 15. Gal . 5 , 16–21. iour, but they, having crucified Him , were on

bright future seemed to dawn upon them .
D. R.: I also consider our sinful flesh the the brink of despair. Now Peter says to them ,

Thus the chancellor succeeded in finding out most dangerous enemy, for the reason that so to speak , You need not despair, though you

the exact number of Lutherans in Salzburg in we continually have to battle against it, and have crucified Him , but repent and be bap

1731. He had on his lists 20,678 persons and to “ watch and pray that we enter not into tized in His name, and ye shall receive the

850 wealthy families among them . This was temptation .” Matth. 26, 41. 1 Peter 2 , 11. forgiveness of all your sins .-- St . Peter leaves,

just the thing this ravenous wolf wanted. No James 1 , 14. 1 Peter 1 .
the minds of his hearers to rest upon Christ,

one might hereafter conceal his faith or prop
W. K. seconded the two last speakers.

not mentioning the Father and the Holy Ghost,

erty from him . When he had returned from Ph . R. remarked , The devil is the most relative to which the Jews were not in error .

his inspection , the days of kindness and meek- powerful, formidable enemy, but more easily When the baptism took place, it certainly was

ness were at an end. The old forms of op- overcome, being already vanquished by Christ. performed as directed by our Lord , Matth .

pression were resumed and the Evangelicals Satan may be the mostdangerousto the Church 28 , 19 .

left to the mercy of their enemies. Such treat- as a whole , but as to each individual Christ
0. P. D. Reason I, St. Peter in his instruc

ment brought home to the oppressed portion ian , the flesh is most to be feared . Eph. 6 , tion had the Jews to understand that in Christ

of the Salzburgers the plan of emigration. It 10-17. dwelt the fullness of the Godhead bodily, Acts

was only with profoundest sorrow that they The Superintendent observed : We must 2 , 36 .

could think of leaving their beautiful native bear in mind the different modes in which in- Reason II, The Apostle wished to impress

country . But there was no other way of es dividual Christians may be tempted . By a on their minds that Christ whom they had cru

caping continualtorments. Thus it happened special design of the Alwise , some persons cified was the one in whom there is salvation

that the Lutheran congregations of Salzburg are in a peculiar manner tempted by , aye pos- alone.

appointed from their number the most pious sessed of , the devil; to such Satan is evidently You will observe, Mr. Editor, that the above

and wise men to meet in convention on a cer- the most dangerous . Others again are so cir- remarks are but one answer in substance, and

tain day and consult on the proper course for cumstanced as to be specially exposed to the must not be understood as indicating doc

them to pursue. temptations of the wicked world . A third trinal confusion . - A . M.

On the 5th of August 1731, more than one class has to battle more particularly against

hundred representative men descended from sinful flesh . Neither of these enemies, how- THERE are in the Sunday - schools of the

their hills into a lonely vale , called Schwarz- ever, are to be despised, for every Christian christian world 16,147,990 scholars. 1,952,167
teachers , making a grand total of 18,400,157.

ach . The beauty and quiet of an early Sun- has to battle more or less against all three . But those people that do the very best for

day -morning surrounded them as they un- When reflecting on the “ principalities” and their children , have them educated in Christ

covered their heads and folded their hands in powers ” we have to wrestle with , let us work ian day -schools.
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Miscellaneous

The Pentecostal Hymn : Veni Creator

Spiritus.

From the Latin of Rabanus Maurus.

Secret Societies, 115, 163 , 164 .

Security , 134 .

Sermons, 1–192.

Sponsors, 119 , 127 .

Squire Jack and the Parson, 30, 38 .

Superstition, 51 .

Sylvester, 81 .

Temperance , 75 , 85 , 91 , 99 , 107, 115, 123,159 .

Theatre-attendance reproved, 126 , 135, 152 , 187,

174 , 187 .

Time of grace, 169 .

Usury, the sin of

Virtue, 121 , 190.

Walther, Dr. C. F. W. , 5 , 8 , 15 .

White Ribbon Women , 147 .

Wife , the faithful, 102, 110 .

Word of God, 68 , 108, 117 , 140 .

Zeisberger, Missionary to the Indians, 7 .

, 188.

Recent Publications.

Come, o Creator Spirit, come,

And all these minds of Thine invest ;

With grace supernal fill the home

Which Thou hast built in every breast .

Thou who art called the Paraclete,

The Gift of God most high Thou art

The Font of Life , Love's Light and Heat,

And Unction of the inmost heart !

Thou sevenfold Bounty, ever new ,

Thou Finger of the hand divine ,

Thou Promise of the Father due ,

Enriching all our speech by Thine !

Light Thou a flame in every sense ;

Upon our hearts Thy love inflood ,

And for our nature's impotence

Confirm us with perpetual good .

Further repel the enemy ;

Right soon Thy gift of peace begin .

So then if Thou our Vanguard be ,

Safe shall we shun each hateful sin .

Bestow the full rewards of joy ;

The numbers of Thine helps increase ;

The bondages of strife destroy ;

Draw close the covenants of peace .

Through Thee to know the Father teach ;

The knowledge of the Son outpour :

For Thou the Spirit art of each ,

And thus believe we evermore.

Be praise to Father, and to Son ,

And Holy Paraclete, in One .

So may the Son on us confer

The blessings of the Comforter. Sel.

THE Child's Book by Rev. E. Greenwald, D.D.

Third Edition. Published by the Pilger Book

Store . Reading, Pa. 1888. Price , single copy

cloth -bound, 35 cents , postage 6 cents ; per doz.

$ 3.60 and postage; per hundred $ 25.00 .

“ The object of this book is by question and an

swer to drill the children of the Church in Biblical

facts and doctrines." This is what the book says

of itself . Its object will be realized by all who use

the book .

Subscriptions Paid.

66

1.00

Baptism of Christ , 113.

Baptism of children , 3, 40 .

Baptist's Bible , 119 .

Betrothals, 46 , 52 , 63 , 70 , 86 , 94 .

Bible, 48, 174 .

Canaan, 145 .

Candace , 110 .

Candlemas, 144 .

Catechism , 158 .

Catholicism , true — 197 .

Children , 41 .

Christ, 9 ), 108 .

Christ-child , 49.
Christmas, 49 , 57 , 108 .

Church - Year, 1 .

Circumcision , 180 .

Colored Mission, 84 .

Conversion , 153 , 158 , 168 .

Cross of Christ, 151 .

Dancing reproved, 14 , 22 , 47 , 63 , 68, 80 , 96 , 103,
111 .

Deaf and Dumb, 158 .

Debate on the Lord's Supper, 36 .

Dedicatory Sermon , 65 .

Dedications at Terre Haute, 65 ; La Porte, 104 ;

Little Rock , 183 .

Denver Letters, 13, 28 , 45, 61 , 93, 101 , 125 , 141 ,

149, 157 , 173 , 189 .

Education, 41 , 143 .

Educational, 150, 166, 191 .

Election of grace , 17 , 109, 155 .

Emde, 87 .

Enmity, 129 .

Epiphany, 105 .

Epistle- Postil, 1-192.

Evangelical Church , in Germany, 79 .

Faith, 6, 95, 153.

Faithfulness, 102 , 110 .

Faith -Healers, 92.

Free Will , 164 .

General Synod of U. S. , 13 , 52..

Gentile's Christmas, 105 .

Geology, 59, 67 .

Grace of God , 57 .

Groot, Hugo de -, 102 , 110 .

Guetzlaff, Carl , 103.

Heaven, 161.

Il istorical testimonies of Christ, 95 .

Iluman Items, 68 , 108, 117 , 140 .

Jmage of God, 148.

Incarnation of Christ, 108 .

Inchastity reproved, 185 .

Indian Mission , 7 , 127 .

Installation of Rev. Dallmann, 165 .

Interim , 39 .

Inventions, 94 .

Irish Protestants , 23 .

Iron Wolf, 150 .

Jerusalem , the golden , 116 .

Jewry , 159 , 166 .

Joy, Christian, 33 .

Julian the apostate, 180 .

Law of Moses, 104 .

Lawyer's head turned, 142 .

Life, Christian —, on earth , 162 .

Love , divine , 137 .

Masonry exposed , 163 .

Masonry divided, 164.

Massacre of Irish Protestants, 23 .

Merlin , 46 .

Methlakatbla , 62.

Mission , Colored , 84 .

Missouri Synod at Fort Wayne, 4 .

Naaman , 180 .

New Year, 89 .

Novel - reading, 157 .

Pallissey, 118 .

Parochial School-Work, 143 .

Parsonage, 30 , 38 .

Pastoral Office , 12 , 20 , 25 , 41 , 52 , 60 .

Perseverance , 102 .

Pharaoh's Kine, 156 .

Pilgrimage to Canaan, 145 .

Prayer, 142 .

Preservation in faith , 153 .

Prohibition , 75 , 87 , 91, 99, 107, 123 , 139 , 159 .

Purgatory, 72.

Rabbis of Baltimore, 142 .

Rationalists , 43 .

Rest of the heart, 190 .

Romanisnı, 3 , 10 , 19 , 35 , 117 , 131 , 156 .

Rosary, 67, 83 , 91, 102 , 128 .

Salzburgers, 151 , 167, 191 .
Sanctification , 17 .

Saviour of Jews and Gentiles, 9 .

Schaller, G., Rev. Prof. -, 100 .

Schwenkfelders, 27 .

School in Caesarea, 86 .

Science and Christianity , 6 , 12 , 59, 171 .

It is a Privilege, I never made a

Sacrifice .

When Dr. Livingstone visited England after

his great exploring tour, he was much praised

for his sacrifices. It was true he had labored

much, but what did he reply to this praise ?

" People talk of the sacrifices I made in

spending so large a portion of my life in

Africa . Can you call that a sacrifice which

is only a small payment on that great debt to

God which can never be fully discharged ?

Say, rather , that it is a privilege . I have

never made a sacrifice.” — Spirit of Missions.

Mr. H. Baltz, Charlottesville, Va., (VI) $ 2.00
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THE FORMULA OF PRETENDED BAPTISM AS

USED BY THE FAITH -CURISTS.— The leader of

the faith cure believers stepped into the chilly

water of the New York Bay followed by four

men who led a gray -haired woman into the

bay until the water reached her waist.

" Sister, I bury thee into the name of the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ," repeated their

minister as he pressed the newly made convert

under the water . This fully agrees with the

other follies of faith - curists .

Index of Volume VI.

Afflictions, 97 .

Altar, sacrament of the - 36 .

Apothecary, 70 .

Apostolic church , 197 .

Argument of greater safety, 124 .
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .
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mur ! pistle Postil.
righteousness by grace can have no place in best. A selfrighteous person thinks he knows

him . So the selfrighteous renders the grace the Law , and by doing the Law he must be

of God, the death of Christ, the Gospel of the come righteous before God ; but in reality he

For the LUTHERAN WITness . forgiveness of sins all in vain ; a strange right- does not yet understand the very first com

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE what his soulwants; for that is the very na- that he can nevermore perfectly keep the Law ,
eousness given him as a gift and alms is not mandment; for if he did , he would also know

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
ture of selfrighteousness to look for righteous and that his imperfect works can not be

By Rev. F. Kuegele. ness earned and deserved by itself. Now if counted for righteousness. Every one under

we do not come to Christ, begging for right standing what is required by the word : “ Ye

IV. Sunday in Lent (Laetare ).
eousness as that malefactor on the cross , we shall be holy : for I the Lord your God am

can have no part in Him , and the object of holy,” will also know that that holiness is be

GAL. 4 , 21–31 . His death is frustrated with us . yond the reach of a sinner in this life . When

With many such arguments Paul proved to ever the old Adam tempts us to think our

DEARLY BELOVED :-The object which the the Galatians that by the Law there is no sal- virtues , our piety, our blamelessness in the

Apostle Paulhad in view , when he was writ- vation , and if they would seek righteousness Law avails something before God, we should

ing his epistle to the Galatians , was to instruct by the deeds of the Law, they could have no ask ourselves : do you know the Law ? do you

them on the difference between the Law and part in the grace of God in Christ Jesus. Now understand what it demands ? do you not hear

the Gospel and to teach them that salvation after having presented the matter to the Gala- the Law , saying : “ Whosoever shall keep the

comes pot by the Law, but only by the Gospel. tians in plain language, after having proved whole law , and yet offend in one point, he is

The reason why Paul saw it to be necessary it by irrefutable arguments, he in this text guilty ofall.” You are convicted of offending

to write to the Galatians on this subject was, presents the same once more in a typical, in more than one point , and the Law condemns
because they had lent their ears to false figurative manner. Hence permit me a short you as a transgressot,

teachers who were leading them away from discourse on : But directly Paul here refers to the differ

Christ back to the weak and beggarly ele ence between Law and Gospel ; for thus he
THE ALLEGORY OF AGAR AND SARAH ,

ments of the Law , to seek righteousness says : " For it is written , that Abraham had

therein . Because of the vital importance of presenting two sons, the one by a bondmaid, the other by a

this matter Paul wrote to them with great I. The allegory itself, and freewoman.” How comes it that Paul com

earnestness , introducing the subject with the II . The doctrine contained therein .
prises this in the Law when it is only a historic

words : “ I marvel that ye are so soon removed narration ? Why, we see here , that these two
I.

from him that called you into the grace of women , together with their sons, were types

Christ unto another gospel . But though we , An allegory is such a figure of speech by or figures of the two testaments , the Law and

or an angel from heaven , preach any other which historic facts or events are used to pict-. the Gospel. Besides that the Jews were ac

gospel unto you than that which we have ure or illustrate a certain truth . After show- customed to comprise the five books of Moses

preached unto you, let him be accursed.” ing to the Galatians the difference between the together as one and to call it the Law. The

Why does Paul use such sharp language as to Law and the Gospel, and after proving that meaning was not that these books contained

curse every one who would teach theGalatians salvation is alone by the faith of the Gospel nothing but Law , but they chiefly contain the

another way to salvation , than he taught them ? and not by the deeds of the Law , Paul, in the Law. Following the Jewish custom , Paul here

Very simply , because there is salvation in none allegory before us, presents this same truth calls the five books of Moses the Law and from

other than in Christ, and any one seeking it as in a panorama, and for this purpose he uses this book of the Law he quotes the history of

in the deeds of the Law must fail to find it. the history of Abraham's two wives . Of this Abraham and his two sons. The history is

Most powerfully does St. Paul prove this to intention he gives notice by the words: “ Tell briefly this : When Abraham was called from

the Galatians. Thus he says at the end of the me, ye that desire to be under the law , do ye not Ur of the Chaldees, the promise was given him

2. chapter : " I do not frustrate the grace of hear the law .” St. Paul was a powerful de- that in him and his seed all the families of the

God : for if righteousness come by the law , bater. Like as doctors will kill poison by earth should be blessed , and this promise was

then Christ is dead in vain .” Where there is poison , so Paul argues from the Law in order renewed to bim in the land of Canaan . Now

righteousness by deeds , by doings , by works , to convince the Galatians of the error of their Abraham and his wife Sarah grew old , and no

there is no room left for righteousness by free way. The Galatians thought to become right- son was born to them , and after the common

grace. If a thing has been earned by labor , eous and to be saved by walking in the Law, course of nature they could no longer expect
it is not and can not be received as a free gift but Paul asks them : Do you hear the law ? an issue ; for Abraham was 85 and Sarah

gratis. Righteousness by the Law and right- do you understand it ? do you know what it 75 years old . On this account Sarah fell into

eousness by the Gospel , or righteousness by demands ? He tells them , if they expected to great temptation or weakness of faith. She

works and righteousness by grace are two be saved by the Law they must certainly know thought, perhaps the promise concerned Abra

things which exclude each other. Righteous- the Law , its teachings and demands. Paul ham alone and not her and should indeed be

ness by the Law is righteousness by merit, knew , if the Galatians would rightly under- fulfilled to Abraham , yet not by her, but by

and righteousness by grace is righteousness stand the Law , they would also know that by another woman. So she prevailed on Abra

without merit given freely to him who is not the Law there is no salvation. But it was ham to go in unto Hagar, who was an Egyptian

worthy of it. Therefore to seek righteousness with the Galatians as with all who hope to find slave and bare Ishmael. Thereafter the prom

by the Law is to frustrate grace ; because righteousness in keeping the Law , they had ise was confirmed to Abraham , that by Sarah
so long as a man thinks to earn righteousness no thorough understanding of the Law. It is he should have a son , and in her ninetieth year

beforeGod, or because of his piety and virtue not an uncommon thing that people in reality she bare Isaac . So both Ishmael and Isaac

thinks to be deserving of God's favor , so long know least of what they imagine to understand were Abraham's sons , but there was this dif

:

.
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ference between them : Ishmael was born of Thus also the epistle to the Hebrews addresses favor , but because they already possess His

a bondwoman after the common course of na- the Christians yet living on earth : “ Ye are grace , they delight in doing His will . The

ture without a special promise of God , but come unto mount Sion, and unto the city of Son has made them free , and they are free ,

Isaac was born of a freewoman by the promise the living God , the heavenly Jerusalem .” indeed ; free from the spirit of bondage, free

of God against the common course of nature , The church is called Jerusalem above , be- to serve God freely . In the 119. Psalm David

as Paul here says, “ But he who was of the cause it is a spiritual and heavenly kingdom. says : “ Thy law is my delight.” This no one

bondwoman was born after the flesh ; but he can say who seeks his righteousness in the

of the freewoman was by promise. " Isaac
II.

works of the Law . To the worker in the Law

therefore was heir to all that Abraham pos- And now let us cast a glance at what Paul the service ofGod is a servitude and not a de

sessed , but Ishmael was a servant . means to picture by this allegory of the bond- light ; but he who knows that through Christ

Now the Apostle applies this history and woman and the free . They with their sons God is become his gracious Father , will also

says : “ Which things are an allegory.” He represent two nations or classes of people delight in doing his Father's will. The self

means to say ; these things signify more than which both serve God , seeking salvation ; but righteous man is a servant , having a servant's

the historic narrative appears to say , there they serve God from different motives and sentiments ; the believer in the Son is a free

is something represented or pictured by them , seek salvation in two different ways.
The lord , having the spirit of freewillingness.

they haveaspiritualmeaning. What do they spirit ofthese two classesofworshippers is ofthisfree, willing spirit those can,of
represent ? “ For these are the two covenants ; typified in those two women. Hagar was a course, know nothing who are yet under the

the one from the mount Sinai, which gendereth servant ; she must regard Abraham with dread Law . The natural man follows the principle,

to bondage, which is Agar. For this Agar is and seek his favor by serving him sedulously to do good were the way to obtain the good

mount Sinai in Arabia, and answereth to Jeru- and doing his commands ; but Sarah , knowing pleasure of God, and to preach up faith in

salem which now is, and is in bondage with her herself in possession of Abraham's love , was Christ seems to him a useless thing , barren

children . But Jerusalem which is above is at all times free to approach him . So it holds and unfruitful. Morality is the great thing

free , which is the mother of us all.” So then with the two classes of the worshippers of with the selfrighteous; they think , the higher

Hagar with her son signifies the covenant God : the one class seek His favor by the their system of morality, the nearer to heaven.

which God made with the children of Israel deeds of the Law , the other approach Him Some worldly moralists even say, to preach

on mount Sinai, the covenant of the Law ; and freely in the Son. Hagarites are all those who that good works are not necessary unto justi

Sarah with her son signifies the covenant of think to gain the favor of God by their works . fication and salvation , were an evil doctrine

grace , which God established in His Son Jesus They do serve God and that often very sed- which would lead men to become more wicked

Christ. ulously , but the sentiment from which their and to do no more good works . That objec

The seeming difficulties in this text a few service of God proceeds, is a servile sentiment. tion Paul here meets, introducing words of
questions may serve to obviate. Why does They think they must avoid sin , they must do the prophet Isaiah : " For it is written , Re

St. Paul compare mount Sinai with and even good , they must go to church , they must pray , joice , thou barren that bearest not ; break forth

directly call it Agar ? Frequently the same they must keep Sunday, they must perform and cry, thou that trayailest not : for thedes

mountains have different names with different acts of benevolence, and they hope if they do olate hath many more children than she which
nations. Old histories show that with the these things the good pleasure of God will hath a husband.” Those wedded to the Law

Arabians mount Sinai was called mount Agar rest upon them . It is all a must with them . are by the Law continually driven to good

or Hagar . Doubtless Hagar, when sentaway They are servants and think like servants. works ; for the Law consists in command

by Abraham , dwelt in or near those mountains The workers in the Law walk in the obedience ments, saying : “ This do , this do ; ” but

and the Arabians who are descendents of Ish- of the Law , because they must and because those adhering to the Gospel no one drives

mael, called it Hagar's mountain. How mount they hope thereby to escape punishment and unto good works; for the Gospel commands
Agar answers to Jerusalem , Paul himself ex- to secure reward . The knowledge that they no works, it only says : “ Believe on the Lord

plains in saying of Jerusalem : “ Which now are bound to do it , the fear of wrath and the Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved .” Now

is, and is in bondage with her children .” Hagar hope of reward are the factors, the motives it seems, those driven to good works must be

was a bondwoman , on mount Hagar the Law impelling them to do what they do . fruitful therein , and those not driven to works,

was given , which brings into bondage, and But the sentiment of those like unto the barren ; but, says St. Paul, the contrary is

Jerusalem as it was in Paul's time was in the freewoman is far different. Sarah knew her- the case . She which is accounted barren has

bondage of the Law . Like as Hagar was in self in the possession of Abraham's love and many more children than she which hath a

bondage , so Jerusalem was in the bondage of therefore never thought of winning his love husband.” The believer in Christ is more

the Law given on mount Agar . Finally , what by being dutiful and obedient to him . She fruitful in good works , than the servant of

does Paulmean by“ Jerusalem which is above” ? indeed knew it her duty to do what was pleas- the Law . Sarah , the freewoman , is more in

By Jerusalem he means the church , the com- ing to her lord , and the Scriptures tell us that dustrious in looking after the welfare of the

munity of saints. Now the church we are ac- she did do it , but not in order to gain his love house, than Hagar, the bondwoman. If I am

customed to divide into two parts: the church that she possessed already , she did it with a driven to a thing, I will do it with a slack

militant and the church triumphant. The free , willing, joyous heart, even because she hand, unwillingly ; but if I delight in a thing

church militant is the little flock of true be- possessed her husband's love and loved him and need not be driven to it , I will accomplish

lievers on earth who must yet stand in the in return . Just this is the case with those who far more . The man who says : I must live

battle against Satan , the world and the flesh ; seek access to the Father's face in the Son . morally in order to attain to heaven, can never

the church triumphant is the company of per- In Christ they know themselves in the pos- be as moral as he who takes delight in morality.

fected saints in heaven who have overcome session of the Father's grace , and they need Yet this is true, the selfrighteous continually

through the blood of the Lamb. Now one not and do not do good in order to win His sees how much good he does , although he only

might think , Paul were here speaking of the favor. Neither do they walk in good works deceives himself, counting as good beforeGod

church triumphant in heaven , because he says in order to escape punishment; for they know that which is evil and not good ; but the true

“ Jerusalem which is above,” but such is not that in Christ their sins are forgiven and there Christian continually sees how much good he
the case ; for he adds : “ Which is the mother is no wrath in store for them . Nor are they ought to do and how little he in reality does

of us all.” Not the church in heaven , the zealous unto good for the sake of reward ; for do. Therefore the selfrighteous are spiritually

church on earth is our mother , because in it they know that in Christ all heaven and all proud , the true Christians humble. So those

we are regenerated by the Word and sacra- salvation is theirs . They are zealous unto who lay no store by their good works , finding

ments ; but Paul calls it Jerusalem above, be- good , in all things they strive to walk pleas- their righteousness only and alone in Christ

cause the church has its origin from above ing unto God , they labor to upbuild their and His works, by word and deed rebuke those

and is not an earthly, but a heavenly king- Lord's kingdom in themselves and to spread who are proud of their good works, and the

dom , as the Lord in His parables often calls abroad His praise among men , and all this consequence is that these hate them , detest

the church on earth " the kingdom of heaven.” they do freely , joyously , not to win God's them and where they can do so will persecute
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them. “ But as then he that was born after the back to a state of primitive Christianity . Do the products of the wonderfully imaginative

flesh persecuted him that was born after the not say that you will not act contrary to the cast of mind of His Holiness . But setting

Spirit, even so it is now .” You tell a man who dictates of your conscience which may err , aside the imagination of His Holiness and

is proud of his morality and virtues, or at least but rather make it your principle, not to act viewing the matter as it is in reality , there is

thinks he can do something which contributes contrary to the dictates of the infallible Word no freer man walking the face of the earth

to his salvation , you tell him that all his works, of God . Such was the principle of Luther to -day than His Holiness. Yet if His Holiness,

all his virtues , piety and exertion are all of no and of those who assisted him in the work by virtue of infallibility , insists upon it , that

value before God , and he will be touched in which he was chosen by God Almighty to ac- he is in an “ unworthy condition ," we must

his most sensitive parts , and in nine cases out complish . - H . R. admit for once that he has spoken the truth .

of ten he will hate you for it , and if occasion For His Holiness is actually in an unworthy

offers to do any thing against you , he will do
Giving and Relinquishing.

condition ,” in a condition so unworthy of the

it. Those depending on the works of the Law position he pretends to occupy, that the Lamb

for righteousness claim that they must be the of God looks down upon His Holiness with

heirs, and if any dare deny them the heirship , his death, did he ? ” The question was asked sible of displeasure and wrath. And in the
“ So Mr. Jones gave $500.00 to missions at

the greatest measure and highest degree pos

he will incur their sore displeasure. “ Never

of a city pastor the other day. And the answer
theless, what saith the scripture ? Cast out the

bondwoman and her son : for the son of the

was : “ I did not say, he gave it , but he left day of judgment the Lamb shall give His

Holiness to drink the never emptied vials of
it ; perhaps I should have more explicitly said

bondwoman shall not be heir with the son of the eternal wrath . Then His Holiness will eter

that he relinquished $ 500.00, because he could

freewoman ." Though Hagar revolt against nally cry aloud in torments unspeakable, and

Sarah and Ishmael persecute Isaac , yet the
no longer hold it.” The distinction needs to

servant is not mistress and the son of the serv

be kept in mind: one only gives when living; the only answerever to be heard will be the

he relinquishes at death . There is plenty of
..

ant is not heir, neither do they remain in the
Scripture commendation for giving, but none

house forever ; they are cast forth . Every that werecall for relinquishing what the stiff Rigorism of Sabbatarians on the Island

the
of St. Kilda.

will fail to find it . “ Going about to establish ened fingers of death can no longer hold.
.

Christian at Work .

their own righteousness, Israel hath not ob The people of the island of St. Kilda are

tained that which he seeketh for.” But they great Sabbatarians. A correspondent of a

who acknowledge their total unworthiness and “ The Unworthy Condition ." Glasgow paper writes that he was refused more

look for the inheritance alone through the Son than a cupful of water for his Sunday morn

will be found the “ heirs of God and joint heirs The Catholic American of May 12th con- ing ablutions , on the ground that the Free

with Christ.” tains a report concerning various pilgrimages Church minister declared it to be a violation

“ So then , brethren , we are not children of the to Rome undertaken by representativeCatho- of the third Commandment to draw water on

bondwoman, but of the free.” And why chil- lics of various nationalities. The Pope re- Sunday. The islanders fill in the day with

dren of the free ? Because we seek not the ceived all the pilgrimages separately , and for long sessions of public worship . There is a

inheritance by the works of the Law , but re- every one he had a word of one kind or other.
sermon of two hours ' length in the morning,

ceive it through the Son as the gift of God , “ To the Austrians,” the Catholic American followed by a short interval for refreshments.

bestowed freely on us , who are not worthy says, “ His Holiness spoke with fervor of the A bell then rings up the congregation for a

of it , and walk in the statutes of the Lord, glorious national history and of the old re
two hours ' sermon in the afternoon . From

not as driven by the Law, but prompted by lations between Eastern Europe and the Holy the church the St. Kildians proceed to the

the Spirit of gratitude and freewillingness. See ; and to them Leo XIII. appealed for Sunday-school , and are then allowed another

God grant that these words be true of every sympathy in 'the unworthy condition ' in which , short interval for tea. In the evening there

one among us. Amen . for many years , has been placed the vicar of is another religious service , at which the spin

Jesus Christ, the head pastor of Catholics . sters and bachelors each repeat a psalm . If ,

We greatly approve your wish to claim on our through the severity of these religious exer

behalf that independence required by the na- cises , any St. Kildian goes to sleep , the min

ture of our supreme authority, and the liberty ister takes him to task by name, thus : -Lach

Archbishop Walsh of Ireland and necessary for the exercise of our Apostolic ian , waken your wife ; she won't nod much in

the Pope.
Ministry .” As far as our knowledge extends, hell, I think.” With all their services these

the Pope is no relative of Col. R. S. Ingersoll ; people have not attained to a correct under

With reference to the Pope's recent Irish yet the disposition of mind in which His Holi- standing of the third Commandment.

decree The Christian at Work has the follow- ness was when speaking to the Austrian pil

ing to say : “ At the present writing word grimage in the manner referred to in the A Monk steals $8000 and is acquitted.

comes from Rome that Archbishop Walsh has above quotation, must have been very much

been having frequent conversations recently the same as that of the champion infidel of A very odd case has lately been settled in

with Cardinal Simeoni . The latter urged the Peoria, when he said : “ We cry aloud ; but the French courts. A brother in a Dominican

necessity of submitting to the Pope's rescript. the only answer is the echo of our wailing monastery, claimed to have been deranged ,

The Archbishop declared his readiness to sub- cry.” For the more His Holiness wailingly stole eight thousand dollars from the monas

mit to the Pope's orders , but said he could not cries aloud for temporal power, the more he tery safe . He was charged with robbery , and

act in opposition to his own conscience. He finds the answer to his cries to be their empty made no denial, and would have been con

would rather, without making any difficulty, echos, at least as far as Italy is concerned . victed had not the defense taken advantage

resign his position in Dublin .” We would in The poor ! poor !! Holy Father, who does not of the Ferry law , passed with a view to injure

all humility advise the Archbishop of Dublin pity him ? And who can be so heartless, as such establishments, and shown that there

to remain where he is and to oppose the Pope, not to do all in his power to bring about a was no civil offense, and no robbery, because ,

that embodiment of all that in its character is different state of affairs ? under this civil law , all things were in com

antichristian , if in his conscience he is bound He is in a condition utterly unworthy of mon , and each had a right to help himself

to do so . Do not act cowardly , Archbishop , the head of all Catholics. Just think of it from the common fund. He was acquitted .

by resigning your position , but take the dic- with silent reverence and awe ! His Holiness Protecting clerical thieves is certainly a bad

tates of your conscience and bring them in is a prisoner in the vatican at Rome, not able way of upholding civil authority.

comparison with the dictates of the Bible and to go about in the city of the seven hills , nor

then act as the Word of God dictates . You to behold the beauties of the surrounding THE WORTH OF SUN - SHINE IN MONEY,-A

may be the means of bringing about a refor- landscapes. The “ unworthy condition,” how- single day of heavy fog makes the city of

mation in Ireland and of leading your people ever, and the prison of His Holiness are but London pay $100,000 more for gas.

Polemical.
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IS USURY .

we

reason , beloved children , lay well to heart only the latter is in truth lending proper :

our present lesson. giving to another the temporary use of a thing

In the first place , then , What is usury ? In so that it becomes during this time the prop

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor.
our Bible and in all books of the Hebrew , erty of the borrower .

Greek and Latin tongues and with all German Now to proceed, Only for the use of what

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st and English authors up to the second half of money should we not ask a premium ? Only
of each month . All communications and money should be

sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str ., Zanesville ,
the sixteenth century the word usury de- for the use of money lent . Does God , then ,

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. notes an augmenting of one's substance by require us to draw no gain from our money ,
Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the

premiums stipulated for the use of money or not that even of honest business ? God re

of other goods. quires no such thing. But in what manner

Entered at the Post Omice at St. Louis , Mo. , As Second
shall we indeed draw no gain from our money ?

Class Mail Matter. REQUIRING IN REPAYMENT OF MONEY OR GOODS

LENT ANYTHING MORE THAN WAS LENT, Not by lending. For how is the gain termed

ST. LOUIS, MO. , June 7, 1888 . that is stipulated for the use of money lent ?

This was the doctrine of the whole world , Usury. And this God hath expressly and

Our Sabbath Year.
thus Jews, Gentiles and Christians always severely prohibited.

understood it till the latter part of the 16. cent 2. Our definition says : Requiring any thing

The seventh year was with Israelites a year ury. The same idea is conveyed by the word MORE than was lent. Is it wrong , therefore,

of rest. “ In the seventh year shall be a sab- increase, namely every thing we stipulate be- to require even the repayment of the prin

bath of rest unto the land, a sabbath for the yond the principal lent . The only difference cipal , or is it right ? It is right. Correct!

Lord : thou shalt neither sow thy field , nor which some expounders make between usury else it were not lent, but simply given. Lend

prune thy vineyard ,” Lev. 25 , 4 . With this and increase , is that usury refers to a com- ing presupposes repayment. But because the

number our Witness enters upon the seventh pensation stipulated for the use ofmoney, in- Lord Jesus saith , “ Lend, hoping for nothing

year of its publication . If our paper had the crease to a compensation stipulated for the again ” ( Luke 6 , 35 ) , we must indeed, if we

secular interest of its readers in view, use of other goods. In every other respect would be His disciples, not only lend when

they denote the same.

might ask our readers to excuse us for a year finition ofusury.We must pay close atten- pal again, but in many cases we must run the
Now repeat the de- we have certain hope of receiving the princi

for a sabbath of rest. But as the spiritual

work among Israel could not cease even in
tion to the several members of our definition . risk of receiving it again or of losing it. The

their seventh year, but must be continued
1. Our definition refers us to money and principal lent we may indeed hope to receive

with increased vigor and unabating zeal ; so goods Lent . Now, if my transaction does not again. But are we allowed to require moreLENT

the work which our paper aims at prosecuting, refer to things lent,but, for instance, to things than was lent ? No. For what would that be ?

allowsof no temporal rest, but must be pushed bought and sold , if in mysale of goods I ask Usury , increase .

with ever growing fervor the nearer we draw somewhat more than I paid , would that be 3. Our definition says : Any thing more

to the heavenly jubilee of rest eternal. The usury? No. Usury, therefore, is practised than was lent. Does it matter then whether the

wonderful tenets of true apostolic christianity , only in which things? In things lent. Now premium stipulated be of a high or low rate ?

the glorious principle of the Lutheran Refor- bear in mind, people sometimes call things Is it usury only , when we stipulate a com

mation , must they remain unproclaimed in a
lent, which in fact were not lent. Let me pensation beyond the rate of interest estab

land and in a language wherein atheism , and give you a pertinent illustration . A laboring lished by law ? No. Of course , in the present

rationalism , and sectarianism, and Romanism ,
man has saved $ 100 . His neighbor is a mer- case asking two per cent is as much usury as

and unionism , and secretism speak loudly and chant. Says the merchant to the laboring asking twenty per cent. Or does a difference

defiantly to win men to their side ? The light
man : Invest your money in my business. Of perhaps rest in the person of the lender ? Is

of the world , the light of pure doctrine and what I gain , you shall have your share of it no sin for a poor man to require more than

consistent practice, shall we hide it
profit. If I lose , you must bear your share he lent ? It is sin for him too , the wrong is

away
the same.under a bushel , because we, in despair, think of loss, too. The risk of my labor and money Or does the person of the bor

this light will no longer be true to its nature shall also be the risk of your money.—Well, rower perhaps change the face of the matter?

of dispelling darkness at least among people the laboring man lets the merchant have his Is it right to require from a rich man any

who speak the English tongue ? The ever money. What, then , did the laboring man do thing more than was lent him ? No.

blessed work of the very flower of mankind , with his money? He lent it to the merchant. 4. Our definition says : REQUIRING any thing

the work of saving souls alive by the Gospel No, he did not do this. He put it out, but he more than was lent. Is it wrong then for the

of free salvation, should we neglect it, be- did not lend it. People may term this a lend- lender to accept what the borrower gives him

cause some men revile it and because we ex- ing, but it is no lending. Mind this first. voluntarily , though the lender stipulated no

perience not that great visible success which, Now another instance . Suppose the merchant repayment of anything save the principal ?

under God's gracious dispensation , accom- would say, I am just now in distress, help me Such is not usury. When is it usury ? When?

panied the work of others ? Let us cheer- out for a while with your $ 100. I shall see repayment of more than was lent is required .

fully , and faithfully, and patiently do our to it that your money is made safe and at such Correct ; may this requiring be made in ex

work , God will , in His way, not deny the in- and such time you shall receive it back duly . plicit terms , or by intimation or by the hidden

Now the laboring man lets him have his $ 100 desire of the heart.

on this condition . Now, did he advance his 5. Our definition says : Requiring in repay

money in the same manner in both instances ment of MONEY OR GOODs lent. Is there a dif

Against the Sin of Usury.
or is there a difference ? There is a difference. ference then in the matter that was lent ?

Certainly. a) In the first instance his money whether this be money , grain, flour, or any
A Catechetical Lecture in three parts, read before the should benefit himself; in the second instance thing else that was lent? Is it wrong to re

Cleveland Pastoral Conference in July 1880, by

Rev. Pres. H. C. Schwan . it should aid his neighbor. b) In the first in- quire a premium for lending money, but right

stance he remains possessor of his money ; in to require a compensation for the lending of

Part I. WHAT IS USURY.
the second instance the merchant becomes the corn , hay , and the like ? It is allowed in

“ He that augmenteth his sub- possessor, though indeed only for a certain nothing.

stance by usury and increase, time . c ) If the money is lost, in the first in- Observe, then , these points ; nothing more
gathereth it for him that hath

pity on the poor. ” Prov. 28 ,8. stance the laboring man is the loser , in the and nothing less did God prohibit when he

Formerly Christians , Jews and Gentiles second instance the merchant is the loser . prohibited usury , andGod did prohibit usury .

knew what usury is and that it is wrong . But , Now mind ! In the first instance the laboring For how does our proof-passage, Prov. 28 , 8 ,

alas, at the present time most of the very man entered into partnership with the mer- read ? “ He that augmenteth his substance by

Christians no longer know this, and a great chant , entered into business with him. In the usury and increase , gathereth it for him that

number, too, do not want to know. For this second instance he LENT him hismoney. And hath pity on the poor.” What do we name a

crease .

а
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man that augmenteth his substance by usury ? pastors of the Baltimore conference thor- sisters that may read this report , will tease

A usurer. And what does our passage say of oughly discussed the matter of founding an think of the little English Lutheran mission

such a one ? “ He gathereth it for him that English Lutheran church. That such a church church here in Baltimore , when they pray :

hath pity on the poor. " Why, this does not was necessary very soon became apparent to
“ Thy kingdom come !"

read at all like a prohibition and threat , on the pastors as well as to the congregations.

the contrary it reads more like a promise, a The latter pledged themselves to help to sup- the first time. Twenty-six persons communed
Sunday, May 27. , we had communion for

praise ! If the usurer gathers for the poor , he port an English congregation , if organized.
( 10 ladies and 16 gentlemen ).-C. A. A. J.

does a good work , as it would seem ! But can Several gentlemen were soon found to act as

such be the sense of our passage ? No. Mind , an English' mission committee . These , with

one may gather in pity of the poor , and one the advice of our pastors , made arrangements
Christianity in India.

may gather without any such pity. One may for having an English sermon delivered by

gather with the intention of benefitting the Rev. Mr. F. Kuegele of Koiners , Va . , on No

To-day there are 500,000 native Christians
poor, and one may gather without any such vember 10 , 1887 , at Raine's Hall. There was

in India. Yet there a time when a dis

intention . Now , on which side , do you think , a fine audience present, but only the three

will the usurer be found ? He has no desire gentlemen of the committee expressed them- couraged missionary said : “ If I ever see one
of these natives converted to Jesus Christ, Iof gathering for the poor. Indeed not ; and selves willing to become members of an Eng
shall see something more nearly approaching

yet he must gather for the poor without know- lish Lutheran church . They were not dis

the resurrection of a dead body than any
ing and desiring it . When the usurer shall heartened , but requested Rev. Mr. J. Schwoy

have filled his hands with the gain of usury, of Alexandria , Va . , to preach a missionary
thing I have ever seen .”

God will visit him unexpectedly and strike it sermon a fortnight later. Their number was

from his hands to make it fall to the ground increased by three after this service. After
Missionary Work in Japan.

that it may be gathered by the poor. That is this there were services regularly in some ball ,

to say , God will at last deprive usurers of at intervals of two weeks, the Revs. Bruegge
The statistics of missionary work in Japan

their mammon and oftentimes they must see mann, Luebkert and Johannes successively for the year 1886 contain many cheering facts .

their wealth go to such parties as would never officiating. January 15 , 1888, a Sunday-school Adults baptized 3640 , making a total member

have been favored by them . Such is the pun- was organized at Cook's Hall , southwest Bal

ship of 14,815 . There are now 193 organized
ishment which God , in our proof-passage, timore, with 22 children . On the 19th of

churches, 64 selfsupporting ; 93 native visitors
threatens to inflict upon the usurer. January eight gentlemen met at the parson- and 169 theological students ; $ 25,000 were

That such is really the true sense of our age of Rev. G. Johannes and there organized
contributed by native converts.

proof-passage, yea that usurers will be visited Emanuel church . Rev. Wm . Dallmann of
wages of a day laborer do not exceed twenty

by a still greater punishment, you will learn Marshfield , Mo. , was unanimously called to cents. One man gave $ 9000 to found a school
from the following quotation . What do we take charge of the pastorate of this new con

under the care of the American Board.
read in Ezekiel 18 , 13 ? “ He that hath given gregation . Not very long after the joyful

forth upon usury , and hath taken increase : news was received that the pastor had ac

shall he then live ? he shall not live : he hath cepted the call . Upon request Pastor Jo
Protestantism in Italy and Spain.

done all these abominations; he shall surely hannes kindly consented to preach for the

die ; his blood shall be upon him .” little congregation until the arrival of their
Half a century ago , except in the valleys

In these words usury is called an wabom- pastor, which took place March 15th . On this of Piedmont, not a native Protestant com

ination ” and a deadly sin ; therefore they night the members of the English church to- munity was to be found in the peninsula of

must refer to usury wilfully practised against gether with their friends gave Pastor and
Spain or Italy. Men were allowed 48 hours

better knowledge. If such a usurer then does Mrs. Dallmann a fine reception which will to quit the boundaries of Italy for circulating

not sincerely repent, may he expect eternal never be forgotten by any of the partici- the Scriptures, and those were imprisoned

life, or do death and eternal condemnation pants . On the Sunday following the pastor who received them . But in 1869 the Spanish

await him ? Only death and eternal damna- was installed by Rev. G. Johannes, assisted
Republic proclaimed religious liberty for all

tion . Is usury then , in the face of God , a by Rev. C. Frincke and C. Stuerken, at Mar- its citizens and in 1870 Victor Emanuel took

small or a great sin ? It is a great sin . tini Church . The inaugural sermon of Pas

( To be continued . ) tor Dallmann was delivered on the night of Waldensians in the Alpine valleys , the com
possession of Rome. Now , exclusive of the

March 25th at St. Paul's Church and a mis- munion of the evangelistic churches of Italy

sionary sermon on Easter Sunday night at the numbers 9000 ; and thirty churches in Spain

German Emanuel Church . Since April 8 , di
proclaim the truth that makes men free .

vine services are held at Cook's Hall , in the

AsOur English Church at Baltimore, Md. morning at half past ten and at 8 P. M.

for the prosperity of the church the following Roman Catholic Deviltry .

Baltimore, May 21 , 1888 . will speak forcibly . The number of voting

Mr. EDITOR : members of the congregation is now 19 , an Dr. Mackay, of Tamsui, reports that com

Certainly the brethren of the English Con- increase of 11 since the organization and of 9 plications have risen by reason of the advent

ference of Missouri and also the many friends since the arrival of the pastor. Services are of a large number of Spanish Roman Catholic

of the English Lutheran Church throughout generally very well attended and the pastor priests. These Romanists are seeking to en

the congregations of the Missouri Synod, always has an attentive and appreciative au- tice away the converts connected with the

should like to know how the lately organ- dience . Last Sunday , on the day of Pente- Presbyterian Mission , paying no attention to

ized Emanuel English Evangelical Lutheran cost , five catechumens, two grown ladies and the heathen . The Protestant mission is work

Church of Baltimore is coming on. We, there three gentlemen, were confirmed . There are ing vigorously to withstand the intrusion , by

fore, kindly request you to let us make use of others under instruction . In the Sunday- opening new stations and by commissioning

the columns of your paper for a little histor- School there are 80 pupils and 10 teachers ; new men, and it is hoped , that these intruders

ical sketch of said congregation. There are the ladies ' Bible -class in charge of the pastor will be discouraged in their divisive movement.

in this city three German congregations be- numbers twenty . If the good Lord contin Miss. Rev. of the World .

longing to the Missouri Synod . Now within ues to bless EmanuelChurch as in the past,

the last eight years many members of these there is no doubt but that there will be a prom

churches frequently deplored the fact that ising English Lutheran congregation on Mis If the missionaries sent out by every

there was no English church on Missouri's souri's basis in this city in the near future. Protestant society be distributed among the

basis in Baltimore , but here it also stopped. We will conclude these lines with an earnest 1,030,000,000 of the pagan world , there is

However, in the beginning of last year, the request that all our Christian brethren and but one to each 200,000. Is that enough ?

Church News
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temples of Christ, ” says Jerome, “ than adorn The Bitterness of Crime.

the temples of stone. " “ God has no need of

plates and dishes,” said Acacius, bishop of A lad of eighteen, who was executed for

The Charity of early Christians. Amida , and he ransomed therewith a number murder a month or two ago in Massachusetts ,

of poor captives . For a similar purpose Pau- dreaded the last parting with his mother more

One of the most striking results of the new linus of Nola sold the treasures of the beauti- than he did the gallows . He felt that she

spirit ofphilanthropy which Christianity intro- ful church , and it is said even sold himself was also a victim of his crime ; she who had

duced is seen in the copious charity of the into African slavery . The Christian traveler borne and reared him , who had fixed all her

primitive church . Amid the ruins of ancient was hospitably entertained by the faithful; hopes upon him , who had once been proud

palaces and temples, theatres and baths , there and before the close of the fourth century and glad to call him her son.

are none of any house of mercy . Charity asylums were provided for the sick , aged , and He had slain a great deal indeed that made

among the pagans was , at best , a fitful and infirm . During the Decian persecution , when life dear to his mother in making himself a

capricious fancy. Among the Christians it the streets of Carthage were strewn with the murderer. When he had finally parted with

was a vast and vigorousorganization , and was dying and the dead, the Christians, with the her, he said to the attendant, “ The worst is

cultivated with noble enthusiasm. And the scars of recent torture and imprisonment upon over. I can bear the rest.”

great and wicked city of Rome, with its fierce them , exhibited the nobility of a Gospel re- In a Western town , at this moment, there

oppresions and inhuman wrongs , afforded venge in their care for their fever -smitten is a young Norwegian serving a three years'

amplest opportunity for the Christ - like min- persecutors, and seemed to seek the martyr- sentence for a crime committed when he was

istrations of love and pity. There were Christ- dom of Christian charity, even more glorious intoxicated . He left his home in Norway

ian slaves to succor , exposed to unutterable than that they had escaped. In the plagueof some years ago, bearing with him his father's

indignities and cruel punishment, even unto Alexandria six hundred Christian parabolani and mother's fond benediction - good and

crucifixion for conscience' sake . There were periled their lives to succor the dying and kind parents both , to whom he was devotedly

often martyrs' pangs to assuage , the aching bury the dead . Julian , the heathen emperor, attached .

wounds inflicted by the rack or by the name- urged the pagan priests to imitate the virtues He prospered in the Western country , and

less tortures of the heathen to bind up , and of the lowly Christians . wrote home twice every month to make his

their bruised and broken hearts to cheer with Christianity also gave a new sanctity to parents happy with good news of him . All

heavenly consolation. There were outcast human life , and even denounced as murder was going well, when he fell into the company

babes to pluck from death . There were a the heathen custom of destroying the unborn of dissipated young men , drank with them ,

thousand forms of suffering and sorrow to re- child . The exposure of infants was a fear- committed a crime , and awoke to find himself

lieve , and the ever-present thought of Him fully prevalent pagan practice, which even in prison .

who came not to be ministered unto but to Plato and Aristotle permitted . We have had At once , he set about contriving plans to

minister, and to give his life a ransom for evidences of the tender charity of the Christ- conceal his disgrace from his mother, and

many , was an inspiration to heroic sacrifice ians in rescuing these foundlings from death, rested content in the belief that he had suc

and self-denial. And doubtless the religion or from a fate more dreadful still—a life of ceeded, when a letter arrived from her , telling

of love won its way to many a stony, pagan infamy. Christianity also emphatically af- him that she had heard of it all from some

heart by the winsome spell of the saintly char- firmed the Almighty's canon 'gainst self- of their friends . She was heartbroken , but

ities and heavenly benedictions of the perse- slaughter," which crime the pagans had even still tenderly affectionate. Then it was that

cuted Christians. This sublime principle has exalted into a virtue. It taught that a patient he felt an agony of shame and remorse .

since covered the earth with its institutions of endurance of suffering , like Job's, exhibited He said that he would have willingly passed

mercy , and with a passionate zeal has sought a loftier courage than Cato's renunciation of the whole term of his imprisonment in tor

out the woes of man in every land , in order to life . - Chr. Cynosure. ment, if he could but have been certain that

their relief. In the primitive church voluntary his mother would never know it. On receiv

collections were regularly made for the poor, The Power of Truth . ing her letter, he said to his comrades, “ Now,

the aged , the sick , the brethren in bonds, and boys, I'm in trouble. " -Selected.

for the burial of the dead . All fraud and A striking illustration of the power of truth

deceit was abhorred , and all usury forbidden. is seen in the following narrative related by

Many gave all their goods to feed the poor. Pastor Fliedner , Spain : “ One of our Spanish “ Lord Jesus, Things are just the Same

" Our charity dispenses more in the streets,” colporteurs sold a Bible some time ago , and between us.”

says Tertullian to the heathen, “ than your the priest rushed up to a man who had bought

religion in all the temples.” He upbraids it, exclaiming : These heretical books shall“ There is a rare story told of the Praelat

them for offering to the gods only the worn- never come into this village, snatched it out Bengel , whose life work is the Gnomon of the

out and useless, such as is given to dogs . of his hand, tore it , and threw it on the Greek Testament, the result of a diligent com

“ How monstrous is it,” exclaims the Alex- ground. The colporteur was stoned and paring of all the ancient manuscripts , that not

andrian Clement, “ to live in luxury while so driven out of the village. Some weeks after , one grain of truth should be lost. He died

many are in want.” “ As you would receive , being obliged to pass through the village in 1752 .

show mercy," says Chrysostom ; “ make God again , he hoped to do so unobserved, but A friend on his journey, lodging for one

your debtor, that you may receive again with almost immediately was recognized. ' Are night in Bengel's house , knowing his Christ

usury.” The church at Antioch , he tells us , you the man that sells Bibles? ' he was asked , ian character well , wished to hear his evening

maintained three thousand widows and virgins , and on replying “ Yes, ' instead of an angry prayer. Busied with bis great work , Bengel

besides the sick and poor. Under the per- outburst, he received the invitation , " Well , sat up late , while his friend waited, weary

secuting Decius the widows and infirm under then , come into our village ; we want your though he was , till nearly midnight. At last

care of the church at Rome were fifteen hun- books. ' The explanation of this changed Bengel kneeled beside his chair and with

dred . “ Behold the treasures of the church ,' manner was that the village grocer , having reverent tones he spoke to his Lord . The

said St. Lawrence , pointing to the aged and wrapped up his goods in the pages of the torn dear Master , whose words he had been poring

poor, when the heathen prefect came to con- Bible which had come into his hands, the over , with heart always uplifted for the teach

fiscate its wealth . The church in Carthage people read these beautiful histories , which ing of the Holy Spirit, from the early morning

sent a sum equal to four thousand dollars to they had never read before , and then asked until now , scarce asking time for refreshment,

ransom Christian captives in Numidia. Saint God to send the man back to them . Notonly " esteeming the words of his mouth more than
Ambrose sold the sacred vessels of the church did he sell all the Bibles he had with him , but his necessary food ,” he knew was very near

of Milan to rescue prisoners from the Goths, they made him stay with them two or three him . And thus he spake to him : “ Lord

esteeming it their truest consecration to the days to give them instruction.” Jesus, things are just the same between us,”

service of God. “ Better clothe the living Church at Home and Abroad . and laid himself to rest.
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Practical .
>

for the WITNESS, by R ... r ...

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

my mouth and give them warning from me. A Self-witnessing Bible .

When I say unto the wicked , Thou shalt surely
I

2 Cor . 4 , 2 .

die , and thou GIVEST HIM NOT WARNING , nor

Lectures against the Theatre .
speakest to warn the wicked from his wicked A gentleman approached the fruit stand of

way to save his life ; the same wicked man an Italian woman , whom he found very in

shall die in his iniquity ; but his BLOOD WILL tently engaged in reading a book .
From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted

I REQUIRE AT THINE HAND .” Ezekiel 3 , 17. 18 . " What are you reading there , my good

Now God has long since pronounced the sen- woman , that seems to interest you so much ? ”

VIII . PAPER. tence of death on all those walking together he inquired . “ The Word of God," said the

In another work ,to-wit , in his Gospel Postil, with the world on the broad path of its pleas- woman . " The Word of God ? Who told you

the same Dannhauer writes , not all men could ures . Consequently, your pastor must tell that ? ” “ God told me Himself,” answered

comfort themselves with the words of Christ, you and warn you, otherwise God will say to the woman . “ God told you ? How did He

“ Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his him one day , the day of judgment : Thou do that ? Have you ever talked with God ?
righteousness, and all these things shall be wicked servant , thee, too , did I call that thou How did He tell you that was His word ? ”

added unto you , ” Matth. 6 , 33. , and adds, shouldst warn my poor redeemed flock , but Not being accustomed to discuss questions

6. This comfort does, in the fourth place, not thou didst not do it in order to receive pres- of theology, the woman was a little confused .

pertain to the useless spiders that, indeed , ents , to be honored and praised by them : go Recovering herself she said : “ Sir, can you

toil and spin , but do a mischievous spider's thyself, then ,whitherthou hast led thy sheep! prove to me there is a sun up there in heaven ?”

work , viz. , all that are doing useless work, But do consider at the same time that having “ Prove it ? ” said the man , “ Why do you ask

mountebanks, jugglers, comedians, and other warned you would not listen to him , God will me to prove it . It proves itself .It proves itself . It warms

rabble.” (Ev . Denkmal. Strasbourg 1661. once not lay your blood at his charge, but re- me and I see its light; what better proof can

p . 702. ) quire your blood at your own hands. anyone want ? ” The woman smiled and said :

The same Dannhauer finally writes in his ( To be continued .)
“ Just so : you are right. And that is just the

Theology of Conscience that all impenitent way God tells this book is His Word . I read

persons ought to be disciplined , and he adds, it , and it warms me and gives light. I see

“ Among them are to be numbered those that Scriptural Knowledge of Papal Him in it , and what it says, is light and warmth

by doing disgraceful things, have acquired Dignitaries. which none butGod can give ; and so He tells

an ill fame or do not possess an honest name, me it is His Word . What more proof do I

who are loth to hear anything of repentance,
The A. K. Z. relates :

need ? '

keepers of brothels , public whores, comedi
Iglesias y Barcones, patriarch of India and

ans, etc. who make a profession of such sins.” Grand Almoner of Spain, has, on the occasion

of war with Marokko issued a pastoral letter ,
Room for Missionary Work Among

( Theol. conscientiaria I , 1137. )
in which he cites' a verse from Horace as a

Indians .

See there, dear reader , even those old rig
orously orthodox teachers of our church who passage of holy Scripture. His words ad

dressed to the soldiers are : ' If you fall in
There are 40,000 wild Indian children in

were all but over-spiritual enthusiasts, who,far from making that a sin which God has battle, whilst dying remember these words of this country. Of this number, all told , there

the Holy Ghost : Dulce et decorum est pro
are but 12,000 gathered in the Government

not forbidden ; who moreover fought mostzealously for the liberty of Christians in all patria mori. ( It is sweet and glorious to die and Mission schools, leaving 28,000 children

to whom no school opens its door and to whom

indifferent things so as to be spoken ill of in
for one's country . ) ' If the pope should not

no Christian missionary comes. There are at

a spiteful manner by the enemies of the
canonize this patriarch hereafter, this would

pure least 60 whole tribes , upon whose darkness nodoctrine , as though they had, indeed , been furnish a new proof that he is very liable to err.

careful of the pure doctrine , according to

“ Popery is mere Enthusiasm ” as the Smal- ray of Gospel light has ever fallen , as pagan

and savage as were their ancestors when thetheir mind , but had been unconcerned about cald Articles say , and for the truth of this
the furtherance of godliness - even they most saying proof is again furnished by the missive first white man landed upon these shores.

earnestly opposed the attendance of the thea- of the Archbishop Debelay of Avignon , France.

He describes the moment when the pope was An Eliot Indian Bible brought $210 at an

tre . And , indeed , in the best days of our
church , not only did zealous ministers of the in the act of proclaiming the newly invented auction sale in Boston . It was an imperfect

gospel warn their flock , but pious professors dogma in the following words: “ We are yet copy, lacking one leaf and having thirty of

warned their students , too . For also the
under the impression as if seeing the exalted the leaves supplied from another copy. If an

pro

fessors then knew that even they had to be head of the church sitting upon the chair of Eliot spirit permeated all Chrįstians with re

careful of not allowing their students to fall St. Peter , reflecting in his noble countenance spect to Indian mission , it would not be nec

victims to the world . Now-a-days , it is true , the majesty and the goodness of our Lord, essary to sell Indian Bibles at auction .

but few university professors care the least whose substitute he is upon earth . 50,000 be

whether their students lead a truly Christian lievers surround him and a serene stillness
Sıx millions of American children go regu

life or not. Now -a-days the students may reigns as if the templewere adesert. Weall, larly to school every school-day; the same
live exactly as they wish as long as they do bishops, priests and laymen were intent upon number play truant, more or less, and the

not get into collision with the police. Let what he would proclaim ; every look seemed
same number again do not go to school at all !

them go to the theatre every day provided to say to him : Speak, thou art the infallible The school population of our States and Terri

they have the means , and it will detract noth- oracle of truth ; speak, thy word will become tories is 17,500,000, but only one-third of

ing from their fame of being good students. the rule ofour faith. And the pope overcome them attend school regularly. Old Dr. Luther

In fact, if one first had to steal money forby deep emotiongave to usmerelytearsfor advocated the compulsory schoolsystem 350
words. — But suddenly the Spirit of God is

that purpose , this would be forgiven him as years ago , and he was right in that , as in

afailing of youth sincehe went there because upon him , his voice ringsoutandit still re- many other things concerning publicwelfare.
echo's in our innermost soul and Mary is ac

of his love of art ! O blind leaders of the
Church Messenger.

blind ! Finally , both will fall into the ditch. knowledged , declared, proclaimed immaculate

Hence, do not be astonished , dear reader, to in her conception . Heaven and earth , angels Not less than 100,000 women are employed

hear your pastor raise his voice aloud against
and men were filled with admiration . ” - F.D .

as teachers in France . One third of them are

the theatre ; for he is not solely concerned
" sisters ” of religious orders , the rest are

The Lutheran church has seven flourishing profanes,” and too many of these are devo
about your salvation , but also about his own .

congregations on New Zealand and even one

In His Word, God says to him : “ Son of on a Hawaiian island , where it was founded tees of modern materialism . If modern ma

man, I have made thee a watchman unto the on the Luther-day , 1883. We hope this one terialism should ever prevail , it will abandon

house of Israel, therefore hear the word at church will increase hundredfold till 1983 . the office of teachers as superfluous.
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Niscellaneous.

for us ;

They found the choir's great trouble sitting in his The Methodist Episcopal Church does its

old arm chair ,
own banking business in connection with its

And the summer's golden sunbeams lay upon bis mission work in this and foreign countries.

thin , white hair ;

It now disburses over one million a year in
Trouble in the " Amen Corner." He was singing “ Rock of Ages” in a cracked voice

and low, this work , and in the way mentioned saves the

' Twas a stylish congregation , that of Theophatus But the angels understood him — ' twas all he cared cost of exchange. So weread in another pa
.

per. We hope this banking church does not
Brown ,

And its organ was the finest and the biggest in the Said York, “ We're here, dear brother, with the ves- make itself guilty of the sin of usury commit

town , try's approbation, ted by most banks, if not by all.

And the chorus, all the papers favorably commented To discuss a little matter that affects the congre

on it, gation ;" Mrs. Qu'INCY A. Suaw , of Boston , daughter

For 'twas said each female member had a forty dol- “ And the choir, too,” said Sharpy, giving Brother of Prof. Agassiz , has for eight years sup

lar bonnet.
York a nudge ;

ported free kindergartens in the poorest quar
“ And the choir, too,” he echoed with the greatness

Now in the " amen corner" of the church sat Brother of a judge . ters of Boston and Cambridge, at a personal

Eyer,

Who persisted every Sunday in singing with the

" It was the understanding , when we bargained for expense of as much as $ 50,000 a year. If

she follows in the foot-prints of her father,
the chorus,

choir.

He was poor but genteel looking, and his head as That it was to relieve us ; that is , do the singing she is a Christian lady. Unbelievers, as a

rule , care very little for little children .snow was white,
And his old face beamed with sweetness when he If we rupture the agreement, it is very plain , dear

brother,
The Electrical Review says that the lightsang with all his might.

It will leave our congregation and be gobbled by ning rod is a relic of superstition , and that the
another.

His voice was cracked and broken, age had touched
day will come when a lightning rod on a house

his vocal chords, " We don't want any singing except that whatwe've will be regarded in the same light as a horse
And nearly every Sunday he would mispronounce bought ;

the words The latest tunes are all the rage ; the old ones stand shoe over a door. We must own this is news

Of the hymns, and 'twas no wonder he was old and to us.
. for naught;

If it be true it only proves that a

nearly blind And so we have decided — are you listening, Brother much boasted science is not altogether re

And the choir - a -rattling onward always left him far Eyer! liable .

behind .
That you'll have to stop your singing, for it flurry

tates the choir ."

The Holy Scriptures give to the Holy SpiritThe chorus stormed and blustered ; Brother Eyer

sang too slow , The old man slowly raised his head - a sign that he a very choice name, calling Him an Advocate,

And then he used the tunes in vogue a hundred did hear,

Paraclete, who conducts our cause and does
years ago, And on his cheek the trio caught the glitter of a the best for us, speaks for us, makes inter

At last the storm cloud bursted, and the church was tear ;

told in fine, His feeble hands pushed back the locks, white as
cession for us , and helps us up again when we

That the brother must stop singing or the choir
the silky snow, are falling. Thus we obtain the victory through

would resign. As he answered the committee in a voice both sweet faith, and overcome the devil and the world,

and low :
not by our own means and powers, but by the

Then the pastor called together in the vestry-room . “ I've sung the psalms of David nearly eighty power and working of the Holy Spirit and of

one day
years," said he ; faith . - Luther .

Seven influential members who subscribe more than
“ They've been my staff and comfort all along life's

they pay,

And havingasked God's guidance in a printed prayer I'm sorry I disturþ the choir, perhaps I'm doing Mr. Simon Huffer,Elida,O., (VI to VIII )
dreary way ; Subscriptions Paid .

or two, $ 3.00

wrong ;

They put their heads together to determine what Mr. Geo . Kessler, Elida, O. , ( VII) 1.00
But when my heart is filled with praise I can't keep Rev. J.'L. Osterhus , Milwaukee , Wis . , (V toto do.

back a song : VII ) 3.00

They debated, thought, suggested, till at last “ Dear " | " I wonder if beyond the tide that's breaking at my Mr. Cornelius Coiner, Waynesboro, Va.,( VII) 1.00Rev. J. F. Rubel, Lakefield, Minn ., (IV to VI) 3.00

Brother York ,
feet, Mr. D. E. Leonard,Waynesboro, Va., (VII ) 1.00

Who last year made a million on a sudden rise of In the far off heavenly temple where the Master I Mr. J. F. Letmate , Baltimore, Md ., (VI) 1.00

pork , 1.00
shall greet Rev. Theo . Horst, Florida, O. , (VI)

Rose and moved that a committee wait at once on Yes , I wonder , when I try to sing the songs of God Rev. A.T. Pechtold, Dulaneys Valley, Md . ,

( VII 3 cc) 3.00
Brother Eyer

up higher, Mr. Ferd . Ahrens, Kendallville, Ind . , (VI &
And proceed to rake him lively “ for disturbiu’ of If the angel band will church me for disturbing Mr. H. Frenzel,Barton, Md . , (VII)VII 2.00

the choir." 1.00
heaven's choir ! "

Rev. C. Kretzmann , Cleveland , O. , (V & VI) 2.00

Said he, “ In that 'ere organ l’ve invested quite a A silence filled the little room ; the old man bowed Mr. G. A.Conrad , Milwaukee, Wis., ( VII &
VIII) 2.00

his head ;pile ,
Teacher H. Lohmeyer, Hamel , Ills . , (IV to

And we'll sell it if we cannot worship in the latest The carriage rattled on again ; but Brother Eyer VI ) 3.00

style.
was dead ! Mrs. E. Staehle , Columbiana, O. , (V & VI) 2.00

2.00Our Philadelphy tenor tells me 'tis the hardest Yes, dead ! his hand had raised the veil the future Mr. C. Kuegle , Columbiana, O., (VI& VII)

Rev. 0. Pfaffe , Haven , Kans ., ( VI) 1.00

thing hangs before us ,
Rev. W.J. B. Lange, Valparaiso, Ind., ( VII) 1.00

To make people understand him when the brother and the Master dear had called him to the everlast- Teacher P. Ries, Friedheim , Ind ., (VI) 1.00

tries to sing . ing chorus. Mr. J. Horst, Ft . Wayne , Ind ., ( VI) .75

Rev. J. H. Werfelmann ,Marysville , O., (VII) 1.00
The choir missed him for awhile, but he was soon Rev. E. Werfelmann , Chicago, Ills . , (VII) 1.00

" We've got the biggest organ and the best dressed

forgot ; Rev. L. Fuerbringer, Frankenmuth , Mich .,
choir in town ;

A few church -goers watched the door; the old man ( VII ) 1.00

We pay the steepest sal’ry to our pastor, Brother St. Matthew S. School, New York, N. Y. , (VIentered not ;

Brown ; 16 cc) 12.00

Far away, his voice no longer cracked, he sang his Rev. A. Ch . Bauer, P. O. Steiner, Mich . , ( III

But if we must humor ignorance because it's blind
heart's desires , to VI ) 4.00

and old,
Where there are no church committees and no fash- Rev. C. Stuerken , Baltimore, Md., (VI& VII) 2.00

If the choir's to be pestered, I will seek another Mr. J. Stuckert, Baltimore, Md ., (VI & VII) 2.00ionable choirs !

fold . " Mr. C.W. E. Miller, Baltimore, Md . , (VI &

VII ) 2.00

Of course the motion carried , and one day a coach PROBABLY one of the oldest churches in the Mr. C. F. Luehrmann, St. Louis, Mo., (IV toMr. H. Stuerken, Baltimore, Md . , (VI to IX) 4.00

and four, world is the Bangund Church , in Norway, the VI ) 3.00

With the latest style of driver, rattled up to Eyer's age of which is 800 years. The pagoda - like Mr. O. Gruner, St. Louis , Mo., VII 18 ce)Mr: 0. Gruner, St. Louis, Mo. , (VI 68 cc) 17 00

door.

structure is covered with shingles and an inch | Mr. Eli Drushel, Mt. Hope, 0., (VII ) 1.00

And the sleek, well - dressed committee , Brothers

or two of tar . Runic inscriptions, interesting Mr. G. Thomann, New York ,N. Y., (VI 9 to

Selected .

.

Mr. G. A. Dobler, Baltimore, Md., (VI & VII) 2.00

Sharp and York and Lamb,

As they crossed the humble portal took good care to scholars, are on the building. This is a VII 8) 1.00

to miss the jamb. Lutheran church , of course .
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .

9.00
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Divine reconciliation wasmadeand everlasting tween God and Israel , Moses sprinkled the

redemption was found . That book in which people with blood and said : “ Behold the

the signification of the Old Testament sacri- blood of the covenant , which the Lord hath

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . fices is most fully explained , and in which it made with you concerning all these words.”

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE is most powerfully shown that Jesus Christ is Therefore also the Son of God established the

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
the one true High Priest and His sacrifice the New Covenant with the shedding of blood ;

one true sacrifice for sin , is the epistle to the yea, He came as the High Priest of the New
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

Hebrews. Let us therefore , in agreement Testament to offer blood , because otherwise

with the text, to -day consider : He could not have perfected the reconciliation

V. Sunday in Lent ( Judica ). with God . Of Him it is said in our text :

THE SACRIFICE OF CHRIST A BETTER OFFER

11-15 . “ But Christ being come a high priest of goodING THAN THOSE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT .

things to come , by a greater and more perfect

IN CHRIST , OUR TRUE High PRIEST , BELOVED
Christ's sacrifice is a better offering : tabernacle, not made with hands, that is to say ,

FRIENDS : -The text for to -day is very suit
I. because He as a greater high priest en- not of this building."

ably set apart for the time of Lent, because tered in by a greater and more perfect Christ is our High Priest , or rather He is

it treats of the sacrifice of Christ as the on tabernacle ;
the one true High Priest , of whom the high

great offering in and by which all the former II . because He entered in by Ilis own blood , priests of the Jews were only figures and

sacrifices are fulfilled . The worship of God and shadows. Like as the Jewish high priest had

with sacrifices or offerings began very soon III . because He made atonement also for the to bear the guilt of the people and to stand

after the fall of man. Of Cain and Abel we transgressions under the first Testament. before God for them , so Christ standing in

read that they both brought an offering to our stead bare our sins in His own body on

God, Cain of the fruits of the ground and
I. the tree . The high priest had to enter the

Abel of the firstlings of the flock ; and that This text treats of something strange to us, Most Holy to make atonement for the sins of

God even then, in the morning of the world , something which we have never seen , namely the people ; even so Christ, entering in to the

was well pleased with sacrifices offered with a sacrifices and bloody sacrifices at that. What Most Holy above, made atonement for our

truly pious and God-fearing heart , we are ex- were these sacrifices ? The chief of them was sins. But Christ is a better high priest than

plicitly told with regard to Abel's offering. the killing of certain animals and birds, the those of old . They were mere men and sin

From that time sacrifices continued until sprinkling of their blood and the burning of ners , He is the true God and without sin .

Christ. At the giving of the law on Mount certain parts of them on an altar. To us it They bare the guilt of the people not really ,

Sinai , God commanded many and manifold appears strange that that should have been but only typically, Christ bare the guilt of

sacrifices with manifold ceremonies described an act of worship , and some oversensitive the people really . Therefore also the Jewish

to the minutest details, all of which the chil- modernist might say , those priests had been high priest could make only typical, emblem

dren of Israel had to observe most scrupu- more like butchers than preachers ; but under atic atonement, Christ has made real atone

lously. These sacrifices were offered in im- the Old Covenant just the bloody sacrifices ment. The high priests sanctified only ex

mense numbers at first in or rather in front of belonged to the most essential things in the ternally , bodily ; Christ sanctifies internally ,

the tabernacle, thereafter in the temple of service of God . We serve God if we do spiritually. Hence the text says : “ Christ

Solomon. At the consecration of the temple what He has commanded ; now God had being come a high priest of good things to

alone Solomon offered twenty and two thou- commanded the sacrifices, so they were a come. " The Jewish high priest was a high

sand oxen and one hundred and twenty thou- service of God. If sentimentalism be horri- priest of good things present, but Christ is " a

sand sheep, and daily a sacrifice had to be fied , because the killing of a harmless dove high priest of good things to come.”

brought in the morning and in the evening. or the slaughtering of an innocent lamb is What does that mean ? It means this : The

Now all these many millions of sacrifices pronounced an act of worship pleasing to God , Jewish high priest gave bodily, civil cleanness

under the Old Covenant prefigured Christ ; in it can only be said that God can not and does bringing present advantage , but Christ gives

His sacrifice on Mount.Calvary they were all not accommodate Himself to every body's cleanness before God bringing exemption from

fulfilled . In them all God would have had no taste ; He does and commands what is pleas- everlasting damnation . In the ceremoniallaw

pleasure , if they had not been types of the ing unto Him , and that He wants done of us, God had named many things by which the Jew

sacrifice of His Son . That the sacrifices did and if we do it we serve Him . If God com was rendered unclean . If one had touched

not truly make reconciliation for sin , but were mands a thing , let it appear ever so trivial to a corpse, or had taken unclean food , he was

only figures of that future sacrifice to which reason or repugnant to the taste , we should be not allowed to come into the public assembly

alone atoning power belongs , was well known ready to say : Speak , Lord ; for thy servant before being cleansed again . The unclean
to the believing Israelite . Thus, for instance , heareth . was not permitted to associate with others , he

the promised Messiah says in the 40th Psalm : So concerning the bloody sacrifices of the had to be separate similar as one infected with

“ Sacrifice and offering thou didst not desire ; Old Testament the Lord simply says in the a contagious disease . Then he had to observe

mine ears hast thou opened : burnt-offering Book of the Law : " The life of the flesh is in certain ceremonies, perhaps also , as the case

and sin -offering hast thou not required. Then the blood : and I have given it to you upon might be , he had to bring an offering, where

said I , Lo, I come ; in the volume of the book the altar to make an atonement for your souls : upon the priest pronounced him clean . What

it is written of me.” The good pleasure of for it is the blood that maketh an atonement kind of cleanness therefore did the cleansing

God did not actually stand in the sacrifices for the soul.” The blood God is pleased to of the Jewish priest afford ? Why only a

themselves, for how should He delight in the accept as an atonement for the soul; hence worldly , civil cleanness, that the clean could

blood of bulls and of goats , but in this that “ without shedding of blood is no remission .' come to public worship , follow his business

they were shadows of that sacrifice by which . Therefore , when the covenant was made be- unhindered , and the like . That ceremonial

2
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ness.

6

cleansing indeed typified the cleansing from That He is such a high priest who can save us.” In the Old Testament many sacrifices

sin , yet it was not the cleansing from sin , it even to the uttermost, is proven to an evi- had to be offered and they must be repeated

was only a worldly , civil good thing. When dence by the blood with which He entered often , a proof that they were imperfect ; but

unclean the Jew had to be separate, when in to the sanctuary . Christ's sacrifice is a perfect one , a sweet

clean he was at liberty to move about. There smelling savor to God from eternity to eter
II.

fore the priests who gave that kind of clean nity, and there was no need of Ilis being of

ness are called priests of good things present, “ Neither by the blood of goats and calves , fered more than once . If His sacrifice had

things which brought present and outward but by his own blood he entered in once into the been imperfect, “ then must He often have

advantages. holy place, having obtained eternal redemption suffered since the foundation of the world,”

But Christ is a priest of " good things to for us.” The blood was the chief thing in but by His one offering He obtained eternal

come.” As High Priest He does not give the sacrifices. With it both the altar and the redemption. O a precious blood , which has(

things which bring present, i . e . worldly , out- people were sprinkled to sanctify both unto not only redeemed , but eternally redeemed

ward advantages , but good things which adorn the Lord. In itself indeed the blood of the us; which both washes away sin and breaks

the soul , grace , cleansing from sin , righteous- Jewish sacrifices sanctified only externally, the bonds of hell that we , delivered from the

These are called " good things to come,” yet whosoever regarded it with the eye of second death , shall abide in a blessed life for

not because they are not yet present, we al- faith as a type of the blood of the promised ever. Christ has obtained eternal redemp

ready possess them in faith ; but because they redeemer, through this faith obtained the for- tion ; henceforth there is no more any offer

are yet hidden and are to be made manifest giveness of sin before God. Now the cove- ing for sin necessary ; " for by one offering

only in the future, as Paul writes : “ Your life nant blood of the New Testament is the blood he hath perfected forever them that are sancti- ,

is hid with Christ in God. When Christ , who of Christ , as He says instituting His supper : fied.” The shedding of his blood once is valid

is our life , shall appear, then shall ye also ap- “ This cup is the new testament in my blood , for all times. Never will a time come when

pear with him in glory.” Christ , therefore , which is shed for you .” The blood which He the shedding of Christ's blood on Mount Cal

is a better high priest than Aaron was ; for gives in His Testament is the blood which He vary would have no more validity , it remains

Aaron could cleanse only externally, civilly , shed in His sacrifice , and this blood is infi- valid even unto the end of the world , and

but Christ cleanses the soul, giving heavenly nitely better , than the blood of the Old Tes- those who are then found cleansed by His

and everlasting cleanness , which in due time tament sacrifices. This our text demonstrates blood will remain clean ; no power of hell will

will be made manifest.
with three reasons . able to make them unclean . The blood

But Christ is not only a priest of greater Christ entered into the holy place not " by of Christ is the blood of the Son of God ; it

things, He also entered in " by a greater and the blood of goats and calves , but by his own needed to be offered up but once and it re

more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands, blood .” No priest of the Old Testament of deems forever .

that is to say, not of this building.” By this fered his own blood ; they took the blood of From this fact the conclusion is drawn in

we are referred back to the tabernacle which beasts and birds. Even though the high priest our text : “ For if the blood of bulls and of

was built in the wilderness. That was truly should have offered his own blood , yet , being goats , and the ashes of a heifer sprinkling the

a glorious building. It was only a tent, but the blood of a mere man , it would have been unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh :

the riches of a nation were expended in its of no avail ; yea , such an offering would have how much more shall the blood of Christ, who

construction. It was composed of the most been an abomination to God , because the high through the eternal Spirit offered himself with

costly material ornamented with gold and priest was a sinful man and his blood would out spot to God , purge your conscience from

silver . By a heavy silk curtain it was divided have been a sinful offering . But our High dead works to serve the living God ? ” In de

into two parts : the Holy and the Most Holy, Priest offered His own blood , and that was not tail to describe the sacrifices here mentioned

in the latter of which was the ark of the cove- a sinful, it was a holy blood ; for He was con- would be too lengthy. You can read of them

nant and the mercy seat . Into the Holy the ceived of the Holy Ghost and guile was not Num . 19. The inference is briefly this : If the

priests went daily, but into the Most Holy the found in His mouth. Now if Christ had been blood of bulls and goats purifies from civil un

high priest entered in once a year. In this nothing more than a sinless and holy man , cleanness, much rather must God's blood pu

tabernacle appeared the glory of the Lord and then His blood would indeed have been a far rify from sin . Indeed , if a goats blood puri

from the mercy seat He would answer the better offering than the blood of sacrificial fies externally, much rather will God's blood

high priest. Never another nation was there beasts , yet as a mere man's blood it could purify internally.

on earth possessing a sanctuary like unto that have had no atoning power for sin ; for of
III .

of Israel. Nevertheless it was a tabernacle men it is said in the 49th Psalm : “ None of

construed out of earthly material hy the hands them can by any means redeem his brother, And now the text gives one more reason

of men . ButChrist entered in by a tabernacle nor give to God a ransom for him .” But why Christ's sacrifice is a better sacrifice than

bonot made with hands.” What that tabernacle Christ is more than merely a holy man , He is those of the Old Covenant, namely because

is , the text does not specify ; but in the 24th also the true God ; therefore His blood is not His sacrifice made atonementnotonly for pres

verse of this chapter we read : “ Christ is not merely human blood, it is the blood of Him ent and future sins , but also for past sins ,

entered into the holy placesmade with hands, who is God and man in one person , it is Di- the sins committed under the Old Testament.

which are the figures of the true ; but into vine blood . In His own nature God has in- " And for this cause he is the mediator of the

heaven itself, now to appear in the presence deed no blood , but God received the human new testament , that by means of death , for the

of God for us. " The Jewish high priest nature into the unity of His person and there- redemption of the transgressions that were un

entered into a tabernacle made of curtains, by all belonging to the humanity became God's der the first testament, they which are called

Christ entered into heaven itself . The Jewish own . Therefore Christ's blood is God's own might receive the promise of eternal inherit

high priest could appear only before the mercy blood, as Paul says : “ God hath purchased ance." Because Christ is a better High Priest,

seat made of gold , Christ appeared before the the church with his own blood,” and Jolin “ a high priest of good things to come, ” because

countenance of God in the heavenly places. writes : " The blood of Jesus Christ his Son He entered in “ by a greater and more perfect

The Jewish high priest could remain in the cleanseth us from all sin .” Christ's blood is the tabernacle,” because He offered not the blood

Most Holy a short time only , Christ is alway blood of the Son of God , and , surely , God's of beasts , but His own blood which is the

at the right hand of the Father . The Jewish own blood is infinitely better than the blood blood of God , therefore " He is the mediator

high priest stood for the people only when, of goats and calves . Indeed all the blood of of the new testament,” the one true mediator

wearing his priestly robes , he entered the all created things is not worth a farthing in who alone could make atonement andwho had

sanctuary , but Christ is a high priest who comparison to one drop of God's own blood. to make reconciliation also for those " trans

nevermore puts off His priestly garments, On account of its infinite value the blood of gressions that were under the first testament.”

“ wherefore He is able also to save them to the Christ needed to be offered only once : “ By All the High Priests from Aaron down to Cai

uttermost that come unto God by Him , seeing his own blood he entered in once into the holy phas could make no real atonement for sin ;

he ever liveth to make intercession for them ." place, having obtained eternal redemption for all the sacrificial blood shed and sprinkled on

9
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We
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altars from Adam down to John the Baptist whose nature is Love , revealed in one Lord than to discover how it got into the world ;

could not reconcile God ; Christ had to come Jesus Christ , by one Holy Spirit of Grace , that sin is of the devil and is the only devil ;

and to make satisfaction also for the trans- who will finally restore the family of mankind but that Christ came to destroy sin . “ Though

gressions under the first Testament. to holiness and happiness." your sins be as scarlet they shall be as white

O the preciousness of Jesus' blood ! If all Art. 3. " We believe that holiness and true as wool. ” " Behold the Lamb of God which

the blood of all the beasts which were sacri- happiness are inseparably connected , and be- taketh away the sin of the world .”

ficed in the times of the Old Testament were lievers ought to be careful to maintain order Webelieve in depravity, but not in " total

gathered together , it would certainly make a and to practice good works , for these things depravity ;" that there are good and evil in

mighty stream , a stream which would cover are good and profitable unto men.” all men-much good and little evil in some

our valley from mountain to mountain , yet The above our creed — the snbstance of and little good and much evil in others.

all that blood was not sufficient to wash one it at least. This we insert in our church or- believe that heaven and hell are realities, pres

single soul from sin ; but one drop of Jesus' ganizations and proclaim in our church coun- ent as well as future, but that they are states

blood is sufficient to wash away all sin wide cils ; this we recite in our Sunday schools ; or conditions of mind , and not realities , that

as the world is and long as it may stand . I train ministers in ; instruct our church mem- holiness puts us in one and unholiness in the

say , one drop of that blood has so much bers in ; and read to all inquirers after the other ; that while God is merciful and forgives

power. And why ? Simply because it is the fundamentals of our faith . the penitent , he “ will by no means clear the

blood of the Infinite and Almighty One. I will add a few comments to this compact guilty ;" that we are saved from sin , not in

Therefore Dr. Luther fitly says of the blood statement of doctrines ; write a few words it; that while sin lasts , the punishment for it

of Christ: “ This treasure is so noble and pre- between the lines . must continue ; that every sinner must be re

cious that no man can comprehend it with his Article 1 . We believe the scriptures are generated , “ born again ,” and this change of

reason or understanding, since even a drop of inspired but not plenarily ; that someof them heart consists in clearing the affections, cor

this innocent blood is more than enough for are more authoritative than others ; that some recting the motives , facing the whole mind

the sin of all the world. Yet the Father poured of them are historical merely ; that the human toward God and firing it with a holy ambition

out over us His grace so richly in His Son element appears in all of them , and is domi- to become like God .

Christ Jesus , that He had Him to shed all His nant in many of them ; that the revelation
We believe in the atoning, or , using a bet

blood and has given us the whole treasure.” they contain, of Divine things even , is more ter word , the “ reconciling” work of Christ.

So writes Luther, and his words are precious, in the spirit than in the letter ; that even “ God was in Christ reconciling the world

Those drops of blood which the Lord shed at where the thought is God's wholly the word unto himself.”

His circumcision when He was eight days old is more or less man's ; that to understand
We believe in a " resurrection from the

would , as far as their value is concerned, have them we must read their interior sense chiefly. dead," and in immortality; that the soul de
been plentifully sufficient to atone for all the We believe that the Bible , though it contains parts immediately at death from its mortal

sins of all men from the beginning to the end many mysteries , and needs , for our sakes , all environment, is clothed with a spiritual body
of the world . Yet what did God the Father the light that history, and science, and scholar- and enters upon the other life ; that death is

do ? Why He made His Son to shed all His ship can throw upon it, it is both simple and the result of a divine plan , of nature's laws ,
blood ; for even when He was already hang- plain in its essential demands, and leaves and therefore a blessing ; that in character

ing dead on the cross Hisbody was yet pierced none of us in necessary doubt regarding the we reach the other life as we leave this - be

with a spear in order that it should surrender ordinary duties of life. ginning there in a higher or lower sphere, ac

the last drop . And you , my fellow pilgrims, Art. 2. Though we neither forget nor cast cording to our preparation here; that what

ever probation signifies it is the same there
you are often so low - spirited , so downhearted , aside the other attributes of God , we follow

as here ; that souls are changed , taught, and

so full of fears concerning your salvation . the example of the New Testament especially led and saved there as here; that moral and

You say : " Great is the wickedness of my and lay particular emphasis on his love. spiritual laws are the same there as here ;

heart and many aremy transgressions ; should “ God is Love .” We believe His love pre- that souls progress in knowledge, righteous
there indeed be forgiveness for them ? ” Truly , cedes ours. “ We love Him because he first ness, and happiness, there as here; that we

shall find our highest delight in sympathy, in
your sins are not few , your guilt is not small , loved us." We believe that we have “ all one helpfulness , and in active kindnesses, there

but here is superabundance of atonement, Father ;" and hence that all men arebrethren ; as here ; that all things in the future world

here is superfluity of forgiveness. One drop that the world is one family. On the love from top to bottom , from center to circum

of God's own blood is sufficient to atone for a and fatherhood of God, and on the brother- ference , under God's continued grace and the

hundred thousand worlds, though they be ten hood of man, we base our hope and argument ingly toward a perfect and eternal goodness.
soul's continued freedom will drift unceas

times worse than the one we live in . Now for the ultimate salvation of all souls.

Finally : We believe that one of God's best

God shed not merely a drop , He shed all His We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ is gifts to mankind is reason ; that this reason

blood for the reconciliation of our sins . The separate and destinct from God ; that he is was designed for use ; that reason and con

Lord grant us faith to believe it . Amen. the “ Son of God ;" the reflection or repre- science are the candles of the Lord set within

sentative of God : the " only begotten son "
us and that we ought humbly to walk by their

of God ; in whom dwelt “ the fullness ofthe light ;, that nothing is too holy, though it be
too high , for the investigations of reason ;

Godhead bodily " ; that he is our completed that through its guidance conscientiously ,

infallible teacher, the “ Saviour of the world ” ; reverently followed, we are led as by the

Universalism as defined by a Uni- the only “ name under heaven given among hand of our father , and in the way to what

versalist .
men , whereby we must be saved ” ; that to ever truth we need or comes within the limits

of our comprehension. REV. J. H. TUTTLE.

come unto him is to come unto God , to have

Bro. F. Sievers , of Minneapolis , kindly sent life and salvation ; that whosoever confesses If our readers will pay close attention to
us the Sunday Tribune of November 13 , 1887. him he confesses before his Father in heaven , Mr. Tuttle’s exposition, they will find that

This paper contains a definition of the tenets and that whosoever denies him he denies be- Universalists first put on the garb of what

as held by various churches. In the following fore his Father . they term “ the love and fatherhood of God ”

lines , our readers will find an exposition of the We believe that the Holy Spirit is the spirit They make use of the language of the churchand then deny every doctrine of our catechism .

blatant heresies of Universalism by Rev. Tuttle of God , the spirit of Christ , and the spirit of of Christ,they speak of God , of Christ , of

who is a Universalist preacher at Minneapolis. truth , sent to dwell in us, to quicken , inspire sin , of depravity, of resurrection , but they

Article 1. “ We believe that the holy script and guide us . change the meaning of these words and use

ares of the Old and New Testaments are the Art. 3 . We believe that sin is an awful them in a sense which denies the very doc

revelation of the character of God , and of the and solemn fact in the world , the great de- trines understood thereby in thechurch They

duty, interest and final destination of man- stroyer of happiness , that while it is present divinity , the nature of sin , total depravity ,
deny the inspiration of the Bible, Christ's

kind. ”
peace is absent ; that it is immensely more the resurrection and the necessity and nature

Art. 2. ” “ We believe that there is oneGod, important to help remove it from the world of saving faith .

9 )
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who seeketh his own good , caring nothing for wish all the melody of David's Psalms were

his neighbor's loss --- does he act charitably or removed from my ears , and those of the

uncharitably ? Uncharitably. And whose good church , and think it safer to imitate the plan

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . does the usurer seek by his usurious contract ? of Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, who di

Only his own good . How , then , does usury rected a method of repeating the psalms more

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st agree with charity ? It does not agree at all . resembling pronunciation than music. But
of each month. All communications and money should be

sent to: LUTIERAN Witness, 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville, The usurer, of course, says , he were practis- when I remember my tears of affection at my

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. ing charity by lending his money to the other conversion under the melody of Thy church ,
Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the

party. But tell me, do we require payment with which I am still affected, I again ac

for any service rendered from pure charity ? knowledge the utility of the custom . Thusdo
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second No. Any service for which we require pay- I fluctuate between the danger of pleasure

ment, ceases to be what in itself ? It ceases and the experience of utility , and am induced ,

ST. LOUIS, MO. , June 21, 1888 . to be a charitable act. Why ? Because we though with a wavering assent , to own that

render it for remuneration and not for char- the infirmity of nature may be assisted in de

Against the Sin of Usury .
ity's sake . Now tell me, does the usurer ask votion by psalmody. Yet when the tune has

pay for his services or not ? He asks pay. | moved me more the subject , I feel guilty

His lending on interest can therefore impos- and am ready to wish I had not heard the

A Catechetical Lecture in three parts, read before the sibly be a service of what kind ? Of a char- music. See where I am,
Cleveland Pastoral Conference in July 1880, by

and mourn with me ,

Rev. Pres. H. C. Schwan .
itable kind . True , God never commanded ye who are conscious of any inward feelings

that we should require no pay for any work of godliness. I cannot expect the sympathy

PART II . WHY GOD PROHIBITED USURY.
whatever. But He wants us not to ask pay- of those who are not. Thou , Lord , my God,

ment for all services we render. Some services hear and pity and heal me.”
“ He that augmenteth his sub

stance by usury and increase, should indeed remain which men shall render St. AUGUSTINE, Confessions, Book 10 .

pity on the poor . ” Prov. 28,8. one to another gratuitously and from charity.

But right here a great many people say, they Among such services He hath numbered lend

could not conceive in the least , Why God pro- ing without which human society cannot thrive. Six Requisites of a truly Christian Life.

hibited the requiring of interest from money Lending shall be and remain a charitable act.

lent. But the good will to see the point in See , this is the second reason why usury is sin , In the first place a true Christian should

question will soon remove the difficulty . God because it militates against charity . Even if thank God the Father, Son and Holy Ghost

prohibited usury :
God had nowhere prohibited usury in express for all spiritual and temporal blessings vouch

1. Because usury militates against justice. terms, yet its prohibition would be comprised saved to himself, to his own and to all Chris

If a business -transaction, a contract or bar- in the sum of the second table . But in order tendom . In the second place a true Christian

gain should be just, must it then be just for to render us fully excuseless , God added in should remain in his estate and calling and

one party only or for both parties ? For both Scripture also some express prohibitions. perform his duty therein faithfully and dil

parties. That's the bearing of the word just. Whence , then, does it flow that people require igently to the glory of God and his neighbor's

But dare such an action be unequal or must contrary to justice and charity payment for

welfare . In the third place a true Christian

it be equitable ? It must be marked by a due lending? From avarice, from love of money. should turn his heart from temporal and per

consideration for what is just and fair for both And whence floweth the love of money ? ishable things and cleave only unto eternal

parties . Now if I invest mymoney in another From unbelief. And notwithstanding this and heavenly things: they shall be his treas

man's business under condition : If he gains, fact people continue to inquire, Why God ure , comfort and joy. In the fourth place a

I want to share in the gain, of course in proper should have prohibited usury .
true Christian should bear with sacred pa

proportion ; if he loses , I shall share in the
And now , children, if you observe how tience and strong hope the anguish and dis

loss , of course in proper proportion ; if he usury renders the hearts ofmen so cold and tress , the cross and sorrow of this world , as

loses his whole investment, I am willing to lose hard, how it misleads into lying , deceiving God sends and lays them upon him. In the

my whole investment - is this contract equal and all kinds of injustice ; how it ruins in- fifth place a true Christian should always pray

for both parties , or not ? is it , therefore , just numerable men in body and soul ; yea , threw and supplicate God because of his own wants

or unjust ? It is equal and just. Observe, for into distress whole nations , for which reason
and also because of the wants of all Christians

this reason God in no way prohibited such all intelligent pagans have condemned it time in general . In the sixth place a true Christian

business-contracts . But if I place my money and again ; if you knew what distress and should always keep himself prepared for a

in another man's hand and stipulate : You misery is caused thereby in the commerce of blessed death and departure from this vale of

must bear the burden of labor, risk and loss , our country ; if you knew , for instance , that
tears .

not I ; you may lose ever so much, I want to it is only because of those usurious corners

lose nothing ; I want my money safe , I want in wheat , corn , coffee , etc. , that poor people A model Lutheran Sehool-Teacher

my money fully repaid in due time, and in ad- must continue to pay the same price for bread , called home by the Master .

dition I require THIS AND THAT MUCH MORE than corn , coffee, etc. , though God Almighty causes

the principal—is such a bargain fair and just three times more to grow than is necessary- Some one has duly said : “ I have no words

for both sides ? No, it is unfair and unjust. if you knew all these things you would not be to express my sense of the importance of hav

Observe now that such is the very character surprised at the fact that it is this very usury ing the office of the school- teacher filled by

of the usury-contract , and this is the first rea- against which God threatened such severe men of the purest motives , the noblest en

son why God prohibited the same. punishments. thusiasm and the most devoted Christianity.

2. The second reason is , because usury mil
( To be continued .)

A teacher should be the strongest and most

itates against true charity . God requires of angelic man that breathes . No man living is

a Christian not only to act according to jus- The Charms and Danger of intrusted with more precious materials. No

tice . God requires still more. A Christian Church-Music. man living can do more to set human life to

must also act conformably to charity. What a noble tune.” If there ever was a school

is , therefore, the sum and substance of the " The pleasures of the ear have deeper hold teacher who answered this description and

second table ? Thou shalt love thy neighbor on me. I find even while I am charmed with fully realized the importance of his office,

as thyself. Now tell me , Does true charity sacred melody, I am led astray at times by this was the late Teacher E. E. Roschke , of

apply to herself, or only to whom ? To our / the luxury of sensations, and offend, not St. Louis, Mo., who was taken 40 years ago

neighbor. What does Scripture say , Does knowing at the time, but afterwards I dis- by his brethren in the congregation from the

charity seek her own or rather what ? She cover it. Sometimes, guarding against this tailor's bench and placed in the school to in

seeks her neighbor's good. Does he , then , fallacy , I err in the other extreme, and could struct and educate their children . He did a

>
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noble work and entered at a mature age into On Sunday last we had the first baptism in The country in that Territory between the

the Lord's rest. His faithful pupils will never our congregation : two young ladies from northern boundary and the city of Las Vegas

forget his industry and devotion to do justice Fredricksburg , Va. They received instruc- very much resembles the treeless plains of the

towards the children placed in his care . It tion twice a week, studied diligently , and in Far West. It is traversed by the Canadian

will be none of their smallest joys to meet this a short time had mastered Luther's Cate- River and its tributaries , is very desolate and

saintly man in the eternal tabernacles. chism . They passed a creditable examina- barren in appearance , but would undoubtedly

tion in the presence of the vestry and were be equally fertile if brought under irrigation .

baptized in the evening in presence of a large As to population , within a distance of a hun

Reads only his own Writings.
congregation in Rev. Frincke's church , the dred miles one now and then sees but a small

Prof. G. Fritschel, of the lowa Synod , in congregation having kindly granted us the town, which for a few moments is gazed at by

privilege. the weary passenger ; the chief attraction ,

advertising a second edition of his tract against
The ladies of the congregation also wish to however, is the “ Snowy Range" in the West,

Missouri's doctrine of God's gracious elec- show their interest in church-work, and to extending from North to South with the sun

tion , writes, Missourians hadn't had oneword this end have organized a society which num- setting in all his glory behind its sharp and

to say against his tract . The professor , we
bers seventeen members up to date. silvery peaks . Several hours before Las

suppose , reads only his own writings ; for we

kňow of one Missourian who wrote a whole because we have no suitable place ofworship ; already set in .
We are laboring under a great disadvantage, Vegas was reached, the darkness of night had

On the following evening I

page in our Witness against the professor's
had we this we would surely grow much faster. preached for the fourth time in the Meadow

tract when its first edition was perpetrated. May the good Lord provide for this at an City, expecting to leavefor Santa Fe , the city

Or is the professor of one mind with the pro
early day! of “ Holy Faith," the next morning.

fessors of the Ohio Synod , of whom one of
The congregation has arranged matters so There was a man in Las Vegas, who several

their adherents recently intimated in a letter ,
as to have the Witness sent to every family in times had been invited and requested by

they “ don't deign to cross swords” with such the congregation and also to those who are members of our congregation to attend our
as are not professors ? Is he among the class

likely to become members in the course of services . His reply was rank blasphemy.

too that " don't deign " ?
time . Hereby much interest in church matters “ I might come,” he said , " if your preacher

is awakened and kept up which would hardly promises one thing."
• What is that ? ” was

Misfortune. be done otherwise . We commend this plan eagerly asked of him .. “ I might come,” he,

to the favorable consideration of the Western responded , " if your preacher promises not to

Unenlightened conscience and the wisdom brethren of our Conference. - WM. DALLMANN. mention in his sermon the name of Jesus.

of this world look upon every temporal aftlic
For every time I hear the word Jesus uttered ,

tion and misfortune as a sure sign of divine Our Denver Letter.
I get so sleepy, that immediately upon hear

displeasure and wrath . But Scripture informs
ing it mentioned , I fall sound asleep.” These

us that often even pious believers are sub
Denver, Colo ., May 28 , 1888. words he said February last , and as he did so ,

jected unto great misery not on account of DEAR Bro . FRANK : he burst out in a loud laughter. Last week ,

any particular gross offence , but because God Monday afternoon , Feb. 13, found me on from the 21st to the 23d day of May I again

would prove their faith and the patience they my way to Las Vegas, N. M., from Trinidad , visited Las Vegas, in order to hold services .

owe Him and set them as examples of His Colo ., via the A. T. & S. F. Railroad . For The wife of the gentleman , with whom I

grace and help in order to lead others also to 13 miles from Trinidad the road winds along stayed , asked me if I was already aware of it ,

embrace faith and piety. And this was the a small stream wending its way upwards and that Mr.H... had died . “ Who is he ? "

great mistake of the friends of Job, that they laboriously making the ascent of the Raton I said ; and she replied : “ He is the man ,

thought Job must have committed some crime, Range of the Rocky Mountains. On both who said , he would fall asleep on hearing the

else God could not and would not suffer him sides one beholds ravines innumerable, and nameof Jesus mentioned .”' “ And how did

to be afflicted as he was. most picturesque and lofty hills covered with he die ? ” was asked in return by me. “ Well,”

evergreen cedars and pines. Suddenly our she said , “ be had been ailing a little some

attention is called to two symmetrical cone weeks before his death , but he tended to his

shaped peaks lying to the northward and business just as before. The evening preced

towering high above the surrounding country ing his death he was of good cheer in the

and caressing playfully the clouds of heaven . presence of his family. Very early in the

Our Baltimore Letter. “ I should like to know the name of those morning he suddenly awoke and aroused his

majestic peaks and their distance from here ,” wife , told her abruptly that he must die and

Baltimore, Md ., June 13 , 1888 . one passenger remarks , and another, in some requested of her to bring him a glass of water.

Editor LUTHERAN WITNESS . sort of reply , says : “ Are they not magnifi- Horrified she ran out ofthe house and alarmed

DEAR SIR :—Since my last comunication cent ? Why, I think, they cannot be more the neighbors . At the same time be called

to you T. has been to see me and made com- than two , probably three miles from here. his daughter and demanded a drink of water ,

plaint of the ill treatment he had received at Wonder what name they bear !” But this which she gave him . Sust as he had finished

my hands in the Witness . He explained that passenger is interrupted by another, an old drinking , he returned the glass to her and

the article in the Standard to which I replied , settler, as one is led to judge by the tone of saying “ Good by” with a fairly loud voice ,

had been written prior to May 7th and hence his speech and manner of his appearance , he fell back on his pillow and was dead .”

was not in deliberate defiance of my words to who says : “ My friend , those peaks are 35 “ A fearful visitation from the Almighty this

him on that day . He also assured me upon miles distant; they are the Spanish Peaks, was," remarked I , " and an awful proof that

his honor as a Christian gentleman that he which you saw this morning shortly after we thewordsofSt. Paul are true , which Gal.6 , 7.8

had no malicious intentions in writing his crossed the Kansas line, 150 miles East of he writes to all Christians, saying, “ Be not de

article, but really believed we made the claims here ." ceived ; God is not mocked : for whatsoever

he charged us with , having derived that opin- A few minutes later , at 2.30 P. M. , the brake- a man soweth , that shall he also reap.” ”

ion from conversations had with one of our man began to light the lamps in the coaches.
H. R.

German ministers. He promised to correct his “ What makes him light the lamps in broad

statement in the Standard . daylight ? ” a lady asks . She was told that Singular Work in Siberia.

In view of these professions on the part of ere long the train would pass through a tunnel

T. my charges against him are withdrawn as a quarter of a mile long at an elevation of A Judæo-Christian movement has begun in

a matter of course . These lines were shown something more than 8000 feet , whereupon Siberia , analogous to that which for two or

to T. and he expressed his satisfaction with the mountains would be descended on the op- three years bas been proceeding at Kischnieff ,

them. posite side in New Mexico. in Southern Russia, under Joseph Rabinowitz.

.

Church News.
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Hearth and Home.

ADAPTED BY TEACHER G. SEITZ .

>

It owes its institution to a Polish Jew , one Benevolence.

Jacob -Zebi Scheinmann, who, on the ground

of utterly false accusations, was banished to An exchange very pertinently says : " It is

Siberia in 1874. He settled at Irkutsk , where Religious Instruction at Home. one of the strange inconsistencies of human

he set up in business , and at the end of five
nature that men prefer to do good through

years found himself in possession of a certain the premium of benevolence , rather than

competency . In his native land he had heard
through the medium of justice. There are

something about Jesus Christ from one of his Very great success has attended the efforts men who will grind the faces of the poor in

friends, the late David Levinsohn, and the in- made by Christians to collect children in pa- the morning in their business, and subscribe

direct occasion of his banishment was his hav- rochial schools for religious instruction . But a good round sum to provide them shelter in

ing roused the wrath of his co-religionists , by this should not supplant the necessity of effort the afternoon . There are women , both wealthy

declaring on a public occasion his belief that and instruction at the fireside. The parents and of moderate means , who will drive à

the Messiah came in the time of the second must collect their little flock around them , sharp and hard bargain and will only give the

temple. He has published several letters , in and take upon themselves the responsibility. smallest possible sum to those whom they em

one of which he calls upon the Jews to " take They may find enjoyment and improvement ploy to work for them , yet who will willingly

up the New Testament, the true Thora , which in associating with others for prayer ; and if give far more than they thus save when a tale

Jesus, the son of God, and our Master has they be faithful, they will see to it that their of distress arouses their sympathies and ex

taught us, and give ourselves to the study of children are punctual attendants of the paro- cites their pity. Doubtless it is more attrac

it day and night." We shall watch this move- chial school . But they will not regard these tive to assume the role of benefactor than

ment with interest. It is certain that the as exonerating them from responsibility. The that of the simply just man ; it is pleasanter

New Testament is being read by the Jews as influence ofthe christian schools has undoubt- to do favors than to pay debts - to act outside

it never was before . — Christian at Work . edly been to awaken more interest at home in one's obligations than to fulfill rightful claims.

behalf of the spiritual welfare of children. Whatever be the reasons for adopting such a

Still , there is danger that some parents may course , there never was a more mistaken or
The Expense of Superstition.

feel that all the responsibility is transferred injurious one.

from themselves to the teachers; and that Generosity is a privilege that one has no

It is appalling what enormous expense is
they accomplish their duty in seeing them right to indulge in as long as he refuses to

the outcome of superstition and ignorance. punctually at school with their lessons well define a singlewell-defined act of justice. In
| .

We read the following statementin “ Around- committed, though a large number of parents deed, we know that we may safely assert that

the-World Tourof Christian Missions” :“ The lamentably fail in this . It is, however,of the not only all men and women should be just

public and private annual expenses through- first importance that the home should also be before generous, but that they cannot be gen

out China to keep quiet the spirits of the dead
a sanctuary of religious instruction .

erous without first being just. Simple integ
amount to the enormous sum of $ 154,752,000.

The parents should be the earnest and affec- rity , simple fairness, simple justice to the rich
... It is no uncommon thing to impose upon tionate guides oftheirchildren to the Saviour. and poor alike; giving to each one bis right

a bereaved family to the amount of $ 1,000 in They must take their little ones by the hand ful dues ; striving to neither over-sell nor to
order to release their relatives from “ Yung and lead them in the paths of piety. No one under -buy goods or labor ; incurring no debts

Kan ,' the dark prison, lest in time he should else can possibly have the influence which that admit of a possible doubt of being

break out himself and wreak terrible venge- parents may possess , or the facilities which promptly met, and luring no one else to do
ance.” How much does your faith cost you ?

they enjoy. They know the various dispo- so — in short, carrying out into the daily life

sitions of their children ; their habits of the principles of honesty and fairness , is the

Six of the ten students that were stricken thought; their moods of mind. Thus can very best and most efficient means of bene

down by typhoid fever in our seminary at they adapt instruction to their wants . They fitting a community, and the only foundation

Springfield , Ills . , have died . The stewart of alone can improve the numberless occurrences next to faith on which to build a benevolence

the seminary also died of the same disease . which open the mind for instruction , and give worthy of the name.

As David said unto Gad, We are in a great it susceptibility to religious impression . They,
Winfield , Kans . , Daily Visitor.

strait . We hope the young men have fallen especially the mother , are with them when

into the hands of the Lord , for His mercies they are in sickness or pain . They can take

are great. advantage of the calm of the morning and of Love to Enemies.

the solemn stillness of the evening. In mo

The Rev. H. Sieker , pastor to the St. Mat- ments of sadness they can point their minds A few years since, a young man in the vi

thew's church, New York city , received $ 1000 to a brighter world , and to more satisfying cinity of Philadelphia , wasone evening stopped

from his congregation and a long vacation to joys. God has conferred upon parents ad- in a grove, with the demand , — “ Your money

seek restoration of health and strength in a vantages which no one else can possess. With or your life !” The robber then presented a

journey to Europe. Our Brother has our best these advantages Ile has connected respon- pistol to his breast. The young man , having

wishes towards his journey .
sibilities which cannot be laid aside , or trans- a large sum of money, proceeded leisurely and

ferred to another. At homealso , and by the calmly to hand it over to his enemy, at the

The village of Zarben in Prussia was the parents too , the great duty of religious edu- same time setting before him the wickedness

annual meeting place of the numerous local cation must be faithfully performed . The of his career . The rebuke of the young man

missionary societies of the district, and its in- quiet fireside may be made by pious parents cut the robber to the heart . He became en

habitants bore the reputation of hospitality . a most sacred sanctuary ; maternal affection raged, cocked his pistol, held it to the young

The village was partly destroyed by fire not is a most eloquent pleader, and an obedient man's head , and with an oath , said , Stop

long ago, but the friends of missions practiced child is the most promising subject of religious that preaching, or I will blow your brains out."

charity at home and helped to rebuild the impressions. Let parents feel this as they The young man calmly replied : " Friend , to

houses in a very generous manner . ought, and they will seldom see their children save my money I would not risk my life , but

leave the paternal roof unfortified with Christ- to save you from your evil course I am will

H. L. Fleischer, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D., ian principles and sincere piety, and their re- ing to die — I shall not cease pleading to you."

Professor of the oriental languages in Leipsic ward will be great in this present life , and He then urged the truth more earnestly and
University, died on February 10th , in his 88th greater still in the kingdom to come. kindly. Soon the pistol fell to the ground ,.

year. One of the greatest scholars of Ger and tears began to flow , and the robber was

many, he died with the words of the Small The Northern Presbyterian church has overcome . Ile handed the money all back,

Catechism on his lips. Why would you be 14,000 colored members at the South ; the with the remark , “ Icannot rob a man of such

ashamed of your catechism , dear friends ? Presbyterian church South has about 400. principles !”

7
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Ruggles : I am glad to see you , Smith, be

seated . And I am very thankful that my wife

is up and around again . You may be sure ,

Lectures against the Theatre.
she did not feel well Sunday, or else you would

not have missed her in church . She is a reg

Christ and Melchizedek .

ular attendant, you know , and Jane takes a
From the German of C. F. W.Walther, D.D., and adapted

lively interest in church -matters. On coming
Emanuel S. School , Webster Co. , Mo.

home the other evening from the Post- office

Question : Give points of Similarity and Dis VIII . PAPER. she was reading a German paper. This is

similarity between Melchizedek and Christ, Quenstedt, the well known theologian of sent her by a third cousin , a member of one

basing principally on Hebrews 6. 7. 8 .
Wittenberg, wrote a book of ethics for pastors of the Ohio churches. I can't speak the name

The points of Similarity mentioned by the where, amongst other things, we read , “ One --what is it Jane ?-yes,Kirchenzeitung. Well ,

class are the following :
consecrated to the ministry should not appear I tell you , Smith , she was disgusted by the ar

1. Melchizedek was a true human being -- at theatrical performances, plays , comedies, ticle , penned by a shining light of that Synod

so was Christ . dances, and other solemnities, or rather pro- in Wisconsin . From what she told me this

2. Melchizedek was a king -- so is Christ. fane buffooneries, but he ought to avoid them somebody's criticisms of the Lutheraner are

3. Melchizedek was a priest-so is Christ. and show thereby that he does not approve in the style of a ruffianly billingsgate.

4. The beginning of days and the end of what is passing on there.” ( Ethica pastoralis Smith : Hope you and your wife got over

life of Melchizedek were unknown , Hebr. p . 299. ) Those ministers, therefore , will have your disgust, by considering the source .

7 , 3- so is Christ's beginning and end un- a great deal to answer for who do not dread Ruggles : Oh , well , yes . But to think that

known. leading their poor parishioners in going into one of the men who once stood bravely for the

5. Melchizedek was superior to Abraham , these houses of vanity , there to shamefully defence in Missouri's ranks , should now be

Hebr. 7 , 7-so is Christ . kill the precious time, to dishonor God , and one of her malignant enemies. It's too bad .

to take with them evil lusts out of these It puzzles me .
PointS OF DISSIMILARITY.

houses again . Smith : Puzzles ! is it-eh ? Well I want

1 , Christ truly was a human being, but J. Franz Buddeus, Professor at Jena , writes you to answer me a conundrum , which has
superior to Melchizedek in being sinless

in his Institution of Morality A. D. 1723 : puzzled me quite a while . And it concerns
without original sin (Luke 1 , 35 ), or actual Obstacles of chastity are all things that may the Ohio Synod too."

sin (John 8 , 46 ) .
tempt to and kindle evil desires , as , intem- Ruggles : Well, speak up.

2. Melchizedek was king of Salem ; his reign perance and association and conversation with Smith : Tell me how long it would have

was limited as to locality, time and power. unchaste and wanton people , such pictures as taken the professors and ministers of the Ohio

Christ's kingdom is of unlimited power Dan. serve to excite bad lusts ” — what obscene Synod to find out a way of making people be

7 , 14 , of divine grace Jer. 23 , 5. 6 , and of books, with pictures, there are now - a -days! lieve that Missouri taught Calvinism in the

majestic glory 2 Tim. 4 , 18 .
On opening them one is compelled to close doctrine of Predestination , if not some mal

3. Melchizedek , though priest of the Most them again hastily . One may notice that they content man had made this the pretext of as

High, was a sinful being . Christ, however, were drawn by one filled with the spirit of sailing our Synod ?

is holy , undefiled . Hebr. 7 , 26. Again , Christ whoredom- so the reading of obscene books ,
Ruggles : Oh , come now — they have, as they

was priest for all mankind ; Melchizedek for novels ,and poetry " -- concerning novels , quite claim , some of the greatest shining lights of

a limited number of persons only . Christ

a reading mania has taken hold of many young theology in the Lutheran church of this coun

offered Himself; His own body and blood - people especially, whilst they are not aware try and besides a powerful smart lot of preach

not animals, or the products of the field . in the leastof the abominable poison they are
ers . They ought to have found out about

Christ's priesthood was " unchangeable" - taking into their hands! — " also idleness so this matter.“ 166
.

not being interrupted by death , as was that earnestly forbidden by St. Paul, 2 Thess.
Smith : Well , then what is your calculation

of the priests of old . Hebr. 7 , 23. 24 — Christ 3 , 11. , dances, such as are common with the as to the time it would have taken them to

offered Himself once and thereby effected a people, comedies, and plays . For if these make the discovery ?

complete atonement ; it was not necessary for would not foster and tempt the evil desires
Ruggles : What are you pressing me for ?

Him to repeat this sacrifice . Hebr. 9 , 19–28 . of men , they would find no lookers on.” Smith : Why, because some of their learned

Christ's atonement had no reference to any ( Instit. theol. moral. Leipsic 1723, p . 501.) men had to pass judgment on one of the re

sin of His own ; but Melchizedek, though Quite true ! For why does the world attend ports of the Synod of Missouri of its Western

priest, needed forgiveness of sin himself. And they rethe theatre so passionately ? First , she is de District, at Ft. Wayne , Ind .

4. Hebr. 7, 3 isof course to be understood sirous of hearing and seeing something ael- ported as a committee, that it was perfectly
sound in the

in the sense of the context, for Scripture has venturous with the end of escaping for once
Ruggles : Is that so ? Why it almost takes

chosen to set Melchizedek forth as an extra- the dull monotony and cares of this life, but, my breath away . And only a little while later ,

ordinary person , without however giving us above all , of obtaining nourishment for the one of their number found all of Missouri's

his genealogy as it does of other saints. Script- lust of the flesh . Christians , certainly, do not publications, touching on this doctrine , teem

ure does not mention the father and mother of go to the theatre for the reason last named. ing with Calvinism .

Melchizedek , nor do the Scriptures anywhere But though gratifying the lust of the flesh be wouldhave taken the erudite sages of OhioSmith : Well, answer then -- how long it

indicate his genealogy : thus too the Son of not their aim of visiting the theatre , it is , to discover anything erroneous in Missouri's

God as Man was without father, as God with- | nevertheless, always the consequence of the doctrine of Predestination, if not some mis

out mother ; whose priesthood is without de chievous person had started the cry of " Her

scent, did not descend to him from another ( To be continued .) esy ," " Heresy !” against Missouri !

nor from him to another, but is personal and Ruggles : There you have me , Smith , I must

perpetual . Thus Melchizedek is “ made like For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . say . For from what you have told me, I

unto the Son of God ; abideth a priest con- Review of the Ohio Synod's Stand in
must judge that the Ohio Synod alone would

never have discovered anything erroneous in

tinually , ” that is , Scripture does nowheremen the Present Controversy. Missouri's publications touching Predestina

tion that the priesthood of Melchizedek came tion, even if they had set their professors and

to an end or was transferred from him to Smith : Well , good evening, neighbor - ah pastors to work at searching those writings

another. there's Mrs. Ruggles. Glad to see you well with the powerful magnifying glass of their
learnedness and acumen .

5. Melchizedek was superior to Abraham , again . Missed you Sunday, and inquiring of
Smith : Well, good night-I must leave.

but Christ was infinitely superior to both your husband, heard you could not attend serv
I told my wife I would only make a short

being their Creator and Redeemer. John 8,58 , ice on account of a cold - caught it during call on you to inquire about Mrs. Ruggles.

A. M. house- cleaning , -eh ? Good night. — XXX .

same .
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I have now to follow an old , neglected county created man after his image, it is God, who

road , which at times grows very dim , but the still peoples this world , it is God also, who
marks on the trees are still visible. About peoples his spiritual kingdom here on earth .

As Christ, our Saviour, affirms of himself:
4 P. M. I arrive at Mr. F.'s . Mr. F. , though " I am the way and the truth , the life,” there

A Circuit Ride in Webster and Adjoin- a German and but five years in the country , is not and there cannot be any life outside of
ing Counties, Mo. has already acquired a tolerable knowledge of Him . All true spiritual life must emanate

the English language , and puts this to good from Him as He is the only source of life.

MR. EDITOR , account by teaching a class of young men and The life of the Christian is hidden with Christ
in God . He is the vine , they are His branches.

If your readers have a little leisure time women iv preparation for confirmation . In

As the vine by its inherent life brings forth

to spend with me , I shall try to entertain them his neighborhood there are eight families orig- its branches and the fruit thereon , so does

as best I can with a brief account of a circuit inally German , but Americanized more or less Christ , through his means of grace, impart

ride in Webster and adjoining counties, Mo., by this time. I continued the catechetical in- and convey the true spiritual life . Whosoever

undertaken in the interests of the English struction, and finding one young man sutti- imbibes by faith theliving waters of life, flow
ing in these divine channels, becomes imbued

Mission . ciently advanced , I confirmed him on the Sun- with the Spirit of the living God and through

Well , on the morning of the 24th of April , day following . The neighboring Americans His power remains victorious with Him over

I mounted my mission - horse “ Pat,” turned take a lively interest in all religious proceed- sin, death and the grave. He may defiantly
his head towards the rising sun, and encour- ings. One has already subscribed to the brief and triumphantly ejaculate with His true dis

aged him to strike out in a lively gait by a constitution of the congregation, and wishes ciples : We know that out of death we have
entered into life and with us it was and is the

touch or two with the switch . A beautiful me to baptize all his children on my next visit . gift of God in Christ Jesus , our Lord.

spring morning it was ! Southern Missouri is The tracts published by the English Mission P. SCHULTE.

more sensitive to the rays of the sun, than are eagerly read.-A. M.

your cold , chilly north. The trees were all
( To be continued .) Recent Publications,

a -budding ; some already in full blossom and SYNODAL -HANDBUCH ( Synodical Hand-book ) of the

possession of their green summer garment. For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .
German Ev . -Luth. Synod of Missouri,Ohio and

other States. Third Edition revised . St. Louis,

The lately returned birds made the woods
Whence does Life Spring ? Mo. , Concordia Publishing House, 1888 .

ring with their different notes of praise. Cer This little volume of 134 pages contains the laws

that govern our Missouri Synod in its various re
tainly , thouglat I , we should not be outdone In order to find the answer to this question, lations. First in order we find the Constitution of the

by them in praising our Maker, and conse- we must first acknowledge our ignorance and general body, then we read the statutes,regulations
and charters of the several institutes of synod, thequently joined by singing : inability to define what life is itself.
charter of our St. Louis institution , the charter of

O bless the Lord, my soul ! We see , for instance , plants grow and thrive our Fort Wayne institution, the charter of the

Let all within me join , in their natural environment , still we see not Milwaukee institution . These charters are all pub
Teachers' Seminary at Addison , the charter of the

And aid my tongue to bless His name how they grow , the life in them we know not. lished in English as they were originally drafted and
Whose favors are divine, etc.

The plant is not veiled , our eyes are . And
recorded by the state authorities. Next in order we

notice Synod's regulations pertaining to our Pub

But , Pat , stop that jumping! It's only a the life in nature is strongly contrasted by lishing House, to the Home and Foreign Missions,
to Visitations, and to the cause of supporting thehog rustling in the dead leaves of last winter . what we must term its death . The natural

widows and orphans of deceased ministers and

Very often I have to address words of similar tendency of all natural things is to degenerate , school-teachers , of aiding disabled and superannu

import to Pat , and sometimes the switch must to decompose. For a brief span of time a Finally thismanualpresents the articles ofagreeated ministers and teachers and distressed churches.

put the necessary emphasis on my advice . | divine endowment enables them to utilize their ment with the Wisconsin Synod and the Constitution

But then we must make allowances for Pat. surroundings . Yet the same powers which of Synodical Conference . This Hand- Book was

originally prepared by Rev. Prof. Selle . This revised

He is barely four years old , and the “ follies apparently called them into being are the edition is the resultof a close comparison of Prof.

of youth ” are not yet in him extinct. Be- very ones which also minister to their death . This revision was made by Rev.Prof. M.GuentherSelle's work with the documents of our Synod .

sides, Pat , I know you will become more do- The vernal rays of the sun call the plant into and by a committee whose names we can not just

cile towards noon, for we must make twenty- life , the balmy air of summer helps it to func
now mention .

This is a very handy book and those who give it
two miles before we halt. --Four miles from tionate , yet from the air and from the sun it a thorough perusal willbecome lawyers of no small

home we leave Webster Co. and pass into is to receive its death blow . These, therefore, thatour Missouri Synod is a wellorganized and disrepute in synodical matters . It shows moreover

Wright . On we speed , up and down the are not lifegivers , but merely sustainers of ciplined body and that the law is not forgotten in a

rouglı , stony hills and very often stumpy the life which was in the plant while it lived . Synod which lays such great stress on the necessity

roads . The rays of the sun gradually become Plant life is mysterious, it is a mystery to us.
of preaching free salvation .

ECCE Homo and THE LORD'S PRAYER ILLUS
more perpendicular ; this causes the birds and The same obtains with man . We see men
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had had no part in His suffering and death , we only remember the distinction between

but He had suffered and died merely and form and substance. The substance of God

purely as a man. Likewise if the Christian is is His own nature and essence , the form of

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. called on to endure suffering and shame for God is that by which He shows himself to be

Christ's name, the flesh will query : Art thou God : His glory, majesty, attributes, works .

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE indeed walkingin the right way ? should not Now it is one thing to have only the form of

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH - YEAR .
the children of God fare prosperously and a thing and not the substance, and it is another

By Rev. F. Kuegele . happily in the world ? This argumentation of thing to have both the form and the substance.

carnal reason prevents many from seeing the A hypocrite has the form of godliness , but

salvation of Christ , and over it not a few not the substance , godliness itself ; the true
VI. Sunday in Lent, or Palm -Sunday.

stumble and fall again after they had once Christian has both the form of godliness and

Phil. 2 , 5—11 . turned unto the Lord. We should therefore also the thing itself. Now Jesus Christ was

bear in mind that that is one of Satan's chief so in the form of God that He had both the

DEARLY BELOVED :—When the prophetIsaiah objects to turn us from the Word of the Lord form and the substance, He was in the form

is about to picture the Messiah in His greatest to the light of reason ; that our faith should of God and He was God ; He possessed Divin

sufferings and deepest humiliation, he begins be no more directed by the words which pro- ity itself and all the majesty and attributesof

with the words : “ He hath no form nor come- ceeded from the mouth of the Lord , but by God. Why then does Paul not use simpler

liness ; and when we shall see him , there is no the wisdom of philosophy ; for Satan well and shorter languageand say , that JesusChrist

beauty that we should desire him .” In His knows , if he has succeeded in this , then he was God ? why does he use so strange an ex

poverty and lowliness , and , chiefly , in His has succeeded in leading us out of the way pression as “ being in the form of God ” ? He

suffering, crucifixion and death Jesus Christ everlasting into the way of destruction . Only does this because he is about to speak of

had no attraction for the Jews. They could if we continue in the words which the Lord Christ's humiliation. Therefore he first re

see no beauty and no glory in Him and they has spoken , we are walking in the light ; but minds us of what Jesus Christ was and what

esteemed Him not . Such a lowly sufferer was if we turn ourselves unto the wisdom of reason , He possessed , in order to set in light the depth

not the kind of savior they wanted, and so we are following a blind guide and must fall of His humility.we are following a blind guide and must fall of His humility. Let me attempt to present

they despised , rejected and hated Him . The into the ditch . Instead of giving ear to the the matter in simple form .

cross of Christ was the stumbling-block over objections of carnal reason and taking offense The Scriptures say , Christ was conceived

which they stumbled and fell. To the flesh in the cross of Christ, we should rather search of the Holy Ghost, the Word was made flesh,

and carnal reason the lowliness and sufferings the Scriptures as to what they teach touching God was manifest in the flesh . From such

of Christ are always a stumbling-block , and Christ's humiliation , and we should make it passages it is clear that, in the conception of

since also in the Christian the flesh remains our aim to follow the example which He has Christ, His humanity was received into the

flesh , it will regard the cross of Christ as an given us . Let us, therefore , to-day consider: unity of His divinity so that even before He

unworthy and offensive thing. Particularly CHRIST'S HUMILIATION AND EXALTATION AS was born , God and man were already one in

when the Christian is made to participate in A STRONG INDUCEMENT UNTO HUMILITY Him . Already in His conception took place

the cross of Christ , when he is despised and AND FAITH . what He says: “ All power is given unto me

hated of men for His name's sake , will the I. IIis humiliation ;
in heaven and in earth .” When He lay in the

flesh rise up against this name and show itself
II . His exaltation .

manger, there had already been communicated

unwilling to be humbled with Christ. There unto Him in His human nature all the glory ,

fore the Lord repeatedly and with many words I. majesty and attributes of God . When the

spake of His sufferings before they began, The object of the apostle in this text is to shepherds came to worship Him , He might,

that the disciples might not be offended in exhort us unto likemindedness with Jesus if He had been so minded, have risen from

Him , and for us, too , it is highly necessary Christ; for thus he begins : “ Let this mind be the manger to show Himself in the glory in

to guard against being offended in the cross in you , which was also in Christ Jesus.” We which He now shines on the throne of Majesty ;

of Christ. Christians who are one with Christ through for He was God and was also in the form of

WeChristians believe and confess that the faith , are to be of the same mind with Him. God and might have shown that form at any

sufferings of Jesus Christ were the sufferings Now to show what mind was in Christ , the moment.

of the Son of God ; that the blood shed on apostle begins to speak of His humiliation and
Therefore also Christ " thought it not robbery

mount Calvary is God's own blood ; that He 'says : “ Who being in the form of God, thought to be equal with God.” When a creature ar

who was laid in the sepulcher of Joseph , is it not robbery to be equal with God : but made rogates unto itself the prerogatives of God ,

God the almighty Maker of all things . Against himself of no reputation , and took upon him as Herod did and as the pope does , that is

this carnal reason will cry out and say : Should ' the form of a servant , and was made in the like- robbery ; but when Jesus Christ thought IIim

the Most High be subject to pain and torment? ness of men : and being found in fashion as a self equal with God , He was committing no

should the Lord of glory have been transfixed man , he humbled himself, and became obedient robbery , but was thinking Himself what He

to the cross ? should the everlasting One have unto death , even the death of the cross.” So truly is . This His equality with God Jesus

lain dead in the grave ? So carnalreason will Paul first speaks of what Jesus Christ orig- also preached and defended . Thus when the

declare that Jesus Christ could not have been inally was and , of course , always remained, Jews once picked up stonesto stone Him , He

God for the very reason because He suffered and he tells us that Jesus Christ was " in the asked : “Many good works have I showed you

and died ; for reason will argue that God could form of God .” Those words appear strange from my Father ; for which of these works do

neither suffer nor die . Or reason will put on and a doltish person might read them a dozen you stoneme?' The Jews answered him , say

a more pious garb and will argue , though times and still say , he knew not what they ing , For a good work we stone thee not ; but

Jesus Christ had been God, yet His Divinity meant ; yet their meaning is very simple , if for blasphemy ; and because that thou, being

1
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a man , makest thyself God .” But He an- a servant and consented to be put to death before already . Jesus Christ needed not to

swered : " Say ye of him , whom the Father most shamefully on the cross . In doing this earn any thing for Himself, but as He humbled

hath sanctified, and sent into the world , Thou He must certainly have had some object in Himself for our sake , so He was also exalted

blasphemest ; because I said , I am the Son of view , some great object, and I ask you to for our sake . This Jesus Christ belongs alto

God ? ” He stood there before the Jews in search for that object and well to consider it gether to us both in Ilis humiliation and in His

appearance nothing more than other men are , that His humiliation and death may not be in exaltation . He humbled Himself to redeem

but He emphasized it that He is God equal vain with you . us, and He was exalted , yea , He glorified Him

with the Father. The humiliation of Christ But here the apostle speaks of what grat- self that we should be glorified with Him .

did not consist in this that He should have itude towards Christ should work in us , and When I consider this it is to my soul a won

laid aside His Divinity ; for also when hanging he says : “ Let this mind be in you, which was derful , wonderful thing that the Lord of glory
on the cross and lying in the grave , He pos- also in Christ Jesus.” Are you ambitious should go to so much labor and trouble on my

sessed all the glory of the Godhead. When thirsting for honors and your ear itching for account. He was made the lowest of the low

a king dons the garb of a mechanic andwalks the praises and flatteries of men ? Then you to redeem me from the powers of darkness,

out on the street , he does then indeed not are not minded like Jesus Christ ; for Ile and Hewas exalted to the highest to draw me

show as king , but he is king just as well as sought not His own honor, neither delighted after Him and to make me a partaker of His
when sitting on the throne, adorned with He in the praises of men . Are you overbear- heavenly and everlasting glory . Was it in

scepter and crown. Jesus Christ was the ing , proud, and do you despise those of lower deed on my account ? how do I know ? So rea

sovereign of heaven , but He " made himself estate? Then you are not minded like Jesus son and the flesh will ask , but faith answers :
of no reputation , and took upon him the form Christ , who says of Himself: " I am meek Surely it is all on my account; for thus the
of a servant, and was made in the likeness and lowly in heart,” and who despised none, Lord says: - Thou hast made me to serve

of men .” There is a little expression which not even the harlot wetting His feet with her with thy sins, thou hastwearied me with thine

shows in what the humiliation of Christ took tears . Are you touchy and do you fly into a iniquities," and the Psalmist addresses Him ,

place ; for it is remarkable that Paul does not rage at every insulting word ? Then you are saying : “ Thou hast ascended on high, thou

say in the likeness of man , but uses the plural not minded like Jesus Christ who, when He hast led captivity captive : thou hast received

and says : “ Was made in the likeness of men. was reviled , reviled not again , but prayed gifts for men ; yea, for the rebellious also,

The Son of God assumed human nature with- for those that mocked Him . Are you selfish , that the Lord God might dwell among them .”

out sin, pure and holy, as it had come forth seeking only your own promotion and gain , I am that man — who else should it be? -I am

out of the creating hand of God , yet He did and thinking others might also shift for them the man that sinned ,and He came and humbled
not walk on earth in the glorious form of selves ? Then you are not minded like Jesus Himself so far as to serve in my sins, and by

Adam before the fall , but in His humanity Christ who , when He might have remained in His servitude He won for me justification from

He lowered Himself to become like unto sin- glory , came to suffer and die, not for His ad- sin ; and when He had accomplished that He

ful men . That was the first step in Christ's vantage, but alone for our gain . If that mind went and seated Ilimself to the right hand of

humiliation that He took on Him the likeness which was in Christ, is to be in us, we must the Majesty on high . And wherefore did He

of sinful flesh . Hewas born without sin , but not exalt but abase ourselves ; we must not go there ? and what is He doing there ? He

He humbled Himself to become like us who be highminded but humble ; and specially if says : " I go to prepare a place for you."

are born sinners ; He became susceptible of we are called on to suffer shame for Christ's That is what He went for and that is what He

fatigue, pain , death and the like ; for thus name, we should take it patiently. For our is doing there, He is preparing a place for me ,

St. Paul writes to the Romans, that God sent sake He humbled Ilimself to the death of the and in due time He will also do what He prom

“ his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh , cross, and should we count it shame to suffer ised , saying : “ I will come again , and receive

and for sin .” Being without sin and the Lord for His name ? If men hate us, slander us, you unto myself,” and He will lead me into

of glory , Jesus Christ became like unto us mock us , avoid us , not indeed because of my mansion , and I shall shine in His right
sinners. wrongdoing , but because we adhere to the eousness and the burdens and evils of this life

Appearing in the likeness of sinful flesh , Word of our Lord and walk in His footprints, I will know no more. That is the language of

Jesus Christ did also not walk on this earth as we should not be offended thereat ; but should faith . Alas , that the heart is so dull to learn

one of the great of the earth, possessing riches rather rejoice, because we are counted worthy and the tongue so slow to speak that language.

and honors and power, but He took on Him to sufferwith the Lord , knowing that if we are Yet it is truly so , yea , can not be otherwise.

the form of a servant. Born poor and lowly , abased with Him , we shall also be exalted with Did Jesus Christ need humiliation ? Nay, He

He lived a poor and lowly life , making no pre- Him , as the second part of this text shows. did not . Did He for Himself need exaltation ?

tensions of higher social standing . To one
Nay, He did not. But I needed both redemp

who offered to follow Him , He said : “ The II .

tion and exaltation , and He secured both for
foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have Thus the apostle continues : “ Wherefore me. My soul, believe it and doubt it not.

nests; but the Son of man hath not where to God also hath highly exalted him , and given Knowing this that what Jesus Christ did ,

lay his head.” And to show that He came to him a name which is above every name : that was all done for our salvation , should we then

minister and not to be ministered unto , He at the name of Jesus every knee should bow , of not be willing like as He was to be abased on

once girded Himself with an apron and washed things in heaven ,and things in earth , and things this earth ? and should we not be cheerful

the disciples' feet , thus performing the work under the earth ; and that every tongue should when suffering falls to our lot ? Though we

of slaves. confess that Jesus Christ is Lord , to the glory be the most miserable , though we be de

Another step in His humiliation was that of God the Father.” Wherefore was He ex- spised , misjudged, forgotten by men , though

He became less than a servant and willingly alted ? Because He humbled Himself He was our whole life should be one chain of dis

and silently submitted to an unjust and con- exalted; for if He had not first been humbled, appointments or one continuous day of suffer

temptuous trial , to many indignities and to i He could not have been exalted . Yet we must ing, yet this remains : We are redeemed by
the shameful death of crucifixion . From the i not understand Paul as meaning that Christ the blood of the Son of God and there is a

throne of His father to the cross ! a descend- by Ilis humiliation had earned or merited His mansion in heaven prepared for us . Let us

ing scale the length and depth of which is exaltation; for that would be understanding hope and wait. Amen.

heyond comprehension. The Sovereign of him utterly wrong. The exaltation of Christ

eternity humbles Himself to die the death of indeed took place in consequence of His humil- THE Austrian minister of Public Instruction

a criminal. For what purpose He did this , ; iation , but we must not regard Ilis exaltation has issued a decree forbidding the use of

the apostle does here not say , and I will leave as a merited reward . When a king lays aside small-printed books in public schools, as the

it for you to study on . Paul here only states his royal garments and puts on a beggar's rags cause of near -sightedness so prevalent among

this wonderful fact that the Everlasting One , to go and to find out the poor and needy and schoolchildren. Grown people ought to guard
against using small-printed books and papers

through whom all things are made, became to help them , he does thereby not earn his too if they would not impair that inestimable

like unto us sinners , took on Him the form of throne and crown ; for that belongs to him gift of good sight.

7
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Polemical.

He opens

theatre, what pictures are there put before what he has all seen and heard , how he formed

his eyes ! What words does he hear there the acquaintance of people, and thinks wonders

that are not useless only , but also godless and what a great glory it is ! On getting into an an

disgraceful, which , like very arrows , pierce guish of soul, however, he notices how harm

Lectures against the Theatre.
into his heart ! Now he comes home : he is ful all this has been to him and remains so still ,

not a hardened man yet , he , in reality , wishes since his memory , indeed , is very retentive of

From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted to be a Christian still . his dear vain things , but forgets good, divine things but

for the WITNESS , by R ... r ...

Bible , and lo , the buffooneries , the godless, too easily and too fast. Palm concludes , " For

yea obscene words foamed out by a merry- at such a timeit shows clearly how such things
IX . PAPER.

andrew are recalled to his memory, and all distract our minds and will not suffer it to

Now let us hear something yet of J. G. the blessing of the Divine Word is gone! And grow truly devotional . Who, therefore, would

Palm , pastor in the city of Hamburg. In the if , besides that , he partakes of the Lord's Sup- say otherwise but that the time is lost which

year 1732 , he wrote a work, entitled , Die un- per then he will be fully at the devil's mercy . is spent in going to such plays ? ” ( L. c . Ham

erkannten Suenden der Welt, the unknown He will whisper to him , Do you still know burg 1732. , p . 652 sqq . )

Sins of the world . In this work he writes the what was spoken by this and that one in the ( To be continued . )

following : “ I would ask whether that time is theatre some time ago ? and his devotion will

to be considered lost which is passed in attend- be blown away ! If he would not feel ashamed

ing operas, comedies, and other similar plays ? of the people, he would rather return to his
It is reported that one -third the churches

I am certain this question will not be an- pew in order not to be compelled to receive in Maine areclosed on account of lack of sup

swered alike by all. People taking pleasure the body and blood of Christ with such an port, and one-half the people of the State are

in such vain things , people that have learned awful disposition of heart. But thinking it non -church-goers. The returns from the can

nothing but diverting their mind with follies , cannot be helped , he takes the holy sacrament
vass show that out of 1,362 churches in the

will indeed make many pretenses to justify and thus goes bome with a compunctious con
State , 417 are vacant . Out of the vast collec

these things.” God bless the dear man in science ! Still he does not yet think of the tion of excuses it is found that spite and per

his grave! He was pastor in a most sinful great necessity of making vow to God never
sonal differences are the foundation for much

of the absenteeism . Next to the sincere zeal

city , and pastor of the aristocracy at that. to go into his house of perdition again.

He would , however, not allow the same to Blinded by Satan , he thinks not the theatre, for pure doctrine , we should cultivate by all

stop his mouth, but told his hearers the full but merely his bad heart were the fault of the means the spirit of unity in the bondsofpeace.

truth to their faces regardless whether they filth stirred within him.-Proceeding, the good

loved or hated him for it. Palm proceeds : Palm now mentions what is most important,
In one of the most inaccessible parts of

" But let us think over the matter more de- saying , “ Or when, on the death -bed , one the Sierra Morena, Spain, a little evangelical

liberately... God certainly does not grudge wishes to prepare himself for his departure church has been formed. One of the villagers

us an enjoyment in this life , neither does He from this life . ” — Ah, mayGod keep everyone received a New Testament from one of the

restrain us from enjoying ourselves at His that has come to the knowledge of Jesus colporters at Granada, which , on his return ,

creatures and to animate our minds. The ques- Christ,from going any longer into these dan- he read and explained as best he could to his

tion is merely how we shape our amusements gerous houses ! May He keep especially our neighbors. The religious knowledge, sincere

and enjoyments . Those words are remark- poor youth ! For when they see the gorgeous piety , and Christian life of these people aston

able in which it is pointed out to God's people showbills, representing the most interesting ished an evangelist who visited them . Dark

how they ought to enjoy themselves, to-wit: situations , their fancy is powerfully aroused Spain may yet become enlightened by the

' Thou shalt rejoice before the Lord thy God. ' by these pictures, and reading in the papers Gospel.

Deut. 16 , 11. What does this mean , to re- afterward how grand , how brilliant the per

joice before the Lord God ? The interpreta- formance had been , they will , perhaps, think ,

tion is this , One should enjoy himself in this that must , indeed , be a very heaven on earth !
• It is significant that so many ministers

world in a manner that will not cause him , o , beholding this glory, how it would enrapt- from other religious bodies find their way into

at the same time , to forget his God , but tokeep ure you ! And lo ! the devil is already lead- our church. The following figures are given

in view always the Lord and His fear. Now ing him by the nose ! He goes there , forfeits for the year from advent, 1884 , until advent,

examine whether such people as attend public his faith , and forsakes Christ. And alas , but 1885 : Methodist, 5 ; Roman Catholic,3 ; Pres3

plays, where they hear nothing but shameful , shortly before his death he may think, I must byterian , 3 ; Congregationalist , 3 ; Reformed

offensive, or , at least , ridiculous and foolish go back ! Death , however , is already nigh at Episcopal , 2 ; Dutch Reformed ,2 ; Adventist ,

things, are able to rejoice before the Lord , or hand. Sneeringly the devil insinuates to him , 2 ; Salvation Army, 2 ; German Reformed , 1 ;

direct their minds to God !” The theatre at Do you still know this and that what you Universalist, 1 ; Jewish Rabbi, 1 ; Evangelist ,

Hamburg was one of the most brilliant of that heard here and there ? Then the forms he 1 ; Secularist , 1 ; unknown, 1. Total , 28.”

time . Just the free imperial cities were the saw there will come before his vision , and the Thus writes an Episcopal paper.

first ones to gather the fruit of the forbidden words he heard there will come back to his glad to notice that there is no Lutheran in the

list .

tree transplanted from France into Germany. memory , and , behold , they take away his

“ Furthermore , I say we are at liberty to ani- thoughts from the grace proffering itself also

mate and refreshen our mindswith all kinds of to him in order that he might die believing- The fool hath said in his heart , There is no

amusements, but never is the liberty granted and he passes away without faith ! For God God . They are corrupt and have done abom

us of corrupting, mistraining or filling it with will not be mocked. Ah, I would say the inable things. This word of the Psalmist is

vanities and follies since our mind already be- heathen were angels when compared with such evidenced by the following : “ Atheism in the

sides that is prone to deal with vain and empty nominal Christians who , though enjoying the mission field is a foe that devoted Christian

things . But what are they doing that are knowledge of Christ crucified , drink the cup workers are now called upon to meet. Into

spending much time in attending such plays ? of voluptuousness at full draughts, whilst India especially great numbers of atheistic

May I say such people animate and refreshen many of you poor heathen , though being spir- and immoral publications are being extenΙ

their minds thereby ? By no means. I must itually blind , nevertheless recognized, hated , sively imported , and those among the natives

rather confess they corrupt it thereby as by and bore witness against what is immoral who can read English are eagerly purchas

such plays many vain thoughts and ideas are about the theatre . ing and reading the mischievous literature.”

implanted into our minds that always occur Palm proceeds : “ A rather poor advantage ! Christians stake their life and money to draw

to us again or hinder us at our devotions when I believe , too, many people will deplore yet the heathen from their unspeakable corrup

wishing either to pray to God or to use the on their death -bed with all their heart to have tion ; the atheists would have the heathen

Lord's Supper .” Indeed , this must be con- seen and heard so many vain things in this remain in the mire of pagan misery and in the

sidered well by a Christian . Going to the world .” How many a one does brag about foul crimes of hellish darkness .

We are
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proves it . And if the civil authorities of the is certainly not the case with money. Hun

present day punish usury only in its grossest dred dollars will be hundred dollars in hun

form , or rather no longer punish usury any- dred years from now. But money may be

Rev. C. A. FRANK , Editor . where , Christians must not thereby screen lost. So may houses and horses . But taxes

themselves, for God reproves it in His Word. must be paid on money. So on houses and

The LUTHERAN WITNEss is published on the 7th and 21st
2. Another objector will say : " Oh, the horses . Therefore this feature remaineth that

All communications and money should be

sent to : LUTHERAN Witness , 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, prohibitions of usury pertain to the civil law money remains in its condition of fixed value

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance of the Old Testament and this law no longer and does not deteriorate by being used. There
Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the

obtains, as is known.” But this objection is therefore a natural difference between rent

even you , children , may certainly refute. For ing and lending. But there is also a biblical
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

you have already learnt the three marks by difference between renting and lending . We

which we may know that a commandment are indeed required to lend our distressed

ST. LOUIS, MO . , July 7, 1888. really belongs to the moral law which never neighbor our house, horse , etc. without asking

ceases and is binding upon all men . Which any compensation. For thus God saith in

Against the Sin of Usury .
is the first mark ? Answer : If the trans- | Isa. 58 , 7 : “ Is it not to deal thy bread to the

gression of a commandment be also reproved hungry , and that thou bring the poor that are

in the heathen , because such commandment cast out to thy house ." In these words God
A Catechetical Lecture in three parts, read before the

Cleveland Pastoral Conference in July 1880, by
was indeed also written in the heart of the certainly bids us to give free shelter to our

Rev. Pres. H. C. Schwan . heathen . But what is proved by the very afflicted neighbor until his distress be relieved .

fact that also the intelligent pagans always And the good Samaritan certainly lent his

PART III . OBJECTIONS ANSWERED . condemned usury ? It proves that this too is beast of burden to the man thatwashalf dead ;

" He that aigmenteth his sub- written in the heart of men , that usury is really for thus we read Luke 10 , 33 : " He had com

by usury ,
gatherern it for him that hath prohibited by the natural or moral law . Which passion on him ... and set him on his own

pity on the poor." Prov.28,8. is the second mark ? Answer : That a com- beast and brought him to an inn and took care

But usurers have all kinds of objections and mandmentof prohibition necessarily flows from of him .” The good Samaritan paid rent for

subterfuges wherewith they attempt to justify the sum of the commandments. And what a room to lend it to the ill-used Jew and he

their doings. Their main objections I shall have we already observed concerning the pro- also lent him his beast of burden. If the

now mention , and yourselves shall say whether hibition of usury ? That it necessarily flows Samaritan had asked a compensation from the

their excuses are acceptable or not. from the commandment of love and charity. Jew for room and horse , why the Jew must

1. They say : “ If God hath once in former Which is the third mark ? Answer : That such have perished and the Samaritan would never

days suffered the lending of money upon commandment or prohibition be also repeated have been recorded as an example of com

usury, at least unto a foreigner (Deut. 23, 20 ) , in the New Testament for Christians. Now in passionateness . But if such people as are not

this cannot have been a sin then . For God which words does Christ repeat the prohibition in distress ask the use of my house or horse,

never suffers anything that is sinful . If in of usury ? In these words : “ Lend , hoping because they are notminded to build and keep

those days usury was no sin , neither is it a for nothing again ,” Luke 6 , 35. Now if Christ one of their own ; or because they squander

sin now ; for with God there is no shadow of forbids, in lending to hope for anything again , the money , which they might save by industry

turning." But bear in mind, in those days it he of course thereby also forbids to hope for and frugality ; or because they prefer to in

was also suffered to abruptly give one's wife the interest of usury. vest their money in other enterprises : in such

a writing of divorcement (Matth . 19 , 7 ) . Now 3. Some objectors adduce Exodus 22 , 25 cases we are not bound to deal with them ac

if some one would say at the present day : If and Leviticus 25 , 35. 37 , " If thy brother be cording to the precepts of charity , but accord

they were suffered to do such divorcing in waxen poor ... take thou no usury of him or ing to the justice and equity of business.

former days , I am suffered to do the samenow increase : but fear thy God ; that thy brother Hence it is plain that we are required to lend

too , would such reasoning be right or wrong ? may live with thee . Thou shalt not give him our house , horse , etc. to our afflicted neighbor

Wrong. For what does Christ say , why Moses thy money upon usury , nor lend him thy vic- without any compensation ; but if he is able

must for a time suffer the Jews to do this ? tuals for increase ,” — and argue thus : “ We to hire and to rent, it is perfectly lawful also

Because of the hardness of their heart. Cor- must accordingly not lend upon usury to such with God to require the compensation of hire

rect ; this was the very cause why God suffered as would thereby become still poorer . But and rent.

it , that is , such divorcement was not then there is no danger of this as far as rich people 5. Another objector will say : “ Why, my

punished by the civil authorities. Civil author- are concerned ; this makes it patent that we debtor is perfectly willing to pay the stipulated

ities may also in other cases punish only the are not forbidden to lend upon usury to rich interest, therefore it cannot be a sin for me to

grossest sins . Now if a husband had even in people .” True , it is a twofold cruelty to ex- require the interest." But do you really be

those days wickedly given his wife a writing tort usury from a poor man , but it is and re- lieve , your debtor would still be so willing, if

of divorcement and in so doing had reasoned , mains wrong too to derive usury from the very he could borrow the needed money elsewhere

Because God does not insist on having me richest. Or does God , when he forbids us to without paying the interest of usury ? A pro

punished for this act by the civil authorities , oppress the widow and the orphan , does he verb saith : He doeth it very willingly from

therefore it must be lawful also before God, thereby give us permission to torment all other compulsion . The high priests also gave unto

would such reasoning have been right or men that are not widows and orphans ? Cer- Judas those thirty pieces of silver very wil

wrong ? Wrong. Certainly any one that tainly not. Does He then allow to lay usury lingly; but did their willingness justify Judas

would be a child of God , was not permitted to upon all such as are not made poor thereby? in receiving or requiring them ? Equally little

do such divorcing even under the Old Dis- Most certainly not. does the objection mentioned excuse usury.

pensation , and less still are we permitted to 4. Other objectors argue on this wise : “ It 6. Another objector will say : “ If I am

practice it under the New Dispensation . In is lawful to rent out houses and to hire out bound to lend to everyone that asks me for å

which words does our Saviour clearly teach horses and the like and to require a compen- loan , in compliance with the passage Matth.

this ? In these : “ But from the beginning it sation for their use . Now we cannot see why 7 , 42 , ‘ From him that would borrow of thee

was not so. And I say unto you , Whosoever it should be wrong to do the same with our turn not away,' and , moreover , I shall ask no

shall put away his wife, except it be for for- capital. We can see no difference between compensation for lending : why , everybody

nication , and shall marry another, committeth renting and lending.” Answer : There is a will want to borrow my money , even such as

adultery .” Now mind, just so it holds also difference between renting and lending . First need it not , and thus all others will draw their

with usury . Though God suffered , under the in this respect that houses , horses , etc. require benefit from my money except myself, the

Old Dispensation , various cases of usury to a continual outlay to keep them in proper con- owner. ” But tell me , please , Where is it

be practiced without visiting them by external dition , they are such perishable goods as put written that we must lend our money
without

punishments, in His judgment he always re- their owner under a running expense . This any exception to each and every one , though, |

.
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such borrowers want our money only for the Our Denver Letter. most remarkable . A little ways off to the

purpose of lending it upon usury and for other right of the switch are some queer looking

speculations and notwithstanding the fact that
Denver, Colo . , June 6 , 1888 . ruins . On further inquiry we are told that

ourselves need the money and our family ? Las Vegas, where we have our first and at they are the ruins of the old Pecos church ,

Nowhere is such a thing written . In what present only congregation in New Mexico , is the oldest known church in the United States.

case then shall we not turn away from him one of the largest towns of that Territory, It was erected more than 600 years ago or

that would borrow of us ? Only in case of if not the largest . It is extensively known 200 years before the discovery of America.

real distress on his part and in case of ability throughout the United States as a health re- It was built of adobe by the Mexican In

to aid him on our part. Correct ; more than sort, the chief attraction being the hot springs dians , the Aztecs or Pueblos, as they are

this is not required by God . But this you six miles from the city amidst the wildest and commonly called . The walls are between

must now also put into practice whenever an most romantic mountain scenery. The springs, four and six feet thick . On the steps of

occasion offers itself ; and you must do it some forty in number, resemble those of Tep- the church large human footprints are no

with singleness of heart, that is , from love litz in Austria and vary in temperature from ticeable; they are the footprints of Monte

towards God and your neighbor. very warm and hot to entirely cold . We find zuma, which he left when he departed from

In conclusion , beloved children , you must one spring bubbling forth hot water within two that neighborhood for the South and laid the

pot forget to observe another point . One may feet of another with water almost icy cold . foundations of the city of Mexico . Such is

refrain from usury externally and yet be a When I was at the springs, a very amusing Indian tradition .

twofold usurer in heart . Reversely , one may story was told me of a lady from Boston , Mass. , The next station called out by the conductor

have money on interest and yet in his heart who once requested the porter of the hotel ,- was La Glorieta , a small town , if town it may

and in the face of God he is not numbered which by the way is a massive structure of be called , with about a dozen of houses, four

among condemned usurers. Perhaps he does stone with every convenience ofmodern times of which , if my memory does not deceive me ,

not know better , because the pure doctrine and most elegantly furnished and supplied , are saloons. At Glorieta the train crossed

concerning usury has been sadly obscured for for a bottle , which she would fill with the hot the mountain range at an elevation of 7530

ages. If he knew better, he would do better . water , just as it came out of the ground , and feet , and descended on the other side through

You know better now. Do then above all take it back with her to Boston and show it to Apache Cannon, the down grade being at the

things guard your hearts, lest earthly -minded- her friends, in order that feeling it with their rate of 150 feet to the mile for the first five

ness and the love of money gain the ascend- own hands they might be convinced that the miles and 50 feet to the mile for the next

ancy therein . And thereafter if money and water really was as hot as in her letters she five miles. The station at the end of the sec

property increase with you , beware of all had represented . ond five miles is Lamy Junction, so named

transactions and of all business which are in On Wednesday, February 15 , I took the in honor of the Archbishop of Santa Fe. At

the least tainted with manifest usury . On the train at Las Vegas for Santa Fe , the capital Lamy I had to change cars for Santa Fe at

other hand lend willingly whenever you may. of New Mexico and in my mind probably most 3.30 P. M. One hour later I was in the “ City

Though then nothing accrue to you from men , interesting city in the United States , situated of the Holy Faith . ” — H . R.

be of good cheer still . The Lord will respect 83 miles south of Las Vegas and 400 miles

it as lent unto Himself and He will make up south of Denver. The trip , though short , was

the difference here and reward you openly pleasant in the extreme. The first fifteen or

hereafter. twenty miles travel takes us through open Corner -Stone laid at Fort Wayne, Ind.

plains ; now and then we cross a small stream ,
The corner -stone of the new German Ev .

The State of Obscurity. the rocky banks of which are superbly deco

rated with pines and cedars . The grandest and Lutheran St. Paul's Church of Fort Wayne,

The
The state which is of all others the most most romantic portion of the journey, how- Ind., was laid on the 16th of June.

grating to proud minds , is the state of ob- ever , is of the valley of the Rio Pecos (pro church is being erected on the site of the old

scurity. But Christians delight in the humility nounced Reeoh Paykos) . This valley was frame-building which had become a landmark

of a hidden life with God .
many centuries ago , inhabited by the semi

of Fort Wayne, well known to all Lutherans

civilized , peace -loving and industrious Pueblo acquainted with the city. A great crowd had

Indians , who, in all probability, are identical met to witness the ceremonies of the day. A

with the Aztecs so well-known to readers of hymn was sung, prayers were offered, and a

Then Rev. A.Scripture lesson was read .
Prescott's Conquest of Mexico . A great many

The Venerable Prof. Craemer's State- of their descendants are to - day yet cultiva- Reinke of Chicago delivered a sermon on
11 .

ment concerning the Typhoid Fever
A hymn followed the sermon ,

ting the land in the fertile valley of the Rio

Affliction in our Seminary : Grande del Norte in New Mexico. As the contributions for the church were collected,

and Rev. H. G. Sauer , the pastor of the church ,
train moves off the valley of the Pecos River ,

Concordia College, Springfield , Ills ., June 25, 1888 . A number of
we are afforded a most magnificent view of the proceeded to lay the stone .

MY DEAR Rev. FRANK : Snowy Range to our right and of the Glorieta documents descriptive of the history and pres

Probably from incorrect information or from Mountains on our left , the beauty and grand ent state of the congregation of the Missouri

a misunderstanding of those oftentimes very in- eur of the latter is fairly indescribable. On synod and of the city of Fort Wayne, were

correctnewspaperreports , an erroneous state- beholding them we can readily conceive why put into a box and the box was placed in a

ment has crept into the columns of our dear the Spaniard at first sight of them called them hole that had been cut into the stone for the

Witness, which I would like to see corrected Glorieta, as these mountains most assuredly purpose. The whole congregation then joined

in the interest of our institution . Your state- are glorious in every respect , glorious in shape in reciting the Apostles' Creed ; this was fol

ment reads: " Six of the ten students that and outline, gloriously rising above the valley lowed by prayers and then Pastors Sauer,

were stricken down by typhoid fever in our until they reach an elevation of 10,000 feet Gross and Juengel struck the stone with a

seminary at Springfield , Ills . , have died ." above sea-level , covered with glorious pines,
mallet and pronounced Scripture texts ap

But it ought to read : “ Of fourteen students and having the appearance of a glorious crown propriate to the occasion. The ceremonies

that were stricken down ... only one died . Five to the surrounding country.
closed with the Lord's Prayer , the benedic

more died , it is true, but they had already left Near the upper end of the valley there is tion and a hymn.-B.

the institution and afterwards took sick else- a Railroad station called Pecos. The reader

where with the samedisease as some more did .” must not , however, think of a town of several MISSIONARIES have done more for the literary

Commending our poor institution and my hundred or thousand inhabitants ; no , a great world than all the merely literary societies

humble self to your continued supplications, many stations in the Rocky Mountain Region and institutions of the earth. In the last eighty
Yours fraternally , are but switches , with no house far or near. years they have formed and reduced to writ

A. CRAEMER. Such a station is Pecos ; nevertheless it is ing over forty languages.

Church News.

1 Cor . 3 ,

.
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before sunset numberless pigeons ( or doves ) Small Beginning of Great Things.

suddenly emerge from behind the pitchers and

pots and other rubbish where they have been A singular story is recorded concerning the

The Rest which God grants unto that sleeping in the heatof the day or pecking origin of blue -tinted paper now so much in

about to find foot . They dart upward and vogue for commercial uses .
The wife of an

indefatigable Worker, the Human
career through the air in large circles — their English paper manufacturer named William

Heart, and how Men disturb
outspread wings catching the glow of the sun's East , going into the factory on the domestic

this Rest.

slanting rays , so that they really resemble wash-day with an old-fashioned blue-bag in

B. W. Richardson , the eminent physician yellow gold glow ;' then,asthey wheel round her hand, accidentallylet the bag and its con

and are seen against the light, they appear as tents fall into a vat full of pulp . She thought
of London, taught a valuable lesson to a

if turned into molten silver , most of them nothing of the incident and said nothing about
gentleman who said he could not “ get along being pure white or else very light colored. it, either to her husband or his workmen.
without a ruddy bumper." He said to him :

This may seem fanciful, but the effect of light Great was the astonishment of the latter, so

" Will you
feel my pulse as I stand here ? ”

in these regions can scarcely be discribed to says the London Press News, when the paper
He did so.

I said : “ Count it carefully ; what does it those who have not seen it. Evening after turned out a peculiar blue color, while the

evening wewatched the circling flight of doves, master was vexed at what he regarded as gross

and always observed the same appearance.” carelessness on the part of some of the hands.
Your pulse is seventy -four.”
I then sat downin a chair and asked him “ Though ye have lien among the pots, yet His wife-wise woman --kept her own counsel.

shall ye be as the wings of a dove covered The lot of paper was regarded as unsalable
to count again . He did so , and said “ Your

with silver, and her feathers with yellow gold .” and was stored for four years . At length East
pulse has gone down to seventy . ”

This beautiful passage is thus illuminated consigned it to his London correspondent, with
I then lay down on the lounge, and said :

for the first time in modern days. It is a instructions to sell it for what it would bring.
“ Will you take it again ? ”

He replied, “ Why, it is only sixty -four; God. The doctrine unfolded is the promise designed novelty, and was disposed of in open
precious, comforting truth to the children of The unlucky paper was accepted as a happily

what a very extraordinary thing !"
of God that a holy character may be main- court at a considerable advance in price.

I then said : “ When you lie down at night, tained in this sinfulworld ,despite unfavorable Judge Mr. East's surprise, when he received

that is the way God gives your heart arest. surroundings. From among the pots, covered from his agent an order for a large invoice of
You know nothing about it , but the beating with dust and dirt, these beautiful doves rise the despised blue paper ! Here was a pretty

organ is resting to that extent; and if you clean and unsoiled, to soar into the heavens, dilemma ; he was totally ignorant of theman

reckon it up it is a great deal of rest , because
in lying down the heart is doing ten strokes flashing their wings covered with silver and ner in which the paper had become blue in

their feathers glistening like yellow gold.
less a minute. Multiply it by sixty and it is

color , and in his perplexity, mentioned the

Many Christians find their lot cast amid the matter to his wife . She promptly enlightened
600 ; multiply it by 8 hours, and within a

dust and grime of the pots , but they need not her lord ; he in turn kept the simple process
fraction it is 5,000 strokes different; and as

be soiled thereby. Out of such conditions a secret and was for many years the monopolist
the heart is throwing six ounces of blood at they may soar unsoiled , on wings of faith of the blue commercial paper manufacture.
every stroke , it makes a difference of 20,000
ounces of lifting during the night . When I gleaming like silver and clothed in beatitudes

shining like burnished gold .
lie down without any alcohol, that is the rest

No honorable business will grime the soul.
An Evil Conscience betraying itself.

my heart gets ; but when you take your wine

or grog you do not allow the rest , for the in
Chr. Cynosure.

Lorenzo Dow was a preacher. He was a very
fluence of alcohol is to increase the number of

singular man . He traveled around preaching

'strokes, and instead of getting the rest you
His many Steel Cannons could not at a good many different places. One Sunday

put on it something like 15,000 extra strokes ,
frighten Death . on his way to the preaching house he passed

and the result is you rise up very seedy and
a man who was swearing fearfully . He stopped

unfit for the next day's work till you have a

little more of the ruddy bumper, ' which

Herr Krupp , of Essen , Prussia , the famous and asked the man what made him swear so.

topers say is the soul of man here below .” maker of steel cannon , died July 14 , 1887 , The man said he was swearing because some

Selected.
aged 75 years . He was left fatherless at four

one had stolen his axe the night before . “ Come

teen. He succeeded to the control of the forge along with me tomeeting, ” said the preacher,

his father had conducted . From this begin- " and I will find out who stole your axe.”
Among the Pots. Before enteringning came the monster establishment which The man consented to do so .

supplies half the world with cannons and turns the church Mr. Dow picked up a stone the

" Though ye have lien among the pots , yet ye shall be as
the wings of a dovecovered with silver , and her feathers out immense quantities of material for peace- size of one's fist, and carried it with him to

with yellow gold .” Ps. 68 , 13 .
ful purposes. The works occupy 500 acres ,

the pulpit. He preached on the text , “ Be

This text has been a sealed passage for ages. and employ 19,000 persons. He was the
sure your sin will find you out.” In the midst

Bishop Lowth declared it " unintelligible.” In owner of 547 mines . According to the New of his sermon he stopped suddenly, picked

the latest work on the Psalms, “ The Treasury York Tribune, " he used to say: ' Man will up the stone , and, raising his hand , said : “ A

of David ,” Mr. Spurgeon calls it “ a hard only find rest after the soul is freed from the
man in this house stole his neighbor's axe .

passage, a difficultnut to crack.” But new body .' The illustrious iron-worker and gun- Now , if hedoes not dodge his head, I'll hit

light is constantly breaking out of the Script- maker died a hard , lingering death . For
him on the forehead with this stone , ”—at the

Miss Whately, traveling in the East, years the thought of having to depart before same time making an effort as though he in

observed a fact which gives us the lost key to all his great plans were carried out , op- tended to throw the stone . The thief was

this text and unlocks its beautiful imagery. pressed him . All the leading men of the present, and was so taken by surprise that he

In herwork entitled, “ Ragged Life in Egypt,” medical profession in Germany in turn at- dodged his head before thinking, and thus

she thus speaks concerning the flat roofs of tended him , but their art vainly endeavored
was found out.

the houses :
to keep the sinking organism alive . The last

“ They are usually in a state of great litter ; of the number was the Iron Chancellor's phy I Never Forgive.

were it not that an occasional clearance is sician , Dr. Schwenninger, who within the last

made, they would assuredly give way under few months visited the gradually failing man A man who had suffered great wrong at the

the accumulation of rubbish . One thing seems once a week . It is recorded that a few days hands of another, said , “ I never forgive ."

never cleared away , however , and that is the before his death, Herr Krupp said to him , “ Then, I hope,” said his pastor , " you will

heap of old broken pitchers , sherds and pots " My dear doctor, make me live ten years neither ever sin.” But Hewho never sinned ,

that are piled up in some corner . A little longer, and I will gladly give you a million.”” our Saviour, is always ready to forgive.' ,

9
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immortal soul, which was bought by the pre- In our beloved country there is a sad state of

cious blood of Christ and was destined to in- ; affairs in this respect. Very many Americans

habit heaven and not hell. Parents always say : ‘ I will teach my children no religion at

For the Lutheran Witness. provoke their children to wrath , if they punish all , they may wait until they are of age and

Christian Child-Education .
in a passion and thus treat them unjustly. then decide for themselves what religion they

There are such fathers as vent their bad will accept.' This , however, is quite a sa

humor upon their children ; and ignorant as tanic principle. For this very reason GodFrom the Report of our Western District Synod of 1886 ,

by C. A. A. J. M. children may be , they nevertheless have a gave unto children parents that these might

conscience and very well feel when they have instill the word of God from infancy and from

Ever since the days of Adam and Eve there been treated unjustly . In such an instance day to day lead them on in the path of right

are children in this world that must be edu- there arises a certain wrath in a child . The eousness . If they do not do this, they are

cated . The subject of child -education , there- second part of the cited verse , however, is to despicable parents, more malicious than wolves

fore , has occupied the minds of parents of be especially applied here. One might think , that take better care of their young than such

every race and nationality. Of course, among as the apostle here only speaks of the duty parents of their children. As they do not

the enlightened nations of the present time, of parents, children could not be admonished want to do anything for the salvation of their

this education has been raised to quite a bigh by these words. But if God here imposes offspring, they must descend into hell in re

standard. And especially in our days per- upon parents the duty to bring up their chil- turn . Children are a grand and precious

haps no subject received greater attention by dren in the nurture and admonition of the blessing . But with every additional child

all grades of society than pedagogics. But, Lord , ' he thereby indirectly puts the children that parents receive , the immense responsi

although many wise and good things have under obligation to submit to this nurture and bility increases . Most people look upon their

been said by the great teachers of this century admonition . If a family -father wishes to go children as toys, hug and kiss them , and think

on the subject, yet one most important factor abroad and in the presence of his children this is sufficient. That, however, these chil

seems to be almost wholly ignored by them , orders his governor to take care of them , also dren are to become citizens of heaven, does

namely , the religious element. Many peda- to punish them if necessary , he need not say not give them any thought at all . They have

gogues admit that the child must know that one word to them , because they know that their children christened because baptism is

there is an almighty creator that has made the governor has been clothed with this power. customary in the Lutheran Church ; but they

and still preserves and rules this world in all. Thus in the quoted admonition of the apostle never remind them of what God has given

its splendor and greatness; that furthermore there is expressed at the same time the will them therein and of the covenant the Lord

the child should be taught to strive after all of God , that children are to submit to the has there made with them . Of all this nothing

that is good and to shun every kind of vice . admonition of their parents and that they passes o'er the lips of the father, not to say

But how can this be accomplished without must allow themselves to be admonished , cor- anything of taking his children upon his lap

leading children to Christ, their Saviour ? rected and even chastised, if they have sinned . and speaking to them of their Saviour. It is

Teaching religion without Christ makes self- “ Genesis 18 , 19 .: ' I know that he ( Abra- then no wonder that so many a one laments

righteous and selfish children and hence also ham ) will command his children and his house over his ill-bred children . Such a person ought

such men and women . In very many homes hold after him , and they shall keep the way weep over himself; for he did not begin in

and in most schools, however, throughout the of the Lord, to do justice and judgment; that good time to implant into his children's heart

United States religion is either taught in this the Lord may bring upon Abraham that which love for their Lord and Saviour . * It is terrible

way or not at all . Hence, children that re- he has spoken of him .'
how hard -hearted man has become in these

ceive such or no religious instruction , are kept “ If the Lord even rewards Abraham and latter days that he may have a little flock of

in their natural condition of suffering spirit- pronounces Himself willing to hear his prayer , children and also may be proud of his beau

ually. If parents, therefore, would not neg- because he will command his children and tiful family , and yet does not remember that

lect their children's eternal salvation , they his household after him to keep the way of the these children are a gift of God, which He

ought to heed what the Scriptures say ; Eph. Lord ,' He also indirectly pronounces thereby will demand back and of which an account

6 , 4. That our English -speaking brethren may that this is a duty of parents which they can must be given .. What are sun , moon and

further convince themselves of the necessity nevermore shake off. That is certainly a dis- stars in comparison with a child ? Sun ,

of giving to their children a Christian edu- graceful father who imagines that he has no moon and stars will pass away , the child

cation , we have taken the pains of translating time for his children , he must attend to his however is to live from eternity to eternity in

the following very excellent words of the late business, and that, as he has to leave home blissful contemplation of the Triune God .

Dr. Walther which are taken from his last early in the morning and return late at night, Woe unto us, therefore , if wedo not do every

addresses made to our Western District Synod he must let his wife or strangers train his thing we can to bring our children to heaven .
in the year 1886 . In explaining the passage, children . It is a father's prime task to lead Of course, whoever daily recognizes his weak

Eph. 6 , 4. 1. , “ Bring them ( the children ) up his children to Christ and to instill into their ness and laments his not being able to execute

in the nurture and admonition of the Lord,” hearts true godliness, also , if necessary , not this task to perfection , may be of good cheer ;
Dr. Walther said :

On the day of judgment for then we are on the right path when we

" Nurture includes two things; in the first God will demand an account,and who is there recognize our weaknesses. This knowledge,

place, instruction , and if this be of no avail,foolish enough as to imagine to be able to however, shall induce us to attend to this im

chastisement. That it is the duty of children stand justified by saying : ' I had no time' ? portant duty better and better. Parents must

to submit to the nurture of their parents , The education of your child ismore important have a close spiritual intercourse with their

Scriptures say very distinctly . Eph. 6 , 4 .: than anything else. This does not mean that children and these must become conscious of

Ye fathers , provoke not your children to a very busy father may not make use of other the fact that father and mother are really

wrath , but bring them up in the nurture and people to educate his children. We send our Christians . The child must know that he has

admonition of the Lord . The first words of children to school to be educated . Therefore a place in his father's heart and that his father

this passage, of course, do not apply here, it is that the Christian school is so great a is ever anxious for the welfare of his soul .

but still they are of the greatest importance. blessing as cannot be extolled enough with If , however , a father passes by his children

Parents should not be the cause of their chil- human words. Properly parents ought to in- day after day,does not give them any offense ,

dren’s being provoked to wrath . They may struct their children in all good things; but but also does not seek to influence these young

be provoked to wrath without cause of their as they have to work and toil for their daily hearts, he has shamefully neglected his duty .

parents ; but if parents do cause this wrath , bread , God is well pleased, if they try their The prime duty of parents is to embrace the

they have committed a great sin . We should utmost to put their children in charge of interests of their children , not only as far as

not despise the little ones , but esteem them teachers ofwhom it is known that they under the body , but also as far as the soul is con

highly . Whoever has charge of a child , has stand the difficult task of 'bringing children cerned. Who , however, need not accuse him

charge, as it were , of the eternal life of an up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord . ' self of having neglected his duty ? In this

to spare the rod .
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Miscellaneous.

matter , also , there must be a change for the Definitions of Bible Terms. hand lays on dark colors very often ; His

better , and our dear Synod must shine like a chisel cuts deep . No trial of our faith is joy

light-tower in these latter days. By-the grace A day's journey was about twenty -three ous, but grievous ; nevertheless, afterward it

of God we have already become a great people. and one - fifth miles.
works out the eternal weight of glory . - Sel.

Now , if all parents among us would do their A Sabbath day's journey was about an Eng

duty, the world must needs see to her aston- lish mile.
A Belief in God.

ishment what manner of home-government is Ezekiel's reed was nearly eleven feet.

in vogue among us and hence may also profit A cubit was nearly twenty -two inches.
will frankly tell you that my experience

by our example . Woe unto a Christian in A hand's breadth is equal to three and five
in prolonged scientific investigations convinces

whose home the contrary takes place , of whom eighths inches.
me that a belief in God-a God who is behind

it is said , that he is indeed a pious man , at- A finger's breadth is equal to one inch . and within the chaos of vanishing points of

tends church diligently, etc. , but that he never A shekel of silver was about fifty cents .
human knowledge - adds a powerful stimulus

speaks to his children of God's word and in A shekel of gold was eight dollars .
to the man who attempts to penetrate into the

their presence is sullen and has his head full A talent of silver was five hundred and

regions of the unknown . Of myself I may
of other things." thirty -eight dollars and thirty cents.

say that I never make the preparations for

A talent of gold was thirteen thousand , penetrating into some small province of nature

eight hundred and nine dollars .
hitherto undiscovered without breathing a

A piece of silver, or a penny, was thirteen
prayer to the Being who hides his secrets from

cents.

me only to allure me graciously on to the un
A farthing was three cents.

" A Strivin' too Much fur de World ."
folding of them .-- Prof. Agassiz.

A mite was less than a quarter of a cent.

A gerah was one cent.

Dear Liney, dars a kind uv a feelin ' ,
An epba or bath contains seven gallons and

Daylight Ahead.

An' it comes to me day after day;

I think we've been failin ' in duty,

five pints.

Fur we've 'saken de old-fashioned way ! A hin was one gallon and two pints.
In the war year , 1863, a train of many cars

A firkin was seven pints .
loaded with soldiers was passing through a

I drap'd in at preachin' dis mornin' A homer was six pints. tunnel in the Cumberland range in Tennes

Kinder felt we too often hed miss'd ;
A cab was three pints.

see . In the center of the rather long tunnel

An' de sermon I kant haf remember
it was the blackness of darkness. “ Isn't this

But de meanin' was jist about dis : dark ? ” said a soldier . “ Never mind, boys,

“ My bredren, amoung you church -members
Teaching Students True Civility. there's daylight ahead !” The answer went

Dey is too many strivin ' fur gold ; to the heart of certainly one man who was in

In de end, what will it ’mount to, Some time ago , a Cambridge lady, who was some trouble. “ Never mind, there's daylight

I say, ef you lose you ' own soul? " remarkable for her dignified bearing and ahead !” Christian, if you are in the dark

grace , entered a crowded horse -car where ness of trial, “ there's daylight ahead !” Be
Why, Liney , across o ’ de ridges,

there were a number of Harvard undergrad- not faithless, but believing.

Dere lib'd Broder Jones - he is dead

An ' he leave to his children a fortune, uates, all of whom arose to offer her a seat.

But sumhow dey not save a red ! She accepted one with thanks. Presently the Lo ! myGod, most kind and compassionate ;

car stopped, when a poor woman with a baby while I wish to consider the glory of Thine
His boys-dey all took to drinkin ', in her arms, entered it. Not a seat was of- immeasurable love and goodness , my soul is
An'de gurls hev to dress up so fine,

fered her. The lady waited a few moments, tion of thehuman mind falls beneath Thy
not sufficient for the task ; for all the percep

Dat de shurruff, he sell out de homestead ,

An' it bring 'em away out behin ?! and then finding that her young admirers took glory , Thy beauty , Thy virtue, Thy magnifi
,

no notice of the woman , she rose and asked cence, Thy majesty, Thy love . As the splendor

Now, Liney, le's think o' dis matter; the woman to take her seat . At once a dozen of Thy glory is inestimable so the kindness
We strivin' too mutch fur de wurl , young men sprang up and again tendered of Thy love is unutterable, by which Thou

Neglec'in' de things mos emportent ;
their seats to her, but she persisted in standing , whom Thoudidst create from nothing.

adoptest as sons, and joinest to Thyself those

A-savin' our boys an ' gurls !

and had full opportunity of noticing the con
St. Augustine.

When I gits in de field to my plowin ', fusion of the young collegians. It was a quiet

Wid no one but old , faithful gray, but effective rebuke. A statement of the af
Subscriptions Paid .

My mind kinder gits fur to runnin '
fair soon got over the college , and no under

Aback to de old-fashioned way!
graduate could be found to admit that he was

Miss A. Crotzer, Zanesville, O., (VI) $ 1.00

Mr. Jul. Busemer, Zanesville, O. , ( VII ) 1.00

Our cabin-it stood by de wayside,
in a horse -car that evening . This was another Rev.J.J. Bernthal,Wyandotte , Mich., ( V & VI) 2.00

Mid cotton - fields covered with white , bad trait. Rev. Ad . Bergt, Hooper, Nebr., (VI & VII) 2.00

1.00

An' we sung as we pick'd out de cotton
Rev. G. Hempfing , Leland, Mich ., ( VII)

Rev. R. Truelzsch, Petoskey, Mich ., (VII) 1.00

Ah ! Liney, my heart was then light! Rev. J. F. Mayer, West Bay City, Mich . , (VII) 1.00
Why we Must Brace Our Souls in

Mrs. Cath . Muntz, Teegarden, O. , (VII) 1.00

I ken see us a cumin ' frum labor ! Patience. Mr. F. Hitzeroth , Dearfield, N. Y. , (VII to IX) 3.00

An fader at eve eb’ry day
Mr. Geo . Pfeiffer, Philadelphia, Penn ., (VII) 1.00

Rev. H. W. Wehrs, Oak Glen , Ills . , (VII) 1.00

He sing an' he read in de Bible,
“ I never let bairns or fools see my pictures Teacher C.F. Braun,Saginaw ( ity,Mich ., (VII) 1.00

An ' say to my moder, “ Le's pray ! ”
until they are done,” said a Scotch artist to Mr. Phil.D.Coiner,Waynesboro,Va ., V & VI) 2.00

Rev. A. Rohrlack , Reedsburgh, Wis . , (VII) 1.00

Our children is growin ' up might’ly, me once , quoting a familiar proverb of his Mr. Henry Krueckeberg, Blooming Prairie,
2.00

An' I feel dat we'll soon hev to part, countrymen . We are all but " bairns ” in
Minn ., ( V & VI )

Rev. G. Kuechle, Milwaukee, Wis . , ( VII ) 1.00

But, sumhow , de longer I's wid 'em ,
God's sight, and we sadly play the fool in re- Rev. J. H. Haake, Chapin , Ills . , ( VII)

1.00

Dey kinder git closer my heart.
gard to Ilis providential dealings. As no art

Rev. 0. Groensberg, San Francisco, Cal., (V &

VI )
2.00

Then , Lincy, le's think o ' dis matter ;
ist is willing to have a judgment pronounced Rev.E. Heinemann, Geneseo, Ills., (VI) 1.00

1.00

We strivin ' too mutch fur de wurl ;
Mr. John M. Drach, New York , N. Y., ( VII )

on painting or statue until the work is com
Mr. P. L. Graessle, Cadott, Wis . , ( VII) 1.00

Neglec'in'de things mos'emportent pleted, so our heavenly Teacher bids us pos- Rev. C. Jobst, Deer Park , Wis., ( VIII 12 ) 1.00

A savin ' our boys an ' gurls ! sess our souls in patience. “ What I do thou Teacher M.Copzelmann, Julietta, Ind . , ( VII) 1.00
Mrs. M. Wiese, Council Bluffs, Ia . , (VI to 1.00

knowest not now , but thou shalt know here
Den hunt up de old dusty Bible ,

VII 16 )
1.00

When workin' is done fur de day ;
after. " We must wait and see .

1.00This world Mr. C. F.Lange, St. Louis, Mo. , (VII )

Rev. C. L. Janzow , St. Louis, Mo., (VI)
1.00

I'll read , fur de children an ' you ’ sake, is but the preparatory school in which char- Mr. C. A. Ambrosius, Collinsville, Ilìs . , ( IV to

A chapter to -night, an ' we'll pray ! acter is on the easel or under the chisel ; ex VI )
3.00

Selected . hibition day will come in another world . God's CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .
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not only a signification and emblem of Christ's What our doctrine is , you know ; namely

sacrificial body and blood , it brings and gives that in , with and under the bread and wine

unto us that body and that blood which was the true body and blood of our Lord Jesus

For the LUTHERAN WITNE88. sacrificed for our sins. As there are three wit- Christ are given and received , according to the

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE nesses in heaven : The Father , the Son and Lord's words: “ Take, eat ; this is my body.”

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
the Holy Ghost, so there are three that wit- “ Drink ye all of it ; for this is my blood of

ness on earth : the Word , the water and the the new testament, which is shed for many for

By Rev. F. Kuegele . blood . They are thethree ever-flowing fount- the remission of sins." These words we Lu

ains of grace which our Lord Jesus Christ therans receive and believe just as they stand ,

Maundy Thursday.
has dug for us , and from them any and every and we strenuously contend that each word

one can and shall take the water of life freely . must be understood in its natural , grammat
Text : Matth . 26 , 26–28. *

But in this doctrine that the Word of the ical meaning ; yea, since 350 years our church

Dearly BELOVED : - For the salvation of Gospel and the holy sacraments are real , has been continually battling for the preserva

efficacious means of grace , channels through tion of the words just as the Lord has spoken
fallen man two things were

indispensably
which and through which aloneGod gives and them . Thereby we ascribe unto the Lord the

necessary : The representative suffering of the
confers to man righteousness, life, salvation honor that He is the All-wise who, when He

Son of God, and the institution ofmeans by and all,in this doctrineourEvangelical Lu- instituted this His testament, was fully aware
which the merits of Christ are imparted to

man.

theran church stands alone . All other denom- of what He was about to do and what words

If either of these two were lacking ,

there could be no hope of salvation . If the

inations dispute this doctrine and teach other. He must use . By contending for the pre

* Son of God had not suffered and died in the wise . It is , therefore , highly necessary for servation of His institution as He gave it, we

sins of the world , there would be no forgive
us Lutherans to be certain of it, that our doc- give to Him this honor that He did not only

ness of sin , bence no righteousness for sinners trine is the scriptural and hence alone the perfectly know what to do and what to say,

before God ; and if there were no means by divinely true doctrine. This I shall to -day but also that His institution itself is something
before God ; and if there were no means

by endeavor to set forth with regard to the second perfect which neither man nor angel can im

which the righteousness
for all is communicated to individuals , then of the holy sacraments , the Lord's supper. prove. Such honor surely belongs to Christ ;

Let us therfore consider :
for St. Paul testifies of Him : “ In whom

that righteousness would be beyond the reach
are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowl

of man. THE LUTHERAN DOCTRINE OF THE LORD's

But praise and thanks be unto the loving SUPPER AS THE ONLY CORRECT ONE .

Do others by their doctrine also ascribe to
kindness of our Lord Jesus Christ who not

This is proved by two arguments : the Lord the honor of infinite wisdom and to

only gave Himself a ransom for all and brought
His institution the highest perfection ? Look

to light that righteousness which is acceptable I. because the Lutheran doctrine alone as

in the sight of God and the Father, but who cribes unto the Lord all the honor due ing to the Roman Catholics we find that they

have greatly changed and mutilated this in

also instituted certain indubitable means by Him ;

stitution of the Lord . The Lord said : “ Drink

which , as through channels , His merits are II . because the Lutheran doctrine alone pre- ye all of it,” but the Romanists deny the cup

communicated and given unto us. These means serves unto the communicant all the com

to the laity, pretending that one element is
of grace and salvation are the Word of the fort which the Lord intended to bestow sufficient for the latter ; and , moreover , they

Gospel and the holy sacraments, baptism and by His Testament.
pronounce the consecration of the elements an

the Lord's supper . That these are not empty
unbloody sacrifice for the living and the dead ,

signs , or merely outward ceremonies, but the I.

to the dishonor of Christ's one sacrifice on the

hands of God by which He confers and gives
“ He that speaketh of himself seeketh his cross as though that had been insufficient.

the merits of Christ, is very evident from the
own glory : but he that seeketh his glory that So they also change the words of the Lord by

testimony of God concerning them . The Gos- sent him , the same is true , and no unright- teaching that bread and wine are transub

pel is not merely a.narrative telling of the for
eousness is in him ,” thus the Lord spake to stantiated into the body and blood of Christ,

giveness of sins and teaching what to do in the Jews in the temple. He did not speak of as though the Lord had said : This bread is

order to obtain it , it rather brings the grace Himself, He spake what the Father had given transformed into my body, whereas He said :

of God and is the instrument through which Him and whatever He spake exalted the honor “ This is my body," which is saying that to

God effectually works ; for thus the Lord of the Father . He glorified the Father upon gether with the bread He gives His body.

says : “ The words that I speak unto you , earth and did not speak a word by which the Looking to the Calvinists in all their sects, we

they are spirit , and they are life,” and Saint Father was not honored. Herein we have a find that they corrupt this institution of the

Paul writes: " I am not ashamed of the gospel sure, certain , infallible rule and criterion by Lord yet worse than even the Romanists do ,

of Christ : for it is the power of God unto sal- which to prove all doctrine , whether it be true by teaching that Christ's body and blood are
vation to every one that believeth .” Baptism

or false. Every doctrine which every way not present, and bread and wine are only a

is not merely a sign or symbol ofthe cleansing exalts the honor of God is true , and every sign or emblem of His body and blood, as

from sin , it is “ the washing of regeneration,” doctrine which in any way detracts from , and though the Lord had said : This bread signi

hence bringsthe cleansing from sin , as Ananias diminishes, the honor of God, is false . Every fies my body ; this cup is a picture of my

said unto Saul at Damascus: “ Arise, and be
one will readily concede that this is an in- blood , whereas He said : “ This is my body ;

baptized , and wash away thy sins, calling on
fallible maxim which can not mislead . By ith this is my blood.” Is that giving to the Lord

the nameof the Lord.” The communion is let us try the various teachings, and partic- the honor of infinite wisdom and to His insti

For our sermon on the epistle 1 Cor. 11 , 23–32 ularly our Lutheran doctrine of the Lord's tution the honor of highest perfection ? Is it

see LUTHERAN WITNESS, Vol. 4. No , 8 . supper. not rather insinuating that He used language
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not expressing His meaning and that His test- is given unto me in heaven and in earth.” of the Lord's supper is alone the true one

ament needs improving ? They all lord over Now it is evident that the Divine majesty , which in all points exalts the honor of the

His institution , saying, it could not be just hence also omnipotence and omnipresence, is Lord . Whilst all other , adverse doctrines in

exactly as His words say, it must be meant given unto Him according to His human na- one way or another diminish the honor of the

differently ; alone our Lutheran church by ture, because in His Divine nature He pos- Lord , our Lutheran doctrine in all points ex

her doctrine accords to Him the honor of sessed it from eternity . Seeing He is made alts His honor ; therefore it alone is the true

being the all-wise Lord whose words and almighty and omnipresent , which can only and scriptural doctrine.

whose works are perfect . Whilst others treat have transpired in His human nature , it is not

His institution as though He must have made an impossibility, but a very easy matter for
II.

a mistake ; we Lutherans say : Nay , He made Him to be in the communion and there to give Our second proposition is that our Lutheran

no mistake and He was not so ignorant as not His body to eat and His blood to drink . Cal- doctrine of the Lord's supper, is alone the

to know the difference between the words is vinists deny omnipotence and omnipresence true one , because it alone preserves unto the

and signify ; He knew what He was doing and to His humanity ; we say that both is given communicant the full consolation of the Lord's

He was able adequately to express it in words. unto Him even “ because He is the Son of testament. The Lord's object in instituting

It is certainly very clear that our Lutheran man.” They declare it impossible for Him to the testament of His body and blood was,

doctrine alone accords to the Lord the highest be in the communion with His body and blood ; thereby to console the hearts and to strengthen

honor of infinite wisdom . we say , with us it is indeed impossible, but the hopes of all penitent communicants, as

Again , our Lutheran doctrine alone accords with Him all things are possible . It is surely He says : " Given , shed , for you , for the re

to the Lord the full honor of perfect truthful- not difficult to see , which doctrine exalts His mission of sins.” The Lord intended this sac

The Lord says : “ This is my body,” glory and which detracts from it. rament to be unto faith the most indubitable

and we believe , teach and confess that He From this it follows that our Lutheran doc- certification , pledge and seal of grace and for

does what He says, thatHereally and actually trine alone accords to Him the full glory of giveness . When about to suffer and die for

does give His body to eat ; for He is upright His exaltation .. We believe, teach and con- the world's sin , the Lord made His testament

and truthful. What He says He means and fess that Hecan most assuredly be in the com- and in it bequeathed unto us the price with

whatHepromises He gives . Onthe other hand munion, because He ascended up and sitting which our souls were purchased ; that price

the Calvinists teach , though the Lord says : at the right hand ofGod has received what the He grants us to receive with the mouth in

“ This is my body," yet His words are not to right hand of God possesses and is where the order that our heart should not doubt, but

be taken literally, but that He meant to say : right hand of God is , and this His exaltation firmly believe that for the sake of His body

This is an emblem representing my body. So is a proof that His work of redemption is com- and blood our sins are truly forgiven before

their doctrine implies that the Lord says one pleted and nothing left undone. The Cal- God in heaven. From this object of its insti

thing and means another , that He promises a vinists say that Jesus Christ is not in the com- tution it is clear that every doctrine must be

thing and then only gives a shadow of it . munion , because He is not at all on earth , but false which diminishes, weakens or renders

Suppose I hand you a paper, in all seriousness only in heaven ; and the Romanists practice uncertain the consolation which the Lord's

declaring : This is a gold dollar ; but unwrap- mass as a continual sacrifice for sin. The testament by virtue of its nature affords to

ping the paper you would find only a picture former would bind Him down to one certain believing communicants ; and every
doctrine

of a gold dollar, would you not say, my words locality in heaven , similar as an idol is limited which preserves that comfort in its full scope

were deceptive and I had cheated you ? Is to one spot in a temple, which is certainly not cannot be false , it must be true .

that according the Lord the honor of perfect exalting His glory ; and the latter would per- Does our Lutheran doctrine preserve that

truthfulness to say , He indeed uses certain fect His work which is robbing Him of His comfort ? Most assuredly it does ; for our

words , but does not mean what those words glory . But our Lutheran Church teaches that church tells the communicant : Behold , the

express ? If I say of a man, he means the re- Christ, after finishing His work on earth , is Lord who can neither lie nor mislead , says :

verse of what he says , that is certainly not exalted to Divine majesty , as St. Paulwrites : “ This is my body , this is my blood , for the re

praising thatman for truthfulness. Also here- “ He ascended up far above all heavens, that mission of sins.” As surely as He cannot lie ,

in our Lutheran doctrine alone ascribes unto He might fill all things.” Which doctrineglori- so surely do you now receive His body and

the Lord the honor due Ilim ; for He is verily fies Him most , is easily discerned . blood , and as surely as His body and blood

not a double-dealer. Finally our Lutheran doctrine alone ascribes are the propitiation for your sins , even so surely

Furthermore , our Lutheran doctrine alone to Him the honor of highest love , grace and are your sins forgiven before the Father ; be

ascribes to the Lord the highest honor of om- mercy. We believe and teach that Christ is lieve it and doubt it not. Our Lutheran doc

nipotence and omnipresence . That Christ, as with us every day , yea, that He so intimately trine preserves the words of the Lord

the Godman should be present at all places unites Himself with us as to give us His body has spoken them and to those words it directs

and should give His body and blood to be and blood to eat and drink as a pledge and heart and mind of the communicant, and those

eaten and drank orally , appears to human rea- seal of grace and forgiveness. The Calvinists words verily afford consolation which is sure,

son an impossible thing. Calvinists pronounce teach that the man Jesus Christ, born at Beth- certain , infallible, which does not leave the

it an absurdity and attempt to bolster up their lehem and crucified on Calvary , is not at all heart in uncertainty ; for His Word stands

doctrine with the declaration that a true hu- present with us, but is far away and that He firmer than the granite rocks on the seashore.

man body cannot be present in more than one does not so closely unite Himself with us as Does the doctrine of those teaching otherwise

locality at the same time . But our Lutheran to give us His body and blood, but only sends also afford such certainty of consolation ? Not

Church teaches that we must not judge of us His merits by mediation of the Spirit. by any means ; for the Romanists teach the

Christ's body according to the dictates of rea- They say, He sends messages of love from communicant that he must not be certain ,
but

son or the maxims which apply to our bodies ; the distance ; we say , His love constrains Him doubt, and the doctrine of the Calvinists ren

but according to Scripture which tells us that to come to us Himself personally. They rep- ders the words of the institution uncertain by

Christ's body was received into unity with the resent the Lord's testament as nothing more saying that “ is ” does not mean is, but signi

person of the infinite Son of God and hence than a memorial ceremony, reminding of one fies ; or that“ body”' does notmean body, but

has received qualities which are beyond the who is absent ; we say , the Lord's testament emblem of body . Now a doctrine which ren

comprehensio
n of reason . They pronounce is such a feast in which .He Himself presides ders the text uncertain can afford no certain

the real presence of His body and blood in the and gives the costliest of meat and drink , consolation ; for only the Divine Word gives

communion an impossibility, because they do even His own body and blood . Which doc- divine certainty. Our doctrine directs the

not believe that He possesses the attributes of trine redounds the greater glory of His love , communicant to the word of the Lord as a

God in His humanity ; but our Lutheran "is easy to see . sure and certain word ; the opposing doctrine

Church teaches that Divine majesty is given I might adduce more similar points, but directs him not to the word itself, but to a

unto Him , as Hesays : " All things that the what has been said is sufficient proof for our human interpretation of that word .
From

Father hath are mine,” and again : " All power first proposition. I repeat it , that doctrine this it is easy to conclude , which doctrine ren1
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Polemical.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

a

ders the heart certain and which leaves it in ments and their rightful administration , as the

uncertainty ; hence which is true and which members of the Synodical Conference are ?

false.
They are not, and Mr. F. must know it if he,

As our Lutheran doctrine must make that as he claims to be , is a minister in the General

heart certain which believes it , so it also affords Vain Boastings of General Synod Men. Synod a good many years . Then , how his
rich consolation . Our Church tells the com article can have been written out of love for

municant : The Son of God sacrificed His body In the L. Observer of June 22 , Fraterculus “ TRUTH and irenics” remains a psychological

and blood and obtained for you grace, for- in an article against Dr. Weidner, a General conundrum .-- Mentor.

giveness, righteousness and all salvation . Council man , claims for the General Synod

That salvation is not only preached to you in 1. ) That for more than twenty years his Synod Whither Anti-Missourians are drifting.

the Gospel and bestowed upon you in bap- has planted itself squarely on the Augsburg

tism , the Lord also made a testament in which Confession and therefore is emphatically the At the late meeting of the Anti-Missourians

He bequeathes and conveys to you all thatHe Church of the Augsburg Confession ; 2. ) that held at Baldwin , Wis. , the committee ap

ever earned for you. Receive it , believe it the General Synod is and for the last twenty pointed to propose a constitution for the sev

and doubt it not . Is not that indeed pro- years has been as nearly a unit in faith and eral congregations commended the following

claiming good tidings and affording rich con- practice as any body of Christians in America. paragraph :

solation ? O that we would believe it more Oh , if these claims of Fraterculus were true , “ The general purpose of this congregation

firmly and appreciate it more fully ! Butwhere what rejoicings would there be in our Luthe- shall be religious worship and teaching in ac

outside of our beloved Lutheran Church do we ran Zion ; but alas ! they are not true, but vain cordance with the articles of faith and as said

find the consolations of God proclaimed so boastings and misrepresentations concerning articles of faith are held and understood from

richly ? Alas , nowhere! The sectarians tell the state of things in the General Synod. If time to time by a majority of the voting mem

their communicants, they should eat bread space would permit, a host of facts could be bers of this congregation .” - Amerika -- a Nor

and drink wine in memory of Him who as- adduced in proof that the General Synod is wegian paper - states that there was quite a

cended to heaven and is no more present on not emphatically the church of the Augsburg lively discussion on this paragraph . — No won

earth , and to enjoy that Lord Himself they Confession and not nearly a unit in faith and der. Hm ! -- T . K.

must ascend up to heaven with their faith . practice ( unless it be the practice of denying

What a doleful, dreary , comfortless doctrine ! Divine Truth by holding church-fellowship Lectures against the Theatre.

“ Who shall ascend into heaven to bring Christ with the sects ) . In 1885 the General Synod

down? ” If He does not come to us we will passed the following resolution at Harrisburg, From the German of C. F. W.Walther,D. D., and adapted

surely not come to Him . Pa.: Resolved 1st , Thatwe, the ministers and for the WITNESS , by R ... r ...

So it is clear that our Evangelical Lutheran laymen composing the delegates of the Gene

church alone has the true doctrine of the ral Synod of the Ev. Luth. Church in the
X. PAPER .

Lord's supper ; for all others by their doc- United States do hereby declare our belief in Thus far I presented to you testimonies of

trine in one way or another clearly deviate the divine authority of the Christian Sabbath heathens and of Christian theologians of all

from the plain words of the institution , di- as a day of sacred rest and religious instruc- ages against the attendance of the theatre , as

minish the honor of the Lord and rob Chris- tions and worship of Almighty God. But being very dangerous , destructive to good

tians of the comfort intended for them . It is with this resolution the General Synod has morals , and obviously sinful , which no re

a precious treasure which the Lord has en- not placed itself squarely on but squarely spectable man , much less he that would be a

trusted to our Church , It is not our merit AGAINST the Augsburg Confession , which de- Christian, ought to participate in . Let meto

thatwehave this treasure ; for weare no better clares in its 28th article : “ Those, then , who day proffer some testimonies of Christian lay

than others and have richly deserved that the are of opinion that the regulation of Sunday men who consequently did not think they were

Lord should have left us in darkness . There- instead of the Sabbath was established as a compelled to bear such testimony against this

fore let us not be proud , but candidly confess thing necessary , err very much . For the holy custom of the world on account of their office,

our own unworthiness . But since it has Scripture has abolished the Sabbath, and it but because Christ lived within them , and His

pleased the Lord to confer on our church the teaches that all ceremonies of the old law , Spirit.

knowledge of the truth , let us see that we be since the revelation of the Gospel , may be The famous and pious jurist , Dr. Ahasverus

found faithful keepers of His treasures . In discontinued . And yet as it was of need to Fritsch , Privy Counsellor to the Prince of

the Confessions of our Church we have the ordain a certain day, so that the people might Schwarzburg - Rudolstadt, and President of

pure doctrine of the Lord's supper, so let us know when they should assemble , the Christian the Consistory, in his work, Gotthold's zu

heartily accept it , let us candidly believe it , church ordained Sunday for that purpose , and faellige Andachten, of the year 1699, writes

let us firmly stand in it , let us boldly confess possessed rather more inclination and willing- the following : “ It is astonishing that theo

it before the world , let us fearlessly defend it ness for this alteration , in order that the logians do not dread to defend such things

against the adversaries ; let us comfort our people might have an example of Christian ( as plays) which even conscientious politicians

hearts with it , saying: Lord , in the riches of liberty, that they might know , that neither the have an aversion to . Whatfor would they ,

Thy mercy Thou didst make a testament and observance of the Sabbath, nor of any other in this matter , speak in behalf of the modern

didst instate us Thine heirs . Praise and glory day , is indispensable.” world already lying wholly in wickedness ?

be unto Thee for evermore . Amen . Or will Fraterculus say : “ We General Is it , perhaps, something conducive to the

Synod men do not accept the last seven ar- honor of God and the edification of our fellow

Our Theological Seminaries lately received ticles of the Confession " ? Then why not say'
men ? Did not such operas already devour

seventy - five petitions for ministers, and had so, Mr. F. ? Why claim to plant yourself to be found otherwise than in such things ?"
many tons of gold ? Is there no amusement

only fifty - six young pastors to furnish , thus squarely on the Confession , when you omit (L. c . P. II . p . 546 sq . )–We must, indeed,

showing clearly that the demand is greater a goodly portion of it ? Why boast so vainly confess at the time this was written , A. D.

than the supply . Our prayer , then , for more about the solemn and unequivocal acceptance 1699, the state of affairs with our Lutheran

workers and our care and offerings to instruct and subscription to the Augsburg Confession church was not of so healthy a character as

and educate them for their blessed work , by your members then in your recent article? from anyarticle of faith, but the zealof fos
originally . True , no one wished to depart

ought to derive quite a benefit and encourage. And how about the much -vaunted unity in tering piety had then languished, and , as a

ment from this fact. faith and practice to be found in the General consequence, together with a truly pious life ,

Synod as nearly as in any other body of Chris- they also afterward lost the pure doctrine, so

The Teachers' Seminary of our Missouri tians in America ? Are the men in the General as to oblige , as we have seen , a jurist to pub

Synod at Addison , Ill . , had an attendance of Synod nearly such a unit in faith concerning such worldly amusements,as, attending the
licly reprove many ministers for not rebuking

208 young men , who were preparing for the even such fundamentals as Divine Inspiration theatre, yea, for even endeavoring to defend

work of teaching in Parochial schools. of Scripture, Total Depravity of Man, Sacra- them .

>
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The Lutheran Witness .

risk of the sender.

Class Mail Matter.

>

derived considerable assistance , too , in the Against Impurity.

progress of the work , from the Rev. L. Eichel

Next to unbelief God punished no sin and

berger."
vice so severely as fornication and adultery.

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor. Thus well nigh six years were spent on
What was the cause that drew the flood upon

translating and publishing our Book of Con

The LutherAY Witness is published on the 7th and 21st cord . This first edition sold in three years, dom ? Noneelse than the sins against holy
the world , and fire and brimstone upon So

of eachmonth. All communications and money should be in their preface to the second edition , dated
sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville ,

matrimony, namely impurity and lecherous

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. July 4th , 1854 , the publishers said : “ In pre

Money sent otherwise than by money - order or draft is at the senting the second edition of the Book of Con
ness. Why were 24,000 Israelites destroyed

in the wilderness and all Madianite women,

cord in the English language, the publishers
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second take pleasure in announcing that the whole and afterwards 25,000 Benjaminites ? Be

work has again been carefully revised and cause of abominable unchastity . From this

we ought to take due warning and pray to God
compared with the original text. The first

ST. LOUIS, MO. , July 21, 1888.

edition , though containing many imperfec
to give us a new heart , washed in the blood of

Christ from all uncleanness , and a new spirit
tions, met nevertheless with a kind reception

A new Edition of the English Book in the church ; which induced the publishers that by temperance, industry and by the fear
.

of Concord. to use every effort that seemed necessary to of God struggles against , ånd exercises do

minion over , the innate desires of evil con

bring the work to greater perfection. Accord

We have been repeatedly requested to in- ingly, before publishing a second edition ,the cupiscence.
.

,

duce our synodical authorities to publish a talents of individuals, known as literary men

cheap edition of our English Book of Concord and prominent theologians in the church, were
Infant Baptism a Historical Fact.

which contains the Confession of faith of our engaged, who were requested to revise the Origen , the great instructor of catechu

Church . Inquiry, too, has been made again work, comparing it with the original , not mens in Alexandria , Egypt, and a great de

and again whether nothing could be done to changing, however, the language of the first bater against the infidel Celsus and against
issue a reprint of the last New Market edition edition more than would be found necessary antichristian sects of bis days, was born in

which is no longer in the market.
to render it a good translation ; and to these 185 after Christ's birth and baptized in early

The first translation of the Book of Concord gentlemen sincere acknowledgments are due infancy . When he was ten years old , he ad

into the English language was published by for a vast number of valuable suggestions. monished his father who was under torture

the HENKELS , of New Market, Va. , in 1851 .
“ The Augsburg Confession was revised by because of his Christian faith , to be steadfast

In their preface to this first edition they wrote : Rev. C. P. Krauth , D. D. , Professor in the and not to falter . Now this Origen ought as

“ At the earnest solicitation of many zealous Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, Pa. , the suredly to have known what was the practice

members of the church , we announced , Octo- Apology, by Rev. W. F. Lehmann , Professor of the church universal concerning infantbap

ber 9th , 1845 , our resolution to procure a cor- of Theology, Columbus , Ohio ; the Smalcald tism which is now decried by Baptists ; Bap

rect Englislı version of the entire work , and Articles , by Rev. Wm. M. Reynolds, D. D., tists who began their rebaptizing as late as

publish it as soon as practicable. Since that President of Capital University , Ohio ; Lu- 1664 in London . What, then, does Origen

period no time or labor hasbeen spared to ful- ther's Smaller and Larger Catechism , by Rev. say ? In his fifth book on the Epistle to the

fill our promise. J. G. Morris, D.D., Baltimore , Md ., and the Romans, he writes : “ The Church received

“ We have had to engage the talents not Formula of Concord and Catalogue of Tes- from the apostles thetradition to baptize chil
only of men familiar with the Lutheran doc- timonies , by Rev. C. F. Schaeffer, D. D. , dren . For they , unto whom the secrets of

trine, as well as with the German and English Easton , Pa. the sacred mysteries were confided, knew that

languages ... butwe have constantly had re The supply of this second edition is ex- the innate filth of sin is found in all and must

course to men who were able to consult the hausted and the only translation of the Book be washed away by the water and the Spirit.”

Latin copy whenever it was requisite. And of Concord now in market is that of Rev.

here we feel bound in justice to the industry Prof. Jacobs , D. D. But the price of this The Canonical Authority of Scripture.

and valuable abilities of those who contributed book is so high, $6.00 a single copy , that, not

their friendly aid , to specify the several por- withstanding its merits, it will never become
“ Scripture derives its canonical authority

tions furnished by each . a book of general circulation , and many Lu- originally from the Holy Ghost, by whose im

“ The Augsburg Confession, the Apology, therans that would read and study our stand- pulse and inspiration it was published. There

the Smalcald Articles, the Appendix, and the ard of faith , must do without it, because they after from the sacred writers unto whom God

Articles of Visitation, in a version , purely lit- cannot pay the price . The only remedy will Himself gave certain and special credentials.
eral , were furnished by the Revs. Ambrose be to publish a new cheap edition which will At last it derives its authority from the prim

Henkel and Socrates Henkel. The Larger place our English Book of Concord within the itive Church, as from the witness in whose

Catechism was translated , in the same man- reach of everyone. But the publication of the times those writings were published and at

ner , by the Rev. J. Stirewalt ; the Epitome by very cheapest edition cannot be made without tested . This testimony of the early Church

the Rev. H. Wetzel , and the Declaration by expense . The cheapest edition cannot well be for our divinely inspired writings was after

Rev. J. R. Moser. The Smaller Catechism published save by an outlay of one thousand wards handed down from generation to gen

was copied mainly from the translation by dollars . And who shall bear the burden of eration in the continued succession of theholy

the Rev. David Henkel, published in 1827. this heavy expense ? Why , those, of course, office and diligently preserved in reliable his

Much assistance in reviewing the proof-sheets that need and want the book. For this reason torical documents, so that the subsequent

throughout the publication of the work was we offer as a suggestion the plan of subscrip- Church was the custodian of the testimony of

rendered by Joseph Salyards, Principal of tion . If seven hundred bona fide subscribers the primitive Church concerning Scripture."

the Newmarket Academy, who has long cul- could be found, who are willing to spend in
CHEMNITZ, Examen Conc. Trid .

tivated the study of science and general lit- the course of one year one dollar and fifty

erature ; and he likewise furnished transla- cents on the good work of having the English
The Moral Life of Errorists .

tions to all the Prefaces , from the Latin , and Book of Concord republished in six numbers,

of the Historical Introduction , from the we would venture to promise that with the help easily seduce people unto false doctrine, but

“ Those who lead wicked lives , will not

German.
ofGod the work will be faithfully executed . those who excel by their external conduct.

" All these translations, when collected , Hoping for a general interest in the blessed Whoever, therefore, is careful of his life ,

were carefully compared with the original by enterprise and a readyanswer, we ask all who must not suffer himself to be captivated by

the Rev. Ambrose Henkel, and afterwards would become subscribers to send their names the meekness of heretics to assent to their
doctrine . Nor should he be offended at my

revised, transcribed , and prepared for the to : LUTHERANWITNESS,16 HarveyStr ., Zanes- shortcomings, but take the doctrine into con

press by the Rev. Socrates Henkel. We have ville, Ohio . sideration .” - ORIGEN, VII. Hom . on Ezekiel.
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A Glorious Time and a High Day in THE Workman reports the following : “ Rev.

Wisconsin . Hammarskjoeld , pastor of an Episcopal church

in Providence, R. I. , a former theological

That Psychological Riddle once more.
Our sister -synod in Wisconsin , who also student in the Augustana Synod, who, be

stands like a stone-wall against Ohio, Iowa cause ordination was denied him until he had

In a former volumewe showed our readers, and Schmidt's new-fangled notions of pre- finished the regular course of preparation ,

how Ohioans tried to turn the mystery of con- destination and conversion, enjoyed the good went to an Episcopal bishop and was ordained,

version into a mystery of psychology. Some- ness of the Lord at its recent meeting in more is to be sent to Sweden this summer. His

how they cannot rest easily in the arm - chair than an abundant measure. Our readers will mission is to persuade Lutheran theological

of their psychology. Every month or two be glad to peruse the following report : “ The students at the universities of Upsala and

they venture out on the sea of discovering a Wisconsin Synod opened its annual meeting Lund to come to America and take orders in

new explanation of their old explanation . June 7, in St. John's Church, Milwaukee ( Rev. the Episcopal Church , and so fit them to pros

Thus we read in a recent issue of the Kirchen- Bading ), 105 pastors , 33 teachers and 62 lay elyte among the Swedish Lutherans in the

zeitung another attempt at explaining the mys- delegates responded at the roll call. The Eastern States. They will be allowed to

tery of the turning -point in conversion . It is President's report referred to the fact that preach the Lutheran faith , but must be under

by one of those Norwegian Anti-Missouriansof the synodical institutions at Milwaukee and Episcopal supervision . This is another in

whom our readers will find a short notice on Watertown arewellattended , more candidates stance of the honeyed hypocrisy of the cry

our Polemical page. This Norwegian comes having been sent out this year than ever be- for union. The House of Bishops desires to

out boldly in rejecting the doctrine of the fore. Thedoctrine of Baptism was the subject be exceedingly friendly, and has always pro

Lutheran Church on this subject. He writes : of the doctrinal discussion . In the evening, fessed a tender interest in the Swedes because

“ Missourians generally like to express them- Rev. J. Bading celebrated his 25th anniver- of their Episcopal form of government in the

selves on this wise : “ It is God's earnest will sary as president of the Wisconsin Synod . Church of the Old Country , but concerning

to remove this impediment' ( man's incapacity The service was held in connection with the all such tokens of concern and friendliness

in spiritual matters ). Many have suffered meeting of that body at Milwaukee. Rev. our Swedish people may well raise the cry of

themselves to be imposed upon by such and Prof. Hoenecke , in behalf of the pastors of the litany "Good Lord deliver us!” ” This is

simular expressions . It sounds nice but it con- the Synod presented him a beautiful golden for once positive language from the Workman.

ceals a false doctrine . For what does it avail cross and made an appropriate address . ' He It does not often occur in its honeyed columns.

that God has the earnest will to remove an im- also received a very handsome clock from the

pediment of conversion , if Hedoes not actually teachers of the Synod .” This veteran in

The Reformed Presbyterian Synod of the
remove it, and no one else can remove it ? ” the Lord's and synod's service has our best

United States has adopted the following reso
This is a rough, infidel argument. For in wishes. Rev. Bading is also president of our

lution :

the same way unbelievers argue : God wills , Synodical Conference.
" Resolved , As our nation is again entering

as your Bible says, earnestly that no one
upon the intense agitation and excitement in

should be lost , but that all be saved and come
Deceptions by Spiritualists. cident to the election of President, we would

to a knowledge of the truth . But that con

timely and faithfully remind our people that
ceals a bad doctrine . For what does the One of the most successful forms of decep- while we are greatly encouraged in our suc

earnest will of God amount to , if Hedoesnot tion consists in the exhibition of “ spirit cess for national reform , the time has not yet

actually save all men and lead them to a pictures.” When these are not produced by come for us as a church to secede from our

knowledge of the truth , which no one else actual substitution, or what is known to the position of practical protest and refusal to in

save Himself can do ? · This is the way un professions as “ palming,” chemistry lends its corporate with the political body, since the

believers and Unitarians or Rationalists take useful aid to the perpetrations of the fraud . conditions on which this can be done are not

the Bible to task , but Lutherans should never The well-known property of certain colorless in the least changed .” This means they re

make themselves guilty of any such thing. salts to assume color when saturated with fuse to vote as also the Dunkers do , from ig

And we are completely shocked at reading equally colorless solutions of other salts , is
norance of the nature of Christ's kingdom on

such arguments in Norwegian and Ohio church often made use of by the Spiritualistic frater earth .

papers. They are sadly degenerating and in nity. A picture painted with a solution of the

their determined efforts at explaining to com- lead- acetate will immediately become black
Major Brua , after giving $15,000 to Penn

mon sense the depths of divine mysteries , when it is moistened with some fluid contain

they profane the word of God and Lutheran ing a sulphite. Silver salts, too , have prop- chapel in honor of his parents, departed this
sylvania College, Gettysburg , for a memorial

doctrine. This is the hallowed mind in which erties which are exceedingly curious, and a life leaving large bequests to Zion's Church,

the Lutheran church speaks of that mystery photograph treated by a mercuric solution, Harrisburg, and to the Lutheran Church,

why one man is converted and another not disappears , to return when moistened with a
Schuylkill Haven. The number of such sol

( for this the point which these Anti-Missou- solution of the iodide of potassium . Perhaps, diers and majors is exceptionally small, we

rians want to make plain ) : “ In the same one of the most flimsy impositions is that of
are sorry to say.

manner when we see that God gives His Word spirit photography, two negatives being taken.

to one region, but not to another ; that he One of these contains an opaque likeness
A FARMER in the neighborhood of Bremen

withdraws it from one people , but allows it which , by a very great stretch of the imagi
left the sum of $20,000 to the congregation

to remain with another ; or that one man is nation upon the part of the credulous indi

hardened, blinded , and given over to a rep- vidual, may be supposed to resemble the face of his village for a new church. He thought
'

robate mind, but that another, though equally and figure of some dead friend or relative, his family relations were wealthy enough, and
,

guilty, is converted to God , it is OUR DUTY, and the other is a simple photograph of the an increase of riches would not profit them ,
,

whilst the Church of Christ is going a begging.
in such cases to remember that Paul , Rom . 11 , sitter .

22. 23. , has assigned certain limits to us , be imposed and the print is made, it will be This is a proper sentiment, yet few people

harbor it when they make their will .
yond which we are not allowed to inquire.” found that the result presents the dim outline

This is the language of our Formula of Con- of a ghostly figure hovering above the living

cord , this is the language of Missouri, and this subject. With the proper amount of sleight- REPORTED SEPARATION . - It is reported that

these Norwegian and Ohio Anti-Missourians of-hand , this trick may be made to deceive the Michigan Synod , dissatisfied with the

term bad, false doctrine . Why should they persons who possess little or no knowledge of alleged loose practice of the Pennsylvania

attempt to inquire into things which are not chemistry or photography .-- Dr. Allan McLane Ministerium in regard to pulpit and altar

our business ?
And why should they want Hamilton , in The American Magazine for July . fellowship , will , at its synodical convention

to foist the profanity of their old Adam and What Christian then would be deceived by in August, dissolve its connection with the

blinded reason upon the church ? Spiritualists ? General Council. - L . Observer.

>
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" Oh , you

awakened from a dream of being at sea in a This story impresses the lesson upon our

storm , which seemed strangely real even after hearts, that the injunction of the Lord, “ A

he was broad awake . Doors were banging, righteous man regardeth the life of his beast,"

Compassion shown a wounded Raven windows rattling , timbers creaking and groan- Prov . 12 , 10 , hath also its ample reward , when

amply rewarded . ing , mingled with a roaring and dashing as if faithfully performed .-- Golden Days.

Niagara had been let loose close to his ear.

" Pierre's late to - night," said a stout , sun- Hardly knowing what he did , he sprang to the
The Flood is coming ; flee for

burned woman, who was standing at the door door and threw it open, and instantly started your Lives.

of a log hut on a small, rocky islet in the back as if he had been shot.

middle of the Rhone . “ I do hope nothing The water was within a foot of the doorsill !
Some years ago there occurred in Massa

has happened to him ; he's so terribly venture- Worse still , it was plainly rising higher every chusetts a terrible river flood, known as the

some since he got a boat of his own.” The Rhone, swollen by the heavy Mill River disaster , where a massive dam ,

“ Pooh , pooh !” answered her husband. rains and the sudden melting of the mountain forty feet high, built at the upper end of a

" He'll comeback all right , never fear. It's snows, had burst its banks and come down in lovely valley, suddenly gave way one morn

only proper thatmyboy should be a ferryman full flood , driven by such a gale as had not ing as the gatekeeper was at breakfast , when

like his father , and so he must learn to manage blown in those parts since the great storm ten through that quiet village rang the warning

a boat. See , yonder he comes , rowing like years before . All sorts of things went whirl
cry, “ The flood is coming ; flee for your

any boatman ! " ing past upon the yellow foam - drowned lives. ” A milk-man heard the gentleman's
"

" But whatever has he brought with him ? " sheep , hurdles , beams , boxes and uprooted cry, and taking up the words echoed it on , and

cried Madame Lenoir, in amazement. trees , upon one of which crouched a poor , others took up the thrilling words all along

What, indeed ? At first sight the sturdy little shivering dog, wailing pitiously for the side the hills, as the monster wave twenty

little twelve -year-old , who came skimming to help no one could give .
feet high , came whirling on and on , sweeping

ward them across the broad , shining stream , Jean’s first thought was for his boat ; but everything before it, till mills and houses were

appeared to be wearing a huge black over- both it and the shed in which it was moored crushed , rocks and trees torn up , and village

coat , torn almost in two. But a second glance were gone as if they had never been. Sick at after village felt the force of the flood , as it

showed the strange object to be a raven nearly heart, he clambered up into the loft after his rolled rapidly on into the Connecticut river.

as big as himself, which hung loosely over his wife and son , just as the water came flooding Where had been pleasant homes, a beautiful

shoulders, as if either dead or badly hurt. in over the doorsill .

country and thriving manufactories, nothing
“ See what I've got , mother ? ” cried he , Meanwhile an anxious crowd had gathered

was left but desolation . Can we imagine the
gleefully. “ I found it in the wood yonder, on the opposite bank, eager to help the im- scene; the terror, the suffering , the danger, ofI

, ,
with its wing broken . At first it snapped at periled family on the island . But how was the people who thought they lived in security ?

me , and wouldn't let me touch it, but it's this to be done ? No boat could live in that
Yet this is only a faint picture of the flood

quiet enough now. Isn't it a big one ? ” boiling flood , and it seemed hopeless to think of divine wrath that visits impenitent sinners

dreadfulboy ! ” cried his mother. of getting a rope across .
who die in their sins. And oh , how slow and

“ What do you think we're going to do with a The strongest man could not sling a stone negligent we are sometimes to sound the warn

great , ugly thing like that about the house ? so far. A kite would be instantly torn to ing cry, though we know the danger and de

and who's going to feed it , pray ? ” shreds by the wind, and they had no means
struction coming.

“ Why, mother, you know you always say of sending across either an arrow or a bullet.

that this house of ours on the island is just Suddenly Pierre put his mouth close to his

like an ark ; and Noah had a raven in his ark father's ear, and screamed with all his might
They believe the Bible, yet do not

that he used to send flying about, and why through the deafening uproar :
believe God's Word .

shouldn't we ? Besides we can teach him to “ Father - Christopher !”

carry messages for us." I met an old Scotch woman , not long ago ,
Catching his son's idea in a moment, the

“ Well, there's something in that,” said ferryman hastily rummaged out a roll of twine, who said she had been seeking Christ for forty

Jean Lenoir, laughing , " and as for feeding, a one end of which Pierre fastened around the years . She protested that she believed every

raven can pick up his own living any day ; leg of the bird , which was, indeed , about to word in the Bible , and yet , when I pointed to

and, besides , we have always plenty of odds become in terrible earnest what they had called her John 5 , 24 , she did not believe it. That

and ends of fish. Bring him in , my boy , and it in jest, “ the raven sent forth from the ark .” is , she said she “ heard the Word of Jesus

we'll see what we can do with him ." “ Food, Christopher !" shouted the boy, gladly , and believed thatGod had sent Him

• The broken wing soon healed , and in a few pointing to the opposite shore ; and instantly into the world ; ” but shedid not believe that

months Pierre’s raven , named “ Christopher," the raven outspread its broad , banner-like she had “ everlasting life,” though the Word

had become famous through the whole country- wings, and swooped forth into the storm , while of God clearly and plainly says, “ He that
side. Many a bright silver franc did Pierre a stifled cry broke from the gazing crowd as heareth my word and believeth him who sent

pick up at the village fairs by making the they watched its flight.
me, hath everlasting life ." This is an illustra

bird go through the tricks which he had taught Twice all seemed lost, as poor Christopher tion of how many people believe the Bible,
it ; and when once it had learned to carry was almost beaten down into the raging waters who do not in the least believe God's Word.

messages, the people along the river gave it so beneath ; but the brave bird persevered , and

many that the postman used often to threaten catching a momentary lull in the fury of the Asking his Servant's Pardon .

it jokingly with a summons before the magis- storm , struggled across the space , and fell ex

trates for taking away his business . hausted on the bank. " Will you ask my pardon ? ” said a master

Even Pierre's mother got reconciled to the A stout farmer sprang forward to seize the of his servant with whom he had disputed .

" great ugly thing" at last. string tied to the bird's leg , and instantly half The answer was a surly negative. “ Then I

So matters went on till one night in the early a dozen eager hands were at work on the cord will ask yours," said his master , knowing that

spring , when Jean Lenoir , coming home after attaching to it . Communication was thus es some one must always be the first to give in ,

a hard day's work, paused for a moment, as tablished with the island , and in less than half and meeting his servant more than half -way

he got out of his boat , to notice a strange, an hour the three Crusoes in the ferryman's with forgiveness and peace . What heartcould

leaden dimness that overhung the hills along hut were drawn safely ashore , just as the whole withstand such a step toward reconciliation ?

the eastern sky . house fell crashing into the swollen river .

" It must be raining hard up in the mount- After this , the raven became a greater fa- LUTHER's Small Catechism has been trans

ains, " said he to himself, and then thought no vorite than ever , and from that day every one lated into many languages. Only quite re

more about it.
called him " Christophe Le Courrier" ( Chris- cently a missionary translated it into Syriac,

But at daybreak next morning he was topher the Messenger ). and it is now being printed in Chicago, Ill.
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VI. Our Church teaches that the divine of Christ an idiom of the divine nature, or the

nature and majesty has been communicated human nature , as for instance in the Apostolic

to the human nature in Christ, through the creed. Here it is said that “ He was con

Some News from the Michigan District. Personal union with the divinity, and this ceived , born , that He suffered , was crucified,

already in His conception . Rev. Fackler dead, and buried ; " and again it is said that

proved the high importance of this doctrine , " He descended into hell ,arose again, ascended
The Michigan District , belonging to the

that the divine nature was united with the into heaven ," etc.
Lutheran Synod of Missouri, assembled on

human in Christ, and showed from clear pas- Passages which prove this doctrine are :

the 20th of lastmonth,in the church belonging sages of the Scriptures that such a union took John 6,62 ; Rom . 1 , 3 ; Rom . 9,5 ; Heb . 13 , 8 .
to Rev. J. Fackler's congregation , at Adrian ,

place . In all these passages there is something divine
Mich .

The opening service was held by the pres

One of the main passages was Col. 2 , 9 : or human predicated of the person of Christ.

“ For in him dwelleth all the fullness of the The communication of attributes resulting

ident of the joint synod, Rev. Schwan, of Godhead bodily." The Scriptures say :" the from the personal union in Christ is as the fire, ,

Cleveland , who edified the assembly with a

sermon based on Rev. 2 , 4. 5. In eloquent

fullness of the Godhead bodily,” its not only in red-hot iron ; as the fire imparts to the iron

a part , or a small part of the Godhead that light and heat , thus does the divine nature

words he spoke of the “ First love” in Christ,

which that bishop had left.
was united with the human nature in the per- impart divine attributes to the human nature.

son of Christ, but the entire Godhead . We Of course , we cannot comprehend nor define

In the afternoon synod met to organize. have a God who is and remains immutable. the personalunion of the divine and the human

The Rev. J. Schmidt , of Saginaw City, oc “ I am the Lord , I change not,” saysMalachi. natures in Christ , nor the communication of

cupied the chair. When the roll was called This , then , is our comfort, as poor sinners, attributes resulting from it , so as to make it

therewerepresent,besides the 63 ministers, that this very and same unchangeable God , acceptable to our reason ; nevertheless, we
43 parochial school-teachers, and 48 delegates who , if otherwise seen , brings sure death , ap- must accept and believe this doctrine as it is
of the different congregations , the total num

peared in the assumed human nature , and now
revealed to us in clear and distinct words in

ber being 154 .
we can say, “ God is flesh . ” the Scriptures . When Socrates spoke to his

Six ministers and two teachers were ad
An anecdote was related of a pious peasant ,

pupils on the immortality of the soul one of

mitted into membership.
being well versed in Scriptures. His pastor,

them , Symias, exclaimed : “ Oh ! that we had

The chair then read the synodical address who denied that the immutable God appeared have more than one word of God to rest uponbut one word of God to rest upon !” We

and annual report , and then appointed the in flesh, told him that God , when he appeared

committees to report on the minutes of the on earth , left his divinity in heaven . The God has spoken to us in Christ mediately

different conferences in the district , to revise peasant then inquired , “ Had He anything
and immediately .

the constitutions of several congregations ask- more than His divinity ?" to which the pastor
IX . Our Church teaches that the first kind

ing for admission, and to report on the ex- answered emphatically , " No." of communication of attributes consists in as
“ Well,” said

cuses of absentees which were few in number.the peasant, " if He left all in heaven, what cribing the doings and sufferings of one nature

It being customary with every district be- then did He bring with Him ? ”
to the whole person , though according to the

nature it concerns .

longing to the Missouri Synod to occupy the VII. Our Church teaches that the personal

There are three kinds of communication re
main time , the forenoon session , for the pur- union of both natures is so conditioned that

pose of pondering Scriptural doctrines, in a true union between them has arisen , which first kind is that in which the properties of
sulting from the personal union , namely , the

order to be more edified and founded in the has been compared aright with the union of
one nature are ascribed to the whole person ;pure doctrine , to be strengthened in our faith, body and soul, and the union of fire and iron the second kind is that in which the proper

and to confess it publicly , there were laid in a heated iron, hence , it is said aright , “ God ties of both natures are ascribed to the wholea

before this body twelve theses , by Rev. J. is man , and man is God .”

Fackler.
person ; the third kind is that in which the

This thesis treats of the hypostatic union , properties of one nature are ascribed to the

THESES ON LUTHERAN Doctrine OF THE PERSON the union of the Son of God with the human other.

Of Christ, ACCORDING TO ART . VII OF THE nature, in consequence of which a real and Of these various kinds of communication ,

FORMULA OF CONCORD. perfect union took place . It is not a mechan- the IX . , X. , XI . theses treat . Of the first

ical one , as for instance of two boards glued kind of communication we read , for instance ,
I. The reason why an article on the Person

together , for these boards remain two boards , in John 8 , 58 , where Christ says, that He was
of Christ was taken up in our Confession was,

and will never form an organic union . Hands before Abraham ; here , eternity, which is only
that after Luther's death , some of the the

and feet are united with the body , and yet we

ologians of the Augsburg Confession had fals
an attribute of the divine nature , is ascribed

cannot say of the hand , “ this is my foot.” to the whole person. Further, in 1 John 1 , 7 ,
ified this doctrine in order to palliate their

But of Christ we can say , “ this man is God.” where the blood of Christ , which is a human
false doctrines of the Lord's Supper.

The personal union, however, is such an un- attribute , is ascribed to thewhole person , etc.
II. Our Church teaches that the union of speakable communion of the natures , and in- We hold fast to the doctrine, " though ac

the divinity and humanity in Christ is a per- timate mutual permeation, on accountof which cording to the nature it concerns ;" we say :

sonal one, thus thatthe divinity and humanity God is truly and really predicated of man and Christ has suffered according to the flesh ,
and

in Christ are but one person.
man of God . Passages to prove this doctrine died according to the flesh ; but yet we hold

III. Our Church teaches that in Christ both
are : Col. 2 , 9 ; 1 Tim. 3 , 16 ; 2 Cor. 5 , 19 ; fast that the whole person suffered and died ,

natures are united with each other inseparably , 2 Pet . 1 , 4 . So perfect is this union , that and not only one nature, even as the soul feels

inconfusedly and immutably . even the blood of Christ is termed “ God's own the pains of the body, by means of the body .

IV. Our Church teaches that even after the blood. ” Acts 20 , 28 .
( To be concluded. )

union of both natures , each nature retained VIII . Our Church teaches that at the same

the essential attributes , and that the essential time the communication of the attributes flows The Lutheran Icelanders living in Winni

attributes of one nature will never become es- from the communication of the natures in peg have organized a society to encourage

sential attributes of the other.
Christ. further emigration from Iceland ; to put the

V. Our Church teaches that now , after the This thesis treats in general of the com- arriving immigrants in the way of earning a

incarnation, both natures belong to the person munication of the attributes in the person of livelihood as soon as possible ; to provide a

of Christ, not only His divine, but also the Christ. The term " attributes,” is a transla- library, reading -rooms, etc. , for them ; and

assumed human nature .
tion of “ idiomata, " i . e . , idioms , the real ultimately to found a college in which their

As the five first theses were discussed in properties of an individual . This commu- language and literature shall form part of the

former sessions of the district , the sixth was nication of attributes is proved by all those course of study. May Lutheranism grow in

then taken up for discussion . terms in Scriptures which ascribe to the person every language.

?
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ing fire .

about on this earth and are present with us in did the divine husbandman cast the seed of

this world , endeavoring to bring upon us his glorious gospel in the ground thus pre

eternal destruction . “ Your adversary, the pared , and lo ! from it sprang forth the divine

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. devil, as a roaring lion , walketh about, seek- flower of faith . Would
you

like to have this

ing whom he may devour.” 1 Pet. 5 , 8 . plant grow , do not touch it with your soiled
Resisting Satan .

Moreover, in the Gospels and in the Acts of fingers, do not try to remove it from its true

the Apostles we are told of many persons that position, lest you might tear its tender roots ,

I. THE EXISTENCE OF SATAN .
were possessed of devils and under their en- do not try to engraft upon this plant the works

The age in which we live is an age of mis- tire control. And Matthew , the Evangelist , of the law , lest you might kill it . The plant

sions and missionary work ; this is indicative in his Gospel, chapter 4 , v . 5 , informs us that of faith will grow without your trying to make

of a living and vital Christianity. Another the devil took Christ into the holy city of Jeru- it grow by natural powers, its life unfolds it
,

thing that characterizes the present age is salem , in order to renew his temptation of self from within if it is kept , though in great

this , that infidelity and unbelief is found Him. Luke 8 , 12 , Christ Himself says, that weakness , * to stand in its native soil, the‘ ,

throughout the land . This unbelief and in--- the devil cometh and taketh away the word gospel. There we must always leave it , that

fidelity has as its object not merely the ex- out of the hearts of many of the hearers.” In is the only place where it will thrive and pros
istence of the Triune God ; it denies also the another Scriptural passage, John 8 , 44 , our per , standing on the banks of the living waters ,

existence of Satan . This is not strange; it is Saviour , rebuking the unbelieving Jews, says : breathing the balmy air of heaven and enjoy

rather natural that it should be so . For a per- " Ye are of your father , the devil , and the lusts ing the genial rays of the Sun of Righteous

son who, by denying the existence of a God, of your father ye will do . Hewas a murderer ness. Were we so deeply rooted in the Life ,

tries to get rid of the idea that one day he will from the beginning , and abode not in thetruth , which is Christ , as we ought to be , did we al

find himself obliged to render an account of because there is no truth in him . When he ways abide in the Vine, we would neither toil

all the things done by him in his body, is speaketh a lie , he speaketh of his own : for he nor spin as to growth , but unknowingly would

equally desirous of abolishing from his mind is a liar and the father of it.” And in the first grow in grace and peace and joy, bringing

the thought , that for his sins and impenitence chapter of the book of Job we read , that “ there forth fruit abundantly. May God increase

he will be doomed to be an eternal fellow - was a day , when the sons of God came to pre- our faith in His word and promises.

sufferer with Satan in the lake of everlast- sent themselves before the Lord , and Satan Why is it then , that men will invent methods

came also among them . ” Aside from other after methods and spin out of their possibil

But denying the existence of God does not things which are taught in all these passages , ities , which are at the best works of the law ,

make His non-existence a fact ; nor does the they are at the same time infallible proofs for always new plans and theories to make man a

denial of the existence of Satan prove that he the existence of Satan , who must be resisted , spiritual being ? Because oftheir ignorance in

is not. They, that are loudest in decrying the as St. Peter says : “ Whom resist steadfast in the spheres of natural and spiritual life . And

existence of Satan are also readiest to curse the faith .” 1 Pet. 5 , 9. The reason , why Satan why is it , that even true spiritual life is often

their fellow-men into his tight embrace. Such must be resisted , will be spoken of in our next impeded and stunted in its growth ? Because

people are deserving of profound pity, and paper . - H . R. man will often graft upon this divine plant,

one hardly knows what to think of them, which is faith , the works of the law. Did we

whether to consider them as being possessed then receive the spirit by the works of the

of good common sense or not, as in the same For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. law or by the hearing of faith ? Verily , no one

instant we often find them denying the ex- Christian Growth, is it à Mechanical or ever did , no one ever will receive the Spirit

istence of Satan and by their heartless curses a Mysterious Process ? through anything that man can do ; we re

presupposing his existence . ceived the Spirit not through works of the law ,

The existence of Satan is not a matter to be God , as we have seen in a former paper, is but by the hearing of faith . Christian life and

disputed, it is a sad reality, just as the ex- the source of all life . Life is a gift of God , Christian growth will and can be attained only

istence of God is a cheerful reality. We must, a free gift, and although it is experienced by through the mysteries which God has ordained .

however, not be led to think that Satan is co- those who possess it , still it is and remains an P. Schulte.

eval or equally supreme with God . God is the unexplored region , an unsurveyable domain .
* FORMULA OF CONCORD , Of Freewill, p . 623,

one and only really supreme being in existence. Mysterious as to its origin it is likewise as to N. M. edition .

Satan is not supreme , for Satan is a creature ; its continuity and growth. A plant will grow

but God is not a creature, He is an uncreated by itself, there is no craving nor longing to be
God's Omnipresence.

being and eternal. Hence His existence is seen , no effort to be noticed tending to make

from everlasting to everlasting. “ From ever- it grow . Serenely and quietly are the air , the God is limited to no place. He is also ex

lasting to everlasting Thou art God.” Psalm sunshine and moisture absorbed by it , it cluded from none . He is in all places , and

90 , 2. Satan is not an uncreated being , he is groweth it knows not how . So it is likewise in the least of His creatures, in the petal of

a creature, a creature of God . As God is in the Kingdom of God , as our Lord teaches the flowers, in a blade of grass ; and yet He

Creator of everything in the universe , so He us : “ It is , as if a man should cast seed into is in no place. Nowhere, comprehensively

is the Creator also of Satan . Yet He did not the ground and should sleep and rise night and exclusively ; everywhere, because every

create Satan as Satan, that is , when Satan was and day and the seed should spring and grow where he is creating and upholding every

created , he was no sinful and unholy being , up , he knoweth not how. For the earth thing . - Luther.

but a holy angel , enjoying the company of all bringeth forth fruit of herself , first the blade,

the blessed and holy angels who to-day in- then the ear , after that the full corn in the Subscriptions Paid.

habit the heavens in eternal light . But Satan ear.”
$ 1.00
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because I and you must acknowledge that we hath believed our report ? and to whom is the

too have sinned , therefore there is no denying arm of the Lord revealed ? " If a man is to

it , we must confess thatwe caused His death . believe this, that the Son of God stepped into

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. That is over what we should mourn and lament his shoes and suffered the punishment of his

that we are such corrupt creatures for whom sins , if a man is to believe that , it must be re

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE the Son of God Himself had to suffer the pangs vealed to him by the Holy Ghost. Behold ,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
of death , before we could be loosed from the by nature man goes by the light of reason ;

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
bonds of hell and of death . he knows of no other light , and that light tells

Or should we proudly say : We did not him that each one shall be held responsible

oblige Him , nor did we even ask Him to die for his own deeds ; so then , if a man is to be
Good Friday.

for our sins ? Certainly we did not ; He did lieve this that the Son of God suffered the

ISAIAH 53..
it of His own free will , but if He had not con- punishment for his sins and that on that ac

descended to do it , we would be in death and count he shall not be held responsible for

IN JESUS CHRIST , THE LAMB WHICH WAS remain in death and the light of life would not them , before a man will believe that , the Holy

SLAIN , BELOVED FRIENDS : shine unto us . Moved by His own compassion Ghost must so alter man's heart and mind

O darkest woe ! Ye tears forth flow ! the Lord of life tasted death for the sinner that that he will trust more to the Word of revela

Has earth so sad a wonder, the sinner should live. On this the prophet tion , than to his own reason and understand

That the Father's only Son Isaiah preaches a powerful sermon in the ing. Now but very few do trust more to the

Now lies buried yonder ! chapter before us. Let us incline our ears Word written , than to their own understand

This is truly a day to abase ourselves into the and hear. ing , and justly does the prophet exclaim :

dust , to sorrow and mourn , and indeed , dole- This chapter treats of the representative “ Who hath believed our report ? ” We must

ful hymns of sorrow and mourning are this suffering and death of Jesus Christ. The therefore not look at this sermon with the

day sung throughout all Christendom the prophet pictures Him to us as our Substitute , eye-glass of carnal reason , or attempt to com

world over. On this day eighteen and a half bearing our burden that we should go free . prehend the mysteries thereof with our under

centuries ago an event transpired at which That is the chief article of our Christian re- standing . Though we search for a thousand

men and angels might well gaze in wonder ligion , and of course to human reason an in- years , we will never be able to figure it out

and astonishment ; an event the like of which comprehensible thing. Reason lays down the how God , who is immutable justice itself ,

was never before seen and will never occur principle that each one must bear his own could account the sins of the guilty to His

again. It was the death of God, the Mighty guilt and can not shift it off on the shoulders own innocent Son and inflict on Him the pun

Maker. On that day the Prince of life who of another, and also the law says : " The soul ishment thereof. We should believe that it

has given life to every thing that movesin the that sinneth , it shall die . The son shall not is so and that the arm of the Lord was mighty

heavens above and in the earth beneath , on bear the iniquity of the father , neither shall enough to do it.

that day the Author of all life was Himself the father bear the iniquity of the son ; the What does the prophet proclaim ? “ For he

laid dead in the grave. God dead ! Surely righteousness of the righteous shall be upon shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and

great cause that the fountains of our eyes him , and the wickedness of the wicked shall as a root out of a dry ground.” He

should be opened. And yet , why should we be upon him .” Both reason and the law say, Messiah will come like a tender , noble plant

deplore Him ? He was God and could do each one shall bear his own sin and suffer the out of unfruitful soil , like a root growing out

what He would. Our souls should indeed to- punishment of his own guilt , that is justice. of dry sand without moisture . The human

day sorrow and mourn, but not for Him. To It does occur among men, although rarely , race was a dry soil , a dead trunk which could

the women following Him to the place of ex- that one will take on himself the disgrace and not put forth a green twig , much less bring

ecution He said : “ Daughters of Jerusalem , punishment due to another , but of such cases good fruit , because " they are all gone out of

weep not for me. "
Over whom then should lawyers declare that they are above law and the way, they are together become unprofit

we weep ? Why He says : “ But weep for justice . It is not against justice if one volun- able ; there is none that doeth good, no , not

yourselves.” And why should we weep over teers to suffer the punishment for a crime one.” Out of this sinful race came the one

ourselves ? Very simply because we are the which another committed , but according to good twig , Christ ; for in Him God the Father

cause of His death. And how should we be law and justice it could not be asked or ex- is well pleased. In the whole tree Christ is

the cause of His death ? did we nail Him to pected of him . Therefore reason pronounces the only one green and fruitful twig or root ,

the cross ? Roman soldiers did the work, but it an incredible thing that the Son of God wherefore it is said of Him in the 45th Psalm :

they did it by the command of Pontius Pilate . took upon Himself the sins of men , and even “ Thou art fairer than the children of men :

Pilate condemned Him to death and delivered so incredible that God the Father punished grace is poured into thy lips : therefore God

Him to be crucified , but He did it reluctantly , the sins of men in His own beloved Son . hath blessed thee forever .” But the dry twigs

urged on by the tumultuous demands of the Now this much is true, according to law of the tree do not find Him fair , because He

Jews. The Jews took Him captive and de- and justice the Son of God was in no way is not as they would wish Him , as the prophet

livered Him to the heathen governor and they whatever bound to take upon Himself our continues : “He hath no form nor comeliness ;

did it both according to the wickedness and guilt, yet over and above law and justice He and when we shall see him , there is no beauty

hardness of their heart and also according to nevertheless did do it purely from His own that we should desire him .” How can the

the counsel of God in which it was determined grace and mercy ; but such love and mercy psalmist say : “ Thou art fairer than the chil

that Jesus should die for the people “ to put carnal reason can not understand and will not dren of men ,” and the prophet : “ He hath no

away sin by the sacrifice of Himself.” What believe it. Very properly , therefore , does form nor comeliness ' ' ? The psalmist speaks

then was the actual cause of His death ? Why, Isaiah begin his sermon on the Messiahs rep- in the language of the believers, and the

sin ; the sin of man cost Him His life , and resentative suffering with the words : “ Who prophet speaks in the name and person of the

says : The
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of all men,

1

unbelieving Jews. To every believing soul That is the fundamental pillar of our whole says , how we get rid of sin before God , and

the name Jesus is as ointment poured forth , Christian religion . He who does not believe when it comes to that question then wemust

but the Jewswere not pleased with Him . They this , is not a Christian , whatever profession cast into the dust and , as Paul says , " count

wanted for their Messiah a glorious lord who he may make ; but he who does believe it , but dung " all our own works and doings and

would victoriously swing the sword ; butChrist has learned the whole summary of the plan must make Christ's sufferings and doings all

came in the form of a servant, poor and lowly , unto salvation . Indeed , this one verse com- our plea. Concerning this we should do like

and that did not suit them ; He had in their prises the whole New Testament.
Because as one drowning in a stream ; he will not stop

eyes no comeliness. But the prophet uses this is so permit me here to add two remarks. long to look around and see if the coat which

yet stronger language and says : " He is de The prophet so often repeats the little word he has on is white or black , his only aim is to

spised and rejected of men ; a man of sorrows, He : " He is despised ; He hath borne our catch hold of something which will keep him

and acquainted with grief ; and we hid as it griefs ; He was wounded for our transgres- above water . So when it comes to the ques

were our faces from him ; he was despised , and sions." Now because He bore our sins, be- tion how we are justified before God , we

we esteemed him not. ” When He walked in cause He suffered the punishment of our guilt , should not stop long to look around for our

lowliness , poverty and meekness the Jews saw because He won peace for us with God , it in- works whether they have been good or bad,

no beauty and glory in Him which they de controvertibly follows that we do not do it , but we should grasp for this Root which has

sired , but in His passion and death Hebecame that all our doings , our works , our righteous- grown up out of a dry ground ; that saves us

so despised , so abject that men dreaded even ness , our virtues do not atone for sin , that and that is the only single one thing which

to look at Him and in abhorrence turned their also our sufferings make no compensation for can save us.

faces from Him . The prophet representsHim sin . From this passage it necessarily follows From the same words it also incontrovert

as the lowest of the low , the most miserable that every one is speaking against Christ , who ibly follows that our sins are no more lying on

and how perfectly true is the pict- in any way teaches that our works could make us , but on Him who bare them in His own

ure which Isaiah here draws , we know from atonement for sin . All who say , by virtues body on the tree , as theprophet says : " With

the history of His passion . He was esteemed and works of a piety man could make up for his stripes we are healed ,” and then continues:

less than Barabbas whom certainly all de- sins and vices , are all speaking against Jesus “ All we like sheep have gone astray; we have"

spised ; He hung on the cross in a far more Christ. Why should He have suffered for sin turned every one to his own way ; and the Lord

miserable condition than the criminals to His if our own works could deliver us from sin ? hath laid on him the iniquity of us all .” On

right and His left ; for they had not been Why should the chastisement of our peace Him , says the prophet, on Him lies our in

crowned with thorns, neither had they been have been upon Him if our own works could iquity ; so then not on us , but with His stripes

spitted on. And whilst His body was in such make peace between God and us ? Whoso- we are healed . ( verily ! a message which

a miserable plight, His soul was much more ever ascribes any merit of righteousness to is worth hearing , that for our ugly, festering

plagued. Remembering that He was the Al- his own good works , robs Christ of the honor wounds we have so powerful, so wholesome a

mighty God , we can not imagine what anguish that He is our righteousness and our peace , balm , even the wounds of Jesus Christ, the

it was depressing His soul , so that He cried and gives that honor unto his own works . Son of God . Are not we the people who ought

out : “ My God, my God, why hast thou for- From these words it necessarily follows that to have been smitten and afflicted ? and is not

saken me ? " any and every thing which we suffer in this He the man who onght to have been unchas.

What is the cause of all these torments ? world can make no satisfaction for sin ; for tened and unwounded ? But He squarely re

Alas , I , Lord Jesus, I with my sins made Thee He , He, Christ has made satisfaction for sin , verses it. He is chastened , He is wounded

to suffer ; my transgressions worried Thee to consequently our sufferings do not do it. And that we should be spared. Do you want the

death ; what I deserved Thou hast endured. though we would suffer persecution for many wounds of your conscience bandaged ? Let

The prophet affirms it : “ Surely he hath borne years and finally be burned alive for the your soul seek refuge in His wounds like a

our griefs, and carried our sorrows.” Surely , truth's sake , that could not contribute one dove in the clefts of the rocks , and He will

He did not suffer for His sins and for His hairbreadth to the blotting out of our sins. bandage you that the eyes of God in heaven

sake ; surely , He suffered for our sins and for And why not ? Very simply because Christ can discover no more wounds in you .

our sake. Surely , He did not suffer for sins was wounded for our transgressions , because But to have this consolation we must care

which He had inherited by nature ; surely , He was bruised for our iniquities, because the fully mark the words : “ The Lord hath laid

He suffered for our sinful birth. Surely , He chastisement of our peace was upon Him and on him the iniquity of us all.” O , a precious

did not die for iniquities which He had com- not upon us . Not to our sufferings , to His word ! Let us receive and believe it as a word

mitted , " he had done no violence, neither was sufferings belongs the honor that sin is blot- of Divine truth , then we have this blessed

any deceit in his mouth ; " surely, He died ted out. Therefore rightly and truly to be comfort against sin that our sins are actually

for our iniquities. But this that He died in lieve these words we must turn our eyes away no more ours , but have become Christ's ; that

strange sins , the carnal eye could not see in from every good and virtuous thing which we our transgressions are no more lying on us ,

Him ; therefore the prophet continues : “ Yet have done and must appeal only and alone to but are laid on Him . The text is certainly

we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God and that satisfaction for sin which these words tell plain : “ The Lord hath laid on him the iniquity

afflicted .” Was He not stricken , smitten and us of : He, He has done it . I can not refrain of us all.” So then , God the Lord took my

afflicted of God ? Certainly He was , as the from here introducing words which Dr.Luther sins , He took them away from me and Helaid

prophet thereafter says : “ It pleased the Lord wrote on this passage . He says : “ Let my them on Him , His only begotten Son. If we

to bruise him ; he hath put him to grief,” but doings and life have been as they will , good would only believe that as we should , then we
the Jews thought Him smitten and afflicted or bad , what does that concern me ? Do I could boast and say : I have no sins ; forGod

for sins of His own . So carnal reason will not hear that I am not justified by my doings has taken them and has laid them on Christ ;

argue unto this day, or at the best it will say and am not to rest my faith on my doings and so let Him see how He fares with them ; I am
that Christ, like so many other innocent men , life , but on Christ ? How I should do and live free .

had to suffer and die innocently , being out of that I am now not discoursing ; but how I And how did Christ fare with my sins ?

witted and overcome by His enemies ; but become rid of sin , or obtain forgiveness and Othey broughtHim into death and the grave.

surely this saying of depraved reason is not righteousness . Here I have my dear Lord That was according to law and justice ; for
true . Not because He had been overpowered Christ who has suffered for me and bears my " the wages of sin is death.” Shall then I die

by His enemies, did He suffer ; why in Geth- sin; Him I will not suffer to be taken from for my sins? O no ; because death suffered

semane He smote the whole company of them me.” So writes Luther, and powerfully do his once for sin is enough according to law and

to the ground with a single word ; " but he words declare of what this text does treat and justice. In Jesus Christ as my Substitute I

was wounded for our transgressions, he was of what it does not treat. Mark well that this did once suffer death for my sins , and justice

bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of text does not teach how we should live in this can surely not inflict the penalty of death
our peace was upon him ; and with his stripes world ; that is a matter of course that we are twice for the same sins. Death once suffered

we are healed ." to live as the children of God ; this text only satisfies justice . Christ has once died for my
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Section 6.

sins , so I shall not die for them , but shall ministers and delegates shall constitute the

live . voting members of the Synod. Ministers Should any officer of this Synod , during the

That is what Isaiah preaches in the first whose congregations have not formally con- adjournment of the same, depart this life , re

part of this chapter. If you hear the name nected themselves with this Synod by adopting sign his office, or become incapable of dis

Jesus do not picture Him to your mind as a these Articles of Union ; also , candidates for charging the duties of the same, then the re

stern judge sitting and swinging the scales of the Holy Ministry , and teachers of parochial maining officers shall appoint some suitable

justice to see who is and who is not worthy schools may become permanent advisory mem- man to fill his place until the next meeting of

to be remembered of lim ; there is no such bers of the Synod. Only such visitors at the the General Body.

Whenever you think of Him think of meetings of the Synod as heartily and fully
ARTICLE V.

Him as the bearer of your sorrows who has concur with it in the pure faith and confession

taken the burden from off your shoulders and of the Word of God , shall be received as tem TIME OF MEETING . -This Synod shall meet

has laid it on His own. Surely, He hath borne porary or permanent advisory members. tri -ennially, at the time and the place specified

our griefs and carried our sorrow and with by a resolution of this Body.

ARTICLE IV.

His stripes we are healed. Amen .
Section 1 , ARTICLE VI.

OFFICERS OF THE SYNOD. -The voting mem- POWERS AND PURPOSES OF THE GENERAL

bers of this General Body shall, at each meet- Body.-- The furtherance of God's Kingdom

ing , choose by ballot, a President, a Visitator , being the general end which this Body has in

a Secretary , and a Treasurer. The officers view , the powers more specifically entrusted

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

shall continue in office until the next meeting to it are principally the following.

Draft of a Constitution for a General of the Synod , and until their successors are

Section 1 .

Body of all English Lutherans within duly elected . The same officers are at all

the Synodical Conference .
It shall examine the proceedings of Local

times re-eligible , but no one may be elected

President or Visitator who is not an ordained Conferences , so as to guard the purity of

PREAMBLE . minister .
doctrine , and to obtain a knowledge of the

existing state of the Church , and to recom
In conformity with the example of the Apos Section 2 .

mend such plans as may tend to the promotion
tolic Church (Acts 15 , 1-31 ) , and in obedi- The President shall act as chairman of the

ence to the will of the Lord that the diversity Synod , and he may take part in the discus- of the Kingdom of God .

of gifts should “ profit withal” ( 1 Cor . 12 , sions , previously calling another person to the
Section 2 .

4—31 ) ; furthermore, relying upon God , our chair ; but he shall not originate motions. He It shall be charged with the duty of pro

Father, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ , must call upon the voting members of this viding or recommending books , writings ,
and under the guidance of the Holy Spirit , General Body to convene in special sessions , papers , etc. - such as Liturgies , Postils , Hymn

We the Evangelical Lutherans of the Eng- when petitioned by one-third of the congre- Books, Catechisms, etc.

lish tongue, connected with the Synodical gations .
Section 3.

Conference, do hereby adopt the following He shall ordain and install candidates for

This Body shall also make provisions for

the Holy Ministry in person or by deputy .
the general missionary and benevolent oper

CONSTITUTION .
Section S.

ations of the Church , and for this end it shall

ARTICLE I.
The Visitator shall visit all congregations consult the Board of English Missions ap

NAME. — The name of this Body shall be holding membership with this Synod , at least pointed by the “ Synod of Missouri , Ohio and

once every three years , and he shall examine other States."

into the doctrine and practice of both pastors Section 4.

ARTICLE II .

and congregations ; but if he be unable to Doctrinal questions shall be discussed , if

make these visits himself , he shall appoint as time permit ; matters of faith and conscience

DOCTRINAL CHARACTER. — This Body receives his substitute a clerical member of the Synod shall , however, not be decided by a majority

the Canonical Books of the Old and the New or a member of the Missouri Synod's Board vote, but by the Word ofGod oply . But all

Testament as being throughout the inspired of English Missions. other matters shall be decided by a majority

Word of God , and the only rule and standard The travelling expenses of the Visitator or vote , the President having no vote save the

of doctrine and life . his substitute shall be defrayed by the con- casting vote .

gregation which he visits in his official ca
Section 2 . Section 5 .

pacity . At every regular meeting of the The resolutions of the Synod regarding any
As a pure and faithful exhibition of the

doctrines of the Holy Scriptures, this Body Synod , the Visitator shall report the condition action on the part of a congregation , shall

of the congregations visited .
receives the Symbolical Books of the Evan have in themselves no more than an advisory

gelical Lutheran Church , contained in the Section 4. character respecting any individual congre

Book of Concord of the year 1580 , viz . : The The Secretary shall keep a record of the gation , and they can then become binding on

three Ancient Symbols of the Church -- the proceedings of each meeting of the Synod , a congregation only when it has formally

Apostolic , the Nicene , and the Athanasian write , attest, and take care of all the docu- made such resolutions its own .

Creed ; the Unaltered Augsburg Confession ; ments and writings , publish the time and the gation find that such resolutions are contrary

the Apology to the same ; the Smalcald Ar- place of each meeting of the Synod, in the to the Word of God , it shall be the duty of

ticles ; the Smaller and the Larger Catechism papers of the Church, at least twomonths such congregation to report its decision and

of Dr. M. Luther, and the Formula of Concord . before the time of such meeting , and , in case reasons therefor to any regular convention of

of a special meeting, he shall give written the Synod. If such resolutions are deemed

ARTICLE III .
notice thereof to all Local Conferences and inexpedient merely , the congregation may re

Section 1 . isolated pastors. fuse to adopt them.

VOTING MEMBERS OF THE SYNOD . — The regu Section 5 .
Section 6.

lar meetings of the Synod shall be composed The Treasurer shall receive all moneys of This General Body shall be empowered to

of the pastors of charges in connection with the Synod , and he shall keep a correct account publish its own proceedings.

the Synod, and of the same, which must be submitted to the

Section 2. ,
ARTICLE VII.general Synod at each meeting thereof. He

of the regularly chosen lay - delegates from the shall disburse moneys only pursuant to a Local CONFERENCE. -—The scattered condi

congregations of the Synod, each congregation resolution of the Synod or upon an order of tion of our congregations preventing frequent

being entitled to send one delegate . These the President, attested by the Secretary. conventions of this General Body, it shall be

9

Section 1 .

If a congre
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deemed the duty of ministers, so situated, to ceived and disbursed some thirty -eight thou- Witness, and many other defunct papers, swell
,

form Local Conferences or to join some ex- sand dollars for various synodical and char- the total loss by clerical organs up to almost

isting Local Conference, chiefly for the fol- itable purposes. Quite a number of new half a million dollars . And the Texas Wit

lowing ends, viz. : First, to discuss doctrinal churches, pastors and school-teachers were ness went under last week, and its list of sub

questions, especially the distinctive features received into membership, among which was scribers has been transferred to another paper.
of the Lutheran Church ; Secondly , to oppose Rev. Bachmann of Evansville and his two These papers combined, it is true , politics

invading sects and errors , as well as the un- churches, which had formerly been members and religion , secular and churchly news and

Christian tendencies of the age ; Thirdly , the of the Ohio Synod which has now gone sadly elements . And most likely this was the main

minutes of these Local Conferences shall not astray in the doctrines of election and con- cause of their death . But at the same time it

be printed, but they shall be submitted to the version. Right here we will state that the shows that it requires not only the willingness

Synod at its regular meetings for approval or Lutheran church at Ashland , Ky., also left of subscribers to read a paper to make it suc

correction . the Ohio Synod and called Rev. Horst of our cessful , but also their readiness to pay their
I A. W. MEYER .

synod . The church at Elmore, O. , in the so- subscription in due time. And if our sub

called Black Swamp, also left Ohio and came scribers make a memorandum of this item we

REMARKS.
over to Missouri. And eleven families at shall not be aggravated at them , though it is

This draft, as given above , was drawn up Lancaster, Jay Co. , Ind. , have left the Ohio “ not exactly ” a hint.

by a committee appointed by the English Con- Synod and connected with Missouri. And a

ference of Missouri. It is to be taken into student of the Ohio seminary at Columbus,
Laying a College Corner Stone.

consideration at a meeting to be held coming has also left their seminary , because he noticed

October at St. Louis . If the organization of that the vagaries of their professors do not An Impressive Ceremony at the site of the Norwegian

a synod is accomplished the constitution will agree with the Book of Concord. If matters
Theological Institution .

thereafter be published in an authorized form . continue in this prosperous way , much

To the undersigned, to whom this draft was of the traitorous Ohio Synod will remain in The corner stone of Luther Seminary, sit

sent for examination , it seems that a para- Ohio and Indiana. A Missourichurch hasalso uated in Robinsdale Park , near Crystal lake,

graph should be inserted making it the duty been started in Canton, O. , where Ohioans was laid yesterday with impressive ceremo

of each congregation to see to the thorough formerly had every thing their own way. nies . The location of the new seminary is

Christian instruction of its children and, if Synod heardwithgreatjoy theannounce- near Parker station on the Manitoba road,
possible, to establish a church school ; also ment of Rev. Pohlmann, of Louisville , Ky. , fourmiles north ofthecity from Bridge square.

that something should be said as to the pro- that a second congregation had been organ- A special train of 10 coaches was provided by

curing of ministers and in what relation this ized in that city and was making head -way. the railroad and it left the Union depot at

proposed synod is to stand to the German And in Springfield, O. , the organization of 2 o'clock yesterday with 700 people. There

synod of Missouri. This draft is published a Missouri church was recently accomplished. were about 300 who went out in carriages and

at an early date in order that every one in- Synod also resolved to do its level best for other conveyances , so that there were fully

terested in it may take it into careful delib- our sister -church in Columbus, Ohio, and to 1000 people present. The day was all that

eration. F. KUEGELE . take up in all its churches a collection to pay could be desired for an open air exercise , for

the debt that remains on the church -edifice, the clouds hid the sun , and a strong breeze

to the amount of $2700. This looks like made the temperature delightful . The train

business and is a very good business . arrived at Parker at 2:15 , and the company

The jubilee of our Concordia College at walked across the fields a distance of half a

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . Fort Wayne, Ind . , was also taken into con- mile to the almost completed foundation of

sideration by its alumni, and the pastoral con- the new building. Rev. 0. P. Vangsness, the

The LUTHERAN Witnessis published on the 7th and21st ference of Fort Wayne instructed to take mat- prime mover in establishing the seminary in
of each month. All communications and money should be

sent to:Lutheran Witness, 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, ters in hand and to call upon all the alumni of Minneapolis, presided , and opened the exer

Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per avnum in advance. said college for substantialassistance towards cises by announcing a hymn , which was sung
Money sent otherwise than by money-order or draft is at the

completing the unfinished parts of the college in Norwegian . After the song Rev. Mr. Vangs

building. Now we might mention some more ness offered prayer and “ Old Hundred” was

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second

good things that were enacted at this conven- rendered in English.

tion , but our printers are in haste and are The first speaker was of. H. E. Stub , of

ST. LOUIS , MO., August 7, 1888 . willing to accept a short notice this time . We Madison , Wis . , the first professor in the sem

must add, however, that synod elected its old inary, and formerly a resident of Minneapolis.

Meeting of our Middle District Synod president, Rev. Niemann, almost unanimously Mr. Stub spoke in English, and in the course

at Evansville, Ind. for another term of three years ; Rev. Schumm , of his remarks said :

of Kendallville , Ind . , was chosen vice-pres- “ The hearts of Norwegian Lutherans all

This Synod met in convention on the 25th ident; Rev. Katt, of Terre Haute , Ind . , was over this country are filled with joy to -day,

of July and remained in sessions seven days. chosen secretary ; Teacher Roscher, of Fort and from thousands of hearts praises to God

The venerable president of our general body, Wayne, Ind . , treasurer . Revs. Niethammer , are ascending , because the corner stone of

Rev. H. C. Schwan , opened the meeting with of La Porte , Ind . , and Markworth , of Jones- this college , representing the largest body of

one of his best sermons on Rev. 2 , 4 : “ Never- boro , Ind . , were chosen visitators . Ohio was Norwegians in the world , is being laid . Forty

theless I have somewhat against thee , because divided into twodistricts and a visitator chosen or fifty years ago the Norwegians began to

thou hast left thy first love." Synod was for our churches in central and southern Ohio . emigrate to this country , and with the earliest

shown , what this first love is , how it may be of these pioneers there came a number of

perpetuated and how it is lost. The District Defunct Church - Papers. young ministers , now grown gray in the serv

president, Rev. H. Niemann, made a very ice , to supply the emigrants with the food

favorable report of synod's work and progress The Church Press, a Church of England and water of life , served in the Lutheran way.

and introduced the doctrinal subject which weekly newspaper, issued in New York City The life of the soul is preserved by the word

awaited discussion , the doctrine of the real for several years, was discontinued lately. ofGod and the sacrament, and so churches

presence of the body and blood of ourSaviour Its various proprietors sunk $ 60,000 in it. have been erected , and in 1853 the synod for

in the sacrament of the altar. Rev. Goess- Equally large sums have been lost in other the Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Church

wein of Vincennes , Ind . , read a very exten- English Church weeklies . The Guardian cost of America was established. The guiding

sive and elaborate essay on aforesaid doctrine . its owners $28,000 , the Church Journal$70,000 , star of the church has been the word of God

Synod's Treasurer, Teacher Roscher of Fort and Church and State $50,000 . The Church and God has wonderfully prospered it. Dur

Wayne , Ind., reported that synod had re- Standard , Protestant Churchman, Christian | ing the war the great Norwegian College at

The Lutheran Witness.

risk of the sender.

Class Mail Matter .

>
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Decorah , Iowa , was built, and from that school Minneapolis, Minn ., July 19th , 1888 .

the students who were to enter the Lutheran
DEAR BROTHER IN CHRIST :

ministry went to St. Louis. In 1876 the sem
Together with my dollar for the present

inary at Madison , Wis. , was erected , and it
volume of the WITNESS I send a few items.

has been doing a blessed work from that day. Church Dedication at Winfield , Kansas . Our Norwegian brethren had a day of joy

But in the course of time these twin cities of
ful hope last Sunday. Their Synod is smaller,

Minneapolis and St. Paul became the center MR . EDITOR :
they say, and stronger. President of Synod,

of industry and population of the great North- Tuesday, this week , I returned from a mis- Rev. Preuss sen . , was here ; also the District

west and the center of the Scandinavian ele- sion trip through Kansas. My aim wasmainly Presidents : Frick , Harstad, Koren ; the Pro

ment of America as well . So it was decided to see to the interests of our church at Wichita. fessors : Larsen , Stub , Ylvisaker ; the Rev.

that the best interests of the Lutheran church At this place I preached on 5th Sunday after Ottesen jun. , Petersen , Rosenquist, Vangs

would be served by locating the seminary in Trinity and spent the greater part oftheweek ness. They are going to open their school

Minneapolis. there. Towards the close of the week I pro- here next fall , and use Brother Vangsness '

" The prospects for this seminary are the ceeded to Winfield , where the newly finished school-house, until their new seminary will be

brightest, and letmetell you right here that church building mentioned heretofore in the finished .

within its walls nothing shall be taught that is Witness was to be dedicated on the Sunday The Norwegian Anti -Missourians had a hot

not consistent with Christ's teachings . following . Rev. G. Voit , of Independence , fight at their meeting in Baldwin , Wis. , on

students shall be educated in English , as well Kans . , conducted the morning services in the June 21st to 27th . A committee had been ap

as in Norwegian , for it is not our object to German language, and dedicated the building pointed to prepare a constitution for Lutheran

confine the great truths of the Lutheran church to the service of the Triune God. A sermon congregations , and in such amanner,that
prop

to our own people , but to spread them abroad in the English language was delivered in the erty of church might under all circumstances

among all classes , and we invite all to partake afternoon by the writer. The attendance at have sufficient protection and security by law

of Christ's saving grace.”

both services was very satisfactory. Our mem- of the state . To this effect Prof. Mohn, the
After singing a hymn in Norwegian and one bers at Winfield , comprising German and Eng- father of such constitution , read a paragraph

a
in English , Prof. L. Larsen ,of Madison , gave lish Lutherans, are to be congratulated on reading thus : “ The general purpose of this

an account of all the documents that were to their neat , commodious and substantial house congregation shall be religious worship and

be put in the stone. These included a history of worship . It is a stone building 30X58 , teaching in accordance with the articles of
-

of the Lutheran church in America, the prin- exclusive of the steeple, and is seated with “ faith enumerated in article 2 , section 2 , and

cipal points of which he read . He also read chairs ; the floor is laid on an inclined plane . “ as said articles of faith are held and under

a number of passages from Scripture referring Some ladies of the congregation kindly do- " stood from time to time by a majority of the

to Christ as the chief corner stone .
nated a tasteful carpet for the platform and " voting members of this congregation.” This

The principal address was given by Rev. presented a handsometable with reading stand was opposed to by Rev. Muus, but defended,

H. A. Preuss, of De Forest , Wis . , in Norwe- and chair ; they also furnished appropriate by others , ministers and laymen. Professor

gian. He took for his text a passage from window curtains and floral decorations . The Schmidt tried to send a layman, Iver Larsen ,

Corinthians referring to Christ as the only church building is free from debt, though ( who remarked, that according to experience,

foundation , and endeavored to show in his ser- expenses amounted to upwards of $ 2500, so all dispute comes from ministers) home, by

mon that thecorner stone about to be placed the collection of some $20 , taken up on Sun- saying : It is not the question now , to dis

in the walls of the new seminary symbolized day named , could be placed to the credit of charge these ignorant ministers and profes

Christ. The work done in the seminary must the congregation . This is all the more reason sors and set Iver Larsen and other laymen in

be founded on Christ . The gray haired speaker to " rejoice with them that do rejoice.” — In their place. Concerning Muus, he said, Muus

took up a hammer and tapped the stone three connection with money matters the liberality bad misunderstood the matter . Whereupon

times in recognition of the Triune God, whose of a wealthy member and elder of the Win- Muus said : “ Dr. Schmidt says, that I have

work the school will endeavor to do .
field congregation deserves mention . He gave not understood this . I believe , that Doctor

The stone was placed in position, and after fully $ 1000, I was told , towards covering the Schmidt has not understood it . This time I

a timespent in taking subscriptions , the hymn, building expenses , and has in various ways have understood it better. ... It is better for

“ All hail the power of Jesus' name , proved himself to be first seeking thekingdom me to withdraw , if this paragraph shall be

Let angels prostrate fall,” of God and his righteousness. After close of pushed through .”

was sung, Rev. B. Harstad pronounced the dedicatory services he said to me : " This day
Yours truly ,

FR . SIEVERS .
benediction. has been the most joyful one for me as long

The foundation is for a building 165 feet as I have been in Winfield.. When coming

long by 65 feet wide , with two wings. The here , my wife and I agreed that , unless we

structure will be three stories high, and will could, by the time our two boys were old Concordia's Fiftieth Year .

have a tower 125 feet high. The design is a enough for school , have a Lutheran organiza

beautiful one , and the building will be in the tion , church , and pastor here, we would leave
Do you know , dear Brother Frank , that our

midst of a seven-acre tract. A great deal of our prosperous business and go to a place , Concordia Collegehas been in operation nearly

the surrounding land has been sold to Nor- where these advantages could be had .”
a half century ? It is a fact. By looking over

wegians of the city, and it is expected that
the old files of our Lutheraner, I found this

Though not having been authorized to pub

quite a large settlement will grow up about lish the abovewords, I have done so , trusting interesting piece of news and that upon read

the school. The seminary, which is to be re- that they will not be misconstrued to mean
ing I now pen you . In the fall of the year

moved from Madison , Wis.,to this city, is vanity, but afford all readers the same pleasure 1839 the first lessons in Concordia College

entirely theological. It was founded in 1876 they afforded me in seeing a brother, who ,were given. I would like to bring this bit of

and hasdone excellent work . The buildings though wealthy, has not his heart tied down information to the knowledge of all the former

at Madison are old , and as they were not built to things temporal.
pupils of Concordia.

for the uses of a seminary are not suitable, Rev. C. Spannuth , of Sarcoxie , Mo., has
Would not a suggestion be proper too ?

but the new structure is to be complete in received and accepted the call to the Winfield Very well , if you do not object. How would
every respect. Last year there were 25 theo- congregation, and will probably be installed either a reunion suit or a paper circulated

logical students in the Madison school, and on the fourth Sunday of this month . – A. M. among all the old and young pupils of Con
when it is located here the professors expect cordia to raise a few thousand dollars to com

plete the west wing of Concordia at Ft . Wayne,

about 40 students . It is thought that the

building will be completed and ready for oc- “ At all times,” says a celebrated author, Ind . We do not wish to bother the Synod.

cupancy the coming fall .
" a man who will do faithfully , needs to be- No , let all the alumni contribute a dollar or

five- and the work will become a success .Minneapolis, Minn ., Tribune, July 16, 1888. lieve firmly .”

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
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Hearth and Home.

I do not only mean ministers but also the lay Cranmer and the Traitors.

members of our Church that at one time or

another sat at the feet of our dear professors

Archbishop Cranmer appeared almost alone,
and learnt at least the first “ declinatio " and

in the higher classes , as the friend of truth in
the first “ conjugatio " . You remember : “ Amo :

Modern Jerusalem. evil times, and a plot was formed to takeaway
I love" ? Do you not ? Well , we did (accord

his life . The providence of God so ordered
ing to Madvig) conjugate this verb . Let us

Jerusalem has no wealth . Fifty or one hun- it , however, that the papers which would have

practice this verb amo- notin the passiv, but dred years ago , it could boast of some wealthy completed the planwere intercepted and traced

in the activ voice . You know what these two families. Their property has, however , been to the authors, one of whom lived in the arch
expressions denote . A great number have

scattered and reduced , until their descendants bishop's family , and the other he had greatly
derived benefits from Mother Concordia — but

of the present generation are either poor, or served . He took these men apart in his pal
have never done a real good deed for her

possessed of barely means enough to support ace , and told them that some persons in his
benefit. You know that it is a rule that all them . The city is poor , the people are im- confidence had disclosed his secrets and even

students that do not study with the ministry poverislied, and half ofthe inhabitants scarcely accused him of heresy. They loudly censured
in view must pay tuition. How many have

paid their arrears ? Some owe for one year, to get their daily bread .
know from day to day where they are going such villainy, and declared the traitors to be

worthy of death ; one of them adding that, it

some for four , some for six years . Some are

But, poor as people and city are , rents are
an executioner was wanted , he would perform

professionals to -day , and in good standing ;
the office himself. Struck with their perfidy,

some are worth thousands of dollars . Have
Since the houses are builtexorbitantly high .

after lifting up his voice to heaven , lamentingthese ever in earnest thought of their- Alma of stone, there is no danger of loss by fire .

Mater Concordia ?
Hence families having a little money on which the depravity of man and thanking God for

A reunion would be a grand thing. But it they are dependent for support will build a his preservation , he produced their letters and

may- taking a great many things into con- house with it, because the investment 'is the inquired if they knew them . They now fell

sideration — not be practical. A collection or
best one they can make. There is no risk ,

on their knees , confessed their crimes, and

implored forgiveness. Cranmer mildly ex
" free ” contribution for the benefit of Con- and the high rents insure a good rate of in

terest. postulated with them on the evil of their con

cordia by all who ever studied - either only in duct, forgave them , and never again alluded
Sexta-or from Sexta to Prima—would be Only a well-to -do family can occupy an en

to their treachery. His forgiveness of injuries

practical.
tire house . In hundreds of cases a family

was so well-known that it became a by-word :

Concordia College has—by the grace of our numbering four to eight persons will occupy “ Do mylord of Canterbury an ill turn, and

dear Father in heaven - accomplished a great but a single room . In a house of six or eight

you make him your friend forever. ”
and most blessed work and has weathered rooms, there will be as many families. They

Adapted.
hard storms and tempests — and should we let all cook and wash in a large open court, to

the fact of its fiftieth anniversary go by un wbich each family has access . This fact will

noticed ? A grand jubilee - we ought to cel- give an idea of how crowded some of the
Appreciation of Mother.

ebrate . houses are.

We should all praise our Lord and The people are obliged to live in

God for the untold benefits He has done this way because they have not money enough An old Virginia minister said lately : " Men

through His servants of Concordia College , to hire more room. of my profession see much of the tragic side

Ft. Wayne , Ind . It is very expensive building houses in Jeru- of life . I have seen men die in battle, have

Dear Brother Frank , I know full well that salem . The first step is to dig a cistern. This seen children die , but no death ever seemed

have not done justice to the subject , but I costs so much that the owner will dig only a so pathetic to me as the death of an aged

have started the ball a rolling, so I at least hope . small cistern, when he should build one five mother in my church . I knew her first as a

Your Brother in Christ , times the size . All the families in the house young girl , beautiful , gay , full of joy and

S. AUGUSTUS , of Oldtown, use water from this cistern . During the rainy hope. She married and had four children .

One of Concordia's Alumni . season there is sufficient water ; but by May, Her husband died and left her penniless. She

or the first of June at the latest, the cistern sewed , she made drawings, she taught, she

The Churchman will publish in its next
is dry . No rain falls until November or gave herself scarcely time to eat or sleep.

issue a letter to the pope from the Right Rev. December ; consequently, these people must Every thought was for her children, to edu

Monsignor Leon Bouland, of New York, with- buy water for four or five months. Water is cate them, to give them the advantages their

drawing from the Catholic church. Monsignor brought in skins , holding on an average three father would have given them had he lived .

Bouland asserts that he cannot subscribe to pailfulls each ; and for a skin of water one She succeeded . She sent her boys to college,
the teachings and doctrines proclaimed by the must pay from five to ten cents . For poor and her girl to school. When all came home

Vatican Council, nor can he admit the pre- people this is a very great hardship ; conse- they gave themselves up to their own selfish
tensions of ultramontanism , because it claims quently , the least possible amount of water is pursuits. She lingered among them some

absolute authority in scientific, philosophical , used, and it need hardly be said that inde- three years, and then was stricken down with

social and political matters , as well as religious
scribable filth abounds.

mortal illness brought on by overwork. The

affairs. When merchants are on the verge of Houses are invariably built of stone and are children gathered around her bedside . The

bankruptcy , they claim everything in their much more expensive than one would sup- oldest son took her in his arms. He said,

advertisements . The merchants in papal au- pose . Stones have to be quarried , trans- 'You have been a good mother to us . ' That

thority know how to advertise and this is ported on the backs of camels , cutinto proper was not much to say, was it ? It was much

about all they know. shape, and finally built into walls , if the house to her , who had never heard anything like it.

is two stories high , and the rooms are large , A flush came over her pallid face , and with

NUMEROUS CATECHUMENS .—In our eighteen the walls have to be two , and sometimes three husky voice she whispered , 'My son, you

Missouri Lutheran churches of Chicago, 1595 feet thick , in order to support the great weight never said so before ! ””

catechumens were confirmed during the cur- resting upon them. A vast amount of stone

rent season . That is , after having been reared and mortar is consumed in making the arches RUSSIAN INTOLERANCE. — Prince Barclay de

in the nurture and admonition of the Lord in that support the upper floors or the roof , and Tolly-Weimare, who was reprimanded by the

parochial schools and after their pastors have likewise in the roof itself. The amount of Czar of Russia, because he had his grandchild

perfected their thorough instruction in the water used in preparing the mortar sometimes baptized in the Lutheran faith , has taken up

doctrine and practice of the Lutheran Church, costs alone several hundred dollars, if the his residence in Dresden . The child with its
these children repeated their baptismal vow house is a large one . mother , who is claimed as a member of the

and were admitted to the Lord's table . This Russo -Greek church , have both been shut up
Dr. Selah Merrill, late U. S. Consul.

is the church's most effective mission . in a convent for one year.
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that would be the merit of a man ; that God at and near Petoskey, also the congregation

accepts it as a perfect merit , is because He in East Saginaw , the congregation in Traverse

ordered it so , on account of an unconditional City and- Alpina, the congregation in Port

Some News from the Michigan District. decree of God. Huron , and the small stations north of Bay

XI. Our Church teaches that the third kind City . Congregations were reminded of the

( Conclusion .)
of communication consists , indeed , not in a necessity of taking up special collections for

X. Our Church teaches that the second kind change of the divine nature through the in- home mission .

of communication of attributes consists in this carnation , but rather in communicating to the Rev. Sievers Rev. Partenfelder of Bay

that the works of His office are ascribed to human nature of Christ through the personal City , and Mr. Arnold of the same place , were

Christ, not according to one nature only but union with the divine nature , besides its origi- elected as members of the Home Mission Com

according to both natures. nal essential human attributes , also special , mittee . The same gentlemen were also elected

Andrew Osiander asserted that Christ is not high , grand , supernatural, unsearchable, in to see to the support of poor widows and

our righteousness according to the human na- expressible , heavenly prerogations and pre- orphans of deceased ministers and teachers

ture , but only according to the divine nature. eminence in majesty , glory, power , might , within this District .

On the contrary , did Stancarus assert that above all and every name , not only in this The election of officers resulted in the re

Christ is not oug righteousness according to world , but also in that which is to come. election of Rev. J. Schmidt as president , Rev.

divine , but according to His human nature. This thesis treats of the communication of K. Moll for vicepresident , Rev. Burmester as

The first declared that Christ is our Mediator , the attributes. The XIth thesis is the result secretary , Revs . A. Ch . Bauer and Frincke for

according to the divine nature , and the other of the VIth . For , if a true and perfect union visitators .

according to the human . We, however, hold of both natures has taken place, it must con- The president of joint synod asked synod

fast to the doctrine that Christ is our Medi- sequently follow that also a mutual commu- whether it would not be willing to erect a

ator , Redeemer, and Saviour , according to nication has arisen from this personal union. suitable monument in honor of our deceased

both natures , as both natures are united in It is as with the union of body and soul . As Dr. Walther . Synod declared her willingness .

Christ personally. There are passages which the soul imparts to the body its attributes , so Synod also spoke in favor of having the pro

teach that Christ is our Redeemer, according does the divine nature impart to the human fessors of the theological seminary in St. Louis

to His divine nature. Jehovah is termed our nature in Christ also divine attributes . This alternately at its session , so as to give them

righteousness , Jer . 23 , 6 ; our Redeemer, Jer. was proved by many passages. an opportunity of becoming more acquainted

45 , 17 ; our helper, 35 , 4 ; Isa. 9 , 6 the mightyt Whatsoever, however, has been given to with the members and affairs of each district.

God is called the one born to us , and Micah Christ in Him , has never been given to Him The following delegates for the Synodical

5 , 1 , the Lord from eternity. according to His divinity, but according to Conference which meets in Milwaukee , in

2. Passages which prove the mediatorship His assumed nature . Again and again was | August, were then elected , namely , Rev.

of Christ according to His human nature. He the omnipresence of Christ denied , in order Frincke , Revs . Burmester and Partenfelder,

is termed the seed of the woman , who is to to put away with the doctrine of the real and the teachers, Mr. Beyer , Mr. Brinkmann

bruise the serpent's head , Gen. 3 , 16 ; the presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper, ac- and a delegate of Rev. Frincke's congregation.

son of man , who is come to save which was cording to the words of the institution : " Take, The report of the treasurer was read and

lost , Luke 9 , 56 ; Matth. 18 , 11 ; the man eat , this is my body ; drink ye all of it, this accepted . The amount of income and dis

Jesus Christ, our Mediator, 1 Tim . 2 , 5. 6. cup is the new Testament in my blood , which bursement was over $ 13,000 . The amount

Other passages are Heb. 3 , 14. 15 ; 4 , 15 ; is shed for you.” It is true, it contradicts disbursed for needy students within the dis

9 , 20 . our blind reason that a human body is to be tric according to the report of Rev. Franke ,

3. Passages which prove that the per- present in more than one place at the same was over $800 .

formance of Christ's office is ascribed to the time , but for that reason it does not contra- The committee on Mission amongst the Col

whole person ; hence , according to both na- dict the Scriptures , for the Bible teaches both , ored People , of course in the English lan

tures. “ Hedied according to the Scriptures,” firstly, that Christ has a true body , which guage, in Little Rock , Ark. , Springfield , Ill . ,

1 Cor. 15 , 3 ; “ He has given himself for us,” naturally is limited in regard to space ; but it and especially in New Orleans , where there

Gal. 3 , 4 , etc.
teaches also that the body of Christ , because are three congregations and parochial schools ,

It is for this reason that our Catechism it was received with the entire humanity into reported favorably.

answers the question , Why was it necessary the hypostatic union of the Son of God, can Synod resolved to help to raise enough

that Christ should be both , true God and true be present everywhere, and is really present money to erect another suitable building in

man ? thus : It was necessary for him to be a wherever the Lord's Supper is celebrated ac- New Orleans.

man , that he might suffer and die ; but as no cording to His institution . There was a service Friday evening by Rev.

mere man could bear the sin of the human XII. Our Church, therefore , unanimously Muehlhaeuser ; one on Sunday forenoon by

race , together with the wrath of God and the rejects and condemns all doctrines not being Rev. Fuerbringer ; one in the afternoon by

curse of the law , nor satisfy infinite divine in conformity with the aforesaid doctrines Rev. Zlomke , and one Tuesday evening by

justice , nor overcome death , hell and the confessed , as contradicting the prophetic and Rev. K. Moll.

devil, it was necessary that he should at the apostolic writings , the pure symbols , and our Synod then adjourned , to meet again , God

same time be true God. Christian Augsburg Confession . willing, May 8 , 1889 , in Saginaw City.

There are a good many who think that both This thesis is but the result, the conse CH . A. WEISEL.

natures operate for themselves without the quence , if we are faithful , true, and adhere

true communion of the natures . They think sincerely to the Word of God , and to this

as two partners work together , as , for instance , doctrine of the personal union of the divine

a blacksmith and a wagonmaker, one perform- and human nature in Christ , which is a funda

ing the ironwork , the other the woodwork, mental one , we must reject and condemn
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

each separately ; thus it is also with the two every doctrine that contradicts the same. This John Tetzel and his Indulgences

natures in Christ. But this is not the case . doctrine is the very heart of the Christian re revived.

These natures do not operate close together , ligion ; if wewound this doctrine we wound

but with each other , as they are personally the Christian religion . Of course , we do not The arrogance of the Papists has stirred up

united in the one Christ. This is no new reject and condemn the persons, but their false quite a controversy in the old Puritan city of

doctrine , invented by Lutherans, but an old doctrines . Boston . The facts agitating the minds of

one, already confirmed by Augustine, as was An important matter laid before this district. Protestants and Catholics alike are briefly

proved . was the report of our Home Mission in this stated as follows.

Calvin tells us that there is no merit what- State . After the discussion on this subject, A textbook called “ Swinton's Outline of the

soever in the human nature of Christ , because it was resolved to support the different stations World's History ” has been used in the city

>
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schools for a number of years . This book ing our country from the Romish hierarchy, Lectures against the Theatre.

contains a passage dealing with the abuses especially its right arm, the Jesuits.

connected with the sale of indulgences by Facts are stubborn things and Rome has
From the German of C. F. W. Walther , D. D. , and adapted

priests of the church of Rome during the good reason to shun the light of history . The for the WITNESS , by R ... r ...

16th century . The passage in question runs statement made by Prof. Swinton in his school

as follows : page 319 , § 38 : history is fully sustained by all acknowledged XI . PAPER.

“ It happened, however, very soon after the authorities, secular or religious. As to the And now let us examine a testimony against

beginning of the 16th century, that great con- matter of indulgences every child in our the attendance of the theatre borne in this

troversies on matters of religion arose. There schools knows that they not only were sold , country a little above a century ago, to -wit, in

was complaint atmany practical abuses in the but are still sold even in this country , and Congress. The reader may , at the same time,

church , and at the claims of the Popes to in- everybody ought to know how Tetzel went see thence that America, morally, has not

terfere in the affairs of nations ; and there about his work , declaring that the indulgences made progress, but has declined . During the

was also a growing feeling among many that which he had for sale would insure eternal Revolutionary War, two years after the Dec

not a few of the doctrineswhich were believed salvation, “ even if the purchaser had com- laration of. Independence, on the 12th and

and of the ceremonies which were practised in mitted rape on the mother of God.” He plied 16th of October 1778 , Congress passed the

the church were contrary to scripture. his business in the most barefaced manner. following two resolutions : " Whereas true

“ It was in this state of affairs that there “ Would you allow your father to suffer,” he religion and good morals are the only founda

arose a dispute, trivial indeed in its nature , cried out to a credulous son , “ when 12 pence tions of public liberty and welfare ,

but which kindled a flame that quickly spread will redeem him from torment ? If you had
Resolved, That it be and herewith is com

over most of western Europe . When Leo X. but one coat , you should strip it off, sell it mended that the different States most ear

came to the papal chair , he found the treasury and purchase my wares." " Hear you not ,”
nestly take the most effective measures for

of the church exhausted by the ambitious pro- he would say to another , “ the groans of your their promotion and, even for that reason, to

jects of his predecessors. He therefore had lost child in yonder church -yard ? Come and take care for the suppression of theatrical

recourse to every means which ingenuity could buy his immediate salvation . No sooner shall entertainments ” —so this was named first by
devise for recruiting his exhausted finances , your money tinkle in my box than his soul Congress as something that ought to be sup

and among these he adopted an extensive sale will ascend to heaven .” Thus Tetzel by au
pressed by the State governments in that time

of indulgences, which in former ages had been thority of the Roman pontiff and under the of need— “ horse-racing, hazard-games, and of

a source of large profits to the church. The sanction of his bishop, Albrecht ofMayence, similar amusements that but serve to bring

Dominican friars, having obtained the mo- made traffic of immortal bliss. Romanists into vogue idleness, disorderliness, and a gen

nopoly of the sale in Germany , employed as cannot claim that such traffic was disavowed eral corruption of morals .” — Thus did those

their agent Tetzel, one of their own order , by the church , for although the papal ambas- excellent men resolve in Congress with the

who carried on the traffic in a manner that sador was obliged to suspend Tetzel, the Holy beautiful argument, “ because true religion

was very offensive, and especially so to the Father took every cent of the money he had and good morals are the only FOUNDATION of

Augustinian friars. collected .
public liberty and welfare."

" Note. — These indulgences were , in the Still a Roman priest has the audacity to

The second resolution is this : - “ Whereas,

early ages of the church , remissions of the ask that certain portions of history should be
furthermore, the attendance of gaming -houses

penances imposed upon persons whose sins garbled or suppressed because they are not
and theatres cannot but have a destructive

had brought scandal on the community . But creditable of rather damaging to the Roman
in process of time they were represented as church and its institutions, and the school- effect, turning aside the necessary attention

of the people on the proper means the defence
actual pardons of guilt , and the purchaser of board of a city like Boston from political

of the Country and the sustenance of its liberty
indulgence was said to be delivered from all reasons complies with such a demand .

demands so urgently :

his sins. ” The ominous thing about the whole matter

One day a Catholic pupil arose and asked is that it is evidently a part of a preconcerted Resolved , That any person in the service of

the master to explain the meaning of the pas- movement on the part of the Roman clergy, the United States , performing in such plays,

sage. The teacher did so , and in explaining for already several yearsago “ Swinton's Out- or promoting them , or encouraging thereto,

the term indulgences said : " If you wished to lines” were placed on the " index ” by the or attending them , shall be held unworthyof

commit some sin , you might purchase an in- Council of Baltimore . Rome will never be occupying such office, and shall, therefore,

dulgence from the church and then you might satisfied until it rules .
be dismissed from the service of the United

commit the sin with impunity, so far as re- The Catholic World not long ago stated : States." - So serious were these people about

ligious restrictions were concerned.” The “ If the American republic is to be sustained it! Whoever but attended the theatre, much

pupil, a Catholic parishioner, reported this and preserved at all , it must be by the re- less he that was himself active in the theatre ,

construction to his confessor. The priest took and the acceptance of the Catholic principle United States, and one already being in office
jection of the principles of the Reformation could not be invested with an office of the

exceptions to the teacher's explanation , com- by the American people.”

plaining through the press and asking that Rome cannot change, although it has mod- was removed . Consider , dear reader, these

these “ obviously erroneous teachings ” shoula ified somewhat its former pretensions for a people were no so-called narrow -minded Mis

A public controversy ensued between time and is adapting itself to the institutions sourians!

of the age and of this country , the true spirit ( To be continued .)

the two gentlemen as a result of which the governing all its actions is clearly stated by
school-committee of Boston voted to discon- the Freeman's Journal, a Catholic paper , in

tinue the use of Swinton and to transfer the this manner : " Is it the intention of the Pope
Subscriptions Paid .

teacher to another position . to possess this country ? Undoubtedly. In

The supersensitive action of the Catholic
this intention is he aided by the Jesuits and Rev.W.J. Friedrich, Fall Creek, Wis . , ( V &

VI)

all the Catholic prelates and priests?. Un- Rev. W. Brandes, What Cheer, Iowa, (V to
$ 2.00

priest and the readiness of the committee to doubtedly, if they are true to their religion.” VII )

comply to his requisition in such a case , con- Rome knows what it is doing, and would to Rev. C. F. Obermeyer, Little Rock, Ark . , ( VI

cerning historical facts, has stirred up the pub- God that our American citizens might come
9cc)

Mr. Wm . Sas, Woodbine, Iowa, (VI & VII)
lic mind so , that several public meetings have to realize that the principal danger does not

Rev. C. W. Bretscher, Charter Oak , Ia . , (VII) 1.00
already been held and the protests at these rest with the machinations of Jesuits or the Rev. J. S.Hertrich, Hollywood , Minn., (VII

Roman clergy , but that it is the baneful per- & VIII )

meetings against the action of the school-com- nicious doctrine taught by the Roman church Rev. R. Jank, Nickolson, Wis., (V1);

mittee have created an even greater interest which is undermining the foundations of re- Rev. C. F. W.Maas, Watertown, Minn . , ( VI
& VII)

in the subject. The drift of events will natu- lligious liberty in this country, and that the Rev. A.Grafelmann, Guernsey, Iowa, (VII)

rally carry it into politics of the city .

cease .

3.00

*

8.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

only weapon to fight the Antichrist is the Word Rev.J. Griebel, California , Mo., (VI & VII)

of God .

It is well that Americans are beginning to
Rev. F. Sievers, Minneapolis, Minn ., ( VII )

God's Word and Luther's doctrine pure

be aroused concerning the dangers threaten- Shall in eternity endure .
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER.

2.00

1.00
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Øur Épistle Postil.
and the entrance sealed by the high priests So the paschal lamb was a striking emblem of

and guarded by Roman soldiers , it seemed Christ . Innocent lambs had to die to save the

that this stone had been put out of the way lives of the first-born in Israel ; Christ who was

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . forever . But themalice of the enemies only “ holy, harmless , undefiled , separate from sin

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE served to exalt His glory. The right hand of ners " laid down His life for the souls of the

the Lord obtained the victory and now there guilty. He died on the cross in the evening

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
is heard the voice of rejoicing and gladness and His legs were not broken as with those

By Rev. F. Kuegele. in the tabernacles of the righteous singing the that were crucified with Him. Our paschal

Lord's war and victory. The day of which lamb was seasoned with bitter salts and herbs ,

the psalmist says : “ This is the day which even the sins of the children of men which He
Easter.

the Lord hath made ; we will rejoice and be bare in His own body on the tree.

1 Cor. 5 , 6–8. glad in it, ” can be none other than the day of Because the paschal lamb was to be so plain

the Lord's resurrection, when He triumphed a figure of Christ God also instituted it under

IN JESUS CHRIST, WHO WAS DEAD AND LIVETH over all His and our enemies . Over that day such remarkable circumstances which would

FOREVER, BELOVED FRIENDS : It must be a re- the psalmist rejoiced with exceeding great joy cause it to be remembered in Israel through

markable , an extraordinary day of which the when it was yet far distant in the future; how all generations. The Lord first commanded

118.Psalm says: “ This is the day which the much rather should our hearts be enlarged the children of Israel to kill the paschal lamb

Lord hath made ; we will rejoice and be glad with gladness as often as the anniversary of and to strike its blood on the doorposts of

in it .” The Lord has made all days , but this the Lord's triumph recurs , constraining us to their dwelling in the evening before the angel

day is particularly called “ the day which the open our lips and sing His praise : of death passed through the land. When the

Lord hath made.” All days are the Lord's ,
“ Jesus Christ to -day is risen,

angel saw the blood on the doorposts he passed

but this is evidently a day which before others And o'er death triumphant reigns, by, sparing the first-born in every such house .

must be called the Lord's day ; it must be a He has burst the grave's strong prison, From this the Israelites were to learn , as the

day in which some great deed of God was Leading sin herself in chains." blood of the paschal lamb saved the bodily

done . If we inquire what kind of a day is Yea, the right hand of the Lord doeth val- life of their first-born , so the blood of the true

meant, the same psalm tells us that it is a day iantly; the right hand of the Lord'is exalted ; paschal lamb if found on the doorposts of the
in which God triumphs over His enemies ; for the right hand of the Lord hath gained the heart, saves the soul from eternal death, as the

thus we read : “ The voice of rejoicing and victory. Let us lift up our eyes to God with Lord clearly says : “ Whoso eateth my flesh ,

salvation is in thetabernaclesofthe righteous: gladness , because He has given us the victory and drinketh my blood , hath eternal life ; and

the right hand of the Lord doeth valiantly. through our Lord Jesus Christ . Unto us the I will raise him up at the last day.”

The right hand of the Lord is exalted : the Lord has made this day ; let us rejoice and But although the paschal lamb of the Old

right hand of the Lord doeth valiantly.” So be glad in it. Testament was so plain a type of Christ that

this is a day on which God won a great and at the first glance we discern the similarity
glorious victory over His enemies , such a vic- LET US KEEP THE FEAST AS IT IS BECOM

between them , yet there is a difference of in
ING TO THE RIGHTEOUS ,

tory over which the righteous in their taber finite importance between them . Those pas

nacles lift up their voices in songs of deliver- I. by rejoicing over our passover, and chal lambs were taken from the flock of the

ance and praise . If we yet further examine II . by purging out the old leaven . field , our passover is taken from the bosom of

what kind of a victory is meant, we are told the Father in heaven . The old paschal lambs

in the 22. and 23. verses : " The stone which
I.

had no atoning power in themselves ; it was

the builders refused is become the head stone In this text Paul exhorts the Corinthians: only in view of the death of our paschal lamb

of the corner. This is the Lord's doing ; it “ Purge out the old leaven that ye may be a new that the transgressions under the first testa

is marvellous in our eyes.” This day of vic- lump.” This admonition is directed both to ment were redeemed in the sacrament of the

tory, therefore, is the day in which the stone the congregation at Corinth as such and also passover, according to Hebrew 9 , 15. Thus

that had been refused by the builders was to every individual member. The argument Israel had the shadow, but the body is of Christ.

made the head of the corner. So then before on which Paul bases his exhortation , or the “ Christ our passover is sacrificed for us.”

this victory there must have been a time when reason which he assigns for it , is this : " For The sacrifice of this paschal lamb took place

it appeared as though the enemies of God even Christ our passover is sacrificed for us." many centuries ago in a remote country, how

should carry the day ; for as the psalm says, With these words the apostle directs us back then is He our passover sacrificed for us ? Of

the stone is first refused and only after hav- to the passover , or paschal lamb of the Old this the Scriptures certify us in many ways.

ing been rejected by the builders, he is be- Testament. That sacrament was one of the In Isaiah's 49th chapter the Father addresses

come the head of the corner. From this de- plainest and most beautiful types of Christ in this Lamb : “ It is a light thing that thou

scription it is easy to see what day the psalm all the book of the law . It was instituted at shouldest be my servant to raise up the tribes

means ; it was the day when Jesus Christ the departure of the children of Israel out of of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Is

triumphantly rose from the dead .
Egypt, on the day before the night in which rael : I will also give thee for a light to the

Of this Jesus Christ God the Father had the angel of death passed through Egypt to Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation

said : “ Behold , I lay in Zion for a foundation smite the first -born . It must be a lamb one unto the end of the earth .” He was sacri

a stone, a tried stone, a preciouscorner stone , year old and without blemish , that is , not crip- ficed not for the Jews only , but also for the

a sure foundation .” This stone was refused pled or stunted . This lamb had to be killed Gentiles. We are of Gentile descent ; so He

by the builders , the high priests , scribes and in the evening and dressed without breaking is our passover sacrificed for us .

elders, and when Jesus lay in the bonds of a bone thereof. It was roasted over the fire But what has all this to do with easter which

death , in a sepulchre hewn out of solid rock and eaten seasoned with bitter salts and herbs. we celebrate in honor of the Lord's resurrec
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tion ? Much every way. To a superficial sin , and this He did do. Did He do it to the cause the Corinthians did not rebuke this pub

reader it might indeed appear strange that satisfaction of the Father ? Most assuredly lic and manifest sinner, because they let him

this text was set apart for easter, but examin- He did ; for the Father accepted His sacrifice continue in his wickedness unrebuked , they
ing carefully we soon see that there were very as being well pleased with it. Here is the made themselves partakers of his sin , and

good reasons for it . This text reminds us fact, the Father has raised Him up in glory. therefore Paul takes the whole congregation

that Jesus Christ was raised again from the Now we know that the sacrifice of Christ is to task for the sin of this one man. So then

dead as our passover which had been sacri- an atonement for sin , which is satisfactory to the immediate object of the admonition in our
ficed for us. If we knew nothing more of the Father. Now we know thatGod is recon- text is this that whole congregations should

Christ's resurrection than simply this fact that ciled to us . Now we know that sin can no purge out the old leaven ; that is , those who

the bonds of death could not hold Him , He more condemn us . How do we know this ? live in public sins the congregation should

being the almighty God, that would indeed be The fact shows it. The substitute is dismissed rebuke, and if they repent not , if they persist

a glorious truth , butwhat comfort could that from durance and welcomed home with high in their sins , the church should do with them
afford us ? Very little ; for then we must in - honors, so the war is over . Where do the as Paul commands at the end of this chapter:

deed praise it as a wonderful deed that He Scriptures say that ? Why our text says that “ Wherefore put away from among yourselves
laid down His life and took it again , but to our passover , our easter Lamb, He who is that wicked person." A reason why every

us His resurrection would in that case bring risen from the dead , is the same that was congregation should be diligent in exercising

no benefit. But thanks be to God, we know crucified for us . St. Paul writes : " Hewas such disciplines , the apostle gives when he

that Christ did not rise again for His own raised again for our justification .” All those says : “ Know ye not that a little leaven leav
sake , simply to show His Divine power, He numberless passages say it which tell us that eneth the whole lump?” One scabby sheep

rose again for our sake so that we have a part we are justified by faith ; for we do not be- may infect the whole flock . If some are per

in His resurrection ; for He was raised again lieve in order to reconcile God to us, we be- mitted to live in manifest sins unrebuked ,
as our passover , sacrificed for us . What that lieve that He is already reconciled to us in their example will have influence on others,

implies let me attempt to explain with few Christ Jesus. We do not reconcile God unto and by and by the whole congregation may

words. us by our faith , faith is rather the hand which be affected . Wherefore every congregation

On Good Friday I spoke to you of Christ's grasps and holds fast that reconciliation which should be diligent to see to it that all its mem

representative suffering and death , that God the Father has declared long ago by raising bers live as it is becoming those called after

took our sins and laid them on Him, our pas- up our passover from the dead . The resur- the name of Him who rose from the grave

chal Lamb ; hence that our sins are no more rection of Christ is the evidence that the Father glorified from the likeness of sinful flesh .

resting on us , but on Him , and whereas God is satisfied , and well may we say of the day of Now if whole congregations are to purge out

inflicted on Him the punishment due to our His resurrection : “ This is the day which the the old leaven , then certainly every individual

sins , we, making His sufferings our plea , must Lord hath made ; we will rejoice and be glad member should do the same. This is indeed

go free from punishment. Now some of you in it.” for each one the more important thing to see

might perhaps have entertained thoughts like to it that the leaven be purged out from him
II.

these : “ This is all very well and a comfort self, and if every member is diligent in this,

ing truth that my sins were laid on Christ, Now because Christ by His resurrection has then certainly that congregation must thrive

that I need not bear them because He bare demonstrated to an evidence that we are re- and flourish . Therefore we should individ

them ; but where is the evidence that Christ deemed from sin and that in His righteousness ualize this general exhortation, each one ap

made full satisfaction for each and every one we shall live forever, therefore we should also plying it unto himself. “ Purge out the old

of my sins ? where the evidence that God the arise from sin . Like as Christ left the like- leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye are

Father is satisfied with Christ's sacrifice for ness of sinful flesh in the sepulchre and came unleavened .” How are they unleavened ? and

sin ? Of what benefit would it be to me if forth with a glorified body , so should we also how is he to purge out the old leaven who is un

Christ had indeed died in my sins , but had purge out the old leaven of iniquity and be leavened ? The meaning is very simply this :

failed in making full satisfaction for each and transformed into the image of Christ. This Every one having the forgiveness of sin through

every one of them ? Then certainly God the is what St. Paul is directly aiming at in this faith in Christ Jesus, is unleavened in the sight

Father could not be satisfied with Christ's text , that we who adhere to Him who was sac- of God , because he is justified from sin ; but

sacrifice and I must at last be lost.
If any rificed for our sins and raised again for our in his flesh the leaven is yet remaining. This

entertained such thoughts it must be said that justification , should with Him also die unto he is to purge out, and thereunto he should be

the argumentation itself is certainly true. It sin and live unto righteousness. Wherefore zealous especially at easter time . At easter

is true, if Christ , suffering in our sins , had he says : “ Your glorying is not good . Know the Jews were not permitted to eat leavened

failed to make a full and perfect satisfaction ye not that a little leaven leaveneth the whole bread, yea for seven days they were not al

for all sins and for each and every single one lump ?” The Corinthians prided themselves lowed to have any leaven in the house . On

of them , then His sacrifice could be of no in being exemplary Christians; but Paul tells the preceding evening the housefather, accord

avail . If the smallest sin which I have com- them , they had no reason to glory, and asks ing to the law , had to take a candle and had

mitted , had not been perfectly atoned for by them , if they were so ignorant as not to know to light into every nook and corner of the

the sacrifice of Christ , then I could not be that a little leaven would leaven the whole house, and wherever a bit of leaven was found ,

saved , because that one small sin being with- lump, and he bids them : “ Purge out therefore it had to be removed out of the house. At

outatonementcould not be forgiven and would the old leaven , that ye may be a new lump.” easter time a Christian should take the candle

condemn me to everlasting death . The per- Paul tells them , their glorying did not sound stick of the ten commandments and with it he

fect God can be satisfied only with something well and was not becoming, because they yet should search every nook of his heart and

perfect, and He will not accept an atonement tolerated leaven amongst them ; they should every crook of his life , and finding any leaven

flaw or deficiency in it . Therefore first put away that leaven before thinking of he should purge it out. At easter we sing and

one may well ask : Where is the evidence that glorying. What caused him to write so ? The say of that Lord who carried our sins with

the sacrifice of Christ, our paschal Lamb , is reason was this : A member of the congrega- Him into the sepulchre and , rising in glory,

satisfactory to God and the Father ? where tion had , after his father's death , married his did not bring them back again : at easter we

the proof demonstrating that by Christ's sac- step -mother, and for that sin Paul here takes should examine ourselves, and if we find in us

rifice God the Father is truly and fully rec- the whole congregation to task . How could sins and evil habits we should carry them to

onciled unto us ? I answer : Here is the evi- he impute to the whole congregation what one the grave and should arise from sin henceforth

dence : He is risen . That is the evidence , and had done ? Very justly so . The reason he to live unto the Lord , and if we will not do

it is evidence which no philosopher of this gives in the second verse of this chapter, say that we certainly do not deserve the name of

world and no devil from the pit of hell can ing : " Ye are puffed up , and have not rather Christians . Particularly should we have an

subvert. Behold, God the Father sent His mourned , that he that hath done this deed eye to what the apostle says in the last verse

Son into the world to make satisfaction for might be taken away from among you .” Be- of our text : “ Therefore let us keep the feast,
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not with old leaven , neither with the leaven of member of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, ARTICLE IV . The clerical members espe

malice and wickedness ; but with theunleavened as represented by the Synodical Conference. cially pledge themselves to the preceding and

bread of sincerity and truth .” We should look
It is required that the applicant for mem- promise their endeavors to interest their con

and see , if we bear malice or are given to the bership acquaint himself with this constitution gregations in this work, to induce them to set

practice of crooked ways, and , finding any and subscribe the same on being admitted . aside one Sunday's collection in the year for

such thing , we should put it away and apply the benefit of the English Mission or to col
$ IV .-MEETINGS .

ourselves into sincerity and uprightness to lect privately, and urge the congregations to
This Society shall meet with the English award part of the collection of the Missionwards God and men .

In this purging outthe old leaven we should Evangelical Lutheran Synod. festivals to the English Mission or to English

be careful not to overlook any. We can , of
$ V.-OFFICERS .

publications .

course , not purge out the evil in our nature,
ARTICLE V. Each member or one for each

The officers of this Society shall be 1 ) a

careful not to leave any leaven remain with sponding Secretary, 3 ) a Recording Secretary, has done, what interest is being shown insin will remain in the flesh; but we should be President, 2 ) a Vice-President and Corre- locality ought to furnish an annualreport to
the Corresponding Secretary, stating what he

the excuse , that little could do no harm . “ A 4) a Treasurer, 5 ) a Presidentof the Press or
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.” It the work in his congregation or locality , the

Publication Committee.

eats ; it will grow . Cain at first envied his amount of money raised , statistics , or any

brother ; out of envy grew hate , out of hate
& VI .-DUES .

points which may be of interest or use to the

murder. Judas Iscariot was first a miser,
The annual contribution of every member Society .

then a thief, then the betrayer of the Lord , shall be the sum of one dollar ( $ 1.00 ) , to be ARTICLE VI. Expulsion of members. —A

and he ended by suicide. At this easter time paid to the Treasurer on or before January 1st member must be expelled for the following

let us take the lamp of the law , with it to of every year. reasons : Heresy or offensive life. Anymem

search our hearts and lives, and wherever we $ VII. ber, not paying his annual contributions and

find leaven , be the lump big or little , away AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION. having been twice admonished by the Treas

with it. The Lord is risen . That gives us the
Any amendment, change or alteration of urer, ceases to be a member, unless he can

certainty that weare redeemed, that God the the Constitution must bepresented in areg- satisfactorily explain his action to the Exec
a

Father is reconciled unto us . The Lord is ular session before it can be voted upon.
utive Committee.

А

risen in glory “ that like as He was raised up two-third majority vote of all members is re $ 3.-MEETINGS.

from the dead by the glory of the Father, quired for the adoption of such amendment, ARTICLE I. This Society shall meet with

even so we also should walk in newness of change or alteration . The voting is to be done theGeneralEnglish Evangelical Synod for the

life . " Amen. by ballot. election of officers and to transact all other

& VIII. business which may be brought before it.

onstitutional. Paragraphs I , II and VIII cannot be changed
ARTICLE II . The Society shall meet in time ,

or altered. to make propositions to the Synod.

ARTICLE III . The exact date of the session

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . BY-LAWS. is to be decided on at the previous session in

Constitution and By-Laws of the Eng $ 1. - OBJECT . accordance with Article I of this Section .

lish Lutheran Publication Society ARTICLE I. The object of this Society is
ARTICLE IV. The sessions and meetings of

of St. Louis, Mo.
and shall be to translate standard Lutheran this Society shall be governed by “ Robert's

books into the English language. Eventually Rules of Order."

PREAMBLE. this society intends to translate parts of Lu $ 4. - OFFICERS.

In obedience to the command of our Lord ther's works , some of the great writings of ARTICLE I. Election of officers. —The offi

Mark 16 , 15 ; Matth . 28 , 19. 20 ; Rev. 14 , 6 M. Chemnitz, J. Gerhard, etc. It also wishes cers of this Society - 1) President, 2 ) a Vice

it has been the aim of the Evangelical Lutheran to spread Lutheran doctrine by publishing President and Corresponding Secretary, 3 ) a

Synod of Missouri , ever since the day of her tracts and works of persons of ability within Recording Secretary, 4 ) a Treasurer, 5 ) a

organization, to spread abroad the light of the the Synodical Conference . President of the Press or Publication Com

gospel. In persuance of this noble purpose ARTICLE II . It is the object of this Society mittee - shall be elected by ballot, a simple

she has established an English mission, and to lend a helping hand - as stated in the second majority being necessary for election .
for a number of years labored to promulgate paragraph ofthe Constitution—to the General ARTICLE II. The Executive Board shall

the Evangelical Lutheran doctrine , the doc- English Lutheran Synod and to ask to be rec- issue a call for candidates for the above named

trine of the Bible , as set forth in the Book of ognized as an auxiliary to thatvenerable body. offices, four (4) months, and publish the names
Concord of 1580, in the English language also .

of the candidates two ( 2 ) months before the

To aid this work by all means in our power,
$ 2.-MEMBERSHIP.

regular session.

we , the undersigned , have joined , and do
ARTICLE I. Application for admission must

Other officers that may become necessary

hereby constitute the English Lutheran Pub- be made to the Executive Committee . The
are to be voted upon “ viva voce, ” a simple

lication Society of St. Louis, Mo. , and have applicantmustfurnish satisfactory references, majority deciding.
adopted for our government the following Con- viz. , proofs concerning his standing as required ARTICLE III . Duties of officers. - A . It is

stitution , By -Laws, and Rules of Order. by paragraph III of the Constitution .
the duty of the President to preside at all

ARTICLE II. Duties of members. It is the meetings of the Society and to transact such
$ 1.-NAME .

duty of every member to work in his station business as naturally belongs to his office .
The name of this Society shall be : English in the interestof the English Lutheran Church. B , a. The Vice - President shall preside at

Lutheran Publication Society of St. Louis , Mo. He, of course , shall not endeavor to make the meetings in the absence of the President.

$ II . - OBJECT. proselytes from our German congregations, Should a vacancy occur in the Presidency, he

The object of this Society shall be to trans
for this is both unconstitutional and wrong, shall assume the office until the next regular

late into theEnglish language good, practical,not allowing the younger generation to drift point a successor to the Vice- Presidency prolate into the English language good , practical
, but try his utmost to keep what wehave by session, and the Executive Board shall ap

orthodox books and publish them , and to aid

the English mission as far as it is within the away from the mother - church on account of tempore.

range of the statement made in the Preamble.
the language. b . As Corresponding Secretary he is to have

ARTICLE III . It is the duty of every mem- charge of all the correspondence of the So

$ III.—MEMBERSHIP. ber to aid the Society materially , i . e . , by ciety , shall receive and keep all reports sent

Any person may become a member of this contributions,andtosolicit members for the tohim by the members according to Article V,

Society, who agrees to Paragraph II, and is a Society. $ II of the By-Laws. At the regular session
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of the Society he shall present a report com- ARTICLE VI. The President shall appoint grace of God I am what I am .” They would

piled from these reports. a Committee of three ( 3 ) at every regular have to say : St. Paul here speaks in a wider

C. The Recording Secretary shall record session , to audit the report of the Treasurer sense. For in the narrow sense we must say :

the proceedings of every session and prepare and of the Press or Publication Committee. The grace of God certainly cannot exclude

a copy for publication ; he shall attend to the
that something in man which God foresaw ;

duties generally pertaining to the office of a
$ 7.

for God certainly foresaw that one man would

Recording Secretary.
The expenses of the officers, excluding trav- suffer himself to be converted, whilst another

D. TheTreasurer shall receive all dues and eling expenses, are to be defrayed by the So- would not . Now if you include this suffering

contributions and issue a receipt for them . ciety, each officer shall present his claims to of God's operation on the part of man in

He shall keep an account and submit a sum- the President,who must sign them and order St. Paul's grace, then we will also say : By
mary report at the regular session of the So - them to be paid .

the grace of God I am what I am. From this

ciety . He shall pay no claims , unless signed $ 8. our readers may learn that we are fighting in

by the President, and shall take a receipt for No By-Law or Rule of Order can be sus- fact for the gospel of God's free and un

every payment made. pended, except by a two -third majority , and bounded grace in our controversy against

E. The President of the Publication Com- for no longer than one meeting. Ohio . For these men are trying to adulterate

mittee is to have the minutes of every session our gospel by adding to it that something in

published. He shall furthermore, in conjunc man which makes him who is converted, a

tion with the Selecting Committee , look for little better and worthier of the grace of elec

and select books, writings, etc. , to be printed tion and conversion than his fellow -sinners

by the Society. Whatever is selected by this that are not elected nor converted . And this

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor.
Selecting Committee must be submitted to the is the beginning of leading men from the gos

Society, a two- third majority of the votes de pel to the works of the law , from God's grace
The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st

cides . The selection is to be published by of each month. All communications and money should be to the conceit of man ; this is supplanting the
name in .for one month ( four sent to: LUTHERAN WITNESS, 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville, new man by the old . The Formula of Con

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance .

issues) . Members who neglect to express Money sent otherwise than by money-order or draft is at the cord certainly says : “ The following doctrine

their choice to the Selecting Committee with risk of thesender. is, therefore , false and erroneous, namely,

in this time, will be regarded as consenting that not the mercy of God alone and the most
Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second

and will be so counted. holy merit of Christ are the cause , but that

in us also there is a cause of the election
$ 5.-DUES.

ST. LOUIS, MO. , August 21, 1888. of God . "

The Executive Board may at any time as

sess the Society, if the annual fees of the “ By the Grace of God I am what I am . ” The two Parties in the General Council

members are not sufficient to defray the cur
as described by the Council Church

rent expenses, provided the assessment does
These words of St. Paul to the Corinthians

not exceed the sum of two dollars ($2.00) per ( I, 15 , 10) contain the very substance of our
Paper, “ The Lutheran ," of

June 28, 1888.
controversy against the Ohio Synod . We

$ 6.–COMMITTEES, ETC. maintain that it is altogether the grace of “ From the organization of the General

ARTICLE I. The Executive Committee shall God that elected His children unto salvation ; Council until the present time , there have
consist of 1 ) the President, 2 ) the Recording that it is altogether the grace of God that con- been two parties , the one persistently urging
Secretary, and 3) the Treasurer. It shall re- verts men ; at the throne of the Lamb we have the enforcement of the absolute rule , accord

ceive and investigate all applications for mem- nothing to glory in save His grace , even now ing to which no one but a Lutheran should

bership and report them to the Society accord- on earth and when in the heavenly kingdom ever be permitted to enter a Lutheran pulpit,
ing to its finding favorable or adversely. (See we shall see His face and when on judgment and no Lutheran minister should be permit

Paragraph III of the Constitution and $ 2 , day we shall stand at His right hand. We ted to preach in any other pulpit , except, as
§

Articles I and VI. )
want election to be and remain a work of one of the strictest of the brethren once said ,

Article II . The Press or Publication Com- God's free grace ; we want conversion to be he has beforehand received permission to
mittee shall consist ofthree ( 3 ) members , who and remain a work of God's free grace . For point out to the congregation , the gross doc

are to have direct charge of the printing and in the light of Holy Scripture and of the ex- trinal errors to which they stand committed.
placing on sale of everything ordered to be perience of God's eternal church they have " On the other side stood those who be

printed by the Society. The President of the been , they are, and they will always be works lieved in , and contended for, the right of ad
Press Committee has the privilege of nomina- of grace only. mitting others to their pulpits , and the right

ting the other two members of this Committee. But the Ohioans do not want to have it put of appearing in other pulpits , within the limits

This Committee is to report annually to the that way. They insist on saying it in this set forth in the Pittsburgh Declaration . No

Society. It shall furthermore confer with the way: The children of God suffered the grace one was more earnest in insisting on , and in

committee for English mission of the Evan- of God to operate in them . In this respect exercising this right, than the Rev. Chas. Por

gelical Synod of Missouri and act in unison they are better than those who do not suffer terfield Krauth , D. D. , the author of the Pitts

with it , as far as possible . the proffered grace to operate in them . Now burgh Declaration and of that of Akron. Dur

ARTICLE III . The Selecting Committee shall God foresaw this on their part and according the earlier meetings of the General Council ,

consist of 1 ) the President, 2 ) the Recording ingly He elected them and this furnishes the he preached in the pulpits of other denomina

Secretary, and 3 ) President ( Board ) of the key to explain why some are elected and tions , and although he changed his views and

Press or Publication Committee. others are not elected . They are bound to practice , as time rolled on , that does not alter

ARTICLE IV. The Executive Committee have some explanation of the great mystery the facts in the case.

shall consist of 1 ) the President, 2 ) the Cor- of election and conversion . With them there " He and others may have changed their

responding Secretary , 3 ) the Recording Sec- must be something in one man that makes views and practice , but there are many others ,

retary, 4 ) the Treasurer and 5 ) the President him a fit subject of election and conversion especially among those using the English lan

of the Publication Committee. ( See $ 4 , Art. before another. And because they find no guage , who stand immovably, whereDr.Krauth

II , $ 5. ) The Executive Committee may call warrant for such language in the Confessions stood twenty years ago . Many of the Ger

an extra meeting of the Society, or assess the of the Lutheran Church, they bound their man brethren have been trying for years, to

members as stated in $ 5 . churches, schools , pastors, teachers and pro- constrain the General Council to put what

ARTICLE V. The call for an extra meeting fessors to the teachings of later dogmaticians has been incorrectly called the “ Galesburg

must be unanimous and be published four ( 4 ) who use Ohio's language. Ohioans cannot Rule, ' into force , but so far in vain . If they

weeks before the date of assembling. unreservedly say as St. Paul does, “ By the are determind to press the matter , they must
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Church News.
be prepared for the consequences. They may was therefore hailed with joy by the Luther

talk about their conscience, but they must not ans. With yet greater joy and gratitude

forget that others also have a conscience. They towards God do they look forward to the

may find that if the General Council should Our Denver Letter. month of October, when they will be afforded

attempt to lay down the absolute rule 'you the inestimable pleasure of meeting their own

shall not preach the Gospel in any but a Lu Denver , Colo . , Aug. 5 , 1888. pastor in the person of J. H. Tietjen , candi

theran pulpit ,' that there are some ministers The missionary work of our beloved synod date of the holy ministry, who at the present

and congregations who would say , we are con- in the Centennial State is making steady prog- writing is visiting friends and relatives beyond

scientiously constrained to leave the General ress through the blessings of God , which is a the Atlantic.

Council. And they would find among these highly encouraging fact and a garantee, that Saturday morning, July 28 , I left Durango

some Lutheran ministers who , for the sake of the work meets with the full approval of Him for Trinidad via D. & R. G. R. R. , where I ar

peace , have carefully abstained from exercise in whose name and in the interest of Whose rived early Sunday morning. Twenty minutes

ing the right which they claim .” glory it is carried on . True it is , there are later I formed the acquaintance of Mr. F.

This is the same party which also made many difficulties to be contended with and Lothringer , whom I was to ordain and install

known some nine months ago , its position on overcome , chief among which is the lack of as pastor of Trinidad , Colo . , and Las Vegas ,

altar - fellowship and secretism . Then they workers ; - but this deficiency is being remedied, N. M. The first impression he made on me

stated , They would never accept the rule that as one new 'worker has of late arrived in the was that of a man taking a hopeful view of

only professed Lutherans should be admitted Southeastern portion of this state ,and another the future before him and determined to be

to Lutheran altars , nor would they ever con- will enter on the discharge of his officialduties, successful by the grace of God. This impres

sent to not receive members of secret societies God willing , in Southwestern Colorado some- sion far from being diminished was strength

into their churches. And this party rules in time in October of the present year. The ened during the three days I enjoyed his

the General Council. There are some few , name of the brother in Southeastern Colorado company. He was ordained and installed in

very few that protest. is Rev. F. Lothringer . Trinidad in the presence of his congregation

Sunday noon , July 22,after having preached and some Roman Catholics and even Jews,

in Denver in the forenoon, I left for that part in all about 70 persons Sunday afternoon ,

The Resettlement of Palestine. of the state in order to ordain and install the July 29. The preaching on this occasion was

new colaborer, at the request of the venerable both in the German and English languages ,

Our readers undoubtedly read with great president of our Western District Synod , on the remarks being based on the words of the

interest the description of modern Jerusalem the Sunday following. I did not , however, Lord found in Jer. 23 , 28 , second third of

in our last issue. The extreme poverty and go directly to Trinidad , his new home , but the verse . The next day we went to Las

squalor now dominant in Jerusalem should was en route to Durango . After two and one Vegas, N. M. , where the brotherwas installed

naturally deter any one from looking towards half hours ride Colorado Springs was reached , on the evening of July 31. May the Lord

it as a desirable place. And the land of Pal- a great health resort with a population of most abundantly bless this His servant and

estine is little short of being a desert. Yet nearly 8000 , where I preached at 4 o'clock his work ! The address of the brother, who ,

there are some men who look forward to a that afternoon to some 25 Germans. Seven by the way, has promised to become a con

great exodus of Jews to the land of their hours later I again bounded the train for tributor to the Witness , and who, as soon as

fathers, as may be learnt from the following : Durango. Monday morning not very long he shall have become master of the highly

“ Dr. Sivartha, a well-known Jewish resident after sunrise the train began to go up Veta melodious Spanish language, will carry on

of Chicago, has gone to England, where he Pass , where the mountain range , which divides Lutheran missionary work among the Roman

expects to spend some months in organizing the waters of the Rio Grande from those of Catholic Mexicans, is

an extensive movement for the resettlement the Arkansas river , is crossed at an attitude Rev. Mr. F. Lothringer,

of Palestine . In both England and America of 9393 feet above sea level. Going down Trinidad , Las Animas Co. , Colo.

this movement has already excited widespread the range on the West one suddenly beholds H. R.

interest. A number of Jewish families in to the right majestic and awe inspiring Sierra

Chicago are preparing to leave in the autumn, Blanca in all his glory with his sharp and Our New Mexico Letter.

and Sivartha expects a large colony to leave snow covered peaks , extending, as it were ,

England for Palestine next spring. Dr. Sivar- into the very skies . Sierra Blanca is the Las Vegas, N. M. , Aug. 4 , 1888.

tha has already worked out extensive and care- highest mountain in the state and a fit termi- Dear Brother in the Lord :

ful plans for the rebuilding of Jerusalem, for nus to the sublime Sangre de Christo range. Having been requested by Rev. Rauh to

its temples, public buildings , gates and walls , During the next three hours the great San write for the Witness now and then, I will

in harmony with the prophetic description of Luis Valley was traversed , whereupon the try to give a sketch from my experience in

the Bible . According to his idea the new Je- train for five hours kept slowly moving along this city. Last Thursday brought me into

rusalem is to be a centre of learning, of polit- in the regions of the clouds at an average contact with four infidel characters, a short

ical influence , and a religious capital . A few elevation of 9500 feet, until it crossed the delineation of which will serve to give an in

years ago, an American colony went to Jeru- Continental Divide and descended into the sight into the state of affairs at this place .
salem for the same purpose, and money had fertile San Juan country, which in my opinion The first was a Jew , who, though quite

.to be raised in this country to bring the rem- is destined once to become the gardenspot of friendly, stated that they had a temple of

nant home. ” Colorado and New Mexico. But as yet the their own , which he, however, very seldom

most desirable portion of that romantic coun- visited . A modern Reform Jew .

try is inhabited by several tribes of uncivilized Then there was a Roman Catholic, who de

Error that Excludes Faith.
Indians. The day is , however, not far dis- clared freely , that he harbored very liberal

tant, when one of those tribes , the Southern thoughts on religion ; that though he were a

True believers may fall into error ; but Utes in Colorado, will be removed and the Catholic, he cared little for the religion itself ,

error against better knowledge excludes faith . country thrown open to settlement. it were the man , and not the religion , which

Making light of errors excludes faith . Repre- In Durango, where I arrived in the evening he considered the main thing. An abandoned

senting errors as undangerous excludes faith . of July 23 , I preached four times , once each Romanist.

Profession of other men's errors against better of the next four successive evenings . Our The third was a German doctor, a very

knowledge excludes faith . Using the term congregation at Durango is at present passing friendly and courteous man. But the liberal

Reine Lehre (pure doctrine) as a by -word to through a time of trial, on account of an ideas he so unconcernedly developed , aston

stigmatize the professors and defenders of pure earnest endeavor on the part of the resident ished me. He believed , he said , in a God , a

doctrine, as the so -called Lutheran Observer Presbyterian and Episcopalian ministers to supreme being ; but the different denomina

of Philadelphia does, certainly excludes faith . bring about its dissolution. My short visit tions were only so many different develop

а
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ments and explanations of this one principal and the congregation expected to flourish un- 3. The teacher's eye in school ;

idea . He had visited almost all the churches der the title : " The German United Reformed- 4. What is the relation of our parochial

of the city, and they all pleased him more or Lutheran Church of Addison. ' After two schools to the present public school

less , there were no great difference . Such years of rationalistic preaching, a young man system ?

people we term Unitarians. of eighteen , F. A. Hoffmann, better known 5. Object lessons as a means of getting

But the most lamentable character was the to -day under his nom de plume of ' Hans rəedy answers from children ;

Jast , an avowed infidel. He introduced bim- Buslbauer,' served the congregation. OfLu- 6. An essay from the Teachers ' Conference

self as an Anarchist and Socialist , working in theran doctrine there was nothing , the consti- at Crete , Ills . ;

a cause directly opposed to mine, by selling tution declaring that : " The Faith and Creed 7. Proper means of preventing dullness and

a book on Anarchism and pamphlets written of the pastor and people of this congregation ill -behavior noticed in many children af

from an infidel standpoint. As samples he shall never be taken into consideration .' At ter their confirmation ;

gave me a paper : “ Fair Play, ” and a pam- the close of Pastor Hoffmann's administra- 8. Avoid Extremes in Education and Dis

phlet entitled : " Is Christianity a Success ? " tion, three candidates presented themselves cipline .

He had been brought up a Methodist and has for the vacant place , and each preached a This last essay by Teacher Geo. Seitz will

a brother now in the ministry , but he believed trial sermon . One , Poeschke, a converted Jew , be published in our school-magazine by order

neither in the Bible, nor heaven and hell. He selected for his theme: " The Jewish laws re- of Conference. Conference will again meet

related this anecdote as his strongest proof: garding the ten commandments .' When he in sessions next summer on the 23d of July

" A man had murdered an infidel, but had had reached 14thly, only three people re- at Addison, Ills . , to celebrate the 25th anni

been converted on his death -bed ; he had said : mained in the church . When neighbors in- versary of the removal of our teachers' sem

I am sorry that I murdered this man in my quired what had kept them so long at church, inary from Ft . Wayne to Addison.

heat, more sorry , that he is now condemned they replied , “Why, we get home early . The

to hell ; but I know I will be saved .” How preacher has over a hundred commandments

Presbyterian Children's Day .
was this to be reconciled with the justice of to explain ; we left at the 14th : the last will

God ? I responded , that the murderer was come about 4 o'clock to -morrow morning .'

The second Sabbath in June (June 10 ) has
saved, not because of his murder , but by the Of course he was not elected , and Brauer , the
grace of God , and if the murdered man was one chosen, accepted only on condition that been set apart to be observed as “ Children's

condemned, it was by his own fault , because the congregation should become thoroughly Day” in the interest of Sabbath - schools and

he did not accept this very grace extended Lutheran . It was determined
the religious training of children and youth .

upon , but

also to him . The justice and the grace of though there was strife and bitter opposition The last General Assembly recommended its
observance, and that on that day " special

God must furnish this man a pretext for his from the rationalistic party , the victory re

love of sin . Then he made the assertion that mained with the Lutherans. Rev. Brauer after- prayer be made for the children of the Church

Luther had incited his people to war against wards came to Pittsburgh , and was succeeded and for the personal consecration of the youth

of the Church to holy lives.”

the pope, and he was surprised to hear that by Rev. A. G. G. Franke , who during a twenty

he had earnestly spoken against taking up the three years ' pastorate developed the church
The establishment of a parochial school with

sword to protect or propagate our religion. wonderfully, as did the present pastor , Rev. every church would be a much more valuable

Finally , he was astonished at hearing that the T. J. Grosse , who succeeded to the place on
consecration of the church towards the relig.

martyrs were allowed only to flee, not to take the death of Franke in 1879 .
ious training of the children and youth.

arms in defense of their family against the " From such an insignificant beginning the

lawful government , that they had stood by congregation has grown to a membership of Over 100,000 people were drowned and

their wives , exhorting them to remain firm 1855. Its big church is one of the finest coun- 1,800,000 left destitute by the inundation
amid the tortures. On departing , he wished try churches in the Missouri Synod, with a from the Yellow river in China. This was

he might still convert me, since with earnest parsonage and a janitor's dwelling near by. certainly a great affliction and was undoubt

men he had most success ; I answered that The parochial school, in which eight teachers edly intended to turn the eyes of these Sad

by God's grace I would stand , that I pitied are employed , has over 400 scholars . At the duceean Chinese to the great Physician.

him and would pray for his deliverance from jubilee meeting which was celebrated by an

this terrible error. imposing musical program and the preaching

Yours,
of the word , a collection amounting to $280

F. LOTHRINGER .

was lifted . Thus a healthy growth has crowned

the efforts of these Germans to maintain a
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

Fiftieth Anniversary of our Church at church free from unbelief, and all the foul- A Circuit Ride through Webster and

Addison , Ills. ness that are the fruits of rationalism. Its
Adjoining Counties, Mo.

history is a type of the bitter experiences

On this glorious event our Pittsburgh Ex- through which hundreds of our faithful Ger ( Concluded .)

change reports thus in its issue of July 19 , man Lutheran congregations have been com- MR. EDITOR :

1888 : pelled to pass , reading which we do not for On Monday morning following the Sunday

“ TheGerman Lutheran church at this place get to praise God that He has thus so often noticed in my last letter to you, I continued

on the 24th of last month celebrated its fif- delivered them from the hands of the fowler.” on my journey eastward . The distance to the

tieth anniversary amidst the congratulations
next settlement of Lutherans is about eigh

of hosts of friends from neighboring congre- The North-Western Teachers' Confe
teen miles. I arrived at my destination in

gations. The history of this church so well
rence of our Synod. due time, though having to keep my bearings

illustrates the wretched experiences of many
more by the sun , than by the dim roads.

of our Lutheran congregations in their growth This Conference comprising more than hun- This small Lutheran congregation , located be

towards a pure faith and life that it will be of dred members present, met in St. Stephen's tween Dykes and Houston , Texas Co. , was

general interest to cite a few facts. school in Milwaukee on the 17th of July and first visited by me about two years ago , this

“ As early as 1834, when that part of Illi- remained in sessions three days. The officers being the first time a Lutheran minister ever

nois was an Indian hunting -ground, a German of this body are : Teacher Rusch , Chicago , “ invaded ” the Texas Co. wilds. Some of the

family or two came along with American pio- Ills . , president; Teacher Bartelt, Chicago, Lutheran settlers , though having been there

neers in search of homes. When others ar- vice-president ; Teachers Hirsch and Simon, for fifteen years, had never heard a Lutheran

rived a beginning was made in 1837 to start secretaries . The subjects before this vener- sermon preached during that time . Still this

a congregation. But it was a sorrowful start. able body were :
small congregation of about eight families

The first minister was a Rationalist and the 1. Bible reading in common schools ; had erected a neat little church house, and

first church a block-house 12 X 16 feet in size , 2. Two practical lessons in teaching ; procured our German hymnals with Dr. Wal

Hearth and Home.
а
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ther's postil from St. Louis for the conduct the settlers , and for a moment stood almost and Chap . 3 , 15 : “ From a child thou hast

ing of German services . I generally make it paralyzed. The children huddled around her known the Holy Scriptures which are able to

a practice to conduct services in both lan- in terror, while the braves proceeded to make make thee wise unto salvation .” The latter

guages at this point. Last summer I con- inspection of the interior of the room . two passages serve as clues to understand the

firmed six young persons here , one a married Thinking they might be in search of food , former. Grandmother Lois took little Tim

lady. — This time my spare time was spent in Bathsheba brought forth the contents of the othy upon her lap, repeated verses from the

visiting the members and such as were likely lunch baskets , which the visitors speedily de- Bible to him and tried to apply them to his

to take an interest in our cause . But although voured . While they were eating the chief little heart. These words remained in Tim

I was in the saddle every day and even ven- noticed the bright watch chain around her othy's heart , and when later on he met Paul,

tured six miles east of Houston to see a fam- neck, and called the attention of his warriors this apostle at once noticed that this young

ily or two, I could not manage to keep out of to it . Though they could not speak a word of man was a select vessel of the Lord . Also the

the way of the ague . Still , owing to the quinine English, the young teacher understood their mother of Timothy is praised for her unfeigned

pills always to be found in my saddlepockets gesticulations , and taking the watch, a valu- faith , but nothing alas ! is said of his father.

for occasions of that kind, I was enabled to able silver one, from her pocket, presented it And such a report must usually be made even

conduct services on Sunday, with the cele- to the old chief, hoping in this way to get rid to this very day. If you find a young Christ

bration of the Lord's Holy Supper. Close of the unwelcome guests. The savages were ian of good knowledge and godly life and in

communion ? Yes , sir. Though the number delighted , and tried to express their grati- quire whence he derived these gifts, the usual

of communicants was not large , the services tude by taking their departure. reply will be : “ FROM MY PIOUS MOTHER . '

were well attended and seemed to be enjoyed Soon after this the Indian war broke out , What mother told him , penetrated deep into

by all — to the welfare of their souls , let us and settlers were compelled to seek safety by his heart, so that he never forgot it , even not

hope. Uncle J. Beck and his wife , both ad- taking refuge in the forts erected for that pur- when he occasionally went astray. At such

vanced in years , had by wagon come all the pose. One day, some three years after the times the thought of the lessons taught by his

way from Cabool , a distance of about twenty watch had passed into the hands of the Mingo mother aroused him and led him aright. It

miles , to partake in divine worship and com- Chief—while the men were all absent—the is a thorough disgrace to all MEN , that but

munion . For like purposes a German family garrison was invaded by a reckless mob of very , very seldom we hear or read of instances

attended from Mountain Grove, still more blood-thirsty Indians . The women were greatly where their Christian lives made a special

distant. alarmed , for news of various massacres filled impression upon their children . As a rule

On Tuesday following , after an absence of the air , and they were wholly defenseless . mothers are more anxious about the spiritual

two weeks , I reached home again. Pat had “ Look , look ," said Mary Devol, clutching welfare of their children than fathers ; to be

carried me over 140 miles .-A. M. the arm of Mrs. Ronse. “ They are going to sure , there are some exceptions.

kill Bathsheba. "
A grand passage which treats of Christian

The mother glanced toward the savage , who child -education is Deut. 6 , 6. 7 : “ And these
A Brave School-mistress.

seemed to have something important to com- words which I command thee this day , shall

A Story of a Hundred Years Ago. municate to his followers , and saw all eyes be in thine heart : And thou shalt teach them

fixed upon her eldest daughter. The next diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of

Bathsheba Ronse taught a school for the moment the chief advanced , and taking that them when thou sittest in thine house, and

young boys and girls at Belprie, in the sum- watch from his pocket, made the frightened when thou walkest by the way , and when thou

mer of 1790 . This was the first school for woman understand that for the sake of the liest down , and when thou risest up.” It is

white children taught within the boundary of young girl not a hair of their heads should be indeed not sufficient for a father only to tell

what is now the state Ohio. As early as 1779 touched. Food was then set before the war- bis children what is written , but he shall teach

missionaries had established Indian schools at riors , and soon afterwards they went down them diligently, shall explain to them how great

Gnadenhutten and Schoenbrun, on the Tus- to the river , and jumping into their canoes , and heinous sin is and how through sin they

carawas , but Miss Ronse's school was for the rowed away and molested the settlers nomore. offend their Saviour and drive the Holy Spirit

children of the colonies , and to this day the Some years later the old chief was converted , from them . It often happens that good Christ

descendants of her scholars speak in glowing and on his death -bed commanded the watch ians in a congregation will excuse themselves

terms of the young woman who so gently to be returned to its rightful owner, with the saying : “ This duty I cannot perform , I have

guided their ancestors along the rough road message that “ An Indian never forgets a not the talent.” Such , however, is a miser

of learning .
kindness . ” - Selected .

able subterfuge. If they really do not pos

Though patient and loving in an eminent sess this talent, let them pray to the Lord for

degree , Bathsheba Ronse was no coward , and
the same . They have not , because they pray

on more occasions than one her courage was Educational. not. This talent may be obtained by prayer ,

sorely tested while alone with her charge in and surely God will not refuse it to any that

that old log school house . She could handle invoke Him for it.

a rifle so fearlessly, and with as much preci But as was stated before , nurture includes
Christian Child -Education .

sion as her father, and at first carried this instruction , and if this be of no avail , CHAS

faithful friend with her when she crossed the
TISEMENT. Of this Scriptures speak Prov . 23 ,

From the Report of our Western District Synod of 1886 ,

strip of woodland to her place of labor. How by C. A. A. J. M. 13. 14 : " Withhold not correction from the

ever, as the Indians in the neighborhood were child : for if thou beatest him with the rod , he

peacefully disposed, and the hunters kept the II . PAPER. shall not die . Thou shalt beat him with the

bears and wolves frightened away, she came The Church of the New Testament fully per- rod and shalt deliver his soul from hell.” It

to look upon this precaution as unnecessary , ceived the necessity of Christian home-govern- is often said : “We, Americans, are living in

and traveled over the well trodden path with ment and urged her members to exercise it. a free country , here a father has no right to

as much security as she had felt in her old Of this 1 Tim . 4 , 6 bears testimony : Thou chastise his child .” But , how frightful a

New England home. shalt be a good minister of Jesus Christ, nour- blindness to speak thus ! A father ,A father, responsi

One morning while engaging in hearing a ished up in the words of faith and of good doc- ble for his children , is not allowed to chastise

recitation , her curiosity was aroused by certain trine, whereunto thou hast attained . Who it them ?? The cited passage certainly does

grotesque shadows on the wall opposite the was that “ nourished up Timothy in the words not only mean to chastise WITH WORDS , but the

open door. Stepping forward to ascertain the of faith and good doctrine,” we learn from text proves that also the rod is to be used .

cause of the apparition , she met four savage 2 Tim. 1 , 5 : “ I call to remembrance the un- People, however, should not think that the

looking Indians , one of them a chief. She feigned faith that is in thee, which dwelt first rod is superfluous in any case . It is always to

knew that they did not belong to the friendly in thy grandmother Lois, and thy mother Eu- be close at hand . Evil is in the heart of ALL

Delawares, who often made short calls on nice and I am persuaded that in thee also ,” mankind. " Spare the rod , spoil the child . "

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
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a

Miscellaneous

ANGER .

The example of Eli must be adduced here. shall say unto the elders of his city, This our " The Moulvie said , 'God is my witness . Ask ,

We read 1 Sam . 2 , 23 : “ And he said unto son is stubborn and rebellious , he will not and I will answer truly .' Then they said , “ We

them , Why do ye such things ? for I hear of obey our voice ; he is a glutton and a drunk- see you are a man of learning and worth .

your evil doings by all people.” Eli indeed ard . And all the men of his city shall stone Why did you become a Christian ? ' 'For the

corrected his children with words, but there him with stone, that he die ; so shalt thou put salvation of my soul,' the Moulvie replied.

he stopped . God , however, did not bear with evil away from among you , and all Israel shall Could you not find salvation in Islam ,

his weakness, and Eli had to suffer death for hear and fear.” Under the Old Dispensation O brother ? ' ' No. ' " Tell us why not. ' Dr.

this sin of omission. This remarkable case the church was united with the state . If , Imad -ud -din then preached Christ Jesus to

concerns us all. Whose neck would not be therefore, children would not obey at home, them . They listened attentively , and only
. .

broken, if the Lord dealt with every one of us their disobedience finally became a civil crime. interrupted him now and then to ask per

as with Eli ? Amongst the chosen people of the Lord such tinent questions. He stayed three days , and

Parents ought also rememberProv. 19 , 18 : disobedient children were not to be tolerated each day was spent in converse about the

“ Chasten thy son while there is hope.” From but be put to death . But also under the things of Christ. When he left they all showed

these words we learn that correction is to be- New Dispensation parents sin grievously, if him great honor, embraced him and said , 'God

gin in the cradle . It is a sad want of a Christ- they tolerate their disobedient , ill -bred child bless you and be with you . Now we know

ian mind , if parents say that a child is too dren at home. They should not array them that whatever you have done, you did not

young and does not understand chastisement before the civil authorities, but put them out for the sake of gain , but with a pure heart,

when inflicted . As soon as malice breaks of their houses , if they will not abide by home for the sake of what you believe to be the

forth , the duty to correct it in good earnest regulations. And if such a child by his wicked- truth .' ” — Christian at Work.

begins . There are Christian parents enough ness gives offence to the entire congregation ,

who, without any fault of theirs, have ill-bred he must be cited before the congregation and

children . This is a heavy and terrible cross , be excluded from the Holy Supper, if he will A Recent Flood.

and be it far from us to burden the consciences not repent.

of such parents as have shown true fidelity
The London Spectator thinks that in the

in the performance of their duties. These
late floods in China there were destroyed three

parents ought rather be consoled in their trib
thousand villages, and perhaps seven millions

ulation and be told , that often the great saints, of men . And still some people doubt that

of whom the Bible narrates , did not fare better. millions of men were destroyed by the flood

But experience teaches that in the most of
Original Sin.

which visited sinful mankind in the days of

such cases the parents themselves are in fault .
Noah .

They did not begin correcting soon enough.
Rev. C. McCulloch of Indiana, read a paper

Even a little child that still lies upon its before the National Conference of Charities

A PETITion signed by 1,132,608 women and
mother's breast, often cries not only on ac- and Correction, recently held in Buffalo ,N. Y. ,

girls has been presented to Queen Victoria
count of pain , hunger or thirst, but also from in which some startling facts on the subject

If the latter be the cause, the child heredity and crime were brought out. Mr. asking that all saloons in England be closed

should not be taken and quieted with sweet McCulloch elucidated bis theme with the aid
on Sunday. The leading reason for present

words, but be chastised . The child understands of a diagram , showing the social condition of ing this petition is that it has been statistically

it well enough. It soon acquires a little sense thirty families through five generations, num proved that the majority and the greatest of

and furthermore it also has a conscience and bering 1692 persons . The history of these
crimes are committed on Sunday . What a

beautiful day it shall be when Sunday will be
soon finds out what punishment is for. This people had been followed up for fifty years.

a day of rest for all toilers to give them an
manner of correction must be continued and It was of the most startling nature . There

thusgood children are obtained . — But parents had been several murderers in the group, and opportunity to hear God's Word and mend

must beware of making HONORABLE hypocrites thieves without number. They did not work ,

of their children . There are such as will not but lived by begging and petty thieving. The

believe any bad report about their children , children died young. Licentiousness charac
Subscriptions Paid.

but consider them pious and good and become terized all men and women . Out of the 1692

Rev. A. F. Mundt, Ellendale, Dak . , (VII ) $ 1.00

angry when they are told that their children persons but one had been known to rise from Rev. A. Burgdorf, New Orleans, La., (VII)

have lied or committed some other sin . Aye , them and become an honorable man .
Mr. Ad. Wiebking, Lake View, Ills., ( VII) 1.00

Mr. Summerfruit, Dilsborough, Ind ., (IV to VI) 3.00
they even say unreservedly : " My cliild does

Rev. C. A. Trautmann, Columbus, Ind ., (VI) 1.00

not lie ” and the like . Such parents , however, Rev. G. Markworth , Jonesville , Ind . , ( VII )

Rev. A. Scheips , Hobart, Ind ., (VII )

rear mere pharisees and hypocrites . For Closeted with 40 Mohammedans. Rev. J. G. Haefner, Inglefield, Ind . , (VII )

God's sake we should teach our children early
Rev. T. Thieme , Columbia City, Ind ., ( VII )

Rev.J.G. Schaefer, Waymansville, Ind ., (VI
that they are sinners. Whence does it come Dr. Imad-ud-din is the first native of India & VII) 2.00

that so many children , after the death of their who ever received the title of Doctor of Di- TeacherH.W. Engelbrecht, Logansport, Ind . ,
)

parents , turn their backs upon the church ? vinity. The Punjab News has the following Rev. F.Mueller, Lanesville, Ind ., (VII&VIII) 2.00

They perhaps had grown up , being the joy of interesting incident: “ Recently the Rev. Moul- Rev.C. G. Haller, Indianapolis, Ind., (VII),
Teacher J. Hafner, Goeglein , Ind . , (VII 2 cc) 2.00

everybody, but they always lived as hyp- vie Imad-ud-din , D. D., was asked by a rich Rev. F.Kaiser, Liverpool, o ., (VII)

ocrites , were always praised and the best con- and influential Mohammedan to come and see Teacher M. C. Ackermann, Cincinnati , O. ,

struction was put upon all their deeds. Our him on important business. When he reached Rev. F.W.Droege, Freiburgh , O., (IV to VII) 4.00
(VI 6 cc)

nurture must be of such a nature that our the place he was very cordially received and Rev.F. Rupprecht, Cole Camp, Mo.,(VII)

children will find out that they are sinners ; hospitably treated . After some time the busi- Mr. Aug. Hecker, Baltimore,Md., (VII)
Mr. C. Spilman, Baltimore, Md . , ( VII)

1.00

this is the securest means of preserving them ness was broached . His host took him into an Mr. R. Lange, Baltimore, Md ., (VII ) 1.00

for Christianity .
Rev. F. L. Karth , Howards Grove, Wis . , (VI

inner room. There he found about forty Mo- & VII 5) 1.35

Finally there is to be quoted in this con- hammedan gentlemen , including some Moul- Miss Marg . Rehl, Zanesville, 0., (VII) 1.00

nection Deut . 21 , 18–21 : “ If a man have vies and well -to -do, influential persons. They Rev. J. Harsch , Traverse City, Mich ., (VII)Rev. G. Mueller, Rose Hill, Tex., (VII) 1.00

1.00

a stubborn and rebellious son , which will not carefully shut the door , and having taken Mr. F. Uplegyer,Auburndale, Wis., (VII),

obey the voice of his father or the voice of his every possible caution against interruption Mr. John N. Coiner,Waynesboro, Va., (VII) 1.00
Mr. W. Bennhoff, Cleveland , O., ( VII 1-6)

mother, and that, when they have chastened and eaves-dropping, they said to him , Now Mr. J. Kriel, Pleasant Plaines, lls., ( VII) 1.00

him , will not bearken unto him : Then shall you are alone with us and God . We charge
Twenty -three Graduates, Springfield , nls .,

(VII 23 cc ) 12.40

his father and his mother lay hold on him , you by the living God , to whom you will one Rev.H. Meyer, East St. Louis, Ills . , (VI) 1.00

and bring him out unto the elders of his city, day give account, answer our questions truth
Teacher B. Gotsch , Springfield, Ills . , (VII) 1.00

and unto the gate of his place . And they fully. The Lord judge you if you deceive us .' CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .
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Our Epistle Postil..
fear which this strange tidings created in and on what this salvation is founded he im

them . Surely , with wonder and amazement mediately shows beginning to speak of the death

pictured in their faces , they must have cried and resurrection of Christ . Why then is the

For the LUTHERAN Witness out one to another : The Lord is risen ; He is Word preached by Paul a Word of salvation ?

risen indeed , as He said . Certainly because it proclaims these two things :

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE
What a contrast ! On sabbath eve there the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. If

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
were no more disconsolate and disappointed we would see that the Word spoken by Paul

By Rev. F. Kuegele . men in all Jerusalem than the disciples of is in deed and in truth a Word of salvation

Jesus. Their Masterwas dead and their hopes we must know and understand what Christ's

were apparently blasted . And now on Sun- death and resurrection mean and for what
Day after Easter.

day morning comes to them this wonderful they occurred .

Acts 13 , 26–33 . message : The Lord is risen . Yes , that must What has Paul to say of Christ's death ? He

have created new life in them . Therefore continues : “ For they that dwell at Jerusalem ,

DEARLY BELOVED IN THE LORD ! — “ He is unto this day it is customary in the Eastern and their rulers, because they knew him not,

risen .” What a commotion this unexpected church that many watch during the night pre- nor yet the voices of theprophets which are read

and unlooked for tidings must have created ceding Easter , and when the first rays of every sabbath day, they have fulfilled them in

among the disciples of the Lord ! He had in- Easter morn appear, they hail each other with condemning him . And though they found no

deed repeatedly told them , the third day He the greeting : The Lord is risen . Certainly cause of death in him , yet desired they Pilate

would rise again, and it had been foretold by not an unbecoming custom ; for without con- that he should be slain . And when they had

the prophets that the Messiah would be put to troversy the three words : He is risen , contain fulfilled all that was written of him , they took

death , but would not remain in death ; yet the the greatest , the most wonderful and most him down from the tree , and laid him in a

disciples had not understood the prophets, nor glorious message ever proclaimed on this sepulchre.” Paul says of those at Jerusalem

the words that Jesus spake unto them. In earth, because they proclaim that the com- that they neither knew Christ nor the voice of

former ages the Scriptures had been well mon enemy of all flesh , that death is over the prophets. Because they did notknow the

understood in Israel , but the true doctrine come and that life and immortality are brought prophets, therefore they did not know Christ.

had been lost, and the disciples , prejudiced by to light again . For our edification let us to- They read the prophets every sabbath in the

the errors of their times and the false teach- day briefly consider :
synagogues, but they did not abide in the

ingsof the Pharisees , had no idea that Jesus THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST'S RESURRECTION words written , they put their own construc

should rise again from the dead . They had AS A WORD OF SALVATION ,
tion on the prophets, and because they did

hoped Jesus should redeem Israel , but they showing not adhere to the words recorded , but to their

expected from Him such a redemption as the I. that it is indeed a word of salvation , and own explanations and preconceived opinions,

scribes and Pharisees taught , which was some- II . in whom it effects salvation . therefore they expected an altogether different

thing far different from what the prophets Christ than the one foretold by the prophets.

had foretold . Therefore , when Jesus was con
I.

Such is the power of prejudice and precon

demned to death and crucified , the disciples This text , the third epistle for Easter , is ceived opinions. Whenever they read the

despaired and thought hope was now lost . taken from a sermon which St. Paul preached Scriptures, they fashioned and understood
Thatwas a sad sabbath day for the disciples; at Antioch in the land of Pisidia . It com- them after their own thoughts. So when

for on our Friday Jesus was crucified and prises the common contents of all the sermons Christ came, teaching and doing what the

over the sabbath , i . e . Saturday, He lay in of the apostles . Reading the book of the prophets had foretold ofHim , the scribes ande

the sepulchre . Had it not been the sabbath Acts of the Apostles you will find, in every Pharisees declared of Him , this Jesus could

day, the disciples would probably have scat- sermon which the apostles preached , they em- not be the Christ , because Iis doctrines and

tered and gone to their homes , but the Jewish phasize these two things: the death and res- deeds did not agree with the opinions which

law did not allow travelling on the sabbath, urrection of Jesus Christ. These two things they had formed unto themselves. So blinded

and so they tarried at Jerusalem , but they the apostles proclaimed as the foundation of by prejudice and preconceived opinions, they

thought , with their Master it was all over. all our faith , as the things without which we rejected the true Christ, and by their own acts

Now early on Sunday morning, the day after would be without hope in the world . On these brought about the fulfillment of all that was

the sabbath , several women went to the sep- two things our salvation indeed hinges. If written of Him . That they did it blinded by

ulchre to embalm the body of Jesus, but they Jesus Christ had not died in our sins , there prejudice is no excuse for them ; for their

found the sepulchre empty , and angels said would be no atonement for sin , and if He had first sin was that they construed the Script

unto them : “ Why seek yethe living among the not risen again, there would be no justifica- ures after their own thoughts; and from that

dead ? He is not here, but is risen .” What tion from sin . Therefore also these two be- resulted the other sin , that they put to death

they had seen and heard the women hastened long inseparably together, because the one the Son ofGod, although they found no cause

to report to the eleven , but these did not be could elp us nothing without the other. of death in Him .

lieve them . Yet Peter and John arose and Hence the apostles invariably connect together That Christ should die was clearly prophe

ran to the sepulclire, and John outran Peter these two things: the death and resurrection sied in the Old Testament. Thus He spake

and came to the sepulchre first, but did not of Christ. So Paul in the sermon before us. by David : “ My strength is dried up like a

go in ; Peter coming up went in and found He says : " Men and brethren , children of the potsherd : and my tongue cleaveth to my jaws;

the linen in which the body of Jesus had been stock of Abraham ,and whosoever among you and thou hast brought me into the dust of

wrapped , but Him he did not find . So they feareth God , to you is the word of this salva- death ,” and Isaiah says: “ He was cut off
returned to tell the other disciples, and now tion sent. " Paul declares to his hearers that out of the land of the living: for the trans

imagine the excitement, the joy, yea the holy he is speaking to them a Word of salvation , gression of my people was he stricken .”
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These words also state for what Christ should Christ has done , that Christ accomplished acquainted with the language of the book of

die, namely not for transgressions of His own , what He undertook to do , that He finished the Acts it might seem as though Paul had

-in Him was no cause of death- , butfor the the work to the satisfaction of God the Father . addressed himself only to those in that as

transgressions of the people , as Isaiah yet The resurrection of Jesus Christ, therefore, is sembly who feared God , and not to the whole

more clearly says : " He was wounded for our nothing less than the receipt from God the assembly ; butthat would be a total misappre

transgressions , he was bruised for our in- Father , testifying that the debt of man is hension of Paul's words . The circumstances

iquities.” So according to the Scriptures, to paid, that man shall be free from guilt and were these : In every city where a sufficienta

which St. Paul here appeals, Christ's death punishment, that the sentence of death shall number of Jews dwelt , they would build a

was a representative death . He did not die be reversed . Therefore St. Paul writes that synagogue. So there were synagogues in al

for His sake , He died in our place, and the ob- Christ " was raised again for our justifica- most every city of the Roman empire , and

ject of His dying in our place the prophet tion .” The resurrection of Jesus Christ was many heathen, seeing the folly of idolatry,

states in words like these : “ The chastisement in fact the justification of the world . What ! turned to the Jewish religion and on the sab

of our peace was upon him .” He died in our the justification of all mankind ? Yes, my bath attended the worship in the synagogue.
place to suffer the wages of our sins, to make friends, that is exactly what I mean to say , These proselytes were commonly called the

satisfaction to 'Divine justice and to win for and there are no two ways about it . Either God fearing , i . e . Gentiles who feared theGod

us forgiveness and the grace of God . as I you must deny that Jesus Christ died in the of Israel . Such a mixed assembly composed

spoke to you of these things on Good Friday. sins of the world and was raised again as the of Jews and God fearing Gentiles , Paul had

Now the great question is this : Did Jesus substitute of the world , or you must acknowl- before him at Antioch in Pisidia , and he ad

Christ succeed in what He undertook to do edge that His resurrection is the justification dressed them accordingly. When he says:

for us ? Did He accomplish the work of satis- of the world . Behold , Jesus Christ stood be- " Children of the stock of Abraham ,” he

fying Divine justice ? did He pay our debts fore God as one for all , one for the world ; means those who were Jews by birth ; and

towardsGod ? pay them all and in full? What therefore, when death was inflicted on Him when he says : “ And whosoever among you

have we to show that they were paid ? This thatwas in the court of heaven thesame as in- feareth God,” he means the Gentiles among

is an all-important question. Suppose you flicting death on all the world, as also St. Paul them . So this is what Paul says : To you,,

promise to pay a debt for me and you also set writes and says : “ We thus judge, that if one whether Jew or Gentile, “ is the word of this

out to go and do it, but never again show your died for all , then were all dead .” And when salvation sent." To you , of whatever descent

face and send me no message, then I am left Jesus Christ, standing as one for all , was jus- you be , is this Word of salvation sent.

in uncertainty, whether you have really done tified from guilt and punishment, which was But now in the following part of this chapter

what you promised to do . And though I have done in His resurrection, that was in the court we find that very soon a division took place

the confidence in you that you are as good as of heaven the same as the justification of all ; among the people at Antioch . The Jews, i . e .
your word and have the will to perform what for if it is true “ that if one died for all , then the majority of them , would not receive the

you promised, yet I would have nothing in were all dead ,” it must be equally true that Word of Christ; they blasphemed against it

hand bywhich to show that my debt is really if one was justified for all , then were all jus- and began to persecute Paul and Barnabas,

paid . But if you after promising to pay my tified, as also St.Paul declares and says : “ He but a great multitude of the Gentiles received

debt go and do it and come again , bringing was raised again for our justification .” That the Word with joy . So Paul - and it was the
me the receipt signed and sealed by my cred is the substance of the Easter message. “ He Holy Ghost speaking through him - pro

—

itor , then I am positively secured , because is risen ,” i . e . I , you and all men are byGod nounces the Word which he preached a Word

then I have something in hand by which I can the Father declared free from guilt and pun- of salvation , a Word bringing salvation , and

prove before any court that my debt was paid. ishment, and therefore I say, the Easter mes- he distinctly declares to those Jews at Antioch

Jesus Christ promised to pay our debts, to sage is aWord of salvation , because itdeclares that this Word was sent to them , but they re

suffer the wages of our sins. In the night of us saved . jected it and so deprived themselves of that

Maundy Thursday He set out to do it and on Do you think it saying too much that Christ's salvation . Therein lies a truth which we

the eve of Good Friday His corpse was laid resurrection is the justification of the world ? should well lay to heart , and I ask you to con

in the sepulchre. But now , if that had been Well, let me ask you which of thetwo is true : sider it well.

the last of Him , if He had never returned Did Christ earn only the possibility for a sin- I have said that Jesus Christ died and rose

again , what assurance would we then have ner to be justified , or did He earn real , actual again as the representative of the human race.

that our debts were truly paid ? Why, we justification for sinners ? If Christ had earned So, then , the resurrection of Christ , His dis

would have no security for it , we would be only the possibility of justification, then He mission from punishment, was in the court of

left in uncertainty, and would be obliged to would be only half a Saviour, and the main heaven the dismission of the human race , the

think that Christ had not succeeded in His thing , namelymaking that possibility a reality , declaration of God the Father that the human

undertaking , that God still held an account would be left for man himself to do. Surely, race should be free from the guilt and punish
against us. Then Satan could taunt us, say- if Christ in His death made real atonement ment of sin . But of this the world was igno

ing: You think to have a Saviour in Jesus of for sin , He in His resurrection also brought rant ; therefore the Word of the Gospel was

Nazareth , but He is dead , and what can a to light real justification from sin . That very sent forth to proclaim to the world its salva

dead Saviour help you ? But thanks be to thing is the glory of the Easter message : my tion in Christ Jesus. God's raising up the

God, we are not left in doubt; we have evi- Substitute is dismissed out of death , and that Son of man from the dead was in fact pardon

dence to show for it that our debts are paid, is my dismission ; I am to live and not to die, ing the world , and the Gospel is nothing else

that Divine justice has no more any demands and theWord communicating this to me is a than the continual proclamation of that par

on us ; evidence by which we can prove it in Word of salvation, bringing me salvation , and don. Now when a pardon is proclaimed , all

any court, even though it be in the court of therefore it is sent tome that I should believe depends on the acceptance or rejection of it ;

hell , Satan himself presiding ; evidence which what the Word says and should rejoice over he that accepts it , has all that the pardon im

no philosopher can refute and no devil can my salvation . Let me yet briefly show , in plies ; he that rejects it , has nothing, because

deny, and the evidence is this : “ But God whom the Easter mesessage effects salvation . he excludes himself. You will say then : So

raised him from the dead .” Mark , how the it does not depend on the works which a man

apostle emphasizes the word God, saying : II .
has done, but on this , whether he appropriates

“ Gop raised him from the dead ." God loosed From the first verse of our text we learn to the Word of salvation or not . To set this forth

Him from the bonds of death ; God called Him whom the Easter message as a Word of salva- clearly is my very object . If we inquire for

from the sepulchre ; God highly exalted Him tion is sent, in whom therefore it is intended the ultimate reason why men are yet lost after

and said unto Him : “ Sit thou at my right i to effect salvation ; for thus Paul says : “ Men the resurrection of Jesus Christ, we find that

hand.” What does that mean ? Why, surely, and brethren , children of the stock of Abraham , the only reason is , because they decline the

if it means anything, it certainly means that and whosoever among you feareth God, to you pardon of God in Christ . That I desire to

God is satisfied with the work which Jesus is the word of this salvation sent.” To one not impress on your minds . If you believe the

а
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HAVE

Easter message, you have the pardon of God to be uttered by the quivering lip before they charist we are made one with that flesh and

in which is comprehended all salvation ; if are closed in death .” — Rome in America blood, which Mary of the substance of her

you believe it not , you exclude yourself and pp . 75 and 76 . body ministered to her Divine Son . As truly

have no salvation at all . These statements bearing on Mariolatry in as we are one with Jesus are we truly children

But here learn what it is to believe on Christ. the Romish church are true in every particular, of Mary. In precise proportion as the bonds

Be not like those who make light of faith ; who as could be proven by hundreds of quotations of our oneness with Jesus are drawn closer ,

regard believing on Christ about the same as from Roman Catholic papers and periodicals the reality of our filial relationship to Mary

believing a newspaper report ; who therefore published in the United States . Here are a is intensified . We have a right to call Mary

say, faith is nothing, anybody could believe, few samples: " Mother,” and we have a vested right to her

but a man must get the spirit. Such give evi " May is the month of Mary. Every Cath- maternal love . She has equal right to our

dence that they have never yet cometo know olic should assist at the special devotions of filial piety, FOR IF SHE HAD NOT WILLED TO BE

what the true Christian faith is , but talk of it his church in honor of the Mother of God . THE MOTHER OF GOD , THERE WOULD

like a blind man may talk of colors. To be- If we only ask her, she will pray for us now BEEN NO EưCHARIST. To Mary and to the

lieve on Jesus Christ implies far more than and at the hour ofdeath .” — Colorado Catholic. Divine Majesty we owe this nourishment of

simply to think it true that He was a Jew , that Another one : “ Pope Pius VII . granted to our souls .”

He performed miracles and the like . The all the faithful who either in public or in pri- All these quotations are from the Catholic

Word of Christ tells me that He died in my vate shall honor the Blessed Virgin with some American of May and June in the year of

sins and rose for my righteousness. In Jesus special homage and devout prayers, or the our Lord 1888. When reading them one gets

Christ I was wrapped up as in my substitute . practice of other virtuous acts : bewildered and is in doubt if they really are

When He was punished, I was being pun An indulgence of 300 days, every day . before him in printed form , or if they are but

ished ; His death was my death ; and when He A plenary indulgence, once in this month , the product of his own diseased imagination,

was dismissed from punishment and glorified on the day when , being truly penitent after so fraught with blasphemy and abomination

from the form of sinful flesh , I was dismissed Confession and Communion , they shall pray are they. As in everything else, so also in
from punishment ; my sins shall nevermore for the intention of His Holiness." regard to the honor and respect due the Vir

be punished in me ; and though I die , yet I Cath . American , May 12 . gin Mary did Luther strike the right keynote ;

must rise again and, glorified from sin , must Another: “ He who sitteth on the Cherubim in proof of this it will be necessary to call the

live forever. That is believing what the Word makes himself a little child ; and in order that reader's attention but to the following words :

of Christ says , and if you do so believe, you our hearts may be touched the more deeply, “ We duly honor the blessed virgin and holy

also know that that faith is not something and our thoughts the more firmly held , He mother, since in fact she is deserving of honor.

which man could fabricate unto himself; but sets His mother everywhere beside Him to Yet we do not honor her in such a manner,

something which alone the Holy Ghost can let us hear how truly He is made in the like- as to put her on the same level with Christ ,

and does create and preserve , and which to ness of men . ” — Cath . American , May 19 .
her son. For she was not crucified for us ,

keep requires a continual struggle against Again Catholics are taught to pray : “ In the nor did she die for us , nor did she pray for

one's own flesh . evening : -We fly to thy patronage, O Holy us on the cross ; but Christ was crucified for

Do therefore not receive the Easter mes- Mother of God ! despise not our petitions in us and he died and “ offered up prayers and

sage like an old history, all very true, but of our necessities, and deliver us from all dangers, supplications with strong crying and tears"

little concern to you.
7 .Consider , that here is O ever glorious and Blessed Virgin .” - Ibid. for us on the cross. Heb. 5 , Therefore

laid before you your salvation . Your Sub- " God predestined Mary before all ages to honor Mary , the mother, as you like ; only

stitute is raised from the dead and seated to be the Mother of the Saviour of the world . do not honor her with that honor, which is

This is also the reason whythe right hand of the Majesty on high. That And having called her to fill this most glorious due to Christ.

means and can mean nothing less than that office, He would not have her be a mere channel the Lord putteth away from Himself His

you are declared free from guilt and punish- of grace , but an instrument co-operating both Mother, because He alone will be He unto

ment and made an heir of heaven . Go hence , by her excellent qualities and by her own free whom we should cling. But the Pope and

ye righteous, and sing in your tabernacles of will in the great work of our redemption . . . his monks do just the reverse ; they abandon

your victory through Jesus Christ, your Lord. If, therefore, the waves of pride, of ambition , Christ, the son , and cleave to the mother.

Amen. of detraction , of anger , of avarice or lust , For our sakes Christ leaveth everything, the

threaten your soul, call upon Mary.
If , earth , his mother, his disciples , in order to

troubled at the sight of your manifold sins, help us ; therefore we should cling to Him

frightened at the thought of the just Judge only , and give to none else the honor, which

you begin into the abyss of sorrow and de- is His. For as He Himself giveth away His

spair , think ofMary. Let her name be on your mother, and will not have her with Him on

The Worship of the Virgin Mary in the lips, let her memory be in your heart. If earth , nor cling to her, therefore should we

Roman Catholic Church . you follow her, you will not go astray ; if you also not cling to the mother and abandon the

trust in her, you will not be disappointed ; if Son. Justly do we honor the mother, but to

Concerning the worship of the Holy Virgin she takes care of you , you need not fear ; if put our trust in her and to deprive Christ of

the Rev. Justin D. Fulton , D. D. , recently of she protects you and intercedes for you , you His honor and office and give them to the

Brooklyn, N. Y. , says : “ The worship of the will safely arrive at the haven of eternal felic- mother, this would be denying the sufferings

Virgin Mary is a Romish superstition . It is ity . ” — Ibid . of Christ.” — Walch VIII , 971 . H, R.

difficult in this land to form a conception of What blasphemy, the extent and sinfulness

the extent to which this worship of Mary is of which cannot be expressed in words. But Attention, Roman Catholics !

carried in Roman Catholic countries . To let us hear one more quotation from the Catho

the Romanists , here as there , Mary is God , ' lic American. It is to be found on the second The body of St. Francis Xavier will be ex

and worship is simply the adoration of the page of that Antichristian sheet , in the issue posed for the veneration of the faithful in

Virgin. ... Popery blots out the God -man of June 30 , and is as follows : “ From our December 1889.--Catholic American.
asmediator and in his stead presents us with being of one flesh and blood with Jesus, it

Mary, who is to the devotee the one living follows that we are , in reality and not merely

and trueGod ; for though the Father and Son in name , blood relations of her, from whom JEROME OF PRAGUE was sentenced by the

are known, they are accessible only through He derived His flesh and blood . The bond council of Constance , as his friend , John

Mary , and they stand so far behind and be- of relationship between the mother and her Huss, had been . Being bound to the stake,
yond her, that to the Romanists they are child , and the foundation ofthe maternal and he sang the paschal hymn,
vague, shadowy and unknown. Mary is the filial relation, is the fact of the oneness of “ Hail ! happy day, and ever be adored ,

first name to be lisped in childhood , the last their flesh and blood. By means of the Eu- When hell was conquered by great heaven's Lord.”

Polemical.
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cause, but that they cannot compass by man's candidates for the United States Presidential

blind reason , how this thing should be brought office . It is not difficult to understand how

to pass ; ye , good children , shall with all dil- politicians should strive for the highest places ,
Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . igence beware of such persons, that ye suffer and in a country like ours it is not to be won

not yourselves to be deceived by thein . For dered at that a very large number of men

such men surely are not true Christians, neither should think themselves qualified to administer

sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS , 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville , as yet have they learned the first Article of this great Government, but it was not to be

Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance . the Creed , which teacheth that God is al- expected that a denomination having the

Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the

mighty, which ye , good children , have already avowed sanctification and sympathy with the

perfectly learned . Wherefore eschew such poor , which distinguished it in the first fifty
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo., as Second erroneous opinions, and believe the words of years of its American history, should now have

our Lord Jesus, that you eat and drink His such quantities of men, already occupying

ST. LOUIS , MO . , September 7, 1888. very Body and Blood, although man's reason important positions in the Church , fervently

cannot comprehend how and after what man- hankering to be made bishops. We suppose

“ What is Communion or the Lord's
ner the same is there present. For the wisdom there is no set of people on whom the in

of reason must be subdued to the obedience fluence of John Wesley is so steadily felt as
Supper ? ”

of Christ, as the Apostle Paul teacheth . among the English Wesleyan Methodists . They

A testimony from the first Lutheran archbishop of England. “ Wherefore, good children, doubt not , but have no bishops, nothing higher than the rather

there is the Body and Blood of our Lord, plain title of superintendent. If American

The great mass ofEnglish Protestants main- which we receive in the Lord's Supper . For Methodists adopted the same descriptiveword,

tain , that the Lord's Supper is mere bread and He hath said so , and by the power of His would the rush for the honor be as eager? We
wine , which we receive in remembrance of the Word hath caused it so to be. Wherefore imagine that were the old word substituted

sufferings and death of Christ. But the first seeing Christ saith , “ Do this, as often as ye for the high-sounding title of bishop , the ar
English Protestants , who laid down their lives do it, in remembrance of Me ’ , it is evident dor for it would subside. As it is now , the

for the Bible, did not think so . For Arch- hereby, that Christ causeth, even at this time, rush is not only great for the coveted honor,

bishop Cranmer, the great English Reformer,His Body and Blood to be in the Sacrament,but it seems to include men in the highest,

speaking in his Catechism of the Article on
after that manner and fashion , as it was at positions of importance and usefulness , as,

the Creed, " I believe in God the Father Al- that time when He made His maundy with for instance , editors; presidents of colleges,

mighty ,” says: His disciples. For else we could not do that founders of institutions ; and things of this

“ First,this Article teacheth us that God is thing which His disciples did . But Christ hath sort. Well, it is a very queer episode in the

almighty, that is to say, that He hath power His disciples did , and to do it in remembrance fessed humility in the golden ( ? ) age of its
commanded us to do the selfsame thing that history of a church so conspicuous for its pro

to work and do all things whatsoever pleaseth of Him ; that is to say , to receive His Body history.”

Him, and no creature in heaven or earth is

able to let or withstand Him ; and that noth- and Blood , even so as He Himself did give it
to His disciples. And let not the foolish talk

ing is impossible unto Him . And this is the

foundation and beginning of Christian knowl- this question , How can the minister make the
He made it a thin Book by cuttingof unbelievers move you , who are wont to ask

out its Vital Parts.

edge and faith, to believethat God is almighty . Body and Blood of Christ? To the which I

The which many men do not believe, and yet answer, that the minister doeth not this of
" It is said that Thomas Jefferson took two

nevertheless they will be counted Christian

himself, but Christ Himself doth give unto us copies of the New Testament and , exercisingmen , or rather great clerks . In this number

be they that do not believe the Body of Christ
His Flesh and Blood , as . His words evidently his own reason and judgment, cutout all such
declare .

parts and passages that he thought unbecom
truly to be given in the Lord's Supper, to

them that receive the Sacrament, although “ And this is the meaning and plain under- ing in a professed revelation from God , and
It isChrist Himself saith plainly, “ Take, eat, This standing of the words of the Lord's Supper. pastes the remainder back to back.

is My Body'. And why do they not believe Wherefore learn them diligently , I pray you , book . Now what is imputed to him is beingalleged that his New Testament was a thin

that when
ye be asked , What is the Commun

this ? Verily, because they did never truly
ion or the Lord's Supper ? ye may answer : It done , not in this physical way, but none the

believe this Article , that God is almighty ;
less actually , all over the land . Multitudes

but they think that God is not able to work is the true Body and true Blood of our Lord

or do that thing, which they can not compass
Jesus Christ, which was ordained by Christ sit in judgment upon the contents of the Word

Himself, to be eaten and drunken of us Christ of divine truth , and amend, reject and de
with their own wit and reason .

ian people, under the form of bread and wine." nounce ."

" Secondarily , Christ saith of the bread ,

First Lutheran Tract, 1877 .
This is My Body , ' and of the cup He saith ,

* This is My Blood . ' Wherefore we ought to A SECTARIAN paper remarks : To show the

believe , that in the Sacrament we receive views of our Persian Mission on temperance,

truly the Body and Blood of Christ. For God The open Work of Ambition in the “ No helper, no matter how able , energetic

is almighty, as ye heard in the Creed. He is Methodist Episcopal Church de or spiritually minded he may be , if he takes

able , therefore, to do all things what He will . servedly reproved.
a drop of wine , or uses it ever so temperately,

And as St. Paul writeth , He calleth those is employed as a helper.” Timothy could

things which be not, as if they were . Where The Examiner (Baptist ) says of Methodists not have become a helper in this company,

fore, when Christ taketh bread, and saith, in Conference: “ As the Conference is a legis
much less St. Paul who advised him to take

" Take , eat , This is My Body ' , we ought not lative body it was wise to put a check on the a little of wine for his stomach's sake.

to doubt, but we ea's His very Body. And ambition of certain women who seemed to

when He taketh the cup , and saith , " Take , want seats in it . It was also good for them The Lutheran Hymn “ Ein feste Burg ist

drink , This is My Blood', we ought to think , to extend the time of a preacher's connection unser Gott” has found no less than 81 Eng.

assuredly that we drink His veryBlood . And with his church to five years instead ofre- lish translations, none ofwhich seems to give

this we must believe, if we will be counted stricting it to three years. But what per- perfect satisfaction .

And whereasin this perilous plexes us is to know how to reconcile the it is at all translatable,says a contemporary:Christian men .

time, certain deceitful persons be found in amazing eagerness to be made bishops with To meet the wants of spiritual edification,
many places, who of very frowardness will the original simplicity of the Methodist char- translationswehave seen , aregood enough;

not grant, that there is the Body and Blood acter.Why, there were morepersonswho to meet the wantsof hyper-critics is another

of Christ, but deny the same for none other wanted to be made bishops than there are thing.

>

>
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The English Work of the Missouri Synod. Our Denver Letter.

church News

or more .

On this subject Rev. Morris of the General Denver, Colo. , Aug. 21 , 1888 .

Synod writes in the Workman : The installation of our new minister for

Recent Meeting of the Synodical “ If any man wishes to see a most potent Southeastern Colorado and Northern New

Conference . argument in favor of introducing English Mexico in Las Vegas, N. M., occurred on the

preaching into German Lutheran churches evening of July 31. In the afternoon of that

This body is composed of the Minnesota where it is necessary, let him read an article and in the morning of the following day he

Synod, the Wisconsin Synod and our Missouri on page 3 of the Lutheraner of July 31. One and I went about the city and called on some

Synod. It comprises that part of our German would suppose it was written by an American members of his congregation. Whilst pass

Lutheran Church in America which adheres pastor who for years had contended against ing through the main thoroughfares we would

unqualifiedly to the Lutheran Confession of opposition to English in his congregation as notice now and then some persons clad in

Faith in doctrine and practice . It does not
so many have done , but it is the production unique attire . They were Pueblo Indians

of a German minister of St. Louis who has
vacillate , as the General Synod does , between

come afoot from their farms on the banks of

Lutheranism and Methodistic Presbyterianism . not, presumably, encountered this difficulty. the Rio Grande , a distance of a hundred miles

Nor does it profess the letter only of the Lu- He brings up and adroitly handles all the ar Some of them had apples for sale ,

theran Confession and deny its spirit as the guments in favor of English so familiar to us which they carried in baskets similar to those

General Council does in its open communion,

Americans , and which we have so often re- used by bakers when delivering bread . Others

its pulpit fellowship with errorists, its neglect peated in our conversation and newspaper had precious stones , which they endeavored

articles .
of Christian schools , its unscrupulous admis

to sell , all the time using the Spanish lan

sion of secret society-men to church member
“ He forcibly shows the absolute necessity guage . The Pueblo Indians are by far the

of introducing English preaching in many most intelligent looking and most preferable
ship . Nor does it foist a broad and narrow

sense upon the Lutheran Confession, as the places and keenly exposes the absurdity of of the Indian tribes which have come to my

Ohio Synod does in order to cover its ration- opposing it . He claims that it will promote personal notice . They are semi-civilized and

alistic tenets in the doctrines of election and the best interests of the Church and that it is peaceful and engaged to no inconsiderable ex

conversion. Nor does it place the Lutheran the duty of the Missourians to do all in their tent in agriculture. The chief products of

He cites in their farms , I am told , are grapes and orsymbols in the crucible of an historic expla- power to further this object.

nation , as the Iowa Synod does , in order to
stances of the great benefits of English preach - chard fruits. These Pueblos are descendants

shield its false doctrines of the millennium , of ing in some of their own churches and piously of the ancient Aztecs and are Roman Catho

the priestly office , of free will , and of open hopes that all true Lutherans will favor his lics, having been by brutal force compelled to

views .

questions in matters of doctrine . Synodical
adopt that form of religious worship at the

Conference wants to be conscientiously Lu
“ This is not a new measure among those time of the Conquest and in succeeding ages .

theran and professes simple adherence to the
wide awake Missourians , for this writer quotes Yet they are said to have more regard for

glorious , native sense of the Lutheran Con- from the proceedings of their synod trans- Montezuma than for the Virgin Mary.

fession of Faith .
acted 'many, many years ' ago, the following On the first of August at noon I boarded

passage : "We hold it to be our sacred duty to the train for my return journey to Denver.

On the 8th of August the meetings of this establish English congregations, so soon as it The route , which was by way of Trinidad and

body were opened in Milwaukee by a sermon
shall become evident that a number sufficient Pueblo, took me through a portion of the fa

preached by Rev. Prof. A. Ernst of Water- to constitute a congregation shall be found mous Maxwell Grant, concerning which the

town, Wis. Rev. J. Bading of Milwaukee, who understand English better than German United States Supreme Court rendered a de

was elected chairman , Rev. M. Tirmenstein and to that extent that a deficiency of knowl- cision some time ago, which is very seriously

of St. Paul, Minn ., was chosen vice -president, edge of the German would , if not totally de- effecting the present settlers. As some of

and Rev. Gausewitz was made secretary prive them of the blessing of the preaching of them have lived in the Grant unmolested for

Rev. Prof. Pieper of St. Louis furnished and the divine word, yet would in a great degree more than a score of years, and as, in days

read an extensive essay on church unity. diminish it . ' This was the action of the Synod gone by, they have successfully withstood and

Among other things publicly stated , we notice many years ago' and they now see the neces- combated the savage Indians and the wild

this: “ We admit that there are children of sity of carrying it out , which they are doing and ferocious animals, and as they have im
God also among the sects , such namely as hold

loyally . proved the lands on which they are located

fast , in spite of the errors they hear , to the
“ I wish the same enlightened views pre- and on which they have sustained their fami

fundamental doctrine of the gospel that man
vailed in some other German churches which lies and reared their children in undisturbed

is justified and saved only by free grace in
were founded ' many, many years ' before the quiet , they defyingly refuse to obey the pres

Christ Jesus .
Wedo indeed affirm that the missionaries planted themselves in the West . ent owners of the Grant, who have ordered

Lutheran Church is the Church of the pure Really , light for the old German churches in them to leave it within a given time.
About

Word of God, but we do not say that she is Pennsylvania is coming from the West.” one hundred men , the best marksmen in the

the only saving church . Yet we cannot fel
To these remarks of Rev. Morris we would world , I am told , are under arms, and a bloody

lowship with the children of God that are con
only add one more . We would humbly beg conflict with United States troops in the near

cealed among the erroristic sects , because by our pastors and churches not to forget our future seems to be inevitable.

so doing we would adopt a false principle of English mission in their donations towards I arrived at Pueblo , Colo . , Thursday after

unity. Not only in some, but in all articles the work of the Church. Our English mis- noon , August 2d , and preached in the even

of christian doctrine agreement is necessary. sionaries are not engaged in thework of mak - ing of thatday. Here, in Pueblo, I had the

This extract is clipped from the Lutheran ing German churches English, but in gather- pleasure also of meeting for the first time in
Volksblatt of Canada.

ing Americans into the Lutheran Church . five years a man most dear to all the brethren

The practical subject which claimed the Their work consists in spreading the pure in the ministry and well beloved of the breth

special attention of Synodical Conference was gospel- doctrine of our beloved Church.among ren of the laity and of others not in connec

its prosperous work of Negro mission in the such of our fellow - citizens as are not capable tion with our synod , who, nevertheless , have

South . All congregations of Synodical Con- of understanding the German language and the honor of his personal acquaintance . He is

ference are requested to take up a collection cannot for this reason ever know our doctrine a man , who occupies a foremost position in

toward building a church for our colored unless we preach and teach it in English. Is the armies of the Lord , preparing those for

brethren in Springfield , Ills. Rev. H. Sieck such home-mission not a great privilege be- their difficult work, who as captains and gen

of St. Louis was chosen a member of the stowed upon us ? Has this very fact that it erals are to defend the inestimable treasure

Mission Board . Conference will meet again is home-mission not the first claim upon the of the true doctrine and those in possession of

two years hence in St. Paul, Minn. tithes of our liberality ? it and who are to take the lead in making bold
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and irresistible attacks upon the enemy of the of a poorwoman in Indiawho had two children , little . I am very much afraid he sleeps a

pure and unadulterated Gospel. The man in one a beautiful, perfect boy , and the other a great deal of his time, when he ought to be

question is Prof. R. Lange of our Theological blind girl . Her sorrow was great , because going about doing good . His name is Mr.

Seminary at St. Louis . The professor came she felt that the god was angry with her be- Gold . Mr. Gold , are you here to-night ? or

to Colorado two weeks previous to my meet- cause one child was a girl and blind. If she are you sleeping in your iron chest ? Come

ing him at Pueblo. He came out here in the had not offended him in some way, both would out, Mr. Gold ; come out , and help us to do

interest of his health ; undoubtedly all read. have been boys , and she would have been so this great work, to send the Gospel to every

ers of the WITNESS will on hearing this be ani- happy. The blindness she did not mind so creature . Ah , Mr. Gold , you ought to be

mated by the one desire as regards the profes- much ; but to have a poor, despised girl was ashamed of yourself , to sleep so much in your

sor , to wit , that the climate of this state will more than she could bear , and at whatever iron chest ! Look at your white brother, Mr.

benefit him to an extent surpassing his own cost the god must be appeased. Silver , he does a great deal of good in the

expectations. On or before the seventh of One day the lady missionary found the world , while you are sleeping. Come out,

August , the professor told me, he would take basket cradle empty and the mother weeping Mr. Gold ! Look , too , at your brown brother,

a trip to Leadville from Pueblo.
in agony at its side . It was the blind girl Mr. Copper, he is everywhere! See him run

Apropos ! the name Pueblo reminds me of that remained ; the perfect, beautiful , dearly ning about doing all the good he can . Why

a letter a ministerial friend wrote me some loved boy had been sacrificed by being thrown don't you come out, Mr. Gold ? Well , if you

time ago, in which he informs me, that Rev. into the Ganges , in order to appease the fan- won't come out and give us yourself, send us

Mr. J. Hilgendorf, of Nebraska, as early as cied displeasure of her god ! your shirt, that is , a bank note, and we will

1872 preached in Pueblo and christened a The missionary lady asked why, if she must excuse you this time.” Right here we would

number of children . He is therefore the first sacrifice one , had it not been the blind girl ? appeal to the benevolence of our people in

Lutheran minister known to have preached in " Ah, that was my great grief,” she replied . behalf of our English mission. The work is

Pueblo . " I could not offer a girl whef I had a boy, progressing, our missionaries are hard atwork,

Friday, August 3d, I arrived in Denver, nor a blind child when I had a perfect one. but the funds to defray expenses do not flowI a

after having travelled by rail 1260 miles. The The god must always have the best . Alas ! as readily and liberally as they ought to flow .
next evening my friend , the Rev. Mr. J. Reini , alas ! the sunshine of my heart has gone for- Brethren and sisters , remember the good work

pastor of the Norwegian-Danish church in this ever!” and the poor mother beat her breast of our English mission .

city, called on me. A few days before my and tore her hair in agony .

return to Denver he had also returned and The missionary lady asked if we, with our
Two Million small Birds.

that from a missionary trip to Salt LakeCity, pure faith , are always thus consistent ? " Do

Utah . He had a great many strange things to we give the best of our time, talents , property ,

say about the Mormon Capital and about Mor- influence, and affection to our King ; to Him
The London Queen says that fashion de

monism . And about a certain Scandinavian who gave his best - His only Son-for us , to
crees that ladies shall no longer wear birds on

their bonnets and hats . The change comes
minister of Denver , who is a member of the save us from just such ignorance and super

General Synod , he told me the following anec- stition , and life of misery and degradation as
not too soon to save the remaining members

dote. Some years ago the General Synod of that of the heathen woman ; who gave His of the race of humming -birds and birds of

the Lutheran Church , so-called , sent a man , dearly beloved Son that we might have
paradise. The slaughter of birds to deck

the Rev. H ..., to this city to organize a Nor- and joy in this life , and everlasting joy in the women's head gear may be judged when one

London dealer says that last year he sold two

wegian Lutheran Church in opposition to the life eternal, -- to Him do we render our best ?!?

one already existing and belonging to the Syn- Mrs. Brown laid the tract back in the hand
million small birds of every possible kind and

odical Conference. My friend Rev. Reini in bag ; she counted her money and folded the color , from the soft gray of the wood -pigeon

conformity with his duty, calls the attention seventy -five dollars shewas intending to spend to the gem -like splendor of the tropical bird.

of his churchmembers to the fact that the for the hood , and placed it inside the tract.

General Synod and consequently the Rev. When the clerk came back with just the hood A MOTHER , in New York, was quietly en

H ... who belongs to that synod and works she had desired , she said, " I have changed gaged in her domestic work when the dread

to its interest , are Lutheran in name only and my mind about the hood ; I will take a good ful news came :

not in fact. Exasperated at this, the Rev. worsted one,” and laid two silver dollars on " Come to the police station . Your child

H ... in company with another minister of the counter, saying to herself , “ Seventy- five has been run over by an express wagon.”
the General Synod one day called on Rev. dollars for the heathen, and two dollars for a She hastened to the station house . The sur

Reini and solemnly threatened to availhimself hood ; that does seem better than two dollars geon had not yet arrived . She was told that

of his rights as an American citizen and to for the heathen, and seventy -five for a hood. thewheels had passed over his foot . “ Why,

have a warrant sworn out against him , if he I'd rather like to know if that seal-skin hood Willie , how could the wagon have passed over

did not desist . A most ridiculous attempt at saves a soul.” your foot and not have crushed it ? ”

intimidation. -H. R. A few days after , as a friend saw her en- The child looked up in his mother's face

close a check for seventy - five dollars in a letter and said , “ Mamma, I guess God put it in a

addressed to the treasurer of the Woman's hollow place ." --- Ex .

Foreign Missionary Society, she asked, “ What

is that for , Mrs. Brown ?” “ Only a seal-skin If I were to write of the burdens which a

hood to India, " was the reply.- Ev. Mess. preacher must bear, as I have experienced

The Seal-skin Hood or Our Best for them , I should terrify every one from the

the Master. office . A true God-fearing preacher must be

Come out, Mr. Gold, or send us so minded, that nothing is dearer to him than

Mrs. Alzirus Brown was one day waiting in your Shirt. Christ his Lord and Saviour, and the future

the store for her clerk to bring a hood that eternal life ; so that when he has lost this life

would match her seal-skin cloak . As she sat John Sunday , the converted Indian chief and all things, Christ may say to him , “ Come

by the counter, she opened her Russia - leather of Upper Canada , addressing a missionary hither to Me ; thou hast been my good and

hand -bag to see if she had money enough to meeting in England , in his appeal to the be- faithful servant. ” — Luther.

pay for the hood, as she had not really started nevolence of the people , previous to the col

on a shopping expedition when she left home. lection, said : " There is a gentleman, I suppose, Fond WIFE : " The Smiths must be awfully

In taking out her money she also took out now in this house ; he is a very fine gentle poor, they never give anything to charities.”

a leaf -tract, published by some missionary man , but he is very modest. He does not He : “ Well, but we don't either.” Fond

society , with this for the heading : " Our best like to show himself . I do not know how Wife : “ O , but it isn't because we haven't got

for the Master . ” It gave a touching account long it is since I saw him , he comes out so I plenty.”

peace

a 6
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dam actor proceeds, “ Even in those holy sea- therefore, cannot see it . But the eye of the

sons of the Church ,” to-wit , the season of Christian sees and believes the same and fears

Advent , Christmas , Lent , Easter , and Pente- the judgment, and more so the things that

Lectures against the Theatre .
cost . To talk of holy seasons in this country, call forth such judgment.” ( p . 47 sq .) -( --

which render the frivolous theatrical perform- He would say, he fears the sin which he does

From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted

ances doubly improper, is considered absurd more than the punishment following the sin .

for the WITNESS , by R ... r ... superstition . Even on the Dying Day of the ( To be continued.)

Redeemer they do not dread to perform the

XII . PAPER.
most miserable farces and comical pieces . The Congo Free State and one of its

One of the latest testimonies against the Claassen , however, justly reminds theatre Missions.

theatre was borne, in 1883 , by one who, for goers how much this is at variance with true

some time , was an actor himself, but who , on Christianity to see Christians seeking enjoy- The African mission of Bishop William Tay

coming to the knowledge of Christ , bade adieu ment, on evenings , in the play-house , even lor , who was in New York attending the big

to the theatre for ever , to-wit , J. CLAASSEN , of at such a time of the year when the wonderful Methodistconference ,has been singularly suc

Munster, Westphalia . In his small work , works of God are especially glorified , or when cessful as he claims. He was appointed a

entitled , “ Kunst und Schauspiel , oder , Was theyought at leastprepare for the celebration of missionary bishop at the last general confer

ist vom Theater zu halten ? " (Art and Drama, the same . He continues, “ But we need not be ence , and is the only man in the Methodist

or , How is the Theatre to be Considered ? ), astonished thereat : not only the spirit of the church holding that office. Since the begin

amongst cther things, he writes the following , times , but also the spirit of this ( sc . the ning of his work 3000 natives have embraced
" The theatre has contributed a great deal to dramatic ) art , or rather, pseudo-art, " ' --not Methodism under his ministrations . He has

the downfall of public morality and its source , worth being numbered with the arts— " requires under his supervision some fifty preachers,

the faith in God .” nis , let us consider well , and the most earnest counterstriving of sixteen of whom are women. Bishop Taylor

is written by a man who was an actor himself, the better class of actors is not able to alter states that Liberia, with its settled commu

and a highly gifted and educated man at that , this . Hence it remains true, there is no bless- nities of Christian Africans , with its organized

as may be gathered from his small book . But ing accompanying this art or those making a government recognized by the nations , and

he learned Christ when his enjoyment of the profession of it , or are otherwise in love with its social regulations, will be used by him as

theatre was at an end since he was now able it.” Nothing is more common than to hear the base and support of his future operations.

to testify from experience that " the theatre the so-called " educated ” people endeavoring He has arranged for opening a dozen indus

had contributed a great deal to the downfall to palliate their passion for the theatre , by trial schools , the chiefs of the different tribes

of public morality and its source , the faith in saying , what attracted them to the theatre visited having agreed to plant and attend to

God," and he proceeds, “ And it does so still were not the gratification of sensual pleasure , the first crops of food required by the mis

every day whether purposely or not. Not but the love of art. Wherein , however, does sion , to furnish building sites and to erect

merely the lower theatres where immorality and the really attractive art of the dramatic poet buildings . Bishop Taylor agrees to provide

frivolity generally are at home, also the higher and player consist ? Mostly in representing teachers , preachers and all other things neces

and highest ones, even those maintaining, and something nice that is most ugly. For this sary to put the mission in a self supporting

obliged to maintain , morality and outward reason, the great admirers of art have ever way..

propriety .” This , indeed , is as yet conceded been offended at a renowned opera in which " To adequately understand the difficulties

by the majority that one may not go to so- a keeper of a brothel is represented as finally which a missionary in Africa has to surmount, '

called people's theatres where but too often going to hell in view of the audience , whilst he says , “ it is merely necessary to state that

the most infamous farces are played and the the same persons, from great love of art, are the languages and dialects of the natives are

most obscene words spoken ; for everybody not offended at seeing the most shameless innumerable. The Bible has been translated

sees into that , and though he were the blindest statues placed on public streets of some large into sixty -six different tongues , yet this is but

heathen . Hence not seldom , it is true , even cities . Claassen proceeds, “ It ,” - to -wit, this a small proportion of the actual number of

the most notorious men of the world say, It so-called art- " is blessing's flight, i . e. the languages spoken . It is estimated that there

is a shame to go into such dens where the CURSE !...God judges : Has He not shown are nearly 600. I can say from experience

grossest lust of the flesh is celebrating her it very palpably in this our latter time ? After that it is no play to pick up a language in the

orgies . But, they do say , yea , even Chris- the Vienna Ring Theatre , at the close of 1881 , study of which all the rules of your own gram

tians say so , there are decent theatres , too , was destroyed by fire , causing the death of mar simply help to puzzle you.,

which every decent man , yea , even a Chris- 500 lives , or more, in the year gone by ” — pointed to my work in Africa four years ago ,

tian , may attend and where nothing but what the writer penned this in 1883 — " 30 more and sailed from New York on Jan. 22 , 1885 .

is good may be learned . But this is by no play -houses have been destroyed , nor could I took with me fifty -twomissionaries. After a

means the fact . No , you may learn nothing all the multiplied precautionary measures pre- short stay in Liverpool I set sail for Africa ,

there but forsaking your God and becoming a vent their destruction . During this century , and landed at St. Paul de Loanda, on the west

child of this world , if you are not such already . however , already more than 500 , and larger coast , where a large mission house had been

Claassen adds , “ Also firstclass court-theatres" ones too were destroyed , 4000 people coming prepared for me. While staying there many

-he dared to write this in Prussia where there to a terrible death .” Hardly a week passes of my workers became ill . One of them died

is one of the most splendid court-theatres , but the papers report to us of a theatre having because he would not take quinine , which is

formerly attended so often even by the then been burned down and of so and so many the most effectual remedy for African fever .

living aged German emperor ” , “ though cer- lives having perished and thus , indeed , come Finally I got the permission of the governor

tainly not obliged to pay homage to the com- to a terrible end. Or who should like to die of Angola to establish five mission stations

mon taste , bring blasphemous and wantonly in a theatre and there suddenly deliver his the first at Loanda, the second at Dondo , the

vicious plays and discourses on their world- poor soul into the hands of the eternal Judge? third at Uliangue - a -pepo, the fourth at Mo

famous stage.” In so-called wholly decent He proceeds, “ Certainly , there were always, lange and the fifth at Lulaaberg . Dondo is a

theatres this does not occur, it is true , in so at the same time , quite natural causes ofthese considerable town , situated about 240 miles

base a manner as is desired by the populace, fires, but already their existence now and for from Loanda. It is laid out in long streets,

but on that very account , the more temptingly . all time to come ought to set a man to ponder. and has sidewalks , lamps and many other im

For the meaner and baser sin presents itself , Much more should we remember, also that provements.”

the more easily Christians and even men of these natural causes do not exclude , on the

the world are driven back from it ; but the contrary , rather include, the supernatural It is necessary in prosecuting missionary

more it is covered by a transparent veil , the causes of divine justice , and divine judge- work in the interior of Africa to use the water

greater is the charm exercised by it and the ment. The eye of mere human reason fails ways of the continent. Bishop Taylor has a

danger of being captured by it. Our quon- to see God's finger, because it will not and , small steamer on the Congo river , in which he,

>

a

I was ap

*
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Miscellaneous. a

makes periodical journeys into the country . this western country with plenty of fresh air.

It is built in sections, and can be taken apart We attended a Mission Festival at Fort Dodge

and transported from one stream to another Sunday last , it was a very pleasant affair.

to suit his convenience . His work is confined
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . The Rev. Riedel of Colfax preached in the

mostly to that part of Africa known as Congo
Obituary .

morning and the resident Minister Ansorge in

Free State . According to Stanley's estimate , the afternoon . It was held in a grove ad

it embraces over 1,000,000 square miles , and
The subject of this notice , William Smith , joining town . Collections were $64.50 ; the

has a population of 27,000,000 . The natives was born near Salem , Ohio, April30th, 1809. weather was all one could wish for. There
are barbarians, and it is said that some of In infancy he was put within the covenant was a very large congregation present. Rev.

them have been guilty of cannibalism . When relation of God by being baptized into Christ. Riedel held the attention of this large gather

a king or chief dies they kill ten or twelve
He was confirmed in the Ev. Lutheran faith ing of people from beginning to end.

persons in a most savage manner , and adorn at the age of 20 years . I will close by wishing you and family good

their houses with the skulls. They believe in
He entered into holy wedlock with Miss health and God's blessing in your work.

fetiches and witchcraft.
Susanna Lauer, in Coshocton county , Ohio ,

I remain

When a man dies they believe that some
on the 15th of August 1832. This marital

Your Brother in Christ

one has bewitched him , and they try to find relation was blessed with 13 children , 6 of
WM. BLANKENBUEHLER,

out who it was, that they may put him to whom preceded their father to . the grave .

death . Mr. Smith moved from Ohio to Wabash , Ind .,

The country along the upper Congo is ray in October 1848 , where he lived until Sep Recent Publications.

aged by Arabs, in pursuit of slaves . In tray- tember 1880, when he imigrated to Cherokee

1 , preached

elling along the upper Congo one may see county, Kansas ; at which place - he lived , newly elected president of our Eastern District
villages that once contained 5000 and 6000 when on the 9th of August 1888 , he was , by Synod, Rev. P. Brand, Pittsburgh, Pa. Gal. 1, 10

inhabitants desolate and in ruins. The Arabs death , taken to his eternal home. The whole do I seek to please men for if I yet pleased men,
reads : " For do I now persuade men, or God ? or

surrounded the villages and burned them , hav- number of his days , are 79 years , 3 months, I should not be the servant of Christ." This ser

mon which was so well received by our brethren in
ing either killed the people or carried them and 9 days.

the East that they ordered it to be printed , has for

into slavery. From the mouth of the Congo He only lacked one week of traveling with its subject : A servant of Jesus Christ cannot seek

1. In what things he cannot pleasefor nearly 130 miles the river is navigable by his bosom -companion 56 years , but now has to please men.
men ; 2. what should keep him from being a pleaser

the largest vessels . Then come the falls , or left her , and 7 children and 34 grandchildren ofmen. Single copy,6 cents; per dozen, 50 cents.
rapids, which extend about 180 miles. The and hosts of other relatives and friends to For the benefit of our Orphan Asylums in Boston ,

Mass ., and in Butler Co. , Pa . Address : M. Luther

descent is 900 feet . When Bishop Taylor's mourn his departure .
Orphanage, West Roxbury, Mass .

steamer , the Henry Reed , ascended the river
Father Smith was truly an exemplary chris- REPORTS of the annual conventions of the Illinois,

it was taken to pieces at the foot of the falls ,
tian . The day before his death , the writer, Wisconsin, and Minnesota-Dakota Districts ofour

and one piece was given to each native to Synod . The prices of single copies vary from 15 to

carry . With itwas also given ascrap of paper
for the last time, heard Father Smith's con 23 cents . These reports are German . We cannot

describing his load. At the end of their jour- fession , thereupon declaring unto him the for- acquaint our readers with their precious contents
in this number, but shall do so in our next . Address

ney they came to the bishop, saying : giveness of all his sins ; and administering our Publishing House at St. Louis, Mo.

“ Master, here is my load ; look at the pa- unto him the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, CERTIFICATE OF BAPTISM . No. 25. This certifi

per ; see it is all right. Now give me my pay as also to his wife and others of the family cate printed on heavy paperby the process of
and I will go home.” what

To do justice to their honesty it may be present. He was perfectly resigned, ready that artcando. Floral designs and medallionpiet
stated that not a rivet was lacking. Above and willing to meet death ; our assurance of ures of Christ blessing the children and of the bap

the fall a steamercan go 1200 miles on the this being his words and actions ; he spoke tism of an infant together with appropriatescripture

main stream , or 3000 miles on the stream and clearly until about two minutes before his to be filled up. Price, per doz . , $2.50 ; per bun

passages form the encircling frame about the blank

its branches.

“ A man who goes out to the Congo as a

death ; he also was conscious to the last and dred , $ 17.00 .

CERTIFICATE OF MARRIAGE. No. 28. This forms
missionary must be not less than 25 yearsold, fell asleep gently and quietly without exhibit

the companion to the Certificate of Baptism No. 35 ,

of sound health , and careful about" adapting ing the most remote sign of pain or trouble. is like it printed in delicate coloring on heavy paper.
himself to the exigencies of the weather,” In accordance with the desire of the de- The medallions above show the marriage ceremony

said Bishop Taylor to your correspondent. ceased brother, the writer preached his fu- theblank is a representation of the marriage feast
and the family gathered for worship , while below

“ A man must learn what not to do. A young neraldiscourse, based uponthe91st Psalm, at Cana. Beautiful Floral emblems complete the
man came there and insisted upon walking .

eighteen miles a day . In a short time he was
v . 14–16 . The sermon was preached in $ 22.00 . Published by Ernst KAUFMANN, 330 Pearl

dead . Above all a man must not become Neutral , Kan . , Aug. 12th , to a very large and Street , New York .

frightened. There were three men who came attentive audience.
out from England , and on the voyage the Dear Grandmother ," you have lost a provi

people on board the vessel frightenedthem, dent, kind and affectionate husband ;-chil
Subscriptions Paid .

telling them thatthey would surely die.The dent, kind and affectionate husband ; -chil
81.00

men made their last wills and testaments and dren , you have lost a loving and dutiful Mr. H. W. Moesta, Richmond, Va., (VII)

Mr. M. Lude, Zanesville , 0., ( VII )

expected to die . Shortly after landing they father ; -brothers and sisters, you are bereft Mr. Chr. Lude,Waverly, Kan.,( VII )
1.00

were taken with fever. They gave up all hope. of a beloved brother : this loss is great ; but Teacher C. Ackermann, Cincinnati,O., VII 1:00
The missionaries tried to arouse them , but it it sinks into utter oblivion when compared to Teacher Wm. Neitzel, Watertown, Wis.,(VII) 1.00

P. Merbitz , , , (

proved useles They sank down into a mood 4.00

of despair and died .
the gain of that dear one , which gain we have Rev. H. Wunder, Chicago, Ills ., (VII 4cc)

Miss L. Zenner, Zanesville, 0., ( VI & VII) 2.00

The future of the Congo Free State is very no reason to doubt: his now being free from Rev. M. Adam , West Point, Nebr., ( VII)

promising. Stanley , the explorer, estimates the all the toils, troubles, and vexations of this Teacher A. Schefft,Newburgh, O., (VII 6 ) 1.25

ivory production alone to amount to $ 150,000 life, and instead thereof enjoying an ever
Mrs. A. H. Heath , New Hampton, N. H. , ( VII) 1.00

Rev. J. E. Rader, Springdale, Ark ., (VI & VII) 2.00

annually, but of course ivory cannot be classed lasting felicity in the Church triumphant. Then Rev. H. Daib,Merrill, Wis.,(VII ) 1.00

as a staple production. The vegetation is Mr. H Binder, Brooklyn, O. , ( VII)
1.00

luxurious,and assoonas experienced botan- dry your tears, mourning friends; by God's Rev. J.Schinnerer,Ocheyedan, Ia., (VII) 1.00

1.00

ists investigate the country many valuable grace , live a faithful life in Christ, and soon Mr. Chas. Hazelton, Hartley, Ia . , ( VII)
1.00

herbs will undoubtedly be discovered. you also shall safely be landed on the shore Rev. s . s. Henry,Pillow, Pa., (V. tó VII)
Rev. F. Meyr, Friedheim , Mo. , ( VII )

3.00

The temperature of the Congo district is in of eternal life.—R. L. Goodman . Mr. W. Blankenbuehler, Webster City, Ia . ,

the dry season , which answers to our winter , ( VII & VIII) 2.00

about 72 degs . In the hot season the aver Mr. H. Tiemeier, Cole Camp, Mo. , (V to VII) 3.00

age is 90 degs , and the limit about 96 degs. Our lowa Letter and a Mission Festival. Rev. J. A. Proft, Corning, Mo., (VII)
Rev. J. Jenny, Tomah , Wis. , (VII)

1.00

1.00

There is always a fine breeze blowing, so that Rev. J. G. Kunz , Indianapolis, Ind ., (VII)

the weather is never suffocatingly hot. The
1.00

country is fenced in by mountain chains and

Webster City, Ia . , Aug. 23 , 1888. Rev. F.Duever, Kenesaw ,Nebr . , (VII)

Teacher F. R. Krumsieg, Chicago, Ills . , (IV

threaded with navigable rivers . There are in
Inclosed find $ 2.00 for Subscription for to VI ) 3.00

Rev. Wm . Matthes, Perryville, Mo. , ( VII) 1.00

all over 7000 miles ofwaterways in the Congo Vol. 7 & 8 of the WITNESS .
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for themselves altars of brick in gardens and was sacrificial meat, then Paul's advice was

groves . ( what difference should it have this : “ If any man say unto you, This is of

made , where and of what material the altars fered in sacrifice unto idols , eat not for his

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . were built, if they were only devoted to the sake that showed it , and for conscience sake.”

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE God of Israel ? So they no doubt justified So Paul strenuously forbade the Corinthians

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
their doings , that it was too far to go to the to eat sacrificial meat at a heathen table , and

temple, and there was nothing in place and for what reason Paul forbade this he states

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
material; but for this thing the Lord pro- very clearly ; for thus he says : “ Wherefore,

nounced them a rebellious people. We must my dearly beloved , flee from idolatry," and

I. Sunday after Easter. worship God after His Word ; from that we further on he says : “ But I say , that the

(Quasimodogeniti. ) must not deviate, then alone it will be pleas- things which the Gentiles sacrifice , they sacri

(For a sermon on the regular epistle for this day see ing unto Him ; but to worship after our own fice to devils , and not to God : and I would

LUTHERAN WITNESS, vol. V, No. 4 .
In place thereof the thoughts in violation of the Lord's Word , is not that ye should have fellowship with devils .

following sermon is inserted which was preached on a com

munion occasion and the publication of which was specially wickedness and not godliness. Ye can not drink the cup of the Lord , and the

requested . ] This general rule for all worship ofGod ob- cup of devils : ye can not be partakers of the

tains also in the administration and reception Lord's table , and of the table of devils.” So

Text : 1 Cor. 10 , 14—18.
of the Lord's Supper. If we celebrate the Paul tells the Corinthians, if they would eat

DEAR HEARERS :—Vain are all works of Lord's Supper we must celebrate it in agree- meat, which had been sacrificed to an idol , at

piety and idle is all worship of God which ment with the Lord's words and institution , a time and place where the eating was re

God has not commanded in His Word ; for else it can nevermore be pleasing to Him. garded as being done in honor of an idol , they

thus says the Lord : “ In vain they do worship Now the text read touches on a point of far would become partakers of idolatry, and they

me, teaching for doctrines the commandments reaching importance with regard to the Lord's could not in the meetings of the Christians

of men . ” A thing which God has not com- Supper, because by it open or mixed commun- eat and drink at the Lord's table and in the

manded, which is only invented by man, can ion is rejected and condemned and close com- meetings of the heathen eat at the table of

nevermore be an acceptable worship of God. munion is required . Let us therefore to - day
idols.

To eat no meat on Friday , to eat cold meat on briefly consider : To demonstrate to the Corinthians this truth ,

Sunday, as though it were the Jewish sabbath, that by eating sacrificial meat at a time and
HOW NECESSARY UNITY OF FAITH IS AMONG

to wear a coat cut after a certain pattern , THOSE WHO EAT OF THE SAME BREAD AND place when and where in the judgment of

these and many other similar things are only those present it was done in honor of an idol ,DRINK OF THE SAME CUP .

the commandments of men , and to do them as they would make themselves partakers of idol
a service of God, is vain and idle . If

you
I will attempt to set forth atry , to demonstrate this Paul introduces an

have a servant and give him instructions what I. why this is necessary , and argument from the Lord's Supper and the

work to do and how to do it, but he goes and II. give answer to some objections. Jewish sacrifices. Of the former he says :

does something else which he himself thinks “ For we being many are one bread , and one

I.

right and good or what another man tells him , body ; for we are all partakers of that one

you will certainly not be satisfied with that The subject of which Paul is treating in the bread ." The conclusion implied is this : We

servant; for you want your servant to do chapter containing our text, is the eating of who commune together , are one , because we

what you command him and not what he meatwhich had been sacrificed to idols. When eat of the same bread and drink of the same

pleases or what another man tells him . In the heathen sacrificed an ox , the meat was cup at the same altar ; so ye , eating sacri

. His Word God has told us what to do and first set before an idol in a temple ; but as ficial meat with the idolaters at their tables,

what is the worship in which He delights , and the idol would not eat the meat, it was there become one with them by that act. Of the

it is a vain and idle thing if we think to serve after taken away again and was either used at second Paul says : “ Behold Israel after the

Him by doing something else which He has a banquet given in honor of the idol , or it flesh : are not they which eat of the sacrifices
not commanded us.

was taken to the market and sold like other partakers of the altar ?” Jews and Gentile

Vain and idle it also is , if we indeed do meat . Concerning the eating of such meat a had different religions and they would not

what God has commanded, but not in agree- question had arisen among the Corinthians , touch each other's sacrifices. Every one eat

ment with His Word as He has commanded whether it was right or wrong, and they had ing of a Jewish sacrifice, by that act confessed

it. Most severely were the children of Israel applied to Paul for his decision . That was a himself a Jew , or at least an adherent of the

forbidden to institute their worship after their question of great consequence in those times , | Jewish religion . So Paul means to tell the

own thoughts without theWord ofGod. Thus because it entered deeply into the social life Corinthians: If ye in the houses of the hea

the Lord says by the prophet Isaiah : “ I have of the first Christians. If , for instance , a then eat of heathen sacrifices, you by that

spread out my hands all the day unto a re- house was divided , the husband being a hea- act confess yourselves adherents of the hea

bellious people , which walketh in a way that then and the wife a Christian , and the hus- then religion. The principle, therefore , which

was not good , after their own thoughts ; a band gave a banquet in honor of an idol , it St. Paul here lays down, or rather of which

people that provoketh me to anger continually might involve life and death for the wife , just he reminds, for this principle was known in

to my face ; that sacrificeth in gardens , and as she would take part in that banquet or not. the world long before Paul , is this : At what

burneth incense upon altars of brick.” They Now Paul here gives this decision : “ What- altar a man worships , that religion he pro

did what God had commanded, they brought soever is sold in the shambles, that eat , ask- fesses . That is regarded as a selfevident

sacrifices unto the Lord , but instead of bring- ing no question for conscience' sake,” but if thing the world over in all religions and among

ing their offerings on the altar made of shittim a Christian was invited to the house of hea- all nations : if a man worships at a certain

wood in the temple at Jerusalem , they built then and was told , what was set before him , altar, he by that act confesses the religion>
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taught at that altar. Go where you please , wicked as to suffer both parties to remain drinketh damnation to himself, not discerning

to polished Europe or pagan Africa , every- each in its own opinion that they receive the the Lord's body.” One not believing that

where you will find it acknowledged as a rule same sacrament each after its own belief. the Lord's body is there can , of course , also

and principle : At what altar a man worships, But if there is such a one , he must have a not discern the Lord's body in the sacrament

that religion he professes. If you go to a heart harder than stone, steel or adamant, he and can not receive it as being the Lord's

Jewish synagogue, conform to the worship must verily be an apostle of wrath . For body , and to invite such an one to a Lutheran

and partake of the passover, you thereby pro- Turks and Jews are far better who deny our altar , is inviting him to eat and drink dam

fess yourself an adherent of the Jewish re- sacrament and freely confess such denial ; for nation to himself. In short : “ I speak as to

ligion and you will be so regarded. If you go thereby we remain undeceived by them and wise men ; judge ye what I say.” Judge ye ,

to a Mohammedan mosque and there perform fall into no idolatry. But these fellows must if I say right and true in declaring : To my

the acts of worship , you show yourself a Mo- be the very arch - devils, who would give me own table I may invite whom I please and

hammedan. If you commune at a Catholic purely bread and wine and would suffer me leave uninvited whom I please , but this is the

altar , you confess yourself a Catholic ; if you to take it for the body and blood of Christ , Lord's table and here I have no right to in

commune at a Lutheran altar, you confess and would so miserably deceive me . That vite and to refuse after my own liking , but I

yourself a Lutheran ; if at a Calvinist altar , a would be too hot and too hard ; that God must search the Lord's Word for His instruc

Calvinist. That is a very simple truth ; in must shortly punish.” ( See W. ed . vol . 17. tions as to whom I am to admit and whom to

fact a selfevident thing , and Paul here clearly p . 2446. ) Luther's words are severe , but refuse at His table , and by those instructions

says it : " For we being many are one bread , they are to the point ; for it is surely so , if I must abide .

and one body ; for we are all partakers of that a preacher can treat the Lord's Testament But are there not true Christians also among

one bread .” With those with whom I com- lightly, he must regard it as a light thing. the Calvinists, and should we refuse to com

mune , I confess myself one in religion and We Lutherans who believe the Lord's words mune together with such who from heart and

faith . Those who commune together are to concerning His Testament , regard it a sacred soul are the children of God ? To many that

be one in faith , and those only are to com- treasure which is to be guarded scrupulously seems a strong argument, and some will even

mune together who are one in faith . and is not to be exposed to abuse . We must conclude , to refuse communing together with

With what persons alone we are to com- therefore have what people are pleased to others would amount to saying that they are

mune with regard to faith is clear from the term close communion, that those alone com- not Christians. But that is by no means so.

text. Paul says : “ I speak as to wise men ; mune together who confess the right faith . Our Lutheran Confessions clearly say that

judge ye what I say. The cup of blessing, also among those who err in regard to the

which we bless, is it not the communion of the
II.

sacrament, there are true children of God ,

blood of Christ ? The bread which we break , But close communion is something which is and we believe that God has His children yet

is it not the communion of the body of Christ ? ” | a stumbling-block to many, and many objec- even under popery ; for of antichrist, which

Every person of a sound mind knows that it tions are raised against it not only by sec- is the pope, Paul writes that he sits in the

takes at least two things to make a commun- tarians , but also by many who are called temple of God ; but from the fact that Christ

ion ; for one thing alone can never form a Lutherans. It is therefore well, if we are pre- has yet a temple, even in the very midst of

communion. So Paul's words incontrovert- pared to give answer to such objections . Some His enemies, it will certainly not follow that

ibly say this : With the bread the body and say : “ It is the Lord's sacrament , therefore wemust commune together with those enemies.

with the cup the blood of Christ are given and man has no right to refuse it to any body.” Were it true that we must commune together
received . If a man confesses that faith as to A wonderful conclusion indeed ! Why not with all who may be Christians, then must we

the Lord's testament and otherwise holds the just as well turn it around and make it this also commune with Catholics ; but this the

truth , then we are to receive and to treat him way : It is the Lord's sacrament , therefore advocates of open communion themselves re

as a brother ; but if a man denies the real man has no right to give it to any body . The fuse to do . The fact is , they set up an un

presence of Christ's body and blood , if he one conclusion is just about as right as the scriptural and impossible rule of judging ; for

says that the Lord's body and blood are only other . From the fact that it is the Lord's I am not to judge of another by the faith of

in heaven and not in the communion , but are sacrament , it does not follow that it must not his heart which I can not see , I am to judge

merely emblemized or represented by bread be refused to any body , but it does follow : him by the confessions of his mouth ,
which

and wine , then we must say : Friend , we are Because it is the Lord's sacrament, therefore I can compare with the Scriptures and thus

of a different faith and we can not commune it must be given or withheld according to the judge whether it be right or wrong . Accord

together at the same altar as though we were Lord's instructions. If the sacrament were ing to charity we are to regard those who pro

one in faith when we are not. From this text mine , then I might do with it what I pleased , fess Christ as Christians , unless their words

it is therefore very clear that a Lutheran can according to that saying of the Lord : “ Is it and deeds prove the contrary ; but whether

not go to a Catholic or a Calvinist altar to re- not lawful for me to do what I will with mine I can commune with them , can not be decided

ceive communion ; neither can we invite them own ?” For the very reason because the sac- by the charitable supposition that they be

to our altars , nor can we , if he apply , admit rament is not mine, because it is the Lord's , Christians at heart , but by the fact that they

a Catholic or Calvinist to our communion un- | therefore I , being only steward and not owner , are one with me in the confession of the truth ;

less he renounce his errors and adopt our must administer it according to the Master's for thus says the apostle : “ Mark them which

faith ; for those communing together are to orders . The question therefore is , what are cause divisions and offences contrary to the

be one , which certainly above all things re- the Master's orders ? Now concerning the doctrine which ye have learned ; and avoid

quires that they be one in doctrine and faith . passover the Lord had commanded : “ There them .” We are to judge by the confession

To Dr. Luther mixed or open communion was shall no stranger eat thereof : but every man's of the mouth and not by the faith of the heart.

such an abomination that there is hardly any servant that is bought for money , when thou Another exception to close communion is,

thing in popery against which he wrote sharper hast circumcised him , then shall he eat thereof. that we should be charitable. We should in

words than he did against mixed communion . A foreigner and a hired servant shall not eat vite others to our altars and should go to

Of preachers holdingopen communion Luther , thereof." Those who were not circumcised , theirs , that would be charity .. I thought

for instance , writes : “ To meit is horrible to were not to eat the passover , and those who charity was to love another , and this would

hear that in the same church and at the same are not baptized , are not to be admitted to be a new kind of charity consisting in com

altar both parties (Lutherans and Calvinists ) the Lord's supper. As to those who do not muning any where and with any body . A

should receive the same sacrament, one party believe the words of this Testament, who deny Christian indeed desires to be on good terms

believing that it receives purely bread and the real presence of Christ's body and blood , with all men , on brotherly terms with a

wine , the other party believing that it receives we have not only the general command to be brother and on neighborly terms with a neigh

Christ's true body and blood . And often I separate from those who hold and defend bor ; but the Lord did not institute His Testa

doubt, if it be credible that a preacher or errors , the apostle also writes : " He that ment that we should use it as a means to show

shepherd of souls can be so hardened and eateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth and / ourselves on good terms with other people.

.
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But so many say , nothing depended on the life to come , to that blessed Saviour whom hibition . It would scarcely satisfy the de

doctrine , but we should show ourselves chari- Mr. Ingersoll so “ brilliantly " blasphemes. mands of public decency , for the proprietor

table towards all and they will commune wher- In the first place, I have never been in the of the show to advertise it by saying, “ You

ever they happen to be . What else is this habit of encouraging vile slanders against my are invited to hear these champions discuss

than saying : I do not care a thing what you neighbors, for the pleasure of seeing how hand- these vexed questions and cross swords.' ”

believe and teach of the Lord's supper , but somely they can be refuted . Nor has it been You courteously invite me “ to follow the

I want to be on good terms with you any way. my custom to seek entertainment from sensa- course of the Gladstone-Ingersoll controversy

That persons going from church to church tional newspapers , or any other sort of prints , in the leading review of the country .” But

and communing everywhere to show them- to see how surely the promoters of crime and the question in controversy has been settled

selves on good terms with all , do not believe villainy can be gibbeted . Indeed , it would so long ago , so well and solidly , that you will

anything in real earnest, is very clear . be a much pleasanter thing to see men saved excuse me if I decline . There is in my pos

But will not close communion render a from their own infamy , than overwhelmed in session a small document, costing five cents ,

church unpopular ? If a church practices it , it. Of course , they who “ know whom they that settled the question long before " the rip

will not many be against that church and talk have believed,” and can , with undimmed vis- est product,” or his antagonists, or even the

against it and work against it ? That is the ion , trace the lines of light , and the moral Review itself, had an existence.

chief objection of our own flesh and blood . forces of this world , along the movements of That document contains the testimony of

It says: Wby not rather make this small con- God's word , expect Dr. Field or Mr. Glad- twelve eye and ear witnesses , of unimpeach

cession and have open communion , than to stone to be more than a match for “ the ripest able veracity, to the life , death , resurrection

be so much bated and talked against ? Well , product” ( as you call him ) of this our Chris- and ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ. We

God sees to it that there is always something tian nation . But when these Christian gentle- have just been reviewing the testimony of

by which His children are tried . For the men have more than matched “ the ripest prod . God , angels , men and devils , friends and foes ,

early Christians the trial was the burning of uct,” what then ? Bunyan , in his inimitable concerning the character of Jesus of Naza

incense . In Roman court rooms there was allegory , tells of a certain bog into which cart- reth . With united voice they acknowledge

a bust of the ruling emperor, and in front of loads of earth have been heaped since the him to be what he professed to be — one teach

it a pan with coals of fire and a dish with in- world began , and it is a bog yet , full of slime ing the way of God truly . As He was raised

cense . If a man was arraigned for being a and filth . There is no bottom to the sink. from thedead, in attestation of the truth He

Christian , the judge would call on him to The material which the Christian gentlemen taught, you will pardon me if this simple fact

sacrifice, and the meaning was not that he have brought to mend that road is of the right makes it unnecessary for me to follow the

should go to a temple and bring an offering sort , the kind from which the King's high- course of the controversy."

to an idol , but there in the court he was to way is made, but it sinks in the interminable The fact that the Church of Christ stands

take a grain of incense and drop it on the depths . Unbelief does not want the truth ; out to -day, as a regenerated aggregate of men

coals in honor of the emperor, and that little nor does malicious skepticism ask for theright and women who have been saved from the

act would restore him to liberty and friend- ways. The scribes and Pharisees said to the enmity and skepticism in which “ the ripest

ship . But tens of thousands of Christians dying Saviour that if He would come down product is foundering, renders it unneces

chose rather to go to the stake and be burnt from the cross they would believe Him. Yet , sary for me to " avail myself of this excep

alive , than perform that little act , because it when the terrified soldiers , who were on the tional opportunity,” to which you refer.

involved a denial of the Christian and a con- side of the scribes and Pharisees , came and In this little five -cent document- the New

fession of the heathen religion . Practicing testified that Jesus had come from His grave Testament — are certain confessions of one , Mr.

close communion implies a confession of the after beeing dead three days, those willful Saul , formerly of Tarsus, who was later known

truth of the Lord's Testament. Let us see skeptics deliberately fabricated a lie , in order as “ Paul, the servantofthe Lord JesusChrist.”

that we be found faithful. The true doctrine to get away from the truth. Excuse me , sirs, He has been at the pains to tell us with great

and right administration of the Lord's supper, one may as well be walking on in his journey candor , that he was once on the side of the

affording so indubitable a pledge and seal of to the celestial city , as staying to cart dirt in- ripest product,” in reference to the person of

God's grace and the forgiveness of sin , is to that old slough . Jesus Christ, though probably for a different

surely worthy that if it needs must be wee Financially, no doubt, there is something in reason. (See 1 Tim . 1, 13.) He had made
forego the friendship of men for its sake . this discussion for the proprietors of the Re- many eloquent harangues, to the great de

May the Spirit of grace and perseverance rest view , but beyond that the results do not seem light, no doubt , of the gentlemen who bribed

upon you . Amen . to be of the highest quality. But the chal- the false witnesses and the soldiers , and were

lenge tossed back to us , “ Why not hear both prepared to undertake even as obdurate a case

sides ? ” Well , this is a free country. If any as was Governor Pilate . He informs us , also ,

man wishes to pay five dollars to look at the that he was on his way to Damascus, doubt

caricatures of his own mother, or wife , drawn less with his pockets full of legal documents

by a vulgar artist ; or wishes to invest this and his head full of infidel arguments, when

An excellent open Letter to the “North amount to hear these beloved ones abused , he the Master turned him aside for a private

American Review ,” inviting to subscribe can probably have the liberty. No man can word, and settled the discussion with him for

because of its Gladstone - Ingersoll Con- interfere with his high privilege of sitting down ever . That gentleman, honest , fair and log

troversy on Agnosticism . in an audience , and listening for two hours ical , puts the argument in a few sentences.

to such scurrilous blasphemy as “ the ripest In writing to the Corinthian Christians, who

Gentlemen :—Your second letter , inviting product” can pour out upon the Son of God . had been turned from their corrupt lives by

me to subscribe for the Review , is received . De gustibus nil disputandum est. But there the Gospel, he bases the whole proof of Chris

I have also noted the special inducement, viz . : are some tastes that do not run in that chan- tianity upon the resurrection of Jesus Christ.

the forthcoming " brilliant article,” by Mr. In - nel, and we are obliged to ask to be excused For , " If Christ be not raised , your faith is

gersoll , against theChristianity that has given from that sort of entertainment. It is true, vain, ye are yet in your sins. Then they also

us our homes , our country , our institutions , that the children of a virtuous mother could which are fallen asleep in Christ are perished .”

and has brought to this dark world all the easily defend her good name; but it would be But he proceeds to prove that Christ is risen

light that has ever fallen upon it . Though in horribly bad taste for any gentleman to get from the dead . For He was seen by Mary

you desired only my autograph and an accom- up a public discussion of the fair woman's Magdalene, and by the women who had been

panying check for five dollars, I shall take the character , at so much a head , for the purpose sent to bear tidings of His resurrection to His

liberty of sending you , instead, my reasons of showing how valiantly the sons could de- disciples , by Peter, by the disciples on the

for not subscribing. They may not be influ- fend her. It is more than probable, that the way to Emmaus , and on the same evening to

ential , but are the reasons of one who owes lovers of such a true mother would interpose the disciples in an upper room , in the absence

all he is in this life, and all he hopes for in the some practical obstacles in the way of the ex- of Thomas. A week later He was seen by

Polemical.

7
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all the disciples including Thomas. Later almost as white as snow. Not a sound falls wells of Israel and the men of whom the

still , He appeared to them at the Sea of Gali- upon the ear , nor the murmur of a breeze , 84. Psalm saith : “ Blessed is the man whose

lee , then to them on the mountain in Galilee, nor the rustle of leaf or grass , not the hum of strength is in thee ; who passing through the

and to about five hundred brethren at once, the smallest insect. Silence — only silence- valley of Baca make it a well.”

to James , and to them all at His ascension. as profound as death , unless it is broken by

Last of all He appeared to Paul, who had been the howl of a prowling hyena or the distant
The Evangelical Association .

His bitterest enemy ; whereupon Paulsurren- ſoar of the king of beasts . Within the limits

dered to the truth , turned right about, aban- of Egypt and the Soudan these desolate at- The followers of Albright years ago organ

doned his old life , counting all things loss for moors extend over three-quarters of a million ized a religious society , named the Evangelical

the excellency of the knowledge of Christ of square miles , never trodden by the foot of Association . They publish a German church

Jesus his Lord . He began at once to preach man. Only a few caravan trails cross them paper, Der christliche Botschafter and an Eng

the faith that he had tried to destroy . And , in their narrowest parts , with scanty wells at lish church -paper, The Evangelical Messenger.

through peril , dishonor , danger , stripes , im- long intervals ; and the necessities of trade They also have a college and seminary in Illi

prisonment, stoning , on to death itself he can alone account for their being penetrated nois . As all Methodists they are not very

went ; loving his enemies and laying down his at all . They are like oceans , where caravans doctrinal , their almost only doctrine being

life for the blessed Lord he loved . Here is pass each other in haste like vessels at sea. conversions at the mourners ' bench. Other

testimony that becomes more potent as the The marches are perfectly terrible, and yet it wise they make a great noise about their con

ages pass , and the millions of lost ones accept is worse to halt during the day than to keep fessional liberality . Yet they are not ex

it , and with it accept the transformation of in motion, for the heat makes sleep or rest empted from bitter internal conflicts. After

life and hope which it brings. impossible , even under canvas. With the almost a year's quarrel in their papers and

Follow the discussion ofMr.Ingersoll ? Ex- burning sand under your feet and the vertical conventions, they deposed the editor of their

cuse us , gentlemen. Having the winnowed sun over your head you are as between the Englisch church - paper on account of rebellious

wheat , we have no interest in seeing that witty lids of an oven . In summer the thermometer spirit. And now one of their bishops pub

clown kick up a dust while beating out his rises to 150 and 160 degrees. The air that lishes another bitter fight they had in their

old straw . The old material which he is turn- blows feels as if it had just passed through a educational institute and that they must de

ing over again in the presence of your chil- furnace or a brickkiln . Over the plains it pose their college president also on account

dren , was long since pulverized by your grand- quivers visibly in the sun, as if rising from a of rebellious spirit. All these experiences

fathers . Having built our house upon the red-hot stove , while the mirage mocks your cannot be made without great sorrow and

Rock, we do not now propose to substitute for senses with the most life-like image of lakes , heart-breaks in their train . The strange feat

that foundation the sand -bags of your " ripest ponds and rippling water . No more laughter ure about the matter is that the Evangelicals,

product.” or merriment along the column now. Soldiers so carelessly meek in doctrine , should exhibit
Yours respectfully,

and camp-followers protect themselves as best so much rebellious spirit in external matters.

Des Moines, Ia. S. E. WISHARD.
they can with turbans and blankets , bringing

Herald and Presbyter. June 13, 1888 . over all the hoods of their cloth capotes, leav- The Council at Orange in France, in

ing only a narrow aperture just enough to
the Year 529, bears Testimony

see ; while , strange to say, the Bedouins stride
against Ohio .

along on foot, bareheaded and almost naked ,

without appearing to suffer any great dis- The Council at Orange had thirteen bish

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor. comfort. ops present and the opposition made by this

This description , which is notours,certainly council against semi-pelagian encroachments,

published on the 7th and 21st must convince us , that no human mind and showed the evangelical spirit which made
of each month . All communications and money should be

sent to : LUTHERAN Witness, 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville, power can change the character of that great France of those days memorable. Here are

Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. desert. Now the image of a desert is often some of the doctrinal canons of that truly

Money sent otherwise than by money -order or draft is at the

used in Holy Writ to show the utter barren- Lutheran body. " Adam's sin did not only

ness and waste of the spiritual life of mankind hurt the body, but the soul ; it descended to

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second
by nature and the work which God doesthrough his posterity ; the grace of God is not given

the gospel-ministry to change this desert into to men because they call upon him , but that

ST. LOUIS, MO., September 21, 1888. fields and gardens. Behold I will do a new grace is the cause thatmen do call upon him :

thing. . . I will even make a way in the wil- the being cleansed from sin and the beginning

The African Desert and its Lesson. derness and rivers in the desert to give drink of our faith is not owing to ourselves , but to

to my people, my chosen .” Isa. 43 , 19. 20. grace . We are not able by our own natural

If the " wilderness” in winter offers many “ The wilderness and the solitary place shall strength to do or think any thing which may

attractions , it is quite the reverse with the be glad for them ; and the desert shall re- conduce to our salvation . We believe that

" atmoor,” as the Arabs call the utterly barren joice, and blossom as the rose . It shall blos- Abel , Noah, Abraham , and the other fathers,

kind of desert . This is truly the ideal desert, som abundantly, and rejoice even with joy had not by nature that faith that St. Paul

consisting mainly of hard , gravel plains , di- and singing. And the parched ground shall commendeth in them , but by grace." " That

versified byzones of deep sand , rocky ridges, become a pool , and the thirsty land springs some may be predestinated to evil , we not

sometimes of considerable altitude , and rug- of water," Is . 35. Man's life on earth with only disbelieve, but detest those who think

ged defiles. It is absolutely destitute of all outGod and Christ , is as a journey through a
“ If any one say , that the beginning or

vegetation and consequently of animal life. great sterile desert, where the senses of man
increase of faith , and the very affection of

belief is in us , not by the gift of grace, that

Only the ostrich and hyena cross it swiftly by are mocked by images of pleasure and joy , is , by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit cor

night, and the vulture hovers over the cara- but as the desert - traveler finds in place of recting our will from infidelity to faith ,from

vans by day. Not a tree , not a bush , not a ponds, lakes and rippling waters only the impiety to piety, but by nature: he is an

blade of grass relieves the glare of the sun- parched bones of destroyed caravans , so the enemy to the doctrine of the Apostles. ”“ If

light upon the yellow sand.
No one can re- natural man finds at best only the dead works any man affirm that he can , by the vigour of

nature, think anything good which pertains to

sist the solemn impression ofdeep silence and and beggarly elements of this world when he salvation as he ought, or choose , or consent

infinite space produced by the desert. When thinks of having reached the goal of his ex- to the saving, that is to evangelical , preach

night has come, and the soldiers and Bedouins pectation . And as every one must perish in ing, without the illumination and inspiration

are asleep in their bivouacs , walk away under the African desert if it were not for some
of the Holy Spirit, who gives to all the sweet

relish in consenting to and believing the truth,

the unequaled African moon beyond the first oases , or green spots and wells that were he is deceived by an heretical spirit.” These

ridge of sand or rocks . Around you stretches placed there by the powerful hand of God- earnest men knew nothing of the newly pat

a boundless sea -like horizon. The sand gleams so all men must perish , if it were not for the ented harmonica of Rev. T. in Baltimore .
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¢hurch News.

1

these , however, are of more recent date and much boasted friendship of Catholics for edu

are in the American portion of the town . The cation and enlightenment of the ignorant re

ratio in which they stand to the adobes is solves itself into this, that only then will they

about 1 to 6 .
educate and enlighten, always, of course , after

Our Denver Letter. As in all other Mexican towns so in Santa Fe their own fashion , when sheer necessity com

also there is a Plaza , which we might call a pels them to do so .

Denver, Colo . , Sept. 8th , 1888 . Public Square or a park . In a Mexican Plaza , Among other curiosities of Santa Fe, there

The Denver letter in our Witness of July 7th which generally cover from 15 to 3 acres of is a United States military post, called Fort

I concluded by stating that in the afternoon land , one almost feels as though he were en- Marcy . The military band in February gave

of Feb. 15th I reached Santa Fe, the capital joying the beauties of Lafayette Park in open air concerts of evenings in the Plaza,

of New Mexico . As Santa Fe is the oldest St. Louis. which fact will undoubtedly lead the reader

city in the United States , there being indi- As to the population of the “ City of the to form the correct conclusion, that the climate

cations that it existed centuries before the Holy Faith ,” it is composed three fourths of of Santa Fe, 7000 feet above sealevel , is ex

Spanish conqueror Hernando Cortez set his Mexicans and one fourth of Americans or tremely mild and beautiful. The New Mexico

foot on American soil , it is not more than whites. The Mexicans are all adherents of State House, from wbich one is afforded a

natural, that the reader of our Witness should the Romish church , and an extremely lazy view ofthe Territorial penitentiary some miles

be very much pleased and interested to read class of people , shyly casting a momentary distant, also graces the New Mexico Capital.

something concerning that wonderful city from side glance at the strange passerby, as though The principal attraction, however, is the old

the pen of one who saw it with his own eyes. they were afraid of him . They make their Mexican San Migual church , built of adobe.

I shall in the present letter endeavor to gratify living principally by selling cedar wood for It is 280 years old and is usually visited by

this just curiosity of the reader. fuel , which they cut in the mountains near by strangers who , for having enjoyed seeing its

In the first place I would state , that my and bring it to town strapped on the backs of interior, are expected to deposit a contribu

object in visiting Santa Fe was to see if there their burros or in small wagon loads . On tion into a box , which they will not fail to see .

were any Lutherans in the place, with a view seeing a Mexican drive his burro as he walks Thus the old church , by Catholics called " The

as to what could be done towards establishing behind it , one is at a loss to know , which is the Cradle of Christianity in America ,” - serves as
a church . I was soon convinced , however, lazier, the Mexican or the burro , which he a first class money -making curiosity. So much

that any effort on the part of our Synod to drives. Most of the Mexicans, —so Iam told , this time for Santa Fe , the Territorial Capital
organize a congregation in Santa Fe must -are petty thieves, stealing little things when- of New Mexico.-H. R.

prove fruitless , at least for the present , as a ever there is an opportunity. The fact that

minister of the General Synod , Lutheran in they do not commit greater thefts is attributed

name only, had previous tomyarrivalpreached to their utter stupidity and want of energy.

there several times with apparent success , and They really are the most stupid people and
Laying of Corner-Stone in Augusta

as there were but few people in this out and the most superstitious Catholics I ever saw .
County, Va.

out Roman Catholic community, who were A person who would fondly believe medieval

Lutheran nominal or real . Romanism to have been abolished , need but The active and faithful band of Lutherans

Santa Fe presents a unique appearance in visit New Mexico and Santa Fe , in order to under the charge of Rev. F. Kuegele have also

all respects to the wondering new comer. Its become convinced that he is seriously mis- learned to appreciate the importance of paro

streets are crooked and hardly wider than the taken . Romanism in its worst form , with the chial church - schools for the Christian training

alleys of an American town ; nor are they exception of bloody persecutions, flourishes of their children . The congregation has two

equally wide throughout their entire length . in that Territory and its Capital. churches, Trinity and Bethany, and a school .

San Francisco Street for instance , the main The stupidity, superstition and ignorance of The two churches are for the greater con

thoroughfare of the city, varies all the way the Mexicans in all things is stupendous. If venience of the members who live scattered

from twenty to thirty -five feet in width . Such one thinks of this in connection with the fact ,
over a field of about 23 miles in length , to

irregularities in regard to streets are found in that for a space of 300 years priests and wards the one end of which stands Trinity

all the Mexican towns through which I have monks and nuns have lived in Santa Fe, one and, six miles apart , towards the other end,

passed . That portion of Santa Fe which is must be stoneblind not to see that Romanism stands Bethany. By this arrangement all the

chiefly inhabited by Americans, has also an is the bitter foe of the Bible , of Christian members have the service of the Church com

American-like appearance , the streets being knowledge and enlightenment, all the boasted paratively near bome every other Sunday, for

wider and straight. The dwelling houses and claims of Romanists to the contrary notwith- if on one Sunday some must go quite a dis

other buildings of the town are for the greater standing. This is also illustrated by another tance to church, the next Sunday these will

part built of adobe . Adobe may be described fact, as follows: The Pueblo Indians in the have it nearer, and the others must go farther .

as being a brick 3X7X13 inches , made of vicinity of Santa Fe , as in fact all Pueblos, The school with boarding house for the chil

yellow mud with an intermixture of straw and are Roman Catholics , at least in a certain dren is located at Bethany.

dried in the sun . The dwelling houses usually degree ; at heart they are believers in and But why lay the corner -stone of a new

are 20X20 and about 10 feet high, having a worshipers of Montezuma. Although the church, when the congregation already has

yellowish brown color , and looking like a Catholics of Santa Fe for 300 years had the two churches ? This necessity arose from the
number of old store boxes unconcernedly opportunity to enlighten by proper instruction school which is always and everywhere the
scattered about. The roofs of thehouses are the minds of these Pueblo Indians, nothing blessed nursery of the church . The school

flat, and it is not an uncommon thing to see was done for them until the congregationalists room bad become too small and Bethany , the

grass and cactuses , in some instances even started an Indian School in Santa Fe in the smaller of the two churches, was also rapidly

small trees, growing on them. Some of the fall of 1885, and taught the poor Indian chil- filling . The congregation then wisely decided

houses have yards , which are enclosed by dren with unexpected success. For not only to erect a new and larger house of worship

adobe walls , one third lower than the houses. was this school filled to its uttermost capacity , and to use the old one (built in 1874 ) for

Most of the business buildings on San Fran- but the little Pueblos made rapid advances school purposes. So , on the 12th of August,
cisco Str. are built so as to have a porch over- both as regards their manual and intellectual the corner - stone was laid with appropriate
head reaching from the roof or second floor training. All this was regarded with dis- ceremonies, on which occasion the under

to the end of the pavement, a distance of pleasure and jealousy by theRoman prelates , signed preached to a large and joyously at

from 6 to 8 feet , answering the purpose of and of the manymeansresorted to forkeeping tentive congregation . The building is to be

awnings and affording precious shade . These the Pueblos inside the Catholic fold , the most of brick burnt on the ground, 37 X 55 in

stores , by the way, are one and two, seldom efficient proved to be the erection of an oppo- size, with beautiful pilasters between the half

three stories high . There are some few stone sition school of ten times greater dimensions Gothic windows, and with a small steeple.

brick and frame buildings in Santa Fe also ; Iand much more attractive in appearance . The C. J. 0. , Richmond , Va.7
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Hearth and Home.

1

1

Masonry in Distress, which Distress took the cup and raising my hands , I vowed

will, we hope, multiply greatly . that I would never drink my wife's tears again

as I had been doing for the last twenty years ,

The Masons have their troubles, comments and that I was going to stop. You boys know

the Christian Conservator, on receiving from My Son is nearer to me now in Heaven
who it was that left me . You were all in

than he was in Africa ."
some unknown friend a pamphlet on the row

the gang. Give me another glass of water,
among highidegree Masons of the Scottish rite ,

Mr. Bartender . ” — Pacific.
A very humble but God-fearing couple hadpart of whom have control under Albert Pike

From his birth , theyclaiming descent from the infidel Frederick a son — their only child .

the Great through Dr. Dalcho ; another party devoted him to the Lord , and sought, as his
« Exhort One Another.”

fighting for first place under the Cerneau mind opened , to teach him the way of truth ,

charter given by the French infidel Grand and to impress his heart with the love of Jesus.
This the Apostle says , and adds, " So much

Lodge or Orient. The Ohio Masons are in To their great delight, he remained from his the more as ye sce the Day approaching."
much distress because the leaders of the early youth in the call of the Gospel; and at We all appreciate encouragement one from

Grand Lodge of the State have put their hand length he offered himself for mission work another, and this is exceedingly true in the
upon the Cerneau business to choke it . The among the natives ofthewest coastof Africa. Spiritual life . Each Parishioner and Com

pamphlet quotes as authority from the Grand While studying for this purpose, his parents municant ought to encourage his or her friend
Lodge of Illinois, which is an annihilator of labored hard , and denied themselves not a

to attend upon Church and Communion . Each

conscience in lodge matters : " Liberty , to be little, in order to support him at college; and should have the welfare and prosperity of the

governed by the dictates of one's own con- when he left for the foreign field, his old Church constantly in mind, and invite strangers

science, is not allowable in Masonry. A true mother spun harder than ever, so that , by the to attend upon the services. The duties of

and faithfulMason is to be governed by the sale of her thread , she might help her son in liberality in supporting the Church and its
his noble work for Jesus.

laws and usages of the order. And if he can work should frequently be subjects of con

By -and -by her husband was taken home to versation . The Prophet tells us that “ they
not conform to these laws and usages, he can

withdraw from the order or be expelled . A the Father's house above; and though she that loved the Lord spake often one to another,

plea of 'conscience' will not be accepted.” well knew where he bad gone, nature would and a book of remembrance was written be
Chr. Cyn .

have its tears. But a few weeks had passed , fore Him for all them that thought upon His

when a heavier grief had to be endured . Ti- Name , and they shall be mine , saith the Lord ,

Converted from Sin and from that dings came to hand of the drowning of her when I make up my Jewels.”

son when he was crossing an African River in
dreadful habit of Opium-eating.

the discharge of his missionary duties .

Soon, however, did she dry her weeping “ And they loved not their Lives unto
The Rev. J. Macgowan, of the London Mis

sionary Society , writes from China : “ It is eyes, and with humble cheerfulness remarked, Death ," Rev. 12 , 11 .

wonderful to watch the Gospel operating out “ My son is nearer to me now in heaven than

in this Eastern land, just as it does in Eng- he was in Africa.” For a considerable period The mother of Mr. Hartmann , a missionary

land. The Chinese naturally know nothing she had managed , by great diligence and in South Africa , after her husband's death,

of sin . The Bible idea of sin does not exist economy, to send him £ 10 a year to assist him lived alone for nine years among the savage

in this land, and it is difficult to get inquirers in his work ; and when he died she did not Bush negroes, teaching their children, preach

to understand it. Yet here in a group await- cease her labor for Jesus . “ Now my dear ing to them in little companies, nursing them

ing baptism are a number of men brought up son is gone,” said the noble old woman, “ my in sickness , facing death many a time not only

in heathenism , talking about sin , and con- £ 10 a year shall go to some other servart of in the pestilential swamps, where four mis

Christ .”
fessing themselves guilty of it, just as though

sionaries died in rapid succession, but boldly

they had been familiar with the idea all their confronting the brutal plantation overseers,

lives . The history of one of the men baptized who would have driven her away , but for the
The former Drunkard will never drink

is interesting. He is about forty - eight; is a clamor of the slaves who loved her dearly ;
his Wife's Tears again .

doctor by profession . For twenty -six years living the while in a little hut , her only bed a

he was an opium-eater . Ten years ago he " Mr. Bartender , ” said he, " give me a glass sick and almost dying , and finally contractinghammock swung between two posts , often

got copy of John's Gospel . He at once of water . '

gave up idolatry, but took no steps to become the elephantiasis, a sort of leprosy which pre
" What ! Water ? ”

a Christian . Last year a native Christian in “ Yes, water. It's a new drink to
vails among the black population . She died

duced him in a conversation to become a wor- admit, and it's a scarce article , I expect. in 1853 , lying on the floor in the mission - house

shiper of God. He was told he must give up. Several days ago a party of us went fishing, in mission service - the oldest son in Southat Paramaribo . All her children are engaged

his opium . He had the opium-eaters ’ belief We took a fine stock of whisky along , and had

that death would result fromanattempt to aheap of fun.' Long towardseveningI got Africa,a daughter in Thibet, and theother. ’
,

give it up . After some hesitation he at length powerfully drunk , and crawled off under a son , first in Australia and now among the In

resolved, 'From this instant I will give up my tree and went to sleep . The boys drank up
dians in Canada.

opium and never touch it again.' He suffered all the whisky and came back to town. They

terribly . One evening his wife thought he thought it was a good joke because they had Honor Old Age.

was dying, and bought some opium to save left me out there drunk, and told it around

his life . Though racked with agony he would town with a mighty bluster . My son got hold The Germans have a story about a little

not touch it . After ten days of terrible suffer- of the report and told it home . Well , I lay girl , named Jeanette , who once went out to

ing he was a free man . He continues the under that tree all night, and when I woke in see a grand review . She found a capital place

practice of his profession and preaches the the morning my wife sat right there beside from which to see the soldiers pass , when she

Gospel wherever he goes .
She said nothing when I woke up , but noticed a poor old woman in the crowd trying

turned her head away, and I could see she very hard to get where she could see .

A Luther and yet not a Lutheran . was choking. Jeanette said herself : “ I should like to see

" I wish I had something to drink ,' said I. the soldiers march, but it isn't kind in me to

Rev. Babu Timotheus Luther, a native of “ Then she took up a cup that she had brought stay in this nice seat and let that old woman

India, converted by thefamous Dr. Duff , died with her , and went to where a spring came up , stay where she can't see anything ; I ought to

on February 19th , after having labored for and dipped up a cupful and handed it to me . honor old age, and I will." So she called the

44 years as aminister of the Gospel , and head- Just as she did so she leaned over to hide her old woman , and , placing her in the nice seat ,

master of a high-school at Calcutta . eyes. I saw a tear drop into the water. I fell back among the crowd . There she had

me, I'll

I

I

me .
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to tiptoe and peep and dodge about to catch and behind the back of their parents might

a glimpse of the splendid scene , which she take notice of this !

might have seen fully and easily if she had Something yet besides this is remarkable .

kept her place . GOETHE , the greatest German poet, was not

Some of the people said she was a silly girl ,
Lectures against the Theatre. satisfied at all with the declaration of the poet

and laughed at her. Jeanette was rewarded
next in rank to him , viz . SCHILLER , avowing

in her heart for kindness to old age . A few From the German of C. F.W.Walther,D. D. , and adapted the theatre to be an institution for the further
for the WITNESS, by R ... r ...

minutes later a man covered with lace elbowed ance of morality. He , moreover, asserted

his way through the crowd and said to her : very frankly , " Alas ! the dispute" (whether a

“ Little girl , will you come to her ladyship !”
XIII . PAPER.

Christian might attend the theatre ) " obliged

She could not imagine who her ladyship was, Having, in the last number , shown you how the friends of the stage” (or theatre ) " to de

but she followed the man to a scaffold within a modern writer , himselfan actor once, points clare this institution , though devoted to higher

the crowd. A lady met her at the top of the to the theatre - fires as being an uplifted finger sensuality merely , to be a moral one . They

stairs and said : “ My de child , I saw you of God , a reminder showing to us God's ex- maintained the theatre were able to teach and

yield your seat to the old woman . You acted treme displeasure in those institutions, I shall improve people and thus to be directly useful

nobly. Now , sit down here by me ; you can now communicate an old narrative contained to the State and Society. " His innermost con

see everything here .” Thus Jeanette was re- in the work of AHASVERUS Fritsch which has viction, therefore, was that the plays neither

warded a second time for honoring old age . already been cited . He writes about the fol- could nor should nor would further morality !

S. S. Visitor. lowing : - In the year 1689 , on the 19th of And undoubtedly he was right . He knew but

April, in a pompous wooden palace at Copen- too well that even the most decent theatres

hagen , built especially for that occasion , a want to be serviceable to higher sensuality,
God's Judgment.

great opera was performed with really royal i. e . , to the cultured flesh .

splendor, for the celebration of the birth-day But still more . Another illustrious German

In the year 1812 , when Napoleon was about of the voluptuous King Christian V. of Den- author and play-wright , LESSING , after having

to invade Russia, that people arose as one mark , at the performance of which the city's first published a scientific impious book against

man, and were also much encouraged through rich and aristocratic people only were present . Christianity , viz . , Die Wolfenbuettler Frag

the public prayers of the church, for the Em- The price of admission, namely, had inten- mente, and having thereupon written a play,

peror Alexander had commanded that through- tionally been set high to keep poor people Nathan der Weise ( Nathan the Wise ) , hav

out his whole kingdom prayers should be of- out ; for an exceedingly gorgeous play should ing the same end in view , declared in a let

fered to God , that the impending dangermight also be honored by a splendid and magnificent ter to his brother, published posthumously,

be averted .

audience . God's intention , however, in per- with this play he intended “ to play the theo

Now when Napoleon heard of these prayers, mitting this , was , of course, quite different: logians a worse trick than with ten “Frag

he said, “ They expect to conquer me with the rich and aristocratic should see for once ments'.” ( Lessing's Works, published by

prayers! Between the Emperor Alexander what preference they have before God over Lachmann , XII , 510. ) He, consequently ,

and myself only bayonets shall decide ! I
against the poor and lowly. For what hap- desired to fight against Christianity more suc

will press forward to Moscow with my 500,000 pened ? Hardly has the play begun, when an cessfully with his play than with yon scientific

soldiers , and put their prayers to shame."
actor , entering amongst other ones in the dis- work. And ' tis true , by this play, in which

Soon , however, a dreadful judgment of God guise of a god ofwar, bursts out , “ Lightning , he endeavored to prove the Turkish and Jew
came upon the great army of which he was so

fire , smoke , and steam ! ” As soon, however, ish religion to be better than the Christian
proud . He had scarce entered the Russian

as these words died away , a cry of “ Fire , religion, he did more harm to Christianity
border when an unheard of Winter broke in

fire ! ” suddenly sounds through the whole among the German people than with that
upon them and caused the destruction of his

theatre , and lo ! in a few minutes the whole scientific work in which he opposes Chris

army. Of the great army which he led into wooden building is ablaze. Music and song tianity. The poison of a play is sweeter to

Russia, only 1600 soldiers, fit for battle , were
are silent , lamentable cries and wailing takes the flesh and hence more readily taken by it

brought back , and Napoleon himself, clothed their place . A terrible rush towards the exit than a scientific work, compelling one to med
as a poor fugitive , and fleeing from the de
struction in a farmer's sled , was compelled to begins, many are crushed and others are tram- itate very profoundlyoverit. Thus we have

pled to death by the conglomerate mass, whilst the concession of our most illustrious (Ger
acknowledge that there was but a step between

about 300 persons are burnt alive . (-NB. man) dramatic poets themselves that the aim
the lofty and the low .

During the presentation of this narrative the of the plays is not the furtherance of morality

Grand Opera House of the city of St. Louis nor of religion , but , on the contrary , the grat

Proper Recreation . was destroyed by fire ! - ) What is partic- ification of the lusts of the flesh , at best , of

ularly noteworthy, is the following . Among the more refined flesh , or the contending

Music is one of the most thoroughly whole- those of the audience thatwereinjured by the against religion , above all , against the Chris
some of evening recreations , if it is only the fire and received some bad burns , was also the tian religion .

enjoyment of a violin , a banjo , or a flute in vain daughter of the renowned pious theolog ( To be continued .)

your own room . Put aside a dollar out of ian , Dr. John Lassenius, who so earnestly and

your wages or your salary for the best public zealously opposed all the vanities of the world , Whom I Love Above All .

concerts , and for tickets to the art galleries. being at that time professor of theology and

The cities are growing richer every year in pastor of St. Peter's Church at Copenhagen . " Let Him whom I love above all... let

such treasure -houses of beauty and inspira- His mediating prayer was , at any rate , the Him come to me , that He may touch me with

tion. As for the whole matter of recreations , cause of his daughter's being saved as a brand the sweetness of his inspiration . For when I

I will give you one wholesome rule . Every out of the fire, though she was badly injured feel his influence, I leave myself by a sudden

amusement or recreation which makes the by fire, thus granting her time for her conver- change, and being melted am transformed

body healthier , the mind stronger , the heart sion , which seems really to have followed . into His likeness . The holy mind is disgusted

purer, is right. Let the others alone. What- Still , there is no certainty about it. So much with all things which it feels from the body,

ever you think of with a twinge of conscience only is certain that this vain , world-gay daugh- and desires to become altogether spiritual;

or an ugly taste in your memory next morn- ter of the good old Lassenius was afterward and while sensual objects murmur around , it

ing, never do ; it is the next morning's whip married to a pious pastor, whence we may flies into spiritual things and desires to hide

that spoils the sensualist's revelries . It is a infer that she was converted, since a pious itself in them . Therefore it desires the loving

good rule never to spend an evening in such clergyman would , otherwise, hardly have en kindness ofthe Lord , because without that it

a manner that you cannot pray with a clean tered in wedlock with her. Would that all feels no power to approach Him . ” GREGORY,

conscience when you go to bed .-Sel .
children attending the theatre against the will Exposition of Canticles v. 1 .

>
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Miscellaneous

The Self -constituted Committee on had been cut into the general shape of a

Church Destruction. brilliant , and its main face or table was then

placed on the polishing wheel. It was kept

This is a Committee that is found in most there for 100 days, the wheel revolving at the

Romanism Rebuked by Indians.
Parishes and Congregations. The singular rate of 2,800 revolutions per minute. The

thing about this Committee is that it forms diamond was held upon the rotating surface

One day in the winter of 1832—1833 four itself. It is never called into being by the at a distance of about 15 inches from the

Flathead Indians appeared on the streets of Rector , nor by any corporate action of those center. Based on these figures, a calculation

St. Louis with a request which no white man interested in the Parish . showed that the surface passed over by the

had ever heard before . They came, they said , Another interesting feature about it is that diamond amounted to 75,000 miles, or nearly

from the land of the setting sun . They had it is one of the most effective committees that three times the circumference of the earth.

heard of the white man's God and they wanted can be found . The results of its work can be Yet it was all futile , as the stone would not

the white man's Book of Heaven .
seen every Sunday, and felt in the general acquire a polish. The ordinary weight placed

General Clarke, then commanding the mil. tone and condition of the Parish . Then it upon a diamond, while on the wheel, is from

itary post at St. Louis, was a Roman Catholic. costs nothing to run it. All kinds of people 24 to 2 pounds. This was increased by

While the four Flatheads were received with can, and do belong to it. This Committee 4 and 8 pounds without effect , and finally

the greatest hospitality , and were shown the consists of: 40 pounds were used . The wheel was badly

Roman Catholic church , the pictures of the 1st. Those who stay at home on Sundays damaged, the diamond plowing into it and

saints , etc., yet they were steadily denied unless it's pleasant, or perfectly convenient throwing scintillations in all directions. The

their oft repeated request for a Bible. Two of to go to Church ; those who vacate their pews diamond , even under these conditions , could

the Indians died in St. Louis from the fatigue when some literary or theological attraction not be given a commercial polish . The wheel

of their long journey from Oregon. The two comes along ; and those who make the whole had to be replaced . The work was done in

other , homesick and disappointed , prepared day a day of pleasuring , riding , visiting, etc. the establishment of Tiffany & Co. , of this
to return. Gen. Clarke made a banquet for This is a very strong wing of the Committee city . - Scientific American .

them and bade them God speed on their jour- on Church Destruction . It actually labors This must certainly be a hard stone . But

ney. One of the Indians was called upon to with the Pastor to discourage him , and with the stony heart of man is still harder. Ezek.

respond . His response deserves to be care- the stranger to keep him from casting in his 36 , 26 .

fully read . We can give no just idea of the lot with the Parish .

circumstances, or of the impression it pro- 2d . Those who enjoy the privileges of the Conference Notice.

duced . We can only give the English version Church , and give just as little as they can , and

of the speech which, like all translations, loses always under constraint, to its support. These Lutheran Conference of Missouri willtakeplace
The fifteenth annual convention of the English

much of the force of the original : members of the Committee get in their work October 19—23 . in the church of Rev. C. L. Janzow,

“ I come to you over the trail of many moons by continually talking of the property of the St.Louis, Mo. The project of forming an English
Lutheran Synod will be discussed . All ministers

from the setting sun . You were the friend Parish , continually reminding the Rector of within the bounds of the Synodical Conference,

of my fathers, who have all gone the long the debt, if it be behind a few dollars , im- serving English congregations, are invited to attend.
Winfield , Kans . , Sept. 12 , 1888 .

way. I came with an eye partly opened for pressing strangers with the almost hopeless CARL SPANNUTH, Secy.

more light for my people who sit in darkness . condition of things in the Church , and insist

I go back with both eyes closed . How can I in keeping the Church down to the meanest Notice.

go back blind to my blind people ?. I made furnishing, and the simplest accommodations Bro . SCHLERF , formerly of Janesville, Wis. , re

my way to you with strong arms, through for its purposes.
quests his correspondents to address him hereafter

at 419 24th Str. , Milwaukee , Wis .

many enemies and strange lands , that I might Frequently these members of the Committee

carry back much to them . I go back with on Church Destruction live in very nice houses , Recent Publications.

both arms broken and empty. Two fathers wear nice clothes, and are found always at
came with us. Theywere the braves of many the public amusements, and freely pay money 100 FESTGESAENGE FUER MAENNERCHOERE (100

Festive songs for male choirs) by J. G. Kunz,
winters and wars . We leave them asleep here for personal pleasures . teacher and organist to the Ev. Luth . Emanuel

by your great water and wigwam . They were 3d . While claiming to hold doctrines of the
church, St. Louis, Mo. Price, single copy, $1.50 .

Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis, Mo.

tired in many moons and their moccasins wore Communion to wbich they belong, those who This is a composition, compilation and revision

out. My people sent me to get the white insist that all other doctrines are equally true . of one hundred anthems, prepared by TeacherKunz,
so well known as composer and organist to the

man's Book of Heaven. You took me where This portion of the Committee however is church . It is not only proper music with good

you allow
your women to dance , as we do not

small . It requires some positive character, texts, but it is so nicely gotten up , that it will

ours , and the Book was not there . You took and decided stand to be taken about some greatly encourage the organizationof male choirs.
And if we hold the saying of St. Augustin to be

me where they worship the Great Spirit with thing. true that sacred song is a twofold prayer, we will

candles , and the Book was not there . You Lastly , those who criticise the workers and certainly welcome this new artistic gift with all
the candor it so amply merits .

showed me images of the good spirits and laborers, their plans and methods, but suggest

pictures of the good land beyond , but the nothing better. This , too , is a wonderfully Subscriptions Paid .

Book was not among them to tell us the way . effective membership . This makes the chariot

I am going back the long, sad trail , to my wheels of interest and zeal drag heavily . It Mr. Theo. Ungemach, Zanesville, O., (VII) $ 1.00
Mrs. C. Siegel, Baltimore, Md . , ( VII )

people of the dark land . You make my feet confuses the workers , perplexes the Pastor, Mr. Jno.Eckhardt,Baltimore, Md., (VII)

heavy with gifts and my moccasins will grow
discourages contributors.

1.00
Miss A.Miller, Washington, D. C., (VII)

old in carrying them , yet the Book is not We do not want this Committee and hope Rev.J.H. Ph.Graebner, St. Charles,Mo., (VII ) 1.00
1.00

Mr. H. F. Moehnert, Solomon, Ia ., (VII)

among them . When I tell my poor , blind all our faithful people will refuse invitations Rev. C. F.Graebner, Sedalia, Mo., (VII) 1.00

Rev. H. Roehrs, Hilbert, Wis. , (VII)

people , after one more snow , in the big Coun- to join it whether they come from within or
Mr. G. H. Balster, Scotch Grove , Ia ., (VII) 1.00

cil , that I did not bring the Book, no word without.-- Christ Church Register. Rev. H. Bartels , St. Louis , Mo. , ( VII)
1.00

Mr. C. F. Nuoffer, Chicago, Ills ., ( V & VI)
2.00

will be spoken by our old men or by our
Mr. J. N. Peterson, Boston, Mass ., ( VII)

young braves . One by one they will rise up Miss M. Lehre, Cleveland , O., (VI & VII) 2.00

and go out in silence . My people will die in
An Unpolished Diamond. Emanuel Church, Baltimore, Md . , (2. quarter) 4.00

Rev. Geo . Bartling, Medina, N. Y., (VII )

darkness, and they will go on the long path to A remarkable diamond was exhibited at a Rev. F. Sievers, sen ., Frankenlust, Mich ., ( VII) 1.00

other hunting grounds . No white man will recent meeting of the New York Academy of Mr. H.Oehlerking, Salt Creek, ills . , (VII)
Rev. F. Sievers, jun. , Salzburg, Mich ., (VII) 1.00

1.00

go with them and no white man's Book to Sciences by Mr. George F. Kuntz. It was a Mr. Silas Barger, New Hope, Va ., (VII )
1.00

Miss E. Hall , Wayneshorough, Va ., (VII ) 1.00

make the way plain . I have no more words. ” compound or multiple crystal , containing a Rev. C. A.Germann , Utica, N. Y., (V & VI) 2.00

Adapted from the Missionary Review of the large number of twinnings . It is of the class Rev. J. Schlerf, Milwaukee, Wis., (VI & VII ) 2.00

World for July. termed " extreme durate” by the French . It CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .

a

1.00

1.00

1.00

1

1.00

1.00
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Our Épistle Postil.

a

took on Himself far sins , the diseases and fort us in the afflictionsof this life . The hope

sicknesses of the flock , and bearing them in of eternal life is certainly the strongest con

His own body on the tree , He was pierced solation which we have and can have in our

For the LUTHERAN Witness . with many wounds that the sheep might be daily toils and trials . If we did not have the

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE healed . The day on which these Scripture certain hope of that rest to come, that ever

passages are read , is fitly called the Lord's lasting glory above , then of all men we Christ
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.

compassion . Where was ever a shepherd ians would be the most miserable ; for what

By Rev. F. Kuegele. found like Jesus Christ, our shepherd ? where gain would it be to us to suffer with Christ,

is a shepherd willing to suffer the diseases of denying the world and fighting the battles of

II . Sunday after Easter .
the sheep in his own body in order that the the Lord , if we could not finally enter in to

sheep might be spared ? Do not other shep- the habitations of peace ? But if our hearts
(Misericordias Domini.)

herds
say : I am more than the sheep ; shall are persuaded of this that the Son of God

not rather a sheep perish than that I should Himself suffered for our sins , the righteous
1 PET. 2 , 21–25 .

suffer it's sickness in my own body ? And is for the unrighteous, and that mansions of

BELOVED HEARERS:—This Sunday is in the not indeed the shepherd more than the flock ? | peace are prepared for us in heaven , then we

old church language called : “ The Lord's What should we do if either the shepherd or have that hope which maketh not ashamed ,

Compassion.” Considering the texts set apart the flock must be sacrificed ? Would it not be and we know that this hope is something far

for this day , it certainly bears the name prop- preferable that a thousand sheep die rather better than all the treasures and pleasures of

erly ; for both the Gospel and the Epistle than one shepherd ? Butthis our Shepherd sac- this earth . Because Jesus Christ , God's own

picture to us in glowing colors the compas- rifices Himself that the sheep may be spared . Son , did once give account for my sins by

sion , love and mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ. Such is the Lord's compassion . Should we His sacrifice on the cross , it is clear that I

The Gospel lesson represents Him as that say, as we would say to a shepherd of this shall not be called to account for them ; and

good shepherd who has purchased unto Him- world : Lordy spare thyself; let the sheep when I compare with this infinite, this incom

self a flock not with silver or gold , but with fare as best they may ? Nay , so we should prehensible benefit which Christ has bestowed

His own holy and precious blood and with not say ; for that would be speaking wickedly . on me, the sufferings I am called to suffer in

His innocent suffering and death . He is that He has already offered up Himself a sacrifice this world for His name's sake , then my soul

shepherd who will cast out no one desiring to for the sheep, all is finished , and we should is cheerful , and my heart rejoicingly says :

feed under His gentle shepherd's staff, and not commiserate Him as though Hehad acted Since the Son of God has made me free from

who gathers His flock out of every kindred foolishly or needed to be pitied ; we should the wrath of the Father and the curse of the

and tongue and nation . He is that shepherd rejoice over the Lord's compassion , knowing law , let come what will ; let money and prop

who did not flee when He saw the wolf com- this that since the shepherd suffered for the erty , honor and health, yea, life itself be taken

ing , who rather sacrificed His own life for the sheep, the sheep are saved . It was His own away : wherein my soul delights , my Saviour

sheep to save them from the jaws of the en- good pleasure so to sacrifice Himself for the and my hope no one can take from me. Who

emy. He is that shepherd who continually sheep , and that should be our soul's rejoicing soever heartily believes that in Jesus Christ

keeps a watchful eye on His flock, who is ac- and boast that the free-will offering of our the grace of God is his , will have a quiet and

quainted with all the needs , distresses and Lord is our salvation. cheerful heart though dark clouds surround

ailings of His sheep , who is therefore able to But comforting our hearts and nourishing him and stormy blasts beat upon him .

feed , govern and guide every one of His flock our hopes of a blessed hereafter with the com- But to believe , to trust the love and grace

as is most conducive to it's health , growth passionate sacrifice of our shepherd we should ofGod is an art which to learn and to practice

and development. He is that shepherd whose also remember that He has left us an example goes beyond the ability of the human heart ,

heart burns with such love towards all the which we should imitate , walking in His foot- and even after we have been taught by the

flock , that He is not willing to lose even a prints . Agreeably to the text let us consider: Holy Ghost to look to Christ as our Saviour,

crippled lamb , who will follow after a stray WHY WE SHOULD WILLINGLY SUFFER with yet in the time of trial and visitation we are

one into dismal swamps and gloomy forests to CHRIST ? but too apt to become despondent , and ever

seek it and to bring it back to the flock . Well Peter answers
anew must we be lifted up , comforted and

may the members of His flock glory over their
1. because we are called thereto , strengthened . Therefore our shepherd, know

shepherd , saying : “ The Lord is my shep II . because Christ suffered , and ing and remembering our frailty , has filled

herd ; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie
III . because He is our shepherd and bishop . the Book which He gave us with words of

down in green pastures : he leadeth me be comfort and encouragement. Here the apostle

side the still waters . He restoreth my soul : I.
says : “ For even hereunto were ye called : be

he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness The greater part of this text St. Peter took cause Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an

for his name's sake. ” almost verbally from the 53. chapter of Isaiah, example, that ye should follow his steps.” The

Equally as theGospel lesson , yea one might where that prophetwith beautiful and impres- word " for ” directs us to the preceding verses

well say , yet more gloriously does the text sive words describes that Christ as our sub- in which Peter says : “ This is thank -worthy,

before us commend the compassion of the stitute bare our griefs and carried our sor- if a man for conscience toward God endure
Lord. Our shepherd did not revile and rows, pouring out His soul unto death as an grief , suffering wrongfully . For what glory

threaten when He was mocked and tormented , offering for sin . Now as every doctrine of is it , if , when ye be buffeted for your faults ,

nor does He rule over His flock with an iron the holy Scriptures is profitable not only for ye shall take it patiently ? but if , when ye do

rod ; with great patience in much contempt the life which is to come, but also for that well , and suffer for it , ye take it patiently,

and with bitter anguish He suffered and strug- which now is , so the apostle here applies this this is acceptable with God.” Peter distin
gled for the flock . Yea rather , our shepherd highest article of our Christian faith to com- guishes between sufferings which men bring

a
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name.

upon themselves by their evil deeds and vices , arated : eternal salvation , temporal tribula- ness what He sees fit to apportion to us ? By

and sufferings which in the judgment of men tion . Therefore Luther rightly says : " If you His suffering He saved us from eternal suffer

are undeserved . To suffer for evil deeds is a would have the fire, you must also endure the ing ; temporal afflictions and sorrows He sends

disgrace, to suffer for good deeds is an honor. smoke.” If we would bear Christ's image in us that we should not become secure and be

Suffering is the common lot of all mankind ; eternity we must also bear it in time ; that, lost , but abiding watchful should persevere

with a tear man is rn into the world , and says St. Peter , is our calling . Therefore, my unto tb end . Should then that be our thank

miserably he must depart from it again ; but beloved fellow Christians , remember your call fulness to murmur at the cross ? O rather at

between the sufferings of the evil-doers and ing , that in Jesus Christ you are not called all times and in all things let us remember to

those of the Christians there is a far reaching unto temporal prosperity, but unto eternal return thanks unto the Lord for His loving

difference. Imprisonment for theft is a shame salvation , so that in afflictions ye murmur not , kindness.

before God and men, imprisonment for the but rather give thanks unto God for His grace “ Who, when he was reviled, reviled not

confession of the truth is an honor before in making you like unto che image of your again ; when he suffered , he threatened not;

God and the holy angels . When we Christ- Saviour . but committed himself to him that judgeth right

ians suffer, says Peter , we should suffer for eously .” For His benefactions the Jews called
II.

good deeds and not for evil deeds. We should Him a glutton , a wine-bibber , a Samaritan,

so walk in this world that when suffering be- Indeed cheerfully , rejoicingly should we en- a blasphemer, one possessed of the devil ;

falls us , men may not pronounce it a direct dure suffering . Why ? Simply “ because Christ they mocked Him , they spat Him in the face ,

punishment of manifest sins and vices ; but also suffered .” The sufferings of Christians they tormented Him in all manner of ways,

that people be rather constrained to say : How are notdisreputable, they are of high nobility ; but He reviled not again. He , the Lord,

comes it that that piousman or that virtuous for “ Christ also suffered .” What God does, would have had the right and the power to

woman is so afflicted ?
is never mean and disgraceful; the least of curse them , but when He opened His lips , He

Are we then to do well and yet to suffer ? His works is noble and praiseworthy. What prayed for them , and without seeking revenge

Should it not rather be so that the wicked God is not ashamed of , no man need be He committed His cause to God . This noble

only must suffer and the pious be exempt ashamed of . Now God did not despise suf- example of our Lord we should study well

from all suffering ? So reason would judge ; fering . He took upon Himself the form of a and practice diligently . If the world ridicules

it would say that the pious must be free from servant to the end , that He might suffer. us for our piety , if in our afflictions she mocks

all misfortunes , sorrows and afflictions not Our Lord did not count it a reproach to be- us , saying : Behold, they claimed to be the

only in the world to come, but also in this come the humblest of the humble and to be children of God, thinking the favor of the

world . But this judgment of reason does not hung to the cross between two criminals. God Most High was resting upon them ; but see ,

agree with the facts . The fact is that the the Son was not ashamed to suffer , and did how they are afflicted, how misfortune follows

Christians must suffer as well as the wicked, God the Father despise Him for it ? O the their steps; ifwe must experience such treat

and very frequently the pious are far more Father was so well pleased that He highly ment by the world, we should remember the

plagued than the children of the world . In exalted Him , giving Him a name above every Lord who suffered greater things than ever

the first centuries of the Christian era many Should we be ashamed of suffering can befall us , yet was His heart not imbittered

thousands of Christians were miserably put in this world when our Lord was not ashamed by mockery that He should have opened His

to death , while those who murdered them , en- of it ? If we account enduring afflictions a lips to revile again . If we are reviled for the

joyed power and luxury. What strange thing reproach , we are ashamed of that which the confession of the truth , there is no reason to

is this that the children of God must suffer ? Lord Himself did and which the Father highly think it strange or to be offended thereat.

To carnal reason this is a strange and myste- esteems. Now to be ashamed of that which Are we better than our Master ? If the Lord

rious thing , and yet it is so very plain and God highly esteems , is to honor the devil . of glory permitted His honor to be trodden

simple . The temporal suffering of His chil- WhatGod honors is honorable indeed . Now , into the dust, should we retort wrathfully if

dren is simply a part of God's plan of salva- suffering with Christ , is precious before God ; an offensive word comes to our ears ? We

tion . Christians are called unto suffering. We for to Timothy St. Paul writes : “ If we be are in the number of those for whom He was

are called to God's eternal kingdom and into dead with him , we shall also live with him : reviled and reviling not again suffered itpa

that we can enter only through much tribula- if we suffer , we shall also reign with him : if tiently ; if we be not willing to bear the scorn

tions. Hence , when we are called to eternal we deny him , he also will deny us.” If we of the world for His name's sake , we are cer

salvation , we are also called to temporal trib- are ashamed of the cross of Christ, He will tainly not worthy to be called by His name.

ulation . Even before the foundation of the also be ashamed of us ; for He accounts the By His sufferings the Lord purchased us

world God resolved that all His children should cross His honor. If we cheerfully bear the from the revilings of the devils in hell , as Peter

be " conformed to the image of his Son ,” and cross for His name's sake we shall also reign continues : “ Who his own self bare our sins in

thereunto He has called us . Now if we are with Him in His kingdom . his own body on the tree, that we, being dead

to be made like unto the image of Christ, we To persuade us to take up the cross of to sins, should live unto righteousness : by whose

must be humbled in time and exalted in eter- Christ with gladness the apostle particularly stripes ye were healed.” He bare our sins in

nity. In this world Christ suffered , and there- mentions three things in which our Lord left His own body on the tree and by His stripes

after He was glorified with the Father, and us an example., He suffered innocently : we are healed , i . e . He paid a full ransom for

therein He left us an example, that ye should “ Who did no sin , neither was guile found in our sins that henceforth sin can no more con

follow his steps.” Do not understand Peter his mouth .” Christ was not a sinner, hence demn us , if we take refuge under His cross.

as meaning to say , Christ's sufferings had would not have been subject to suffering , but Now because He with such compassion and

been nothing more than only an example, He took on Him our sins and in these He meekness suffered the punishment due to our

His sufferings were the atonement for our suffered . When we suffer, we should suffer sins, therefore we should be dead , as unto all

sins— , yet they are also an example for us, innocently. Yet if we do suffer innocently sins , so also unto the sin of impatience and

teaching us that what happened to the master, in the sight of men we must not think that we murmuring against His guidances , and we

the disciple may also expect. Now in Christ suffer innocently in the sight of God ; for be should follow after meekness and patience.

we see temporal suffering, eternal glory and fore Him we have deserved all suffering a If a physician has cured a patient of a danger

to the same we are called . Not as though thousandfold , even because we are sinners. ous disease and then prescribes to him a cer

our eternal glory should be the result or re- Though men can lay nothing to our charge , tain diet in order to avoid a relapse , is it right

ward of our temporal suffering, our salvation before God we must bend our knees , confes- if that patient begins to rail at the doctor for

comes from Christ alone; but such is God's singwith Micah : “ I will bear the indignation not allowing him to eat what he craves ? By

order : They that are in Christ Jesus, must of the Lord , because I have sinned against His wounds the Lord has prepared for us the

become like unto Him . When we are called him . " Christ alone suffered innocently in- eternal healing of the soul, and He so guides

unto Christ , we are also called unto temporal deed , and since He suffered purely from love us as to bring us to the place where disease

suffering. These two things can not be sep- towards us, should not we endure with glad- and sorrow is known no more, and is it right

9
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:

if we begin to murmur against Him when He work are very cheap, and all the responsibili- write by inspiration ofGod, or, which is the

sends us afflictions that we may not relapse ties and consequences thereof the said synod same thing , is not endowed with the gift of

into the former condition , and our affections takes upon herself . It don't matter with this infallibility. For if he were , it would not be

again become fixed on the world and that body how much a man cast himself away , necessary for him to be engaged for a space

which is in the world ? King David was thank- whether his offense is finable by law or blame- of three years in preparing a document, which,

ful for the cross ; for in the 119th Psalm he ful in the true judgment of every honest man , it is true, we have not yet seen , but which can

says : “ Before I was afflicted I went astray : or only by the sentence of a congregation. It scarcely cover more than an equal number of

but now have I kept thy word. It is good for is of no consequence to them , if he pleaded pages with the first epistle of St. Paul to the

me that I have been afflicted ; that I might guilty or not; if his offense is attested by few Corinthians. Divine inspiration in its tech

learn thy statutes.” We want to be disciples or many witnesses , by testimony or deposi- nical signification implies, that a person moved

of Jesus ; if then we be His disciples, let us tion : he only has to declare : I come from the by divine impulse write or speak fluently, rap

follow the example of our Master. Missouri Synod and some member of that idly and easily with absolute infallibility, with

body charged some blame upon me and, of out on his part being scrupulously careful , lest
III.

course , I would like to be a member of good he utter or pen any erroneous statement , but

But the Lord has not only left us an ex- standing in the Ohio Synod . Then he will be so guided by the Spirit as to find it impossible

ample to imitate , He is Himself with us alway welcome and received with shouts, entertained to commit even the very least of errors . Just

as our shepherd and bishop. Peter closes this with pleasure, coaxed and flattered with satis- imagine the Apostle Paul being engaged three

extract with the words : " For ye were as sheep faction and gratification , without listening to years in preparing and writing First Corinth

going astray, but are now returned unto the any warning and monition coming from the ians.-H. R.

Shepherd and Bishop of your souls.” Without Missouri Synod. No customer should refrain

Christ all men are as sheep going astray ; no from an application of whitewashing for fear The Bible in Italy.

one knowing a certain way to salvation . You of an investigation of his dirty matter of fact

may search through all systems of philosophy occurrence . Of course , the matter will be
In this stronghold of Roman Catholicism

and all religions of the world, there is no way in examined by the synod, but it will be done in the work of the British and Foreign Bible So

which there could be any sure hope of reaching this way : A cleansing committee will be ap- ciety has met with marked success during the

heaven save alone by our Lord Jesus Christ . pointed whose duty it is to wbitewash before past year , the distribution being 33,349 copies

He is Himself the way, being the mediator be- the whole world not only the unworthy per- in advance of the year preceding . The figures

tween the Father and us , and He teaches us son , but first the warden from the accusation are : Bibles , 7,322 ; Testaments, 18,885 , and

the way in the Gospel. Now to the flesh that of smuggling blackguards into synod by un portions, 102,821 ; total, 129,028.

way seems very narrow , thorny, rugged and just recommendation ; and in the second place Miss. Review of the World .

rocky. No one can travel it without being the whole synod which made the untrue recom

scratched and buffeted . Butwhat matters it ? mendation her own by receiving such a black A Missionary that refuses to administer

We know theway ends in the golden city, and brother into her fellowship. To accomplish
the Lord's Supper and to translate

we are not alone on the way , the Lord is with this whitewashing the work must be done ac
the Scriptures.

us as our shepherd and bishop to refresh us cording to the following rules, and here you

when we languish , to uphold us when we find the astonishing trick.
The Church Missionary Society has had a

stumble, and also to buffet us when we are in 1. The blamed introducer of disgraced min

danger of going to sleep and forgetting our isters into the membership of the society must good deal of trouble recently with Metlakatla

journey. Now to be buffeted is indeed not be made member and , if possible, foreman of Alaska, Mr. Duncan ,who has been laboring
mission in British Columbia , just south of

pleasant, but it is thankworthy. If you are this whitewashing committee, and in this man
as a lay missionary agent of the Society among

in real earnest about paying attention to a ner he is made his own judge.

the tribes speaking the Tshimean language,
sermon , you will be thankful to your neighbor 2. The committee must act like her fore

for a sharp punch of the elbow to rouse you man, namely, not hear any part of the ac, refused persistently to have the Lord's Supper
upwards of twenty - eight years , has , it appears ,

when overcome by drowsiness ; and ifweare cusation or any witness against the accused refused persistently to have the Lord's Supper

administered to the six hundred converts

in earnest about reaching the eternal city , we brother, but only to believe the delinquent.

will be thankful to the Lord for at times lead
whom he has Christianized and civilized , or to

3. The whole world must be imposed upon translate any portion of the Scriptures into

ing us over a rough piece of road to keep us by sophistication, omission of facts, prevarica- the Tshimean, contending that it is better that

from falling asleep . Our Shepherd and Bishop tion, attenuation and evaporation of the thick the mission should remain a lay mission , and

knows our ailings and sees our dangers , both stench , and by denouncing the accusers as
that he dare not make the translation, although,

those present and future , and if we will but liars. This scheme can never fail to accom
as the Society's agents point out, he has been

trust His guidance we shall in the end say : plish its purpose.
teaching in that language all these years .

He has done all things well. Praise and honor This is no yarn , but is proved by some es
Finding Mr. Duncan firm in his attitude , the

be unto His name. Amen . says from the pen of the foresaid Warden of

All of the Ohio Synod, published in the Kir- Society has disconnected him from the mission ,

but all the Indians save a hundred cling to
chenzeitung.
Therefore, if you find in your travels through him, and at his instigation , it is said, claim

most of the property . He has great power
the United States some disreputed minister

For the LUTHERAN WITsess. who wants a testimonial of good standing, to be able to reorganize the mission . If this
over the Indians . The Society hopes in time

Advertising aNew Invention of White- send him over to the Ohio Synod by the ad-to be able to reorganize the mission . If this

vice given above, and he will find in this body kind of amissionary,notwithstanding his great
report holds true, Mr. Duncan is not the right

washing Defamed Ministers in the

Ohio Synod. a sweet home.

Yours truly ,
achievements.

MR. EDITOR , G. A. MUELLER .

Will you be so kind as to advertise a very A Methodistic Lodge -Church .

interesting invention recently made, used and The Pope's Encyclical .

published by the Warden of All of the Ohio The usual services will be held at the

Synod, and patented by the said synod at her Rome, July 1. – The Papal Encyclical on Methodist Church next Sunday morning. In

District-meeting . This invention consists in Liberalism is published. The Holy Father has, the evening the Pastor will address the Odd

an astonishing art of whitewashing ill- famed we learn, been engaged for a period of three Fellows Lodge who will attend the church in

ministers. The cleaning of them is done in yearsin drawing up this importantexposition of a body. Service morning at 11:45 ; evening

the simplest and easiest way, nor can the work the teaching of theChurch.-- Cath. American. 8 o'clock . Everybody invited .

ever fail to be successful. The costs of the This serves to prove that the Pope does not Litchfield , Minn . , News Ledger, Aug. 2, 1888.

Polemical.
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He affected his audience so , that they could Don't forget our English Mission at

not refrain from applauding him though he your Mission Festivals.

did not like it .

While Augustine acted as a presbyter at Our English missionary at Winfield , Kans.,

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor .
Hippo in North Africa , under Valerius, his Bro. C. Spannuth, writes as follows in a letter:

bishop , he was appointed by his bishop to “ It seems to me as if our various missions are

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st preach to the people, in order to reclaim them not equally well supported . Some missions

of each month . All communications and money should be

sent to:LUTHERAN Witness, 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, from riotous feasting on solemn days . He receive very liberal donations , whilst others

Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. opened the Scriptures, and read to them the enjoy not the same favors. It happens that

Money sent otherwise than by money- order or draft is at the

most vehement rebukes . He besought them by on mission festivals , where the money is com
risk of the sender .

the ignominy and sorrow which they brought monly apportioned to various purposes, some

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo., as Second upon themselves, and by dhe blood of Christ , missions will receive a generous portion, whilst

not to destroy themselves, to pity him who others that may be sadly in need , are left

spake to them with so much affection , and to without a penny.” Bro . Spannuth would say,

ST. LOUIS, MO. , October 7, 1888 . show some regard to their venerable old bishop , Don't forget our English mission at your

who, out of tenderness to them , had charged mission festivals . And we would also ask

him to instruct them in the truth . “ I did not our brethren not to forget our English mission
Pulpit-Eloquence.

make them weep," says he in his 29. Epistle at their mission festivals . And all ourworkers

to Alypius, “ by first weeping over them , but in this noble and prosperous cause join in the

We often noticed in courts and at political while I was preaching their tears went before petition , Brethren, don't forget our English

meetings the great eloquence of lawyers and mine . Then I own I could not restrain my- mission at your mission festivals .

public speakers . We just delighted in seeing self. After we had wept together, I began

them exert all their eloquence to sway the jury to entertain great hope of their amendment.”

or audience . Their minds well stocked with He now varied from the discourse he had

arguments , their bodies fresh for the work , prepared, because the present softness of

they catch the enthusiasm of the hour and their mind seemed to require something dif

make their best efforts to win the day with ferent. Our Denver Letter.

their hearers. They just teem with life and The other instance was this : “ We must

emotion , every fibre of their body seems to not imagine,” says Augustine , “ that a man Denver , Colo. , Sept. 15th , 1888 .

speak while their words of cheer or refutation has spoken powerfully , when he receives much The sixteenth day of February of the pres

mount the wings of the air. We could not applause . This is sometimes given to low ent year was a memorable day for the Roman

help thinking, should the men of this world turns of wit and merely ornamental eloquence . Catholic population of New Mexico and Santa

be wiser in their generation also in this re- But the sublime overwhelms the mind with Fe , it being the day on which the funeral of

spect than the children of light ? Would it its vehemence, it strikes them dumb ; it melts Archbishop Lamy of the Province of SantaFe

be amiss to learn a lesson from them for the them into tears . When I endeavored to per- occurred. The readers of the Witness will prob

benefit of pulpit-eloquence ? Lawyers and suade the people of Caesarea to abolish their ably recollect , that this man was one of the two

politicians study and practice eloquence, be- barbarous sports in which, at a certain time North American archbishops, who objected ,

cause they know what powerful agent it is in of the year , they fought publicly for several though without avail, to the Pope's favorable

their vocations,and though they pleaded cases days , I said what I could ; but while I heard action on the Knights of Labor question. This

before, yet they work every new case as if only their acclamations, I thought I had done Roman prelate was , if I be not seriously mis

they had never been engaged in any before. nothing; when they wept, I entertained a taken , of French descent . He died on the

Now there is an eloquence which in kind , in hope that the horrible custom which they had | 11th or 12th of February , and as Divine Prov

subject, in means and in purpose surpasses received from their ancestors , would be abol- idence would have it, I was to be an eye-wit

any eloquence of this world , this is sacred or ished . It is now upwards of eight years since ness of the funeral solemnities , thereby to

pulpit - eloquence . Ambassadors of Christ , that time, and by the grace of God they have become more thoroughly convinced, that Ro

pleaders for men's souls, criers against the ever since been restrained from the practice.” manism is par excellence the power opposed

gates of hell, praisers of virtue against sin and See the History of the Church of Christ by to Christ .

vice , trumpeters of the beauties and glories Rev. J. Milner, Part 1 , page 439 . On the day of the archbishop's funeral

of life immortal, should certainly be eloquent. It is true , the sense of our unworthiness to there were at least 2000 strangers in Santa Fe,

If they be sensible only in a little degree of speak the mysteries of God , the thought that the population of which town is about 7000.

the great cause which they represent, it must we have spoken to the same audience on the About 8 o'clock in the morning people began

fill their soul with arguments, it must make same subject before , the absence of such to wend their way towards the Cathedral ,

their tongue eloquent, it must make their de- signal results as in the case of Augustine, or which has been 15 years in course of erec
livery animated , it must fill their whole bear even the character of the assembly before us , tion and is not finished yet , notwithstanding

ing with a catching enthusiasm .
Behold , stifle in many instances the ardor of our elo- the fact that it is a very ordinary structure for

Rabshakeh , the messenger of King Senna
quence . But such sentimentsweshould over the principal church of an archdiocese. Four

cherib, before the gates of Jerusalem in the
come by the faith that it is the Holy Ghost fifths of all that attended the funeral were

days of Hesekiah. Listen to his speech . He that would speak by us and that the interests Mexicans. The Mexican women , as hurriedly

knows, he is speaking in the name of a great of the heavenly kingdom are always great , and with a shy look they passed through the

king , and he makes it the very purport of his always important, that there is always somenarrow , crooked streets of the city, presented

words to be heard and understood by those rampart of the devil to be destroyed , some a peculiar appearance , insofar as they all

whom he wanted to win to the side of his soulto be won and encouraged on the way to wore plain black dresses and had their beads

king . Shall this man outdo the messengers life . We remember to have read of a power- almost entirely wrapped up in something like

of the King of kings , of the Lord of lords, of ful and most eloquent preacher, that in work- black cashmere shawls. This is the usual

the Prince of glory ? By no means.
ing and delivering his sermon he always placed manner in which they appear on the streets,

But it is not alone the eloquence of the before his mind , that his present effort might as during my four weeks' travelin New Mexico

children of this world which we desire to call be the last sermon he should preach to his I have never on any occasion seen them wear

to the mind of our readers , but we will also people . And if it holds good that the secret a hat or a bonnet. In New Mexico , by the

give them two instances of pulpit-eloquence of prayer is secret prayer, it certainly holds way, things are so much different from what

in olden times. St. Augustine was not only good that sermons conceived in prayer , will they are in the States , that one traveling in

a good writer on doctrinal and practical sub- not lack the ardor of life and eloquence in the Territory feels as though he had been trans

jects , but he was also an eloquent preacher . delivery. ferred into some entirely strange land . As one

1
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passes through the streets of the towns bis seen approaching the cathedral. Having en plain its own present standpoint and under

attention is arrested by a peculiar but pleasant tered through its doors they would advance standing concerning the Galesburg rules . A

odor pervading the atmosphere, which on fur- towards the catafalque and deposit a money sharp and lively discussion followed .

ther inquiry he will find is owing to the smoke offering into a plate on it ; then they would stated that unlutheran Pulpit -fellowship could

of the cedar wood used as fuel. kiss the dead man's feet and the women with have only been found with one single synod

But to return to the archbishop's funeral, a superstitious awe would raise their little of the Council, and that the Michigan Synod

precisely at 9 o'clock A. M. the ceremonies children and even suckling babes up to do the had acted unconstitutionally , by neglecting

began in the Cathedral, which was filled to its same thing ; then they would kneel on the fraternal admonition of that synod. " The"

utmost capacity, there being at least 3500 floor and recite their beads praying to the Council has no jurisdiction over single mem

people in it , and in the centre of which , clad corpse or its departed spirit, erroneously be- bers of one of its synods and cannot be held

in his official purple , lay the dead archbishop lieved by them to be in purgatory or in eternal responsible for what certain ministers of one

on a catafalque five feet higher than the floor. or celestial bliss . That agent of antichrist in single synod may have done during some

I expected to find the greatest measure of his lifetime had never taught them the words Council-meeting.” " We may discuss this

solemnity , quiet and order prevailing on this of the prophet Isaiah chapter 63 , verse 16 : question of Pulpit-fellowship , if it is found

occasion ; the very reverse , however, was the “ Doubtless Thou art our Father,though Abra- necessary , but not in connection with the

case. The audience , to put it mildly, was ham be ignorantofus , and Israel acknowledge charges brought against us by these Michigan

very disorderly and noisy during the respon- us not ; Thou , O Lord , art our Father, our people .” “ They are law -breakers,” exclaimed

sive chanting of the numerous priests, than Redeemer ; Thy name is from everlasting.” Dr. Passavant. This was repeated by Dr.

which I have never heard anything more mono- It was a most pitiful sight calculated to Schmucker. “ Tell me , what else they are , '

tone and which was kept up for fully one hour make any true Christian's heart bleed , to see added the Doctor. Besides this, no timebeing

and three quarters. After the celebration of those poor deluded priestridden Roman Catho- found for doctrinal discussions, (although

Pontificial high mass , Archbishop Salpointe , lic Mexicans worship the remains of a human one afternoon was spent for the Minneapolis

the dead prelate's successor , in a very loud being. O , that by the grace of God our be- Exposition and the celebration of the 250th

voice delivered a brief discourse, although at loved Synod would send a Luther into that anniversary of the first Swedish settlement

a distance of 50 feet from the speaker it was benighted land !-H. R. in America, and another afternoon for Saint

impossible for me at first to discern in what Paul and vicinity ) it was finally resolved ,

language he was speaking, so great was the to accept the witdrawal of the Michigan Synod

confusion in the church , some people leaving
Our Minneapolis Letter and the without any further action . - In the last ses

it and others continually moving about ; for
General Council.

sion Dr. Spaeth brought in a resolution , that

two thirds of the people were standing during in the next meeting of the Council a discussion

the services . Now and then a sound struck
Minneapolis, Minn ., Sept. 21st , 1888. should take place on this question : " How

my ear, which seemed to be that of an Eng- Dear Brother in Christ ! does the practice of some of our brethren ,

lish word ; this caused me to listen with the The General Council was assembled in this concerning Pulpit-fellowship , agree with our

greatest attention possible , in order to learn city since last week . The meeting was inter- Galesburg rules? ” This proposition met with

if the discourse was really in English. No esting for me in many respects. Dr. Spaeth much and strenuousopposition , in which Eng

sooner bad I found such to be the case , when preached the opening sermon on the text lish and German members of the Council stood

I advanced towards the speaker until I was Gal . 3 , 28 : " There is neither Jew nor Greek, decidedly against each other , and church

within 20 feet of him , for I had an ardent de- for ye are all one in Christ Jesus.” Though political motives on the part of the English
sire to hear what he had to say not very much like a sermon , it was an able members were evidently to be discovered .

His funeral'oration, at least that portion of it discourse with the view of having the necessity | One of the English ministers in a regular

which I heard , was but an empty heathen pan- and importance of the English language more stump -speech made the final remark, that he

egyric on the dead archbishop . At times the generally acknowledged in connection with the had ever practiced such Pulpit -fellowship, and

speaker would tell the audience , how stricken missionary work . Bro. Janzow will be glad he would do so , until he would die .

with grief he was over the departure of the to read this. Dr. Seiss was elected president upon a pretty loud clapping of hands took

old archbishop , but his countenance at the of the Council , instead of Dr. Spaeth. I have place. The proposition of Dr. Spaeth , how

same time was expressive of hypocrisy and never before seen so many DD's assembled , ever , was finally carried , and so the question

great joy over the fact that the archbishopric although the attendance in general was a very will be discussed next year. - Well, let this be

of Santa Fe had devolved upon himself. After small one . There were delegates from eight sufficient.

the conclusion of this discourse , another dig- different synods. The synods of Canada,
Yours truly ,

nitary made a few remarks in Spanish , where - Michigan and Texas had not sent any del
FR . SIEVERS .

upon the incense offering was made, every one egates at all . The Michigan Synod withdrew Northern Pacific R. R. , Sept. 25th, 1888 .

of the high dignitaries in his turn going around from the Council. The committee, which re

the corpse with the smoking censer amidst ported concerning this matter, stated , that For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

monotonously mournful chantings . The en- when the Synods of Illinois and of Minnesota Ordination and Installation.

tire funeral ceremonies, which took up three withdrew from the Council in 1871 , no further

hours' time , were from beginning to end a action had been taken, and proposed , that the Mr. Editor ,—

mysteriously looking dismal affair ; there was same way of settling the matter be observed I will try to write you a rather lengthy letter

nothing in them of the Christian simplicity in the case of the Michigan Synod. Others this time , and hope you and your readers will

observed at the time of St. Stephen's funeral demanded , that the declaration of independ find time and patience to read it.-Our English

of which it is said : “ Devout men carried ence as contained in the official document of ConferenceofMissouri is not merely alive and

Stephen to his burial , and made great lamen- the Michigan Synod at least be read and com- breathing , but growing - gradually, it is true,

tation over him .” Acts 8 , 2 . During the municated to the assembly. This being done , but growing , nevertheless. At our next meet

deliverances of the discourses within the ca- itwaslearned , that the Michigan Synod charges ing in St. Louis ( 19th to 23d October next )

thedral without there could be plainly heard the Council with unlutheran practice in regard we intend to take a jump in the forward direc

the noisy hammer of the mason , who was to the Pulpit-fellowship. Thiswas the point , tion ; for the time being we are content with

dressing the stones for the crypt, in which atwhich Dr. Fritschel of the Iowa Synod asked an occasional addition . But I must confine

beneath the altar the dead archbishop was to for the floor , and told the people what he my remarks to Webster County.

be laid . As the crypt was yet unfinished the thought, and what he wanted them to think . On 3d inst ., Mr. C. F. W. Meyer, a late

burialof the corpse was deferred a day or two . He regretted that in former years the Council graduate of our St. Louis seminary, and can

The most disgusting scene I witnessed after had not paid more attention to the Michigan didate of the holy ministry , arrived here at

the services in the afternoon . From all direc- Synod's repeated protests against unlutheran Rader with his sister en route to the neigh

tions of the city men and women could be practice , and admonished the Council to ex- | boring St. Paul's congregation, whose call for

>

?
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Hearth and Hamę.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

1

1

a pastor he had responded to . He had taken cial need of such support , and especially de

a stop -over ticket for the rest of the week , so serving it . The entire collection amounted to

I had plenty oftime to introduce him into the $360.30, of which $60.30 were awarded to
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

mystery of the roads in this part of the coun- English mission . - C . F. W. Meyer.

try . On Friday of the week mentioned , one of The Proper Training of Children at

the St. Paul's elders called around for him Home and in Parochial Schools :

with suitable conveyance , so as to have the Mission Festival in Webster County , Mo. Discussed by Emanuel and St. Paul's Sunday

new pastor and his sister at point of destina Schools, Webster Co. , Mo.

tion in time for the reception dinner to be Sunday , September 23d , was a great day

given Saturday, September 8th, on parsonage for Emanuel's congregation at Rader, Web- Question proposed to both schools : Why

grounds. Writer of this was happy enough to ster Co. , Mo. do we prepare our children for Confirmation

secure an invitation and is very glad to report Great preparations had been made. Seats by a suitable instruction , and not allow them

the whole affair a success . I have reference had been fixed in a shady place near the to grow up without it to join any Church they

not so much to the fairweatherand abundance church , pulpit had been transported there, choose ?

of eatables , as I have in mind the successful tables put up , eatables had been prepared , I have condensed the reports of both con

expression of welcome by word and deed . The and arrangements for a grand time generally gregations from the minutes, for the answers

whole congregation, with hardly an exeption , had been made. Invitations had been sent were, as was to be expected, the same in their

was present. In the afternoon we all repaired out far and near for all to come and attend essential features .

to the adjoining church , and after a song or the mission festival to be celebrated then and We give our children a religious instruction

two with a short address intervening , con- there . in addition to the one secular , mainly for the

siderable time was spent in business meeting . Early in the day prospects were bad , for it following reasons :

On the day following ( 16th Sunday after Trin- rained ! Was all the trouble in vain ? No , for 1. It is an express and distinct command of

ity ) Mr. C. F. W. Meyer was ordained a min- soon the wind rose and dispelled the rain- God to do soma command as valid as any

ister of the Gospel and installed as pastor of clouds, the sun rose and shone brightly , and in the decalogue. If we neglect to conform

the English Lutheran St. Paul's congrega- the ground was dry by 9 o'clock , when people to the will of God as to the proper education

tion by the writer , he having been authorized began to come from all sides . That the con- of our children, we inevitably transgress the

to perform the ceremony by President of Con- gregation turned out in full needs hardly to ten commandments at the same time . Numer
ference , Rev. R. L. Goodman of Milford , Mo. | be mentioned . But there were more there ous are the passages of Scripture having direct

The services were well attended . — The con- than that. A wagon-load of people had come or indirect bearing on this subject. Eph . 6 , 4

gregation in question is incorporated , owns a on Saturday , a distance of 40 miles, over God says by the mouth of bis apostle : " Ye

commodious church and new parsonage with roads which can generally only be traveled fathers, provoke not your children to wrath ,

five or six acres of land , all free of debt. — The by horse. Still , they came , a good “ day's but bring them up in the nurture and ad

young brother has plenty of work on hand al- journey ." monition of the Lord .” When reading such

ready . After preaching his opening sermon Among them we noticed particularly old words in the Bible , can we conscientiously

we expect him here for our mission festival ; grandfather Driesel, from Wright County ,who shirk the duty and consequent responsibility

he then intends to visit the Pleasant Hill con- undertook a journey which many a younger of bringing our children up “ in the nurtare

gregation , also in this county and in connec- man would not have made even for a good and admonition of the Lord ? ”

tion with the St. Paul's charge. For the first day's wages. 2. This command , moreover, was given al

Sunday of next month he contemplates a cir- Rev. A. Meyer preached a sermon in the ready to the Jews in the time of Old Testa

cuit ride into Wright and Texas counties ; be morning on home mission , text : Luke 22 , 32. ment. TheLord spoke through Moses,Deut. 6 ,

sides, of course , opening the parochial school The church-choir favored us with three selec- “ These words , which I command thee tbis

as soon as practicable. We pray and hope for tions , well rendered . day , shall be in thine heart. And thou shalt

God's blessing. A collection was taken up after service which teach them diligently unto thy children , and

Rev. C.F.W.Meyer wishes to be addressed : brought $6.10 , showing that the people were shalt talk of them, when thou sittest in thine

Box 42 , Marshfield , Mo.-A. M. not only willing to hear , but also to help the house, and when thou walkest by the way ,

work as much as they could by contributions . and when thou liest down , and when thou risest

Service over , the committee having charge up , etc.” Did the Jews comply with this ?

of the commissary department was seen busy Read Deut . 4 , and Psalm 78. Certainly the

Mission Festival in Cleveland, O. getting tables ready and filling them with above words are binding for us also , though

many good things . They had expected that we are under the New Covenant.

A few weeks ago I had the pleasure of at- we would do these honor, for the majority had 3. If we neglect giving our children the

tending a mission festival at Cleveland, Ohio. come from a distance ; their expectations were necessary instruction in true morals , we " pro

The congregations of Revs. Niemann ,Walker, fully realized , for the many good things dis- voke them to wrath, ” by letting them follow

Weseloh, Rupprecht celebrated it in a park of appeared with alarming rapidity . Time after the natural bent of their minds, which , prone

their own. dinner was spent in social intercourse until to evil , entails the wrath of God on both

It is a fine plot of land , 10 acres , nicely im- 2:15 , when afternoon services began. parents and children . “ Seeing thou hast for

proved , with a spacious hall , seats , stage , Rev. C. F. W. Meyer, of the neighboring gotten the law of thy God , I will also forget

booths, and the like accommodations. The St. Paul's congregation, preached a sermon , thy children ,” ( Hosea 4 , 6 ) . So the true.

place is used for school pic-nics, mission fes- also on home mission , basing on Eph. 2. The nurture of children is not left optional with

tivals , etc. , and is the property of the con- choir again rendered valuable service in sing- parents, but is their most sacred duty, since,

gregations. It is situated about 15 miles ing three more selections . moreover ,

from the city , on the Nickel Plate R. R. A second collection brought $4.58 . Total , 4. Both parents and sponsors acknowledge

Two trains took the crowd out on that day . $ 10.68 , awarded to the English mission . Soon this duty and pledge themselves anew to it at

Rev. Niemann preached a sermon in the after service the crowd began to thin out and the baptism of their infants . In the presence

morning on home mission, having as text leave. All left the place well satisfied and ofGod and his congregation the solemn prom/

Mark 5 , 19 . conscious of having spent the time profitably, ise is given to have the baptized child in

Rev. Rupprecht, of Dover , preached the and with warmer hearts and minds towards structed in the Bible truths and thus enabled

afternoon sermon , also on home mission. Ac- Ilis work . The wish and prayer of all was : to speak for itself at confirmation . It is the

cordingly the collection was awarded to synod's Let the beauty of the Lord , our God, be upon expectation of having these promises faithfully

treasury for home mission, and a part of the us ; and establish Thou the work of our hands í fulfilled which adds additional value to the

sum was voted to the English mission , as a upon us ; yea ,the work of our hands establish sacrament of holy baptism , whereby they are

part of synod's home mission , which is in spe- Thou it.-C. F. W.M. initiated into the Church and grace of God.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
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It requires the proper training on the part of not specially instilled , and a direct and inti- it admitted of dramatists themselves that mo

parents and congregation to keep them there , mate union with the parochial clergyman , both rality were by no means the end their plays

or to regain them when strayed away. in school and in church , carefully maintained . had in view , rather, gratification of the higher

5. Parents are the divinely appointed guard- If children be taught, either directly or by in- sensibilities and mockery of religion and of the

ians of their children . The temporal and par- ference, that it matters not in what place , or church . Let us now consider how we must

ticularly spiritual welfare of children should according to what forms , they may present judge of this according to God's Word as all

be a matter of deep concern to parents . If their worship to God , they will naturally infer of us certainly wish to be good Christians.

the souls of children are lost , because ,of that there is no real preference due to one Mind well , I shall not impart to you mine or

parents failing to do their full duty , they will creed over another ; and that God is indiffer- any other man's view , but the Word of the

have to answer for it on the final day. Most ent whether or not He be served in the way great God , according to which we shall be

persons admit it to be right for parents to He has commanded, and regarded in the light judged on that latter day . May you listen

teach their children the law , or externalmorals, in which He has revealed Himself to mankind. to God now in order that He may again listen

which is a part of the Bible. The doctrine of “ I have directed your attention to this suh- to you one day. I would particularly address

the gospel, however, is as essential in the edu- ject , because it is probable that the minister this to our juvenile readers , who are most ex .

cation of a child as the knowledge of the law of this district will never rest satisfied until posed to the danger of being swept into this

—both should be taught as thoroughly as pos- he has a school connected with his church. whirlpool and there to forfeit their juvenile

sible . This involves the necessity of establish- In fact , no clergyman can feel at home in any piety and finally their salvation . Though all

ing and maintaining parochial schools where parish without his school." Scriptures, Old and New Testaments , are , so

pastor or teacher come up to God's command : Allow me a few words in conclusion , Mr. to speak , but one great testimony against all

" Feed my lambs," ( John 21 , 15 ) . Editor . participation of the children of God in the

6. On the other hand, is there a more pleas- The charge has been made by such as lusts of the children of this world and, there

ant duty for a mother, than to direct the mind oppose the parochial school system : “ You fore , the lusts of the theatre , too , which most

of her young child to heavenly things , to tell prejudice your children against other denomi- properly is a lust of the children of this world ,

with simple words the simple Bible truths and nations, and thus interfere with their liberty I shall notwithstanding mention ten arguments

see the child grasp and retain it with a child to join any Church they choose . ” — A singu- from Scriptureswhich ought especially frighten

like faith ? Does anything else give more real lar charge this is ! With equal right it might a Christian from attending the theatre .

satisfaction to a Christian father than to ex- be claimed , You must blindfold a man when First , the Word of God says , “ Whatsoever

perience the truth of the words : " Train up a about to cross a ravine on a narrow plank , is not of faith is sin .” Rom . 14 , 23. Hence,

child in the way he should go, and when he is lest he be " prejudiced” against falling down, according to Scriptures , those works merely

old , he will not depart from it ?” Prov. 22 , 6. and thus his liberty of putting his foot on or are good and pleasing to God that proceed

Read also : 2 Tim . 3 , 14. 15.--And will it beside the plank be interfered with .-My from faith and all those not emanating from

not be a happy re-union in heaven , when par- friend , will you not " prejudice ” your child faith are bad works , displeasing to God , and

ents will praise God for having granted them all you can against doing an act you consider just those works of the unbelieving that shine

the high honor of having been instrumental in detrimental to its bodily or spiritual welfare ? most and are most admired by the world are

bringing about their children's salvation , and - But we Lutherans do not even own to the but shining vices, as has been justly remarked

when these children will join in praising their charge of " prejudicing ” our children against by St. Augustine, the churchfather. Now, in

Maker for having kept them in the narrow joining an erroneous Church . On the con- a play a wrong virtue and a wrong vice are

way of obedience to their parents and the fear trary , the religious liberty , or , if you like , represented , good and bad works are judged

of God ? choice of denominations , is developed by our erroneously. The shining works of the un

In view of the above , our Lutheran Church thorough religious training . Our pupils are believing , i . e . , shining in the eyes of reason ,

is certainly to be commended for advocating made acquainted with the other systems of are extolled highly in the play as most noble

and practicing the parochial school system , religion besides the Lutheran, and on the day deeds though they be nothing but the fruit of

which is calculated to prepare the child for of confirmation , the child is asked to re -affirm haughtiness, pride, and selfishness . On the

this world and the next . It will, no doubt, be its adherence to the Lutheran Church for this other hand , the works of the most pious

gratifying for thereader to see that voices out- very reason too , because it has learned from Christians are represented either as products

side of our Church are occasionally raised in the Word of God that the Lutheran Church of ignorance, or as products of enthusiasm , or

supportof the same views . Says Dean Pellew , teaches the true doctrine in all its tenets and as products of hypocrisy. The greatest vices

a leading divine of the Church of England, in that accordingly all doctrines denying the are there represented as virtues , or they are

one of his sermons : “ The most delightful Lutheran doctrine must be renounced by the extenuated and excused as being quite par

sight , probably , connected with any church, catechumen . donable matters . Whoever, therefore , goes to

is to observe the train of decent, orderly On the other hand , is not the liberty to the theatre goes to the school of unbelief.

school- children proceeding to the house of join any Church they choose” a mere phrase Second , the Word of God says , “ Flee for

God . These are the lambs of the fold , des- and farce , when the persons called upon to nication .” But adultery, fornication , and un

tined to keep alive in the world the true join - generally at some revival- have no idea chastity is represented in the plays as some

knowledge of Christ , when we shall be sleep- of the difference in doctrine between the thing that might be overlooked easily , perhaps

ing with our fathers . They are therefore ex- several Churches they are about to choose as something quite natural even , yea , as a

actly that portion of his flock which constitutes from ?-A. M. most amiable gallantry. Why, generally , all

the Christian pastor's liveliest hope ; and their features of the plays finally aim at serving

well -being presents the surest proof of the the lust of the flesh only . By attending the

fidelity of his labors. I tell you , then , that theatre , one, consequently , goes to the school

your work of love will be incomplete, if , after of voluptuousness.

having endowed this district with a church , Lectures against the Theatre . Third, the Word of God says , “ Be sober,

you should fail to provide for it , in addition , be vigilant; because your adversary the devil ,

the means of Christian education . A school From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted as a roaring lion , walketh about , seeking whom

.... is the surest bond of communion be for the WITNESS , by R ... r ... he may devour , whom resist steadfast in the

tween the minister and bis people ; it presents faith .” 1 Pet . 5 , 8. 9. According to Holy

the best mode of ensuring congregations in XIV . PAPER . Writ , therefore, a Christian ought be absorbed

future times , and of training such congre- Hitherto , dear readers, testimonies of honor- by nothing, but his soul should be vigilant

gations to worship the Lord in the beauty of able heathen and of pious Christians of all and sober. But the design of all plays is to

holiness. It is an injurious error to imagine that ages , both of theologians and of laymen , have deprive a Christian of all vigilance and sober

these advantageswill result from other schools, been submitted to you , all condemning the ness . They , one and all , aim at flustering ,,

in which the duty of church membership is attendance of the theatre. Yea , we have seen spiritually intoxicating, yea , bewitching him .1

Practical.
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Miscellaneoug.

The gay -colored adornment of the theatre, tree,” bearing the following , not very relig

the splendid illumination , the garments of the
ious inscription :

actors and actresses , partly pompous, partly SIMPSON's Rest :

unchaste , the song exciting all the nerves ,
Trinidad, Colo . , Sept. 4th , 1888 . Lay me to rest on yon towering height,

the music drowning all voices of conscience, Where the silent cloud-shadows glide,

the continued change of interesting scenes
DEAR BROTHER, –

Where solitude holds its slumberous reign

devouring every other thought, all this already Since my last letter a month has elapsed, Far away from the human tide .

is serviceable to this purpose and aims at af- and I will now give a few items concerning
I fain would sleep near the old pine tree

fecting the looker -on, so that he will not , as our two congregations in this " wild western That looks down on the valley below,

it were , know himself anymore . The pictures country.” Like a soldier guarding a comrade's grave,

there presented to his eyes are of such a na- After having been installed by Rev. Rauh Or a sentinel watching the foe .

ture as to make an impression on him that at Las Vegas, I delivered my introductory ser 'Twas a refuge once in the by -gone time,

will be ineffaceable . He steps out of the mon and had the pleasure of seeing quite an When a pitiful fate was near,

theatre , but the pictures presented to him attendance, about thirty persons being pres- When my days were young and full of love

For a life I held too dear.
follow him and still lit about his soul. Asleep ent , while the male members are but eight in

and awake, he sees them. One going to the all. Tomy great joy, and showing the interest Thro' all the long years that have passed away

theatre nearly every day is forever living in taken in church matters , there were two chil- Since that night of storm and dread,

a world of dreams. He can no longer reconcile dren to be baptized this first Sunday. I've pray'd the boughs that sheltered me then

himself to reality, thus growing unfit for his Immediately upon my return to Trinidad,
Might wave o'er my dust when dead.

earthly calling and this life. A remarkable I was requested to conduct funeral services Delve deep my grave in the stern , gray rock,

instance showing how bewitching the attend at the coffin of a man who had met with an In its rigid embrace let me rest,

ance of the theatre is and how it intoxicates accident on the rail road . The congregation
With naught but my name on the stone at my head,

And the symbol of faith at my breast .
the senses , we find in Augustine's Confessions, at this place numbers thirty-five voting mem

VI, ch . 7. 8. , pp . 140 sqq . A certain Alypius, bers . It has already a lot for the erection of One mourner , perhaps , may remember where

later on Augustine's most intimate friend, be- a church, but there are as yet $ 300 to be paid sleeps

Services are held every Sunday
In the rock -ribbed tomb the lone dead ,

fore his conversion , was a passionate lover of thereon .
May breathe for the loved one to heav'n a pray'r,the plays . When he , at one time, attended morning , for three succeeding Sundays, and
A tear to his memory shed .

Augustine's public discourses, Augustine was the attendance is growing larger with every
Yours ,

just painting the abominableness of the theatre meeting. There is no doubt that by the grace
F. LOTHRINGER.

in such vivid colors as to induce Alypius to of God the congregation will grow both in

instantly conclude never to attend the theatre membership and in the knowledge of God's

again . But what happens ? One day he is Word.
Portugal not altogether forgotten.

met by his old fellow-students and they at At my second visit to Las Vegas , there was

once ask him to go to the circus with them . a third baptism to be performed after the serv- There are three Protestant churches at Lis

Alypius flatly refuses , but they drag him ices, and in an assembly of the members it bon , one of which was built by an English

thither by force. But he says , Though you was agreed to have services twice , Thursday merchant. The pastors of these churches

dragmybody to that place and seat me there, evening and Sunday afternoon . Two ladies were formerly Papal priests .

are you , by virtue of this , able to direct my professed their readiness to join the church ,

soul and my eyes on your plays ? No ! I shall and many persons declared themselves in a

Conference Notice.

consequently be absent there and triumph similar manner.

over the plays as well as over you . The fifteenth annual convention of the English

there with his eyes closed fast . Suddenly, congregations , it will, perhaps, not be amiss , Lutheran Conference of Missouri will take place

however, the audience sets up a great clamor- even for a Church paper, to give a few points October19-23. in the church of Rev.C. L. Janzow,
St. Louis , Mo. The project of forming an English

ing. He is worried by curiosity to look about on thecities themselves and their surround- Lutheran Synod will be discussed. All ministers
for the reason thereof. Opening his eyes he ings. Both places have a population of 5000, within the bounds of the Synodical Conference,

serving English congregations, are invited to attend.

catches sight of one of two combatants van- pure , clear air and a very healthy climate.
Winfield , Kans., Sept. 12 , 1888 .

quished and lying in his blood in the arena , Las Vegas is 7000 feet above the sea , on CARL SPANNUTH, Secy.

and behold ! his former passion for the play the Las Gainas rivulet, with extensive table

is aroused again with irresistible force so as
lands on both sides, called Mesas. Six miles

Recent Publications.

to make him again for a long time , as before, off are the hot and cold sulphur springs, clear

a slave to the theatre, until after being finally as crystal , and behind these a bill of 1000 feet , THE DAY OF JUDGMENT by F. W. Wehle, Artist,
115 Wisconsin Str . , Milwaukee , Wis .

converted to God with all his heart, he fled from which a beautiful view is obtained over
This is a new picture in the series of sacred de

the theatre for ever as a den of murderers to the whole country, with the Rocky Mountains signs to which Bro.Wehle has devoted his pencil.

the soul .—Hence , do not say , Attending the at a distance of 40 miles.
A full description of this picture by Bro. Wehle will

theatre here and there , or even but once , All along the rail road between the two cities is a grand picture. It sells at $ 1.00 á copy.
follow in our next number. The Day of Judgment

merely to get acquainted with it , can hardly be a view is had on the Rockies , their snowy crests

so great a sin and so dangerous. Oh , no ! Who- appearing transparent in the rays of the sun ,
New Address .

ever attends the theatre , enters a magic circle like a huge, molten mass of milk -white glass .
Rev. C. F. W. Meyer, Box 42, Marshtield, Mo.

where he may finally be easily deprived of his Trinidad , at an elevation of 6000 feet , is on

Christianity and , thereby , of his salvation. the Las Animas rivulet , familiarly called " The

Picket-wire. " Fisher's Peak, at a distance Subscriptions Paid .

( To be concluded .)
of 15 miles , is about 4000 feet above the city. Rev. 1. J. Mueller, Westcliffe, Colo.,(VII) $ 1.00

On rainy days one may see clouds crowding Mr. Chas. Brandes, Rondout, N. Y., ( VII) 1.00

A Song of Christ's Incarnation .
1.00

around its crest , reminding a person of Mount Rev. C. B. Preuss, Avilla,Ind ., (VII)
Mr. Dav . Hahn , Zanesville, O. , (VII)

Sinai and the children of Israel at its base . Mr. J. S. Forbes , Chicago, I., ( III to VII) 5.00

" Firmitudo infirmatur ; Prospect Point and Simpson's Rest , a mile Mr. A. L. Gresens, New Ulm , Minn ., (VII2cc) .50

Parva fit immensitas,
Mr. A.Einwaechter,Baltimore, Md., (VII2 cc) 2.00

distant, are 1000 feet high , and afford a view Rev. F. W. Heinke, Bauer, Ia ., (VII 2 cc ) 2.00

Laboratur, alligatur; for 25 miles around and on the Snowy Range Rev. J. L. Daib, Fort Wayne, Ind ., (VII)Rev. H. Schlesselmann, Friedheim , Ind .. ( VII) 1.00

Nascitur aeternitas. "
1.00

and the Spanish Peaks in the distance . The Mr. G. W. Boehne, Evansville, Ind., (VII)

[ Strength becomes weak ; immeasurableness latter is graced by a beautiful granite monu- Rev. L.E.Knief, Havana,nis, con

He sits Having thusstated the condition of both

7

1.00

1.00|grows small, suffers, is bound ; eternity is ment, in memory of the oldest settler, being Mr.Geo. Dehm , Havana, Ill., (VII)

born . ]
at the head of a grave , near an “ old pine CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

1.00

1.00
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Our Epistle Postil.
them and embraced them , and confessed that beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain

they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth . ” from fleshly lusts , which war against the soul.”

Pilgrims on earth , in the full meaning of the Peter is of course not speaking of such nom

For the LUTHERAN WITNESs. word , are alone the children of God. Permit inal Christians who , in fact , are and live as

children of the world , he is speaking of trueA FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE me therefore to-day to speak of :
Christians in whose spirit there is no guile.

THF TRUE CHRISTIAN AS A STRANGER AND
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR. These he calls strangers and pilgrims. Sim

PILGRIM ON EARTH .

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
ilar expressions occur frequently in the Script

I would set forth
ures . The Bible describes Christians as stran

I. why all true Christians are and are called gers and pilgrims in this world and the world
III. Sunday after Easter.

strangers and pilgrims on earth , and itself also regards and treats them as such .

(Jubilate.)
II . whereunto we are thereby exhorted. Unto this day it is true what the Jews of

Rome said unto St. Paul with regard to Christ

1 PETER 2 , 11-20. I.
ians : " As concerning this sect , we know that

BELOVED IN CHRIST :~When Pharao, the In the 9th verse of the chapter before us , everywhere it is spoken against.”

king of Egypt, asked Jacob the patriarch : the apostle Peter highly exalts the Christians, Why does Peter call Christians strangers

“ How old artthou ? " Jacob answered : “ The i . e . all true believers , saying of them : “ Ye and pilgrims? He wrote this letter to Christ

days of the years of my pilgrimage are a hun- are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood , a ians dwelling scattered in various countries ;

dred and thirty years : few and evil have the holy nation , a peculiar people , that ye should for he begins it with the words : “ Peter, an

days of the years of my life been , and have show forth the praises of him who hath called apostle of Jesus Christ, to the strangers scat

not attained unto the days of the years of the you out ofdarkness into his marvelous light.” tered throughout Pontus, Galatia , Cappado

life of my fathers in the days of their pilgrim- The Christians are a generation chosen and cia , Asia and Bithynia.” These Christians

age.” Jacob calls his life and the life of his separate from the world , a royal priesthood had not a common country of their own in

fathers a pilgrimage. Man is a pilgrim on bringing to their God offerings not in the which to dwell ; scattered throughout the lands

earth and his life in this world a pilgrimage. spirit of servility, but in the free spirit of they lived as a strange people among theGen

Man has no abiding city upon earth , he must royal love ; a peculiar people , having senti- tiles, by whom they were also frequently per

move from place to place . Since Adam and ments and ways which the world regards pe- secuted and were obliged to wander from place

Eve had to move out of paradise there is con- culiar. True Christians are indeed a peculiar to place , as the Lord had said : “ When they

tinual wandering to and fro upon earth . The people . They are earthborn mortals and yet persecute you in this city , flee ye into an

grandchildren of Noah indeed commenced the citizens and heirs of the everlasting realms of other.” They were therefore also in a wordly

building of a grand tower, thinking there to glory where death never came ; they are chil- sense strangers and pilgrims. But the chief

make their permanent dwelling place ; but dren of Adam and yet the children of God ; reason why Peter addresses them as strangers

soon they had to depart , the one setting his they are sinners and yet saints ; they are meek and pilgrims is, because they were yet living

face toward the east, the other toward the and lowly and yet angels , thrones and princi- in this world . In this sense all true believers

west. A man may indeed inherit the resi- palities stand at their service . True Christ- are strangers and pilgrims , because they are
.

dence of his forefathers , and he may live in ians are a people who abase themselves being yet living in the world .

the same house in which he was born until ready to minister unto all men and yet they Who is a pilgrim and stranger ? A pilgrim

the day of his death ; yet finally when the shall judge the world , as Paul writes to the is one who is traveling towards a certain place

soul has departed from the body, his body Corinthians : " Do ye not know that the saints which he is desirous to reach , and a stranger

also is taken and placed in a house built of shall judge the world ? ” True Christians are is one who is away from his home. But what

six boards , and he is moved to the city of sovereign lords , subject to none save God is home ? Home in a worldly sense of the

tombs. Man is a pilgrim on earth and his alone ; and yet they are ready to submit them- word is commonly, but not always the place

life a pilgrimage even because it is appointed selves to every ordinance of man which does where a person was born and reared . A per
unto man once to die . In this respect all not infringe the honor ofGod . Such is the son may move away from his native place to

men on earth are pilgrims , because there is honor, the glory, the nobility of Christians. another place and that may become his home.

no exception , all must die . They are , as St. James says, a kind of first I was reared at a place far from here, but I

Yet , notwithstanding the old adage, that in fruits of God's creatures." That is saying left that place many years ago and now when

death all are alike , there is an immense differ- much ; yea , it is saying something which those I go there I find that it is no more my home.

ence between men in their death . Some when who have not the Spirit of Christ, think ridic- At my native place I do now no more feel at

they die , leave home ; some when they die , ulous . And yet it is nothing strange ; for home, but rather like a stranger who is away

The first are the children of the Christ is exalted above all creatures , there- from home. The home of a person may be

world , when they die , they leave home; the fore , also they which are in Christ Jesus must properly defined as that place where his affec

second are the children of God , when they be exalted before God ; for what is Christ's , tions centre , the place which is dearest and

die , they go home. Now in the language of is theirs. sweetest to him . Therefore the home of the

the Bible the latter , namely the children of After thus in high terms extolling the honors heart and soul is there where its affections

God alone , are called pilgrims , strangers , and prerogatives of all true Christians , Peter are . As man is born into this world , his

guests upon earth . Thus, for instance , the in our text reminds us that we have not yet affections are turned earth -ward and that is

epistle to the Hebrews says of the believers in entered into the full enjoyment of the priv- his home, but by conversion to God his affec

the Old Testament : “ These all died in faith , ilegeswhich we possess through faith in Christ. tions are turned heaven-ward and heaven be

not having received the promises, but having He reminds us that we are yet as strangers in comes his home. If your highest affections

seen them afar off, and were persuaded of a strange land , saying : “ Dearly beloved, I yet centre in this world, the world is as yet

7

go home.
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your home ; if they are directed to heaven , and the angels will carry your soul into Abra- affairs of this life ; that he may please him

heaven is become your home. The affections ham’s bosom , and resting under the shadow who hath chosen him to be a soldier.”

of every true Christian are in heaven, there- of the tree bearing twelve manner of fruits enlisting in the army must leave the plough,

fore heaven is his home. To the believing and yielding her fruit every month , you shall and one undertaking the pilgrimage to heaven

soul Jesus Christ is the sweetest and dearest; say : Arrived at home ; the pilgrimage is o'er must abstain from fleshly lusts, or, if he does

to Him she has affianced herself as her be- and we shall move no more . In the mean entangle himself with them, he will be like

loved One ; to Him she clings as a fond bride time consider that strangers and pilgrims unto those of whom the Lord says : “ They

to her bridegroom . To the believing soul have duties on hand which to perform their go forth , and are choked with cares and riches

the name of Jesus is sweeter than the clink of hand must not be slack . Of these duties let and pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit

gold ; more precious than the love of father , me yet say a few words. to perfection.” To withstand the allurements

wife or daughter ; more delicious than the of the fleshly lusts we should steadfastly keep

II .
highest pleasures of this world ; and because in view the glory towards which we are wan

the believing soul knows that in heaven it A man has duties to perform not only when dering . We are citizens of the kingdom of

shall be in undisturbed communion with Jesus , he is at home , but also when he is abroad . light , and should we walk in the works of

therefore full of longing it sighs: When shall Many, indeed , make free to do at a strange darkness ? We shall be companions of the

I come and appear before God ? when enter place what they would be ashamed of at home. angels , and should we stoop to that which is

into that happy multitude dwelling with God They argue , away from home a man should be pleasing to the devils ? We shall be freed

and the Lamb in one tabernacle ? when shall more free . So also many. so -called Christians, from sin to shine in everlasting righteousness,

the pearly gates of the golden city be opened while making the profession that heaven is and should we now dress in the garment

unto me that I may see the five wounds of their home , yet argue within themselves, they spotted by the flesh ” ? “ Know ye not,” says,

Him that died for me ? Such sighs arise in were living in the world and they must do as St. Paul , “ that your bodies are the members

the heart of the Christian, because his highest the world does . Not so , but rather for the of Christ ? shall I then take the members of

love and affections are in heaven. There is very reason because we have not yet reached Christ , and make them the members of a har

his home . But here in this world the Christian our home , because we are yet strangers and lot ? God forbid . ” These bodies shall rise

does not feel at home. Here in this world pilgrims on earth , we have sacred duties to again from the dust, they shall walk the streets

the Christian can not feel at home, because he perform . “ Dearly beloved , I beseech you as of the New Jerusalem and shall “ follow the

and the world are not of a kindred mind and strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly Lamb whithersoever he goeth ,” and should

at every turn he must hear, see and experi- lusts, which war against the soul.” We pil- we take these bodies and pollute them with

ence much which teaches him that he is in grimsto the heavenly Canaan are to " abstain the service of sin ? Up , my fellow -pilgrims!

this world like as a stranger in a strange land . from fleshly lusts,” because they “ war against look to your calling ; arise from sin ; purge

Because Jesus is his highest love the Christian the soul ” and prevent it from continuing its yourselves from fleshly lusts ; show that you

would rather depart from this earth and be journey and reaching its aim . Suppose a an are strangers to the kingdom of darkness;

with the Lord. He sayswith St. Paul : “ We has set out to travel to Winchester, but stops press towards the glory to come.

are willing rather to be absent from the body, under way to buy a farm and build himself a But here let me ask : What man will under

and to be present with the Lord.” home, or spends the time at a tavern drinking take a far journey without any business abroad ?

My Friend ! can you say that you are a and playing, or seeks days of ease at some and should he then attend to his journey only

stranger and pilgrim in this world ? Can you congenial watering place ,—is that the way for and not to his business also ? I say, to his

say that you are not minded like the children him to reach Winchester ? If he continues in business also . After the apostle has said :

of the world are minded ? Where is the strength such ways , he will never arrive at his destina- " I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, ab

of your affections ? on what is your heart's tion . A traveler , especially when the time stain from fleshly lusts , which war against the

love fixed ? If your affections are in this world allowed him for the journey is limited and un- soul,” he adds : “ Having your conversation

and not in heaven , then you are not like Is- certain , must avoid all those things which honest among the Gentiles : that, whereas they

rael a pilgrim before God ; but this world is would retard or prevent his journey and must speak against you as evil-doers, they may by

your home, and when you come to die , you press forwards . Ye pilgrims to heaven , avoid your good works, which they shall behold, glo

must depart from home into everlasting exile . whatever must hinder you in your journey. rify God in the day of visitation ," and further

A few moments ago we sang a hymn com- Walk not after fleshly lusts, or you will never on he says : " For so is the will of God, that

mencing with the beautiful words : reach the heavenly home. What are fleshly with well doing ye may put to silence the igno

Jerusalem , my happy home, lusts ? They are not only those forbidden rance of foolish men .” How should a stranger

Name ever dear to me ! in the sixth commandment, but all propen- and pilgrim conduct himself in the land of his

When shall my labors have an end, sities which tend to draw the affections away pilgrimage ? His behavior is surely to be such

In joy and peace and thee ?
from heaven , as avarice , ambition , unbelief. that it does not disgrace the land and com

Does your conscience convince you that such Fleshly lusts comprise the lusting after any munity to which he belongs. An American

is not the language of your heart ? that your thing which , if indulged in , would cause the traveling in Europe should so conduct him

soul does not long to go hence, and that it Christian to forget his journey to heaven and self as not to bring reproach on the American

would not be joy unto you if the Lord would again to make his home upon earth . In a cer- name. We pilgrims to heaven have the sacred

now call you away from the earth ? If you tain sense of the word a person may have two duty so to walk in the land of our pilgrimage

can not sing or read the verse recited without or three homes in this world , but the heart that we do not give occasion to the world to

your own heart smiting you and convicting can have only one home. Either the heart cast reproach on Christ and His Church. To

you that it is not the real sentiment of your regards heaven as its home, or its home will him who professes himself a citizen of heaven,

soul, O , then I beseech you to turn away be upon earth . Therefore the “ fleshly lusts while he is walking in the evil ways and prac

your affections from this world and to come which war against the soul” comprise all those tices of the world , the Lord will say : Depart

to Jesus ; seek Him in His Word ; consider things which tend to make the heart at home from me, thou worker of iniquity . We should,

His poverty, lowliness, suffering and death upon earth . These fleshly lusts are in the flesh therefore , haveour conversation honest among

endured for your sake , that you may learn to and remain there until the journey's end is the children of this world and should be dili

say : The Lord is my Lord and His home is reached. Be ye therefore vigilant; and when- gent to observe what St. Paul commands :

ever you are tempted to set your affections “ Give none offense, neither to the Jews, nor

But you who can sincerely say that you do on this world's treasures and pleasures, re- to the Gentiles , nor to the church of God .”

look to heaven as your true home, accounting member that you are pilgrims and that your But the world will speak evil of Christians,

yourselves strangers and pilgrims on earth , home is at the journey's end, and stop not at walk they ever so inoffensive . What, then,

take courage. You shall not always remain a half-way house to make your home there . should we do ? should we seek retaliation ?

strangers in a strange land, your pilgrimage To Timothy the Apostle Paul writes : “ No Such the flesh lusts to do , but from fleshly

shall not last for ever , it will come to an end , man that warreth entangleth himself with the lusts we must abstain. This is the retaliation

66

my home.
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which we should seek , quietly to continue in Sixth , Scriptures say, “ Pray without ceas- to -morrow , may -haps, we shall be dead and

doing good whenever and to whomsoever we ing.” 1 Thess. 5 , 17. Praying , however, is death ends everything.

can , that men, seeing the fruits of the faith altogether out of the question 'in the play- Now then, dear reader , I would ask you ,

of Christ in us , may be drawn unto Christ , house . True , they sometimes pray there , What will you do ? Will you side with Christ

know the time of their visitation , be converted too , even a miserable prostitute and courtesan or with the world ? Will you be an attendant

to God and join us on our pilgrimage . We will often pray there with her.whorish lips. at church or at the theatre ? Perhaps you will

should make use of the time of our pilgrimage It even happens that Holy Baptism and Holy say , I will attend both . Let me, then , point

in our conduct and behavior so to adorn the Eucharist are mocked on the stage . Why, in out to you the word of the prophet Elijah,

name of Christ , that others too may be per- order to render his piece most interesting, the 1 Kings 18 , 21 : " How long halt ye between

suaded to set out on the narrow way . “ Let German poet Schiller , the greatest favorite two opinions ? If the Lord be God follow

your light,” says the Lord , “ so shine before especially with the youth , found himself in- Him : but if Baal , then follow him !” Yea ,

men , that they may see your good works, duced to mimic the latter. Besides that , the let me draw your attention to the word spoken

and glorify your Father which is in heaven .” name of God is taken in vain in the theatre , to us all in the Gospel, by the Lord Himself,

O , blessed work ! sweet duty ! If the world they swear frivolously , and curse by all that's “ No man can serve two masters : for either

strives to win you over to her , retaliate by so holy. And , Christian ·reader, you will pay he will hate the one and love the other , or

adorning the nameof Christ in word and deed these cursing players for their cursing ! ? else he will hold to the one and despise the

that menmay bepersuaded to turn their affec- Whoever goes to the theatre, goes to the other . Ye cannot serve God and the mam

tions from the vanities of this world and to school of scoffers. mon.” Matth . 6 , 24. You cannot serve Christ

seek after the one true , abiding home of the Seventh , Scriptures say , " Be not conformed and the world . Do not, therefore, divide

soul , the mansions not built with hands, eter- to this world .” Rom . 12 , 2. Theatrical plays your heart , but give all your life and soul to

nal in the heavens. Let us do good and faint are , however , most properly to be counted Jesus. Do you still hesitate in accepting what

not. The time is coming when we shall rest among the pleasures of the world . For the Heaven offers you ? O turn your eyes wholly

from our labors. “ There remaineth a rest to Church of the New Testament did not get the to its everlasting treasures and glory . Who

the people of God ." Amen. play from the Church of the Old Covenant , ever does not wholly give himself up to Jesus,

which did not know anything of it , but from must endure pain and anguish in this world ,

heathendom. Whoever, therefore , goes to and his wages will be Death eternal . May

the theatre , goes to the school of the world , the good God keep us from this for Jesus'

makes it his teacher, becomes a declared sake and grant us admission to yon heavenly

apostate , and above that , perhaps without exhibition where, after having closed our eyes

Lectures against the Theatre.
wishing to do so, yea , protesting against such in death , we will see God face to face in ever

an imputation , thereby actually pronounce lasting joy and blessed light of heaven .

From the German of C. F. W. Walther, D. D. , and adapted publicly , I will not belong to the Christians,
for the WITNESS, by R ... r ...

but to the world ; I do not wish to be a world

Rome and America.
denying child of God, but a child of the world .

XV . PAPER . (Conclusion.)
Eighth , Scriptures say , “ Sit not in the seat

We proceed to the fourth argument from of the scornful.” Psalm 1 , 1. But how may
" It is to be hoped that the arrogance of

Scriptures against the attendance ofthetheatre. one attending the theatre deny his seating the Jesuit party has at last roused the people

1 John 2, 15. 16. we read, “ Love nottheworld , himself with the scornful ? Where will they from their apathetic slumbers. At Natick the

neither the things that are in the world . If sit if they do not sit there ? Hence it is out graduating exercises of the High School have

any man love the world, the love ofthe Father of question , Whoever goes to the theatre, does always been opened with prayer. This year

is not in him . For all that is in the world , not merely seat himself aside , but even at the Father Patrick B. Murphy made an unavail

the lust of the flesh , and the lust of the eyes, feet of scoffers.
ing protest ; and I clip from the British

and the pride of the life, is not of the Father,
Ninth , Scriptures say , " Be not partaker of American the following report of his utter

but is of the world .” But the play -houses are other men's sins." 1 Tim . 5 , 22. It is im- ances when interviewed on the subject:

most eminently the temple of the world in possible , however, to go to the theatre without There will be prayer at the graduation ,

which it worships its three-headed idol , Lust partaking of other men's sins , both of the but it is against my solemn protest. I am

of the eyes, Lust of the flesh , and Pride of sins of the players and of the audience, For one against two. The scholars have voted on

life sacrificing body and soul. Whoever goes what are you doing by going there ? The the matter and a majority of them are in

to a play-house consequently goes to the fact of your appearance in the theatre calls favor of having prayer , but it may be well for

church of the world . upon the actor to sin , to do something on ac. these people to remember that the time is com

But still more. Fifth , God's Word says, count of which he has ever been excommu- ing, when they will not be in the majority .'

Eph . 5 , 4 : " Filthiness, nor foolish talking, nicated from the true Christian church ! The Cynosure.
THEO. KoHN.

nor jesting , let it not be once named among you , other godless attendants at the theatre , how

which are not convenient, but rather giving of ever who come for the purpose of catering to

In the plays, however, especially their flesh , you are confirming therein . And That Kind of Men are Scarce enough.

in comedies, "filthiness , foolish talking , and still you mean to say, I dare go to the theatre

filthy, or , at least , unchaste jesting" consti- without committing a sin ? O , may God keep A pretty story is told of a poor woman

tute the principal part ; for the world does you from this dangerous delusion ! Your own who was discovered weeping in a corner of a

not wish to cry over sins, but to laugh at sin draws you into the theatre , and fraught Washington park on the day that the late

them. You, however, that are Christians, do with many of other people's sịns you go out Mr. Corcoran's death was announced .
On

not say , Oh , we shall be very careful not to again . being asked why she was so agitated she an

laugh then ! First, you do not know whether Tenth , we read in God's Word , “ Teach us swered : “ Oh, that good , good Mr. Corcoran

you will not laugh when you see them all to number our days that we may apply our is dead — be that did so much good to every

laughing, just as Peter, having once stepped hearts unto wisdom ," Psalm 90, 12. Hence, body.” “ And did he ever especially help

into the house of blasphemers of Christ and according to Holy Writ , a pious Christian is you ?” inquired a reporter, scenting a story

been seized with fear of them , finally uttered forever to think of his death . But the actor for the press . “ No, never me," she replied

blasphemies himself. And second , Christian is bent, above all , on causing people to forget, through her tears , “ but I know he helped so

reader, are you not ashamed to go to a place for some hours at least , that they must die many other poor people — so they have always

where all kinds of shameful words enter your once and appear at the judgement of God . said . If it wasn't I , it was folks like me

ear and soil your souls ? O leave it hurriedly Whoever, therefore , goes to the theatre goes and that kind of men , oh , they are scarce

and weep bitterly , with Peter. Whoever goes to the school ofatheists ,whose principal motto enough to make anybody sorry to have them

to the theatre , goes to the school of shame. is , Let us eat and drink and be merry , for go from the world. He was a good man .”

>
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committee having charge of the President's That loves its own strength, this says to its

report , we may take it for granted that he God, I will love Thee, O Lord , my strength.

fully set forth the reasons that ought to move In that, wise men live according to man , and

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor . the Synod to sever its connection . “ As these persue the goods of body or mind , or both,

reasons are not before us , and the Synod will or if they know God , honor Him not as God

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st doubtless lay them before the approaching nor are thankful . In this, human wisdom is
of each month . All communications and money should be

sent to: LUTHERAN WITNESS, 16 Harvey Str., Zanesville, convention of the General Council, it may be of no account, godliness is all , in which the

Ohio. Termsof subscription $ 1.00 per annum in advance. improper to say anything further in regard to true God is worshipped , and the reward is
Money sent otherwise than by money - order or draft is at the

the matter until we read the proceedings of expected, in the society of saints and angelsrisk of the sender .

the General Council . Nevertheless , as we that God may be all in all."

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second have recently called attention to the Kirchen City of God B. 14 .

blatt's statement, that it was likely the Michigan

ST. LOUIS, MO. , October 21, 1888. Synod would take this step , as well as the Bodily Afflictions and Misery of

reasons for it , we take it for granted, that
the Times.

said Synod has convinced itself that the posi

The Michigan Synod hasleft theHypo- tion, or the practice of the General Council, " I can find nothing else to say of myself ,

critical Middle-Grounds of the

in regard to the 'four points’ is of such a than that as a just chastisement of my sins,
General Council.

character , that a Synod that wants to stand I have been almost eleven months confined to

where the Michigan Synod proposes to stand , my bed. I am so oppressed with the gout,
We have often told our readers about the

can no longer be a partaker of other men's that life is a heavy punishment. I faint daily
points that separate consistent Lutherans from sins, by remaining in the General Council. through pain , and breathe after death as my

the General Council . The General Council is we shall probably hear very much what, years remedy. Among the clergy and people of

a body composed of such synods as do nomi
nally subscribe to all symbolical books ofthe ago, we heard from the Wisconsin Synod , and the city (of Rome), scarcely a freeman or a

from that of Minnesota. .. slave is exempt from fevers . Africa and the

Lutheran Church. But when they are asked
" It is evident that the Michigan Synod had East are also full of misery and desolation .

to follow out their nominal profession by wall
no hope that any remonstrance on its part I see the end of all things approaching ; be

ing in the spirit of the Lutheran Confession , would do any good, and did not think it worth therefore less solicitous on account of your

they are not at home. Every body knows while to send a delegation with instructions own calamities. Study with alacrity that god

that to maintain a principle means to carry to

it into life . To maintain a churchly principle plied with its demands. The Michigan Synod now is, as wellas of that which is to come. ”
.

means to let this principle rule our churchly has made up its mind that the General Council GREGORY I. in a letter to Italica.

life. The Lutheran principles are professed is a hopeless case , and therefore it has re

in the Book of Concord, require of pastors solved to withdraw from it. ” '

The Old Christian Spirit of Polemics.and churches that their altars be for Lutherans

Bro. Sievers has already informed our

only ; that their pulpits be forLutheransonly ; readers of the action of theGeneral Council When I answer any person in speaking or

that they raise their testimony against secret
on this matter at Minneapolis . To show that writing, though provoked by contumelious

societies; that they make provisions for their the Michigan Synod and every conscientious language, so far as the Lord affords to me,

children to be educated in Christian schools. Christian must make up his mind “ that the I bridle myself, and restrain the spurs of

But the General Council insists on the right General Council is a hopeless case” indeed , vain indignation ; I consult for the hearer or

of pulpit -fellowship with errorists in excep- as far as represented by the Lutheran, we reader, and thus indeavor not to be superior
tional cases ; insists on the right of open com

quote from that paper the following of the to another in railing , but to be more salutary
munion ; refuses to make secret societiism

year 1886 , page 584 : " The so-called Gales- by convincing him of his error. St. Augustin

a test of church -membership. It is a principle burg rule,* except as inclusive of what is said B. 3. against Petilian.

with them to receive the principles of the of 'exceptions', has never been adopted by

Lutheran Church only to the extent mentioned the General Council as such. The exclusion A Great Improvement on the Heathen

above. And this they call their conservative of members from the communion of the Church

Lutheranism or their blessed middle -ground" because they may happen to be connected
Know-Thyself.

"

between loose General Synodism that openly with some secret society , has never been an
“ This is the only perfection of men, to

professes not to receive all Lutheran symbols , official requirement of the General Council . know themselves imperfect, ” says St. Jerome

and rigorous Missourianism which wants not And the refusal of the communion to any but in the first volume of his works p . 91. This

only profession of the letter , but also life in those in formal connection with the Lutheran is an excellent sentence. It does not exclude

the spirit of Lutheran principles. But it is Church, is no law in the General Council.”.
the perfection of Christ but directs the im

not difficult to see that the General Council's
perfect to Him as their only perfection.

position is one of professed hypocrisy, and as

soon as synods become consistent in their Self-love and Love of God.

The Promiscuous Distribution of Good
profession of Lutheranism , they also come to

and Evil in this Life .
know that they can no longer remain on the

" Two sets of affections have produced two

Council's middle -ground but must leave it for states : self -love produced an earthly one to " If all sins were now punished , nothing

truth , honesty and conscience' sake.
The the contempt of God ; the love to God pro- might seem to be reserved to the last judg

German Synod of Michigan is the latest in- duced a heavenly one to the contempt of man . ment. If God punished no sin openly now ,

stance to bear out our reproof. Here is what That glories in man , this in the Lord. That His providence might be denied . In like

the Lutheran, aGeneralCouncil church - paper, seeks glory from men , to this, God , the wit- manner, in prosperous things, if some peti

has to say on the subject: ness of the conscience, is the greatest glory. tions for temporal things were not abundantly

“ Lutherisches Kirchenblatt of Sept. 1 , con- That exalts the head in its own glory, this answered , it might be said that they were

tains a short communication which informs says to its God , Thou art my glory and the not at God's disposal . If all petitions were

us that the Synod of Michigan , recently in lifter up of my head. In that the lust of power granted , it might be thought that we should

session , UNANIMOUSLY resolved to sever its con- reigns , in this men serve one another in love , serve God only for the sake of wordly things."

nection with the General Council. It was left governors in providing, subjects in obeying. This deep thought is one of St. Augustine's

to the officers of Synod to give the reasons

for this action, as fully or as briefly as may altars are for Lutherans ; there may be exceptions

* Galesburg rule: Lutheran pulpits and Lutheran precious gems in the first book of his City of

God. It works like an electric head-light in

be deemed necessary by them . As the recom- to this rule . These exceptions are left to the dis- casting its beams on the path of human oc

mendation to take this step came from the cretion of the individual minister.1 currences .
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Church News.
eleven years for want of opportunity , were that you can, do it cheerfully and at regular

full to overflowing with gratitude and joy over intervals, and use every honorable means to

the fact, that a Lutheran minister had come induce your Christian brethren and sisters to

Our Denver Letter.
to them and preached the precious gospel to do likewise . In case you do not know , whither

them and administered the blessed sacraments to send the contributions, ask your pastor ;

in their midst. When receiving the body and he will give you thedesired information . You
Denver, Colo. , Oct. 8th , 1888 .

blood of our Lord , their eyes began to fill will never regret having done what you do for

The journey from Santa Fe , N. M., to Du- with tears , one old gentleman and his wife Christ and for His kingdom and for those that

rango , Colo . , which I made on the 17th and weeping like children. After services they “ hunger and thirst after righteousness.” The.

18th of February last , takes one through some
came to me and took my hand and pressed it only thing as regards this matter which we

of the most romantic scenery in the Rocky fervently and attempted to tell me, how ex- will ever regret is that we did not do so much

Mountain region . From Santa Fe one travels ceedingly thankful they were toward God for as we could have done . There is a time to

for more than one hundred miles northward the loving kindness He had shown them that sow and a time to reap ; the latter follows

of the fertile valley of the Rio Grande del afternoon ; but the tear of joy in their eyes hard upon our departing this life ; the former

Norte , now and then passing an old Indian prevented their lips from uttering in intellig- is now . Yea, now is the time to sow and do
“ pueblo ” or village , and some few Mexican ible form the sentiments oftheir hearts. Dear good ; “ as we have therefore opportunity, let

towns of little or no importance, until Anto- reader, thou that hast the opportunity to us do good unto all men , especially unto them
nito is reached . Antonito is a small town hear the pure and unadulterated gospel every who are of the household of faith.” Gal. 6 , 10.

in Southern Colorado , near the New Mexico seventh day in the year , and dost look about H. R.

boundary, 279 miles from Denver. Here I for some reason which in thy mind could justify

was obliged to stay over night. On arising thy staying away from church, art thou not Ordination of our English Missionary

the next morning I found the San Luis Valley, ashamed of thyself ? Dost thou not fear the at New Orleans, La.

in the Southwestern extremity of which Anto- wrath of the Eternal God ? And wilt thou

nito is situated , covered with eight inches of not repent of the evil imaginations of thine By authority of the Commission for English

snow . This fact filled me with some appre- heart? God can bestow no greater favor upon Missions Mr. Theo. Huegli, candidate of the

hensions as to whether there was a possibility us than to cause His holy word to be preached ministry , was ordained on the XIX. Sunday

of crossing the mountains that day. For in to us in all its sublime and saving truth and after Trinity, October 7th , in the Evang.

the mountains it usually snows from five to purity and to have the sacraments adminis- Luth . St. Paul's church , New Orleans, La.
ten times more than in the valley. Yet , fort- tered among us in precise conformity with The ordination was performed by the under

unately, the snowstorm of the previous night their institution by Christ . Consequently the signed , under assistance of the Luth . Minis

had not visited themountains, and the track greatest sin committable by man is to think terium of New Orleans. The newly ordained

was clear. My point of destination was reached lightly of and despise these means of grace ; Brother is pastor of the First English Evang .
.

.

late Saturday evening, February 18th . and the greatest calamity that can befall a Luth . church of New Orleans and is to do

In Durango and vicinity I remained eleven person or class of persons is when God in His mission work in that city. The congregation

days during which time ten services were held , wrath withdraws from them His word and the numbers about 80 communicant members , and

five in Durango , two in Pine River , and three in sacraments and sends them " strong delusion , the prospects for increase are bright. Already

Silverton , in the latter place on February 26th . that they should believe a lie.” 2 Thess. 2 , 11. a class of 18 catechumens have been secured .
Silverton , called the " Gem of the Rockies,” Another remark in this connection will be The congregation is already in possession of

45 miles north of Durango, 9200 feet above far from out of place . If the readers of the a suitably located corner- lot and is about con

sea-level , is amining town of2500 inhabitants. WITNESS could only for once behold with their tracting for the building of a church in which

It is reached from Durango by way of the own eyes the joyful expression in the counte- also a school-room is to be comprised. May

Denver and Rio Grande R. R. , which winds nance of many who live secluded in some it please the Lord to prosper our beloved

its way up to the town through the narrow lonely spot , or village , or town hundreds of church in that far southern city.

cañon of the Animas River , the most pict- miles away from the Lutheran Church , in
F. KUEGELE.

turesque cañon of Colorado . Walking through which they were reared and in which they are
The brother's address is :

the streets of the town we behold on every so ardently desirous to have their children
Rev. THEO. HUEGLI ,

side , in every direction , high mountain peaks , reared but hardly ever see this desire of theirs care of Rev. J. Wegener,

which reach , as it were , into the very skies , realized , if no minister is sent to them to min 86 Port Str . , New Orleans , La.

and we are completely at a loss to know how ister to their spiritual wants and to gather

we entered into the town and how to get out them into congregations - I say, if the readers
Persecution in Russia.

of it .
of the WITNESS could only for once themselves

In Silverton I found but three Lutheran see the faces of many of these poor brighten In consequence of the persecution of Lu

families , one of which was German , and the up with joy , when a minister of their church therans in Russia , a memorial in favor of re

other two Swedish. I was requested to preach comes among them with the precious doctrines ligious liberty , prepared by the Evangelical

in English both in the forenoon and evening , of the glorious gospel, then the hearts of the Alliance , was presented to the Czar. It was

in a church , which had previously been en- kind readers would be filled with love towards referred to the High Procureur of the Holy

gaged , which request was cheerfully complied those poor souls , poor as well in temporal Synod of the Greek Church , whose reply has

with . The audiences were composed of those matters as in the spirit. Nor would the reader been received , maintaining that Western Chris

few Lutherans , and scores of other people be- then ever become weary in making and rais- tians are not in a position to judge the circum

longing to other denominations or to none at ing regular contributions to be applied for the stances of Eastern Christianity. The High

all , who thus had an opportunity to hear the training , equipping and sending out of mis- Procureur declares that in the Baltic provinces

Word of God preached in its truth and purity , sionaries to them . Nor would the fallacy be Lutheranism is identified with political pro

as it is taught in the orthodox Lutheran Church . committed , that if the contributions are neces- jects , and argues that what has been com

Special services were held in the afternoon in sarily small and apparently insignificant, that plained of as intolerance is simply a course

a private house , exclusively for the benefit of therefore they are not pleasing in the sight of of action necessary for the defence of the

aforesaid Lutherans. These afternoon ser- God . The widow's mite , who can afford no Orthodox church against the propagandism

vices , duringwhich two children were received more , is equally pleasing to God with the of sectaries. The explanation is as unsatis

by Christ into His kingdom of grace through much larger donation of him who is able to factory as the apology is discreditable. If

Holy Baptism and Holy Communion was cel make it . Therefore, Christian reader , if it is the Orthodox church were less desirous of

ebrated , were so impressive , that I shall never not within the reach of your possibility to do subserving political ends, it might have been

forget them . The poor souls , some ofwhich much for Christ and for the spreading of His more disposed to extend liberty to the much

had not partaken of the Lord's Supper for gospel, be not discouraged, but do the little persecuted Lutherans of the Empire. - Sel.

a

>
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Hearth and Home.
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事

the geologists that ever lived . Next week
The Solid Rock.

there was a stampede to the gold fields . So

the question for us is not, Have we a scien
A gentleman once wished to examine a deep

“ The Answer to all True Prayer will tific apprehension of the truth ? but, Have we coal mine. Coming to the mouth of the shaft,

he noticed a rope by which he supposed the
got the nuggets ? Our lives must be a con

come. ”
stant testimony to the power of the Gospel we miners descended . Taking hold slowly he let

Dr. Adoniram Judson , while laboring as a preach . I once asked a French pastor how bimself down . When at last he came to the

missionary , felt a strong desire to do some- they got on with their Roman Catholic neigh- end of the rope, he found to his horror that

thing for thesalvation of the children of Abra- bors ? He said : “ We have Roman Catholic he had not reached the bottom of the mine ;

ham . But his desire seemed not gratified ; priests who come to us and say , " We should he realized that he had made a fatalmistake.

even to his last sickness he lamented that all like to enter your religion. I always reply He could not reascend , and to let go his hold

his efforts in behalf of the Jews had been a to them : “ That is not the thing at all , dear was to fall , perhaps hundreds of feet to the

failure. He was departing from the world brother ; the thing is for our religion to enter rocks below . All around was darkness. He

called wildly for help , but there came no re

sad with that thought. Then , at last , a gleam you .' ” - Sel. sponse . At last , giving up to his fate , he let

of light thrilled his heart with grateful joy. go the rope and fell . He dropped about six

Mrs. Judson, sitting by his side while he was Boldness in the Preacher . inches, and stood safe and sound upon the

in a state of great languor, read to her hus Acts 4 , 13 .
rock bottom of the mine . That rope was long

band one of Dr. Hague's letters from Con enough for the tall miners , and the shortest of

stantinople . That letter contained some items The great Coligny , once seeing his soldiers them had learned to have faith to let go with

of information that filled him with wonder. At wavering during an attack on the Spanish foe out fear. They knew the firm rock would

a meeting of missionaries at Constantinople, -entrenched behind solid bastions — rushed receive and hold them . Just so we may
know

Mr. Schauffler stated , that a little book had toward the standard , took it out of the hands that Christ will hold us , if we let go every

beenpublished in Germany giving an account ofhisown standard-bearer , then hurried fore thing else and trust Him .-- Ex .

of Dr. Judson's life and labors ; that it had ward at great risk and hurled it into the coun
fallen into the hands of some Jews , and had terscarp , feeling sure that his men would never

been the means of their conversion ; that a leave their banner to bedisgraced anddishon- If you knew you were to die to -morrow ?

Jew had translated it for a community of ored by the foe . He was not deceived . The
Jews on the borders of the Euxine, and that

A lady once asked a minister, " Supposing

men rallied and pressed on to victory . - Fight

a message had arrived in Constantinople ask- the good fight of faith .

that you knew that you were to die at twelve

ing that a teacher might be sent to show them

o'clock to-morrow night, how would you spend

the way of life. When Dr. Judson heard this

the intervening time? "

his eyes were filled with tears , a look of al Onward.

“ How , madam ?” he replied . “ Why, just

most unearthly solemnity came over him , and

as I intend to spend it now. I should preach

Phil. 3 , 12-14 .

clinging fast to his wife's hand, as if to assure

this evening at Gloucester, and again at five

himself of being really in the world , he said : You know what the general said when one

o'clock to-morrow morning ; after that I should

“ Love, this frightens me ; I do not know of his officers rode up and cried : “ Sir, we

ride to Tewksbury, preach in the afternoon ,

what to make of what you have just been read- have taken a standard.” “ Take another ,”

and meet the Christians in the evening. I

ing. I never was deeply interested in any ob- cried he . Another officer salutes him , and ex

should then repair to friend Martin's house,

ject , I never prayed sincerely and earnestly claims, “ Sir, we have taken twoguns." " Take

who expects to entertain me , converse and

for anything , but it came ; at some time—no two more,' was the sole reply . This way

pray with the family as usual , retire to my

lies

matter how distantthe day - somehow , in some the reward of holy service : you have done

room at ten o'clock , commend myself to my

shape , probably the last I should have devised , much ; you shall do more.

heavenly Father , lie down to rest , and wake

it came!” What a testimony ! It lingered

up in glory ."

on the lips of the dying Judson ; it was em

balmed with grateful tears , and is transmitted
The Illuminated Valley .

A Blow on the Chin.

as a legacy to the coming generation . The Ps . 23 , 4 .

desire of the righteous shall be granted . Pray

A gentleman was fording the Susquehanna

and wait. The answer to all true prayer will When we returned from Italy some years River on horseback , and found himself be

In Judson's case the news of the an- ago , the Mont Cenis Tunnel wasnewly opened, coming so dizzy as to be in danger of losing

swer came before he died , but it was answered and we reckoned that it must be a dreary pas- his seat. Suddenly he received a blow ou

long before.-Hom . Review .

sage . We thought it must be very dark , and the chin from a hunter, who was his companion,

therefore we had better be provided with a with the words, “ Look up !” He did so , and

candle . It would be damp and close , and recovered his balance . It is so with the sin

Personal Testimony.
therefore we reckoned upon closing every ner. If he looks to the dark waters of his sins

Ps . 66, 16 .

window , for fear we should breathe the impure surging around him , he will begin to despair.

air. So wespeculated ; but when wetraversed He must look upward to Christ, who has been

I remember reading about the gold fields in that wonderful passage , the carriages were well exalted to give salvation .

Australia. Long before they were actually lighted and much of the tunnel also , and we

discovered geologists had broached certain sat with open windows, finding it as easy to
Faith is a teacher and a judge, fighting

speculations as to the probability of gold be- breathe as on the mountain's side . It was a against errors and heresis, judging spirits and

ing found there. Yet nobody took a single joy rather than a peril to pass through the doctrines.

step in the direction of the gold fields. One dreadful tunnel. So shall the voyager along But Hope is , as it were , the general and

day , however, some simple men , shepherds in the good old way find that death is not what captain of the field , fighting against tempta

the bush , came down to Melbourne, and took he dreams. Jesus will light the darksome tion , the cross , impatience , heaviness of Spirit,

out of their pockets some lumps of yellow - way, and the soul will need no candle of desparation and blaspheming, and it waiteth

looking metal that they had picked up in the earth; fresh breezes from glory shall drive for good things , even in the midst of allevils.

ranch yonder. What had they got ? Gold away the death -damps, and the music of an- All which happens in the whole world hap

nuggets. These men could not give any ac- gels shallmake the heart forgetful of all pains. pens through hope . No husbandman would

count of the strata of the country , but they
Selected .

sow a grain of corn , if he did not hope it would

had got the gold itself , and their simple wit
spring up and bring forth the ear. How much

ness , founded on personal experience, was PREPARE for divine service also in your more are we helped on by hope in the way to

worth far more than all the speculations of all closet , not at your toilet only .
eternal life.-Luther.

7

come.

a
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$ clections from Church History
Luther was gradually prepared for this work. may be regarded in a secondary sense as in

He found for the first time a complete copy spired . It was, from beginning to end , a

of the Latin Bible in the University Library labor of love and enthusiasm . While publish

Luther as a Translator of the Bible. at Erfurt , to his great delight , and made it his ers and printers made fortunes , Luther never

chief study . He derived from it his theology received or asked a copper for this greatest

By Prof. Ph . Schaff, D.D. , LL.D. in Sunday School Times . and spiritual nourishment ; he lectured and work of his life .

preached on it as professor at Wittenberg day We must judge it from the times . A Ger

The richest fruit of Luther's leisure on the after day. He acquired the knowledge of the man translation from the original languages

Wartburg, and one of the most important and original languages for the purpose of its better was a work of colossal magnitude, if we con

useful works of his whole life , is the trans- understanding. He liked to call himself a sider the absence of good grammars , diction

lation of the New Testament, by which he “ Doctor of the Sacred Scriptures." aries and concordances , the crude state of

brought the teaching and example of Christ He began with the New Testament in No- Greek and Hebrew scholarship and of theGer

and the apostles to the mind and heart of the vember or December, 1521 , and completed it man language , in the sixteenth century. Lu.

Germans in lifelike reproduction. It was a in the following March, before he left the ther wrote to Amsdorf, January 13th, 1522 ,

republication of the gospel . He made the Wartburg. He thoroughly revised it on his that he had undertaken a task beyond his

Bible the people's book in church , school , and return to Wittenberg, with the effectual help power, that he now understood why no one

house. If he had done nothing else , he would of Melanchthon , who was a much better Greek had attempted it before in his own name , and

be one of the greatest benefactors of the scholar. Sturz at Erfurt was consulted about that he would not venture on the Old Testa

German -speaking race. coins and measures. Spalatin furnished from ment without the aid of his friends. He felt

His version was followed by Protestant ver- the electoral treasury names for the precious especially how difficult it was to make Job and

sions in other languages, especially the French , stones of the New Jerusalem ( Rev. 21 ) . The the Hebrew prophets speak in barbarous Ger

Dutch , and English . Hereafter the Reforma- translation was then hurried through three man . He jocosely remarked that Job would

tion depended no longer on the works of the presses , and appeared as soon as Septem- have become more impatient at the blunders

Reformers, but on the book of God , which ber 21 , 1522 , but without his name. of his translators than at the long speeches of

everybody could read for himself as his daily He at once proceeded to the more difficult bis “ miserable comforters.”

guide in spiritual life. This inestimable bles- task of translating the Old Testament, and As regards the text , it was in an unsettled

sing of an open Bible for all marks an im- published it in parts as they were ready . condition . The science of textual criticism

mense advance in Church history , and can In the progress of the work he founded a was not yet born , and the materials for it

never be lost.
Collegium Biblicum , or Bible club, consisting were not yet collected from the manuscripts,

Luther was not the first, but by far the of his colleagues , Melanchthon, Bugenhagen , ancient versions , and patristic quotations.

greatest, translator of the German Bible , and Cruciger, Justus Jonas,and Aurogallus. They Luther had to use the first printed editions.

15 as inseparably connected with it as Jerome met once a week in his house, several hours He had no access to manuscripts, the most

is with the Latin Vulgate. He threw the older before supper. Deacon George Rörer , the important of which were not even discovered

translations into the shade and out of use , first clergyman ordained by Luther , and his or made available before the middle of the

and has not been surpassed, or even equaled , proof-reader, was also present. Occasionally nineteenth century. Biblical geography and

by a successor. There are more accurate foreign scholars were admitted, and Jewish archæology were in their infancy , and many

versions for scholars (as those of De Wette rabbis were freely consulted. Each member names and phrases could not be understood

and Weizsäcker ), but none that can rival Lu- of the company contributed to the work at the time .

ther's for popular use . from his special knowledge and preparation . The basis of Luther's version of the Old

Luther had a rare combination of gifts for Melanchthon brought with him the Greek Testament was the Masoretic text as published

a Bibletranslator , -familiarity with the origi- Bible ; Cruciger, the Hebrew and Chaldee ; by Gerson Ben Mosheh at Brescia in 1494 .

nal languages, perfect mastery over the ver- Bugenhagen , the Vulgate ; others, the old He used also the Septuagint, the Vulgata of

nacular, faith in the revealed word of God , commentators. Lnther had always with him Jerome ( although he disliked him exceedingly ,

enthusiasm for the gospel , unction of the Holy the Latin and the German versions , besides on account of his monkery , ) the Latin trans

Spirit. A good translation must be both true the Hebrew . Sometimes they scarcely mas- lations of the Dominican Sanctes Pagnini of

and free , faithful and idiomatic , so as to read tered three lines of the Book of Job in four Lucca ( 1527 ) , and of the Franciscan Sebastian

like an original work. This is the case with days, and hunted two , three, and four weeks Münster ( 1534 ) , the “ Glossa ordinaria ” ( a

Luther's version . Besides , he had already ac- for a single word .for a single word. No record exists of the favorite exegetical vade mecum of Walafried

quired such fame and authority that his ver- discussions of this remarkable company ; but Strabo in the ninth centuary ), and Nicolaus

sion at once commanded universal attention. Mathesius says that “ wonderfully beautiful Lyra ( d . 1340 ) , the chief of mediaval com

His knowledge of Greek and Hebrew was and instructive speeches were made.” mentators, who , besides the fathers , consulted

only moderate, but sufficient to enable him to At last the whole Bible — including the Apo- also the Jewish rabbis .

form an independent judgment. What he crypha as " books not equal to the Holy Script- The basis for the New Testament was the

lacked in scholarship was supplied by his in- ures, yet useful and good to read ” —was com- second edition ofErasmus, published at Basel,

tuitive genius and the help of Melanchthon. pleted in 1534, and printed with numerous in Switzerland , in 1519 . His first edition of

In the German tongue he had no rival . He woodcuts. the Greek Testament had appeared in 1516 ,

created , as it were , or gave shape and form In the meantime the New Testament had just one year before the Reformation .

to , the modern High German. He combined appeared in sixteen or seventeen editions and The German language was divided into as

the official language of the government with in over fifty reprints . many dialects as tribes and states , and none

that of the common people . He listened , as Luther complained of the many errors in served as a bond of literary union. Saxons

he says, to the speech of themother at home, these irresponsible editions. and Bavarians , Hanoverians and Swabians,

the children in the street , the men and women He never ceased to amend his translation . could scarcely understand one another. Each

in the market , the butcher and various trades- Besides correcting errors , he improved the author wrote in the dialect of his district ,

men in their shops , and “ looked them on the orthography, fixed the inflections, purged the Zwingli in his Schwyzerdütsch . “ I have so

mouth," in pursuit of the most intelligible vocabulary of obscure and ignoble words, and far read no book or letter,” says Luther in

terms. His genius for poetry and music made the whole symmetrical and melodious. the preface to his version of the Pentateuch

enabled him to reproduce the rhythm and He prepared five original editions , or re- ( 1523 ) , “ in which the German language is

melody, the parallelism and symmetry, of censions, of his whole Bible , the last in 1545 , properly handled . Nobody seems to care

Hebrew poetry and prose. His crowning a year before his death. This is the proper sufficiently for it ; and every preacher thinks

qualification was his intuitive insight and basis of all critical editions. he has a right to change it at pleasure, and to

spiritual sympathy with the contents of the Luther's version of the Bible is a wonderful invent new terms.” Scholars preferred to

Bible .
monument of genius, learning , and piety, and write in Latin ; and when they attempted to use

6
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BY REV. G. RINKEL .

that

a

the mother -tongue, as Reuchlin and Melanch ing the whole man , from irritating others and

thon did occasionally , they fell far below in ease from offending God, unless the heavenly Physi

and beauty of expression. Luther brought cian , our Lord and Saviour , take us into His

harmony out of this confusion , and made the For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. all-healing hand of grace and mercy. For

modern High German the common book lan The Tongue. “ the tongue can no man tampiit is an unruly

guage. He chose as the basis the Saxon dia thing, full of deadly poison .” Nothing but

lect, which was used at the Saxon court and the grace of God can bring it under restraint ,

in diplomatic intercourse between the Emperor because grace only cleanses the heart and

and the estates , but was bureaucratic , stiff, Let me see your tongue, says the physician heals the soul. " I am the Lord , that healeth

heavy , involved , dragging, and unwieldy. He to his patient who has sent for him for medical thee.” Exod. 15. The Lord “ healeth all thy

popularized and adapted it to theology and treatment. By examining the condition of the diseases.” Ps. 103. " Heal me, O Lord , and

religion . He enriched it with the vocabulary tongue he can , to a certain extent, form his I shall be healed ; save me , and I shall be

of theGerman mystics , chroniclers, and poets . diagnosis of the nature of the disease he is to saved ; for thou art my praise.” Jer. 17.

He gave it wings, and made it intelligible to deal with . By means of outward signs he is The grace in Christ Jesus is the true , effica

the common people of all parts of Germany. enabled to infer with some reliance what is cious Balm ofGilead, that purifies the wicked

He adapted and suited the words to the ca- going on within the system of his sick man . tongue, because it purifies the wicked heart.

pacity of the Germans, often at the expense Indeed , the tongue is an excellent index of If the heart is renewed , the impurities will

of accuracy . He cared more for the sub- what is occurring in distant parts of the or- disappear from the tongue . Speaking of a

stance than the form . He substituted even ganism . In accordance with his observation , purified tongue , we do not intend to say ,

undeutsch ( ! ) for “ barbarian" in 1 Corinth- the doctor will state , that the tongue is coated , Christians could attain to perfection in this

ians 14 , 11. He turned the Hebrew shekel dry, yellow , blistered , and so on . The clinic , life, so that they never trip or offend in their

into a silberling, the Greek drachma and Ro- anxious to know the true nature of his ail- utterings, but rather that they are mindful of

man denarius into a German groschen , the ment, timidly asks, Doctor , ismytongue very their Christian duty with regard to the proper

quadrans into a heller , the Hebrew measures bad ? is it a severe case , do you think ? To use of their lips . Being new creatures, they

into a scheffel, malter, tonne , centner, and the which the medical adviser is likely to reply : bridle and govern their tongue ; they exert

Roman centurion into a hauptmann . Still You keep yourself quiet ; take this prescrip- themselves to refrain their tongue from evil,

greater liberties he allowed himself in the tion ; it will give you the needed cleansing and their lips from speaking guile. Their

Apocrypha, to make them more easy and and then you and your tongue will be all right . sincere resolution is , that they will take heed

pleasant reading. He used popular allitera- If the malady gets under control of the rem- to their ways and rather be dumb with silence

tive phrases ; as " Geld und Gut,” “ Land edy, the tongue , this little but important in- than wilfully to sin with their tongue . Ps. 39.

und Leute," " Rath und That,” “ Stecken und dex , will indicate the fact.—Reader, did it Being well aware that they have need to be

Stab,” “ Dornen und Disteln ," " matt und ever occur to you, that you are responsible to constantly guarded , they pray to God : " Set

müde," " gäng und gäbe.” He avoided for your Creator for the manner in which you awatch , O Lord, before my mouth ; keep the,

eign terms , which rushed in like a flood with make use of that little member, aboutwhich door of my lips.” Ps. 141. Their desire is

the revival of learning , especially in proper He has built two walls , the one bone , the other that they would speak but “ whatsoever things

names ( as Melanchthon for Schwarzerd,Auri- flesh ? “ I say unto you, that every idle word are true, whatsoever things are honest, what

faber for Goldschmid , Oecolampadius for thatmen shall speak, they shall give account soever things are just, whatsoever things are

Hausschein, Camerarius for Kammermeister). thereof in the day of judgment. For by thy pure, whatsoever things are lovely , whatso

He enriched the vocabulary with such beauti- words thou shalt be justified , and by thy ever things are of good report ;' and if there

ful words as holdselig, Gottseligkeit. words thou shalt be condemned .” Matt. 12. be any virtue (whatever be calculated to pro

Erasmus Alber, a contemporary of Luther , Or do you count words for nothing or for a mote the general good of mankind ) , and if

called him the German Cicero , who not only trifling matter , forgetting , that eternity often there be any praise (acceptable in the sight

reformed religion , but also the German lan- depends on them ? -Do you know , and do you of God and their fellow - Christians ) —they take

guage . think of it , that there is a Physician, whose pleasure in making such things the topic of

Luther's version is an idiomatic reproduction presence surrounds you , who not only sees,their conversation. Such is the tongue that
of the Bible in the very spirit of the Bible . but also hears your tongue, searching , trying , Christ has touched and healed . " A whole

It brings out the whole wealth , force, and examining you , whether He be called upon or some tongue is a tree of life . ” Prov. 15 , 4 .

beauty of the German language. It is the not? that your audible tongue is watched by “ The tongue of the just is as choice silver.”“

first German classic , as King James' version
James' version an all-hearing Ear ?

“ O Lord , thou hast Prov . 10 , 20. Lord God , let my mouth be

is the first English classic . It anticipated the searched me , and known me ; thou under- filled with Thy praise and with Thy honor all

standest
golden age of German literature as represen

my thoughts afar off. There is not the day ! Ps. 71 , 8 .

ted by Klopstock, Lessing , Herder, Goethe, a word in my tongue, but, lo , O Lord , thou, ,

Schiller, -all of them Protestants , and more
knowest it altogether.” Ps . 139. Did it ever

RECENT statistics show a total of about five

or less indebted to the Luther Bible for beauty
occur to you , that every word you utter , hundred church -members within the walls of

ownself ayourand vigor of style. The best authority in ought to be to
for meas

guage Peking, connected with the five Protestant

Teutonic philology, Jacob Grimm , pronounces uring and ascertaining as to how you are missions in that city.
Luther's language to be the foundation of the minded ? “ Out of the abundance of the heart

" Thosenew High German dialect on account of its the mouth speaketh .” Matt. 12 .
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OPENING SERMON
we, a little band of men, have met together with the robe of His own righteousness and

at this place to undertake a work of which who has prepared everlasting mansions for

Preached at the Convention for the Organization of nen might and many perhaps will sneeringly us ; and our desire is to labor for the upbuild

a General Body of English Speaking Lutherans on say : What should these accomplish ? Whether ing of His kingdom , both within ourselves ,

the Basis of the Synodical Conference in Bethlehem
or no the work which we take in hand is the among ourselves and with others . This is

Church, St. Louis , Mo.

small beginning of something great, whether our joy that our King's salvation is ours , and

something or nothing will come of it , we know this is the object for which we desire to enter
PSALM 20, 5 .

not. • That we wholly commit into the hands on a closer organic connection , conjointly to

of God. It is for us to plant and to water , labor that the King's salvation be brought

In Christ , THE LORD, BELOVED BRETHREN ! and it is for God to give or to withhold the unto men.

The Lord, our God , is a wonderful God who increase as He sees fit. But of one thing we But why for this purpose begin a new or

does wonderful works and who accomplishes must be sure , namely, that the work before ganization ? Why not unite and labor with

His works in wonderful ways. That which is us is right and well pleasing in the sight of some already existing English speaking Lu

nothing He will make something , that which God. Of this we must be certain that our theran synod ? Why stand aloof for ourselves

is small and despised He will make great and doing is in agreement with the Word and will alone ? Have we a reason to offer to them

glorious, and to perform the greatest of His of God. Only if fully persuaded thereof, can that ask : Why do you not come to us ? why

works , God will often use the simplest of we put the hand to the plow with the right will you stand alone ? Indeed we have a

means. So God does both in things natural mind and the right zeal, in the trust and hope reason , a perfectly satisfactory reason , and

and spiritual. “ The kingdom of heaven , ' that the Lord will be with us and will prosper our reason is this , because we fully and freely

says the Lord , “ is like to a grain of mustard the work of our hands . Allow me , therefore , endorse the words of our text, when it says :

seed , which indeed is the least of all seeds : briefly to set forth : " We will rejoice in thy salvation ." In thy , thy

but when it is grown , it is the greatest among salvation . We believe and confess that sal

herbs , and becometh a tree , so that the birds OUR TRUST AND OUR PRAYER AT THE ORGAN- vation is the Lord's , that it is from God and
IZATION OF A LARGER CHURCH BODY ,

of the air come and lodge in the branches in no way from man . We believe and confess

thereof.” Everywhere in nature do we be- speaking that salvation is God's free gift which He is

hold how God brings forth great things out not bound to bestow on man because of man's

I. of our trust and its foundation ,

of small . Even so in spiritual things . When
II. of our prayer.

good conduct and behaviour ; nor does He

God was about to separate unto Himself a give such free salvation through man's works ,

nation in which His true knowledge and wor exertions and contrivances , but He grants it
I.

ship should be preserved , when all the world freely through His own appointed means, as

would have fallen to idolatry , He chose the This psalm , the 20th in number, is a prayer St. John writes of the sons of God , that they

one man Abraham , made him a stranger in of the people of Israel for their king , which are “ born , not of blood , nor of the will of

a strange land and caused him to remain with may perhaps have been sung by the people the flesh , nor of the will of man , but of God ;"
out offspring unto extreme old age. Certainly and the soldiers in times of war. But like and St. James testifies : “ Of his own will,”

a wonderful way to call into existence a great so many parts of the Old Testament, so also so then not of our will, " of his own will begat
and mighty nation. When God was about to this psalm had its peculiar spiritual and pro- he us with the word of truth." We believe

deliver His people from Egypt, the house of phetic signification ; for the true Israel is the and confess that our King's salvation is laid

bondage, He caused Pharaoh's daughter to true Church of God upon earth , and the true down wholly and alone in His inspired Word

find a Hebrew babe in the rushes of the Nile , King of Israel , who was foreshadowed by and that we have this salvation only if we
and that babe grew to become a stammerer, David and his successors, this true King of have the Word of salvation . According to
needing a spokesman ; yet that stammerer Israel is none other than Jesus Christ. There- this our faith and confession we can have

God sent to speak before kings and nations fore this psalm may properly be regarded as nothing in common and can in no way sanc
and made him the mediator of the First Testa- a conversation of the Church with Jesus Christ , tion teachings , contrivances , expediencies

ment. When God was minded to prepare a her King, and in the words read , the Church which men devise without and aside from the

highway for Israel through the midst of the in the first place declares : “ We will rejoice Word of God , but whatever the Word of

waters of the Red Sea, He commanded Moses in thy salvation , and in the name of our God God does say , great or small, to that we are
to lift his staff and to strike the waters. we will set up our banners. ” “ Wewill,” say ready to submit and that we are sincerely

Reason would have exclaimed: What folly , the citizens of Christ's kingdom , “ we will re- and earnestly minded to carry out in our
to slash the water with a stick . But what joice in thy salvation .” This salvation of the practice .

wonderful works did God perform through King is the salvation which Jesus Christ has Therefore , because this is our confession

the agency of that dry stick ! Desiring to prepared for the soul. In it all the true mem- and faith we plant ourselves fully , fairly and
evangelize the world , the Lord chose twelve bers of Christ's kingdom rejoice at all times squarely on the Confession of our beloved

men , not of the educated and mighty, but of and all places . It is love of and joy in the Evangelical Lutheran Church . Not, indeed ,
the uneducated and lowly , and the Gospel salvation of our King what has prompted us as though the Confessions of our church should

first proclaimed by that handful of despised to gather together at this place. Our hearts be the foundation of our faith . The foun

men, is become a mighty tree which has put are not set on the treasures and pleasures of dation of our faith is alone the inspired Word
forth great branches, under which dwell the this world , our souls crave not popularity , of the apostles and prophets.

We do not

greatest and most enlightened of the world's fame and renown with the children of men ; bold that the Scriptures are to be explained

nations. Such are God's wondrous ways . our joy is this, that our King is our Saviour , according to the Confessions, on the contrary

In the Name of this wonderful God and,- who has purchased us with His own blood , we hold that the Confessions are subject to

I may well add-, by His wonderful counsel , who pardons our iniquities , who adorns us the Scriptures; but we do hold that the doc

>
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trine of the Lutheran Confessions is nothing doctrinal discipline required by the distinctive graciously look upon it and will prosper it.

else than the doctrine of the holy Scriptures. features of our Confessions , is not conscien- " In the name of our God we will set up our

We hold , what is Scriptural is Lutheran and tiously exercised. These principles are surely banners,” and with a believing heart let us

what is Lutheran is Scriptural. That is just too clear and strong as to need further proof offer up the prayer : “ The Lord fulfil all thy

the very reason why we are Lutherans, be- or elucidation . petitions."

cause we are persuaded and know that the And now , beloved Brethren , considering

Confessions of the Lutheran Church are a this let me ask , where should and where could II.

faithful expression of the teachings of the we go ? There are in our country particularly

revealed Word of God and therefore we hold two bodies of Lutherans to which our thoughts
So the Church addresses her King: “ The

that whatever doctrine is against the Lutheran might turn, and these are the Joint Synod of Lord fulfil all thy petitions.” The Church

Confessions is also against the Scriptures Ohio and the United Synod of the South . prays God the Father to fulfill all the petitions

and is destructive to the soul . Hence , we From the former some of us withdrew seven of her King Jesus Christ. In the days of

adopt the Confessions of our church in full," years ago , because that synod stepped down His flesh our King offered up for us prayers

without reservation and in an unqualified from the Lutheran platform and , in order to and supplications with strong crying and tears,

shield a false doctrine, laid down the principle and this is our prayer that the Father fulfill

Because we so adopt the Confessions it that the Confession should be adopted in the all that Jesus Christ has prayed for us, and

clearly and necessarily follows as a require- so-called historic sense , namely as the later this petition we can bring before God with

ment of honesty and consistency that we as church-fathers explained them , and this prin- all confidence and cheerfulness ; for the Father

Lutheran ministers and Lutheran churches ciple , so nigh akin to papistic traditionalism , is well pleased in the Son and will surely fulani

can only belong to or connect with such a is yet upheld and defended by that synod ; all His petitions . Now the Son in the days

synod which is truly Lutheran both in doc- for us to return to it , is out of the question. of His flesh offered up the prayer : “ Holy

trine and practice. Now only.that synod is The latter, the United Synod of the South , Father, keep through thine own name those

truly Lutheran in doctrine which endorses does indeed in its public declarations adopt whom thou hast given me, that they may be
and teaches the doctrines of the Confessions the Confessions straight forwardly , but it is an one , as we are.” May God and the Father

in full, and only that synod is truly Lutheran open secret that they allow , without reproof , fulfill the petitions of our King and make us

in practice which applies and carries out the individual ministers of their society to preach one, one with Jesus Christ and one in Him ,

teachings of the Confessions in its churchly the Calvinistic doctrine of the sacraments, to members of the same body, perfectly joined

life . We can therefore not connect with a practice new -measurism and to hold fellow- together in the same mind and in the same

synod which indeed adopts the Confessions ship with all manner of sectarians; to them judgment. 0, a petition of vital importance

of the Church, but not in full ; which ad- we could not go without making ourselves thatwebe one , united in Christ, united in the

vances the theory of open questions and de- partakers of modern liberalism . Where could belief of the truth , united in laboring for the

clares some things in the Confessions as not we go ? Should we unite with those of whom promotion of Christ's kingdom , united against

binding , which therefore sets aside or grants we know beforehand that we could not be
error and sin . May the Lord fulfill the peti

liberty to set aside a part of the Confessions . perfectly joined together with them in the tion of our King and make us one . Another

Such a synod we can not acknowledge truly same mind and in the same judgment as the petition our King offered up in these words :
Lutheran, nor have fellowship with it . Nor Scriptures require it ? Every wise and pru “ I pray not that thou shouldest take them

can we eonnect with a synod which adopts dent man knows , if those unite together who out ofthe world, but that thou shouldest keep
the Confessions only in a qualified manner , are not of a kindred spirit , peace and concord them from the evil.” The most dangerous

whatever such qualifications may be . Such a can not abide there ; a rupture will come ; ailment of the church in these latter days is

qualification it is , when a synod adopts the they will part again and they will not part as its dallying with the world, and that to the

Confessions only in as far as they agree with friends. But if those unite together who are great majority of so-called Christians sin and

the Scriptures ; for such an adoption from the of the same mind and the same spirit , they evil is no more an abomination, and this is the

very outset expresses doubt whether the Con- will grow together, they will become a unit, petition of our King that the Father would

fessions do in all points agree with the Script- and though they be but a handful, good will preserve us from becoming a savorless salt and

ures ; an adoption of this kind grants liberty | proceed from them . make us a good salt . May the Lord fulfill

to reject any article of faith under pretense This , therefore , remains for us to do , that His petition and grant us ever to remember

that it does not agree with the Scriptures . we who are of the same mind and the same that even a few grains of good salt may effect

A similar qualification it is to adopt the Con- faith , unite together , and this, small as our much good. May God and the Father keep

fessions with the declaration that they must number is , let us cheerfully do , and let us our little body from evil doctrine and evil

be understood in a peculiar way , as the fathers gladly say with our text : “ In the name of our life and it will surely be a power unto good .

explained them , or with reference to the God we will set up our banners.” These our Another petition of our King is this : " Neither

manner in which the various articles of doc- banners are none other than the Lord's ban- pray I for these alone , but for them also

trine developed in the course of time; for It is His truth over which we joy , His which shall believe on me through their word ;

such an adoption of the Confessions is sub- truth which we confess , His truth which we that they all may be one , that the world may

jecting the public symbols of the church to desire to sow broadcast over the land , and believe that thou hast sent me.” According

the private writings of individual men and this is our trust , this the assurance of our to the petition of our King , God the Father

tends to destroy their confessional character. heart that the Lord will own as His own what has granted unto us the knowledge of the

We on the contrary hold that the writings of is His own. And even though it should not Gospel-truth in its fullness and purity, and

individual men whoever they be, shall be sub- please the Lord to crown our undertaking this is ourKing's petition and this our heart's

ject to and shall be proved by the public with what men call success , yet this we know desire that the saving truth of the Gospel be
Symbols of the Church . Why does a church that what we do is well pleasing unto the preserved unto us , our children and children's

adopt Confessions? Certainly in them to lay Lord , because it is nothing else than setting children, and that thousands, yea our whole
down its settled faith . Now if that is to be a up His banner, the ensign of His everlasting nation be brought to see and to know the
changeable affair , then the Confessions cease truth . Many indeed, I know whereof I truth as it is in Jesus.

to be standards of faith , and liberty is granted say- , many , and among them perhaps such Knowing ourselves in the possession of the

to serve the times as the wind of doctrine who to -day praise us for our zeal to upbuild truth , we, in the name of our God , set up our

may happen to blow . Finally, we can not an English Lutheran Zion , many will hate us banners, and we call upon Him to fulfill in us

connectwith any synod whose public decla- and will denounce us for the work which to and with us all the petitions of our King.

rations indeed put forth the right Confession, accomplish we have met together. But what Unto the God of all grace , even the Father of

whilst in its boundaries it is a matter under are men ? It is sufficient unto us to know our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, be honor

stood that un - Lutheran doctrines and practices that it is the Lord's work to which we are and praise and thanksgiving now , henceforth
will be tolerated , and an open fact that the putting our hand, and we trust that He will land forever . Amen.

ners .
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gence for one florin, by virtue of which she chased with money. ” — Is the pope the suc

hoped to escape purgatory and to go to heaven cessor to St. Peter ? Observe the vast differ

at once. It was not very long before she took ence between the two . St. Peter, the apostle ,

For the LUTHERAN WITness . dangerously ill . Feeling that the end of her could and did confer heavenly gifts on others ,

Tetzel's Indulgence Traffic. life was drawing near, she sent for a priest, “ the Lord working with him and confirming

to whom she showed her letter , with the seal the words with signs following .” But never

of the “ vicegerent” in Rome affixed to it . did St. Peter ask or expect any pay for those

So all was well , thus far. But the woman gifts which he was called to bring to his fellow

To mention Tetzel's name, is to mention died . Her husband , not at all satisfied with beings. The pope on the contrary deals with

Tetzel's shame, and to remind men of an abom- the purchase she had made, neglected to have fictitious things . Purgatory is an invented

ination that stigmatizes the Romish church as the mass read at her funeral , to which indif- story and the liberation therefrom is a false

long as it shall last . We all know that Tetzel, ference the priest took exception and there- hood. Now the pope claims the power to re

in the year 1516 , was intrusted by pope fore caused him to be brought before an of- lease the restrained souls , but he will exercise

Leo x. , with the charges of selling indul- ficial , in order to have him fined as an infidel . this power only under the condition of being

gences, ostensibly for the purpose of raising The cobbler being summoned , readily ap- paid for, and besides this he must have pay

money for the building fund of the magnifi- peared, but did not forget to bring that im- ment in advance. What a pity , what a dread

cent church of St. Peter's at Rome, whereas portant letter with him . The trial and its ful thing , it would be , if perchance a soul

a great part of the money was lavished by the result is narrated in the following lines . would escape and the poor pope in consequence

pope in carrying out his revelries. It is true Official : Did your wife die ? would be short of a penny ! Money , and more

that indulgences were preached long before Cobbler : Yes, she is dead. money, is his cry , and if you do not comply

Tetzel put in his appearance. Urban II . in- 0.: What did you do, after she had died ? with his greediness, he will tell you : Perish ,

vented and introduced this scheme by promis- C.: I committed her soul to God and had because you do not bring money , for the gifts

ing all good things in this present life and in her body buried. of the " vice-gerent" may and must be pur

the life to come to all those who went in per- 0.: Nothing else ? Did you not have the chased with money. — And whereas the doc

son upon the enterprise of rescuing the Holy mass celebrated for her salvation ?
trine of indulgences is preached to -day in the

Land from the hands of the Turks. But never C.: She was not in need of that , because Romish Church and the same old fraud is being

had the traffic of indulgence been carried on her soul entered into heaven forthwith . practiced , we need not be surprised to see the

in so shameful and scandalous a manner as 0.: But how do you know that such is the constant accumulation of pecuniary wealth in

by Tetzel, under the direction and sanction case ?
the papistic domain . " You see the church is

of the wicked Leo. His impudence was un- C.: I positively know , because I have a no longer in an age in which she can say,

precedented. We are justified in stating that most reliable testimony to that effect. Silver and gold have I none!” said Inno

there was no artifice, no vile trick , no lie , that 0.: Give proof for it. cent IV. to Thomas Aquinas, the so-called

was not brought into service for the purpose The cobbler, not slow in producing the very Angelical Doctor, who happened to be present

of persuading the ignorant and superstitious letter bis deceased wife had bought, handed in the pope's chamber, where they were reck

people , to spend even their last farthing in the same to the officer and urged him to read oning large sumsof money. " True,” replied

order to save themselves and their friends it . Then he continued , saying: Now judge Aquinas — and his reply holds good to -day ,

from an imagined purgatory. They imposed for yourself , whether I am not in possession “ Nor can she say to the lame man , in the
upon them to believe , that on account of the of sufficient evidence with regard to the state name of Jesus Christ, rise up and walk !”

money they paid , they were absolved not only of the soul of my departed wife ! Why, then , Reader ! by the light of the blessed Gospel,

from all ecclesiastical censures, but also from does the priest insist, that she is in need of which the merciful God has given us in its

" all sins , transgressions and excesses , how the mass, whereas this document assures me, purity , we are enabled to see the sinfulness

enormous soever they may be. ” They were that her soul is not in purgatory , but in heaven ? of the popish doctrine of indulgences; to

promised that at their death " the gatesof pun- Now , if this be not true, the pope has de- know that there is no such place or state after

ishment shall be shut and the gates of the para- frauded my wife ; but if it be true, this priest death, in which the soul is said to be purified

dise of delight shall be opened, and if you tries to defraud me ! The cobbler was per- by punishment and suffering ; we know , that
shall not die at present , this grace shall re- mitted to return to his home , without any fine Christ crucified is our Redeemer, that His in

main in force when you are at the point of imposed upon him. nocent blood cleanses us from all sins , that in

death .” The souls said to be confined in A retailer of indulgence was asked by a this presentworld we have forgiveness by free

purgatory , would instantly escape from that miner , whether it was true, that even a single grace through faith in the Saviour , that life

horrid place and ascend into heaven as soon penny, if paid for one of his offered letters, everlasting is a gift of God , for His mercy's
as the money paid for their redemption tinkled could release a suffering soul from the tortures sake—are we thankful ? sincerely thankful?

in Tetzel's coffer. “ For twelvepence you of purgatory . The trader , as a matter of When Luther raised his voice against Tetzel's

may redeem the soul of your father out of course , answered in the affirmative, but never infamous traffic , one of his friends said to him :

purgatory. If you had but one coat, you had he expected to hear this crushing reply : " My dear brother Martin , if you can abolish

ought to strip yourself instantly and sell it , in O what a merciless adventurer the pope must purgatory and the sale of indulgences, then

order to purchase such benefit.” In Magde- be, since on account of a penny he retains the you are a truly great man." Ah , indeed ,

burg Tetzel refused to “ absolve” a rich lady , wretched sufferers for so long a time in the Luther was a great man the God-sent Re

except she would agree to pay 100 florins. agonies of that place ! Even if his worldly former , God's chosen vessel , the angel, having

This lady asked her confessor for advice , as riches did not exceed several hundred thou- the everlasting Gospel . Rev. 14 , 6. 7.—And

to what to do in this matter, who instructed sands florins, he ought to give them towards now : --

her, that forgiveness of sin is a gift of God redeeming so many miserable souls at one
The snare is broken-- we are free,

by free grace and hence could not be bought stroke . We poor Lutherans would willingly
The Lord our helper praised be ,

The God of earth and heaven .

by any worldly price . At the same time , how- refund the capital together with the interests

ever, he requested her , not to divulge his and all other expenses.

name. For whoever dared to doubt or to deny Simon , the sorcerer , ( Acts 8 ) offered the Quite a new but very good Enterprise

the necessity and efficacy of these indulgences , apostles money , saying, Give me also this of Charity.

was cursed and treated as a heretic . When power , etc. , imagining that as they were poor

Tetzel learned the reason why that lady re- men , they would not object to take compen- Mrs. Dr. Smith of Newark , N. J. , has con

jected his fraudulent ware he declared , that sation for their gift. But what did St. Peter tributed $ 12,000 for the purpose of construct

whoever her adviser might be , he deserved to have to say ? Listen to the awfuldeclaration : ing a “ play house" for the use of children

be burned alive. “ Thy money perislı with thee, because thou of that city who have no place but the streets

A cobbler's wife procured a letter of indul- I hast thought that the gift of God may be pur- I to play in .

>
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as long as men like Dr. Jacobs refuse to apply

Rev. C. A. FRANK , Editor. the knife of controversy to evils existing in Organization and Work of the General

the Council , there is little hope of improve- English Conference of Missouri and
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without making a noise . As long as men re- of English Lutheran pastors and delegates of

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo., as Second fuse to crucify the evil tenets and practices of congregations met at the time and place spec

their old man , because this old man might ified . The object of this meeting was the

make an angry noise , the new man will not formation of a general body of English Lu
ST. LOUIS, MO. , November 7, 1888.

attain dominion in them . And the " still small therans within the bounds of Synodical Con

voice” of the Gospel gives peace only to such ference .
That there have been, and are still hearts as have been crushed by the powerful Rev. F. Kuegele preached the opening ser

within the General Council , Practices
trumpet of the divine Law . If Prof. Jacobs mon , basing his remarks on Ps. 20 , 5 .

not in Entire Accord with its Confes
postpones controversy against evils existing Conference organized temporarily Friday

sional Position, who will deny ? in the Council, till the " educational facilities ” afternoon , October 19th . Rev. C. L. Janzow

of the Council are completed , he will be sleep- was elected Chairman ; Rev. C. F. W. Meyer

“ That there have been, and are still within ing in his grave with his still small voice si- Secretary ; Rev. R. L. Goodman Chaplain .

the General Council , practices not in entire lenced , and the Council will remain in the ruts The draft of a constitution printed in No. 5

accord with its confessional position , who will of inconsistent practices. God's judgment of the Witness was discussed at length . Di

deny ? TheGeneral Council , as well as a few will certainly be that Dr. Jacobs, professor in vine services were held in three churches of

other bodies of poor sinners , has still some the Seminary of the General Council , was un- the city . Sunday afternoon services were had

spots and wrinkles , and other such things , of true both to his Lutheran character and to the at Bethlehem Church ( Rev. C. L. Janzow )

which its members hope, after a while, to be responsibility of his calling. with confession and Lord's Supper ; Rev. W.

entirely rid . But not everything which others Dallmann of Baltimore , Md. , preaching the

see in it as a spot and wrinkle is necessarily
He not only Praised Humility, but sermon . Rev. F. Kuegele conducted services

such . Besides this , in regard to conceded
Practised it . in the evening at the same place whilst Rev.

evils , of which those most interested in the
A. Meyer of Rader, Mo. , preached in Trinity

Council know more than do its opponents , the Africa, now called the dark continent , has Church .

method of dealing with them must be left to given to the Church of Christ several lumina- Six sessions were held ; each was opened

those who are most directly responsible for ries whose light even to- day is admired and by singing of a hymn, reading of a scriptural

them . The best physicians a thousand miles enjoyed by all Christendom . We mention selection , and prayer.

away are scarcely competent to advise as to Athanasius , of Alexandria in Egypt, and Saint Conference finished the discussion of the

how a case of fever is to be treated . My own Augustine , of Hippo, North Africa. But we constitution on Monday morning. In the

Synod , for instance, has many union Sunday must not forget the name of Fulgentius, bishop afternoon permanent organization took place.

schools. But how are they to be removed, at Ruspae in Africa. He was not only an able Application for admission was made by eight

unless something better is to be provided , and writer , a fearless confessor in times of perse- congregations with seven pastors; severalcon

how can something better be provided as long cution, but also an exemplary Christian who gregations had also sent delegates . One pa

as there are union churches ? And when will held humility to be the greatest Christian rochial teacher and four pastors were received

union churches cease , until every congrega- virtue . Suffering extremepains for near sev- as advisory members.

tion can have its own service every Sunday ? enty days in his last sickness , it was his con- Election of officers for a term of three years

And how can every congregation have its own stant prayer, “ Lord , give patience here and resulted as follows : Rev. F. Kuegele , presi

service every Sunday, until we have more pas- rest hereafter .” But we wanted to speak of dent ; Rev. C. L. Janzow , Visitator ; Rev. C.

tors ? And how can we have more pastors, his humility. This is what history has re- F. W. Meyer , Secretary ; Mr. C. F. Lange,

until we have more students , and otherwise corded. " About the end of the year 524 , a Treasure

extend our educational facilities ?
bishop in an African council disputed preced- A letter of encouragement was received from

“ So , in regard to evils and abuses,ofwhich ency with him . The council decided for Ful- the Lutheran Ministerium of St. Paul , Minn.,

we are more frequently reminded. Men un- gentius, who for that time acquiesced in the signed by Rev. C. Gausewitz ( Secr. of the
acquainted with the circumstances often do authority of the council. But, observing how Synodical Conference ), wishing the Confer

the cause which they, from their hearts in- much the other was afflicted at the determina - ence divine assistance and guidance in its la

tend to serve , the greatest injury, by attack- tion , in a future council Fulgentius publicly bors , urging it onward, and stating that an

ing them at the wrong place and time, and desired that it must be reversed . His humil- English Lutheran Mission would be started at

interfering with the work of the Holy Spirit , ity was admired , and his request was granted .” St. Paul , God willing , on November 4th .
who, by His gradual illuminating influences , Resolved , That our President answer this

not in the noise of angry controversy , but by letter .
He was not a Synergist or Ohioan.

His still small voice , ' is ever bringing order The following committees had been ap

out of confusion. ”
“ The internal Master, from whom we have pointed and elected : Committee on Order of

Thus writes Prof. Jacobs in the Workman received the supply of celestial doctrine, not Business ; on Applications and Excuses ; on

of August 23d, 1888 . He sets forth three only opens to inquirers the secrets of His Publication ; on Constitution for congrega

points. First he admits that there are still words , but does also Himself inspire the grace tions ; on Constitution for Conference ; on

within the General Council practices at vari- to make inquiry. For we cannot so much as Establishing schools , colleges and seminaries .

ance with our Confessions . Secondly he ob- hunger after the bread which comes down The committees all reported in due time.

jects to the reproof administered by those who from heaven , unless an appetite be given to We will briefly mention some of the business

insist upon a consistent confessional position persons before fastidious by Him who deigns transacted by Conference which is of general

as required by the Spirit of truth and unity . also to give Himself to satisfy the hungry. interest and great importance.

In the third place he objects to " the noise of From Him it is , that thirsting we run to the Prof. A. Crull , of Concordia College , Fort

angry controversy." We would answer, As fountain , who affords to us Himself that we wayne, Ind ., had prepared a hymnal for the

long as the General Council disdains to own FULGENTIUS, Book 1. , Ch . 1 . use of English Lutheran congregations and

that its inconsistent practices must be abol- De praedestinatione ad Morinum . presented his manuscript to the General En

>

may drink .”
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a

glish Evangelical Lutheran Conference of Mis- referee on the theme: “ The Blessing of Or- was delivered on the Christian school. Thurs

souri and other States. This most valuable thodox Synodical Fellowship .” Thesis I. : day evening the pastoral conference took

present was gratefully accepted and Confer- " The example of the apostolic council in Je- place, and the synodical district was divided

ence resolved to print a hymnal. The Augs- rusalem , Acts 15 , shows that synodical fellow- into three conference districts : Eastern Kan

burg Confession and an order for morning , ship , though not expressly commanded in the ' sas, Western Kansas, and Colorado . Friday

evening and communion service will be in- Word of God, is still according to God's Word evening a pastoral sermon was delivered , in

cluded . and a blessing for the Church.” II. : “ By which the ministers were admonished of their

Rev. C. A. Frank , of Zanesville, Ohio , had orthodox synodical fellowship the knowledge duties. Sunday morning almost all the pas

offered to Conference the LUTHERAN WITNESS of pure doctrine and the unity in the same is tors attended Lord's Supper.

as a present . This was good news, indeed , and propagated and sustained , and false doctrine Monday afternoon synod came to a close ,

was thankfully received . The LUTHERAN WIT- opposed .” III . : “ By orthodox synodical fel. and ministers , teachers and delegates departed

NESS will hereafter be the official organ of the lowship the rights both of congregations and from the hospitable city of Leavenworth , re

General Conference . ministers are protected and both are aided in turning to their homes , well informed and

Rev. Frank was elected editor and will con- executing them .” IV.: " By orthodox syn- ready to resume their respective duties with

tinue the work so well begun and so visibly odical fellowship the ministers as well as the a cheerful heart.

blessed by the Lord. congregations are furthered in the knowledge The attendance had been , 34 pastors , 23

The business managementwill changehands of their duties and are admonished and guided delegates , 6 teachers. The next session of

to relieve Rev. Frank somewhat ; it will be as to their performance.” V.: “ By combined the synod will be held at Atchison , Septem

placed into the hands of Rev. C. L. Janzow , testimony against sin and unrighteousness and ber 12th to 19th , 1889.-F. L.

Rev. H. Birkner , Rev. C. F. W. Meyer who by all practicable uniformity in church gov

constitute the Financial Committee for the ernment the concord of spirit is not only act
Our Colorado Letter.

LUTHERAN WITNESS . Due notice of the exact ually proved , but all arbitrariness and impiety

time of the change will be given hereafter. sturdily opposed and true piety promoted.”

Rev. Frank had also presented to Confer- VI.: “ Orthodox synodical fellowship is the
Durango, La Plata Co. , Oct. 19th , 1888 .

ence his subscription list to the Book of Con- most effective means for advancing special Dear BROTHER ,--

cord. As soon as two-thirds of the amount aims of the church that are necessary for the Arriving here on the evening of the 12th

required towards publishing this work is pro- propagation of God's Kingdom .” In explain- inst., on my trip from Las Vegas over Santa

cured itwill be published by authority of this ing the last thesis , to mention but this one Fe and Antonito, I was received and heartily

General Conference. thing , the referee put in a word for the English greeted at the depot by Cand . J. H. Tietjen ,

Conference meets triennially ; the next Mission : St. Paul had preached not only in whom I was requested to ordain and install ;

meeting will take place again at Bethlehem Hebrew to his own countrymen , but in Greek, we enjoyed a splendid ride through the pure ,

Church , St. Louis , Mo. , three years hence ; in order that the whole world might hear the moon-lit air. — The next morning early we

the exact date will be fixed by the President. “ joyful tidings.” So it were with us : with made a tour of an adjoining foot-bill, about

Much other business was transacted , but the German language we could reach only our 2000 feet high . The scramble through the

time and space forbid further enumeration . countrymen , but preaching English also the oak-brush and over loose stones was some

For particulars the kind reader is referred to French , Swedes, Norwegians and others. Our what arduous for the body, but quite refresh

the minutes which will be published shortly . own children were inevitably becoming En- ing for the spirit. From the top therewas an

-Ps. 60 , 22. Ps . 90 , 17 . glish ; for what did they speak most when entrancing view over the city and the sur

C. F. W. MEYER , Sec'y. among themselves, German or English ? There- rounding hills, especially on the La Plata

fore , let us overcome our prejudices and be Mountains, the crests of which were covered

more industrious in this branch than we have with fresh-fallen snow .

Summary Report concerning the First been heretofore . Sunday afternoon at 2 P. M. , the 14th inst . ,

Convention of our Kansas District . Thursday afternoon , September 27th , the the holy ceremony of ordination took place in

subject of consideration was Home Mission . this city , in presenceofthe congregation . The

The first meeting of the Kansas District As there are hopes for founding a German sermon was based upon the text , 1 Cor . 3 ,

took place at Leavenworth , Kansas , between congregation in Wichita , a missionary will be “ For we are laborers together with God : ye
September 25th and October 1st . It was sent there ; a traveling minister will be placed are God's husbandry , ye are God's building ,”

opened by a sermon of our President, H. C. in north-western Kansas . In the northern part with the theme : “ The correct , God -pleasing
Schwan. There were ten meetings in all ; of Colorado Rev. Oesch has founded five mis- behavior towards the ministry," delivered in

those in the morning being devoted to doc- sionary stations , and the prospects for more German . The questions as to fidelity in office

trine , while the afternoons were set apart for are very good ; therefore the request of Rev. and confession of faith were responded to in
business matters . Oesch for a student to aid him will be com- a clear and earnest , yet cheerful voice , and

The synod was organized in the afternoon plied with . “ Rev. Rauh , of Denver, Colo. , great was the joy of all to receive their new

of the 25th , by the election of Rev. F. Penne- reported very favorably of the remaining parts pastor. The attendancewas about40 persons .

kamp, President ; Rev. Hafner, Vice -Presi- of Colorado ; therefore synod commissioned On Tuesday morning Rev. Tietjen and my

dent, and Mr. Mangelsdorf , Treasurer . There him to make inquiry in Pueblo , how much the self set out for Pine River, 23 miles from

upon President Schwan dilated upon the ebb congregation there could contribute towards Durango, and rode by wagon from 11 a . M.

in the synodical treasury and pointed out sev- the sustenance of a missionary, and report the till 6 P. M. The " journey ” was quite an " ap

eral means for replenishing it : All congrega- result to the Missionary Commission." petizer, ” to be sure .

tions should appoint regular collections for Friday afternoon , President Biltz delivered Wednesday evening , at 8 P. M. , services

this purpose ; the school- books should be his report on the Progymnasium at Concordia, were held in the Public School , and Rev. Tiet

bought not through agents, but direct from Mo.: The general health were in an excellent jen installed also in this , his second congre

our Concordia Publishing House ; everyone condition ; attendance , thirty scholars ; and gation . The attendance was not so numerous,

should keep and read our “ Lutheraner ” ; | the expenses per annum , $ 1500 . Gen. Pres . since the body consists at present of but four

finally everybody should subscribe to one or Schwan added : " Above all we should remem- male members. Three Englishmen , however ,

all volumes of Luther's works , now being pub- ber this institute in our prayers , butweshould attended , among them the school teacher,

lished . — To this was added , that our seminary also send a great number of youths and not though none understoodGerman. The teacher

at Springfield were again in good condition , think our children too good to become minis intends to visit the German school that will be

free from the late sickness , but had been ters or teachers. If we had but enough men , kept by our new pastor . Another man offered

obliged to contract a debt of $2,000 . the hearts would soon turn toward our insti- his best horse , if he could be taught the lan

During the five succeeding morning ses- tute , neither would money be lacking.” guage. Since there are so many Americans

sions , Rey. Hafner, of Leavenworth, was Wednesday evening , an excellent sermon at this place , Rev. Tietjen intends to have

9 .:

:
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1

English services every Sunday afternoon when all the ability she was capable of . At mid- the boys. Calmly the good king rose, and

at Pine River. And if there is sufficient in- night the command was given to take off with much earnestness , said , “ Boys, bolder

terest taken in the work , which is to be ear- masks , and she took the first prize , at the same and more audacious than this beggar have

nestly hoped , he will have them organize as time swooning away into a death-like faint , you all been . Every day you sit down to a

a separate English congregation. Let us hope which was brought about by being laced to table supplied by the bounty of your Heavenly

that this will be a new field for the English about half her size . Some time after the Father , yet you ask not his blessing , and leave

mission !
strings of her lacing had been cut , she again it without expressing to him your gratitude.

The next morning we walked 6 miles , in slowly revived and was advised to leave the Yes, each and all of you should be heartily

the hope of obtaining a wagon to take us to hall . But in spite of her critical condition ashamed of your conduct, which is far worse

town ; but in vain . So , after dinner , we were she insisted upon remaining there for the rest than was this poor beggar's. — Jugend -Freund.

obliged to march 10 miles , through rain and of the night , which she did , all the while dan

mud , to the next station . But we went our cing and frisking about like a maniac . Ar Rome and America.

way cheerfully , our good humor was at its riving at her home in the morning she fainted

highest and not so easily shaken . With great- from sheer exhaustion and took deadly sick . Rome already threatens to assume political

coats , buttoned to the top, and our satchel on There she lay, a total physical and moral control in this country . The first blow will

a pole carried between us , we must have pre- wreck , unconscious , the fever glowing on her be struck against our government; for not

sented a true picture of traveling missionaries. cheek , her eyes rolling wildly in their sockets , long ago Monsignor Capel said in Chicago,

Thus we passed along through the Reserva- uttering every now and then heartrending " The time is not far away , when the Roman
tion of the Utes , on the top of the Mesa ( or shrieks and moans . Not a word came from Catholics of the Republic of the United States

table-land ) , with a fine view over the wild , her dying, pale lips . Not once did she rec- ut the order of the Pope will refuse to pay

romantic country, river , valley and moun- ognize the loving face of a mother , father , their school-tax , and will send bullets to the

tains . Everything is yet in its natural state , sister or friend . Just imagine the situation breasts of the government agents rather than
as though the foot of man had never yet trod- and her awful doom ! The last moment had pay it . It will com as quickly as the click

den the ground for miles around . Later on , now come ; and with the words: “ The Devil's of the trigger and will be obeyed , of course , as

one of the Utes , the chief's son , came in with Imp" she was hurled into eternity . coming from God Almighty himself.” America,

his farmer wagon , without a hat, his long , Young reader , think of this and the like take warning that the snake thou hast been

coarse hair falling down on all sides and cover- examples when you are tempted to enter the so long warming in thy bosom does not soon

ing one-half of his face . He spoke English church of Satan . Accept it as a lesson . Or throttle your political and religious freedom .

quite fluently, but is an exception in this ; the would you rather risk your soul for the sake Crush her under thy feet while she is yet in

most of the Utes, like the Pueblo Indians and of a short time's pleasure, rather than to ab- thy power !—C. R.

the Mexicans, speak Spanish. stain from all pleasures of sin and serve your

Having reached Durango by rail , there were master Jesus Christ , who has done so much A Tale with a Moral.

2 more iniles to travel on foot , from the depot for you and who will give you , moreover ,

to the farmer's house where we stayed. Thus, everlasting life and unspeakable pleasure?

A missionary in Africa found a heathen

on this day, we had traveled fully 18 miles, which do you think will prove to be the best tribe worshiping an Episcopal Prayer Book,

experiencing but a very small part of the in the end !-F. W. G.
and was encouraged to think that his lines

had fallen in pleasant places . He wanted to
hardships usually encountered by our travel

go home when he learned that the heathen

ing missionaries .

Yours ,
Express your Thankfulness. bad adopted the book as an idol on account

F. LOTHRINGER .

An interesting anecdote is related of King who owned it. Are there not some professing
of its gilded edges, after eating the missionary

Alphonso X. , surnamed " the Wise,” who Christians who are worshiping their gilded

succeeded to the throne of Leonard Castile in

1252. On learning that his pages neglected words, the decencies, and proprieties, the

Prayer Books and elegant churchesin other

to ask the divine blessing , before partaking æsthetics of religion, and at the same time,

For the Lutheran Witness of their daily meals, he was deeply grieved if not eating the missionaries, eating what

Acting the Devil's Imp at a and sought diligently to find the best and
.

Masquerade.
most impressiveway to point out to them the might send them to the heathen . - Exch.

evil of this omission .

Our Lord warns us definitely when he says : At length succeeding in finding a plan , he
The largest Umbrella .

" Be not deceived ; God is not mocked . ” ' invited the pages of his court to dine with him . The largest umbrella in the world has been

Nevertheless there are so many, yea multi- A bountiful repast was spread , and when made in Glasgow for a king of East Africa. It

tudes who give no heed to this warning , and they were all assembled around the table , the can be opened and shut in the usual way, and

in consequence of this many a poor soul was king gave a signal that all was in readiness
when

unexpectedly hurried from this life into the for them to begin . They all enjoyed the rich staff is also twenty -one feet long . It is lined

open is twenty -one feet įn diameter ; the

depth of everlasting fire and death , thus adding feast, but not one remembered to ask God's with cardinal red and white , has a lot of straw

to the long list another testimony, that there blessing on his food . What transpired at
tassels , and a border of crimson satin . The

is a God who will not be mocked. This fact this memorable meal ? Unexpectedly there

was illustrated some two years ago on a mas- entered a poor , ragged beggar , who uncere

canopy itself is made of Italian straw , and the

top terminates in a gilded cone. This may be a
querade in the city of M-, Wis. moniously seated himself at the royal table , large umbrella, but the best umbrella is men

A young lady, healthy, full of life and in and ate and drank , undisturbed, to hisheart's tioned in the 91. Psalm . This is the shadow

the prime of her years , adorned with rare content. Surprise and astonishment were of the Almighty .

beauty and grace , and a child of well re- depicted on every countenance. The pages

spected parents , had firmly made up hermind looked first at the king , then gazed upon the School -work in Prussia and Italy .

to attend the coming masquerade. The even- audacious intruder, expecting momentarily

ing came. Being a child of this world , she that his majesty would give orders to have In Prussia there are 113 school-teacher's

cared little what character she represented, him removed from the table. Alphonso, how- seminaries, 33,919 state-schools and 65,718
so she concluded, as other characters were ever , kept silence, while the beggar , unabashed school-teachers . In Italy the number of

too common, to represent the " Devil's Imp.” by the presence of royalty, ate all he desired . pupils was, in 1870 ,—37,000, and now it is

Being attired accordingly , she appeared on When his hunger and thirst were appeased, 1,800,000 under 47,000 teachers.
In Prussia

the hall in her awful costume . Ambitious he rose , and without a word of thanks, de religious instruction is generally imparted in

as she was and eager to win the prize , she parted from the palace . the state -schools ; whether the same holds

performed every characteristic feature with
“ What a despicably mean fellow ! ” criedl good in Italian schools , we do not know.

Hearth and Home.

6
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Selections from Church History

>

A paro

ken in a farmhouse about five miles from this Besides the pastor of the church , Rev. C. F.

city , at " Mother” Peil's residence. Rev. M. Obermeyer, we find in Little Rock also the

Wyneken was then on his way from St. Louis Rev. Aug. Frederking and the Rev. George

to Fort Smith . This was in 1868 . The first Allenbach .

An Interesting and Historical Sketch meeting of German Lutherans in this city was
The former has charge of Lutheran colonies

of the German Lutherans in the United held in the fall of 1869 at the residence of in the state and the latter bas charge of the

States, the State of Arkansas and Mr. Charles Miller (now deceased ) and soon St. Paul's colored Lutheran church .

the City of Little Rock. after the First German Evangelical Lutheran
Glancing over the state we also notice be

church of Little Rock was organized. Mr. J. sides the healthy-looking pastor of Fort Smith,

The history of the Lutheran Church in the M. Reichardt was the first chairman and Mr. the Rev. P. F. Germann, and others who are

United States is full of interest even to those Charles F. Pensel the first secretary . Messrs.
working hard and cheerfully for the Lutheran

who are not members of that church . John G. Geyer, George Stratman , Fred. Kra- church in Arkansas , e . g., Rev. J. Miller of

Besides honoring her with great men, great mer,Charles Miller, Alexander George, John Stuttgart, Arkansas County, who hascharge,

learning , greatpower, great achievements, Riegler, John Ermentraudt and others were of three growing churches, Rev.J. H.Burkart
great doctrines , great institutions, sublime present at this organization.

of Lutherville , Johnson County, who has charge

hymns, precious literature , deep piety and
The first Lutheran sermon in this city was of two large congregations, and schools in

effective missions, the Lord has bestowed preached in the old " Christian Church” on charge of Mr.H. Bangert and Mr. H. Steuber .

upon her the greatness of extent and num
Scott street. During the summer of 1869 the

Away up in Washington County , in Spring

bers.
first pastor, Rev. J. H. Niemann , arrived from

It can be said of the Lutheran Church , as
St. Louis , and at once took charge of the

dale , we find the young and zealous Rev. S.

Bartholomew , who also has charge of several
church ; holding services in the business block

orators have loved to say of Great Britain , churches and a large school .

of Kramer & Miller , upstairs in the third story

the sun never sets upon her people , encircling We hear that the Rev. Bangerter of Illinois
the world and secure in the possession of the in the ball of the Freemason lodge.

whole truth of God.

was recently called and accepted the call , to

She was planted in this
The cornerstone to the first church building

country about 1625 ; her first pastors were
was laid October 31 , 1869 , and in the spring

take charge of the promising Lutheran colony

near Gainesville , Greene County .

persecuted, and her people made to suffer of 1870 this church was dedicated.

The Arkansas Gazette , Sunday, Sept. 9, 1888 .
many wrongs , because they clung so tena- chial school was now soon established and was

ciously to her precious faith. Her growth at conducted by Rev. J. H. Niemann , teachers

first was very slow ; now the Lutheran church Aehnelt and M. D. Markworth .
Christianity Forcibly Defended .

has over 4000 pastors , with organized con
In the winter of 1875 the first pastor re

gregations and parochial schools in every ceived and accepted a call to Cleveland , O. ,
James Russell Lowell , American poet and

state in the union , and a population of about and the second pastor ( Rev. A. D. Greif from
statesman , made the following defense of

2,000,000 of souls . Texas) was called , and when he left in 1877
Christianity in reply to some deprecatory re

The new “ home” of German Lutherans is the third and present pastor, Rev. Charles
marks made at a recent banquet: “ The worst

principally in the westand northwest.Inour F. ObermeyerfromFarmington, Mo., was kind of religion is no religion at all , and these
southern states there are as yet comparatively called and arrived here October 5 , 1877 .

men , living in ease and luxury, indulging

few Lutherans , though their number is in While pastor Obermeyer's work in this city themselves in the ' amusement of going with

creasing from year to year. and state during the past eleven years has out religion , ' may be thankful that they live

This is also the case in our state of Arkansas. been quietly done , the result tells in a most in lands where the Gospel that they neglect

For a long time the only Lutheran churches substantial manner. The beautiful new brick has tamed the beastliness and ferocity of the

of this state were stationed at Little Rock and church, recently dedicated in this city, is men who, but for Christianity, mightlong

Fort Smith. Now , through Lutheran emi- proof of his hard work and efficiency. Also
ago have eaten their carcasses like the South

grators , you can find Lutheran churches and might be mentioned the Lutheran colonies in Sea Islanders, or cut off their heads and

schools not only in Little Rock and Fort the state, nearly all of which were established tanned their hides like the monsters of the

Smith , but also in Conway, in Alexander,on under his personal direction. He is designated French Revolution. When the microscopic

Petit Jean mountain, near Morrilton , in Luther- by such men as Hon.Thomas Essex, Mr. J. search of skepticism , which has hunted the

ville, Johnson County, in Augsburg, Pope K. Bradley and Capt. Sam. B. Adams as “ the heavens and sounded the seas to disprove the

County, in Springdale , Washington County, father of the Lutheran colonies in Arkansas.” existence of a Creator , has turned its attention

near Benton, Saline County, in Russel, White The German Lutherans are among the most to human society, and has found a place on

County, also nearGainesville, GreeneCounty , active workers in our state , they are quiet this planet 10 miles square where a decent

in Stuttgart and Payer Station , Arkansas people, but very thrifty , working steadily from man can live in decency , comfort and security,,

County, in West Prairie , Poinsett County. year to year. They bring capital to the state , supporting and educating his children , un

All these churches, with the exception of and are in every way a very desirable class of spoiled and unpolluted ; a place where age is

those at Little Rock and Fort Smith , have immigrants . Most of them move to Arkansas reverenced , infancy respected , manhood re

been established during the last ten years , from other states , very many coming direct spected , womanhood honored, and human life

especially through the influence of Pastor from Germany. held in due regard ; when skeptics can find

Obermeyer and members of his church of this The Lutheran congregation in this city is such a place ten miles square on this globe,

city , and with substantial aid from the Hon . growing , now numbers about 600 souls , with where the Gospel of Christ has not gone and

Thomas Essex , land commissionerof the Iron 354 communicants. Some of the members , cleared the way, and laid the foundation and

Mountain railroad , and Hon. Thomas Gibson , known as our best respected citizens and busi- made decency and security possible, it will

land commissioner of the Fort Smith railroad . ness men—e. g. Mr. Charles F.Penzel , George then be in order for the skeptical literati to

The very first Lutheran congregation in Reichardt,Mr. John E. Geyer, Mr. Geo. Strat- move thither and there ventilate their views .

Arkansas was established and organized in man , etc. But as long as these men are dependent upon

Fort Smith in 1868 , and the Rev. M. Wyneken, The parochial school , connected with the the religion which they discard for every

who a few years ago died in California , was church , and which is at present in charge of privilege they enjoy , they may well hesitate a

the first German Lutheran pastor. This con- L. M. Himler , numbers this year between little before they seek to rob the Christian of

gregation now numbering over 500 souls , is 75 and 80 pupils. The Sunday-school num- his hope , and humanity of its faith in that

in charge of the Rev. P. F. Germann and is bers 150 scholars with nine teachers . Saviour who alone has given to man that hope

in a very flourishing condition . The very first In this school German and English are of life eternal which makes life tolerable and

German-Lutheran sermon in Arkansas was taught. Himler , the teacher , formerly had society possible, and robs death of its terrors

preached by the abovenamed Rev. M. Wyne- charge of a school in Wisconsin.
and the grave of its gloom ."
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eats a hearty breakfast , but about church graves centuries ago, we shall first cast a glance at

time the attack comes on and continues until two works of art, which are universally considered

services are over for the morning. Then the
as the greatest under this title , viz . , the Day of

Judgment by Michel Angelo, and the same by Rubens .

The Tongue .
patient feels easy and eats a hearty dinner .

( To be continued .)

In the afternoon he feels much better , and is

THE UNALTERED AUGSBURG CONFESSION WITHAs an appendix to the article on The Tongue able to take a walk , talk about politics, and
that appeared in the last number of the Wit- read the Sunday papers ; he eats a hearty EXPLANATORY NOTES AND SCRIPTURE PROOFs, for

NESS I send you the following Poem by Rev. supper, but about church time he has another School and Family, with Introduction and a brief

History of its origin . Translated from the German

P. B. Strong :
attack and stays at home. He retires early ,

by Rev. John E. Whitteker, A. M. , Professor of the

sleeps well , and wakes up Monday morning Latin Language and Literature, Thiel College.
“ The boneless tongue so small and weak

refreshed and able to go to work, and does Greenville, Pa. Pilger Publishing House , Reading,
Can crush and kill,” declared the Greek .

“ The tongue destroys a greater horde," not have any symptoms of the disease until Pa. 1888. Price , in paper cover, 50 cents a copy,

The Turk asserts, “ than does the sword .” the following Sunday. The peculiar features by the dozen 35 cents a copy ; in cloth cover, 65 cents

The Persian proverb wisely saith,
a copy, by the dozen 45 cents a copy .

are as follows :

“ This little volume is not designed as a theolog.
“ A lengthy tongue - an early death .”

1. It never makes its appearance except on ical treatise for ministers , but rather to furnish
Or sometimes takes this form instead :

" Don't let your tongue cut off your head ."
Sunday. plain instruction for the people . Hence, theaim of

“ The tonguc can speak a word whose speed, " 2. The symptoms vary , but it never inter- the translater has been to statevin simple yet sound

Says the Chinese, “ outstrips the steed ." feres with the sleep or appetite.
language the great fundamental truths of our holy

While Arab sages this impart,
religion , so exactly and concisely set forth in the

3. It never lasts more than twenty -four
original German . ... The translation of the Confes

“ The tongue's great storehouse is the heart."
hours .

From Hebrew wit the maxim sprung,
sion by Dr. Krauth has been adopted , not only for

“ Though feet should slip , ne'er let the tongue.”
4. It always proves fatal in the end-to the sake of uniformity, but also because of the ex

The sacred writer crowns the whole ,
the soul. cellency of its composition and its faithfulness of

“ Who keeps his tongue doth keep his soul." 5. No remedy is known for it except the the original.” These are the unpretentious words

C. R. word of God and prayer.
of Prof. Whitteker. After reading this book of 112

6. This disease is often called “ Systematic it both to ministers and laymen as the best book on
pages , we cannot refrain from highly commending

Lying," but its true name is “ Morbus Sab- the Augsburg Confession in English ecclesiastical
Hebrew Prophets and Greek Poets.

baticus,” or Sunday sickness. literature to the full extent of our acquaintance

On the question of Bible study in Colleges,
7. It is becoming fearfully prevalent, and therewith .

Dr. Field , of the New York Evangelist, gives is sweeping thousands every year prematurely MEHRSTIMMIGES CHORALBUCH ZU DEM KIRCHEN

to the devil .-Exchange.
his view as follows : GESANGBUCH FUER Ev . LUTA . GEMEINDEN UNGE

AENDERTER AUGSBURGISCHER CONFESSION, Pub

" I do certainly think that the study of the
lished by Karl Brauer ( Professor of Music in our

Bible should have a place , and an honored
Recent Publications .

School -Seminary at Addison , Ills . ) . St. Louis, Mo.,

place, in a college course—not because of its Concordia Publishing House . 1888. Price, single

claim to be a divine revelation , but because it THE DAY OF JUDGMENT : Description of this pict- copy, $ 1.50 ; postage, 20 cents.

contains the earliest history of the human ture by F. W. Wehle, Artist.
This is a book of Chorals, containing 240 tuues

race ; and because simply for its literature ,
for the hymns in the German hymn.book of ourSynod

I. PAPER : Importance of the subject .
and in its Book of Prayer. Its object is the perpet

apart from its moral teachings , it is immeas The most ill -used subject of artistic designs, as uation of the wealth and grandeur of Lutheran

urably superior to any book which antiquity drawn from Sacred Scriptures, has been for cent- Hymnology. Kern des Deutschen Kirchengesangs by

has left to us . A year or two since we had uries the last judgment. Dr. F. Layriz furnishes the ground-work of this

the pleasure of a visit from the late pres Renowned painters thought to have discovered in compilation . The melodies of Layriz are those

ident Hopkins . One morning at prayers I this tragedy the possiblygreatest subject of their very tunes that have become theheritageof our
art because it comprised heaven and earth , bliss and congregations in America too. To maintain these

read the fourth chapter of the first epistle condemnation . Nor is there, in truth , any greater tunes with as little change in the harmony and

of John , when he turned to me quickly composition for an artist to execute .
rythmical treatment as possible and to hand them

and said , " There is more in that chapter But how were the representations made ? What down to our posterity in such shape, is the excel

than in all the philosophy of the ancient is the result of those immense labors which have lent purpose of Prof. Brauer. On 188 pages this

world . So I venture to think that there is been accomplished during four centuries by a goodly book of chorals contains the highest and purest

more in the Hebrew prophets than in the Greek number of the most eminent artists ? No one ought standard of ecclesiastical song. A very valuable

to say that we cannot know all the designs of this feature of the book is that it has been made service
poets . And yet in most colleges , weeks or subject or the character of each design . At present able for the use of church-choirs. In this way

months of study will be given to a Greek interested parties may acquire not only exact copies our beloved professor has done a great deal to bring

play , or to the odes of Horace , while both the of the original paintings but also minute descrip- out the full majesty of our choral tunes. A choir

Old and New Testaments are wholly ignored . tions of the same . or congregation with this book to sing from, will

This seems to me not giving importance to
These copies and descriptions evidently show that have need of no other.

this sacred and sublime subject was used by artists

things in their due proportion . Besides, to in the first place in the interest of sensuality ; yea

understand the history of modern civilization , Satan's cunning and malice misled even some pious

Acknowledgment.

a large space should be given to a book which artists into the idea they were producing something

has exerted a reater influence than any other sacred and sublime whilst in fact they were assist
Received per Rev. C. L. Janzow from Mr. D. M.

on the faith and fortunes of mankind . ” ing the wicked world and the prince ofdarkness . Linebarger, treasurer of the Lutheran Conference

In the second place this holy subject was misused of Missouri, for English mission , the sum of $ 10.70.

to confirm and glorify the worship of Mary and of

other saints which prevailed under papacy . That

St. Louis, Oct. 24th , 1888 . C. F. LANGE.

Morbus Sabbaticus.
by such pictures, an indirect service was rendered to

the devil, goes without saying. On most of these Subscriptions Paid .

There is a fearfuldisease which is prevalent pictures of the last judgment the Virgin Mary is

among a great many so-called church mem- represented as the queen of heaven, as co-regent, Rev.J. P. Beyer, Brooklyn , N. Y. , (VII & VIII ) $ 2.00
as the fourth person of the Godhead or at least as

bers , and in order that they may recognize its Rev. G. Runkel , Los Angeles, Cal . , ( VII ) 1.00

intercessor before the tribunal , as one of the main Rev. Th . Wichmann, Freistadt, Wis. , (VII) 1.00

presence and its danger , we give the follow- figures ; yea in many cases they not only place the

ing description from an exchange :

Rev. A. Frederking, Little Rock , Ark . , (VII) 1.00

Judge ofthe universe in the shade of the holy Virgin Rev. J. Biltz , Concordia, Mo. , ( VII ) 1.00

Morbus Sabbaticus , or Sunday sickness , a in a glaring light, but to give special prominence to Mr. Theo . J. Witting, Lawrence, Kans . , ( V to

disease peculiar to nominal church members .
the figure of Mary, on some designs the Judge is VIII)

4.00

1.00painted as one turning his back upon the looker-on . Rev. Theo . Wolfram , Lincoln , Tex . , (VII )The attack comes on suddenly every Sunday ;

Now, to prove how such master -works are in direct Mr. John Thress , Haydenville, O. , ( III to VII) 5.00

no symptoms are felt on Saturday night ; the service of the devil and the painters thereof con

patient sleeps well and awakes feeling well ; tinue to sin, although they have been laid in their CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER.

?
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others the right way and to point out to them new creation. Thus David prays : “ Create

the pernicious by-ways of error and sin . in me a clean heart , o God ; and renew a right

But whilst searching the Scriptures that we spirit within me.” In the 43d chapter of

For the Lutheran Witness . may know the truth in all points of doctrine Isaiah , the Lord says : " Bring my sons from

and faith , we should especially have an eye far , and my daughters from the ends of the

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE to those doctrines in regard to which errors earth ; even every one that is called by my

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. prevail in our times and surroundings. Now name : for I have created him for my glory ,

By Rev. F. Kuegele . one of the chief errors of this century concerns I have formed him ; yea , I have made him ."

the article of conversion. — Many yet rightly Even so St. Paul writes to the Ephesians :

IV . Sunday after Easter.
believe that Christ by His work upon earth " By grace are ye saved through faith ; and

prepared grace and righteousness fully and that not of yourselves : it is the gift of God :
(Cantate.)

perfectly for all men ; but they err as to the not of works, lest any man should boast. For

way, how man comes into possession of that we are his workmanship , created in Christ
JAMES 1 , 16–21 .

grace and righteousness. Now this is a point Jesus unto good works. ” Since , then , regen

BELOVED IN CHRIST :- " Do not err, my be- of vital importance , involving life and death . eration is a new creation it is evident that it

loved brethren , ” so our to-day's text begins . If I show you an orchard with golden fruit is a work which God alone can perform ; for

A highly important word of the Scriptures in beyond á stream and invite you to partake of He alone is the Creator and besides Him there

our times, because the tendency of the age is the fruit , it certainly does make a difference is none other.

to make light of errors . Many regard error whether I tell you to swim across when you And not only can God alone work regen

as no sin , a harmless thing, nothing but a fault can not swim , or give you a leaky boat which eration , He also performs the work alone with

which men could not help and which deserved is sure to sink , or show you a safe and con- out the assistance of man . He , the Father of

neither rebuke nor punishment. Many go so venient bridge on which to cross . The way lights , begat us , says our text , not we our

far as to say , it would make no difference in which a man comes into possession of the selves ; neither does he say that God begat

what a man believed , and even though he did grace and righteousness which Jesus Christus with our aid or assistance , but he excludes

err, it would not harm him , provided he be has prepared for all , is a point in which we every thing on the part of man with the words :

sincere in his convictions. In worldly matters must make sure that we do not err , because “ Of his own will begat he us.” Conversion is

people do not think so . If a farmer errs in 'here our soul's salvation is- at stake ; for of the will of God and not of the will of man.

regard to the season for planting ,or if a trav- though we make the New Jerusalem the desti- Non-conversion is of the will of man and not

eler errs in the way , no one will say that nation at which we aim , yet if we set out on of the will of God , but tonversion is of the

makes no difference. If a man would plant a wrong way, we can never reach it. Let me will of God and not of the will of man ; for

corn in the month of August, declaring August therefore to-day specially dwell on these words thus St. Paul writes : “ It is not of him that

to be the right time of planting, would any of the text : willeth , nor of him that runneth , but of God

one say, it made no difference what that man OF HIS OWN WILL BEGAT HE US WITH THE that showeth mercy,” and again he says :
believed about the time of planting, if be was

WORD OF TRUTH , THAT WE SHOULD BE " It is God which worketh in you both to will

only sincere in his belief ? What would you A KIND OF FIRST-FRUITS OF HIS and to do of his good pleasure." Regeneration

tbink of a man who would apply that principle CREATURES .
does not come about in this way that man

in wordly matters, it would make no difference Three things are here contained : would first will it , or prepare the way and

whether a man erred or not , if he was only I. who regenerates man;
make room for God to work in him ; it is not

sincere ? But such is the blindness and stu
II . by what man is regenerated , and of the good pleasure of man because he wills

pidity of man's heart , if it is not guided by III . what man becomes by regeneration . it , but of the good pleasure of God who works

God's Word. Principles which, if applied in Of the two first let me to -day speak.
the willing in man. In the work of regen

wordly matters, people would regard as out eration man has no part. It is of course man

right madness , they will pronounce applicable I.
that is regenerated, but it is God who alone

in spiritual things. To our first question , Who it is that re- and exclusively performs the work. From

From this text it is certainly very evident generates man ? our text gives a plain answer : this it does no means follow that violence

that making light of error, hence all modern Ofhis own will begat he us." It is God that is done to the will of man ; God does not

unionism and indifferentism is in direct an- begets men . Regeneration is a gift which force man to become new-born , but God draws

tagonism to the Bible ; for here is the clear , comes down from “ the Father of lights .”' man and draws him so that the unwilling be

distinct command : “ Do not err . ” That is Regeneration is indeed a work which God comes willing,and then man is converted; for

just as plain and just as binding a command must do or it will remain unaccomplished. 30 soon as the will is turned unto God, man
as this : " Thou shalt not steal.” We are not Regeneration is a new generation , a new birth , is become a child of God . In short, regen

to err , neither are we to think it made no in which man becomes what before he was eration is a new creation and to give to man

difference if we do err , neither are we in any not , and that must be'the work of God , as any part or particle in that work is to make

way to sanction error . We have the clear John, in the first chapter of his Gospel , writes him an assistant creator with God , and that

command : “ Do not err.” To live up to that of the sons of God : “ Which were born , not our Confessions justly pronounce a blasphe

command , we must see to it thatwe ourselves of blood , nor of the will of the flesh, nor of mous doctrine .

do not walk in errors , nor lead others into the will of man , but of God. ” The regenerate

II.

error ; but use our endeavours to help people man is born of God , something new is gener

out of error. We must therefore diligently ated in him , so that he is become a new creat Now as regeneration is wholly God's work

search the Scriptures, both that we ourselves ure . Wherefore the Scriptures describe con- and man can neither prepare himself for , nor

may know the truth , and also be able to direct version not only as a new birth , but also as a assist in , his conversion , where should we then

.
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look for conversion ? how obtain it , where already, before he can pray acceptably. We describe that joy as a good feeling or a sweet

seek it ? On these questions God has not left should indeed also pray for conversion as the sensation , neither does he describe it as a sign

us in the dark , but has very plainly told us prophet did , saying : " Turn thou me, and I of the coming of the Spirit, but he numbers

through what he will newcreate us : “ Of his shall be turned ; for thou art the Lord my it among the fruits of faith, which are some

own will begat he us with the word of truth ,” God. ” So we should pray, not indeed as times greater , sometimes less. A comparison

God begets His children with and through being yet unturned , but because we daily may serve to make it plainer. Conversion

His Word . The Word of truth is the means stand in need of renewed repentance like the may be compared to a tree. The seed from

through which God works regeneration , and man in the 8th chapter of Mark, crying out : which it grows, is the Word ofGod ; the stem

it is the only means ; for the sacraments are “ Lord, I believe ; help thou mine unbelief." is faith , rooting in the Word of God ; and

means of grace only because the Word of Yet we should not regard our praying as a the branches and fruit are special gifts of the

God is in them . Not apart from but only means of grace ; for God begets His children Spirit and good works. Now the tree, stem,

with and through the Word does God re- in no other way, than with the word of truth , and root remains, even though the branch of

generate man , as thetext so clearly says, and and only after he is begotten of God , will a spiritual joy droops and withers, and spiritual

also St. Peter writes : " Being born again , not man begin truly to pray . trouble takes its place . But that delusive ex

of corruptible seed , but of incorruptible, by Neither must we look to our conduct and perimental religion which mistakes a good

the word of God. " To what then should we behavior. Wemust not think that we must feeling for the joy of the Spirit , would make

look , if we would be born of God ? Certainly first overcome sin , that we must subdue the that feeling both root and stem, or even the

to that means by which God begets His chil- will of the flesh and must restrain our will whole tree ; and when that feeling wears off, it

dren , to His Word and to nothing else . To from setting itself against God , and the like . leaves to such poor souls nothing to stand on.

make this clear to the mind of every one , let If regeneration would be dependent on any We must not look for regeneration to our

me mention a few things to which we should thing which man must do, then it would be feelings and sensations ; for conversion does
not look for conversion.

rendered uncertain . On this Luther writes not take place in the bodily senses, and it is

We must not look for conversion to the ob- these remarkable words : “ I would not even , not a change of nervous sensibility, but a

serving of certain rules and regulations, or to though it could be , that a free will should be change of heart . That so - called religion which

certain methods and modes of procedure, as left me, or that any thing should be left in makes a good feeling every thing and belittles

we see Catholic monks and Revivalists do. my hand by which I could strive for salvation ; both the Word and the faith of the Word, is

Every order of monks has its rules , laws and for all my labor would be done in uncertainty certainly Satanic delusion ; for the Lord says :

regulations , and the monks hope to obtain as one beating the air , and my conscience , “ He that believeth and is baptized shall be

grace with God by a strict preformance of even though I would live and labor til the saved,” but that imaginary religion says : 0,

such rules and regulations. Also at revivals last day, would never be sure and certain how faith is nothing ; you must get a good feeling,

they observe a certain method and procedure much itmust do to be sufficient before God . then you are ready for heaven.

by which repentance and the coming of the For whatever work I might do upon earth, In considering conversion we must leave

Spirit is to be brought about. All such con- yet this doubt would be in my conscience , away every thing that is human ; for regen

trivances , modes , methods brought up by whether it is so pleasing to God , or whether eration is not a human work, it is a Divine

men , can not do one thing towards regenera- He demands somethingmore. So Luther, work which only Divine power can effect

tion . It is indeed so preposterous an idea and it is truly so , if any doing of our own through a Divine instrument or means, and

that conversion could be brought about by would be required unto regeneration then we what that Divine instrument or means is our

performances invented by men, that it appears would have lost all solid foundation from text tells us unmistakably, for thus it says :

strange how people can be deceived thereby. under our feet ; for human works are im- “ Ofhis own will begat he us with the word of

Herewith is , of course , not denied that a per- perfect and we could never be positively cer- truth . ” We should therefore not ask any

son may be converted at a place where human tain that we had done our part and had done thing besides the Word ; we should not look

contrivances are practiced ,provided the Word it right. But no.works of man are required , to methods invented by men , or to our ex

of God is there. A man may be converted God does it all ; He works beginning , middle periences and feelings , or to our doing, con

in a monastery. Dr. Luther was converted and end of regeneration , and He does it not duct and behavior, but we should give attend

when a monk , but by the study of the Script- through the willing and running of man , but ance to the Word of God , with it we should

ures and not by the practices of monkery. through His Word. occupy ourselves . Not indeed as though our

It may occur that a person is truly converted Finally we should not base regeneration on listening to the Word could bring about con

at a camp -meeting, but of course not by the our experiences, whether they be glad or sad . version , no act of ours can contribute to or

anxious bench method there practiced, but by The error is widespread that conversion must promote our regeneration, but of that Word
the hearing of the Gospel . We must not ex- be accompanied with a sudden pleasant sen our text says , that with it God begets His

pect to receive the Spirit of God through con- sation of gladness, and many actually think children ; and at the end the apostle exhorts :
trivances or methods devised by men ; for by that a sudden change of feeling from sadness “ Receive with meekness the engrafted word,

them people are only deceived and not con- to gladness is conversion itself, and that they which is able to save your souls . ” The Word.

verted . God hegets His children in no other call experimental religion. Now we Luther- sinks into the heart , it attracts and persuades

way than " with the Word of truth . " ans also teach experimental religion, that the the soul , it draws and changes the mind, it

Nor should we depend for conversion on Christian experiences the power of the Word makes new people, and it does these things

our offering up of prayers. Prayer is indeed of God in his heart, and the witness of the because it is the Word of the living God. If

something which God has commanded , which Spirit bearing testimony to the soul of the we do not look to any thing in ourselves, or

has great promises and is a true service of grace of God in Christ Jesus . Indeed a re- of ourselves , but plant ourselves freely on the

We should have a praying heart every ligion which is not experimental is worth Word which has proceeded from the mouth

day of our lives ; for surely one who never nothing . But that religion which bases con- of the Lord ,then we have a foundation under

prays is not a Christian . But a common error version on a sensation of sweetness , builds on our feet , a foundation on which we can stand

is , and blind leaders will teach people so , the a foundation of sand ; for nowhere does the with safety. Dr. Luther , after the words

unconverted should pray for conversion , and Bible say that a good feeling is a sign of the already quoted , declaring that he would not

God would hear his prayer and would come coming of the Spirit and a proof of conversion ; want a free will with which to strive for sal

and convert him . This is only leading people and when that feeling wears away, such mis- vation , says : “ But now since God has taken

to look to and to trust in their own doing , guided souls must despair or may come to my salvation out of my free will and has

their act of praying , and it is a vain thing ; the conclusion that there is nothing at all in placed it into His free will , and has promised

for the Scriptures testify that the prayers of religion . St. Paul indeed frequently speaks to preserve me , not through my life or work ,

the wicked God will not hear, and that prayer of the joy of the Spirit, but nowhere does he but through His grace and mercy ; therefore

must proceed from faith to be acceptable with I am sure and certain that He is faithful and

God . A man must therefore be converted * On Slavish Will. $ 654 . will not lie unto me.” Yes indeed, if we
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continue in the Word and hold God by His of divinewrath , Satan became the most bitter , consequently “ as a roaring lion he walketh

Word, then we are safe. What are man's fierce and inveterate enemy of God. Being about seeking whom he may devour.” Satan

works and doings ? They are as dust before at enmity with God , Satan is also an enemy lying in wait closely observes every motion of

the winds. What foundation is our feeling ? of everything that God creates and does , is the Christian and watches for an opportunity.

It is more changeable than the moon. But an enemy of God's doings and creatures , Then suddenly, when an opportunity have

the Word of God is a foundation which must principally of human beings , who were made presented itself, unmercifully hepounces upon

and will stand also in the storm of the last in the likeness ofGod. Satan's enmity against the Christian like a rapacious animal' and in

judgment. If I hold God by His Word, if I God is active in such a manner , that without fuses into his mind all manner of evilthoughts

say : In thy Word Thou hast said : “ He that cessation he strives to offend God and to pro- and carnal desires , such as anger, wrath,

believeth on the Son is not condemned " ; 1 voke Him to anger. And as it is not in the quarrelsomeness, jealousy , slandering, ava

am indeed a sinner , but Thy Son died in my power of Satan to inflict upon his Maker any rice , unchastity, and other lusts of the flesh .

sins and to His death and resurrection I personal hạrm , he attempts to offend God by Then Satan will bring an invisible , almost irre

appeal, then God can surely not condemn me, damaging and ruining His creatures. And in sistible pressure to bear upon the Christian,

unless Hewould go back on His own Word , such attempts Satan is engaged not without that he should yield and actually do accord

and of that I need have no apprehension . success. ing to the desires of those lusts , in order that

For this purpose God gives us His Word , In his very first attempt of this kind , his at- by doing so he might fall from the state of

through it to newcreate us and by it to nourish tempt to seduce the entire human race and to grace and into mortal sin , hypocrisy , unbe

our souls unto eternal life. " Wherefore, my cast them headlong into perdition , he was suc- lief, and finally into despair and eternal dam

beloved brethren , let every man be swift to hear cessful , as we deploringly admit. For through nation .

the word of truth , and receive with meekness the fall of Adam and Eve all their descendants Satan is cruel and inexorable as a lion and

the engrafted word , which is able to save your were made sinners , even as the presentrotten- cunning and sly as a serpent. Even as a

• souls. " Amen . ness of the tree influences the fruit it is to roaring lion walketh about seeking his prey ,

bear forty years from date. Now if all the and when he hath found it, knoweth no pity ,

offspring of the father of the human race have so Satan walketh on the face of the earth and

become sinners , then the entire race is under maketh attempts without cessation at bring

the wrath of God, having with its sins in- ing the children of God into eternal ruin , and

curred God's sore displeasure and merited whilst doing so shows himself to be the very
Resisting Satan.

eternal punishment . personification of all that is cruel and inex

But God , prompted by motives of unspeak- orable . And even as the serpent creepeth

II .

able love , grace , and mercy, gave His only be- and stealeth about in the grass unnoticed , so

" Ye do always resist the Holy Ghost : as gotten Son, that by Him men might be re- doth Satan also move about with great cun

your fathers did , so do ye.” Acts 7 , 51. Thus deemed from sin , from death and from the ning and slyness , endeavoring to entice Christ

spoke St. Stephen, one of the seven deacons power of the devil , so that, “ whosoever be- ians away from their God and their inherit

of the first Christian church . In these words lieveth in Him should not perish , but have ance . Witness his dealingswith JudasIscariot.

he severely censures his hearers for resisting everlasting life.” John 3, 16. Satan , how- First of all Satan seduced him into avarice ,

the Holy Ghost. The Spirit ofGod was work- ever, has not fallen asleep , no, he is wide then misled him into petty thievery, and

ing in the hearts of men through the instru- awake, endeavoring by the use of every means finally prevailed upon him to betray the Sav

mentality of the word , and was turning them available to hinder and prevent men from ac- iour, whereupon he made a dead set at him

“ from darkness to light and from the power of cepting the gospel and from receiving into and drove him into despair, in consequence

Satan unto God, that they might receive for their hearts the Lord Jesus Christ as their whereof Judas suicided , rushing headlong

giveness of sins , and inheritance among them Saviour , whom the gospel presents as such . into perdition . Now Satan being so cunning ,

which are sanctified by faith that is in Christ So long as Satan accomplisbes this his object, cruil and fierce an enemy, incessantly striving

Jesus.” Acts 26 , 18. But the majority of the so long as he prevents people from becoming after the one object, namely the damnation,

Jews, among them the accusers of St. Stephen , Christians and children of God through faith of our immortal souls, therefore should we

were resisting the Holy Spirit to their own in Jesus Christ and through Holy Baptism , resist him at all times , in all places , under all

souls' detriment and to the sore displeasure so long such people remain in his Satanic circumstances .

and grievance of Alınighty God. Such re- power ; and his sole endeavor , as regards The only true and efficacious way of resist

sistance is evil , evil in the extreme and fraught them , is , to keep them in his power, which he ing him shall be the subject of the conclud

with the direct consequences to those in whom does in many ways, principally by creating ing paper . - H . R.

it exists ; therefore it should be abstained in them the belief, that his existence , as well

from . But if a person will , nevertheless, re- as the existence of God , of heaven, and of

sist, let him resist such a resistance as is pleas- hell , are things long ago proven to be the re
Without Fear.

ing to God and of benefit to himself , let him mains of superstition .

resist Satan . Resistance of Satan , however, It is nevertheless true , that through the pro A Christian lady , having passed through

is not optional with us , it is obligatory; we clamation of the gospel many a person is in- long years ofsuffering, left a private message
must resist Satan . “ Resist the devil , and he fluenced in such amanner, as to become a be- to be read by her chosen friends after her de

will flee from you .” James 4 , 7 . “ Whom liever in Christ and to be baptized in the name parture . From this message we select the

resist steadfast in the faith .” 1 Pet. 5 , 9 . of the Triune God. Through such faith and following tender words : “ Surely since Christ

Now why, for what reason should we resist baptism , people are delivered " from the power has died none who heartily strive to follow

Satan ? “ Because your adversary, the devil , of darkness and translated into the Kingdom bim , and are'accepted in the Beloved , ' need
as a roaring lion , walketh about , seeking whom of the Son of God .” Col. 1 , 13. Now these fear any evil ; and for those who are called

he may devour.” 1 Pet. 5 , 8. Satan is here in particular are objects of Satan's hatred up biglier ' to be forever with the Lord ,' freed

called an adversary. An adversary is an op- and enmity. Against the others it is not from all temptation and sin , sickness and sor

ponent , an enemy, who is malevolently dis- necessary for Satan to exert himself ; for they row, the truest gratitude should be given.

posed against one and whose every action is are in his power and under his control; they All the surroundings and religious services

prompted by motives of irreconcilable hatred are his . But true Christians are " a chosen ought to encourageand assist the view of their

and enmity. Such is Satan. But why is Satan generation , a royal priesthood, a holy nation , eternal gain. I wish the services to be full of

so at enmity with us ? Because he is at en- a peculiar people.” 1 Pet. 2 , 9. They are Christ's power to comfort at all times , and
,

mity with our God also. For in that selfsame children of God and as such heirs of life my life referred to only as a proof of 'his all

hour, when the defection of Satan from God eternal. But Satan does not like this ; he sufficiency in all things. I would wish all

occurred and when God prepared for him and cannot bear to think of it ; he hates it with ' good -night until we meet in the morning.'

his revolting legions the inextinguishable fires more than the greatest hatred imaginable ; Selected.

9
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certain city in North Africa haddesired to But the Christiansmay say,NowI live and hawls wood,orrides into thefield,he singsa

adore the Emperor ; - the edict went forth , he would , he becomes impatient and murmurs

" Give up your sacred writings, or die . ” There against God. Thereafter , because he is not

was no longer that actual knowledge of the certain that his doings are acceptable with

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor. fact of Christ's life , or of the teaching of God , he can in his labor have no joy at heart

His Apostles, which had cheered the martyr nor a good conscience . Thus he spends this

The LUTHERAN Witxess is published on the 7th and 21st Stephen , and supported the dying Polycarp. life in dread , agony and hardships and loses

of each month. All communications and money should be The personal recollection of such matters had eternal life besides . While he lives on earth ,
sent to : LUTHERAX Witness, 16 Harvey Str ., Zanesville,

Obio. Terms of subscription $1 09 per annum in advance. now ceased ; the belief in the facts had be- he lives as a hog ; when he must die , he has

Money sent otherwise thun by money - oider or draft is at the come , as with us , but historical : and yet such no hope , he weeps , laments and says , My life
risk of the sender.

was the firm conviction of the Divine inspira- was a hard task , now I must leave it and die

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second tion and heavenly origin of the Scriptures of and know not, where I must go. It serves

Truth , that death with all its horrors was em- such a man just right ; why does he not learn

ST. LOUIS , MO. , November 21, 1888.
braced rather than resign them to the heathen . these two lessons : First what his hope is and

To use the profound observation of Pascal: what he may expect in heaven ; secondly , how

The immemorial Doctrine of the Church " This is a sincerity which has no example in he should ply bis vocation and how he should“

the world , nor its root in nature. " P. 93 .
of God concerning the Inspiration of

live here upon earth . Now because he learnt

Sacred Scripture.
none of these things , it cannot occur other

wise than that this present life must become

Before and after Pentecost. bitter and hard unto him and in eternity he
Ancient Christians enjoyed not the privilege

must moreover suffer the torments of hell .
of possessing printed Bibles . Most of them

must contend themselves with hearing the good
“ Peter who before trembled at the ques. But contrariwise a Christian, who knoweth

books read in their congregational assemblies tioning voice of a female slave , now , after the these two lessons , has a sweet life here on

from written copies in possession of thechurch. advent of the Holy Spirit, presses hard upon earth and in eternity life everlasting, through

Yet they were close bible-students who de- the powers of princes though he be killed .” Christ our Saviour . Although he have much

S. GREGORY THE GREAT, In Ev. Hom . Xxx. trouble and displeasure in his estate, yet be
XXX he

tected any change that was made even in so
experiences in his trouble and labor a joy

called revised translations. In such attention

in his heart and a good conscience ; for he
to the Word of God they put to shame many

Christians of the present day who are in pos
Christians are God's Beans and

knoweth that his toil and labor are all good

Seed-corn . works and divine worships. If he be a man
session of printed Bibles but do not read the

servant , he is of good cheer and mind ; if he

oracles of God carefully . The bishop of a

introduce S. Jerome's new version of the old know not how long ; but though I die now , I psalm ; if bis master be fretful, scolds him or

does him wrong, he is patient and waits for
Testament. On the first occasion of its being expect another life , of which I am much more
used in public worships, the portion of Script- certain than of this present life which I be- the life to come. LUTHER 19, 356 and 357.

ure read was the fourth chapter of the Book hold with mine eyes. For though my body

of Jonah ,where it is said, at the sixth verse, does now suffer, die and putrefy , yet this same “ Look in upon thy wondrous Frame ! ”

that “ the Lord God prepared a gourd , and body shall come forth again and be placed

made it to come up over Jonah .” In this beyond suffering, death and decomposition.
The skeleton , or framework, of the human

passage the word rendered in the old Italic Of this I am certain ; for I was baptized and body, “ the house we live in ,” is composed

version “ gourd ” ( cucurbita ) had been taken am in possession of God's Word, therefore of 200 bones , some naturalists give 206, and
by S. Jerome to signify " ivy ” ( hedera ). The I am God's bean and corn , who planted

some 214. The head comprises 28 bones ; the

change was at once discovered, and a violent and sowed me by baptism and the Gospel . trunk 54 bones ; the limbs 124 bones. While
tumult was excited among the people , espe

LUTHER 19 , 345 .
physiologists differ as to the exact number of

cially among such of them as were Greeks , bones of the skeleton , yet the relative length

who accused the Bishop of corrupting the text
The Blinking and Left-handedness of

of the bones is so exact , that the length of the

of the Bible . The result was, that the Bishop entire skeleton , and thence the height of the
Christian Life.

was compelled to restore the old translation , man , can be obtained by measuring a single

not wishing , after the great danger he bad
Christians ought to look upon this present Physiology, p . 19 .

one of the principal bones. STEELE's Human

encountered , to continue without a flock . This

instance is related by W. Lee from S. Augus- life only with eyes shut, they should rather

tine's very letter to Jerome(August.ad Hieron ., wink than look on it; but upon future, eternal Bone is twice as strong as oak. It would

Epist. LXXI ) . Dr. Lee adds: “ I have thus life they ought to look with eyes wide-open require a weight of 5000 pounds to crush a

attempted to give some idea of the sentiments and with a clear , bright vision ; and we ought cubic inch . - Mapothet.

cherished in every age by Christians, as to the to be on earth with our left hand only , but

nature and value of the sacred documents with our right hand , with our soul and with The ends of the bones are covered with a

committed to their charge. It was their firm all our heart , we should be in yonder life , in thin membrane, which secretes a viscid fluid ,

conviction that the origin of the records which heaven, and always expect the same with firm not unlike the white of an egg . This lubri

contain the history of their faith was Divine.” hope and great cheerfulness . Luther 19 , 131. cates the joints and prevents the noise and

The Inspiration of Holy Scriptures, its Nature wear of friction . The body is the only " ma

and Proof, pp . 90 and 91 .
chine" that oils itself. - Phys.

The Lines are fallen unto me in pleasant

Places ; yea I have a goodly heritage.
The Constant Use of Scriptures

A Sincerity which has no Example in Psalm 16 , 6 .
recommended .

the World, nor its Root in Nature.

Any one who is not acquainted with the “ If you come to the Scriptures meek and

Within so short a space of time as ten years blessed hope of life eternal nor governed humble, there you will find prevening grace ,

before the public recognition of Christianity thereby, must succumb under the bitterness by which , when fallen, you may rise ; accom

(( A. D. 303 ), the persecution of Diocletian and hardships of this present life . Because panying grace, by which you may run the way

carried torture and death to every section of he is not certain of everlasting life , he cannot of righteousness; and following grace , by

the Church . The trial of the martyr's faith feel contented nor have patience . As soon which you may reach the heavenly kingdom .".

was not now to sacrifice to the gods , or to as he experiences reverses and fares not as FULGENTIUS, Epistola 6.

?
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Church News

the heart of his hearers the divine assurance , “ Let the beauty of the Lord , our God , be

upon which he had based his sermon . upon us : and establish thou the work of our

The afternoon services were in English , hands upon us ; yea , the work of our hands

Pastor C. F. Obermeyer, from Little Rock, establish thou it.” Psalm 90, 17.
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

Ark. , preaching the sermon , before a large W , H. T. Dau.

Dedication of our New Trinity Church audience of Germans and Americans . He had

at Memphis, Tenn . chosen for his text , Psalm 48 , 12–14 : “ Walk

Our Colorado Letter.

about Zion , and go round about her ; tell the

Of a gala-day in the history of our Lu- towers thereof. Mark ye well her bulwarks,

theran Zion at Memphis , Tenn. , these lines consider her palaces ; that ye may tell it to the Trinidad , Colorado , Nov. 1 , 1888 .

wish to tell . Through the bounteous good- generations following . For this is our God DEAR BROTHER , —|

ness of our Father Almighty the members of for ever and ever : he will be our guide even To -day I had quite an interesting discussion

Trinity church , together with many friends unto death .” The strength and beauty of our with a prominent Catholic gentleman of this

from near and far , had come to see their long Lutheran Zion was the burden of his eloquent city , the same who had entered into a lively

cherished hopes realized . After fourteen years and concise discourse . Dwelling , in his pre- debate with Brother Rauh about nine months

of earnest and self -denying work ofthis small amble, on the history of the Lutheran Church ago . He is very liberal in his ideas and out

congregation a handsome and costly house of in this country, he showed to the surprise espe- spoken, and dilated mainly upon two subjects :

worship had been erected . Often the work cially of the American part of his audience, his own religion , and the order of Free-masons.

was interrupted , at times the workers would that the Lutheran Church , unknown and ig- In regard to the first point he gave the

grow weary and despondent over the slow nored , through it might be , compared to other following theory : Moses had been the first

progress of their work , at times they would Protestant churches of this western continent , Reformer ; for at his time the priests as well

be forced to lay aside their trowels altogether nevertheless had to be ranked among the pio- as the people had sunk into grievous sins ,

and instead take up the spears, the shields neer churches of our country. This was clearly murder, fornication , theft, and by giving the

and the bows , and the habergeons to make proven by historical facts , among which were ten commandments this leader had restrained

battle upon the enemies of thecause of Christ; adduced the settlement of the Swedes on the and bettered his people. At Christ's time

and often a faithful , ardent laborer , that fain Delaware , brought hither by the zeal of their the people of Israel had again gotten deeply

would have seen the completion of his work , kings , Gustavus Wasa and Gustavus Adolphus, into the mire of heinous crimes and trans

was called away from the church militant to the missionary work of Lutheran preachers in gressions , and Christ , the second Reformer,

the church triumphant. Twenty thousand dol. Pennsylvania, the establishment of the Ten- had upheld and supplemented the law , and

lars were expended in the construction of the
nesee Synod , and other well known facts . By again the people were saved from perdition.

church ; but this is not said in a spirit of boast- reliable statistics the constant growth and Finally , the third Reformer, Luther, had

ing, but rather in a spirit of humble admira- present flourishing condition of our Lutheran come , had revealed the crimes of the priests

tion of the power ofGod who made all hearts Church , which might truly be called a mis- and opened the eyes of the people. He dis

willing to bring up their offerings to the altars sionary Church, was shown. Adroitly the believed the immaculate conception of Maria

of the Lord . speaker furthermore showed , how deeply all and thought her a sinner saved by Christ ; he

Trinity church is a two-story brick and stone Protestant churches were indebted to the Lu- discredited the so-called chastity ofthe priests ,

building , the lower story of which contains a theran Church , as the symbolical books of thought they could not remain chaste , and it

spacious room , where the Sunday -school and the Lutheran Church had often served as a were best that the priests should be permitted

Parochial school have their quarters. There is well supplied magazine of exclusively Script to marry. What surprised me most was his

room for 200 children . The upper story is , ural doctrines, from which other Protestant statement that the Catholics only revered Mary

strictly speaking , the church. The auditorium churches bad borrowed in the construction of as the mother of God , and that he believed

is 37X56 ; 300—350 persons can comfortably their articles of faith . " And now , my friends," Christ to be the Redeemer. Still , when II

be seated here . Beautiful stained glass win- continued he, “ let me take you by the hand asked him if he hoped to be saved by the

dows adorn the auditorium and especially the and lead you round about our Lutheran Zion , merit of Christ through faith , he replied : No ,

altar-niche , which contains a figure-window , and show you her battlements, her strong forti- through faith and the deeds . He reasoned :

that represents the Saviour , praying : “ Not fications, her bulwarks and towers of strength , Deeds must follow faith , as faith is dead with

as I will , but as Thou wilt! ” There is also and her magnificentpalaces. Far for claiming out them : therefore the decds are really the

an organ loft , in which a large reed organ is to be the alone saving church , we Lutherans, redeeming principle. I pointed to the culprit

placed. The spire is 110 feet high , and in the on the contrary , teach , that outside of Christ on the cross , who had no chance for deeds

belfry hangs one large bell. there is no salvation , but in Christ there is and stillwas saved ; but that were an entirely

The day of dedication for this church , the free grace for all.” Continuing , Pastor Ober- different thing , he thoughtevasively. Ishowed

28th of October, dawned brightly . Early the meyer then preached on justification, that is him that no man would fulfill even one com

festival crowds began to assemble , and at free by His grace through the redemption that mandment, and therefore must believe in

10:30 the church was well filled . The serv- is in Christ Jesus , the doctrine that always has Christ, who had fulfilled the entire law for us :

ices were opened by the Sunday -school clas- been , now is , and , God granting , ever will be he straightway answered that he disbelieved

ses , who, headed by their teachers , marched the Lutheran doctrine , and both the strength this ; neither could he see the contradiction

into church , bearing floral emblems, crosses , and the beauty , the tower and the palace of with his foregoing statement, notwithstanding

crowns, anchors , banners , etc. , which were our Lutheran Zion . all my endeavors to make things plain .

received by the pastor of the congregation at In the evening the congregation once more He then brought up the old tradition that

the altar with suitable Scripture texts . The assembled , to listen to their former Pastor Solomon had been the founder of the order

pastor then offered the dedicatory prayer, and J. G. Pflantz, from Gordonville , Mo. , who of Free-masons, at the time when the temple

the dedicatory sermon was preached by Pastor preached his sermon from Psalm 120 , 1 : " I had been built. I said I had read nothing of

H. Sieck , from St. Louis , Mo. , a former pastor was glad , when they said unto me , Let us go the kind in the Bible . O , the order had not

of the congregation. He preached his sermon into the house of the Lord.” Why does a Chris- been thoroughly organized , and other books

from Exod. 20 , 24 , taking for his text these tian always gladly go into the house ofthe Lord ? from that time gave more light, was the re

words : “ In all places where I record my name was his theme. In words full of praise to the joinder . He denied that membersofthe order

I will come unto thee , and I will bless thee.” good God of the Christians he dwelt upon the had to swear an oath in uncertain things, also ,

Many an eye was filled with tears , when he abundant blessings , which the benign Father that a “ brother” had to help the other in an

touchingly described the humble place of wor- has spread out before His true worshipers in evil thing. But he admitted that the name of

ship , where the congregation had met, before His Word and boly Sacraments. - During the Christ dare not be mentioned , and he harbored

it had erected the present church ; his words progress of the three services the choir “ Con- the jesuitic principle : The intention justifies

were full of sweet comfort, when he laid to cordia ” sang sweet songs of praise. the means. Thereupon I showed him , as best

.
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I could , the terrible nature of these two things Somnambulism and Uses of Reflex Keep the Gate Shut.

altogether inconsistent with the conscientious
Action.

profession of Christianity . An English farmer was one day at work in

“ We breathe eighteen times every minute . his fields when he saw a party of horsemen

This is a sample of the “ liberal ideas” in We stand erect without a consciousness of riding about his farm. He had one field that

vogue in this city, with which all seem to be effort. In this way we account for the perilous he was specially anxious that they should not

more or less infected : only by persevering feats performed by the somnambulist. He is ride over, as the crop was in a condition to be

patience and friendly instruction can the end not conscious, as his operations are not di- badly injured by the tramp of horses. So he

be attained. But the Word of God has never rected by the cerebrum , but by the other dispatched one of his workmen to the field,

yet been preached in vain .
nervous centres. We walk , eat , digest , and telling him to shut the gate and then keep

Yours , at the same time carry on a train of thought. watch over it , and on no account to suffer it

F. LOTHRINGER. Our brain is thus emancipated from the petty to be opened.

detail of life . If we were obliged to attend The boy went as he was bidden , but was

Studies in God's Laboratory .
to every breath , every pulsation of the heart, scarcely at his post before the huntsmen came

every wink of the eye , our time would be up , peremptorily ordering the gate to be

wasted in keeping alive. Mere standing would opened . This the boy declined to do, stating

I. THE INSTRUMENT WHICH RULES THEWorld. require our entire attention. Besides , an act the orders he had received, and his determ

It is just wonderful to look into the beauti- which at first demands all our thought, soon ination not to disobey them . Threats and

ful contrivances and the exquisite delicacy of requires less , and at last becomes mechanical, bribes were offered , alike in vain ; one after

the lowerorgans of the human body , exclaimed as we say , i . e . , reflex . Thus we play a fa- another came forward as spokesman , but all

a modern physiologist. But he is almost lost miliar tune upon an instrument and carry on with the same result ; the boy remained im

in amazement at what he calls the wonders of a conversation at the same time. As every movable in his determination not to open the

the brain . “ It is natural to suppose thatwhen one knows , said an authority in these matters, gate . After a while one of noble presence

we come to the brain we should find the most it takes a soldier a long time to learn his drill, advanced and said , in commanding tones :

elaborate machinery. How surprising , then , for instance to put himself into the attitude “ My boy, you do not know me. I am theI

it is to have revealed to us only cells and of ‘ attention' at the instant the word of com- Duke of Wellington , one not accustomed to

fibres ! The brain is the least solid and most mand is heard . But , after a time, the sound be disobeyed , and I command you to open

unsubstantial looking organ in the body. of the word gives rise to the act, whether the that gate , that I and my friends may pass

Eighty per cent . of water , seven of albumen, soldier be thinking or not . Thus a practical through.” The boy lifted his cap and stood

some fat, and a few minor substances consti- joker , seeing a discharged veteran carrying uncovered before him whom all England de

tute the instrument which rules the world . home his dinner, suddenly called out, ' Atten- lighted to honor, then answered firmly : “ I

Strangest of all , the brain , which is the seat of tion !' whereupon the man instantly brought am sure the Duke of Wellington would not

sensation , is itself without sensation. Every his hands down , and lost his mutton and wish me to disobey orders . I must keep this

nerve , every part of the spinal cord , is keenly potatoes in the gutter . The drill had been gate shut , nor suffer any one to pass , but with

alive to the slightest touch, yet ' the brain may thorough and its effects had became embodied my master's express permission."

be cut , burned , or electrified without produc- in the man's nervous structure . Though this Greatly pleased , the sturdy old warrior

ing pain .' " story may not be true , yet it is credible lifted his own hat and said : " I honor the man

enough and shows that no act we perform or boy who can neither be bribed nor frightened

ends with itself . It leaves behind it in the into doing wrong. With an army full of such

He maketh His Sun to rise on the Evil nervous centres a tendency to do the same soldiers I could not only conquer the French ,

and on the Good. thing again . Our physical being thus con- but the world . ” And , handing the boy a

spires greatly to fix upon us the habits of a glittering sovereign , the old duke put spurs

The great benefits which result to mankind good or an evillife . Our very thoughts are to his horse and galloped away , while the boy

from sunlight are described by naturalists in to a great extent written in our muscles, so ran off to his work, shouting at the top of his

" The influence of the sun's rays that the expression of our face and even our voice : “ Hurrah ! hurrah ! I've done what

upon the nervous system is very marked. features grow into harmony with the life we Napoleon couldn't do. I've kept out the

It is said also to have the effect of developing live.” This does not seem a theological les . Duke of Wellington .”

red disks in the blood . All natural vigor and son , but it shows that man is certainly most Every Christian is a gate-keeper, and his

activity come from the sun . Vegetables grown
wonderfully made. Master's command is , “ Be thou faithful unto

in subdued light have a bleached and faded death.” When evil companions would counsel

look. An infant kept in absolute darkness How God maintains Order and Distinc- you to lie , to deal falsely, to disobey your
tion in Human Society.

would only grow into a shapeless idiot . That
parents , keep the gate of your ears fast shut

room is the healthiest to which the sun has against such enticements. —Exchange.
That all men should resemble one another

the freest access. Epidemics frequently at- in the main things, and yet that every man

tack the inhabitants of the shady side of a should have a peculiar look , voice and way of The very Spider must Work for its

street, and totally exempt those on the sunny writing , is necessary to maintain order and
New Dress.

side . If, on a slight indisposition , we should distinction in society : by these we know men ,

go out into the open air and bright sunlight, if we either see them , hear them speak in the When a spider is preparing to molt , it stops

instead of shutting ourselves up in a close,dark dark, or receive any writing from them at a eating for several days, and fastens itself by

chamber, we might avoid many a serious ill
distance ; without these the whole commerce

a short line of web to one of the main lines

ness . The sun -bath is doubtless a most effi- of lifewould be one continued course of mis- of its snare, which holds it firmly while it pro

cient remedy for many diseases . Our win take and confusion . This , I say , is such an ceeds to undress . Theskin cracks all around

dow blinds and curtains should be thrown indication of divine wisdom ,that it lookslike the thorax , and is held only by the front

back and open , and we should let the blessed a violence to nature to think it can be other- edge . Next the abdomen is uncovered . Now

air and sun stream in to invigorate and cheer.
wise. These are the sentiments of an able comes the struggle to free the legs. It works

No house buried in shade, and no room with

writer against atheism .
and kicks vigorously , and seems to have very

darkened windows , is fit for human habitation . hard work . But continued perseverance of

In damp and darkness lies in wait almost
The Shorn Lamb. about fifteen minutes brings it out of the old

every disease to which flesh is heir. The sun dress , and it seems almost lifeless , and is limp

is their only successful foe.” How often do The wind is always tempered to favor the and helpless for several minutes, but gradually
we thank God for sun - shine with its cheer shorn lamb , is a beautiful saying ; but it re- comes back to life , and looks brighter and

and life ?
quires the eyes of strong faith to see its reality . prettier than before .

9 )

this way :
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6

ors we are .

6

we please . For our doctrine is nothing less , torted by the dread and the denunciations of

Of New Obedience . nor more, than the plain divine Word : " by the law, but should flow from a willing mind

grace and not by works.” ( “ We are falsely and a joyful heart." F. C. , Art . IV. True

accused of having prohibited good works,” etc. Christians obey God's command , not because

In our days the pure Gospel-truth is likewise they are compelled by the severe rod

The sixth article of our Augsburg Confes- assailed by the sects and even nominal Lu- " school-master,” but because “ the love of

sion treats of new obedience . We observe therans. For whatever the religious tenets Christ constraineth” them so to do . This it

that the superscription does not simply read : may be , that mar the precious jewel of justi- is , that makes him willing and desirous to do

Obedience. The adjective “ new ” clearly in- fication by faith alone, they are nothing less good unto all , to serve all , and to endure all

dicates, that the Confession describes a virtue than a war-cry against free grace . ) things to the honor and praise of God who

not found in man according to the natural In accordance with the teachings of the manifested His grace to him .

state of his mind . Unless a man be truly con- Bible we believe that good works are neces- 4. The fourth and last point refers to the

verted , he will walk his own , crooked ways ; sary . They are necessary , first, because it Romish fiction , that by good works the sioner

his innate obedience is nothing less than re- is the will , the order and the command God , could merit grace and forgiveness of sins . Our

bellion against God , the Most High, and His that believers should walk in good works.” good works are not meritorious. One man may

will which is revealed in the Law and the Gos- We are under obligation to God , whose debt- merit of another , but all mankind together can

pel. The disposition and inclination of natu For it is the commandment of never merit from the hand of God . With re

ral man , from the inmost root , from the deep- God , that the creature should be obedient to gard to our reconciliation to God, there is not

est fountain of the heart, is entirely opposed the Creator . — Secondly : because true living the least particle in our best obedience, that

to God. This is the old obedience , old Adam's faith cannot be without good works . “ Faith could entitle us to honor or reward . There

will and doings, the fruits of the flesh . Natu- is a divine work in us , which changes us and fore we must not put any confidence in our

rally all men are “ full of evil desires and pro- regenerates us of God , and mortifies the old good works, as meriting favor in the sight of

pensities and can have by nature no true fear Adam , making us quite different persons in God. “ When ye shall have done all those

of God, no true faith in God.” Piety never heart, mind, disposition and in all our facul- things, say, we are unprofitable servants . " .

was, nor will it ever be, the result of our nat- ties, and bringing with itself the Holy Spirit. “ We do not mingle the law and grace , faith

ural powers. New obedience is found only Oh ! this faith is a living , active , efficacious, and works together , but we separate them far

in the regenerate . They are new creatures powerful principle ; it must incessantly per- asunder . And this distinction or difference

in Christ Jesus, born anew, their heart is form that which is good,” etc. ( Luther. )- between the law and grace let every true

changed , made new by the work of the Holy 2. The second point states , in explicitwords, Christian mark diligently and let him suffer

Spirit. They have received living faith . This What we are to understand by good works . the same to take place , not in letters and

faith brings forth good fruits and good works . " We must do all manner of good works , be- syllables, but in practice and inward expe

New obedience is the offspring of faith , for cause of God's requirement and command ,” rience ; so , that when he heareth that good

" faith worketh by love." or , according to the original : “ which are com- works ought to be done , and that the example

In setting forth the doctrine concerning manded by God.” This additional clause was, of Christ is to be followed , he may be able to

new obedience , the Augsburg Confession calls and still is , indeed , of high importance . It de judge rightly , and say , Well , all these things

our attention to four special points . molishes with one stroke , as it were , every in- will I gladly do . What then followeth ? Thou

1. “ It is taught , that such faith must bring stitution of self-devised services to God ,whilst shalt then be saved and obtain everlasting

forth good fruits and good works, and that we on the other hand it secures Christian liberty life . Nay, not so ! I grant, indeed , that I

must do all manner of good works.” Now , to all true believers in Christ Jesus. It is not ought to do good works , patiently to suffer

this is plain enough to convince anybody of popery only that would rob us of our liberty, troubles and afflictions, and to shed my blood

the fact , that the Lutheran Church cherishes wherewith Christ has made us free , and en- also , if need be , for Christ's cause : but yet

a high opinion with regard to a truly Christian tangle us with the yoke of bondage of human I am not justified , neither do I obtain salva

life ! We believe and teach that good works “ prescriptions,” as to whatwe are to observe tion thereby.” ( LUTHER's Comm . on Gal . )

are really necessary. In the days of the Ref- or to disregard in order to please God. Is not

ormation there were several very important God's own instruction sufficient ? Is it defi

reasons, why this declaration , referring to the cient ? Is there not enough for us to do , nay ,
Our Reasonable Faculties Limited.

necessity of all manner of good works , should more than the most ardent and sincere Chris

be inserted in that Confession, that was to be tian in this life will ever be able to perform ,
We foolish creatures cannot comprehend

presented at the diet of Augsburg. History if we but ask : Lord , teach me to do Thy will? with our reason how it is that we speak with

tells us, that the Papists, in order to counter- Wliy must human beings add , for themselves our mouths, and whence the word comes , so

that the voice of one man sounds in so many

act the progress of the Reformation, gave cur- and for their fellow- beings , laws of their own

rency to quite a horrid story, to the effect, that notions , under the wicked pretence , that by
thousand ears ; neither can we comprebend

Luther and his followers were a set of un- obeying such “ particular," self -made laws, how our eyes see, nor how the bread and wine

godly, wretched people , worse than the Turks man would render himself the more pleasing
are changed into blood and muscles , nor how ,

and other heathens, and that their efforts were in the sight of God ? God will be served in when we sleep , as to the body we are dead ,

to introduce a life unrestrained by any law of His own way and not according to the will or and nevertheless we live. And yet we seek to

morality or of society . Being aware , how- caprices of man ; He has prescribed the wor
climb above ourselves , and to speculate about

ever, that they hardly could gain anything hy ship which is pleasing to Himself, and never the high majesty of God , when we do not un

making use of so blunt weapons, they assailed left a matter of such moment to His creatures .
derstand what is happening every day around

Luther's teaching concerning salvation through Hence,
us. - Luther.

faith alone, clamoring , that he denounced and “ Praise not aught as good and true,

prohibited good works as being worthless and But what God doth both say and do." Reproof in the Wrong Place.

that , whoever would embrace bis instructions , 3. The third point is , that good works must

necessarily must become a Libertine . That spring from love to God. “ Because of God's First Omaha Dame : “ Do you mean to say

such and similar accusations were some of the requirement and command." These words do that you went to church last Sunday ? Why ,

bad fruits of their enmity ; that they allowed not imply an outward constraint by the threat- the weather was perfectly awful.”
themselves to be misguided by their own , wil- ening law , but the willingness of the new man, Second Omaha Dame : “ Yes, I went, but I

ful fallacies, they obstinately refused to ac- the new obedience in the regenerated , who are arrived there more dead than alive.”
knowledge. If our doctrine concerning justi- a " willing people, and sacrifice willingly , ” be- " What was the sermon about? "

fication in itself prevents man from leading a cause they love God who has loved them first. “ Oh , the minister scolded us for about three

godly life , than God's own Word must stand They delight in the Law of God , after the in- hours because the rest of you didn't come.”

convicted of awarding the privilege to do as ward man . Good works " should not be ex Omaha World .

7
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Miscellaneous.

2

7

1

I

impressions. Then Wilberforce wrote the went the slave was beside him , and no drudg.

* Practical View of Christianity ,' and that was ery was too hard, no task too hopeless for the

made effectual to Leigh Richmond's conver- grateful slave to do for his deliverer. If the

DR . JOHN HABERMANN'S MORNING AND EVENING sion. Then Leigh Richmond wrote “ The Dairy- heart of a poor heathen can thus be won by

PRAYERS , WITH OTHER BEAUTIFUL PRAYERS .
man's Daughter, ' now printed in a hundred the wound on a stranger's arm , shall notwe,

tongues and bringing souls to God . ” — who are “ redeemed by the precious blood of

Translated for the WITNESS by Rev. H. Roehrg. Ought we not to learn from the above exam- Christ,” give our whole lives also to His serv

ples ? Ought these not to excite us also to spread ice ?-Friend of Missions.

Prayer for Sunday Morning.
the Word of God by means of tracts ? A good

aLord, HeavenlyFather, EternalGod, blessed tract is the Word of God on a certain subject .

If we spread tracts on the Lutheran doctrine, Nothing is so important , as the proper
be Thy divine power and omnipotence , praised,beThy boundless goodnessandmercy, praised especially on itsdistinctive features, wespread trainingof our young Christians. They need
be Thy boundless goodness and mercy , praised the Word of God in general and enlighten all the encouragement and help the Church
be Thy everlasting wisdom and truth . Praised'
be Thy name thatThou hast covered methis people concerning the teachings of our church can give . Have we always done ourduty by

especially . And the Word ofGod shall not re- them ? And have you done it , dear reader ?

fearful night with Thy hand and that Thou turn void ,--whether it be preached or printed. Please do not throw away this question. Its

hast permitted me to rest and sleep in the this assurance the Lord Himself has given weight is heavier tban many think. “ Those

shadow of Thy wings , and also that Thou hast
given me Thy fatherly protection and shelter us, Isaiah 55, 11. The vast majority of the things, which are revealed, belong unto us

from the devil and all his cunning and malice. Lutheran Church, thinking it closely allied to
from the devil and allhis cunning and malice. American people is prejudiced against our andto our children.” - F. S.

Therefore I will praise Thee for Thy goodness the Church of Rome in doctrine and practice .

and for Thy wonders which Thou showest un- Should we not for the sake of Truth , in jus It is proposed to establish in Bethany ( " the

to men ; and I will praiseThee in the congre- ticeto ourselves,and for the benefit of these town of Mary and her sister Martha,” where
gation. Thy praise shall alwaysbe in my people, enlighten them as much as lies in our the Lord raised Lazarus from the dead ) a

mouth and my soul shall at all times extol power ? And what is simpler than giving a home which shall form a centre of Christian

Thee, my God, and all that is within
shall

tract to a person with whom we have entered / work . The village has to -day about five hun

praise Thy holy name, and I will never forget into a conversation concerning our beloved dred inhabitants, who live in squalor and die
Thy benefits. Church and its characteristic doctrines? We in ignorance of the Gospel. A piece of land

So be now pleased with theoffering of do not advocate the practice of printing bales has been secured and the prospect is said to

praise , which I bring to Thee in the morning , of tracts , hiring men to distribute them whole be encouraging.

with sincerity of heart. I cry to Thee that Thou

wouldst protect me from all danger of body butwe do in all modesty and sincerity plead
sale on the corners of crowded thoroughfares,

and soul , and that Thou wouldst send Thy be- for a judicious distribution of the same , firmly Ordination .

loved angels to guide mein all my ways. Gird believing that certainly no barm , but most

me with Thy sbield , and make me to walk in On the XXIII. Sunday after Trinity ( 1st
probably some good will result.

the path of Thy commandments that I may be Chas , F. William . Sunday in November) Candidate F. Kroeger

blameless in Thy service as the children of the was ordained at Mitchell's School House.

day. Ward off the evil fiend and all wicked A large and attentive concourse of people had

ness of the world , and at the same time pre Bought with His Blood.
gathered on the occasion . The field of Brother

vent my flesh and blood from grossly acting Kroeger is neither easily cultivated nor small.

against Thee and thus making Thee angry Some Africans are terribly bloodthirsty and May the God of all grace grant him to be the

with my sins . Govern me with Thy Holy cruel. A chief oneday ordered a slave to be right man in the right place .
Ghost that I do not undertake , or speak , or killed for a very small offence . An English F. KUEGELE.

think anything except what is pleasing to Thee
man who overheard the order, at once went Address : Rev. F. Kroeger ,

and which brings honor to Thy divine Majesty . to the chief and offered him many costly Brandywine, Pendleton Co. , W. Va.

My God, I offer and sacrifice myself this day things , if only be would spare the poor man's

entirely to Thee and Thy will with body and life . But the chief turned to him and said ,

soul, with all means and ability within and “ I don't want ivory , or slaves , or gold ; I can
Acknowledgment.

without . Make me a sacrifice to Thee that is
full of life, holy and pleasing to Thee, that I go against yonder tribe and capture their

stores and their villages . I want no favors Received of Emanuel congregation , Webster Co ,

might give Thee a reasonable and acceptable from the white man . All I want is blood .” Mo , $ 10.68 for Mission ; of Zion congregation,

service ; therefore , Thou Holy Father, Al

mighty God , let me be Thy property , govern bow-string and discharge an arrow at the heart

Then he ordered one of his men to pull his Wayne Co., Mo. , $3.20 for Minutes.

Springdale, Ark . , Nov. 8 , '88 . D. M. Linebarger.

my heart , soul , and mind , that I know and un
of the poor slave . The Englishman instinct

derstand nothing but Thee. O Lord, hearken ively threw himself in front and held up his Subscriptions Paid.

unto my voice in the morning ; in the morn and the next moment the arrow was

ing will I direct myself unto the look up ; in quivering in the white man's flesh . The black Rev. P. Heid, South Bend, Ind.; VII)
$ 1.00

the morning I will praise Thee and will not

stop in the evening, through Jesus Christ .

men were astonished. Then , as the English- Rev. E. L. Kretzschmar, Gaylord, Minn .,(VII) 1.00

man pulled the arrow from his arm , he said to Rev. F.Dubpernell,North East, Pa. , (VI & VII) 2.00
Rev. E. Rolf, St. Paul, Mion . , (VI & VII )

Amen. the chief : “ Here is blood ; I give my blood Mr.Wm . Doehre, New Orleans, La . , ( VII 6 cc) 5.00

for this poor slave , and I claim his life.” The Mr. A. Richman, Sugar Creek ,Ind., (VI & VII ) 2.00

For the LUTIERAN Witness . chief had never seen such love before , and he Mrs. H. Zutz, Wylie, Minn.,(VII11 to VIII 10) 1.00

A Judicious Distribution of Tracts. was completely overcome by it. He gave the Mr. H. Koller, Ella P. O. , Oregon, (V to VII ) 3.00

slave to the white man , saying , " Yes,white Rev. A. Schroedel , Norwalk, Wis . , (VII & VIII) 2.00

" The father of the celebrated Baxter gave man , you have bought him with your blood,
Mr. H. G. Schwagineyer, Springfield, Ills . ,

(VII 42 cc )

him a tract , which was the instrument of his and he shall be yours. ” In a moment the Mr. H. G. Schwagmeyer, Springfield, Ills . ,

conversion . Then Baxter wrote a tract in poor slave threw himself at the feet of his ( VI 4 cc)

his turn , the ‘ Call to the Unconverted ; ' this deliverer , and with tears flowing down his Rev. J. H. Partenfelder, Bay City, Mich . ,

Philip Doddridge read, and was convicted of face , exclaimed, " 0 , white man , you have
( VII )

sin . Then Doddridge wrote " The Rise and bought me with your blood ; I will be your“
Mr. Q. G. Whipple, St. Paul , Mion ., (V 22

VII 21 )

Progress of Religion in the Soul; ' this was slave forever.” The Englishman could never

what gave William Wilberforce his earliest make him take his freedom . Wherever he CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

> 6

arm ,

2.00

>

10.50

1.00
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1.00

1.00
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For the LUTHERAN Witness. to you , as surely as you desire to be eternally to save that which was lost.” Since no human

Why we Undertake and should Under- happy and blessed , and to have everlasting power could save you , Jesus Christ the Son of

take this English Work . peace and rest for your soul. It is necessary , God accepted the very nature which had

because you are in need of salvation. You sinned . You have been disobedient : Hehum

A sermon preached by Rev. C. GAUSEWITZ at the opening of are a sinner. You have broken the Law of bled Himself and became obedient to all that

the English mission in St. Paul , Minn . God. God has revealed unto mankind His His heavenly Father willed , even unto death ,

holy will , and you have not followed His bid- thus doing all that you should have done , for

There is but one infallible rule for our con- ding. For what does God ask of you ? He you . You have sinned : He was punished for

duct — the Bible. It is the Word of the holyIt is the Word of the holy says : " Ye shall be holy : for I the Lord your your sin , being cursed , suffering, and dying

and righteous God , given by inspiration of God am holy. Be ye therefore perfect, even for you . And having risen from death and

God. In this book “ He hath showed thee , as your Father which is in heaven is perfect." damnation and wrath and curse and punish

O man , what is good .” If we would know These commandments of the Lord your God ment, He has left nothing for you to do but

what is right or wrong for us to do , we must have not been kept by you. Although you to accept of what He has donefor you . There

judge by this divine standard , thereby prov- may not have grossly sinned in the sight of fore believe on Him ! Put your trust in Him ,

ing what is " the good and acceptable and man ; although I may not be able to prove and Him alone ! Your salvation is accom

perfect will of God.” In this book must lie that you have committed any flagrant act of plished ; your sins are forgiven ; heaven is

the reasons for our actions if we would do uprighteousness: you still have sinned , and open for you. — That is what the Gospel tells

what is right.
are a sinner , in the sight ofGod , before whose you .

This must also be the rule with reference to holiness the angels do cover their faces . For And if you should still insist : “ But what

thework that we are beginning in the general the Bible says of all men , including me and must I do, what conditions must I fulfill, to

language of our country , -- an undertaking to you : “ The imagination of man's heart is evil come into personal possession of this salva

the earnest prosecution of which I would ex- from his youth . — We are all as an unclean tion ?” then the Gospel answers: 6. Whoso

hort you, my brethren and sisters . The ques- thing , and all our righteousnesses are as filthy ever will , let him come and take of the water

tion before us---and sooner or later it must be rags. - All have sinned and come short of the of life freely . — For by grace are ye saved

before the whole Lutheran church of America glory of God.” We are not perfect . Now through faith .” Go to the Saviour, and
say :

-is this : Should we preach and spread Lu- the Law ofGod says : “ Whosoever shall keep

Just as I am, without one plea,theran doctrine in the English language ? In the whole Law , and yet offend in one point ,
But that Thy blood was shed for me,

seeking for the right answer to this question, he is guilty of all.--Cursed be he that con- And that Thou bidst me come to Thee,

we must follow the divine Guide ; not our firmeth not all the words of this Law to do
O Lamb of God, I come.

preconceived notions— for they may be wrong ; them . — The soul that sinneth , it shall die.”

not our natural prejudices against any lan- The wrath of the eternally just and holy God Nothing in my hand I bring,

Simply to Thy cross I cling ;
guage or nationality - for they may be wrong ; is upon you þecartse of your sin . You are

Naked , come to Thee for dress ;
not the opinions of any man , be he ever so forever lost and condemned. Hence you are Helpless, look to Thee for grace .

wise or good or influential , --for he may still in utmost and pressing need of salvation, if

be wrong ; not our apparent interests -- for we hell should not be your eternal lot . Such is the everlasting Gospel of which our

may be seeking them in a wrong direction ; What must you do to be saved ? The Gos- text speaks , the Gospel that brings salvation

not the .question whether or not this under- . pel tells you . It says : " Believe on the Lord to the sinner.

taking will be successful — for a man may be Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved .” It It is called " everlasting ,” just as you would

successfuland still be wrong, and on the other declares that " God so loved the world that call a present given to you by a royal person

band his undertaking may prove a failure , He gave His only begotten Son , that whoso- a royal present . This Gospel is " everlast

and still have been right and his duty. The ever believeth in Him should not perish , but ing ” because it has been given to us by the
one and only guide in this , as in all that we have everlasting life . For God sent not His Everlasting One. It originates from God .

do, must be the Word of God .
Son into the world to condemn the world , but If you trust in this Gospel, hoping for salva

Allow me therefore ,on the occasion of this that the world through Him might be saved.” tion from its doctrines , you are not relying on

our first English service , to show you from You are a sinner ; but the Gospel tells you : human wisdom or speculation , but on God ;

the Word , and especially from the text which “ This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all you are not trusting in mine , or any other
I read to you : acceptation , that Christ Jesus came into the man's words , but in the word of God . For

world to save sinners.” You are under the the Lord says of the ministers of the Gospel:WHY WE UNDERTAKE , AND SHOULD UNDER

wrath of God op account of your trespasses ; “ He that heareth you , heareth me.” AndTAKE , THIS ENGLISH WORK .

but theGospeltells you : " God was in Christ , His apostle says 1 Cor. 2 , 13 : “ We speak
The answer is : Because we have the everlast

reconciling the world unto Himself, not im- these things not in the words which man's

ing Gospel, and this Gospel is to be preached puting their trespasses unto them .” You are wisdom teacheth , but which the Holy Ghost
by us to every nationality, kindred, tongue cursed by the Law ; but the Gospel tells you : teacheth ."

and people of our country.
" Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of Again : it is called the “ everlasting ” or

“ And I saw another angel fly in the midst the Law , being made a curse for us,” having " eternal” .Gospel , just as you would call a

of heaven , having the everlasting Gospel.” borne our sins in his own body on the tree of present making you rich a rich present. This,

What is the Gospel ? It is the answer to the the cross. You are doomed to die ; but the Gospel is " eternal” because it saves you for

question , What must I do to be saved ? Gospel tells you : “ Our Saviour Jesus Christ eternity . “ It is the power of God unto sal

It is importantand necessary that everyone hath abolished death , and brought life and vation to every one that believeth .” Having

of us should ask this question. Its impor- immortality to light.” You are lost ; butthe received this Gospel by faith , you have peace

tance is above that of all temporal questions Gospel tells you that Jesus Christ “ has come with God for time and eternity ; you can re
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ever.

joice in the hope of everlasting glory , a hope We have it as surely as this text is divine other teaching from its pulpits than the ever

that maketh not ashamed ; you have assurance truth . For who is this " angel" of our text, lasting Gospel of the angel of the Reforma

that naught can separate you from the love “ flying in the midst of heaven , having the tion . While acknowledging the value and de

of God which is in Christ Jesus , being per- everlasting Gospel” ? He is none else than sirability of progress in human matters , we

suaded by the Gospel that your Saviour has the man sent by God to proclaim the old orig- know of no progress in the truths ofthe ever

obtained eternal redemption for you. inal Gospel which had been for a long time lasting Gospel. As surely as Luther was the

Again : it is called the " everlasting” Gos- hidden . Allow me to prove that . true Godsend of the Reformation , and as

pel , just as you would call a present that is The whole Book of Revelation , from which surely as his doctrine was that of the Word

large a large present. The Gospel is called our text is taken , is according to its super- of God : so surely we have the everlasting

" everlasting" because it lasts forever. Peter scription and preface ( I. 1. ) , a grand proph- Gospel . We have it , let me add , not by any

says : “ The word of the Lord endureth for- ecy of “ things which must shortly " —i. e . special merits on our part, nor because we are

And this is the word which by the beginning from the time of the apostles— any better than the rest of mankind or Christ

Gospel is preached unto you." Being the " come to pass.” Passing over the first twelve ianity , but because of the grace of God , who

truth from God , this Gospel must always re- chapters , you will in the thirteenth find a de- by his chosen messenger brought the everlast

main the same. It is unchangeable. There scription which tallies with the sad history of ing Gospel to our knowledge.

never was any other answer to the question , the Christian Church under the undisputed This everlasting Gospel is to be preached by

“ What must I do to be saved ?” than this reign of Popery . The awful condition of us, who are the spiritual descendants of Luther,

answer of the Gospel : “ Believe on the Lord Christianity under the rule of the Antichrist to every nationality, kindred , tongue, and peo

Jesus Christ.” We know of no better way of at Rome is there prophesied. The first part ple of our country. Our text says the angel

salvation in the nineteenth century , than the of the fourteenth chapter having next told us had “ the everlasting Gospel to preach unto

apostles did eighteen centuries ago . And they that even in those dark ages some would fol- them that dwell on the earth , and to every

had none other than that of Christ crucified. low the Lamb , a new prophecy is given in our nation , kindred , tongue, and people.” What

The Prophet Isaiah , 750 years before Christ, text . And what does this prophecy tell us ? is here said of the earth , must certainly hold

preached the same Gospel , saying of the Sav- | It tells us that God would send a messenger good of our country. If the Gospel is to be

iour to come : “ Surely, He hath borne our --for that is the meaning of the Greek word preached to every nation , kindred , tongue,

griefs , and carried our sorrows ; He was " angel” ; that this messenger would bring and people of the earth , then it certainly is

wounded for our transgressions, He was the everlasting Gospel, which had been hidden the will of God that it be preached to every

bruised for our iniquities ; the chastisement and unknown under Popery ; that this mes- nation, kindred , tongue , and people of our

of our peace was upon Him ; and with His senger or preacher of the Gospel would come country.

stripes we are healed .” · David , 1000 years from within the Christian Church — the midst But there are also some reasons why this

before Christ , believed Him to be his Lord of the heavenly kingdom ; that whilst other text should apply particularly to our country

and Saviour, hoping for the salvation to come preachers of the Gospel under Popery, like and our church in this country.

from Him. Abraham , 2000 years before Christ, Wicleff of England, Huss of Bohemia, and Martin Luther was born in 1483 ; nine years

had the same Gospel , being justified by faith others, would be persecuted , imprisoned , and later Columbus came to America, opening this

in the promise that in his seed , which is Christ, not allowed to spread their Gospel , this mes- new world to the nations of the old continents.

all the nations of the earth were to be blessed . senger would fly at liberty , spreading the Certainly a most remarkable coincidence ! God

Andour first parents , having fallen and sinned , truth throughout all Christianity ; and finally , sending the angel of the Reformation with the

had this hope of the Gospel , that the seed of that he would not be such a reformer who everlasting Gospel , pointed by the instru

the woman should bruise the head of the ser- would bring anything new , but the old Gospel mentality of the bold discoverer to the land

pent which had brought sin into the world . Yea , that is from everlasting to everlasting . in which this everlasting Gospel and the church

this Gospel was ordained from before the Now , I ask any one acquainted with the his- of the Reformation were to have a home. The

foundation of the world , as surely as the tory of Christianity : Who was that messenger Lutheran church became gradually more or

counsel of the Triune God from eternity de- of God , in the midst of what then was the less hampered in its healthy growth and prog

termined upon the salvation of mankind by Christian church — in central Europe— ; com- ress by the civil laws of several European

the work of Christ. ing when the Gospel was almost forgotten ; states . It is in this country with its free in

And as thisGospel has been the same from spreading without hindrance, although hated stitutions and especially its religious liberty,

everlasting , so shall it remain unchanged to by Pope and emperor, the old truth ; that in this country opened to the civilized world

everlasting. Any new theology not in exact man who could accomplish his end only as a about the time of the Reformation, that the

accordance with this old Gospel must be error messenger of Almighty God, being but a poor church of the Reformation has found such a

and must sooner or later decay . Truth, how- solitary monk with no power save the power new home as it must and would have . What

ever , must be always the same : it cannot de- of the word of God ; that man who would has been the result ? After a small band of

cay , nor can it be improved upon . While have nothing taught but the pure Gospel , Lutherans, adhering to the everlasting Gospel

there is progress in the things pertaining to proving himself firm-stubborn , if you please in simplicity of heart , had been driven from

science, art, mechanics and the like , there —when friend or foe would deviate in but a their home in the old Fatherland by religious

can be no progress above the Gospel of Jesus . single item from the word of the Gospel; who persecution , the Lutheran church has in this

“ For there is none other name under heaven over against superstition declared : “ Except country grown marvelously fast externally.

given among men whereby we must be saved .” I be persuaded by Holy Writ , I shall recant And what is of infinitely greater value , it has

ThisGospel is eternal . It will hold good when nothing, so help me God,” and over against been able to build itself again on the spiritual

heaven and earth shall pass away, and all the human wisdom made bold to say : " I would foundation as ever before by pure doctrine

nations shall be gathered before the Judge to rather err with Christ, than be right with the and healthy practice . All that the everlasting

receive their sentence . This Gospel will on whole world ;" that man from whom the old Gospel has given and can give us , all that

the day of judgment save you who are relying truth in a few years spread all over Christen- God directed his angel to bring unto Christen

on its truth . For the Lord says : “ Heaven dom ? Who is that one genuine angel of the dom , we are in this country enjoying to its

and earth shall pass away ; but my words Reformation , having the everlasting Gospel ? fullest extent.

shall not pass away.” According to the ever--You know that it is—and all Protestantism , Now , I ask , what did God put our Lutheran

lasting Gospel, the Lord will say to you : by placing him at the head of the list of re- church into this country for ? He did it that

“ Come , ye blessed of my Father , inherit the formers , admits that it is — Martin Luther. we , being children of the Lutheran church ,

kingdom prepared for you from the founda- He is the angel the prophet saw flying in the might have an opportunity to preach and

tion of the world . ” And the everlasting Gos- midst of heaven, having the everlastingGospel. spread the everlasting Gospel to every nation ,

pel will lead you into life everlasting . The Gospel of Luther is our Gospel. The kindred, tongue, and people. For our coun

My dear hearers, such is the Gospel that doctrine that Luther taught is our doctrine . try is indeed a land of every nation , kindred ,

we have in its fulness and original purity . The genuine Lutheran church will allow no tongue , and people . To our shores the re

9
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Polemical.
presentatives of the whole world do come. to preach it in other languages too . It was

In fact , our own Lutheran church is in this Satan's work when the Church of Rome made

country already preaching theGospel in more Latin the holy language, to exclude the ver

languages than any other church . nacular tongue from divine services. And the Rome and Our Country .

God has put the church of the Reformation old bitter foe of the Gospel is using the same

into this country to do a great work. By us deep guile in trying to make us Lutherans of Adapted from the Rundschau for the WITNESS , by C. R.

the everlasting Gospel is to be preached to America believe that the everlasting Gospel

every nationality, kindred , tongue, and peo- of Luther, which we have , is wedded to a cer- A remarkable dispatch , cabled from the

ple of this country . This land holds a nation tain languageor nationality , and thatweought Vatican , went the rounds of the daily papers

of many nations. We have the Gospel for to hold to language, instead of Gospel. * The of this country. It reads thus: The Vatican

every nation. Hence let us , my brethren , Gospel brought to one soulis worth more than authorities express satisfaction with the result

spread it to every tongue in this country. the finest or richest language in the world . of the Presidential election , and the Catholic

But one language among all the tongues of My dear Lutheran brethren and sisters , interests of America are not expected to suffer .

this country is by far predominant . It is the pastors and hearers ! Since God has in His The Catholic America (Dr. Preuss ), in

English tongue . It is the language of our goodness and mercy given us poor sinners the St. Louis, comments on this paragraph as fol

government, of our business, of our most in- everlasting Gospel of eternal salvation ; since lows : " In all probability there has been un

fluential press. It is the language of the ma- God has placed us , who have that Gospel in easiness expressed in the Vatican circles about

jority of our citizens. It is the common ground our possession , in a country of many national- the outcome of our Presidential election . Some

on which all our nationalities meet. It is the ities and tongues , the English being predom- one must have quieted these fears. Perhaps

language without the knowledge of which you inant ; since Hehas here given us entire liberty it was a Catholic bishop of Indiana who did ;

can not understand , nor enter into, the real to spread the truth that we have ; since the for this prelate is personally acquainted with

life, the thoughts, and ideas of a majority of everlasting Gospel is intended for all people the new President, and is satisfied that he will

our citizens . It is the language which the and languages ; and since you all will admit treat the Catholics oftheUnited States neither

children and descendants ofGermans, Scan- that the eternal salvation of one soul is worth unjustly nor unfriendly . ” —

dinavians, and the other nationalities , are more than any language which mightkeep the, These words are remarkable , too . Until

more or less rapidly adopting as their means saving Gospel from such soul : therefore let now the opinion that the Catholic Church as
of intellectual communication . It is conse- us all , from this evening on , take hold of this such sided strongly with the defeated party,

quently the language by which the character English work with all the means at our com- was well-founded . This is also expressed in

of our people must be moulded to a great mand . Let us , one and all , pastors and the article quoted from the America. Does

extent.
hearers , help to place the light of the Gospel Leo and do his birelings perhaps intend to

This being true , what ought we to do to so high that everyone in this country , be he wheel about for a change? It would not be

keep those in the folds of our church who by native or immigrant, of any nation , kindred , strange , for they hold that the object sanctifies

right belong there ? We must follow after tongue, or people whatsoever, and especially the means to attain it.

them into that languagewhich they are adopt- our children, can see it , and by this light find Rome is losing its secular hold on Europe ,

ing . And what must we do that we may the road to life and everlasting happiness. Let and its temporal power and authority there

preach the Gospel also to such as are as yet us pray our Lord and Saviour that He would are decreasing rapidly, especially in those

not members of our church-to every nation- give us courage and willingness and love and countries in which Rome formally had full

ality , kindred , tongue, and people ? We must zeal for His cause , to help in this undertaking. sway. Only isolated France is ogling with the

tell them the tidings of our and their Saviour Then we will be doing what is right accord- forlorn Pope here of late according to the prov

in their language . We must enter the English ing to the will of God. In spreading the Gos- erb : Misery loves company. But it is here

field . We must preach the Gospelto Germans pel we shall save ourselves and them that in America where popedom is gaining more

in German , to Norwegians in Norwegian, to hear us . And rest assured that success cannot power , influence and extension year after year .

Swedes in Swedish, to other nationalities in fail us . Tongues may fail . Languages may be The slavish priests of Rome take every ad

their special tongues which they understand, lost . But vantage of our religious freedom, for they are

but to the majority of our fellow - citizens in
God's Word and Luther's doctrine pure

building the finest cathedrals , the grandest

English . And not only that ! Seeing that so Must to eternity endure . convents and cloisters , seminaries and schools ,

many of our people are adopting what will be Amen .
and acquire the most valuable real estate ;

their language in future , we must not wait in this way they erect castles and strongholds

idly, seeing them leave our church ; but we * Truthfulness compels us to state right here that of despotism , like the knights of the Rhine in

must hasten after them , bringing them the ifty years ago most of the so-called American Luc olden times , to ruin the civil and religious lib
therans did all they could do to prejudice Americans

same everlasting Gospel that theyhad in an- against the everlasting Gospel as preached byGer- erty of our country. From these despotic

other language, in English . man ministers " of the West,” and believed and strongholds they rule their masses as they are
practised by German congregations. It was then

But I hear some one object : Will not our asserted and is even now asserted in the church- commanded to do by their most horrible supe

church lose by entering the English field ? Can paper ofthe English General Synod, thatAmericans rior. These barrel-bellied , despotic priests ,
would never accept or stand on a basis of unquali

Lutheran doctrine be taught successfully in fied Lutheranism as advocated by the German Syn- false and slippery as snakes , are death to all

the English language ? What a question ! odical Conference . And the church paperof the liberty. They have always been death to the
-

English portion of the General Council “ hails” our

Lutheran doctrine can be spread in every lan- newly organized English Lutheran Conference of first principle of government in all countries ,

guage, as surely as the everlasting Gospel is Missouri and other States by styling its members and now they strike deathly blows at our lib

to be preached to every tongue . The Gospel prove their unlutheran practice. Theydo not favor erty just as soon as they are given a chance

being eternal, it can not be marred by differ- our English work because it is a testimony against and whenever they can . They do not now
their loseness in doctrine and practice. And this

ence of language. The more languages it is is the real cause why our English workmeets with build a great university in Washington in vain,

preached in , the better it is ; the better it can slow favor by such of our brethren who have the true they do not now establish a Leo-house for im
be spread . It is wrong and sinful to hide the interests of the Lutheran Church at heart. To be

come American Lutherans meant in former years to migrants without design ; they have with im

light of the Gospel under the bushel of one become unlutheran in doctrine and practice. It punity introduced a Cardinal in this country ,

language. As a light placed under a bushel of our best churches and men against English Lu
wasnot prejudice that formerly set a greatmany whose intention it is to appoint only Irish

must gradually be extinguished, so must the theranism , but the care to hold what they had bishops henceforth , as they are known to be

light of the Gospel which is hidden under the and to guard it against American expediency and
more pliant and influential than bishops of

unionism. And this same careful spirit will urge

bushel of a certain language , gradually be lost thesesame churches and ministersto do their best other nationality . In Pittsburg a priest has

to a people not having, or losing , that lan- for our English work whentheyshall havebecome used a Public school for Catholic instruction
English

guage. It is a device of the devil to have us view but the propagation and maintenance of that in spite of all protests for half a year ; and

hide our talent in the ground of one language , veryeverlastingGospel which most of the former although Catholics do not send their children
so -called English Lutherans would not countenance ,

when God grants us opportunity and ability nor countenance to-day.-ED.] to .Public schools, they protested , with suc
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cess , in Boston against the use of a text-book professional men , to mechanics and other

in the City schools that contained historic wage-workers and to its own members, the so

truths , but which were unpleasant to them. ciety endeavors to make young men feel at

They also wield great power throughout the home in the Association and to cultivate social

Rev. C. A. FRANK, Editor .

country with the aid of the press. intercourse ; by its Commercial Travelers'

The pillars upon which this country rests , The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st tickets it secures to its members the advan

however, are freedom of religion, freedom of of each month . All communications and money should be tages of any Association in other States and

conscience , freedom of speech , freedom of the sent to : LUTHERAN WITNESS, 16 Harvey Str. , Zanesville, towns .

Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per annum in advance .

press , and the right of the people to govern Money sent otherwise than by money- order or draft is at the This is an altogether correct statement con

itself. But the Pope has cursed every one of risk of thesender. cerning the character, work and regulations

these pillars with his anathema. Especially of this growing institute , the Young Men's
Entered at the Post Onice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

did the Popes curse the freedom of religion Christian Association . Can we advise Lutheran

and conscience again and again , as a delusion young men to become members of this Asso

ST. LOUIS, MO. , December 7, 1888.
poisoning the souls . Rome calls herself the ciation ? By no means ! On the contrary , we

alone -saving church , outside of which there is
must warn them against membership therein .

no salvation, and this excludes straightway all The Young Men's Christian Association . Why ? Because of its religious character.

religious freedom. Freedom of speech and Meetings of prayer and instruction are beld

freedom of the press is an eye-sore to the According to the statement of the Inter- on Sunday and other days by young men of

Pope . Read what the self-damned Pope says national Committee of Young Men's Christian various sects and beliefs so far as these are

about it : Freedom of speech is freedom of Associations, this society numbers “ 1240 asso- covered by the general appellation of Protest

destruction ; I damn all that teach and up- ciations with 175,000 members; its property ants . Lutheransare not Methodists , nor Bap

hold it . Our Public schools are an abomina- in buildings , libraries , etc. , is valued at tists , nor Presbyterians, nor Episcopalians ;

tion of Popery. Freeman's Journal ( Catholic ) $7,260,000 ; it lays claim to 488 libraries , we cannot be conscientious about our faith

not long ago contained these words : “ May 350,193 volumes ; there are over 1500 educa- and at the same time unite with them in their

the American Public school go to the devil , tional classes ; 2919 lectures and 3000 socia- prayers and other religious work.

where it camefrom.” MonsigneurCapel(a bles annually; 398 Bibleclasses ; 367 Bible It has always been thework ofthe Lutheran

prelate ) said : “ The time is at hand when the training classes ; 1242 weekly prayer and gos- Church to educate its youth in our Lutheran

Catholics of America will rise like one man pelmeetings for young men only ; 237 gym- faith , in church schools and in catechetical

and will refuse to pay their school-tax ." ( See nasiums , and 135 literary societies ; 12,700 lectures , to thoroughly indoctrinate them and

the last number of the WITNESS , C. R. ) But situations for young men were secured last make them at home in the Bible . The secta

finally, the right of the people to elect its own year .” From the Prospectus of the Y. M. rians, however, so sadly neglect their youth , do

government is as offensive to the Pope as the Chr. Association of Zanesville, O. , we glean not give them the nurture and admonition of

stench of hell. For the Pope would much the following items , which of course are the the Lord , but let them grow up almost in ig

rather be the infallible civil ruler of all the same in all associations . “ The aims of the norance , that when grown their young might

world than a spiritual ruler. According to his Association are the physical, social , intellect- choose their own religion as they say ; for

ideas he solely , and no one but he , appoints ual and spiritual welfare of young men, this reason they must experience the unspeak

and places all rulers into office as the “ Vicar page 2 . - Membership is not confined to ably sad fact, that most of their young men

of God on Earth . ” members of Churches. Any Young Man of choose to stay on the broad road . Now to do

He does not concede the right to elect a good moral character , regardless of religious something in order to redeem their young

government to any people , but demands from belief, may become a member. Membership men, these Christian Young Men's Associa

them a complete yielding of this right to him is divided into two classes :-Associate MEM- tions have been organized as a kind of a half

unhampered by any one. Verily , our country , bers, any young man of good moral character ; church through whose doors young unbelieversBERS

if any, must be on its guard against this tyrant, ACTIVE MEMBERS , any young man who is a might be led into the Methodistic , Presbyterian,

this abominable slave of sin , clad with hypo- member in good standing ofa ProtestantEvan- Baptistic or Episcopalian churches. Neither

critical and glittering scales . gelical Church," p . 5. " Consecration Meet the work itself nor the way of doing it, is of

ing is held in the General Meeting Room every a Lutheran kind. Lutherans unite in public

Sunday morning from 8.30 to 9 o'clock , and and private worships only with Lutherans ;
Two Rulers.

is a ' builder' for the remaining duties of the Lutherans missionate among young men only

day, " p . 8. " A meeting is held every Sun- in the way of making them Lutherans; Luther

“ The Bible is so strict and old -fashioned,” day afternoon from four to five o'clock. ... ans profess in their Augsburg Confession that

said a young man to a grayhaired friend who This is strictly a young men’s meeting, con

was advising him to study God's Word if he ducted by young men for young men.
no one should teach publicly in the church

Short save he have a regular call . But the Prospectus
would learn how to live .

“ There are plenty talks by young men , and good singing by a quoted says, that “ a meeting of the Young
of books written nowadays that are moral chorus of young men ,” p . 8. “ A meeting for Men's Christian Association is held every Sun

enough in their teaching, and do not bind one all young men is held Thursday evening . The day afternoon . This is strictly a young men's
down as the Bible . ”

International Sunday School Lesson has been meeting, conducted by young men for young

The old merchant turned to his desk and adopted as the course of study for this sea- men .” If Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Bap

took out two rulers , one of which was slightly
son , ” p . 8 . “ A pledged class of young men tists and Methodists believe they must have

bent . With each of these he ruled a line , and who desire to study and know more ofGod's these associations and support them , why this

silently handed the ruled paper to his com word in order to be able to work for him , meets is their concern , not ours. As we cannot unite

panion . every Friday evening, ” p . 8. “ The week with Presbyterians , Episcopalians,Baptists and

“ Well,” said the lad , “ what do you mean?” following the second Sunday in November is Methodists in their Foreign or Home Mission

“ One line is not straight and true, is it ? observed each year by the Young Men's Chris- work, nor in their Bible Societies , nor in their

When you mark out your path in life, do not tian Associations of the world , as a Week of union-meetings , because they differ from us in
take a crooked ruler." - Christian Worker.

Prayer for Young Men , ' ” p . 8. In its gym- faith , and because they stand against our Church

nasium and bathroom , the society looks after in its distinctive doctrines — 50 wecannot unite

When Dr. Payson was in great suffering the harmonious and healthy development of with them in the Christian Y. M. Association ,

during his last illness , he was asked whether the body of its members ; by lectures, period- because by so doing we would denyour faith .

he saw any reason why his pain was so in- icals and class instruction the society culti- Now one might say , we should unite in this

tense . “ No,” he replied , “ but I am just as vates the intellect of its members ; by its work notwithstanding doctrinal differences

well satisfied as though I saw ten thousand beautiful parlor and reception rooms and re- and rally on the common grounds of funda

reasons for it. ” ceptions given to young ladies , business and mental doctrines in which all Protestant de
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Church News.

66

9 )

nominations are agreed ; it looked so hard to instructions on 2 Cor. 6 , 14–18 ; Rom . 16 , 17

carry the doctrinal differences even to the and Matth . 7 , 15 , but their ability to under

doors of the C. Y. M. Association . But here stand German sermons continually decreasing ,

we answer: Those that argue in this way,do Our Minnesota Letter reports of a New and their faculty of distinguishing truth and
:

not know what faith is . “ I believe, therefore error in the sectarian sermons gradually dying
English Mission.

I speak ,” says the word of God . If we be away, they will nevertheless become regular

lieve our doctrines to be right and those of visitors to sectarian churches and by and by

St. Paul, Minn ., Nov. 13 , 1888 .
the sectarians wrong, we must say so too at sign the list of membership also . Such is the

the doors of the C. Y. M. A. We must be DEAR BROTHER , –
career , the fate of many young Lutherans. *

Lutherans always and everywhere and not Reports in the Lutheraner, Rundschau , and If some one would have mentioned this to

suffer any work or apparent charity to lead the columns of your valuable paper go to prove me several years ago , I would have charged

us from the strict duty of profession . As long an increase of interest in English mission on him with exaggeration ; I have changed my

as sectarians insist upon having their own doc- the part of German Lutheran congregations opinion on this subject . Inviting people to

trines, which are wrong and militate against connected with the Synodical Conference . my German mission services I have met too

God's truth , we cannot conscientiously unite The German congregations , in the large cities often with ladies and gentlemen , married and

with them in religious works . For this reason especially , are awakening to the fact that unmarried, who became visitors and members

Lutherans must decline membership in and English services must be beld , and English to English sectarian churches because they

support of the Y. M. C. A. congregations be founded, if we would not ( or even their parents already ) were no longer

see ourselves superseded in this work by able to understand the German sermons and

synods that do not agree with us in doctrine found no English Lutheran church, Let the

King Zedekiah rejected the Prophecies and practice and establish English missions pastors of our large German congregations,

because he thought they did not agree, right among us with the hope of gradually in cities especially, investigate how many of

and yet they came true. drawing on the youth of our churches for those confirmed in their churches for the last

membership. twenty years have remained with them and

Zedekiah was the last king in Judea before
The English language is spoken by the child what has become of those that left. Some of

the Babylonian captivity . The Prophet Eze - dren already ,the German instruction received the latter they will indeed find not attending

kiel had foretold thecaptivity of Zedekiah : “ 1 in our parochial schools being with many of any church whatever, but quite a number they

will bring him to Babylon to the land of the them their only exercise in the German lan- can also trace to and discover within English

Chaldeans ; yet he shall not see it, though he guage; and if they have not attended these sectarian churches. Of course the German

shall die there” ( ch . 12 , v . 13 ) . Josephus schools regularly for years , as they ought to congregations have not felt this loss , because

relates (Antiq . 10 , 7 ) that Ezekiel “ who re have done, they will come to the pastor's constant immigration from Europe has more

sided in Mesopotamia among the captives by lessons with such little knowledge of the Ger- than made up for it .

the river of Chebar," sent a copy of this pre- man , that they can not receive the full benefit Now we can not excuse young Lutherans

diction to Zedekiah,who set about comparing of his instructions; they could be benefited who forget the German language; it is un

it with the language of Jeremiah ( 32 , 4 ; a great deal more by English instruction , for wise , it is imprudent for various reasons. But

37 , 23 ) . Finding that Jeremiah had merely half of the given time must be used in im- ---denounce their action as strongly as you

foretold that he should be broughtto Babylon, parting to them German language lessons . may - should the German Lutheran congre

while Ezekiel had affirmed that he should be After confirmation exercise in the German gations act equally unwise parts by neglecting

brought to Babylon, indeed , but should not see language ceases almost entirely. The boys the spiritual welfare of their kindred ? How

it, the king drew the inference that the state are sent to work , the girls accept positions in wrong this would be ! No, the church must

ment of Ezekiel contradicted thatof Jeremiah English families, boarding houses, etc. , or in follow them , go right after them by providing

and consequently rejected both as false. factories and similar establishments. From English services for them . The Lutheran

“ Yet,” adds Josephus, “ everything did fallout morning to evening they will probably neither church must not give up , nor can it afford to

in accordance with these prophecies.” And
hear nor speak one German word . In the

in 2 Kings 25 we read , that after the Chaldeans course of time they make the English their * In discussing the necessity and benefits of En

had taken the city of Jerusalem , “ They took language , converse and thinkin this only, forgotten.Lutherans that have learnedtheirBible,
glish Lutheran missions, one point must never be

the king ( Zedekiah ) and brought him up to andif any one wishes to make himself per- their catechism and their church-hymns well in

the king of Babylon at Riblah ; and they gave fectly understood to them , he must speak to German, will never relish English servicesas they

judgment upon him . And they slew the sons
them in the English language. Sunday com- do German services . The language in which we

of Zedekiah before his eyes , and put out the ing along they will attend ourGerman services , speak to our heavenly Father, will always be the

eyes of Zedekiah, and bound him with fetters but the language used has become strange to language we prefer in our public worship. We have

of brass , and carried him to Babylon .” God's

them . They find great difficulty in under- been told of this fact by such members of our

church , as are capable of understanding English

Word is not made void by man's unfaith . standing the sermon ; meditating perhaps on sermons almost as well as German . Though at

Zedekiah was brought to Babylon , but he the meaningof one word or sentence, the next home and in their business-places they use the
could not see it . sentences will be lost to them entirely , and English language almost exclusively, yet when it

by the time that they are getting familiar comes to edification in divine services, they prefer
again with the expressions , the sermon is over. German services. The first duty then of German

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS ,

As a matter of course they don't feel satisfied with thedepth ,power and grandeur of our German
Lutheran parents and of all such as are familiar

Money-making Churches. at all on leaving church, and they will com- services, is to educate their children so as to enable

mence to omit some Sunday's attendances to them to learn the German Lutheran Bible, the Ger

In a late number of the St. Louis Christian
our services for the very reason , “ that they man Lutheran catechism , the German Lutheran

Advocate we find the following and insert it don't understand everything anyhow .” Some hymns, and for this reason to establish and main
for what it is worth . Sunday evening they will drop into an English tain at all costs parochial schools. Such schools

“ Merchandise in God's House. -We ask sectarian church ; the minister speaks their are, aside of German Lutheran immigration, the

when is it to end ? The church has opened language, and, provided he has not emptied gregations in this country for any length of time.
only means of propagating German Lutheran con

its doors to all schemes of money -making. Webster's dictionary for the evening , they The very first duty of German Lutheran churches

The latest is : Placarding the walls of a church will catch the meaning of every sentence ; is , therefore, to look after their own German work .

with the names of business men in the town they are exceedingly pleased and gladly ac
But this certainly does not exclude, that they do

who seek patronage, and are willing to pay cept the sectarian’s invitation, to come again . all they can and are called to do for such as are
not German and cannot be German and yet might

for this exhibition of their names and for a Their conscience will indeed occasionally re
become Lutherans and be kept in the Lutheran

public commendation by thepastor.” — Matth . mind them of what their German Lutheran Church by means of English services and English
21 , 13 .

A. M. pastor had proved to them in the catechetical parochial schools. - ED .]
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sermon.

sacrifice any of its members simply because The Christian and the Philosopher.

they have changed their language.

Now, I did not intend to enlarge on this Baron von Kottwitz was a man of remark

subject but merely wanted to state the reasons able piety. His early youth had been spent

why we German Lutheran pastors of St. Paul
The Obliging Jeweler's Story .

at the court of Frederick the Great , where he

took the matter of English mission under con was a page. Following there the prevailing

sideration in our monthly meetings . We " About forty - five years ago," said Mr. Lin- influence , he fell into careless, reprehensible

united in the opinion that our churches should zeler , “ I had a small jewelry store in a side habits. Gradually he came to reflection, and.

establish an English mission so as to hold street off one of the principal boulevards. that brought him to a feeling of utter disgust
Sales were littlewhat we have, and possibly to add to the Lu- Business did not prosper. of his dissolute ways. He frequently wan

theran church from the ranks of ourAmerican or nothing. Mysmall savings vanished, and dered into churches, longing for a word that

fellow -citizens,by giving them ample oppor- I was tortured with the thought of debts that would pierce him with conviction, and spring
tunity to get acquainted with our Bible doc- I had no means of liquidating. One day I

up within him unto everlasting life .

trines. Several of us were ordered to preach was seated by my nearly empty show case in That winged message he found on a Sab

in the intended services, St. John's Lutheran despair at the situation , and in doubt whether bath in a little church where he had gone to

congregationkindlyallowed us the use of toclose up mystore and go out ofbusiness attend services. Ashegrew in his Christian
their commodious church, situated almost in entirely , for I had not made a salein five days, life his consecration of himself and his great

the centre of the city, and on the evening of when a stranger to me , an Englishman , en- estates was remarkablycomplete. It wasin
,

Reformation day (XXIII . p . Tr. ) a large as- tered the shop and said :
the early part of this century , when Chris

sembly , comprising chiefly members from our " ' I have lost the swivel from my watch tianity in Germany had a few enthusiastic

German churches , listened to the first English chain , can you sell me one ? '
followers. Even patriotism was at a low ebb ,

Rev. C. Gausewitz , pastor of St. " Certainly, sir , I will replace it for you , ' forNapoleon did not meet with the unanimous

John's church, proved from Revelation 14 , 9 , I said , leaving my seat with alacrity. The resistance with which the German people at

that we ought to undertake this English work matter in itself seemed of slight importance, their best would have met the invader. Great

because we have the everlasting Gospel , and but in its consequences it was highly impor- poverty accompanied the nationalhumiliation ,

because this everlasting Gospel must be tant.—What, if I had no more swivels in stock , and , to alleviate this , Baron von Kottwitz de

preached to them that “ dwell on the earth , I thought. Opening my box I found two , voted his life , his own estates and that of his

and to every nation, and kindred , and tongue , which , unfortunately, were too small . One wife who entered into his plans with beautiful

and people.” An impressive , a rousing ser- of the last gold watches left in my case had sympathy. He established new industries to

mon the brother preached to us , and it was a chain attached , and seizing this with my cultivate self-help for the people wherever and

evidently indorsed by all the hearers . When , pinchers , I took off the swivel and fitted it on whenever possible . In Berlin he took pos

after the close of the service , all present were the Englishman's chain . It was an exact fit. session of some deserted barracks and housed

informed that this mission thus far was all " " How much is the watch and chain ? ' there six hundred families. The poor in Ber

together an undertaking of their pastors and asked the stranger. lin are said to have been more familiar with

it now rested with the congregations, whether " I named the price. his name than with that of their king.

it should be carried on , and that they could Fichte, the infidel philosopher , once ex
66.Put on one of those small swivels that

now show their favoring this by answering wouldn't fit my chain ,' he continued , pressed a desire to meet him , and Baron von
and I

the question put- then a loud unanimous
will take it. '

Kottwitz, when he heard of it , with charac

" aye" was the response given by the vast

“ Putting the watch into his pocket , the Fichte questioned him as to the motive and
teristic humility , was the first to make a call.

assembly , and immediately a committee was

appointed to take charge of matters pertain - nglishman turned to me and, in a
foreign inspiration of his manner of life . Von Kott

accent that made it all the more impressive , witz , always true to his colors , acknowledged
ing to the interest of such mission .

said these words , which I have not forgotten his implicit faith in God , and the great help
This was the beginning of our English mis- from that day to this:

sion . Now for some time we German pastors he found in prayer. True to himself, Fichte

" The jewelers of the great boulevard are
must carry on the English preaching in these replied :

services until an English congregation can be not obliging . They have no time to attend
“ A child may pray, but a man wills.”

organized and a pastor called. Last Sunday be reading the paper, perhaps, and will not have sixhundred poor families to feed, and
to the small wants of a customer. They may The old man said , " My dear Professor, I

evening's service was attended by quite a
disturb themselves to sell a swivel. At the often in the morning I don't know where I

number of Americans already, and the church

three or four stores which I have just visited , shall get bread for them for the day. Whatwas filled almost to its utmost capacity , chairs

I have failed to find a swivel , although I am
being placed in all the aisles to accommodate can I do then but pray ? "

anxious to make a call and need one greatly .

the numerous visitors . With tears streaming down bis cheeks,
-You were more obliging than your com- Fichte confessed :

May God bless this English mission and
petitors and put yourself to some trouble togive speed to its work ! " Dear Baron , that is beyond my philos
accommodate me , and for that reason I have

Yours fraternally , ophy .”
bought a watch that I didn't need. My daugh

RICHARD D. BIEDERMANN. ter is to be married soon and you shall furnish This beautiful and touching story which , in

the trousseau . '
addition to its intrinsic interest , possesses the

" A few days afterward I received a letter additional charm of being true , was told the

Unionism as practiced in Hennepin
from him , requesting me to call at his hotel, writer a few days ago by an eminent Chris

County , Minn.
where a cordial reception and order for a trous- tian lady resident in Berlin , but now visiting

seau , costing 200,000 francs, awaited me. This Saratoga, and at his urgent request written

“ All the Sunday -schools of the county of stroke of good fortune left me a cash capital out by her for the benefit of all who may read

whatever nationality or faith , Evangelical, of 40,000 francs after liquidating my debts. it. It shows that the Christian's instinct of

Liberal , Catholic or Jewish , are invited to join Notwithstanding the warning of the English- prayer will ever bring him to God , and that

in the parade which is intended to show the man , I moved up into one of the fashionable the answers to his petitions, becoming a part

total Sunday -school strength of the county.” boulevards and had him and all his friends for of his own personal experience , constitute a

This plan was arranged by the County Sun- customers. But as a matter of principle, both foundation , firmer than philosophy.

day-School Superintendents ' Union of Henne myself and my sons have ever shown a willing Central Presbyterian .

pin County, Minn. They ought to have se- ness to oblige our customers in the smallest

lected some very dark night for this parade matter. This has been the cornerstone of my Going gently about a thing won't hinder its

in the shadow of death . ” fortune. ” — Jeweler's Review . being done. - Creole Proverb .

6
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Some Remarkable Bibles. died in China. This exhibit belongs to the While I was lost in wonderment at the

Presbyterian Missionary Society of the Cin- splendor of this mosque, several Moslems

In the department of different church ex- cinnati Presbyter. A Chinese picture book , came in to pray, with the usual prostrations

hibits at the Cincinnati Centennial are some compiled 600 years ago , is among thememen- and beard-stroking and yawning. Two or

rare old wonders . Two hundred and forty- tos. This book was widely known and read three women also came to pray, clad in feridjis

two languages and dialects are represented in and contains incidents supposed to have been of brilliantly striped silks - rose and white,

book and pamphlet form ,one uniquepamphlet taken from the lives of real persons who lived azure and white, yellow and red - and they,

of sixty -four pages alone representing 195 600 and 700 years ago . Translated is the too, kneeled on the matting , and bowed and

specimen verses from versions in different following as an illustration of contents: touched the ground with their brows ; and

languages and dialects in which the Holy “ Lai's parents were very old , and fearing the little baby girls , with their fine eyes and

Scriptures have been printed , and circulated that they might be down-hearted , he , when white veils wrapped round their heads, stood

by the American Bible Society and the British he was 70 years old , put on a bright flowered patient and motionless beside them , not being

and Foreign Bible Society. This is the second tunic and performed childish antics before yet old enough to pray, or perhaps not strong

edition enlarged. them to make them forget that they were old .” enough on their legs to prostrate themselves

A work of peculiar interest is an ancient There is also a rare old Chinese Testament without irremediably losing their balance .

Hebrew synagogue roll , 500 years old , con- published on rice paper. Some of these little baby girls seem as beau

taining the Book of Esther , with a beautifully Although not a book , there is a quaint little tiful as fresh flowers, and remind one of the fair

carved ivory distaff. " church furnace” or footstool to be seen in dreams of rosy childhood which we find in the

A queer-looking German Bible, stained and this department , which deserves mention . It pictures of the French painter Diaz . Then , in

worn , though still in a state of remarkable is 100 years old and about 8 X 10 inches square, odd corners of the mosque , were boys learning

preservation , lying open , with ancient book- hardly large enough for a woman's feet to rest the Koran under the direction of old turbaned

mark in place , is the property of Mrs. Barbara upon comfortably. It is made of perforated priests , and others learning all alone , squat

Grieck, 97 McMicken avenue , Cincinnati . tin and wood , and a small sheet-iron cup hold- ting cross-legged , with the sacred book open

This Bible is 276 years old and was printed ing about one pint of coals was usually put before them on a reading stand in the shape

in Luther's college town. It is a quarto vol inside of this little box-like affair to warm the of an X. These queer little boys produced

ume founded on Luther's text , and is accom- female feet resting thereon when attending the monotonous and melancholy soundswhich

panied by a comment on obscure passages. church , for in those days “ meeting houses ” | alone re-echoed in the vast silence of the

It is illustrated after the highest style of were not heated at all , it is said . mosque ; and in the immensity of the place ,

German art engraving of the sixteenth century Detroit Free Press. dotted as they were here and there , near the

as taught and practiced by Albrecht Duerer mihrab and the mastaches, they looked like big

and Hans Holbein .
black fungi that had sprung up through the

The volume is bound in stiff boards , covered Mohammedan Sham. pale straw-colored matting. Huddled up into

with heavy old leather , with beveled brass a sort of sphere, with a flat base , these boys,

corners and leather buckle clasp . You enter this mosque through a bronze each one acting independently , would rock

This ancient Bible has been in the family door , having, of course , previously shod your themselves rapidly backwards and forwards,

for eleven generations. profane feet with protecting babouches ; and while they read aloud , in a sharp nasal voice ,

A copy of the “ Mathews Bible ” is another then you are free to examine and to admire . a verse from the Koran . Then they would

curiosity. This was published in 1539. A The first feature that strikes you is four enor- stop , look round , remain silent for a minute

large part of this edition was burned by the mous pillars , which might be compared to or two, and then begin rocking and reading

order of the Inquisition , only 1500 copies four Auted towers , and which support the again . Sometimes a single voice would be

finding their way into circulation . weight of the principal cupola. The capitals heard , to which another voice would seem to

The editor was John Rogers, the English of these pillars are carved into the form of a respond. Another time , two or three voices

martyr, whose picture for so many years mass of stalactites, a style of ornament which would be heard together , and the immense
adorned the pages of theNew England primer. may be observed in many fine Persian mon- vaults would receive and reverberate the

This copy was printed in 1551 , and from its uments ; and half way up they are encircled sounds , which composed a kind of monotonous

size was commonly called the Great Bible . by a band covered with inscriptions in Turkish and shrill music ; for the Koran is full of

Another copy is a Geneva Bible , sometimes characters. The strength and simplicity of rhythmic prose , similar to that ofwhich we find

called “ The Old Breeches Bible," from the these four pillars, which at once explain to specimens in the Pentateuch and the Psalms.

curious rendering of Genesis 3 , 7 : " They the eye the constructive system of the build Atlantic Monthly.

sewed fig -leaves together and made themselves ing , give a striking impression of robust maj

breeches."
esty and imperishable stability . Sourates, Seventh Day Adventists gather at Min

The first edition was published in the city of or verses from the Koran , form bands of run- neapolis from all over the World.

Geneva from , it is said, silver type in 1560. ning ornament around the great cupola and

It was the most popular of all versions in the minor domes and the cornices . From the The World's Conference of Seventh Day

England for sixty years . It was prepared roof are suspended , to within eight or ten feet Adventists began to -day, October 17th , with

and published under the supervision of Cal- of the ground , innumerable lustres , composed ninety-six delegates present. They had slum

vin , Knox, Whittingham and Coler. This of glass cups full of tallow , set in a circular bered peacefully all night in their little tents ,

copy was printed in London in 1599, and is iron frame , and decorated with balls of crys- pitched army fashion all about the Lake

the property of Wm. Gibson , of the Gibson tal, ostrich eggs, and silk tassels , as in Saint Street Church , and were up early this morning

House , Cincinnati . Sophia and all the other mosques. The mihrab and took a hearty breakfast in the big dining

Still another relic in Bible lore is a copy which designates the direction of Mecca — the hall. The Adventists are all vegetarians and

of the first edition of the famous “ Bishops' niche where rests the Koran , -is inlaid with refrain from eating meat , not because they

Bible . ” This is the first authorized English lapislazuli, agate and jasper. Then there is think it sinful , but because they think it un

version , and continued in use among the the usual menber, surmounted by a conical healthful. The more rigid use no salt, no

people for a long time after the publication of sound -board ; the mastaches, or platforms sugar, and no butter or lard . They eat largely

King James' version . This relic was loaned supported by colonetts, where the mezzins and of fruit and grain products . Besides the

to the Young Men's Bible Society ( in whose other clergy sit. As in all the mosques, the ninety -six delegates present, there were thirty

exhibit were also these other books mentioned ) side aisles are encumbered with trunks and State Conferences, the European missions,

by the Lane Seminary. bales of merchandise, deposited by Mussel- and an Australian Conference represented.

One case of curiousrelics in this church de- mans under divine” safeguard ; and , finally, Some came from South Africa , New Zealand,

partment is the exhibit of a returned Chinese the floor is covered with fine matting in sum- Central and South America, and the Pacific

missionary , Mrs. J. M. Shaw , whose husband mer and carpet in winter.
Islands ,
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The Conference discussed this afternoon the For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

Recent Publications.

prophecy of Daniel , contained in the story of Parochial Reports.

the “ Beast with the ten horns.” It is gen 1. AMERICANISCHER KALENDER FUER DEUTSCHE

erally conceded that the prophecy refers to The pastors of the General Engl. Luth . Con- greatmissionary of our Missouri Synod is gaining
LUTHER NER . Price, single copy, 10 cents . This

the breaking up of the Roman empire into the ference are respectfully requested to send to in a canter by age and experience .

ten kingdomsafter the descent of the barba- the undersigned by December 15th their pa- 2. SYNODAL - BERICHT DES OESTLICHEN DISTRICTS,

on the great benefits of church -unity. Price, single
rians on Rome. The question that troubles rochial reports , including the time from Octo copy, 12 cents .

the Conference was as to the location of one ber 1st , 1887 , to October 1st , 1888. By reso
3. SYNODAL - BERICHT DES MITTLEREN DISTRICTS,

of these kingdoms . Elder George P. Stahr lution of Conference all of its pastors are on the doctrine of the real presence of Christ's body

wanted the Conference to take a vote on the required to furnish such report to the secre- and blood in the Eucharist. Price, single copy,
15 cents .

question . “ I'd like,” he said , “ to put an tary , before the printing of the Minutes.
4. SYNODAL - BERICHT DES CANADA-DISTRICTS, on

everlasting settler on this question , so it would Information is asked on the following: Name Infant Baptism . Price, single copy , 15 cents .

not come up for argument again. Cries of of pastor , number of congregations , belong 5. SYNODAL-BERICHT DES IOWA - DISTRICTS, on

“ A en , ” “ Amen ."
ing to Conference or not, mission points, num- the proper earnestness, zeal and faithfulness in the

Elder Waggoner did not want the question ber of souls, voting members , communicants , imitation of Christ. Price, single copy, 15 cents.

6. SYNODAL - BERICHT DES MICHIGAN - DISTRICTS,
settled until it had been investigated , and he number of communicants in the year, bap on the doctrine concerning the Person of Christ as

moved that the council investigate the matter tisms , schools, scholars , confirmed ; marriages , exhibited in the VIII.article of the Formulary of
until each member for himself had arrived at funerals .

Coucord . Price , single copy , 20 cents .

an intelligent conclusion. This proposition
G. F. W. MEYER , Sec. 7. ERZAEHLUNGEN FUER DIE JUGEND, (NARRA

TIVES FOR OUR YOUTH ). Vols . 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4. Price,

created considerable stir. A great many Box 42 , Marshfield , Mo.
single volume, 25 cents .

members of the Conference wanted to know 8. WALTHER'S ANSPRACHEN UND GEBETE, (Dr.

what they were to preach in the mean time.
Walther's addresses to new church -members and

W. C. White said he should feel compelled
Installations. prayers at the opening of congregational meetings).

Price, single copy, $ 1.00, postage , 10 cents .

to preach what he believed , whatever way

By request of the President of our General (Luther's Works, Vol. XVIII.) This volume com
9. LUTHER'S SAEMMTLICHE SCHRIFTEN , 18. Band,

the Conference decided the question, but he

added : “ If I should disagree with
Engl . Luth . Conference - Rev. F. Kuegele of prises Luther's PolemicalWorks against papacy.

my
breth

- .
We shall refer to this work again . Price, single

ren who have studied the question more than Koiner’s Store, Va., — Rev.C. Spannuth was
volume, $4.50, postage , 50 cents .

duly. installed as missionary.pastor at Wichita,

me, I'd touch just as light as I could on my, Kansas, by the undersigned. The installation cordiaPublishing House, M. C. Barthel, Agent,
For all or any of these publications address Con

view and try to bridge it clean over to theirs ." St. Louis, Mo.

“ Amen ,” “ Amen, ' came the approval froin took place last Sunday evening,Sovember 15th,

in a hall obtained for Sunday exercises free of a new selection of Christian German poetry.
10. CHRISTIAN AUTOGRAPH VERSES is the name

all over the house.

Matters ofthis sort occupied the Conference bered upwards of thirty, was composed en- S. Throop Str., Chicago, Ills .Price , single copy,
of rent. The attentive audience, which inuin- Rev. A.Wagner is credited with the revision of the

book . It is printed at the Examiners Agency, 658

most of the day.
tirely of Lutherans, wbitat several of our 10 cents , per dozen 90 cents.

This sect is at variance with the Christian
Lutheran friends were unable to attend. A

Church almost in every doctrine.
very able church choir will soon be formed ,

to judge from the very creditable renderings
Acknowledgments.

on that occasion. A chapel organ had been
Received for the Publication of English Hymn

procured on trial , and I was told that instru- book: Rev.J. E. Rader, Springdale, Ark ., $ 2.50.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . mental music would accompany the vocal in Mr..D : M. Linebarger, Springdale, Ark ., 2.50. Mr.
Gotthilf Weinhold, Springdale, Ark . 10.00 .

future. A new feature is “ The Ladies ' Aid

Obituary.
Respectfully thanks

Society," already having twelve members. Gravelton , Mo., Nov. 15, '88 . L. M. WAGNER.

These ladies deserve credit for the active and
Behold , Lord, for peace we have great bit

terness ! The hand of the Lord is heavy upon important part they take in furthering the Received of Rev. C.F. W. Meyer, Marshfield, Mo. ,

us . .For on the 23d of November He took from Lord's capise. . May He most abundantly froin sale ofminutesfor printing of minutes, $1.20.

bless the efforts of both pastor and congrega Nov. 17 , 1888 . C. F. LANGE, Treas.

our midst a sister, who was by His grace a
Amen .firm believer , faithful Christian and a devoted tion at that place !

A. W. MEYER . We hereby acknowledge receipt of $115.00, taken
member of our congregation . Mrs. Mary Ras

Address : Rev. C. SPANNUTH ,
up at the session of the General English Conference

mussen, wife of Mr. C. Rasmussen, was born at St. Louis, for the benefit of The First English

L. Box 32, Wichita, Kansas. Ev . Luth . congregation of New Orleans, La., and
October 23d , 1857 , married February 13th,

we herewith express our sincere thanks to all wbo

1881 . She was taken sick with typhoid fever so kindly contributed to our church-building fund.

about November 6th and suffered until No
In compliance with an order of Rev. F. FRANK R. SCHAEFER,

Sec'y, and Treas of the First Engl.
vember 23d , and wasburied Saturday, Novem- Kuegele, President of the General English

Ev. Luth . Cong ., N. 0. , La .

ber 24th . She leaves her husband and four Lutheran Conference of Missouri and other New Orleans, Nov. 30, 1888 .

small children , the oldest not over seven years States, Rev. A. W. Meyer, formerly of Rader,

old, to mourn her death . May the God of all Mo. , was installed in the St. Martin's Congre Subscriptions Paid.

mercies keep and protect them and give them gation , Winfield , Kans. , on November 18th , by

and the bereaved and sorrowing husband His
CARL SPANNUTH . $ 1.00Rev. J. Roschke, Freistatt, Mo. , (VII)

Mr. Mich . Bischoff, Zane-ville, O. , ( VII) 1.00

eternal peace and comfort according to His Rev. J. G. Lang, Arborville, Nebr ., ( V & VI) 2.00

1.00

promise John 14 , 18 . It has been said that Chief- Justice Taney Mr. E. Buehring, Lutherville, Ark ., ( V & VI) 2.00
Mr. H. Tiarks, Monticello . Iowa, (VII )

May we all learn to number ourdays and gave , as his defense for being a Roman Cath- Mr.C.C. Maxwell , Richmond, Va., (VII 13 to
VIII 12 ) 1.00

truly apply our hearts unto wisdom. Ps . 90 , 12 olic , the plea that men absorbed like him in Miss S. C.Haeberle, Richmond, Va. , (VII 13

The funeral sermon was based upon Rev. worldly duties could not possibly take the time to VIII 12 ) 1.00

C. F. W. MEYER . required for the solution of practical religious Rev. F. Pfotenhaver, Lewiston , Minn , ( II) 1.00Teacher F. H. Meyer, Watertown , Wis . , (VIT ) 1.00

problems , and he therefore submitted himself Rev. C. Hafner, Leavenworih , Kans., (VII ) 1.00

KIND words produce their own image in blindly to the guidance of a Church endowed Rev A. Brueggem :un , Ireton, Iowa. (VII)Kind
1.00Rev. Theo . M. Stephan, Austin , Ills . , (VII )

men's souls , and a beautiful image it is . They with authority . This is an altogether Roman Mr. Sol. Weaver, Bremen, Ind .. ( VII) 1.00

soothe and quiet and comfort the hearer. They Catholic plea of carnal ease and negligence . Mrs. Cath: Bechtel, Bremen, Ind., (VII 13 to 1.00

shame lim outofhis sour, morose , unkind feel- The Christian plea is: “ Seek ye first the king- Mr. A. Erickson, Lansing, Kans . , (VI)

ings. We have not yet begun to use kind words dom of God and His righteousness," Matt. 7 , Rev. W. Rudolph ,Lindsay,Nebr. (V to VII) 3 00

Miscellaneous .,

>

14 , 13 .

1.00

VIII 12 )

Rev. W. Huesemann, Papillion, Nebr. , (VII ) 1.00
in such abundance as they ought to be used . 33. Perhaps this Roman Catholic Chief - Justice

Pascal. never read this passage .
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .

1.00
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the word of God." Among the thistles and is this : Who is a Christian, a child of God ,

weeds of the doctrines of men and sciences and who is not ? Now any one who will not

falsely so called , the Word of God alone is hear the Word of God , let him be ever so good

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . that good seed which produces fruit unto life a man of the world , is nevertheless only a

eternal . man of the world and not a Christian ; for
A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE

The Word of God is the hammer which every Christian will hear the Word of God.
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.

breaks the stony heart, the light which en- From our text it is very clear that we are to

By Rev. F. Kuegele. lightens the darkened understanding , that in- be hearers of the Word, and the Lord fre.

corruptible seed which, if sown into the heart quently repeated the saying: “ He that hath

by that heavenly sower the Holy Ghost, brings ears to hear, let him hear.” The ears which
V. Sunday after Easter.

forth fruit which will remain . The written God has given us we are to use to hear His
(Rogate.)

Word is the only thing in this wide world by Word , and if we do not so use them we can

which our souls are led on safely . Monkish vows not possess the grace of God ; for to the Jews

JAMES 1 , 22–27 .
and works , methodistic procedures and revival the Lord said : “ He that is of God heareth

DEARLY BELOVED : - Last Sunday we heard manipulations , wearing garments cut after a God's words : ye therefore hear them not , be

from the extract preceding our present text peculiar pattern , and whatever men devise , cause ye are not of God.” Whosoever does

that the revealed Word of truth is the instru- these things can not convert and save ; but not hear the Word of God is not of God , and

ment and means with and through which God His Word , both when preached and when in though he may seemingly practice virtues and

begets His children and makes men partakers connection with the sacraments , is the hand apparently perform acts of benevolence, yet

of His everlasting kingdom . After Jesus which God extends down to us from heaven he is not a Christian and will not be saved

Christ has won grace and salvation for all to draw us up unto Himself ; for in the 18th unless he repents and turns to hear the Word

men , His Word is the vessel in which the verse of the chapter before us it is said : “ Of of God .

heavenly gift is carried over the earth ; for in his own will begat he us with the word of But from this fact that those who will not

it repentance and remission of sin are preached truth .” With the Word of truth God begets hear the Word of God , are not Christians, we

among all nations . The Word of truth is the His children and in no other way. Therefore must not conclude that it is the mere hearing

instrument which God uses to awaken men we are exhorted in the verse preceding our in itself alone which makes a man a Christian .

out of their spiritual sleep , to regenerate them text : “ Receive with meekness the engrafted It does not follow that all those who do go
to

and to give them a new heart and a new mind . word , which is able to save your souls.” His church , who therefore are hearers of the Word,

Therefore the Word of God is described in the Word being the only instrument and means are all true Christians , children of God from

Scriptures as doing all in the work of con- by which God begets us His children and heart and soul ; for from this text it is evi

version and salvation . In Jeremiah 23 it is makes us joint heirs with Christ , it is of vital dent that there are such who are hearers , but

called a fire and a hammer : “ Is notmyword importance, how we receive the Word , how bearers only and who deceive themselves.

like as a fire ? saith the Lord ; and like a ham- we hear it . In agreement with to -day's text Who are such vain hearers ,such hearers only ?

mer that breaketh the rock in pieces ? ” The letmebriefly treat of : Hearers only , who therefore hear in vain ,

Word of God is a fire which burns in the heart
are all those who hear only with their ears

THE HEARING OF GOD'S WORD ,
and consumes the weeds of error and sin and and not with their heart and mind . If indeed

makes room for the heavenly seed to grow presenting heart and ear were one and the same , then

and bring fruit ; it is the hammer with which I. the wrong and vain hearing , and the very mechanical hearing would be suf

the stony heart is broken and made ready to II . the right and saving hearing. ficient, but ear and heart are not the same.

receive the heavenly gift . In Hebrews 4 it is They are in connection with each other , but

compared with a sword : " The word of God
I.

many things penetrate the ear which do not

is quick , and powerful , and sharper than any Our text begins with the words : “ But be reach the heart . If therefore only the ears

two-edged sword , piercing even to the divid- ye doers of the word , and not hearers only , de- are present, but the heart and mind absent ,

ing asunder of soul and spirit, and is a dis- ceiving your own selves.” The text does not the hearing is all in vain , and it is something

cerner of the thoughts and intents of the say , we should not be hearers ; it says , we very common for people to bring their ears
heart ." When preached in its purity , the should not be hearers only . So then we are into the church , while heart and mind remain

Word proves the hearts of men and makes it to be hearers ; we are to go to church to hear outside . The body sits in the church , the

manifest, whether they are for the truth or the reading and preaching of God's Word. ears are there , the eyes are perhaps fixed on.

against it , whether they are upright or deceit- Frequently you can hear people who never or the preacher, but the mind is not with the

ful, and it convinces the enemies of God and very rarely go to preaching, claim that they sermon, it is occupied with other things, lay

His truth that their thoughts and intents are are just as good as church-goers , and this ing plans for the week or studying on some

evil. St. Peter calls the Word a light , writ- much is true, we sometimes see persons who speculation ; yea , there are those who during

ing : " We have also a more sure word of care nothing for church and Bible, yet they the whole sermon will be thinking only ofsin

prophecy ; whereunto ye do well that ye take are temperate, chaste, honest, and the like . ful , wicked and filthy things. Some also do

heed , as unto a light that shineth in a dark But the question here is not as to who is a not at all come to hear the sermon, but rather

place, until the day dawn , and the day star good man or virtuous woman in a worldly to hear the news and to see what is going on ;

arise in your hearts.” In the darkness of sense of the word . No genuine Christian will and instead of paying attention to the Word

this world the written Word of God is the boast about his being so very good . Every they will be looking around , talking with their

only light which can guide our feet in the way true child of God will confess with St. Paul : neighbors, which does not only show disregard

everlasting. The Word is called a seed, as - I know that in me , ( that is , in my flesh , ) for the Word , but is a proof of very bad man“

the Lord says in the parable : " The seed is dwelleth no good thing . ” The question here ners ; for every person of refined manners

a a
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will always deport himself as it is becoming of the word , and not a doer , he is like unto a uses the singular ; in one certain work, in one

the time and place . It is evident that all man beholding his natural face in a glass : for particular deed a man is blessed. Now the

those are hearers only with whom the sound he beholdeth himself and goeth his way, and Word of Moses , the ten commandments , re

of the Word falls on the ear, but the heart straightway forgetteth what manner of man he quire many works , many deeds, but the Gos

perceives nothing of it . was.” The name of this class of hearers is pel is fulfilled in one deed, namely in faith ;

Another class of hearers who hear in vain , legion. Stepping out of the church door they for thus says the Gospel : " Believe on the

are thosewho put theWord from them . These turn their whole attention to other things and Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved."

pay attention to theWord , it also makes some if but a half hour later they would be asked In this one deed , believing on Christ, man is

impression upon them , they can not deny that what was preached they would be perplexed saved. The Word able to save is the Gospel,

it is Divine truth , but they do not want it , and would mumble : Let me see , what was and doing the Word is believing it ; for the

they say in their heart , that does not suit me , the text. That such hearing is in vain is clear . Gospel is nothing else than God's message of

and they put it from them . Such were the Those, too , hear in vain who regard their pardon and peace to us sinners , and that Word

Jews to whom Stephen said : “ Ye stiff -necked church going as a good work by which they can be kept and done in no other way, than

and uncircumcised in heart and ears , ye do do a meritorious service to God. If they by believing it , by putting the heart's trust

always resist the Holy Ghost : as your fathers have only been at church and have taken part in it . Those hearers therefore are at thesame

did , so do ye,” and further on it is said of in the worship , many think they have done time doers of the Word whº receive it in faith.

them : “ When they heard these things , they something which must go towards winning Yet it might appear offensive to some that

were cut to the heart, and they gnashed on God's favor for them . We must come not in faith is here spoken of as a deed, a work , an

him with their teeth . ' That is the hardest order to render a meritorious service to God , act , but also in some other places faith is

thing a hearer can do , maliciously to set him- but as poor and needy in order to receive spoken of in a similar manner. When the

self against that Word which in his own heart from God . We must not regard our going to Jews once asked the Lord : “ What shall we

he knows to be the truth of God , and if a church and our act of hearing so great a sac- do , that we might work the works of God ? "

hearer persists in such malicious stubbornness rifice or so meritorious a work as to render us He answered : “ This is the work ofGod , that

it is no wonder that God finally withdraws deserving of God's favor ; on the contrary ye believe on him whom he hath sent.” In

His hand from him and his heart becomes so God does us a favor in sending us His Word , asmuch as faith is the hand which grasps and

flinty that the Word will no more make any and we should hear it and we should so hear holds Christ , it may properly be called a work

impression upon it. Yea, hearers will some- it as to be saved by it. When do we so hear or an act, yet in speaking of faith in this

times proceed to the very extreme of wicked- it ? What is the right hearing ? manner we must not forget that no man can

ness and in their hearts and with their lips provide himself with a hand neither naturally

will mock, curse and blaspheme both the II. nor spiritually, and we must be careful to re

Word and him who preaches it , although they Who the right hearers of the Word are , the member what kind of an act faith is, not such

know , being convicted by their own con- text tells us clearly : “ Be ye doers of the word , an act by which we earn or merit any thing,

science , that it is the truth. The Pharisees and not hearers only.” Those are the right but such an act by which we receive the gifts

could not deny that Jesus was a teacher come hearers who so hear the Word that they also of God . Faith is the act of appropriating

from God, nevertheless they called Him a do it . Are then those the right hearers who Christ's righteousness, and in that act I am

Samaritan and a devil . Of such malicious and seek salvation by good works , by doing the blessed , because dressed in Christ's right

satanic resisting and contradicting a hearer commandments of God ? Not by any means ; eousness no one can lay any thing to my

must beware ; for he who hears , not in order for it is written : “ By the works of the law charge . So then again , those are the right

to receive , but only to contradict , to reject shall no flesh be justified .” What then does hearers , both hearers of theGospel and doers

and to blaspheme , will find it a terrible thing St. James mean by the doing of the Word ? of the work required in the Gospel, who re

to fall into the hands of the living God. To understand this text right we must conceive it in faith .

Another class of vain hearers are those who sider what Word is here meant , whether the To set this. forth more clearly , let me yet

enjoy being entertained by an interesting ser- law or the Gospel ? If indeed St. James, call your attention to this particular point

mon , but to whom it makes no difference speaking of the law , would say, by hearing that the text pronounces him " a doer of the

whether what they hear is the truth of God and doing the Word of the law weshould be work ,” (i . e. of the work required in the

or the fables of men. In our age of infidelity saved , then he would be teaching salvation by Word, ) who " looketh into the perfect law of

and skepticism this class of hearers is very thedeeds of the law , and then the pope , the liberty." What is the perfect law of liberty

Indifferentism is in fact only a Dunkards and all teaching justification by and what is it to look into that law ? It is

milder form of infidelity. When a man has works would be right and we Lutherans would this : All men were bound to do the law of

come to this point that it is to bim an indif- be wrong . But there are three things in the works , to keep the ten commandments before

ferent thing whether the doctrines he hears text which show to an evidence that not the they could be found just. Now no man could

preached are right or wrong , true or false , word of the law , but the word of the Gospel do the law , therefore the law pronounced the

that man has no more any real convictions , is here spoken of. In the verse preceding sentence of everlasting imprisonment on

and the next step is to throw all away and our text it is said of this Word that it is able men , but Christ , the Son of God , came and

totally to become an infidel. The reason why to save your souls.” Now the Word of works, kept the law in the place of men and formen.

these hearers hear in vain is , because they do the Law , cannot save , it can only condemn There is therefore now another way to ever

not receive the Word as Divine truth , but as sinners, only the Word of Grace , the Gospel, lasting liberty than by keeping the law ; for

a human word which may or may not be true . can save sinners . The same is shown by these every one appealing to Christ's keeping of the

Therefore a hearer should remember what the words of our text : “ But whoso looketh into law shall be free from imprisonment and death ,

apostle John writes : " Beloved, believe not the perfect law of liberty ,and continueth therein , though he himself has been a breaker of the

every spirit , but try the spirits whether they he being not a forgetful hearer , but a doer of law . All men were under the curse of the

are of God , because many false prophets are the work , this man shall be blessed in his deed." law , but Christ took the curse upon

gone out into the world .” What is preached , The Word spoken of St. James calls “ the per- and now whosoever appeals to Christ's atone

every hearer should try by the written Word , fect law of liberty;” now the law of Moses , ment for sin, is free from the curse of the

and what does not agree with that Word , he requiring works , does not make free , it brings law. In Christ therefore is the law of liberty;

should reject as nothing but human opinion ; into bondage, but the law of Jesus Christ , the for in Him is liberty from the bondage and

but what is established by the Word he should Gospel of grace , makes free , as Christ says : curse of the law and this liberty is proclaimed

receive as Divine truth and should take his " If the Son shall make you free , ye shall be to us in the Word of theGospel, and he looks

stand on it as on' a rock which can not be free indeed .” Finally the text pronounces into the law of liberty who sees that in Christ

moved. the man who does not only hear the Word , he is free from guilt, wrath , curse and all the

Hearers only are also all forgetful hearers . but does the work , " blessed in his deed .” Not wages of sin . He who so hears and considers

Ofthem our textsays : " For if any be a hearer works , but work ; not deeds , but deed . He the Word that his heart learns to say : Behold,

numerous.
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I am a transgressor of the law , but Christ is thing to handle , and will rather not make use God ; neither can he know them , because they

my Saviour ; I need not do one single work of it than to expose themselves to the danger are spiritually discerned .” 1 Cor. 2 , 14. 15 .

in order to get to heaven ; because Christ has of preaching “ another gospel.” Gal. 1 , 8 . It lies on the face of the matter that , if a man

done all the works necessary for my salvation ; Yet it requires but a closer inspection than cannot know, i . e . understand, the things of

I can not fall under the curse of the law , be many are wont to bestow , to take away all the Spirit of God , he will much less be able

cause Christ was made a curse for me ; he doubts as to the import of this passage. En- to do the pleasure of the heavenly Lord and

who so hears the Word that his heart learns deavoring to show this , we purpose to prove help to save his own soul . He cannot strive

to speak this language hears it right, and he that Christ speaks of the struggle that must to enter in at the strait gate .

is both a hearer and a doer of the Word at the take place in the heart of a converted man , We are , then , forced to conclude , that to

same time .
And so we should always hear and that a true parallel passage is found in follow this exhortation of Christ's is a task

the Word. 1 Tim . 6 , 12 : " Fight the good fight of faith ." which the regenerate, converted children of

A faithful pastor will frequently use the The passage Luke 13 , 24 reads thus : God , the believers in Christ , alone can per

hammer of the law, holding up to his hearers " Strive to enter in at the strait gate ; for form . St. Paul writes : “ I bow my knees to

their sins and picturing to them the wrath of many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in and the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ... that

God against sin , and this a minister must do will not be able." he would grant you , according to the riches of

unless he is to be found a dumb dog who will If we were to translate more literally , we his glory, to be strengthened with might by his

not bark . Now when the law is preached to should say : " Fight to enter in ,” etc. , follow- Spirit in the inner man ; that Christ may dwell

him a hearer should apply it unto himself and ing the example of the old English translators in your hearts by faith .” Eph. 3 , 14–17. To

should confess : It is but too true , according in 1 Tim. 6 , 12 . the faithful “ Christ is the power of God ,"

to law and justice I belong to hell. But a The words of the Saviour cannot be in - 1 Cor. 1 , 24 , and though they tremble at the

truly evangelical preacher will ever again tended for an exhortation to the unregenerate , struggle before them , they rely upon Him

point to the law of liberty in Christ, and this or they would imply a contradiction to the who says : “ My strength is made perfect in

preaching of the Gospela hearer should always clear scriptural doctrine of the natural state weakness.” 2 Cor. 12 , 9 .

so hear as to learn to say : Though in myself of man . “ The natural man receiveth not the Comparing other passages in which the word

I am a sinner and belong to hell , yet in Christ , things of the Spirit of God ,” i Cor. 2 , 14. strive (àywvileggae) occurs , applied to spiritual

my Saviour , I am free from sin and guilt and He , therefore , “ walks after the flesh ," and matters , we shall find it, in every case , to de

belong to heaven . That is thekind of hearing minds the things of the flesh ” Rom . 8 , 4. scribe the actions of a believing heart. Col.

which saves the soul from destruction and But then , such " carnal mind is enmity against 4 , 12 Paul, characterizing a fervent prayer,

which enables the hearer to go and to begin God.” Carnally minded men follow the de- says of Epaphras that he “ laboured" ( àywvl

to walk according to the law from a willing sires and imaginations of their own hearts, Bóuevos) . But the power of prayer belongs

heart and a free spirit. Whosoever has looked which " are evil from youth ," Gen. 8 , 21 , solely to the children of God ; for they alone

into the law of liberty and has seen what and set their mind against everything that have received the Spirit of Christ, by which

Christ has done and what the Father has pre- comes from God . How could Christ exhort they cry : “ Abba, Father.” Gal. 4 , 6.

pared for him , will be constrained by gratitude such men to " strive to enter in at the strait 1 Tim . 6 , 12 : " Fight ( àywvísu) the good fight

to go and to do what is pleasing unto the Lord . gate," as though they had a natural inclina- ( àywva ) of faith ,” and 2 Tim . 4 , 7 : “ I have

So to hear may the Lord alway grant us unto tion to do so ? Such an exhortation would fought (vrávcolae) a good fight ( àywra ) , I have

His glory and our salvation. Amen. necessarily be made in vain ; an unregenerate finished my course , I have kept faith ,” speak

man would be prompted , by the very fact for themselves and for our explanation of the

that it comes from God , to treat it with scorn word strive ( aywrissoila !) in Luke 13 , 24 .

and derision . In matters of faith , however, Standing on the basis thus gained by our

we dare not believe Christ to have said any- | investigation, a single glance tells us that the

thing in vain . strait gate of our text is not the gate of re
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

Besides this general consideration , an in- pentance. It must be admitted that repent

An Orthodox Explanation and Defence quiry into the wording of the passage in ques- ance is , indeed , a very strait and troublesome

of the Words : "Strive to enter in at tion will show it to be intended for the chil- gate to pass . Neither is there any doubt but

the strait gate, ” LUKE 13 , 24 . dren of God, the believers in Christ, to follow . that a struggle precedes the passing of a man'

-Christ exhorts those whom he addresses to through this gate . But this struggle is not

It is a noticeable fact that few passages of " strive, to struggle , to fight." The Greek that of a person strenuously endeavoring to

the Bible are distorted by one false prophet word in the original text ( aywviberitve ) was , go through the gate before him , but rather

without receiving the same attention from two at first, used in the description of the ancient of an unwilling heart that resists with might

or three others of the same kin . Taking Greek games , which consisted in wrestling and main the gracious influence of the Holy

advantage of difficulties in the exposition of and racing on foot or in chariots . Thus we Spirit who would convert it unto God. And

certain Words of God , the leaders in heresy find the term applied 1 Cor. 9 , 25 , where the gate is passed , without any assistance

rally in closed ranks about them , and defend St. Paul makes mention of those that run in from the man in question , as soon as the

from them , by false interpretation , any of the the lists . All partakers in these games were divine Spirit has overcome the offered re

" damnable heresies,” that they wish “ to bring supposed to be endowed with enough strength sistance, and has kindled the flame of true

in privily .” 2 Pet. 2 , 1 . With many others , of body to warrant their appearance in the faith in the place where before the loathsome

the word of Christ in Luke 13 , 24 shares this lists , where the youth of Greece strove for fires of sin and wickedness sent up their fumes,

fate . The Calvinist sternly preaches from the championship . Christ , therefore, exhort- an abomination to the pure God . — The Lord ,

this text his horrid doctrine of the absolute ing certain persons to strive , to wrestle as in our passage, supposing this gate to have

decree ; the Jesuit smiles to think how well those who take part in a struggle for victory, been passed and this struggle to be over , tells

the words of Christ appear to show the ne- must have intended his words for those only of another struggle to succeed before the

cessity of good works , to obtain salvation that have the requisite strength to do so . gates of heaven may be entered .

thereby ; while the Methodist, could he but But who are they that possess the gift of But now the question arises : Why is this

use the Greek language,would call his hearers the power from on high ? A power from on gate of heaven called a strait one ? Is it not

to themourners'bench , crying : “ ’Aywviberital, high it must indeed be ; for a natural man is wide open , to receive all that seek to be saved ?

struggle with earnest prayers to obtain the “ dead in trespasses and sins,” Eph . 2 , 1. Has not Christ removed the bolts and chains

grace of God .” And , indeed , to judge by Yet as long as a man continues in his un- that held it firmly closed ? No man has more

outward appearances, the passage in question regenerate state , no matter what exertions he explicitly answered these questions than Lu

seems to favor everyone of these false doc- may make , he has not the spiritual strength ther. He writes, in explanation of the parallel

trines. Hence many true and faithful teachers that cometh from God . For “ the natural passageMatth. 7 , 13 : " What is it that makes

consider the words of that text a dangerous | man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of the way so narrow and strait ? No one does

Polemical. 5
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it but the grievous devil, the world , and also of men to get into heaven by any other means base the hope of salvation not upon God's

our own flesh , which is lazy , resists , and re- than the one way of faith prescribed byGod . promises as much as upon the sentiments ex

fuses , and will not accede to trust in God , The only way, however, to get to heaven that cited by the invaluable “ new methods '

and to stand by His Word , and cannot bear men can devise is the way of good works of what is more glaringly synergistic ? How

the world's contempt , poverty, danger , etc. any description , as we learn from Rom. 4 could God be more audaciously robbed of His

Shortly , it would rather walk in the broad and 11 . honor ? How could man's work be extolled

way, hence it makes this path a painful and It is easy, from this , to say whose fate is higher ? - The inference is readily made:

hard one for us to go . Then there is the predicted by our Lord . We shall not more staunch adherents of Methodism class among

world , which persecutes , hangs, murders, than just mention the Rationalists proper , those who seek to enter the strait gate by

burns and drowns us , because we will not whose blasphemous, yet insipid doctrine is their own exertions, and shall not be able .

accompany her on the broad way ; and if she known to the most superficial students of It would exceed the limits assigned to us if

can do no more, she reviles and disgraces us theology , even . One of the illustrious order, we were to characterize the futile endeavors

in the most virulant manner, drives us away Kuinoel , says of our passage : " The meaning of other religious sects to enter the strait gate .

by sword , fire and water ; so that it truly is is : “ Work with might and main to make your. These few examples will suffice for us to be

a hard struggle to stand and fight against our selvesworthy ofreceiving future happiness . " " * come more and more earnest in our prayers

own flesh , that it trust in God , love the neigh- Nowhere do Christ's words better apply than for the preservation , among us , of the pure ,

bor , lead a chaste life, and follow its calling, with these people , when He says: " By thy unadulterated gospel , so that by the good

and then , doing all this with difficulty, to be words shalt thou be condemned .” Matth. fight of faith , not through any worthiness on

persecuted and reviled by the world , as the 12 , 37 . our part , but for Christ's sake alone , we may

greatest scoundrels on earth , just because we The Papists , as everyone knows, base their finally enter the strait but glorious gate of the

lead such a life. Besides this , there comes entire theological system upon the pernicious heavenly Zion. J. SCHALLER

the grievous devil and troubles our hearts doctrine of justification by good works, and

with wicked thoughts, disbelief, fear , terror , the first clause of our passage seems to coun
Unity among the Odd -Fellows.

despair , calls every good thing we have done tenance their error. The real cause , however,

a sin and a shame . And yet we are to stand of this aberration from truth lies not in the A dispatch from Halifax , Nova Scotia,

among all these foes and be their target.” Word of God , butin the innate unwillingness says : " Some time ago the Odd-Fellows of
( Erl. Ed. vol . 43 , page 305 sq . ) of the natural heart to have man's merit en- Manchester Unity had some trouble with one

Summing up what results we have gained tirely excluded from the work of salvation. of their officers over some funds and expelled
from the exposition of the single words , the Failing to observe the necessity of “ bringing him . The case was aired in the courts, and

first clause of our passage presents an ad- into captivity every thought to the obedience after it was disposed of there the expelled
monition to Christians-all the more forcible of Christ,” 2 Cor. 10 , 5 , Papists fall into the officer appealed to the higher authorities of

for being expressed in figurative language- snare of their own heart. Chemnitz, in his the order in England to be re-instated . The

not to think the retaining of faith an easy Theologia Jesuitica , says : “ Their vaunted result of this appeal was in favor of the ex

matter , but to be prepared for a dangerous and oft-repeated principle is that ' the good pelled officer, but the lodge to which he be
and troublesome warfare with Satan , the world , works of the regenerate deserve eternal life longed refused to receive him again into the

and the own flesh ; to struggle against this and everlasting joys, as a just and meet prize . ' membership, and the other lodges of Man

dread coalition by the power thatcomes from These are their own words , as we read them chester Unity on the province stood by it in

God ; to take up the cross of Christ in every fol. 184 and 176 [of the Censura Coloniensis , this decision. In consequence of this the bead
respect ; and not to suppose rest at hand, be

a . 1560] . ' Keeping in mind that “ other authorities have suspended all the members

fore in death the entrance through the gates foundation can no man lay than that is laid of the lodges . Themembers ofManchester

of heaven be effected . — We see clearly , also , which is Jesus Christ,” 1 Cor. 3 , 11 , and that Unity say they don't care one jot for the action

that Christ says nothing either in favor of " there is salvation in no other, neither is of those nominally at the head of the order,

righteousness by good works , or in favor of there another nameunder heaven given among and will continue to work as of old , and will

the peculiar doctrines of the Methodists. men , whereby we must be saved,” Acts . 4 , 12 not trouble themselves over the suspension."

From our understanding of the first clause , a person surely must be of dull perceptions Chr. Cynosure.

we may safely investigate the meaning of the if he cannot see that staunch adherents of

rest of the passage:
“ For many, I say unto Papism , instead of striving to enter the strait church, T. O. Summers,D. D. , in his book on “ ho

liness," commenting upon the passage 1 John 1 ,

you , will seek to enter in and will not be gate , seek to storm it with their self -made 7–10, says (p.46 sqq.): “ The Gnostics denied that

able ,” — a sharp , pointed saying , flying , like weapons , and will not be able to enter it . they ever had sinned , or that they had incurred

a winged arrow , straight to its mark. Where
Methodism is a twin-child to Papism in blame by sin : this, the Apostle says, is selfdecep

does it strike ? this respect , with the only difference that its tion and a contradiction to the word ofGod which

We shall not here waste space by giving an doctrine contains a more subtle kind of syn- been provided for all. There would be no need for
declares that all have sinned ; hence a Saviour has

extensive refutation of the Calvinistic doctrine ergism , capped and masked so as almost to a remedy, were there no disease : but there is a

of the absolute decree which they base upon become nnrecognizable in its sheepskin cover- disease and an adequate remedy; for the blood of

this passage among others. They are con- ing. Yet to say that prayer , a work of man , Christ cleanseth from all sin . We do not think, with

demned by this one word of the true God : is a means of grace , that is , a means to get some, that this implies expiation - as this is an un

“ He is not willing that anyone should perish , into heaven ; t to teach that perfect holiness usual meaning of the word, if indeed it ever has

but that all should come to repentance.” may and must be attained in this life ; tt to that import in the New Testament; nor dowe see

Luther makes this marginal note to our pas

any reason for restricting it to the forgiveness of

sin . But, however that may be , there can be no

sage : “ He means those , who, being without * “ Sensus est : Omni opera omnique studio in doubt that in the ninth verse entire sanctification , as

faith , struggle to get to heaven by theirworks. ” eo elaborate , ut vos reddatis dignos, quibus tribua- well as justification, is specified as the gracious con

The marked change of verbs in the two parts
tur felicitas futura ." (Commentarius ad h . 1. ) sequence of the confession of our sins. . . We have a

** “ Plenis buccis hoc principium petunt et repe- sinful nature - we have all sinned ; but upon given
of the verse in question is sufficient proof of

tunt : ‘ Renatorum bonis operibus aeternam vitam conditions we may be cleansed from all sin - be pu
the correctness of Luther's exposition . Christ, sempiternaque gaudia deberi tanquam justam et rified aswell as pardoned, and retain both our purity

in the first clause , makes use of the word strive debitam mercedem . Haec sunt ipsorum verba fol . and our pardon . . . Let the connection between the

( àywriseolae), for which , in the second clause , 186 et 176." Christian and the source of his purity be broken off,

he exchanges the word seek ( 57T8iv ) . Having + Doctrine and discipline § 34 . and he is then as capable of sinning as our first

proved before that to strive ( arwriterillae ) sig- tt Wesley , in his tract on the “ Scripture doctrine parents , or the angels when they left their first es

nifies the striving of faith against all that of predestination, election ,and reprobation, ” writes : tate ;-let that connection be maintained, and he can

would hinder a man from passing the gate of What man is he who doth not know that he is not no more sin than they could, while using themeans

condemned for not doing what he could not do, but provided for them to preserve their rectitude, during

heaven , we must conclude that to seek (37 Teiv), for leaving undone what he could have done, if he their probation .

by force of opposition , imports the attempts would. ” A more recent writer of the Methodist * Catechism . No. 3. p. 44.

***

:

9
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our readers credit for their promptness also Dr. Walther's new Book of Addresses
,

in this respect. Whilst we gratefully acknowl- and Prayers at the Opening of Con

edge all their favors, we would ask them to gregational Meetings.

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt. continue their kindness towards our WITNESS

also under the agency of Bro. Birkner. To the advertisement of this book , which

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st was made in our last number, we would add

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers , A Chrystmesse Wyshe.
that in the care of writing out his public

changes of addresses and all other business communications prayers, Dr. Walther had a good predecessor
should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner , 3506 Caroline Str .,

There be
St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de

in the person of that eminent Lutheran di

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. , A wyshe I have for Thee vine, Claus Harms, who tried to stir the dead

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or Thys Chrystmesse-tyde : bones of the German churches at the begin

draft is at the risk of the sender. Maye Joye , and alle gladde thynges ning of the present century . Concerning his

The seasonne brynges, work of prayer we read the following in a
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

Gette to Thee paper : “ How much , " Claus Harms asks ,

And Abide. " ought to be reduced to writing ? Above all ,

ST. LOUIS, MO. , December 21, 1888. Sel. from D. Piatt's MAGAZINE . the prayer and the address. Even the prayer.

You answer : The heart must pray . ' But in

Please notice the Change. The Real Christmas-Joy. order that the heart may pray , the head must

first work. What we here mean is not the

With the beginning of the year 1889 the " Alas, that we Christians should be made sigh , ' Lord , help ,' or , ‘ Lord , bring all this

business department of our WITNESS will acquainted with such unspeakable grace so to pass , ' or even a verse of Scripture, Sanc

change hands . Our readers have already largely both in the New and Old Testament, tify us by Thy truth , but a longer prayer,

been made acquainted with the fact that our and yet we are neither glad nor thankful as with which your heart is to be full when you

Witness was donated to the General Lutheran we ought to be. If a Christian heart would meet the children . This is impossible , if , at

Conference of Missouri and other States and conceive and grasp it altogether thoroughly, the time , you have to reflect, and consider ,

that this venerable body accepted the gift and what wonder, if it should die of joy and turn and devise what you are to say , and how you

made it their official organ . To relieve the to life again . Is it not the wonder of wonders are to say it , and then to think what has just

present editor of the work of attending the that God is man , speaketh unto men , liveth now been said might have been said otherwise

money -matters connected with the publication with men , and, moreover , dieth for us ? David and better- all of which conflicts with the

also of church -papers, the General Conference becomes altogether struck dumb and insen- nature of a prayer . Besides a blunder in the

appointed its own financial committee consist- sible from joy , is unable to utter more than construction is readily made , and must be

ing ofBros. Janzow and Birkner, of St. Louis, these words: What am I ? What is my house, corrected . In order that such may not occur,

Mo. , and of Bro . Meyer, of Rader, Mo. These that Thou shouldst favor me so ? ” we should write out the public prayer , and

brethren have appointed Rev. H. Birkner , LUTHER, in Last words of David . even , to a certain extent , commit it, for then

3506 Caroline Str. , St. Louis , Mo. , as their we pray with more freedom , and with the

business manager. After December 31st ,
Luther's Saemmtliche Schriften ,

heart, and not merely with the head . To

1888 , Bro, Birkner will assume charge of his
18. Band .

write out the address is even less necessary. ”

office. Subscription-fees , addresses of new sub

scribers, requests for sample copies , changes Our Concordia Publishing House is publish

of addresses must accordingly be sent to him, ing the Complete Works of Luther. The vol- A Farewell-Address to the seceding

he will gladly and faithfully discharge the ume before us is the 18th and contains the first Michigan Synod in “ Anglo - Penn

duties incumbent on his agency .
part of Luther's Writings against Papacy. We sylvania -Dutch ."

Our readers will not take it amiss , we trust , shall present to our readers the most favorable

if we add a few remarks on the financial de commendation which the last volume received “ This is the body which , at the recent Con

partment of our paper. A church- paper, that bycompetent men in Germany. Theologisches vention of Minneapolis, withdrew from the

aims at being nothing else than a church- Literaturblatt , of Leipzig, Germany, has this General Council on the ground that, in their

paper , can not exist by advertisements of all to say in its 41st number, October 12th , 1888 : wise judgment, this ecclesiastical body was

kinds of things foreign to its nature , it must - The ministry of the Missouri Synod is pros- un -Lutheran in practice , and that they have,

rely entirely on the number and good faith of ecuting with admirable energy and unselfish for a long time, not felt at home in it ! They

its subscribers. To publish our Witness re- zeal , in spite of all opposing difficulties, its came to the Council with what they deemed

quires an income of at least one thousand dol- great enterprise of publishing a new edition a sufficient grievance, and the Council , in all

lars annually . This pays only the paper, the of Luther's complete works , and to that effect courtesy , referred them to the method pre

printing , the wrapping and mailing , whilst the commissioned Prof. Hoppe to revise Luther's scribed by the constitution , by which they

writers for the paper must do all their work Table Talk . Prof. Hoppe has made deep bound themselves to be governed, and by means

gratuitously. If our readers wish to have our studies of this subject for years . This pres- of which their grievance would have been

paper continue its good work , they must not ent large -sized volume of almost 2000 columns fraternally considered by the Synod accused .

withdraw their subscription , but continue the attests the gigantic industry of the compiler But no ! They had not felt at home for a long

same and try to find here and there a new sub- and may be looked upon as the concluding time, and so these triflers with constitutions

scriber to take the place of such as are removed part of these studies . It merits ardent com- and compacts walk off at their own sweet will .

by naturalcauses . Andwemay tell our readers mendation . ... Not only Luther -readers, but This was , however, not all . They sought to

now that our paper has none too many names also Luther -students will find , in our opinion, cover their disorderly retreat by charges

on its subscription list. There is room for a reason for being thankful to this compiler for against the General Council of disloyalty to

great many more. his careful labor which is accompanied at every the Confessions! No wonder that the Council

Again we would say that the existence of step by the difficulties of text-criticism . Not refused to notice such a paper, and treated

a church -paper is greatly dependent on the only the unexplainably cheap price , but also it with thecontempt it deserved .

punctuality of its subscribers in paying their the intrinsic merit of the book will undoubt- “ The true inwardness of this withdrawal is

subscription. Seventy-five to eighty dollars is edly aid in securing for it a lasting place be quite a different thing . The Synod of Michi

the amount which our WITNESS must expend sides the great Weimar edition . ... Prof. gan has discovered that it cannot longer live

every month . If subscribers are remiss in Hoppe has done his very best to afford the as a separate body. It confessed this in open

their remittances, the paper is in danger of congregation of Luther -admirers a well-exam- Synod a few years ago . It has neither the

being discontinued , because it can not meet its ined and well-sifted edition of this well-favored teaching nor the governing forces for a sep

current expenses. Now wemust give most of book of Luther.”
arate existence . It has no distinctive life of
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Church News.

its own . It must yield , either in whole or in ervation , which , however, are results not of A College and Synod in Mourning .

part to Missouri , Ohio , or Iowa. Nor would Indian labor , but of labor performed by whites

it surprise us if some of its ministers and for the Indians at the expense of the govern- " Our sister -synod of Minnesota and most

churches would go to their own place in the ment . The contrast between the condition especially their M. Luther College in New Ulm

United Church ! ” of affairs among civilized people and among were visited by a sorrowful bereavement by

This farewell-address is by the Workman people in a savage state, is such, that when, the demise of Prof. O. Gerstenmaier , who had
of Pittsburgh , Pa., which prides itself greatly in this case, one is crossing the boundary of but recently been called to this office . Four

because of its elegance of style and beauty of the Reservation, it is not necessary for him to weeks ago he was taken sick with typhoid and

diction . But this address is certainly “ Anglo- have his attention called to that fact . was called by the Lord , his God , to a better

Pennsylvania -Dutch ” both in language and Returning from Pine River to Durango on life on the 22d of November. Jer. 29 , 11. ”

sentiment and is excelled only by the “ Anglo- the 28th of November 1887 I recrossed the Wisconsin Gemeinde - Blatt .

Ohio -German ” of the Columbus Standard same portion of this Reservation, and as I

and Kirchenzeitung . The Workman's feelings passed through the agency this time , the Utes

“ He is the God not of the dead, but of the
towards the Michigan Synod are undoubtedly were just going through a performance of their
of the same kind with those of the Irishman celebrated Indian war dance. About 60 Indians living.” Therefore it is impossible that the

towards his peaches. When the Irishman first with skin painted brownish , participated in it. good should altogether die . They must live

tried peaches , he said he liked their flavor, but The scanty garments on their bodies were of eternally ; otherwise God would not be their

the seeds laid hard on his stomach . The the gayest colors, and were profusely deco- God . The Scriptures say that the holy and

Councilites first liked the Michigan Synod rated with small bells . Three feathers on
just go into the unseen world , and there enjoy

very much , but the testimony of the Michigan their heads, one large one at the top of the the most pleasant peace , and the sweetest rest.

Luther .

Synod that the Council is unlutheran in prac- head with one smaller one on each side in the

tice is the one and only thing that lies hard neighborhood of the ear, all standing upright ,

on the large stomach of the Councilites . completed their specifically Indian warlike
The Missouri congregations of Chicago and

appearance . The dance was strictly circular; vicinity, 31 in all , recently celebrated the an

during it they sang a decidedly monotonous niversary of the Orphans Home at Addison ,

warsong, if singing that may be called , wbich
Ills. Three special trains of 32 cars were

resembles more than anything else a continuous needed to convey the participants. Services

utterance of one unintelligible word , or rather
were held in the forenoon when Rev. Traub,

Our Denver Letter.

syllable in one and the same key and note of Peoria , preached the sermon , and also in

without variation . But the time kept was the afternoon when Rev. Strieter, of Proviso ,

perfect ; the same must be said of the grace
preached . The collections lifted at these

Denver, Colo. , Dec. 1 , 1888 . ful and various motions of the body. The services amounted to $905 , the proceeds from

In my last letter, dated October 8th , in - only music besides that afforded by the many
the sale of refreshments $300, and from rail

formation was given concerning some mis- small bells attached to the garmentswas made road tickets $ 450, making a total of $ 1700.

sionary work in Southwestern Colorado in by five or six Indians sitting on the
In addition to this amount the Rev. Grosse

ground

the towns of Durango and Silverton. In Sil- and rapidly beating a rude instrument, which collected about $ 200 for four orphan boys

verton I preached three times on February 26th . might be called a drum . All the Indians wore
who are students at the institution of the

The following day I returned from Silverton a fierce warlike bloodthirsty expression on
Synod . The number of orphans at the Home

to Durango, at which latter place I preached their countenances as though ready to engage last year was 100. - Exchange.

on the evening of that day. On the morn - in active warfare . Only the men dance ; fe

ing of February 28th I left Durango for Las males are hardly permitted to look on , and are The Pan-Presbyterian Council opened

Vegas, N. M. , via Antonito and Santa Fe. in general treated by their husbands as a sort July 4th in London, Lord Cairns presiding.

The route took me through the Indian Res- of slaves. My curiosity soon gave way and I Mr. Mathews, of Quebec, presented a statis
ervation of the Southern Utes. was overcome by a sensation of extreme sad - tical report, showing that there were 4,000,000

ing the principal station in this Reservation , ness and pity ; I turned away , thanking God communicants , equivalent to 20,000,000 ad

which in honor of the present chief of the in the utmost depths of my heart , that in His herents . He said that education was much

Southern Utes is called Ignacio , I could not infinite mercy He had granted me the saving looked after, as the principles they held did
but think of what a great treasure we Chris- knowledge of His Son Christ Jesus . Fifteen not commend themselves to persons with

tians have in the Holy Bible and in the minutes later I reached the Railroad station out education . Respecting missions , 60,000
heavenly comfort derived from the Christian

Ignacio .
communicants had been gathered into the

religion . These treasures are priceless in the It was in the evening between five and six Presbyterian Church from heathenism , and

fullest sense of the word. This thought had o'clock, when I heard a strange and frightful over 500 ministers had been sent to preach
indelibly impressed itself upon my mind just noise , resembling the pitiful howling of a dog ; the Gospel to the heathen.

three months before , also whilst passing through it gradually began to be louder and more piti- of computation - five adherents to one mem
this very Reservation . It was thus : ful and more continuous piercing the empty ber, this church has atleast 700,000 adherents.

About 23 miles East of Durango and 11 air . It was sufficiently frightful to give me a This is a Calvinistic body.

miles North of Ignacio there is a small village faint idea how Horatio felt in Shakespeare's

on the Rio de Los Pinos, which is called Pine Hamlet, after having beheld the ghost. That The Concordia PublishingHouseat St. Louis,

River. In order to reach this place during the peculiar noise I was told was the voice of an Mo. , has purchased from the relatives and

latter part of November 1887 it was necessary old expiring Indian , who was passing through heirs of the late Dr. Walther his manuscripts

for me to traverse on horseback a portion of the agonies of death . Poor man , thought I , with a view of publishing a volume of such

the aforesaid Indian Reservation. The Indians my heart filled with sadness , leaving this sermons as have heretofore not been printed .

on this Reservation , the Southern Utes, our world of sin without the consolation of the Personshaving in their possession manuscripts

National Government has attempted and is Cross . A few minutes later I had boarded of sermons from Dr. Walther are therefore

still attempting to civilize , but with very little the train for Durango , where I preached that requested to send them to Rev. H. Sieck , of

success so far. Passing through the Reserva- evening on the person of Christ and Hiş rela- St. Louis .

tion , it is true , one now and then observes tion to sinners .

things, which savor of civilization ; but on All this came to my mind , when three months CONCORDIA COLLEGE , Ft . Wayne, Ind. , will

further inquiry we usually learn that they are later on , February 28th of the present year, shortly celebrate its semi- centennial. In view

accounted for by the Government's attempts I passed through Ignacio en route to Las of this , a committee has been appointed to

at civilizing these Indians . To give an in- Vegas, N. M. , where I arrived on the 1st of prepare a list of all those who at any time at

stance : We find a few grain fields on the Res- March . - H . R. tended this institution.

Whilst pass

.
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Hearth and Home.

a

as we invoked the blessing of the risen and A Christmas Meditation.

exalted Christ upon them , and sent them

home with , we are sure , higher thoughts and Let us go with the shepherds to the manger

deeper love to Him who was born on Christ- of our Lord , the Church ; and there we shall
Christmas in India.

mas day.-- Sel. find the babe wrapped in swaddling- clothes,

even in the Holy Scriptures. Let us with

Christmas day is coming to be the possession Mary, the blessed mother of our Lord, keep

of the world. Millions ofheathen, even in God's Help hid in Empty Sardine-Boxes the words of sogreat a mystery, and ,with
India , look forward to it with almost as much and in one Bush of a Wild Plant.

her, daily ponder them in our hearts. Let us

eagerness as those who recognize in the Christ write our voices in song with those of the

child Emanuel , God with us. An English magazine lately told the story angels, and give befitting thanks to God for

With fine wisdom the Government has made of the keeper of a wine shop in Paris , named
so great a blessing. Let us rejoice and be

Christmas a natural holiday. For weeks be- Drog, who , in 1871 , at the close of the war glad in one accord with all the host of heaven .

fore , the officials in their courts , the clerks in with Germany , found himself utterly ruined, For if angels do so greatly rejoice for our

the cutcherries, the children in the schools , and with his family on the verge of starva- sake , how much more should we rejoice unto

say to each other , " Christmas is coming.” tion. In his cellarwas a heap of empty sar- whom this Child is born, unto whom this Son

It istrue, it is but a dim apprehension of the dine-boxes. It occurred to him that the solder is given ? If the children of Israel raised a

significance of Christmas that they have , these might be removed from them and sold , and shout of joy when the ark of the covenant was

worshipers of Vishnu , Shiva, Venkaya, Ge- the tin boxes themselves converted into little brought into their midst, how much more

nesha - and yet,may we not believe that, deep metal toys for children . should we rejoice to whom the Lord descended

in their hearts , there is a blind faith that in He set at work , succeeded , and in a year or in our assumed flesh ? If Abraham rejoiced

this little child , of whom the missionaries tell , two had established a factory in which thou- greatly when he saw the Lord , who came to

and of whom the national holiday compels sands of waste sardine- boxes were bought,him in human guise put on for the moment,
them to think somewhat, good has come to melted and sent out again glorious in paint, what should we do, since now He has united

all ? I would fain comfortmy spirit with the gilding and varnish , as toy soldiers, animals , to Himself our very nature by an unchanging

belief that it is so , and that the cheery “ Merry chariots, Venetian lanterns and buttons. and unchangeable covenant ?

Christmas ,” with which even the rankest One of the most prominent financiers in the Let us wonder at the infinite goodness of

heathen used to greet me , is evidence that Southern States found himself penniless and God, who , when we could not ascend to Him ,

the old nation is surely if slowly being led an invalid at the close of our Civil War. was Himself constrained to come down to us.

nearer and nearer to Christ . His business had been solely the manipula- Let us wonder at the infinite power of God

Among the native Christians it is the festal tion of money , and neither he nor his neighi- who was able to form a most intimate union

day of the year. December in Southern In- bors had now any money to manipulate. His between two completely distinct and widely

dia is a charming month . The English or wife and three children looked to him for sup- differing natures —the divine and the human

American popular conception of Santa Claus, port. What should he do to provide them with
so that now one and the same person is God

encased in great fur overcoat , high top boots ,
bread ? He would gladly have taken a posi- and man . Let us wonder at the infinite wis

and enormous cap , bearing about him the tion as a clerk,but nobody wanted his services. dom of God who knew how to plan a way for

atmosphere of hyperborean regions , could
He still owned a few acres of sterile land ,

our redemption , which neither men nor angels

never by any possibility become popular in on which once grew a wild plant with a seed could do . Infinite goodness had been of

South India. Christmas day comes in a month pod of pungent flavor from which the negroes fended ; infinite satisfaction was demanded .

of fruits and flowers, and skies the brightest expressed the juice to be used as a sauce on Man had offended God ; satisfaction was re

through which sun ever stooped to kiss the their master's table . quired at the hands of man . But neither in

cheek of earth .
Colonel M—, in his perplexity , remem- finite satisfaction could be furnished by man ,

Early in the morning the children come bered this sauce . He visited the old patch nor could divine justice be satisfied without

trooping to the bungalow to wish the mission and found but one bush yet standing. From an infinite price. Therefore God became man,,
ary a merry “ Kissmiss.” Later come the the pods he distilled juice enough to fill a

so that both he who had sinned made satis

parents. The Hindoos are great lovers of small bottle with sauce ; and this he carried faction , and He who is infinite paid the in

flowers, particularly of the marigold , and on as asample to the chief caterers and grocers finite price.a

this day the women and girls bedeck them- in New Orleans , and took orders for the next Let us wonder at this marvelous tempering

selves in gorgeous profusion with their favorite season . The seed were planted. Then fol- of justice and mercy , which no creature , be

marigold,weaving them into their hair , string- lowed two or three years of anxiety and hard fore God became manifest in the flesh , could
ing them in garlands from their necks , hang- work ; and then came success . suggest , neither after His manifestation could

ing them in festoons about their persons .
The sauce has its place now on tables in fully understand . Let us wonder at these

We made it a day of privilege for them—the every part of the country . things , but not curiously pry into them . Let

blessed Christmas day. They swarmed upon
Success in life often lies bid in trifles ; but us desire to look into these things , even though

the veranda,underthe trees,wandered through theGod-given keen eye, the ready wit, and we may not fully comprehend them . Let us

the compound , using their privilege , but never patient, tireless labor, are needed to bring it confess our ignorance, rather than question

abusing it. from its hiding place . The secret of the steam- the power of God.—Sel .

Later in the day we spread the mats under engine was within every tea-kettle for thou

the great banyan tree in the compound , and sands of years. But only one man had the

gave them a bountiful feast of rice, chicken vision to see the hidden agent, and the skill An Umbrella -Repairer.

curry , mutton curry, yams, etc. , topping it to set it free. - Youth's Companion.

off with sweetmeats and betel nut. How they
George Gabriel, who followed the Trade

enjoyed it-- the simple souls !
How they The first Malay convert has been baptized in New Haven of repairing umbrellas , died

talked and laughed and wished each other in Singapore, in the person of a woman who recently , leaving $ 10,000 to Yale College , and

and the missionary “ Merry Christmas," over was led to Christ by Miss Blackmore , of the $ 15,000 to Yale Divinity School .

and over again ! Woman's Foreign Missionary Society . This

And then , as the day wore away , we as- woman has a remarkable career. When a MUHLENBERG LUTHERAN MISsion , at Liberia ,

sembled them on the veranda and talked to child she was taken prisoner , with her father Africa , has 48,000 coffee trees in cultivation ,

them of the Babe of Bethlehem , to whom we by cannibals. The fatherwaskilled and eaten , of which nearly a third are in bearing. The

owned all this, and all that our hearts dreamed but the daughter was subsequently rescued by quality of the coffee grown is said to be un

of and hoped for. How eagerly they listened, a trader , whose wife cared for and brought excelled by any that comes into our market .

and how reverently they bowed their heads her up . It is sold for the financial benefit of the Mission .
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the chancel. They will bear strange fruit at ner , what an overwhelming impression there

Miscellaneous the children's festival in the evening . was upon him ; and though their astonishment

The people are now ready for their early gradually deepened into anger, yet they sat

dinner of " julgris” ( roast pork ) and red spell-bound , listening and gazing at him .
Christmas-Carol .

beans . There is a little visiting in the after- And when he had finished a profound silence

noon , not much , however -- the day is too holy. reigned in the whole circle , and not one word
Christ -Child is born in Bethlehem ,

After the service on second Christmasday, the concerning the wager was uttered .
The Child so wonderful,

He is the Father's only Son ,
people begin to visit from house to house, and Thorpe instantly withdrew from the com

Who all the earth doth rule . so spend the time in what might be called pany, without speaking a word, and never

Christian sociables . At these gatherings there returned to that society ; but, after a season

Angelic choirs sing on high
is often a strong devotional element ; some of the deepest distress and conflict, passed

Because to men is born

The Saviour who both far and nigh good book is read , and Christmas hymns are into the full light of the Gospel, and at length

Should rescue the forlorn . sung. The young people are permitted to became a most successful preacher of its

Child Noah , thus good ancients said ,
play some harmless games , such as blind- grace . - Sel.

Would comfort all his kind,
man's buff. Each family provides a bounti

Because of sin the Lord had cursed ful feast . This social visiting continues until
Why they loved him.

The earth in His just mind. New Year's day, and in many places is kept

The Lord that cursed is here to bless
up until Epiphany.

One of the most notable English officers

In humble state and mind , who fell in Egypt was a young lieutenant,

Now let us in strong faith caress
De Lisle , for whom the whole navy mourned,

This Child of all mankind . The Infidel's Wager.
although he was not a man of great individual

power, influence or wealth . The secret of

A young man named Thorpe , who after this remarkable popularity has a special sig

Christmas or Juldag among the wards became an effective minister of that nificance.

Scandinavians. Gospel which at first he ridiculed , was one of " He was the most truthful and the most

Mr. Whitefield's most insulting opposers ; and , friendly man in the service,” says another

The first signs of the approaching holidays possessing an unusual talent for mimicry, he officer .

in the Scandinavian Northwest are seen in the not only interrupted his sermons in public, " He was so direct and downright that his

bundles of “ lutfisk ” ( dried codfish ) and small but ridiculed them in private in convivial word had the force of an oath ,” says another.

barrels of “ lingeon ,” or red whortleberries , theatrical circles .
When he was a midshipman of sixteen , a

imported from Sweden, to be found in the On one occasion , at such a gathering for storm occurred during his watch, in which a

grocery stores . revelry and wit , he and three of his com- mast was swept away . The captain cameon

At noon of the day before Christmas, or at panions laid a wager for the most effective board in a fury .

least by four o'clock , work ceases ; the family imitation and ridicule of Whitefield's preach
“ Why did you not send up a man to reef

array themselves in their best, and the home ing . Each was to open the Bible at random , the sail? ” he demanded of the youth .
festival begins. The noon meal is but a lunch , and deliver an extempore harangue from the " I should have lost my life if I had gone

but the Christmas eve supper is a great meal . first verse that presented itself , and the audi- to reef it,” was the reply, " and I will not

The savory “ lutfisk ,” served with drawn but- ence , after the profane exhibition, were to send one of the crew where I dare not go

ter, and the " risgrynsgroet” -a rice pudding adjudge the prize.
myself. A mast is not worth so much as a

with raisins in it— are never wanting. Then Thorpe's three competitors each went man's life.”

the Christmas tree is lighted , and the presents through the game with impious buffoonery, The captain replied by a volley of oaths.

are taken down from its branches. The sing- and then it came to his turn . They had the The next day , however, be came to the little

ing of hymns and the reading of the Christ- table for their rostrum ; and as he was about midshipman , in the presence of the crew, and

mas story in St. Luke , second chapter, and to step upon it , confident of his superior said :

some devotional work fill up the hours of ability , Thorpe exclaimed, “ I shall beat you
“ You were right and I was wrong. A man's

Christmas eve. all . " They handed him the Bible , and when life is worth more than a mast.”

Early on “ Juldag” lights begin to appear he opened it , the invisible providence of God

in the windows of the Swedish homes, some- directed his eye at the first glance to the verse

times to burn there until daybreak . ( This is in the thirteenth chapter of Luke's Gospel- ever ithas gone , and nowhere more so than in
LORD LAWRENCE says : “ Christianity, where

.

true chiefly in the country, where old customs " Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise India, has promoted the dignity ofwomen,the

are more persistent. ) It must be a very
cold perish .”

sanctity of marriage, and the brotherhood of

morning- more than 30° —to keep any well He read the words, but the moment he had

person at home on this morning . When at uttered them he began to see and to feel their has checked and controlled ; where it has not
man . Where it has not actually converted, it

5 or 5.30 o'clock , the “ Ottesong” begins with full import. The sword of the Spirit in that renewed , it has refined , and where it has not

Wallin's rich hymn, “ Var helsad , skoena passage went through his soul as a flash of
sanctified , it has softened and subdued . ”

morgonstund” (We greet thee, lovely morn- lightning. An instantaneous conviction of his

ing hour ! ) , to the tune “ Wie schoen leuchtet own guilt as a sinner before God seized hold
Recent Publications.

der Morgenstern." If in the country, the upon him ; and his conscience was fearfully
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OF THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST .

CLOSING SERMON
God : there is none that doeth good , no , not ling glory of the omnipotent God smote him

And if we say that we have no sin , we to the earth , and a voice in the Hebrew tongue

Preached at the Meeting of the English Conference deceive ourselves and the truth is not in us. demanded , “ Saul, Saul , why persecutest thou

in St. Louis by Rev. A. Sloan Bartholomew , Moreover, the letter - the law killeth , so that me?” Saul was converted and became a debtor

Springdale, Ark .
we stand convicted as dead in our trespasses to the Greeks and to the barbarians, both to

Published by request of the E. P. A. English Club of Con and sins . But thanks be to God through our the wise and to the unwise . He became all

cordia Seminary , St. Louis , Mo.

Lord Jesus Christ that the law has been kept things to all men , that , by all means, he might

**I am not ashamed of the gospel of by One,the Holy One of Israel, and that we
are now under the grace of the gospel. The But now cast off and regarded as an apos

Christ ; for it is the power of God unto law was given by Moses, but grace and truth tate by the Jews, persecuted and despised ,

salvation to every one that believeth ." came by Jesus Christ. The dear Saviour, the driven from place to place , and looked upon

Rom . 1 , 16. Second Adam , the Lord from heaven , theGod as the filth of the world—the offscouring of

The Word of God is divided into law and made man , by a life -time of innocence and all things by the wise among the Greeks ,

gospel. Law here means the rule of order or goodness , kept the law to the last jot and the great apostle is now ready to preach the

conduct established in the ten commandments tittle ; by His sufferings and death He atoned despised gospel of the cross at imperialRome:

by divine authority . Its province embraces all for all our guilt ; and by His glorious resur- the political centre of the Roman world ; the

the now unpleasant phases of Bible truth : its rection He justified us before His heavenly residence of statesmen and poets and artists

commands are absolute and exacting, Thou Father . The cardinal truth of the gospel is and historians and philosophers, - men, the

shalt and Thou shalt not ; its threats are un- the nucleus of all theology ; and that truth is , sparkling splendor of whose genius and the

compromising and severe , Thou shalt surely that Jesus Christ came into the world to save brilliancy of whose talents even now shed a

die . It is a very important factor in the des- sinners. This is the gospel of which St. Paul reflex luster on the imperialcity of seven bills .

tiny of man, for it was disobedience of the affirms in our text , I am not ashamed. The apostle, who, up to this time , bad received

first law that brought sin into the world and Our prayerful attention is invited to the such ill-treatment in the synagogues of the

all our woe with loss of paradise . . God had subject ,
Jews at Damascus, Salamis , Antioch , and

said , “ Ye shall not eat of the fruit of the tree Thessalonica ; and whose narrative of Christ

which is in the midst of the garden , neither
ST . PAUL'S AVOWAL : I AM NOT ASHAMED

crucified was believed by only a few gentiles

shall
ye touch it , lest ye die .” We all remem and a small number of converted Jews , will

ber how the subtle serpent tempted , deceived he proclaim the gospel of the cross as God's

and ruined our first parents and all their pos
I. The nature of this avowal.

wisdom to the sages and philosophers of Rome ?

terity . We have all experienced by the sweat St. Paul, the great apostle to the gentiles , Indeed he will ! The man , who , but a short

produced on our brows in the field , in the was a Jew , born in Tarsus , a city of Cilicia , -- time before, was exceedingly mad against our

workshop , in the kitchen and laundry, behind Cilicia was a free corporation of the Roman religion : the Pharisee, who rested in the law

the counter, and at the study -desk , by our Empire. At once a Roman and a Jew , he en- and made his boast ofGod , giving thanks that

evil desires , words and works , by sickness , joyed two high prerogatives by birth . The he was not as other men are : the disciple of

sorrows and death the consequences of dis- Jews were the chosen people of God ; to them Gamaliel, who would have scorned to acknowl

obedience to the demands of that law . Then the oracles of God were committed : and in edge Jesus of Nazareth : St. Paul , the most

it was that sin nursed , unblushed, the hot those times to be a Roman , was to be feared efficient worker among all the apostles, the

beds of vice. Then it was that crime, steeped and honored in three divisions of the globe. myriad -minded, lion-hearted Paul now comes

in blood , stalked , like a giant of guilt , over According to the custom of the inhabitants of and asserts , I am ready to preach the gospel

the earth . It is now that the ten command- Tarsus, Saul was sent to Jerusalem to receive to you that are at Rome also , for I am not

ments written by the finger ofGod in our con- instruction from that very eminent rabbi , Ga- ashamed of the gospel of Christ .

science and repeated and explained in the maliel . That the gifted young Jew profited What do we here behold ? A philosopher,

Bible convict man and show him the exceed- greatly by attending the school of that re- coldly intellectual, shut up to his own stoical

ing sinfulness of sin ; it is now that the law nowned master is evinced from a literary indifference, --schooled to unpopular dogmas

stands forth as a school -master to bring man standpoint , by the style of his writings ; and and trained to ascetic life ? But what do we

unto Christ . The law stands as a mirror be- from a moral point of view , by his unchal- behold ? A man , nursed from infancy in the

fore us ; our image stands reflected on its sil- lenged assertion that touching the righteous- arms of Christianity, catechised in the doc

vered plate. There is a face , freckled with ness which is in the law , he was blameless. trines of the gospel, and nourished on the

original sin , pimpled with actual sin , painted He joined himself to the Pharisees, the strictest pure milk and meat of the Word ? Oh, no !

and powdered with deceit. There is a con- and proudest sect of the Jewish religion , and , far from it : his very life drew its sap from

science ; its mouth gagged with false excuses ; for some time , busied himself in persecuting another trunk : he was a Jew , a Pharisee , and

its voice stifled with good promises never ful Christians , erroneously believing that he was gloated over the blood of the first Christian

filled . And there is a soul , weltering in the doing God service. Being exceedingly mad martyr. I am not ashamed of the gospel of

sea of sin , seduced into the whirlpools and against them , in his blind zeal , he persecuted Christ . Is this the language of a warm -hearted

sinks of vice , without a single virtue to raise them even unto strange cities . Armed with individual merely, a person of an impetuous,

and redeem it. Oh, where shall grace be death-warrants , he starts for Damascus ; but disposition ? or , perhaps, the declaration of a

found, grace for the sin-cursed soul ? In vain Jesus Christ is watching over His few dis- narrow -minded bigot ? or , perchance , the ut

we look to the law ; for if there had been a law ciples at Damascus, and He has a heavenly terance of a mind diseased ? Neither, nor.

given which could have given life , verily right- commission for Saul of Tarsus in place of that This is not the unweighed assertion of that

eousness should have been by the law . But infernal fury of seeking out Christians unto natural boldness in Peter who declared that

all have sinned and come short of the glory of death . As he journeyed at mid -day, the dazz- he would go with Christ to prison and to death ,

a
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but scarcely had the chilly dew of night-air the scales fall from this persecutor's eyes . i Ashamed of Jesus ! that dear Friend

On whom my hopes of heaven depend !

fallen on those jewelled words ere the pas- Ask the apostle himself, and he will tell you No ; when I blush , be this my shame,

sionate Peter had denied his Lord thrice. No ! of a man caught up to the third heaven and That I no more revere His name .

no ! but rather the life-motto , — the death- there hearing unspeakable words. Go with But to what end was this substitution made ?

ner , and the rich legacy to the Christian me to Bethlehem , and see the eternal Word Why did Christ subject Himself to the con

world from a mind now well balanced by the made flesh : witness Jesus, the God -man, live straint and curse of the law ? Why did He go

Holy Ghost, from the converted Jew of Tar- a dying life , and die a living death in order to the cross and the death of the damned ? In
sus ,—the practical expositor of God's mys- that you might be saved ,--and then blush that order that we might be His, live under Him in
teries who knew what he said and persever- you could ask such a question . No lofty flight His kingdom , and serve Him in everlasting

ingly did what his conscience dictated ,---- the of human imagination ; no rhetorical flourish righteousness, innocence ,and blessedness. He

man who, when the sufferings of Christ dashed from the pen of genius ; no gigantic opened the ears of the deaf that the Holy

abounded in him , prayed, God forbid that I effects spun out from human resources were Spirit might find access to the , soul and im
should glory save in the cross of our Lord to the apostle the inspiration of this thought- part a spiritual sense so that, hearing, they
Jesus Christ. ful sentence : but the rescue of dying souls might understand the gospel. He opened the

I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ. his text ; the Deity incarnate the awful theme eyes of the blind that, seeing, they might per

These are the words warm from the heart of of his ministry , — the gospel of Christ , the ceive and taste the truth of Jesus ' words,

the apostle who testified : In Asia we were power of God to the salvation of Jew and Blessed are the eyes that see these things that

pressed out of measure , above strength , in- Greek . This, then , is the reason why St. Paul ye see . He gave activity to the lame and

somuch thatwe despaired even of life ; we had was not ashamed of the gospel of Christ , - palsied that they might manifest, in a better

the sentence of death in ourselves, but God for it is the power of God unto salvation to and more useful life , gratitude to God and

delivered us : we are troubled on every side , every one that believeth . loving service to the neighbor. The Holy

but in all things approve ourselves as the min This truth rested upon the work of Jesus Scriptures tell us of a man in the country of

isters of God , in much patience, in afflictions, Christ : its foundations lay deep in the counsel the Gaderenes who had an unclean spirit and

in necessities , in distresses , in stripes , in im- of God and fixed in the plan of universal re- dwelt among the tombs. This man was ex

prisonments, in tumults ; by honor and dis- demption.; Behold His glorious character ! ceedingly fierce and wild , and could not be

honor , by evil report and good report; as de- Christ, as the true Son of God , came fully bound with fetters and chains; but always,

ceivers, and yet true ; as unknown , and yet empowered to meet all the demands of the night and day, was crying and cutting himself

well known ; as dying , and behold we live ; law , discharge all the debt of sin , cleanse all with stones .with stones . Jesus came to this poor man ,

as chastened , and not killed ; as sorrowful , human guilt, abolish death , and subvert the and said unto him these words : Come out of

yet always rejoicing ; as poor , yet making tyranny of hell. Jesus, as the true Christ, was the man , thou unclean spirit. And the man

many rich ; as having nothing , and yet pos- made of a woman and made under the law to is found at the feet of Jesus, sitting and clothed

sessing all things ; in labors abundant, in the very end that , as a real human substitute , and in his right mind . This is but a single

stripes above measure , in prisons frequent, He might take our place in all things ; bear instance of the grand results the gospel is

in deaths oft ; thrice beaten with rods , once our sins , carry our sorrows , endure our temp- accomplishing on all sides . Time was when

stoned , thrice suffering ship-wreck , a night tations , taste our death , and suffer our hell. almost the whole human race lay captive in

and a day overboard in the sea ; in weariness For He was the Lamb of God to take away the bonds of idolatry , superstition , vice and

and painfulness, in watchings often , in hun- the sin of the world ; and surely He hath borne shame : Christianity journeyed from Jeru

ger and thirst , in fastings often, in cold and our griefs and carried our sorrows, and was salem , and opened her treasures ; to-day we

nakedness. in all points tempted like as we are , yet with - behold the power and beneficial workings of

St. Paul , by his untiring zeal in the gospel out sin ; Ile tasted death for every man , and the everlasting gospel among all nations and

ministry, by the above quoted annals of his His soul was exceeding sorrowful even unto tongues. Not many years ago the South Sea

trials and sufferings, by the one hundred and the death , --My God , My God, why hast Thou Islands were still infested by a people who

ninety -five stripes burning and seaming his forsaken Me ? That inystenious Life, which lived upon human flesh : Christianity braved

naked back , by the myriad wounds, by the
was cast in the caravansary at Bethlehem nine the dangers of those hell -bound lands ; there

pains chasing each other in hot pursuit through teen hundred years ago, which had its begin she raised her banners in the name of God, -

his whole body after being inbumanly stoned ning in humility and tears ; its career in pov- and to-day cannibalism is banished , and the

at Lystra , by the hymns of praise stealing at erty and prayer; and its end in betrayal and Christian religion ascendant. Oh that wemight
midnight from the aguish floors and damp blood, —that mysterious Life came to estab- but for once fully realize the great and ever

walls of the Philippian dungeon , by his very lish a kingdom of truth and love, whose bound- lasting benefits which we owe either directly

life ebbing away under persecution and his aries touch éternity , and whose citizens are or indirectly to the lifegiving gospel of Jesus
death hastened by the cruel blow of the execu- an innumerable company of redeemed , con Christ . And happy are we if we do but realize

tioner's ax at imperial Rome — the very city to trite and believing sinners , the general as that God would thus lead us onward and up

which the war-worn soldier of the cross had sembly and church of the first-born. He came ward into a higher and better life ! But this

come to publish the gospel,-proves beyond to do His Father's will and to finish His work . saving power of God is not to be fully realized

all cavil and doubt that the apostle knew and And the Spirit was upon Him to preach the here, because of the remains of our innate

meant exactly what he said , I am not ashamed gospel to the poor , to heal the broken -hearted, unfaith, ignorance and ingratitude. Beloved ,

of the gospel of Christ. to preach deliverance to the captives and re
now are we the sons of God , and it doth not

covering of sight to the blind , to set at liberty yet appear what we shall be ; but we know

II . The reason for this avowal.
them that were bruised , and to preach the ac- that, when He shall appear, we shall be like

Every honest man has , and can , if called ceptable year of the Lord . Thus Ile went Him , for we shall see Him as He is . Now we

upon , assign some reason for the assertion about and died doing good, -Ilimself a man know in part, and see through a glass , darkly ;

that he makes. The apostle of our text had of sorrows and acquainted with grief ; but but then we shall see face to face, and know

good reason to be ashamed of his participation everywhere speaking comfort to others: Fear even as also we are known: but eye hath not

in the stoning of Stephan, the first Christian not ; It is I , be not afraid ; Let not your heart seen , nor ear heard, neither have entered into

martyr : good reason to be aslıamed of his own be troubled ; Be of good cheer ; Son, daughter, the heart of man the things which God hath

former brethren who despised others and lulled thy sins be forgiven thee. Such is the glorious prepared for them that love Him . What must

themselves to sleep in their own false right- person and work of Jesus Christ. Is there that heaven be since earth is so good ! God

eousness ; as good reason had he to be ashamed aught here of which to be ashamed ?

>

shall wipe away all tears from our eyes , and

of his own youthful dreams of self -security . there shall be no more death , neither sorrow

He had despised the gospel once as well as its i
Jesus, and shall it ever be ,

nor crying, neither shall there be any more

humble Author ; and why now this blunt de
Ashamed of Thee, whom angels praise ,

pain . - And there shall we be with the Lord

nial of shame ? Ask Ananias who witnessed Whose glories shine through endless days ! in righteousness and purity forever !

A mortal man ashamed of Thee !
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Dreams can not picture a world so fair ; would have all men to be saved . As I live,

Sorrow and death may not enter there :
saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure in the

Time doth not breathe on its fadeless bloom .
death of the wicked ; but that the wicked turn

Beyond the clouds and beyond the tomb .

from his way and live . Look unto Me, and
How then may we attain to this blessed

be ye saved, all the ends of the earth . Come

estate ? Faith in Christ is the one and only unto Me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, A Candid Free Mason admits that 86

requisite ; for the gospel is the power of God and I will give you rest ; and him that cometh Members of his Church were drawn into
unto salvation to every one that believeth . unto Me, I will in no wise cast out. Where the Lodge in Nine Years and None of

Works , merits, remorse , tears , and every fore weare justified in concluding with St. Paul; them Goes to Church any longer.

human sacrifice can avail nothing , -- This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all

Should my tears forever flow , acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the What ! Is there such a thing as a candid

Should my zeal no languor know ,
world to save sinners. There is neither Jew Free Mason ?—the reader will perhaps ask

This for sin could not atone.

nor Greek ; there is neither bond nor free ; with a look of surprise. Well , yes . They

We know from the Word of God exactly there is neither male nor female, for with God certainly are few and far between , but one

what to do . We must - when the Holy Ghost there is no respect ofpersons. So also to -day: was found last month in B. It happened in

hath wrought in us by the law knowledge of there is neither American nor German ; -there this wise . A minister walking along the street

our sins and sincere sorrow — with child - like is neither black nor white ; there is neither stopped a few minutes to watch a brick - layer

trust and confidence , take to our hearts and male nor female, for without regard to race , at his work and the following dialogue took

hold fast the gospel promise. We must spe- sex , age , or previous condition , - God hath place .

cifically believe tiat, for Jesus' sake alone , concluded all under sin , that Hemight have , Brick-layer. You don't do such rough work ?

our sins are all forgiven . And oh world of mercy upon all , that the promise by faith of Minister. No, I am a mason of another

wonder ! the very Word which tells us of Jesus Jesus Christ might be given to them that be- kind .

Christ, His wondrous love and work , that lieve . Oh then , let the good news of the gos B. Eh ! You a Mason ? Which lodge do

same Word offers , conveys , and seals to us pel be made known ; let it be published among you belong to ?

belief in the person and work of Christ. As the nations ; proclaim it from the house -tops ; M. You misunderstand me : I am no Free

the Scriptures declare , Faith cometh by hear- scale the lofty mountains, and erect its ban- Mason ; I am a minister and my masonic work

ing, and bearing by the Word of God ; and ners there, that the first blush of the morn- is confined to building up the Church.

again , It pleased God by the foolishness of ing and the last ray of the setting sun may B. Oh I thought you were a Free Mason

preaching to save them that believe. Neither kiss its heavenly inscriptions, and , willingly also ; I am one .

can faith be obtained from any other source in the stilly watches of the night, the ever- M. I am pained to hear it .

nor in any other way , -- not by inheritance nor wakeful prayers and sighs of God's children B. Why ? !! ? What have you against our

by any earthly device, for that which is born will be its sleepless sentinels ! Order ?

of the flesh is flesh . Surely , no one can arrive Ob ! the glad tidings , the good cheer, the M. Only this , that it is contrary to the

at faith by a process of human reasoning, for fervent love , the blossoming hopes , the holy Word of God ,

the natural man receiveth not the things of consolations, and the realizing promises of B. How so ? It is all taken from the Bible.

the Spirit of God , neither can he know them . great joy , which the gospel of Jesus Christ M. More's the pity that you do not put

But Jesus is the Author and Finisher of our has brought into this dark and miserable world ! the Bible to better use . If you have the Bible

faith : His Word is a living , powerful Word : -- It is the sweet story of Jesus, which de- you will certainly know that the trueGod is

it is spirit and it is life . So that, when it is lights us in the cradle of infancy , sanctifies Father, Son , and Holy Ghost , and further

sown upon men's hearts , it brings forth fruit : and softens our dispositions in the hours of more that the first Commandment forbids the

For as the rain cometh down and the snow childhood, strengthens our faith in the storms worship of any other god . The Jews in your

from heaven , and returneth not thither, but of manhood, and sustains and soothes , with lodge deny Christ, and so have not the true

watereth the earth and maketh it bring forth an unfaltering trust, when old age has bowed God , and hence have no God , and yet you

and bud , that it may give seed to the sower us down with trials and afflictions. The rising will with them offer up prayer to some god ,

and bread to the eater : so shall My Word be flame of gospel truth brings peace of con- not the true God , and hence you practice

that goeth forth out of my mouth , it shall not science to the troubled soul , drives out the idolatry with them.
What have you to say

return unto me void , but it shall accomplish powers of darkness , dispels the hideous curse against that ?

that which I please, and it shall prosper in the of unbelief and selfrighteousness. —May the B. Well , I never seriously thought over the

thing whereto I sent it. Now the Word of God day dawn , and the day star , the bright and matter in that light.

is sent to convince the world of sin , of right- morning star , the Sun of Righteousness arise M. Furthermore, your Bible in the 2d Com

eousness, and of judgment to the end that and remain sole monarchs in our hearts.- mandment forbids you to take the name of

souls may be converted and saved . And to So then-nor is my boasting vain the Lord in vain ; yet upon entering a lodge

day we find it active in converting men to the
So then I boast a Saviour slain ! you must take an oath , and you swear before

faith and then confirming them in the saving
And, oh , may this my glory be ,

you know what you swear to ; am I right ?
That Christ is not ashamed of me !

truth of Jesus. This faith and its universe B. That is correct .

of deeded possessions are offered to all men Unitarianism.
M. Well , then you violate the 2d Com

alike.

As the Emancipation Proclamation
mandment also. Besides , a man can not very

brought freedom to every slave in the United Sixty years ago Unitarianism made such ' well be a Free Mason and member of a

States ; so the redemption of Jesus Christ amazing strides in Boston and other parts of Church , can he ?

wrought salvation for every human being in New England that Jefferson exultingly de- B. Oh yes ! I am a Mason and member of

the world . The universality of grace is not to clared hisexpectation of its immediate triumph the Presbyterian church .

be questioned nor restricted by man . There all over the land . “ I trust, ” said he, “ there M. Is that possible ? I understood that the

are no monopolies in the providence of God ; is not a young man now living in the United Presbyterians do not receive members of se

But in every nation he that feareth Him , and States who will not die a Unitarian .” After cret , oath -bound societies .

worketh righteousness, is accepted with Him . the lapse of two generations, Unitarianism is B. Well, to tell the truth , I haven't been

For God so loved the world that He gave His left lagging far behind in the race , a wilted , attending church for some years, nine years

only begotten Son , that whosoever believeth shrunken , dying thing .-- Pr. Witness . now , because I think if a man obeys the rules

in Him should not perish , but have everlasting of the Masonic lodge he is certainly saved with

life . God was in Christ reconciling the world In Minnesota and Wisconsin the members out the church, because it is all taken from

unto Himself. And Christ is the propitiation of ourChurch number 115,000 ; the Methodist the Bible .

for our sins ; and not for ours only , but also Episcopal Church ranks next in numbers and M. Aha ! Having admitted this much , now

for the sins of the whole world . Hence , God reports about 52,500 members. tell me candidly , when a man joins the Ma
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1

a

sons, will he not sooner or later neglect his first day of the eleventh month , to the sixth

church altogether ? Answer frankly . day of the twelfth , he was occupied in nothing

B. Well , yes , Sir ! As an example to show else than repeating and explaining the law to

the truth of your opinion I may cite my own Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt . the people .

church. Nine years ago, when old Dr. M. , But, in a special manner, he committed this

who is now in Ph ., preached in this city I went The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st law to Joshua, by whom it was communicated

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

to his church , and eighty -six other men whom Moneys, wames of subscribers, shortly before His death to Phineas, the son

I know . Now these 86 all belong to the Ma- changes of addresses and all other businesscommunications of Eliezer ; by Phineas to Eli ; by Eli to
Rev. H. Birkner .,

sons and so far as I know , none of them goes St. Louis,Mo.Al communications for the editorial de Samuel; by Samuelto David and Ahijah ; by

to church any more. partmentshould be sent to Rev.C.A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str ., Ahijah to Elijah ; by Elijah to Elisha; by

Dear Reader, think of this confession a few Zanesville, Obio. Termsof subscription $12,00 per annum in Elisha to Jehoiada ; by Jehoiada to Zechariah;
advance. Money sent than by money -order or

moments : eighty -six men drawn out of the draft is at the risk of the sender. by Zechariah to Hosea ; by Hosea to Amos ;

church in only nine years, through the bane by Amos to Isaiah ; by Isaiah to Micah ; by

Entered at the Post Onice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

ful influence of Free Masonry ! And yet some
Micah to Joel ; by Joel to Nahum ; by Nahum

good people are happy in the belief that Ma to Habakkuk ; by Habakkuk to Zephaniah ;

sonry is not opposed to the church of Christ. ST. LOUIS, MO. , January 7, 1889 . by Zephaniah to Jeremiah ; by Jeremiah to

Chas. F. WILLIAM . Baruch ; by Baruch to Ezra , the president of

Benjamin D' Israeli, Lord Beaconsfield : I The Talmud , or the Oral Laws and the great synagogue. By Ezra this oral law

am prepared to complete the demonstration Traditions of the Jews. was delivered to the high priest Jaddua ; by

before God and man that the Masonic oaths, Jaddua to Antigonus ; by Antigonus to Joseph

obligations and penalties, can not , by any pos In His sermon on the mount, Christ at son of John , and Joseph son of Jehezer ; by

sibility, be reconciled to the laws of morality, several places saith , “ Ye have heard that it these to Aristobulus, and Joshua the son of

Christianity , or the land. Secrets written in was said by them of old . ” And after quoting Perechia ; by them to Judah son of Tiboeus,

blood should be revealed : a tree that bears the sayings by them of, old , he proceeds to and Simeon son ofSatah. Thence to Shemaiah

such fruit should be hewn down. No butcher correct thiese sayings by expounding the -to Hillel-- to Simeon his son , supposed to

would mutilate the carcass of a bullock , or a spiritual sense of the written law of God . have been the same who took our Saviour in

swine , as the Masonic candidate swears con
What were these sayings by them of old ? his arms in the temple when brought thither

sent to the mutilation of his own , for the On this subject we recently read a good ac- to be presented by his parents. From Simeon

breach of an absurd and senseless secret. It count in a work entitled The Canon of the Old it passed to Gamaliel ; from Gamaliel to

is an oath of which a common cannibal would and New Testaments. We shall endeavor to Simeon his son ; and finally to the son of

be ashamed .
condense this account so full of instruction Simeon , Juda Hakkadosh , the Holy, by whom

So says a great statesman of England , a
and warning. it was committed to writing.

Jew , and he was no bigoted “ Missourian. ” The Jews obstinately persist in maintaining These then are the men of old , to whom

Our own Daniel Webster says : I regard it that besides the written Law ,God gave Moses Christ refers when He says : “ Ye have heard

( Masonry ) as Satan's Masterpiece — a terrible another Law , explanatory of the first , which that it was said by them of old .” Their list

snare to men .
Moses was commanded not to commit to brings down an unbroken succession from

Hon . Charles Sumner : The Masonic frater- writing , but to deliver down by oral tradition. Moses to Judah the Holy , as he was called

nity tramples upon our rights , defeats the ad- The account which the Jewish doctors give because of his great reputation of Jewish

ministration of justice , and bids defiance to of the first communication and subsequent sanctity. It is hardly necessary to state that

delivery of this law , is found in the Talmud. all of the prophets and most of the high priests

every government it can not control .
Sumner was Senator from Massachusetts It is there stated , that during the whole day, mentioned in the above list would forever

while Moses continued on the mount, he was protest , if alive , against such an abuse of their

from 1850—1874 .

learning the written law , but at night he was names in connection with the pretended oral

W , H. Seward : Any good cause, I think , law of Jewish transmission . In our next numcan be promoted openly ; any secret associa occupied in receiving the orablaw .

When Moses decended from the mount, ber we shall relate how this pretended oral

tion is liable, at least, to abuse anddanger. they say , thathe first called Aaron into his law became written and what direfulinfluence
Seward was the great Secretary of State

tent , and communicated to him all thathe had it exerted over the apostate Jews.
during the late war.

learned of this oral law ; then he placed him

Howard Crosby : Secret Societies are dan
on his right hand . Next he called in Eliezer Why we read Books which we must

gerous to the cause of civil liberty and good and Ithamar, the sons of Aaron , and repeated
condemn and reject.

government. It is my opinion that the future the whole to them ; on which they also took

administration of such oaths, and the forma- their seats, the one on his right hand, the " The church,” says Origen, " receives only

tion of all such obligations should be pro- other on his left . After this the seventy elders four gospels : heretics have many, such as

hibited by law .
entered, and received the same instruction as the gospel of the Egyptians, the gospel of

Howard Crosby is one of the most promi- Aaron and his sons. And finally , the same Thomas, etc. : these we read that we may not

nent Clergymen of to - day in the United States . communication was made to the whole mul- seem ignorant to those who think they know

John Quincy Adams, Pres. United States : titude of people. Then Moses arose and de- something extraordinary, ifthey areacquainted

Many persons were brought to trial on ac- parted, and Aaron who had now heard the with those things which are recorded in these

count of the murder of Morgan , but no one whole four times , repeated what he had books .”' And Ambrose speaks to the same

was found judicially guilty of murder. It | learned , and also withdrew . In the same purpose : “ We read these that they may not

was established by seceding Masons that the manner Eliezer and Ithamar, each in turn, be read by others; we read them , not that

oaths — at least in some of the highest degrees went over the same ground and departed. wereceive them , but that wemay reject them ;

--that were administered and taken by those And finally , the seventy elders repeated the and may know whatthose things are , of which

admitted to Masonic lodges , disqualified them whole to the people ; every one of whom de- they make such a boast.”

from serving as jurors in any case where a livered what he had heard , to his neighbor.

brother Mason of a like degree was a party , When forty years had elapsed, Moses called " The Gospel of our Saviour's Infancy.”

and his antagonist was not . all the people and told them that his end drew

New American Encyclopedia , Vol. I , p . 658 : near . He requested that if any of them had This " gospel” was indeed condemned by the

Masonry is a false religion. It is a fraud . It forgotten aught of what he had delivered to churches of Christ as spurious and apocryphal.

is a virtual conspiracy against both church them , they should repair to him , and he would But that great volume of lies, the Koran of

and state . Chas. F. WILLIAM . repeat to them anew what they might have Mohammed, contains is its III . chapter a

forgotten . And they tell us , that from the continued story which is partly taken fromFrom The Ark .
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Church News.

curve .

this book . To give our readers an oppor what you are saying, and you know , you do

tunity of contrasting these apocryphal legends not yourself believe it.” To hear such a tem

with the gravity and simplicity of the genuine perance lecturer and then to see men endowed

gospels , we shall insert some of the miracles with reason , some of them men who presume
Our Denver Letter.

recorded in this “ gospel of our Saviour's in to be teachers of the way to salvation and

fancy ." who, if any one , surely ought to know the

1. Christ is represented as speaking in the
Denver, Colo. , Dec. 21 , 1888. Scriptures , walk up to the speaker's desk and

cradle , and telling His mother that he was The first four days in March of the present sign the pledge handed them by such a mis

her son . year I spent in Las Vegas, N. M. , where I creant , and thereby endorse his wild and un

2. The swaddling clothes in which He was had safely arrived on the first of March after true statements, such a sight is pitiable and

wrapt , when thrown into the fire would not having escaped , what might have proved to disgraceful . On beholding such a sight , a

burn . be a serious railroad accident. The A. T. & true Lutheran will all the more be enabled to

3. When His parents entered Egypt, in S. F. Eastbound passenger train , on which appreciate the truth and purity of the Gospel

their flight from the cruelty of Herod , the I was, most laboriously worked its way up as it is proclaimed in the true Lutheran Church .

girth of the saddle on which Mary rode, broke , Apache Cañon , 25 miles from Santa Fe . In On March 8th and 9th , at 7.45 P. M. , Ger

and the great idol of Egypt fell down at the this cañon , which is ten miles long , one at man Lutheran services were held in Trinidad

approach of the infant Jesus.- times is afforded the most magnificent sight ; the second time , the first services having been

4. Bymeansof the babe's swaddling clothes, for instance , whilst passing through it , at conducted there about the middle of February.

several devils were cast out of a boy's mouth , times one will behold in the rear heavy rains, On March 8th , after services , the Ev. Luth .

in the shape of crows and serpents. to both sides a snowstorm intermingled with | Zion's Congregation of Trinidad was organ

5. That a young man , who by witchcraft frightful lightning and thunder ; at the same ized with 26 male members and about the

had been turned into a mule , was , upon time near the upper end of the cañon the sun same number of ladies . The following even

Christ's mounting him , turned again into a may be seen in all his glory . As the train , ing the aforesaid call was signed by the vestry

man . on which I was , reached the upper end of the of this church and forwarded to Rev. Mr. F.

6. On one occasion He is said to have turned cañon , it abruptly stopped. Everybody looked J. Biltz , president of our Western District

certain boys , who hid themselves from him , out of the windows to see what was the matter , Synod . This call was accepted in June by

into kids , and then at the intercession of their and saw a huge rock weighing some 30 tons the Rev. Mr. F. Lothringer, who is at present

mothers restored them again to their proper lying on the track where it made a sharp the efficient pastor of their congregation and

shape . The train , when it was stopped , was of that in Las Vegas, N. M. , as has been

7. A boy having put his hand into a par- within one inch of the rock , so that the escape stated in these pages some time ago.

tridge's nest to take out the eggs , was bit by from a wreck was very close . We were de- On the tenth of March I departed for

a serpent , whereupon they brought him to layed here three hours, until the necessary Pueblo , 90 miles north of Trinidad. Less

Jesus, who directed them to carry the boy portions of the rock had been removed and than one hour's ride takes us out on the great

before him , to the place where he had received the track repaired . Two hours later Las “ Plains,” in full view of the Spanish Peaks

the injury. On coming to the spot , Jesus called Vegas was reached . on the left . At the same time Pike's Peak ,

for the serpent , and it presently came forth ; In this place I preached in the evenings of 120 miles off, is plainly visible with the Green

and He said , “ Go and suck out the poison the first and second and in the afternoon of horn and the sublime Sangre de Christo Ranges

which thou hast infused into that boy ” : so the fourth of March . On the last named day of the Rocky Mountains in the West, whilst

the serpent crept to the boy, and took away a call for an own pastor was by the newly or to the East lay outstretched before us, as

all its poison again . ganized congregation ordered signed through far as the eye can reach, the vast and treeless

8. Being one day on the house-top , playing its vestry, as soon as the congregation, which " Plains." One is involuntarily overcome with

with some boys , one of them fell down and was to be established in Trinidad, had signed awe on beholding this truly grand and mag

was instantly killed . And the boy's relations the same. On the fifth of March I departed nificent scenery . At Pueblo services were held

came and said to the Lord Jesus , " Thou didst from Las Vegas for a small place near the Sunday afternoon , March 11 , and immediately

throw our son down from the house-top .” Northern boundary of New Mexico , called after services the organization of the congre

But He denied and said , “ Let us go and ask Raton . Before my departure I was the re- gation, which was begun five weeks before ,

himself.” Then the Lord Jesus, going down, cipient of a letter from a man in Trinidad , was completed . Recently this congregation

stood over the dead body and said with a who took an active part in the proposed or- also resolved to call a minister of its own ,

loud voice , “ Zeinunus, Zeinunus , who threw ganization of a German Lutheran Church and the call at present is in the hands of the

thee down ? ” Then the dead boy answervered , there . The letter conveyed the cheerfulnews, president of our Kansas District Synod.

" Thou didst not throw me down , but such a that 21 men had expressed their intentions of From Pueblo I went to Denver, where I re

taking part in the establishment of such a mained two days , thence to Leadville , where

9. Being, on a certain occasiòn , sent by His church in the Southernmost town of Colorado. three services were held , thence to Cañon

mother to the well for water , the pitcher As nothing was to be done in Raton , N. M., City and Colorado Springs, at each of which

broke , and he gathered up the water in His I went to Trinidad , where I arrived in the last mentioned places two serviceswere held .

garment and brought it to her. See Jones on afternoon of March 6 . No congregations have yet been organized at

the Canon , Vol . II . That evening I attended a free temperance these three places under the auspices of our

These spurious miracles might be multiplied lecture, which was given by a man , who spoke Synod; they are, however, preaching stations ,

from this “ Gospel of our Saviour's Infancy.” in the presence of about 20 ladies and 10 where divine services are held at irregular in

Those mentioned will suffice to show cause gentlemen in a manner concerning the male tervals . From Colorado Springs I returned

why St. Luke writes at the beginning of bis sex , as was disgusting in the extreme. Not to Denver on March 24 , in time to administer

gospel , “ That thou mightest know the certainty only did he awkwardly and maliciously mis- the rites of confirmation to seven children on

of those things , wherein thou hast been in represent men's claimsconcerning themselves Easter day, who, during my absence , were

structed . " and their relation to womankind, but he also prepared therefor by Mr. F. Meyer, one of

spoke of women as though they were holy , our theological students at St. Louis . This

" Only one generation of the Jews witnessed sinless , spotless creatures , and of men as somewhat extended missionary trip covered

the giving of the Law , but to all future gen- though they were the personification of every- a space of 54 days.-H. R.
erations of that people it was equally a matter thing evil, wicked and vile imaginable. Yet

of revelation. The knowledge of this was it was gratifying to observe many a lady in The political paper “ Sewlo " of Milan is

conveyed to them by testimony. In the same
way Christians, in theirsuccessivegenerations, the audience , who slightly smiled at his sweep- printing a supplement for its numerous readers,
received the Scripture as a matter of revela- ing statements , as though she would say : containing a new translation of the whole Bible

tion . " —HALDANE's Evidences. “ Now Mr. H. . . you can not make me believe in modern Italian .

6

one. "

7

•
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1

Missouri's Allies among the Nor “ George replied , “ When a man is over

wegians.
board , in a dark night, and the ship going

away from him , and be expects to die , a man

Man Overboard ! thinks different , and feels different, and talks
In reply to an inquiry addressed to a zeal

different, from what he does when he is on
ous member of the Norwegian Synod in the

There are hypocrites in the church , but the top -gallant forecastle spinning yarns in
West, we have the following : “ As to the old

'Norwegian Synod , it is my opinion that very there are a great many more outside of it ; safety .

“ We heard no more infidelity or blasphemyfew more pastors and churches will secede. and many an infidel, when denouncing the

Among those remaining there exists a unity hypocrisy of his neighbors, is himself the from poor George, but he did not recover

of faith and spirit which will give this body biggest hypocrite of the whole. Many a man from his terrible experience in the water.

new strength . The other four synods and curses God in health, and prays to Him in :We left him at the hospital at Montevideo,
parties seem on a fair road to unite, and I am sickness ; swears like a pirate in fair weather, where he afterwards died

Multitudes of infidels have found that theirglad they are , for two synods will be better and bellows like a calf in a storm . There is

than five or six among our countrymen. The plenty of sham religion in the world, and a unbelief has failed them in the trying hour.1

| “ Hold on,” said some infidels who had gathold synod , however , will enjoy a great ad- good deal of sham infidelity , too .

Ivantage, for the hearts are united .
One evening, after the writer had spoken ered around the sick - bed of one of their com

to some sailors about this matter, Captain rades. “ But will you tell me what to holdsincerely hope, for the cause of Christianity to some sailors about this matter , Captain rades.

Nickerson arose and told a little of his ex- on to ?” was his question , which they could
in general and of the Lutheran Church in par

not answer. - Selected .ticular, that my fear for the proposed new perience as follows :

“ About the year 1861, I was a sailor on
body may not prove a reality .

board the Heroine, of Darien , Georgia, bound

“ Let me add to the above , that the Nor
for Montevideo, South America. We were

Punctuality .

wegian Synod, in my judgment, has a great east of the Bermudas, running under single

future before it . A reaction has already reefed topsails. It was the dog -watch, in the When eight Quaker ladies had an appoint

taken place , which is shown in the ease with evening , and a sailor named George and my- ment and seven were punctual, and the eighth ,

which money is collected for the new Theo- self, were on the watch on the top -gallant being a quarter of an hour too late , began

logical Seminary near Minneapolis, and the forecastle, in the forward part of the ship . apologizing for keeping the others waiting , the

NormalSchoolor Teacher's Seminary at Sioux I was talking with him of my early life , and reply from one of them was : “ I am sorry,

Falls , Dakota . " - Workman .
of the lessons of piety which I had learned at friend , that thee should have waisted thine

home. He ridiculed the whole, and declared own quarter of an hour, but thee had no right

that there was no God and that all this talk to waste one hour and three-quarters more of

Good News from California . was mere moonshine. our time, which was not thine own." And of

" Eight bells rang , and the watch was Washington it is said that when his secretary,

“ Members of St. Paul's congregation at changed , and the men were called away to on some important occasion , was late , and ex

San Francisco , Cal., and of Zion's congrega- pump ship . George took a bucket to get cused himself by saying his watch was too
tion at Oakland , Cal . , both in connection with some water to fetch to the pump. As he

slow , the reply was , “ You will have to get

the Missouri Synod , have taken steps to organ- flung it over the side of the vessel it caught another watch or I another secretary .” Na

ize a ‘ Martin Luther Orphanage Society for in the water , and as we were going quite fast , i poleon used to say to his marshals, “ You may

the State of California . ' A constitution has George was drawn overboard . Instantly the ask anything of me but time.” And of John

already been adopted."
cry was heard , “Man overboard !

We were Quincy Adams it is said , that in his long serv

on the larboard tack ; the mate shouted , ice in Congress he was never known to be

*Hard - a -starboard the wheel ! and the vessel late , and one day when the clock struck and

came round and stood on the starboard tack , a member said to the Speaker, “ It is time to
Lepers in India.

and we could hear George crying in the dark- call the House to order ," the reply was, " No,

ness , ‘ Save me ! Save me ! Save me! Save me !' Mr. Adams is not in his seat yet.” And whileOfficial reports give 135,000 as existing num

“ We immediately launched a boat, but it they were yet speaking, Mr. Adams came in ,
bers of lepers in India , but there can be little

stove in launching and began to fill with he being punctual, while the clock was three

doubt that they already exceed 250,000, and
water. The steward came to our assistance minutes fast.

that their number is steadily increasing. Lep with some blankets, which we stuffed in the

rosy is that dreadful disease with which Naa- hole to stop the water , and we hastened to
man was afflicted. It is incurable for human

the The night was dark , and the sea A Man of Prayer and his Compassion
skill and debars the patients from human so

ciety . It is a proper illustration of the poison and followed the sound as well as we could
was rough. We pulled out into the darkness, with Fallen Women.

of sin and is used as such in the 51. Psalm , in until we came to the place where poorGeorge

the words, " Purge me with hyssop , and I
Sword and Trowel says : There has passed

was struggling with the waves . Being a good away out of our membership William Bil
shall be clean.” The blood of a bird must be swimmer he had kept himself from sinking, borouglı, a plain and humble man, who was

sprinkled on the former leper from a brush and we found him about a quarter of a mile in the habit of intense prayer three times a

made of hyssop when the priest declared him from the vessel, drew him on board , and day, and whose walk and conversation corre

cured of his leprosy . Lev. 14 .

pulled back to the ship with our boat halffull sponded therewith . In a back street he kepit

of water. In thirty minutes from the time he a second -hand furniture shop ; and as the

fell overboard , we had him safe in his bunk streets around are haunted by fallen women ,

A learned Lutheran.
in the forecastle , and as comfortable as we be placed in his window the following : “ No

could make him . tice . Any poor and unfortunate sister that

The University of Pennsylvania is making " The next morning I said to George , · Did requires a good home, will she kindly inquire

an effort to secure the valuable library of you think that the ship was going to leave within ?" He was the means of rescuing many,

Professor Fleisher, for fifty years Professor you , and that you were lost ? and he preserved a record of one hundred

of Semitic Languages at the l'niversity of " Yes, I did ,' said he . and forty -eight who have stood fast, and are

Leipzig. The library comprises 4000 books 66.Now , George, be honest ; what did you now honest women . He was a hero in private

on the Arabic language , and it is said to be the do then ? life . As his pastor, it was great joy to be

finest collection of books of this character in " I prayed to God.” remembered in his constant intercession , and

the world . Prof. Fleisher was a Lutheran and “ .But I thought you did not believe there to have fellowship in his holy service by ren

died repeating Luther's Smaller Catechism . was a God , ' said I .. dering help when it was required.

1

rescue .
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grace of

Roman Catholic Church - fair in Denver, It is difficult for one to make up his mind throne in heaven, who most emphatically says :

Colorado. to believe that this fair , having such a char- ; " There shall not be found among you any

acter as it has, is conducted under the au- one that is an enchanter , or a witch , or a

One day in the fore part of December, on spices of a religious community bearing the charmer, or a wizard, or a necromancer !”

my way home, my attention was arrested by Christian name. Why, a purely heathen com- Deut. 18 , 10—12 . And the idea of a Christian

seeing in the show -window of one of Denver's munity would almost be ashamed to counte- |lady, married or single , in the name of religion

leading pharmacies a card 12X12 inches, at Dance such an affair. But in this respect, as exposing herself to the possible nay , probable

the top of wbich in large letters were the in so many others , Romanism is clearly seen embraces of a libertine , is to say the least ,

words : “ Grand Fair." I drew nearer to read to be the masterpiece of Satan . revolting in the extreme.

what else the card contained and found it to In the first place, the manner , in which By having raffles and by selling the gold

be the following : Non - Catholics are denoininated , is to be noted. tickets” the infamous priests of this city con

The wily priest calls them the good people of vert the church into a large public gambling
GRAND FAIR

Denver ," and further speaks of them as be- ball , and by this very deed “ they give great

THE SEVEN CATHOLIC CONGREGATIONS,
ing " our Protestant friends. " If Roman occasion to the enemies of the Lord to blas

Catholic priests possess anything, it is a well pheme."Geltysburg Building , Champa Street.

Opening Dec. 20 , 1888 . nigh perfect knowledge of the many weak The closing remarks of the padre, in which

nesses of the human race , and they know he assures the News' reporter, how highly the
Object : To aid in the building of the new Cathedral

on Lincoln Ave. only too well how to make the best of them , generosity of the Protestants is appreciated

Season Tickets $ 1.00. General Admission 25 Cts. and how to make them contribute to the ad- and in which he requests the reporter " to say

vancement of the abominable Papacy , acting so in the News,” is a loud and unmistakable

Reading the advertisement of this fair , one

is involuntarily reminded of the Papal Expo- end justifies the means.
as they do on the devilish principle, that the bid for Protestant patronage at the fair.

In this case they
sition in the Vatican , and we are constrained The object of this fair is to aid in the
to ask , if it is not probable, that the Popewill hypocritically flatter those, to whom they building of the new Cathedral on Lincoln Ave.

inaugurate a church fair, in order to dispose vented tortures of the Inquisition , if it were politicians and businessmen and the like, are
would gladly apply the medieval Satan - in

Protestants and other Non-Catholics , and

of his jubilee gifts. We venture to predict, but within their power to do so . Those Prot

thatsuchan undertaking onthe part of his estants arefew and farbetween, who arenot expected to be heavy purchasers and to be
“ Holiness” ( ? ! ) would , in a tinancial aspect, so vain and foolish , as not to be caught in the various other ways, which the wily hypocrites

be very profitable to the would-be prisoner of trap so ingeniously laid for them , and who have devised , and Catholics will , we are sorry
the Vatican .

thus themselves aid in manufacturing the
As regards the character of the Catholic chains with which they and their children are to say , see their most sanguine expectations

fair in Denver , more exact information con more than realized . If Protestants , all who

cerning it is given us by Father McDevitt, Satan and of his visible representative on
to be bound bands and feet by the

call themselves such , were also in reality

who was appointed generalmanager of it by earth, his Holiness ( ?? !! ) the Pope. Now Name, ifthey would not aid in the erectionProtestants and not to a great extent only in

Bishop Machbeuf of the diocese of Denver.
and then Americans are aroused to a sense of

To a reporter of the Rocky Mountain News , the danger that threatens them from Roman- would contribute no more to the erection andof Roman Catholic institutions, or if they

who called on him , the Irish father ( ? ) en

thusiastically said : " Yes, sir, we are going to during the Public School affair in Boston , Catholics do to the erection and support of
ism and Jesuitism , as was recently the case

maintenance of Catholic institutions , than

have a great fair , something that the good
Mass. But how soon will that be forgotten! Protestant ones , then the value of the real

people of Denver will find it worth their while
A second utterance of the Irish priest, and estate in Roman Catholic hands in the United

to visit. Our stock of goods will be the largest

and most comprehensive , that has ever dazzled tion, that his stock of goods will dazzle the
a very suggestive one at that, is his declara- States to-day would be but one third of what

tion , that his stock of goods will dazzle the it really is . A Protestant , by contributing to
the eyes of prospective purchasers. We will

have botř quality and quantity, and it is our in Denver . This is suggestive of the fact,
eyes of people more than any ever displayed Roman Catholic institutions, promotes the

intention ( ? ! ) * to conduct the affair on the cause of them who would destroy his very

that the Roman Catholic system of religion soul and in a double proportion works detri

principle of fair profits only . There are also.
with all its various pagan rites and ceremonies

many new features of an interesting and ment to his own cause and to the cause of

also dazzles the eyes of the carnally minded
amusing nature to be introduced . For in Christ. Justin D. Fulton , D. D. , spoke the

stance,
masses, so that its true nature can not so truth , when in bis lecture : Can American

over byMrs. A. J. Kelly, who will be assisted easily be distinguished , even as the speech , citizens safely invest in Romanism ? he said :

attire, and demeanor of the harlot dazzles Roman Catholic institutions rise on every
by some twenty young ladies and a few chil

dren. The camp will be fitted in the gypsy why the Roman Catholic church is metaphor
and captivates the unwary. This is the reason

hand , as monuments of a people's shame and

style and fortunes will be dispensed for a as gravestones of liberty .” The prayer of
ically called the Mother of harlots in Revela

small consideration . Koenigsberg's orchestra Dr. Martin Luther : “ God fill you with hatred

will be in attendance each evening and danc- " I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet colored the aforesaid Justin D. Fulton, since this
tions 17 , where St. John the Apostle says; against the Pope,” has been heard as regards

ing will be engaged in until about 12 o'clock . beast, full of names of blasphemy, having

And then we are to have a number of voting seven heads and ten horns. And the woman gentleman emphatically declares : " For Ro

contests. . . Of course we will have raffles and manists we have love and persuasion . For

we will also sell what are called 'gold tickets,' decked with gold and precious stones and
was arrayed in purple and scarlet color , and

Romanism . we have bitter and implacable

entitling the holders to chances in gold prizes pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full opposition . Oh that the eyes of Protestants

amounting to $ 150.00 . — Donations ? They are were opened and that they themselves would

of abominations and filthiness of her fornica

coming in most satisfactorily , and there is awake to a sense of the danger that threatens

tion ; and upon her forehead was a name

scarcely any thing under the sun that we will them from Romanism , and be wise !-H. R.

written , Mystery, Babylon The Great, The

not have on our tables. But it is especially to Mother of Harlots and abominations of the

our Protestant friends, that we wish to ex
earth . ”

press our thanks for the many handsome and A BRIDGE which is a foot too short, fails to
The new features of this fair, which in their reach across the chasm .

valuable gifts they have sent us . We highly A race may be lost

nature are amusing and interesting, as the by a length as well as by a mile.
appreciate their generosity , I assure you , and

One leak

Iwould be glad if you will say so in the gypsy camp, in whichfortunes are to be told ,

News. ” — Rocky Mountain News, Dec. 13 , 1888. voting contest, -0 how much willthe Saviour,,

and the dancing until 12 o'clock, and the may sink a ship ; one sin destroy a soul.

FLATTERERS may pat the ass on the back ,* Interrogation mark inserted by the writer of who bled on Mt. Calvary to save mankind,

this article, not by the News' reporter , be pleased to look down upon them from His but they want the ride ,

>
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Puritanism 200 years ago . the other of disturbing the public worship of

God and they finally reached the conclusion ”

A recent work on “ Christianity in the United that the new way must be wrong, “ because

Trinidad , Colorado, Dec. 12 , 1888. States,” by Dr. Dorchester, contains some the young people so readily fell into it! ”

DEAR BROTHER ,
interesting accounts of the way things were Selected .

Lately I had quite an encounter in the form done during the times of the “ Puritan fathers.”

of a long dispute with a Jewish Rabbi of this In some meeting -houses, we read , there was a A Man's Shadow .

city, one of Brother Rauh's acquaintances and stool of repentance for transgressors, who

opponents , when he was last here founding
were placed on elevated seats, with labels The people of the East measure time by the

the congregation. I will here give the views of designating their offenses so fixed upon their length of their shadows. If you ask a man

the former, a Reform Jew , on religion and life .
persons as to be seen by all . Is not this the what o'clock it is , he immediately goes into

That this gentleman should not believe the original “ anxious bench ” ? Just as might the sun and stands erect ; then , measuring the

New Testament,though having read the same, have been expected, a Yankee invention . length of his shadow with his feet, he tells youa

was not surprising. But he did not believe And in this case the original was better than nearly the time. The laborer earnestly de

sires the shadow which indicates the time for
even the Old Testament entirely. His opinion the later improved pattern .

was that only such parts of the same were
Again, confessions were also required to be leaving work . Such a man says, “ How long

truly God's Word,where Moses or Davidor madeby penitents before the congregations my shadow is in coming ! ” or, “ Why did you
the Prophets had expressly stated : Thus saith on Sabbathsand lecture days. Earnestness of not come sooner ?” _ " Because I waited for

the Lord. As to the other contents of our religious life has, it seems, always developed my shadow .” In the Bible ( Job 7 ) it is writ.

blessed 61d Testament he uttered sentiments some form of confession for the penitent. In ten , “ As a servant earnestly desireth his

too profane to be repeated . He blasphemously the seventeenth century no Scripture lessons shadow .”"
put them on a line with Mohammed's Koran, were read in the New England pulpits. This

and told this story of the great impostor . was probably due to the sovereign prejudice The Gettysburg Historical Society, which

specially aims to gather and to preserve everyMohammed had gained power over the against all prescribed forms in worship .

people , by writing and preaching the Koran .
About 1700 , the Battle Street church , thing that can be of importance to the future

To prove his sayings, he had gathered a mul- Boston, introduced the practice of reading a historian of our Church in America, has a

titude round about a deep well, into which he Bible lesson ; but they were called to order copy of Tischendorf's fac-simile of the Codex

had let down a blank book, by a rope , and by the other churches. Some New England Sinaiticus , which was presented in 1862 by

brought up a book full of writings. Whoever churches did not introduce this practice until Alexander II , Emperor of Russia . It has also

believed him to be a true prophet , should near the close of the last century , and then a Portuguese Manuscript, in scroll form , of

throw a stone into the well. This was done, only in the morning service . Verily , the the book of Esther.

aversion to " óset forms” in the sanctuary
until the well was filled with stones and a

monument erected on the spot. But the day ought by this time to have spent itself from For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

sheer exhaustion .
before , Mohammed had let down a servant Notice .

with the Koran written in full ; but fearing to Those stern Puritans stuck , however, to the

be betrayed, had thus occasioned his servant Catechism . Let us praise them for this. The To the Pastors and Congregations of theGenl.
to be stoned and buried . catechetical instruction of the young was held Engl. Luth . Conference.

Still, in spite of such treachery , the Rabbi to be a duty of the household rather than a
The Genl. Conference passed a resolution

thought that Mohammed, believing in theone distinct office of the Church. Yet Cotton atits lastmeeting in St. Louis , asking all con

God, had reached heaven , as well as the great Mather wrote : “ Few pastors of mankind ever
teachers among the heathen. Finally, to con- took such pains at catechizing as have been gregations to take up special collections to

wards defraying the expenses of publishing

clude his remarks, he advanced the Unitarian taken by our New England divines.”
our synodical Report . The manuscript hav

folly, which is defined by Luther as the relig The family having returned from the pro- ing been forwarded to the printer, attention

ionof swine , that all men would actually at- longed service at the meeting -house, which , to this resolution is respectfully invited .

tain to heaven, heathen , Jews, Mohammedans with a short intermission , had lasted from
Moneys should be sent to Mr. C. F. Lange ,

as well as all Christians . This he must say to 10 o'clock A. M. till late in the afternoon , re
513 Franklin Ave. , St. Louis , Mo., stating

save himself from self - condemnation . But
kindled the fire in the hearth with tlint and that they are to be used “ for printing of

Christ saith : “ Whosoever believeth not , shall
steel . After supper all sat around the old

Minutes . "

be damned. ” Christ will not suffer infidel fireplace and recited the Catechism , beginning C. F. W. MEYER, Sec'y .

Reform Jews to blaspheme Him in celestial with , “ What is the chief end of man ?” each

glory; for nothing thatdefileth shall enter there . one taking part . It was a long time to bed
Subscriptions Paid .

It was in vain to refer this apostate Jew to time , but there were no Sunday-school books ,

the great hope and comfort of his pious an no religious papers , nothing to read except Rev. A. Wagner , Chicago, Ills., ( VII 8cc ) $ 8.00

Rev.C. G. Schuricht, St. Paul , Ils ., (III to VII) 5.00cestors, contained in such passages as Gen. the Bible which in fact is all in all .

3 , 15 , treating of the woman's seed , Christ, As the Sunday ended at dark , it came to be
Mr. J. Engelbach, Pevely , Mo. , (VI 15 to

VII 14 )

who should bruise the head of the serpent , the a question with many how dark it must be Cand. Ph. Berkhalter, New Orleans, La .,(VII) 1.00
Rev. Ch . F. Herrmann, Arcadia, Iowa, (VII) 1.00

devil ; and Isaiah 53 , 4. 5 : Surely he hath before it would do to work or play. The pre- Rev. J.M.Maisch, Lyons,Nebr., (VII & VIII) 2.00

borne our griefs and carried our sorrows, etc. vailing rule was that when " five stars could Rev. H.Wesche, Ellisville, Mo., (VI & VII)

As to his life : He refrains from liquors , be seen the Sunday was at an end .” When Dr. Arno.Kratzsch, Cascade,Wis.,(VII 13 to
VIII 12)

dancing , card -playing , wherein a great num the boys could count five stars the solemn Mr. J. F.Carstens, Baltimore, Md . , (V to

ber of his fellows in unfaith indulge very strain was over, and nature asserted itself in Rev.T. H.Dahl, Lincoln, Nebr. , (VI & VII)
VII 13 )

freely ; but he permits his flock to visit saloons, wild whoops and jumps. Mr. M. Iverson , Leigh, Nebr . , ( VII 13 to

They had in those days frequent disturbances Mr. Martin Kirsch, Faribault, Minn . , (VII 13balls, theatres , in order to gain favor among
VIII 12)

men. Nor did he scruple at the sacrilege of over the music in the meeting. Matters be- to VIII 12 )

ravelling out his Jewish bible !
came quite serious when an attempt was made Rev. A. H. Meyer, Winfield, Kans., (VIII)

Miss A. Buenger, St. Louis, Mo. , ( VII 15 to

Woe unto him that believeth not lfis own to improve the singing by forming choirs , and VIII 14 )

teachings, nor leadeth his flock to righteous- teaching them to read notes and sing " by Mr. B. Ranft, Staunton , Ills . , ( VII 16 to
VIII 15)

ness ! He who confesses Christ before men , rule . ” Mr. Joseph Rader, Rader, Mo. , (VIII)

him will Christ confess before his heavenly The innovation met with stout opponents, Mr. Simeon Rader, Rader, Mo.,(VIII)
Mr. Darius Rader, Rader, Mo., (VIII)

Father, who declared that it would lead to Popery , Mr. A. Sohn, York , Pa. , ( VII 5 cc)

Yours, and that " fa ," " sol," " la ," was the voice of Mr. A. Sohn , York , Pa. , VII 15 to VIII 14)

F. LOTHRINGER . the Pope in disguise ! Each party accused CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .
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Øur lÉpistle Postil.
works remain upon earth and in them men are work of Christ , is illustrated to us in His as

blessed from pole to pole and in all genera- cension as in a picture . We can not build a

tions , for thus He said unto the disciples : ladder to heaven , neither can we make our

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . “ Peace I leave with you , my peace I give selves wings to fly to the new Jerusalem ; but

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE unto you : not as the world giveth , give I unto Jesus Christ did ascend up to heaven and He

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH - YEAR .
you . Let not your heart be troubled , neither promised : “ I will come again , and receive

let it be afraid .” Jesus Christ is a king , yet you unto myself ; that where I am , there ye
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

not a king like the kings of the earth . may be also.” So the only one way for us to

Hence He has also a kingdom of an alto attain to heaven , is by clinging to this Jesus

Ascension . gether different nature from that of the king- Christ and not letting Him go ; for then are

doms of the world, and this , too , is shown we by Him drawn up to heaven .

Acts 1,1-11 . very clearly by His departure from the earth , Therefore the ascension of the Lord also

or His ascension to heaven. Let me to -day demonstrates the nature of His kingdom that

DEARLY BELOVED : -When Pontius Pilate briefly discourse on : it is not an earthly , worldly , visible and tem

asked Jesus of Nazareth : “ Art thou a king poral kingdom . This His kingdom was spoken
THE ASCENSION OF CHRIST AS SHOWING

then ? ” Jesus answered : “ Thou sayest that of at His ascension ; for when He promised
THE NATURE OF HIS KINGDOM ;

I am a king. To this end was I born , and for the disciples , they should " be baptized with

this cause came I into the world , that I should I. what kind of a kingdom He has, the Holy Ghost not many days hence, ” they

bear witness unto the truth . Every one that
II . how it is built and obtained .

said unto Him : “ Lord , wilt thou at this time

is of the truth heareth my voice. ” Jesus restore again the kingdom to Israel ? ” That

Christ is truly a king , possessing a kingdom ;
I.

was the cherished hope of the Jews , when

but He is not a king like unto the kings of this This textwas set apart by the ancient church Messiah would come, He would establish

earth, and His kingdom is of a nature far dif- to be read on the anniversary of the Lord's again the throne of David and would make

ferent from that of the kingdoms of the world . ascension , because it comprises the fullest de- them an independent and ruling nation on

This becomes very clear to the mind, if we scription found in the Scriptures of what earth. This fond hope the disciples cherished

compare the departure of Jesus Christ from transpired on that day. Now the history as before the Lord's crucifixion , and after His

the earth with the departure of earthly kings . well as the signification of the Lord's ascen- resurrection from the dead it revived again in

When a worldly king dies , he departs from sion to heaven, is or ought to be well known their hearts. Therefore, when the Lord bade

his kingdom , he steps down from bis throne , to you , having often beard it. He had come them to remain at Jerusalem and to await the

leaves behind bim scepter and crown and is forth from the Father to restore again for men promise from the Father, the wonderful out

a king no more. His corpse may indeed be what had been lost in Adam ; and now that pouring of the Spirit, they thought then likely

entombed with kingly honors , but even be- He returns again to the Father and is crowned would be the time for the restoration of the

fore he is buried, his former subjects will do with honor and majesty, is unquestionable kingdom to Israel. They had the idea that

obeisance to another. When a worldly king evidence : the work which He came to per- Christ's kingdom must be an earthly , worldly

departs this life , he is soon forgotten ; his form is accomplished , all things are ready and kingdom , and this error clung to them until

name remains known perhaps only to histo- nothing remains to be added to the work of after His ascension . Such is the power of

rians ; and his works , whether they have been redemption . In His prayer for the church the prejudices and preconceived opinions. When

good or bad , follow him , and will be brought Lord had said to the Father : “ I have glori- the minds of men have become imbued with

into judgment before God . fied thee on the earth : I have finished the some fond but erroneous idea , they will, when

Not so does it hold with Jesus Christ, the work which thou gavest me to do," and He the truth is set before them , quickly bring it

King of the Jews. When He departed from had added the prayer : “ And now , O Father , into some relation to their cherished opinion .

this earth , He did not depart from His king- glorify thou me with thine own self , with the When the Lord bade the disciples wait for the

dom ; He only withdrew His visible presence glory which I had with thee before the world outpouring of the Holy Ghost, what bad that

to remain invisibly and everywhere present was.” The answer of the Father we behold to do with the restoring of worldly and polit

with every one of His subjects . He did not in the Lord's ascension to heaven ; for receiv- ical rule to Israel ? But they , according to

resign scepter and crown nor step down from ing Him with Divine honors , the Father , as it the mistaken hope which they fostered forth

His throne ; the day of His ascension was were , said : My Son, the work which I gave with thought it might have some bearing in

rather the day of His coronation , when He Thee to do Thou hast accomplished, and now that direction . We should beware as against

entered on the full and uninterrupted rule of sit Thou on my right hand until I make Thine all error so in particular against this error

His kingdom . His name was not forgotten enemies Thyfootstool. Therefore we are now that at some time and in some way Christ

after His departure , but it was then heralded saved by faith . No work , neither great nor should have an outward , worldly kingdom on

abroad over the face of the earth ; at this day small , and no kind of work is anymore neces- earth ; for such an idea could only tend to

His name is not like unto a dead letter , merely sary to be done for our salvation ; for Jesus draw our hearts and minds away from Christ's

inscribed on a monument of marble, or re- Christ has finished the work and our salvation true kingdom and so prevent us from enjoy

corded in books of history ; His is a living now stands alone in the receiving , clinging to , ing the benefits thereof; for Christ's kingdom

name which is proclaimed from sea to sea , holding fast His work, as St. Paul clearly is not of this world .

and many nations acknowledge Him their king writes to the Romans : “ If thou shalt confess But what do we learn from this text as to

and hope in His name . And His works, yea, with thy mouth the Lord Jesus , and shalt be the nature of Christ's kingdom ? Concerning

His works did not so follow Him that they i lieve in thy heart that God hath raised him the apostles we read : “ To whom also he

should have been taken away from the earth from the dead , thou shalt be saved .” This showed himself alive after his passion by many

to be brought into judgment before God, His fact that our salvation stands alone in the infallible proofs, being seen of them forty days,
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and speaking of the things pertaining to the dom of Christ is the building of the Holy Finally , we here read : “ And while they

kingdom of God .” So the Lord had personal Ghost , not made with hands, not seen with looked steadfastly toward heaven as he went up,

intercourse with His disciples after His resur- eyes , not subject to sensual observation that behold, twomen stood by them in whiteapparel ;

rection , often appearing unto them during men could say , lo here , or , lo there ; it is the which also said , Ye men of Galilee, why stand

forty days . He spake with them , He showed spiritual building of the Spirit. Unto this ye gazing up into heaven ? this same Jesus,

them His hands and feet , He was touched by end is the Holy Ghost come , to glorify Christ which is taken up from you into heaven , shall

them , He called on Thomas to lay his hand upon earth . The kingdom of Christ therefore so come in like manner as ye have seen him go

into His side pierced by the spear , He invited are those hearts and souls in whom Christ is into heaven .” In a cloud Jesus will appear

them to convince themselves that it was He glorified, in whom shines the light of His again unto judgment, but until then He re

and not another. He appeared to them in the knowledge , to whom He is the sole and sol- mains invisible and His kingdom an invisible

same body in which He had hung on the cross . itary star of hope . kingdom , yet a kingdom in which the angels

But what wonderful qualities had His body To the question of the disciples : “ Lord , associate with men ; for after He had dis

obtained ! He appeared and disappeared as wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom appeared these angels stood by the disciples .

He chose , He came to them when the doors to Israel ? ” He answered : “ It is not for you The Lord himself declares that the angels re

were locked , stone- walls being no obstruction to know the times or the seasons, which the joice over a sinner that repents, and in He

to His body ; visibly He in His body ascended Father hath put in his own power . But ye brews, 1st chapter, it is said of the angels :

up through the air and was received up in a shall be witnesses unto me. ” He gives them " Are they not all ministering spirits, sent

cloud . Now this belongs to His kingdom that an indirect answer , concealing the time and forth to minister for them who shall be heirs

the bodies of those adhering to Him shall be- telling them , He would indeed establish a of salvation ? ” Christ is truly a king who so

come like unto His glorious body. Our bodies kingdom, but not such a kingdom as they fully performs the office of a king as no earthly

shall obtain such qualities that walled tombs thought; He would establish a kingdom in king can ; for Heis Himself presentwith every

will be no obstruction to their coming forth , this wise that they should receive power from one of His subjects , and He moreover com

that they can go from place to place in the on high and should be His witnesses , and mands His angels to accompany them , to en

twinkling of an eye like as our thoughts en- through their witness He would found His camp round about them and to minister unto

circle the earth in a moment , and our bodies kingdom and would spread it abroad to the them . That is sketching in few words what

shall be able to rise up in the air , there to meet uttermost parts of the earth . So the kingdom we may learn from this text as to the nature

the Lord . These are things which are an im- of Christ are those souls who receive and ad- of Christ's kingdom .

possibility to our bodies in this earthly life , here to the witness of the apostles; for this is

but these qualities our bodies will obtain in theWord which the apostles proclaimed : Jesus
II .

the resurrection , as we read of Moses and is the Christ, the Son of God , whose blood And now let me yet remind you chiefly of

Elias that they appeared on the mount of cleanses us from sin ; believe on Him and ye two things. The first is this : How does Christ

transfiguration. Hence it is very evident that shall be saved . The kingdom of Christ is the gather and build His kingdom on earth ? He?

the kingdom of Christ is not a kingdom of company of believing souls on earthi , be they does it through the Holy Ghost ; for He as

things seen on earth , but a kingdom of things Jews , Samaritans, or dwellers in the uttermost cended to heaven and sent the Holy Ghost on

hoped for , as St. John writes : “ Beloved , now isles of the sea. the disciples. How then does the Holy Ghost

are we the sons of God , and it doth not yet “ And when he had spoken these things, while gather into the kingdom of Christ ? When

appear what we shall be : but we know that, they beheld , he was taken up ; and a cloud re- He had come to the apostles , He prompted

when he shall appear , we shall be like him . " ceived him out of their sights .” Is He then a them to bear witness of Christ , and through

Again the Lord says : " For John truly bap- king who is absent from His kingdom ? Nay, their preaching He worked so effectually that

tized with water ; but ye shall be baptized with not so . His ascension does not mean that He by the first sermon 3000 were converted . And

the Holy Ghost not many days hence.” The has gone away from the earth and is here no when these asked : " What shall we do ? ”

Lord does not reject the baptism of John , He more . He was about to establish a spiritual Peter answered : “ Repent, and be baptized

sanctions and highly praises it by saying : and invisible kingdom , and therefore He with every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ

“ John truly baptized with water." By the drew his visible presence from the earth , that for the remission of sins.” Through these

baptizm of John the Holy Ghost was given He might be invisibly present with every in two things : the preaching of Christ and bap

in the ordinary manner. The disciples had dividual citizen of His kingdom at all times tizing with water in His name the Holy Ghost

already received the Holy Ghost in the ordi- and all places, as He promised : “ I am with gathers the kingdom of Christ on earth .

nary manner ; for not only were they baptized you alway, even unto the end of the world , we would be citizens of Christ's kingdom we

by John, but the Lord after His resurrection and as Paul writes : “ He that descended is must not neglect these two things , bearing

had breathed on them , saying: “ Receive ye the same also that ascended up far above all and being baptized . We are of course not so

the Holy Ghost.” But here the Lord prom- heavens , that he might fill all things." We to hear the Word and receive the sacraments

ised , the Holy Ghost should come on them in must not imagine Christ so sitting in heaven as thinking that by doing this good thing we

a miraculous manner and so abundantly that as limited to a certain locality as an idol sits would render ourselves worthy to become

it would be like a stream of water poured out in a temple ; for that is not a Christian, but citizens of Christ's kingdom . We must not ,

in baptism , and the object for which the Spirit rather a heathenish idea of Christ. While as the Catholics and many others do, think ,

would be given them in such an extraordinary ascending up visibly , He remained invisibly by the service which we render unto God we

manner and measure , the Lord thereafter de - on earth , and now He is a king who is not like would become deserving of His grace and

clares in these words : “ But ye shall receive earthly kings limited to one certain place ; He favor ; but we must hear the Word and receive

power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon is present everywhere in His kingdom with the sacraments as those means through which

you : and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in every one of His subjects , numbering the the Holy Ghost is promised unto us , through

Jerusalem , and in all Judea , and in Samaria , tears that drop from our eyes and counting which He also comes and works in the heart.

and unto the uttermost part of the earth .” For the sighs that rise from our hearts. He is The historic fact is clearly this : Jesus took

this purpose the disciples were to “ be bap- an ever present king , ruling in the midst of His disciples to Mount Olivet. There He re

tized with the Holy Ghost” that they would His enemies and mighty to save . But this peated the institution of baptism and com

have power to found , build and spread abroad we learn from His ascension to heaven that manded them to go and preach the Gospel to

Christ's kingdom on earth . So the kingdom His kingdom is a heavenly kingdom and not every creature, and then He ascended up .

of Christ is such a kingdom as is gathered of this earth . Those with whom Jesus Christ So these two things, the Word and baptism ,

and built by the Holy Ghost. Now the Holy dwells and in whom He rules are heavenly He left behind Him as the instruments and

Ghost is not a spirit of the world , neither does minded . They that are earthly minded are means through which His kingdom should be

He work in human and worldly ways and not of Christ, they are of the world . The built and thereafter He sent the Holy Ghost

methods, but He works in a spiritual manner kingdom of Christ are those who are minded to ply and effectually to apply them . So this

and what He builds is spiritual. The king- as He was, whose heart and treasure is above . is the way in which Christ's kingdom is built

:
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uses.

that the Holy Ghost gathers unto Christ by a position , that all government will finally rest as think differently, we consider to be weak

the Word and the sacraments. Would you in his hands. It is part of their very creed , “ in mind and fools . Given at Paris.”

be Christ's , despise not those things through that the Pope is not only the Vicar of Christ , This interchange of letters did not , how

which His kingdom is gathered ; use them and but the Viceroy of God . Blind , indeed , are ever, settle the question . For years did Philip

you will experience that there is a secret in they who refuse to see that the Pope is “ that maintain continualwarfare against papal arro

the Word of Christ ; for the Spirit will not man of sin ," of whom St. Paul warns all gance . But though he failed to make Boni

leave you without witness. Christians , describing him as one who " as face and his successors yield , he managed to

And when Jesus Christ is become king in God sitteth in the temple of God , shewing keep them at bay and never retracted his

your heart, then you must also cultivate himself to be God.” ( 2 Thess. 2 , 3.4. ) And / words . J. SCHALLER .

heavenly -mindedness. Christ ascended up to dangerous is the blindness of our American

heaven, and if you are minded asHe was you people who fail to notice the growth and in For the LUTHERAN WITXESS .

must prefer heaven before the earth . Do you creasing power of Papacy in our country . The Parochial School in the General

profess to be a citizen of Christ's kingdom In this connection it may not be found un Council.

while your whole mind is turned to the earth interesting to read two letters on the subject

and that which is of the earth ? Is there then of secular power, one written by the Pope , In The Lutheran of December 20 , 1888 ,

not a flat contradiction between the profession the other addressed to him . The letters are Rev. John Heck and his “ Parochial Schools

of your mouth and the sentiment of your heart ? old ; they were penned nearly six hundred Alone Meet the Wants of Popular Education ,”

Or do you profess to be Christ's when during years ago ( 1296 ) . They are well worth read- receive rather rough and contemptuous treat

six days your attention is turned wholly to ing, however, showing, as they do , that the ment at the hands of " At Leisure . ” --What

the world and only on Sundays you make a Antichrist is the same tyrant now as then, has Rev. John Heck done to incur the dis

feeble attempt to lift up your heart to med- and giving , on the other hand, the refreshing pleasure of “ At Leisure ” ? - He has advocated

itate on spiritual things ? Do you not see assurance , that even in those dark ages there parochial schools .-Why is that so great an—

where the preponderance is , that the world were some who dared to resist papal arro- offense in the eyes of “ At Leisure” ? — Be

has the advantage in your heart six to one ? gance. cause “ the end is all the same'' i . e . the end

The citizens of Christ's kingdom are indeed There had been a serious misunderstanding of our parochial school system and that of

not to neglect their earthly duties ; yea , the between Pope Boniface VIII . and King Philip the Roman Catholics !—Can not “ At Leisure"

more heavenly minded a Christian becomes , of France . Philip had imposed a tax upon distinguish between our parochial schools and

the more faithful will he be in the performance valuable property which the Roman clergy those of the Papists ?-Seemingly he can not ,

of his worldly calling , but there is a great dif- possessed in his realm . When a vacancy strange as it may seem for a Lutheran to be

ference between faithfully performing earthly occured , he took it upon himself to fill it , so obtuse, as he calls Rev. Heck's logic.

duties and having the mind absorbed in the and until that was accomplished , he applied What has " At Leisure” to offer in favor of

things of this earth . The goods which God the revenues to his own The pope the public school system ?—Everything. Al

has given us in this world we are not to de- immediately issued a bull , excommunicating though he has " not the time nor the space at

spise ; for they are God's gift. We are to all personswho should dare to tax the clergy . this writing to show forth the glory of our

love husband , wife , son , daughter; we are to But the French king paid no heed to this Public School System ” he yet has time and

labor and to make ourselves useful in the document; he considered himself fully com- space enough to say that " our text books ,

world . Neither is it opposed to heavenly- petent to manage his own affairs. Then came teachers, and directors are all men dyed in

mindedness to lay up in store what God gives. a letter from the Pope , who wrote as follows : the precepts of the Bible . ” — I wonder what
But in all these things we are never to forget “ Boniface, the Bishop , the servant of the more he could say , had he the time and space ?

Him who came down from heaven to bleed servants of God , to Philip , King of France. -I wonder.-- Iwonder how many text books,

and die for us and who ascending up again " Fear God and keep His commandments. teachers and directors he is acquainted with ?

promised to draw us after Him . With Him “ We desire you to understand , that in spiritual - I wonder. - I wonder was “ At Leisure”

our heart should be so occupied, with Him " and temporal things you are subjected to us. really at leisure when he wrote that article ?
our soul so intimately acquainted that He “ You have no business to meddle with the I wonder. Chas. F. WILLIAM .

would be our first thought when waking in conferring of parsonages and prebends . And

the night. Then would we learn unreservedly if you should happen to have under your Denied Christ and Fell Dead .

and with all our heart to pray with that pious “ custody vacant ecclesiasticallivings , you are

poet : “ bound to reserve the income of the same for
[From St. Louis Globe- Democrat.)

Come, blessed Lord, to judgment come ,
" the successors. And if you have conferred Decatur , Mich ., is excited over a strange

And take us to our glorious home . " such living upon anyone, we declare your occurrence last Thursday. As a Spiritualist

Amen. " act void and recall it as far as it has been in named Jonah DeMoss , an old citizen , was

" force . Should anyone think otherwise, we arguing about the Scriptures with another

“ declare him to be a heretic. Given at the chronic debater of the town , the latter ortho

“ Lateran . " *
dox in his belief, DeMoss made the remark :

This letter would have quieted anyone but " There never was such a man as Jesus

the passionate king of France . Hardly had Christ.”

he received the insulting papal missive , when At that instant the speaker fell insensible .

The Pope's Claim to Secular Power. he sat down and composed the following reply : The doctors pronounced him dead of heart

" Philip . by God's grace king of France , disease , but the Spiritualists say he is only in

" The Prisoner of the Vatican,” as Leo XIII . “ sends little or no greeting to Boniface, who a trance , and will be alive in a few days.

styles himself, is trying very eagerly to regain " pretends to be the supreme bishop. We beg Be not deceived , God is not mocked .

the control of states and statesmen which he “ your eminent imbecility to understand that

possessed in bygone times. Though he pro- in temporal affairs we are subject to no one.

fesses to be “ the servant of servants,” he “ The appointment of preachers and prebend- political views from a newspaper as the most
I REGARD the person who takes his

does not content himself with the absolute “ aries pertains to us by virtue of royalty , and contemptible of mankind.-- London Truth .

power in spiritual things , which he wields “ the income thereof we claim for ourselves .
How much more contemptible is the man

over many millions of benighted souls ; his “ The appointments which we have heretofore who takes his " religious” views from the Sun

ambition, the one aim of all his measures is made or shall in future make , we declare to day paper ? And that man in our day is very

to be the supreme ruler , in fact , of human “ be valid now and forever , and we shall defend
numerous.

affairs . His well -drilled army of priests , his " them manfully against everybody. All such

body-guard of Jesuits strain every nerve and
* These letters are quoted in the original Latin

use every means to put His Unholiness in such the newly-elected Pope is solemnly inaugurated .
* TheLateran Church atRome is the one in which by Guericke, " Handbuch der Kirchengeschichte. "

Ed . 6 , vol . 2 , p . 302 .
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It is an unspeakably sad fact ,—but it is a wild tree is taken from the field and trans

fact — the Jews place fully as much faith in planted into a garden and engrafted with a

the Talmud as they do in the Old Testament. tender branch , it is indeed the old tree , but
Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.-- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt. Yea, the Talmud is held in much greater es- greatly changed , we no longer notice its former

teem , and the reading of it is much more en- wild nature , because the new branch or cion
The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- couraged . It is a saying of one of their most controls it . The old stem indeed furnishes

souri and other States. Moneys, pames of subscribers, esteemed Rabbies, “ That the oral law is the the sap , but the graft furnishes the strength
changes of addresses and all other business communications

should besent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., foundation of the written law ; nor can the which gives the fruit its flavor .

St. Louis,Mo. All communications for the editorial de- written law be expounded , but by the oral . ” manner a change occurs in converted and re
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville , Ohio. Termsofsubscription $ 1.00 per annum in Agreeably to this, in their confession , called generated man. He is delivered by right

advance. Money sent otherwise than by money -order or the Golden Altar, it is said , “ It is impossible eousness from the power or dominion ofdark
draft is at the risk of the sender .

for us to stand upon the foundation of our ness and translated into the kingdom of God's

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second holy law , unless it be by the oral law , which Son , whom he put on in baptism , so that he

is the exposition thereof." In the very Tal- no longer lives according to his old nature ,

ST. LOUIS, MO. , January 21, 1889 . mud it is written , “ That to give attention to but Christ lives and rules in him . Man in

the study of the Bible ( Old Testament ) , is deed furnishes the natural vital powers , rea

The Talmud, or the so-termed Oral Law some virtue ; but he who pays attention to son, will , memory , desires , heart , mouth ,

of the Jews, was committed to Writing the study of the Mishna, possesses a virtue tongue and other external and internal senses ,

and is held in much greater Esteem than which shall receive a reward ; and he who oc- but the Lord Jesus gives the spirit and strength

the Bible by the Obdurate Jews. cupies himself in reading the Gemara, has a whereby they are renewed , sanctified and con

virtue than which there is nonemore excellent.” secrated to the service of God and men ,

2. PAPER

Nay , they go to the impious length of say- whereof the apostle saith in another place,

When Jerusalem was destroyed ,the temple ing, “ That be, who is employed in the study “ I am crucified with Christ : nevertheless I

made desolate , the Jewish nation scattered of the Bible ( Old Testament ) and nothing live ; yet not I , but Christ liveth in me.”

abroad ; when the Jews had lost every trace else , does but waste his time.” Of the decla- Paul would say, I am indeed the old Paul as

of their royal and high-priestly lineage , it was rations of the Talmud , Rabbi Solomon Jarchi respects my essence , I did not receive an

feared lest also their oral law might be lost. says , “ You must not depart from them , if other body , another soul , another heart , an

Oh, that it might have been lost forever ! It they should assert that your right hand is other reason , etc. , yet I am not the old being

was resolved to preserve this " all -corrupting your left , or your left your right.” And in in sentiment and kind , but Christ hath become

treasure " by committing it to writing. There the Talmud itself is taught , “ That to sin my soul's salvation ; He dwells in me with His

lived about the middle of the second century against the words of the scribes, is far more quickening power , He governs and leads me

a learned Jew, who was held in great reputa- grievous than to sin against the words of the by His Holy Spirit ; it is indeed the old heart,

tion among the dispersed Jews because of his Law .” — “ Myson, attend rather to the words but it has received a new principle ; my

Jewish sanctity. They surnamed him the of the scribes , than to thewords of the Law .” tongue is the old tongue , but it now speaks
" holy." His proper name was Judah . He - “ The text of the Bible is like water , but other things , that is , divine things .—SCRIVER ,

was president of the Academy at Tiberias in the Mishna is like wine.” Seelen - Schatz, I , 255 .

Palestine . This man undertook the work of
Whilst Christ recalled the Jewish people

digesting all the oral laws or traditions he from the erroneous words of the scribes to

could collect, in six books , each consisting of the words of the written Law , the Talmud Our Cleveland Pastoral Conference in

several tracts. The whole number is sixty- calls the Jewish people away from God's writ Columbus, Ohio.

three . These tracts are again subdivided into ten Law to the traditions of men. And this

numerous chapters . This is the Mishna of fully accounts for the great fury of the Jews It is but meet that our WITNESs should kindly

the Jews. When finished , it was received by against Christ and His church . The Jews remember the Cleveland Pastoral Conference

the Jews with the highest respect and con- have abandoned altogether their Old Testa- which wellnigh seven years ago calledit into

fidence; and their doctors or professors be- ment. In their Talmud they have erected a erable body, composed of thirty pastors in
life by very substantial measures. This ven

gan forthwith to compose commentaries on Babylonian wall against the true religion of northern and central Ohio, met on the 8th of

every part of it . These comments are called their ancestors, against their own Bible . If January in Columbus, O. , in Rev. R. Herbst's

theGemara , orthe Completion ; and the Mishna the Jews still adhered to their Old Testament, church . But we must not forget that Rev. G.

and Gemara, together , form the TALMUD. But there would be less trouble in leading them to R. Herbst from south -eastern Ohio and Rev.

as this work of commenting on the text of the their Messiah and our Messiah.
Horst , jun . , from Paducah , Kentucky, were

But as mat

Mishna was pursued not only in Judea, but ters stand , Christian missionaries among them sisted in extending advice in difficult ques
also present. . The work of Conference con

also in Babylonia, where a large number of must first lead Jews back to their Old Testa- tions of churchly life. Bro. Wambsganss of

Jews resided , hence it came to pass that two ment and thence lead them to the New . It isis Newburgh, favored Conference with an ex
Talmuds were formed ; the one called the the hardest of all missionary works to batter position of the gospel-lesson treating of the

Jerusalem Talmud, the other , the Babylonish down their Babylonian wall, and very few time and eternity. Bro. Walker of Cleveland
rich man and poor Lazarus as they fared in

Talmud. In both these , the Mishna , com- missionaries engage therein . But some do , read an essay on sponsorship. Thereafter a

mitted to writing by Judah of Tiberias, is the and we have one in New York City , who him- catechetical lecture wasread on sanctification

text ; but the commentaries are widely dif- self was a Talmudist and is now engaged in with special reference to the heresy ofsyner
ferent. The Jerusalem Talmud was com the good and blessed work of winning Jews gism , that is , to the pernicious error that man

pleted before the close of the third century of for Christ and heaven . His name is Lands- work ofsanctification and not only bythe
assist by his own natural powers in the

the Christian era ; the Babylonish Talmud
If his work be difficult, if the sheaves powerswroughtby theHoly Ghost. Bro.Wese

was not completed until towards the close of in his harvest- field be as yet few , yet we have ioh of Cleveland furnished an elaboratedocu

the fifth century. The Babylonish Talmud is thepromise, “ Even so then at the present ment on the creation of man, refuting the sad
much the larger of the two; for while that of time also there is a remnant according to the errors of evolutionists, atheists and agnostics.

Jerusalem has been printed in one folio vol- election of grace.” Rom . 11 , 5 .
The discussion of these subjects kept Con

ference hard at work for three days. Bro. Paul
ume , this fills twelve folios . The Babylonish

Schwan preached an edifying sermon on the
Talmud is also held in much higher esteem by baptism of Christ by John the Baptist, and all

the Jews than the other ; and , indeed , it com- i The New Creature . the members of Conference partook of the

prehends all of what the Jews call their learn Lord's Supper. Bro . Werfelmann, sen . , was

When man becomes a new creature in Christ, Strasen committed the transactions of Con
made chairman and Bros. Horst, jun ., and

ing and religion , since they have been cast

off for their unbelief and rejection of the true he is indeed not changed in his essence, but ference to writing. It was a meeting full of
Messiah . be receives a new spirit and mind. When a admonition , instruction and comfort.

.
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>
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for their entertainment, or experience the sad orated , and at the side of the altar stood a

truth of losing the majority to the world . large evergreen tree , decorated with pop-corn ,

This new move , although somewhat late , will colored candies , dolls , colored candles , and

For the Lutheran Witness . in a few years show a very perceptible increase toys. The exercises opened with prayer , and

in the American born members of congrega- consisted of songs by school and individuals ,
A Young Men's Lutheran Association

tions which at the present time is not very and recitations in German and English. The
and the Dedication of their Asso

flattering. We also hail with a glad rejoicing Sunday school presents were first distributed
ciation-Building.

the “ General English Lutheran Conference,” by Rev.Meyer , after which the older members

and the writer ·lives in the hope that we in received many valuable gifts , brought there
Chicago, I., January 6 , 1889. Chicagoshallsoon have the pleasure of attend . by friends and members of the family. The

The dedication services of the new building ing an American Lutheran service conducted exercises were greatly enjoyed by both old

erected for the accommodation of the “ Young upon a strictly Lutheran plan.--C. C. B. and young and showed the unity and good

Men's Christian Association of the St. Jacobi
feeling existing in this small but growing band

Lutheran Church ,” were this evening very' of worshipers.

appropriately conducted. The preliminary The Deaf and Dumb Pupils of our In Wintield Daily l'isitor, Dec. 25 , 1888 .

services by the pastor , Rev. Wm . Bartling , stitute at Norris, Mich . , and their

were brief , being but an outline of the usage Peculiar Service .

to which the building should be put : that of
School Dedication .

building up the youth in a moral and physical Sunday afternoon there was a peculiar ser

way for the general good of the Lutheran vice held at the German Lutheran Trinity
In Koiner's Evang. Luth . Congregation , the

Church . The words of his text were : “ Erge Church , corner of Gratiot avenue and Rivard
year 1888 closed with a joyous event . Owing

them to enter so that my house shall be filled .” street. In the sanctuary, before the altar , to the fact that our school -room was becoming

After this short service the congregation were seated six children-four boys and two too small to accommodate all the scholars ,

were directed to enter the church to listen to girls . Their interest in the surroundings did

we last spring resolved to build a new church
a more comprehensive sermon. This transfer not confirm the fact that they were deaf and at Bethany and to use the old church -building

of the congregation from the building to the dumb. They were pupils of the Lutheran for a school-house. To locate it differently

church was a necessity, because of the limited Deaf and Dumb Institute at Norris , who were
it was moved a short distance , replastered and

space in the new hall , the gathering was a present to exemplify the methods of instruc- by a partition divided into a vestibule and a

very large one . tion at the institute.
spacious school- room . On December 31st

The services were opened with hymn The service opened with the canticle , “ To school was begun in it with appropriate cer

No. 291 ; the reading then was followed by the deaf, O Lord , give hearing ; and a loud emonies, singing by the children, reading of

hymn No. 286 , after which the Rev. J. A. speech grant to the dumb." Rev. J. A. the 23d Psalm and an address by the pastor,

Detzer , of Evanston , Ill . , delivered the ser- Huegli , pastor of the church , followed in an
in which it was shown, by what our Christian

The text for this sermon was : “ What address, developing the thought that the glad school is distinguished from the public schools:

manner of house shall ye build unto Me?” tidings of Christmas -tide were sent alike to and what advantages children attending a

His address was directed chiefly to the young those who have the blessings ofall their facul- Christian school enjoy. May prosperity and

men. After a short introductory comparison ties and to those to whom some were denied . blessing continue to rest on teacher and school.

between this building and those of a worldly The purpose of the service , he explained , was
F. KUEGELE .

nature and for a worldly purpose, he dwelt to show one of the means employed by the

with especial emphasis upon the spiritual ed- Lutheran Church in alleviating suffering.

How they Gather their Young.
ucation of the youth , giving a somewhat def Prof. H. D. Uhlig, director of the Norris

inite view as to how this can be accomplished Institute , then examined the children . He

and the means that should be employed to questioned them on the incidents connected revivals , and these ought to be prayed for ," Harvests of the young are gathered in

maintain the same. Referring to the sad with Christ's birth, his articulation being kept preached about, wrought for , looked for , as
truth of the numerous desertions that take low and distinct. Each answered distinctly, the end of their coming into the world ; for
place from among those that have been con- but in a guttural voice .

this were they born . It is the duty of every
firmed and pledged at the altar of God , he The service was closed with the Lord's

Christian man and woman to provide succes

saw in the present move at least one important Prayer, orally offered by the dumb children .

sors to themselves in the church where they
step in the right direction and hoped that the The institute at Norris is the only one of its

enterprise would be blessed with a prosperous kind in the country conducted by a Protestant either out of their own family or by adoption
have come into blessed life and maturity ,

future for the Lutheran Church . church . It is the only one in the country em
from those that are afar off. The church isThe choir , under the conductorship of ploying the oral, or German , method . The getting old , and needs her young men and

L. Heitbrink , and the male singing society, of pupils learn articulation merely from the ex

which L. Dering is the musical director, fur- pression of the teacher's lips in talking. The and if some one is not raised to gird up herwomen ; in many places she is on her crutches,

nished the classical songs for the evening . only defect in their speech is their inability to garments she will die of cold , will shiver her

The building itself, although of not very emphasize. There are thirty - nine pupils at self to death.” This is from the Presbyterian.

large dimensions , is a very neat and tasty the Norris school. Seventeen of them are

It shows why the sectarians resort to revivals
structure , consisting of a hall , library and girls . It employs three teachers and a war

to win at least some of their youth , after they
reading-room , besides the other necessities den and is under the care of the German Lu

let them grow up without the admonition and
that belong to every building of this nature. theran Synod of Missouri.

nurture of the Lord as imparted in ChristianThe purpose of the hall is for the general ex
The collection taken up amounted to $ 24.00 .

parochial schools .
ercises of the young men during their monthly

Detroit , Mich , Free Press , Jannary 2 , 1889.

and special meetings , for their common en

tertainment and education , moral and physical . Bible Study.

It has been excellently fitted out for a gymna- Christmas Eve in our German-English

sium , and instructions in this branch will be Church in Winfield , Kans. ( From the Sunday School Times.)

taught by skillful teachers. During the course
It is the man who studies the Bible most

of the year lectures will be delivered upon a As our reporter opened the door of this / who finds most in the Bible which is worthy

variety of subjects . church , his ears were greeted with the happy of study . In this realm pre-eminently is it

The Lutherans are realizing thefact, that it laughter and merriment of the children who true that “ whosoever hath , to him shall be

has become a real necessity to provide its were just receiving the tokens from a large given ," and that “ whosoever hath not, from

young people with appropriate surroundings evergreen tree . The church was neatly dec. him shall be taken away even that which he
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No , no ,

Hearth and Home.
But

thinketh he hath . " A good illustration of pay you the four gulden change as board How God helped a Christian Mother to

this truth is given in a recent testimony of money ' for my goat ." bear her Burden.

the Rev. Dr. Henry G. Weston , president of “ Four gulden for eight days !

Crozer Theological Seminary. In a public that is too much money , young master. You Mrs. Morton had three sons , and long wished

address he said : " For fifty years I have read are really a spendthrift. Surely , you mustSurely, you must to have a daughter. God granted her wish .

the New Testament through every month , yet learn to be more careful." It was a happy day to her, and to all the fam

I never go to a meeting and hear a man read " Ah , little mother ! Here , take the note . ily when the little girl was born . The mother

a chapter without feeling that I have learned Now,expect to hearfrom mein eight days," nursed her new-born child with greatest in
something new from hearing that chapter and he disappeared.

terest and affection .

read .” As over against this illustration there But at length she began to feel quite uneasy
The poor goat-keeper called after him in

might be named more than one man who has about her babe. It never smiled . It took no
not read the Bible through consecutively in vain . One of the retinue , who had been an

notice of its mother, or any one else . Mrs. Mor

unobserved witness to the scene , quieted her

the last fifty years , who feels sure that thereis nothing new in the New Testament, and at last by assuring her that the young forester ton consulted her physician. He examined

would return in eight days. And so he did , dear friend, I am very sorry for what I have“
still less in the Old ,for his reading or hearing. would return in eight days. And so he did, the child, and then said with a sad voice, My

,
by proxy , however. For eight days later, at

the very hour of his disappearance , the Mayor
now to tell you , but the fact is , your child has

no mind. She is an idiot. "

of the village appeared , and informed the

honest old woman thatHis Imperial Highness, first she thought she could not bear it .
It was a dreadful blow to the mother. At

Crown Prince Rudolph , to whom she had sold it was not long until she was resigned and

Kindness of a Disguised Prince. her goat , desired her to use the ten florins ,
happy.

and begged her to keep the goat for her own ,
One day a friend asked her how it was pos

A pleasant story is told of Rudolf , the Crown and feed it well . Words can not describe the
sible for her to be so cheerful and happy,

Prince of Austria , who, while hunting in Bo- old woman's joy when she learned who her

knowing that her dear child was an idiot .
Here is a lessonhemia, entered a grassy clearing , where an strange visitor really was .

Mrs. Morton replied thus :
old woman was feeding her goats. He said for all-deal kindly with every one, and never

“ This is the greatest affliction I ever had .

to her :
assume a haughty manner when thrown into

At first I thought it would break my heart.

“ God bless you , Mutterchen . How are you
the company of those who happen to be , so

But, as I awoke one morning, there came to

to -day ? ”
cially , our inferiors .

my mind the words which Pharaoh's daughter

“ Ah , how can such a handsome young man spoke to the mother of Moses : "Take this

speak so friendly to an old woman ! Yes , it
child and nurse it for me, and I will give thee

is a hard life I live , but, God be thanked , I
A Fable . thy wages .' These words wrought a great

keep healthy.” change in my mind. The thought that I was

“ Is life , indeed , so hard ? ” said the young

forester.

Two neighbors , whose names were Self and nursing this child for God lightened my bur

“ Yes, my young master ; but it would be Will, attempted to cross a stream from oppo- den, and cheered my heart. Since then I

worse without these two darling goats , who site sides upon a foot bridge so narrow as to have never felt sad or sorrowful about the

matter. The child is God's. He knows what
allow of but a single footman at the same

support and provide for my old age." is best for it . All I have to do is to nurse it
“ They are , indeed , handsome animals. I time . They met about midway of the stream ,

well . "
where each insisted that the other must turn

should like to buy one.”
Dear children , this Christian mother has set

“ Oh, to that I can not consent -- especially back and give the right of way. Each claimed
now when I have plenty of fresh grass for to be first on the bridge , and maintained his before us a good lesson . When we find our

ground as a prior right. Each contended for duty hard and unpleasant, let us bear in mind

them . "

" If I pay you well , what then ? ”

this right as a matter of principle, which would that it is God who asks us to do it , and pa

" Then , perhaps , I could let you have the allow of no concession . Each pleaded urgent tiently and hopefully toil on .

and important business. Will felt himself
old one . It would be a shame to let

you have

morally bound to maintain bis rights. Self
the young one. ” An Incident.

could not let conscience make concession with

“ But it is the young one I want."

“ No, no , impossible . She gives me seven
out sacrificing his honest convictions.

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon was much troubled by

scidel of milk daily . I couldn't spare her ;
Arguments resulted in angry words , and

a dog , that frequently visited his garden , and

but the other is also good ; you can have her from hard words they soon came to blows,
destroyed his flower -beds. Mr. Spurgeon re

for four gulden .”
and in the struggle to maintain each his own

solved to watch and give the intruder a warm

" But I will give you six gulden and take rights, both fell together into the stream . reception. One morning hesaw the dog in

the younger."
Each with much difficulty gained the shore, bis garden at its old trick. Picking up a stout

“ That is a heap of money . Young master exhausted and shivering from a cold bath.
walking -stick, when the dog came near enough

is surely not a butcher. God bless you, but Each consoled himself with the ideaof per- he took carefulaim and threw his stick at it.

will the poor goat he fed well by you ? ”
sonal suffering for righteousness' sake” and But his aim was not of the best, and instead

“ Of course : so the bargain is made," and both became bitter enemies for life .
of hitting the dog , the stick spent its force on

he handed her a ten florin note . Here , give While they were muttering revenge upon the air . The dog looked up , and , seeing the

me four forins change.” each other , two other neighbors, named Love stick and the man , it drew its own conclusions,

" Ah , dear master, you must be fond of and Kindness , met in like circumstances upon and running to the stick , picked it up , and

joking. In my attic room down in the val- the same bridge. It was a meeting of glad brought it to Mr. Spurgeon. His wrath was

ley I have not ten kreutzers, much less— " surprise. They exchanged cheerful and happy disarmed ; he could not strike the dog who

" That is unlucky; but here , take the ten- greetings and each insisted on yielding the thus humbly brought the stick that was thrown

florin note , and in eight daysI will come back right of way to his brother. Each desired to at it . So taking the stick with one hand , with

here for the change. ” be first in the concession ; and to carry out the other he patted the dogs back , and said,

" Oh, no ! I couldn't be responsible for so each other's principles, both twice crossed the “ Good fellow , good fellow !” When people

much money. Keep your note , and when you bridge together. throw sticks at us, let us have the same lack

change it bring the money to my room down After a friendly chat they parted company, of appreciation of their belligerent spirit as

in C- " finding in their experience a practical reason this dog . We will be saved many a quarrel.. a

“ Here is a better offer. Keep the goat for the injunction , “ Let each esteem the other We may get many a pat on the head , and kind

for eight days longer, feed it well , and I will better than himself." words instead of blows .

”

1
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Cross-examining a Skeptic . make you a better man ? Are you a better of greeting and seldom anything like heartfelt

husband to your wife ; a better father to your prayer or praise. Such worship hardly occu

“ I don't believe in a personal God,” re- children ; a better citizen in the community pies a minute, and on festival occasions many

marked a skeptic to F. R. Jones , a Welsh in which you live ? ” thousands, one after another , come thus in

minister , on a rail-road train between Toledo He frankly acknowledged he was not . single file to worship .

and Cleveland . " Have you a watch ? ” inquired the minister . The offerings go to the priests , but the idol

“ Why not? ” asked the minister . “ Yes, an excellent time-piece ," he said , tak- receives its share also . Clarified butter is

“ Because I can't see Him. His existence ing it out and displaying a tine gold watch . poured over the same, and it is then orna

is not demonstrable , capable of proof, like “ It keeps good time , does it ? ” mented with yellow and red stripes and spots.

facts of science."
" Yes .” Now and then the idol is washed by the priest,

The minister asked , “ Don't you believe “ Well,” how would you trade it off ? Would if the same is of such a material that it can

that you are alive , and that I am alive ? ” it not be for a better time-piece , one more val- stand such ablutions .

“ Yes,” he answered . uable, rather than an inferior one ? ” At important slırines the gods have their

" Why do you believe it ? " “ Yes ; certainly.” regular hours every day for bathing and for

" Because I can see you move." " Here again ," retorted the minister , " you meals. They have their servants , who cook

" Well,” said the minister , “ the locomotive are not acting consistently with reason ; for for them , carry water , chop firewood, etc.,

that is drawing this train also moves - is it you have changed the creed of your parents and they speak of the idols as other servants

alive ? ” for one that , by your own confession , does would speak about their masters .

" No, but the engineer who runs it is alive.” not benefit you at all ! Once a year the idol is married . Parents

" Please tell me , whether the engineer is a " Now , my brother," concluded the min- sometimes give their daughters in marriage to

part of the machinery or a living person ?” ister , “ why do you embrace infidelity in pref- the idol and she henceforth becomes ( oh how

“ He is a living person,” replied the skeptic. erence to the faith of your parents ? Is it not sad ! ) a prostitute in connection with that' .

“ Now , sir," retorted the minister, " con- only because you love sin , and the first prin- temple. The inside of a Hindu temple is.a

sistency is a jewel- please tell me why you ciple of Christianity is holiness -- opposition striking illustration of the kingdom of dark

attribute the movement of the locomotive to to sin ? Is it not so ? ” ness which reigns there . H. C. SCHMIDT.

a living person , but deny that God, who sets He was speechless . Rajahmundry, India.

the universe in motion , is a living person ? ” The train stopped and they separated. The

He could not answer . Silenced on this ar skeptic , seeming loth to part on unfriendly

gument, he branched off into another objec- terms, insisted upon the minister's repairing The Horrible Feasts of Cannibalism

tion against Christianity . to a neighboring dining-saloon and enjoying which Christian Missionaries must

“ But , ” said the skeptic , “ Christianity is a good supper at his expense . and do abolish.

not capable of scientific demonstration . When Pontiac Weekly Gazette.

we take the sciences , all truths are capable of Mr. MacFarlane, one of the missionaries of

demonstration by experiments which prove the London Society at work in New Guinea,

them . You can put them to the test. I take The Inside of a Heathen Temple. tells of a visit he made to " a tall , powerful ,

peculiar pleasure in the study of chemistry. notorious Cannibal Chief” on the Engineer

Its propositions are plain and capable of proof The pictures one occasionally sees of Indian group of islands, as follows :

by facts and experiments which appeal to the pagodas give a pretty good idea of the out- " Near his house there stands a horrid in

senses. ”
side of Hindu temples . They are generally closure made of carved slabs , inside of which

" You have studied chemistry , have you ?” massive buildings, ornamented all over. The women are never allowed to enter. This in

inquired the minister. cut stones, generally black granite , evince a closure is the receptacle of all the human

“ Yes, sir ," he answered . good deal of skill , though not art . bodies taken in war. Here they are prepared

" Well,” resumed the minister , “ if you are Inside the temple is no room for worship for the cannibal feast , and divided amongst

a student of chemistry you are acquainted according to Christian ideas . The inside is the villages. Unlike the cannibal tribes I

with the fact that charcoal , coal and diamond a small dark room with one entrance and no have lived amongst in the South Seas and New

are the same in their molecules - namely, car- window . Opposite to the door stands the idol . Guinea, these people do not cook the bodies

bon . Now can you take a molecule out of the Often this is a shapeless stone or wooden post. whole, and then cut them up . The warriors

charcoal and put it into the diamond and get We generally find Ammawram , the village stand around while the victims are singed with

a perfect thing of it ? " goddess , represented in this primitive way . | a torch and skinned ; they are then cut up

He acknowledged he could not . But in the richly endowed temples are images into suitable portions for each village and dis

“ Where, then ,” said the minister , “ is your ofcarved stone, or of masonry , well plastered , tributed . The cooking is done in pots , and

demonstration in chemistry ? But so far as and even of metal and of gold and silver. not as in the South Seas - amidst hot stones .

Christianity is concerned your objection is not Such images are often covered with jewelry The victims of the last cannibal feast of Aualu

valid , for it is capable of spiritual demonstra- and valuable stones and pearls . Even British ( the notorious cannibal chief of the Engineer

tion . You can try it and fin it all that God officers have been known to make such pres- group ) were from Brooker Island. The com

has represented it to be . God says to all , ' Oh , ents of valuable jewelry to famous idols . modore from Sydney , with two men -of -war,

taste and see . ' Try it , and experience will But as a rule these idols are most hideous had been to punish the Brooker islanders for

attest its truth. Millions have put it to the figures, enough to frighten people away . the massacre of Mr. Ingham's party and other
test of their experience, and have found it Generally they have big staring eyes , some white men : Aualu , who was a friend of

ofGod unto salvation to every one times several heads or arms, or the head of an Mr. Ingham , was not at all satisfied with the

that believeth .' ” elephant. The idol is placed on a kind of punishment inflicted by the commodore ; so

The skeptic then , in a somewhat concilia- throne against a backwall. In front of the he assembled his warriors , who got their
tory spirit, acknowledged that his father and idol is barely room for one worshiper and one canoes ready and started for Brooker Island,

mother were orthodox , Christian people. or two priests , to take charge of the offerings. determined that their victims should exceed

The minister inquired , " Were they good The Hindu mode of worship in their temples in number the foreignersthey had killed . They

people ?" is very simple . The worshiper comes with returned after a few days with twelve bodies

“ Yes, excellent; my father was an excel- his offering , fruit or money , and places it in of the enemy, had a grand cannibal feast , and

lent good man." front of the idol and falls down prostrate with promised the teacher at Teste that it should

" Well,” inquired the minister , “ what prac- the head at the feet of the idol and says a be the last . They have lived peaceably ever

tical benefit do you get by changing the relig- few prayers or lets the priest do so for him . since , and are now very anxious to have a

ion of your parents for skepticism ? Does it In most cases it is nothing but a word or sign teacher amongst them .”

6
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A Sacramental Hymn.

Behold ! what full assurance here

The Lord of life imparts :

The price of our guilt is placed

Within our lips and hearts.

Then doubt no more, my trembling soul ;

The body of thy Lord,

And blood He shed on Calvary ,

Eternal peace afford .

Sowing Seven Grains. A PAINTER named Leach died recently in

England . When a boy he attended a large

We are told that it is a custom among the boarding -school. It was not customary for

Indians when they are sowing maize to put the parents to visit their children at school ;

seven grains of corn into the ground . One but the loving mother felt such a strong desire

was asked why this was done . “ Well," said to see her son that she arranged this plan :

the Indian, “ we put in one grain for the All around the play -ground of the schoolwere

crows , another for the worms, and a third for high blocks of building. Mrs. Leach hired an

the squirrels , and we expect that the rest will upper room in one of these . Into this room

bring forth fruit.” The Indians teach us a she went every time she came to the city , and

lesson ; they teach us to sow good seeds lib- there . from the window , looked down upon

erally , and not to be disappointed if all that the happy little fellows playing below . One

we sow does not bring forth fruit. Our Sav- among them all her fond eye would seek out.

iour teaches us that some will fall by the He did not think that his best friend on earth

wayside , some on stony ground, and some was so near that if he had spoken ber name

among thorns. This we must expect as good she would have answered at once : but on he

seed sowers . But what of it ? Should it lead went with his play, while that tear -dimmed

us not to sow at all ? Nay, it should rather eye followed him wherever he moved. She

lead us , like the Indians , to sow more bounti- was an emblem of our ever watchful God .

fully , lest , with scanty sowing, the crows , the Biblical Museum .

worms , and the squirrels get the whole har

vest. If we sow bountifully we may rest
Acknowledgment.

assured of this , that the good seed of truth

will find its way to some honest and good
Received per Rev. C. F. W. Meyer from Emanuel

hearts , and bring forth fruit—thirty , sixty , utes $ 3.00 .
Congregation, Rader, Mo. , for publication of Min

and a hundred fold . The inspired word tells Received per Rev. F. Kuegele from Ev. Luth .

Koiner's Congregation , Koiner's Store, Va. , $ 12.15 .
us : “ He which soweth sparingly shall reap Received of Mr. Fr. Adams from Synodical Report

sparingly ; and he which soweth bountifully sales $ 1.70 .

shall reap also bountifully . "
Jan. 12 , 1889. C. F. LANGE, Treas.

Messiah's Herald .

Subscriptions Paid.

Who eats and drinks in unbelief,

Discerning not his Lord ,

Upon himself damnation heaps,

As saith the written Word .

Who takes in faith this body given ,

And cup of life here shed,

With fellow christians he is one ,

And one with Christ, the Head .

Thus knit together, may we oft,

With life our souls imbue ,

Till with our Lord in Paradise

We drink it there anew .

Forever be exalted high

The Lamb for sinners slain ,

Who giveth us the victory,

That we with Him may reign.

L. M. WAGNER .

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

A Hymn of Praise and Prayer.

9

O God the Father, hear our pra er,

As we with pious hearts sincere

Approach Thee in Thy temple .

May we with awe and godly fear

Thee in Thine earthly courts revere,

While here we all assemble .

We cry ,

Most high,

That thou sever

From us never

Thy protection,

But bestow Thy deep affection .

( Son of God , anointed high ,

By whose redemption we draw nigh

The throne of endless blessing,

May we Thy merit e'er descry,

And never on our own rely,

But Thine fore'er confessing,

Set forth

Thy worth

And Thy glory

In rich story

That each nation

Yet may know Thy great salvation .

Great Wealth . Rev. G. M. Schumm , Kendallville , Ind . , (VII ) $ 1.00

Rev. F. W. Brueggemann, Willow Springs, Ills . ,

( VII ) 1.00

The wealth of the principle nations of the Rev.G.Markworth, Jonesville , Ind . , (VII) 1.00

world is set down as follows : The United Mr. S. L.Rader, Rader,Mo., (VII 15 to VIII 14 ) 1.00

Mrs. J. Scherzer, Huff, Ind ., (VII 15 to VIII 14 ) 1.00
States , $ 57,000,000,000 ; France, $ 46,500 ,- Rev. E. Holm , Creston , Nebr.,(VII) 1.00

000,000 ; Great Britain , $ 16,000,000,000 ; Mr. Ireneus Koiner, Koiner's Store, Virg.,
( VIII) 1.00

Germany , $ 25,000,000,000 ; Russia, $ 15,000 , - Rev. J. A. Huegli, Detroit, Mich ., (VII) 1.00

000,000 ; Austria , $ 14,000,000,000 ; Italy , Teacher E.H.Dress, Sebewaing. Mich ., (VII) 1.00
Mr. John W. Near, Buffalo, N.Y. , ( VII 16 to

$ 8,000,000,000 ; Spain , $ 7,500,000,000 ; Asia , VIII 15 ) 1.00

$ 65,000,000,000 ; Africa , $ 5,000,000,000 ; Mr. John Kroenke, Concordia, Mo. , (VII &

VIII ) 2.00

British Columbia , $ 5,000,000,000 . This is Mr. J. Kuegle , Leetonia, O. , (VI)
1.00

certainly great wealth .
1.00You godliness with Rev. A. Detzer, Holgate,o., VII)
1.00

contentment are greater wealth . For what Rev. F. Pfotenhauer, Lewiston , Minn., ( VII ) 1.00
Rev. Ph. Wambsganss , Adell, Wis., (VII)

a man be profited if he should gain the whole Mr. Elias Kepreich, Greenford, O., (VII) 1.00

Rev. C. J. Frincke, Grand Rapids, Mich ., (VII
world , and lose his own soul ?

12 cc) 10.00

Mrs. C. Lehman, Santa Ana, Cal . , (VII 16 to

VIII 15) 1.00

ST . FRANCIS , OF Assisi , once stepped down Rev. H. Ph.Wille,Geneseo, Ills . , (VII & VIII) 2.00

into the cloisters of his monastery, and laying
Mrs. Regina Ottinger, Milford, Mo. , ( V 14 to

VII ) 1.50

his hand on the shoulder of a young monk , Mrs.Mollie Wooldridge, Milford, Mo. , ( VI to
VII 16) 1.50

said , “ Brother , let us go into the town and Mr. A. F.Keicher, Milford, Mo. , (VI 15 to

preach. ” So they went forth , the venerable VII 14) 1.00

father and the young man . And they walked Rev. A.L. Goodman , Milford, Mo. , (VII 13 to
VIII 12 ) 1.00

along upon their way , conversing as they went. Mr. W.H.Parman ,Nevada, Mo., (VI & VII) 2.00

They wound their way down the principal
Rev. 1 ) . A. Goodman, Conelly Springs, N. C. ,

(VII) 1.00

streets , round the lowly alleys and lanes, and Rev. C. Noack, Riverdale,Ills ., (VII) 1.00

even to the outskirts of the town, and to the Rev. J. H. Ehlers, Norborne, Mo., (VII 11 to
Rev. J. G. Kurz, Indianapolis, Ind . , ( VIII ) 1.00

village beyond , till they found themselves VII 24 )

.66back at the monastery again. Then said the Mr. E. Doss, Philo, Ills., ( VII 1 to VII 16 )
Mrs. Sophia Schade, Little Rock, Ark. , (VI 19

young monk, “ Father, when shall we begin to VII 18) 1.00

to preach ? ” And the father looked kindly Rev. c. 11. Lueker, Bremen, Ind . , ( VII 16 to
VIII 15 1.00

down upon his son , and said , “ My child , we Rev.G. A. Mueller, Schaumburg, Ills .,(VIII) 1.00

have been preaching ; we were preaching

.

.33

6

O Purifier of the heart,

To us Thy cleansing power impart

By Word of God most holy ;

For us the rage of Satan thwart,

Let us escape his crafty art,

Led onward by Thee solely .

Befriend !

Defend !

Nor forsake us

Till Thou take us

To adore Thee

Mr. H. Steinmeyer, Schaumburg, Ills . , ( VII 15

to VIII 14 ) 1.00

while we were walking. We have been seen Mr. H. Stoeppelwerth, Fort Wayne, Ind . , (VII

-looked at ; our behavior has been remarked ; | Rev.A.C. Doerfller,CouncilBluffs, Iowa, ( VII15 to VIII 14 ; 14 cc) 3.50

and so we have delivered a morning sermon . 2 cc) 2.00

Ah ! my son , it is of no use that we walk Rev. F. Dreyer, Frazer, Mich . , (VIII) 1.00

Rev. C. W. Nickels , Rochester, Minn ., ( VII &
anywhere to preach unless we preach as wel

(VIII)
2.00

walk . ” — Paxton Hood .-If it had not been Teacher J. D. Schuermann, St. Louis , Mo. ,

( VII 15 to VIII 14) 1.00

preaching monkery the lesson would have

been a good one.
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

In Thy home of radiant glory .

Gravelton , Mo. , Dec. 1888 , L , M. WAGNER .
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HOW IN ALL THINGS WE SHOULD SEEK

THE HONOR OF GOD .

9

God and to seek His honor is the exhortation every blade of grass preaches His power and

of Peter in to -day's epistolary lesson . Peter wisdom and goodness, and it shall do this ;

here indeed first mentions a number of par- for unto His honor did God make what He

For the LUTHERAN WITNESs . ticular virtues in which we are to walk , but made. Therefore the 148th Psalm exhorts all

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE at theclosehe gives the reason why weshould creatures unto the praise of God , saying :

practice these virtues, namely " that God in " Praise the Lord from the earth , ye dragons ,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
all things may be glorified through Jesus Christ, and alldeeps: fire, and hail ; snow and vapours :

By Rev. F. Kuegele . to whom be praise and dominion for ever and stormy wind fulfilling his word : mountains,

ever . Amen ." Accordingly let us to -day con- and all hills ; fruitful trees, and all cedars:

sider : beasts , and all cattle ; creeping things , and

VI. Sunday after Easter, or Exaudi.
flying fowl: kings of the earth , and all people ;

princes , and all judges of the earth : both

1 Pet. 4 , 7-11 .
I shall endeavor to set forth young men , and maidens ; old men , and chil

dren : let them praise the name of the Lord :
I. that this is our duty and calling , and

DEARLY BELOVED : - When Solomon , in the II . how God is honored in the practice of for bis name alone is excellent.” We should

6th chapter of Proverbs , recounts the six
the virtues here mentioned .

exalt the glory of God , because He has

things which the Lord hates , and the seven created us to show forth His honor , and verily

which are an abomination unto Him , he first
I.

every one is worthy of everlasting shame and

of all names " a proud look . " Proud looks The common rule for a truly Christian walk contempt who will not ascribe honor to Him

proceed from the pride of the heart. Pride and conversation , the final object unto which who is the author of all light and all life .

ofheart iswhat the Lord hates above all all our thoughts,wordsanddeeds should be But St.Peter ascribespraise and dominion
things . Pride was in fact the first sin com- directed , is the honor and glory of God . That unto God through Jesus Christ. If already

mitted on earth ; for when ambition , or the which serves unto the praise ofGod ,we should the contemplation of the works which God

desire to be like God , had taken possession follow after , and that which is against His has made , must incite us unto His praise , far

of Eve's heart , she had already sinned , and honor , we should avoid , “ that God in all things more must the work of redemption through

pride having been the first sin , it became an may be glorified.” Jesus Christ tune our hearts unto the glori

inligritance which was transmitted to all men. Why seek the honor of God and give to fying of God and fill our lips with thanks

Selfishness and theinclination to seek his own Him all glory ? O , He is surely worthy to giving : that magnificent, incomparable deed

honor are an inheritance which every one ob- receive of us honor and praise and thanks- of God, that when the world was lying under

tains by his natural generation . By nature giving. Should not He be glorified who is the ban of sin , He found ways and means to

no one is inclined to humility, every one is the Highest, the Most Majestic , whose life reconcile the world unto Himself. Amazed

prone to think and to make much of himself . and being is from eternity to eternity ? His we stand at that council of God in which He

We sometimes indeed meet with persons who wisdom is incomprehensible, His power im- found a way to reconcile Mercy and Justice,

seem to have no pride of any kind , but we measurable , His goodness unsearchable , His resolving that the blood of His own Son should

must not forget that pride may manifest itself faithfulness unchangeable, His justice unalter- be shed for the redemption of fallen man .

in manifold ways. Whilst the one takes pride able , and He is verily worthy to receive honor The stars of the heavens are a glorious monu

in wearing a new dress coat , another may and praise . And not only because of His ment ofGod's honor, but a far more glorious

take pride in wearing homespun. Touch him glorious Being is all honor due to God, all monument of His honor it is , that “ the blood

who seems to be most humble at the right His works exalt His praise . All His creatures of Jesus Christ, His Son , cleanseth us from

spot and his wounded pride will soon begin proclaim His fame . Unto the manifestation all sin .” The creation of man is a glorious

to show . Man is proud by nature , atid not of His glory did Hemake whatever is made , testimony of God's power and skill , when

even the most advanced Christian is so far and all His works , even the smallest , show from a handful of clay He formed the body

progressed in sanctification that the inclination forth the excellency of His wisdom , power of man in its beauty and wonderful symmetry ;

to self-exaltation would be utterly purged out and skill . “ The heavens declare the glory of but a far greater testimony of God's wisdom

of his nature . God ; and the firmament showeth his handy- and power is this, that He devised means to

Nevertheless , although even the most ad- work." Whose honor does the sun proclaim cleanse man from all his uncleanness after he

vanced Christian can not wholly cleanse his in his splendor ? moon and stars in their had willfully cast Himself into the mire of

heart from pride , yet every Christian must so brightness ? Whose honor is it that the earth sin . Now a debtor is surely in duty bound

far overcome the pride of the flesh that he swims in the atmosphere like a ball never to be thankful towards his creditor who freely

will seek the honor of God before and above varying from its course ? Whose honor do released him from a debt which he was not

his own honor. He whose heart is yet ruled the mountains show forth with their towering able to pay . So likewise we are in duty bound

by selfconceit and ambition, who yet seeks rocks and yawning clefts ? Unto whose praise to seek the honor of Him who sacrificed His

his own honor, is not a Christian ; for the does the warbling of the birds resound, the own Son that He might be enabled to forgive

Christian will seek the honor of God at the humming of the bees , the roaring of the us our trespasses. If we do not seek the

risk of his own honor . Though it brings to waters, the rushing of the winds ? Whose honor of Him who has done these great

him dishonor in the judgment of the world , skill does the violet show ? Whose ingenuity things for us, we shall fitly be associates of the

yet will the Christian not be restrained from does the body of man proclaim ? How , pon- devils , being found worse than the heathen .

doing that by which God is glorified . The dering the works of the hands of God , how The heathen are jealous of the honor of their

language of every truly Christian heart is : could we otherwise than adoringly say : “ To gods which are nothing but carved wood or

“ Not unto us, O Lord , not unto us , but unto whom be praise and dominion for ever and stone , unable to do either good or evil; and

thy name give glory .” To give all glory to ever " ? His creatures show forth His praise , we should not be zealous for the honor of our

>
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sure
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God who is the living God , exalted above all may be glorified .” We are to seek the honor as a merciful gift that which we do not deserve

gods ; who forgives all our iniquities and heals of God on Sundays and week -days, in youth and of which we are not worthy. All they who

all our diseases ; who redeems our life from and in age , with friends and with strangers, pray in this sentiment as thinking themselves

destruction and crowns us with loving-kind- in secret and in public . We should so walk worthy and deserving that God should hear

ness and tender mercies ? In Christ Jesus in this world that not a single person may be and should give them what they ask, are in

our God has prepared for us an access unto able to arise and say : Then and there you fact not.praying ; they are rather asking of

Himself ; let us draw nigh and daily bring spake and did that which serves to dishonor God wages and a merited reward. God places

unto Him honor and might. God ; at all times and all places our conver- His highest honor in showing mercy, and we

When, where and in what things should we sation should be such that people may be honor Him in our prayers if we seek from His

seek the honor of our God ? Is it sufficient constrained to praise the Father which is in mercy what we do not merit. We must watch

if we seek the honor of God sometimes, at heaven . that doubt be not in our prayers ; for here

some places and in some things ? Many seek To do this it is indispensably necessary that God by the apostle commands us to pray, and

the honor of God when sitting in the house we " walk circumspectly , not as fools , but as we ascribe to Him the honor of faithfulness ,,

of worship , or when in company with Chris- wise; " for human nature is quick to evil , and if we do not doubt that He will hear. We

tians ; but in their homes , in their place of there are so many thousand things in which honorGod in our prayers, if we so pray that

business, in the company of strangers they the glory of God is easily violated . We must, His glory and the exaltation of His name is

show what spirit they are of , that they are of therefore, prove all things well as to what is unto us the first and the lighest principle .

the world and not of God. Many seek the acceptable . Now here the apostle mentions The second virtue which the apostle names,

honor of God on Sundays, and on that day some virtues from which , as examples, we is charity : “ And above all things have fervent

deport themselves as very pious and zealous may learn how to seek the honor of God in all charity among yourselves : for charity shall

of God , but on week -days they care nothing things . Let me briefly point out , how in these cover the multitude of sins.” “ God is love,"

or very little , whether God is by them honored things we are to seek purely the glory of God and if we would honor God we must walk in

or dishonored. Is it sufficient , if on Sunday and in no way our own honor ; for then only love : Though a man be ever so punctual in

we seek the honor of God , and during the are our works truly good and acceptable in performing all acts of piety and worship , if he

week our own honor , or the honor of the heaven, when they glorify God . have not charity, he is in all his works dis

world ? They that so do , are generally termed honoring God and not honoring Him . Only

Sunday-Christians , but before God they are II.
that heart truly glorifies God which is actuated

no Christians at all ; God records them in the “ Be ye therefore sober, and watch unto by love . And here weshould well remember

category of hypocrites . Many seek the honor prayer,” According to the connection the that in our degenerate days many things are

of God in some things, but in other things apostle here exhorts unto prayer with sober- called charity which are not charity and by

they look only to their own honor, pleasu ness and watching, because “ the end of all which God is robbed of His honor, Only by

and gain ; but Peter says in our text : " That things is at hand.” We are to offer up prayer true love is God honored . If our love is to

God in ALL THINGS may be glorified,” and as waiting and watching for the great day of serve unto the glory ofGod,we must not love

St. Paul writes to the Corinthians : “ Whether the manifestation of the glory ofGod. Prayer , as the world loves . The children of the world

ye eat, or drink , or whatsoever ye do , do all to be acceptable , must serve unto the glory love those who love them and of whom they

to the glory of God .” Here the holy Script- and honor of God. The Pharisees prayed derive some benefit; theirs is a selfish kind

ures make no exceptions . In all his thoughts, much , but because in their praying they of love . We are to love our neighbor, because

words and deeds the Christian is to keep in sought their own honor and not the honor of God loves us and because Hehas commanded

view the honor of God at all times and in all God , therefore their prayers were an abomi- it unto us ; then God is honored by our love.

places . Never should we say or do anything nation unto the Lord. We must so pray as Our love , therefore , must be a fruit of the

which serves unto the dishonor of God , all above all other things seeking the glory of love of God and must be like unto the love of

should we direct to His honor . If we can not God , then it is well pleasing before Him . God. Two attributes the apostle here men

do a thing in the name and unto the glory of This is very clear from the prayer which Jesus tions which the love of God has and which our

God , we should not do it at all . And though Christ taught us ; for in it we first pray that love must also have , if God is to be honored

is cost him his life , a Christian must never the name of our Father in heaven be hallowed , by it. “ Above all things have FERVENT charity

consent to do that by which God isdishonored , and then we pray that His kingdom come unto among yourselves.” Our charity must be fer

as Peter and John answered the high priests us . That is the sentiment of heart and soul in vent, burning , not cold . God loves us not

who commanded them to speak no more to the which we should offer up our prayers, as de- only in words , His love is a reality, a living

people in the name of Jesus : “ Whether it be siring first the glory of God and secondly our power within Him , impelling Him to give unto

right in the sight of God to hearken unto you salvation . Now so to pray as seeking first the those who call upon His name richly all things

more than unto God , judge ye . For we can glory of God , we must be rightly prepared for to enjoy. The world is full of professions of

not but speak the things which we have seen prayer, we must be sober and vigilant. By charity , but when it comes to the test, it proves

and heard . " An honest and faithful servant gluttony and drunkenness God is not honored , to be nothing but a cold profession and not

will always and everywhere be intent on the and the prayers of one who lives in gluttony fervency of the heart. Our love must be fer

benefit of his master ; now we Christians are and drunkenness can not be acceptable with vent , a living power in the heart, impelling us

servants of the Most High ; thereforeweshould Him. If we would be fitly pared for prayer to deeds of charity , then God is honored by it.

always and everywhere seek the honor and we dare not partake of meat and drink intem- Such a deed to which fervent love prompts, is

exaltation of our Lord. Even as the sun- perately . A stomach overloaded with food the covering of sins : “ For charity shall cover

flower is turned towards the sun whether it hinders the fervency of prayer , and a drunken the multitude of sins." A tonguewhich makes

be morn or eve , so should all our thoughts, man is in a condition to curse , but not to pray . a profession of charity and is busily prattling

words and acts be directed to the glorifying We must partake of the gifts of God temper- to uncover the sins and faults of others, is an

of God. We must not undertake to honor ately , so that when we pray it may not be odious thing. If our love is to exalt the glory

God in some things , whilst dishonoring Him done in a mere form of words , but in spirit ofGod, it must above all things prompt us to

in others . Persuade not yourself, because and in truth ; for God is a Spirit and is hon- forgive and to cover the sins of others ; for

you are serving God in so many things, it ored only by such prayer which proceeds from God finds His honor in casting sins into the

would not be counted if you now and then heart and soul . By the praying of the lips depth of the sea and remembering them no

consent to do what is against His honor. whilst the heart knows nothing thereof God more. That He might be enabled to do this,

That is flattering God on the one hand and is dishonored and not honored . We must, He sent His Son to suffer and to die in our

slighting Him on the other, and it will be therefore, be sober and watch that our prayers sins. If , therefore , God finds His highest

counted . If you would be found as one truly be not only a work of the tongue, and we must honor in the covering of sins , our love serves

honoring God , you must gird your loins to watch thatwe do not found our petitions on unto His glory if it constrains us also to cover

live up to this word : “ That God in all things our merit. Prayer implies thatweask ofGod the trespasses of others .
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The apostle continues : " Use hospitality one food as Prohibition brings will men grow to

to another without grudging. " In the apos the stature of moral manhood . Put your pro

tolic times hospitality was among the Chris hibitory enactments on the statute book , make

tians a very necessary virtue . Driven from The Theory of Prohibition. them operative and successful, and then , what

house and home by the persecutors, many ever material benefits may accrue for a season ,

Christians had to wander about inº poverty It is to be noted that the real principle in the world will have taken a step backward in

and misery, and often sought food and shelter volved in prohibition is directly adverse to true moral progress ; and Christian doctrine

with their brethren. We should be hospitable , the spirit , the method and the aim of Christian and manhood, so far forth as they shall de

glad to see other children ofGod step under morals . Aside from the social events, the pend thereon , will have receded from their

our roof, and the poorer and lowlier our thing proposed by the moral attitude of the divine ideal .

brothers and sisters are in this world , the measure is to reduce vice and promote virtue, For , in the next place, as a conclusion that

more should we count it a high privilege to to rescue and reform the drunkard and to de- is irresistible and a fact beyond denial , it

entertain them with that which God has given liver others from temptation . It may be follows that the acceptance by the church of

unto us ; for thereby God is honored , as the safely said that Christian morality, while ear- Christian morality of this moral theory of

Lord says : “ Inasmuch as ye have done it nestly desirous of such beneficent ends , is Prohibition, as a necessary means of meeting

unto one of the least of these my brethren , ye opposed to such a method of reaching them . and subduing moral evil, is a confession of

have done it unto me." It is a lovely sight to The philosopher will tell you that , as a matter failure and of hopeless weakness on the part

see Christians hospitable towards each other, of fact , you can not make men virtuous by of Christianity. Such failure certainly has

and what we impart, we should give not with compulsion . To this the Christian will add been charged by a number of advocates for

grudging, but with pleasure , then God is glo- that you ought not to try ; that you should temperance and Prohibition, whose assaults

rified by our giving ; for what He gives unto not , if you could. The ideal of Christian man- upon the church have been often more bitter

His children He gives not with grudging , but hood is in spiritual and moral power ; in in- and virulent than upon the rum er . The

with pleasure, and He loves a cheerful giver. ward gracious strength , not external safe- adoption by the church of this modern shib

And this imparting to others should not guards ; in the self -control of manly virtue, boleth of so-called moral reform virtually con

only be done in things pertaining to the body ; not in continuous pupilage to superior re- fesses that this false charge is true . It goes

for Peter continues : “ As every man hath re- strictive negations ; in the victory that over to the root . It declares that Christian methods

ceived the gift, even so minister the same one to cometh the world , not the safety of the coward are too weak ; that the Gospel is unequal to

another, as good stewards of the manifold grace who runs away from the battle. The strength saving men from the sin of intemperance,

of God." This , too, exalts the glory of God of moral manhood says : “ I will not, because however efficient it may be in coping with

that He gives to His children manifold gifts, 1 ought not.” It is a moral child who says , other forms of sin ; that spiritual power must

and so divides them that the prosperity of the “ I will not , because I can not.” This latter be supplemented by civil law in order to reI ,

whole Church , Christ's spiritual body, may be speech it is that the moral theory of prohibi- deem the world ; that the preacher of " right

promoted. When do we use the gifts of the tion seeks to put into men's mouths. Instead eousness , temperance and judgment to come”

mind to the glory of God ? If we, says Peter, of teaching them to be men - self-poised , self- must be attended by the constable , to give to

minister one to another. He that uses his controlled , strong in grace and virtue and at least one of his doctrines the desired effect.

gifts only for his own honor or advantage, faith , “ growing in the measure of every part” There is no evasion of this conclusion . It

buries his talent to the dishonor of God ; but of the moral man , “ compacted by that which is so plain as to be self-evident . Instead of

he that uses the gifts which God has given every joint supplieth ,” it would keep them relying on God's spirit , this preacher of a

him for the benefit of others, glorifies God , forever " as children," whom , lest they “ be moral prohibition puts his trust in fallible

because for this purpose God gives manifold driven about,” it would surround with an iron legislators . Instead of using spiritual influ

gifts that we should be of service one to an- wall of external circumstance , so that they ence , he resorts to the tricks and treacheries

other. If others profit by our gifts then God must be sober whether they will or not. This , of politicians . Instead of holding up the pure

is thereby glorified . indeed, is very far removed from the Scriptural law of God , he seeks to submit to " ordinances :

Finally the apostle says : “ Ifanyman speak, conception of Christian manliness and virtue , touch not , taste not, handle not , after the doc

let him speak as the oracles ofGod ; if any man which is strong in the Lord and in the power trines and commandments of man,” against

minister, let him do it as of the ability which of His might, able to withstand all the fiery which the Holy Ghost has expressly warned .

God giveth .” Whenever we speak to others darts of the wicked one, and , having done all , Instead of educating to the stature of perfect

of God's Word , we should remember : by the to stand.” Such is your Christian soldier , manhood in Christ Jesus, he would bind men

truth God is glorified , by false teaching He is who " endures hardness," and does not plead in soberness by a statute , and keep them chil

robbed of the honor due Him . By teaching for extraneous assistance . According to the dren for life . Both the method and result of

men His oracles , God is glorified, and for this moral theory of prohibition , there ought to such moral training are alike unchristian .

we should seek no ability in ourselves . What have been a high fence around the tree of the “ The weapons of our warfare are not carnal,

we have is God's gift ; what we know of the knowledge of good and evil , so that Eve could but mighty through God to the pulling down

way to salvation , is revelation ; and if our not reach it. of strongholds, and bringing into captivity

teachings are successful, it is God that gives The point of objection , then , is clear . Pro- every thought to the obedience of Christ.”
the increase . We of ourselves can only do hibition is not to be urged by the church and What the church needs for the successful do

harm ; to us glorying is ill becoming, but all Christian morality as a remedy for moral ills . ing of her work in saving men front the sin of

glory belongs to God.
We may not teach society that Prohibition is intemperance, as from all other sins , is not a

We are named by the name of Christ. Let required by Christian morals. We may not prohibitory statute , but a soul-filling baptism

us do as He did ; let us not seek our own teach the drunkard that his salvation from of the Holy Ghost.

honor, but the honor of our Father which is the curse of rum is to be found only in Pro- Once more , the valid objection lies against

in heaven. Amen. hibition . We may not teach the youth their this moral theory of Prohibition that it either

best safeguard is to be made by Prohibition . goes too far or does not go far enough. If it

LET us ascend to Him in love , and speed We may not teach the world that Christian is a true moral precept, it should be applied

keeping pace in love , even by our very sins virtue and manhood require any civil law for to the statement of other moral evils than

and passions. If every one of us would strive either their creation or their preservation . To that of intemperance. Now , why should he

to get above them , and accustom himself to do this is false to the principles of Christian apply the remedy only to the evil of the liquor

tread on them , he mightmake of even them a truth and is treason to the Lord. But in the question ? The sin of intemperance is not the

steppingstone to mount to higherthings. Such predicament of doing just this very thing , only sin growing out of the abuse of an inno

things lift us up if they are underneath us . this theory of Prohibition stands, when urged cent thing, in which multitudes go to do evil ,

We make our failings a ladder, if we tread as a moral precept and enforced with the and before which the Christian moralist some

them down.-St. Augustine. sanctions of religion. Verily, not on such times stands appalled . There is , for example ,
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the sin of impurity—the so-called “ social grounds is pernicious to the last degree , op- these schools , that all children living in the

evil.” This represents a more heinous sin pressive to the conscience , restrictive of true commonwealth should become familiar with

than drunkenness , because it degrades the liberty of mind , dishonorable to the Christian the rudiments of useful knowledge , such as

mystery and poisons the fountain of life ; and idea of manhood , and discreditable to a church reading , writing , ciphering, geography. But

a more threatening evil , because the danger that can write its name upon her banners. this is not the only design of the state in rear

it brings is not violence, but moral and physi- Its adoption by the Christian or the church ing and maintaining public schools . Children

cal pollution . It represents also , it is greatly as demanded by true morality involves a fun- are also to be taught the history of their

to be feared , a wider spread of evil. Why damental error. The Christian must be care- country and the general principles of what is

not apply the moral theory of Prohibition to ful as to his moral arguments and his admis- accounted right and wrong, good and evil in

this evil ? It is said , “ There are laws against sion in regard to the relations of the moral to their country, and by rousing their ambition

brothels and adultery ” ? That is true, and so the outward life, lest happily , while obtaining and punishing their short-comings, they are

are there laws against drunkenness, so that to for a season a certain definite good, he may placed under discipline and learn to respect

this extent the two evils stand in equal con- sacrifice that which is more precious and en- the rights and welfare of their fellow beings ,

demnation . But the Prohibitionist demands during ; lest he may forge a weapon which , in to respect the laws of their country and to

that, because intoxicants are abused by some other hands, shall shatter his dearest treasures . submit to the penalties that must visit the

men to drunkenness , therefore there shall be Adapted. transgressor . The school of the state stands

no intoxicants at all . in the same relation to the youth of our coun

To be consistent—if this theory be correct try as the court-house stands to the adult

he should also demand that , because the sex .
citizen . In the court-house men are taught

ual instinct is abused by some to the extreme
secular discipline , civil righteousness , submis

of impurity , therefore all union of sexes shall sion to the laws to preserve the state from the

be forbidden . This , of course , is absurd , and
Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.— Rev. H. Birkner, Agt . chaos of disorder and lawlessness. In the

is almost blasphemy against that marriage public school children are brought up under
The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st

which is " a holy ordinance of God and is of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis the spirit and rules of civil righteousness and

honored among all men .” And yet the ana- souri and other States. Moneys , names of subscribers , decorum , so as not to let them grow up as

logy is complete, the argument , in its moral should be sentto Rev. H.Birkner,3506 CarolineStr., brutes, which most parents would do unless

force , irresistible . The absurdity and blas- St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorialde- the state furnished the means of their educa

phemy lie with the Prohibitionist, who would partmentshould be sent to Rev. C. A. Frank, 16 Harvey Str., tion . The deep object of our government
Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in

foist a temporary social expedient into the advance. Money sent otherwise than by money-order or schools is , therefore , to inculcate and pro

seat of Christian morals and make it a prin- draft is at the risk of the sender. mote on its part external discipline without

ciple of morality binding on the conscience. which the commonwealth must go to ruin.Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

For he would do well to remember that mo This is certainly a great, a good object worthy

rality is general . Its principles are broad of the prayer and aid of every Christian .
ST. LOUIS, MO. , February 7 , 1889.

and of equal application to all the subjects of As we want the law and court to stand and

its administration . If , for the sake of de anarchism to be trodden down with a leaden

stroying one great moral evil , the result of a The True Character of our Government- heel, so we want the state school to stand as

gigantic abuse , we adopt as a moral measure Schools and of our Lutheran Church- a part of good government. As Christians

the abolition of its innocent instrument, then Schools. cheerfully pay their taxes towards the sup

the logic of truth and moral consistency com port of our public officers and the trust they

pels us to apply the same rule of judgment The school-question is a very serious one . discharge, so they most willingly contribute

and the same principle of prohibition to every It affects not only an individual, or one family , their share towards supporting and maintain

moral evil that arises from the misuse of an but the whole state . The school is to a great ing the government-school. And as Christ

innocent instrument . From this dilemma the extent the molder of a whole generation of ians may right gladly discharge the duties of

Prohibitionist has no escape save in the asser First the school was nursed by the other public offices, so may they also engage

tion that the use of all intoxicants is sinful, church ; next door to the church stood the in the office of teachers to the public school ,

an assertion which , though made by some tem- school . As the church of God was the first and be persuaded they are doing a good work.

perance advocates , is worthy only of the con- to take care of the sick , the widow and the If this be true, as it is , why do we insist

tempt deserved by any wretched makeshift . orphan , the stranger and the outcast, so she on church -schools, on parochial schools ? Why

But this is not the whole of it . If the Pro- also stretched forth her motherly arms to make do we ask of our church -members the extra

hibitionist may appeal to the State for a pro- proper provision for a true education of the effort of establishing and supporting their own

hibitory enactment against liquor on the youth . She would not rest satisfied with hav- schools ? Why should we appoint a number

ground of morals ; if his argument for such ing children baptized and immersed in the of professors to educate young men for the

action is , as generally we find it, drawn from grace of God , but she would also have them duties of church -schools ? Why undergo the

the alleged sinfulness of the use or abuse of reared in this grace and brought up in such a odium ofmaintaining sectarian schools , as our

liquor, and not from the outward ills which way as to make children conscientious mem- educational nurseries are termed ? The plain

society suffers from its abuse , then he admits bers of church and state . A primer, the cate- truth rests in what has already been stated .

a principle which , carried to its logical re- chism , the Bible , the hymn-book were the first Why do we Christians not rest satisfied with the

sults , is destructive of both civil and religious and for a long time the only text- books in the court- house, but rear and support churches ?

liberty . If it is right in this case , it is right common schools . Simply because the court-house , good as it may

in any case to call upon the strong arm of the But as poor -houses, orphanages, asylums be in itself, is never a church . And why is

civil law to enforce a special view of morals for the blind , for the deaf and dumb, for the the court-house never a church ? Because it

or a particular tenet of religion . For such insane gradually became state-institutions , so lacks the gospel. The court -house is alto

reasons is it objected that this moral theory the state also made the school a matter of its gether governed by the law and has nothing

of Prohibition either goes too far, or does not care , and we now have state-schools , public to do with God's kingdom and eternal life .

go far enough. If the principle is true , then schools, government-schools. These bear, as If a man would say, he needed no church ,

should it sweep the fields of morals and re- needs must be , not a churchly character, but the court -house were good enough for him ,
ligion . If the principle is false , then is it an altogether secular character ; they are we would tell him : What a foolish man you

only a delusion and a snare . shaped in such a fashion as to let every citi- must be ! It is the gospel that makes us

The sum of it , then , is this, that as a remedy zen, regardless of his religious belief, make Christians, and this you will not find in the

for the moral evil of intemperance, Prohibi- use of them for the purpose of having his court -house but only in the church . The

tion is wanting in the first principles of true children receive an elementary education. It court-house bandles only the law in its gross

morality. Its advocacy on moral and religious is the intention of the state, in furnishing external form , and this will never make a man

men .
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a Christian . To get at the spiritual sense of when now by the operation of the Holy Spirit lections under the able direction of Mr. J. F.

God's law and to the sweet fountain of the there is created within you a secret sighing Thomson, teacherofSt. Paul's parochialschool .

glad tidings of our salvation , we must have and longing for mercy, for grace , for help The services were opened by the singing of

the church with its Bible . Because we want towards your soul , for redemption from sin , that beautiful hymn of praise : " Praise to the

to be not only citizens of the United States , and for everlasting salvation : ob then redeem Lord , the Almighty, the King of creation," etc.

but also of God's everlasting kingdom , for such time , redeem such opportunity ; then The pastor then offered the dedicatory prayer.

this reason we build not only court-houses, you are addressed , To -day, to -day, when you Pastor J. G. Wegener preached the dedicatory

but also churches. We want the protection hear the voice of God , do not harden your sermon . The words of holy writ upon which

of the court in our secular , civil affairs. But hearts ; then wait for no other time more oppor- his discourse was based are : “ Blessed are

as to the immensely greater affairs and in- tune ; for then theopportune time has indeed they that dwell in thy house : they will be

terests of our soul , we want the glories and come, lay hold to it , cast yourselves at once still praising thee." Ps . 84 , 4 . In the intro

beauties of the church of the Redeemer. This with all your misery at the feet of God, con- duction he set forth the true cause of our re

reasoning is certainly correct and must hold fess your sinsunto Him and embrace the grace joicing on this day which the Lord hath made.

good with all Christians. of Christ proffered to you in the gospel - and First , another house is being dedicated to the

The same reasoning makes it evident why your conversion is accomplished . Do then true service of the true God , in which the

we Christians do not and ought not to rest but fan the little spark of faith just kindled saving truth of the Holy Bible shall be pro

satisfied with the education the public school in your heart faithfully , remain in the use of claimed for the salvation of lost and con

affords our children . The sentiments of a the Word and in the exercise of prayer, and demned sinners and for the edification of be

Christian towards his children are emphasized your faith , now weak, will soon become lieving Christians in the true faith unto eternal

by St. Paul in these words : “ Bring up your stronger and stronger and nothing shall be life . Secondly, another Evangelical Lutheran

children in the nurture and admonition of the able to pluck you again from the hands of church is being dedicated , in which the only

Lord .” Because the government-schools lack your Redeemer. Dr. WALTHER , Epistel - Po- pure and saving doctrine is being taught in

the gospel ; because in them our children are stille , p . 427 . its purity and integrity , and the holy sacra

not brought up in the nurture and admoni ments of God are to be administered according

tion of the Lord ; because the government to the institution of our Lord and Saviour.

school is controlled only by the law : for this Thirdly , an English Evangelical Lutheran

reason we make the greatest efforts at estab Church is being dedicated , the first one in the

lishing and maintaining our own Christian city . It is true : we German Lutherans love

schools. Our schools are the churches of our our German language and have many reasons

youths . And as the courts can never take , Dedication of “ The First English Evan- to desire and anxiously strive for the prop

néver fill the place of the church , so our gelical Lutheran Church of New agation of our German Lutheran Church.

government-schools can never take , never till
Orleans, La." But we love our Lutheran church more than

the place of our church - schools . Because we our German language , and we desire the con

want to bring up our children not only for All friends of the Evangelical Lutheran tinuance and growth of our church more anx

the United States , but also preeminently for Church in general and of the English Evan- iously than the propagation of our language.

Christ's kingdom, for this reason we incur the gelical Lutheran Church in particular , “ pray- We would gladly have all people to become

extra care and duties of maintaining Christ- ing for the peace of Jerusalem ," " seeking her Lutheran christians, worshiping with us in one

ian schools . And we are fully persuaded that good,” will undoubtedly be pleased to hear Spirit and truth, and we do not want them to

by making our children conscientious Christ that the Lord hath again erected unto Himself be excluded from this blessing on account of

ians , we make them the best citizens these a tabernacle where He might record His name , the difference in language . Above all , we do

United States harbor . come unto men and bless them . not want those , who from various causes have

Pharaoh's daughter drew young Moses from The little flock directly concerned in the been and are being estranged from our Ger

the water and had him educated. But all she tabernacle , which the Lord has erected , were man language , to be estranged from our

could have made him , would have been to filled with joy when last Sunday, Jan. 13th , Lutheran Church . Nay, we rejoice that by

make him an Egyptian . She could never have their church could be dedicated in the name the completion of this First English Evan

instilled in him those sentiments of wbich the and to the glory of the Triune God. gelical Lutheran Church in this city , lasting

Epistle to the Hebrews informs : “ By faith The church is a frame building 27 X 65. provision has been made for the promulgation

Moses , when he was come to years , refused The windows , built in the gothic style , are of the full and pure Gospel truth and for the

to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter ; partly adorned with stained glass . The spire propagation of our beloved Lutheran Church

choosing rather to suffer affliction with the is 58 feet high, in the belfry of which hangs a among the English speaking people . We look

people ofGod, than to enjoy the pleasures of 36 inch steel bell . There is also an organ forward for great blessings to come from this

sin for a season ; esteeming the reproach of loft, in which is placed a small but good place unto many who are still unacquainted

Christ greater riches than the treasures of chapel organ. Altar as well as pulpit are with the glorious teachings and institutions

Egypt." . These sentiments he received from suitable to Lutheran taste . In the rear of of our Lutheran church , and anticipate , that ,

the pious people ofGod. Our government- altar and pulpit , 15 feet of room is divided if God wills , many future generations shall

schools educate for this world only ; our off from the church part , by a low partition , ' look back to this day as one the Lord hath

church-schools educate for the present world to serve temporarily as school-room . The made to bless his chosen people Pastor

and the world to come . Should it be difficult church part is calculated to seat about 200 Wegener then addressing the members of the

for a conscientious Christian to perceive where people and the school-room 50 children. English Congregation in particular put the

his children belong ? A beautiful covering for the altar and pulpit question under consideration : " Why should

of garnet velvet with gold fringe was pre- you celebrate the dedication of this house of

A Short, Impressive Lesson on the Only sented by the young ladies' society. A hand- worship with great rejoicing ?” I. Because

True, but Sure Way ofAttaining to True some communion service of four pieces was this house is a house of God . II . Because

Conversion. presented by the catechumens. Beautifulwax in it you are to receive great blessings. The

crosses and flowers with glass globes, were sermon was a treat , especially the second part

O souls , when you perceive God's voice in presented by Mrs. Chas. W. The church in which were enumerated all the sweet and

your heart ; when God's Word manifests its was beautified with garlands,ferns and flowers glorious blessings derived from the hearing of

power in you ; when you are made to know by a number of ladies. God's word . After the preaching of the ser

from it your sad condition ; when it quickens All the congregations of the city and neigh- mon a child was baptized by the pastor, the

your conscience that you feel your sins and borhood were invited , and as the day was Lord's supper was celebrated , thanksgivings

you perceive with compunction that you have beautiful, the church was crowded to the ut- to the gracious and kind God were offered,

not as yet a gracious God in heaven ; and most. The choir rendered two beautiful se- |the benediction was pronounced upon the con
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gregation , the doxology was sung and the The Bishop without hesitation stepped up to “ Kumbaloa,” responded the Bishop coldly

service was at an end . the king , and extending his hand to royalty , " I came from Mambalungo, it is true , and I

The congregation consists principally of said , as he did so , “ I am glad to meet you. came as a friend to the Kumbuans. See what

young people , who in the last few years have The king responded that he had heard of the your men have done to me,” and he pointed

been confirmed in the English language. old white man , well-digger, long-walker , who outside , where the wounded carrier lay on the

There are but 9 voting members ; a poor speaks kind words , and wished to know what litter . The king was evidently disturbed .

small number who are in need of the generous he proposed to do in that country . The Bishop “ White man, ” he continued , " if what you

support of Christian people and their pastor assuring him of the pacific and disinterested say is true , then it is a bad day for the mighty

of their continued prayer. sentiments of himself and his people , and that Kumbaloa and his nation . If , indeed , we

" Pray for the peace of Jerusalem : they he came amongst them for their good ,the king have injured a friend , it bodes little good for

shall prosper that love thee . Peace be within then continued : “ We have heard that the our war. But tell me, what do ye in this land ? ”

thy walls , and prosperity within thy palaces.” men of Kumbua are coming to make war upon Then the Bishop explained , as he had to

Ps. 122 , 6. 7 . THEO. HUEGLI . us . They lie between here and Malange. You the king of Mambalungo, the purpose of his

will not venture to continue your journey be- mission . Kumbaloa was gravely impressed.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. forewehave defeated them and brought about He gave an order to an officer who stood by ,

The Mission in Meherrin, Va.
a peace ? " and then addressed the Bishop .

“ Yes, O king,” replied the Bishop. “ I shall “ White man , I believe that you come as a

Wednesday, Jan. 9 , was an important day , go on as soon as I can. I am a friend to the friend to Kumbaloa . It is a bad thing that

a day of rejoicing to the mission in Meherrin , people of Mambalungo and their king , but I we have done to you and we must atone for it

Va. On that day a class of 13 confessed am also a friend to the Kumbuans and their or withdraw from our war upon Mambalungo."

Christ and vowed faithfulness to Him in faith , king likewise. There is no danger for me He stood for some moments in thought.

word and deed until death , and were received from them any more than there is danger from The Bishop was inclined to argue that the war

into communion of the Evangelical Lutheran you. There is One above me to guard and be abandoned , but be considered it best to

Church , 4 by baptism , and 9 by confirmation . protect me.” wait developments . Presently the officer re

On Tuesday evening previous they were “ The white man's God is indeed very power- turned leading a large detachment of men,

examined by the missionary, Mr. Schooff, and ful,” assented the king gravely, “ and the and in front was the party that comprised the

all of them gave evidence of faithful instruc- white man speaks bravely and frankly. None outpost that had attacked the Bishop. The

tion , on the part of the missionary , and of other would I permit to pass from our town king looked up and said : " See, white man,

sufficient knowledge of God's word and the to the arm of the Kumbuans. I believe you there are the men who injured you. They

doctrines of our Church , on their part , to are my friend , and I will show you that I am shall all be put to death .”

enter into and to take upon themselves the yours. ” The Bishop raised his hand quickly and ex

holy covenant of baptism , with clear convic- Thereupon , the king calling his chief lieu- claimed : " No, Kumbaloa, the mighty, not so .

tion and understanding. tenant , the ceremony of “ blood brotherhood” The death of these will not atone. I want

The services on Wednesday consisted of a between himself and the Bishop was gone no one killed . Let them live , and do you and

baptism and confirmation sermon on text through with. your army go back to your own country and

1. Pet. 3 , 21 , followed by the acts of baptism The next morning Bishop Taylor pushed live in peace.”

and confirmation . Then an intermission . on , but it was not untilwithin an hour of noon " Tell me,” he said , " did the people of

After that , confessional service was held and that any signs of the Kumbuans were seen . A Mambalungo seem prepared for war? ”

the holy communion administered to all the small party of warriors was then met, who “ They are thoroughly prepared, ” replied

members of the mission , (except one who was proved to be an outpost of the advancing the Bishop , “ and will meet you with a great

absent , ) now consisting of twenty-one , in enemy. At first sightofthe Bishop's carriers , force ."

which Mr. Schoof also took part. It was a the warriors fired a volley of arrows , with the “ We could destroy them utterly , " insisted

day of spiritual rejoicing to all and also to the result that one poor fellow fell with a shaft the king, “ but one can do nothing against

undersigned who, by God's good favor , led sticking into his breast. The warriors had not the desires of the gods, especially if the white

the service . C. J. OEHLSCHLÆGER, seen the white man . When they did so , they man's fetich has been offended . Be it so ;

Richmond , Va. pressed forward , the Bishop and the trembling we will go to our own country and wait a

carriers awaiting them . They explained that year . But for you , white man, we will supply

though they had come from Mambalungo and a strong guard to take the place of your man .

its king , they were also the friends of the Men will carry you and him to Malange.”

Kumbuans and their king. The captain of The rest of the day accordingly was spent

William Taylor as Peacemaker. the attacking party was disturbed , and said in the camp of the Kumbuans, and on the fol

he would at once despatch a message to the lowing morning the Bishop set out again , this

A late paper, in giving an account of one of king's camp . The latter proved to be but time with a large party of attendants. He

Bishop Taylor's journeys in the region of the two miles distant . The party was received refused to be carried , however, and walked as

Congo, has a pleasing incident to narrate con- by a detachment of perhaps two hundred men , before . When he arrived at the borders of

cerning how he made peace between two tribes and escorted silently to the king's tent. It Malange the escort stopped and bade him

which wer at war with each other. was evident at once that the war upon Mam- farewell . They went off to the northwest to

The Bishop, with a small unarmed party , balungo was more of a foraging expedition wards their owndistrict, and the Bishop made

had left Pungo Andongo for Malange, sixty- than an attempt at conquest. The camp had his way into Malange with the assistance of

two miles to the eastward . Malange is the been pitched several days, and on every hand some patives , who were working in a banana

easternmost of the Methodist mission stations . were evidences of good living and the accu- field near by.

On the morning of the third day, the travelers mulation of contraband goods of various de- Arrangements for the mission station were

were met by two natives bearing spears , who scriptions . There were heaps of ivory , uten- soon completed. The Bishop stayed in town,

came from the near -at-hand town of Mamba- sils taken apparently from villages that had working hard on the buildings and the land

lungo . After the interchange of a few words been destroyed , a few captives , articles of of thestation until his co-workers came . They

the two natives set off rapidly in the direction food and the like . From appearances the reported that the people of Mambalungo had

of the aforesaid town, the Bishop's party fol- whole army might muster a thousand men . disarmed and gone about their ordinary occu

lowing . The Bishop was conducted , after a short pause , pations , and that they gave the most extrav

Soon the king came, attended by a body- into the presence of the king , and stood with agant praise to the bishop for bringing the

guard of one hundred soldiers , armed for com- folded arms and awaited advances . little war to an end . No sign of the Kum

bat. His towns were at war with those of “ White man,” said the king, " you are wel- buans had been seen , except the marks of

another tribe, a battle being any day expected . come, although you come from Mambalungo.” their old encampment.-Messenger of Peace .

Hearth and Home.
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Closer Union among New York guage , should notletthe present opportunities tween the various bodies was closer in New

Lutherans . for doing so pass by. Rev. Beyer inquired York than anywhere else ; that we must look

what kind of a union was to be formed ; he to bodies and their official declarations, and

With the end in view of promoting, if pos- knew of but one way to unite , that is , if not to individuals , in considering unity. Rev.

sible , a closer union among the Lutheran all would accept ry word of the Bible , Berkemeier dwelt upon the necessity of more

churches in New York City and vicinity , the whereupon Rev. Singmaster moved that it be fraternal intercourse between us. Rev. J. H.

Martin Luther Society of New York had , on an organic union . Dr. Reimensnyder said the Sieker , being called on to express his opinion ,

the evening of Jan. 22 , invited to its rooms Bible alone was not close enough a base for said that when he heard the remarks that had

the pastors and church councils of the various him , but he should say , the Bible as inter- been made as to how closely we were united,

congregations. A good number had responded preted by the Augsburg Confession and the it seemed to him as though he had passed for

by their presence . All the general bodies other symbols of our faith understood in their thirty years through a very dark dream. And

were represented. Besides a goodly number original , historic sense. Dr. Moldehnke ar- yet one stood aloof from the other , and we

of representative laymen , there were present gued in favor of a separate synod for New Missourians have not one , but a thousand ,

representing the General Council , Revs. Dr. York City and vicinity. The amendment re- reasons why we stand aloof. Truth must be

G. F. Krotel, F. F. Buermeyer, Dr. E. F. ferring to an organic union having been set the basis of union . Where is history ? The

Moldehnke , J. Ehrhart , G. C. F. Haas, J. J. aside as premature, it was unanimously re- Western synods receded from the General

Heischmann , F. W. Oswald , B. H. Strohdach , solved , by a rising vote , that it is the desire Synod, because whilst their missionaries were

G. C. Berkemeier , J. A. W. Haas , H. W. of all present that a closer union must be at- toiling to preserve the purity of the faith

Euchler , J. Anderson ; representing theGen- tained . against the inroads of the sects , the brethren

eral Synod, Revs. Dr. C. A. Wedekind , Dr. The question of what to strive for and how in the East were fraternizing with these sects .

J. B. Reimensnyder, Dr. G. N. Wenner , J. A. to attain it , now came up. Rev. Buermeyer The General Councilwas also still tinged with

Singmaster ; representing the Synodical Con- moved that there is no insurmountable diffi- this unionism. He then also referred to secret

ference , Revs . J. H. Sieker , W. Busse, J. P. culty in the way of a closer union . Dr. Mol- societies and our attitude towards them as

Beyer. dehnke said that it was a sin to be separated , ground for separation . Rev. Busse endorsed

After the Martin Luther Society had briefly unless there is sufficient ground for it , the these views . At a late hour the meeting ad

transacted its business , the President , Hon. only sufficient ground being deviation from journed, after having provided for another

Jas. F. Miller , opened the conference of the the doctrines of God's Word. The articles meeting of this kind on February 26 .

evening with some introductory remarks , in of the Augsburg Confession form a common Workman .

the course of which he said that the Martin ground for us to stand upon . Dr. Wedekind

Luther Society formed a rallying point for the said for himself and the body he is connected
The Kitchen God of China.

various shades of Lutheranism represented with, that he agreed with every word of the

here . The differences existing between us unaltered Augsburg Confession and would

impaired the efficiency of our Church . We also add the Catechisms of Luther ; that it
The gods of China are legion . They are

find at the present time a tendency towards would be difficult to find any one present who the great images in the large temples and the

unity both in the political and ecclesiastical did not ; that our difficulty is the idiosyn- odd fragments of idols in shrines ; the local

world . Is it not wisdom , therefore, for us crasies of this and the other man.
He also deities , of which every village , field andmount

Lutherans , standing on the same fundamental was in favor of the formation of one synod in ain has its own : the invisible controllers of

principles, to forget the differences which New York and vicinity. Rev. G. C. F. Haas the thunder, the rain , the harvest , and the

divide us, and present a united front against thought that to speak of the formation of a elements ; the spirits of all the dead , and

that which is worse than those differences , synod was somewhat premature. Before mar- especially of one's ancestors ; and , besides

rationalism , infidelity , socialism ? With these rying, men usually go a -courting. Thus they these, every strange object , and the sight of

things in view , this meeting had been called get better acquainted and more attached to every inexplicable phenomenon is worshiped.
to consider,in the first place , whether it would each other . We can not hide the fact that Oddly shaped stones, queerly gnarled roots,

be desirable to form a closer union . The though we all would agree on the Augsburg fantastic bits ofwood, waifs brought on the

President then called on Rev. Buermeyer to Confession , yet some of us would feel con- tide, are all gods; but whatever else may be
open the conference with prayer. After the strained to insist upon more than that as a absent from a pagan househould , Su Meng

reading or mention of a number of letters in basis of union . Recognizing that there are Kong is not. He is the god of the kitchen ,

reference to the meeting, a generaldiscussion differences between us , we should , in the first and none would dare to set up housekeeping
of the subject was begun. place , be just to each other and believe each without him. He has been a god for hun

Dr. E. F. Moldehnke thought it very desir- to hold his view because in conscience con- dreds of years . In some families he has no

able that a closer union be formed , and re- vinced of its truth . We should sacrifice our- image set up, and the incense sticks burned

ferred to the ground on which alone a true selves and the memory of bygones, and prac- in worshiping him are struck in the crevices

union could be built up , viz . , according to the tice charity towards one another . of the range chimney. Many put his image

Augsburg Confession . Therefore we should Dr. Krotel said : If there is to be a union , in the main room of the house . His birthday

see whetherwe agree on the fundamental prin- we must become better acquainted . One dif- is the fourteenth of the seventh month , and
ciples set forth in the Augsburg Confession. ficulty is to get people together. We should on that day every family worships him , each
Rev. Buermeyer said that as the clergy were consider the propriety of future meetings . As in its own house.

often said to be the cause of these divisions , far as personal sacrifices are concerned , he On the twenty -fourth day of the last month

it would be well to hear what the laymen had would be willing to sacrifice as much as any of the year, when the gods are supposed to
to say. Mr. Ockershausen thought the ques- one ; but he would not unite with a synod go off on a ten days' holiday , a paper horse

tion was : How much sacrifice is each one that might be formed , so long as it would not and other traveling equipments are burned

willing to make? Rev. Heischmann expressed take in all the parts now separated. If only for his use during his journey to make his

it as his opinion that a union among Lutherans one-half or two-thirds united , that would only annual report to the superior gods . A lamp
is indeed very desirable , because in the disin- add another to the list of synods already is kept constantly burning during the first

tegration of the various Protestant Churches existing . Whenever the laymen of New York days of the new year , to indicate that the

about us the Lutheran Church is to be the are determined to have a general body, there family are waiting to welcome him whenever

rock of Protestantism in the United States . would be one , and no ministerwould be strong he returns . When children have been away
We now do not occupy the position we ought enough to stem that tide. The proposition from home , after greeting their parents , they
before the eyes of men.

Furthermore, the that there is no insurmountable obstacle in worship Su Meng Kong. If the house-mother

Lutheran Church having made little of the the way of closer union was now voted upon rears fat pigs, she credits her success to his
opportunity once granted it , of proclaiming and adopted . good will , and makes suitable thank -offerings

the truths of God's Word in the English lan- Dr. Reimensnyder said that the unity be- to him .-- Missionary Link.

7
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OST.

Miscellaneous.

.

Views of Men of Science. Recent Publications.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST CONVENTION OF THE

GENERAL ENGLISH Ev. LUTH . CONFERENCE OF
1. Sir William Thomson, from a study of

MISSOURI AND OTHER STATES . Held at Beth

solar phenomena, utterly denies the possibility lehem church , St. Louis, Mo. , Oct. 19th to 23d ,

Homeward Bound .
of that infinite series of geological ages which

1888.

This report contains the opening sermon, the con
is the first demand of the evolutionist . stitution , the list of membership , parochial reports

[ This poem is from PILGRIM Songs by F. W.
Herzberger, Ev . Luth . Pastor. The neatly bound 2. Prof. Max Muller, of world-wide reputa- and importantresolutionsof the GeneralConference .

Price, single copy , 10 cents. Address : Rev.C.F.W.

bookof 65 pages contains 35 poems under titles as tion , points out that the crowning faculty of Meyer,Box42,Marshfield, Webster Co., Mo.
follows : 1. Dedication ; 2. Wooing of the Pilgrim ;
3. Iam ThyPilgrim ;4. Pilgrim's Staff; 5. Pilgrim's articulate speech constitutes an impassable

Light; 6. Pilgrim's Dress; 7. Pilgrim's Crowns; barrier between man and beast.
Acknowledgment.

8. Weary not ; 10. Could I forget; 24. Contentment ;
3. Dr. Carruthers, of the British museum , Received from St. Paul Congregation , Marshfield,

26. The Morning Star ; 28. Easter Song ; 31. Jeru

salem , myhappy, home; 32. Christ on the Sea ; states that the whole testimony of the veg- Mo :; per Rev. C. F. W. Meyer for printing Minutes
$ 1.50 .33. Ascension ; 34. Resurrection ; 35. Homeward

From Mr.J.C. Rupright, Van Wert, O. , per Rev.
bound. In his preface the author'states: " Neither etable kingdom entirely contradicts the hy

H. Birkner for printing Minutes $ 1.00.the love of lucre nor the love of vain glory have pothesis of evolution .
Jan. 19, 1889 . C. F. LANGE, Treasurer.induced the author to publish this little volume .

4. Prof. Owen says : “ No instance of change
He knows only too well that neither will accrue to

him by its publication. His reason for presenting of one species into another has ever been re Subscriptions Paid .

this littlebook to the public is hisearnestdesire of corded by man .” And again : “ Man is the Mr. John Sautter , Papillion, Nebr.,(VII)

giving in it a small token of deep and lasting grati $ 1.00

tude to those dear friendswhose names the author only species of his genus.' Rev. M. H. Feddersen, New Berlin , Ill., (VII) 1.00
has dared to mention on the preceding page . Some, 1.005. The eminent Prof. Virchow of Berlin Rev. J. A. Kaumeyer, Lancaster, o ., (VII)
no doubt, will call the publication of the book pre Mr. Geo . Haas, Akron, O. , (VI . VII ) 2.00

mature,when they see its meager contents. To declares that “ man has not descended from Rev.W.Lothmann, Akron, O., (VI.VII) 2.00

2.00
these the author would say, that through great the ape , or from any other animal whatever. ” Miss A.Kaiser,Akron , O., (VI. VII)
bodily affliction he has come to the belief that his Mr. Fred . A. Werner, Akron , O. , (VI . VII ) 2.00
days are nearly numbered, and he, therefore, the Study above all Genesis I and II. Mr. H.Grosnick, Ellsworth , Kans . , (VII.
more earnestlydesired to know at least this farthing VIII) 2.00

of his great debt of gratitude paid , before the last Teacher C. Waschilewsky, Detroit, Mich . ,

hour came." The following from the Richmond Religious Mr. 2. J. Zilhover, Garfield , Colo . , (VII 15(VII . VIII) 2.00

Thisis to our knowledge the second smallvolume Herald may afford some food for reflection :
to VIII 14 ) 1.00

of poetry published within our boundaries in the

English language. It ought to receive a right royal The Board of Trustees of a great institution Mr. F. Dellfelder, Effingham , Kans . , (VII 17
to VIII 16 ) 1.00

welcome, because it offers true poetry, and more some time ago invited a beggar to come be

over sacred poetry. Weadjoin the last piece in the fore them . He weirt and they gave him a Dr. C. C. Bernard , Chicago, Ill . , (VII 17 to

VIII 16 ) 1.00

book to let our readers judge for themselves on the

merits of these poems. Thebook may behad from much elatedat the kind things they said to
royal reception . The old beggar felt very Rev. C. Catenhusen , Louisville, Nebr. , (VI .

the author, Rev. F.W. Herzberger, Hegewisch, Cook VII) 2.00

Mr. Alex . Krusche, Stevens Point, Wis . , (VIICo., Ills.,or from the Rundschau, 368 Dearborn Str., him . The president of the board said :

" Wewishyou to go out and raise $50,000 Mr. Gerard Wolf, St. Louis, Mo. , (VII17 to
17 to VIII 16 )

Chicago, Ills . Price, single copy, 35 cents . ]
1.00

for this institution .'
VIII 16) 1.00

The old beggar asked : “ How much of that Rev. A. Hotíus, Fontanelle, Nebr. , (VII 2 cc ) 2.00

O hold me not, for I am homeward bound,
amount can I raise here to-day from you who Rev. M. Tirmenstein, St. Paul, Minn., (VII) 1.00

I see the farther shore .
have charge of the institution ? ”

Rev. Chr. W. Otto, Atlantic, Iowa, (VII 17 to

VIII 16 ) 1.00O hark ! I hear rejoicing cymbals sound, That cast quite a coolness over the meeting. Rev. Geo. Link jr., Mt. Clemens, Mich., (VII) 1.00

Praising forevermore No man of those trustees was willing to give Mr. M.M.Meyer, Gravelton , Mo. , (VII. VIII) 2.00

The Lamb, in glory holding a dollar, and the old beggar picked up his hat Mr. Wm . Eisenhauer,Manannah, Minn .. (VII) 1.00

and said : Rev. E. Kirchner, Matteson, Ill . , ( VII 17 to
Among the sainted band

" Gentlemen , excuse me ; when I hand Teacher F. Rechlin, Cleveland , O., (VII)
VIII 16 ) 1.00

His blessed reign , unfolding
1.00

around this old hat it shall be for a cause

The mercies of His hand .
Rev. P. Schwan , Cleveland, O. , ( VII 2 cc) 2.00

more worthy of help than any thing you have Rev. Wm. Querl , Toledo,O. , (VIII) 1.00

Farewell, false world , with thee my course is run,
control of. I have my faults , I know , but I Rev. H. Horst, Hilliard, O., (VI) 1.00

am not mean enough to do what you ask me.”
Rev. H. Niemann , Cleveland, O., (VII) 1.00

No more thy tinselled joy
Rev.Ph.Wambsganss, Newburgh, 0., ( V.VI.

Shall cause my soul its brighter home to shun
VII ) 3 00

Rev. H.Weseloh , Cleveland , O. , (VIII) 1.00

And with thy love to toy. God dealeth not with us in this life face to Mr. Eli Drushnell, Mt. Hope, O., (VIII) 1.00

Thy vanities and pleasures face , but veiled in shadows from us. “ Now , Rev. Fr. Kaiser , Liverpool, 0. , (VIII) 1.00

Have led me oft astray, 1.00through a glass darkly ; but then face to face . Rev. Th . Engelder, Swartz , O. , ( VII )

1.00

But now I go to treasures
Therefore we can not be without veils in this Mr. D. Bauer, Sugar Grove, O., (VII)

Mr. D. Dauler, Outhwaite, O., ( VII ) 1.00

life . But in this wisdom is required , which Rev. C. Schubkegel, Blue Hill, Nebr. , (VI .That never pass away.

can discern the veil from God Ilimself; which VII. VIII ) 3.00

wisdom the world hath not. Rev. J. List, Preble , Ind . , ( VII )
Farewell , dread sin , no more thy fearful wraith

1.00

1.00

Shall cause me sigh or tear,
The covetous man heareth , indeed , that Rev. A. Leuthaeuser,Cedar Bluff's,Neb.,(VII)

Rev. H. Feth , New York City, (VII . VIII ) 2.00

“ man liveth not by bread alone , but by every Rev. L.Schuetz, Redfield,Minn., (V.VI. VII) 3.00
God's loving hand has kept me in the faith

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of Rev. G.Bachmann, Evansville, Ind ., (VIII) 1.00

What need my soul to fear ?

God ;" he eateth the bread, but seeth not Mr. A. Kolk , Fullston, Md., (VIII) 1.00

My Jesus paid thy wages
God in the bread, for he beholdeth only the Mr. Wm . Dodes, Webster P. O. , Minn . , (V.

And cleansed me from thy stain , 3.00VI . VII)
veil , and outward show . So he doth with gold Mr. W.Richard , Rockville , Md ., ( VII),

1.00I fear not thy storm's rages,
and other creatures , trusting to them as long Rev. F. C.Weidmann, Olean, N. Y., (VII) 1.00

For me to die is gain . as he has them ; but when they leave him he Mr. C. V.Wohlhueter, Chicago, Ill . , (VII 17

despaireth .-Luther .
to VIII 16) 1.00

Farewell, o hell , thy onslaughts now are o'er, Mr. D.Rauh, Clark's Fork, Mo. , (VI 15 to

VII 14 3 cc) 3.00
Thou hast no claim on me,

Mr. H. Rabe, Newburgh ,O. , (VII 15 to VIII 14) 1.00
For over thee my Christ has evermore DEAR BROTHER! -- Teacher L. F. Brinkmann , Manistee , Mich . ,

Gained the great victory ;
4.00

The last issue of the LUTHERAN WITNESS Rev. E. P.Block, Stockton, Cal . , ( VII 16 to
( VII 4 cc )

And I defy thy power
(January 21 , 1889 ) , in its article : “ Our Cleve VIII 15 ) 1.00

To harm a single hair, land Pastoral Conference in Columbus, Ohio ," Mr. Henry Meier, Mohawk, Ind . , (V 21 to

givesme credit for reading an essay on spon. Rev.R. Krenke, Gretna, La., (VII)VII 20 )
Christ is my soul's strong tower,

2.00

1.00

I laugh at thy despair . sorship. This is a mistake. It was not I , Mrs. N. N. Bergh , St. Paul, Minn., (VII 11 to

but Brother C. Kretzmann, who read this pa- VIII 10) 1.00

Farewell , ye friends, hold me not with your tears, per.The same article states that Rev. Horst Rev.R.D.Biedermann ,St.Paul,Minn ., ( VII ) 1.00

We part, but meet above, from Paducah , Kentucky, was present. Rev. H. G. Schwagmeier, Springfield, Ill . , (VII
Horst is notin Paducah , but in Ashland, Ken- G. E. Bergstadi,Minneapolis, Minn ., (VII 1525 6.25

Free from all cares, all weeping and all fears F.
tucky. Please give Brother Kretzmann theWhere Christ shall be our love . to VIII 14 ) 1.00

credit for reading the paper on sponsorship . H. Schumacher, St. Paul, Minn ., (VII 15 to
There we shall see rejoicing

VIII 14 ) 1.00

The loved ones gone before, Sincerely Yours,
Mrs. Mary Drinkwine, St. Paul, Minn ., (VII

And God's praise ever voicing
J. J. WALKER. 15 to VIII 14 ) 1.00

Shall weep and part no more. Cleveland , Ohio. , January 24 , 1889 . CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .>
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THE SAMARITANS .

truly Christian heart in the New Testament. was implacable hatred between the Jews and

Would God that the Lord would pour out the Samaritans. The Jews would have no

His Spirit upon us , that every member of our fellowship with the Samaritans, and Christ also

For the LUTHERAN WITness. congregation be a temple of the Holy Ghost ; placed them on an equal with the heathen ;

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE yea, that He would grant His Spirit to this for when He once sent forth His disciples to

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE whole community, thisentire commonwealth preach the Gospel,He commanded them , say

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR . and to all men on the face of the earth , such ing : “ Go not into the way of the Gentiles ,

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
is to be our Pentecost-prayer. and into any city of the Samaritans enter ye

Now that we may know how to seek and not: but go rather to the lost sheep of the

Whilst Jesus walked on

Pentecost.
how to obtain the gift of the Spirit , both for house of Israel.”

ourselves and for others , let us consider :
earth the Gospel was to be preached publicly

only to the covenant people of God , and for
Acts 8 , 14–17 . * THE OUTPOURING OF THE SPIRIT UPON

bidding the disciples to preach in the cities

of the Samaritans , Christ reckoned them as
BELOVED IN THE LORD :- “ Would God that Let us hear

being outside of the covenant, even as the

all the Lord's people were prophets , and that I. What the Samaritans were,
heathen .

the Lord would put his Spirit upon them ,”
II. How they received the Spirit, and :

such was the wish of Moses expressed in the
II.

III . What we should learn from this history.

11th chapter of Numbers. Moses had made But even the Samaritans, though they com

complaint to the Lord that the labor of govern
I.

mitted so dreadful an abomination as at the

ing and judging the people was too much for
To understand this text as well as many same time to call on the name of the Lord and

him. Therefore God commanded Moses to other passages of the Scriptures correctly , we also of their idols , were yet not to be excluded

choose seventy men of the elders of the people must know what kind of people the Sama- from the salvation of Christ . When Saul

to be his assistants in judging the people and ritans were.. Now the origin of this people is persecuted the Church he was unwittingly

to summon them to the sanctuary. When recorded in the 17th chapter 2. Kings. When and unwillingly only promoting the cause of

Moses bad written the names of the seventy Shalmaneser, the king of Assyria , bad led the Christ ; for the disciples fleeing from Jeru

and had called them to the tabernacle the ten tribes into captivity, he populated the land salem were scattered throughout Judea and Sa

Lord took of the Spirit which rested on Moses of Israel again with people from various Gen- maria , and wherever they went they preached

and put it upon them and they began to tile nations, and of these each nationality the name of Jesus . So Philip , one of the

prophesy. What they prophesied is not re- brought their idols into the land and set them seven deacons which the church had chosen ,

corded ; but they prophesied in order that the up and worshiped them . Now that land the came to the city of Samaria , and preaching

people might know that the Spirit of the Lord had chosen that His worship should there he found open hearts and ears , and

Lord was upon them , and that God Himself dwell in it . Therefore , because they feared many were baptized , both men and women .

had made them rulers and judges over His not the Lord , He sent lions among them which Such wonderful effect did the preaching of

people. Now of those seventy men two, destroyed many of them ; for the Lord would Philip have that even that great sorcerer ,

named Eldad and Medad, had remained in not that the land of promise should entirely Simon by name , thought it to his advantage

the camp and had not gone to the tabernacle . become a heathen land . Feeling that the to pretend conversion and to be baptized .

What prevented them from going with the God of Israel had sent this plague upon them , Now when the apostles at Jerusalem heard ,

others , we are not told ; but the Spirit of the the new inhabitants of the land made com how that the Samaritans had received the

Lord nevertheless came upon them and they plaint with the king of Assyria , and he sent Word of Christ with great joy, they sent Peter

began to prophesy in the camp . At this a back a priest of Israel to teach these people and John to examine into this matter and yet

young man ran to the tabernacle and reported the worship of the Lord . So those people further to strengthen these new converts .

to Moses : “ Eldad and Medad do prophesy feared the Lord and also their idols, as it is And now our text says : “ Who, when they

in the camp.” Hearing this report , Joshua, recorded of them : " So these nations feared were come down, prayed for them that they

fearing for the authority of Moses, said : the Lord , and served their graven images , might receive the Holy Ghost : ( for as yet he

“ My lord Moses, forbid them .” But Moses both their children, and their children's chil- was fallen upon none of them : only they were

answered : " Enviest thou for my sake ? would dren : as did their fathers, so do they unto baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. ) Then

God thatall the Lord's people were prophets, this day.” They were Syncretists or Union- laid they their hands on them , and they re

and that the Lord would put his Spirit upon ists in the full sense of the word, uniting ceived the Holy Ghost.” So those Samaritans

them .” This man Moses was not ruled by the worship of the Lord and the worship of were converted , they believed on Jesus Christ ,

pride, or selfishness, or envy ; he sincerely idols; and although in the course of timethe they were baptized in His name, but the

wished that all the people might not only have worship of idols diminished among them , yet Holy Ghost had not yet fallen upon them ;

the ordinary gifts of the Spirit, but that all they remained a mixed people and retained a only by the praying and the laying on of

might also have the Spirit of prophesy as he mixed religion . When after the Babylonian hands by Peter and John did the Spirit fall

had it .
captivity the second temple was built at Jeru- upon them . What are we to make of that ?

Would God that the Lord would grant us
salem , the Samaritans offered to build together Can a man be converted , believe on Christ

the Holy Ghost and would put His Spirit with the Jews , so that they lawfully would and be baptized without having received the

upon all men , both Jew and Gentile, both have part in the temple of the Lord ; and Holy Ghost ? No, certainly not; for as con

friend and foe , that is the prayer of every when the Jews refused to unite with them , cerning faith St. Paul writes 1. Cor . 12th :

* For sermon on Acts 2, 1-13 see LUTHERAN the Samaritans built a temple unto the Lord “ No man can say that Jesus is the Lord , but

WITNESS, vol. I , p . 186. on mount Gerizim . From that time on there by the Holy Ghost.” No man can say with
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a full persuasion of heart and soul that Jesus which He comes for this purpose : to take III .

is the Lord of his salvation , no man can know away the stony heart and to create a heart of

Christ as his Saviour except by the working flesh ; to regenerate man, to adorn the heart
And now , after hearing the history of the

of the Holy Ghost. Because therefore these with faith , love and hope, and to sanctify outpouring of the Spirit on the Samaritans ,

Samaritans believed , they must have already and preserve the soul unto eternal life ; and allow me yet to mention a few things as to

received the Holy Ghost. And as to baptism this coming and working of the Spirit men what we should learn from it and how apply

St. Paul declares : “ According to his mercy can not see and observe , it is something hid- it for our benefit. From these Samaritans we

he saved us , by the washing of regeneration , den . In the extraordinary outpouring of the should learn how to seek , how to expect and

and renewing of the Holy Ghost. ” So the Spirit the Holy Ghost did not come to re
how to obtain the gift of the Spirit. Should

Holy Ghost is in baptism , and in and through generate men , but to endow those who were
we then , before believing that we have re

it He works regeneration and renewing . It is already believers with extraordinary gifts . ceived the Holy Ghost, wait to see miracles ?

indeed true that a man may be baptized and with what gifts He endowed the believers at and should we expect from the Spirit to re

yet be without the gift of the Holy Ghost, if Samaria , is here not mentioned ; but doubt- ceive extraordinary gifts ? Nay, so we should

he forecloses his heart against God and will less they were the same or similar gifts which not do; neither the one nor the other. The

not believe ; but these Samaritans believed He bestowed on others : to speak in strange Samaritans did indeed see the miracles which

and were baptized in the name of Jesus. So languages, to prophesy , to perform miracles, Philip performed , but by the seeing of those

there can be no doubt butthatthe Holy Ghost and the like . This extraordinary coming and miracles they did not receive the Spirit ; for

was in them and had His work in their hearts. working of the Spirit was something which we read of them : “ And the people with one

For also the Lord Himself testifies to Nicode- men , both believers and unbelievers, could accord gave heed unto those things which

mus that a man is born again “ of water and see and observe . Perhaps He came on the Philip spake, hearing and seeing the miracles

of the Spirit.” How then could this thing be Samaritans in some visible form , and if not , which he did.” By miracles Philip proved to

of which St. Luke here writes : “ The Holy Simon the sorcerer could at least observe the them that the Word which he spake was the

Ghost was fallen upon none of them : only they effects of the Spirit ; for when he saw that the Word of God , and his miracles had this effect

were baptized in the name ofthe Lord Jesus” ? Holy Ghost was given by the laying on of the that the people were favorably inclined to

This seeming contradiction the text itself ex- apostles ' hands, he offered them money that hear what this wonder-working man had to

plains sufficiently; for the last verse says : this power to bestow the Holy Ghost be given say. Then through the hearing of the Word

“ Then laid they their hands on them , and they him also .
the Holy Ghost kindled faith in them ; for in

received the Holy Ghost.” So this coming of Now whereas the Samaritans had already the 12th verse we read : “ But when they be

the Holy Ghost was by the laying on of hands. received the Spirit in the ordinary manner, lieved Philip, preaching the things concerning.

The meaning therefore is plainly this : For- why was He in addition thereto given them in the kingdom of God , and the name of Jesus

merly the Samaritans had received the Holy an extraordinary manner ? Was it not suffi- Christ, they were baptized, both men and

Ghost only through the preaching of Philip cient that they had received the HolyGhost in women.” By Philip's miracles they were

and in baptism , but now they received the the Word and in baptism ? Their receiving brought to this faith that Philip must be a

Spirit by the laying on of hands. So the the Holy Ghost through the Word was cer
man of God and his word the truth of God.

Spirit cameupon them twice , in two different tainly sufficient unto their salvation . Those But that faith alone could not have saved

ways and for two different purposes. This is Samaritans were already the children of God , them . Only by the hearing of the Word of

established by what immediately follows this heirs of eternal life , before Peter and John reconciliation did they come to hope for sal

text , reading : “ And when Simon saw that came to them . Being already the temples of vation in Christ Jesus. That a faith only be

through laying on of the apostles' hands the the Holy.Ghost, wherefore then was theSpirit cause of miracles is not saving faith , for this

Holy Ghost wasgiven , he offered them money , given them in this extraordinary manner and Simon, the sorcerer , is a clear example . Of

saying, Give me also this power , that on measure ? Wherefore God did this both in bim we read : “ Then Simon himself believed

whomsoever I lay hands , he may receive the Samaria and in the apostolic church generally , also.” He believed, but what did he believe?

Holy Ghost.” This Simon also believed, but we learn from the 14th chapter of 1. Corinthi- “ And when he was baptized , he continued

his faith was not right ; for he believed only ans , where St. Paul writes : “ Tongues are
with Philip , and wondered , beholding the mir

because of the miracles which Philip per- for a sign , not to them that believe, but to acles and signs which were done.” He be

formed . Simon believed that there was a them that believe not : butprophesying serveth lieved that Philip's miracles were done by

supernatural power working with Philip , but not for them that believe not, but for them Divine power , but he did not appropriate the

he did not appropriate unto himself what which believe.” The gift of tongues, he says , Word which Philip spake as the truth of God

Philip preached , that Jesus is the Saviour was given to be a sign for the unbelievers, the unto salvation . We should therefore here

from sin . Now before Peter and John came, gift of prophesy for the edification of the be- learn that the Holy Ghost is received not by

the Holy Ghost had come upon the Samaritans lievers. Twofold , therefore, was the object the seeing of miracles, but by the hearing of

in a hidden and secret manner , so that this for which the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit
the Word .

sorcerer could not see it , but now by the were given. In the first place they were given Neither must we expect extraordinary gifts

laying on of the apostles' hands He fell upon to prove to the heathen and all unbelievers and workings of the Spirit. Many think ,

them in such a manner and with such effects that God had His work in the Christians, in something extraordinarymust be experienced

that also this sorcerer could observe and see order to convince both Jew and Gentile that by them whereby they would then know that

that the Spirit of God had fallen upon them . theGod of the Christians is the true and living they had received the Spirit. Such is in fact

So from this text it is very clear that there God, and that the Gospel of Christ is thetruth also asking a sign ; for to such persons the

were two outpourings of the Spirit upon the of God. Hearing a Christian suddenly speak Word is not sufficient; apart and aside from

Samaritans. a strange language which he had never learned, the Word they want some sign , token or testi

In the apostolic church there was the ordi- his heathen neighbors must certainly have mony of the reception of theSpirit. Weshould

nary and the extraordinary coming of the been impressed with the conviction that this therefore remember that there is no more any

Spirit. The ordinary coming of the Spirit is was the work of God . In the second place promise of any extraordinary workings of the

by the ordinary means and for the ordinary the extraordinary gifts were given to confirm Spirit, and we should not ask a sign by which

purposes for which He is given ; His extra- and to strengthen Christians in the faith which to judge and in which to put our trust . The

ordinary coming is , or rather was , when He in those times of persecution was necessary in Word should be sufficient unto us . You will

came either without means, as at Pentecost on an extraordinary measure. Therefore because say then : Shall not a man know that he has

the apostles, or by extraordinary means, as this was the object of the extraordinary gifts received the Spirit ? Yes , indeed ; but we are

the laying on of hands, and for an extraordi- of the Spirit, they ceased to be given when to know it not by a sign or extraordinary

nary purpose. The ordinary coming of the the Church was spread abroad and the Divine working of the Spirit; we are to know it by

Holy Ghost is by the means of grace , the truth of the Gospel was established among the faith of the Word . The Samaritansknew

Word and the sacraments , in and through the nations.
themselves the children of God before Peter
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and John came ; they knew it by faith in the are opposed to having any " principles of re

preaching of Philip . The Word testifies that ligion ” taught in the public schools . For re

the Spirit is received by the hearing of faith ligion in that case would mean a preponder

ance of Reformed or Catholic notions , as theand that no man can say that Jesus is the

Lord without the Holy Ghost . The HolyGhost Religious Liberty threatened by the case may be . The Lutherans, being in hope
must certify the heart that it is true what the Blair Bill on Education in Congress. less minority over against the aggregate of the

Word says, Jesus is the Saviour , otherwise no other religious bodies, could not have even

man will believe it . Now if we heartily be- Mr. EDITOR : their fundamental doctrines carried . Could

lieve that Jesus is our Saviour , if we believe In inviting the attention of your readers to we then send our children to such a school ?

this not like Simon the sorcerer , because of the Blair Bill now before Congress , I have no No , indeed !

some sign or miraculous thing ; but if we be- intentions of mingling politics with religion. Moreover, as American citizens we can not

lieve it like the Samaritans, because the Word On the contrary , I write this communication be favorably impressed by a bill that threatens

The first Article of thesays it , then we know that the Holy Ghost is to contribute my mite towards keeping poli- our religious liberty .

in us and has His work in us , and we have tics and religion distinct . — The bill in ques- Amendments to theConstitution reads : “ Con

the Word of God for it . If we believe that tion treats on the public school problem , with gress shall make no law respecting an estab

Christ is the propitiation for our sins , and our an indirect bearing on our parochial school lishment of religion , or prohibiting the free

righteousness before God , then we have the system . To give every reader ample oppor- exercise thereof." This Article has secured

Word of God for it that the Holy Ghost is in tunity to form his opinion on the merits or de- to us religious liberty , by keeping Church and
us ; for the Word bears witness that no man merits of this bill , I shall give it in full . State separate . But the provision empower

can believe this without the Holy Ghost. All ing the state to establish “ the principles of
" ARTICLE

ye who sincerely believe what the Gospel de religion ” is in direct opposition to the Article
“ Section 1. No State shall ever make or cited and to Section 1 of the pending bill. This

clares of Jesus Christ, rejoice ; forsurely your maintain any law respecting an establishment undermines our free constitution ; it aims at

hearts are temples of the Holy Ghost.
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise establishing a national, or state religion.

Relying on the Word and promise of God,
thereof.

we should with all confidence and diligence The resolution to pass the bill has been read
“ Sec. 2. Each State in this Union shall es

for the second time in Congress and then laidpray for the gift of the Holy Ghost both for tablish and maintain a system of free public on the table ; but if it eventually becomes a
ourselves and for others. " Who, when they

schools adequate for the education of all the law , who is to establish “ the principles of re
were come down, prayed for them , that they children living therein , between the ages of six ligion” ? There is probably not one doctrine
might receive the Holy Ghost. " Those two

and sixteen years , inclusive , in the common of importance on which all religious bodies inapostles prayed for the Samaritans, and their branches of knowledge, and in virtue , moral- this country fully agree. We Lutherans be

prayer was heard, the Holy Ghost did come ity , and the principles of the Christian religion . lieve the principles of religion ” to be em
upon them . The Lord has promised the Holy But no money raised by taxation imposed by bodied in the six parts of our catechism , but

Ghost. Now , if you have promised a child a
law , or any money or other property or credit

gift, and the child asks you for it, showing belonging to any municipal organization , or were, dare we decide matters of consciencewe are not in the majority, and even if we

that it depends on your keeping your promise to any State, or to the United States , shall by majority vote ? — The question finally re

and giving it the gift, would you then refuse ever be appropriated, applied , or given to the solves itself into this : Shall our constitution

it ? “ If ye then ," says the Lord , “ being use or purpose of any school, institution , cor- be preserved , or shall we establish a national

evil, know how to give good gifts unto your poration, or person , whereby instruction or religion with all the evils resulting therefrom ?

children : how much more shall your heavenly training shall be given in the doctrines, tenets, This is the question confronting the American

Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask belief, ceremonials,or observances peculiar to people . The papers state that over six million

bim ? ” Ask , not doubting the Lord's prom- any sect, denomination, organization, or so- people have signed petitions to Congress ask

ise, and you can not be without the Holy Ghost ciety, being , or claiming to be, religious in its ing for that amendment to be passed. Do they

and you shall receive Him more abundantly. character; nor shall such peculiar doctrines , understand the deceitful and tyrannical ten

Pray also for others. Pray for the brethren tenets, belief, ceremonials , or observances, be dencies of this amendment ? Do they know it

that the Spirit abide with them richly ; pray taught or inculcated in the free public schools. to be the first decided step towards Papacy?

for the afflicted that the Comforter commune
“ SEC. 3. To the end that each State , the

Our Lord said : “ My kingdom is not of thiswith them in their hearts ; pray for the un- United States , and all the people thereof, may world .” And again : “ Render therefore unto

converted that they be made temples of the have and preserve governments republican in Caesar the thingswhich are Caesar's, and unto

Holy Ghost ; pray for the church that the form and in substance , the United States shall God the things that are God's . ” —

fruits of the Spirit abound in her. Pray one guarantee to every State , and to the people of And men that are prominent in the history

for another ; " the effectual fervent prayer of

every State and of the United States , the sup- of our country have echoed the same senti

a righteous man availeth much .”
port and maintenance of such a system of free ment. George Washington said : “ Every man

But thank be unto our Lord Jesus Christ , public schools as is herein provided .
who conducts himself as a good citizen is ac

because He has not left us orphans, but has “ Sec . 4. That Congress shall enforce this countable alone to God for his religious faith ,

sent unto us the Comforter, the Holy Ghost. article by legislation when necessary.” and should be protected in worshiping God

Amen .

The above bill would be a good one,save according to the dictates of his own
for the provision that " free public schools science.”“ "

For the LUTHERAN WITness. shall be established and maintained ” by the
James Madison : “ Religion is not in the

several States for the education of the chil- purview of human government. Religion isHonor thy Father in Heaven.

dren living therein ... " in the principles of essentially distinct from government and ex

the Christian religion . It is as Lutherans
empt from its cognizance . A connection be

Boleslaus IV ., King of Poland , all his life- and as American citizens that we stand op- tween them is injurious to both.”

time wore a gold medal, showing his father's posed to any.such proposition. As Lutherans Thomas Jefferson : " To compel a man to

likeness , and when engaged in important con- we acknowledge the Biblical religion to be the furnish contributions of money for the propa

sultations was wont fervently to kiss it and to foundation, the heart, and the crown of all gation of opinions which he disbelieves, is

say : " May God keep me from undertaking true education - this conviction has built and sinful and tyrannical.”

aught which might disgrace the glorious name now upholds our parochial schools -- but we U. S. Grant : “ Leave the matter of religion

of my royal father."

Children of God , let your lives glorify your make it a punishable offence,if teachers antagonize school , supported entirely by private contribu

This part of the Blair Bill may only intend to to the family altar, the church , and the private

Heavenly Father. Give no “ occasion to the in their schools our Christian religion, or would tion . Keep the state and the church forever

enemies of the Lord to blaspheme." teach any religion radically different from Christian

principles .-ED. ) separate ." - A . M.

con

E.
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Greeks. So writes Lactantius in his work

De ira Dei , ch . 11 . God viewed the whole human race in the

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor .- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt . 5. At the same period there lived poets , act of His election . He foresaw that some

who might also be called theologians , because men , most men would not believe in Christ ;
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these He rejected . He foresaw also that some

souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers, such gods as had been , though great men , yet men , a small number would believe in Christ.
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not worshipped as gods . Augustine , City of on the part of the elect , justified God in elect

God , B. 18 , 14 . ing the elect . This is what Ohio means when
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

6. In the Christian Church the term theol- they say , God elected the elect in view of

ogy was early used by the Greek Fathers. Thus Christ apprehended by faith . They make

ST. LOUIS, MO. , February 21 , 1889.

Clement of Alexandria speaks of a “ course of faith a meritorious work on the part of man.

theology” in his Stromata, B. 4. And Justin Because an elect person was so good as to
Theological Extracts and Canons.

Martyr mentions “ the theology of the poets,” apprehend Christ, therefore God , who foresaw

in his Exhortation to the Peoples , page 4 . this goodness, elected him . This is Ohio's

From BAIER -WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae . 7. Nor must we forget that the last book platform and it is an evil one . It subverts

of the Bible has for its title : " The Revelation the very doctrine of Christ and faith when

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and of St. John , the Divine,” that is , the Theo- followed out. If the goodness of our faith

Constitution of Theology. logian , which name the teachers of the church saves us , it is not Christ that saves us. If

1. Theology, by the very force of the term , would assign to John for the special reason , God had respect to our qualification of being

denotes a discourse or reasoning concerning that he asserted and defended more than better than others in this one point of appre

God . By the usage of language, however , it others the divinity of God's Son . Therefore hending Christ, then we were not chosen with

expresses a habit of knowing God and divine Athanasius in his Oration against the Peoples out merit or own worthiness , but because we

matters and of teaching, proving and defend- exclaims : " To her says also that divine possessed this qualification before others of“

ing them , agreeable with its object and the ( theological) champion, In the beginning was apprehending Christ. It is no longer Christ
state of this present life . the Word ," ( the Logos ). in fact that saves us , but our faith in as much

2. If we consider the first imposition of the 8. Clement of Alexandria defines ( in his as it is the fulfilment of a condition required .

term theology , it seemsto belong to the Gen- Stromata, B. 5 ) that as the proper and true When Ohio speaks of faith in election , such

tiles , from whom it afterwards entered into theology, which merits this name absolutely. is not the gospel-faith, but the faith of the
the use of the church . The Syrian Pherecides , By this standard are at once removed all the law . But man was neither elected nor saved

who lived in the sixth century before Christ, vain babblings of heretics. by the works of the law .

is said to have been the first to enjoy the 9. In this place we do not care to examine

name of a theologian , because he wrote a the three kinds of pagan theology , though we

book entitled Theology. This theology of will mention them in the words of Augustine. Exclusive, yet most Tolerant.

Pherecides is , however , according to the tes- In his City ofGod, VI , 5 , he writes : The first

timony of Josephus , only a philosophizing kind of pagan theology is the fabulous, used Consistent Lutherans never enter upon a

on heavenly and divine things. Homer and chiefly by the poets. This contains many compromise or union which requires the sacri

Hesiodus also received this name, each being fictions at variance with the dignity and na- fice of Lutheran principles of doctrine and

the author of a Theogony , according to Hero- ture of the immortals . Therein occurs that practice . They are convinced that the teach

dotus History , B. II , ch . 53.- Epimenides one god sprung from the head , another from ings of their Church are all in accord with

of Crete bore the name of a theologian , and the thigh , another from drops of blood ; that God's Word ; they therefore reject every

so did Sanchuniaton , author of a Theology of the gods committed thefts, adulteries, became doctrine not in harmony with Lutheran doc

the Phenicians. - Greeks and Romans under- servants unto man ; all such things are attri- trine . They will depose from office and ex

stood theology as being a philosophy on divine buted unto the gods as may be found not clude from their society , any man that tena

things, that is , on the origin, nature and wor- only in man , but also in the most contemptible ciously advocates any unlutheran doctrine.

ship of the gods . Aristotle informs us in his man. . . The second kind is the natural, on They will have no brotherly fellowship with

Metaphysics ( I , 3 ) that he was acquainted which the philosophers have left us many heretics or errorists . They will preach con

with men who theologized on the very earliest books. In these they describe, who the gods demnation upon all who knowingly falsify the

origin of creation and on the oldest gods, and are , where, ofwhat kind, since what time they words of the Lord.

made Oceanus and Thetis ( the ocean and sea ) have been , whether they are from eternity ; But the hands and the garments of the

the parents, primary elements, of all things. whether they originated from fire as Heraclitus Lutheran Church are not soiled with blood

And Cicero instructs us in his book On the believes ; or from numbers , as Pythagoras she shed in propagation or defence of her doc

Nature of the gods, III , 21 , “ Such men as are holds; or from atoms, as Epicure maintains . trines . The Lutheran Church never burnt

called theologians, enumerate three Joves in ... The third kind is the civil, which the any one at the stake because he was a heretic;

the beginning." citizens in towns and especially the priests she never applied bodily violence in order to

3. Concerning these theologiesofthe pagans, must know and attend . In this we find that convince men of the truth of her doctrines.

the church-historian Eusebius bas said a very the gods must be publicly worshipped, what The last argument of human nature also in

true word in this way : “ The whole so-called rites and sacrifices it was meet for each one matters of religion is violence and bloodshed .

theology outside of the church ofGod ... is to perform . . . The first theology suits the But this was never an argument in the Lu

erroneous ." theatre, the second the universe , the third the theran Church . “ I send you as lambs among

4. All those that are worshipped as gods, itown best.
wolves,” was her motto with the Church of

were men , namely the first and greatest kings 10. Though the natural theology which the old . To use the argument of oral persuasion

who on account of their virtues and the ex- philosophers claimed for themselves, agrees and to suffer for her faith if needs be , is her

cellent services they rendered their contem- in name with the natural theology ofwhich we lofty position. She believes in no kind of

poraries , were elevated after their demise to ishall make honorable mention in subsequent bodily punishment or persecution if she can
divine honors. This we are taught by both paragraphs, yet as it appears in pagan philos- not persuade men unto faith . She commits

the most ancient writers of Greece , who re- ophers, it is tainted with a great many errors dissenters to God's judgment and includes

ceived the name of theologians, and by Roman and by no means worth the name theology . them in her prayers .
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¢ hurch News.
tion which made it almost necessary for me to when one of the members of the society violently

become acquainted with the American Pres- and profanely pushed him aside and called him

byterian minister there, who gave me a great a crank . Mr. Milton told him to stand back

deal of the above information . I told him that or he would have him arrested as a disturber

Our Denver Letter.

I was somewhat surprised to learn that his de- of the peace , and then proceeded. That night

nomination insisted on the establishment of he came down town and was walking with

Denver, Colo . , Feb. 5 , 1889. church-schools for Mexican children , and he President Blanchard , of Wheaton College ,,

The population of New Mexico is a mixed
was still more surprised at my statement, that when a man appeared and persistently dogged

one , composed as it is of Americans and Mexi- the Lutheran Synod to which I belonged , in their footsteps. He was obliged to call for

cans. The Mexicans are divided into two clas- sisted on the establishment of such schools by police protection . These threats against his

ses , viz . , in full-blood Spaniards,who are said all of its congregations at the earliest possible life have followed this occurrence.”

to be the descendants of the Spanish generals, date. This statement elicited from him un- This shows exactly how these organizations

atthe time of the conquest under Cortez, and qualified approval , and “ I wish,” said he, fear and respect the law , just the same as the

oftheir white Spanish wives. The second class that the eyes of our American Presbyterian infamous “ White Caps,” “ Bald Knobbers”

of Mexicans are those who are said to be the congregations were only opened so as to see and other lynching mobs.
descendants of the common soldiers and of the absolute necessity of a prolonged system- Such things are not new , and they go to

the Indian Aztec women they married . This atic religious training of children , and of the show that secret societies are full of danger ,

latter class of Mexicans are commonly called great insufficiency of our Sunday-schools to a menace to the well-being of society, being

“ Greasers ” or “ Half-breeds.” This class, as give it . ” He also expressed the hope, that opposed to law and good order and opposed

is butnatural , outnumbers by far the first class the day were not far distant , when the desired to all true religion . This affords a horrid

of Mexicans , and is very, very ignorant and change would set in . The necessity of estab- example of their vaunted love and toleration .

lazy and without any ambition, and stands in lishing parochial or church -schools in opposi- They love none but themselves, and claim

a similar relation to the first class as does the tion to the Christ-less public schools is coming toleration for themselves , but will not tolerate

serf to his lord . more and more to be acknowledged by sober- anything which exposes their views and in

All Mexicans are strong Roman Catholics. minded , well meaning Christians among the tentions. The idea of a secret society exer

Yet in 1878 the Presbyterian Church began better of un - Lutheran denominations. This cising power as was described in this paper

missionary work among the degraded Roman should , as it undoubtedly will be, a strong recently ( cf. No. 15 , p . 116 ) , is in direct op

Catholic Mexicans in Las Vegas and vicinity. encouragement for us to continue in our ef- position to the Scripture ; see Rom . 13 , 1-4 .

One day whilst preaching in a small town , forts of establishing and maintaining church- Would to God that people would see from

called Agua Negra, in Mora County, N. M. , schools , which effort has, in the past , been such reports , as the above , that they who do

the Presbyterian missionary gave a Spanish crowned with so much success , an unmistak- such things are men of darkness, and shun

New Testament to an apparently highly gifted able evidence that such efforts are most pleas- their societies as they would shun the evil

young married man , the son of a Mexican ing to the Saviour of mankind .
one, and leave their murderous organizations,

mother and of an American father , and in At the beginning of last year, so Iwas reli- if they ever joined them.-C. F. W. M.

duced him to read it diligently, which he did ably informed , the Presbyterian Church had
with some of his friends . A few weeks later 13 pure Mexican congregations in New Mex

the question : “ Is the Roman Catholic Church ico , and many mixed ones, that is , such as are
Beardstown , Ills . , Jan. 16 , 1889 .

the true Church ? ” became the subject of a composed of Mexican and American members . DEAR BROTHER:

debåte among these readers of the New Tes- How soon will it be our pleasure to read of Enclosed please find a short editorial clipped

tament. The result of the debate was the con- Lutheran Mexican congregations in New Mex- from the Chicago Times of Nov. 25 , 1888 , a

clusion that that church was the most true ico , or in Old Historic Mexico ?-H. R. secular newspaper , which here shows more

church which came nearest being founded on
practical sense than some sectarian religious

the Bible . In consequence of this conclusion papers. The advise given to the ministers of.

this man and ten others were expelled from
Chicago might be beeded to advantage by a

the Romish church . He with five of those ten , Lodge-Work . great number of ministers who fill the pulpits

under the leadership of the Presbyterian mis of fashionable churches of our country. God

sionary of Las Vegas , organized, in 1879 , The
Thefollowing is a clipping from the St. Louis be thanked , that by His grace people enter

Mexican Presbyterian Church of Agua Negra. Globe- Democrat, of Jan. 20th :
ing our Lutheran churches there still hear

Since then four other Mexican Presbyterian
the true old gospel , and that our ministers are

churches were organized in Mora County. One
“ His Life Threatened .

determined not to know anything among their

year ago these five congregations had a mem
Elgin , III. , January 19. - Rev. George R. people save Jesus Christ and him crucified.Ill .

bership of 340 families, all converts frgm Ro- Milton , pastor of the Prospect Street Congre- God in His mercy grant that our church re

manism . gational Church ,alleges in a public statement maintrue to Him and His word !

These converts have not only as regards to -day that he is being persecuted and his life
Praying , that God may bless your work as

their religious convictions , but also in general threatened , because of his antagonism to secret
heretofore , I remain ,

become quite different people ; they are vig- societies, which he recently condemned from
Yours fraternally,

orous, moral , energetic , earnest and full of his pulpit as devil worshipers. He has re
F. P. MERBITZ.

life ; whereas the Catholic Mexicans are as ceived two letters , one of which advised him

lazy as the "burros” they ride on , and there to prepare to die , and warned him to leave the
“ Let the Ministers Decide.

is no life in them . The Mexican , who was in- city . The other was more emphatic, and gave If the preachers of Chicago are really in

duced to read the Bible , is at present Mexican him ten days in which to leave. Ile says it is earnest regarding a stricter observance of the

missionary in Las Vegas, where Ibecame per- the men who murdered Morgan, who are after Lord's day, they should unite in demanding

sonally acquainted with him . He is at the him . The trouble , he claims, came from his that those places where politics, local crimes,

head of a small Mexican congregation , with a refusal , some time ago , to proceed with the abstruse and worldly questions in general,

parochial day-schoolmattended by 100 Mexican funeral of a member of his church who was and such books as “ Robert Elsmere,” are

The difficulties which he had to a member of a secret organization. The discussed on Sundays, to the exclusion of the

combat with , are the same which are laid in trouble arose at the grave . He stated that simple doctrines of Jesus Christ and him cru

the way of Protestant work by Catholics , wher- he could not place the Church on the level of cified , be closed up , so that people may not be

ever the latter predominate , and would be too an insurance company, and was about to with- decoyed by the clanging of bells into lecture
numerous to mention.

draw from the cemetery when the widow of rooms when they are evidently seeking places

During mywork among the few Germans in the dead interposed and requested him to re- dedicated and devoted wholly to the service

Las Vegas a year ago, I found myself in a posi- main. Hestoodat the head of the grave , of God .

1
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Hearth and Home.

And the re
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .
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“ The Times in all earnestness and sincerity spirit of Pulcheria still pursued her. A count

places this phase of a very important subject was sent to punish with death her most fa

before the eyes of those gentlemen whose
vored servants . Eudoxia revenged them by

lives are supposed to be given up to the
the assassination of the count.

service of God and religion .
sult was that the empress, stripped of the

Athenais , or the Vanity of this

" People do not seek the bread of salvation
honors of her rank , was disgraced in the eyes

World's Goods.

in the Sunday papers and are not disap
of the world , and exiled . She yet beheld the

pointed if it is not found there. They do go
“ All is vanity and vexation of spirit.” misfortunes of her only daughter,who wasled

to church , however, to hear the old , old story From poverty to riches and from riches to
a captive from Rome to Carthage. Sixteen

of Christ's suffering and death for the re
poverty , to-day honor, to-morrow disgrace, in a convent she had found peace.

years Eudoxia spent in exile and devotion .

demption of sinners , to have the path which
In the

he trod pointed out to them , to havethe happiness one hour, misery the next, that is
purity and beautyof his life pictured before the course of buman life . A pointed illustra- sixty-seventh year of her age, the daughter of

tion of this truth is the sad story of Athenais. the philosopher expired at Jerusalem .

them , to be made better men and women
Athenais, a fair maiden of Athens , had been historian. Surely , “ all is vanity and vexation

That is the story as related by Gibbon the

through the instrumentality of a Christiansermon and the singing of good old Christian educated by her father, the philosopher Leon
of spirit. ” Let us seek happiness in " Jesus

hymns, and if instead of all these they are tius, in the religion and sciences of the
Greeks

. Christ, the same yesterday , and to-day , and

At his death she had been confided to the care
for ever . "compelled to content themselves with a learned E.

of her two brothers . These men, in their

criticism on some local questions , a solo or
two on the cornet , and the rendition of a difti- avarice , so cared for their sister, that she was,

after many a day of suffering , at length com Watch and Pray.

cult piece of vocal music by a paid quartet, pelled to leaveher native city. Without a
they are very likely to be disappointed .

home, without a friend , without means, the The fate of Archimedes is a warning to us

" The Times believes in a strict observance
poor maiden seeks a refuge in Constantinople, who are living in the days when the armies of

of the Sabbath , but it is questionable if the and , despairing , throws herself at the feet of God are preparing to take this earth . When

Sunday morning newspaper is not doing more Pulcheria, the sister of the Eastern Emperor. the Romans captured Syracuse , so Plutarch
good than the Sunday morning lecturer in the

About sixteen yearsafter this flight, a grand relates , Archimedes, the celebrated mathema

fashionable church .”
scene is being enacted at Antioch . The senatetician, “ was in his study , engaged in some

and nobles are gathered to present the statues mathematical researches ; and his mind, as

which were decreed by the grateful city to well as his eye , was so intent upon bis dia
Criticizing Sam Jones.

Eudoxia, for her royal gifts to the city . Seated gram , that be neither heard the tumultuous

on a throne of gold and gems, surrounded by noise of the Romans , nor perceived that the

Sam Jones has been holding a revival in the splendor of the East, Eudoxia, the wife city was taken. A soldier suddenly entered
Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Times bas of the Emperor, in an eloquent oration ac- his room , and ordered him to follow him to

the following to say of him : “ Mr. Jones'cepts them. She is on a pilgrimage to Jeru- Marcellus ; and Archimedes refusing to do it ,

method, as far as he has made it apparent in salem , and everywhere she is greeted by the until he had finished his problem , and brought

Los Angeles, is a very simple one . It is to joyous acclamations of her subjects . Eudoxia bis demonstration to bear , the soldier , in a

raise a grin on the part of his audience at any is Athenais. Theodosius, the Emperor, had passion , drew his sword and killed him .”

To this end he is willing to sacrifice made the fair and virtuous daughter of the How many there are who, though they know

propriety, reverence and courtesy, to the philosopher his wife . She was distinguished of the imminent dangers , have their hearts
great glee of those who go to enjoy a free by the proud title of Augusta . She renounced overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness ,

burlesque , and to the deep sorrow of all whose the errors of Paganism, and in baptism her and the cares of this life , and so the day of
most sacred recollections are associated with

name was changed. Her brothers, whom she judgment will come upon them unawares , and

the " sweet story of old ,” as reverently learned forgave, were promoted to the rank of con- find them upprepared . “ Watch ye therefore,

by the knee of a loving mother. We can not
suls and prefects. Her daughter, Eudoxia, and pray always.” Escape , while there is

believe that such clerical mountebank busi
espoused the Emperor of the West. Literary time, the wrath to come ! E.

ness can be productive of good .” honors she also reaped . Her poetical para

Winfield , Kan . , Daily Visitor, Jan. 30, 1889 . pbrase of several books of the Old Testament

and other works were applauded by her age , Remarkable Memories.

and have not been disdained by the candor of

The “ Parish ” must go. impartial criticism . Surely , rejoicing in the There was a Corsican boy who could rehearse

fortune of her relatives , beloved by her sub- forty thousand words , whether sense or non

The Episcopal Diocese of Newark, N. J. , jects , admired for her genius, applauded for sense, as they were dictated , and then repeat

has proposed several important amendments her pious foundations, sharing the throne of them in the reversed order , without making

to the canons. Among others was one stating an Empire , and enjoying the love of her hus a single mistake. A physician, about sixty

that it was the judgment of the committee band, Eudoxia had received a liberal share years ago, could repeat the whole of“ Para

that the word " parish ” has had its day , and of this world's goods. dise Lost" without a mistake , although he had

" is inapplicable to the present condition of
In Palastine, in a convent , an aged matron , not read it for twenty years . Euler , the great

American society, and is a hindrance to the
on whose noble face sorrow and suffering have mathematician, when he became blind , could

progress of the church . "
left visible traces , is conversing with her com- repeat the whole of Virgil's “ Æneid ,” and

panions, of the monkish order , on the vicissi- could remember the first line and the last line

tude of human fortune. It is Eudoxia . In in every page of the particular edition which

Luther's Catechism translated into Constantinople her ambition to partake in he had been accustomed to read before he be

Syriac . the government of the empire, had made Pul
came blind . An old beggar-man at Sterling,

cheria , the real ruler, her bitter and lasting known about fifty years ago as “ Blind Alick ,”

Luther's Small Catechism , translated into enemy. The latter was the better skilled in afforded an instance of this . He knew the

Syriac by Knanishu Morat Khan, will be the intrigues of the court. And after two whole of the Bible by heart, insomuch that if

printed in Chicago . The type setting was friends of the empress had been executed , the a sentence was read to him , he could name

done in Leipzic, and the expenses will be request of Eudoxia, who perceived that the the book , chapter and verse ; or,if the book ,

borne by the Scandinavian Society for the affection of Theodosius was irretrievably lost, chapter and verse were named , he could give

diffusion of biblical knowledge among the to be permitted to retire to the solitude of the exact words . A gentleman , to test him ,

Nestorians . Jerusalem , was granted. But the vindictive repeated a verse , purposely making one verbal

cost .
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inaccuracy. Alick hesitated , named the place finished and weattain to the fixed goal of our first that he magnifies death and the other

where the passage was to be found, but at the salvation , I have resolved deliberately, after calamities of this life as much as possible.

same time pointed out the verbal error . The expounding so many psalms, now to expound In this matter he is , according to his legal

same gentleman asked him to repeat the nine- | this psalm of Moses, and thus I shall spend / office, Moses most mosaical , that is , the in

tieth verse of the seventh chapter of the Book the remainder of my life as God shall grant exorable minister of death , God's wrath and

of Numbers. Alick almost instantly replied, it , in expounding Moses. Because Moses is sin . Excellently he performs the office of the

" There is no such verse . That chapter has the very fountain from which the holy proph- law , and he paints death in its most horrible

only eighty -nine verses . ' Gassendi had ac- ets and apostles also drew divine wisdom by colors , that it is the wrath of God , by which

quired by heart six thousand Latin verses ; the grace of the Holy Spirit, we can not em- we are killed ; yea , he shows that we were

and, in order to give his memory exercise , he ploy our pains-taking in a better and truer already killed in time past and crushed by

was in the habit of daily reciting six hundred way than if we too lead our pupils to this fount- great calamities, and he uses here a new rhe

verses from different languages. ain , and to our best ability and measure of toric by calling death the wrath of God. He

gift set forth the seeds of divine wisdom which adds out of his dialectics the efficient and final

the Holy Ghost sowed through Moses in such cause of death and of all calamities of this

Just put a Dollar in the Man's Shoes. a manner that no reason , no power of human life, he opposes us an irate God .. Who, he

nature without the Holy Ghost, could see or says, knoweth the power of thine anger ? For

In one of our colleges the professor, who understand them . But before we approach thatwedie, occurs from the intolerable wrath

made himself very friendly with the students , either the title or the psalm itself , we must ex- of God against sin . Furthermore, if you look

was walking out with an intelligent scholar, patiate somewhat extensively on its contents. at the following, you will easily understand

when they saw an old man hoeing in a corn
that he does not simply speak of bodily death ;

Contents of this Psalm .

field . He was advancing slowly with his work
for if this only must be expected, we might

toward the road , by the side of which lay his The whole human race has become thus say with the poet : The last day you must

But we suffershoes. As it was near sunset , the student fallen and blinded by original sin , thatman neither fear nor wish for.

proposed to play the old man a joke. “ I will does not only not know himself and God , but eternal death if we suffer the wrath of God

In thishide his shoes ; we will conceal ourselves be- he neither understands whence those calami- which can not be overcome by us.

hind the bushes , and see what he will do." ties are which he feels and suffers , nor does manner Moses treats of death as the law - giver

“ No," said the professor , “ it would not he perceive their purpose. So great is that against hardened and irritated sinners . But

be right.
You have money enough ; just put misery which our first parents contracted from such as are terrified in view of their sins and

a dollar in the man's shoes; then we will hide sin and propagated to their posterity . For death , he teaches by his example to pray that

behind the bushes, and see what he will do .” behold that severest and horrible punishment God would show them that the number of

The student agreed to the proposal , and that death is and with what extreme calami- their days is small , etc.

they concealed themselves accordingly .
ties it overflows the whole human race , what The subject-matter of this psalm is , there

When the laborer had finished his row of silly statements the wisest men made concern- fore, that Moses in this psalm would thoroughly

corn , he came out of the field to go home. ing it. Some of them advocated its contempt terrify the obdurate and secure Epicureans

He put on one shoe, felt something hard ,
as one said : Your dying day you must neither who think their business in this life is to de

took it off and found the dollar. He looked fear nor wish for. Others were of opinion spise the wrath of God and death and to live
that it wastoo bitter a subject ; therefore they like brutes unto whom no hope is left after

aroundhim but saw no one, and looked up induced men to indulge more freely in pres- this life . Unto such Moses shows that death

gratefully toward heaven . He then put on

the other shoe, and found another dollar. ent enjoyments in order to mitigate this evil , is an eternal tyrant, that thus frightened they

He looked at it , and looked all around him ,
as we have on record that well-known but might learn to understand their calamities

but saw no one. He then knelt upon the corrupted verse taken from the epitaph of and also to become inflamed with a longing

ground and returned thanks to God for the Sardanapalus: Eat , drink , makemerry ; after for the medicine which must be applied in

blessings that had been conferred upon him .
death there is no enjoyment. Thus the wise these extreme distresses . He terrifies there

The listeners learned from the prayer that
men of the world , whilst they would heal the fore first, not to destroy or to abandon us to

the old man's wife and one of his children pains of sin , become involved in greater sins. despair, but to show unto such as have be

were sick , and that they were very poor ; so
For death is not overcome by contempt as rob- come terrified and are no longer secure , their

that the two dollars were a great relief sent
bers and soldiers believe that they furnish a consolation and to give them room for re

to them from heaven . proof of their bravery when even jest-wise covery . Thus he combines the doctrine of the

“ There,” said the professor, “ how much they invoke the plague , French pimples, and gospel with the law , though he treats the

For the
better this is than to have hidden the old other calamities on others. It requires an- gospel somewhat more obscurely.

man's shoes. ”
other art , other remedies. preaching of this was to be reserved for our

Almost the same blunder our modern theo- Lord Jesus Christ and for the time of the

logians commit when after the manner of the New Testament, but it became Moses to be

gentiles they state in their funeral orations, Moses. Therefore he touches on the gospel

we should not lament as in a sad plight, death more sparingly that this glory might remaina

were a harbor and after being confined there wholly for the better Teacher of whom the
COMPLETE EXPOSITION OF THE 90. PSALM in , we were safe from all pains and calamities Father saith : “ Him ye shall bear.”

in Lectures to the Students of Wittenberg University by to which this common life is subjected. This These two lessons must be chiefly heeded
the venerable Dr. Martin Luther in 1534 . is the very extreme of blindness and another in this psalm ; first that it magnifies the tyr

misery, added over and above original sin , anny ofdeath and of the wrath of God when

(Lutheri Opera Exegetica , Erl . Ed . 18 , 264–334 .) that we thus weaken sin itself and death to- be shows the human nature to be subject unto

gether with the other calamities of the human eternal death , in order to terrify the hardened

Short Preface . race, and contradict our common feeling , our and unbelieving despisers of God ; secondly

Concerning the office whereunto God hath very experience, and delude ourselves with that it prays for a remedy against despair lest

called us , to-wit, the instruction ofthe churches, thoughts most trivial and vain . For such is not men be abandoned to despair. It is , there
-

I have often said that it is necessary that some the proper way of speaking ofdeath , but rather, fore , a most useful psalm wherein we hear

should be who praise God and attempt to spread that I so term it , heathenish blindness and fruits Moses in his proper office of terrifying sinners

His Word far and wide, because after our death of original sin which defends its evils as not and yet obscurely pointing out redemption,

quite a number of such men will come forth , being evils , whilst yet it feels and experiences that thus he might humble the proud and

yea there is quite a number now living, who the contrary .
comfort the humbled.

will despise theology and all studies . Since But our Moses discusses death far differ

( To be continued .)

we must run in this race until our course be ently in this psalm . For this point he pursues

X
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Miscellaneous.

L.M.WAGNER.

The children having thus " acted well their livings were seriously diminished ; the church

part,” each was called by name and stepped door collections suffered a more rapid and a

forward , receiving a stocking full of apples, greater decline than the subscriptions, and

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . cakes , candy and nuts , together with a neat the incomes of the ministers who receive no

A Christian's Prayer .
picture -book, illustrating Bible history . But help from the committee on Small Livings ,

the young men and young ladies also each fell off from 40 to 50 per cent.” Wherever

received their stocking , and even the leader faith declines , support declines .Lord God , let me have place

In Thy most precious love ; of the choir and myself were not omitted.

And let me see Thy glorious face Next the names of those were called out who Recent Publications.

In Thy blest house above . had received special presents , and each came

Lord God , let me have place
forward to receive one of the presents stand- CHRIST COMMANDETH THE STORM, Matt . 8 , 26. A

lithograph 22 x 28. Price, single copy, $ 1.00.

In Thy most precious Son , ing under the tree . By Artist F. W. Wehle, 115 Wisconsin Str . , Mil

That I may run the Christian race
The festival was concluded by a stanza from

waukee, Wis .

Pictures by Bro . Wehle no longer need commenda

Till happy Heaven is won .
the hymn-book , and the tree was plundered tion. It suffices to mention the nameof their author,

Lord God, let me have place, of all its eatables , which were also divided up because he is so well known by his admirable efforts
to furnish Christian homes with good Christian pict

While here by sin oppressed ,
among those present. ures , and to crowd out those insipid paintings and

In Thy most precious, boundless grace,
Everyone left the place well satisfied , spe- that inclose them .This new pictureof Bro.Wehle

offensive pictures which disgrace even the frames

That gives the troubled rest,

cially those that received handsome presents , is a good representation of Christ quieting the bil
Lord God , let me have place among whom was myself. My congregation lows and soothing the storm onthe sea. It isworthy

In daily penitence ;
of patronage. No one will rue the dollar spent in

offered me a beautiful bookshelf, with four its purchase. We append the list of lithographs fur
And constantly in faith embrace

shelves and an elegant curtain . I was entirely nished by Bro .Wehle,andwe give utterance to ourThy Word and Sacraments . cherished hope that “ Christ commandeth the Storm ”

surprised and thanked the people with few , will not bethe last to gladden our heart and eyes.
Lord God , let me bave place

but hearty words .
Birth of Christ. Christ commandeth the Storm . The

Among Thy people here :

Even the Anglo -Americans present , though Christ. Resurrection of Christ. Ascension of Christ.
Lord's Supper . Christ before Pilate . Crucifixion of

Forbid that I should bring disgrace

On whom to Thee is dear. understanding but the one piece spoken in The Day of Judgment. Portrait of Dr. M. Luther.

English , enjoyed the singing of choir and Price , $ 1.00 each.

Lord God, let me have place

In works of love and trust ;

children , and especially the sight of the beau- GESCHICHTE DER Ev.-LUTH . ZIONS-GEMEINDE ZU
BOSTON, Mass .

And let me sing Thy joyful praise tiful Christmas -tree. This pamphlet of 19 pages contains the history of

our Zion's church in Boston, Mass. It is a souvenir
Forever with the just . Yours ,

F. LOTHRINGER.
of the fiftieth anniversary of the church , published

Yea, Lord, let me have place
at the request of the congregation by its present

pastor, the Rev. F. Lindemann . It is interesting
In happy Heaven at last,

reading and sets forth the hardships and trials , but
To magnify Thy saving grace , Presbyterian Soreness . also the blessed work and comfort of a truly Lu

When fleeting time is past.
theran church . The value of the work is enhanced

The Presbyterian Journal says : “ The Lon- F. Lindemann . Price, single copy, 25 cents.
by the pictures of Revs. 0. Hanser, H. Fick and

January 1889. Ad

don Council has no delegates from the United dress , Rev.F. Lindemann , 290 Shawmut Ave. , Bos

Presbyterian Church of this country. The
ton, Mass .

Trinidad , Colo . , Dec. 27 , 1888. General Assembly resolved a year ago to with

DEAR BROTHER :
Subscriptions Paid .

draw from the Alliance . The 'Doxology'

It will certainly interest and give pleasure breeze in Philadelphia Council left , we sus- John Schwab, Ironton, Mo. , (VII 14 to

to all my friends , to hear of a children's fes- pect , a permanent soreness in the minds of
VIII 13 ) $ 1.00

Rev. E. Baese , Clinton , Wis . , ( VII 2 cc) 2.00

tival that we have here celebrated . And con- many in that body , and we understand the Rev. D. Lochner, Plank Road ,Mich ., (VII) 1.00

sidering that but few of the children could admission of the Cumberland Church at Bel- Rev. A. Krafft,Meriden, Conn., (VII)
Rev. U. Iben , Harvester, Mo. , ( VI) 1.00

read German, and that there was but a month's fast completed the alienation . It is greatly Rev. H. Wind, Millard , Nebr., (vii ) 1.00

time for practice, they did remarkably well . to be regretted. Differing from that branch Mrs. Koltermann, Millard , Nebr.,( VII 18 to

Also the choir that had been organized spe of the Church decidedly in regard to Psalmody Rev. J. A. Schwoy, Alexandria, Va . , ( VII)
VIII 17 ) 1.00

1.00

cially for the occasion , with but a few weeks and the organ , we have a profound admiration Geo, Appich ,Alexandria, Va., (VI. VII) 2.00

F. W.Ruhs, Caledonia,Mich ., (VII)
of its Presbyterianism and orthodoxy, and Z. G.Wenger,Dutton, Mich ., (VI)

1.00

for practice. 1.00

After a hymn by the congregation , I stepped hope for the day when it will not only be in John Raab, Colfax, O., (VII 15 to VIII 14) 1.00

forward and delivered a short address on the the Alliance again , but in a closer union with Adam Lutz, Logan, 6., (V.VI.VII)
Mrs E. A. Conaway, Zanesville, 0., (VII) 1.00

3 00

words : “ Unto you is born this day a Saviour." our Church. And it is to be hoped that in Stephan Hartley, Logan, O. , (V. VI. VII) 3.00

the London Council nothing will be allowed Rudolph Rempel, Logan , O., (V.VI.VII)This was followed by a Christmas carol on
Wm. Wauer, Logan , 0., (V. VI . VII ) 3 00

3.00

the part of the mixed choir, according to the to wound the susceptibilities of the other Mrs. Schaffer, Logan, o ., (VI. VII)
2.00

words: Glory to God in the highest, and on Psalmsinging delegates.” This is , however, Miss Lou Nill, Logan, o ., (VIIT)
Edw. Juergensmeier, Logan, O. , ( VIII) 1.00

1.00

earth peace , good will toward men . not the only soreness in the Presbyterian H. Heilmann, Watertown, Wis., (VII) 1.00

After these introductory numbers, the church -body.
J. D. Beck , Cabool, Mo. , (V. VI. VII)

3.00

Christmas - tree being lighted with many
Jacob Schultz, Rock Valley , Pa . , ( VII 12 to

VIII 11 ) 1.00

candles, the children's part proper began with Clerical Support Diminished in the
Wm . Seigle, Rock Valley, Pa. , (VII 12 to

VIII 11)
1.00

a song ( Stille Nacht) by all the children, nine
Established Church of England . Rev. J. Schaller, Cape Girardeau , Mo. , (VII ) 1.00

teen in number. It was followed by a piece
Rev. Prof. A. Crull, Fort Wayne , Ind . , (VII 11

to VIII 10) 1.00

spoken in German , and a second in English , " The diminution in the value of the clerical H. Franz , New York, N. Y. , (VII 13 to VIII 12) 1.00

the only one rendered in this language. Four- endowments of the Established Church of Rev. H.C. Steup,New York,N. Y., (VII.VIII) 2.00
Rev. T. Thieme, South Bend , Ind . , (VIII) 1.00

teen questions were directed by me to the England , is fast becoming a serious matter Phil. C.Treide, Baltimore,Md., (VII 13—24,

children, to which each answered in a fitting for those whose support depends upon those
32 cc) 8.00

P. C. Treide, Baltimore, Md . ,
After a second endowments. During the last year the tithes, Rev.F.Pennekamp, Topeka, Kans . , (VII. VIII) 2.00

.50

stanza from our Hymnal.

song (Ihr Kinderlein kommet), and two more ordinary and extraordinary, of that church Rev.P.Meinecke, State Centre, Iowa , (VII,
2.00

single pieces spoken , a piece consisting of decreased to an alarming extent, and the in- Rev. E.C. A. Bartling, Odessa, Mion . , (V to
and VII 15 to VIII 14 )

eight stanzas was spoken by as many of the come from the Bishop of London's Fund VIII 18 ) 3.75

smaller children . The third song ( O du suffered a decline of 25 per cent. Financial Rev. W. Schmidt, Decatur, Ind., (VII. VIII)Rev. J. B. Torrison, Chicago, Ill . , (VII . VIII) 2.00
2.00

fræhliche) was followed by seven separate matters of this kind seem to be no better in Mrs. A. E. Baden , Winfield , Kans., (VI 9 to

pieces, spoken by boys and girls alternately . the Established Presbyterian Church of Scot- Rev. F. Droegemueller, Millwood, Kans. ,
VIII 8 ) 2.00

The final number was a song of the glittering land, where during the same time the volun- ( VII . VIII ) 2.00

Christmas-tree (О Tannenbaum ) . tary subscriptions to the Fund for smaller CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

а

1.00

> >
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Ghost. These are wonderful things concern- one God only , but in the one Godhead there

ing which our depraved reason ever anew asks : are three distinct persons , the Father , the Son

How can these things be ? Concerning these and the Holy Ghost. That is in few words

things we continually need the reminder that, what the Scriptures teach , and the mystery

because we can not comprehend them with thereof is that we can not understand how

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE our understanding, therefore we are to grasp this thing can be , one God and yet three

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. them with the hand of faith , and fitly does the Divine persons . Now to express this mystery

festive circle of the church -year close with the we use a term which , though not found in the

By Rev. F. Kuegele. epistolary lesson before us , because it speaks Bible , has been used in the church ever since

to us : the time of the apostles ; we say Trinity , or

TRINI T Y.

OF GOD'S WONDERFUL BEING AND HIS
Triunity, Threeoneness, three in unity ; three

persons in one essence . Our God is one in
INCOMPREHENSIBLE WAYS .

Rom . 11 , 33–36 .
nature , three in persons .

Permit me to speak
These three persons must not and can not

BELOVED IN THE LORD : - The festive cycle I. of God's wonderful Being, and be separated from one another in essence .

of the church -year, that time during which II. of His wonderful ways. So to separate the persons would be making

the church since olden times has been accus three different Gods ; whereas the Scriptures

tomed to celebrate her churchly festivals,
I. tell us that there is One God and One Lord .

comes to a close with this day . Beginning The highest mystery of His being or essence Neither must we regard the one as higher, the

with Advent, the festive cycle extends until which God has revealed unto us , which also to others inferior. The three persons being one

Trinity. During this time the Word of Christ carnal reason appearsmost offensive and con- in essence are equal , equally God , equally

has dwelt richly among us. Since December tradictory, is His Trinity or Triunity. It is in- eternal . None is greater than the others and

last, the Word of reconciliation by the grace dicated in the last verse of our text where the none was before the others. The Father is

of God has been preached from our pulpit apostle says : " For of him , and through him , the Highest, the Son is the Highest, the Holy

Sunday by Sunday. Often , indeed , in great and to him , are all things." All things are of Ghost is the Highest, and yet there are not

weakness , yet according to the ability which the Father , the Source of all ; and all things three Highest ones , but One Highest one .

God gave, did I strive to perform the duty are through the Son , through whom the worlds Likewise , as the three persons must not be
laid upon me , and unto this my conscience were made, and through whom is our redemp- separated from one another in essence , they

bears me witness that what I have preached tion ; and all things are to the Holy Ghost, must also not be commingled or blended to
unto you , is purely God's truth . What fruit the Sanctifier and Renewer. God is but One, gether. We must never think , the one God

the Word has brought forth , is not for me to and yet in Him are three distinct persons. had only revealed Ilimself in three different

decide . I have done nothing more than to That there is and can be but one God who ways ; for then there would not be three dis

plant and to water , the increase is known to created and governs all things is a truth which tinct persons , but only three modes of revela

God . For He it is that must give the increase , the ancient heathen philosophers found by a tion . We must firmly hold that there are

and He does give it wherever His Word is diligent use of their reason . If we contem- three distinct persons, as at the institution of

preached , according to His promise : “ My plate the universe , how beautifully it harmon- baptism the Lord distinctly names three , and

Word shall not return unto me void, but it izes in all its parts to constitute one complete as we confess in the Athanasian Creed : " There

shall accomplish that which I please , and it creation , we must necessarily come to the is one person of the Father, another of the
shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.” conclusion that One mind framed the plan Son, and another of the Holy Ghost.” This

Now He sends His Word to work fruit which and One hand performed the work . But whilst distinction of the persons is clearly taught in
shall remain unto life everlasting . the Unity of God is known by nature, His the Scriptures. In the 2d Psalm the Father

Whether the Word of Christ since last Ad- Trinity is not. That God is three in persons, says to the Son : “ Thou artmySon ; this day

vent , as in our church , has also dwelt in your no man could ever have discovered either by have I begotten thee.” Another is He that

houses and at your firesides, that each house- the calculations of reason , or by the contem- begets , another He that is begotten . To His

father will know . The conscience of each will plation of nature . Neither did any heathen disciples Christ says: “ When the Comforter

either accuse or else excuse him . Each house- ever know any thing about it . The Greek is come, whom I will send unto you from the

father will know whether he improved the philosophers name and describe the various Father, even the Spirit of truth , which pro

long winter evenings to talk with his family of attributes of God , but nowhere in their books ceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of

the wonderful deeds of God for our salvation . is there even the least intimation of a trinity me.” Certainly another is He that sends,

I say , each of you housefathers , when looking in God . The trinity of God is a mystery which another He that is sent, another He from

back to the past winter evenings, will know is known only by revelation . Butin the Script- whom He is sent or from whom He proceeds.

whether the Lord could say of you as He said ures this mystery is spoken of at many places So there are three distinct persons which must

of Abraham : “ I know him , that he will com- and in various ways . Thus, for instance, at not be confounded with each other and must
mand his children and his household after him , the baptism of Christ it was clearly shown not be separated in essence . So the Script

and they shall keep the way of the Lord , to that there are three distinct Divine persons ; ures tell us : The one begets, the other is be

do justice and judgment.” for the Father was speaking from heaven, the gotten ; the one sends, the other is sent ; the

Wonderful things , indeed , do the festivals Son was standing on the banks of Jordan , and Son prays the Father to send the Spirit ; and

of the church -year tell us : The love of God the Holy Ghost descended in the shape of a these transactions are not by three different

the Father, the incarnation of the Son , His dove . Gods, but in the one undivided and undivis

representative suffering and death , His resur- What then do the Scriptures teach concern- ible Godhead .

rection , ascension and the sending of the Holy ing this mystery ? They teach that there is This is the highest article of faith in our
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:

Christian religion , which we must sincerely agree , mysteries which the keenest intellect of the most miserable on earth . Does not

hold if we would be saved ; for whosoever can not solve, that at the end he found him- that look like partiality ? To human reason

does not believe this article , can not be saved . self constrained to exclaim : “ O the depth of it certainly does look so , yet it is not so ; for

That , indeed , sounds hard , whosoever will not the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God does not deal with an unequal measure.

believe the Trinity of God can not be saved , God ! how unsearchable are his judgments, and What should we do beholding the wonder

yet , hard as it may sound , it is most certainly his ways past finding out! ” Mark the ex - in God's Being, counsels and ways? What we

true . He who would be saved must , above all pression “ the depth of the riches.” If a heap should do is briefly this : What God has re

things, bave and worship the true and living of gold and diamonds would be piled up a vealed to us concerning His mysteries in His

God ; for any one worshipping a false god can mile high wemight in a similar manner speak Word , we should diligently study ; since He

by that imaginary god certainly not be saved . of a depth of riches. The apostle evidently has given us His Word that we should search

Let the Mohammedan call on their Allah ever means to say, the wisdom and knowledge of in it . And what He has seen fit to keep hidden

so much and ever so sincerely , Allah will not God are so great , so infinite that we can not from us , that we should not seek to pry into,

save him , because there is no such god. In imagine their greatness. To a school -boy the remembering what Paul here says of God's

the same predicament are all Antitrinitarians knowledge of a learned professor will appear judgments and ways that they are unsearch

who teach that the Father alone is God , and as immense, and yet he knows that there is a able and past finding out. So we should do

the Son and the Holy Ghost inferior to Him . limit to it. The wisdom and knowledge of with regard to the mystery of the Trinity .

They all worship an idol , a fabrication of their God are too great , too deep, that we poor That there is one God only and that in the

own imagination ; for there is no such God as mortals should be able to imagine how wise one Godhead there are three distinct persons,

would be called Father, Son and Holy Ghost, God is and how much knowledge He pos- we are clearly told and this we should firmly

whilst in fact the Father were alone God . sesses ; for we know , to His wisdom and hold . But how three distinct persons can be

St. John clearly writes: “ Whosoever denieth knowledge there is no limit. in one Divine essence , we can not figure out,

the Son , the same hath not the Father. ” Now God governs the world and deals with neither should we attempt to unravel it.

But the infidels of our day do not only deny the children of men not according to human We should rather use the doctrine of this

the Trinity, they will also frequently mock at wisdom and knowledge, but according to His mystery for our comfort and for the strength
the Bible and the Christians for teaching and own Divine , infinite wisdom and knowledge. ening of our faith as the Scriptures teach us .

believing that one is three and three is one . The consequence is that to us His judgments Now the Scriptures tell us that the Father
They will say, any one who would believe such are unsearchable and His ways past finding loved us, that the Son redeemed us , that the

nonsense , was a fool. But the Bible does not out. This the Lord Himself declares when He Holy Ghost sanctifies us . So the Scriptures

teach that three is one and one is three , neither says by the prophet Isaiah : “ My thoughts teach us that on this mystery of the Trinity

do we Christians believe any such thing. We are not your thoughts , neither are your ways our salvation is built , and this same mystery

do not believe that one God is three Gods , my ways. For as the heavens are higher than affords us the strong consolation that our

or that three persons are one person . The the earth , so are myways higher than your salvation is well founded , because all three

Bible teaches and we Christians believe that ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.” persons of the Most Holy Trinity are con

there are three distinct persons in the one BecauseGod's thoughts are higher than ours, cerned in it ; for the Father begins it , the

Divine essence . Wedo not believe that three because with Him is the depth of the riches Son continues it , the Holy Ghost finishes it .

is one , but that three are in one . How that of wisdom , it can not be otherwise than that Behold what a strong consolation this un

can be we do not presume to explain , because His judgments and His ways must appear searchable mystery of the Trinity affords if
the Bible does not explain it ; but this much passing strange to us . Wonderful indeed we but contemplate it as the Scriptures direct

we know that there is not and never was a would it be , if God's doings did not appear us to do . And so we should do with respect

man on earth who could have invented this wonderful to us. And because our reason is to all of God's mysteries and with regard to

doctrine , for the very reason because it is be- corrupt and our understanding darkened by His judgments and ways in general . From

yond the comprehension of man. This doc- sin , therefore it occurs that His dispensations His punishments, we should learn His jealous

trine must have been revealed of God , other appear to us not only wonderful, but fre- righteousness; from His chastisements, His

wise nothing would be known of it . Such quently even wrong and unjust. To observe fatherly carefulness ; from His blessings , His

talk of infidels is only a testimony of their such dealings ofGod we need not go to for- loving -kindness.

own ignorance. They scoff at the Bible and eign parts of the earth , we can see them daily . As to what we should avoid , Paul here in

do not know what the Bible really does say For instance , one child God will attain to structs us by propounding three terse ques

and teach . Such objections of the unbelievers heaven shortly after its baptism ; another tions . “ For who hath known the mind of the

must therefore serve to establish those con- He will permit to grow up , and it becomes Lord ? ” Who has ascended up to look into

versant with the Bible the more firmly in their wicked and is lost. A scoffer will perhaps be the heart of God as into a book and to read

faith . The soul of man who was created in prosperousin the world , while his pious neigh- His thoughts? Even of men we can often not

the image of God , has three very distinct bor is pursued by misfortunes, and again know their mind. We may see a man doing

powers : Intellect , will and feeling . How can another pious man will be prosperous. These something and may think he means evil when

three so distinct powers be in one undivided and a thousand other wonderful things we in reality he means well. When God afflicts

and indivisible soul ? This does not explain may observe in ourselves and our surround- us , we easily imagine Him minded to destroy

the mystery of Trinity ; but as long as infidels ings, and concerning them carnal reason will us, when in reality He is aiming at our wel

can not explain the how in things of daily ex- ask : Is there partiality with God ? does He fare . What is necessary for us to know , God

perience , a Christian need pay no attention to deal with men unequally ? The Scriptures has told us in Hisword ; therein He has suffi

their sarcasms about divine mysteries. We answer , With Him there is neither unright- ciently revealed His mind unto us ; by that

adore and worship God even because He is eousness nor any respect of person . But how we should be directed ; and if Hedoes things
the Incomprehensible One.

His dispensations agree with justice and how which we can not understand , we should re

His judgments are impartial is often to us member that His mind is not limited like ours,
II.

past finding out. Frequently indeed God's and we should cheerfully resign ourselves into

Now if we can not comprehend God in His doings are very clear. If a pious Christian His band .

Being , it necessarily follows that His judg- dies a quiet and peaceable death , and a blas- " Or who hath been his counsellor ? ” The

ments and His ways must also be beyond our phemer comes to a sudden and an evil end, wickedness of our generation has grown so

understanding. In the three chapters pre- this is not altogether unsearchable ; those great that men will frequently say, if they

ceding our text , St. Paul treats very exten- having a spiritual eye will see in it clearly the had been in the place ofGod they would have

sively of the election of grace and the adoption grace and the justice of God . But it is by no arranged things better. Such people talk as

of the Gentiles after the fall of Israel . In means so with all God's dealings. Solomon though they were much wiser than God.

treating of this matter, Paul met with so many and Lazarus were hoth pious men . Solomon That such blasphemous language can now be

mysterious things which reason can not make Iwas one of the most fortunate , Lazarus one used in public speeches with the applause of
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many thousands, is a sign of unbearable pride dark night ? We can never imagine the pain the innocent blood of Christ , is the very load

which must soon awaken the jealousy of God He suffered, never can we fully comprehend star , serving to direct the mind and heart in

and must cause Him to smite the earth . But that indescribable anguish He endured in the right path of understanding and believing

frequently by the instigation of the old Adam Gethsemane ! The exquisiteness of His pain that and why the bloody sweat issued from

also pious Christians will conduct themselves and sorrow may , however , be to some extent the holy body of the Lamb of God , without

as though they were to be God's counsellors. learned from the fact , that His sweat was as blemish or spot . Let the heart by faith cling

As soon as we begin to be dissatisfied with great drops of blood falling down to the to this fact as it is recorded by St. Luke ; let

His dispensations, we begin to act as His ground. So keen is the grief of His soul , the comtemplating soul continually study and

counsellors . If , visited by an affliction , I that it forces the very blood through the veins learn from what reason and to what end Jesus

commence to fret about it and say : Now this and enlarges the pores in such a manner as suffered such excruciating anxiety and torture

had better been otherwise, then I am acting to cause them to empty the blood out in large of spirit. This meditation most assuredly will

as though I should be God's counsellor and drops ! Here our eyes perceive an incident prove profitable, whereas all efforts to explain

knew things better than He . Whenever we which is of sufficient magnitude as to fix the the mysteryofthe Saviour's bloody sweat have

are tempted to be dissatisfied with the disc admiration of heaven and earth ! Wellmay a tendency to lead us astray . Let it suffice

pensation of God, we should remember that we ask : “ Wherefore art Thou red in thine to know that , because He was bearing the

He is a wise counsellor and should not presume apparel and Thy garments like him that sins of the world , the divine wrath and the

to give counsel to Him . Before the world treadeth in the winefat? " His own answer weight of the righteous Law pressed upon

was , He knew how to set the clock of my life ; informs us : “ I tread the winepress alone ; Him ; that the Just suffered for the unjust ;

how many hours of joy and how many of sor- and of the people there is none with me. ” that He loved us with that everlasting love

row He must write on the dial-plate that when Is . 63 , 2. 3. Revel. 19 , 13.— which moved Him to undergo the most pain

the clock strikes twelve my soul may be carried Various attempts have been made at ex ful suffering, in order to work out our own

into Abraham's bosom . Should I mutter plaining this bloody sweat of the Saviour salvation . " He was madeunder the law , that

against His guidances ? should I thrust my simply by natural causes , and there are not He might redeem them which were under the

hand into His clock- work ? Surely, I could a few who would rather explain this miracle law .” Gal.:4 , 4. “ Although He is the Lord“

only spoil it . Whatever may befall us, we away entirely. We know that all such ex- of the law , and therefore the law has no au

should acknowledge that God is the wisest planations , be they ever so subtile , have no thority or power over Him , yet of His own

counsellor and knows things best . other aim in view , than to shatter the foun- accord He makes Himself subject to the law .

" Or who hath first given to him , and it shall dation of our salvation and to shake our faith Here the law executes upon Him all the juris

be recompensed unto him again ?” If I have in the glorious truth of the meritorious suf- diction it had over us . .. Christ did no sin ,

labored for a man and by my labor have added ferings of our beloved Redeemer. The words neither was there any gule found in His

to bis possessions, then I can justly say that of St. Luke do not convey the meaning, that mouth . . . Yet notwithstanding the law was

he owes me a compensation. What have we this perspiration was so profuse that every no less cruel against this innocent, righteous

done for God whereby His riches , glory and drop merely resembled large drops of blood . and blessed Lamb , than it was against us

power has been increased ? Surely He was What good reason could be adduced for so cursed and damned sinners, yea ,
much more

just as great and just as glorious before we construing Luke's narration ? Neither is there rigorous . For it accused Him as a blasphemer

were born as He is now . So God owes us any truth in the assertion , that this manner and a seditious person ; it made Him guilty

nothing ; He is not our debtor. This we of shedding His blood was occasioned by a before God of the sins of the whole world ;

should acknowledge. Yet owing us nothing fear of the painful and ignominious death it so terrified and oppressed Him with heavi

what has God done ? Why , He is become our Christ was about to die . If He knew what ness and anguish of spirit , that He sweat

Saviour and has been doing good unto us all death awaited Him , - and He certainly did blood .” — (Luther .) - To add another word ,

the days of our life ; not because He owed it know ,-He can not be looked upon as merely by this part of our Lord's passion the fullest

unto us, but because He deliglits in doing a human being . And did He not prove Him- evidence is given of His divinity no less than

good . Let us trust His mercy and say : " To self to be that Mighty One , who came in this of His humanity. Because He is true God ,

him be glory for ever. Amen ." world , to give His life a ransom for many ? He was able to endure that agony , which no

Should He then , who came to conquer not human power could have overcome , and that

only temporal, but spiritual and eternal death , He was true man , is proven by the effusion

who from love and compassion chose to die of His blood that fell down to the ground for

upon the cross , suffer distress from fear of our sake.

death ? We must first rob Him of His divinity , Lord Jesus, beside Thee there is no Saviour.
For the LUTHERAN Witness .

“ His sweat was as it were great drops His unspeakable love , ere we can admit the
deprive Him of His omniscience as well as of We have made 'Thee to serve with our sins,

we have wearied Thee with our iniquities .

of blood falling down to the ground .” supposition that the prospect of the death The offense and guilt is ours . But the fruits

LUKE 22 , 44 . upon “ that shameful tree” could cause Him of Thy travail are ours also , imparted to us as

any fear of death . The truth is , that Christ's Thy gifts , by Thy great mercy.

In the above words the Gospel records one sweat in the garden was beyond and above
Dear Jesus , let Thy glowing love

of the most deep and sublime mysteries in the ordinary course of nature and a part of Be all our theme below,

the passion of our Lord . In the garden at his vicarious suffering. We can not but ad- And when we reach Thy courts above ,

the footof the mount of Olives Christ " began mit that , with regard to this sublime and aw- We'll sing as angels do .

G. R.

to be sorrowful and very heavy.” The most ful subject, there are mysteries, which remain

extreme anguish the soul can feel , an ex- inexplicable in this present life and which the

cruciating anxiety, such as threatens to sepa- light of the future world only shall make
About the Jesuits.

rate soul and body; overwhelmed Him , who amply clear. But what is necessary for us

by the power of His word healed the sick and to know , to understand and to believe with The promised new work Dr. Von Doellinger

raised the dead . The propitiatory sacrifice all sincerity of the heart, is sufficiently re- and Dr. Reusch on the Jesuit morality has

began to be offered , --the eternal Highpriest vealed and explained in the precious Gospel. made its appearance in Germany. Accord

enters fully into His sacerdotal office, to offer Whatever is taught, both in the Old and New ing to Dr. Plummer, it tells for the first time

His immaculate body, His own life , for the Testaments , of the cause of Christ's passion, the strange and intricate story of an internal

sin of the world , to pay the redemption price whatever is proclaimed with regard to the schism in the Jesuit order which lasted through

How exquisite His unpre- only motive that determined the Saviour of the whole of the eighteenth century, and ended

cedented agony must have been ! Who can mankind to lay down His life , and whatever in the solemn proclamation of Alfonso Liguori

describe that exceeding sorrow that sur- is heralded to the world by the infallible as the unassailable master and doctor of the

rounded His soul in that ever memorable gospel-truth , concerning the blessed fruits of Roman Catholic Church.

Practical .

for a lost race .
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17. That knowledge of God and divine had bitten any man , when he beheld the ser

things which is in Christ according to His pent of brass, he lived .

human nature by means of the communica- Such is the narrative of the fiery serpent as

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt .
tion of attributes in virtue of the personal recorded in the Book of Numbers 21 , 4—9.

union , is indeed archetypal, because it is that What a wonderful thing this serpent of brass

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st infinite knowledge, which Christ possesses was ! When looked upon by penitent sinners
of each month by the General Lutheran Co ference of Mis- from eternity according to His divine na- with longing eyes and believing hearts , this
souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers,

changes of addresses and all other business communications ture. It belongs to His human nature not on image was , as it were , a sacrament conveying
should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., its own account, but on account of the per- life and salvation . And all this because the
St. Louis, Mo. All communica ions for the editorial de

sonal union .
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. , forgiveness of sins was attached to it by the

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $1 ou per annum in 18. That habitual knowledge of God which promise of God . And Christ instructs us

advance. Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

is in the human nature of Christ naturally , John 3 , 14 that is was a type of Himself in

may rightly be called ectypal. these words : “ And as Moses lifted up the

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second 19. Archetypal theology is the origin and serpent in the wilderness , even so must the

source of all wisdom ; ectypal theology is its Son of man be lifted up that whosoever be

ST. LOUIS, MO. , March 7, 1889. outflow and reflex or image. Archetypal the- lieveth in him , should not perish , but have

ology is not only in God , but is God Himself, eternal life .”

who is here most wonderfully the Known, the The Israelites had not been told to make
Theological Extracts and Canons.

Knowing, the Knowledge ; that is , He is the the fiery serpent an object of adoration, but

From BATER-WALTHER’s Compendium Theologiae Positivae very subject that knows, the very object that faithfully to look upon it as a means of salva
und from OLEÅRII Summa universae theologiae. is known, and the very knowledge : or the the- tion . But what do we read in 2. Kings 18 , 4 ?

ological object, the theologian and the theol. There we read : “ Hezekiah removed the high
Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

ogy . For God's being, knowledge and wisdom places, and brake the images, and cut down

Constitution of Theology.
are one and the same thing . Since archetypal | the groves , and brake in pieces the brazen

11. The term theology is used in various theology belongs to the divine knowledge es- serpent that Moses had made: for unto those

ways. 1. Improperly and applied falsely to sentially , therefore this " Theosophy ” belongs days the children of Israel did burn incense

false theology which may either be employed to the Father , Son and Holy Ghost just as to it : and he called it Nahushtan.” The ser

in teaching gods fulsely so called , and such much as God's very essence . We prove this pent had been preserved by the Israelites to

was the theology of the heathen ; or it may proposition from Matt. 11 , 27 ; and from the time of Hezekiah . The superstitious people

be employed in setting forth the true God , but 1. Cor . 2 , 10. 11. ( Quenstedt, Theol. did.- having made an idol of this serpent, Hezekiah

not in the true way , and such is the theology pol . P. 1. ch . 1. s . 1. th . 3. 4. f. 5. ) caused it to be burnt, and in derision gave it

of the heretics . 2. Properly and truly of true 20. I am not aware that any one directed the name of Nahushtan , i . e . , little brazen ser

theology which sets God forth as he revealed the attention of theological writers and read- pent, or a piece of brass. Carrying about the

himself. (Calov I , 12. ) ers to the scriptural basis of this distinction consecrated wafer and holding it up for ado

12. The distinction of theology into true of theology into archetypal and ectypal. But ration , as papists do especially on Corpus

and false theology is merely nominal. For where might this scriptural basis be found if Christi day, is on the same line with Na

false theology, which is also called conject- not in the words of our Lord Matt. 11 , 27 , hushta .

ural, partakes only of the name of theology “ No man knoweth the Son , but the Father ;

and is so called only by misapplication, be- neither knoweth any man the Father, save the

cause it ought rather to be called vain talk Son , and he to whomsoever the Son will re- The Groundwork of Natural Religion .

and speaking lies according to 1. Tim . 4 , 2 and veal bim ” - ? as also in the apostolic concep

Titus 1 , 10 ; and it is no more theology than tion of that continual change of all believers On this important subject we recently read

the picture of a horse is a horse . ( Quenstedt, and consequently also of all New Testament a few paragraphs that present in a condensed

Theol . did .-pol. P. 1. ch . 1. s . 1. th . 2. f. 3. ) teachers into the image of the Lord whose form the very substance of what may be said

13. Theology , as much as it falls to man in glory they behold as in a glass , according to thereof in the light of Scripture and expe

this life , has also been termed the theology of 2. Cor. 3 , 18 ? (Rudelbach, Zeitschrift , I , 7. )
rience .

wayfarers, as this present life is called the way In the first place, in the world of sense, Na

on which we proceed to the heavenly goal or ture is represented in Scripture as disclosing

fatherland .
Nehushtan. the Being and agency of God. From it , as

14. The most accurate knowledge of God is the organ of the Divine power, the super-nat

in God Himself ; nor less in the man Christ on The people of Israel journeyed from mount ural shines forth : “ The heavens declare the

account of the communication of divine attri- Hor by the way of the Red Sea , to compass glory of God , and the firmament showeth his

butes in virtue of the personal union ; thean- the land of Edom : and the soul of the people handywork.” Psalm 19 , 1. The creation it

gels also who were confirmed in blessedness , was much discouraged because of the way . self is an instance of God's coming forth from

and the beatified spirits have a more perfect And the people spake againstGod,and against the mysterious and silent depths of His invis

knowledge than any one of us . But the usage Moses, Wherefore have ye brought us up out ible Being ; its pages present, as it were, a

of language will not suffer us for this reason of Egypt to die in the wilderness ? for there is marvelous language in cipher, from which the

to term either God , or Christ, or the sainted no bread, neither is there any water ; and our Author permits some of His thoughts to be

spirits or the angels theologians, because we soul loatheth this light bread. And the Lord more or less distinctly inferred : “ The invis

are now treating of the theology of those who sent fiery serpents among the people, and they ible things of him from the creation of the
are yet pilgrims. bit the people ; and much people of Israel world are clearly seen , being understood by

15. That knowledge which God possesses died . Therefore the people came to Moses, the things that are made, even his eternal

ofHimself, is called by writers the archetypal and said, We have sinned , for we have spoken power and Godhead ,” Rom . 1 , 20 .

( original ) theology , because it does not de- against the Lord , and against thee ; pray unto Again , in the intimations afforded by the in

pend upon any other knowledge of God in an- the Lord that He take away the serpents from ward constitution ofman, God manifests Him

other person as its original pattern . us. And Moses prayed for the people. And self no less plainly in the world of thought;

16. That knowledge concerning God and the Lord said unto Moses , Make thee a fiery partly by the higher powers of knowledge,

divine things which angels and men possess serpent, and set it upon a pole : and it shall partly by the voice of conscience and the moral

by divine favor , and wbieh attempts, though come to pass, that every one that is bitten , sense. In the depths of our soulswe are con

in lesser degree of perfection , to imitate God's when he looketh upon it , shall live . And Mo- scious of feelings more sublime than can spring

knowledge as its essential and ideal model, is ses made a serpent of brass , and put it upon from our own finite and limited individuality.

called ectypal ( imitated ) theology. a pole, and it came to pass , that if a serpent “ The Gentiles ,” writes the Apostle Rom . 2 ,

9
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14. 15 , “ having not the law , are a law unto The irreligious and immoral Life of

themselves , which show the work of the law University -students Reproved by the

written in their hearts, their conscience also German Emperor.

bearing witness."

These two sources of Divine knowledge im
Closing a Catholic School in Massa Emperor William declined the offer of a

chusetts.
ply each other. They are as universal as the torchlight procession by the university stu

human race ; “ there is no speech nor lavguage dents of Berlin on his birthday , Jan. 27 , be

A dispatch to the Cleveland Leader, dated cause he , as he stated to the rector of thewhere their voice is not heard . ” God has

never left Himself without a witness “ in that Boston ,Mass., Feb. 6 , contains the following : university , was displeased with the conduct

he did good, and gave us rain from heaven , " Catholics all over the State are up in arms of many of the corps students (fraternity
and fruitful seasons , filling our heart with over the determined effort of the State school men ) who never were seen in church but

food and gladness,” Acts 14, 17. For such authorities to close up St. Joseph's parochial waste away their time in the beer -balls and,

The local school com- on the fencing floors.manifestations of God's Being it is the duty school at Haverhill. The monarch frankly

of all to seek : " He hath made of one blood mittee on the 17th of last month ordered the stated his regret in regard to the immoral and

all nations of men , that they should seek the school to be closed because it was not up to irreligious life of many of the students to the

Lord , .if haply they might feel after him and the standard ofthe public schools. This was discredit of the university and the Fatherland .

find him , though he be not far from every one by virtue of an act of the last Legislature Some of the high toned fraternity felt very

of us , for in him we live , and move , and have putting all schools in the State , regardless of much offended by the Emperor's remarks but
sect of any kind , under the control of the public opinion is in sympathy with him . Re

our being, ” Acts 17 , 26—28.

To these two classes of Divine manifesta- local school committees, who were ordered to cent investigations have brought to lightthe

tions some writers add a third class and term examine them annually, and to refuse to grant fact, that the Jewish students, so numerous

it the manifestation effected by the course of his permits to continue if not up to the standard at Berlin , are the most immoral and irreligious

tory. “ Our fathers understood not thy'won- prescribed forthe public schools. This standard of all the members of the University of Berlin.

ders in Egypt... Nevertheless he saved them in Massachusetts is exceptionally high , and They do not driuk deeply nor do they like

for his name's sake , that he might make his St. Joseph's, catering to a different class of fencing and fighting, butthey delight in deny
pupils, failed to pass muster . St. Joseph's is ing and ridiculing all that which is holy and

power to be known, ” Ps . 106 , 7 ; Ps . 134 .

a French Catholic institution , in which French venerable in the eyes of their Christian fellow

and religion are made very conspicuous. students. They are sharp witted and sharp

Ohio's Platform No. 2 . " The examining school committee ordered tongued and nobody escapes their venomous

these studies reduced to a minimum and En- back - biting. Morally and physically rotten ,

Men that make faith a merit and say , God glish and practical studies given instead . The they try to drag down their fellows into the

elected the elect because He foresaw their church authorities declined , and the commit- same mire . No wonder , that the anti-semitic

good quality ofapprehending Christ ;such men tee, by the powers conferred upon them , agitation is gaining ground and is receiving

will also tamper with the doctrine of conver- ordered the school closed , and warned parents support from the highest quarters . - Luth .

sion . They will attempt to manufacture a re- that they would be arrested and fined if they

deeming trait in the conduct of the converted continued to patronize it. Most of them with
Indian Church.

over against the conduct of the unconverted. drew their children , but some defied the au

The reason why the Holy Ghost could convert thorities, and to-day the District Attorney
The Seneca Indians on the Allegany Res

the converted, rests with Ohioans in this point , swore out warrants against all resident of
ervation near Salamanca, N. Y. , have just

that the converted did not resist the operations fenders and the school instructors . This

built and dedicated a church edifice costing

of the Holy Ghost as much as the unconverted afternoon the police arrested them .
$ 1500 , of which sum two -thirds was given by

do , in their natural state . The converted have " Catholics are indignant , Archbishop Wil- the Indians. Representatives of all the reser

this merit of having suffered themselves to be liams, of Boston , is determined to test the vations in western New York and Pennsyl

converted and this accounts for the fact that law and has procured talented legal array, vania were present at the dedicatory services .

God could convert them , whilst others that with Ex-Governor Gaston at the head , to de- A branch of the Six Nations Temperance

have not this merit,remain unconverted. The fend the prisoners. The Protestant feeling League was established , and it was an in

holy gospel knows of no such merit in con- is also aroused.”
spiration to the friends of the Indians to note

version . It plainly tells us that all men are
the zest with which the chiefs of the Tuscarora

equally sinful as far as the condition of their

,
hearts and reason and will is concerned . It The N. Y. Independent , speaking of the and Tonawanda tribes , who were present,

tells us moreover that the Holy Ghost alone St. Louis republication of Walch's edition of urged the Senecas to become temperate and

active in good works .

renders the heart passive to suffer conversion ; Luther's Works, says : These volumes are by

the Holy Ghost alone removes the resistance no means mere reprints of Walch , but very

to which man'swill is in bondage by unbelief, important improvements in the text as well Another Church Decision.

by drawing men unto Christ through the Word . as in paper and general outfit. Vol . XXII

There is not the least co -operation of man with contains Luther's Colloquia or Table Talk
Another judicial decision, following in the

the Holy Ghost in conversion . It is the Holy ( 1993 pages ) thoroughly revised by Professor line of many previously made , comes from

Ghost's work altogether. Without any merit Hoppe, of Concordia College, on the ground New York . Judge Beach , of the New York

or worthiness of having suffered themselves to of the Diary of Dr. Conrad Cordatus ( 1537 ), Supreme Court , has declined to settle ques

become converted , He converted them from and the Diary of M. Anton Lauterbach ( 1538) , tions of faith and practice in the Roman
He declares that it is apure mercy for Christ's sake . This is the gos- recently published, the former by Wrampel- Catholic Church .

pel doctrine which alone works true conver- meier, 1885, the latter by Seidemann , 1872. matter “ purely religious, and proper for de
sion . It is a complete rebuttal of Ohio's plat- The editor has bestowed great labor on this cision by the higher authorities of the Church.”

form of human merit. revision and furnished the most complete col- This is good law for Protestants also .

lection of this most remarkable of all table

A Warm Friend of Jesus among the talks. The eighteenth volume ( St. Louis , PREPARATIONS are being made for the cele

Warriors. 1888 , 2013 pages ) contains the dogmatic and bration of the fiftieth anniversary of the He

polemical Writings of Luther against the brew translation of the New Testament pre

Count Waldersee, the new chief of staff of Papists, among others his book against Eras- pared by Prof. Franz Delitzsch . An appealhas

the German army , is known at Berlin as a mus on the Slavery of the human will in a been published asking contributions toward a

warm friend of church work at home and new translation which is more accurate than permanent fund for the distribution of this

abroad . that of Justus Jonas. version of the New Testament. Half a century
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Hearth and Home.

pany him .

9

Unarmed Travelers.
ago Delitzsch published the first specimen ,

consisting of a few chapters of Hebrews.
For half a century Titus Coan labored in

1870 a translation of the Epistle to the Romans,

the Gospel in Patagonian and Pacific Island
with notes from Talmuds and Targums, was

Praying for what we do not expect. Missions. When he was a young man , at

published. After forty years of constant labor

the whole work was issued ten years ago by
college , the American Mission Board had

I happened once to be staying with a gentle under consideration the subject of a visit of

the British and Foreign Bible Society. Now man —a long way from here - and a very re- inquiry to Patagonia, about the year 1825 .
—

the tenth edition is going through the press ligious kind of a man he was . In the morning It was brought before the various colleges ,

in the forin in which it is permanently to re- he began the day with a long family prayer and each student in one of these was requested

main . Altogether 80,000 copies have been that he might be kept from sin, and might to retire to his own room for prayer and guid

printed , and of these between 60,000 and have a Christ-like spirit and the mind that

70,000 have gone to the Jews of the East . was also in Jesus Christ ; and that we might Mr. Coan rose from prayer convinced thatance , as to whether he was required to go .

have the love of God shed abroad in our hearts he must offer himself for the service ; and

Suppression of Vice.
by the Holy Ghost given unto us . A good

another young man felt prepared to accom
prayer it was , and I thought, “ What a good

But about an
At the anniversary of the Society for the kind of a man you must be ! ”

Having heard of the savage character of

Suppressing of Vice last week, Dr. John Hall hour after I happened to be coming along the the Patagonians, the friends of the two young

andChauncey M. Depew delivered addresses . farm, and I heard him hallooing and scolding , men desired that they should be supplied with
Anthony Comstock presented his report, set- and going on finding fault with everybody and

weapons of defense ; but Mr. Coan had a

ting forth that there were 94 arrests and 101 every thing. And when I came into the house
strong belief that all these, even his pocket

convictions during the year ; and that there with him he began again. Nothing was right, Knife,mustbe discarded .
had been 45,114 pounds of books and sheets and he was so impatient and so quick tem

On nearing the Patagonian shore , the cap

seized and immense quantities of vile matter pered . tain of the vessel in which these devoted fol.

destroyed.
" ' Tis very provoking to be annoyed in this

lowers of the Prince of Peace sailed , said that

way , Daniel. I don't know what servants in as the natives were so savage and untrust

Connection Dissolved. these times are good for but to worry and vex worthy he could not allow his crew to land ;

one with their idle , slovenly ways ! ”
and he could only put Mr. Coan and his com

During the late Prof. Walther's life - time I did not say any thing for a minute or two. panion on the beach in a little boat with their

he was “ pastor in chief” of four congregations And then I said , “ You must be very much goods, saying that if they lighted a fire the

in St. Louis , which were united as one body. disappointed , sir ? ”
natives would come into sight.

Recently this connection was dissolved and " How so, Daniel - disappointed ! ”
It was a very lonely position for the two

each congregation has its own pastor.
“ I thought you were expecting to receive

young missionaries, but the natives were soon

L. Observer. a very valuable present this morning, sir , and
seen living the brow of the neighboring hill .

I see it has not come.”
They came near , and sought to satisfy them

The growth of the Christian Church in the “ Present, Daniel ? ” — and he scratched his selves that the strangers were entirely un

United States is something wonderful. The head asmuch as to say , " Whatever can the

armed by examining every part of their dress,

gains for the last year were 6434 churches, man be talking about? ” and even taking off their stockings and turn

1505 ministers , and 774,861 communicants, " I certainly heard you talking about it , ing out their pockets; but, finding nothing,

so that we have a total of 138,885 churches, sir,” I said , coolly .
they expressed their friendly regard by taking

94,157 ministers, and 19,790,323 members. “ Heard me speak of a valuable present ! their new friends in their arms and receiving

These figures are big with meaning. Those Why, Daniel, you must be dreaming. I've them into their tribe.

139,000 churches were founded and are main- never thought of such a thing.”
“ They gave us," writes Mr. Coan , " borses

tained for the worship of God . More than “ Perhaps not , sir , but you've talked about to ride on, and we traveled with them about

94,000 ministers are set apart for the declara- it , and I hoped it would come whilst I was three months, east , west and north , visiting

tion and exposition of the doctrines of Chris- here, for I would dearly love to see it." their camps and hunting grounds, and falling

tianity .
Almost 20 millions of souls are in He was getting angry with me now , so I in with several other clans . In this way we

regular communion with the Church of Christ. thought I would explain . saw nearly all the savages of the eastern Pat

These facts are witnesses of a living faith ; “ You know, sir , this morning you prayed agonian Pampas. The tribes are wild , and

they tell of sacrifice and costly efforts, which for a Christ -like spirit, and the mind that was in the wildest state of savageism , living wholly

are not the symptoms of unbeliefand godless- in Jesus, and the love of God shed abroad in by the chase , and roaming with their women

The enemies of the Church have big your heart."
and children most of the time, carrying their

mouths, but very small hands, nimble tongues, " O , that's what you mean , is it ?” and he skin tents and their all with them . We had

but very lame feet. Mud - throwing is not spoke as if that weren't any thing at all .
no interpreter ; all our communications to the

building.-- Ch. Messenger. ** Now , sir , wouldn't you be rather sur natives were through signs .

prised if your prayer was to be answered ?
“ Some of our friends had advised us to go

The eldest son of King John of Abyssinia if you were to feel a nice , gentle, loving kind armed into Patagonia . We had said , "No,,

was married lately . The bride wore what is of spirit coming down upon you , all patient our weakness is our strength ; our apparent

said to be the Queen of Sheba's crown , which , and forgiving and kind ! Why, sir , wouldn't

according to pative record , has been in the you come to be quite frightened like? and The savages saw we were defenseless and

unprotectedness our shield . ' And so it was.

possession of the Ethiopian kings for twenty- you'd come in and sit all in a faint, and reckon harmless, and our God made them our pro

five centuries.

as you must be agoing to die , because you tectors . They were not jealous or afraid of

felt heavenly minded .”

In a single Protestant Episcopal Church in
us , and we left them unscathed, under the

“ He didn't like it very much ,” said Daniel ,

New York there were twenty - five communi- --but I delivered my testimony, and learned
wing of our Immanuel.”

cants received at the last confirmation who
Philadelphia Friends' Review .

a lesson for myself, too . You are right, Cap

had been baptized in the Roman Catholic tain Joe , you are right. We should stare very

communion.
often if the Lord was to answer our prayers ."

Who are the Meek?

Daniel Quorm and his religious Notions.

At a literary auction at Leipzig , four auto
A missionary in Jamaica was questioning

the little black boys on Matthew 5 , and asked ,
graph letters of Dr. Luther fetched $ 200 each ,

" Who are the meek ? " A boy answered ,
an autograph letter of Ph . Melanctlon $ 15 A MAN may wear epaulets and be only a “ Those who give soft answers to rough ques

and one of J. Calvin $ 15 . drummer in the band . tions . "

2

ness .
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was not punished , there remain the embassy aware of it . For this reason another light
COMPLETE EXPOSITION OF THE 90. PSALM

and authority of Moses, there his call remains must approach, and it must be revealed from

in Lectures to the Students of Wittenberg University by inviolate , he remains the divine instrument. heaven how the souls are to be encouraged in
the venerable Dr. Martin Luther in 1534 .

Consequently whoever would despise him , de- thisdanger . The heathen , indeed , engage in or

spises God . Thus David remained a man of atory on this subject, as , for instance , Cicero

(Lutheri Opera Exegetica , Erl. Ed . 18 , 264–334.) God , or king, notwithstanding his fall or sin ; in his Tusculanae Disputationes, but he is un

for though he sinned, yet his call remained able to point out a true and certain remedy.

inviolate . Thus we may daily fall , yet our For in the very thread of this discourse it ap
II . Part : The Title of this Psalm , “ A Prayer of

ministry or the Word is not diminished by our pears how much he is unable to convince lim
Moses, the man of God .”

sin , although I do not know whether our call self of what he would make others believe.

Now the title of this Psalm , A Prayer of may be compared with their call . Thus the Because Moses , therefore , gave this psalm the

Moses, is without difficulty. Jerome observes deeds and utterances of this Moses must be title A Prayer , he intimates by this very title

among other things in bis annotations to this held to be divine and the oracles of the Holy thata hope of life remains. Forwhat is prayer ?

psalm , it were a fixed rule in the psalms, that Spirit who knows our evils better than we do . Is it nota secking for ? What is it , more

always ten successive psalms belonged to the Since the heathen do not understand those over , to pray to God in the danger of sin and

same writer . He had this probably from tra- matters inwhich they live and die , which they death ? Is it not the sentiment that with God

dition of the rabbies . But I doubt not that experience and feel, how should they under there is room for remission and certain help

only this psalm belongs to Moses and not also stand the things pertaining to God ? Let us against those deadly evils ? Is prayer against
the following which are without title . For

therefore perceive that this psalm was com- death not a hope of life ? For whoever de

the Epistle to the Hebrews clearly states con- posed by the Holy Ghost Himself and set be- spairs of life , quits praying altogether as one

cerning that verse of the 95. Psalm : " To-day, fore us to instruct usrespecting our calamities whose case is altogether lost. Thus the rule

if you hear his voice , ” etc. , thatGod had said which he does not term a weakness or ail- is true : Wherever mention is made of a pre

these words by the mouth ofDavid. There- ment as some “ vain talkers” do ; nor does he cept contained in the first table , or of works

fore it is our opinion that Jerome followed talk of the evil propensity like the sophists ; of the first table ( and prayer is a work of the
Jewish figments . Our present psalm is , in

but he teaches as a man of God whom we first table ), there faith is necessarily included

deed, by Moses. This is shown not only by its
must believe as God Himself were address and the hope of the resurrection of the dead.

title , but by its diction , its contents and its
ing us . This theology Christ taught us to elicit from

whole theology. Now Moses is called the man
But the title of this psalm which terms the the simplest words of Scripture, when He

ofGod , because he was sent by God in a spe- psalm A Prayer, reminds us also of a rule says : “ I am the God of Abraham , and the

cial manner to teach the law among his people. which is necessary in theology and full of God of Isaac , and the God of Jacob. For he

Now such as Moses is elsewhere in teaching consolation ; the rule namely : Wherever the is not a God of the dead , but of the living.”

the law , he is also here in prayer. He is a
precepts and works of the first table are All such , therefore, as worship this God , be

minister of death , sin and damnation , that he treated, there the resurrection of the dead is lieve in Him and pray to Him , shall also live

might terrify the proud and those who are covertly indicated , according to that beau- in death . Why ? Because not a God of the

secure in their sins and place their evils be- tiful, bighly instructive passage of Christ : dead is worshipped , believed in and adored ,

fore their eyes , he dissembles and conceals " God is not a God of the dead but of the but of the living. Agreeably the worship of

nothing, as we shall in this prayer notice . living.” Although therefore Moses killeth by God , faith and prayer truly include the articles

St. Paul also calls Timothy a man of God , his office, when he points out sin and its pen- of resurrection and of life everlasting.

but there is a somewhat other bearing in this alties ; yet because he names this psalm a No one would have supposed that such doc

name. For the Hebrew noun man denotes
prayer , he shows covertly , though with cer- trine were set forth in the first commandment,

not simply a man , but is often used to denote tain words , also the remedy against death, if our Teacher, who came from heaven, bad

a magistrate , a public man , that is , one who is and thus he excels in double eminence the not told us . For the first table is neither given

in public office, as it occurs in the 2. Book of
writings of all heathen . Aristotle holds as to brutes, nor to men that should become ex

Kings 4 , 40 : " There is death in the pot, O the monks do , that the contemplation of death tinct in death forever , but unto men that have

thou man of God ,” that is, O thou who wast is a remedy which makes death more tolerable. a God , who themselves shall also live with God

placed publicly in an office which belongs to But if we would look at the matter correctly , forever; for God is not a God of the dead but

God ; thou art His instrument and for this it is better to be a rank Epicurean, than to of the living. Prayer isa work of the second

reason thy words and works are received as meditate upon death , if the other part is want- commandment, which if it be made without

put forth by God Himself . In the same man
ing , namely, after wrath that blessed hope of God , may not be called a prayer. Now since

ner understand here the appellation theman life and mercy. If this is abandoned then it Moses gives this psalm the title that it is 4

of God , because Moses has such otfice given is better to eat , to drink and to attend the Prayer, it follows , that he prays also to God

him in charge by God ,so that no less credence body, than vainly to wear out one's self with and that he prays in faith of remission of his
should be given to him when he teaches , than looking after cures for an evil which can not sins and in faith of life everlasting. So he
to God Himself.

be avoided : especially since such thoughts shows in the very title the remedy against

The title consequently comprises these three when they are without the hope of remedy, that horrible doctrine of death and tempers

points : Hisperson , his authority and his work. incite the mind to wrath against God , to blas- both in such manner as not to let them despair

When St. Paul asserts his authority and calls phemy and impatience. For the saying of who are terrified by this doctrine , nor to let

himself the servant of Jesus Christ, such is Cato holds true : “ Who fears death , loses the others become obdurate and secure . For

not haughtiness, but a necessary commenda- also the life he lives ." Therefore this wis. these truths must be connected , that the se

tion of his word and office. Thus Moses calls dom is intolerable for mankind, especially it cure be terrified , and the terrified be encour

bimself a man of God not from haughtiness, is fraught with so great calamities. We must aged and- emboldened when they are com

but because this ministry , entrusted to him by soar higher and our eyes must be directed to manded by the example of Moses to believe

God, demands that his teaching be received that wisdom which Moses here teaches, who and to pray. The voice of the law terrifies

with the same faith as if God were preaching. magnifies death in such a way, and terrifies in when it cries out to the secure : - In the midst

But you will say , Yet he sinned at the waters such a manner as yet to intimate also that of life we are in death ;” but the voice of the

of contradiction , therefore it is not safe to be there is a hope left , lest the terrified and hum- gospel on the other hand encourages and sings:

lieve him absolutely. I answer , It is true bled should be led into despair. " In the midst of death we are in life. ” So

that he sinned , but he was also chastised by In this manner the heathen may not teach , much of the contents and title of our psalm ,

a remarkable judgment of God , and indication but alone the Holy Spirit ; nordoes this knowl that our hearers might be instructed concern

was made at the same time what his sin was edge originate in our homes, but it must be ing the matter it treats , who and of what kind

and what not. Where he was punished , there received from the man of God . Death is so is its author and his work , namely prayer.

God forbade reliance in him . But where he great a power as to devour us before we are Now let us approach the psalm .

2
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Miscellaneous.

If an

upon it. ”

G C

Jacques le Feore d'Estaples published in 1530 Parable of the Vinegar," instead of " Vine

a complete version in French , with the same yard ." This is a very beautiful and costly

rendering . Rev. Dr. W. Wright thinks this work, printed on vellum , by J. Basket,

Bible was in the hands of the English exiles Oxford , but it was so full of errors that it is
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

at Geneva, and that the " Gollen Legend ” also called "A Basketful of Printers'Errors . ”
An Exhortation for Lent.

was probably in the hands of the French Its chief value now lies in its typographical
translator. errors .

O Soul , the holy passion time
THE PLACE -MAKERS BIBLE . THE EARS TO Ear BIBLE.Comes to thy door with solewn tread

To tell its tale of Love divine A strange misprint occured in the second " The Ears to Ear Bible ” received its name

That saves the lost and quicks the dead . edition of the Geneva Bible , in Matt. 5 , 9 : from an error in Matt . 13 , 43 : “ Who hath

O call it in , O grasp its hand ,
“ Blessed are the place -makers; for they shall ears to ear.”

And make it sit beside thy board ; be called the children of God," which gave
THE PERSECUTING PRINTERS BIBLE.

And listen to its story grand , it the name of “ The Place -makers Bible. ”

By all the heavenly hosts adored . “ The Persecuting Printers Bible ," pub

THE TREACLE AND THE ROSIN BIBLE . lished in 1702, renders Ps. 119 , 161 : " Printers
() give it not a parting glance

Nor but a passing sigh bestow . In 1568 theBishops'Bible was published to have persecuted mewithout a cause.”

Should not that Love thy love entrance supplant the Geneva Bible . It was a revision edition of this Bible could be obtained, it
That deeper than thy hell could glow ? by Archbishop Parker and a company of might do good if passed around among the

What boots thee goods, what boots thee gold , scholars , eight of whom were bishops. It was
editors of some of our modern newspapers.

What boots it if the world were thine, ordered by a convocation that it should be
If God's tierce wrath still o'er thee rolled,

THE STANDING Fishes BIBLE .

If thou knew'st not His Love divine ? :
placed in every cathedral and church , and in

the homes of the bishops and clergy . The
A curious mistake passed through three

Thy every joy a poisoned sting, effort failed , for the Geneva Bible was too editions from the king's printer in 1806, 1813
Thy peace a bitter fight wouldbe .

firmly entrenched in the hearts and homes of
and 1823 , which gave the name of “ The

Thy spirit, danned at last, would wing

Its flight to dread eternity .

the people. It was denominated " The Treacle Standing Fishes Bible ” to these editions, be

Bible . The word - treacle ” appeared in cause of the rendering of Ezek. 47 , 10 : “ And

But in thy Saviour's passion lies the Coverdale Bible , published in 1535 , from
it shall come to pass that the fishes shall stand

A strength , a joy, a living peace,

That every fear before it flies,
which it was probably transferred .

And every woe finds sweet release . It is a strange coincidence that while the THE IDLE SHEPHERD BIBLE .

Protestant refugees gave the world the Geneva
O then these holy days improve

" The Idle Shepherd Bible " is so called

That come to thee with saving grace ;
Bible , so , in 1609, Catholic refugees, from from the misuse of the word in Zech. 11 , 17 :

Let every passing ininute groove
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, prepared the “ Woe to the idle shepherd.” This edition ,

In thee thy suff'ring Saviour's face . Douay Version - the first Roman Catholic from the Oxford Press , in 1801 , contains

Aye , ponder well His tears, His pain ,
Bible . The supposed translator of this ver many other errors .

His bleeding crown , His shameful cross ;
sion was William Allen , a distinguished church

Learn well its cause , its heavenly gain, dignitary, who was to have been the Primate
THE WIFE-HATER'S BIBLE.

And learn to hold all else but dross . of England and Legate of Rome, had the " The Wife-hater's Bible” was printed by

Or art thou loath to give the time ?
Spanish Armada been successful in the con- Oxford University Press in 1810. In it Luke

My soul, my soul , o can it be quest of England . The design of the transla- 14 , 26 is rendered : “ If any man come to me

Thou hast no time, when Love divine tor was to combat Protestantism rather than and hate not his father , . . yea , and his own

Could find the time to die for thee ? make a perfect translation of the original. wife, also , ' ' etc.

O then forego thy sinful ways,
It is called the “ Rosin Bible ," because it

Bid sinful joys and loves depart. gives Jer. 8 , 22 : “ Is there rosin in Gilead ?
THE DISCHARGE BIBLE .

Consider well these passion days Is there no physician there ? ” The same word " I discharge thee before God ” is in an

And take their lesson deep to heart !
in the Geneva Version is given as balm , but edition printed in London in 1802 , called

F. W. HERZBERGER .

in Gen. 43 , 11 it is rosin . In Gen. 37 , 25 “ The Discharge Bible .”

we have the alternate reading : rosin , tur- Dr. Wright says: “ It is only because the

pentine and treacle . In our Authorized Ver- Bible is so pure and so holy that these in
Curious English Bibles. sion ( Ezek. 27 , 17 ) the same word is given congruities and mistakes are noticed . They

as rosin . resemble spots on the sun , which do not impede

We were greatly interested in what are THE RELIGIOUS BIBLE . its heat or light.” I have given them , not to
known as CURIOUS BIBLES , because of some

mistake made by the translator or printer. Edinburgh in 1637, and received its name
.: The Religious Bible ” was printed in gratify curiosity, butto show how smallan

error injures the harmony and beauty of the

Some of these are great blemishes, and so
from the rendering of Jer. 4 , 17 : “ Because faithful translators met with in giving to theabsurd as to engraft themselves upon

work , and to show some of the difficulties our

the

name of the edition . While these editions
she has been religious against me, saith the

Lord . ”
people the sacred volume.

are generally out of print , single copies have Herald and Presbyter.

been preserved as curiosities. I will briefly
THE WICKED VERSION .

mention some of these , Mr. Thomas having The " Wicked Version ” was the name given

kindly given me access to papers in which to an edition of the Authorized Version
Acknowledgment.

they are described . printed in 1631 , in which the word “ not” Received of Mr. F. Adams for sale of Minutes

was omitted from the Seventh Commandment.
THE BREECHES BIBLE.

$ 7.80 .

Mr. William Kilburne, in 1659, wrote that, Received of Mr. J. C. Rupright, Van Wert, Ohio,

The " Breeches Bible” was printed at Gen- " owing to the zeal of Dr. Usher, the printer for publishing Engl. Hymu Book $ 1.00.
eva , in 1560 . The version was made by was fined £2000 or £3000,” and the king's

Febr . 23 , 1889. C. F. LANGE, Treas.

English exiles who fled to Switzerland from letter ordering the fine is still in existence.

England during the reign of Mary Queen of Only four copies of this edition are known to Subscriptions Paid.

Scots , and was dedicated to Queen Elizabeth. exist , as the edition was ordered to be de

Nearly two hundred editions were issued be- stroyed. A German Bible has been found at Rev. C. A. Mennicke, Rock Island , I., (VII
tween 1560 and 1630 . It was the most Wolfenbuttel, containing the same mistake. to XI ) $ 5.00

popular Bible in England and Scotland until
Rev. R. Siegler, Barre Mills, Wis . , ( VII 15 to 24 ) .50

the Authorized Version , commonly known as
THE REMAIN BIBLE . Rev. W' . Broecker, Silver Creek , N. Y. , ( VII .

The “ Remain Bible " received its name
VI 17 to VII 16 )

2.00

“ King James' Version ,” supplanted it . The
Rev. C. J. Umhach , Prairie City, Mo.. (VII) 1.00

passage from which it tookitsname was from a curious mistake. Theproof-reader 0.Kozlowski,Northtield, Miun., (VÌ 15 to

Gen. 3 , 7 : “ Then the eies of them both were was in doubt about a comma in Gal . 4 , 29, VIII 14 ) 1.00

opened, and they knew that they were naked , and referred it to the publisher, who wrote in Teacher C. H.Spieker, Baltimore, Md . , (VI .

and they sewed figge-tree leawes together and the margin, " To remain.” . The revisorput TeacherGeo.Ritzmann, Addison, 111., ( VII)
)

2.00

1.00

made themselves Breeches.”
the words in the text , which reads : “ Per- 1 Rev.Prof. A. Brepler, FortWayne, Ind ., (VII) 1.00

The samerendering isfound in the “ Golden secutedhimthat was born after the Spirit, Rev. G. Jung,Waco,Nebr, (VII)
1.00

Legend ,” a paraphrastic rendering of the to remain , even so it is now .” E. Warnes, Lincoln , Nehr., ( VII 17 to IX 16 ) 2.00

1.00
Gospels , and nearly all of the Pentateuch, repeated in an edition in 1809, four years Rev. Gust.A. Mueller, Conant,M.,(VIII)

published by William Caxton in 1483. His later.
Rev. Prof. G. W. Mueller, Milwaukee, Wis . ,

( VII , VIII ) 2.00

rendering of the verse is : “ And thus they THE VINEGAR BIBLE . Teacher A. P. Gockel , Cleveland , O., (VII) 1.00

knewe then that they were naked , and they The " Vinegar Bible ,” published in 1717 , Dr. H. Wichmann, St. Louis, Mo., (Vil 15 to
1.00

toke figge leuis and sewed them togyder for to derived its name from a mistake in the chap
VITI 18 )

covere theyr membres in manner of brechis . ”' | ter -heading of Luke 20 . It reads : “ The CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .
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If all the temptations besetting
Sermon preached at the Installation this country . This motive has prompted you , entrap us .

of Rev. Wm. Dallmann,
the members of Emanuel's English Lutheran a minister would really present themselves in

church , to organize yourselves ; this motive the hideous form they afterward assume, when

on Palm Sunday , March 18, 1888, has prompted you to extend a call to Rev. they have overcome the unwary — those who

by
Dallmann , your future pastor , who has ac- would fall , would be few and far between .

G. JOHANNES ,
cepted the same as a divine mission , and who But ob for the fact, that the arch - fiend knows

is to be installed in this his office this even- | to render attractive the dangerous allurements

ing. An eventmore serious can not occur in into which he seeks to entangle us , knows to

When centuries ago the first of those who the life of any man , than the entering upon sweeten the cup of poison he insidiously ex

had left their German Fatherland , landed on the discharge of a minister's duties--no matter tends to us .

the shores of our hospitable Republic, they what charge he accepts . I will therefore dwell : Though a pastor try ever so hard , he can

must have beenämmensely perplexed on find never become a perfect model of virtue, the
ON THE GRAVE RESPONSIBILITIES AND

ing how everything was so radically different embodiment of consummate perfection. Thank
from what they were heretofore accustomed BLESSED WORK OF A MINISTER'S OFFICE .

God, my dear friends, that he who bas been

to see and hear . They not only found the I. The duties which devolve on him who is called to be your pastor, firmly believes in his

manners of the people , who had already called to this office ; own weakness and imperfection . For how

settled in the country , at variance with their II . the duties which those naturally owe him , precious the virtue which results from true

own, but also a language which they could who called him as their servantof Christ . humility ! It is a mark of grace . Nothing

not understand , much less speak , grated else will cause a pastor so to sigh with Paul:

harshly on their ears.
1.

6. For I know that in me, that is in my fleshi ,

It was but natural that these German im- The first words of our text : “ Take heed dwelleth no good thing : for to will is present

migrants and all later arrivals should try at unto thyself,” apply to each individual Chris- in me ; but how to perform that which is good

least to settle together and endeavor to pre- tian , whatsoever honorable calling he may I find not.” To him and to him alone comes

serve the language so dear to them . And a perform and in whatsoever respectable walk then the joyfulassurance : “ My grace is suf

laudable effort this certainly was . For there of life he may move. Our daily life is to be ficient for thee : for my strength is made

is not to -day, the world over , a language a living verification of the precept of Christ : weakness ." It will prompt you , my dear

superior to our own dear German . This is - Let your light so shine before men , that Brother, to invoke the help and guidance of

readily conceded by all enlightened people , they may see your good works , and glorify your divine Master, lest , by any means,

this is the verdict of all great scholars , the your father which is in heaven.” A Christian , when you have preached to others you your

sarcastic sneer of the light-headed Frenchman whose words , works and deeds belie the faith self should be a castaway. How all-important

and the brute ridicule of the Muscovite and he confesses , is set down as an immitigated that a minister of Christ should ever be con

Celt to the contrary notwithstanding . But hypocrite, not only by Christ and his apostles, scious of this fact , more especially when his

however fond the attachment may be which but also by the relentless censure of the chil- field of labor lies in a large city . How many

we may manifest for our mother-tongue ; how- dren of this world . Above all Christians, how- watchful eyes are directed at him ; how many

ever strenuous the exertions which we may ever , those who are called as pastors of con- gossipy tongues are ready to enlarge the

make to perpetuate the same to the farthest gregations must diligently " take heed unto slightest short - coming into a wilful crime ;

remove of our posterity , we can not counter- themselves,” so as not give scandal to out- how many scoffers, who eagerly grasp any

act a powerful agency, which irresistibly tends siders , nor offense to their flocks by a con- little imprudence , to make it the cause of vio

to make the inhabitants of this country a vast duct which does not beseem their office. And lent assaults not only upon the individual

multitude of English speaking people . How for the very reason that Paul deemed it neces- pastor , but upon Christianity and religion as

ever doleful this prospect to each and every sary to address this exhortation to Timothy, such . Therefore , mydear Brother, Take heed,

true German may be , it must necessarily fol- who was then in charge of the church at take heed unto thyself. Do not forget the

low in the course of time . There is some- Ephesus, did I deem it in place to impress serious saying of St. Chrysostom , “ Through

thing, however , weGerman Lutherans should on your heart, my dear Brother, this precept, right living and sound doctrine you teach the

regard more highly and cherish more dearly when now you enter upon the discharge of people how to live , but through sound doc

than our mother -tongue — and this is the doc- your duties in this great city . You know as trine and bad life you teach God how he must

trine brought to light again by our great Re- well as I do , that through the grace of God damn you .” In our text the apostle Paul ex

former, Martin Luther. And even though you are , what you are . You know as well as horts the pastor at Ephesus, “ Take heed unto

our language should become extinct , we must I can tell you , that you are exposed to temp- thyself and unto the doctrine." St. Paul makes

zealously exert ourselves to transmit this tations as manifold as those surrounding Timo- use of a word in the original, which means,

precious jewel to our posterity ; we should thy at Ephesus, and that by your own strength Let all your concern , your care , let your very

diligently apply ourselves to spread the true and reason you are no more able to contend soul be wrapt up and centered in the two

gospel , as we have it at the hands of Luther, against them than was this faithful assistant things to take heed of yourself and of the

freed from popish superstition and sectarian of the great apostle. It not only applies to doctrine. Let no minister for once forget to

innovations, everywhere. Hence we must the laity, but also to those who minister to give due attention to the doctrine he is to

now begin to preach it in the language which their spiritual wants , " that the spirit is willing preach. Many there are , wearing clerical

is universally understood ; in the language but that the flesh is weak.” We may assid- robes , who concern themselves but little as

which has already supplanted the German uously apply ourselves to the discharge of to any doctrine they should proclaim from

with thousands of families , whose ancestors our daily duty — and in the routine of our their pulpits. Their one and only object is

neither understood nor spoke it ; in the lan- task become somewhat oblivious to the fact to say something sensational. Not a great

guage of every male and female citizen of that the devil has laid a thousand snares to event is recorded by the press, but they must

>
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season .

make it the subject of bombastic discourse But even though many trials await you , ling , to gather many through the teachings

the Sunday following; not an accident of ap- my dear Brother ; though many obstacles be of the gospel in the English language, will

palling dimensionshappens , but that to them thrown in yourway ; though obloquy of the then be accomplished . Therefore, my dear

it becomes the subject for intense moralizing. most bitter kind will be heaped upon you, be Brethren, one and all , do ye also follow the

The most ridiculous themes , the most trivial of good cheer. For to you also says the precept of the apostle as regards your duties

allusions, the most nonsensical talk is in- Lord , as once he said unto Paul : “ I am with over against your pastor. Take heed unto

dulged in by them — if only it sets the town thee and no man shall seton thee to hurt thee, yourself and unto the doctrine , continue in

afire and increases popularity . But where , for I have much people in this city .” Only them , for in doing this thou shalt both saye

ah , where are the shepherds who minister take heed of thyself and unto the doctrine, thyself and those that hear thee . Amen .

unto their flocks, preaching the word and continue in them , for in doing this thou shalt

showing the one and only way unto salvation both save thyself and them that hear thee.
Truly Devotional Music and Song.

in season and out of season . How much, yea

II .
infinitely better than they did a statesman of

It is but natural, that those to whom a pastor World has been at church in Stuttgart , Ger
A correspondent of the London Musical

our country understand the true functions of

a minister when occupying his pulpit. We is the herald of Truth , the guide and trusty many. He writes thus of the church music

most heartily concur in his opinion , yes I can leader unto eternal salvation , have duties
he heard there :

lay it down as the rule , which is to guide you , grave and serious towards this servant of
The music of the Lutheran churches is truly

dear Brother, in this respect . He says : The Christ . In the first place you , my Brethren ,
solemn and devotional. The first music I

pulpit is a sacred institution , an established are to receive the word which your pastor
hearą at Stiftskirche was the well-known tune

means for proclaiming the terrors of the law preaches to you , “ not as the word of men

and the consolations of the gospel; a sanctu- but as it is in truth as the word of God." called “ Hanover” which was sung unaccom

ary where the poor in spirit, the broken- There are many Christians who do not deem panied by the choir alone . But grander yet

hearted and the contrite , should seek the it a great neglect of their Christian duty over
was the unisonous singing of the chorales by

ministrations and theteachings of the truth ; against their pastor, when they wantonly ab hear these grand tunes sung slowly by a conthe congregation. It was truly sublime to

where love to God and love to our neighbors sent themselves from divine services. But

is published and taught; where the relations you must bear in mind that Christ explicitly gregation of many hundreds, to the accom

between the mortal soul and its accountability declares of all his ministers who are worthy paniment of a magnificentorgan with a thirty

to its Maker —the wonderful dispensation of of the name: “ He that heareth you heareth two feet pedal ; and the effect was enhanced

Mt. Sinai , the mysteries of Bethlehem and me,” and, “ Blessed are they that hear the by four trombones in the organ gallery, which

Calvary — are preached in season and out of word of God and keep it.”
occasionally added their lofty voices to the

But even he, who faithfully follows To any man, no matter what his calling grand mass of sound . The trombones played

out these rules , must not expect that he will may be , respect is due, when he devotes all the four-voice parts. I have since heard the

be joyfully hailed everywhere as themessenger his energies, the better part of his life , to the service of high mass in Italy , with all the

of peace-oh no , he will receive his abundant welfare of his fellowmen , caring neither for eclat which the choicest music , the richest

share of taunts , of sneers and of jeers . Satan profit or emolument, nor for vain glory. dresses , the most imposing ceremonies , could

is ever busy of endeavor to thwart the divine Hence , this respect should also be shown those confer on it ; yet it fell short in effect of the

purpose of the Word , who labor night and day for the spiritual wel- simplicity of the Lutheran worship . “ The

You , my Brother, are placed in a partic- fare of those who are committed to their care .
devotion in which every one took a share

ularly peculiar and singular position, when Therefore let no man despise the youth of seemed so superior to that which was recited

you preach the gospel, restituted to its orig- this your pastor ; but, do one and all respect by musicians as a lesson which they had

inal purity by Dr. Martin Luther. When you him as beseems trueChristians. If he rebuke learned by rote, that it gave the Lutheran

shall approach such English nominal Prot- you for grave offences, thank him for it ; if he worship all the advantage of reality over

estants here as are members of no church exhort you , heed his words, yea , so long as acting.”

whatever , soliciting them to join your Lutheran he preach to you God's word and Luther's

church, you will not infrequently be met by doctrine pure, hold him in high esteem as the
“ I live , ye shall live also ."

a decided prejudice, because of the very fact instrument through which Christ speaks unto

that our mission has been inaugurated and you. You are to esteem him highly in love
On Him sin is laid no more, but only right

will be supported by three large German con- for his Master's sake . Though your pastor, eousness; no pain and sorrow are in Him any

gregations. For this prejudice against any- I am sure, seeks neither wealth nor profit, you more , but only joy , no death , but unmingled

thing, which has but a little of the German in must at all times willingly contribute for his life , far, far fuller than this temporal life . This

it , we have to thank the vast majority of our support and the maintenance of his household. Should make us joyful. For since the Lord

irreligious countrymen and then the German The laborer is worthy of his reward . Well, if Christ is now sitting yonder at the right hand

press more especially. For when the latter the ready willingness which you have here- of God, and possesses and rules not a king

openly advocates irreligion as the great boon tofore shown, remains unabating, there will dom of death , sorrow and misery, but a king

ofmankind, when it depicts the idealGerman be no difficulty for you in performing this dom of life, where dwell peace, joy and re

as one who must do all in his power to make duty . You have a shining and good example demption from all evil ; so also it is certain

the Lord's day a season of boisterous frolic in this regard on the part of your brethren that His own do not remain in death , anguish ,

with unrestricted , open beer -gardens and sa- of the German churches of our synod in this terror, temptation, and live with Him . “ Be

loons with noisy dances, gay excursions and city. They willingly maintain at great ex- cause I live, ye shall live also . ” --Luther.
"

riotous pic -nics — no wonder, that many better pense their parochial schools, they have built

minded Americans stand in mortal dread of handsome churches, large schoolhouses, they

all that is associated with anything German. are the owners of parsonages - all through
I shall not pass this way again.

But right here let me proclaim to all of our their magnificent liberality. Not a cent to

American friends that the German Lutheran wards defraying any of their expense is raised
“ I expect to pass through this world but

churches of our Missouri Synod neither coun- throughoyster suppers,fairsand balls. Lastly , once ; if , therefore, there be any kindness I

tenance, nor tolerate such things. Yea , if my friends , do not neglect to offer up sup- can show , or any good thing I can do to any

our dear German language can not be per- plications unceasingly for your pastor , yea , fellow human being, let me do it now . Let

petuated but by upholding these iniquitous, let all the members throughout our three me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass

unnecessary adjoints , weshould gladly herald churches implore God to bless and crown the this way again . Let this be my epitaph :

the time when it should become unknown in work of this newly called pastor with con
" "What I spent, I bad ;

this country and when the last German paper tinuous success .
What I saved, I left behind ;

should cease to exist for want of readers . The great and glorious purpose of his cal
What I gave away, I took with me.'”
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| better than ours ; the fruits of the earth have , lived 365 years. He did not die ; he was trans

doubtless , in the course of centuries lost much lated into spiritual, heavenly life , as Adam

of their strengthening power . And those men , and all of us would have been translated , had

For theLUTHERAN WITNESS . being pious and God-fearing , led a chaste , ab- we not sinned .

God surely must have had powerful reasons
The Genealogies of Holy Writ and the forthe flesh to fulfill the lusts thereof.” ( Rom . for making this exception to His rule , which

Children of God before the Flood .

13 , 14. ) We are not told that the descendants otherwise can not be broken . Enoch was a
GENESIS 5 .

of Cain , the race of unbelievers , attained to man of eminent piety and great gifts . “ He

walked with God ,” he lived altogether in theGenealogies, or pedigrees, are apt to be dry anything like the age of the patriarchs.
,

But above all , it seems thatGod had a spe- service of God , preaching the gospel and pro
reading. Much as they may differ as to their

cial aim in view when He , at that time , pre- claiming the wrath of God to sinners. To him
contents, they commonly agree in this partic - served the lives of His faithful servants for were made special revelations ; we are told by

ular , that they are of personal interest to a
such long periods . Then , the Word of God St. Jude ( v . 14. 15 ) : “ Enoch also , the seventh

very small number of men and women only .
was not given in written form . It was handed from Adam , prophesied of these , saying : Be

'Phe average Bible-reader probably holds the down, as the most precious legacy, from father hold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand of

same opinion of the genealogies contained in
to son by word of mouth . To preserve it in its his saints , to execute judgment upon all , and

the sacred Book ; how often are these records
necessary purity, to have it preached by a to convince all that are ungodly among them

of bygone generations of men read and studied

great number of venerable prophets, to have of all their ungodly deeds which they have
as they deserve to be ?

them bear out its doctrines by a godly life- ungodly committed , and of all their hard

Being God's Word , the biblical genealogies may not God for reasons such as these have speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken

must of necessity have been “ written for our given to the patriarchs a very extended lease against him . ”

learning," as St. Paul says ( Rom . 15 , 4 ) . A of life ? There is not, truly , anything incred- Was it for his holiness, then , that God spared

closer inspection will make this truth apparent. ible in the report of their longevity, if we do Enoch the pangs of death ? Certainly not ;

All genealogies of the Old Testament are con
consider it wonderful .

Enoch was no more worthy of being translated

densed in the Book of the generation ofJesus
Moses gives a very short synopsis of the into heaven than his fathers. We may safely

Christ,” given by St. Matthew (ch. 1 ) , and re- lives of allthese old prophets. We hear nothing adopt Luther's opinion , who says: “ Thus

peated in an inverse order by St. Luke ( ch. 3 ) . of their preaching; we are not told how much did God early in the first age, desire to testify

These are the last records of their kind given they suffered at the hands of the ungodly chil- and prove , that for His saints He has prepared

in Scriptures. Beyond them it was not neces- dren of Cain . It goes without saying, how- another life in which they shall live with Him ..

sary to keep account of the pedigree of men .
ever , that the long years of their lives were ... How sweet and consoling, think you ,

Why not ? Because they all were written to not without troubles and afflictions of the se- must this sermon have been to them , when

show how the Son of Man descended from Da- verest kind . On the Last Day we may expect they heard , that Enoch had neither died , nor

vid , from Abraham , from Noah , from Adam ; to hear a full account of what they did and been killed by the ungodly, nor taken away

because they serve to show that God fulfilled what they bore for the sake of Him in whom through Satan's artifice and deception, but
His promises concerning the Woman's Seed they believed . had been taken up above by the living and

(Gen. 3 , 15 ) , Abraham's Seed ( Gen. 22 , 18 ) ,
Let the reader now take up a pencil and do almighty God Himself ? ” (LUTHER’s Works.

and the Branch of Righteousness to grow up a little adding and subtracting with the figures St. L. Ed. Vol . I , p . 421. )

unto David (Jer. 35 , 15 ) ; because in them we given in our chapter. Time so spent will prove Enoch , then , was to be for the patriarchs a

have additional proof of the fact, that Jesus, to have been profitably employed. We give living and certain example of the eternal life

born of the Virgin Mary, is in truth the Sav- a few indications of whatmay be done . Adam , which they all hoped to attain through the

iour , promised to the patriarchs of old.
having lived 930 years , saw his children's child promised Saviour . Let us not forget that we

Bearing this in mind, we shall not be tempted dren unto the eighth generation ; he lived with have even better assurance than they had of

to treat the genealogies of the Bible with in- Lamech , the son of Methuselah , for a space future happiness. We restour faitli not merely

difference ; we shall come to look upon them of 66 years . Seth died only 14 years before upon Enoch’s or Elijah's ascension , but on

as very important sections indeed of the Word Noah was born . The other patriarchs all lived the resurrection and ascension of Him , who

of God . And then , a closer study of the chap- to see Noah , and Noah knew his ancestor Enos “ is become the first - fruits of them that slept”

ters containing them will reveal to us many who died when Noah was 84 years of age. Me- ( 1 Cor. 15 , 20 ) . For “ God has brought again

things which are at once interesting and in- thuselah departed this life very shortly before from the dead ourLord Jesus, that great Shep

structive. Let us show this by a brief con
the flood . herd of the sheep .” (Hebr. 13 , 20. ) In Him

sideration of the genealogy contained in Gen- Long as the patriarchs lived , however, their we have the very surest foundation of our

esis 5 , which gives us a short record of the lives had to come to an end . “ And he died ” hope, that, believing in Him , we shall not die,

Children of God before the flood . - " and he died ” _ " and he died ” - these but have everlasting life . J. SCHALLER .

It strikes even the most perfunctory reader words end every paragraph of our chapter,

as a wonderful thing to be told that the ages with only a single exception . Where lies the Protestant Mission in Cuba.

of the holy men , who are named there , aver- necessity for this constant repetition of so

aged above nine hundred years, Methuselah sombre a phrase ? We are to be instructed An exchange says of the Protestant Mission

exceeding that average by as much as sixty- that even those great and pious men , Adam , in Cuba : " It is truly wonderful, as all things

We consider thirty-three years the father of mankind , with his sons and de- are that are begun by the Lord without the

the average length ofhuman life ; eighty years scendants, were not less than ourselves sub- planning of men . Rev. A. J. Diaz, the orig

is a ripe old age , and he who attains the hun - ject to death . We are to make, as Luther inator of the work, was converted by a Christ

dredth year of bis life is fairly admired as a says, such conclusions as these : I must die , ian nurse , who read the Bible to him while he.

wonderful exception.
therefore am I a sinner ; little children die , was sick in New York . Mr. Diaz was ordained

How are we to account for the remarkable therefore are they, too , sinners ; Adam , Enos , at Key West, Fla . , December, 1885 . In the

longevity of the patriarchs before the flood ? etc. , died , therefore they also were sinners . month following , the first Protestant church

Without doubt, there were some natural cau- " And so death passed upon all men , for that was founded in Cuba, with him as pastor.

ses why those holy men should have lived so all have sinned.” (Rom . 5 , 12. ) After two years there are six Protestant

long. Though they were sinners , still their There was one exception to this rule in those churches and twelve preaching stations in and

bodies were not , as yet, weakened to such a ancient times . We find it recorded in the 24th about Havana, each having a Sunday-school.

degree as ours . They were better able to with verse of our chapter : “ Enoch walked with The church members number 1100 , the schol

stand the influences of climate . They were God, and he was not ; for God took him .” It ars 2000 , and the congregations 5000. The

not subject to as many diseases as we are now. appears from these words , that Enoch was churches are all crowded , people standing at

Their nourishment, moreover , must have been taken bodily from this earth, after having ' the doors and windows."

nine years .
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the brotherly love which we met everywhere : | theranism among American Lutherans until1

we could not help but do as the ancient man recently, when the children of those old con

did and thank our heavenly Father for three scientious fighters for Lutheranism suffered

favors which He vouchsaved to grant us . I themselves to be made weary of the long
Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .

First that He placed us in the fellowship of struggle , and to be drawn into the meshes of

our dear Lutheran Church ; secondly that He the General Synod. Some time ago the TenThe LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- permitted us to live in this good and blessed nessee Synod united with the General Synod
Money's, names of subscribers,

changes of addresses and all other business communications land ; and thirdly that He allowed us to live South, thereby tearing loose from its former

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., in this time and age so signally blessed with anchorage and burying the grand history of
St. Louis , Mo. All communications for the editorial de

their ancestors in disgrace .partment should be sent to Rev.C. A.FRANK, 16 Harvey Str., great spiritual and temporal blessings.

Zanesville , Ohio . Terms ofsubscription $ 1.00 per annum in But we have almost forgot the dedication . But let us return to our Coiner's church .

Money sent otherwise than by money -order or The church and congregation of our narrative Dr. S. S. Sprecher sent his emissaries and

has been in existence almost a century. Our propounders of new measures also into the

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo., as Second readers will be glad to learn its history , the Shenandoah Valley . To Coiner's church he

more so because it is an altogether English sent one by the name of Meyerhoeffer, who

Lutheran church , and its history shows that first preached in the church to an unsuspectST. LOUIS, MO. , March 21, 1889.

also Americansmay become and remain united ing people. Once after preaching he wanted

on the basis of sound confessionalism . Its to make an appointment for preaching again ,

Dedication and History of the New
first church was a log -church. It was called when protest was raised by Caspar Coiner

Bethany Church , Waynesboro,
the Coiner's church. This log-church was who insisted on Meyerhoeffer's going where

Augusta Co., Va.
built in 1794, eight miles north of Waynes- there was no preacher , because the church

boro . It was built by four men , each agree- had a minister. Then Meyerhoeffer left it to

Never did we set out with greater cheerful- ing to furnish timber for one wall . The names a vote whether he should preach again or not.

ness to attend a church-dedication than re- of the builders were Caspar Keinard , Jacob When the vote was taken , Caspar Coiner stood

cently when we were invited by Bro . Kuegele Berger , Christian Busch and a fourth , whose alone in his protest , all other votes being cast
and his people to come and assist in making a name we could not ascertain. The congrega- against him . But Coiner showed , that there

joyful noise over the great things which the tion had for its doctrinal basis our Unaltered was no one present who had a right to vote

Lord had wrought among them . We were Augsburg Confession . Jacob Berger died excepting himself. And having deed and

greatly interested in seeing Old Virginia , the before the log -church was completed. The title to the property, he held it . Then the

mother of presidents, which , however, has church was later on served by Rev. Ambrose new measurist Meyerhoeffer, who insisted on

lost so much of its former lustre and prestige . Henkel for a space of twelve years , his res- his claim of being sent to preach everywhere

We were also somewhat curious to visit the idence being at New Market. ( which claim was , of course , disputed by

Shenandoab Valley , not only because it was
The first trouble which Coiner's church ex- Coiner ) , erected a pulpit under an oak-tree

a hotly contested seat of war during our civil perienced, was in the days of new measurism . on the road - side, a short distance from the

strife , but also because we had heard and in the years 1815 to 1830 the professors of church . There he preached till sun and rain

read a great deal of its beauty and fertility . the Lutheran Seminary at Gettysburg, Pa. , beat down on his head too long and too

And the names of some towns in this Valley and among them especially Dr. S. S. Sprecher , strongly . So he must go . But he found en

shine forth of olden times in the history of led in the movement of establishing a national trance in the German Reformed church , about

the Lutheran Church of America , and tell us protestant church in America. In order to six miles distant, the Rev. Brauns admitting

of men and churches that took an active part succeed in this movement they made the at- him to his pulpit. Here he succeeded in rob

in transactions of our Church. In this Valley , tempt of introducing into Lutheran congre- bing Brauns of almost his whole congregation.

in New Market, appeared the first English gations new measures , as , for instance, the In the memorable year 1838 , the old log

edition of the Confessions of our Lutheran mourner's bench, and of stripping Lutheran church was replaced by a brick -building, under

Church . And in Winchester appeared some congregations of their distinctive doctrines , the care of Mr. John Leonard . At that time

fifty years ago the first Lutheran Monthly , so that Presbyterian , Baptist, Episcopalian the congregation was served by Rev. Ambrose

called the Lutheran Pulpit.” Above all we and Methodist and Lutheran congregations Henkel for about twelve years . His successor

were concerned in making the acquaintance might all look alike . So Dr. Sprecher sent was Rev. Kilian , whose ministrations continued

of our brothers and sisters in this blessed out his emissaries in goodly numbers, who about twenty years . He was the first to intro

valley, and to spend a few days in the com- must work in Lutheran congregations much duceopen communion. Under his pastorate the

pany and under the roof of our friend so well like the revivalists of our day do in the secta- congregation built a second church , the Beth

known to our readers as Rev. F. Kuegele . rian denominations. Dr. Sprecher succeeded lehem church , about four miles south of

Now we would very much desire to give our in uniting most Lutheran synodsof this coun- Waynesboro. Then Rev. J. E. Seneker was

readers a description of our journey, but we try on this “ Platform , ” as they termed it, and called as assistant pastor and served in this

saw so many things worth seeing, we enjoyed this synodical union called itself “ The Gen- capacity for a short time when the congrega

so much kindness and spent such pleasant eral Synod of the Lutheran Church of North tion gave Bethlehem church permission to or

hours with friends and brethren in Virginia, America.” But there were some Lutherans ganize for itself, Rev. Kilian taking charge of

Pennsylvania and Maryland , that we do not in North Carolina and in Virginia and in Ten- Bethlehem church , and Rev. Seneker of the

know where to begin or end . As we sped nessee who meant to be and remain true Luther- old church . Rev. Seneker abolished open

and returned over a space of thousand miles ans, and they united in a body called the Ten- communion.

over the plateaus of Ohio, through the fields nessee Synod . This Tennessee Synod was In the year 1874 the congregation built

of Pennsylvania and Maryland with their end- comparatively small but determined in its Bethany church , located one and one half

less wealth of coal , oil , and natural gas , with purpose of withstanding the efforts of the miles north of Waynesboro , because it was too

nights glaring from the flames of gas-wells , General Synod of unlutheranizing them . And far for the elder members of the church to go

coke-ovens and furnaces ; when our train now such men as David Henkel, Socrates Henkel to Coiner's church .

climbed up to the summits of the Allegheny and others succeeded in setting the Pennsyl- Under Rev. Seneker's pastorate the con

mountains, then dashed through numerous vania Synod and the Ohio Synod also against gregation separated from the late Tennessee

tunnels and thundered down the lowering the new measures of Dr. Sprecher. Of course Synod and assisted in organizing the Concor

grades into valleys ; when we crept along the the Tennessee Synod reaped its full share of dia Synod of Virginia . This Concordia Synod

Shenandoah river between the Blue Ridge and persecution at the hands oftheGeneralSynod. afterwards became the Concordia English Dis

the North Mountain , the fertile plains of the General Synod men and Tennessee Synod men trict of the Joint Synod of Ohio . Rev. Sene

Shenandoah Valley now widening, now nar- were bitter opponents. But the Tennessee | ker was succeeded in Rev. Swinehart . In

rowing before our eyes ; when we thought of Synod was instrumental in maintaining Lu- 1879 the present pastor, Rev. F. Kuegele ,

1
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took charge of the congregation . In the year Coiner's congregation with their Trinity and her empire, she has a free and easy way of

1880 a new church was built on the site of the Bethany churches, with its parochial school extending it which elicits amazement, if not

old Coiner's church and was called Trinity is an English church, indeed , but in doctrine admiration , from the civilized world . And

church . and practice our sister . That with their pas- this process of extension is continually going

In 1881 the congregation withdrew , with tor and teacher they have been doing and are Within a few years Fiji has become

their pastor , from the Ohio Synod in conse- still doing a blessed work worthy of our sup- British , and so have enormous provinces on
quence of this synod's new Confession adopted plications. In the name of all our readers we the northwestern frontier of India , and the

at Wheeling. will say to them as Moses said unto his church , whole kingdom of Upper Burmah . The foun

In 1878 a private school was commenced at “ Happy art thou, O Israel ! Who is like unto dations have been laid of a great colony in

Bethany church , which school became, by the thee , O people saved by the Lord , who is the Borneo , which will one day probably absorb

care of Rev. Kuegele, a regular parochial shield of thy help and the sword of thine ex- the whole island .

school . A teacher was secured from our cellency . Tbine enemies shall be found liars Half the great island of New Guinea, almost

School Seminary at Addison, Ills . , in the per- and thou shalt tread upon their high places.” a continent in extent , has become de jure , if

son of Mr. F. Schroeder. The school-room be
not de facto , the territory of the queen . Great

coming too small on account of the increased tracts of land , including the whole of Zulu

number of pupils, the congregation resolved land , have been acquired in South Africa .

in the spring of 1888 to build a new church Advance has been made on the Congo. Egypt

and to use the old church for a school-room . Secret Societies commended by is in English control . Berber and Khartoum

Three years ago the congregation built a neat Dr. Talmage. seem likely to become British . Cyprus will

frame building to serve the purposes of a hardly return to Turkey , and in South America

teacher's residence and also of a boarding “ Althcugh not belonging to any of the great British possessions have been extended .

house for children whose parents live at too secret societies about which there has been so Exchange.

great a distance from school. Here the chil- much violent discussion, I have only words of We recently read in a German Mission

dren remain from Monday morning till Friday praise for those associations which have for Paper that we should be glad that England
evening under the care of their kind matron , their object the maintenance of right against gets these possessions, because in her wake

Miss Catharine Coiner, when their parents wrong, or the reclamation of inebriates, or follow religious and commercial liberty.

take them home to bring them again on Mon- like the score of mutual benefit societies called

day morning. The school now numbers 37 by different names, that provide temporary
A Martyr in China.

children . We were more than pleased to find relief for widows and orphans , and for men

this school in a prosperous condition and to incapacitated by sickness or accident from In the City of Pok -lo, on the Canton East

notice that the pastor, teacher , and members earning a livelihood. Had it not been for the River, a Confucian temple-keeper received

of this American Lutheran church use all their large number of secret labor organizations in the Scriptures from a colporteur,became con

endeavors to give their children a good Lu- this country , monopoly would long ago have , vinced of the folly of idolatry, and was bap
theran education . under its ponderous wheels , ground the labor- tized . He gave up bis calling , and set to work

The new Bethany church is a beautiful brick ing classesinto an intolerable servitude. The among his acquaintances and friends as a

building, its dimensions 36 X 55 ,with altar and men who want the whole earth to themselves self-appointed Scripture- reader. He would go

pulpit all-appropriate, nice fringes , tasteful would have got it before this , had it not been through the streets of the city and the country

carpets, commodious seats perfecting the har- for the banding together of great secret or- around with a board on bis hack containing
mony. It was consecrated to the service of ganizations. And , while we deplore many some text of Scripture. So successful was he,

our Lord and Master on the 24th of February, things that have been done by them, their that in three years'time about 100 people were

on Sunday Sexagesima. Mr. L. Leonard con- existence is a necessity, and their legitimate baptized; and so mightily grew the Word of

ducted the singing exercises of the choir and sphere distinctly pointed out by the provi- God and prevailed , that surprise and hos

of the congregation on the organ , which has dence of God . Such organizations are trying tility were excited , and a fierce persecution
done services for many years , but is to be re- to dismiss from their association all members broke out .

placed by a new organ. Bro. Kuegele offi- in favor of anarchy and social chaos. They The Christians were driven from the villages,

ciated at the altar and dedicated the church will gradually cease anything like tyranny and their property was plundered. The col

in fervent prayers and by reading proper over their members, and will forbid violent porteur was seized and twice within forty-eight
Scripture lessons. And our joyfultask was interference with anyman's work , whether he hours dragged before the literati, and called

to speak words of cheer and hope, of comfort belongs to their union or is outside of it , and upon to recant .
This he refused to do . He

and admonition to an attentive audience from will declare their disgust with any such rule was , therefore , tortured by being suspended

Psalm 26, 8. The membership of the congre- as that passed in England by the Manchester by the arms during the night. The next morn

gation , which worships in two churches alter- Bricklayers'Association, which says, any man ing he was brought forward in an enfeebled

nately , consists of120 communicant members, found running or working beyond a regular state, pale and trembling, for a second trial.

the elder member being Mr. Simon Coiner , speed shall be fined two shillings and six The officials and mandarins were cowed into

now 83 years of age, whose Lutheran vigor , pence for the first offence , five shillings for submission by the gentry ; but this brave old
however, knows of no age or abatement. At the second , ten shillings for the third , and if mah was still firm in his resolve to cleave to

his fire-side and at those of Mr. Barger, Maj. still persisting, shall be dealt with as the com- his Bible and Christ, and expressed a hope
Hahn and Rev. Hahn we became acquainted mittee think proper ." that his judge would some day embrace the

with a good deal of our Church's history in The world praises Dr. Talmage, and he in new doctrine . This was more than they could

the Shenandoah Valley and in the eastern part return commends the world . tolerate , and like the judges of Stephen , they

of West Virginia. While enjoying the hos ran upon him with one accord , and killed him

pitality of Teacher Schroeder and the school's on the spot by repeated blows of their side

boarding-house , we were also afforded the Her Majesty's Empire. arms , and threw him into the river. Thus per

pleasure of meeting Mr. Balz and wife , who ished the first Protestant Christian martyr in

had come all the way from Charlottesville , Va. , Englishmen say that the sun never sets on China. — Christian at Work.

to partake of the dedication exercises . Nor the British Empire, and the statement is liter

will we forget to mention that we met and ad- ally true . The Empress Victoria's dominions Talking in Church during Services.

dressed a society of fifteen young brethren , extend around the globe in a ring , so nearly

who have organized themselves into a literary unbroken that the sun is continually rising on The German Supreme Court rendered the

society , under the leadershipof Teacher Schroe some portion , while it is setting on another. decision that talking in church during divine

der , to increase in knowledge and culture. England has the faculty of acquisition largely service , even if the service is not disturbed

From this report our readers will learn that developed, and when she desires to extend by it , is a punishable offence.
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noise" just after his prayer ? Incredulity is the The Girl who could not learn the

mother of endless, bottomless credulity. Her Multiplication Table.

bert needs a revelation to prove that God

never gave revelations to the " holy men of Children who find the multiplication table
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

God.” Verily, professing themselves to be very hard to remember will be interested in
The Credulity of Skepticism . wise , they became fools."

hearing of a girl who never was able to learn

it , and yet was by no means a dunce. Caro

* Professing themselves to be wise , they
line Herschel, the sister of the great astron

became fools.” (Rom . 1 , 22. ) The enlight
God-pleasing Temerity . omer , Sir William Herschel, always had to

ened skeptic will hoot at the facts of revela
carry a copy of it with her to refer to when

tion and the Christian's faith in “ unseen things
“ When Robert Morrison , the first Prot- necessary , for she could not remember it.

above ;” But theirs is a credulity which will estant missionary in China, was going down How inconvenient it must have been for her
readily swallow any claim and supposition ,

to the wharf, at New York , to embark for to have to look at a paper every time she
be it never so absurd , if it only be not re

China , he stopped in at the counting-house of wanted to know how much four times nine
vealed .

the ship - owner. After all business matters are , or six times twelve, etc. ! I suppose she

Shells, from the ocean , have been found
were arranged , the latter turned to Morrison must have tried bard to learn it when she was

on the tops of mountains. Christian scientists
with a sardonic smile, saying , “And so , Mr. a child in her home in Germany, and I am sure

have argued that this was a proof of some Morrison, you really expect that you will she must after she had grown to be a woman
kind of a deluge. How absurd , hoots the make an impression on the idolatry of the and understood better the need of knowing it.

skeptic , and opens the Philosophical Dic
great Chinese Empire ? ' ' No , sir , ' said Mor- But, if she did not succeed in fixing the mul

tionary of his prophet, Voltaire , and triumph- rison , with more than his usual sternness , * 1 tiplication table in her memory , slie did learn

antly shows us how he gravely argues that
expect God will." " how to use it , and a great deal else , too . She

such shells were probably dropped by return
We know , indeed , that “ with mightof ours lived to be a very old woman , being ninety

ing pilgrims,or that they might be snail shells , here naught' is done," and we also know that eight at the time of her death, and her long
and are we sure that the soil of the earth may

“ for us fights the ValiantOne " ; and we can life was very useful. She spent fifty years of

not produce these fossils ?-Not the slightestdifficulty in believing this ! Greatis the Diana do all things through Christ which strength it in England with her brother William , and

of the Ephesians !

eneth us , ( Phil. 4 , 13 ) ; and we shall say shared in his astronomical studies. When he be

One of the fathers of the modern skeptics, place, and it shall remove ( Matt. 17 , 20 ) .

unto this mountain : Remove hence to yonder came private astronomer to King George III. ,

she was appointed his assistant. She dis

the faithful infidels, was Lord Herbert , the covered seven comets, and made some val

famous English Deist. In 1645 he published
uable additions to the world's knowledge of

his book De Veritate, in which he champions

The Stones . Amen.
astronomy. - Exchange.

the excellence of the universal religion of

nature over against the religion of revelation .

Now here is what happened ( Lord Herbert's
Of Bede , surnamed the Venerable, and

Where to find Heaven.

Autobiography, p . 93 ) : “ Being thus doubt- called “ the Light of the English Church ,"

ful, in my chamber, one fair day in the sum- (673—735 ), this legend is told . “ When he
There Methodist preacher who

mer, my casement being open towards the had attained a good old age , ‘ his sight grew
The next

dim .south , the sun shining clear , and no wind One of his scholars was leading him . preached one day on beaven .

stirring , I took my book , De Veritate, in my

On coming to a place, where a number of morning he was going down town and he met

hands , and kneeling upon my knees, devoutly stones lay, his guide wantonly said that there one of his old ,wealthy members . This brother

said thesewords: ‘ 0 thou eternalGod,author were there a great many people assembled met the preacher, and he said : “ Pastor, you

Youof this light which now shines upon me , and and waiting in utmost quiet that he might preached a good sermon about heaven .

giver of all inward illuminations, I do beseech preach to them .
told me all about heaven , but you never told

And sure enough , the holy
me where heaven is . ”

thee, of thine infinite goodness, to pardon a man preached a beautiful sermon , full of his
“ Ah,” said the pastor, “ I am glad of the

greater request than a sinner ought to make. wonted fervor. On his concluding with the

opportunity this morning. I have just come
I am not satisfied enough, whether I shall words: “ For ever and ever ' the stones an

from the hilltop yonder. In that cottage
publish this book . If it be for thy glory , I swered, 'Amen , venerable priest !” ”

beseech thee, give me some sign from heaven ;

The Word of God , in the mouth of his there is a member of yourchurch . She is sick

humble servants , does work just suel miracles, sick in the other bed , and she has not got a
in bed with fever ; her two little children are

if not, I shall suppress it. ' I had no sooner

spoken these words,than a loud thoughgentle and greater ones ; every day,too. The stony bit of coal, or a stick ofwood , norflour, or

noise came .forth from the heavens ( for it was
heart of man ( Ezek. 11 , 19 ) cries out : Amen ,

sugar, or any bread. If you will go down
like nothing on earth ), which did so cheer I am lost ! and again : Amen , I am saved !

town and buy fifty dollars ' worth of things ,

and comfort me , that I took my petition as
nice provisions, and send them up to her, and

granted , and that I had the sign I demanded ; then go up there and say, “My sister, I have

whereupon also I resolved to print my boek .
Dear Gain .

brought you these nice provisions in the name

This, how strange soever” ( ? ! ) “ it may seem , of our Lord and Saviour.' Then ask for a

I protest before the eternal God , is true ; A sportsman went out hunting one day on
Bible , and you read the 23d Psalm , and you

neither am I in any way superstitiously de- his horse, a noble animal, for which he had
then get down on your knees and pray,

ceived herein ; since I did not only clearly but lately paid about $ 500 ; and it was in if you don't see heaven before you get all

hear the noise ; but , in the serenest sky that every way worth that sum . He very soon
through, I'll pay the bill.”

ever I saw , being without all cloud ,” (through espied a hare, gave chase , followed it the
The next morning he said , “ Pastor, I saw

his window he could see only a part of the greater part of the day, spurred his horse over | heaven, and I spent fifteen minutes in heaven

summer sky ) " did to my thinking see the fences and ditches, rushed through field and
as certainly as you are listening ."

place from whence it came.” forest, and finally shot the hare and had ridden

That this was a revelation from the God of his horse to death. He lost it . Did he enjoy

Wisdom and Truth , we shall believe on the his hare for supper ? Like the Sun.

authority of this wicked Herbert as a settled " What is a man profited , if he shall gain

fact ! God did not reveal himself to Isaiah, the whole world , and lose his own soul? ” The true Christian is like the sun , which

for he revealed himself to Lord Herbert. Will he enjoy the pleasures of the world, pursues its noiseless track and everywhere

St. Paul's Epistles are not inspired, for did when he finds that he has ridden his soul to leaves the effect of his beams in blessing

not Lord Herbert hear a “ loud though gentle death ?
E. upon the world around him . - Luther.
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For the Lutheran Witness. wrought, would support this testimony to the The sin , that ruined our first parents , has

“ They all Condemned Him to be Guilty truth , or not , “ they all condemn Him !”
" descended to all their posterity ; we are the

of Death ." Now , what say we , who by the blessed light fallen progeny of fallen parents , --children ,

St. Mark 14 , 64 .
of the saving truth know and believe that in whose ways are destruction and misery .

Jesus is the Christ, the eternal Son of God ? We have gone astray , we have turned every

Hark ! the sentence of great importance is - " God hath made Him sin for us , who knew one on his own way. Where is boasting, then ?

passed ! What is its import ? Christ con- of no sin , that we might be made the right. Moreover, what we commit or omit, contrary

demned ,-pronounced guilty of death ! The i eousness, of God in Him ." 2 Cor. 5 , 21. to the most holy Law of the righteousGod ,

unanimous opinion is : according to the law Christ, the innocent, was condemned in our will prove itself an unbearable burden, the

of Moses He ought to be led without the city stead , that we lost and condemned creatures weight of which presses upon the conscience

and stoned to death ; but whereas the bighest could receive the gracious verdict of not guilty that, do what we may , our own efforts can
counts of the Jews are deprived of their power at the court of the righteous and merciful afford us neither release nor comfort. 6. Mine

of life and death , we must hand Him over to Judge of leaven and earth . Christ's innocent iniquities are gone over mine head : as an

the Roman governor for the execution of our suffering is the grand sacrificial and meritori- heavy burden they are too heavy for me.

sentence , by the punishment of the cross ! - ous cause of our salvation . In Him , by Him , I , I , a lost and condemned sinner , am guilty

Christ guilty of death ?! “ Why, what evil through Him , and for His sake we are ac- of death .” This accusation concerning our

hath He done? ” Did examination and proof counted righteous as truly as He, though with own state must supersede the haughty , con

lead to a verdict so severe ? “ The chief out blemish or spot, was accounted a blas- ceited question , Why , what evil have I done ?

priests and elders and all the council sought phemer and guilty of death . Who, and what before we can learn to understand and to

false witness against Jesus to put Him to are we ? Here is our sentence : “ Cursed is appreciate that amazing love , which moved

death ; but found none . The rulers took every one that continueth not in all things Christ, the innocent Lamb of God , to suffer

council together against the Lord and against which are written in the book of the law to Himself to be charged with a crime , guilty of

His Anointed . They had had resolved to do them .” Gal . 3 , 10 .
death . No one can sincerely rejoice in the

declare Him criminal and now they seek to One of the most common and dreadful all -sufficient merit of Christ, no one can under

fix some crimeupon Him that theymay appear phases of unbelief is the denial of the natural stand the abundant riches of grace , nor the

just, despite their vile actions. As the law lost and condemned condition of mankind , doctrine of justification by faith in Christ

did not permit any person to be executed , the disavowal of God's just wrath against the alone , till he feels the burden of his own

except an alleged criminaloffense be sustained very depravity in which we are conceived and misery and wretchedness .
If there were no

and proven by at least two consistent testi- born . The verdict , “ We are by nature chil- flaming wrath of God on account of original

monies, the council employs two false wit- dren of wrath even as others," is a stumbling and actual sin , if damnation were not our just

nesses who perverted the words Christ bad block to natural man , that never cares to reward, there would have been no necessity

used about His death and resurrection into listen to this indeed humiliating truth . “ What for the cross upon Calvary , no necessity for

a threat that He would destroy the temple at damnable deed did I commit, that everlasting the vicarious death of God's own, eternal Son .

Jerusalem . The false witness , however , did perdition should be the legitimate issue of On the other hand, there could and would be

not attain the desired end .—Jesus held His this present life of mine?” This is the ques- no reconciliation to God , no redemption from

peace , even though the highpriest reproached tion raised by the unconverted man by way sin and hell , had not Christ given Himself a

Him for His silence and questioned Him : of argumentation in opposition to the Word ransom for all. O the grace and love beyond

" What is it which these witness against of God , that " all are concluded under sin . " expression , that the great God and Saviour

Thee? ” . Although He might have defended We need not wait until something damnable Jesus Christ gave Himself for us , that He

and vindicated Himself , He “ was as a man is committed, sin and its wages are within us! might redeem us from all iniquity and purify

that heareth not and in whose mouth there That which is born of flesh is flesh . Original unto Himself a peculiar people, zealous of

are no reproofs," thus fulfilling, in this part sin is the very deadly crime , whether we ac- good works ! Reader , God, in His mercy , has

also , the prediction of the Prophet ( Is . 53 ) : knowledge the fact or not . It exists in the provided a Saviour for you . Your life was

“ He was oppressed and afflicted, yet He newborn child , whether we admit or deny this forfeited to death because of your own sinful

opened not His mouth : He is brought as a baneful heritage. By it all who are not condition . Jesus has redeemed your life , by

lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before born again through the holy Spirit unto eter- giving up His own, and offers to you the

her shearers is dumb, so He openeth not His nal life , are subjected to God's temporal and pardon He has purchased. Believe in this

mouth . " eternal punishment.” Even if man thought, Saviour and receive the free gift of salvation .

The unjust judge, seeing that he was obliged spoke or did no evil , (which however is im- By confident faith bring Christ's sacrifice to

to change his ground , arose to adjure the possible ) , his nature and person would never the throne of God , plead it in your own be

Saviour by the living God , to say, whether theless be sinful in the sight of God, and on half before the throne of mercy and you shall

He was the promised Messiah , the Son of account of this inborn corruption man is ac- not die , but live !
G. RUNKEL.

Gud . To this solemn adjuration Christ im- cused and condemned by the Law of God.

mediately replied , because He was now called We are born with a mind and heart, in which UNDER the provision of the Edmunds- Tucker

upon to bear witness to the truth. His ans- there is no fear of God , nor confidence in law the Mormon " church ” in Utah has been

wer is : I am the Christ, the Son of God. I Him . — The eye is no sooner opened to see compelled to turn over to the United States

AM ! Verily , He , who is here despised and this innate wickedness of the heart , its enmity receiver its property held in excess of the

rejected ofmen ; the man of sorrows and ac- with God, to see that bitter root which in limit which the new law allows—not only the

quainted with grief , is the Lord of Glory . itself is guilty of death,” than this boastful temple property , but 30,000 sheep, $ 75,000

Though in the form of a servant and found in question, What evil have I done ? will be worth of cattle , $27,000 in notes for stock in

the fashion of man, He was not divested of hushed , and the vaunting lips will be silenced the theatre , $27,000 Deseret Telegraph Com

His eternal Deity . Hence , He does not tes by the roaring voice from Sinai , proclaiming pany stock , $ 100,000 worth of coal lands,

tify : I was , or , I shall be , the Son of God , curse , death and damnation upon one and all . $75,000 of gas stock and other property , in

the Christ, but, Iam . - 0 the benighted “ wise “ Your claims are nothing , whether you be no- all amounting to $790,000 .

men of this world ,” who , notwithstanding torious sinners or saints in your own opinion ;

Christ's own testimony in that momentous no matter, how great , how wise , how power The Italian Minister of public instruction

trial , insist , that He was nothing more than ful or how holy you may be ,-here no one is has issued departmental minutes to the pre

" a good man," who once in the hands of His pious.” God so holy and His law is so fects , to the effect that religious instruction

enemies, could notescape their crueldealings ! strict, that if He will enter into judgment is to be given in elementary schools during

Without examining, whether the prophecies with His creatures , the most upright of them school hours . The parish priest is forbidden

concerning the Messiah , the Gospel which stands convicted in His sight. Every mouth to intervene during examinations in religious

Jesus taught and the miracles which He must be stopped , for all the world is guilty .” | knowledge,
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Recent Publications.

Then they both knelt down, and the mother

prayed , and in her prayer she gave to Christher little one who wanted to be his . - Friendly STATISTISCHES JAHRBUCH der deutschen evang.

lutherischen Synode von Missouri, Ohio und

anderen Staaten fuer das Jahr 1888. Concordia

Greetings. We commend also infant- baptism .
Publishing House, M. C. Barthel, Agt. , 1889 .

These annual statistics of our Missouri Synod

contain 13 presidential reports, for into so many

district synods has our general body grown in the

The Freed Slave . course of fifty years. It also has the parochial re

With watchful care Jehovah
ports of 966 pastors. These statistics were com

His chosen flock defends;
Something like twenty - five years ago a little piledby the care and industry of Rev. Prof. M.

Guenther. In his summary the venerable professor
And richest blessings daily

boy was walking through the bush in Africa , tells us, that our Missouri Synod now numbers

He graciously commends .

In every dire temptation

and was overtaken by a few men on horse- 1030 ministers, 1480 congregations, 617 parochial

school-teachers, 1106 church schools, 279 , 150 com

That c'er His church befell , back . He was carying on his head a pot of municant members, 72,825 school-children, almost
one huif million souls . The report also shows that

He quelled the rage of Satan fire . These men called the little boy, and one
in 1888 there were 34,717 children baptized and 15 ,

And quenched the fires of hell .

said , “ Bring me a light for my pipe." 430 confirmed . 10,712 burials occured. The report

O Zion , God hath called thee,
The boy went towards them ; they seized also tells of the work of thirteen German Home

Missions, of our Negro -Mission with its 5 mission
And given thee thy name :

him , threw him across a horse , galloped away aries and 4 teachers and208 communicant members
Let not thy sins appall thee, with him , and sold him in the slave market and 663 children in mission-schools . Our Immi.

For He hath borne thy shame .

not far away

He was re-sold and was ulti- grant-Missions in New York and Baltimore are doing
Thy sorrows like a river à noble and extensive work as may be seen from

And trials like a fire
mately brought to Lagos. It so happened the one fact that they handled almost $40,000 in the

Shall never thee deliver
that the cook who was in the employment of interest of immigrants and cared for well nigh7000

immigrants. Our English Mission has six workers

Unto the tempter's ire. a missionary at Lagos bought the lad . in the field and disbursed $ 1221.78 in their support.

And though the hills shall crumble

By -and -by the man died , and the lad took Our Jewish Mission is also mentioned but no partic
ular statistics are given . 80 church -dedications took

And mountains be removed , his master's place, and , being in an English place. In 8 seminaries and colleges Synod has

His grace unto the humble colony , he claimed bis freedom . He proved aries ofSynod 13 charitable institutes care for the
forty professors and 909 pupils . Within the bound

Shall evermore be proved .

an exceedingly sharp boy . He was put into orphan, the sick , the deaf and dumb and the aged
Yea, though the earth and heaven

In fire shall pass away,

school , trained , became afterwards a teacher, and infirm ...15church-papers speak the sentiments

of Synod officially and inofficially. Concordia Pub

His mercy freely given then a catechist , and eventually a minister . lishing House employs 65 " hands" and did a bus.

Abides with us for aye . God had been training this lad and keep
iness of $ 152,357.30 .

His churc fore'er abiding ing bim for the purpose of extending Christian ERSTES LESEBUCH fuer Ev.-Luth . Schulen. Con
missions towards Lake Chad. The lad to-day

cordia Publishing House , 1889. Price , single

In His almighty hand ,
-

copy, 25 cents .

And in His Word confiding
occupies the most advanced post of one of our This is an illustrated German First Reader, and

Must through the ages stand ;
missions in Western Africa—and his eyes are it is a good book in every respect . It is simple and

When bright, and fair, and glorious , to-day fixed upon Lake Chad , for he is hop- to thepurpose for which it is intended .instructive, well arranged and most happily adapted

As army, moon , or sun , ing , as he has the mastery of the language of My FIRSTBOOK in Sunday-School andHome. 12 Bib
She shall abide victorious

that particular district, to reach his home by
While countless ages run . lical Narratives given in very simple language,

and-by , and carry to his own people the Gos together with Luther's Catechism , with Prayers

February 1889.

pel which has saved him . - Sel.
and Hymns. 2d Edition . Pilger Book Store,

Reading, Pa . Price , single copy , bound in cloth

25 cents ; by the dozen $2.25 ; by the hundred,

$17.00 .

How Old Must I Be ?

An Ancient Tyranny .

This " wee volume” is intended for the enfant class

in Sunday-schools , and answers this purpose well .

We commend the following story to those SEID STARK IN DEM HERRN , ( Be strong in the Lord ).

who do not believe in children being brought Friday ” showed its weird visage at a ChicagoThe senseless superstition about " unlucky Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis , Mo.

Price, single copy, 15 cents .

to a saving knowledgeof Christ when young: convention. We can not see that it had much Church . In a masterly way its eight chapters speakThis book is addressed to the young men of our

“ Mother,” said a little child , “ how old
influence upon the action of the convention, their youthful path into maturer age .

must I be before I can be a Christian ? ”
to our youths to counsel , cheer and lead them on

And the wise mother answered , “ How old
but enough was said about it to show that this

will you have to be , darling,before you can ghost ofan ancient fear is not yet laid .Even

love me? "
the fact that George Washington was born on Acknowledgment.

“ Why, mother, I always loved you ; I do
Friday , and that Columbus started for the

Received perRev.C.F.W.Meyer, Marshfield , Mo. ,

now , and I always shall ; " and she kissed her
Western Hemisphere on Friday, and that he $15.00 for sale of Minutes and 90 cents for publica

discovered land on Friday, and that Luther Huegli, New Orleans , La .tion of English Lutheran Hymnal , from Rev. Theo .

mother . “ But you have not told me yet how

old I shall have to be. ”
and Gladstone were born on Friday , and a March 13 , 1889 .

C. F. Lange , Treas ,

The mother made answer with another ques
thousand more facts of similar interest , do

tion : “ How old must you be before you can
not avail to set us free from the bondage of

this ancient tyranny of senseless dread . Is it
trust yourself wholly to me and my care ? ''

Subscriptions Paid.

“ I always did ,” she answered ,
not strange ? There are probably five millions Rev. G. J. Goehringer, Staunton, M., (VII) $ 1.00

and kissed
of

her mother again . “ But tell me what I want
persons in America, young and old , who Rev. P. Schwankovský, St. Louis,Mo., (VII) 1.00

wear amulets . Such ghostly nonsense ought Mrs. Alice Lirick , Staunton, Va . , ( VII 16 to
C. Lang, St. Louis , Mo. , (VII 15 to VIII 2 2 cc. ) 1.00

to know ; ' ' and she climbed into her mother's

to die in American soil , but it does not.-
VIII 15) 1.00

lap , and put her arms about her neck . Jacob Coiner, Waynesboro , Va ., ( VII )
1.00

The mother asked again , “ How old will you
Western Christian Advocate -It only dies in Elijalı Coiner, Waynesboro, Va ., (VIII ) 1.00

Christian soil . Geo . K. Coiner, Waynesboro, Va . , ( VII ) 1.00

be before you can do what I want you to ? " F. Stutz , Washington, D. C. , ( VII )
1.00

Then the child whispered, half guessing
Rev. W. Lewerenz, Effingham , Ii., (VII. VIII) 2.00

Rev. L. W. Dornseif, Boone, Iowa, (V. VI ) 2.00

what her dear mother meant, “ I can now , Placing Faults at the Wrong Door. Prof. C. Scaer, Angola , Ind . , ( VII 1 to 18) .75

1.00

Rev. Theo . Huegli, New Orleans , La . , ( VII)
without growing any older.”

Miss Mary Toensing, Cleveland, O. , ( VII)
1.00

Then the mother said , “ You can be a Eli Perkins tells of an old maid with her Rev. F. Otte , Chippewa Falls, Wis., (VII)
1.00

Cbristian now , my darling, without waiting face covered with wrinkles, turning from the
Rev. Chr. Germeroth , Wartburg , Ont. , (VII .

VIII )
2.00

to be older. All you have to do is to love mirror, saying , “ Mirrors now -a-days are very Rev. J. Reini, Denver, Col. , VII. VIII 2.00

H. F. Castle , Pa., ( ) 1.00

and trust , and try to please theOne who says , faulty . They don't make such mirrors as Rev. L. Wessel , Nokomis , III . , ( VII)

" Let the little ones come unto me .' Don't they used to when I was young.” How often Teacher H.W.Lensner,Denny P.O., Pa., VII) 1.00
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Rev. 0. Mencke, Stover, Mo. , ( V. VI . VII)

you want to begin now ? " do people attribute all the faults committed
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deeds of the law , saved of ourselves, and sal- as death . Many waters can not quench love ,

vation would not be or would not wholly be neither can the floods drown it : if a man

the gift of God . We must be very careful to would give all the substance of his house for

distinguish between human virtues and that love , it would utterly be contemned.” But
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

which justifies and saves us . If we were to all this is as naught in comparison to that

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE be justified by our virtues , then indeed love praise which St. John , the apostle of love ,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. would be the main factor in our justification ; accords to love when in our text he bursts

By Rev. F. Kuegele . but our virtues are only as filthy rags before forth into the exclamation : “ God is love."

God and can not justify us ; before Him If he had said , love is stronger than hell , or

Christ's merits alone are valid . Alone the better than riches, or costlier than heaven and

I. Sunday after Trinity .
blood and death of the Son ofGod makes us earth , it would have been saying much ; but

1 JOHN 4 , 16–21 . righteous, without our virtues . Even faith he says more, he says : God Himself is love ,

does not justify for this reason , because it is His whole nature and being is love . The

BELOVED IN Christ , The Lord : — “ Now so precious a virtue in the sightof God ; faith word “ God ” .is derived from " good ;" God

abideth faith , hope, charity, these three ; but justifies only for this reason because it lays is good , He is the Good , the fountain of all

the greatest of these is charity ,” so St. Paul hold of and brings to us the merits of Christ. good , He is love . Therefore Dr. Luther com

writes in 1 Cor. 13th chap. Why does he In the means of grace Christ offers to us His menting on these words says : “ If one would

praise charity or love above faith and hope ? merits , and if we accept of them , it is not our picture God faithfully , he must draw a picture

The reason we may gather from what precedes act of acceptation, but His merits in which purely love , Divine nature being nothing but

those words . The first part of that chapter we are found righteous. We are justified by a furnace and fervor of such love which fills

contains a eulogy of charity which Paul con- faith because by it we comeinto the possession heaven and earth . And likewise , if love could

cludes with the words : “ Charity never faileth .” of Christ's righteousness. Faith justifies , be- be drawn and pictured , it must be a picture

Faith will cease when sight begins. We walk cause it is the vessel in which we hold Christ's which is not human, yea not angelic nor ce

in faith here upon this earth ; but when we righteousness asour righteousness before God . lestial , but God Himself.” So Luther. He

shall stand before God and the Lamb, we This we must always remember that Jesus means to say , God is all love, His very being

shall see and no more believe. Hope lasts Christ and He alone is our righteousness, and is love . All the attributes of God are essen

only until the fulfilment has come. We live therefore faith justifies and saves , because by tial attributes , that is to say His attributes

in hope here below ; when once arrived in our it we appropriate Christ's righteousness which are God Himself, but what the diamond is

eternal home , we shall possess what we now covers and hides our sins from the sight of among precious stones , love is among the

hope for,and hope will be a thing of the past . the Father ; and hence it is very clear that attributes of God ; it outshines them all , it

But when faith and hope shall cease , love will our virtues and works can have nothing to do excels in lustre. God is love ; He can not

abide ; love will not cease in death , it will with our justification . otherwise than love, for He is love . Glorious

endure in heaven, yea rather in the life to But if through faith Christ dwells in the words !

come it will be made perfect. Faith and hope heart , the heart is made a good soil which This love of God is not idle, neither did

are also directed only to Divine and heavenly can not remain sterile . A good tree can not He keep it hidden in His own heart , it mani

things whilst love embraces God and men . remain idle, it will bloom and bring forth fests itself in manifold ways . The works of

Charity extends farther , it endures longer fruit. Faith can not be idle , it will bring God verily show that He is love , The visible

than faith and hope ; charity is the greatest forth the fruits of the Spirit. Recounting the creation , the Book of His revelation , His

of the three.
fruits of the Spirit Paul firstofall names love , providence , His guidance and ruling of our

Now from this lesson that Paul pronounces and at another place he says: “ In Jesus lives , all are monuments bearing the inscrip

love greater than faith and hope, the Jesuits Christ neither circumcision availeth any thing, tion: “ God is love.” Why did God create

draw the inference : The greatest virtue must nor uncircumcision ; but faith which worketh the earth , filling it with His riches , and make

chiefly justify before God ; bence , love being by love.” Faith , if it is the true faith , brings man lord over the earth ? Surely because He

the greatest virtue , man must be chiefly justi- forth and works by love. Of this fruit of is love . Why did God come into the flesh to

fied by his love . That is the doctrine of the faith our to-day's epistle treats . reconcile the world unto Himself ? Because

Jesuits that man is justified by his virtues mit me yet to speak : He is love ; for God so loved the world , that

and hence chiefly by love , and many who are he gave his only begotten Son ." Why has
OF TRUE CHRISTIAN LOVE .

called Protestants, yea even many who are God granted us His knowledge and translated

called Lutherans also think their charity and The apostle states us into the kingdom of His dear Son ? Surely

benevolence must recommend them to the I. what love is and whence it comes , and not because we deserved it or were better than

favor of God.
But St. Paul does not say II . mentions some of its qualities. others, but because He is love ; for unto Israel

that we are justified by love. He indeed pro Moses said : “ The Lord did not set his love

I.
nounces love the greatest virtue, but teaches upon you , nor choose you , because ye were

that man is justified by grace through faith Our text begins with the words : “ God is more in number than any people ; for ye were

and not by his virtues. He says : “ We con- love ; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in the fewest of all people : but because the Lord

clude that a man is justified by faith without God, and God in him .” What is love and loved you .” Men robbed God of His glory

the deeds of the law .” “ By grace are ye whence did it originate ? The philosophers and gave it to graven images ; men transfixed

saved through faith ; and that not of your- pronounce love something high and noble, the only begotten Son of God shamefully to

selves : it is the gift of God : not of works, the most precious and most perfect of virtues the cross ; men contemn Ilis grace , their

lest any man should boast.” If our love which ennobles and elevates man . Solomon , tongue is full of mockery and their feet swift

conld justify us , we would be justified by the in his Song of Songs, says : “ Love is strong to walk in the paths of wickedness ; yet God

Hence per
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unto this day has not caused fire and brim- that we deceive not ourselves ; for Satan yet my dearFather and He will not suffer His

stone to fall upon the earth , He has for- transforming himself into an angel of light , child to perish .

bearance with man and daily showers innu- is alyays busy to make men believe that to Let us not overlook with what great earnest

merable blessings upon him . “ God is love." be love which is not love . Whereby shall we ness the apostle speaks of love . He summons

But does not God also send pestilence , know that the love , which is in us , is true us to the judgment, as though he would say :

famine and many plagues , and should that godly love , the plantofthe Father in heaven ? Such love you must have which will make you

also be love ? God does so , and if we ex- We shall know it by its qualities, like as a bold to appear before the Judge; that counter

amine closely ,we must soon see that also His tree is known by its fruits . If our love has feit and false love can not do, it must be true

chastisements proceed from love . If a father those qualities which the love of God has, love . It must be a fact , it must be reality

does not chastise his child , but permits it to then it is truly Divine love . Let us therefore that we do love the Lord , else we will never

grow up in waywardness and wickedness , such yet take into consideration the qualities of more be bold to meet Him . All hypocrites

child will thereafter say that its father did not love which St. John here mentions . and all who barbor a false love , must tremble

show fatherly love towards it. " Whom the when they think of the judgment; only such

Lord loveth he chasteneth , and scourgeth
II .

as uprightly and candidly love the Lord , are

every son whom he receiveth . ” It is love What qualities our love must have in gen- bold towards that day. A bride truly loving

when God chastens His children to preserve eral , St. John indicates in the words : “ He her bridegroom has no fear of him , she longs

them from the way of destruction and to keep that duelleth in love dwelleth in God , and God for and is happy at his coming. True love ,

them in the way everlasting. When God visits in him .” If by dwelling in love, we dwell in indeed , also fears to offend the Lord , but it

just punishment upon the wicked , such is in- God, it is clear tbat our love must be like unto does not fear His presence and searching eye.

deed an act of His justice ; yet even in the the love of God . Our love can of course not One truly loving the Lord is rather always

destruction of the wicked is seen the love of be as great as the love ofGod, but it must be ready to say : Search me , O Lord , and see , if

God towards men ; for His desire is that like unto His love, a miniature image of it. I be upright or guile possess my heart . So

others should take warning and should be- How does God love ? He does not love from only that heart can speak which is , indeed ,

ware of walking in like sins. Also when He motives of selfishness ; a love which looks to upright in love ; a deceitful man may say it

stretches forth His arm to smite the earth , gain and advantage , is not godly love , it is with the lips , but bis heartwill not consent to

it remains true : “ God is love. " selflove . God does not bestow His love for it . Such is the nature of love , it desires that

God being love He is the source of love the price of being loved again , He loves also which it loves . If we love God , we desire to

and such only is true love , which God plants the ungrateful; we must not love in order to be united with Him . Such longing desire of

in the heart. The love of the world is a kind receive equal return . God loves the pious, true love David expresses in the 42d Psalm ,

of selfishness, rather than love ; for the natu- His friends , and also the impious, His en- saying : “ As the hart panteth after the water

ral man loves because of advantage or enjoy- emies; we are not to love only them that love brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, O God .

ment. That is genuine love which the Holy us , such even the heathen do , we are to love My soul thirsteth for God , for the living God :

Ghost kindles , Divine love coming down from our enemies. God loves truth and righteous- when shall I come and appear before God ?”

above , as Paul writes to the Romans: “ The ness and hates all false teaching and unright- Our love must have this quality that it drives

love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by eousness ; we must love truth and godliness out the terror of God's judgment and fills the

the Holy Ghost which is given unto us. ”' and hate all falsehood and wickedness . God's heart with boldness and longing to meet the

When the Holy Ghost comes to dwell in the love is not a pictured love, it is a living power Lord.

heart, then it begins truly to love both God which manifests itself in His works of doing Unto such boldness and longing the love of

and man. Therefore St. John says : “ And good to His creatures continually ; our love God towards us should inspire us . " We love

he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and must be a power within us , continually prompt- him , because he first loved us." Yes , if He

God in him .” Genuine Christian love is a ing us to works of love . To him whose heart had not first loved us no man would loveHim .

plant which the Holy Ghost plants ; hence, is filled with such love the following words of We did not first love Him , He first loved us.

he in whom that love dwells, is the dwelling the text apply : “ Herein is our love made per- He says : “ Yea, I have loved thee with an

of God, and he whodwells in that love dwells fect, that we may have boldness in the day of everlasting love : therefore with loving-kind

in God . If we have the Spirit of true Chris- judgment: because as he is, so are we in this ness have I drawn thee.” He loved us even

tian love we have the Spirit of God . Behold world . There is no fear in love ; but perfect before the foundation of the earth was laid .

how indispensably necessary true Christian love casteth out fear : because fearhath torment. He made us and not we ourselves ; He de

love is . Every one not dwelling in love, is He that feareth is not made perfect in lore." livered up His own Son for us, before we were

yet an alien from the commonwealth of Israel ; What does the apostle mean by perfect love born ; He came to us in baptism and made us

but if we are led by the Spirit of Christ,which and our love being made perfect ? He does His children before we asked Him ; and when

is the Spirit of love , we are truly the children not mean that we must have been perfect in we went astray, He followed after us and ,

of God. the command of love without fault or blemish taking us into His arms, carried us back to

Whereby shall we know that true Christian or that we must become perfect in it ; for if the flock . He loved us first, He sought us

love, this plant of God , is in us ? Here we we could keep perfectly the command of love first , He drew us first . This quality our love

must be very careful that we deceive not our which is the fulfilling of the law we would must have that we love Him because He first

selves ; for if we mistake a selfmade love for have kept the whole law which is not possible, loved us, then have we a love which claims

that love which the Spirit of God awakens in because we are sinners. What he means by no merit before God. Gratitude and rejoic

the heart , then we may indeed have the form perfect love, John explains , when saying that ing over Ilis love must be the fountain from

of godliness, but the power thereof will be perfect love casts out fear and makes bold in which our love flows. Look and see if not the

lacking. When a monk performs works of be- the day of judgment. That love which casts love of God has followed you all the days of

nevolence, he is not moved by godly love, out fear and makes hold against the day of your life . God is good, and if in the morning

but by a very selfish love ; for he performs judgment, John calls perfect love , in distinc- you begin to count His benefactions , you will

such works hoping for his own gain. Unionists tion from false and spurious love which is full say in the evening, they are numberless as the

and Liberalists sacrifice the truth of God for of fear and can only tremble at the judgment. leaves of the forest. Let us love Him , who

the sake of peace with men , and they call such Hence this perfect love is true and genuine first loved us and daily shows unto us loving

sacrifice charity ; but in reality it is selfishness love and makes like unto Christ who also kindness. The adage is : Love begets love .

and not that love which the Spirit of God ' looked with boldness unto the judgment of the When Jonathan loves David , David is per

creates ; for the Spirit of God will nevermore Father. This fearlessness and boldness can suaded to love Jonathan . Should not the

prompt to sacrificethe truth of God , or to pro- indeed not be undisturbed in the Christian, ' flame of God's love kindle a spark of love in

nounce Divine truth something non - essential. | because he is yet in the flesh , but when Satan our hearts ? How desperately depraved

Since , therefore ,many hold that to be Divine and the flesh would fill his heart with fear, we , because we do not love Him whose lov

love which is not of God, we must beware love sets itself against fear and says : God is ing-kindness encompasses us , daily preserv

>

are
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Polemical.

7

ing unto us life and being. Why is it , O my in Christ being the source and love of God

soul , that thou dost not love Him who called and their fellowmen the motives, then they

thee into existence , who purchased thee with would be imitators of Christ ; but as it is they

His own blood and who called thee out of Comment of a Speech delivered by a are imitators , who also love to walk in dark

darkness unto His light ? Why is it that thou Provincial of Augustinian monks. ness and enjoy working in secret. Then to

lovest not Him who drew thee from the brink say , that the monks and nuns are to take Christ

of destruction and daily showers upon thee In the Catholic American of February 23 , as a model in all things ! Are not all Christ

countless blessings ? Why is not every beat of the present year , is found a description of ians to model their lives after the life of

of thy heart a song , every breath a hymn of the reception in a small town in Pennsylvania Christ ? As it is written : " Let this mind be

praise ? Alas , the law of sin dwells in our of two men into the Augustinian order of in you, which was also in Jesus Christ.” A

members and dampens the fervor of love to monks, of which order Luther at one time was Christlike mind has as its natural correlative ,

God. Though striving for it ever so honestly , a member. After the candidates had taken nay , as its necessary consequence a Christlike

we can not love Him as we ought. O Lord , the oath , the officiating Provincialof the order life. The presence of the one in a person

shed abroad Thy love in our hearts that we addressed a few words to them . At first he without the presence of the other in the same

may truly love Thee. said : " Dearly beloved , now that you are person is neither imaginable nor possible. In

If we do love God we can not hate His about to receive the habit of our holy Augus- the same degree as one is Christlike minded ,

creatures. " If a man say , I love God, and tine order , you ought seriously to consider he also leads a Christlike life , and every

hateth his brother, he is a liar : for he that what and how important are the duties to be Christian should in true faith and prayer and

loveth not his brother whom he hath seen , how performed by you , that you may become by the assistance of the Holy Spirit inces
can he love God whom he hath not seen ? And worthy sons of so great a mother.” The santly strive after perfection in both and thus

this commandment have wefrom him , That he Augustinian order of monks a great mother !! make continual progress in his imitation of

who loveth God love his brother also.” Those The idea is preposterous. Yet if the greatness his Lord. To become such imitators of Christ

words pronounce many a one a liar . Those of the son is always proof for the greatness of is obligatory for every Christian and not ob

are not few who profess to love God whilst the mother, then the Augustinian order might ligatory for monks and nuns only , nor even

they hate men. If they did love God they be called a great mother, as it produced the principally for them. And if we thoroughly

would keep his commandments, and His com- great Martin Luther, who by the grace of investigate the matter the actual state of

mand is to love our brother. Christ says : “ If God brought about the great Reformation. affairs will be found to be this, that Christians

ye love me , keep my commandments.” This But in order to keep entirely within the bounds outside of monasteries are much better imita

quality our love must have that loving God we of truth , this statement must be modified ; for tors of Christ than monks and nuns are ; in

love also man who was made in the image of the greatness of Luther is not primarily to be asmuch as the former have the right kind of
God. attributed to the Augustinian monastic order, faith in Christ and by the power of the Spirit

Let us through the blood of Christ seek for- but to the influence of the pure and unadul dwelling in them ever strive to conform their

giveness for our lukewarmness in love , and terated word of God , to which in the Augus- lives to the precepts of the divine law , but

let us strive to grow therein . God is love ; tinian Cloister at Erfurt his attention was the latter trust in their own works, which at

let us walk in love that He may dwell in us called by Dr. Staupitz and which he , Luther, that are works not at all required by the law ,

and we in Him .. Amen . would read , whenever he could do so un- but are selfchosen works and consequently

observed , after it had once been taken away are not pleasing to God, especially as the law

Indifferent Coal-Miners.
from him . The influence which the monastic of God is disregarded by the performers of

order exerted upon him , was to drive him to those works .

" A methodist minister, within the geograph- despair. The Holy Ghost made him capable " For surrendering their own will and judg

ical limits of whose charge there was a large of receiving and appropriating to himself the ment” the Provincial furthermore addresses

population of coal-miners , was deploring and sweet consolation offered by God to sinners the two candidates for reception into his order

accounting for their inattention and indif- in the gospel. of monks, " they ought always be ready to

ference to the church and its services . With- After the above introductory remark in subject them to the will of others and to obey

out any thought of its bearing upon or appli- which reference is had to the duties of the their commands, however difficult they may
cation to a " distinctive principle," a prominent Augustinian order in general , the Provincial be.” God has endowed us with will and

reason given for their carelessness was the enumerates those duties, saying ; " For it is judgment to the intent that we should make

prevalence of secret societies among them . necessary for thosewho embrace the religious use of both . The natural man is to become

They seemed to feel that the religious sham- state , being thereby made imitators of Christ, a converted man and his will is to become a

ming of their rituals, with the modicum of to imitateHim also as their model in allthings, sanctified will , so that he ceases to will that

benevolence practiced in caring for fellow- and thus to die to themselves , the world , and which is displeasing to God and wills that

members, met all their obligations. These the flesh.” The first two dependent clauses which God wills . He is not to surrender his

miners are but types of large numbers of in this sentence contain the assertion , that a will except to God alone so that his will has

people of greater general intelligence and person becomes an imitator of Christ by em- , for its object the same things which are the

higher social station . In all our communities bracing the religious state , that is by becom- object of the divine will . Nor is a person to

there are those—and the number appears to ing a monk or a nun . But if we place this surrender his judgment, but he is to exercise

be growing rapidly-who find all their duties assertion and the Scriptures side by side , we his judgment, so as to determine under the

Godward and manward met in their compli- fail to find in the latter anything that lends guidance of the Holy Spirit , what in the light

ance with the rites and duties of Masonic , even so much as a shadow of support to the of the Scriptures is right and what is wrong ;

Odd Fellows , or other of the numberless former . If entering a monastery were im- in other words he has the right, and it is also

secret orders. No discerning, thoughtful man itating Christ, he must necessarily have en- his solemn duty, to exercise private judgment ,

can close his eyes to this deplorable fact.” tered one also during the 33 years of his life as St. Paul says : “ Prove all things; hold fast

United Presbyterian . on this earth . But the Holy Bible makes no that which is good .” 1 Thess. 5 , 21. But

mention of this whatever , but it does say , this speech of the Provincial to the two can

Lutheran Beneficence . that Christ was obedient to his parents and didates for reception into the Augustinian

that he went about doing good and preaching order of monks is so teeming with errors and

Dorothea Hassager, a widow , who died the gospel . If monks and nuns instead of so disgusting, that we must abruptly dispatch,

recently in Copenhagen , left to the university leading a secluded and very questionable life it , so as not to weary the reader any longer

of that city her large house , to be used as a in cloisters, would study the law of God, and with a prolonged review of it .

professor's dwelling and lecture hall , and in put its precepts into practice then they would " Lord, keep us steadfast in thy word

addition the sum of 50,000 , to keep the prop- be useful to their fellowmen ; and if outside
And break the Pope's and Turk's fell sword,

Who'fain would hurl from off Thy throne,

erty in repair. of the cloister they would do this , true faith Christ Jesus, Thy beloved Son ." H. R.
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31. The object of natural theology abso- of death deeper and more than we all. Such

lutely considered and as intended by God agony our dear Saviour Christ would suffer

Theological Extracts and Canons.

per se, is blessedness; but the object of nat- for the glory of His heavenly Father and for

ural theology in fallen and sinful man , in the benefit of mankind, that henceforth we

tended by God per se , is pedagogy to revealed might have a lord over agony if our look be
From BAIER-WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae

comes haggard and our eyes staring and dim
and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae. theology , to lead us as a schoolmaster to re

vealed theology. And if this pedagogy is and our tongue can no longer speak ; that

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and neglected by the fault of man , then it is the then we cleave to this man who conquered this

Constitution of Theology. terror and drowned it in Himself .-- Luther .
accidental object of natural theology to render

21. Not on account of every thought or men excuseless in their destruction , or to con

discourse concerning God or divine matters vict them that they perish from their own
For sin's sake it was said to our first par

are men at once generally called theologians. fault. Compare Acts 17 , 26 and following and ent, In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat

This term is rather limited to such men as Rom . 1 , 19. 20. Reuschius Annotatt.in Baieri thy bread . But not in bloody sweat. But

make it a practice to reason and discourse on the second Adam from heaven eateth His
Comp. p . 23 .

God , and are able to instruct others in the bread in bloody sweat. For in obedience to

32. Martin Chemnitz shows that God re

way of attaining to eternal blessedness. vealed the conception of Himself naturally His heavenly Father's will , which was His

22. According to the two modes of knowl- unto the heathen : 1. because of external dis- bread , he sweats blood for our sin's sake.

edge , true theology of men is twofold : Nat- cipline ; because without this conception it
John Gerhard .

ural and revealed .
would be impossible to maintain law and

23. Natural theology rests on the principles order in the world ; 2. that God might be reconciliation with God that Christ bore for a
We must know that it was sufficient for our

or light of nature ; revealed theology rests on sought after ; 3. that it might render men ex

supernatural manifestation or revelation. Both cuseless. Loci theol. c . 1. s . 4. p . 20 .
time that wrath of God which on account of

kinds of theology treat of God not only as He
our sins must oppress us eternally , because of

is in Himself, but also as the highest end and
the infiniteness of His person. For in the

good of man. Choice Flowers that have Grown under
same manner as sin , though it be encompassed

24. By light of nature are here understood the Cross of our Redeemer.
by a short time only, merits eternal punish

those principles of nature and of reason upon

ment because it is committed against God , the

which our natural conception of God rests as Christ made my sorrow His own , that He infinite good : thus Christ's passion, though

its source of knowledge .
might grant me His joy ; treading in my foot- it is also encompassed by a short time only,

25. Phil. Melanchthon has nicely said (Erot .
is of infinite merit and value , because the

prints He descended into the agony of death ,
Dial . p . m . 234 ) : “ As the light is placed in that He might in His foot-prints lead us back suffering person is the true God , the infinite

our eyes to distinguish bodies, so the light in to life.-- St. Ambrose.
good.- John Gerhard .

our mind are those inborn conceptions by
When missionary Back read the history of

which we are carried to any idea of God It was meet that in a garden the Physician's
our Saviour's sufferings to a crowd of savage

whatever . blood should be spilt for a remedy, because Greenlanders, one of them , Kajarnak by name,

26. With Christians theterm theology stands in a garden the sickness of the sick took its leaped to his feet and exclaimed , “ What was
absolutely for revealed or supernatural the origin .-St. Augustine. that ? Read it once more . I would also be

ology .
come saved . "

27. When it is said Rom . 1 , 19, “ God hath They saw Him treated as a child of the

showed it ( that which may be known of Him ) devil , therefore they doubted that He was the Judas had been appointed an apostle by

unto them by the things that are made,” this Son of God ; they saw that Hedid not defend Christ to lead the multitude of nations unto

showed refers also to a revelation , but in a Himself, therefore they doubted that He was faith in Christ that they might become saved

more general application of the term . The the Saviour ; they saw Him abused as the most by Him ; but behold , he leads the multitude

original text here uses the word pharerosai. abandoned fanatic, therefore they doubted to destroy Christ and thus makes Christ unto

28. But that revelation which manifests thatHewas the righteousness; they saw Him himself a rock of offence unto his own dam

either hidden or naturally unknown things led captive and unto death , therefore they nation . — Brenz.

and lays them open as it were and exhibits doubted that He was the Life.-Dr. Brenz.

them to view after withdrawing the veil - yea , The eternal Light had concealed itself to

any manifestation even of things that may be Because Christ Himself directs us to view such a degree in our flesh and blood , that it

known by the help of the lightof nature, such in His sufferings not the wickedness of the was sought with torches and lanterns when it

manifestation, however, being supernaturally Jews but the counsel and the hand of His was to be killed bydarkness. - St. Augustine.

made by God — is revelation proper and is ex- heavenly Father, we meditate on His passion

pressed in Scripture by the term apokalyptein wholesomely not by inveighing against the “ My friend , why didst thou come? ” If

as for instance Luke 10 , 22 , " No man knoweth cruelty of His enemies, but by pointing our He treats so mildly and meekly an instrument

who the Father is but the Son , and he to heart to the counsel of the Father, according and slave of Satan , how much more kindly

whom the Son will reveal him . ” to which our redemption must be achieved by and meekly will He meet those who have

29. The object of natural theology is to the suffering of His Son ; and by learning lapsed in infirmity !-St. Augustine.
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Church News.

When Adam was summoned to appear be- His suffering of reproach and spittle is the according to the appropriate and impressive

fore God's judgment because of his sin , he pure and beautiful washing of our face. ritual of the Lutheran denomination .

hid himself under the trees of Paradise ; but Jerome. At 7.30 in the evening an edifying discourse

the second Adam when summoned to atone was delivered by Rev. Prof. H. Wyneken , of

for our sins , meets His enemies voluntarily and " Peter wanned himself at the fire because the Concordia college. The story of Zaccheus,

offers His head unto Satan and his votaries . love and faith began to wax cold in him ,” the rich publican , in his contact with the Sav

John Gerhard . says an ancient teacher of the church . iour , was presented in a manner that beauti

fully unfolded the goodness of God to the

" It is I , and they fell prostrate .” What My brothers , see to it that you get a heel erring one who seeks deliverance from sin .

will He do who comes to judge, if He did altogether void of merit, so that the cunning The murmurs of angry disapprobation in

such thingswhen He was judged ! What power enemy, when he approaches, find nothing to dulged in by a few persons in the rear of the

will He possess when He shall come to rule , wedge in his tooth and cause you a wound . church or at the door, on second sober thought

since He had such power when He came to St. Bernard . will probably not be repeated, because such

die! --St. Augustine.
coarse methods of religious controversy are not

Christ does not lose His voice when death in agreement with the birthright of religious

" Not by killing , but by dying does true approaches, but as the tamer of death He liberty in free America. If the Lutherans
religion want to be defended , says a teacher

summons death which did not venture to draw choose to practice sprinkling or pouring in

of the church .
near his conqueror. - Theophylactus. stead of immersion , they have a right to do so .

If they think the water of baptism ought to be

When John Huss should suffer the martyr's
applied to the subject in place of applying the

death and the hangman put an iron chain
subject to the water , they can produce abun

around his neck , he cried , “ O Lord Jesus,

dant proofs from Scripture in support of their

my Redeemer and my Saviour, Thou wast also
method and their faith . As a body the Lu

bound with cruel fetters , therefore will I sin- Our Colored Lutheran Church
therans stand in history as the champions of

ner bear this chain willingly for the sake of at Springfield , nl.
free speech and religious liberty ; they , in this

Thy name and of Thy gospel.”
respect , are worthy to bear the name of Mar-,

A church of colored Lutherans is quite a
tin Luther, whose brave advocacy of personal

Sore fear would make me perish , dearest novelty in the Northern States. One of this
,Jesus,to see Thee in bonds and fetters, if I kind, in connection with the Missouti Synod, liberty, an open Bible, equal rights of every

man before the law , and universal education ,
knew notmost assuredly , that beforehand Thy was recently dedicated at Springfield , III . , an
heart had been bound by the bonds of love account of which is given by Rev. Dr. Francis has lifted him to a height of fame as imperish

able as the human race. In Johnson's Uni

which made Thy holy limbs willing and com- Springer in the Sangamon Monitor of Feb
versal Encyclopedia the number of this denom

posed to suffer external bonds.John Gerhard . ruary 27th as follows :
ination is given at 40,000,000 ; in the German

A pleasant surprise is the neat new house
Statistical Table the number is 47,500,000 .

of worship on Fifteenth street , between Wash

Where Christ observed silence, He was si
Congregationalists, Baptists , Presbyteriansand

ington and Jefferson streets . The building is
lent as a lamb ; but when He made answer , for the use of an association of colored people , Methodists, all told , do not exceed 12,000,000.

He taught as a shepherd . – St. Augustine.
under the name of the Colored Evangelical

In point of numbers, priority of time, learned

Lutheran church of Springfield , Illinois .
contributions to Christian literature and thor

What hath moved thee , my most pious Am- The structure is a substantial frame , in the ough Gospel piety , the Lutherans possess

brosius, to ask of me a refutation of those Gothic style, with an auditorium of capacity ample vindication of their right to organize
false witnesses and calumnies wherewith Cel- to accommodate about 200 persons ; a tower churches

among the people of African descent

sus has assailed the Christians and the faith with a bell , and a room for Bible class , prayer in the capital city of Illinois and elsewhere,

of our churches ? Does not our cause in itself meeting, Sunday-school and business . The
and among all other peoples besides.

possess enough power and strength to ward inside finish , though inexpensive and modest , I say to the good people of Concordia col

off all blasphemies ? Is not cur sermon might is chaste and attractive. In size the building lege ( occupying the premises where I , about.

ier than all writings to counteract false testi- is 45 X 30 feet , and the frontentrance is reached 35 years ago , held presidency of Illinois uni

monies and completely to divest all reproaches by massive stone steps of easy ascent. The versity ) , God speed you in your good work !

of even the semblance of truth ? Men still heating is by apparatus in the basement. The FRANCIS SPRINGER.

perpetually continue to assail Christ with false entire cost was about $ 1000 a large part of

witness and He is still continually accused, the money being furnished by the Evangelical

because men remain wicked . He liowever re
Lutheran Synod of America , with headquar

The Christian Instructor believes that special

mains just as silent as before and does not ters in St. Louis , Mo. services for Easter, which are now more or

defend himself by words. Yet the irreproach- Your correspondent, Mr. Editor, attended less common with various Protestant denom

able and holy walk of all His true disciples the service of dedication Sabbath morning inations , are a step Rome-ward ; that in this

speaks in His place. This speaks louder and and evening, February 24th . The religious way the minds of the people are trained for

more impressively than all false witnesses and exercises were conducted by the mission pas- accepting the doctrines and commandments

overthrows all blasphemies and slanders. tor, Rev. H. S. Knabenschuh, a former stu- of men instead of those ofChrist,the distinc
Origen in his Defence against Celsus. dent of the Lutheran college , formerly of tions between Protestantism and Catholicism

Illinois State University. The solemnities of are being broken down, and Romanism is en

By rending his priestly garments, Caiaphas the dedication were followed by a very in- couraged to believe that the day of its final

prophesies, though unwittingly, that hence- structive and warm -hearted gospel sermon by triumph is not far distant.” The editor con

forth the levitical office of priests would be Rev. IIenry Birkner, of St. Louis ; text, 1 Cor. siders that Easter as usually celebrated is

abrogated, just as he had unwittingly proph- 2, 2 ; theme, “ Jesus Christ and Him Cruci- made a " sensual holiday,” and be adds:

esied the fruit of Christ's death when he said , fied .” In a very plain style of speech the “ May the Spirit of the Lord lift up a stand

it were good that one should die for the people.preacher showed his theme to be a grand and ard against the enemy that comes in like a
John Gerhard . glorious message of the gospel, and the Lu- flood .” — Southern Evangelist.

theran church holds and explains this doctrine This is a lengthy declamation without ar

Christ wanted to become guilty of death , in its purfty . At the conclusion of the dis- gument. A proper celebration of EasterA

that he might make death guilty, and van- course, Rev. Knabenschuh administered bap- ought to come in like a flood and it would

quish bim who had the power of death. - John tism to seventeen persons, adults and children. carry papal superstition as well as such sec

а

6

A confirmation service at 2 held , tarian ignorance from the face of the earth .
Gerhard.
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Hearth and Home

TEMPLE OF DIANA AT EPHESI'S .

THE PHAROS .

control. This statue was erected between " Well, Mausolus was king of Caria , and

B. C. 438 and 432 , and in A. D. 361 it con- after his death his widow , Artemisia , erected

tinued to receive the homage of Greece. Epic- a magnificent tomb to his memory. Indeed ,

Seven Wonders of the World . tetus says that ' it was considered a misfort- , it was so wonderful, and surpassed all other

une for anyone to die without having seen the structures so much in its appearance and

“ Grandpa," said Irwin , as they were sit- master-piece of Phidias. ' grandeur that the name Mausoleum came to

ting by the open grate one Winter evening, “ The worship of Jupiter was universal, be the generic term for a costly tomb. It re

" grandpa, will you please tell me about the though his name varied with the country that mained standing a number of centuries, and

Seven Wonders of the World ' ? ” sacrificed to him . You perhaps remember then was destroyed by an earthquake. In 1404

that when Paul went to Lystra he found a the Knights of Rhodes built a castle from the
THE HANGING -GARDENS .

temple of Jupiter before the city. Jupiter was fragments of the Mausoleum , and as late as

" Well, one of the ancient 'wonders’ was the generally represented as seated on a throne , 1856 , Mr. Newton , under the auspices of the

Hanging-Gardens at Babylon ."
holding thunderbolts in one raised hand , a English government, found the site of the an

“ Did they hang in the air like the Brooklyn scepter in the other, with an eagle at his feet.” cient tomb, and the fundamental outlines of
bridge ? ” inquired Irwin .

the building. According to tradition , Arte
“ Oh, no ; they were connected with the

misia mingled the ashes of Mausolus with hier

royal palace, and were about four hundred
“ Irwin , do you remember that when Paul wine and died of grief.”'

feet square at the bottom , being supported on was at Ephesus a riot was created by Deme

several tiers of open arches , built one over the trius among the craftsmen ? ” THE PYRAMIDS .

other ; and the top, which was about seventy- “ Yes, grandpa, he was afraid the people " There is but one more wonder , grandpa,

five feet high , was covered with a large mass would believe Paul's words, and then his trade to tell me about , and I know that must be the

of earth , from which grew flowers, shrubs, of making silver shrines would be gone .” Pyramids, for our teacher said that they were

and even large trees.” " And what did they cry ?” the most marvelous of the ' seven wonders,'

“ How did the people water the gardens? ” " The mob cried , “Great is Diana of the and you have not spoken of them yet.”

inquired Irwin . Ephesians.'

“ There were fountains and a large reservoir
" Yes, you are right. The pyramids re

“ Yes, the Temple of Diana was built at the

on the top , supplied with water from the river
quired the labor of thousands of men for

common charge of all the Asiatic States. It
Euphrates. This river ran through thecity of was four hundred and twenty -five feet long. many years. It is supposed they were the

Babylon , and the two portions of the city are two hundred and twenty- five feet broad , and sepulchres of the kings. They are in several

connected by a strong bridge. The high gates was supported by one hundred and twenty- banks of the Nile . There are about forty of
groups, some distance from each other on the

and broad walls are mentioned in the Bible , seven columns of Parian marble . Each col

and the walls were noted for their hight, and umn was sixty feet high, and each furnished dition.The great pyramid of Gizeh , or Jezee,
them , many being small and in a ruined con

thickness, and strength.” by a different king. This temple was burned is four hundred and fifty feet high, and covers

on the night of Alexander's nativity, and was an area of thirteen acres. ”

“ What was another of the wonders , grand
then rebuilt. Diana was believed to have

New York Observer .

fallen down from heaven , and the public

We can not refrain from adding that we read
“ Well, the Pharos at Alexandria was the games were connected with her worship. Es

a sermon once which treated of the eighth and
first light-bearing tower that we have any rec- pecially was the month of May sacred to her ,

greatest wonder of the world . This sermon

ordof. Itwasbuilt ofwhite stone, and stood and a large manufactory grew up at Ephesus hadfor its text the words of St. Paul, 2Cor.
upon a craggy rock on the Island of Pharos, of portable shrines of Diana , which were sold

6,8–12 , “ As deceivers, and yet true ; as un
near Alexandria in Egypt. It was three hun- to strangers and carried with them , on jour

known, and yet well known ; as dying, and
dred feet high , and its light could be seen for neys , or set up to worship in their homes.”

yet we live ; as chastened , and not killed ; as

many miles. Josephus states that its beam
" You have told me about four of the won

ing summit' might be seen for “ three hundred ders, grandpa, and if you are not too tired i sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing ; as poor , yet
I

would like to hear about the rest of them . ”

making many rich ; as having nothing, and

stades ,' or forty English miles.” yet possessing all things .' From these words

“ Who built the Pharos ? ”
THE COLOSSL'S OF RHODES . the sermon showed that the true Christian was

“ It was twelve years in building. Sostratus

was the artisan , and he immortalized his name in your studies, and will speak of the Colossus

“ I am only too glad to see you interested the greatest wonder of theworld .

by inscribing it upon the Pharos; but it was of Rhodes. This was a gigantic brass- statue
.

erected under the reign of Ptolemy Philadel- of Apollo, or the sun-god. It rested on moles Chinese Scholars and the Woman that
phus, B. C. 332 , the same king who commanded

on each side of the beautiful harbor of Rhodes,

the Septuagint of the Old Testament to be un- and vessels passed between its brazen legs. It
rubbed a Crowbar against a Stone.

dertaken in the Hellenic versions. The Pharos,
was over one hundred feet in hight, and there

or light -house, was illuminated hy huge wood were winding stairs by which it was ascended. books to the horns ofhis buffalo that he might

They tell of one poor boy who hung his

fires. Before this time mariners were warned The statue held in one hand a light for the di- learn while following the plow ; and of another

at night of their approach to land by wood - rection of mariners, and it was completed two who, too poor to afford himself lights at night,

fires that were built on prominent headlands. ” | hundred and eighty years before Christ. It bored a hole in the partition wall, and studied

was thrown down, presumably by an earth- by help of his neighbor's light.

" Well, grandpa, what was the next of the quake, and never rebuilt ; but the fragments There is a third story of a young man who

wonders ? ”
of the statue remained nine hundred years.

found the work so hard that he was just going

“ The Olympian Zeus , or the colossal statue Atlength a Jewish merchant bought the brass to give up in despair, when he chanced to see

of Jupiter at Olympia, which was the last
and loaded nine hundred camels with it .

great an old woman rubbing a crowbar against a

work of Phidias. It was a seated statue , made
" The value of the brass was estimated at

stone . He asked her why she was doing it ,

of ivory and gold, and , including the throne, $150,000 . At the present time the harbor of and shemade answer that she was just in want

was fifty - five feet in hight. Its temple was. Rhodes is nearly spoiled, and this island has of a needle, and thought she would rub down
built on the model of theParthenon at Athens. many times suffered severely from earth the crowbar till she got it small enough. The

Jupiterwas considered the king and father of quakes.” young man ( says the story ) was stirred up

the gods , and was supposed to have universal
THE MAUSOLEUM . by the sight of such perseverance to try again ;

power in the earth and air . He gave the rain , “ Do you know , my son , what the word he went back to his books , and at lastreached

the thunder and the lightning, and the storm Mausoleum came from ? ” the rank of the first three in the empire.

and the calm were supposed to be under his " I don't know that I do," replied Irwin . Exchange.

pa ? '

66

THE STATUE OF JUPITER .
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$ elections from €hurch History

obstacles were very great. The language word . The Chinese translations have wide cir

must first be explored and mastered, and that culation, and it is not unusual to find scholarly

was the hard work of many years . The sus- men , long trained in the Chinese, who find

picions of the people must be conquered, as them more intelligible than the Japanese, as

The Japanese Bible . all shrank from the sound of Christian words. men long ago preferred Latin to their native

The opposition of the government must be English. And the younger men in increasing

The completion of the Japanese translation overcome, since it made the sale and even numbers use the English versions. The Chi

of the Bible is an event worthy of more than the possession of Christian books a criminal nese and English will thus supplement the

passing comment. It is the completion of one offence. The missionaries of the Presbyterian Japanese version.

great department of missionary work , but it Board , with those of the Reformed and Epis- We may highly congratulate the scholarly

is far more than the successful conclusion of copal churches, reached Japan in 1859. At translators upon the completion of their work.

long continued intellectual and spiritual labor . the first they could not get the services of However much we may be inclined to criticise

Men who are little in sympathy with direct any one as teacher of the language. There certain passages, we are quick to acknowledge

missionary effort are quick with their appre- were no grammars or dictionaries. But by that no men could be found among the mis

ciation of the value of this contribution to the and by teachers were obtained and work be- sionaries who could have produced, on the

new life of new Japan ; for it requires only a gan . In 1867 Dr. Hepburn published the first whole, a better translation . This standard

knowledge of history to lead honest men to edition of his dictionary, and by that date translation represents the best of ourmission

acknowledge the prodigious influence for good several missionaries had made sufficient prog- ary scholarship and the persevering labor of

that this unique book has always exerted when ress to begin in earnest the translation . The almost twenty years . And it will endure .

it has come into close contact with a people's first obstacle was overcome. Parts of it may remain in their present form ,

life . And men who have small faith in spirit- At the beginning of their residence the and all of it will form the basis of future

ual Christianity freely admit that the West missionaries were the objects of special sus- translations. As the English Bible is the

can make no more precious gift to the East picion. All foreigners were looked upon with work of different generations of translators

than this Oriental book . But to us it is far dislike, but these non-traders were suspected and yet retains through all substantial iden

more than the promoter of civilization and the most of all . Only by years of Christian living tity, so will the Japanese Bible as it is now

teacher of good morals ; it is the power of was the prejudice overcome. The proposal put into our hands remain the foundation of

God unto salvation , it is spiritual life and light, to translate the Scriptures at an early date all the forms through which it may pass . The

it is the power that shall, with God's Spirit, had been followed at once by the frightened thorough revision and permanent form must

regenerate the individual and the empire. withdrawal of the native teacher . A large be the future work of Japanese scholars, who

Protestantism and Romanism show their part of missionary work for ten years was the will bring to their work competent Greek and

fundamental difference most clearly in their living down these false impressions. Gradu- Hebrew learning united with the mastery of

respective treatment of the Word . In the ally this obstacle also was removed .
their native tongue.

sixteenth century the Roman Church won its The government prohibition continued to
The Church at Home and Abroad .

great victories in Japan . For fifty years the be displayed until February 1873 , and in that

priests labored , but, sad to say, there is no year the governor of Kobe told a missionary Gambling is Gambling everywhere.

record that during all that period they sought that no native should be permitted to sell the

at all to give the people the word of God . Bible ; indeed , in that year a Japanese died " Rev. H. H. Millard in a sermon delivered

They gathered converts by hundreds of thou- in prison for his Christian faith. This third at the M. E. church in West Point on last

sands , and organized congregations in many obstacle disappeared, however, and the way Sabbath evening incidentally spoke of the

parts of the empire, and built their churches, was open for all forms of mission work . custom of merchants giving prices to cus

and were zealous for all their ceremonial, but In 1872 a convention of Protestant mission- tomers, and characterized it as a species of

they did not translate the Bible . When the aries organized a committee, representative gambling which should be discountenanced

great persecutions came priests and converts of all Protestant missions, for the energetic as it has a tendency to familiarize the public

proved that they could suffer and die for prosecution of thework of translation . Before with and to encourage them in speculative

their church . History gives no account of a that time, in spite of all obstacles, several of tendencies . Assuming Mr. Millard to have

bloodier persecution, and it ceased only with the missionaries, in particular Drs . Hepburn been correct , he should have gone still further

the apparent extermination of the professors and Brown, had made tentative translations and denounced the practice of gambling in a

of the faith . But hundreds of years after- of the Gospel, which became the basis of the small way in churches as well . If gambling

wards , when Japan was again open to the standard translation . The committee had is immoral per se,-as is argued by many,

West, a remnant was found who had kept the various members ; but until the completion and perhaps truthfully-it should be discoun

faith . They knew that they had a god named of the New Testament, in 1870 , Dr. Hepburn, tenanced in any and every form . If it is

Mary, and retained a few like remnants of of the Presbyterian mission , Dr. Brown, of wrong or immoralto bet on a bobtail horse, to

their creed . Had they carried during those the Reformed mission , and Dr. Greene of the risk your money on an ace full , to buy goods

centuries the word of God , in their oppression American Board of Commissioners for Foreign in a mercantile establishment and get a ticket

had they feasted on that living truth , though Missions, were the principal workers . Of the which entitles the holder to draw a price, it

without sacrament or priest or outward form , Japanese , Mr. Matsuyama had the largest is equally wrong to pay a dime at a church

they might have preserved the truth , and in share in giving the literary form . Since 1888 festival for a chance of winning a pin cushion,

God's providence have become the beginning the translation of the Old Testament has been or to pay fifteen cents for an indigestible

of the salvation of their countrymen . Their in progress. In this also Dr. Hepburn has piece of cake with the expectation of finding

devotion and perseverance were wonderful; been indefatigable. He is the only missionary a brass ring in it which is seldom there.

but in spite of heroism and tenacious faith , who has had a large share in the entire work , Gambling is gambling by whatever name it is

they are not an appreciable religious force in and to him more than to any other man are called or for whatever purpose engaged in.”

Japan to -day. the thanks of the Japanese, of the missionaries West Point, Nebr . , Republican , March 2d , 1889 .

On the other hand , the earliest Protestant and of the Christian world due. Dr. Verbeck ,

missionaries showed that their reliance was in of the Reformed Church , and Mr. Fyson , of Iceland.

God's word. Even men like Doctors Gutzlaff, the Church of England , have also given their

Bettelheim and S. Wells Williams, who only best time and strength for years on the Old Atlantic Monthly says : “ Iceland is per

saw the land from afar , attempted its trans- Testament translation. Mr. Takahashi and haps the best educated country in the world .

lation as the foremost missionary duty . Their Mr. Matsuyama, with Mr. Okuno, have repre- Throughout its length and breadth there is

work is evidence of their faith and zeal . When sented the scholarship of the Japanese. nobody who cannot read and write , and the

Protestant missionaries were fairly in Japan The Japanese are not wholly dependent on general knowledge of these people is excellent .

they turned to this work at once . But the this translation for their knowledge of God's This is an altogether Lutheran country.
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Miscellaneous.

!

next to the inspired Scriptures of the Old and Hinwincible Hignorance, the only

New Testaments there is no other book in safety for Protestants.

which the way unto salvation is so clearly and

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . so fully set forth as in the “ Christian Book An English lady who employed a Catholic

of Concord .” Spreading this book is spread servant girl asked her how she could believe
Christ my Redeemer.

ing the Gospel of Christ which is the power that all the family would be lost because they

of God unto salvation . A cheap edition of were not Catholics.
In Thy death , my dearest Saviour,

" But, " she replied,

I find life for my poor soul .
the " Book of Concord,” putting it within you will not be lost.” " But don't your

Through Thy crucifixion ever the reach even of the poorest , is therefore at church teach that all who are not Catholics

Sin and hell have lost control . all times something very desirable . Now will be lost ?" " Yes , mum ; but then I'm

For my debts have all been paid
arrangements are being made for a new pub- sure you won't be lost , because you will be

Since Thou, God's own Son , hast made

lication of the New Market edition , provided excused on account of your hinwincible hig
For the sins of every nation

Full and ample reparation .
the undertaking will meet with the necessary norance." Ignorance is certainly a new way

encouragement. of salvation .

My transgressions were so many,

None could bring relief but Thou . To subscribers the price is to be , postpaid :

Of the million pounds, a penny
$2.25 in cloth binding ,

The Use of Tobacco in a General
I could not have paid . But now,

$2.50 in leather binding.
Since Thy death on Calvary Assembly .

From all sins and debts I'm free ; The revised edition , published in the year

Free I am ; I have remission 1854 , is to be subjected to a searching re- The General Assembly of the United Pres

Of my sins, fear no perdition . vision by Rev. F. Kuegele and Rev. S. Hen- byterian Church decided that it had no right to

Oh, if I could only thank Thee kel , D. D. , each going over the whole text instruct Presbyteries to refuse to license can

For the mercy Thou hast shown !
and thereafter comparing corrections made. didates for the ministry who úse tobacco , but

Were that sight but oft before me
In this way the book will be subjected to a adopted a strong recommendation against it.

How on Thee my sins were thrown !
double revision in order to render the trans

Were my hope , as it should be, The next thing fanatics will prohibit is the

Ever firmly fixed on Thee ! - lation as nearly corresponding with the orig- use of flowers, which God also created not

Grant, Oh Saviour, great and holy, inal as possible. If a sufficient number of for the purposes of food and drink , but of

That my faith rest in Thee solely ! subscribers can be secured to warrant the
enjoyment.

New Orleans, La. , March 12th , 1889 .
J. K.

undertaking the work will be taken in hand

forthwith . All those desiring to subscribe.

Notice.

Obituary.
are requested to communicate to the Under

signed , being careful to write their name and
No orders for “ Proceedings" of the General Con

address distinctly .
Another faithful servant gone to his rest.

The price of the book ference can be filled any more as the supply is en

is herein placed at the very lowest figures, and tirely sold out .
We announce with sincere sorrow the death

All outstanding money for “ Proceedings" shouldof Rev. Cail Koch , of late pastor of St. Mat- all wishing it at this price must subscribe

forthwith .
be sent as soon as possible to

thew's German Ev. Luth , church U. A. C. at
Rev. C. F. W. MEYER,

Lemont, Cook Co. , Ill . He departed this life
Address : Rev. F. KUEGELE,

Box 42 , Marshfield , Mo.

on Wednesday, March 20th , at 4 o'clock P. M., Koiner's Store , Augusta Co. , Va .

after an illness of ten days with pneumonia,

at the age of 34 years , 1 month , and 20 days .
Recent Publications.

He had charge of this congregation but 2 years ; French Catholics.
LUTHER'S REFORMATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON

during this time he made 760 ministerial visits AMERICA . A Lecture by Rev. Adolphus Biewend .

to his parishioners. Aside from other proofs Father Hyacinthe says that he finds, in his Martin Luther Orphanage, Printer. II . Edition .

Price , single copy, 10 cents . Net proceeds go

of his love to them , this ardent zeal endeared missionary journeys in France , evidence of a to the treasury of M. Luther Orphanage, West

him in an eminent degree to the hearts and great change in public opinion since his at- Roxbury, Mass .

affections of his people , who every Sunday tempt to reestablish the Gallican Church was
This lecture so well received when first published,

has lost none of its merits in the course of seven

gave an illustration to the adage : “ A house- begun. He says that he has become convinced years. It furnishes ample proof from the best

going minister makes a church -going people.” that more than half of Catholic France is out- sources to establish its main proposition : The fact

—It has pleased God to call him home and side of the Roman Church, for “ all persons theran Reformation. Address Rev. A.Biewend, 716
that America is Protestant to -day, we owe to the Lu

bestow upon him , as we cheerfully hope, the who do not go to Confession and Holy Com- Parker Str., Boston, Mass .

crown of life and glory. — Our heartfelt sym- munion , at least once a year , are , ipso facto ,

pathies are with his mourning flock and rel- excommunicated, and are denied the Sacra

atives, moreover with his sadly bereaved wife ments and the rites of burial. But while at
Subscriptions Paid .

and children . least one -half of the nation are outside of this M. Geiger, Baltimore, Md., (VIII) $ 1.00

His work is done - his soul has gone to rest ,
Roman obedience not one in a hundred has S. Steen, Baltimore, Md . , (VIII ) 1.00

No sorrow now disturbs his peaceful breast ! ceased to be Catholic ; indeed , not in a thou- Rev. A. Dietrich , Petersburgh , Ohio, (VII 19
Rev. J. Meyer, Helena, Montana Terr ., (VI, 1.00

His body will rest in its sequestered spot, sand ; for Infidelity is very often a pretense to VIII 18 ) 1.00

His name and memory can not be forgot. 1.00

to escape the exigencies of Roman super- John Keyl, Pittsburgh,Pa., (VII)
Rev. M. Hein , Pittsburgh, Pa ., (VII)

1.00

Immortal soul! baptized and sanctified,
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our TÉpistle Postil. a

liberal towards untruth and unrighteousness. lows that such only is true love which is like

To a sober observer the very fact that there is unto the love of God , which has the qualities

somuch boasting about love , is sufficient proof of God's love. So for instance : God loves

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. that there is not much of true love ; for that is the sinner , but He hates sin ; He loves them

the very nature of true love that it makes no that walk in darkness , but He hates their er

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE pretensions.
rors . Hence this is a mark of true love , if we

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
Now the less true love the more necessary love the persons even of the most wicked , but

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
for us Christians to preach , teach and practice abhor their wickedness ; if we love sectarians3 ;

it. True love among Christians is always a as far as their person is concerned , but detest

strong testimony unto the world. Our Lord their errors. By comparing our love with
II . Sunday after Trinity.

Jesus Christ says : “ By this shall all men God's love we are enabled to judge whether

1 JOHN 3 , 13—18 .
know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love the true , God-given love is in us .

one to another. ” If quarreling, spite and en- But simply to know whence true love origi

DEARLY BELOVED : -St. John was that dis- mity prevail among professing Christians, the nates and what it is , is not sufficient. The

ciple whom Jesus loved most dearly, who children of the world will point at them , say- heart's love must show itself in words and

leaned on Jesus' bosom at the last passover ing : They are hypocrites, and justly so ; for deeds. Love lying idle in the heart is of no

and asked : “ Lord , which is he that betrayeth in our text St. John writes : " He that loveth value , a worthless thing. This is the very na

thee ? ” Concerning him " went this saying not his brother abideth in death . Whosoever ture of true love that it will show in a man's

abroad among the brethren , that that disciple hateth his brother is a murderer , and ye know behavior, words and deeds . And here we

should not die,” although the Lord had not that no murderer hath eternal life abiding in should remember thatdeeds speak louder than

said to Peter : “ Heshall not die ;" but , “ If I him .” But if love and unity rule in a con- words . If the tongue professes love , but the

will that he tarry till I come , what is that to gregation, the world must confess that they deeds show the contrary , such is hypocrisy

thee? ” John indeed tarried on earth until are Christians. True love is the mark by which and not love . If there would be less boasting

Jerusalem had been destroyed and the Chris- the disciples of Jesus are known in this world . about love and broad charity and more show

tian Church was well founded ; for, according Zealously to follow after love is also indispen- ing of true love in deeds of charity, things

to old historians, he lived to the age of an hun- sably necessary for the growth and increase of would be better in Christendom , but in these

dred years, and he was the only one of the the inner man ; for it is and abides true : No degenerate days tongue-love is rather become

apostles who died a natural death after all the Christian without faith and no faith without the rule and real love the exception .

others hadsuffered martyrdom. Itis saidthat love.Where'snotthe lustreof love ,there's Now we Christiansdo strivetowalk in love ;
John was once cast into a tank of boiling oil , not the light of faith . If the light of justify- we are minded to avoid strife and enmity and

but he came forth refreshed and strengthened. ing faith burns inwardly in the heart , its rays to bear a good will towards all men , but how

By the emperor Domitian John was banished will break forth in works of love . “ Separate far do we succeed ? Alas , it can hardly be

to Patmos, a small island in the Egean sea, the light from the sun , then you may also called a beginning and at the best it is only

where he received and wrote his Revelations. separate love from faith ,” says an old theolo- patchwork . We find the impulses of the Spirit

· After Domitian's death he returned to Ephe- gian . Without love faith is dead . No one has within us , we press towards the mark, but

sus, and when he had become too feeble to true faith in Christ who does not love Christ, there are three stumbling -blocks in our way

preach , he was wont to be carried into the and no one truly loves Christ who does not which greatly retard our progress. Satan , the

meetings of the Christians , where he would love his brother also ; for in the text of the world and our own corrupt nature often cause

each time repeat the words: “ Little children, foregoing Sunday it is said : “ If a man say, us to stumble and to sin against love.a , We

love one another.” This exhortation, like a I love God , and hateth his brother, he is a have the will , but the performance is the diffi

silver thread , runs through all his epistles . liar : for he that loveth not his brother whom culty. In order , therefore , that we may not

Ever again he exhorts unto love , ever again he hath seen , how can he love God whom he give up the struggle in despair , we must re

setting forth that without love no true godli- hath not seen ? And this commandment have member that the Scriptures do not speak of

ness , no upright fear of God and no justifying we from him , That he who loveth God love his love as being already perfect in us ; the Script

and saving faith can exist. John is rightly brother also . ” He that professes to loveGod ures speak of love as it ought to be , setting

called the apostle of love. whilst nourishing hate against men is a liar ; before us the ideal which we are to strive for.

His epistles have come down to us who , with for the love of God casts out hate . If we would Christian love is like unto a plant which grows

out question, live in the last days in which the be the children of God, we must walk in love . and grows , at times rapidly , at times slowly ,

Lord's prophecy that love would wax cold in Allow me briefly to discourse on : but which reaches perfection only after death .

the hearts of many, is amply fulfilled . John's Here is the beginning and the growth , the per

PRACTICING TRUE CHRISTIAN LOVE ,

epistles are a strong testimony against the cold fection only in heaven . Here the struggle,

ness , uncharitableness and selfishness of our I. towards the world , and there the crown . But we must strive for per

age. There is , indeed , much boasting about II . towards the brethren in the faith . fection here , or we will not reach perfection

love among men. People will say : Do you there . We must, therefore , follow love to

not see that the former intolerance and selfish
I.

wards all men , also towards our enemies.

ness is dying out and the various sects of Chris- From the epistolary text of last Sunday I “ Marvel not, my brethren , if the world hate

tians are becoming more liberal and charitable set forth , whence true Christian love origi- you .” Does the world entertain hate against

towards each other ? I see the liberalism , but nates , namely that God Himself is love and the children of God ? Every one of you who

am unable to see the charity said to be in it . that by the working of the Holy Ghost love is since years has been set to practicing truth

Liberalism and love are certainly not one and implanted into the heart through faith . If and godliness, will know it by experience .

the same thing. God is love , but He is not then God is love and the author of love , it fol- Have you never noticed a derisive smile or

>
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suggestive shrug of the shoulders when speak- the world hate them ? In the verse preceding and sisters in the faith , as St. Peter exhorts :

ing of religion in the presence of worldlings ? our text St. John tells us the reason : “ Not “ Add to godliness brotherly kindness ; and

Have you never experienced enmity for telling as Cain who was of that wicked one, and slew to brotherly kindness charity," meaning by

people the truth and rebuking sin and error ? his brother . And wherefore slew he him ? charity love towards all men and by brotherly

Have you never found that people were turned Because his own works were evil, and his kindness love towards those who are of the

against you or withdrew themselves from you, brother's righteous.” That is the reason ; be- household of faith . Charity , the common love

because you would not assent to that which is cause their works are righteous therefore the towards all excludes none , it comprises friend

against God ? Have you never observed that Christians are hated by the world . Why did and foe, both Christian and heathen, but broth

the wicked , whenever they can well do so , will Cain slay Abel ? Because God looked gra- erly lovedescribes a narrower circle , and looks

shun the society of the Christians ? Why are ciously on the offering of pious Abel and did to the confession, faith and life of others. Those

these things so ? Because the world hates the not look graciously on the offering of proud of a different faith the Christian loves as his

Christians, even as the Lord predicted : “ Ye Cain . If Abel would have been wicked as neighbors, but those of the same faith are to

shall be hated of all men for my name's sake.” Cain , if he had consented to Cain's evil doings, love one another as brothers and sisters , mem

That word remains true unto this day. One then Cain would have loved him ; but Abel's bers of the same household. We who confess

might indeed object and say : Why, the world piety was a daily reproach to Cain , by his the same faith , who eat ofone bread and drink

does not hate all Christians, it hates and de- good works the evil works of his brother were of one cup should regard each other not as

spises only those who are too rigorous, too continually reproved , and this Cain would not strangers, nor yet only as friends, but as

bigotted. I readily concede that to be so. bear, he would not be reproved. The piety brothers and sisters in one Lord and one faith ,

Alas ! that it is so. Worldliness has crept into of the Christians is a continual reproach to and we should treat each other as such . If

the Church, and legion is the name of those the wickedness of the world . By the good two lutes are placed side by side and a cord is

who profess to be Christians , yet do not follow deeds of the Christians the evil deeds of the touched on the one, the same cord will vibrate

after Christ, but walk in the ways and prac- world are rebuked , but the world wants to on the other also . Such a close bond of sym

tices of the world . These the world does not be unrebuked and it hates him who in word pathetic love there should be between those

bate , it loves them . The reason our Lord and deed pronounces its ways and its practices of the same household of faith . The joy or

Jesus Christ assigns , saying: " If ye were of wicked . sorrow of an individual member should be the

the world , the world would love his own : but Considering this and experiencing the hate joy or sorrow of the whole body, as the apostle

because ye are not of the world , but I have of the world , a Christian is sometimes tempted says: “ Whether one member suffer, all the

chosen you out of the world , therefore the to say : If this is the reward of godliness that members suffer with it ; or one member be

world hateth you.” Those who have the name I am to be hated of men , I will cease doing honoured , all the members rejoice with it.

of being Christians , but are yet of the world, good to the world . But such language is not Now ye are the body of Christ, and members

having the same sentiments and walking in Christian, it is of the flesh . " Marvel not, my in particular." I should say of my brother :

the same ways as the world , these are of course brethren , if the world hate you ,” says St. John . He is a member of the same mystical body of

not hated by the world ; for the children of He means to say : That is nothing strange and Christ, we are one in faith ; so his joys are
this world have a keen observation and soon no cause to be offended if the world repays my joys, his sorrows my sorrows. If we so

find out , whether a professing Christian is sin- your love with hate and your good deedswith love the brethren , then , says St. John, " we

cerely and earnestly set to following after the evil deeds . That is , indeed, nothing marvel- know that we have passed from death unto life.”

Lord , or whether he is liberally minded and ous and can not be otherwise ; for the Chris- He does not say , by brotherly love we pass

willing to conform to their sentiments and prac- tian prizes what the world despises, and he from death unto life , he says : “ We know that

tices . Though a man be a church -member, so despises what the world prizes . Wherever we have passed from death unto life.” And

long as he shows himself willing to do wbat is we can , we are to practice charity towards all whereby do we know it ? “ Because we love the

pleasing to the world , and so walks that world- men , and if we do receive hate for love that brethren .” If I love my brother not merely

lings do not feel rebuked by him , so long the should not discourage, but rather encourage from inclination and friendship, but because

world is not turned against him , it will rather us . Our Lord and Saviour experienced the I see in him a brother in Christ, then I myself

praise him . Why ? Because he is yet of the same ; for in the 109. Psalm He complains: must be in Christ , or I could not love him for

world , therefore the world loves her own. Of “ For my love they are my adversaries; and that reason .

those nominal Christians who in fact are world- they have rewarded me evil for good, and How cordial and strong this bond of brotherly

lings, St. John does here not speak , he is speak- hatred for my love.” Nevertheless He did love should be, is very clear from these words

ing of the Lord's true and faithful followers , not tire of doing good on account of the in- of the text : " Hereby perceive we the love of

and of these he says that the world hates them . gratitude of men , He persisted therein unto God , because he laid down his life for us: and
If a man proves that he is in earnest about his the end . If we do a favor to a man and he we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren."

religion, that he has cut loose from the world repays it with evil, we must not say : Never So strong should the bond of love be as to

to follow the Lord and neither for love nor again will I show friendship to him . If we render us ready to sacrifice life itself for the
hate will violate truth and right , then the world permit the ingratitude of men to drive charity brethren . When and in what cases we should

begins to hate him.
With a liberal kind of from our hearts , then are we overcome by do this the apostle does not specify, but he

Christianity ready to make concessions the evil. Even thouglı men bate us and do evil gives the reason why, namely because Christ
world is well satisfied ; but those who continue unto us , yet are we not called unto revenge , laid down His life for us. Christ so loved us

in the Word of the Lord, yielding nothing, we are called to do good without tiring. that He spared not Himself for our spiritual

them the world hates , because they are no welfare and eternal salvation . If the salva

more of the world . tion of the soul is thereby promoted , I am

What reason has the world to hate the fol- Whilst practicing charity towards all men , cheerfully to lay down my life for the breth

lowers of Jesus ? Is it because they do wrong the Christian will cherish a peculiar love to- The soul is more than the body, and

and injustice to men ? Even so the Lord in- wards his brethren in the faith . Unto brotherly eternal life more than temporal life , and who

quired of Israel : “ O my people, what have I love St. John exhorts in impressive words, des should not gladly give the lesser for the

done unto thee ? and wherein have I wearied ignating it as a mark of the sonship of God , greater ? Should I not be willing to lay down
thee ? testify against me . For I brought thee and showing that without brotherly love we my life for my brother's soul since Jesus

up out of the land of Egypt, and redeemed can not be the children of God . Christ laid down His life for my soul ? Yea

thee out of the house of servants ; and I sent “ We know that we have passed from death unto St. Paul writes to the Romans : “ I could wish

before thee Moses , Aaron , and Miriam .” As life, because we love the brethren . He that that myself were accursed from Christ for my

the Lord had done no injury to his people , loveth not his brother abideth in death .” The brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh .”

but had heaped upon them blessing after bles- Christian loving all men and hating no one in Can my laying down my life save another's

sing, even so the followers of Jesus walk in- , the world will yet make a distinction and will soul ? Indeed, no man can redeem another,

nocently in the world , doing good . Why does cherish a peculiar love towards his brothers Christ's death alone has brought for us eternal

9
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life ; but have you never read of godly men , chetical meetings . No system or services can version and Christian life which the Lutheran

hurrying to those stricken with pestilential equal them in fitting persons for church mem- Church teaches and represents . I can easily

diseases to prepare them for death ? Search bership and an intelligent Christian life . understand why Baptists , Methodists and

in the early history of the Church - modern Layman . It would not have hurt them to Presbyterians give it their encouragement , as

liberalists would have it that there was little have been there . The singing was hearty and it proposes to be an association of all churches ,

love then , because liberality towards errorists the prayers full of unction . The church was yet is conducted only in their spirit and of

was lacking — ; but search and see and you crowded and the speeches of our Baptist and course to their advantage. I have the first

will find a multitude of examples, how Chris- Methodist pastors were loudly applauded. instance yet to hear of anybody becoming a

tians laid down their life for the brethren . Pastor. That depends on what you mean Lutheran Christian through the Y.M. C. A.

Then there was brotherly love among the by “ hurt." Some of my young men have Layman. I am surprised that you should

Christians ; now the very air resounds with been drawn into this Association , and it has object to their religious services ?

the word brother , brother ; but many a one hurt their fidelity and usefulness in the church . Pastor. A thing may be “ religious” and

calls another brother who would begrudge Layman. How so ? yet unscriptural . There are many false re

him a dollar to keep him from starving. Pastor. Twenty years ago Mr. X. was one ligions in the world . Ever since the Y. M.

“My little children , let us not love in word , of themost regular, earnest and liberal of my C. A. turned its original design to what it

neither in tongue ; but in deed and in truth . ”' younger members. He was persuaded into now is , it is assuming the authority and pre

Let boasting alone and practice love . Who joining the Y. M. C. A. , and from that time rogative of the church , and in so far is mis

can boast of his love ? Certainly only he who his interest and aid in the church began to chievous . Its members ought to work for the

is ignorant of what true Christian love is or decline, and now has altogether ceased . He conversion and salvation of men , but in and

who does not know his own heart. Every stopped attending our Wednesday evening through the church which Christ ordained and

one keeping watch over his own heart and service because he had to attend their's on commissioned for this work . They are trying

striving to walk in love as he ought, is well Tuesday evenings. He gave up his class in to be a church without a ministry and with

aware that he has nothing to boast of, know- Sunday School because he wanted to attend out the sacraments . If men can be saved

ing too well his many faults and imperfec- their consecrationmeetings” on Sunday after- without these, then Christ was mistaken .

tions. True Christian love does not dwell in noons , and he stopped his contributions to Layman. But they have their salaried Sec

the heart by nature , naturally the heart is full missions and other church objects because he retaries ; is not that as good and efficient as

of selfishness, pride, envy , hatred , and every wanted to give it for the salary of their secre- the ministry ?

one earnestly and daily striving to cast these tary and the rent of their hall . Pastor. They are men who want the honors

out will forget boasting. The proud puff up Layman. Well,that was wrong, but they of the ministry without assuming its respon
what they have done ; the humble sorrow over don't all act thus. sibilities. Why do they not enter the ministry

what they have left undone . Let us never , Pastor. I hope not, but I have never known fully and seek ordination in the church ? Ah !

complacently folding our hands , say , wehave an exception to the same effect. My experi- they do not desire to assume its obligations

reached it ; let us rather always remember ence with the Y. M. C. A. has been a sad one , which must be taken for life and require much

how far we are yet from perfection, and let us and I am not anxious my catechumens ormem to be given up. Therefore they ought not to

follow after charity towards all men and bers should attend their meetings . I could be encouraged in running a church which can

brotherly kindness towards one another in all mention a score of cases similar to Mr. X. have no authority or blessing.

simplicity of heart . Not , indeed , as though Just as soon as their interest and sympathy Layman . You certainly have put the matter

we were to be saved by our love ; we are get enlisted in that society, they are virtually in a light I never saw it before .
You were

saved alone by Him who loved us unto the lost to the church . blamed for not being at the meeting lastmeet

end ; but gratitude should draw us to walk in Layman. But perhaps they do as much ing , but it may be the other ministers of the

His footprints, and surely the crown of glory good there as they would in the church . Church of Christ are to be blamed more for

is worthy of the struggle. The Lord shed Pastor. That is not possible , because the being there , than you are for remaining away.

abroad His love in our hearts that we may church is Christ's institution, and the Y. M.

truly love Him and walk in love upon this C. A. is man's institution. A true Christian The Dim " Light of Asia ."

earth unto the glory of His name. Amen . is bound to give his labor and money and

talents in the field where the Lord puts bim Ten years ago Mr. Arnold's glorification of

and has arranged for him , and he can expect Gautamer Buddha by his poem “ Light of

Christ's blessing and approval nowhere else . Asia ” created the same kind of intellectual

Layman . Did you ever attend any of the craze as “ Robert Elsmere” is doing to-day.

Y. M. C. A. meetings ? How long did that craze last ? How long will

The Why and Wherefore consistent Lu
Pastor. I used to be a member of it. When the triad of agnostic women try to remove

therans must advise their Young Men it was first started it was an admirable institu- the Rock of Ages with their French heels ?

not to join the Young Men's tion . Its aim and purpose was to provide Another of that mystic circle , the “ theos

Christian Association . reading rooms, libraries and pleasant places ophist” Col. Olcott , recently published a

where young men who had no home comforts Buddhist catechism under sanction of the

In the Philadelphia Lutheran we recently could spend their evenings without resorting Buddhist highpriest in Ceylon . This cat

read a very good article on this subject. We to bar-rooms, theatres and other evil places. echism distinctly denies the existence ofGod.
give it as it is printed there .

It shows that That was admirable , and if the Association The Buddhists regard a personal God as only

we do not stand alone in pointing out the bad kept to this originalpurpose I would give a gigantic shadow , thrown by the fancy of

danger hidden for our church in this society . it all my influence to-day . ignorant people upon empty space . There

Layman. I did not see you at the anni- Layman. Wherein has it changed from that ? with they put to death the heart of religion ,

versary of the Young Men's Christian Asso- Pastor. Instead of being an association of Faith . Therefore it is, that you find among

ciation, which was held in our church last young men from various churches , for the Buddhist populations a church-yard stillness,

evening. purpose I have just mentioned , it has now a spiritual insensibility and lukewarm indif

Pastor. I was not there. I was meeting become virtually another denomination or new ference , which far more impedes the activity

my catechumens at the same hour. sect for the purpose of making converts , and of Christian missionaries among them than it is

Layman. Should you not have postponed for this employs measures and advocates impeded among the bigoted Hindus. “ Would

your meeting, and urged the young men among views our church can never approve . All that thou wert cold or hot,” one is inclined

your catechumens to attend the Y. M. C. A. their prayer meetings, consecration meetings , to say to these frog like natures which are

anniversary ? evangelistic meetings, etc. , are conducted on engendered by Buddhism . They let every

Pastor. Certainly not. Nothing except un- the Methodistic, new measure plan, and de- body have his say , answer yes to every opin

avoidable circumstancesshould interrupt cate- stroys confidence in the Scriptual idea of con- lion , and - remain what they were.-- Selected .

Polemical.
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and this belongs to wisdom ; and also wor- Such love is found in many unregenerated men ,

shiped, and this belongs to religion . But wis- as the love that exists between husband and

dom precedes , religion follows; because the wife , between parents and children , between

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt . knowledge of God comes first, His worship brothers and sisters, and between other rela

follows after. tives and friends . This love is indeed good
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ions concerning God and divine matters ; in liveth and abideth forever.” I , 1 , 22. 23.

this light we speak of a pagan , mohammedan , Brotherly love differs also from sectarian

From BAIER - WALTHER'S Compendium Theologiae Positivae papistical , calvinistic religion , but here the love , which originates either in manifest errors
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Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and
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anyone lives also contrary to the dictates of love originates in self-made modes of worship ,

33. Thou hast made us , O Lord , unto Thee, conscience as though there were no God ; on in causing separation on account of mere cere

and our heart is restless until it rests in Thee. the other hand elective worship as the worship monies , peculiar forms of church-government

AUGUSTINE , Confessions, I , 1 .
of the angels , Col. 2 , 18 ; finally also in part and other human ordinances which men deem

34. We are not beatified through God or in hypocrisy, when the worship ofGod is rendered of equal importance with divine truth or even

God unless we attain to Him and enjoy Him . by the gestures of the body but without the of greater importance, that they despise other

For no operation of our soul whatever makes mind . children of God who will not accede to such

us blessed , unless such operation encompas- 43. By abuse the papists define religion as sentiments. Brotherly love is indeed zealous

ses God .
being that state of men who aim at Christian of good order and decency also in church

35. Man was originally placed on the way perfection by the vows of poverty, continence matters, but distinguishes between human and

to consummate bliss. This consummate bliss and obedience . But this religion of the pa- divine requisites , and shuns all sectarian er

is the object of natural theology. In his pri- pists is mere superstition.
rors and fanaticism , according to St. Paul's

meval state man was able to attain to bliss by
admonition , “ Now I beseech you , brethren ,

the principles and means of natural theology.
mark them which cause divisions and of

In the state of sin , however, man is unable to Brotherly Love.
fences , contrary to the doctrine which ye have

attain to bliss by the principles and means
learned ; and avoid them .” Rom . 16 , 17 .

prescribed by natural theology ; but this oc- " A new commandment I give unto you ,

curs accidentally. Accidentally it happened That ye love one another ; as I have loved
Brotherly love is also distinguished from

ject towhich he had been formed. But on shall all men know that ye aremy disciples, " Add to godliness brotherly kindness ; and to

that man sinned and by sin fell from the ob- you , that ye also love one another. By this charity, which has for its object all men in
spiritual and bodily distress . St. Peter saith :

account of this he does not now in the state if ye have love one to another ,” John 13 , 34
brotherly kindness, charity ," II , 1 , 7. Broth

of sin cease to be a subject of natural theol- and 35 . In these words our Lord enjoins

ogy. For those practical acts which natural that brotherly love which makes Christians erly love is therefore always accompanied by

charity, is , as it were , its source and fountain ,

theology prescribes , now bind him no less one heart and one soul . It was this brotherly

than in his state of integrity, although he can love which made the Christian churches those yet it compasses especially those who are of

not now attain through them to that heavenly blessed societies which shone forth as cities Humit itself to distress only as charity does.
the same household of faith , and does not

happiness for which they are . on the hill . “ Behold , how much they love

This will become evident when we consider
36. All goods besides God are finite and one another ! ” would the heathens say

in ad

the manner and works in which brotherly love
therefore changeable and inconstant ; conse- miration of sentiments which they could not

manifests itself.

quently their possession and intuition can not explain . This brotherly love was quite a new

yield perpetual and supreme pleasure , and fire burning on the altar of mankind .

therefore neither perpetual supreme happiness Brotherly love is not that sinful love which The great synods and councils of the an

nor beatitude . If , therefore , a rational creat- also the wicked feel for one another , when cient churches never met to discover new doc

ure would aspire to beatitude and in like man- such as are united in works of sin , cherish a trines , but only to profess the old established

ner to perpetual and consummate felicity , it certain mutual affection in as much as they doctrines anew against new heresies and sects .

must possess God, that is, by immediate opera- sin together . Such men love one another be- The work of discovering new doctrines was

tions it must have Him alway so present and cause they notice the devil's sentiments in reserved for the little Iowa synod of ourdays.

united with it , that it experiences those opera- their fellows, and birds of one feather are sure In this scheme the lowa synod is not actuated

tions in itself or enjoys God's intuition . But to flock together . This explainswhy evil com- by the Spirit of God , but by the spirit of in

nobody may grantGod's intuition exceptGod pany lays such a strong hold on men and fernal darkness .

Himself ; for this reason God is the causal speeds them on to certain ruin .

means of consummate beatitude and hap- Brotherly love is not that hypocritical love WHEN corner- stones of churches are laid

piness. which consists only in words , in vain compli- with Masonic rites , it generally occurs in Epis

37. Those acts of the mind and will which ments , external flatteries and calls , but har- copalian churches. These Episcopalians seem

occupy themselves with the true knowledge bors internally ill will , guile and even hatred to be a race with very weak knees before the

and worship of God, are termed religion . Brotherly love is true and fervent and op- Baal of lodgery.

38. Religion can not be separated from posed to every kind of dissimulation .

wisdom , nor wisdom severed from religion, be- Brotherly love differs also from mere natural The General Synod men of Philadelphia

cause it is the same God which must be known, love which flows from the bonds of nature . are urging prohibition. This is in keeping
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Church News.

with their fanatic puritan spirit, which sneers The eighth Church in Cleveland, Ohio. Our Baltimore English Mission.

at pure doctrine, but would foist the folly of

prohibition on Christians as a moral obligation . Pres. Niemann is authority for the state- Our English Lutheran mission at Baltimore

ment that he and his people have branched off has bought an old Baptist church for $ 5000,

Ir is the numerical and financial strength another congregation,numbering 100 families. and has appealed for assistance.

of our Missouri Synod which her enemies ad- This makes our eighth church in Cleveland.

mire while they hate her doctrine . Missouri. We wish and hope that the daughter will be

The Testimony of two American Womenans however admire their doctrine and have like her mother and six sisters in all things .
in the Lecture-Field.

not much to say of great numbers and finances .

And this is the secret of true success : Hold
A Charitable Lady. Frances Willard has recently said : “ There

to the greatest gift with greatest humility.

have been many marvelous discoveries in this

Miss Jenisch , of Hamburg , is the largest much lauded nineteenth century , but chief

If some of our friends still think that they contributor to charity in her native town , the among them is woman's discovery of herself.

may enlighten Prof. Stellhorn's darkened mind citizens of which are known not only for their To come to consciousness is evermore to come

on the true tenor of Lutheran doctrines, they thriftiness, but also for their liberality . The to power .”

will find themselves mistaken . The professor late Pastor Mink had received the means for
Kate Field says that a woman who aims to

is too much of a book -reviewer for that . his large charity institutions from that lady. be fashionable must neglect home , husband

Emperor William II . , during his recent short and children , put away comfort and conven

Churches consumed by fire, ministers dy visit to Hamburg, called on Miss Jenisch , in ience , be a first class hypocrite and a good

ing or resigning their office on account of ill order to thank her personally for her loving slanderer, and at the end of ten years break

health , students sick and dying in our sem- interest in the welfare of the poor and sick . down and become a physical wreck .-It is

inary, should make us more fervent in our His uncle, the future king of England , was at not difficult to know which of these two women

prayers for the weal of Zion , and more con- Paris at that time calling on the actresses and speaks the truth .

trite because of our sins which merit sucb gamblers of the French Babel . So writes a

chastisements, and more thankful for the great contemporary .

blessings received .
Women let into the Secret.

Chinese Lodges.
Masonic societies in Scotland and in fact in

England also are deeply agitated over the dis
A bloody fight took place in the streets of

Portland, Oregon , between two lodges of covery that two women gained admission to
,

The Missouri Synod's Success.

Chinese Highbinders. About twenty China- Lodge Celtic , and witnessed on the occasion

men, all armed , participated . Over fifty shots of their visit a considerable portion of the

The late Dr. Harkey of Knoxville, Ills.,has minutes. Four Highbinders were shot down to perform the obsequies over a dead brother,

were fired and the fight lasted for several proceedings while the lodge was “ tyled in the

third degree .” It appears that the lodge was

written up the history of the Missouri Synod andmany more wounded. Four of the China
for the Lutheran Observer. His articles are and that a member named Edwards assisted

men hurt in the battle died later. Eight men

well written , and if they are read in the same

spirit of candor, they will do much good to

are in custody, but it is thought none of them the two daughters of the deceased to conceal

themselves in the organ -loft overlooking the

the people of the General Synod. Dr. Harkey have united with the authorities to put down
can be convicted . The Chinese merchants

hall , from which they saw and heard through

says, “ It will not do for English or German a partially opened glazed door the proceedings.
Lutherans of other synods to turn away from the Highbinders, and have organized among It is not charged thatthe ladies have divulged

themselves a law and order society. Notices
these "Missourians' and say , ' Let them go ; the secrets of which they became possessed ,

have been posted up all through Chinatown
we can get along without them ! No ; we and yet Edwards , who concealed them in the
can not get along without them . They are ordering all the Highbinders' societies to

dis- loft, has been expelled from the order at a

band within five days or abide the conse

now the largest general body of Lutherans inthe United States, and they have developed quences. The Chinese have also been for- quarterly meeting of the Grand Lodge of

Scotland .—Chr. Cynosure.

bidden to carry firearms.-Exchange.

a power and success which we must respect.

... They are doing a mighty work among

vast multitudes of German immigrants, and Gain of Churches.
Penny Meals.

we are bound to rejoice in the good they have

done , and are doing , and to thank God for it. Some statistician asserts that the net gain
It is estimated that considerably over

And now to the question, Whence their success ? of new churches in the United States during 3,000,000 penny meals have been served at

It may be well for us , first to inquire to what the year 1888 was 6434 ; the increase in the the one cent coffee stands in New York. How

they themselves attribute their success . We number of ministers was 4505 ; while the in- many poor creatures have been saved in this

would answer mainly the following three crease in church members was 774,861 . The way from the temptation of the " free lunches,”

average gain for each day of the year was 17 as well as kept frome crime or the almshouse ,

it is impossible to estimate.“ 1. To the mighty power of God's grace , churches, 12 ministers, and 2120 members.

which has been specially manifested to them .

2. To their full and complete reception of , The Wisdom of God still accounted
Rev. H. SCHOENEBERG on account of ad

adherence to , and confession of the pure truth Foolishness by Wicked Men. vanced age has resigned his congregation at

of God , in precept and practice as set forth Lafayette, Ind. His parishioners presented

in the symbols of the Evangelical Lutheran In Santa Ana, Cal . , recently , a notorious him a purse of $ 1500. Church and pastor

Church. 3. Their complete union, in heart infidel, in one of the meetings, openly con- belong to our Missouri Synod.
and soul , in these doctrines and efforts to fessed Christ and renounced infidelity . He

maintain and build up God's only true church said that he was one of six who, years ago in The Danish Lutheran Synod at its late ses

on earth , and their self- denial and zeal in the San Francisco , pledged themselves to each sion in Elkhorn , Ia. , resolved to locate the
work . ” — Lutheran .

other that they would never embrace Chris- Theological Seminary at Atlantic , Ia. It has

tianity . When he was converted, he wrote to received a building site and $ 8000 from the

The king of Sweden has contributed 1000 each of his old cronies. Three of them replied town . The Synod now numbers forty -five

crowns towards the erection of a Seamans' by saying that they also had become Chris- pastors. It proposes to begin a mission

Home in Karlskrona. tians . The others wrote calling him a “ fool.” among the Mormons of Salt Lake City , Utah.

>

causes :
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For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

of the Empire - finding subjects ascending the all were deceived ; and , in the words of Gib

throne over the prostrate bodies of their mon bon , “ the inconquerable patience and loyalty

archs only to be hurled from it to -morrow by of Belisarius appear either below or above the

some aspiring rival— it refreshens our spirit to character of a man ,” above the common run

dwell on that portion of its annals which tells of men , at least . He set off for Italy , retook
Faithful unto Death ,

us of the virtues of Belisarius . The greatest Rome, repulsed the Goths , and though desti

general of his age, leading his soldiers, who tute of all the necessary instruments of war,

1. POLYCARP. under bim once more deserved the name of men , arms , money , his military genius shone

Polycarp , a pupil of the Apostle John, was Romans, to victory in three continents, hav- forth as never before . However, the greater

bishop of the church at Smyrna. All his life ing subdued Africa, Italy and the adjacent part of the time he had to languish in inglori

he faithfully served bis Master , leading a cor- islands, filled Constantinople with the spoils ous inactivity, brought on by the jealousy of

rect life before the heathen , building up the of the vanquished nations , and by his merit his weak master , till he , at length , obtained

congregation at Smyrna, and confirming the and modesty, liberality and justice gained the the permission of his return .

faith of the churches far and near . The crown love of the army and the affections of the na- One more opportunity the aged warrior had

of his life was its close . A fearful persecution tion , he was the foremost man in the empire ; to show his fidelity, and the emperor, his in

arose at Smyrna. One of the first victimswas but , though often tempted by the ingratitude , gratitude . A host of Bulgarians advanced

the shepherd of the flock . He was hunted jealousy and cruelty of Justinian , he never against Constantinople, pitched their camp

down , led into the race-course , and a funeral swerved a hair's breadth from the path of a twelve miles from the city ; the army fled ,and

pile was prepared . Attempts were made to subject's duty ; at home and abroad , in honor Justinian trembled . All eyes were turned to

seduce his allegiance : The proconsul wished and disgrace , in power and humiliation, en- Belisarius . The feeble veteran sallied forth ,

to save him , but , yielding to the importuni- dangered by the sword of the enemy and the gave battle , vanquished the enemy, and might

ties of the mob, for the last time urged him dagger of the conspirator , he remained true have achieved the deliverance of his country,

to blaspheme Christ. And then the devoted to his sworn allegiance . had not the envy of the emperor recalled him .

servant of Jesus , with quiet composure and Having twice vanquished the Persian army Coldly he was received and dismissed from

joyful confidence, in the face of death , uttered in the East and quelled a sedition in Constan- the presence of his master, ' and the joyous

the memorable saying : “ Eighty and six years tinople , he led his army against the Vandals acclamations of the populace were imputed to

have I served Him , and He has done me no of Africa, achieved the conquest of the coun- him as a crime. And two years afterwards

evil ; how can I blaspheme my King, my Re- try in three months and triumphantly entered he was accused of high treason . His faithful

deemer !” Faithfully serving Him , he laid Carthage. He was rewarded by Justinian, services were forgotten . His life , indeed , was,

down his life .
who listened to the slanders of the hero's spared, but his fortunes were sequestered and

And his King graciously rewarded his fidel rivals , by recalling him from the scene of suc- for eight months be was imprisoned in his

ity . He bade him enter into His joy, made him cess and glory . palace . At length his innocence was acknowl

ruler over many things , and gave him a crown Again he set forth to conquer in obedience edged . But it had been too much. ‘ About eight

of life .
to his master, reduced Sicily , took Naples , months after his deliverance death , hastened

2. WOLSEY.
smote the. Goths of Italy , sent the keys of by grief, removed the faithful servant from a

Cardinal Wolsey was a faithful servant of Rome to Constantinople , and with 5000 men faithless world ; and his treasures , the spoils

Henry VIII . of England. For fifteen years drove an army of 150,000 Goths off from the of the Goths and Vandals, were immediately

he was his favorite minister. Besides bearing city. The emperor showed his appreciation confiscated by the emperor.

faithfully, for the king, the burden of govern- of the victorious general by sending Narses to Belisarius did no more than his duty. But

ment, he was indefatigable in enabling his Italy with an independent command and by would to God all , children , dependents, serv

master to carry out his whims, and in attain- signing a treaty with the enemy without deign- ants , subjects did learn of him the meaning of

ing the objects of his guilty desires and pleas- ing to consult the author of his victory . Still the fourth commandment!-And if they serve

ures. His fidelity, however, went, finally, the hero kept on his way and triumphantly their Heavenly King with the same steadfast

unrewarded. Henry took away his honors and entered the impregnable city of Ravenna. fidelity and unshaken loyalty, cheerfully fight

his wealth , and permitted his arrest on the The independent Goths were ambitious to be- His battles , and , perhaps, conquer His en

false charge of high treason . Keenly feeling come the subjects of Belisarius and offered emies and make them subjects , Hewill in His

his disgrace , the fallen favorite was prostrated him their allegiance. His inflexible loyalty own good time summon them to His Court,

by sickness . " On his death-bed bis thoughts rejected their offer. He was once more re- and great will their reward be in heaven .

still clung to the prince whom he had served . warded by being recalled by his envious mas E.

· Had I but served God as diligently as I have ter and seeing others attempt to continue his

served the king , ' murmured the dying man , work. Indian Pupils.

" He would not have given me over in my gray In the succeeding campaign Justinian, who

hairs . But this is my due reward for my pains could not dispense with the services of his
The Rev. Samuel Bissell , of Twinsburgh,

and study , not regarding my service to God, great general , once more sent him against the Ohio , during the last twenty years has re

but only my duty to my prince.' ” Persians . The faithful servant obeyed cheer- ceived at his excellent school not less than

Ay, sin is an evil master to serve faithfully . fully , smote the enemy , and once more saved two hundred Indian youth, giving them board

His wages are death . It is Polycarp's Master the East , and once more the grateful monarch and instruction without charge. They have

alone whom it will profit a man to be faithful paid his customary wages . The hero was re- come from the East and the West, and have

to unto death . called , a hostile commission sent to the East remained an average of a year each . It gives

to seize his treasures and criminate his ac- us gratification to record a work of such

3. BELISARIUS .

tions , his domestics were distributed among genuine beneficence as this, which has been

A faithful servant of God , however , will the eunuchs, a fine of 120,000 pounds sterling quietly carried on at Twinsburgh for a score

also diligently serve his human master. A re- levied on his fortunes and he himself received of years. - N . Y. Evangelist.

markable, because so very rare , instance of a at Constantinople, by the emperor with cold

servant's fidelity to his master, a subject's ingratitude, by the rabble with insolence and
A Rare Bible .

loyalty to his ruler, a great man's devotion to contempt. To the merit and intercession of

his weak superior , we find in the life of Beli- his wife , so the empress insulted him , his life Lately a copy of the Mazarin Bible—that

sarius, the illustrious generalof the Byzantine was granted.
rarest of all printed books—was discovered in

Emperor Justinian .
And again the hero , with the title of master the Earl of Hopetown's library, and on being

In reviewing the history of the Byzantine of the royal stables , accepted the conduct of brought to the hammer it realized £ 2000. As

Empire - continually beholding the ingrat- the Italian war. All were persuaded, that every one knows, it is a Latin Bible , printed

itude, treason and rebellion of the great men now at least he would revenge his wrongs ; ) by Guttenberg and Faust, about 1450—55 .

.
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himself says :

a

а

COMPLETE EXPOSITION OF THE 90. PSALM
Resisting Satan . mies , not least among which is the wily Ad

in Lectures to the Students of Wittenberg University by
versary . In time of war, as soon as the sol

the venerable Dr. Martin Luther in 1534 .

III. dier becomes intoxicated or otherwise drowsy

To learn to know the only true and efficient
and careless, he is lost. Just so it is with the

(Lutheri Opera Exegetica , Erl . Ed . 18 , 264–334 .) Christian also . If he becomes intoxicated
way of resisting Satan, is most important and with strong drink or with the lusts of the

absolutely necessary for a Christian in order
III . Part : Verse First .

to be successful in his combat with the arch flesh , in fine, with sin , and if he is not con

" Lord, thou art our dwelling- place from enemy of Godand man. To point out this tinually on bis guard, Satan will gain an easy
generation to generation .” way shall be the object of the present papers have already been called to render an accountvictory. Who can count the Christians , who

on resisting Satan . If the reader will turn to of their doings , such call having been served
This beginning also breathes life , and it be

1. Pet. 5 , 9 in his Bible , he will find these
longs to the certain hope of resurrection and

them suddenly, when they were in an intox
words : “ Whom resist steadfast in the faith . ”

eternal life , because he calls God , who is icated condition ! And how many more willSatan is to be resisted in the faith . ” We areeternal, our dwelling-place, or, that I say it
yet be added to their number ! And have not

to have faith , that is , faith in Christ.
plainer, the place of our refuge in which we A per- thousands fallen into mortal sin merely for

son without such faith is not able to offer

are in safety if we take shelter there. For if
successful resistance to Satan ; for Satan is ness ? In this connection we need but thinkwant of the necessary vigilance and careful

God is our dwelling-place , and God is life ,

more powerful than the unbeliever and the of King David and of his crying sins committed
and we , on the other hand , are dwellers , it fol

latter must succumb in the conflict. But faith

lows necessarily , that we are in life and shall

in Christ is a most powerful weapon , as Christ David in that evil hour, when he perceivedon the persons of Bathsheba and Uriah . Had
live for ever. We know that all this follows

in virtue of the first commandment with the “ Allthings are possible to him the first movings in his heart of that adul
that believeth . ” Mark 9 , 23. Satan is also

best and most certain reasoning. For who
terous lust, been watchful of himself with a

would call God a dwelling-place of thedead ? fully aware of this ; therefore he directs his prayerfuldisposition ofmind,Holy Writ would

Who would hold Himtobe agrave ora cross chiefattacks against faith, in order to destroy have recorded agloriousvictory in place of?

He is life , therefore those too shall live, for it; for heknows , if faith is once destroyed, those dreadful deeds of his.
he is victorious.whom He is a dwelling-place . In this manner But as long as Christians

and in the very beginning, before he begins possess true faith , Satan's attacks must neces

dreadfully to thunder and lighten ,Moses fore- sarily prove fruitless, notwithstanding the Retired Christians.

arms the fearful that they be persuaded God
fact , that at times he will appear to have fully

is a live dwelling-place of allwho live in Him , the Christian with Christ, his Lord , who is at manner of verbs as “ Regular, Irregular, Re
crushed his intended victims. Faith unites

A wit has classified the Baptists after the

pray to Him and trust in Him .

Now it is a wonderful expression the like of the sametime the Christian'sally in his com- dundant, and Defective.” This is much like
which is not elsewhere found in Holy Writ, bat with Satan. And having Christ, the Con- another specimen of wit which represented a

that God is a dwelling -place. Yea, Scripture queror of Satan and the Bruiser of his head certain class of Methodists as “ Retired Chris

saith in other places the opposite, it calls men as an ally, the Christian need never be in tians." There are too many who belong to

God's temples, in whom God dwells. The doubt as to the final outcome of the bitter this class . They were once active and effec
conflict.

temple of God," says Paul, “ is in you .” Mo tive workers in the church , but like the mer

ses inverts this and says that we are dwellers
It is also to be noted , that we should resist chant who thinks he has a sufficient sum laid

and lords in this house . For the Hebrew Satan steadfast in faith . Our faith must not by to see him through , they have retired .

Christian Advocate .word maon properly means a dwelling- place, be wavering. Wavering faith is no serious
obstacle for Satan to overcome. But stead

as when Scripture saith , “ In Zion is his dwell

ing.” There this term maon is used . Now fast faith he fears , and steadfast faith will con

since a house is used for safety it happens Steadfast faith and trust in the sufficiency ofquer
him

every time and can never succumb. Poverty Illustrated.

that this word is explained with refuge or a

divine is the means so successfully emplace of refuge . Now Moses uses this lan grace As illustrative of the poverty of East -end,

guage purposely to show that all our hope is ployed by St. Paul in hismost terrible conflict London , worshipers, Bishop Billings- says that

most firmly placed in God , and in order that with Satan, as the apostle himself indicates on one occasion he placed a sovereign in the

those who pray to Him might be convinced 2 Cor. 12, 7–9, stating, that thrice he be offertory box of a church in his diocese , which

was such an extraordinary addition to thethat they are not vainly afflicted in the world sought Christ most earnestly to remove Satan

nor die , because they have God for a place of from him , lest he should be lost , but that the usualofferingsthat the churchwardens, having

refuge and the divine majesty for a dwelling- Lord quieted his fears by saying : “My grace closely examined the coin , solemnly shook

”place wherein they may abide in eternity. In is sufficient for thee.” Whereupon Paul in their heads, and laid it one side , assuming it

the same strain almost Paul speaks , when he Christian resignation wrote these memorable to be a bad one .

says to the Colossians , chapter three , “ Our words to the Christians of Corinth : “ Most

life is hidden with Christ in God.” For it is gladly will I glory in my infirmities, that the The Modocs.

a much clearer and brighter expression to say power of Christ may rest upon me.” The

that the believers dwell in God than that God grace of Christ apprehended by faith , or , “ Twelve years ago the Modoc Indians were

dwelleth in them . He also dwelt bodily in which is the same thing, steadfast faith and uncivilized heathens . Now they are a com

Zion, but the place has been changed. Buttrust in divine grace is a weaponwhich, when munity of industrious farmers , with half their

It cost thewhat is in God can manifestly neither be employed in the Christian's conflict with Satan , number professing Christians.

changed nor carried elsewhere, because God is is always sure to win . United States government $ 1,848,000 to care
such a dwelling - place which can never perish. Nor is it advisable for a Christian ever to for 2200 Dakota Indians seven years , while

Consequently Moses would show the most cer- become negligent and sleepy during the com- they were savages . After they were Chris

tain life, when he said , God is our dwelling- bat , but, on the contrary, this is most stren- tianized it cost for seven years $ 120,000 , a

place, not the earth , not heaven , not paradise, uously to be avoided , and the opposite, namely saving of $ 1,728,000 . ” —The Church .
but simply God Himself , and this soberness and vigilance , is the price of success

and victory. It is not without cause that the

apostle so earnestly exhorts us to “ be sober Mexican Ignorance .

and vigilant,” 1 Pet. 5 , 8. Christians are sol

The man who does not avoid small defects dier under the leadership of the greatest gen- One that ought to know the facts in the

will by little and little fall into greater. eral the world ever saw , and they are to carry case , says that in Mexico 8,000,000 persons

Thomas a Kempis. on incessant warfare against powerful ene- have never seen a copy of the Bible .

>

FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION.
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Miscellaneous.

over us .

example, he prcinised to give an ox . A sub- vanquished in the conscience by this liberty

scription list was opened. The magistrate of the Spirit. Wherefore the majesty of this

sent fifty fran - s , others twenty -five francs, etc. Christian liberty is highly to be esteemed and

A Well Disciplined Soldier.
In all two hundred and sixty francs, eighty diligently considered. - Luther .

sheep and one ox were given , while more than

A venerable soldier of the American revolu- four hundred persons brought grain in bags We should be like Gardens.

Christian people everywheretion was converted to Christ after he left the and baskets.

army. What peculiarized him as a Christian might learn a lesson from this. Is it nottrue A gentleman visited an old man near

and rendered him the observed of allob- that we are lacking in gratitude to God for Dundee, who had been bedridden for more
Ile

servers , '

,” was the immutable fixedness and his loving kindness and tender mercies ?
than thirty years . He found him extremely

instantaneous promptitude of his obedience has crowned the year with His goodness. He thin and worn, but happy beyond description.
has given us rain from heaven and fruitful His talk overflowed with thankfulness and

to every indication of the divine will .

When asked for the explanation of the seasons, filling our hearts with food and glad. praise. " Oh, why don't we praise God. “ ,

What return are we making for theexceptional but divine life he was living , his ness . more ! ” he said . “ It seems to me that we

reply was this : “ When I entered the army benefits with which He is daily loading us ? are like graves , which swallow up all that is

I was trained under the great disciplinarian, If we would give out of our abundance, as
given to them , and return nothing ; whereas,

Baron Steuben . The main lesson he taught the African chief and his people gave out of we should be like gardens that give back what

uswas that the first and last duty ofa soldier their poverty, themissionary treasuries would is put into them in fruit and flowers."
was instant and implicit obedience to the word be filled , and a new and mighty impetus would

of command received from the officer placed be given to the work all along the line .
Christian Standard . Salutations.

Under that principle I was trained ,

and acted as a soldier in the army of my

“ How do you do ? ” That's English and
country. When I was converted I considered

A Practical Missionary . American .

myself as a voluntary enlisted ‘ soldier in the

“ How do you carry yourself? ” That's
army of the Lord , ' with Jesus Christ as my

In a village called Mao Chia Yuan there French .
captain . When I found myself in this divine

relation, I said : “ It is now not only my duty, farm ,but during the Winter months works at
was only one Christian . He owns a small “ How do you stand ? ” That's Italian .

" How do you find yourself ? ” That's

but the law of my life, to receive the word of
his trade of mending baskets . He showed German .

command from my new, just as I did from

my old , commander; and my obedience is to attached to the ends of a flexible pole , which
me his kit , which consisted of two large trays “ How do you fare ? ” That's Dutch .

be just as prompt, implicit, and unerring in he carries upon his shoulder . He has made
“ How can you ? ” That's Swedish.

“ God greet you ! ” That's Christian and
my present as in my former 'relation . In

a small drawer in the bottom of one of the graces any language.

' the great Captain of our salvation ' I perceive
trays, which he keeps full of tracts and small

absolute wisdom and integrity for command,
Christian books, so that as he plies his trade, To be a true pastor and preacher is a great

so that it would be treason in me to stop for
an instant to weigh the question whether his going from village to village and working with thing; and if our Lord God Himself did not

will is right or wrong, wise or unwise. Noth-his own hands, he also preaches the Gospel to give strength, the thing could not be. It

those who will hear. He has thus spread broad- needs a great soul to serve people with body
ing remains for me but to do his will when it

cast much seed, and is widely known in his and soul , goods and honor, and to suffer for
is apprehended. While I recognize in him

such absolute wisdom and integrity to com
locality . There are several inquirers bere , but it the greatest peril and ingratitude. There

I thought it best to admit but one at present. 'fore it was that Christ said to Peter, “ Peter,
mand , I also perceive in him an ever available

This is the old father of our Christian ; he is | lovest thou Me? ” and repeats it three times,
all-sufficiency of grace for the rendering of
the obedience required of me. Under the in- a sweet-tempered old man, over seventy years and then says, " Feed My sheep.” It is as if,

fluence of these two principles , absolute re
of age and rather feeble. When I questioned He said : “ If thou wilt be a true shepherd and

him about his faith , he replied in a feeble friend of souls , thou must be so from love to
spect for his authority on the one hand , and

“ I am an old man now , Me.” Otherwise it is impossible .and faltering voice .
the fixed trust in him for grace to render the

For who

obedience he requires on the other,
and I have never learned to read . I know will and can suffer ingratitude, spend his

I ever

find his yoke to be easy, and his burden to very little about books: but my son has told health and substance in study , and , for a

me about the Gospel , and I believe it . I know reward, stand in the greatest peril ? There
be light , and the ' endurance of hardness as a

good soldierof Jesus Christ not burdensome, neither hearingnor seeing. I pray to the true shouldst love Me. " -- Luther .
now that the idols in the temple are not real, fore He says: " It is a necessity that thou

but ever blissful. ” — Divine Life.
God . I believe in Jesus , that he can forgive

my sins.” And then , after a pause , he added , Subscriptions Paid.

A Good Example. “ Sometimes, when my back pains me at night

and I can not sleep , I pray out aloud . Some Teacher J. T. J. F. Glaser,Prairietown, ni.,
Rev. F. Wilhelm , Denny P. O. , Pa . , ( VII . VIII) $ 2.00

The Missionary Herald tells of an African of my neighbors heard me one night and said ( VII )

chief who reproached himself that he had been that I was not in my right mind, but I knew Rev. A, Frederking, Little Rock, Ark., (VIII ) 1.00
L. Horlebein , Baltiinore, Md . , ( VII )

wanting in gratitude for the mercies of God , what I was doing . I only believe Jesus ; I Rev.H.Woltmann, Liberty Bluff, Wis . (VII .
and asked the missionary of the district to fix only believe Jesus. ” — Rev. Paul D. Bergen. Rev. E.Fleckenstein,Surgeon Hall, Pa., (VII) 1.00

VIII )

a day for a great meeting for religious worship . Rev. C. Gausewitz, St. Paul , Minn . , ( V. VI.

The meeting was held , and the chief exhorted
VII )

Mrs. J. Panteln , St. Paul , Minn . , ( VII 15 to

the people not to confine the expression of Divinely Free . VIII 14 )

their thankfulness to words , but to dedicate
H. Kohn , St. Paul, Minn ., (VII 20 to VIII 19 ) 1.00

Teacher P. Trupke , Nicollet , Mino . , (IV to
to God gifts in kind-grain , silver and cattle . Christ has made us free , not civilly and car- VII )

The chief himself indicated the destination of nally , but divinely. The most high and sover C. Bahnemann , Pittsburgh, Pa ., (VII 7cc .)

Rev. L. Schmidt, Pembroke, Ont . , ( VII . VIII ) 2.00

the gifts : “ They shall be used by the mis- eign Majesty doth not only defend and succor F. Borcheding, New Haven, Mo., (VII 20 to

sionaries for the spread of the Gospel among us in this life , but as touching our bodies VIII 19 )

Rev. A. F. Úde, Gladstone, Nebr., ( VII)

the people, for it is still necessary in many also , will deliver us , so that our bodies, which Rev. G J. F. Koch , Elmore, 0., (VIII)

places to form classes for teaching the good are sown in corruption and dishonor and weak- Teacher F.W.Kleinschmidt,Arlington, Mino .,

Yes, they shall be used for the prop- ness , shall rise again in incorruption, glory, Rev.W.C. Koch ,Huff, Ind., (VII)
( VII 16 to VIII 15 )

agation of that Gospel which has saved the and power. Death which is the most mighty Mr. E. Duerr, Bryant, Col. , (VII 15 to VIII 14) 1.00

Basutos from ruin .” Wishing to set a good and dreadful thing in all the world, is utterly i11
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Mur Épistle Postil.
to hear the message of grace and mercy which it when and where we were born and has set

He proclaimed . These people had lived unto bounds how long we shall live on earth . That

the world and unto themselves, and now , we were born in a Christian land , of Christian

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . having come to a knowledge of their sins , parents, and obtained Christian instruction ,

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE they found nothing in themselves and their is not owing to chance, but to the providence

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. past life which could comfort them or which and loving- kindness of God. God apportions

they could offer for their excuse or justifica- to each one of His Christians what afflictions
By Rev. F. Kuegele .

tion ; their only hope was : Mercy. But the he shall bear, what joys he shall experience ,

Pharisees were of a different mind. They how long he shall be humbled to the dust ,

III . Sunday after Trinity .
feared not the wrath ofGod , neither did they when , how and how far he shall be exalted .

1 Pet . 5 , 6-11 . think to be in need of mercy ; their trust was He shapes our lives, guides us from day to

that they had been diligent in keeping the law day, and watches over our steps as Job says :

DEARLY BELOVED : — The 147th Psalm tells of the Lord , and they thought themselves so “ Thou wilt have a desire to the work of thy

us , who those people are , with whom the Lord good and pious that they ought to find favor hands ; for now thou numberest my steps.”

is well pleased , when it says : “ The Lord with God . To become a child of God a man David declares : “ Thou compassest my path

taketh pleasure in them that fear him , in those must humble himself so completely as to and my lyingdown, and art acquainted with all

that hope in his mercy. ” There is a great acknowledge that he deserves chastisement my ways. For there is not a word in my

diversity of opinion as to what kind of people alone and can only plead for mercy ; and to tongue , but , lo , O Lord , thou knowest it alto

those must be in whom God takes pleasure . remain a child of God a man must remain gether . Thou hast beset me behind and be

The great and mighty of the earth exalt them- humble and his trust must remain in the mercy fore , and hast laid thy hand upon me." " Are

selves and imagine they ought to find more of the Lord . Therefore let me to-day set forth : not,” says the Lord , “ two sparrows sold for

favor even with God than the commonalty of HUMBLE TRUST IN THE LORD'S MERCY AS a farthing ? and one of them shall not fall on

men ; the rich think the favor of God must THE RIGHT SERVICE OF GOD , the ground without your Father. Fear ye not

be resting on them , because they are prog- showing therefore , ye are of more value than many spar

perous in the world ; the wise of this world I. that this is indeed the true service of rows." Also all those evils which the devil and

pride themselves, the gifted and educated God , and men work against Christians , are all under the

should be regarded above the illiterate and II . what blessings those enjoy , who walk control of God , and no evil can touch a Chris
the ignorant ; the monk imagines God must therein . tian except by God's permission, and even then

be pleased with him , because he performs so I. He so governs those evils that they must re

many works of piety ; the Revivalist thinks The chief of all virtues is love , a virtue to sult in good to His children ; for thus writes

the grace of God resting on him , because he be practiced both towardsGod and men. But St. Paul : “ We know that all things work

has had some strange feeling or peculiar ex- there are two virtues which Christians practice together for good to them that love God.”

perience. Men are accustomed to judge by towards God alone, and.these are : resignation " The Lord ,” says the mother of Samuel,

worldly prosperity , or by external appearances , to the will of God and trust in His fatherly “ maketh poor , and maketh rich : he bringeth

or by their own opinions as to who those are care . After having become Christians through low , and lifteth up . He raiseth up the poor

that find favor with God. But the Psalmist faith in Christ Jesus we are to practice these out of the dust, and lifteth up the beggar from

judges not by worldly prosperity or adversity, two things : Walking before God asour Father, the dunghill, to set them among princes, and

not by learning or illiteracy , not by outward we should resign ourselves to His will and en- to make them inherit the throne of glory .

morality or an extraordinary manner of life , trust ourselves to His care . These two points He will keep the feet of his saints, and the

not by feelings or strange experiences; he are the sum and substance of the right service wicked shall be silent in darkness ; for by

declares : “ The Lord taketh pleasure in them ofGod ; for as such St. Peter here represents strength shall no man prevail.” The hand of

that fear him , in those that hope in his mercy .”' them . After speaking of manifold virtues. God appoints to each Christian his station in

Those who fear the Lord , knowing that they Peter, at the end of his epistle , sums up what life , counts out to him his crosses , numbers

have sinned against Him and deserve only Christians should do on the one hand towards his joys, megsures his afflictions, weighis his

wrath and punishment atHis hands, and have God, and on the other against Satan . Con- sorrows , guides his steps , and to do this God

no hope of finding favor with Him because of cerning the first he says : “ Humble yourselves has a mighty hand . It is an easy matter for

anything which they themselves are , have or therefore under the mighty hand of God , that God to turn the life of a young man into a

do ; who yet do not flee from God , but cast he may exalt you in due time : casting all your channel in which he did not want to go ; it is

themselves on His mercy , hoping in His grace : care upon him ; for he careth for you .” easy for the Lord to make a small matter an

they are the people in whom the Lord taketh In the first place we are to humble our almost unbearable burden to the strong and

pleasure. selves under the mighty hand of God . The to equip the weak with strength to carry

This truth is exemplified in theGospellesson mighty hand of God is His Divine power and apparently unbearable burdens .

for to-day . There we read that publicans omnipotence, that He can do whatsoever He Now this is humbling ourselves under the

and sinners drew near unto the Lord for to pleases . But Peter is actually here not speak- mighty hand of God , if we are contented ,

hear Him . These people had notlived right- ing of God's power as an attribute of His satisfied and thankful to God, however He

eously according to the law ; they had walked Being ; nor is He referring to God's providence may shape our lives and guide our steps, and

after their own will , doing the will of the mind in general by which He preserves, orders and that is the highest service of God according to

and of the flesh ; but now their conscience , governs all creatures ; he speaks of the hand the first commandment. This becomes clear

awakening out of slumber, troubled them and, of God as being over us Christians, the special, to the mind even from the consideration , that

alarmed at the wrath of God , they repented fatherly care which He has and exercises to being contented with God's dispensations and

of their evil life and came to the Lord eager wards His children . The hand of God ordered guidances is directly against the whole in
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a

clination and propensity of the heart as it is cares to Him , trusting that He will care for after their own will , sow to the flesh, and of

by nature . Our common mother fell by turn- us as a loving and faithful Father. the flesh they reap corruption.

ing her will away from the will of God . She When God crushes the stony heart and casts But they that deny the will of the flesh and

knew the will of God , but she set her will down the lofty spirit into the dust , then man of the mind and resign themselves to the band

against the will ofGod and began to act after is ready to fall directly into the other extreme of God , reap blessings both temporal and
her own will . This root of all sin was trans- and to be driven about by fears and appre- eternal , as Paul writes to Timothy : “God

mitted to her posterity and is in the nature of hensions and despair. At first Cain answered liness is profitable unto all things , having

man unto this day . Man does not want to be God haughtily, but when God cursed him for promise of the life that now is , and of that

subject to God and does not want to do His his evil deed , then Cain fell at once into the which is to come.” This is a faithful saying

will ; the natural man wants to be his own other extreme and said : “ My punishment is and worthy of all acceptation. He who re

master and wants to do as he likes . This greater than I can bear. ” Such is the heart ; signs himself to the will of God , has a reward

propensity we observe already in small chil- if not arrogant , then despairing. By nature already in this life . What is this reward ?
dren ; they want to be their own masters and man does not want to be under the hand of It is in the first place a settled , contented ,

do as they like . And as a child grows up this God, desiring to be his own lord ; and when quiet heart and conscience. Wherever he is

inclination grows with it and must be kept God does lay him low by His mighty hand, placed, however hemay besituated , whatever

down by rearing it in the nurture and ad- then man again dishonors God , despairing of may betide him , he who is resigned to the will

monition of the Lord .” Men can of course help and deliverance, as though God had not of God is contented, because he knows that

not always do as they like ; but the natural a hand mighty to save . Resigning ourselves all these things come to him from the loving

man is never contented with the dispensations to the will of God , we must not fall into the hand of his gracious Father in heaven ; and

of God , never satisfied with what God has other extreme, suffering our hearts to be dis- though he may be obliged to suffer many

made him and given him . A monarch is not tracted by cares and fears and anxieties; but wrongs and to endure great evils , yet he re

satisfied , because he would like to have the we should again honor Him as God, trusting mains contented, knowing that all these things,

neighboring monarchy too ; and the day la- that His hand is mighty enough to take care must work together for his good . Now " god

borer is not satisfied , because he must work of our cares . Though it seem to us that we liness with contentment”' St. Paul pronounces

so hard.
What God has made a man and must be devoted to destruction, inevitably " great gain ,” and surely it is better than the

wants him to do , that man does not want to sinking in deep waters ; yet we should trust possession ofdiamonds and fine gold . " Better,"

be and does not want to do . In short , Eve that the hand of the Lord is not shortened , says Solomon , " better is a little with the fear

set her will against the will of God and that that He could not help . We are to fear God of the Lord , than great treasure and trouble

propensity is now in the very nature of man . above all things and therefore to resign our therewith . Better is a dinner of herbs where

Let God do whatever pleaseth Him , man is selves to His hand, and we are to trust in love is , than a stalled ox and hatredtherewith .”

always a discontented , grumbling , rebellious God above all things and therefore to entrust Moreover, of those humbling themselves

creature . Now the old Adam with this same to Him our cares . under the mighty hand of God, Peter says in

sentiment remains also in the Christian , and our text : “ That he may exalt you in due time;'

only in the resurrection will he be utterly
II .

and of those casting their cares on God : “ He '

purged out. The heart is a restless thing ; it Because resignation to the will of God and careth for you .” For a time, namely so long

has a thousand complaints and a thousand humble trust in His fatherly care belongs to as their good requires it , God suffers His chil

wishes, and so the Christian must strive after the highest service of God, therefore it is also dren to be laid low in the dust ; but when the

resignation to the will of God hy a hard connected with the greatest blessings. Very right time has come , He proves it in some

struggle against his own flesh . To be con- truly has one of the fathers said : “ As the way that He is theirGod who cares for them ,

tented with the dispensationsofGod ,requires will of God is the fountain and origin of all and He will deliver them and place them upon

a hard struggle against the flesh ; it is there- good, so is the selfwill of man the beginning a rock . Often while chastening with one hand,

fore truly a service ofGod ; for the Scriptures of all evil.” The selfwill of man is indeed God will bless with the other, yea He will

testify : " The flesh lusteth against the Spirit, his own ruin , bringing upon him both tempo- bring great blessings out of afflictions. Re

and the Spirit against the flesh : and these are ral punishments and eternal destruction . He markable words do we find in the 31st chapter

contrary the one to the other ;" and the Lord who will not humble himself under the mighty of Jeremiah ,where the Lord says : " Is Ephraim

says : “ If any man will come after me, let hand of God, but, setting aside the fear of my dear son ? is he a pleasant child ? for since

him deny himself, and take up his cross , and God, walks after his own will , may prosper I spake against him , I do earnestly remember

follow me.'
for a time, yea he may spread himself like a him still : therefore my bowels are troubled

Because resignation to the will of God costs green bay -tree; but in due time the mighty for him ; I will surely have mercy upon him ,
a struggle against the flesh , it is truly ascrib- hand of God will find him and will lay him saith the Lord .” When God chastens His

ing to God the honor que lim . Being discon- low . When the children of Israel, against children and they humble themselves under

tented with God's guidances is in fact rising the warning of God, after their own thoughts, His hand , acknowledging their transgressions

up against Him , criticising Him and making went up to fight against the Canaanites, they and saying : " Right, Lord , wedeserve it , but

complaint as though Ile was not governing were smitten before them , and many of them have mercy upon us miserable offenders,"

our lives right, and should do otherwise. Dis- were killed . When Jonah refused to go to .then such crying of His children troubles the

content would lord it over Cad and would Niniveh and, following his own will, fled to heart of God that He can not bear it, and He

prescribe to Him what to do and how to govern the sea , the hand of God found him , and in says : " See how they humble themselves ;

our lives ; but if heart and soul are resigned the belly of a fish he was brought back to the bear them appealing to my mercy ; I must

to the will of God , then do we honor Him as shore. By Moses God declared unto Israel, prove it that I am a God of mercy and must

God ; then do we acknowledge Him as the if they would keep His commandments and be up to help them .”

Lord of our lives , as our God whose will is would walk in His statutes, they should eat Seeing , therefore, that our God is such a

good and whose dispensations are for the best. the good of the land ; but if not , then His God of mercy, leading us on step by step to

Only if fully resigned to the will of God can vengeance and wrath would pursue them . the home above, let us cheerfully follow His

we from thefullness of the heart with a sincere And the whole history of that people tells us, guidance step by step , and though we must

soul say with Peter : “ To Ilim be glory and as often as they forsook the Lord to walk sometimes step into mire or on briars and

dominion for ever and ever," whereas when after their own thoughts, dire calamites came must make many a step when we can not well

the selfwilled ascribe glory and dominion to | upon them . Of selfwilled men Wisdom de- see where we are stepping, we should not let

God , such is nothing but deceit and hollow |clares in the 1st chapter of Proverbs : “ For that disquiet our hearts ; but we should trust

cant. Resigning ourselves to the hand of God that they hated knowledge, and did not choose that God knows what all these things are

is indeed rendering Him the highest service, the fear of the Lord : therefore shall they eat for , and experience will teach us to say with

because it is having Him truly for our God, of the fruit of their own way , and be filled Asaph : “ Thou shalt guide mewith thy counsel,

and this also involves that we commit all our with their own devices. ” They that walk and afterward receive me to glory." Amen .
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Polemical

а

concerning whom the great English poet Mil “ Good for Evil. ”

ton wrote these immortal words :

“ Avenge, O Lord ! thy slaughtered saints, whose The present unhappy position of the Afri

bones

“ The Roman Question.”
can blood -thirsty tyrant, King Mwanga, illus

Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold ; trates the fact that speedy retribution can

Even them , who kept Thy truth so ( ? ) pure of old , overtake cruelty and injustice even in the
In the Catholic American in the issue of When all our fathers worshiped stocks and stones ,

heart of pagan Africa, and it shows , too , how
April 13th there is an article on “ the Roman Forget not : in Thy book record their groans

forgiving and magnanimous a missionary of
question ” or on the restoration of the Pope's Who were Thy sheep, and in their ancient fold

Christ can be ; for about the only person intemporal power, as it may also be called . The Slain by the bloody Piemontese that rolled

Mother with infant down the rocks. " the world to give him now a helping hand is
article , as is editorially claimed in the same
issue, truly contains much food for thought. Think also of the martyrdom of John Huss the missionary Mackay, whom Mwanga often

It is one of the most insolent specimens of and Jerome of Prague in Constance in the threatened with death and kept a prisoner for

many months after he had slaughtered his
Roman Catholic literature ever offered to the years 1415 and 1416 respectively, also of the

Christian subjects and murdered Bishop Hanpublic. It shows us also what means and violent death of Savonarola in Florence, Italy,
what trickery are resorted to , in order to re- \ A. D. 1498 . And who slew our Lutheran nington. This fallen king, who, a few months

establish the temporal power of the roaring brethren and sisters in Germany, Austria , in ago, numbered his army by many thousands

Antichrist, who is fairly aching to devour the England , in the Netherlands, in Italy ? Was and his subjects by millions, was, at last ac

counts, 300 miles from his country , virtually
sheep of the Good Shepherd and to erase gen- it not the Pope ?

a prisoner in the hands of Arabs. He feared

uine Christianity from the face of the earth .

The article in question is so lengthy, that a

the Arabs would send him back to Uganda to
“ The Pope is the Father of all people. bemurdered,and so sent a message to Mackay,

full reprint of it in the Witness can not reason- Catholics and heretics, faithful and enemies,imploring him to come to Magu and take him
,

ably be demanded . But a few extracts from strangers and neighbors , warlike and peace
away . " Take me anywhere you like,” he

it with some comments in addition thereto may ful , all Christians have an equal title as his chil

prove interesting and instructive to the readers dren.” Is that so ? Why then does the Pope that he would go to Europe if Mackay would
said , “ or slay me, if you like.” He added

of the WITNESS . not aid us Lutherans financially in the establish take him there, for he had heard that a big

ment and maintenance of our schools , churches,

.After a few preliminary remarks the writer colleges and seminaries ? ButGod forbid,that king in trouble (meaning Napoleon III . ) had

once been welcomed to England when driven
of the article referred to asks : “ How can he we receive support for our institutions from

( the Pope ) , without being independent in the Archenemy of Christ. Keep your money ,
out of his country. Mr. Mackay, when he

temporal affairs, have the assurance of being Mr. Pope , keep it, lest the wrath ofGod de wrote, was about to start for Magu, in the

hope of getting the fallen king away from the
able to teach all nations? ” We answer : It scend upon us. To being your children and

is possible , that His Holiness ( ? ! ) have not enjoying your fatherhood, we by far prefer " If the English send an expedition here,”
Arabs and removing him to a place of safety .

the assurance of being able to teach all na- the childhood of God and the eternal imper- Mwanga used to say to Mackay, “ I will kill

tions , so long as he is devoid of temporal ishable gifts conferred by Him upon all His
you .” “ It becomes me,” writes Mackay

power ; but Christ's command to His apostles children .
now, “ to do all in my power to return him

to teach all nations and the promise of His

good for evil.” What a remarkable opporpresence with them all days even unto the end
“ The Roman question ” ( the restoration of

of the world , are sufficient assurance to His the temporal power ) “ is in the highest degree ter, and how nobly this humble missionary is
tunity to show forth the teachings of his Mas

true church of her ability to teach all nations an international one which deserves to be dis
improving it ! —Christian at Work.

the precious doctrines of the unadulterated cussed in an international congress.” O , oh !0

gospel. So there is no need of a Papal tem- Gamaliel, a learned Jewish Rabbi, once said :

poral power nor even of a Pope . “ If this counsel or this work be of men , it Professional Evangelists Becoming Op

will come to nought ; but if it be of God, ye
posed by their Former Patrons.

“ If the Holy Father is not master of a po- can not overthrow it.” Acts 5 , 38. 39. This

litical seat for his spiritual power, how can he, sentence may be supplemented by stating ex
On this subject a contemporary writes thus:

when needed, assemble around him the coun- plicitly , what alongside of its native meaning “ Everybody has heard of professional evan, ,
· ' ’

cils of bishops.” But is not the Holy Father ( ?) it implicitly contains, and that is this: " If a gelists like Sam Jones and Sam Small, men

infallible ? And can he therefore not get along work is of God , it can not be sustained nor
whom nobody had called to preach , but who

just as well without the bishops ? If not, then even actually and materially benefited by inter- filled the States with their noise and made

we answer the question of the Catholic writer ference of an alien power ; if the interference
money by it . The Methodists were jubilant

by saying, that the " successor of St. Peter” of such a power is necessary for the further about it , and did all in their power to promote

can assemble the councils of bishops with the ance and preservation of a work , then that the progress of the professionals, because they

greatest of ease . Let him try it once . Or if work is not of God . The application of this to expected to profit by it . It looks , however,
,

he is so foolish as to think that he can not, we Romanism the reader may make for himself.
as if their calculations for a rich harvest had

would suggest that he sell at auction to the
H. R.

not only failed entirely, but had worked in

highest bidder the many valuable presents re
jury to themselves, for we found the following

ceived by him during the jubilee year and The Samoans. singular statement in a southern church paper :

with the money purchase an island, say the • The Methodists are opposing the employment

Isle of St. Helena, and populate it with his
The Samoans, regarding whom so much in- of Evangelists. They are afraid their occupa

subjects. Then he would be independent. · terest is now felt , are considered the finest tion would then be gone. The following reso

race among the Polynesian Islands. They are lution on that subject was adopted at a recent

“ If the Pope is not independent in civil graceful,pleasing, of good physique, and have meeting of the St. Louis Conference of the

affairs, how can he condemn error and arrest a soft and musical language. They have been Methodist Episcopal Church , South, viz . : 'We

the diffusion of heresies ? ” Ha , ha ! Arrest converted to Christianity and are very moral do in the most solemn manner discourage,

the diffusion of heresies !! Spanish Inquisi- and honest. On Sunday no work is permitted upon the part of both our preachers and

tion !! That is letting the cat out of the bag. on shore, nor are natives allowed , it is said , people, all appeals to co -operate with all pro

Reader , recall to your mind the inhumanmas- to work on board ships in port. It is to be fessional evangelists ; and wedo, in the same

sacre of the thousands and tens of thousands hoped that the faith of these people in Chris- solemn manner, exhort all to return to the old

of Huguenots in France A. D. 1572 ; bear in tian nations may not be wronged through paths, and by works of faith and labors of

mind also the bloody persecutions suffered by violation of treaties. love prove the faithfulness of God's promises

the Waldenses in the 16th and 17th centuries , Illustrated Christian Weekly . and the efficiency of their own ministry . ' ”

:
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The Lutheran Witness.

Class Mail Matter.

says, “ You

to be done our fellow -man which we desire for and restoring one another in meekness . Of

ourselves ; self-praise is unlawful. this province of brotherly love St. Paul speaks

50. What natural theology teaches on these Gal . 6 , 1.2 , “ Brethren , if a man be overtaken

points in the fallen state of man we learn from in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .
authorities like Homer, who

says, " All men an one in the spirit of meekness ; considering

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st need the gods.” thyself, lest thou also be tempted . Bear ye

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

And Artemidorus says , " There is no people one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law
souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers ,

changes of addresses and all other businesscommunications without a god , none without a supreme ruler ; of Christ .”–

should be sentto Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., but some honor the gods in one manner, some This worthy lesson on brotherly love we
St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de

in another . ” have taken from FRESENIUS, Heilsame Bepartment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in Cicero says , “ Among so many kinds of creat- trachtungen ueber die Sonn- und Festtags
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

ures , there is none besides man which has any Evangelien , 1750 , pages 1435—1438 .
draft is at the risk of the sender .

knowledge of God ; among men there is no

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo., as Second people so wild and savage as not to know that
That Pearl without Price , the Peace

they must have a god , even if they do not know
of Christ .

what one. "
ST. LOUIS, MO. , May 7, 1889.

Plutarch may see states without

What is the peace of Christ ? It does not

walls, without laws, without coins , without consist in an absolute freedom from the temp

Theological Extracts and Canons.
writing ; but a people without a god , without tations of the world and of sin, nor in a con

prayer, without religious exercises and sacri- tinual rest from every vexation , trouble and
From BAIER -WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae

and trom OLEARII Summa universae theologiae. fices, has no man seen .”
affliction of this present life , nor in a constant

feeling of the sweet and blest sensation of
Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

Constitution of Theology. Brotherly Love. God's gracious presence ; such would indeed

be the peace sought by the world and by the
44. Natural theology is contained in the law

2. PAPER : WHAT IT IS .
Christian's own flesh . The peace of Christ

of nature , or in the moral law , and is occupied

In our last number we told our readers what is that God hath made peace with man, is
consists of two blessings . The first of these

in part directly and immediately with God , and

in part with man's very self or with his fellow- brotherly love is not, this time we shall tell
no longer angered at him , is his Friend and

man , its last bearing, however, always being them what it is and how it works.

Father, no longer imputes his sins to him and
towards God . “ Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the

takes true pleasure in man.
45. Religion is a word of Latin origin . Some Christ is born of God : and whosoever loveth

believed with Cicero that it was found in leg , to Him that begat, loveth him also that is be that man feels contented in the fact that he
The second blessing of Christ's peace is

gather, to observe carefully,-- hence religion gotten of Him ,” 1 John 5 , 1. These wordshath God's grace and is a child of God , and

came from relegere ; but others believed with contain the answer to the question , Why do
consequently does not , as all other men do,

Lactantius that it was found in lig , to bind , to true Christians love one another so affection
now first begin to seek after happiness. If

tie fast ,-hence the word came from religare ately ? Because they are born of God, or re
such a man be poor, he will not seek to be

-Augustine, however , prefers religere. Both generated by Him . They have received of come rich , and if riches increase with him , he

derivations are possible , but the latter is most God the same spiritual nature , the same spirit- will not set his heart upon them ; if such a

generally received, and in its defense read the ual mind and perceive the image ofGod in one man fare ill , he does neither murmur nor de

following : another. This image, this mind , this spiritual spair, and if he fares well, he is not thereby

46. Lactantius ( Inst. Div . IV . c . 28 ) says , nature they love , because they love God from low estate and despised in this world, he doesmade haughty or self-reliant ; if he be of a

“ For we are created on this condition, that we whom cometh this power. not grieve thereat, and if he be honored and

pay just and due obedience toGod who created Pertaining to themanifestations of brotherly exalted , he is neither puffed up nor does he

us , that we should know and follow Him alone. love , we must say that its workings are partly tickle himself on account of such glory ; in

We are bound and tied to God by this chain internally , partly externally .
brief, he is not a being which must first seek

of piety ; from which religion itself received
after his fortune, but he hath already found

Internally true Christians are possessed of

" In the same chapter, a little farther a sincere mutual affection . The mark that it bodily good and protection against various
it . He indeed also asks of God this and that

its name.

on , he also says , " The name of religion is de- is such an affection as required by brotherly bodily and spiritual evils ; but however God

rived from the bond of piety ( vinculo pietatis ), love, consists in the fact, that we esteem a wills to lead him , his true fortune or treasure ,

because God has tied ( Deus religavit ) man to child of God highly , because he is a child of the glorious exchange for everything else , his

Himself, and bound him by piety ; for we must God and is spiritually minded ; and when we him than the riches, pleasures and glory ofrealand proper blessing which is dearer to

serveHim as a master, and be obedient to Him love the good that is in him , in such a manner the whole world , yea dearer to him than the

as a father. ” asnot to take pleasure in his faults, but avoid very supremest spiritual gifts and churchly

47. Augustine ( De Civ . Dei X , 3 ) says , such faults earnestly and try to free bim of the honors — is God's grace. With this he is most

“ For Ile is the fountain of our happiness, He same.
readily contented , and he adds finally to all his

the end of all our desires . Being attached to Externally brotherly love worketh in such petitions: But, Lord, as Thou wilt ; whether
Externally brotherly love worketh in such Thou givest me fortune ormisfortune, riches

Him , or rather let me say , re -attached ,—for a way as to make Christians ready to minister or poverty, health or sickness , glory or con

we had detached ourselves and lost hold of among themselves sincerely. And in this re- tempt, joy or sorrow , strong faith or weak

Him , --being, I say , re - attached to Him , we spect it is either a refreshing or a forbearing faith, life or death, when , where and how Thou

tend towards Him by love , that we may rest love .
wilt - only do not take Thy grace from me ;

in Him , and find our blessedness by attaining It is a refreshing love if we so minister On this account the Holy Scriptures state that
as long as I enjoy Thy grace, I am contented.

that end . " among ourselves that we become mutually re- true Christians must not first expect eternal

48. The natural law or the law of nature is freshed , strengthened and gladdened . This life in yonder world , but possess the first

not the law of the universe, by which every is done either in the spiritual affections when fruits thereof already in this present life , pos

creature consists and observes its order ; but we rejoice with those that rejoice in God ; or
sess life everlasting as to its beginning already

on earth .

it is the law of the human nature . by words , in the communion of prayer and In conclusion we are glad to own that this

49. The general principles of natural law in edifying communications which are a real beautiful description of Christ's peace is not

are these:-God exists and must be worshiped ; strengthening of spiritual life ; or by works, our own, but by one who hath entered , as we

parents must be honored ; we should injure in mutual well-doing, by assistance in distress all hope, into the mansions of eternal peace,

no-one ; we must be true to our promises; we and in all possible aid .
namely by DR . WALTHER, in 1864, in explana

tion of the words : " Peace I leave with you,
should not do to others 'what we do not want But it is also a forbearing love , by bearing my peace I give unto you : not as the world

done to ourselves ; we should desire the same one another's burdens , faults and infirmities, giveth, give I unto you.” John 14 , 27.
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church News..

women .

seven .

use and without the consent of the congrega- The Quakers Recovering from one of

tion , might cause great offense and be suffi their Great Follies.

cient cause for indictment .

The Yearly Meeting of Iowa Friends has
A Remarkable Ecclesiastical Trial

Confirmation Services in Denver, Colo. This is a radical departure from the erroneous
adopted a systematic plan for a paid pastorate.

is about to take place in England . “ Briefly

stated , Dr. King, the Bishop of Lincoln , has
principles and practice of the Friends, and is

The morning of yesterday at the German exciting comment throughout this country and
been cited before Archbishop Benson at Lam

Lutheran church was taken up almost entirely

beth Palace to answer charges accusing him of by the administering of confirmation to five have the office of the ministry.
England. Heretofore the Quakers would not

practices savoring too strongly of Romanism. girls and five boys asfollows: Emma Kessler,

The charges were preferred by an auctioneer , Lina Rothenbach, Katie Schoeneweis, Mary

representing the Church Association , an or- Schwab, Anna Horn, Louis Schiermeyer , Ben The Bal!-Room's Tyranny.

ganization which has for its object the sup- A. Knorr, Christ Hodzel, Max Pratze and B.

pression of ritualism . Dr. King appeared be L. Matz . The opium habit is said to be very preva

fore the ‘ Curia Audientiæ Cantuariensis,' a For six months the children have been spend lent at Washington, especially among society
court which has not met since 1696, and de- ing from one hour and a half to two hours every The endless round of balls and re

clined to recognize its authority, asking to be morning of the week being instructed in the ceptions destroys their nervous systems, and

tried by all the bishops of the province. The doctrines of the Lutheran church and yesterday in order to obtain sleep they resort to opiates

Archbishop will decide the question of juris- was their examination, as itwere. Thepastor, of various kinds, finally becoming contirmed

diction . The peculiarity ofthe cause, the fact Rev. H. Rauh, propounded fully 500 questions opium consumers and ready to sacrifice every

that the court has notmet for nearly two hun- to the children . The examination lasted fully thing for the coveted drug.

dred years , the high character of the accused,
an hour and a half and the children certainly

This report of the Cynosure tells us anew

and the fact that the trial is really a great showed their thorough understanding of the what dreadful reward the devil pays all his

struggle between high and low churchmen, doctrines of the church and particulars of the servants.

between those of ritualistic tendencies and
life of Christ.

those who condemn any leaning toward Ro The choir of twenty -five voices under the The Old School Readers and the New.

manism , make the case of great interest, es
leadership of Professor J. G. Kramer sung the

pecially in England and in high church circles Hosannahı” in a very creditable manner,
"

The old school readers used to begin with

in this country.
while a select choir of nine singers rendered such sentences as , “ The fear of the Lord is

“ There are ten counts in the indictment, the 23d Psalm , “ The Lord is My Shepherd.” the beginning of wisdom ,” or , “ Thou shalt

but they virtually resolve themselves into The church , which is at 1846 Arapahoe not steal.” Now they begin with pictures of

These are , putting them as briefly as street, was simply packed, many having to pigs or something, and such sentences as ,

possible: The use of altar lights ; of themixed stand outside and listen through the open " This is a hog , and a hog has bristles.”: ”

chalice ; of the eastward position during the doors . — Daily News. April 15 , 1889 . That is the way George Francis Train puts it .

acts of consecration and during the previous

part of the communion service ; causing the

A Turkish Censor of the Press ." Agnus Dei ' to be sung immediately after the
Geology not an Infallible Science .

prayer of consecration ; making the sign of

the cross during absolution and benediction The new censor of the press , appointed in
The science of geology, like some other

It is
in the communionservice;ceremonially cleans- November last by the Turkish Government, sciences, is not yet an exact science.

ing the paten and chalice after the communion requires of the editors of the Zornitza, the not very long since the chief geologist of the

service, and drinking before the congregation Bulgarian religious paper published by our would eat all the coal thatwas everfound in
British government of India declared that he

the wine and water . mission at Constantinople, that duplicate
“ For these offenses the bishop was sum- copies of all matter be placed in his hands India.” But there are now 105 collieries open

moned to appear before the Archbishop. No two days before it is given to the public. He and in operation in India, and these produced

bishop has been summoned before this juris- then mutilates the articles , not merely those 1,400,000 tons of coal in 1886 .

diction since 1696 , when the Bishop of Saint having a political bearing, but those in the

A Live Order of Service.David's was tried for simony, the result be- religious and educational departments , on the

ing that he was removed from his see , and ground that there may be a political inter

Rev. Bartholomew Edwards, rector of Ashill,
invoked the Court of King's Bench in vain to pretation placed upon wordsinnocent in them

set aside the verdict.
selves. Among the words which are uniformly and the oldest clergyman in England, died

stricken out are " union ” and “ freedom .” In recently at the age of one hundred years .
“ Archbishop Benson summoned as his as

-
sessors the Bishops of London , Winchester, the sentence in the Sunday -school lesson , From long practice he could go through the

Oxford , Salisbury and Rochester. Allof these,
“ Ruth's union with the family of Elimelech church service , including the Psalms, without

had freed her from idolatry,” the words we having to refer to the prayer -book.

except the last , are high churchmen . It was

have italicized were striken out. Only after
a picturesque scene in the old Lambeth Palace
when Dr. King, the accused Bishop, rose to representations made by the American Lega

Against Nativism .

face his judges. Dr. King has a calm digni- tion was the paper permitted to speak of the

-fied bearing , and a rich , melodious voice, which United States of America. - Miss.Herald. A celebrated American minister very prop

wooed the close attention of his judges when erly said , that the present cry against immi

he began his formal protest against the pro- IntermarriagesBetween near Relatives . gration is devoid of common sense, as that

ceeding. Charged with Romanish tendencies, sort of thing has prevailed since the time of

the Bishop of Lincoln began his defense by A Vienna letter in the New York Tribune Christopher Columbus. With the exception

asserting his unadulterated Protestantism . says : “ At the present moment there is of the few Indians, all Americans are Amer

What he wanted was more bishops to try him . scarcely a single royal family in Europe which icans thanks to immigration.

Bishop King's action in declining to be tried is not afflicted with some terrible kind of he

by the court was a great surprise.” reditary infirmity, produced, as a rule, by Our Only True Triumphs .

Chicago Inter -Ocean .
too frequent intermarriages between near rel

Most of these tep " counts of indictment” atives for several hundred years past, which Dean Alford has said : " Our only true tri

seem very indifferent and insignificant to us. lias resulted in the impoverishment and vitia - umphs are God's triumphis over us . Ilis de

Yet their introduction where they were not in tion of the blood .” feats of us are our only true victories."
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Hearth and Home.

Paradise Lost I

hopes , fears , and hatred . It is still possible to a entering the towers , were well-worn by the

moneyless Indian to become vizier of a dynasty feet of the countless soldiers who, for cent

older than forty centuries , or finance minister uries , passed to and fro on guard .

“ Ahasuarus reigned from India even of a new prince, whose personal fortune in In order to duly appreciate this great Chi

unto Ethiopia.” Esther 1 , 1 .
hard cash is double that of the late Emperor ' nese work , it may be interesting to mention a

William , or the abbot of a monastery richer few historical facts . Portions of the great

“ Which far outshone the Wealth of Ormus or of Ind.'s than Glastonbury ever was , owner of an estate wall were constructed by the northern feudal

that covers a county , head of a firm whose States long before the birth of Christ ; but

transactions may vie with those of the Barings they were only united in one continuous wall

For eighty years , at least , writers have en- or Bleichroeders. One man , Jule Pershad by during the reign of the most celebrated em

deavored to bring home to the outside world name , fed and transported the army which peror of the Tsin dynasty , about 204 B. C. ,

a knowledge of the vastness of India , but , so conquered the Punjaub. — The Critic , Halifax . when China was really consolidated . It was

far as can be perceived, have failed . The this same emperor - styled by modern histo

average man , says the Fortnightly Review , rians the Napoleon of China — who signalized

reads what they say , learns up their figures, The Great Wall of China. his reign , not only by completing the great

tries to understand their descriptions , but wall , but by attempting a yet more difficult

fails , for all his labor, to realize what India Being in Pekin some twenty years ago , task, that of silencing the criticisms of the

is a continent as large as Europe west of the writer visited the great wall of China , its Literati against his rule , and the annibilation

the Vistula ,and with 30,000,000 more people, nearest approach being some eighty miles of the Chinese classics !

fuller of ancient nations , of varieties of civil- north of Pekin . Hours before reaching it , The union of the older walls was a great

ization , of armies , nobilities, priesthoods , or- this gigantic rampart and grandest work of military work for the protection of the northern
ganizations of every conceivable purpose , from man formed a striking feature of the land- confines of the empire from the incursions of

the spreading of great religions down to sys- scape , as it extended as far as the eye could warlike and hostile tribes. In our day the
tematic murder. There are twice as many reach , over valley, hill and mountain . construction of the great wall of China is re

Bengalese' as there are Frenchmen ; the Hin- The writer spent an entire day on the top garded as a foolish and wanton expenditure

dostans, properly so-called , outnumber the of the wall and towers , walking and climbing of treasure, life and labor. But there is much

whites in the United States ; the Mahrattas certainly twenty -five miles . Theword climbing to be said in its favor ; for over seven hun

would fill Spain , the people of the Punjaub , is used purposely, for many portions of the dred years it was a secure bulwark against the

with Seinde, are double the population of wall are exceedingly steep . If merely mount- fierce barbarian waves that beat against its

Turkey, and I have named four of the more ing these sections of the wall is exhausting, base for over a thousand miles. Besides , it

silent divisions . what must have been the human toil in lifting did not cost as much , probably , as Europe

Everything is on the same bewildering the materials to these rugged heights ? spends and loses in a single year in preserving

scale . The fighting people of India, whose One of the most remarkable facts about peace and balance of power.-- Christian World .

males are as big as ourselves , as brave as the great wall is , that it runs straight up the But this great wall of China can not compare

ourselves , and more regardless of death than steepest mountain -sides, follows their summit with the walls of Zion , of which Isaiah saith ,

ourselves , number at least 120,000,000, equal where the direction favors, and as abruptly 26 , 1 , " We have a strong city ; salvation will

to Gibbon's calculation of the population of descends into the deepest ravines and valleys, God appoint for walls and bulwarks."

the Roman empire. There are 400,000 trained without attempting to seek the lowest levels,

brown soldiers in native service , of whom we in this respect defying all the rules of modern

hear perhaps once in ten years , and at least military or civil engineering. How they intend to bring the Moon

2,000,000 men who think their proper pro- Long portions of the great wall and towers within a few thousand Feet

fession is arms, who would live by arms if are in excellent preservation , considering the of the Earth .

they could , and of whom we in England wear and tear of ages. Near towns and rivers

never hear a word . If the Prussian conscrip- the materials have been removed for build- The lens of the new instrument for the uni

tion were applied in India , we should , with ing and other purposes. In fact , the writer versity of Los Angeles is to be forty inches in

out counting reserves or landwehr, or any himself carried away several of the great, diameter, and Mr. Clark claims he is able to

force not summoned in time of peace , have well-worn bricks . make one five feet in diameter-one which

2,500,000 soldiers actually in barracks, with That there should be any serious doubt of will bring the moon within a few thousand

800,000 recruits coming up every year -- a the existence of this wall or of its vast bulk , feet of the earth . It is simply a question of

force with which not only Asia , but the world , solidity , age , or length, is simply absurd . time and money - mainly money , as a tele

might be subdued . There are tens of millions Lord Macartney , when he visited it , estimated scope with a five - foot lens , properly mounted ,

of prosperous peasants , whose hoardings make that the cubic yards of materials used in its would cost $ 1,000,000. If Mr. Clark's position

of India the grand absorbent of the precious construction exceeded in bulk all the materials is true , and there is every reason to believe

metals , tens of millions of peasants besides of all the buildings of Great Britain put to- that it is , astronomy, a science which has been

whose poverty , fellahs or Sicilians or Con- gether. The writer took measurements of the practically at a stand for years, will take giant

nought men , are rich ; millions of the artisans , wall , which averaged twenty -five feet high and strides. There will be practically no limit to

ranging from the men who build palaces to the fifteen feet thick, the foundations being of cut the discoveries it can make, and there should

men who , nearly naked and without tools , do stone laid in regular courses with mortar. The come from it some practical benefits. Each

the humblest work of the potter . sides of the wall , the parapets , and the towers year we will know more of the heavens, and

Every occupation which exists in Europe are constructed of burnt bricks. The inner of all sciences astronomy will be changed from

exists also in India . The industry of the vast portion of the wall is filled with earth and the slowest to the most progressive .

continent never ceases , for India, with a pop- broken stone well rammed and compacted , Philadelphia Press.

ulation in places packed beyond European pre- while the top , between the parapets , is paved

cedent, imports either nothing to eat or drink , with bricks and stones . About every thousand

and but for theEuropeans would import nothing feet there is a tower , some thirty - five feet high, Advising the Young.

whatever . She is sufficient ofherself for every- forming a part of the wall itself , but project

thing save silver. Amid these varied mas- ing beyond and overlooking the face of the Always give precedence to elders, visitors

ses , these 250,000,000 whose varied descrip- wall on either side . These towers evidently and superiors. Offer them the best seat at

tions would fill volumes, the tide of life flows formed the guard -rooms or barracks for the the table, the best place by the fire and the

as vigorously as in Europe. There is as much soldiers ; and the stone staircases which led first of everything. Go, farther than mere

labor, as much contention , as much ambition, from the top of the wall to the ground on the form and see that they are comfortable and

as much crime , as much variety of careers, southern side , as well as the stone thresholds happy.
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But so

Is the United States a Christian Nation ? concerned are entitled to equal respect, belief , it can not support itself, and God does not

and practice in this country. care to support it , so that its professors are

These proofs for our being a Christian na- obliged to call for help of the civil power, it

This question is answered in the affirmative tion, it is evident, we trust, are unsound ; let is a sign, I apprehend , of its being a bad one .'

by most Christians living in our glorious coun
us throw them overboard . If this is all that Justice Story said : ' It was deemed advisable

try. Let us see if the allirmation is based upon
can be adduced as proof , that we are a Chris- to exclude from the national government all

truth . How do those who hold that we are a
tian nation , then the assertion may fearlessly power upon the subject. The Catholic and

Christian nation prove or attempt to prove be made , that we are not a Christian nation. the Protestant, the Calvinist and the Armenian ,

such to be a fact ? Some would be proofs for
In order to set forth the truth of this prop- the Jew and the Infidel may sit down to the

our national Christianity have recently come osition more plainly , it must continually be common table of our national councils.' A

to our notice in the Rocky Mountain News , a
borne in mind , what constitutes a nation . A treaty adopted between the United States and

leading political paper in this section of the nation is a mass of people living in a given Tripoli , Nov. 4 , 1796, signed by GeorgeWash

country . Before giving his reasons, why we country and governed according to given laws, ington, contains this sentiment: “ The govern

are a Christian nation, the editor of the News which are in conformity with a certain so- ment of the United States is not in any sense

in the issue of April 11 , by way of general called constitution. Now in order to deter- founded on the Christian religion . '

remark, says : “ It is singular, that an intelli- mine , whether a nation is monarchical, aristo- These sentiments express the Lutheran doc

gent person should question a proposition that
cratic , or democratic, reference must be had trine concerning church and state . The church

is so palpably true.” That proposition, how to the constitution of that nation and not to and «the state are two radically different in

ever , is not so palpably true, as the editor the private opinions of its different members. stitutions, each moving in a sphere peculiar

would imagine . “ The truth is,” the editor For granted that, in the present day, a ma- to itself . Let each remain in its own sphere ;

says a few sentences further onward, “ that it jority ofour people , which, however, we hope , let neither interfere with the affairs of the

( the first amendment to the Constitution of the is not the case , were monarchical in their views other. Both have a work to perform ; let each

United States ) merely establishes an equality and tendencies, would that make our nation perform the work appointed to itself.

of rights among Christian denominations and a monarchy ? Not at all ! But those people Now judging us as a nation according to

incidentally admits and tolerates unbelief.” could make this nation monarchical , provided the constitution of the United States , which

This sentence misrepresents the first Amend- they were sufficiently strong in numbers to is the one and only true and legitimate man

ment entirely ; but even if the sentence con- have the constitution altered according to their ner to judge us as a nation , it must be plain

tained the truth , does the fact, we ask , that wishes and actually had this done.
to an unbiased mind, that we are not a Chris

the nation in its constitution establishes, and long as that has not been accomplished, the tian nation . But thank God, there is a goodly

that merely establishes an equality of rights nation remains a democracy, in consequence number of true Christians in the nation, who

among the various Christian denominations, of the constitution declaring it such and act- are the salt of the country and the light of

constitute it a Christian nation ? No , no more, ually constituting it such. its people, and , says Dr. M. Luther : " For

than does the " incidental toleration of un
Likewise, if we wish to determine whether their sake God preserves all other classes of

belief” constitute it an infidel nation .

the United States as a nation is a religibus na- people , yea the entire universe, and dispenses

One of the " reasons” whyweare a Christian tion, we must not ask : are the majority of so much goodness and so many gifts to them ;

nation according to the News is the following: the people religious or not ? But recourse and if they would die out , the world would im

" The nation was established by Christians and must be had to the constitution . Now is the mediately perish , as was the case with Sodom

is still mainly composed of the same class of United States a religious nation ? Yes , if the and Gomorrah.” Commentary on Ps. 118 .

beings . ” But an institution established by word religion is taken in its broadest sense ; God grant that every reader of the WITNESS

Christians is not necessarily a Christian insti- for the constitution , indirectly at least, as we may always be as salt and light in his imme.

tution ; the churchfair of the Roman Catholic take it , recognizes a God , a Supreme Being , diate surrounding !

churches in Denver, which was mentioned in for instance in Art. II , Sec . 1 , No. 9 . But is Denver, Colo . , April 22 , 1889 . H. R.

No. 15 of the WITNESS , was gotten up and was the United States a Christian nation ? No !

patronized by personsdenominated Christians; for nowhere in the constitution can there be

but did that fact make it a Christian affair ? found one word , that recognizes the Christian A Larder Strangely Filled.

Then it is not true , that the nation at the God and the Christian religion , nor that can

present time is mainly composed of Chris- be construed as recognizing them . So little Missionaries whilst prosecuting their work

tians . Statistics serve to show , that only one does the constitution even dream of doing this , have at times to bear many hardships and to

third of the population of the country is pro- that it forbids it in its very first Amendment, feel many anxieties ; but they often find that

fessedly Christian . Another proof advanced which is as follows : " Congress shall make no man's extremity is God's opportunity .”

for our being a Christian nation is the fact , law respecting an establishment of religion , or Witness the case of the Rev. Dr. Douthwaite,

as the editor says , that the Christian religion prohibiting the free exercise thereof ; or abridg- of the China Inland Mission, who thus records

was recognized in various conventions prior ing the freedom of speech or of the press ; or the way in which much - needed supplies of

to the Continental Congress , also in that con- the right of the people peaceably to assemble, food and money were obtained from God in

gress , also in the constitution, in so far as and to petition the government for a redress answer to prayer:

the latter has " the provision that precludes of grievances." When I was in the city of Wunchau , with

congress from prohibiting the free exercise In the Rocky Mountain News of March 25 two other families ofour missionaries, we were

thereof'.” But recognizing the Christian re- of the present year, there is an article , in a long time without a supply of funds. We

ligion in the manner in which the constitution which the following wordsoccur pertaining to had run very short of money, and , as it drew

does this , does not make the respective person the Christian religion and the constitution of towards Christmas-time, we began to expect

or nation a Christian person or nation . For the United States : “ In a letter published in some from England, which was our usual

how is it recognized ? Is it recognized by the the Sentinel, Dec. 5 , 1789, addressed to the source of supply. All the money was used

nation in its constitution by declaring it to be Presbyterians of New Hampshire and Massa- up , but we said , “ The steamer will be in at

the religion of the nation ? No ! the Christian chusetts ( who had complained of the omission Christmas, and then we shall surely get some

religion is recognized by the nation only in so of an acknowledgment of God in the consti- more." Christmas evening came, and with it

far as in its constitution itdeclares this religion tution, George Washington said that religion the steamer , but no money for us, nothing to

to be one which the members of the nation was left out of that document, 'because it be- encourage us at all . Our hopes seemed dashed

may believe and the precepts of which they longs to the churches and not to the state .' to the ground . We knew that we could get

may practice . Then the Christian religion is ‘Religion ,' said Madison, ' is notwithin the pur- no more money from our usual source for

not even definitely or separately mentioned, view of human government.' Benjamin Frank- probably fifteen days . We went as usual ,

but all other religions are placed on the same lin wrote , Oct. 9 , 1780 : “When a religion is good and told the Lord all about it , for we went

plan with it , and as far as the constitution is I conceive that it will support itself , and when out to China knowing that we had only God

a

1
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a

to depend upon ; and we were quite satisfied effect. But Peter's case teaches us a lesson , the confirmation of these children a gentleman

that that was enough for us , and we told our which we will all do well to heed , and ever be was also confirmed in the presence of the con

wants to Ilim . on our guard and beware of confidence in gregation . - Some time ago eight other adults

Now you will see how , that day, the Lord ourselves. This St. Paul did , who states were received by baptism and by confirmation.

having shut up one source to try our faith , concerning himself : “ So fight I , not as one -Our hall bore quite a festive appearance by

opened others. Before dinner - time a China- that beateth the air : but I keep under my having been tastefully decorated with flowers,

man came along with a large piece of beef, body and bring it into subjection." 1 Cor. green plants, and palm -trees . — On Easter

and said , “ I want you to accept this as a 9 , 26. 27. And chapter 10 , v . 12 , he most morning the Lord's Supper was celebrated

present. I have received a great deal of emphatically cautions us, saying : “ Let him and in the afternoon the children of the Sun

medicine from you. You have done megood, that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he day School had their Easter festival with

and you would not take any money . Will you fall.” music, recitations, and responsive readings of

please take this ? ” I took it , and thanked The best example of a person who success appropriate Scripture passages .

God for it. Soon afterwards, in came another fully resisted Satan is the example of our April, 1889 . CHAS. F. WILLIAMS .

Chinaman , a gentleman, with coolie walking Lord himself, when He was tempted of Satan

behind him with a large bamboo over bis in the wilderness . Satan availed himself of
Good if True.

shoulder, and a basket hanging from each every opportunity in his attempts to seduce

end . The man put the things down in the Christ into sin . At first he tried to induce The pulpit of Emanuel's church at Norr

reception -room , and I was asked to come Christ to convert, by meansofthe powerof His koeping in Sweden is reported to be connected

down . I went down and opened the basket , word, stones into bread and to eat thereof in by telephone with the central office, which

and found in it four hams and some little order to satisfy His hunger. But the Saviour distributes the wired sermons to private per

things besides . He said , “ I want you to ac- of mankind, knowing that to be the hour of sons unable to attend church.

cept this as a present." I did so , and thanked temptation, referred Satan to the word of

God for it. In came another Chinaman with Holy Writ and firmly based Himself on that ,
Hospitals for Lepers in Norway .

a fat pheasant and some chickens and a basket and warded off the strokes of the evil one by

of eggs , and he asked me to accept these : I means of that word. On a second occasion

did accept them and thanked God for them . the Tempter also appealed to Scripture in way, three of which are in the old fishing
There are five hospitals for lepers in Nor

But that was not all . Before evening a Eu- order to make the reasonableness of his re

ropean, connected with the consular service, quest, that Christ should cast Himself down tenderly cared for by Deaconesses, who in
town of Bergen. These unfortunates are

came along , bringing with him a coolie carry- from the pinnacle of the temple, all the more the love of Christ do not shrink back from the

ing a huge turkey . He said , " See, I have plausible . But the Son of God called Satan's
most repulsive sickness.

been feeding this turkey for you six months. attention to another passage of the Bible,

Will you accept it ? ” Thus the Lord provided which , brought into connection with the pas

for us, and we had an abundance of food for sage quoted by Satan , clearly proved that The Prohibition Theory can Never Take

the whole of us, although our usual supply Satan made a false application of his passage. the Place of the Gospel .

was cut off . And the third attempt of Satan to induce

Toward the evening I received a letter from Christ to sin was also, frustrated by a third
The Buddhists, Brahmins, Confucians and

the Custom -house officers, saying that, as I appeal on the part of Christ to the Scriptures. Mohammedans,numbering 700,000,000 souls,

had gratuitously attended to them in cases of Thus Christ has by Ilis own example shown have had prohibition over a thousand years.

sickness , they had subscribed to purchase a uis , what a powerful weapon , when rightly
It did not make them moral men at heart .

case of instruments for me, but not knowing employed ,the word of God is in resisting the The Gospel alone makes men truly moral.

what I wanted , would I kindly accept the archenemy of our souls . O that all Christians
Notice.

money ? Of course I kindly did . They sent at all times would solidly plant themselves

with the letter a roll of $70 . Our hearts were upon the word of God , that sure foundation ! In reply to several inquiries the undersigned

full of joy. We gave God thanks for all He O that they would employ this mighty weapon would state that the old list of subscribers for the

had done for us ; and it is always a joy to in their warfare with Satan and resist him Book of Concord is counted as yet being valid , so

me to look back upon that occasion and other steadfast in the faith , always being sober and that those who subscribed then need not renew

similar ones, and remember what God has vigilant and never trusting in their own per- gressing slowly. We need many more before the
their subscription . Our list of subscribers is pro

done. - Christian Herald .
sonal strength, but rather placing unlimited work can realise. Address :

confidence in the sufficiency of divine grace ! Rev. F. KUEGELE,

Then we would not hear of so many back
Koiner's Store, Augusta Co. , Va.

sliders ; then the church of Christ would pos

sess double its present power and have greater Acknowledgment.

Resisting Satan .
influence in proportion among sinners , both

Received per Rev. C. F. W. Meyer for sale of Pro
of which would redound to the glory of God ceedings $ 4.40 .

and be conducive to the conversion and salva- Received of St. Paul's Congregation, Easter col
IV .

tion of the ungodly . - H . R.
lection , to defray expenses of President to Synodical

Christians in their resistance of Satan must
Conference $ 1.25 .

April 27, 1889. C. F. LANGE, Treas.

also beware of trusting in their own personal

strength . It is not an uncommon thing for a Baltimore, Md . , News. Subscriptions Paid .

Christian on beholding the fall of a fellow

Christian to say in a boastful manner : “ I Yesterday was Palm Sunday, and a beauti- Rev. P.Klindworth ,William Penn , Tex ., (VII) $ 1.00

can not understand, how such and such a ful day it was in our beautiful city : perfect
Arthur Hartmann, Denver, Col., ( VII 23 to

VIII 22 ) 1.00

person could commit such and such a grievous weather, soft breezes and bright sunshine. It Henry Peters Denver, Col WJ1c23 to VTV 133 1.00
sin . I am a sinner also , it is true ; but I

, Marshfield , Mo., (VIII)

was a day of rejoicing for our little Emmanuel Rev.W.C. Kohn, Chicago,Ill . , (VIIVIII.IX) 5.00

never would have suffered myself to become English Ev.-Luth. Church, because our first Rev.W.G.Polack, Dudleytown, Ind . , (VI .
VII )

2.00

guilty of doing such a thing. ” But thou , children were confirmed on this day by our F. Scheuerma
nn , Buffalo , N. Y. , (VI ) 1.00

that speakest thus, thou dost not sufficiently pastor. There were six girls and one hoy, Rev.H.F. Hoyer.Hanover,Kans.,(VII,VII 2.00

know thyself, as yet , no more than Peter knew from fourteen to seventeen years old . They
M. Lund, Marysville, ( 20 to

VIII 19 )

himself, when Christ predicted that he would passed a rigid examination in the six parts of Rev. E. Th.Klaus,Millbank,Dak.,(VII.VIII 2.0
deny Him , and when Peter felt , as it were, Luther's Small Catechism to their own credit, Miss E. Krimer, Allegheny, Pa ., ( VII 23 to

Rev. Geo. Wildermuth , Edgerton , Wis , ( VII ) 1.00

insulted , when Christ not only considered to the joy of their relatives and to the great VIII 22 )

him capable of denial, but also spoke to that satisfaction and pleasure of all present. After

Niscellaneous.

1.00

1.00

CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .
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our Épistle Postil.

Rom . 8 ,

honor to suffer with Christ ; but there is also and duration ; they blow over and the sun will

another man in us, the old Adam , and he shine again . Therefore David says: “ Weep

hates the cross . He is always busy to make ing may endure for a night, but joy cometh in

our afflictions appear so great , so unbearable the morning .'
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

as to discourage us and to persuade us to Nee And even though the Christian's afllictions

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE the cross of Christ. Because of the weakness should continue all his lifetime without inter

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. of the flesh the heart often becomes impatient ruption or respite , nevertheless they remain a

in afflictions, but that we should exercise temporal thing, ending in death . Though last
By Rev. F. Kuegele .

ourselves in patience and should daily grow ing for eighty years or ninety years , they have

therein , this is the will of God . Therefore their appointed limit ; for the moment the soul

IV . Sunday after Trinity . the Bible is so full of comforting words for departs from the body the Christian's suffer

18-23 . the suffering Christian to teach us patience in ings are ended forever . Why then should we

hope . The text before us points out to us : make so much of the sufferings of this present

DEARLY BELOVED IN THE LORD OUR SAVIOUR :
TWO REASONS FOR CHEERFULNESS IN

time ? They are sufferings in time, for a time

--Faith makes the Christian , love manifests SUFFERINGS:
and end with time. Not likely will a man

the Christian, affliction tries the Christian. These are suffer more for Christ's sake, than Paul did ;

Faith and love are only then approved when I. the shortness of our sufferings , yet he here includes himself and represents

tried and purified in the oven of afllictions. II . the sufferings of the created things.
our, hence also his own sufferings , as a small

Only by sufferings do we become tried , settled , matter, and to the Corinthians he writes : " Our

unwavering in true godliness. Because this
I.

light afflictions, which is but for a moment.”

is so , therefore God lays the cross on the The first reason why we Christians,--for How could Paul so greatly disregard the uum

shoulders of all His children , sending them the apostle is here speaking of the children of berless afflictions , the severe sufferings to

many and manifold afllictions. This cross God , should be patient in suffering , he ex- which he was subjected ? It was not because

David, the man after the heart of God , ex- presses in the words : “ I reckon that the suf- it did not hurt him when he was stoned , or

perienced abundantly ; therefore he says : ferings of this present time are not worthy to be smart him when he was striped, or torment

“ My sorrow is continually before me,” and compared with the grefy which shall be revealed him when Satan's messenger buffeted him .;

Job , whose piety God Ilimself praises, says : in us ." From these tords we should first of he had flesh and blood as well as we and

" O ) that my grief were thoroughly weighed , all learn that by our sufferings, in this world suffering was painful yg him as well as to us ;

and my calamity laid in the balances together; we do not merit or earn the glory in the world but why hewasso cheerful in all his sufferings

for now it would be heavier than the sand of to come. Frequently people argue, because he tells us when writing to the Corinthians:

the sea.” That is a rule which God invariably they have suffered so much in this world , they “ We look not at the things which are seen ,

observes: Those whom He loves, He also must be rewarded with freedom from suffering. but at the things whieb are not seen : for the

chastens. According to God's eternal purpose in the world to come . In this wgry people things which are. seers are temporal; but the

all His children must be " conformed to the make their sufferings their salvation and de- thinùs which are not seen are eternal.” Paul

image of His Son." But what image did His ceive themselves ; for it is Christ's suffering knew, he was called to suffer with Christ in

Son bear on this earth ? He was “ a man of alone which saves us , and not our own. The this present time and thereafter to be glorified

sorrows and acquainted with grief , ” so much soul which makes its sufferings its plea before with Ilim ; and he looked notat the sufferings

so that He was obliged to cry out : " Innu- God , will not partake of heavenly glory. For surrounding him , but at the glory to come,

merable evils have compassed me about.” the apostle does not say , that the sufferings considering that his afllictions were temporal

Since, then, Christ, the head, was a man of of this present time are worthy of the glory and the coming glory is eternal. Such is the

sorrows acquainted with grief , is it to be to be revealed ; he says the direct contrary, art which we should learn , in which we should

wondered at if the Christians, His members, that our sufferings are not worthy even to be daily strive to become more practiced . Not

must also become acquainted with afflictions ? compared with that glory. This is to what to occupy our mind with our afllictions, cal

Should we regard it something strange if the Paul exhorts, we Christians should regard our culating how heavy they are and how long

disciples of Christ the Crucified must also bear sufferings in this world a small matter in com- they last , but to have our eye fixed on the

the cross ? Surely , if we would be the Lord's parison to the glory in store for us . glory in store for us . In view of that glory

servants , we inust also wear the Lord's livery . To see this clearly we must consider both we will learn to say : What great thing is it if

We Christians can not expect to pass through our sufferings and the glory to be revealed . I suffer for this present time, since eternal

this bodily life without the sufferings of Christ How does Paul describe our sufferings ? He glory shall be mine; the struggle will come

abounding in us , and whoever is not willing calls them " sufferings of this present time.” to an end , the crown is imperishable and

to suffer with Christ , can not be His. This He describes them as a temporal thing lasting fadeth not away ; the labor is short, the rest

the apostle distinctly declares in the verse for a time only. Our afflictions last for a time long ; the sorrow brief, the joy without end .

preceding our epistle, pronouncing us “ heirs only, they end with time and therefore are Wherefore we should cheerfully say with

of God , and joint heirs with Christ ; if so be not worthy to be compared with the glory of Luther : “ What is my suffering , though it

that we suffer with him , that we may be also eternity . Even so long as we live in this would be ten times greater and beavier than

glorified together.” If we suffer with Christ, world, suffering does not continue always ; it is , compared with eternal life into which I

we shall also be glorified with Him ; but ifwe " for the Lord will not cast off for ever : but am baptized and called ? Surely it is not

are not willing to suffer with Him , we can also though he cause grief , yet will he have com- worthy to be accounted suffering in compar

not be glorified with Him . passion according to the multitude of his mer- ison to such great glory which shall yet be

Now this we Christians know , and after the cies.” Storms will come upon all God's chil- revealed in me.

inner man we are ready , yea we count it dren , but the Lord has appointed their time * Ep. Ser . IV . p . Trin . $ 15 .

99 *
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II . sinned , God might justly have taken the do- cause He can yet bear with man and causes

But looking forward to eternity is not the minion over the earth from him entirely , but the creature to be subject unto him , yea even

Christian's only comfort in afflictions. In this this God did not do ; also after the fall the preserves the world for the sake of man .

text the apostle mainly speaks of a special irrational and inanimate creatures must be Whilst servingman,the creaturewillaccuse

comfort,which also is deserving ofspecial con- subject to man ; but whereas before the fall him before God, who abuses it unto vanity
sideration . Looking around him the Christian the creature was subject to man willingly, it and sin. A maltreated animal will serve its

will find that he is not the only sufferer ; every- now is subject to man , as Paul says, not will- abuser, but its groanings over his cruelty as

where he will behold associates in suffering. ingly , but only because in the order of God it cend up to God . Meat and drink are at the

Who these associates are , the apostle states in must be. Without sin the horse would always service of the glutton and drunkard, but they

these words: “ For the earnest expectation of be most ready to do the will of man , now the are witnesses that he is an abuser of God's

the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the horse is also subject to man , but man must creatures . Every thing which man puts to a

sons of God," and again he says : " For we subdue bim with power and skill. Without sinful use , bears witness against him before

know that the whole creation groaneth and sin the soil of the earth would produce only God . The sinner indeed scouts the idea that
travaileth in pain together until now .” To good and useful plants and fruits, now man beasts and birds, plants and tools , light and

understand these words of strange sound we must by cultivation compel the soil to bring darkness should be witnesses against him be

must first of all know , what the apostle means forth good fruits ; for willingly or of its own fore God , but it is nevertheless so and it is

by the word " creature.” He can not mean accord it will produce thorus and thistles. So nothing singular. Will not a court admit a

the angels, for they do not groan and suffer ; the visible creation demonstrates the truth of bullet extracted from the body of a mur
neither can he mean the devils, for they do what Paul says that the creature is subject to dered man as testimony against the mur

not wait with desire for the manifestation of man , yet not willingly , but with groaning. derer ? and why should not the creature

the sons of God ; he can not mean the pious Over what does the creature groan ? Why abused by man be witness against him in the

Christians, for he speaks of creatures waiting over the fact that it is subject to vanity and court of heaven ? Truly an earnest warning,

for the manifestation of the sons of God ; must serve unto sin and that which is corrupt. for I have before proved that God under

neither can he mean the ungodly, for they do The earth and what therein is , was created stands His creatures. In hot sunshine par

not desire , they dread the day of judgment. unto the honor of God, but the sinner uses or ticles of moisture rise from the earth silently

So the apostle can only be speaking of the rather abuses the creatures unto sin to the and invisibly , but up in the atmosphere they

irrational and inanimate creatures : beasts, dishonor of God , which is against their nature are gathered in clouds and discharge in a

birds, fire , water, gold , silver and whatever and the object of their creation. Turning the storm . The groanings of the creatures rise

of such is in the world . Of these creatures creature away from the original purpose for up to God ; the wicked can neither hear nor

St. Paul says , they have an expectation , wait , which it was made, and using it unto vanity see them and think they can abuse God's
,

groan , travail. What this longing and groan- and sin , man rules over it not as a mild mas- creatures with impunity , but before God these

ing of the creatures is we do not know , as ter , but as a hard tyrant, and he is in fact the groanings gather into an account which will

we do not understand their language, but destroyer of God's creation . No wonder that drag the sinner down to destruction unless he

God understands all Ilis creatures. In living beasts and birds flee man as their enemy, that repent. Unto His glory did God make what

creatures we can to some extent observe it ; the creature serves man only because it must, is made, and whether we eat or drink or what

animals will groan in pain , birds will scream anxiously waiting the time when it “ shall be soever creature we use , we should be careful

in fright, trees and plants will wither when delivered from the bondage of corruption into to use it unto the glory of God and not unto

abused ; but God understands the rejoicings the glorious liberty of the children of God.” vanity.

and the complaints of every one of His creat- The apostle does of course not mean to say , But if the creature accuses the wicked be

For this we have plain instances in the the creature should remain forever , which fore God, it also teaches us a lesson of patience

Scriptures. Unto Cain God said : “ The voice would be a direct contradiction of other clear and willingness to suffer. This is the will of

of thy brother's blood crieth unto me from declarations of the Scriptures, but as the chil- God, we Christians should suffer tribulation

the ground. ” Thus innocent blood has a dren of God are freed from sin when they in this world , and when atllictions do come to

voice crying unto God for vengeance . Of depart this life , so will the creatures be freed us, we are not suffering innocently, we are

money St. James writes : “ Behold, the hire from the servitude of vanity when they are only receiving what our deeds are worth ; but

of the laborers who have reaped down your annihilated and exist no more .
the irrational creatures suffer innocently ; for

And now let no one think this a barren sub- order which God has made do they suffer,
they have not sinned ; only because of the

fields, which is of you kept back by fraud ,

crieth .” So also a piece of money has a voice ject ; for as all Scripture, so also passage waiting for the time of their deliverance. How

which God understands. Of a house built by is profitable both for reproof and for comfort. much more then should we humble ourselves

unrighteousness the prophet Habakkuk says : Here we behold what dreadful a thing sin is , under the mighty hand ofGod , we, who de

" The stone shall cry out of the wall , and the since it has poisoned and corrupted allnature. and for whom God has done a thousand times
serve all suffering , because we are sinners,

beam out of the timber shall answer it.” So Barrenness of the soil , poisonous plants, nox more than for the irrational creatures. When

even walls and beams bear testimony unto ious insects, death -dealing miasms and a thou- man had deserted God and had spoiled His

God . He that made all things understands sand evils of which the world is full would all creation, God took the sin of man and laid it

all creatures.
not be so , if man had not sinned . This earth on his own and only begotten Son in order

to deliver man from sin and guilt; and now

Why the creature waits with earnest ex- of which God testified that it was very good , there is again set before us in Christ Jesus

pectation and groaning , St. Paul states in this beautiful earth the sin of man has con- the hope of a blessed and everlasting com-

these words : " For the creature was made sub- verted into a habitation of woe, a house of munion with God, notwithstanding we bavo

ject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of suffering, a vale of tears. On account of been both destroyers of our own soul and

him who hath subjected the same in hope ; be- man's sin God cursed the earth and unto this spoilers of God's creatures . Should we then

not be minded like the malefactor on the cross .
cause the creature itself also shall be delivered day all creation is groaning under that curse . He was certainly suffering severely, yet he

from the bondage of corruption into the glorious Yet man is puffed up thinking himself some- did not complain, but confessed that he was

liberty of the children ofGod .” So the creature thing great. Men pride themselves in being receiving the due reward of his deeds, and

is in bondage, subject to vanity, and therefore so good, but how good we are we should learn only prayed to be remembered by the Lord

it groans. The point is briefly this : God from the creatures surrounding us . Seeing Lord but remember us; for if Ile remembers
in Iris kingdom . Yes , this is sufficient, if the

created all things unto Ilis glory and to man a hawk dart on an innocent bird , we should us, Ile remembers us to save us from this

He gave dominion over the earth that he remember our sin ; for the hawk would not world of sin and sorrow and to receiveus into

should govern and use all things unto the be a merciless bird of prey, if man had not the glorious liberty of His everlasting king

glory of his Maker. In the state of innocence, sinned . So earth , air and water are full of dom . Though it must oft be done with weep

therefore, all creatures served man willingly, witnesses against man . ,
ing, let us sow the seed of righteousness with

Indeed , sin is an all patience and long-suffering, knowing that-

as we read that beasts and birds came to abominable thing, since it has spoiled all cre
| the time will be when we shall bring our

Adam to be named of him . Now when man ation, and God is incomprehensibly good, be- sheaves rejoicing. Amen .

ures .
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Now , what does “ Vox Populi” mean by all has propagated for now ahost four centuries,

this ? If anything, his words convey the mean- and because she kept the wounds green which

ing that the Lutheran Church has too much she caused the Lutheran Church by separat

theory and not enough practice , too much dis- ing from her in the great hour of trial to run

cussion of “ theses,” and not enough effort to after the Jack -o’lantern of her own reason .

Candor is a Good Thing ; too much Can- attract the people to the cross , and hence is

dor is too much of a Good Thing. like salt without savor , a talent wrapped in a The Harmonists or Economites .

napkin . But is not this “ too much of a good

thing ” ? Therefore we said that the heading
Sixteen miles below Pittsburg , Penn ., in the

of “ Vox Populi ” was very fitting to his corre- broad and fertile valley of the Ohio, stands

The Lutheran of April 4th brings a corre- spondence. the village of Economy. It is a strange look

spondence by " Vox Populi," under the cap- Not enough. “ Vox Populi” caps bis corre- ing place , with its wide , straight streets, its

tion " Too Much of a Good Thing.” Rarely spondence with the following : " Two farmers queerly built houses, its beautiful gardens

have we seen a heading more fitting — but not lived side by side. Each had a field of wheat, and quaint public buildings. The houses are

in the sense of “ Vox Populi,” quite the re- and it was white to the harvest. Farmer A. all built after one pattern , of either brick or

Mr. “ Vox Populi” introduces a sen- said to farmer B., " To -morrow I shall reap wood, and have no entrances on the sides

tence from Dr. Schaff : “ The Roman Church my field . ' Farmer B.replied , ' I will also reap fronting the streets . Each house has but one
is a church of priests, and has the grandest mine.' So each got ready the necessary imple- outside door , and that opens on an enclosed
temples of worship ; the Lutheran Church is ments . Next morning Farmer A. thrust in yard. Nearly all the houses are covered with

a church of theologians, and has the most the sickle. Stoutly and manfully he bore the grape vines, trellised on the sides from the
learning and the finest bymns; the Reformed heat and burden of the day . But farmer B. ground to the eaves . The streets and houses

Church is a church of the Christian people, tarried all day in his shop , grinding and pol- are lighted now with natural gas , and the
and has the best preachers and congrega- ishing his sickle . It shone like silver , and its village at night presents a very weird appear

tions,” and to this remark of Dr. Schaff he edge would 'split a hair .' When farmer A. ance, with flaming torches lining the avenue
adds : “ And history seems to support the returned in the evening, farmer B. said to and throwing a brilliant glare on the sky.

learned author in what he says . His remark him , ' I have the brightest and the sharpest The site of the village is one of the most

about the Lutheran Church is especially cor- sickle in all the country-side. It is far supe- beautiful in the valley of the Ohio . Thou
rect , as well as notably significant. " rior to yours , my friend .' “ Yes , ' said farmer sands and thousands of acres of rich meadow

Now , we rejoice in anything good wherever A. , ' I admit that what you say is true. And land stretch away on every side of the village

we may find it , and we rejoice to find men will yet , my field is garnered , and I fear we shall and vineyards and orchards of apples and

ing to commend the good wherever found ; but have rain to-morrow . I should be sorry , in- peaches press close to the town. The village

in admitting the claim of Dr. Schaff, that the deed , if your field of wheatshould be damaged and all the land for miles around it is owned

Lutheran Church is a church of theologians," or destroyed by the storm that is manifestly and controlled by the Harmonists, a religious

whilst the Reformed Church is a church of “ the gathering.
society founded by George Rapp, a German

Christian people ," is " Vox Populi " not ad- What does this mean ? If anything,it means enthusiast , in the early part of the century.

mitting too much , more than truth will war- that the wise farmer A.is the practical , work- The Harmonists are celibates and extreme

rant ? Dr. Schaff's sentence is brilliant, finely ing Reformed Church, while the foolish farmer chiliasts and despisers of the ministerial office ,

built , apt to captivate one who relishes literary B. is the talking , discussing , theorizing Lu- and all their property is held in common .

gloss and brilliancy , but, alas ! we can not ad- theran Church. But is this true ? This is too They originally numbered about a thousand

mit it to be true. The face of error is homely , much of a good thing. We sincerely hope that souls , but they have dwindled away to a feeble

no matter how much art may be employed to “ Vox Populi” is the vox ( voice ) of that po-. remnant, only about thirty members now be

beautify it , while the face of truth is beautiful, pulus ( people ) which consists of him all alone, ing left . They have always borne the name

no matter how plain the robe she wears . all by himself. of an honest, industrious and virtuous people

In the correspondence of “ Vox Populi” we In conclusion let us try at constructing a and in the practice of strict economy and

painfully notice the absence of any proofs to fable ; it is our first attempt, but, without par- rigid self-denialhaveaccumulated vast wealth .

warrant the assertion that the Lutheran Church tiality to our production , we dare say it is at Besides their property at Economy they own

is inferior to the Reformed Church in preachers least as good as that of “ Vox Populi.” coal mines, iron foundries and glass factories

and Christians. For every name of a good Two farmers lived side by side . Each bad in other places and have large sums invested

Reformed preacher can not we Lutherans ad- wheat in his granary, intended for seed -wheat. in railroads and other enterprises. As they

duce one as good , or even better ? We dare Farmer A. let his lie in the granary as it came
are adding no new members and all the sur

say . And as to our people , does not the supe- from the thresher , and when seed time came viving Harmonists are aged men and women ,

And then the
riority of our Lutheran hymns go a great way he sowed it . Farmer B. took great care of his the end of all must come soon .

to prove the superiority of Lutheran Chris- seed -wheat, with his brethren and sons he at question is , who will inherit all these lands

tianity ? For hymns are not mere poetry ; various times during the winter ran it through and treasures of stocks and bonds ?

more than a mere poet is required to write an the fanning -mill to separate all harmful seed
Christian at Work .

immortal hymn. Hymns are also an index of of weeds and all unnecessary chaff. When

Christian life and experience. spring opened B. also sowed his wheat. When The Greek Pharisee's Prayer.

“ Vox Populi” then puts some questions, harvest was at hand, the wheat- field of B.

not mere questions neither, for they imply an looked like a sea of gold tossing its waves to Beloved Pan , and all ye other gods who

affirmative answer . He asks , after praising and fro in the breeze ; it was pure wheat and haunt this place, give me beauty in the inward

the Christian learning of our Church , “ But is uniform ; but this uniformity delighted the soul, and may the outward and the inward man

it not possible to have too much of a good heart of B. The seed -wheat of A. having be at one . May I reckon the wise to be the

thing ? I do not mean absolutely, but rela- been impure, mixed with weeds, his wheat- wealthy, and may I have such a quantity of

tively . Is it not possible that too much of our field did not present pure wheat , but a great gold as none but the temperate can carry .

force may be expended upon theory , and too variety of wheat and many sorts of weeds ; That prayer , I think, is enough for me.

little upon practical work ? May we not have but this variety was not the sort that delights, Socrates , B. C. 470.

too many “ theses , ' too much discussion , and but fills the heart of the farmer with con- This does not sound in the least as one of

too little effort to attract the people to the cross sternation . “ The seed is the word of God.” the Psalms. But it looks very much like the

and hold them to the Church ? ... Theology Luke 8 , 11 . Pharisee's prayer. Now we are told , Socrates

without practical work is like salt that has lost “ Vox Populi,” if he were a Lutheran, was one of the greatest men learned and pol

its savor , like a talent wrapped in a napkin | should give Dr. Schaff a good lesson on the ished Greece ever produced. What must the

and buried in the earth . ' false doctrines which the Reformed Church prayers of the unlearned have been ?
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In the last Ditch . were , sooner or later cut down , even as all

present shall be . They are names of those

Ohioans must certainly be in the last ditch who once lived ; nay , they are names of those

if there is nothing left to them but to appeal who still live ; and this is perhaps even the
Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.-- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt .

to the testimony of their own conscience that harder to realize of the two . The dead are

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st they meant to teach the Lutheran doctrine on
not dead ; they have but changed the place of

of each month by the General Lutheran Co: ference of Mis- conversion and election . By this appeal they their sojourn . The mighty catalogue, which

souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers ,

changesofadılresses and all other businesscommunications only stultify themselves. For the fact and it wearies us to look at, is not a mere register

should be sentto Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., the truth stands forth in their publications of those who have been ; of trees of the forest

that they add to the Word of God on these which, having flourished their appointed time,partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms ofsubscription $ 1.00 per annum in subjects their own errors . It is a pernicious have withered or been cut down. It is a reg.
advance. Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

error to say that God elected the elect because ister ofexisting , intelligent, sentient creatures.
draft is at the risk of the sender.

He foresaw that they would apprehend what Not one who lias been inscribed on the scroll

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo., as Second He gave to be apprehended . This is making which , headed by Adam , looks like the leave

apprehension or faith a merit in the work of from the volume of eternity-has ever passed

election , whilst St. Paul terms it an election of into nothingness. Written amongst the livST . LOUIS, MO . , May 21 , 1889.

grace, and Christ saith : “ Ye have not chosen ing , he was written amongst the immortal ;

me, but I have chosen you .” — earth might receive his dust, but his spirit,

Theological Extracts and Canons.
It is a pernicious error to say that the con- which is more nearly himself, has never known

verted were converted , because they suffered even a suspension of being ; thousands of

From BAIER -WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae. themselves to be converted . This is making years ago the man was ; at this moment the

man's sufferance a merit in man's conversion . man is ; thousands of years to come the man

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and But the Bible tells us , that the Holy Ghost shall be . Where and what, then , is the terri

Constitution of Theology. turns our heart by the Word , and makes our tory into which generation after generation

51. The law of nations compels men as heart willing to suffer conversion . That the has been swept, the home of the untold my

members of the social state to keep the public Holy Ghost does this from pure grace , we are riads, the rich , the poor, the mighty, the mean ,

peace. “ These rules depend on the principles so plainly told that it requires an Ohioan stub- the old, the young, who, having once been

which spring from the social state, or they are bornness not to see it . The publications of reckoned amongst men , must everlastingly

founded on special treaties.” According to the Ohioans show that they maintain the per- remain inscribed in the chronicles of the race .

international law it is wrong , for instance, to nicious errors mentioned ; they have tried . . . We have all heard of the dissolute man,

violate ambassadors, to use poisoned arms,etc. the spectre of the fathers, they have tried said to have been converted through hearing

52. The law of nature is in agreement with philosophy, they have tried psychology to the fifth chapter of the Book of Genesis, in

the idea of divine sanctity . Idolatry is sin stifle their conscience ; and now they appeal which mention is made of the long lives of

not only because God prohibited the same, to their stifled conscience to help them out. Adam , Seth , Enos , Methusalah, and others ,

but also because it is abominable in itself ; The facts show that their conscience ought to and each notice is concluded with the words ,

we worship God not only because such is His lead them unto repentance. " and he died.” It came appallingly home

pleasure, but also because Ile is ourGod ; we to the dissolute man , that the most protracted

owe God obedience not only because Ile de life must end at last in death ; he could not

mands it , butalso because we are his property , The First Nine Chapters of the First get rid of the fact that life had to terminate ,

being thus under obligation by natural right. Book of Chronicles, are They a Mere and he found no peace till he had provided

53. The first and general precept or work Record of Names, a Mere Catalogue that it might terminate well.- Names of the

of this law is : Do good and shun evil (which of Genealogies ? dead , and yet names of the living , how should

principle is as general as the proposition , It their mere enumeration suggest the thought

is impossible for the same thing to be and not Bro. Schaller recently furnished us a good of our days upon earth being as a shadow ,

to be at the same time) - live honestly , harm lesson on the genealogies in Genesis and we and yet of those days being days of proba

no one , let each one have his own . hope our readers were all delighted in perus- tion for an everlasting existence . To read

54. It must also be said of this law that it | ing it. The following paragraphs are from these chapters of the Chronicles, is like enter

is unchangeable and eternal. The norin of this the pen of an eminent English divine, they ing a vast cemetery where sleep the dead of

law is the eternal law in the divine mind . As handle the same subject in the first Book of many generations. And are they dead , the

impossible as it is to change the norm in the Chronicles and will aid us greatly in reading multitudes whose names are inscribed on the

divine mind , so impossible is it to change its those records of names with care . gloomy walls and crowded stones of the cem

ray exhibited in the moral law . The sun is “ If we had to fix on a portion of Scripture etery , Gomer, and Javan , and Tubal , and

incorruptible , so also its rays . which might be removed from our Bibles with- Nahor ? ”

55. The matter established by the law of out being much missed , we should probably

nature is sometimes changed , not the law it- ! select the first nine chapters of the first Book

self . If, for instance, a creditor carries his 'of Chronicles. A mere record of names, a “ That thou wouldest keep me from Evil

debtor's account over to the credit side, his / catalogue of genealogies ; the eye glances that it may not grieve me.”

debtor is no longer held to pay ; not because I rapidly over them , and we are inclined to

the moral law had ceased to impose payment' hasten on to parts which may present some- This prayer of Jabez , say the commenta

of debts, but because the debt has ceased to thing more interesting and instructive. Yet tors , is not an entreaty for actual exemption

be a debt. Thus when God commanded that what a startling, what an impressive thing, from evil — it were no pious wish to have no

Isaac should be killed ( Gen. 22 , 2 ) , the mur- should be a record of names, a catalogue of evil whatsoever in our portion.
Shall we

der of near relatives was not licensed by this genealogies ! the chapters deserve the closest receive good at the hand ofGod , and shall we

very command ; but because itwas made under attention, even if you keep out of sight their not receive evil ? ” Jabez prayed not for the

authority of the Lord , it ceased to be murder. bearing on the descent and parentage of being kept from evil , but kept from the being

56. A positive moral law is such as depends | Christ. . . What are all these names which grieved by evil . There is a vast difference

solely on the will of God , and if God had not fill page after page ? The names of beings | between the being visited by evil , and grieved

thus sanctioned the same, its transgressions who were once as warm with life as ourselves ; ; by evil . He is grieved by evil, who does not

would not be accounted sin . ( In this way who moved upon the earth as we move now ; receive it meekly and submissively as the

it has been rightly said, “ In law , that which who had their joys, their sorrows , their hopes, chastisement of his heavenly Father. He is

is natural, bindeth miversally ; that which is their fears , their projects ; who thought per- grieved by evil , whom evil injures, in place

positive , not so .” ) – haps as little of death as many of us , but of benefits — which latter is alwaysGod's pur

7
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Church News.

pose in His permission or appointment. . IIe the inhabitants . This principle applies to our Stillwater , Minn ., May 9th , 1889.

is grieved by evil , whom it drives into sin , public schools : although the Christian religion DEAR BRO. FRANK :

and to whom , therefore , it furnishes cause of is acknowledged by the majority of our people

bitter repentance. to be superior to all other religions, the aim of I have taken a call to Stillwater , Minn ., there
On account of my wife's ill health in St. Louis

our government is not to bring up its younger by joining the Minnesota Synod. I was in

generation in the tenets of a certain religion, stalled last Sunday by Rev. Quebl, Rev. Hau
We are Short-Sighted Beings.

or a certain sect of the Christian religion, but
ser of Minneapolis assisting. My congregation

It has been rightly and nicely said by pious the state has no further obligations in regard of Little Rock ,Ark . , who hasalreat!y accepted
to rear good citizens . This being accomplished in St. Louis has called Rev. C. F. Obermeyer,

contemplation, that we are short-sighted be
to the education of its minor subjects. Such the call , as I am informed by hina per postal

ings so little able to look into the future that
being the case , a Christian , who is always a card .

we constantly miscalculate as to what would

be for our good ,anticipating evil from what is good subject of the powers that be, must ac Stillwater is a very nice place for recupera

knowledge this system of public education to ting your health .

working for benefit, and reckoning upon ben
ting your health. Come and see me if you

efit from that which may prove fraught with fore subject also to his protection; but, at the
be equal to its intended purpose , and there

get a chance.

Yours fraternally
nothing but evil. How frequently does that

same time, a Christian parent can not fail to H. Siek .

which we have baptized with our tears, make
observe that the public school may not be his

the countenance sunny with smiles ! how fre

quently , again , does that which we have wel mand of his civil magistrates in raising his
son's or daughter's school. Obeying the de

,
A Lutheran State in the Northwest .

comed with smiles, wring from us tears. That children to be good citizens, he must, above

which has raised anxious thoughts, proves of all , obey the divine authority, which bids him State in the Union, although possibly MinneWisconsin is evidently the most Lutheran

ten a rich source of joy ; and as often , that
which hardly cost us a care, so bright wasits bring his children to Jesus, in order that by sota or South Dakotamay crowd it closely in

promise, wounds to the quich and burdens us right of faith in the Redeemertheymay becomethis regard. A Presbyterian paper has gath
citizens in the eternal city of God . For this ered some interesting data on the religious

with grief.
reason Christians must establish , support and statistics of Wisconsin . The population was

uphold Christian parochial schools, and being estimated in March, 1888 , at 1,891,729. Two

Lutherans, their schools must be Lutheran thirds of the entire population are of foreign

parochial schools. The reasons, why they birth or parentage. The Germans alone out

should comply with their heavenly Master's number the Americans by over 100,000 ; the

For the LUTHIERAN Witness . command , were shown to be : 1. Obedience, Scandinavians are one- third as numerous as

News from Memphis, Tenn.
2. Love.

the Americans ; and of every six Americans

On the Sunday following this sermon Mr. there is one Irishman , one other Briton and

Memphis has, as yet, no English Lutheran Joeckel, from New Orleans, having accepted nearly one Canadian. The Bohemians alone

church or congregation . Nevertheless , Lu- a call of Trinity congregation to take charge number nearly 40,000 . Wisconsin leads all

theran doctrine has been preached , more or of their school, was installed .
the States in the proportion of its foreign and

less regularly during the last eight months, in On Sunday night pastor Allenbach , from foreign - born population ; it is , so far , less

our German Lutheran Trinity church ; God Little Rock , preached from Acts 9 , 1 --- 22, American than European.

granting, we may , in the course of time, be from which passage he expounded the doc

blessed with regular Lutheran services in the trine of conversion, illustrating by means of

English language. the narrative of St. Paul's conversion : 1. what Crazy Head in School .

I have an opportunity to report of twoEng- conversion is , 2. how it is effected .

lish services , that were held here on the 26th May 6th , 1889 . W. H. T. Dal'.
The Indian School at Carlisle, Pa ., has the

and 28th ult . , pastors Obermeyer and Allen
oldest pupil of any educational institution in

bach , both from Little Rock , Ark., preaching
the United States . He is more than sixty

the sermons respectively. The presence of
years old . Crazy Head is his name , and he

Laying a Corner Stone in Helena,
was once chief of the Crow nation . He was

these gentlemen was occasioned by the annual Montana.

a bold warrior and an able ruler. He is more
meeting of the Lutheran conference of pastors
and teachers in Arkansas and Tennesee, which The corner stone of the First German Evan- anxious to learn the ways of the white men ,

convened at Memphis on the 24th of April. gelical Lutheran church was laid Sunday after- and is receiving instructions in blacksmithing .

Pastor Obermeyer's sermon was a school ser- noon with appropriate services. The Sunday

mon ; he preached from Mark 10, 14 and bene- school children marched in a body from the Those Poor Saints that Must Stand the

fitted many Lutherans, who by constant use Helena Business College to where the church
Papists a Turn.

have become better versed in the English is building , where a large congregation had

tongue, by showing the necessity of establish- assembled. The ceremonies were conducted
Pope Leo XIII . has promoted the Virgin

ing, supporting and upholding Christian paro- by Rev. J. H. W. Meyer. Copies of the Helena Mary to the bonorary degree of patron saint

chial schools. Far from condemning our na- papers and other articles were placed in the of his new university atWashington. S. Tho

tional system of education by means of public stone before it was sealed . Ilymns were sung
mas Aquinas, the ex oflicio patron -saint of all

schools, the speaker , on the contrary , showed by the choir during the laying of stone . Two Roman Catholic schools, is nominated deputy

in his introductory remarks, that this system excellent addresseswere made, one in English, patron saint of the university.

of public education , by reason of our constitu- the other in German , the former by Rev. Mr.

tion and form of government, is adequate to Dreyer , of Minnesota, and the latter by Rev.
SECTISM .

the attainment of the end , which the govern- Mr. Bartling, of Butte . A collection was taken
Among the

ment has in view . Church and state , religion up and quite a sum of money taken in , which churches in Chicago is one in charge of a

and citizenship being two separate bodies willgotowardsdefraying the expense of build certain Princell, a graduate ( ? ) of the Phila

and objects in our country, with constitution- ing the church. The Lutherans expect to be delphia Seminary. He is no longer a Lutheran
but has founded his own sect , edits a paper

ally recognized jurisdiction in their respective in their new building by cold weather.

limits, the civil government regards it as above with a weekly circulation of 10,000 copies,
The Helena, Montana, Independent, April 30, 1889 .

has founded a “ book concern ," and sent out
its authority to establish a national form of

worship , or even to favor certain religious
missionaries. One of his disciples is the re

tenets'; its aim is but to preserve peace among
COLLEGE JUBILEE . Concordia College of vivalist Franson , at work with the “ Salvation

its loyal subjects and protect the industrial, Ft. Wayne, Ind ., will next month celebrate Army" in Berlin . So reports a Philadelphia

commercial and other peaceful pursuits of the 50th anniversary of its organization . paper.

>

numerous sect
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dragon is my tongue, which I must constantly The Largest Flower in the World.

bridle ; the lion is my heart with which I must

continually struggle, and the invalid is my In the farthest south -eastern island of the

own body which is either hot or coll, hungry Philippine group, Mindinao, upon one of its

or thirsty , healthy or ill , and always in a con- mountains, Parag , in the neighborhood of the

The Folly of Carnal Care.
dition to demand my closest attention and highest peak in the island , the volcano Apo ,

care ; all of which daily fatigues me to death . "

A solitary wanderer, passing through a The superior commended the earnest hermit height of 2500 feet above the sea level , a
a party of explorers found recently, at the

dense forest , was suddenly confronted by a

fierce robber ; he instantly turned about, and and worked and prayed and strove in this
and said : “ Would to God we all watched colossal flower.

The discoverer , Dr. Alexander Schadenberg ,
fled for his life . His coat caught on an over

manner - we would better work out our own could scarcely believe his eyes when he saw ,
hanging branch , and was grievously rent ; and

salvation !”
amid the low -growing bushes, the immense

the man , hotly pursued , did not sit down to

Ay, would to God we all knew how much buds of this flower , like gigantic brown cab
patch it , neither did he give it a moment's

there is , especially if at any time we have bage-heads. But he was still more astonished
notice, being concerned about nothing but

nothing to do , to require our watchful care when he found a specimen in full bloom , a
saving his life .

and unceasing labor !
A fool would have sat down and bemoaned

five-petaled flower, nearly a yard in diameter

the slit .-All our care ought to be given to
-as large as a carriage wheel, in fact. This

saving our souls from the Murderer. Do we enormous blossom was borne on a sort of vine

The Fool's Neglect.

sometimes find time to sit down and take
creeping on the ground. It was known by the

anxious thought for the slit in our dress , our
native who accompanied Dr. Schadenberg , who

income, our position ? Taking thought for
An English nobleman one day gave his called it bo - o .

the salvation of
jester a curiously carved cane with instruc

ur soul — and body --will cure The party had no scale by wbich the weight

us of sinful anxiety .
tions to carry it himself until he found a of the flower could be ascertained , but they

greater fool than himself, to whom he was improvised a swinging scale , using their boxes

then to hand it over . Several years elapsed and specimens as weights. Wheighing these

Sorry Pastime . --the jester not yet having found a person when opportunity served , it was found that a

with a better title to the cane than his own- single flower weighed over twenty -two pounds.
-

A certain bishop of France had so many when his master fell ill and felt his end ap It was impossible to transport the fresh

law-suits on his hands , that his royal master, proaching. His jester came to him to comfort flower, so the travelers photographed it and

Louis XI . , hearing of it , pitied him , and offered him . The nobleman informed him of his pre- dried a number of its leaves by the heat of a

to relieve him by interceding for him with his carious condition, saying that he must soon Dr. Schadenberg then sent the photo

adversaries and by expediting the final judg- leave . The faithful servant , beginning to graphs and dried specimens to the Royal Bo

ments. The bishop returned thanks for this weep , asked him : " Whither are you going?" tanical Gardens at Breslau, where the learned

proof of royal grace , but begged , at the same “ Into another world .” “ When do you return ? director immediately recognized it as a species

time, to have at least 25 or 30 suits left him In a month ? " " No." " When then ? In a of rafflesia , a plant formerly discovered in

--- for pastime. It is necessary to declare that year's time?" " Ah, no.” “ Well, after how Sumatra, and named after the English gover

this is a fact . The king, of course,was angered many years?" " Oh, never, never !” “ Never ? nor, Sir Stamford Raffles . The new flower

at the disagreeable fellow and said : “ Since What preparations have you made, to be able was accordingly named Rafflesia Schadenber

he finds pleasure and pastime in such annoy- to remain there so long ?" " None at all.” gia .—l'nited Presbyterian. So the Botanists

ing actions , he shall keep them all.” " None at all ? You are going away into too may still increase in knowledge and find

We are more or less likethis curious bishop. another world and never intend to return and
some great thing of which they knew nothing

God offers to relieve us of all our troubles, never liave thought of making any prepara- before.

asking us to cast our care upon Him . We tions ? Here , take my cane , take it , you are

are very thankful, but do we not keep back a entitled to it, for such a fool I have never

About Flies.
few in secret and occupy ourselves with them been !”

day and night, as though they were necessary Most men ought to carry the fool's cane .

to our happiness ? Making preparations to remain in this world The particular office of flies appears to be

and neglecting to have a home prepared for the consumption of those dead and minute

them in the world to come , they are fools . animals whose decaying myriads would other

The Less we have to do, the More we “ Thou fool,” He said to the rich man , when wise poison the air. It was a remark of

have to do. He unexpectedly summoned him to make the Linnæus that three flies would consume a

journey from time to eternity and found him dead horse sooner than a lion could . He

An old hermit, as often as his superior unprepared. Did Jesus go to prepare a place doubtless included the families of the three
visited him , would complain of his great wea- for thee ? flies. A single fly will sometimes produce

riness. The superior once inquired after the 20,000 larvæ , each of which in a few days

cause of his ceaseless complaints. “ Ah, he may be the parent of another 20,000 ; and

Poor Millionaires.
answered , I have so much work to do each thus the descendants of three flies would soon

day, that my strength would certainly give devour an animal much larger than a horse .

out, if God's grace did not uphold me. I have
You find a man passing the night on the A writer makes the following computation :

You find a man

got to tame two falcons , stop two hares , train street and call him poor.
" One fly on the 20th of March is represented

two sparrow -hawks, subdue a dragon , break dwelling in a magnificent mansion and call by 300 on the 24th of April; by 300 times

in a lion , and tend an invalid .” “ Now , that him rich . You are right. 300 - equaling 90,000 - on the 28th of May ;

is idle talk , " said the abbot , " that much A certain duke, rich and respected , in the by 27,000,000 on the 2d of July , and by

would not be required of any man .” “ And hour of his death exclaimed in despair : “ I 3,100,000,000 on the 8th of August..

still , brother, have I spoken truly. The two have many grand mansions, but where I am

Was he notfalcons are my eyes, which I must carefully to lodge to -night, I know not.”

watch, that they may not find pleasure in a poor beggar ? Are not the children of God Self- Praise.

anything that might endanger my salvation ; rich, who own many mansions in their Father's

the two hares are my feet ; them I must restrain house ?-E . Xenophon says : " The most pleasant sound

from running after filthy lucre and walking in that a man can hear is his own praise in

the ways of sin ; the two hawks are my hands, “ HAPPINESS is composed of so many pieces another's mouth ; but the most odious thing

which I must train to , and keep at , work ; the that one is always missing.” unto others is a man commending himself."

6
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masons :

the government of the world , there are not world than a thousand such members. Do not

Aims of the Freemasons .
only sovereigns and ministers , but secret or- let down the standard to suit men who love

ders to be considered , which have agents their secret lodges, or have some darling sin

everywhere--reckless agents, who counte- they will not give up."

nance assassinations, and , if necessary , can

produce a massacre.”

Various Freemason -lodges of Spain have The Centennial Disgrace.
Prof. C. G. Finney , a reformed Mason :

recently published a circular which openly “ Reasons why Christians can not be Free
The Centennial ball and supper on the firstpronounces the object and aims of that secret

society. It recommends : of the three days ' celebration in New York

" 1. Because it strips a man of his man

1. Vigorous agitation for the spread of Free- hood . It is degrading for a Christian to be planned as an exhibition of wealth . It proved
was a disgrace to the American name. It was

masonry
led into a lodge room , half naked and blind that bestiality may be covered with diamonds,

2. Influencing teachers, especially the prin- folded , and with a halter around his neck .
broadcloth and silk in the brilliant halls of

cipals, and winning them to the order.
662. Because it enslaves men. A man is

opulence, as well as under the rags of an3. Furtherance of non -religious schools .
sworn to obey the commands of the lodge .

anarchist in a cheap saloon . The chief stew4. Unrelenting warfare against the ministry
“ 3. Because Freemasonry profanes the or

ard of the Hoffman House, one of the exclu
and the worship ofGod , the religious schools, dinance of the oath . It is a breach of the sive resorts of the city, gave his opinion that

the religious brotherhoods and societies.
second commandment. It is taking the name

not since the feast of Belshazzar had so much

5. Boycotting åll business -men who close of God in vain .
wine been drunk as on this occasion . It was

their stores on Sundays and festival days, in 664. Because it is dangerous to society. not until President Harrison and his party had

accordance with the third commandment.
They are sworn to help each other , right or

retired from the ball-room that the orgies be
6. Boycotting all schools where any religion wrong.

gan . The New York Times describes some of
is taught. " 5. Because it recognizes no religion but the scenes : “ One man , of fine appearance in

7. Protecting Freemasonry and its periodi- the universal religion of nature.
spite of themaudlin condition he was in , pickedcals as much as possible.

“ Masonic authority says : “As Masons we

The aims of this society can not beput into only pursue the religion of nature .' Pagan, ing it above his head, went reeling through
up a great salver loaded with salad and, lift

a clearer light, and yet these people have the Jew , all unite in this ; but to suit them , the the room . He had not gone far before he

brazen effrontery to say , Freemasonry and name of Christ must be dropped. Can a Chris- stumbled against a young woman and literally

all lodges of that stripe are not only innocent tian go where Christ is purposely left out ? ” threw the oily salad all over her neck and

societies , but positively beneficial organiza- D.L.Moody : " I do not see how any Chris- arms and over an exquisite pink silk and lilac

tions ! When will the people, and also some tian , most of all a Christian minister, can go
gown. A young man picked up a bottle of

churches, open their eyes to the true character into these secret lodges with unbelievers. champagne and broke off the neck across the

of this foe ? They say they can have more influence for bare shoulders of his female companion. Fort

The same paper from which we have bor- good ; but I say they can have more influence unately she was not cut by the broken glass ,

rowed the above seven “ aims,” also brings a for good by staying out of them , and then re but she was drenched with the wine. A man

passage from a speech , held in July last in proving their evil deeds. Abraham had more fell on the sloppy floor and injured his leg so

Geneva by the Grand Master of the Grand influence for good in Sodom than Lot had . If
as to necessitate the summoning of an ambu

Lodge of France, B. Colfavru, of which we twenty -five Christians go into a lodge with lance. Several impromptu fistic encounters

subjoin a free translation : ... “ Our object fifty who are not Christians, the fifty can vote were only stopped by police interference.:
.

must be the liberation of conscience. The anything they please, and the twenty- five will | Crockery and glassware were smashed with

enemy of mankind is clericalism (the clergy ) ; be partakers of their sins. They are unequally reckless indifference.” The police were obliged

the enemy is the priest, to whatever religion he yoked together with unbelievers. “But,' says to clear the supper room , and the revelers were

may belong. The enemy is he who dares affirm one , “what do you say about these Secret Tem- scattered through all the rooms, where their

himself a mediator between the Unknown perance Orders ? ' I say the same thing. Do drunkenness and disgraceful conduct soon

(God ) and man . All religions are tyrannical no evil that good may come. You can never compelled the officers to close up the disgrace

institutions devised to weight down the human reform anything by unequally yoking yourself ful affair and drive the drunken rabble home.

conscience and rob him of that freedom which with ungodly men . True reformers separate That night will be a torturing memory for the

we demand for all. The world must be got themselves from the world . “ But,' you say , first families of New York . — Chr . Cynosure.

rid of the priest, the unhappy one must be 'you had one of them in your own church .'

enabled to pour his sufferings into the heart So I did , and when I found out what it was , I

of a brother happier than himself. This is our cleaned it out like a cage of unclean birds.
A Papal Abomination.

religion , and the exercise thereof stands in They drew in a lot of young men of the church

need of no priest. Freemasonry, whose in the name of temperance, and then got up a Not long since there was a wedding party

duty it is to fight ignorance and superstition dance , and kept them out till after twelve at on the high seas , off the coast of San Fran

( i . e . revealed religion ). ”
night. I was partaker of their sin , because I cisco . The parties to the transaction live in

Alpina is the organ of the Swiss Freemasons, let them get into the church ; but they were
Alameda, but they chartered a tug boat , en

and it brings the above extract . In the light cleaned out and they never came back . This gaged a Catholic priest to perform the cere

of the above, is it to be wondered at that all idea of yoking ourselves up in that way with mony, and went outside the jurisdiction of

who are honest and know the ways and aims ungodly men is abominable . A man rescued the United States to have it performed . The

of Masonry oppose the same ?-Says Nathaniel from intemperance by a society not working reason for this was that the bridegroom and

Colver , once a Mason : “ Recent attention to on Gospel principles gets filled with pride and bride were uncle and niece, and the laws of

the United States do not allow marriage beMasonry has filled me with astonishment, and boasts about reforming himself. Such a man

as to some things contained in it with sor- is harder to save than a drunkard . But, tween relatives. The Bible also forbids mar

row . ” Prof. Moses Stuart : “ Freemasonry Mr. Moody ,' some say , ' if you talk that way riage to persons so nearly related , but these

must be destroyed in our country if it is to be you will drive all the members of secret so- people had a dispensation from the Pope allow

the home of the free .” Albert Barnes, 1849 : cieties out of your meetings and out of
ing their marriage.

your

“ North Ohio Conference has progressed very churches .' But what if I do ? Better men will

rapidly till this time, but Masonry and Odd take their places. Give them the truth any Bear in Mind !

Fellowsbip have arrested us. Masonry and way , and if they would leave the churches

Odd Fellowship -- a bane in the midst of us rather than their lodges, the sooner they get " You are mortal, yet you can not die ; things

have done much evil.” Bishop Hamlin , M. E. out of the churches the better. I would rather may be past , yet they can not perish ; days

Church , in his diary, 1848 : “ In conducting have ten members who are separated from the may be forgotten, but never can forget.”

a
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Miscellaneous

The Shah's Jewel-Room.

.

.

9

9

In Eastwick's " A Diplomate's Residence in

Persia ,' we have an account of the Shah's

jewel- room , one of those scenes which used

to be seen by the travelers of three hundred

years ago , and which gave rise to many of the

inflated stories of Oriental magnificence : .

“ In such a show of gems as seemed to

realize the wonders of Aladdin's lapp, the

eye was too much dazzled and the memory

too confused for description to be possible.

But I remember that at the back of all was

the Kaianian crown , and on either side of it

two Persian lambskin caps adorned with splen

did aigrettes of diamonds. The crown itself

was shaped like a flowerpot , with the small,

end open , and the other closed.
On the ton

of the crown was an uncut ruby, apparently

without flaw , as big as a hen's egg; In front

of the crown were dresses covered with dia

monds and pearls, trays with necklaces of

pearls, rubies and emeralds, and some hun

dreds of diamond, ruby and turquois rings .

In front of these again were gauntlets and

belts covered with pearls and diamonds, and

conspicuous among them the Kaianian belt,

about a foot deep , weighing perhaps eighteen

pounds , and one complete mass of pearls,

diamonds , emeralds and rubies. Still wearer.

to us stood a drinking - bowl completely stud

ded with enormous jewels , a tray full of for

eign orders set in brilliants , and in front of

all lay a dozen swords one or two of which

are worth a quarter of a million each . Along

with these were epäulettes covered with dia

monds, and armlets so contrived that the

brilliants revolved and kept up a continual

shimmer ."

The value of the whole of these jewels is

estimated at from six to seven millions, doubt

less by the unreal estimates put upon jewels

like “ Sea of Light, ” which are quite unsalable .

All this regal magnificence cannot bring

perfect and lasting happiness to its owner .

Its real estimate can be found by consulting

the words of God , where from a truer stand

point, earth's pearls and gold are ' valued.

There you
will find a treasure which can be

yours and which no earthly gems and no gold

can buy. " It can not be gotten for gold ,

neither shall silver be weighed for the price

thereof.

" It can not be valued with the gold of

Ophir, with the precious onyx , or the sap

phire. The gold and the crystal can not equal

it ; and exchange of it shall not be for jewels

of fine gold.

" The topaz of Ethiopia shall not equal it ,

neither shall it be valued with pure gold .”

" No mention shall be made of coral or of

pearls, for the price of wisdom is above

rubies ."

“ Whence then cometh wisdom , and where

is the place of understanding ? God under

standeth and knoweth , and unto man he saith ,

Behold the fear of the Lord , that is wisdom ,

and to depart from evil is understanding.”
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Jerusalem , if ye find my beloved, that ye tell members are all of one mind , all Christian

him , that I am sick of love." In conversion virtues will flourish.

man's trust and love is changed . Jesus be- What kind of one-mindedness , does the

comes his trust , his hope and his love , and apóstle mean ? in what are we to be of one

therefore he looks at all things differently mind ? People may be of one mind in a great

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE than he did before ; when formerly Jesuswas many things. A band of robbers is of one

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. nothing to him, he would now not give the mind to rob and steal ; lynchers are of one

knowledge and love of Jesus for all the world's mind to perpetrate an illegal execution . Mul
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

treasures . titudes may be of one mind to reject and to

Because in conversion man's whole heart, condemn the truth , as the Jews were of one

V. Sunday after Trinity .
mind and sentiment is changed, an unavoid- y mind to condemn Jesus ; and people may be

1. PETER 3 , 8—15 . able consequence is that he loses old friends of one mind to set aside the truth , to ignore

and gains new ones : he loses the friendship the differences of their creeds and to act as

DEARLY BELOVED :—When man is converted of the world and enters the brotherhood of though they were of one faith when they are

to God , a great change takes place in him. the children ofGod . The world loves only not. The latter describes the kind of union

By the new birth man is made a new creature , its own, and when a man becomes a Christian , which so many in our days want and seek .

and he enters upon a new life and upon a new the children of the world may, indeed , con- They say , this quarreling aboutdoctrine should

relation to God whereof formerly he knew tinue to treat him politely , to do him homage cease ; all sects should ignore the differences

nothing. In conversion man obtains a new and to remain his friends in a worldly sense of between them and should have fellowship with

faith , new love and new hopes. The uncon- the word ; but there is now a disharmony of each other as all standing on the same level .

verted man's trust rests either on that which sentiments and they do no more love him as Of such an external union with internal dis

is of the world , or on that which is of him- one of their own . But for sacrificing the union, which in its very nature involves a

self ; for the worldling's heart and trust is in friendship of the world , the Christian truly falsehood, the apostle is here not speaking,

possessions , pleasures , honors which this world receives an hundredfold , gaining the good be on the contrary decidedly rejects it, say

offers, and the trust of the selfrighteous is in pleasure of God, the friendship of the angels ing: “ Bé ye all of onemind.” Ignoring the

his own works and virtues of which he hopes and the brotherly love of all, the children of difference and practicing outward fellowship

that they will justify him before God ; but in God . In the new birth man ceases to be the with those who have and hold another faith,

conversion this faith is kindled in man's heart friend of the world and becomes the friend of is the direct contrary of what the apostle here

that the blood of Jesus Christ , God's Son, God , and, occupying a new relatiðn toward's requires. The way how to attain to a right

cleanses him from all sin , that Christ is his men , he must also know how to conduct him and true union the prophet Zechariah shows

Saviour who adorns him with His Divine self both towards the children of this world in a very few words saying : “ Love the truth

righteousness and presents him beforeGod and and towards his fellow Christians. On both and peace.” First the truth , then peace ; but

the Father as being without spot or wrinkle . the apostle instructs us in our to -day's text , never must we sacrifice the truth of God for

An unconverted man lavishes his heart's love but taking up only the first let us yet briefly the sake of peace with men. That is the right

on that which belongs to this life and world ; consider : kind of a union , first agreement in the truth

he may indeed love things good and noble in of God , then real , actual peace in one-minded
THE UNITY WHICH CHRISTIANS SHOULD HAVE

the sight of men , such as morality , knowledge ,
AND FOSTER AMONG THEMSELVES . ness ; but to cry peace , peace , where there is

poetry, art ; but though his dearest treasure no peace , is always an unqualified evil .

be the noblest sciences and the finest arts , yet
I would present,

These words of Peter also shed a ray of

his love is in this world . There is , of course , I. what unity Christians should have lighton the fond wishes of those who at all haz

a difference between a virtuous man whose
among themselves,

ards want large congregations, many people

highest delight is in science and art , and a II . how this unity is preserved and fostered , brought together in the same organization ,

drunkard whose highest delight is in gulping
and

notwithstanding they are of many-colored be

liquor , yet the heart's treasure of both is that III . what blessings rest on one-mindedness. liefs . Every Christian heart will of course

which is of the world ; but in conversion a rejoice when the church grows and its branches

I.

new love is awakened in the soul, a love which are spread forth ; but what many seek is not

lifts the heart above the noblest and best gifts After describing in the first part of this actually the coming of the spiritual kingdom

of this world , a love which draws the heart up chapter how wives and husbands should walk , of God , but simply numbers, that many people

to the right hand of God where Jesus is . In the apostle in the first verse of this text names are brought into the community of the church

conversion the love of Jesus is shed abroad in virtues which all Christians are to practice and the number of members is increased , let

the heart, and this love predominates all other towards each other, writing : " Finally , be ye them believe what they choose, yea , even live

loves , that Jesus is dearer to the Christian all of onemind, having compassion one of an- as they choose . Many regard it a great gain ,

than his goods, his family , his honor, his ac- other , love as brethren , be pitiful, be courteous." if people can only in some way be induced to

complislıments and whatever else he possesses . For the rearing of a structure the first thing become church-members , and it is a common

As the heart of a loving bride yearns after her necessary is the laying of a good foundation . thing for people to connect with a church

absent bridegroom , so yearns a converted About to enumerate the virtues which Chris- without knowing what its distinctive or even

heart after Jesus ; and when He seems to ab- tians should practice towards one another, the common Christian doctrines are .

sent Himself from the heart , the Christian be- the apostle , as a wise builder , first names the hold up to people what their church teaches

comes sorrowful that nothing can satisfy him , source from which all these virtues will result according to its written creed , you will often

and his soul says with the bride in the Song and which is one-mindedness. This is the find them greatly surprised, because they have
of Solomon : “ I charge you, O daughters of first thing necessary ; for in a church whose never heard a thing about it. The reason is ,

If you
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because Christian instruction is so greatly de- images of Christ . Such is the unity which heresies might soon be put away. We should

spised and so shamefully neglected , and be- Christians should have among themselves, therefore bear in mind that the Word of God

cause people connect with the church only being of one mind to believe the same thing, alone is infallible, but every man liable to err ;

according to their own taste , without examin- actuated by the same principles and showing and we should be ready to adopt the truth

ing where the truth of God is taught. The forth the same image of Christ, even as Paul whenever we learn from the Word that we

one likes this , the other another denomination writes to the Corinthians, “ I beseech you , have erred . This should be our mind ; - and

best , and the result is that , if in many con- brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus that is the mind of every truly God -fearing

gregations you would inquire , you would find Christ , that ye all speak the same thing, and heart— , that if the Word of God is held up

a dozen and more different kinds of beliefs in that there be no divisions among you ; but to us , we be ready to say amen thereto and

one and the same fold . Is such the way it that ye be perfectly joined together in the to put away whatever is against that Word .

should be among Christians? “ Be ye all of same mind and in the same judgment.” 0 , such is a powerful agency , yea rather the

one mind,” says the apostle . In regard to To the God of all grace, the Father of our only way to preserve unity , when all are dili

worldly matters the Christians may be of many Lord Jesus Christ, be thanks that in a measure gent in searching the Scriptures, giving honor

minds ; in worldly matters the saying : Many He has granted to us as a congregation this to the Word as the supreme authority and

men , many minds, is in its proper place ; but one mind . We are of one mind to believe only infallible guide in all things , always will

in matters of religion that saying should be the same thing, namely that same thing which ing to be corrected by it.

given the lie. In every Christian congrega- the words of the Holy Ghost express; and as In obedience to the Word we should there
tion this should be true : Many men , one to showing forth the image of Christ , this in- fore also practice towards each other these

mind. Christians, being many, should be of deed not one of us does so perfectly as he virtues : " Having compassion one of another ,

one mind . “ We being many,” says Saint ought to ; yet I hope there may be none love as brethren , be pitiful , be courteous: not

Paul, “ are one bread , and one body: for we among us, who do not want to learn of Jesus. rendering evil for evil, or railing for railing ;

are all partakers of that one bread .” Now That we have such one-mindedness among but contrariwise blessing.” If in a congre

one body should have only one mind . ourselves , is not our own glory , it is the gift gation one member is afflicted and the others

What is it to be of one mind ? If two men of God , and He must also preserve it , other manifest no compassion and no love towards

believe the same thing , pass the same judg- wise it is lost in a day. Yet we must not rest him ; or if one Christian disregards brotherly

ment , act on the same principles, they are of idle ; for God has told us in His Word what courteousness and by his conduct gives offense

one mind . First of all , Christians should be we should do in order to preserve unity and to others, or unbecoming language is retorted

of one mind in believing the same thing. peace among ourselves . in like manner, such things will separate the

Every Christian should believe what the Bible hearts and will soon destroy the bond of unity.

says , and if all believe what the Bible says II.
We Christians should truly regard each other

then all believe the same thing, because there Several things , essentially necessary for true as one in Christ, members of the same body,

is only one Bible . To this some might take unity , we may learn from these very words : and we should show that we feel for each

exception and say : There is indeed only one “ Be ye all of one mind.” In order to be of other , weeping with them that weep and

Bible , but it is a large book containing many one mind , we must believe what the Bible rejoicing with them that do rejoice ; for

things not essentially necessary unto salva- says; and in order to believe what the Bible such sympathy knits the hearts together and
tion . Is it therefore not sufficient , if there is says, we must know wbat it does say ; and in strengthens the bond of unity. Even so com

agreement in the most essential articles of order to know what it does say , we must be passionate and brotherly love should follow

doctrine ? and should not differences of opin- acquainted with the Bible . In a community the erring and such as sin otherwise . If a

ion be allowable in teachings of minor im- where the Bibles are covered with dust, one- brother errs from the faith or falls into other

portance ? It is true that some teachings of mindedness in matters of religion will be sin , the others should not suddenly withdraw

the Bible have a more direct bearing on the sought in vain . To be and to remain of one from him , much less should they forthwith

way of salvation and hence are of greater con- mind, we must be diligent in searching the cast him out as being a disgrace to the church ;

sequence than others; but the fallacy of the Scriptures ; and when we do search the Script- but they should seek him as Christ seeks them
common argument drawn from the much ures , we must do it with hearts open to re- that have gone astray, and this winning back

abused distinction between essentials and non- ceive the truth . This is indeed a point of the of fallen ones has its special promise ; for

essentials becomes patent from the one con- highest importance for the preservation of St. James writes : “ Brethren, if any of you

sideration that the whole Bible is theWord of unity , if one has erred and is shown the truth do err from the truth , and one convert him ;

God , and no man can beallowed the right to from the Scriptures that he be ready to aban- let him know that he which converteth the
set aside any part of it ; for thus the Lord don his error and to give honor to the truth ; sinner from the error of his way shall save

says : “ Ye shall not add unto the word which or if any have sinned against brotherly love , a soul from death , and shall hide a multitude

I command you , neither shall ye diminish that he be ready to acknowledge his wrong of sins.” By practicing these and other vir

aught from it.” A man may indeed err from and to ask forgiveness. But that requires tues, we should strive to preserve , increase

ignorance and yet be a Christian at heart ; but humble and God -fearing hearts as is clear and strengthen one -mindedness among us ,

to say , Men should have a right to hold opin- from the words of Paul, writing to Timothy : and hereunto we should be stimulated by the

ions conflicting with the Scriptures amounts “ If any man teach otherwise, and consent great blessings resting on unity among Chris

to surrendering the Divine authority of the not to wholesome words , even the words of tians.

Bible. Unity of faith can be secured in no our Lord Jesus Christ , and to the doctrine
III .

other way than by all believing what the which is according to godliness ; he is proud,

Bible says in all its parts. knowing nothing, but doting about questions Two such blessings allow me to mention .

Believing the same thing all Christians and strifes of words , whereof cometh envy , “ He that will love life and see good days, let

should be of one mind to live up to their strife , railings, evil surmisings, perverse dis- him refrain his tongue from evil, and his lips

faith and to show forth an example of all putings of men of corruptminds, and destitute that they speak no guile : let him eschew evil,

godliness. According to our text all Chris- of the truth.” Whence spring divisions and and do good ; let him seek peace, and ensue it."

tians should be of one mind to be compassion- heresies ? Paul ascribes them to the pride of This is a general truth which applies also in

ate , to love each other , etc. , as also Paul writes those who will not consent to the wholesome the life of a congregation. Take a congre

to the Romans : “ The God of patience and words of Jesus Christ. Men fall into error, gation in which the members are not of one

consolation grant you to be likeminded one and when rebuked and shown the truth from mind, in which diverse and strange doctrines

toward another according to Christ Jesus : the Scriptures, they are too proud to acknowl- are entertained , or in which partyism pre

that ye may with one mind and one mouth | edge that they have erred and too stubborn vails , family feuds and personal quarrels are

glorify God.” In his walk , conversation and to give way to the truth . If all would be nourished , or some are ambitious of honors ;

life every Christian should show that he has ; humble enough in all good faith to adopt the let that congregation be ever so large, wealthy,

learned of Christ ; they all should be miniature simple words of the Scriptures , divisions and fashionable , it is not pleasant to be there ; it

a
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presents the sad spectacle of discord and has in order to escape further torture claim to

little or no influence for good . But if in a “ have gotten through. ” Such proceedings The Deceitfulness of Mere Emotion.

congregation there is one -mindedness, peace are without a word of foundation in Scripture ,

and harmony , so that the members live to- but on the other hand they are directly opposed At the time of the great revival at Yale

gether like as one family, there it is delight to the same, repugnant to the plan of Salva- College , some years ago, the following inci
ful to be , and though such a church be only tion and the means of grace . dent occurred , which illustrates the deceitful

a little band , it is a power for good ; for in When we point out to them the Lutheran ness of mere emotion. I shall try to give the

unity there is strength. Where a great multi- mode of absolution, they are horror stricken , words of an eyewitness as nearly as I remem

tude, being of many minds, can accomplish and cry : Popery, Popery ! ber them . Said he : “ During the time of the

nothing, a little band of Christians with one
But since it is not our purpose to set forth general revival , a class of about one hundred

mind, putting their shoulders to the wheel, at length our doctrine in this brief article , we of us was one evening addressed by one of the

will accomplish great things, and it is a de- only wish our sectarian friends to consider for professors. In the course of the evening he

light to behold them and to be amongst them , a moment whether or not they do not give us called for voluntaryconfessions of faith , where

as the 133. Psalm says: “ Behold , how good reason to cry popery also , ifwe were as much upon a number of young men arose , giving

and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell inclined to misunderstand or misinterpret their experience of spiritual life . Suddenly

together in unity ! It is like the precious oint- Scripture as they are . They surely ought to one of my most intimate friends jumped to

ment upon the head , as the dew of Hermon, well know that when the minister says: “ I his feet , his lips quivering with emotion , his

and as the dew that descended upon the forgive you all your sins,” that he is only eyes reflecting what seemed to be a supernat

mountains of Zion : for there the Lord com- acting in the person of Christ , or in the stead ural fire . ' I feel that the Holy Spirit has this

manded the blessing , even life for evermore. ' of Christ . Butthey say , Who can forgive sins moment entered my heart ! ' he exclaimed .

God is not a God of discord and envy, He is but God only ? We say , no one. But in the My sins are washed away ! I am now a child

a God of peace and love , and His blessings same breath let us ask , Who can baptize but ofGod ! Oh, how happy I am ! '-This sud

are where peace and love prevail, as also our Christ only ? We observe that when our sec- den outburst of feeling , which seemed to be

text says: “ The eyes of the Lord are over the tarian friends baptize either by sprinkling or uncalled for by the circumstances , struck us

righteous, and his ears are open unto their immersion that they in every case say to the as something unreal. After close of the meet

prayers : but the face of the Lord is against subject : " I baptize thee.” O what presump- ing I invited him to a walk on the college

them thatdo evil.” If the members of a con- tion ! we could say with as much propriety as grounds before retiring. He assented , and

gregation are of one mind in believing the they cry at us, for is not ChristHewho must when we were to ourselves I asked him , “ Did

truth of God as it is in Jesus, if their hearts baptize us , and in whom we must be baptized ? you really mean what you said to-night about

are knit together in brotherly love and unity, of course we all understand perfectly well your spiritual condition ? ' ' I did , ' said he .

the prayers of that congregation are a power that the sectarian minister is acting in Christ's "When I saw my classmates rise , each confess

with God to draw down His blessings , for name in this matter , and so do they under- ing himself a “ soldier of the cross” the emo

which the disciples are an example ; for of stand it. So , again , marriage was instituted tions in my heart became too strong to be

them it is recorded in Acts 4 : “ And when of God, and it is God who solemnizes it , by suppressed, and so I said what I did . But

they had prayed , the place was shaken where means of the minister. But in this case the can you lend me ten dollars ? ' Seeing my look

they were assembled together.”
sectarian minister says : “ I, a minister of of surprise and enquiry he confessed : ' Oh , I

Fellow Christians! if we would build our- Jesus Christ, pronounce you husband and wife am a gambler , though I managed to hide this

selves in peace ; if we would enjoy the bless- ... and what God has joined together let not disgrace even from you , my intimate friend .

ings of God, knowing that His ears are open man put asunder.” Here he says I first and Last night I staked my mother's watch and

unto our prayers, we must be of one mind, then God , and if we were sticklers for faults , lost it. I can not meet her without it ; it would

fostering unity ; for the great delight which no matter how plain this is , we could say this break her heart to learn what had become of

the Lord takes in one-mindedness, He ex- presumptuous minister makes himself God . it, and I would not tell her a falsehood . Let

presses in His prayer for the Church, saying : Now the act of absolution is just as plain as me have ten dollars and I believe that now I

“ Holy Father, keep through thine own name this is or as the act of baptism is , and these am a Christian, I can - win it back. '

those whom thou hast given me, that they the sects do not oppose, but absolution they " The future course of the young man was a

may be one , aswe are.” Unto Him , the only do oppose . Neither can we explain this in- sad one to follow . It took but a few brief

true God , be glory forever. Amen . consistency . It looks in many cases as if it weeks to convince even the young convert that

were wilful and premeditated opposition. For his feelings had deceived him , and thereupon,

if it is plain that in the cases of baptism and as if angered at the disappointment, he plunged

marriage the minister is not acting in his own headlong into ruin .”

name, but in the name of Christ , why is it not Feelings and emotions are good enough in

For the LUTHERAN Witness . equally plain regarding absolution ? For be- their place — when the Holy Spirit , by means

sides the words , " He that heareth you heareth of holy thoughts and emotions, communicates

Sectarians deny in Absolution what they me," and " whosesoever sins ye remit , they with our spirit in hours of distress or joy we

themselves profess in the Formulas are remitted , and whosesoever sins ye retain should certainly be thankful for the same

of Baptism and Marriage . they are retained ,” and “ Whatsoever ye shall but it will not do to build our salvation on joy

bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and ful emotions ; that is like building our house

Our blessed Saviour, in the last chapter of whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be on sand, or sowing the seed on rocky ground.

St. Matthew , commands his disciples to ob- loosed in heaven,” we have examples from Over against the inconstancy of mere emo

serve all that He had commanded them . In St. Paul showing that he exercised both the tions : “ We have also a more sure word of

our day as in the day of king Saul there seem binding and the loosing key . In 2. Cor. 2 , 10 prophecy ; whereunto ye do well that ye take

to be persons who wish to make themselves we read of his forgiving in Christ's person or heed ,” etc. ( 2. Peter 1 , 19. ) And when you ,

special favorites of God , not by hearkening stead, the sin of an incestuous person , and in my Christian friend , are depressed in spirits,

to His Word , but by some device of their own ; 1. Tim . 1 , 20 we read of that he bound certain read the 23d or 42d Psalm .-A. M.
for

among the sectarians we fail to find that ones over to Satan : “ Of whom is Hymeneus

the act of forgiving the sins of the penitent and Alexander , whom I have delivered unto
The valiant taste of death but once , saith

unto them , and of retaining the sins of the Satan , that they may learn not to blaspheme.”
impenitent, is observed at all . But instead

human wisdom ; but Divine wisdom saith , If

L. M. WAGNER ,

of this scriptural way of dispelling fears and
you live and believe on me , you shall never

taste of death .

forgiving sins , the mourner's bench is hauled

forth, and then the terrified are distressed Sharper than a serpent's tooth It wants the stoutly timbered ark of the

until worn out in body and mind , when many It is to have a thankless child . ch ch to cross the gulf of life safely ,

Polemical.

>
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Class Mail Matter.

The new Ohioan Conversion -Prayer. is the reason why sectarians have little room

for the means of grace , which are the means

The prophet Jeremiah taught the Old and appointed to bring Christ unto us and us into

New Testament churches a beautiful conver- Paradise . This is the reason why they will

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.-- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .
sion - prayer in these words : “ Turn thou me trust more in their experience, resolves and

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st (O Lord ), and I shall be turned , ” Jer. 31. reason , than in the Word and in the sacra

of each month by the GeneralLutheran Conference of Mis- But the Ohioans of late years are no longer ments . They do not comprehend the meaning

souri and other states. Moneys, names of subscribers, satisfied with this prayer, because this sounds of the passage, “ I am the way, the truth and
changes of addresses and all other business communications

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., too much like a Missourian prayer ; because the life : no man cometh unto the Father , but

St. Louis , Mo. All communications for the editorial de- it teaches and confesses before God , that our by me,” John 14 , 6 .

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in conversion may only be wrought by God , who

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money-order or
turns our hearts to Himself by His Word . The

draft is at the risk of the sender. Sand in Place of Starch.

Ohioans do not feel like prostrating themselves

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second completely in the face of God , they claim the
If we buy a package labeled Prime Starch ,

merit of being and doing something too in their

conversion . For this reason they try to teach
we expect to find starch in the package. But

ST. LOUIS, MO. , June 7, 1889.
,a doctrine which makes people pray in this if in place of starch we should find sand, would

way : Lord , Lord , it seems so strange that we not feel deceived, would we not complain

Volume VIII. of having been defrauded ? Would any one
Thou shouldst do everything in conversion

?and we nothing, as the Missourians say . Lord, find fault with our complaint ? Now, if we see
.

God , the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ , that would be humbling us too much.
some church -bodies professing to adopt the

No ,

hath graciously granted that our WITNESS Lord ; give Thou us Thy Word and we will do
whole of the Lutheran Confessions , yet on in

should complete its Sabbath-year, its seventh the applying; give Thou us Thy grace of con- spection we find their practice to be in part

year. This , then , was a year of rest. As we version and ourselves will convert us ; tell
the very reverse of their profession , shall we

enter upon its eighth year , we enter again Thou us to turn and ourselves will turn us ;
not say, they are practicing deceit ? Shall we

upon years of work . For the next year of give us Thy Holy Spirit and we will make our
not warn the churches of Christ against im

rest will only be when the great Hallelujah- hearts to suffer His entrance . position ? Shall we , for charity's sake , tell the
How great wilt

year , the jubilee-year, the fiftieth year , shall Thou then be , O Lord , and we Ohioans will be
Aock of Christ, Never mind the sand in the

have dawned upon our WITNESS . Looking something too .
starch-package , the broad cloak of so - called

Now , every one that ever

back upon the course of seven years which
charity requires us to use it as starch after

profoundly prayed the prayer of Jeremiah,

our paper has finished ; upon the work and will feel at once that such Ohioan prayer is
all ? Now this is our very complaint against

services rendered by our fellow-workers and
the General Council and against the General

wrong , and that accordingly there must be

subscribers ; upon the good they have accom- something wrong in their new doctrine of con- Synod South, that they profess to accept the

plished, as we hope, in furthering the cause version . whole of the Lutheran Confession , yet in their

of genuine Christianity,--we have no song to
practice they make themselves guilty of things

sing, but the songof the elders, “ Saying with They have no Bridge across the River. And when we reprove them for such hypocentirely at variance with such Confessions.

a loud voice , Worthy is the Lamb that was

slain to receive power, and riches, and wis
risy , they set up the cry , we were unchari

In preaching the gospel of salvation it is not

dom , and strength , and honour, and glory, enough to tell people of the great bliss and the men who sell sand in starch -packages ; as
table , unliberal, extreme . But they are as

and blessing." Rev. 5 , 12. Planting our feet glory of eternal life , or ofthe beautiful garden the fathers who give their children stones for

firmly on the Rock of salvation who entreats of Paradise . Nor is it enough to tell people

us not to be ashamed of His gospel in any that Christ shed His blood and suffered in
bread , and scorpions for fishes.

country and in any language, to fight the gates nocent sufferings and death . Nor is it enough

of hell everywhere and by all His means, to to tell people that they are sinners and in the Pure Doctrine and Bible-Lessons in

attend the true beacon -light of the world in bonds of hell , and that the great river ofGod's
Lesson - Leaves.

the stormy sea of unbelief and errors , and not wrath separates them from the garden of Para

to let our lukewarmness, prejudice and cow- dise , and that they should look at the beauti- Some synods, as for instance the General

ardice make us bury the talent of His blissful , ful garden on the other side and feel their Synod North , do not take well to pure doc

pure doctrine in a napkin under the ground - wretched condition. We say this is not enough. trine . They dislike the very term and make

our WITNESS shall continue its work as long For there must be some bridge across this river a kind of by-word of it in their Observer. They

asour subscribers rally around its flag and by of God's wrath , else we shall never come to believe their strength rests not so much in

their prayerful and ready support encourage Paradise. And this bridge must be shown and pure doctrine as in Bible-studies. Missionary

its further publication. In conclusion wewould people encouraged thereon to cross the river work and lesson - leaves is what they cultivate

again state that our paper is now the property of condemnation. And it must be shown that with special satisfaction . Ofcourse these are

of the English General Conference of Missouri this bridge is only the Word of God, in which great and good things , these missionary works

and other States, and that all moneys must be the Holy Ghost comes to us and draws us unto and studies of lesson-leaves , if conducted in

sent to theiragent,Rev. H. Birkner , 3506 Caro- Christ , so that we make Him our way, and the true spirit and proper manner. But what

line Str., St.Louis, Mo. Bro. Birkner asks it Him alone , to come unto the Father and unto is pure doctrine ? we beg leave to ask . Pure

as a special favor of our readers, to be prompt Paradise . So we shall have Paradise and the doctrine is nothing else than Bible -lessons

in their remittances , because the successful bridge leading thereto . But here the secta- rightly understood . To bring all Bible -lessons

publication of a church- paper requires not rians are greatly in fault . They do indeed that treat of the same subject to one point and

only the humble efforts of its editorial staff, preach of the heavenly Canaan, they preach therefrom to draw the sense of the Holy Ghost ,

not only the good and clean work of our Pub- of Christ crucified and His blood shed on Cal- this is pure doctrine ; it is the very marrow and

lication House, but also the prompt and sub- vary, they preach God's wrath and the sin- essence of Holy Writ, as the Holy Ghost dis

stantial aid of its subscribers. Let us awake , ner's condemnation . But when it comes to closed it in the course of thousands of years

then , and arise and do the good work with an the point of leading men to Paradise, they do to close Bible -students, to His Church , and

unflagging zeal , because we have such great not hold forth Christ in the Word as the only enabled them to defend it from Holy Writ

promise of our Father , that our work can not bridge leading across , but they tell men to against all gainsayers. From this it is evi

be in vain . Our Witness extends most fra- swim the river by plunging into their own dent that it betrays great ignorance for any

ternal greetings to its brothers and sisters in prayers and resolves and this and that work , one to say , he preferred the study of Bible

the work in the East and in the West, in the or by entering the canoes of their own feelings lessons to the study of doctrine . For Christ

North and in the South.

and sensations of remorse and comfort. This says : Blessed is he that hears the Word of
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Church News.
God and understands it. And St. Paul ad

A Museum of Religion.

monishes , that the New Testament prophecy ,

i . e . , Bible- exposition , should be in harmony A Museum of Christian Antiquities exists

with the analogy of faith or the doctrine re For the Lutheran Witness . in the university of Berlin for years. It was

ceived . But how and where can Bible-exposi
Religious Periodicals and Quack

founded by Professor Piper and has become

tion , how and where can lesson -leaves be in
Advertisements.

an institution of incomparable merit and use

harmony with the analogy of doctrine, if pure fulness to all students of theology and history .

doctrine, or the very collective thoughts of the
The Medical Record thus addresses the re

A Museum of religious objects from all parts

Holy Ghost, are impiously frowned upon ?
sponsible parties :

of the world has been opened at Paris by

M. Guinet and will be one of the many points

Dear brethren of the religious press , do you of attraction at the Paris exhibition of the

One Great Benefit of Church- not recognize the truth of the physicists' defi

Membership .

nition, and are you so deplorably colorblind present year, although it was established with

that the character of the matter so wofully M. Guinet, in company with an artist, spent
out special connection with the world's show .

Church -membership ought to be coveted out of place in your paper creates the im- several years in the Eastern Countries of Asia ,

also for the great benefit it bestows upon the pression of spotless purity upon your moral where he made the acquaintance of the priests,,

individual member in being a wall about him retinas ? Do you see no shameful incongruity from whom he acquired the objects now on

against the filth of this world . Such Chris- in a teacher pointing with one hand to the

tians as cultivate fellowship with their breth- straight and narrow path of godliness , and
exhibition in his Museum . Japan furnished

ren , are in the very best and purest company with the other to the haunts of those who dis
to him a large and rich collection of idols,

wherein unbelievers drag out their existence. one column you lament the flood of pernicious His companion made sketches of the temples ,

and see and hear very little of the great filth play devices for eluding the wages ofsin ?In robes, vessels , books, etc. Similar collections
were bought in China, India, Siam and Thibet.

literature which is debauching the innocence
the priestly offices and ceremonies and trans

The Sleepless Night of Ahasuerus.
of youth ; you lend your influence in the next

ferred them at home on canvas . The worship

to introduce in Christian homes a “ specific for and the persons engaged in it , priests, danc
Esther 6 , 1 .

nervous prostration and alcoholism . ”
ing girls , servants , people in the act of wor

The sleepless night which Ahasuerus spent ship are represented in life- size on the walls ,

in having the history of his empire read unto
The Use of Leap Year.

so that the visitor of the museum can be

him , was perhaps an annoyance to himself, looker-on at an Eastern idol worship . The

but in the hands of God it proved a means of The following explanation is given why the library collected by M. Guinet, numbers

saving Mordecai , Esther and all other Jewish year 1900 will not be counted among leap- 16,000 volumes and is placed at the disposal
exiles from the destructive hands of Haman . years : The year is 365 days, five hours and of visiting scholars. The Egyptian depart

And if we remember that withersoever the
forty-nine minutes long ; eleven minutes are ment contains a large collection of objects for

king's command ofkilling all Jews, both young taken every year to make the year 3651 days sacred use , found in Southern France . M.Gui

and old, had gone, that in every province long,and every fourth yearwe have anextra net believes, that the Egyptian cult musthave

many pious Jews lay in sackcloth and ashes, day. This was Julius Caesar's arrangement. spread extensively in Southern Europe during

imploring God day and night for protection, where do these eleven minutes comefrom ? ten centuries before the birth of Christ. In

that they spent their sleepless nights in prayer They come from the future, and are paid by the garden of the Museum plants are culti

and supplication, we shall be astonished to omitting leap-year every hundred years. But vated which possess a religious character or

learn that their sleepless prayers moved God if leap-year is omitted regularly every hun- are used for religious ceremonies in the far
for the Messiah's sake to send Ahasuerus that dredth year, in the course of 400 years it is East.-- Sel .

sleepless night , after which all doomed Jews found that the eleven minutes taken each year

could again sleep comfortably in their beds , will not only have been paid back , but that a
The Mechanic's Mite .

whilst their merciless and wicked enemy must whole day will have been given up . So Pope-

sleep the sleep of the gallows . Observe, then, Gregory XIII., who improved on Caesar's In a manufacturing town in New England,

what a powerful weapon prayer is to ward off calendar in 1582 , decreed that every centurial in the forenoon service, a man , evidently an

the direst calamity from God's pious children ,
year divisible by four should be a leap -year operative in one of the mills , sat in a front

and that God's means of salvation , though after all. So we borrow eleven minutes each pew with a whole row of little children beside

apparently insignificant, always work a power. year , more than paying our borrowing back him , his wife at the end of the line with a

ful redemption in due season.
by omitting three leap - years in three centu- baby in her lap. In the evening, the same

rial years , and square matters by having a man and family , minus the mother and baby,

French Protestants before and after leap -year in the fourth centurial year. Pope occupied the same pew. After the service ,

appealing to Arms. Gregory's arrangement is so exact , and the this man came to the preacher, and with deep

borrowing and paying back balance so closely, emotion said : “ I am only a working man ;

In the beginning of the Reformation a great that we borrow more than we pay back to the you saw my large family of little children ;

many people in France became Protestants, extent of only one day in 3866 years . every penny
I can earn counts, but I feel that

and as long as they used the true Christian I must divide the living of my children with

weapons of suffering and prayer , the cause of these poor people you have told us of to-day .

the Reformation made such progress as to em- What Evolution or the Gospel of Dirt
We can get on with poorer food to give them

brace the better part of the French nation . But
is in Common Language.

the gospel.”

when these Protestants appealed to worldly

arms and became a political faction , they were
Herbert Spencer's definition of evolution

well nigh exterminated . A sad lesson , indeed . has had a number of amusing versions into Only an Imitation of the Lord's Supper.

common English . It reads thus : “ Evolution

Contributions for Missions. is a change from an indefinite , incoherent The missionaries of the London Missionary

homogeneity to a definite , coherent hetero- Society in New Guinea use Yamsroot and co

The Christian at Work says: " The wealth geneity , through continuous differentiations coanut milk at communion, because wheat

of church -members in the United States, as and integrations.” Prof. Tait tries his hand bread and wine is not to be had on the island .

given in the census of 1880, was nine billions at it as follows: " Evolution is a change from This will never excuse those missionaries ,

of dollars . Their contributions annually for
missions was an average of one-sixteenthof a noliowish and in-general-talkaboutable not- Wafers and wine might certainly be brought

a cent for every dollar, or one dollar in every all-alikeness , by continuous something-elseifi- to New Guinea if those missionaries obeyed

1586. ”
cation and sticktogetherations." their commission .

.
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a

yet increaseth .' Let the Lord's trustees . assistance ; he has paid up his dues ; ( he paid

speculate with His funds . Give your $ 100.00 in about $ 100.00 and is entitled to $ 5.00 a

and make $200.00 . Don't be afraid , for " he week ; he expected to get sick before and

that giveth to the poor , shall not lack .” draw out more than he paid in , but this time

he is disappointed . But let that pass . ) Well ,.

Poverty no Bar to Bounteous his Society assists him as long as it has to .

Beneficence. The Beggar's Gift. And all the neighbors congregate and clap

their hands and the Society has notices and

A poor woman, whose children were obliged The story is related that a farmer once pre- cards of thanks inserted in the dailies , and all

to seek their daily bread at the doors of the sented a basket of nice apples to Antonius, the country takes up the chorus : " Lo, the

rich , had a neighbor, as poor as herself , and bishop of Florence , in hopes of receiving a good men ! Here is brotherly love ! Here is

poorer, for he was bed - ridden and forsaken by rich reward. The bishop thanked him in the true help in need ! ”

all but herself. He was in need of nourishing words : “ God reward thee,” and dismissed There is another Mutual Aid Society , in

food . How was she, poorwidow , to provide it ? him . The disappointed farmer complained of which charity is not put upon a business basis ,

Surely she had nothing to spare ? She managed the bishop's penury to others. Hearing of it , but is exercised in charity and true love , a

to get a few chickens , and fed them with the the bishop had him recalled , took a slip of society founded by Jesus Christ, called the

crumbs left over from her own scanty meals. paper , wrote on it : “ God reward thee,” and Church , whose members assist one another ,

And so her sick neighbor got his daily egg ; placed it into a pair of scales , placing the not because they speculate on one another ,

nourishing food it made — it was seasoned with apples into the other basin . The paper proved but because of the love of Christ .
love. the heavier. The bishop said : “ You see , my Child of God , in which of the two do you

Those were small gifts . Our Saviour calls son , you have no reason to complain of in- feel yourself at home ? What do you prefer ,

it bounteous beneficence. For this lady be- gratitude ; God's reward is more valuable the trumpeted charity and poorly masked

longed to the family of that poor widow who than your gift." selfishness of the former , or the silent, active

cast the greatest gift of all into the treasury. Perhaps this story is not founded on facts ; love of the latter ? E.

Nay , poverty is no bar to liberality . If it but stillit is founded on this fact that in reality

were --- how empty God's treasury would be ! the pious beggar's gift — his blessing-is worth The Copper will do for Poor Maggie.

more than our alms . " The blessing of him

that was ready to perish , ” whom Job suc- A missionary had been preaching a mission

Increase by Scattering. cored , “ came upon me," returned , made it- sermon , and telling about the poor women of

self felt . Another proof this is of the fallacy India , and he observed that many of the audi

Scatter your goods among the needy. “ But of growing poorer by giving. ence seemed quite affected by his account.

if I have $ 100.00 and give $90.00 or $ 100.00
A few days afterwards the pastor met on the

to the poor , there will be little or nothing left
street a poor old woman , half blind , who

for myself.” Very poor logic . A Christian Mutual Aid Societies. earned a livelihood by doing errands or any

can do his sums better than that. other little work . She put a sixpence into

To illustrate . Tiberius Constantine , one of The other day a man in one of our large his hand , saying it was to go for mission work

the noblest of the Roman Emperors, was a
cities who , being for some time without em- in India. Her pastor, knowing how poor she

royal giver. He carried his beneficence so far ployment, had for several days been unable was , said , “ No, no, Maggie; that is too much

that it sometimes seemed as though the means
to provide food for his large family -- his chil- for you to give : you can not afford this

would be lacking to set the imperial table . dren crying for bread — went to a baker , a much .”

The empress, chiding him , called his liberality his pocket , asked for a small loaf of bread. fora kind gentleman,andinstead of the few
neighbor of his , and , finding a stray nickel in She replied she had just been on an errand

shameful waste ; but he replied , that he was thebaker, referringto hisbooksand finding coppersshegenerallyreceived, he had given;
,

certain he would never want anything neces

sary , if , obedient to Christ , he provided for
that the poor man was in his debt to the amount her three pennies and a sixpence ; and ,

the poor, and laid up unto himself treasures
of ten cents , pointblank refused , though the she, “ Thesilver and the gold are the Lord's ;

in heaven .
man told him his trouble , to give him the loaf the copper will do for poor Maggie."

till he had first settled his debt. Several neigh

And his trust was not confounded . One bors standing by took it as a matter of fact,

day, walking in the grounds, he noticed a and sympathyzing with the baker said : “ How
Polar Flowers.

marble slab , in the pavement, in which a cross else can a man do business ? ”

was cut. Saying it were wrong to walk over
Within the Antarctic Circle there has never

Just then another man entered the store .

have the stone removed to a fit place. This his nickel on the counter. The baker , finding these are confined to the Arctic region . They

the sign of our redemption , he gave orders to Heneeded bread for his family. He placed been found a flowering plant. In the Arctic

region there are 762 kinds of flowers ; fifty of

being done a second stone , of the same fashion his account square, handed him the required

as the first,was found ; and beneath this one, loaf. The buyer took it home and had supper Polar flowers are not as bright and varied as
are really Polar flowers. The colors of these

a third slab . It was taken away and a rich

with his family. And all the neighbors con

treasure was disclosed , amounting , according gregated , and commended the good baker,
our own , most of them being white or yellow ,

to some writers, to over ten million dollars . and said : " Lo, what a good man ! O, the
and said : " Lo, what a good man! O, the as if borrowing these hardy hues from their

Praising the goodness of his Father, the
noble baker !

greater part of it he soon distributed among their trouble !” And all the city was filled

Lo to help his neighbors in snowy bergs and golden stars.

the needy.
with the praises of the baker's goodness. Scandinavian Proverbs.

Another incident of the same kind is told But this didn't really happen ? People are

of Tiberius. An old man came to him from not that foolish ? But they are . It happens The cattle know when to leave the pasture ;

Italy , and , moved by his liberality , revealed every day. You have heard of Mutual Aid but an unwise man never knows the depth of

to him the whereabouts of a hidden treasure, Societies ; they brag and blow so much it his stomach .
secreted by Narses , the general of Justinian . would be a wonder if you hadn't. Well , One wears out one's welcome when one

The place was found and several days were oc- every member pays in so much every month ; stays too long in another man's house.

cupied in lifting and transporting the treasure. a member takes sick ; he applies for assis- The waves of the sea will in time round the

The pious emperor was confirmed in his faith tance ; he is found in arrears with his pay- edges of the sharpest rocks.

and continued to do good to the poor. ments ; not a penny does he get ; he may beg The years have no lack of dark days.

This is one way in which the Lord fulfills or steal , his family may starve and die for all Stupid questions are not easily answered.

His promise : “ There is that scattereth and the Society cares. - And a second man needs Much bread is growing in the winter's night.
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For the LUTHERAN Witness . republic and then acknowledge your debt to smile at the inducements held forth to sub

Centennial Sickness of the Papists. Protestantism during the past hundred years .) scribers of the Catholic Mirror, which is pub

" What could be more effective, more con- lished “ Ad majorem Dei gloriam .” By be

The Catholic Mirror is a paper published vincing than this ? And then the preachers, coming a club agent (page6 , same No.) " one

right here in Baltimore . The frontispiece carried away by the eloquence of their own receives a package of Flower seeds , 50 vari

bears the legend : “ Ad majorem Dei gloriam ” language , wentoff into a long, though not very eties , or a pair of Nickel-plated Shears ; for

i . e . " to the greater glory of God.” We ob- coherent eulogium of Evangelical Christianity 1 new subscriber ... A Double Barrel Breech“

serve that here the comparative is used “ to the that gave us the 'open bible ' and thus made loading Shot Gun , or Solid Silver Hunting

greater Glory of God .” Well , it is a public possible these national material triumphs." Case Watch, or a Wood or Coal Cooking

paper and we , being one of the public , have ( Let's drop a pitying tear on the poor dom- Stove , or Regulator Clock , for 20 new yearly

an undeniable right to put our interpretation inies for being so sadly done up ' . ) subscribers ." Of course no extra charge is

thereupon . We make it out : Ad magnam “ For the majority of the brothers this sort made to any subscriber for the “ refining "

Papae gloriam— " to the great glory of the of 'pious' buncombe is an indispensable part notices of the Whiskey Distillery, nor of the

Pope,” and then- " to the greater glory of of their stock in trade. They could not pos- soul-inspiring “ ads” of the Liver Pills.

God.” Well now, who is trying to be funny ? sibly get on without it . They have no other G. JOHANNES.

But we can not help giving the readers of the kind of ' religion ' to offer for the recompense

WITNESs something from the “ Mirror,” Num- of their professional services . That is why

ber 2 , May 4, 1889 . We hope the readers Catholics are constantly confronted in the
The Resurrection Flower.

will enjoy it ; if not , we should feel sorry for public prints with ministerial misrepresenta

ourselves in having misplaced our confidence . tions of their religious belief and devotions."

8 we find a “ weekly Calendar” con- (Poor innocent lambs ! )
Travellers in Egypt, who profess to have

taining the names of saints long released from “ Of course , the claims put forth by the seen the genuine resurrection flower, describe

purgatory — but alas ! side by side with it an brothers are dishonest and misleading. They it as a little ball hanging on its fragile stem ,

advertisement of the best Refrigerators ! On are intended to be so by their authors.” ( The and resembling, both in color and shape, a

page 7 the advertisement of a Whiskey Dis- Mirror seems to have a patent contrivance for shrunken poppy head . Sleeping but not dead ,

tillery confronts the reader and next to it is searching hearts . ) “ It would never do for the flower is aroused by being for an instant

the Announcement of Benziger Bros. , who the average parson to be perfectly frank and immersed in water, and then supported in an

offer for sale : “ The Glorious Resurrection straight forward in dealing with the subject upright position . Soon the upper fibres begin

and Ascension of Jesus Christ; ” “ Catholic of the Church .” (They must learn this from to stir. Slowly, yet visibly, they unfold until,

Worship ,” etc. Then we have a crazy -patch- the writings of the Jesuits on the Lutheran with petals thrown back in equidistant order

quilt sprinkling of " ads” of Baby Carriages, Church , and from the honest and candid it assumes the appearance of a beautifully

Catarrh Remedies , Hair Dyes , Sewing Ma- church historian Janssen . ) “ He should have radiated , starry flower, not unlike someof the

chines , Bone Fertilizers , Baking Powders, to quarrel with his bread and butter. He asters in form . Resting a moment , it sud

Liver Pills, etc. The editor does not seem to would have to quarrel with his bread and denly , as though inspired by some new im

have used the Liver Pills hộ recommends to butter. If hedoesn't know what he is talking pulse, throws its very heart to the daylight,

the public with success , for an effusion of his about , which is too often the case , he has to curving back its petals further still , and dis

on page 4 savors strongly of a sadly dis- make things out as black as he can against closing beauties undreamed of even in the

organized bile . the Church , If he has any knowledge of the loveliness of its first awakening .

He heads his article : " Why They Do It." religion that he maligns , he still has to resort The story of the resurrection flower , as

Now his language is that of frowning , dis- to dishonesty or let the subject alone . In given in 1846 by the late Dr. Dick , the natu

gruntled indignation, resembling the thunder- either case bigotry combines with worldly ralist , is as follows : “ While travelling on a

ing of the storm -tossed sea , dashing its watery considerations to arm his tongue with bitter professional tour in Upper Egypt, eight years

mountainson the craggy cliffs ; now it is wither- speech.” before , engaged in exploring for some lost

ing in its sarcasm , like unto the sirocco , whose “ This is reprehensible enough at all times , emerald and copper mines, he chanced to

breath destroys all life ; now it almost resem- but it is especially so at such a time as this, render medical service to an Arab attached

bles the flapping of thewings ofthe gentle dove when all citizens are united in a spirit of to his party. In gratitude the child of the

returning from the verdant grove with the olive thanksgiving to God for the prosperity and desert formally presented to him this now

sprig of love . ( Yes, if a closer look didn't happiness of their common country. To make called ' resurrection flower ,' at the same time

reveal the outlines of some young ravenous use ofoccasionsof national rejoicings to foment enjoining him never to part with it. ”

vulture . ) Well here's what the Editor says : religious animosities is a violation of the true The Doctor was solemnly assured by the

“ Many ofthe local dominies took occasion last spirit of Americanism .” (The violent storm Arab and others of his race that it had been

Sunday to vent in the pulpit their ignorance of indignation is here claimed , the gentle taken ten years before from the breast of an

of the Catholic Church .” ( Poor, unsullied flapping of the dove with the olive sprig of Egyptian mummy , a high priestess , and was

dove . ) “ The highly religious theme of the peace is introduced . ) ... “ Catholics can deemed a great variety ; that it would never

nation's first century of material progress fur- afford to smile at the bumptious arrogance of decay if properly cared for.

nished the pretext. In reviewing the history the political parson who endeavors to turn

of the country for that period the good brothers these occasions to account. ” ( Of course

found many reasons for congratulating them- Catholics can afford to smile at most anything, SPURGEON has aptly said : “ If men valued

selves and the people at large upon the fact , they were even made to afford to smile at their the truth as they do their goods and their

that ours is a protestant government. Suppose immense financial losses , when that benig- houses, they would not regard error with such

it had been a Roman Catholic government? nant , devoted shepherd, archbishop Purcell cool contentment. The cant of the present

The thought suggested horror.” ( Here the of Cincinnati, had made them vanish under the day cries 'Charity! charity ! ' as if it were not

Editor is working off his sirocco of sarcasm . ) magic touch of his wizard-hand . ) ... “ Cath- the truest charity to grow indignant with that

“ The good brothers were unable to depict in olics have an equal interest with all others in which ruins souls . It is not uncharitable to

colors gloomy enough the condition of the the achievement of national greatness and the warn men against the poisonous adulterations

nation to-day had it been dominated by Ro- babbling preacher, who , with a mercenary of their food , or invasionsof their rights; and

man Catholic influence instead of the benig- zeal finds that we are all indebted to his par- surely it can not be more uncharitable to put

nant atmosphere of Protestantism during the ticular religious system , for the benefits we them on their guard against that which will

past hundred years.” ( Look at Spain and enjoy, is only taking advantage of the liberty, poison their souls.” Rev. Spurgeon is a Bap

the Roman Catholic countries of Europe; look that he does not understand of which he is tist , but by sad experiences with a socalled

at the South American and Central American unworthy.” Christian Union he has finally attained to a

States ; compare them to this free and glorious The readers of the WITNESS will certainly proper estimation of Christian consistency.
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Miscellaneous.

.25

2.00

cal , Boulangist , Socialist , and Revolutionary. Subscriptions Paid.

Nothing , probably, could be conceived more
$ 1.00alien from the spirits of the great and world- Rev. H. Diemer, Peru, Ind., (VII)

Rev. H. Henkel, Aurora, Ind . , 10 cc. (VII) 9.00

1.00renowned humanitarian craft than such a string W. E. Suhr, Evanston , 111., (VII)
Types of the Lord's Supper.

of political signboards.-- Freemason , London, A.J. Dielmann ,Galva, Kans., (VII)
Rev. J. H.-Wefel, Cleveland , O., (VI . VII) 2.00

1.00

England. F. W. Weble, Milwaukee , Wis., (VII ) 1.00
Presence real and divine,

Rev. J. A. Streckfuss, Chicago, Ill . , (VII) 1.00

Almost as bad as the Masonic scaudal in J.F. O. Reller, St. Louis,Mo.,(VII)How the sweet and strong combine ; 1.00

Cloven rock for Israel's drouth ; Ohio . — Masonic World , Boston . Rev. J. Bernthal, Wyandotte, Mich., ( VII) 1.00

Treasure -house of golden grain Teacher C. Riedel, Saginaw City, Mich. , (VII) 1.00

Miss M. Hiller, Houtzdale, Pa., (VII) 1.00
By our Joseph laid in store,

F.J. Odendahl, New Orleans, La ., (VII) 1.00In his brethren's famine sore

The Toad and its Prey .
Rev. H. Sprengeler, Milwaukee , Wis . , ( VII) 1.00

Freely to dispense again ; Hy. Frenzel, Barton , Md . , ( VIII) 1.00

Horeb's manna freely given , Rev. C. C. Morhardt, Erie , Pa . , ( VII . VIII) 2.00

1.00
Showered in white dew from heaven , The accuracy of aim in the young toad is F. Scheuermann, Buffalo, N. Y., (VII)

P. Weaver, Du Bois, Pa . , (VII ) 1.00

Marvelous, angelical; similar to the accuracy with which the young Rev. C. Spannuth,Wichita, Kans., (VII) 1.00

Weightiest bunch of Canaan's vine ; quail or chicken picks up a grain . A young L. M. Fox, Lowndes P. O.,Mo.,(Víll)Rev. P. Brand , Pittsburg , Pa . , (VII ) 1.00

Cake to strengthen and sustain
1.00

chicken , having 'only its head out of the shell, A. J. F. Moser, Gravelton , Mo., (VII ) 1.00
Through long days of desert pain ;

1.00
Salem's monarch's bread and wine- picked up a fly that lighted near it . And , P.; Franke, Mobile, Ala., (VII )

Chas. Piel , Indianapolis, Ind . , (VI . VII) 2.00

Thou the antidote shalt be said Mr. Calthrop , when you consider the nice Henry Piel, Indianapolis,Ind ., (VI . VII) 2.00

Of my sickness and my sin , co - operation of nervous muscular movements Rev. J. P. Mueller,Norfolk ,Nebr., (VII ) 1.00

Rev. C. A. Huxhold, Tracy, Ind ., (VII) 1.00

Consolation , medicine, necessary to this feat , you will perceive that Stud . theol. E.C.Monhardt, New Ùlm , Minn . ,
Life and Sacrament to me .

the chicken must have been practicing fly- Teacher L.Krieger, Baltimore , Md., (VII)
Adapted , 1.00

catching in the person of its ancestry for thou- Rev. J. F.W. Kublmann, Cumberland , Má. ,

sands of years . But I once had curious proof (VII) 1.00

A Masonic Scandal in France.
1.00

that the toad is capable of improvement by Rev. J.Rupprecht, North Dover, 0., 2 cc. (VII) 2.00
K. Kramer, New York , N. Y. , (VII)

practice . Rev. W. Ziegenhain , St. Louis, Mich . , ( VIII) 1.00

The Paris correspondent of the Daily Chron- Under a beehive I observed for several suc
Mrs. Fannie Patterson , Harrisonburg, Va. ,

(VIII) 1.00

icle has the following : The evil of introducing cessive summers a toad watching for over- Mrs. F.W. Scheunemann, Tolleston, Indijºs

politics into French Masonic lodges is being loaded bees who failed to reach the threshold W.M. Ruff, Shelbyville, 111., (VI. VII )(VII) 1.00

continually and painfully exemplified. As a of the hive. No sooner did they fall on the Rev. J. Sieck, Buffalo, N.Y., (VII) 1.00

rule, the press passes over the inner meet- ground than he snapped them up . But one
Mrs. H. Heitmueller, Washington, D. C. , (VI.

VII) 2.00

ings of Freemasons in respectful silence . In day I saw he had lost by some accident his H. Lueckens, Cleveland, O., (VII) 100

France , however, all things have been changed right eye , and when he struck at a bee he lost Rev. Prof. O. Hattstaedt, Milwaukee, Wis . ,
(VII) 1.00

for the worse . On Monday night a terrible his aim , and picked up dirt from one side of Miss E.Moser, Gravelton, Mo., (VIII) 1.00

riot took place , the occasion being the ad- the bee . He wiped his mouth with his fore- Rev.G.Koenig , Brooklyn,N. Y., ( VII. VIII) 2.00
Teacher R.Peters,Concordia , Mo., ( VII . VIII) 2.00mission of M. Lalou , proprietor of La France, paw and tried again and again . The bee Rev. G. Schoewe, Eagleton , Wis . , VII)

( 1.00

to theRepublique Democratique Lodge, which generally managed to climb to the top of some J. G. Weinhold , Wittenberg, Mo., (VII. VIII) 2.00

Wm . Piel , Indianapolis, Ind ., (VI . VII ) 2.00
has been founded by M. Laguerre in the in- little prominence on the ground and fly away W. Reinhardt, Memphis, Tenn ., ( VII 12 to

terest of Boulangism . M. Lalou was hindered before the toad succeeded . The VIII 11 )fellowpoor
Rev. W. H. T. Dau , Memphis, Tenn., (VIII) 1.00

by illness from being present ; but a number was half starved and grew thin , but I observed Rev. A. Pankow , N.Y.Mills,Minn., (VI. VII) 2.00

of brethren from the other lodges , who had before the summer was ended he had learned Rev. L.Fuerbringer, Frankenmuth, Mich .,

been convened by the Grand Orient , took to aim as correctly with one eye as he used to Teacher C.C. H. Suhr, Racine, Wis., (VII )(VIII ) 1.00

1.00

possession of the room, and loudly opposed with two, and had again recovered his plump. Rev. A. H.Brauer, Beecher, 111., (VII) 1.00

the admission of the candidate . Great dis- ness. - Nature. Rev. Chr. Hochstetter, Wolcottsville, N. Y. ,

(VII) 1.00

order followed . Several Boulangists , includ
Rev.F. Bernreuther, Farnham , N. Y. , (VII .

ing M. Laguerre himself , were sadly knocked VIII) 2.00

Teacher H. Lohmeyer, Hamel, ill . , (VII) 1.00

about, and M. Emile Cere had his arm broken Attending Spiritual Distress. Rev. Ph . Mueller, Okawville , Ill . , ( VII ) 1.00

in the affray. When the Boulangists had Rev. L. P. Jensen , Albert Lea, Minn., (VII) 1.00

Rev. C. H. Seltz, Arapahoe, Nebr. , (VII) 1.00

been turned out , Citizen Denechan took pos- W. H. Camp, of New Haven , Conn. , has Teacher C. Jahn, Indianapolis , Ind., (VII) 1.00

session of the platform , but the gas was put supported a missionary in the West for 21 Rev. C. F.J. Johanning , Orizaba, ., (VII.
VIII ) 2.00

out by the proprietor and the police dispersed years , and as a result 400 Sunday -schools have w . c . Seehausen , Staunton, III . , (VII. VIII) 2.00

the crowd outside. The anti -Boulangists have been established and 8000 persons brought Rev. A. Rump, Tolleston , Ind ., (VII.VIII)Rev. C. Kretzmann , Cleveland, O., (VII. VIII) 2.00

2.00
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Rom . 6 ,

nor

to save him from them all . The sin of man showing ,

may be heaped up mountain - high, but the I. how the Christian has become dead unto

grace of God is higher than the heavens. sin and alive unto righteousness , and

Why, my fellow-Christians , why is your II . what it implies to be dead unto sin and

heart troubled about the forgiveness of your alive unto righteousness.

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE sins , anxiously inquiring, whether God be

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. gracious enough to forgive you your sins ?
I.

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
What blasphemous thing is this that you dare This whole text treats actually of sanctifica

so to belittle God and to imagine His grace so tion in the stricter sense of the word, that
every

small and weak ? Is it not true that God is Christian should be zealous daily to die unto
VI . Sunday after Trinity .

greater than you and , therefore , His grace sin and to walk in newness of life , yet Paul
3-11 .

greater than your sins ? here continually directs us back to the fountain

from which the sanctification of our life must
“ Though great our sins and sore our woes,

BELOVED IN Christ : — Our salvation stands His grace much more aboundeth ; flow ; for not every avoidance of evil and fol

not in our own power, merit or worthiness , but His helping love no limit knows ,
lowing after good works is truly sanctification ,

only and alone in the grace of God . Man, as Our utmost need it soundeth . but only that which proceeds from faith in

born into this world , is born into the kingdom
Our kind and faithful Shepherd, He,

Christ Jesus. When a selfrighteous moralist
Who shall at last set Israel free

of the devil by whom he is also led onward in avoids evil and does good works , such , indeed,
From all their sin and sorrow ."

the way to destruction from sin to sin , and outwardly looks like sanctification , but it pro

there is nothing in heaven and earth which “ Come now, and let us reason together, saith ceeds from an altogether different fountain ,

can save man from finally falling into the bot- theLord: thoughyoursinsbe as scarlet,they motive and sentiment than the Christian's

tomless pit, save alone the grace of God in shall be aswhite as snow ; thoughthey be red avoidanceof sinandliving unto righteous
Jesus Christ , our Lord. Neither man like crimson, they shall be as wool.”

ness . And we know that God is not deceived

angel, neither philosophy nor science , neither But the more glorious a truth of God is , the by appearances, He looks to the heart ; and

the deeds of the Law nor works invented by more will it be abused by carnally minded men .
only when the heart is right will also the works

inen , can save our souls from eternal death ; When carnal people hear that man is saved by be pleasing to Him. Wemust,therefore, first

our salvation stands wholly and solely in that grace, they conclude and say, Then we need of allconsider, how the Christian hasdied

grace of God which appeared unto all men in do no good works ; and when they hear , where unto sin and what it is that prompts him to

Christ Jesus, His Son . By this grace we must sin is becomegreatGod grants so much greater live unto righteousness. Now herewebehold
be saved, orwewill have neither part nor por- grace, they say, Then we may live on in sin that Paul , exhorting us to walk in newness of

tion in the city of God. and grace will become so much greater with life , goes back to the death of Christ as the

us. So some reasoned in Paul's time, where- fountain of all true sanctification ; for he says :
But that the grace of God is able to save

from all sin , St. Paul emphatically declares at fore he here asks : " Shallwe continue in sin , “ Know ye not that so many of us as were bap

the end of thechapter preceding our epistle, that grace may abound ?” So pervert, de- tized into Jesus Christ were baptized into his

writing : " Where sin abounded, grace did praved, blind human reason argues , if grace death ?” The death of Jesus Christ St. Paul
much more abound .” As God , the author of is greater where sin is great , then men might, lays down as the first stone on which the whole

grace, is greater and mightier than Satan ,the yea should heap sin upon sin in order that building of our sanctification mustrest. Why
author of sin , so is also grace greater and grace become so much greater with them . But

our sanctification must begin with the death
mightier than sin. Though sin have become St. Paulsays : “ God forbid .” Carnal reason

of Christ , Paul explains in these words : “ Now
ever so great a power in man, the grace which would invert thematter completely . It is

true ifwe be dead with Christ, we believe that we

—and thanks be to God for having revealed shall also live with him : knowing that Christ,
God will give to overcome sin , is yet more
powerful. In Paul, the proud Pharisee and this precious truth unto 118— , where sin is being raised from the dead, dieth no more ;

fierce persecutor of the Church, sin had verily great , God will grant so much greater grace; death hath no moredominion over him . For

become a power; yet he writes to Timothy: but it is equally true that God grants His grace in that he died,he died unto sin once : but in

" I obtained mercy, and the grace of ourLord not to increase, but to overcome sin. To over- that he liveth, heliveth unto God.” So the first

was exceeding abundant with faith and love come and to drive out sin , thegrace ofGod is point which Paul makes is this: In thedeath
which is in Christ Jesus. ” The greater a mighty ; but where sin is to remain and toin- of Christ we died unto sin, and in His resur

power sinis become ina man, the greater crease, grace exercises no powerat all: simply rection wewere made alive unto righteousness
because it is not there. To drive out sin, grace in the sight of God, this we believe, and begrace will the Lord , when such sinner repents,

grant unto that man to overcome sin , as He is a power ; and , indeed , let sin be as great ,
cause we believe that in Christ we have right

says of that woman “ which was a sinner :" strong and powerful as it will , God will grant
eousness and life , therefore we should reckon

" Her sins, which are many , are forgiven ; for sufficient grace to overcome it ; but where sin ourselves as being dead unto sin and alive
she loved much : but to whom little is for is to remain , there is no grace at all . Hence

unto God .

given, the same loveth little .” She loved the the great importance of what Paul says at Jesus Christ did not die in His sins or for
Lord so much the more, because He had the close of this epistolary lesson : “

Likewise Hissake, He died in our sins and in our place ,

granted her great grace to deliver berfrom reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto and because Christ died in our sins His death

many and great sins. The grace ofGodis sin, but alive unto GodthroughJesus Christ, was reckoned by God as though weallbad

greater and mightier thanthesinof man; and our Lord.” Thatis the summary ofthiswhole died for sin, asSt. Paulconcludes and says:
though a man shouldbe loaded with allthe text, and, therefore, let me yet briefly speak of “ We thusjudge, that if one died for all, then

crimes and misdeeds ever invented by Satan, THE CHRISTIAN AS BEING DEAD UNTO SIN were all dead . " If for the punishment of a

yet would the grace of God be mighty enough AND ALIVE UNTO RIGHTEOUSNESS, revolting regiment, one is singled out and sen

9
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tenced to death , the execution of that one is Christ are accounted unto us in the court of nailed to the cross . The flesh is active in

in the judgment of thecourt the same as though heaven , therefore we should also count our- you , exciting lust after lust ; but nail it down ,

thewhole regiment had been executed . Jesus selves as being dead unto sin and alive unto refuse to do its will , and this practice to -day,

Christ died in the sins of men and in the judg- righteousness and we should so walk in this to-morrow and all your days, such is dying

ment of heaven . His death was the execution world . unto sin .

of the human race . Even so St. Paul writes Here behold the difference of sentiment be- Finally Paul says : “ Likewise reckon
ye

also

that Christ “ was raised again for our justifica- tween a moralist and a Christian . The mor- yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin , but alive

tion ." If one has been sentenced to suffer alist argues : I must avoid sin and do good unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord.”

the punishment for the misdeeds of a regi- in order to attain to heaven ; the Christian The apostle here evidently makes this com

ment, and that one is set at liberty , his release argues: I was represented in Christ, and His parison : We baptized Christians should be

signifies that the whole regiment shall go free death is the satisfaction for my sins , and in in regard to sin as dead men are with regard

of punishment. Jesus Christ's restoration to raising Him up from the dead the Father de to the affairs of this life . Now a dead man ,

life and liberty signifies thatwe should be free clared me justified from sin , and this was a corpse , is surrounded by the affairs of this

from the dominion of darkness and should en- appropriated to me in my baptism in which life : he is washed , dressed , laid in a coffin ,

joy life and liberty before God . And now I my sins were buried out of the sight of God , lowered into the grave , possibly dug up again

ask : Believest thou this ? believest thou that being covered with the blood and righteous and his bones scattered abroad ; all this the

in Christ thou didst die unto sin and become ness of my Saviour; and now , because I am dead man suffers, he can not escape it , but

alive unto God ? If thou sayest : Yes , this is so delivered from sin before God , I will no he takes no part in it , he does not move a

my faith , this my only hope that in Christ iny more live unto it , I will be dead unto sin and muscle to lend a helping hand . So we bap

sins are put away and in Him I shall live ; will live unto God . If you so argue , then you tized Christians ought to be concerning sin .

then I say :: Show me thy faith with thy works, are a Christian indeed ; then you have before we are surrounded by sin : the devil tempts

reckon thyself as being dead unto sin and alive God died unto sin , because your sins are put us to it , we see the world round about us walk

unto righteousness, and let this thy reckoning , away and you have become alive unto right- in sin and we experience its lustings within

this thy faith be such a power within thee that eousness, because Christ's righteousness is im- ourselves ; but we should be dead unto sin ,

thy every-day life may demonstrate thy hav- puted unto you . This hold fast in faith , we should not lend a helping hand in it , we

ing died unto sin and become alive unto right- making it the comfort of your soul , saying : should not move a muscle to entertain , to

eousness, In Christ my sins are buried out of the sight consent to or to do sin . As little , indeed , as

But as man is born into this world flesh of of the Father ,and His blood and righteousness a dead man can escape being handled, so little

the flesh , St. Paul here also mentions the are my dress in which I shall stand before can we , dwelling in this bodily life , escape

means through which man is born again and God . And now this is Paul's exhortation that being tempted to sin and experiencing it in

implanted into Christ : “ Know ye not, that so for the rest of your life you count yourself our own hearts ; but we should take so little

many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ dead unto sin and alive unto God . What this part in sin , we should be so far from consent

were baptized into his death ? Therefore we implies Paul describes in various ways . Allow ing to it that, when evil thoughts are excited

are buried with him by baptism into death .” me to mention a few points . in our hearts , we can sincerely say with Paul :

To this text Immersionists appeal to establish “ It is no more I that do it , but sin that

immersion as the only true mode of baptism ;
II .

dwelleth in me. ” But surely to be able to

but a closer inspection of the words must soon Paul says : " Therefore we are buried with say this , we must guard against sin , that

satisfy us that the apostle is not speaking of him by baptism into death ; that like as Christ whenever a temptation comes to us or an evil

burial into water, but of burial into the death was raised up from the dead by the glory of the thought arises in us , we consent not to it and

of Christ and hence into the death of sin . To Father, even so we also should walk in newness take no pleasure in that which is hateful to

immerse is indeed a right way to baptize, but of life.” Having been implanted into Christ God . If we consent to sin , if we willingly,

what great importance could accrue to it , through baptism , we must also in ourselves and knowingly do that which is against the

whether I was immersed or sprinkled, whether die unto sin and live unto righteousness, quit- law of God , then we are certainly not dead ,

a large or a small quantity of water was used ting the old sinful life and beginning a new but alive unto sin . One who will yet engage

and in what way it was applied , seeing it is and better life , and this bettering of our life in the affairs of this life , who will eat and

not the quantity of water or the mode of its is to continue in us so long as welive on earth . drink , read and labor is certainly not bodily

application which constitutes it a baptism , but If you have been given to evil habits or sinful dead ; and one who will yet curse , lie , cheat,

the institution , word and promise ofGod makes ways, stop them , quit them ; if you have done slander , or who delights to harbor sinful

it a washing of regeneration and a gracious wrong, do not go and do it over again , but thoughts in his mind, is not dead unto sin .

water of life . Not of the mode , but of what quit it , that is dying unto sin ; and begin to A dead man can indeed also be made to

baptism is and effects is the apostle here do good , and if you have done something good move. A corpse can be galvanized so that it

speaking. What Jesus Christ earned by His go and do it again and do better and more, will move the limbs , gesticulate with the arms

death is in baptism appropriated to him that that is living unto righteousness or walking and the like . Then the corpse does things

is baptized . Jesus Christ with His merits is in newness of life . Let the profane man quit and performs acts as though it were alive , but

in baptism and in this bath the soul is dressed his profanity and begin to use his tongue to it is actually the galvanic battery which pro

in the grace , forgiveness , righteousness which the praise of God ; let the drunkard quit his duces these things and they are not really acts

Christ earned for us ; for clearly does Paul drunkenness and begin to live temperately ; of the corpse. The flesh will sometimes get

say , we are “ baptized into his death ,” and plet the fraudulent man quit his cheating and the better of the Christian ; it will lead bim

what he means by this expression we learn begin to deal honestly ; let every one quit his into sins of weakness before he can help it ,

from his own words when he writes to the old evil life and begin a new and better life , or before he becomes fully conscious of what

Galatians : " As many of you as have been that is dying unto sin and living unto right- he is about. Now whenever this occurs unto

baptized into Christ, have put on Christ.” us we should humble ourselves before God ,

To be baptized into Christ is putting on Christ; Again Paul says : Knowing this , that our because we are so corrupted in our nature as

and to be baptized into His death is putting old man is crucified with him , that the body of to be sold under sin , but we must aim so to

on His death ; and having the death of Christ sin might be destroyed , thathenceforth weshould walk that wheneverwe do sin we can sincerely

I have that which gives me life , because Christ not serve sin .” To do the will of the old man, say : I have done this , but it was not inten

died that I might live . Even as a dead man , to gratify his lusts and to follow his cravings tionally , it was notmy will. If the sin occurs

being buried in the earth , is hid from the sight is living unto sin ; but suppressing the lusts without and against our will and consent, then

of the living, so in baptism sin is hid from the of the flesh and refusing to do them , is dying it is with us as with Paul, then it is really not

sight of God , being covered with the blood unto sin . Those crucified could move their we that do it, but the sin dwelling in us.

and righteousness of Christ. Now because in body, they could wag their head, but they We should be dead and we should daily

baptism the death and resurrection of Jesus I could perform no works, hands and feet being become more dead unto sin . As little as a

eousness .
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Polemical.

BY REV . P. SCHULTE .

dead man will consent to partake of food , so then of Juda ( Gen. 49 , 10 ) , He should come altered or changed, which has come down to

little should we consent to sin , and herein we from the house of David ( Jer . 33 , 15 ) at a them generation after generation.

should not overlook one thing in which the certain predicted time (Dan . 9 , 24—27 ) and Open that book and read Deut. 28 , 29 ,

comparison before us will not apply. A dead be born in the city of Bethlehem ; He should 22—28 and Lev . 26, 32—39, what God has

man is not capable of taking food, and though be heralded by a precursor ( Mal . 3 , 1 ) , He predicted of those, who would reject His Son.

it be put into his mouth , yet can he not par- should enter Jerusalem mounted on an ass Who can not see the fulfillment, the literal

take of it ; we , however, are not only capable ( Zech . 9 , 9 ) , He should cause the sacrifices fulfillment of every single word of these pre

of sinning , the heart is prone to evil , yea it is and oblations to cease ( Dan. 9 , 27 ) during dictions ? Whose Spirit spake, whose Spirit

in the very nature of man to live unto sin . the time of the second temple. He would be could foretell what would befall this unhappy

Therefore the Lord in His Word so frequently betrayed by a friend ( Ps . 41 , 9 ) and sold for nation if they did not abide in His word ?

bids us to watch. We must watch against sin thirty pieces of silver ( Zech . 11 , 12 and 13 ) , Must not every one of these fearful words

that it do not take us by surprise or gradually which should be paid to a potter. He would been steeped in the Spirit of the living God ,

draw us into its meshes. Only when we are be condemned as a malefactor and suffer all must they not have emanated from the very

continually watchful against sin , will we have kinds of injustice and torments with the bosom of Omniscience ? God Himself had

the knowledge and comfort of what Paul here greatest meekness ( Is . 53 ) , His hands and spoken , warningly spoken those words , the

says , “ that our old man is crucified with Christ , feet should be pierced and lot cast upon His people did not heed them and therefore had

that the body of sin might be destroyed .” Be vesture ( Ps. 22 , 16–18 ) , amid the greatest to bear the consequences.

watchful to keep the old man crucified that he anguish of body and soul He would be sneered Where can we find a better description of

gain not the rule over you , and you subdue at (Ps . 22 , 7 ) , He would be given gall and the Roman army ? A people coming from a

him more and more . vinegar to drink ( Ps . 69, 21 ) , He should die far off country with eagles on their flagstaffs ,

Christ's death is our life and into His death with the wicked and be buried like a rich man speaking a language unknown to the Jews,

we are implanted in baptism . Ye baptized ( Is. 53 , 9 ) , and then, when all seemed to be not bearing any analogy to their own ? The

Christians, live no more unto sin for which lost , he should triumphantly rise from the siege of Jerusalem by the Romans, could it be

Christ died ; live unto Him who died for you dead and live forever , reigning supreme in more vividly painted before our eyes , its for

and rose again . Amen . heaven and on earth as the only true and liv- midable and high wall defying any enemy, a

ing God ( Ps 16 , 10 ; Is . 53, 8 ; Is . 60. ) . frightful famine raging in it , near relatives

In what book are these predictions to be quarreling about a little food , mothers eating

found ? In that book which gradually, cent- their own children ? When we read those

ury after century unfolds before our eyes the prophecies, does it not seem , as if we were

history of the Jews. In that book which the reading Josephus, the historian ? The calam
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

orthodox Jews hold to be the word of Jehovah ities , which then befell the Jews , do they not

The Jews , a most Signal Evidence Himself.
partly , after a lapse of 1800 years , extend to

against Jewish and Gentile Unbelief, Now if the Messiah were yet to come, would our days ?

and for the Divinity of Scripture. He answer the aforementioned predictions in The conquered Jews contrary to the com

all their peculiar characteristics ? It would mon polity of their vanquishers, havethey not

be an utter impossibility. He could not come been expatriated ? and under penalty of death

490 years after the edict passed by Artaxerxes been forbidden to return to their native land ?

An aged professor , being abruptly asked by permitting the Jews to return to their country, The Romans might have transported them to

Frederick the Great to give him evidence for because now 2300 years have elapsed since some other country, where they might form

the divinity of the Scriptures, gave the short that edict. He could not show up truthful or be formed into a colony of their own . It

answer : “ The Jews , Your majesty ! ” credentials , that He were delineated from Da- should not be ! Instead of that , they have

Yes, the Jews are at once a most simple vid , because the later Jewish genealogies have been dispersed over the face of the whole

and decisive evidence for the divinity of the been destroyed , neither could He show Him- earth, scattered among all nations. Yet , how

Scriptures ; their very existence and condition self in the second temple, for it too has been miraculous ! other nations have come , gone and

are undeniable proofs . As all history, so is demolished . He could not make the sacrifices mingled, and their records were lost , yet the

the Jewish one , and it preeminently, like a and oblations to cease , for they have been Jews, a comparatively small people, without

diamond with which words are engraven upon abolished 1800 years ago. Who was it , that any government and country of their own ,

glass that can not be effaced . Their history abolished them ? Who was it , that answered have they not remained a separate " genera

is as peculiar , as is the people about whom it the promised Messiah in every particular ? It tion ,” separate from all nations ? It is a phe

speaks . Their history is the oldest one , dating was Jesus Christ, born 1900 years ago in the nomenal people. Amos 9 , 9 we find the only

back to the beginning of creation , with it all city of Bethlehem , from the house of David . solution to the riddle of their propagation,
history commences. It is the fundament of He revealed Himself as the Son of God and which Christ repeats in the words , “ This gen

all history, overtowering in its sublimity all did before the very eyes of His people the eration shall not pass away till all be fulfilled .”

else . Without it we can not account for the works which His Father had given Him to do To the end ofthe world the Jewswill ever be an

origin, for the religion, for the customs and (Is. 35 and 61 ) , in consequence whereof we astonishment, a proverb and a by-word among

habits of this singular and peculiar people read Acts 22 , 20 , that many thousands of all nations ; and among all nations they them

whose distinctive character has been and still Jews believed on Him as their Messiah and selves are a most signal evidence for the Di

is to expect the Messiah. For almost six thou- Saviour. And as to those of the Jews who vinity of the Scriptures.

sand years their history has been closely inter- did not and do not now recognize and accept

woven with a profound belief in a Messiah , Him as their God and Saviour , they are at THE Scriptures point out two sacrifices

their history , their life has been directed by once a most formidable and living evidence which are well-pleasing to God . The first

Him. The Jewish people themselves claim for the Divinity of Christ and for the Divinity they call the sacrifice of praise , when we teach

that it was God who wrote their history ; if it of His word . The destiny and condition of or hear God's Word with faith, and confess

was He , then their history must be true in the Jews , their history up to our day has been and spread it , and thank Him from our hearts

every particular, its very words must be di- predicted 1500 years before Christ and these for all the unspeakable gifts so richly given
vinely inspired , by their own inherent divine predictions have come to pass at and after us in Christ . “ He who offereth praise, he

power they must prove true . Christ's sojourn on earth and still come to honoreth Me.” The other sacrifice is when

Let it be put to task ! pass in their every minutest detail. And an agonized , troubled heart takes refuge with

To their ancestors a Messiah was promised, where do we find these predictions? In the God , seeks help from Him , and patiently waits

who should be the seed of a woman (Gen. 3 , same book , which the Jews themselves hold for it . " The sacrifices of God are a troubled

15 ), a descendant of Abraham (Gen. 22, 18 ) , to be the word oftheliving God , and of which spirit. A broken and a contrite heart,O God,

of Isaac (Gen. 26 , 4 ), of Jacob (Gen. 28 , 14 ) , they themselves best know that it never was Thou wilt not despise.” — Luther.
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All communications for the editorial de Structures , inhabitants, animals, rail-road him the porter openeth ,” John 10 , 1—3 .
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per annum in trains and whatever the waters could tear Commentators are pretty well agreed that

advance. Money sent otherwise than by money-order or lose , all were washed into an abyss of de- this porter who openeth the door into the

struction . 5000 human lives were swallowed sheepfold , is the Holy Ghost, because He not

Entered at the Post Onice at St. Louis , Mo., as Second up by the enraged element and wailings as- only invites and empowers men to enter

cend to heaven throughout the whole world through Christ into God's kingdom , but also

ST. LOUIS, MO ., * June 21, 1889.

because of this horrible and sudden visitation , because He also leads men to become under

The former garden of life , industry and thrift , shepherds in this fold in the right and proper

is turned into a vast cemetery and the rivers way . The Holy Ghost makes men willing

Theological Extracts and Canons. that roll to the sea must carry an immense for Christ's sake to become ministers and to

burden of corpses in their bosom .
The de minister to the spiritual wants of Christ's

From BAIER-WALTHER'S Compendium Theologiae Positivae

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae.

vout men of a whole nation unite with the flock , He grants them the necessary wisdom ,

survivors in the heart-rending wail , “ Behold , courage and strength to perform the duties

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and and see if there be any sorrow like unto my
of their office ; He also convinces the fold

Constitution of Theology. sorrow ,
which is done unto me , wherewith that the voice of their shepherds is Christ's

57. When we read in Colossians 2 , 8 , “ Be- the Lord hath afflicted me in the day of his voice , whilst they know not the voice of

ware lest any man spoil you through philoso- fierce anger.” And Christadmonishes, " Those strangers , nor follow them but flee from them

play and vain deceit , after the traditions of eighteen , upon whom the tower in Siloam fell , because they know not the voice of strangers.

men , after the rudiments of the world , and and slew them , think ye that they were sin- All such ministers then unto whom the Holy

not after Christ,” we must be careful not im- ners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem ? Ghost does not open the door , who know not

prudently and rashly to disturb and confound I tell you , Nay : but, except ye repent , ye Christ as the only door unto salvation , who

with the cry of philosophy such tenets as have shall all perish likewise ," Luke 13 , 4. 5 .
do not attend their office for Christ's sake ,

who would rob the flock of their faith in

been rightly and beneficially handed down.

Let us rather consider the causes why it is
Christ and feed them with the poison of their

profitable to observe the agreement of natural
own reason and sentiments, are thiefs and

Captivity Captive.

law with the decalogue and let us set forth
robbers , they climb up some other way into

the bounds wherein such comparison should
the fold , but not by the door of which the

For if any one should desire to use The French people celebrate this year the Holy Ghost is porter.

such comparison with a view of changing the feat which their ancestors accomplished in

interpretation of the decalogue and to restrict storming the Bastille and razing it to the John the Baptist does not Agree with
the same only to the natural conceptions of ground. This Bastille was the great state the Ohioans.

the law , so as to assert by the law ofGod only prison wherein not only criminals but also

such sins were reproved which are known by sometimes innocent men were incarcerated " John answered and said , A man can re

nature , and that the decalogue were fulfilled and hung up in cages at the pleasure of the ceive nothing, except it be given him from

by any obedience which reason dictates from king. Now when the citizens of Paris bad heaven ,” John 3 , 27. These words tell us

the law of nature and is able to render - such stormed the Bastille and laid low its walls , plainly the sentiments of that great preacher
a one, because he goes beyond the proper they rejoiced with an uncommon joy because of repentance , St. John the Baptist. What

limits, would rightly be charged with spoiling they thought they had destroyed the great ever blessing , temporal or spiritual, we re

us through philosophy and vain deceit after fortress of tyranny in their country and made ceive , must be given us from heaven , is given

the traditions of men , Col. 2 , 8 . And there liberty their own. And certain it is that the us from heaven. Now how may any penitent

is no doubt that hence the pharisaic corrup- death-blow to the Bastille was the death-knell sinner, any converted Christian say , our con

tions drew their origin . For it is a plausible to absolute despotism in civilized countries. version is not given us wholly and fully from

opinion to take the interpretation of the de- Some of the old despots had been most atro- heaven ? How may any candid professor and

calogue from the law of nature. And this cious tyrants and oppressed their subjects in teacher of Christian doctrine but intimate,

imagination fascinated many also in the church
a most shameful manner . The best we may that our conversion is not altogether the work

who feigned that the fathers before Moses say for the French people is that by storming of the heavenly Spirit ? How can any preacher

were saved through the law of nature , etc. the Bastille they made a long stride towards of divine repentance state that it is not only

Judgment must therefore be exercised in the political liberty . But this is only in part, we the grace of God and the Word ofGod which

use of discoursing on the law of nature . can not say of them or of any other nation or work our conversion , but also in some part

( CHEMNITZ , Loci Theol . P. II , p . 96. ) of any merely human individual that they led and way our own will which co -operates with

captivity captive. This feat was only accom- the divine grace and word to bring about the

plished by our kinsman and Redeemer Jesus blessed result of conversion ? No, a man can

The Pitiful Calamity in Pennsylvania. Christ of whom the Psalmist proclaimes receive nothing, neither in full nor in part,

( Ps. 68 ), “ He ascended on high and led neither at the beginning, nor in the middle,

There are some calamities which record captivity captive, he received gifts for men , nor in the end, except it be given him from

themselves indelibly upon the memory ofman- for the rebellious also.” Christ took our
heaven . This doctrine of the prophets of

kind or of a people. The burial of Hercula- prison with Him as a great trophy when He covenant, ofChrist and of all the apostles, the
old, of St. John on the threshold of the new

num and Pompeji under the ashes of Mount was seated at the right hand ofGod the Father Ohioans should never have mutilated with

Vesuvius, the earth -quakes that destroyed Almighty. Our captivity means the thralldom their efforts at galvanizing the enslaved will

Lisbon in Portugal and Caraccas in South | of sin , of death , of hell. This captivity was of natural man . Sinful man can not be con

America , the powder explosion which worked absolutely led captive by Christ. Who, then, him from heaven. The enslaved will of nat
verted , never is converted , unless it be given

havoc in the city of Leyden, are known almost would remain a captive and be his own heart- ural man can never suffer to be converted un

to all men . These disasters made the hearts less tyrant?
| less such sufferance be given him from heaven.

move .
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Church News

>

1

a

the purpose of continuing the real Annual The African Methodist Church .

General Conference , as it is in the sight of the

constitution and in the sight of God .” Judge Tourgee in an article in the Forum

Adapted from The Christian Cynosure, May 23 .
says : “ The African Methodist church - which

The Disunited Brethren.
has not a white man among its members or any

This changed paragraph reads now just as

The church of the United Brethren (“ in that of the General Council which also does organic relations with any white church organ

Christ,” added afterwards) finds its spiritual the office of a dumb dog towards its members izations, reports a membership of 460,000 ; it
|

has 12,000 places of worship , numbers 10,000
ancestry among the Waldenses, Moravians in this respect.

ininisters, has 15,000 Sabbath -schools, sup

and " the Oxford club” -John Wesley, White
ports its own denominational papers , has

field and associates. But it took form under Cruel Flames Consuming an Orphanage. missions in the West Indies, Mexico, and
Otterbein, and Martin Behm , one a German

Africa , and its reported contributions foot up
Reformed , the other a Mennonite, at a " Great

The Father House of the Orphans' Farm more than $ 2,000,000 annually for the support

Union Meeting ” at Isaac Long's barn , in School, Zelienople , Pa ., was destroyed by fire of church work.
.

Lancaster county , Pa. There had been union the 7th of May; while the fire was early no

conventions, and sporadic revivals of great ticed yet it spread so rapidly that a great

power among the Germans in Pennsylvania part of the contents of the building were de
Charitable Females.

as early as 1741 ; but this great meeting at stroyed. The Director, the Rev. J.A. Kribbs,

Long's barn resulted in the Brethren church, and his wife lost nearly all their furniture, brated Scotch divine, like Stanton Coit, of
Helen Chambers, a daughter of the cele

of which Otterbein and Behm were made clothing , useful and valuable articles, and the New York , has adopted the Toynbee Hall

bishops in 1775 . largest part of his library . The building de- idea of philanthropic work , and has gone to

As early as 1820 , in their great meetings, stroyed originally cost $20,000 , upon which live in one of the lowest sections of Edin

all ministers were invited to the stand except there is an insurance of $ 10,000 . The loss

burgh in an alley . Her new home is sur
those connected with the Freemasons. This

is total , for the walls can not again be used . rounded with drunkenness and poverty , and

was six years before Morgan was murdered, This institution seems to be unfortunate as to all her time is spent in effort to help their

or Anti-masonry heard of in the public at fires , this being the third or fourth , if we victims. She goes out every night among the

large . And the constitution adopted twenty- remember rightly, that bas visited it . This

one years later provides in section 7 , “ There last, however, has been thesaddest blow of all . out one or more girls or women she has taken
fallen , and never returns to her quarters with

shall be no connection with secret combina

from the streets . The people know her and
tions." In the face of God and before angels

love her and she is never molested .

Freemasons joined such a church as this ; and The Norwegian Lutheran College at

some preachers even clandestinely joined the Decorah , Ia. , Burnt to the Ground.

lodge . The above is the rule to get rid of
Tracing the Cronin Murder to Oath

which the conference at York , Pa . , met May 9 , Our dear brethren of the Norwegian Synod
bound Secret Societies.

consisting of 130 delegates, and voted by 110 have sustained a very severe loss . Their col
The New York World makes this comment :

majority to adopt a new constitution . Twenty lege at Decorah , Ia . , was consumed by fire

delegates voted against opening their church and two students were injured . They had “ The facts of the crime are not revealed , but

to Freemasons . The rule of the new con built this extensive and imposing and all-viseful it bears the mark of a deed committed by

stitution, adopted to deceive two hundred building at a cost of $ 150,000. May the pen- conspirators. There is about it the flavorof

thousand members of their church , runs thus : tecostal Spirit comfort them in this sad afflic- the oath-bound secret society exercising the

“ ART. 3 , Sec . 1. We declare all secret combina- tion and enable them to replace their cherished power of life and death... There is no sym

tions which infringe upon the rights of those out- institution at an early date .
pathy in this country for secret society exe

side of their organizations, and whose principles
cutions in whatever name effected . ”

and practices are injurious to the Christian char

acters of their members , are contrary to the Word
The Presbyterians at New York. A Gospel in Letters of Gold .

of God , and Christians ought to have no connection

with them ."

The General Assembly of the Northern Pres
The old rule has been voted out and this

A manuscript of the Gospels for which

byterian Church met in Dr. Howard Crosby's $ 25,000 has been refused is about to be sold

glaring piece of hypocrisy voted in by Masons, church, New York , on the 16th , and have had at auction in London . It is the copy known

Odd-fellows and members of other secret or

ders, some of them with pins and badges of an interesting convention. The questions of as the “ evangelarium ,” written in lettersof

greatest interest before the Assembly were the gold on purple vellum , and was written by a

secretism on their persons.

relations to the Southern Church and the re- Saxon scribe for Archbishop Wilfrid in 670 .
The portion of the United Brethren General

vision of the Westminster Confession . Fifteen

Conference who were declared out of the
presbyteries have overtured the Assembly to

church last Monday , immediately met in an The High Hand of Tyranny .
order a revision , and the Assembly decided

other hall, organized and proceeded to busi- tosend the question down to all the presby

ness regularly, under their long honored law . The Russian government declines to pay

teries to ascertain the wishes of a majority by any longer the traveling expenses of the Lu
The conference continued through the week ,

next year. In regard to the Southern Church , theran pastor at Irkutsk , who from time tore-organizing for future work. Rev. Halleck

a plan of co -operation in some general church time traversed the immense province of Siberia
Floyd was elected bishop along with Bishop work was agreed upon , but the relation of

Wright , and committees were appointed to
to look after the many Lutherans among the

colored churches was left in statu quo .
take charge of uncompleted business .

officials and at the army-posts. The govern

The very best thing the Presbyterians could ment says the Russian priest is good enough
At the opening of this meeting Bishop Mil

do, is to change their Westminster Confession for them .

ton Wright said :
so as to make it agree with our Book of Con

“ We come not in the spirit of malice. That
cord .

spirit pervades not the hearts of our brethren . A Sabbath , but not a Holy Day .

But we come with tears ; we come with sorrow .

We come as if a part of our household had The Alpa Synod. Dr. McKenzie tells a good story of the In

gone from us , and left us, even in the mi
dians, who replied when a missionary asked

nority. And we do not come to speak bitter The North Carolina Synod, at its late meet them if they were willing to abstain from

words, nor with the spirit of malice. It is ing organized a Colored Synod under the work on Sunday : - " Yes, and not only on
.

enough to say that we feel bound by God to name of the Alpa Synod of the Evangelical Sundays, but on all other days as well !” We

do what we do.
have seen similar white folks.

We are assembled here for Lutheran Church of Freedmen in America.

:
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man

Hearth and Home.

6

The on horseback answered him : auditory organs vibrate to certain notes so

" Why do you not go to the village yonder , rapidly as to become invisible . Some of these

and get food ? hairs vibrate to certain notes and others to

Lutheran Norway. “ I dare not ; I would be shot." other notes .

“ What for ; tell me your trouble ? ” In insects the antennæ are the organs of

* Probably none of the Protestant State The man then told his story . hearing , except as above given, in grasshop

Churches of Northern and Central Europe " A few weeks ago, he said , “ I resolved per and crickets . Some insects have auditory

developes relatively so intense and extensive to desert the Confederate service . But when organs at the base of their wings , some on the

a Christian activity as does that of Norway. I came to the Federal pickets I yas told that different segments of their bodies , and , what

There is no department of what on the Conti
an order had been issued not to receive any is curious, the ears of insects are constructed

nent is called ' Inner Missions,' which does
more rebel deserters ; and unless I went back on different principles .

not flourish in Norway , that is so poor in would be fired upon.” If he returned to his The ears of jelly fishes are ranged round

this world's goods. Young Men and Young companions in arms, he would be shot as a the umbrella, and vary considerably in num

Women's Christian Societies, Martha Houses, deserter. What could he do ?
ber, ranging in different species from sixty to

Tract Societies , Bible Societies , parochial There was nothing for him but to take to six hundred .

schools and catechetical studies , Luther in the woods and hide , and there he had been The auditory organ in worms and molluscs

stitutes (for the spread of Christian litera- living until starved almost to madness. consists of a closed vesicle ( or little bladder)

ture) , Christian periodicals for all classes
The man on horseback said to him : “ The containing one or more otolethes ( ear bones )

and ranks of the people , the People's High war is over ; peace has come ; President Lin- and lined with nerve cells.

Schools (a peculiarly Scandinavian arrange- colu has pardoned the rank and file of the These facts are compiled and condensed

ment ) , City Missions , true Temperance As- Confederate army.,
You can go home. ” from Sir Jolin Lubbock , On the Senses , In

sociations , Seamen's Missions , Jewish Mis
“ The war is over,” he replied . “ It can stincts, and Intelligence of Animals.

sions , Associations for the Observation of the
not be. It can not be. "

Lord's Day, etc. , etc. , are vigorously main For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .
“ Yes, the war is over," and taking from

tained . The old love for Foreign Missions, his pocket a newspaper, he showed him the Laboring for the Actual Visible Unity of

which many decades ago impelled a Thomas account of Lee's surrender and President Lin- Evangelical Believers by " a General and

of the West to go to Finland and a Hans
coln's proclamation. an Entire Breaking Down of the Old Walls

Egede to Greenland , has been revived in its
Realizing the truth, the man flung his mus of Separation."

former strength . Mission work is being pros. ket from him with a cry of joy , and turning,

ecuted among the Lapps, the Zulus and in
ran for his home. The Church Union— " the National Organ

Madagascar. On this island there are fifteen
Now , what had so changed his feelings of those laboring for the actual visible unity

Norwegian stations, with twenty-seven mis- He bad simply read in a newspaper the an- of Evangelical Believers , " continues to work

sionaries, 600 native teachers, catechists, etc.
nouncement of the close of the war and the hard for the realization of--a dream . Its aim

A mission ship , ·Elieser,' is devoted entirely return of peace to the land . He had done is " a general and an entire breaking down of

to this work . Very flourishing is that enter- nothing, nor could he do anything, but simply the old walls of separation,” and it predicts

prise of Deaconesses . The first deaconess enter into this new and blessed condition of “ a special divine agency , which may be man

came from Neudettelsau , in Bavaria , and the
peace . ifested at no distant day in response to the

first Mother House was established at Chris

So with the Christian ; peace has been made prayers and hopes of many of God's true

tiania. Now branch houses have been estab- with God through Christ , and we are to enter people.” A glad day is to dawn “ which shall
lished from Tromesford in the extreme north into its joy. - Good Words.

witness the incoming of such a flood of broth
to Soren in the far south . And in Norway

erly love as must sweep away from Christian
the deaconesses have a work to do that ex

thought all minor considerations , whatever

ceeds the demands made upon them elsewhere Ears . they may be. ” The different denominations

in Europe. It is the only country in Europe
are to be done away with and one visible

in which that dire evil , leprosy , is found as an
Probably not all our readers who are famil- church shall be established . This is just a little

epidemic. There are fully 2000 lepers in Nor- iar with grasshoppers and crickets are aware more than was enforced by King Frederick

way , and among them the Sisters labor with that they wear their ears in their legs. Sir William III . in Prussia, who in the year 1817

great self -sacrifice and devotion . The work John Lubbock tells us in his latest work that and later on , created a Utopian * union by

of Foreign Missions is thoroughly systema- “ the auditory organ (of these insects ) lies in establishing a so -called united church , a branch

tized by the Church authorities . — The king- the tibia of the anterior leg , on both sides of of which has been organized in our country, a

dom is for this purpose divided into eight which there is a disc, generally more or less church, whose “ brotherly ” motto in religious

districts, embracing about 9000 local mission oval in form , and differing from the rest of matters is : We agree to disagree. They unite,

societies and 3000 sewing societies . The vol- the surface in consisting of a thin , tense , shin- because they neither know nor care , which is

untary offerings last year amounted to about ing membrane, surrounded wholly or partially which . But the Utopists of the Church Union

$78,000 , or forty cents for each Norwegian , by a sort of frame or ridge. In some species want just a little more . Let all, that call

children included .” -- Independent.
the two tympana are similar in form ; in others themselves Protestants and those that are

they differ. For instance, in the field cricket Protestants , tear down the partition -walls,

Peace Already Made . the hinder tympanum is elliptic , the front one clean away the rubbish and built one common

nearly circular in outline.” roof-INDIFFERENCE ! Discord will disappear

One evening Dr. Pentecost related this in- Soon it will be warm weather , and then our at once and the happy island Utopia will be

teresting incident: A few days after General young naturalists can collect specimen grass- crowded with a peaceable , amiable , harmoni

Lee had surrendered and President Lincoln hoppers and crickets and verify Sir John Lub- ous , friendly , loving , go-as-you-please family .

had issued his proclamation of amnesty, a bock's observations for themselves. No biting, no fighting there. All reposing in

man was riding on horseback along a road in The ears of crabs are situated at the base a grave- yard - peace, similar to that of its twin

Western Virginia . At a certain point a man of the lesser pair of antennæ , and very care- sisters ' colonies , the " United Church ” and the

sprang out from the roadside and seized his ful observation has shown that when the crab “ General Synod.” All welcome, too , except

horse by the bridle . He had on a tattered changes its skin or shell it picks up grains of ing consistent Lutherans, who are determined

Confederate uniform , and in his hand an old sand and puts them in its auditory sac to serve to use their swords as swords and their plow

musket. With emaciated face and hungry a like purpose as serve the bones in the human shares as plow -shares.

eyes, he cried , “ Give me bread ; I do not There is one genus in the crab family, As yet , despite all efforts and labors of

wish to injure you ; but give me bread , for I the genus Mysis, that possesses two cars in

;

?

* Utopia is a country that exists only in the mind,
am starving ." its tail. Plumose hairs connected with these but nowhere else .

ear .
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years gone by , the Church Union sees very 2. “ Educational influences must in many Pope. Things would still be as they stand

formidable obstacles to union and is obliged instances be greatly softened . ' ' Yes , but in now , viz. :

to admit that what “ now prevents this com- how many instances ? and softened to what With frauds which they themselves invent,

pacting process from becoming efficient and degree ? There is a difference in educational
The truth they have confounded ;

Their hearts are not with one consent

universal , opens up a subject of study, that influences, as there is a difference between In God's pure doctrine grounded ;

is full of perplexities.” Perplexities ! We softness and softness .. We know of an edu And, whilst they gleam with outward show ,

They lead the people to and fro

believe so , too , and are quite confident, that cational influence , which never must become In error's maze astounded .

these perplexities will continue to perplex susceptible of any change : " Continue thou
One chooses this, another that,

Pretending to they know not what,

these Unionists for some time to come. The in the things which thou hast learned and hast Though saint-like in appearance.

trouble is , they do not see the very cause that been assured of , knowing of whom thou hast
2. The unity of the Spirit in the bonds of

lies at the bottom of this difficulty. A con- | learned them , and that from a child thou hast
sistent Lutheran might aid them , if they cared known the holy Scriptures.” 2. Tim . 3 , 14. 15. peace ( true Church -unity) is not, in the first

place , an outward , visible state , but pre-emi
for any assistance , by acquainting them with “ If a man teach otherwise and consent not to
the seventh Article of the Augsburg Con- wholesome words, even the words of our Lord nently an inward , invisible , spiritual oneness .

In His sacerdotal prayer Christ prays to the
fession , which plainly states and proves by Jesus Christ and the doctrine which is ac

Father for the unity of His believers , and by
Scripture-proof, that the true unity of the cording to godliness, he is proud , knowing the wordsof His supplication at the same time

Christian church consists in this , that the nothing ,” etc. 1. Tim . 6 , 3–5 . “ Whosoever
indicates wherein this unity consists : “ Neither

Gospel is preached therein , according to its transgresseth and abideth not in the doctrine do Ipray for these [the apostles ] alone , but,

pure intent and meaning, and that the sacra- of Christ, hath not God . He that abideth in
for them also , which shall believe on me through

ments are administered in conformity with the doctrine of Christ , he hath both the Father
THEIR WORD ; that they may be one." A visible

the Word of God . and the Son . ” 2. John 9 . As to the degree
or external union without the internal com

There is neither sense nor force in talking of the proposed mitigation , the ChurchUnion munion and fellowship by faith in that one
about breaking down the separating walls , as might raise the standard, but whereas the Gospel of Christ, without the unity of the
long as these “ laborers” for church union do Unionists differ among themselves on this Gospel of Christ, without the unity of the

Spirit , is a counterfeit appearance, a false
not, in the firstplace, comprehend both the point, a new quarrel is to be apprehended.- show. A true visibleChurch-ụnity in the bonds

fact and reason, that and why their own false 3. “ Prejudices . . are tobe made to give of peace is possible onlywherethepure Word
doctrines are the very walls that must be razed way. ” All well again. But supposing the of God is taught and where the sacraments

to the ground ; and, in the second place , learn Ctopists are biased, so as to take their own are administered in conformity with it. Albeit ,

to know that there is one solid wall , which prejudices as stubborn facts ? Are they ready
we are far from asserting that the Lutheran

neither man, nor angel, nor devil is allowed to yield ? Their whole scheme is an outgrowth Church is the holy Christian Church , the com

to violate -- the Word of God. Besides this , of their own opinion, which they formed with- munion of saints, outside of the pale of which

we would say to these would -bepeacemakers : out due examination .

-do not suppose that every body else must , 4. “ Doctrinal differences shall be compelled the Lutheran Church, built , as it is , upon the
there is no salvation ; we cheerfully avow that

can and will think and feel as you do ! There to yield here and there to more important unshaken foundation of the Word ofGod , and

is something peculiar in connection with the doctrinal agreements." This strain sounds”
human mind and heart , and there is something rather familiar. It reminds so much of the adhering, as it does, to the simple, pure and

perspicuous doctrine of the Holy Scriptures,
very singular and tender with regard to con- " open -question-theory” of the unionistic Iowa and by separating from all who do not receive

science,whether it be well informed or igno- Synod . It is the old song of the General this doctrine, has established a God -pleasing,

rant and erring. What you condemn as Synod. It is the greatly softened ” tune , so
permanent harmony within its walls and is

“ contending prejudices,” may, for all you common among, and so sweet to thesects, unanimously preserving the glorious truth ,

know , prove to be wisdom from above ; and who, in spite of all their “ unimportant causes regained by the blessed Reformation. This

what you are pleased to call “ obstinacy,” of disruption among themselves,” well might Church has, and is endeavoring to keep , the

may , after all , be nothing less than sincere form a common allegiance , inasmuch as ac
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace . And

conviction and steadfastness . The faithful cording to their principle, the idea of unity therefore it has no room for those who “ have

sentinel , conscious of the responsibility ofhis implies some kind of diversity — a principle, a different spirit,” nor can it join in with a

position , may, because true to his duty, appear which may hold good in National Institutions, church -union after the pattern of Unionists

to be prejudiced and obstinate in the mind of but never in the Kingdom of God .
and Utopists. But, to make use of Luther's

a spy, whereas for this very reason he is the An “ actual visible Unity of all Evangelical language, “ we protest that we desire nothing

more acceptable in the sight of his commander. Believers" is indeed a thing which all true
more than to be at unity with all men : so that

The Lutheran church can not compromise ! Christians long for and pray for . But such

they leave unto us the doctrine of faith entire
As to the means of bringing on “ the glad- could only be attained and maintained by ex- and uncorrupt; to which all things ought to

dening sight” of a united visible Christendom , pelling from the visible church all such per- give place, be it charity, an apostle , or an

the Church Union has , as yet , made no new sons who pertinaciously set themselves in doc- angel from heaven . If you keep the unity

discoveries . The old , stale propositions are trine or life against the Word of God . Under of the Spirit and Christ, no harm is done to
repeated , of which we quote the following. present circumstances and on the basis advo

you , though you can not unite with those that

1. " Traditions will have to be ignored .” cated by the Church Union it is an impossi- pervert the Word and , by so doing , frustrate

Yes ! This proposition has a very good , sound bility , - a thing which it is the height of ab- the unity of the Spirit. I would rather have

ring ; but the trouble is , who is to judge , surdity to expect. Why ? First, because the all men turn my enemies, than that I would

what are traditions and what “ to be ignored” Word of God explicitly states that until the fall off from Christ and have Him be my enemy,

is to imply ? Thus , for instance , Baptists will end of the world there will be false prophets, which would indeed come to pass , if I should

insist with all their might , that infant-baptism men " which cause divisions and offences” by disregard His clear , plain Word and cling to

is a mere tradition . Will the controversy on promulgating their own opinions contrary to our adversaries' idle dreams, by which they

this point be settled by a majority of votes , the doctrine of the Gospel. The Bible does strive to press the doctrine of Christ into con

or by the “ laborers" for the “ visible unity,” not tell us that sectarians will cease to be , but, formity with their notions . Christ alone is

since Baptists are determined not to suffer on the contrary , that they willincrease in num- far greater and more to me than innumerable

the little children to come unto Christ , though ber and in power. And even if the Church agreements and affections .” .

Christ requires it ? Episcopalians will flatly Union would succeed in bringing the sects ,
All hallowed be Thy name, O Lord ,

deny that their “ Apostolical Succession ” is one and all , under one visible roof and head , Oh, let us firmly keep Thy Word ,

nothing but a mere tradition. Who is to de- it would by no means follow that a unity , in And lead according to Thy name

A holy life , untouched by blame .

cide , whether they are right or wrong , since the Scriptural sense of the word , were Let no false teachings do us hurt,

they will not listen to the Word which dis- tablished , no more than there is unity in the All poor deluded souls convert.

claims any such succession ? Romish Church under its visible head, the G. R.
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Miscellaneous.

a

mark down some good points, and take home replenish the soulwith a holy zeal for this precious

work , Bro . Hartwig would make proper use of such

much to those who could not come. Many narratives to stir upthe spirit of heaviness under

valuable suggestions are made at such a con- which we are laboring and fill us with sacred cour

age to do what the Friend and Saviour of all man

For the LUTHERAX WITNESS . vention , and often delegates think , they can kind enjoined upon us in these words, “ Go ye and

carry them all in mind , and so many good preach the gospel to all nations." Bro . Hartwig
" Am I my Brother's Keeper ? "

things are lost. Jot down a few words , which saving soulsis taken up even amongthemost aban,
showes also in this pamphlet that when the work of

will call it to mind when you come home to doned Indiantribes of British Columbia and carried
Thou art thy brother's keeper, friend !

report to your congregation what was said is notin vain but crowned with divine success in
on with Christian fortitude and patience, such work

Thy Lord has willed it so !

Thy brother He does oft' commend and done. In this way others may be induced due season. Bro . Hartwig ought to be encouraged

To thee . Shouldst thou then murmur so to afterwards care a little more about the in liis noble enterprise by a large and ready sale of

his pamphlet.

When helpless, poor, and needful printed reports than many do. F. S.

Thy brother comes to thee

That thou mightst make him cheerful
Subscriptions Paid .

By means God gave thee free? Thibet in Asia.
D ) . Eastlick , Merrill, Mich ., (VII) $ 1.00

Thou art thy brother's keeper, friend ! Miss M. Sternberg, Dundee, Il., ( VIII ) 1.00

Thou canst it not deny Thibet is the only known country on carth Rev. L. Lange, SteeleCity, Nebr., (IV to VII) 4.00

Rev. J. E. Frese, Omaha,Nebr., (VII) 1.00

That brothers may on thee depend . not open to missions . It has an area of Rev. G. Runkel, Los Angelos, Cal., (VIII) 1.00

Now is it right for thee to try 750,000 square miles , about as large as all Chr. Runkel, Fredonia, N.'Y., (ÙII 16 to
When brothers poor and needy, VIII 17 ) 1.00

the territory in the United States east of the Wm. Schwem , Luthersburg, Pa . , ( VII 17 to
By poverty held down,

1.00VIII 16 )

To seek thy help come , greedy Mississippi river. The greatest length from
S. Reams,Luthersburg,Pa . , (VII 16 to VIII 15) 1.00

To be and on them frown ? east to west is 1500 miles, and the population G. Korb, Luthersburg, Pa., VII 17 to VIII 16) 1.00

1.00is estimated at 8,000,000. It is the strong- Mrs.M. Joas, Troutville, Pa.,( VII)
Thou art thy brother's keeper, friend ! 1.00

hold of Buddhism . Lhassa , the capital , is the Ch. Henry,Reynoldsville, Pa., (VII)
D. Pifer, Reynoldsville, Pa ., (VII)

There is no room for doubt .
1.00

1.00

Thy Lord thee to this world did send “ Rome” of the Buddhists , and the Dalai Lama G. Graf, Punxsutawney,Pa. , ( VII)
Rev. C. Engelder, Punssutawney, Pa., (VII) 1.00

To help thy needy brother out. is the Buddhist pope. He is supreme in both Rev. D. J. Warns,Wentworth, Dak ., (VI . VII) 2.00

Then why not do that gladly temporal and spiritual things. One monastery Teacher H.Wente, New Minden ,11., ( VI . VII ) 2.00
For which God sent thee here ?

has about 5000 Buddhist priests, and there Teacher E. Fickweiler, La Porte, Ind ., ( 4 cc .
Rev. F. W. Pohlmann, Louisville , Ky. , (VII) 1.00

Why do that duty sadly
VII )are about 60,000 in the country. Thibet is

4.00

Which thou shouldst do with cheer ? --
F. Uhlich , St. Louis , Mo. , (VII) 1.00

virgin soil for missions . The country is tribu- Rev. J. A.F. W.Mueller,Chester, Ill . , (VI .

Thou art thy brother's keeper, friend !
tary to China . - B . Miss. VII . 2 cc . VIII . 1 c .) 5.00

Then keep him as thou shouldst,
Rev. F. Rupprecht, Cole Camp, Mo., (VIII) 1.00

Thibet is waiting , so it seems to us, for a
And to his every want attend Rev.E.Schuelke , Palmyra, Mo. , (VI. VII.2 cc . ) 3.00

As to thy own thou always wouldst.
missionary from Synodical Conference . Teacher F. Gose, South Chicago, Ill . , (V. VI .

VII ) 3.00

Bear with a burdened brother Rev. F. W.Herzberger, Hegewisch , I., ( VII) 1.00
His lot, though hard it be .

Notice. Rev. E. Bohm , New York, N. Y. , (VII) 16 cc . 12.00

Don't wait for any other Rev. H. Sieving, Lombard P. O., ill . , (VII) 1 00

Rev. J. C. Guenther, Boone, Ia ., ( VII . VIII) 2.00To help : Thy Lord wants thee .
We take pleasure in making the announcement Rev. G. Markworth, Jonesville ,Ind., (VIII) 1.00

1.00

Thou art thy brother's keeper, friend !
that our new hymn book will be ready for distribu- Rev. L. E. Knief, Millstadt, Ill . , (VIII)

These words do much imply :
tion by the end of June . The price has been fixed Rev. P. F. German , Ft . Smith , Ark ., ( VI 16 to

VIII 15) 2.00

at 75 cents per copy or $ 8.00 per dozen . Orders to Rev. C. F.Liebe, Wine Hill , Ill . , ( VII)
Thy energies thou all shouldst bend 1.00

be sent to :
To save an erring brother. Why ? Q. G. Whipple, St. Paul, Minn ., (VII) 1.00

Because thy Lord so bade thee ; Mr. Pu . C. TREIDE , Mrs. M. A. Hartmann, Huntington , W. Va .,

( VIII ) 1.00

No 233 South Broadway, Baltimore, Md .
Because the world should know A. Hetzer, Richmond, Va . , ( VII) 1.00

Thy faith by deeds they may see,
We trust the brethren will use their best en

Fr. Brimmer, Richmond, Va. , (VII) 1.00

And praise on God bestow .
deavors to give the book a wide circulation . Rev.C.J. Oehlschlaeger ,Richmond, Va., (VII) 1.00

Rev. A. T. Pechtold, Dulaneys Valley, Md .,
F. KUEGELE,

1.0 ., May 28th , 1889, J. K.
( VIII ) 3 cc . 3 00

Pres. Gen'l. Engl . Luth . Conference.
Rev. Th . F. F. Finck , Shelby, Mich , ( VII ) 1.00

Rev. Th . Buszin , Linwood , Mo. , (VII ) 1.00

Rev. H. Ch . Luehr, Brooklyn , N. Y., ( VII) 1.00

The Ohio Church must be Moved. Recent Publications . Mr. W. Neitzel , Watertown , Wis . , ( VIII) 1.00

Rev. J. G. Lang, Arborville, Nebr., (VII) 1.00

In a small country place there were two Outlines of Church History. Illustrated . Sec
Rev. F. H. Jahn, Grand Island , Nebr., ( VI .

ond Edition . Reading, Pa . Pilger Book Store
VII . VIII ) 3.00

churches very near to each other : one a
( A. Bendel) . Price, single copy, 60 cents ; by

Rev. A. S. Bartholomew , Springdale, Ark . ,

2.00( VII . VIII )Lutheran church of the Missouri Synod, the the dozen $5.00 .

Teacher J. F. Weseloh , Monticello , Wis . , ( VII .

other of the oppositional Ohio Synod just
This book of 136 pages , the print being beautiful VIII)

2.00

and the binding very neat, comprises the main facts Rev. F. v. Strohe, Monticello, Ia ., (VII . VIII) 2.00
across the street . Such neighborhood would of ecclesiastical history in as narrow a compass as R. Frank , Denver, Col., ( VIII )

1.00

not pay on the part of the other side . So the the subjects will permit. The only fault we find St. Hasserodt, St.Louis, (VII) 110 cc . 27.50

with the book is that while devoting six pages to
Ohio Church was moved about one mile and American Church History, respectively to Dr. Much- Rev. H.F. C.Meyer, East St. Louis, III., ( VII) 1.00M. Becker, Chicago, Ill . , ( VII ) 1.00

a half further right into the city of Lester lenberg and the Pennsylvania Synod , it has justtwo Mrs. O. F. Kenmer, Lima, O., (VII) 1.00

Prairie ,-was moved on two flatcars by loco- ference. The various sects ofthe Reformed Church
lines and one half for the history of Synodical Con- Teacher G. Jaeger, Fremont, Nebr. , (VII 15 to

VIII 14 ) 1.00

motive power in the presence of more than a and their chief men also receive considerations of G. Stubenrauch, Baltimore , Md., (V. VI.VII) 3.00

one whole or one-half page in delineating their Teacher A. Braeuhahn , Collinsville, Ill . , (VII ) 1.00
thousand witnesses. All this was the work history, but the name of Dr.Walther, for instance, J.M.Leonard, Waynesboro, Va. , (VII. VIII

of half an hour, just long enough for a ser- is noteven mentioned. Whether this is wilful neg . 1 to 12)
1.50

but I regret not having ascertained , a history which doesnotmention thename and D. E. Leonard ,Waynesboro, Va ., (VIII)
lect or not, wecan not tell . But it is certain that DavidWine, Hermitage, Va . , (VII) 1.00

1.00

whether during the above scenes the Ohio work ofDr.Walther, forfeits all claim to being, even Benj . Coiner, Waynesboro, Va. , ( VII ) 1.00

minister stood in his pulpit amidst his con
in outlines, a history of the Lutheran Church in Marion Coiner, Waynesboro, Va., (VII. VIII) 2.00

America. Our only comfort is , and it is a very Mrs. S. Senekér, Waynesboro , Va ., (VIII) 1.00

gregation to preach a sermon on the powers meagre comfort, that the Ohio Synod has been Rev. J. H. B. Keller, Palmer, Kans., (VII.VIII) 2.00

of the free will , or not. F. S. thought worthy of half a line in these Outlines. Rev. W. C. H. Oetting, Golden, II., (VII) 1.00

ZION UNTER DEN HEIDEN . Missionsgeschichtliche Rev. H. Engelbrecht, Chicago , Ill., (VIII) 3 cc . 3.00
Mrs. S. M. Cline, Catawba, N. C. , ( VII ) 1.00

Vortraege. I. Die Indianer in Britisch Colum- Rev. A. Luebkemann, Templin, Kans., ( VI .

bia . Reading, Pa ., Pilger Book Store . Price,
Make a Note of it. VII) 2.00

single copy, 10 cents .

3.00

Of what ? Well , this is about the time for Gentiles. The author, Rev. Th .Hartwig of Juneau , C. F. Nnofter,* Chicago, Ill, (VII . VIII)a series that is to tell the story of Zion among the Teacher L. M. Gotsch, Cleveland, O., ( VII )

Rev. H. Schroeder, Port Richmond, N. Y. , (VI .
This German pamphlet of 24 pages is the first of VII . VIII)

1.00

2.00synodical assemblies , and it is a good sign to Wis . , would do his share of wakening a deeper in- F. E. Whitener , Gravelton , Mo., (VII) 1.00

see delegates taking notes . Byusing your terest in thegreat and all-important work of For- E. Horis,Buchanan, Mo.,(VII. VIII ) 2.00
eign Missions. And because the history of Chris

pencil and a memorandum , you may easily tian Foreign Missions is brimful of narratives that CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

mon
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BY REV . PROF . H. KAEPPEL .

Jubilee Address, Commemorating the the third , I think , is still in ourmidst crowned love and kindness is our Concordia College ,

Fiftieth Anniversary of Concordia with green old age , planted the sapling which and it must be so firstly to those that have been

College, Fort Wayne, Ind . hath since developed into a full-grown tree . nursed at its knees and have grown men below

Yea, humble enough was the beginning of its roof. There are many of them here to-day ,

our Concordia College. With their own hands wise men whose hairs are silvered with age

those three men , poor, considering worldly and men still strong in the pride of their

DEARLY BELOVED FRIENDS :- Wehave to-day means, but rich with love of their fellow- youth, but whether old and wise , or young

assembled to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary beings and strong with faith in their Lord and strong , there is none, I hope, that dare

of this our beloved “ Alma Mater,” and as a Jesus, reared the pile of logs roughly hewn stand before his Lord and Maker this day and

former pupil of it , I have been requested to from the kings of the forest primeval, which say : ' “ I see none ofGod's love and kindness

address you on this occasion in the predom- was to serve as the future abode of learning . in having been brought hither to be educated .”

inating language of our country . I am fully Upon seats and before desks of the rudest There are many of them here to-day , and they

aware of the honor most undeservedly be- kind sat five lads, clad in homespun , the pio- are filling almost every conceivable station in

stowed upon me by such request of your neer scholars of our Concordia College. Three life , some toiling in the sweat of their brows ,

honorable committee ; I am quite conscious of these, to the best of my knowledge, have some engaged in the commercial pursuits of

of my own unworthiness, and I certainly do lived to see this day, and one of them I am the land , some pleading before the bars of

confess my utter inability to do full justice to proud to call my paternal friend and adviser, our country's justice, some fighting disease

so memorable an occasion ; but yet I have and 0 , how I love to hear the venerable lips and death with medical knowledge , and the

thought that I ought not miss this chance of of one of Concordia's first boys drop words of most blessed of them striving against sin and

expressing my gratitude towards this institu- wisdom as they tell of our blessed institution's Satan with the eternal Word of the everlast

tion , and that every such expression , however youth , of its toils and struggles, and of the ing God ; but whether laborer, or merchant,

humble , might be appreciated by those whose love and faith of “ ye olden times.” or jurist, or medical man , or theologian, there

interest in the success of our work hath brought For about one decade this little institution is none , I hope , that will deny the Lord our

them bither to -day to join in our rejoicing. remained in the midst of Perry County's Lu- God's love and kindness in having brought

If, therefore , my simple words shall succeed theran pioneers, when it was ceded to the him hither to receive the foundation for an

in just for amomentsetting your hearts aglow then establishedGerman Evangelical Lutheran education which should enable to fill properly

with a warm feeling for our work in this in- Synod of Missouri, Ohio and other States, and his destined station on the þattle -field of this

stitution and in inciting you to thank the Lord transferred to St. Louis, where, until 1861 , it world . Just stop and consider a moment, my

for His grace in blessing the same, I shall feel remained combined with our Theological Sem- friend : what was it that brought you here in

sufficiently rewarded , nay , I will thank the inary. In the year 1861, however, its separa- your time ? O , says some one , my parents

Lord my God upon my knees for crowning tion from the Theological Seminary being did , or some kind Christian soul did . Well ,

my feeble efforts beyond all merit . deemed advisable, it was removed to this good then , what enabled your father and mother to

Having thus done full justice to myself, I city , Fort Wayne, where it hath been located do so , my friend ? What moved the hearts of

shallsurely relieve your mind by announcing ever since, enjoying the hospitality of the Christian people to support thee , poor boy ?

my intention to adhere strictly to the subject friendly inhabitants of the place, and more Ah , it was nothing but the Lord's love and kind

of the day, the fiftieth anniversary of our especially that of the resident parochies of ness . The Lord's love and kindness brought

Concordia College, the semi- centennial of an our Synod. theehither , entered collegewith thee, supported

institution which, like the still small voice of Here in this city our college hath developed thee here, supplied thy wants , preserved thy

the Lord , hath not made much noise in this to what we find it to-day , and behold , my health, strengthened thy mind, accompanied

land of religious freedom (may God keep it friends , what a wonderful change bath taken thee on thy leaving college, and is , I hope,

50) , but hath nevertheless exerted an immense place. Perry County's ancient log cabin with with thee to -day, and if so , Concordia College

influence upon thousands of its inhabitants. its single room , its irregular walls , its rude must ever be to thee a monument of the Lord

For the information of such as may be un- desks and seats and its five pioneer students, thy God's love and kindness .

acquainted with the history of our institution , bath been replaced by a stately edifice, an Then again , beloved , must this day be a

permit me to give only a brief sketch of it . ornament to its location, whose spacious rooms monument of the Lord our God's love and

Fifty years ago a number of Lutherans hav- and comfortable furnishings yearly afford lodg- kindness unto those, in whose care it hath been

ing emigrated from Germany , settled in the ings for hundreds of eager students , taught by given for the greater part of its half-century of

solitary wildness of Perry County, Mo., to a corps of the most efficient professors .
a . existence. I need not tell you that I allude

educate their children and worship God ac- Surely, beloved , a most wonderful change! to our blessed Evangelical Lutheran Synod of

cording to the dictates of their conscience. A change which very properly moves us to Missouri, Ohio and other States . For, be

Poor, forlorn , almost without means and joy . But, alas ! if we knew no better than loved, doth not this institution to-day forcibly

money, they , nevertheless, undertook not only to rejoice at the prosperity of this institution remind us of the Lord our God's love and

to give their children a parochial school edu- as a work of our hands ; for then it were noth- kindness toward our synodical union ? Doth

cation , but also to institute a college for the ing but a pillory of our self -esteem , and ruin not the history of the former's humble begin

more perfect instruction in the Lord's ways and disaster must inevitably follow such pride ning recall to our memory the lowly origin of

of lads who were to become laborers in the and presumption. O no , my friends , let us the latter ? Doth not the account of Concor

" Lord's Harvest . ” Three men especially - rather this day consider our Concordia College dia’s prosperity turn our thoughts to the un

candidates of the holy ministry - two of whom as a monument of the Lord our God's love and paralleled growth and success of our synod ?

are already dwelling in the habitations of the kindness and as a memorial of Christian faith Doth not this stately edifice preach unto us

blessed and joining their voices in the eternal and love. that the Lord our God hath lovingly an

hallelujahs of cherubim and seraphim , while Yea , a monument of the Lord our God's kindly given us worldly means that we may

ܕ
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build fitting houses for His holy purposes ? But all this shall not exhaust the measure so as to protect his family after he is gone."

Doth not the large number of Concordia's of our duty. A higher praise than all others Nothing can be clearer than that argument,

students proclaim unto us that the Lord hath is when we feel the obligation and , as God but they go a step beyond that , and make it

made us numerous and graciously extended shall give us ability , endeavor to fulfill it , to very clear to the directors of the insurance

our boundaries , so that weare in need ofmany be faithful to the trust which hath thus gra- companies that it is to their interest to adver

a helping hand ? Verily , the Lord our God ciously been bestowed upon us by the Lord tise not only , but to advertise largely and in

hath been unto usa kind and loving God , and our God's love and kindness through Chris- undue proportion , and to pay excessive rates .

our Concordia College must ever be unto us a tian: faith and love , and to hand it down yet If an annual statement is to be given to all

monument of the Lord our God's love and more ennobled and enlarged to those who are the press, the most alert and most pertinacious

kindness. to follow us.
canvassers for it , are men representing the

And now , beloved , I might go on with tell- Therefore , my fathers and brethren , let us " religious” papers , who not only charge high

ing you that our Concordia College is a mon- ever keep in mind the love and kindness of rates for the statement, but modestly suggest

umentof the Lord our God's love and kind- the Lord our Gad ; let us ever remember the that a hundred lines or more can be printed

ness to those that have been and are occupy. Christian faith and love which bath built up under the head of the " publisher's announce

ing in it the teachers ' chairs , to the resident this house of God ; that we may ever have a ment" for which a rate , which is simply extor

Lutheran parochies of our synod , to this good warm heart and an open hand for our blessed tionate, is charged . If this little scheme meets

city , Fort Wayne; aye , even unto our entire “ Alma Mater.” with favor , no phrase is excessive, no praise

blessed country. But I will not weary you And may He , the Everlasting and Almighty too great. On the other hand , if the company

with a lengthened and prosy oration , for you God , ever hold His protecting hand over our declines to aid the reverend conductor in

have been spoken to enough to -day and have beloved Concordia College. May He bless its feathering his nest , a coolness is developed,

heard better words than mine. Besides , you teachers and its pupils. May He bless our which , sooner or later , attains the proportions

know better than my feeble tongue will ever Synod and all its parochies. May He bless of adverse criticism , and sometimes bitter

be able to tell you , what a kind and loving this good city, Fort Wayne. May He bless attacks and often malicious innuendoes. You

God the Lord hath been in all things concern- our country and our Government. May He, will find , also , many financial advertisements

ing this institution . You can certainly remem- finally , bless this day's celebration , so that of railway bonds and other securities , which

ber times when , if God's love and kindness our faith may be strengthened , our love in the bulls and bears and wolves of Wall street

had failed , disaster would have been irre- flamed and our hope quickened. are very anxious to dispose of to the rural

trievable ; but it never has failed . Ye men Glory , praise, thanks and honor be unto denizens of the interior. It is on record here,

of sixty and seventy years say that, and we His holy name now and forever . that sundry and divers religious papers from

who are but lads in the army are nevertheless Amen ! Hallelujah ! Amen ! time to time make contracts with railway

bold to avow the same . He hath helped in enterprises , by which they agree , without

every need , and never yet hath He been back knowing or caring anything about the absolute

ward in coming to the rescue or supplying value, to so place the bonds and stock of the

necessities. Glory be to His name . Let us enterprise before their readers as to induce

praise and adore His love and kindness . farmers , mechanics and country clergymen

But now , beloved , if our Concordia College to invest their hard earned money in them .

be a monument of the Lord our God's love Modern Religious News-Papers. There is hardly a scheme which has been

and kindness , it must also be a memorial of floated in Wall street that hasn't sought and

Christian faith and love ; for Christian faith In a letter , dated New York , April 8 , 1889— obtained the support of the religious press.

and love is but a Christian sequel to the Lord's Howard — a regular correspondent of “ Amer- Matters, which our great dailies would scorn to

love and kindness, and therefore it is but meet ica ,” a weekly journal published in Chicago , look at are not only printed unblushingly, but

that in praising God's love and kindness we Ill. , for Americans, and devoted to Honest are canvaşsed for until obtained . The legend

should also keep the memory of our Christian Politics and Good Literature, has the following good will to men” is flaunted from the edi

fathers and brethren's faith and love ever on the modern religious newspapers : torial page, while “ will you walk into my

fragrant in our hearts . Without the faintest desire of giving of parlor ?” should be printed at the head of the

O then , let us this day , with thanks toGod, fence , I think the modern religious news- publisher's column .

remember the grand faith and love of those papers may well be called trade journals, with A friend of mine was cashier in a large

men who, fifty years ago, in Perry County's this exception, that they seek advertisements establishment on Broadway not long ago ,

wilds , planted our college amid so much of in all channels of life , and devote their atten- and was in the habit of taking his lunch at

discouragement and toil . Let us this day re- tion , by circuitous modes, to matters pertain- 1 o'clock in a neighboring restaurant . His

member the sacrificing faith of those poor ing to pretty nearly everything under the sun . tailor did business a few blocks below. On

Lutheran pioneers whose precious mites were Although they would have it understood that one occasion he said to him : “ Do you lunch in

willingly tendered to promote this work of the their chief concern is with the future of the such and such restaurant? " " Yes .'

Lord . Let us this day remember the pains- buman race , many of them appear , to me, to would you like to buy $ 5.00 worth of checks

taking faith and love of those that have oc- be much more anxious to furnish their sub- for $4.00 ? ” “ Why certainly , if it is square.

cupied the teachers 'chairs of our institution , scribers with a worldly chromo than to insure Have you got them ?” “ Yes, here they are .

and spent their days in untiring labor for the their wearing a heavenly crown . Under the I will let you have as many as you want at

furtherance of its pupils. Let us this day re- thin veil of a " publisher's announcement” the that rate.” “ But, where did you get them ?"

member the prayerful faith and love of the proprietors of these papers seek to satisfy was the natural query. “ Oh , I got these

men , whom the Lord hath placed at the head their conscience, while deceiving and deluding from Rev. Mr. So and So , editor of

of our Synod , and whose unceasing care and their country readers , by paid puffs of the a well-known religious weekly . “ He ordered

wise counsel hath never been wanting . And most fulsome and outrageous character . You clothes of me, and paid for the suit , partly

last , but not least , let us this day remember will find in many " religious” newspapers a by an advertisement in the paper, and partly

the constant faith and love of all dear Lu- vast variety of advertising, so great indeed as by these checks." “ Well, where did he get

theran souls whose hearts have always re- to excitewonder and surprise. Life -insurance the checks ?” my friend asked . “ Oh, he got

spouded to the cry for help , and whose hands companies are a special target of attack by the checks from the restaurant in pay for a

have ever been ready to administer aid . Yea , the reverend gentlemen who edit these period- card , published by the year in his weekly.”

glory be to the name of the Everlasting God icals. With a great deal of truth they say How's that ?-Another friend of mine has some

for all the Christian faith and love which He “ a man who is thoughtful enough to provide trouble in his library with the furnace heat ,

hath graciously brought to light in the plant- his family with good, sober , discreet, pious and bought a gas stove at a neighboring store.

ing , growth and prosperity of our Concordia reading , is just the kind of a man who would It didn't work , and when he next passed the

College .
think far enough ahead to have his life insured, store he stepped in and told them to send up

66

" Well,
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another one and bring that back . The dealer A Lutheran Synod without a Lutheran The Wonders of Paper.

said , he would be very glad to oblige him , but Conscience.

he hadn't any more ; that he didn't deal in To the Japanese we are indebted for the

stoves, never having had but one lot of six , The North Carolina Synod sets forth its discovery that paper can be made into bun

which he had taken from Rev. M.— , editor of views of the " Four Points " as follows : dreds of articles for human use . At the At

a well known weekly , as part payment for his Resolved , that while leaving entire liberty lanta exposition were to be seen a most extra

quarterly butcher's bill . of conscience to all in the acceptance or re- ordinary variety of articles which had been

Without pursuing this line of thought, you jection of the “ Four Points” in thought or made from common paper pulp . These in

can see how the whole thing works in the practice , we declare it to be the judgment of cluded car wheels , kitchen furniture , wash

religious mind, and, that even in these days this synod that it is not necessary to hold the basins , tubs, trucks , and even houses.
A car

" the children of righteousness ” are quite as “ Four Points” in order to be an orthodox wheel made of paper will run 2,400,000 miles
canny as their brethren of the World . I take Lutheran .

without breaking, and is stronger than steel or

very little stock in the religious newspapers 2. That we do hereby instruct our delegates iron and then it is very much cheaper. Paper

just about in fact , as much as I take in trade to the next convention of the United Synod is of surprising strength . A twisted note of

journals of any name. of the South to vote against the adoption of the Bank of England will not tear even though

The above is written by an American corre- the latter part of the third item of Regulations threehundred and twenty-nine pounds' weight

spondent of the " America ” on the American in regard to work , which reads : is suspended from the end of it . Paper can

religious press . Secular advertisements in a “ And that he will not foster nor encourage be compressed so hard that it will tear a chisel

religious journal are a nuisance. But allowing intercommunion, or altar fellowship with non- into pieces if the latter is held against it . One

the admissibility of such an abuse, as prevails Lutherans, or unionistic services , or any secret of the great values of paper is that it can be

throughout our country ; to what low level society of a doubtful or deistic character. ” made to take the place of wood. Furniture

must a great portion of our religious press This is one member of the United Synod made of it looks like black walnut , and is

have sunk , if theabove statements are correct ! South . It certainly could not do worse than really stronger as well as cheaper; indeed ,

Christ says to Nicodemus : If I have told you thus cast its salt on the dunghill. there is now less danger from the wasting of

earthly things , and ye believe not , how shall our forest trees than there was before the

ye believe,ifI tellyouofheavenly things?- The Sources of some of the Want and various uses of paper were discovered . Stoves.

We make the application : If you can not
Misery among Men.

are made of paper and are incombustible that

believe aman or paper in earthly things, how it is impossible to burn them ; it is possible

sball a man believe them in heavenly things ? even to make a steam engine of paper . In
A. F. Cox , a shoe manufacturer in Portland,

If a man or paper is insincere , dishonest, and was once appealed to to contribute for the pur- short, it has ºbeen found that the linen fibre
a lover of filthy lucre in earthly things, how pose of assisting people who were suffering from which the best paper is made will in the

much greater must his insincerity , dishonesty for the wantof bread. He said," Yes, I will future be as valuable to mankind as wood or
and hypocrisy be in heavenly things ? iron .-- Christian at Work .

contribute. If you will find any man in Port
C. J. T. F.

land who does not keep a dog , and who does

Fortune - Tellers and other Impostors bread , I will give him a sack of flour and a
not use rum or tobacco , who is in want of

Seven Shoemakers at Work .

,
exposed. bushel of meal. ”

The offer was made public by some one ,
Fifty years ago seven shoemakers in a shop

The Philadelphia Inquirer deserves the and at a meeting in the city hall the question in the city of Hamburg said : “ Bythe grace
thanks of all bonest people for exposing the

was asked by a citizen, " How long will you of God we will help to send the Gospel to
various kinds of impostors who prey on the our destitute fellow men . ” In twenty- five

stand to that ? ”

iguorant and credulous in this city , by pre He replied that he would stand to it to the years they had established fifty self-support

tending to tell fortunes , reveal secrets, and extent of a hundred sacks of flour and a hun- ingchurches,had gathered out 10,000 con
do various other things to deceive their dupes. dred bushels of meal . But to everybody's verts, had distributed 400,000 Bibles and

They are clairvoyants, spiritualistic mediums, surprise not a single person has ever appeared 800,000 tracts, and had carried the Gospel to
astrologists, magnetic healers, and other pre- to claim the flour and meal . 50,000,000 of the race . It would take only

tenders to occult knowledge. Reporters of

the Inquirer , male and female , sought these the sources of some of the want and misery of

This incident gives some little insight into 160 such men to carry the Gospel to the
whole world in twenty - five years.

impostors in their places of business and con
our great cities ; and it may set some poor

sulted them professionally , and all of them
were found to be the shallowest frauds imag- person thinking as to the cause of some of the

inable. There are a great many of them in such a land as this there is bread enough and

Entertainments in the Church .poverty concerning which men complain. In

Philadelphia , most of them women , and their
to spare . It is waste that makes want ; and

In a pamphlet just published a London

victims are mostly ignorant girls and women, when the waste is ended the want will usually preacher says : “ The devil has seldom done a
who consult them on their future “ luck ” and

vanish with it.-- Safeguard . cleverer thing than hinting to the church of

prospect of marriage and fortune . The an Christ that part of her mission is to provide

swers given by these impostors are mere gen entertainment for the people with a view to

eral guesses , vague and indefinite, and which Roman Bishops and the Schools in
winning them into her ranks.”

are capable of being interpreted in different Bavaria .

ways. These answers they pretend to obtain

from cards , or from spirits while in a trance , The Bavarian government, replying to a The Waldensians are eagerly preparing for

or from the stars , and in other ways — but all memorial from the Bavarian bishops asking to the celebration of the second centennial of the

are mere guesses made to please the dupe by be placed in control of the educational sys- " glorious return” of 1689 , when , after untold

predicting “ good luck ,” a happy marriage, a tem , declines to allow a daily school mass, re- sufferings and banishment from the historic

fortune coming, and deliverance out oftrouble. fuses to make a denominational division of the valleys as one of the results of the Revocation

Their fees are from 50 cents to several dol- middle schools , and declares that the recall of the Edict of Nantes , they , with sword in

lars ; and some of them not only make a liveli- of the Redemptorists is impracticable. The hand, and led by their warlike pastors, Janavel

hood, but even get rich by thus fleecing the government promises to consult the bishops in and Arnaud , forced their way back to their

ignorant and superstitious public. appointing teachers of the elementary schools . ancestral homes. A centennial of their suf

It is marvelous that so many persons con- The clericalorgans denounce the response and ferings, however, agrees better with the

sult these impostors , and thus support them proclaim a legislative war on the government. cause of Christ than a centennial of warlike

in their nefarious business .-L . Observer. Thus reports The American. feats.

:
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The Lutheran Witness.

>

draft is at the risk of the sender .

Class Mail Matter.

acles among you, doeth he it by the works of whilst our college has nothing to look for but

the law , or by the hearing of faith ? ” In the the donations made from time to time by kind

face of these words the speaker reviewed the hearted churches and individuals . But if we

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.— Rey , H. Birkner, Agt .
glorious history of Concordia College , and look upon this audience, composed of visitors,

showed that although there was great danger former pupils and friends of our college , we

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st in the beginning that our institution should need not be apprehensive of danger. But this
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

take root in the works of the law , God averted is the lesser point of consideration . You know
souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers,

changes of addresses and all other business communications this danger and gave the originators sufficient we have here an institute whose prime object

should be sentto Rev. H.Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., wisdom and strength to found it in faith , to is to prepare men to become fit students of
St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the cditorial de

partment should be sentto Rev.C. A. Frank , 16 Harvey Str., make it a nursery of the Holy Ghost. Our col- theology, to do its share of giving the church

Zanesville , Ohio. Termsof subscription $1.00 per annum in lege , as all our institutes of learning, has its thoroughly educated ministers. Now , as long
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or

first root in the believing hearts of our con- as the charity of our Church shall remain the

gregations , and as long as these are interested same, as long as our churches shall be in want

Entered at the Post Omice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second
in its work , plead for it at the throne of grace , of and ready to educate young men for the

support it in their goodness of heart , our col- best interests of mankind , as long , therefore ,

ST. LOUIS , MO. , July 7, 1889. lege will thrive . And because our college , as as the foundation, principles, character and

a work of faith wrought by the Holy Ghost, purpose of our college remains what it has

Our Concordia College Jubilee at Fort
was prospered with such signal success , we been in the last fifty years , we need not fear

ought to derive therefrom this jubilee -lesson , to celebrate this jubilee . Therefore I bid you
Wayne, Ind . , on June 25th and 26th .

that we continue it a work of faith and that all a cheerful welcome to-day . Welcome ,

Well , it was a grand and worthy celebra- the Holy Ghost be the supreme agent in all its friends ; welcome, patrons ; welcome, alumni ;

tion , this fiftieth anniversary of the establish- work ; that teachers and pupils are here in the welcome, all partakers of this great jubilee !”

ment of our college . Founded in 1839 in a name and by the summons ofGod's pious chil
Rev. PROF. GRAEBNER'S ADDRESS .

log -cabin in Perry County, Mo., this college dren, and that, finally , every member in every

has in the course of fifty years been a Chris
one of our churches become and remain inter- Prof. Graebner was then introduced by Bro.

tian home and a nurse in classical studies to ested in our college-work as their own iden- Baepler. After greeting his audience the pro

1630 pupils, and thereby a mother of incon- tical work . If such are our sentiments to -day, fessor spoke on this wise : " More than three

ceivable blessing to the Church , State and we have good reason for our festive joy , and hundred years ago Dr. Luther wrote, “ Of

home. The great success of the festival was
we may look boldly ahead , because the strong schools I have written that without schools

mainly due to the efforts of the festive com arm of the Holy Ghost and the ever powerful and colleges we shall not long maintain minis

mittee and of Rev. H. Sauer and his church. influence of faith will not suffer this great in- ters , ' etc. Thus he wrote in 1539 .
And as

Rev. Sauer had given this jubilee special care
stitute and its blessing to come to naught, or long as the school stood next door to the

and done all in his power to impress upon the to be destroyed by the baleful influence of its church, matters flourished in the churches of

heart of synod and of the alumni the great enemies, among whom there are some now the Reformation . When in 1639 the churches

importance of the day . that have been reared in this college , we are of Germany must stand the trial of the Thirty

sorry to say . Years' War, it was the college and the uni

EXERCISES OF THE FIRST DAY.
The forenoon exercises closed with a collec- versity that preserved the lore of the Gospel

On Tuesday morning a vast assembly had tion for the benefit of the college and with the from perishing in the common ruin . But

gathered on the college -grounds under the singing of hymn No. 341. The assembly was what the devil could not quench by force, he

shade of oak-grove . Alumni of almost all then invited to a festive dinner, prepared by achieved by cunning. For one century later ,

classes that ever graduated in Fort Wayne , the ladies of our Fort Wayne churches and in 1739, professors' chairs were already occu

were present , the only one not represented served by the young ladies of Rev. Sauer's pied by enemies who attempted to spread the

was the very first class of 1839, and the one church , in the dining-hall and in the gym- follies of a vainiy so - called science . True, a

best represented was Roemisch eins, the class nastic hall of the college. Valentine Loescher cried a halt to these scien

of 1865 , which had five representatives on the tists in the words : Quo ruitis , ' Whither does

AFTERNOON EXERCISES.
ground. Our Seminary at St. Louis sent three your mad course tend ? But his voice was

professors ; our Publishing House sent its After spending the noon -hours in paying stifled . In 1839 matters had so far run from

agent ; our Progymnasium at Concordia, Mo. , their visits to the professors and to the col- evil to worse that fifty-six delegates of Leipsic

sent its principal ; our school-seminary at Ad- lege -building, the festive company met again at a synod protested against the further use

dison and our colleges at Milwaukee, Wis. , in stillgreater numbers on the jubilee grounds. of the apostles' creed , and among fifteen for

and at New York had their representatives on mer formularies of baptism hardly one had

the ground, as also the Rundschau of Chi- Director A. BAEPLER'S ADDRESS OF WELCOME. still the weight of being accounted Christian.
cago and the Germania of Milwaukee. So After singing hymn 134 , Prof. A. Baepler, In 1835 there were a few homes in Saxony

professors , editors , ministers, doctors , law- director of the college, mounted the rostrum that harbored hearts with better Christian

yers, school teachers and business -men , who and tendered a cheerful welcome to his hearers sentiments, who lamented the destruction of

had drunk at Concordia's springs , vied with in these words : “ After having listened this the Lutheran altar. Though they were de

the faculty and pupils of the college and with morning to an address by a former pupil of cried by their contemporaries in every pos

the members of our churches in Fort Wayne this institute, I bid you all a hearty welcome sible way, yet God looked upon them with

and vicinity to utilize the bright and pleasant in the name of the festive committee, in the favor , and God willed that the hope they had

day in praising God and renewing the blessed name of our faculty and in the name of our of church and school being restored should

memories of days spent in the college . pupils. Well nigh two thousand pupils have not be lost . God's providence sent them into

gone forth from our college. Five hundred a new world . And though unholy fire also
Rev. J. P. BEYER'S ADDRESS .

of these are occupied in other than ministerial burnt on their altar , God in His mercy sent a

At 10 o'clock A. M. the hymn 441 was sung , avocations. Right properly do we say on this purifying hurricane, sent His Holy Ghost,

and Rev. J. P. Beyer gave thanks unto our fiftieth anniversary that through them also the which made the flame of faith break forth

heavenly Father for His loving -kindness be blessings of this institute bave flown upon va purely in such men as the two Walthe Fuer

stowed upon the institution in the past half rious parts of this country. Those who know ! bringer, Brohm , Loeber, Keyl , Buenger, and

century, and invoked renewed blessings upon our institute but superficially, might say , we when they laid hands to rearing a college in|

the same and upon the feast and upon all par- should meet 'here with fear and trembling, I their new home and country , they did it in the

takers therein . Thereafter he addressed the when we compare it with other schools of holy zeal of faith , charity and hope.” The

assembly on Gal. 3 , 5 : " He, therefore , that learning which rest on a solid financial basis professor then showed extensively that our

ministereth to you the Spirit , and worketh mir- created by most liberal and ample funds, Concordia in Fort Wayne, as in fact all the

>
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Church News.

6

Concordia-institutes of our Synod, had for Wambsganss made grand and soul-stirring avenue , were notable in themselves, aside from

their basis faith , charity and hope, and that speeches, full ofmirth and pith ; such speeches their significance from a historic point of view .

such faith , charity and hope , as was in our as are wont to be made on such occasions by The large auditorium , together with the three

fathers and realized this jubilee, should ever the alumni of Concordia and by their friends. galleries , the aisles and even the vestibule,ver
make us ardent in maintaining and increasing The Rev. Zorn and Prof. Stoeckhardt cheer- were filled completely, and with an audience

the unspeakable blessings we have inherited . fully responded to the request of speaking remarkably orderly and attentive . The in

cheer and comfort to the assembly, the latter terior of the church presented a remarkably
Rev. PROF. KAEPPEL'S ADDRESS .

in Latin . A subscription was also started to pleasing appearance by reason of the very

An English address was made in closing the wards erecting a suitable monument of this plainness of the decorations . It was really a

open air exercises . This English address was jubilee. Almost thousand dollars were sub- lesson in decorative art . Those who believe

rendered by the president of the Concordia scribed by the 150 alumni who were present. that a multitude of colors happily blended

Progymnasium in Lafayette, Mo., the Rev. The absent alumni will , we hope, make the produce the better effect, would have bad

Prof. Kaeppel. Our readers will find this ad- subscription many thousands more . their faith shaken bad they even critically

dress on the first page of our paper.
We certainly express the one sentiment of examined those of Trinity Church . Extend

CONGRATULATORY TELEGRAMS AND LETTERS.
all that participated in this feast , if we use ing the full length of the north , south and

the words of Rev. H. C. Schwan's letter : east galleries , around and above the windows

The hymn intervening theGerman addresses “ Vivat, crescat, floreat Concordia in gratia under these galleries , and up and around the

and the English was 349. Before singing the
last hymn, 350 , and taking up the second col- apud Deum et homines,” tliat is , “ May our large altar were gracefully festooned only and

Concordia College live , grow and flourish in nothing more than green oak leaves , with a
lection congratulatory telegrams and letters

grace
with God and men. ” red and white rose filling the apex of the loop

were read , as sent by Rev. H. C. Schwan ,
or arch. There was nothing more and nothing

president of the General Synod of Missouri ;
less . There could not have been more with

by the Minnesota and Dakota District Synod ,
harmony, and there could not have been less

by Rev. Prof. Diederich , by Rev. F. Sievers
with effect. It was complete. High up on

sen . , and by a college in Germany.
the white surface of the altar were the scarlet

FIFTY FRUITFUL YEARS.

EVENING EXERCISES. figures “ 1839-1889.”

The order of exercises for the evening opened
After partaking of supper in the college First Half Century of the Evangelical

dining-hall , those present were invited to an
with the hymn , “ Praise thou the Lord ,” which

Lutheran Church in St. Louis .

entertainment in town .
was followed by a scriptural lesson from the

Dr. Duemling and

Psalms. Following this was another hymn ,
Teacher Ungemach and the pupils of college Grand Union Semi - Centennial Celebration at

treated the jubilants to stereoptic views of the Exposition Hall-Services in the Evening
and the Rt . Rev. H. Birkner delivered the

life of Luther. This entertainment was intro
at Trinity Church - Eloquent Histor- Sermon with great force and eloquence , liberal

ical Sermon by Rt. Rev. extracts from which will be found below . An

duced by Rev. Prof. Crull , and the views were
H. Birkner.

other hymn by the church choir, a prayer by
accompanied by suitable recitations and an

the pastor, the benediction, and then the dox
thems.

The fiftieth anniversary of the founding of ology closed the eventful occasion .
SECOND DAY.

the first Evangelical Lutheran Church in St.

The second day of the jubilee was as bright Louis, in 1839, was duly celebrated by the
THE SERMON .

and fair as the first. The morning had been various Lutheran Evangelical congregations
The preacher took his text from Genesis

appointed for a meeting of all the alumni in the city yesterday. In the forenoon there 12, 2 : " I will bless thee and make thy name

present together with all professors and pas- were jubilee services in the various Lutheran great; and thou shalt be a blessing."

tors that had graced the occasion with their churches and special services at Trinity Church ,

presence.

He said : “ We are met here this evening to
The alumni-meeting was held in the mother church , Rev. E. A. Brauer, ofCrete, conclude the celebration of an extraordinary

the college-chapel. Rev. Beyer, of Brook- II., the former pastor, delivering the jubilee jubilee. In the providence of God we have

lyn , as the elder -alumnus present , was chosen address. In the afternoon there were union lived to see the fiftieth anniversary of a day

chairman, and Rev.Partenfelder, of Bay City, services of all the German Lutheran Evangel- that is of the greatest importance in the his

Mich., was called to act as secretary . The ical Churches, twelve in number, one English

two subjects which engrossed the attention Evangelical Lutheran, with the congregations selected by the GermanLutherans of this city
tory of this congregation . This day has been

of this meeting were a report of the college of fourteen German Evangelical Churches tak- selected by the German Lutherans of this city

to commemorate the organization of the first
president, Prof. A. Baepler, and the erection ing part . Seldom before has Exposition Hall

German Evangelical Lutheran congregation in
of a suitable monument, commemorating the been so full of people , every seat and all avail

this city, fifty years ago. Jubilee services ac

jubilee of 1889. Without attaining to a defi- able space being occupied . The choirs of the

nite result as to the second point , the meeting different churches , constituting a body of vocalcordingly have been held this morning and

adjourned to continue its work in the evening. singers of considerable dimensions, occupied atwhose hands they had received the first deeds
afternoon , and gratefully remembering those

,
AFTERNOON EXERCISES. of kindness in America, the members of this

were seated the pastors . The exercises were

The afternoon was spent in sight-seeing , in conducted in the German language, begin- congregation have concluded to hold an En-

calling upon the professors and friends whose ning with the reading of the Thirty- fourth glish servicethis evening , inviting their bene
charity the alumni had experienced , in social Psalm . Prof. M. Guenther, of the Concordia factors of old to be present and join them in

chats with former class -mates and in making Seminary, this city , delivered the first address ,
celebrating this joyful day.”

He then discoursed on the joyfulness of thenew acquaintances. giving a succinct and interesting historical re

view from the founding of the first Evangel- and after applying the words of the text to the
day and the appropriateness of the services ,

THE JUBILEE - SUPPER.

ical Lutheran congregation in St. Louis in
At 6 o'clock in the evening the alumni and Lutheran Church ,continued : “ There are , pre1839 until the present time There was a

their friends were called to supper , Rev. C. sumably , very few , if any , with us this even
Gross, of Fort Wayne, vice-president of the song by the choir and hymns, followed by an ing whose recollection will date back as far as

address by Pastor A. Reinke, of Chicago. The 1839. If there be any present they will tell us

General Synod of Missouri,ringing the supper. students of the seminary then sang an appro- -and we may well imagine their words to be
,

bell . It was a good supper, of course , and the

JadiesofRev. Sauer's church again made good lection, which realized a handsome sum .
priate selection , followed by a hymn and col

true — that it was a most curious spectacle that
,

waiters at table . Many old reminiscenses were presented itself to the eyes of the 16,000 in

revived and old college -stories told . At this
At TRINITY CHURCH . habitants of the city when one bright morn

jubilee-banquet which lasted almost till mid- The anniversary services in the evening at ing in February, 1839 , four steamboats, bound

night, the Revs. Beyer, Reinke , Succop and Trinity Church , Eighth street and Lafayette from New Orleans to St. Louis , had reached
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case .

their destination , bringing with them about ried the Saxon pilgrims to America. And 1. THE DISCIPLES .

750 immigrants, men , women and children . this cheerful reply is re-echoed from Canada, The disciples were once crossing the Lake

Such a sight had probably never been seen in from Germany and Australia . of Galilee in a frail fisbing-boat. Suddenly

St. Louis before . The question would nat

The Church's Mission.
a great storm arose . The waters roared , and

urally arise : Whence come these foreigners, mountains of water opened their jaws to de

and what may be the object of their coming ?
The lessons to be drawn from the progress

vour the crew . The sailors ' art was at its

Their language betokened them to be from and prosperity of the Church were then en
end . The boat was filled with water. It be

the Fatherland .' These Germans of 1839 larged upon , the claim beingmade thatóknow
gan to sink. Then , in this extremity, the

were not refugees from justice ; there wasno ing that corrupting the word meantruin in the disciples appealed to the Master of the waters.

stain or blot upon their character or honor. end, the Church has from the very beginning Jesus, who was in the boat -- He is always

Neither had they been forcibly compelled to emblazoned upon her escutcheon the device, with his children -- arose and rebuked therag

Theleave the home of their fathers, as had been ‘ The Word of God , and the Word of
Goding

of the water, and there was a calm .

the case withthe Salzburg colonists in 1732. Only.' Proclaiming the word, the object of disciples were saved. Was it chance ? Orwas
Nor had they left their homes in order to seek the Lutheran Church is to bring men unto the

it the finger of God ?

But here her misnew fields to accumulate wealth and eartbly knowledge of salvation .
2. VICTOR .

riches. Quite a number of them had held po- sion is not at an end. Wherever the Lutheran

sitions that yielded them honor , wealth and Church has gained a foothold we are aware This man , a disciple , also found that Jesus

station among their people. What, then , could that she has established church or parochial is with His people when they pass through the

have been their object in crossing the storm- schools. This, presumably, is one of her most waters. The skiff, in which he was one day

swept Atlantic ? ”
striking features . Schools, having two or seated , was torn away from the coast in a

The condition of the Church in Germany at
three and even as many as five or six teach- sudden storm and driven out upon the high

that time was explained at some length, show- ers , are not infrequently met with . Why is sea. Twenty- three days he passed upon the

ing that “ the Lutheran Church in Germany this? Many are of the opinion this is done water, being driven around the coast of Italy,

was entranced in the arms of the civil law, because the Lutheran Church is opposed to then over to Africa, then again back towards

with no prospect of ever being delivered from the principle of State or public schools , and , Sicily and, finally , nearing thecoast of Lucca,

this unnatural embrace. She was held a cap
in establishing schools of her own , therefore he was rescued by some fishermen .

tive in her own home. Bearing this in mind,
Bearing this in mind, wishes to decry this system . However-let During all this perilous voyage he tasted

me emphasize these words — such is not the neither bread nor much water. Neither did
it will no longer be surprising to hear that such

Lutherans as loved and cherished the pure
The Lutheran Church is perfectly well he have sail or oars , nor did he need any ;

gospel doctrine longed to throw off the shack
aware of the fact that under a constitution for steered by Jesus and worked by the angels

les that linked their beloved Church to the such as ours public schools are not only of and carried on the back of the waters, the

State in a most unboly alliance .
great value but are also a necessity to the wel- servant of the Lord, no ship was ever better

fare of the commonwealth . But the Lutheran equipped or manned. The young man, so

Church also holds that the best citizens to be wonderfully preserved , was straightway bap
LOCAL HISTORY.

found in a country are those who obey the tized , received the name Victor and served

The local history of the Church was then laws of the land because they love God and his great Master all his life . His escape was

regulate their lives by His word . A true Lu- hardly mere chance, was it ?

“ In the neighborhood of where the Court theran must of necessity be a good citizen .
3. PETER PERSEVOL .

house now stands , on the corner of Broadway Rioters , anarchists, criminals do not draw their

and Chestnut street , there had been erected , forces from the Lutheran parochial schools.
This disciple , a merchant of Reval in Liv

some months previous to the German immi- No, indeed ; we feel safe in saying the Lu- land, having made somepurchases in Luebeck,

gration, a house of worship known as Christ theran parochial schools have been a con
took ship homeward in 1550. Being caught

Episcopal Church . Being aware of the dis- tinuous source of blessing to this country for in a storm off Gotlland, the ship was wrecked ,

tressed circumstances of theGermansthemem- the last fifty years.”
and Persevol barely escaped death by grasp

bers of Christ Church kindly consented to re
ing a plank and , being carried on it , was cast

JUBILEE FESTIVALS .

linquish , for a time, the lower story of their
on a rock . But death in many an other form

building to the German Lutherans, lest they
The anniversary celebration was concluded now stared him in the face . He was often

might not be able to find a place for divine by a jubilee festival at the First Evangelical tempted to cast himself back into the sea, but

services. And so this truly good and vener- Lutheran Church, which was held at Concor- always found support in the verse : " He that

able man , Bishop Kemper, and the members dia Park , the procession started from Soulard is our God is the God of salvation ; and unto

of Christ Church, were the first benefactors Market at 8 A. M. , and was under the control God , the Lord , belong theissues from death ."

of the German Lutherans in St. Louis. For of Mr. Charles Webking as grand marshall, Hunger, thirst, and cold threatened death .

three years did the Lutherans meet in Christ assisted by Messrs. F. Goebel and C. F. The Lord commanded the waves , and they

Church before they had been so prospered as
Lange. Prof. Graebner delivered the ora- washed to the rock two casks . The poor cast

to be enabled to dedicate a church of their tion of the day . away tremblingly opened them , and found in

This was done in 1842 . St. Louis Daily Globe -Democrat, Monday the first some bed-clothing and in the second

Morning, June 17 , 1889 .
From this time on we notice a decided prog

a rich store of apples. So life was sustained

four days, till a vessel passing within sight,
ress in the growth and development of this

congregation. Within a few years a second
he was taken off and safely brought home.

Persevol has this miraculous rescue inscribed

church was found to be necessary , a third and

fourth following , until to-day St. Louis has
on a tablet and set up in the harbor of Reval

within its boundaries twelve German Lutheran
for a testimony of God's truth . But that might

churches that may all trace their origin back
all bave been pure luck ? Yes , but better :

The Obedient Waters.

to the Saxon congregation that first worshiped

taken up :

a

own .

Hearth and Home.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

" When thou passest through the waters , I will

be with thee. "

in Christ Episcopal Church . Half a century Our God rules heaven and earth and the

has elapsed since this work was begun . The waters, against whose might the
4. THE ANGELS' WARD .

ask , has it succeeded ? The cheerful reply power of ten thousands and millions of men In 1570 on All Saints' Day , the raging sea

comes from more than 1200 congregations, avail nothing, are still obedient to Him . In worked fearful ruin along the coast of Ger

scattered broadcast through the United States Him we trust " in great waters.” For He many . In Friesland alone 20,000 people were

from Maine to California and from the Lakes assures us : “ When thou passest through the swept away by the waters and lost. But

to the Gulf : It has. Thanks to God , who waters, I will be with thee.” And He has God's eyes all the while watched . Here is

has shaped the course of the vessels that car- | proven it . one incident of many in proof. Several days

We sea.
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afterwards parties went out to seek the lost . Conference of genuine Lutherans that ever Reports by the different pastors showed the

High up among the branches of a tree they met in the Rocky Mountain Region . Follow- work of the Lord in the Centennial State to

spied a cradle . It was taken down and a ing are the names of its members : Revs . J. be generally in a prosperous and encouraging

slumbering baby side by side with her kitten F. Lothringer, of Trinidad, J. H. Miller, of condition . The congregation in Wet Mountain

was found in it . Her parents had been Wet Mountain Valley, H. T. Rauh, ofDenver, Valley , Rev. H. J. Miller , pastor , built and

drowned — so angels came and took charge J. Reini , of Norwegian Lutheran church of dedicated to the service of the Triune God

of her and brought her boat to a safe landing. Denver, J. H. Tietjen, of Durango and teacher a new church last year , and the congregation

place . Let the sea roar and the waters rage J. G. Kramer, of Mobile, Alabama, who came of Trinidad , Rev. F. Lothringer, pastor, has

-God's good purpose will be carried out. to Denver some eight months ago in search of taken the first steps towards the erection of

his health , which we are pleased to say , he a similar structure this year.

5. THE CRADLE -BOAT.
has succeeded in recovering. In the morning Sunday, April 28 , divine services were held

Cradles , in the hand of God , are as save of April 25. conference effected an organiza- in the foredoon , sermon by Rev. Lothringer

and secure to ride in as the best boat built . tion by electing Rev. F. Lothringer president from Trinidad , and in the evening , sermon by

The newspapers relate the following touching and the writer of this notice secretary . Several Rev. Tietjen of Durango. In the evening

incident in connection with the fearful dis- of the sessions were attended by members of Holy Communion was also celebrated , not

aster of Johnstown : “ John Grimes , a well

our congregation in this city. only the members of the conference receiving
known citizen of Verona , on the Allegheny,

The doctrinal subject under discussion was : the body and blood of our blessed Lord , but

near Pittsburg , was out in a skiff looking for Our Lord's coming to judgment. The idea also 41 members of the congregation , princi

bodies among the drift . In a pile of debris of a judgment, of a great final judgment, was pally young men and ladies. The choir under

coming down the stream , he thought he saw shown by Rev. H. J. Miller , who read the the leadership of teacher J. G. Kramer, em

a cradle in the middle of the pile . Coming most excellent paper on this subject, to be bellished the morning and evening services

nearer, he found it to be so , and was sur- not at variance with human reason , but rather greatly . Tuesday , April 30 ,a NationalThanks.

prised to see the chubby little hands of an consistent with it , inasmuch as heathen phi- giving day, by virtue of the proclamation of

infant up in the air . He carefully forced the losophers, bringing the fact, that the pious the president, was also celebrated by the con

brow of his skiff through the great mass of man, pious , of course , in their conception of gregation and the Conference . Appropriate

debris and, sure enough, there was a baby piety , fared ill and the wicked man fared well , services were held in the evening. In the

there as peaceful and contented as one could and that the innocent man was condemned sermon by the undersigned it was shown, that

wish . The baby.--- a boy about five months whilst the guilty one was acquitted , bringing we ought to be thankful to God on this day

old—was quite wet from his ride, but is ap- these facts in connection with the supposition principally for two reasons , viz. , first, because

parently none the worse for his adventure. of and the belief in the existence of a just su- our government is of divine institution, and

How the cradle could have passed through preme being, concluded that a timeof general secondly because it grants all the citizens of

the debris all the way from Johnstown to this reckoning must come, a time for generalsettle- the Republic the full right to worship God

city without overturning is a mystery. No ment. This, however, was mere supposition according to the dictates of their consciences .

greater mystery than the wind and waves on the part of the heathen philosophers, not May all the readers of the Witness be the

obeying the command of Jesus. There were certainty. The only source of certain and best of Lutherans and the most reliable of

plenty angels to steady and guide the cradle. reliable information concerning final judgment citizens, rendering unto God the things, that

6. THE VANQUISHED ARMADA. is the word of God . Hereupon it was demon- are God's , and to Cesar , the things that are

God , employing the waters in the rescue
strated , that the law ofGod , the redemption Cesar's !-H. R.

of mankind and the words of our Lord Mark

of his servants , also uses them as His warriors

against His enemies . Philip II . of Spain, the 16, 16 made final judgment a necessity, God's
,

bigoted servant of the Pope , decided to deal judging Adam and Eve in Paradise, the ca

Protestantism a mortal blow by invading and tastrophe of the flood in the days of Noah , Hard to Please ? Yes and No, No and Yes.

and the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebukad
subduing England . It was a combat between

one of the masters and the Master of the Sea .
nezzar and 650 years later by Titus, all these The New Theology Men are hard at work

Philip equipped the “ Invincible Armada,"
occurrences must be looked upon as prefigu- to please the thousands on thousands of people

the most formidable naval armament that had rations of a great general judgment to be ren- that do not go near the churches to-day , by

dered and executed in the last day. True simply throwing overboard the Doctrines of
ever been raised by any single nation . It

consisted of 150 large ships of war , manned
believers in antediluvian days were looking the Bible. They wish to please the people..

by 30,000 men and armed with 3000 pieces of
forward with great expectation to the day They do not want the free in thought and the

Its master already triumphed , but
when Christ should come to judge the quick intelligent ( ? ) masses to have a poor opinion

and the dead. The same must be said of be- of them . " Tis true, they say , the “ Fall of
the Lord laughed him to scorn . He sent a

This
storm to the assistance of the English ,which lievers, who lived after the flood all the way Man” can be dropped, if you say so .

drove the Spaniards upon the coast of Zea- down to the dawn of New Testament times. is what you want, in reality, is it not? If not,

After the appearance of Christ upon our earth say so ! We will do most anything to please
land ; many of their vessels were taken, a

in the form of human flesh , his second coming, you . We will drop the doctrine that Christ
great number beaten to pieces upon the rocks

and sand-banks , andafter a calamitousvoyage Himself and His apostles, which prophecies will speak no more on the miraculous incar

bis coming to judgment, was prophecied by came into this world to save the “ lost.” We

homeward , only 50 ships with about 6000 men

were much clearer , and much more definite nation,” “ birth ,” “ sufferings,” " death , ”

of all the prodigious armament reached Spain .

And Philip said : “ I thought myself a match
than prophecies in the Old Testament per- “ resurrection,” and “ ascension" of " the

for England, but I did not pretend to fight taining to this subject . On investigating the second person of the Trinity.” We will speak

against the elements. ” But , if he had only with all the doctrines of the Bible ; they are
matter , it will be found , that such is the case not , if you say so , on “ Heaven,” the Home

admitted it , he pretended to fight against their with all the doctrines of the Bible ; they are of the saved . Why, dear friends, we will

all revealed in the Old Testament, but more never use the word “ Hell ;" but you will not
Ruler . E.

clearly defined and outlined in the New . This object, we opine, if we make use of the word

doctrinal subject was discussed in several 6. Hades . " Will you ? Free -minded, well

sessions , without, however, exhausting it . informed people, let us put this question to

Our Denver Letter.
Teacher J. G. Kramer read a highly in- you : Shall we not drop the old Theology and

structive paper on voice culture, which was bury it in the depth of theOcean ? If we take

Denver, Colo . , June 18 , 1889. duly appreciated by all present. Another away the fall of man , it follows that " the

The Colorado District Conference of our subject, which received a great deal of atten- scheme of redemption ” is an useless doctrine .

beloved Missouri Synod held its sessions in tion from Conference, was : The best means If man is not “ fallen,” then he is not “ lost,"

Denver, April 25. to 30 . It was the first of inducing people to attend divine services . and in that case he does not need to be

>
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25 cents .

6

Miscellaneous.
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" saved ." Paul's Doctrine : “ We are justi- realizing what is truly great, when he de- trees . Some casts found in India are a foot

fied by faith ;" " we have peace with God , scends from the lofty themes of salvation and in length . The worms evidently live in com

through our Lord Jesus Christ,” we have no moral accountability, to dwell on the plati- plete darkness; but it is known that at certain

times and under certain conditions they areuse for wbatever. Why should we teach this tudes of aesthetic culture , the beauties and luminous, so thata state of things may exist

doctrine ? The loss that has been proclaimed glories of nature , or the wonders of a material under ground of which we have no concep

for centuries by old school men does not ex- civilization , and then with not half the force tion , and the tunnels of these little creatures

ist , why, therefore , offer a salvation that is of those books and periodicals which are may be brightly illumined. - Living Light.

not needed ? This is the proposition we make , scattered in every hamlet of civilized Europe
Recent Publications.

and we most humbly ask you to accept it . and America !”

Thus pleads the New Theology Man . The lesson we wish to teach—and which
GESCHICHTE DES CoxCORDIA COLLEGIUMS ZU FORT

Dear Lutheran, in a nut shell we have given both the laity and the clergy should take to WAYNE, IND . History of the Concordia College

at Fort Wayne, Iod . St. Louis, Mo. , Concordia
the true position of the new Theology Men of heart—is contained in the words of St. Paul

Publishing House, 1889. Price , single copy,

to -day. If you do not believe our words , read to the Thessalonians: “ But as we were al

the articles in the Magazines. We will quote lowed of God to be put in trust with the This beautiful book of seventy -two pages was

written by Rev. F. Lindeinann, Boston , Mass. , in

the closing words of an article in the North gospel, even so we speak ; not as PLEASING commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of our

American Revieu. It reads : “ There is no MEN , but God, which trieth our hearts ." college at Fort Wayne. It is certainly a most suit

able and timely book . It carries the important his
use in railing at the past . " The times of this S. AUGUSTUS, of Oldtown.

tory of our school of learning from its very origin

ignorance God winked at , but now commandeth to the present day in a manner that betokens both

the gratitude of the author and the sentiments that
all men everywhere to repent. ' " To repent. '

ought to prevail in the hearts of all the alumni of

That means, in true Bible phrase , to change the college and of those that have in any way been

their purpose .
benetited by the institution . This book will do a

This is the great need of to
great deal towards renewing and increasing the in

day. In the light of the ascertained facts of The Use of Earth Worms. terest in our college and its glorious work . It merits

nature and man , the churches need to repent
an ample sale and a close perusal .

-to change their purposes and methods. The In wandering through the fields in the early

world is not going back to the old, the igpo- morning, we often see little heaps of newly dis Acknowledgment.

rant, the barbaric conception of the past. It turbed earth , and occasionally catch glimpses

of reddish or pink bodies quickly withdrawing I wish to say , to whom it may concern , that my

is for the churches to say whether they will into little tunnels in the sod. These are the health has becn on thedeclinefor nearly three years ;
accept the newer, the fuller revelation of God . earth- worins , considered the humblest of all ruary, since which time to the present myhealthbut I still continued filling the pulpit until last Feb

If not they will but repeat the history of Ju- animals ; yet, as insignificant as they seem , has been very fecble, and had it not been that our

daism , being left behind by the wider and they are among the most valuable aids to the kind Heavenly Father sent me assistance, I think I
should have desponded and died ere this, for my

grander religion that keeps step with the ad- agriculturist. We may appreciate this by se

vancing God.” I suppose , I need offer no country, making a section down through the
lecting a field at random in a good producing want of food and raiment.

dear little family certainly would bave suffered for

But to the acknowledg

ment,

other proof to show , where the New Theology | earth for several feet, when, if carefully done, Received of Rev. F. Kuegele's congregation $ 10.00

Men stand , what position they take . New we shall find innumerable tunnels formed by " Rev. F. Kuegele 7.00

“ Rev. F. Kroeger 1.00
Theology men , like dead fish , swim with the the worms, leading here , there and everywhere.

" Rev. C. F. W. Meyer's Emanuelstream . They set their sails to the winda In fact , the upper crust of the earth is an end

less maze of streets, lanes and avenues .. A Received of Rev. C. F. W. Meyer
congregation 1.25

They wish to please like a clown in a circus. naturalist has even attempted to calculate 21.00

This was a gift to him and his wife on the

Or : Like the prince's fool will do his best to these numbers of little workers, and has come occasion of their wedding.

8.31

please bis Master , so new Theology Men-to to the conclusion that they average 100,000 Received of Rev.A.W.Meyer's congregation
" Rev. A. W. Meyer 1.40

please the intelligent masses of unbelievers. to the acre ; and in especially rich ground in
New Zealand it was estimated that there were strawberries.

Mr. W.H. Parman , Nevada, Mo , a crate of fine

This was not St. Paul's Method . “ For do I

348,480 in a single acre . This vast body of

now persuade men , or God ? OR DO I SEEK TO The “ English Home Mission Board " has also
worms is continually at work , boring this way kindly remembered me in the way of pecuniary as

PLEASE MEN ? for if I yet pleased men , I should and that , coming to the surface during the sistance. Now, dear brethren, for all this , what

not be the servant of Christ.” Gal. 1 , 10 . night and retreating to greaterdepths during can Isay? Ah, now Ihave it, - with myeyes filled

The question comes to my mind : Who has the day; and itis at once evident that their the 103. Psalm , also set a mark by it, together with
with tears of joy and gratitude, I ask you to read

in a great measure caused this sad state of tunnelsconstitutea system of irrigation and the 23.Psalm, so that even when I shall have de
ventilation for the upper crust. In other parted this life and you think of me you may turn to

affairs ? Have not the so-called learned Cler- words, rain , instead of running off, enters the and read those Psalms .

gymen of to -day trained the masses that way ? | holes, and so penetrates the earth, thus being
R. L. God IAN,

I will make use of a few quotations from a held for a longer time. Air also finds its way June 17, 1889 . Neutral , Kans.

lecture on Chrysostom , or Sacred Eloquence below the surface, so that the homes of the

little creatures constitute storehouses for

by Dr. John Lord , bearing on our subject .
Subscriptions Paid.

moisture .

He writes : “ Chrysostom dwelt , boldly and But this is a very small part of the work Rev. J. F. G.Beyer, Unionville, Mich ., (VIII) $ 1.00

earnestly , and with masculine power, on the accomplished. Thewormsare in leaguewith Rev. c. , Bethke, Reynolds, Ind . , ( VI . VII
4 cc VIII c . ) 9.00

majesty of God and the comparative littleness the farmer, are in fact his unappreciated as- Rev. H. Miessler, Columbus, Nebr ., (VII) 1.00

of man , on moral accountability to Him , on sistants , upon whose endeavors depend much Dr. D. Winter, Columbus, Kans. , (VI. VII.
of the success of his crops. They are con VIII )

human degeneracy, on the mysterious power tinually swallowing the earth and depositing Rev. F.Koenig,' Seward , Nebr.,(Vílì)
3.00

J. M. Hartmann, Charlottsville, Va., (VI.VII) 2.00

of evil , etc. These traths, so solemn and so it at the surface , and working it over and C. Holmbacher, Wapakoneta, Ohio, (VIII)
1.00

grand , he preached, not with tricks of rhet- over. If I should ask my young readers to Rev. E. Jehn, Kansas City, Mo., (VII) 1.00

oric , but simply and urgently , as an ambas- estimate the quantity of earth brought to the P. L. Graessle, Cadott,Wis., (VIII)
1.00

sador of Heaven to lost and guilty man. And surface in a single acre in a year, I fearthey Teacher G.M.F. Scholz, Chicago, 11. , (VII .

would not place the amount as high as Mr. Rev. H.Kanold, Boston , Mass., (VII. VIII)
VIII ) 2.00

can you wonder at the effect? When preachers Darwin, who states that the vegetable mold , Teacher H. W. Lensner, Denny P. O., Pa .,
2.00

throw themselves on the cardinal truths of thus transported , in some places amounts to (VIII)
1.00

christianity , and preach with earnestness as ten tons an acre . Think of it ! If your ten- Rev. H. Roehrs, Hilbert, Wis . , (VII. VIII)

if they believed them , they carry the people acre farm isin one of these farmed localities, Rev.J. H.Werfelmann ,Marysville, O., (VIII) 1.00
Rev. W. T. Strobel , Denison , Ia ., ( VIII)

with them , etc. , etc. When they seek novel
these silent workers , say to the number of a

Rev. J. Hoffmann , Madison , Nebr., ( V to VII ) 3.00

million , have plowed up about a hundred tons Rev. B. Sievers, Milwaukee, Wis., (VII. VIII) 2.00

ties , and appeal purely to the intellect , or at- of earth for you, giving you a fine top-dressing. Rev. H.W. Castens, Lake Zurich, ., (VII) 1.00

tempt to be philosophical or learned , they The worms not only carry all this material Teacher H.Bartling, Addison, ill . , ( VIII)
1 00

fail, whatever their talents. It is the divine to the surface, but they drag vastquantities Rev. E. Heinemann,Geneseo, III., (VII)
Rev. Geo. Bartling, Medina, N. Y., (VIII) 1.00

truth which saves , not genius,and learning. of leaves and other matter down , that serve P. Erickson , New Orleans, La ., ( VIII) 1.00

... Oh , what high treason to the deity whom to enrich the soil and render it capable of TeacherM.Conzelmann, Julietta, Ind., (VIII) 1.00

the preacher invokes , what stupidity, what Australia attain a large size , sometimes several
producing larger crops . The earth -worms of Rev. Prof. A. Schuelke, Fort Wayne, Ind . ,

( VIII ) 1.00

frivolty, what insincerity , what incapacity of feet in length and have been seen climbing CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

1.00
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2.00

1.00
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Our Epistle Postil.
what he knows to be wrong . That is a de- duty to follow holiness in such words as the

lusive opinion, invented by the devil ; for he weakest might understand , and he certainly

who intentionally does what he knows to be does use simple words, saying : " For as ye

For the LUTHERAN WITNESs. wrong, commits sin knowingly and willingly have yielded yourmembers servants to unclean

and is not under grace , but under sin , as Paul | ness and to iniquity unto iniquity ; even so now

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE says in this chapter: “ Know ye not, that to yield your members servants to righteousness

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, unto holiness.” Paul tells the Romans, when

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
bis servants ye are to whom ye obey ; whether they had been heathen, they had walked like

of sin unto death , or of obedience unto right- heathen , but now since they had become Chris

eousness ? ” He that willingly yields himself tians they should also walk like Christians and

VII . Sunday after Trinity .
to do sin is the servant of sin , and how he will no more like heathen ; for if they would turn

Rom . 6 , 19-23.
fare the Lord declares in John 8th , saying : back to walk again in unrighteousness and

“ Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of wickedness they would be nothing but heathen

DEARLY BELOVED IN THE LORD : - In the sin . And the servant abideth pot in the house in the sight of God and would fall again under

8th chapter of John the Lord says to the forever.” Whosoever yields bimself to sin , the curse of the law . We can not be Chris

Jews : “ If the Son shall make you free , ye is the servant of sin , and though he be a tians and walk heathenish . A truth which we

shall be free indeed . ”
Neither the power of housemate, though he be a member of the should well bear in mind that the devil de

the mighty, nor the wisdom of the wise , nor visible church , yet the servant of sin is not ceive us not with the thought, because there
the skill of the artful can make free from the heir, neither does he remain in the house ; is abundance of grace with God , we might

bondage of sin and the powers of darkness . for when the time comes he is cast forth , as for a time indulge in sin and thereafter we

From this bondage only the Son of God can also St. Paul writes of Agar: “ Cast out the could turn unto grace again . That is a

make free indeed . A man may imagine to bondwoman and her son : for the son of the thought with which the old serpent has caught

possess the ability to free himself from the bondwoman shall not be heir with the son of many a soul . With God there is indeed an

bonds of sin , a man may even be proud of the freewoman .” abundance of grace , but it is not true that

having freed himself from the servitude of a
Therefore we Christians should always bear man has the ability to turn to and to grasp

certain sin , but that man's imagination and in mind that in Christ we are made free from that grace whenever it suits him ; for grace

pride is all vain ; for , though a man cast off sin , but we are not made free to sin . When unto repentance is the free gift of God. What

certain vices by which he had been controlled , a criminal is pardoned, he is thereby made sane man would cast himself into the current

yet will he remain under the rule of sin . He free of the crime of which he had been guilty ; rushing on toward a whirlpool, saying , after

alone is free indeed whom Christ has made but that pardon does not grant him liberty to drifting with the current for a while he would

free . How the Son makes free, Pauldescribes go and to commit the same crime over again swim to the shore again ? But so is he who

in these words : “ Being justified by faith , we or to go and to commit other crimes ; the surrenders himself to the service of sin , com

have peace with God through our Lord Jesus criminal is pardoned that henceforth he should forting his heart with the idle notion there
Christ.” Redeemed by the blood of Christ live as a law -abiding citizen . Sin is forgiven after he would return to grace again . Hold

and justified from sin for the sake of His not that more sin should be committed, but that thou hast ; for once lost thou knowest

death and resurrection , we are accounted that henceforth we should be dead unto sin not if ever it will be found again.

righteous before God and hence free from and should live unto righteousness. How and Exhorting them unto sanctification , St. Paul

guilt , wrath , death and damnation , and this with whatpersistence and eagerness weshould also gives the Romans a rule how to follow

freedom in Christ is obtained and possessed follow righteousness the apostle teaches in this righteousness, and his rule is : As ye formerly

through faith . text . Let us therefore consider : served sin , so ye should now follow righteous
Now if a man has been justified from sin THE SERVICE OF SIN IS A MODEL HOW WE

ness . Paul was writing to such who had been

through faith in Christ Jesus, is he then free SHOULD FOLLOW SANCTIFICATION . heathen and he tells them : Ye know how ye

to do what he pleases and to live as it suits lived when ye were heathen , devoting your
Allow me to set forth

him ? This same question St. Paul proposes

in the 15th verse of the chapter before us,

I. some points of comparison between the selves bodyand soul to sin , so ye should now

service of sin and of righteousness, and devote yourselves in body and soul unto right

saying : “ What then ? shall we sin , because II . what should induce us eagerly to practice sin and makes it a sample for the service ofSo Paul here takes the service of

we are not under the law , but under grace ?"
Paul's exhortation .

Everyone justified through Jesus Christ has godliness, like as God in the law makes our

the forgiveness of sin and is no more under
I.

selfish selflove the standard for love towards

the condemnation of the law , but under the In this whole chapter St. Paul exhorts unto our neighbor, saying : “ Thou shalt love thy

pardon of grace; as a criminal who has been sanctification , that, being buried with Christ neighbor as thyself.” In like manner as the,

pardoned is no more under the sentence of by baptism , we should be dead unto sin and wicked follow the service of sin , so should we

the law , but under the pardon of the governor, should live unto righteousness, and of this he follow sanctification . How does the ungodly.

neither can he be prosecuted again in the law was minded to speak at the end of the chapter man serve sin ?

for the same crime , because it is pardoned . in the simplest manner possible, as he him- The ungodly man serves sin willingly and

The law of God can no more condemn the self declares : “ I speak after the manner of need not be driven to it . “ As ye have yielded

Christian , because his sins are forgiven . men , because of the infirmity of your flesh .” your members servants to uncleanness.” The

Hearing that the law can not condemn those Also after his conversion much ignorance and ungodly yields his members to the service of

under grace , some conclude , if a man was darkness remains in the Christian ,which Paul sin; he does it willingly . Here we should

once converted and under grace it could do here calls the infirmity of the flesh and on note this difference between the Christian and

no harm though he would in some things do | account of which he desired to speak of the the un-Christian ; for to have sin is one thing

>
>

eousness .
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and to serve sin is another thing. Also the though he knows that in death he must leave deed be a servant of sin in some things, whilst

most advanced Christian yet has sin ; the his fortune to others , yet he will not desist in other respects he has a certain kind of

lusts of the flesh are in him and they are sin , from bis pursuit after sinful gain . Indeed , worldly righteousness, butnot so beforeGod .

but he does not serve sin by fostering and sin is a hard , a tyrannical mistress which A man given to the sin of drunkenness , may

indulging in those lusts , he rather crucifies makes her servants miserable slaves ; such yet be honest in his dealings . In human judg

them , refusing even to entertain them . But slaves which love their chains and even when ment that man is vicious in one respect and

the servant of sin consents to the lusts of the they begin to feel the weight of their fetters , virtuous in another , but before God he is

flesh , he delights in them and fosters them , will hug them only the more closely to their nothing but a servant of sin ; for thus the

and he will have certain sips to which he is bosom . Look at the opium eater and the Scriptures: “ Drunkards shall not inherit the

given , which he loves and that he will count drunkard. At first the partaking of opium kingdom of God." The servantof sin has no

his greatest happiness , his best fortune if or alcoholwas to him a delightful indulgence, righteousness of any kind before God, and

he can unrestrainedly indulge himself in his by and by it became a passion , and finally the mark it well, if you yield yourself to serve

favorite sins. The slanderer finds delight in vice obtains such power over him that he will one single sin only, and outside of that one

sitting and talking evil of absent ones, the indulge in it notwithstanding he knows that thing you would strive to practice all virtues,

drunkard regards it great bliss to quaff liquor, he is ruining himself in body and soul and nevertheless you are nothing but a servant of

the fornicator counts it a lucky day in which is causing his children to go a begging. Say sin before God and have no righteousness in

he can gratify his lusts. Now as the servant not, it is not so with all sins ; for I tell you it His sight. Would you say : Who can be

of sin loves his sin and delights to indulge in is , although the effects are not equally man- without sin ? I answer : The apostle is not

it , so should we love righteousness and delight ifest with all sids. Did not envy gain such a speaking of having sin , but of serving sin.

to dowhat is pleasing to God . As the servant power over Cain that he arose and slew his He does not say : Ye can not have sin and

of sin counts the day an unhappy one in brother, caring nothing for the consequences? righteousness, he says : Ye can not serve sin

which he can not indulge in his favorite sin, Was not pride in their own piety and good and possess righteousness; as the Lord does

so should we regard the day lost which is not works the main motive impelling the scribes not say : Ye can not have God and mammon ,

marked with the praise of God and other and Pharisees to crucify the Lord of glory ? but says : “ Ye can not serve God and mam

works of piety and worship . Sin , by whatever name you may call it , is mon.' Every true Christian has both sin

Loving sin , the servant of sin is eager and such a mistress which at first flatters, entices, and righteousness in himself, righteousness

zealous in doing sin , and this too is implied in persuades, and thereafter enslaves, drives and through faith in Christ ; but no one can serve

Paul's exhortation : as eager as the Romans compels. So we Christians should not dread sin and at the sametimepossess righteousness

had formerly been in serving sin , so eager labor and cost in the service of righteousness . before God. If in all things you are willing

they should now bein following righteousness. If need be we should at all times be found to do right , only in one thing you want to sin

Are the servants of sin eager to indulge in ready to risk property,friendship , reputation , you are in God's sight a servant of sin and

sin ? Indeed they are . Sin is a restless thing even life itself rather than desist from the without righteousness. Mark it well, and see

and it will restlessly drive from iniquity to service of righteousness. Rather should we that thou refuse to yield thyself to the service

iniquity those who yield themselves its serv- suffer the loss of all things than consent to of any sin .

ants . The miser is continually calculating deny the truth or to violate right. If we see Having no righteousness the servants of sin

and planning for gain ; he will let slip no men risk body and soul for carnal enjoyments, must dread the light. What fruit had ye then

occasion to make something, and the more be much rather should we gladly risk all for right- in those things whereof ye are now ashamed ?

gets the more eager he becomes . An unchaste eousness' sake .
for the end of those things is death .”

The

person is eager for an opportunity to foster Why is it that we are so slow in yielding sinners indeed do not think sinning a serv

and to gratify the unclean fire which is con- our members servants to righteousness unto itude, they think it most pleasant and desir

tinually burning within him ; the drunkard is holiness ? It is because of the old Adam in able ; búttwo things will surely follow : Shame
eager for strong drink . The servant of sin is us, constantly drawing us back and saying : and death . The servants of sin are like unto

continually on the watch with all his senses If you will do in that way you will suffer loss , the Freemasons, they seek darkness and se

to indulge in the vice to which he has yielded or people will sneer, at you and the like . crecy, as also the Lord says : “ Every one
himself a servant. From the servants of sin Therefore we should also look to the induce- that doeth evilhateth the light , neither cometh

we should learn to be eager in the service of ments which should persuade us to practice to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved.”

righteousness. As eager as a rancorous per- this exhortation of St. Paul . What arguments Ashamed of their evil deeds, the servants of
son is to avenge himself, so eager should we has he ? sin seek to hide them , and often they do re

be to forgive and to do good. As eager as II . main undiscovered in this life , but on that

fanatics are to spread their fanatical notions, “ For when ye were the servants of sin , ye great day of wrath they will be put to shame

so eager should we be in spreading the truth were free from righteousness.'were free from righteousness ." The servant publicly when their secret thoughts and deeds

of God . We should ever be on the watch to of sin is free from righteousness, he has no will be made manifest before heaven and

do what is right and good, well pleasing before righteousness. He has not and can not have earth . If you yield your members servants

God , and no occasion to do good should we the righteousness which is imputed unto faith . to sin you do what you must be ashamed of

let pass unimproved , remembering the word Jesus Christ by fulfilling the law and suffering and the end will be everlasting death ; " for

of the apostle : “ Aswe have therefore oppor- the punishment of sin , earned for us the for- the wages of sin is death .” By sin death is

tunity , let us do good." giveness of sin , and if we believe that His merited and by death sin is recompensed.

Being eager unto sin , the servant of sin will blood and death is the reconciliation for our The servants of sin are without righteousness

also go to labor and trouble , yea , he will risk sips , then His righteousness is accounted unto and shame and death is their reward .

property , health , reputation , even life itself in us as our own , as it is said of the father of Concerning the fruit and end of the service

the service of sin . The fornicator risks the the faithful: " Abraham believed God , and it of righteousness the apostle says : “ But now

health of his body, his reputation , perhaps was counted unto him for righteousness." being made free from sin , and become servants
1

his life's happiness for a short enjoyment, and That is the righteousness of faith in which to God , ye have your fruit unto holiness , and

though he knows what is at stake, yet he will we are justified and saved . This righteous- the end everlasting life .” The apostle names”

do it . A spiteful person will nourishi hate for ness the servant of sin has not, because Christ four privileges of the servants of righteous

montlıs, perhaps years ; and though it robs and Belial will not dwell together. If you " But now being made free from sin .”

him of rest and peace , yet he will not put it serve sin , Belial possesses your heart , you The servants of righteousness are made free

away , and he will at last carry out liis desire are under the law of sin and have no part in from sin ; totally free from every spot of sin

for revenge at the risk of going to the peniten . Christ. - Being without the righteousness of in the sight of God by the blood of Christ,

tiary and the gallows. An avaricious man Christ the servant of sin has no righteousness and though the law of sin remains in their

will labor hard, he will eat his bread with haste at all before God, he is utterly free from all members , yet also in themselves they are so

and his slumber is disturbed by anxiety ; and righteousness. Before men a man may in- far made free that sin does no more rule over

7

a

ness .
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them but they rule over sin . A precious thing, of His ; the attributes which belong to Him
STANZA 6 .

to be justified from and to rule over sin . alone, are ascribed to a person who in the “ Mary ! make haste thy child to win

" And become servants to God . " Another days of her earthly career was a lost and con
From sin and from the love of sin . "

glorious privilege ; for what can be more demned sinner, but who through death has Based upon divine truth as it is contained in

blessed than to be a servant of God ? If it is entered into life eternal in consequence of the Holy ble , the second article of the Chris

honor to be the servant of an earthly king , the redemption He accomplished by the shed- tian creed teaches us that Christ is the person

much more of the King of kings . And will ding of His holy blood . Now it is evident , who has redeemed, purchased and won us

not a faithfulmaster see to the welfare of his that , as far as the ascribing person is con- from sin , from death and from the power of

servant ? King David had experience both in cerned , the ascription of those attributes to the devil , objectively, and He it is also who

the service of sin and in the service of God , Mary, which belong to Christ alone, elevates subjectively , or by way of appropriation , wins

and he says : “ I had rather be a door-keeper Mary to the position of Christ and makes us from sin through the instrumentality of the

in the house of my God , than to dwell in the Christ descend to the position of the blessed Gospel-ministry which is made effective by the

tents of wickedness. ” _ “ Ye have your fruit virgin ; that is , such ascription brings about power of the Holy Spirit.

unto holiness.” Ah yes ! to become holy, to a transformation , as it were of Christ into
STANZA 9 .

be purified from the seed of the Serpent and Mary and of Mary into Christ, and that is the
" When mute before the Judge I stand ,

finally to be delivered from the body of this same thing as making the divine human and
My holy shield be Mary's hand! "

death , what could be more desirable , more Christ a merely human being ; in other words,

precious ? Do you detest sin ? do you sigh it makes God of Mary and a mere man of Mary , Roman Catholics teach , was immacu

to be delivered from it ? Behold , in Christ Christ. Not only then is Mary made God lately conceived ; they claim that never in the

there is the forgiveness of sins ; be sure to when she is expressly called God, but also least was she polluted neither by original nor

believe it , and here behold the way to mortify then when divine attributes are ascribed to by actual sin . Now , starting out from the

the old Adam : “ Yield your members servants her, yea the ascription of purely divine at- supposition that this doctrine be true, how

can Mary, the immaculate ( ? ) , who, on the

to righteousness unto holiness," and if you do tributes to a person is a stronger proof of our

this uprightly and prayerfully God by His considering such person true God than the occasion of the wedding at Cana in Galilee ,

did not experience the pleasure of having her

power will lead you from victory to victory. mere attribution of the divine name to a per

— “ And the end everlasting life.” Many dif- son . For the authorized servants of God are request granted by the Redeemer, how could

ficulties, hard struggles , manifold temptations also called gods, John 10, 34. 35; but purely of those who once will stand mute before the
she successfully undertake to act as a shield

surround the servant of righteousness in this divine attributes are never ascribed to them .
Lamb of God in the day of judgment ?

life , but the struggle will not last forever, In order, therefore, to set forth that in the

there will be an end to the strife and that end Roman Catholic Church the Virgin Mary is STANZA 12 .

will be everlasting life . deified , it is not necessary to show that that “ Thou , Mary, art my hope and life ,

The end both of the service of sin and of church she is called by the divine name, but The starlight of this earthly strife."

righteousness Paul comprises in the words: such deification will be more plainly demon- St. Peter , however, was of different opinion ,

“ For the wages of sin is death ; but the gift of strated by placing before the reader such pas- as may be gathered from those memorable

God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our sages from Roman Catholic literature in which words of his, addressed to Christ: “ Lord , to

Lord .” The wages earned by the service of purely divine attributes are ascribed to her. whom shall we go ? Thou hast the words of

sin is death . Behold here , what sin is and Whilst hastily glancing over the Catholic eternal life." John 6 , 68.

does. It beckons, invites , entices and prom- American , issue of May 4th , the attention of
STANZA 13 .

ises much gain and pleasure, and when it has my eyes was arrested by what might be termed
“ Oh ! for my own and others' sin

seduced its victim , it begins to drive him from a poem , entitled > The Month of May. In or
Do thou, who canst, free pardon win .”

one thing to another and finally it brings him der to satisfy my curiosity, I read the words

into that place where the smoke of their tor- immediately subjoined, which gave me an idea But compare Ps. 49, 7. 15 : “ None of them
ment rises up for ever and ever. But not so of what the poem contained. The words re- ( that is : no human being ) can byanymeans
with eternal life. It is not a reward which ferred to are these: “ Pious aspirations to the redeem his brother, nor give to God a ransom

we earn by our labor in the works of right- mother of God, for every day in the month .” for him . ... But God will redeem my soul

eousness ; Jesus Christ has earned it for us Looking at the poem a little more closely , 1 from the power of the grave.” In stanzas 15 ,
16 and 17 Mary is called the " gate of heaven , 'and for His sake . God makes us a free pres. found it to contain 31 stanzas, one of which

ent thereof. Do you believe that in Christ was dedicated , as itwere,to each of the 31 days the " sweet day- star which draws our soul to

you have everlasting life ? Then go and in the month of May. It would be presuming herself,” and the “ light of sinners' eyes,""

show your faith by your works and walk in too much upon the patience of the kind reader, all of which are attributes of none other than
of Christ.

righteousness even as He did . Amen . to reproduce in these columns the poem in its

entirety . A few stanzas may suffice.

“ Look at us, Mother Mary ! see

STANZA 2 .
How piteously we look to thee.”

“ Mary ! one gift I beg of thee :
This is flatly contradictory of the command

My soul from sin and sorrow free.”

and exhortation of Christ in the Old Testa

Here the freeing of the soul from sin and sor- ment : “ Look unto me and be ye saved, all

Deification of the Virgin Mary in the row is asked of Mary. A person who prays the seed of the earth ; for I am God, and there

Roman Catholic Church. thus, by such prayer attributes to Mary the is none else.” Is. 45, 22 .

power to free the soul from sin and sorrow ;

It is a fact well known among Lutherans and as Christ alone possesses such power , it
“ I am thy slave , nor would I bethat the blessed Virgin Mary is deified in the will be readily seen that the ascription of such
For worlds from this sweet bondage free."

Roman Catholic Church, that she is honored power to Mary is a deification of her person .

and worshiped by Romanists as the mediatrix
This is true . Devout Roman Catlıolics , as a

between God and man .
Even as the Pope

general thing , are slaves , in their mind, of the

" sitteth in the temple of God , showing him Virgin Mary, absolute abject slaves ; but de

self that he is God," so Mary by this Pope is vout Christians are not slaves , but willing serv

elevated to such a position which belongs to In this stanza the devout Catholic implores ants of God through Jesus Christ, our Lord .

the Son of God alone . In this manner the Mary to be his true light, which prayer is an Three additional stanzas may suffice to prove

Redeemer of mankind , the eternal God and allusion to and a satanic perversion of the well that Mary is deified in the Antichristian so

almighty Creator of this vast universe , is de- known words of Christ: “ I am the way, the ciety, called Popery. They are stanzas 23,

prived of His honor which is given to a creature truth and the life . ” '

“ Direct my wandering feet aright,

And be thyself mine own true light."

25 , 10 .

A

1
STANZA 18 .

1 Polemical. 6

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

STANZA 19 .

STANZA 3 .
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STANZA 23 .
or good works , are , which , being unknown to

“ Mary, dear mistress of my heart, reason , are set forth in the decalogue . In
What thou wouldst have me do impart."

this way our comparison of the laws of nature

STANZA 25 .

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .
with the decalogue may be rightly and use

“ O Queen of heaven ! obtain for me fully employed and indeed in some measure

Thy glory there one day to see. ” The LUTHERAN WITness is published on the 7th and 21st its true sense shown. .. The second table of

STANZA 10 . of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- natural law is given by philosophers nega

“ O Mary ! let no child of thine
souri and other States , Moneys, names of subscribers,

" What ever thou

In hell's eternal exile pine.”

changes of addresses and all other businesscommunications tively in these words :

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., woulds not have done unto thee, do not unto

Thus Mary is exalted in the Catholic Church , St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de

and to Christ is assigned a secondary position, Zanesville, Ohio. Termsofsubscription $1.00 per annum in Mattb . 7 , 12 , “ Therefore all things whatsoever

partment should be sentto Rev.C. A.Frank, 16 Harvey Str., another.” But Christ repeats it affirmatively

nay , He is ignored , and only then is mention advance. Money sent otherwise than by money -order or ye would that men should do to you , do ye

made of Him , when the mentioning of His
draft is at the risk of the sender.

even so to them ;” and He shows distinctly

name is conducive to the glorification and apo
Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second the agreement of this proposition with the

theosis of His virgin Mother . O , that every decalogue. For He adds : “ For this is the

true Lutheran would do all in his power, by
law and the prophets ,” that is , in the second

ST. LOUIS, MO. , July 21 , 1889.
the employment of every legitimate and di

table. ( CHEMNITZ, Loci Theol. P. II , p . 97. )

vinely sanctioned means, to expose Romanism

in its true colors ! Would to God that every Theological Extracts and Canons.

reader of the Witness also abstained from con
tributing so little as one cent towards the es- From BAIER-WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae The Evangelical Alliance or an Indica

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae . tion of the Class of Persons Whom it is

tablishment and preservation of Roman Cath

olic institutions which are a constant menace
Desirable to Embrace Within the Evan

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

to our liberal form of government, a disgrace Constitution of Theology .
gelical Alliance.

to Christian civilization and an outright blas
58. That the agreement of the laws of nature

phemy of the Holy name of our Redeemer.If with the decalogue may be properly and use- neapolis branch of the Evangelical alliance
A meeting for the organization of the Min

you want to contribute , which undoubtedly fully examined and set forth, for this the will be held in Westminster church Tuesday

you do and should do , then invest your nickels

following reasons are given .
and dimes and dollars and eagles in the pro

motion ofa better cause , namely in the propa- this subject Rom. 1. and 2. and gives to nat. in this city . The delegates from Westminster

59. 1.Because St. Paul professedly handles evening .The delegateswill consist ofthepas

tor and five members of each of the churches

gation of the pure and unadulterated Gospel ural law the most honorable titles. For in church are Dr. Burrell, J. S. McDonald, S. M.

of Jesus Christ and the true and genuine Lu- Rom . 1 , 18 he denominates it the truth ofGod ; Downs, G. H. Miller, E. B. Jackson and S. B.

theran Church . Such work will be pleasing in verse 19 the manifestation of God ; in verse

to the Son of God , and thousands will one day 32 the judgment of God ; and in Rom . 2 , 15
Williams.

arise and fervently press your hand in theirs , the work of the law written in their hearts . By correspondence with Josiah Strong, sec

and amidst tears of unspeakable joy trickling And the very appellation of the law of nature retary of the national alliance , it has been

down their cheeks thank you for the per- is taken thence ; for he saith v. 14 , “ The learned that this branch is not empowered to

formance of it forever . - 11. R.
admit

any church into the alliance , but must
Gentiles do by nature the things contained in

the law .” Right thankfully ought we to ac
be governed by the rules of the world's or

They must have Thrones. knowledge the blessing that God would not ganization , which are as follows:
.

1. "The divine inspiration , authority and
Rev. C. C. McCabe , Methodist missionary suffer the light of the law to become totally

secretary , in a recent article in the Western extinct by the fall ; but would have some sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures.

2. “ The right and duty of private judgment
Christian Advocate, contrasting a reception fragments to remain, in order that a political
given to Methodist bishops and CardinalGib- or civil consociation among men might have in the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures.

place wherein God may gather His church
3. “ The utter depravity of human nature

bons, goes on to say :“ CardinalGibbonsmust have a throne and through the voice of the gospel. And those in consequence of the fall .

4. " The unity of the Godhead , and thea scepter when he has a reception. His wife very fragments must be extolled greatly, as

the appellations of St. Paul do teach . Trinity of the persons therein .
is never there . He has no wife . He repre

60. 2. Because such comparison is profit
5. " The incarnation of the Son of God ,

sents a priesthood, which misrepresents theproper home life of the ministry of the Lord able that we may learn to love, respect and His work of atonement for the sins of man

Jesus Christ . He calls himself “ a prince of praise highly such moral sentences in agree- kind, and his mediatorial intercession and

the church ,' and he finds political editors of ment with the law of nature wherever they reign .

6. “ The justification of the sinner by faiththe secular press silly enough to allow his exist and are read in the poets, historians ,

, Because
alone .

claim . We read that the colored people were philosophers, and law-givers , etc.
7. “ The work of the Holy Spirit in the conpermitted to kiss his sacred ring. Cardinal they are the divine law and God's truth di

Gibbons is trying to get the people used to vinely revealed . Thus St. Paul did not fear version and sanctification of the sinner.

8. “ The immortality of the soul, the resur

thrones and scepters, sacred rings and prelat- in a most important matter to quote that pas
ical assumptions. He will fail. The Repub- sage from Menander 1 Cor. 15 , 33, “ Evil com- rection of the body, the judgment of the world

munications corrupt good manners.”
by our Lord Jesus Christ, with the eternal

lic has swung too far ( ? ) away from all such
nonsense . The sooner , however, Rome shows 61. 3. Because it is profitable also to this blessedness of the righteous and the eternal

the cloven foot the better. It is there under
end that we increase the power of the testi- punishment of the wicked .

9. " The divine institution of the Christian
of conscience also in the unregenerate,

Cardinal Gibbonsthe robes , claws and all .
mony

is educating the American people. He is the lest, when they experience accusing thoughts » é istry , and the obligation and perpetuity of

the ordinances of baptism and the Lord'sbest ally the Protestant cause has had in many ( so named by St. Paul Rom . 2 , 15 ) they re
supper.

a day, unless it be that St. Louis editor who press them with the plea such thoughts were

wanted to hang, draw and quarter the Prot- mere empty notions and womanish fears ; but " It being, however, distinctly declared that

estants, fill their ears with molten lead , and
we should conclude that they are truly the this brief summary is not to be regarded in

judgment of God reproving sin . any formal or ecclesiastical sense as a creed
sink them fifty fathoms deep in hell-fire.

62. 4. From such comparison we should or confession , nor the adoption of it as in

Ir is estimated that the number of churches learn in what parts the natural knowledge of volving an assumption of the right authorita

burned last year was 182 , and all but 12 of the law is obscured , where our judgment is tively to define the limits of Christian brother

them took fire from their own furnaces. corrupted and which those things, either sins hood , but simply as an indication of the class

>
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Church News.

of persons whom it is desirable to embrace ance did not explicitly state , these rules are may be personally certain that he is a believ
within the alliance . " not meant to be a confession .

ing child of God.” A public meeting was”

Minneapolis Evening Star, Nov. 19, 1888 . Rule 9 is very defective in its second part, held on Wednesday evening with an excellent

This , then, is the official indication of what because it is absolutely silent on the question address by Rev. Luehr, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

theWorld's EvangelicalAlliance expects those what is baptism and what is the sacrament of The meetings closed to-day ( Thursday ).

persons to hold who unite with it . The Ev. the altar. The rule tells us the sacraments
Rockville Journal.

Alliance has no creed nor confession , as its must be used until the end of days, but it

rules state . But how may any churchly or- says nothing on the nature and essence and
ganization set up any religious proposition benefit of the sacraments. After those severe Our Norwegian Sister - Synod

without making it their confession ? What is controversies on this point and with all the is tried to the full extent of Christian patience

the use of this Alliance , if it refuses in the light the Holy Ghost shed upon these doc- and charity. While building a new seminary

outset to confess those doctrines which it ex- trines from Holy Writ by the labor of His and a new normal-school,they were visited by

pects people to hold ? This is a wilful neglect servants , yet these rules say nothing on the the destruction of their college by fire . With

of the very first and chief duty of Christians subject. This is certainly the most ungrate- Lutheran boldness they have now set to work

on earth , to confess their faith and to proclaim fuland asininepart of the Alliance's Indication. to rebuild also their college . Their official

under divine authority the doctrines they hold Luther already compared the sects to the church -paper reports that their Eastern dis

as their creed . foxes of Sampson, whose heads stood out in trict-synod contributed $4,450 and their Min

Another point we wish our readers would different directions whilst they were tied to- nesota district- synod $5,400 towards rearing

observe, is this that this “ Indication” has no gether at the tail . Our readers willcertainly a new college-edifice . Synod also lainents the
room for the doctrines of creation , of good agree with us if we say the Lutheran Church death of Prof. Ole Ramstad, who died at the

and had angels , of Christ's prophetic office , with its simple, pure and full statement of age of 29 years, after serving for several years
of confession and absolution , of election , of Christian doctrines has no room in the World's in the college at Decorah , la . He was a

the church . Ev. Alliance .
pious, skilful, worthy and beloved teacher. "

Finally some of those 8 points of the “ In

dication” are couched in such language as to

leave ample room for contrary opinion . In Ministerium of Pennsylvania.

the first rule the Alliance does not say whether

it believes in mechanical or dynamical in
Meeting of the Wisconsin Synod.

The Ministerium of Pennsylvania met in

spiration . Some of the sectarian church -men Salem Evangelical Lutheran Church , Lebanon,

do not believe in a verbal or mechanical in Our venerable sister- synod of Wisconsin Pa., beginning on Thursday, June 13th , 1889 .

spiration, but only in a dynamical inspiration. met last month in Milwaukee, Wis. Rev. It was the 142d Convention of the od .

That is they do not believe that every word in Bading resigned his chairmanship of twenty Rev. G. F. Krotel was again elected presi

the original copies of the biblical books was six years' standing , and Rev. V. Rohr was dent of synod and also professor of their
inspired by the immediate suggestion of the chosen his successor. The doctrine of holy seminary. The treasurer read his annual

HolyGhost. They rather hold that the Divine baptism and the school-question occupied the report , the summary of which is , receipts
influence only employed the sacred writers'attention of synod . Synod declared the new $ 87,189,72.
faculties according to their natural laws. They school-law of Wisconsin to be tyrannical and Rev. C. W. Schaeffer reported the sad an

want not only the Divine element, but also unjust, and resolved to fight this unjust school- nouncernent of the death of the Rev. F. S.

the human element recognized . Now any law to the bitter end and to do all it possibly Dietrich , missionary in India.

church -organization that would be true to the may to have the law repealed . By resolution The report of the directors of the Theo

Inspiration of the Bible, must profess the of Synod, and by the request of Prof. Ernst, logical Seminary was read by Rev. J. A. Seiss .

mechanical inspiration . The Alliance's Rule their college at Watertown will henceforth ad- The affairs of the Seminary were reported as

is therefore insufficient to leave room for both mit of co -education, that is , it will also receive in a flourishing condition. The Senior Class

theories as they call them . young ladies into its classes at least in some numbered 25 . The new Seminary building

The second Rule of the “ Indication ” neg- branches. As this college is now in its twenty- at Mt. Airy will be ready for occupancy.in

lects to place the right and duty of private fifth year of existence, synod appointed a com- September. $20,000.00 are needed to com

judgment in interpreting the Bible under those mittee of arrangements, consisting of the col- plete the buildings. This annount is more than

old and divine rules of Scripture explanation. lege faculty and the Revs.Brockmann, Hartwig balanced by the $ 30,000 still due Synod from

Scripture must be explained by Scripture and and Koch . Synod received eleven ministers the congregations of Synod. Upon recom

according to the analogy of faith . This double- and ten school teachers into membersbip . mendation of the Board , Revs. J. A. Seiss ,

rule ought not to have been omitted in this Reuben Hill, C. W. Schaeffer, W. J. Mann,

Rule of the Alliance , because the right and H. E. Jacobs , and A. Spaeth were appointed

duty of private judgment must be ruled by Our Ministry in Connecticut. a committee to make arrangements for the

God , else it will used for licentiousness. proper celebration of the quarto - centennial of

The third rule of the Alliance is not an The semi-annual convention of the New the establishment of the Theological Seminary.

adequate definition of original sin . It omits York and New England district of the Missouri l'pon the recommendation of the Board , Rey.

to state fully what the church learned from Synod of the Lutheran church, bas been held Reuben Hill, the present agent of the Theo

Scripture on this point after the most painfulthis week with the German Trinity church on logical Seminary, was appointed the general

controversies. Original sin is the utter de- Prospect street . There are forty-five churches superintendent of the Institution, at a salary

pravity of the whole human nature in virtue in the district, and thirty -two delegates, rep- of $ 1000 .

of which such human nature is robbed of its resenting churches in Boston, Holyoke, New

original righteousness and perfection and prone Haven , Paterson , Albany, New York, and The Churchman, speaking of the death of

to all evil ; and this original sin is inherited many other cities , have attended the meetings, Damien , the leper priest, says that outside of

by birth from Adam and subjects men to which have been ofmuch interest and benefit the walls of Jerusalem is a lepers' hospital,

God's wratlı , to temporal and eternal punish- to the visiting clergymen. The pastor , Rev. tended by deaconesses from the German re

This definition would not be sub- Otto Hanser, provided pleasant homes for the ligious houses. “ Year after year these heroic

scribed to by many of the sectarian church- delegates while in this city . The meetings women , without pretentiousness, without any

men who do not hesitate to accept the rule opened Tuesday forenoon, and continued for trumpeting of their work , almost unknown to

of the Alliance , because it leaves them room three days. Rev. Biewend, of Boston , was the world , have waited upon lepers, while they

to put their own construction on it .
chosen moderator, and Rev. Koepchen, of were literally dying by inches . Their courage

Rules 4, 5 , 6 , 7 , and 8 are good and might New Haven, secretary . The general subject has only come to light by the chance notice of

be termed a very good confession, if the Alli- selected for themeetings is “ How a Christian travelers.”

ment.

6
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I. J.

TION

Revised Constitution of the German 9. Eligible to congregational offices are only gation is in right and duty bound to remove

Evangelical Lutheran Church in such voting members as have completed their him from office after having sought the advice

Zanesville, O. , and Vicinity . 25th year of life and had been voting members of Synod or at least of the president of Synod .

for one year.

CHAPTER V.

N. 10. Every member is in duty bound to con
The Vestry.

tribute according to ability towards the sup
1. The vestry shall consist of the pastor

CHAPTER I. port of the pastor and school- teacher and to

and nine members , viz . : three elders , three
wards all other necessary expenses of the

Name of the Congregation.
deacons, and three trustees.

congregation .
In the year of our Lord 1845 , on the 16th of

If any member neglect this
2. The vestry shall lead a christian life , look

March , a German Evangelical Lutheran Con- duty a year without pleading poverty , such
after the temporal and spiritual welfare of the

gregation organized by adopting and signing
member shall be fraternally admonished by

the deacons.
congregation, and dispose of the customary

the following constitution hereby published
11. Whoever is expelled from the congre

church -collections in the interest of the con

as revised , under the name of : THE GERMAN gregation.
EVANGELICAL. LUTHERAN TRINITY CONGREGA- gation in compliance with the gradational ad

monishments of Matth . 18 , 15--18 , thereby
3. The special duties of the vestry are as

IN ZANESVILLE , O. , AND VICINITY, by follows :

which name she wants to be known and named loses all rights of membership. The same
The Elders shall see to it

henceforth in all her documents, deeds, etc.
obtains in the case of such members as ex

a) That christian doctrine and discipline
communicate themselves or sever their con

be maintained in the congregation ;
CHAPTER II . nection by removal.

b ) they shall visit the congregational school

Confession of Faith . 12. Applicants for voting membership must
repeatedly and give heed that good dis

We, the members of this congregation , ac
make known their intent to the vestry by the

cipline be therein observed and the chil

cept as our doctrinal and confessional basis, – pastor or by any other member of the vestry ,
dren be properly instructed .

1. All the canonical books of the Old and must also suffer themselves to be examined
c ) In case of contentions in the congre

New Testament as God's revealed Word , which as to their belief and to be placed under three
gation they shall , together with the pas

every one must believe and obey if he would months' probation . Their evidences of faith

save his soul alive .

tor , endeavor to unite the contending

and walk having been found satisfactory, they

parties and restore peace ; they shall
2. All the Confessional Writings of the are received at the nextcongregationalmeeting

also accompany the pastor in his visits

Ev. Luth . Church as the rule and standard by oral vote . Thereupon they must sign this
to the sick if he so desires .

with which , because they are derived from the constitution, whereby they obtain suffrage and
d ) They shall keep a list of watches neces

very Word of God , not only all doctrine in all other rights of membership. Other appli
sary in cases of sickness and death .

the congregation must accord and be proved cants also make application with the pastor,
The Deacons shall

thereby, but also all doctrinal controversies and after they have passed a satisfactory ex

a ) Render all necessary services in public
must thereby be determinedand settled . These amination , their names are recorded in the

worship and especially in the administra

confessional writings are : The Three Oecu- congregational register .
tion of the Lord's Supper .

menical Symbols , the Unaltered Augsburg
CHAPTER IV . b ) Take up the collections , record their

Confession , its Apology , the Smalcald Arti.
amount and deliver them to the treasurer.

cles, the two Catechisms of Luther, and the Pastors and School-teachers .

c ) See to it that the pastor and school teacher
Formulary of Concord . 1. Pastors and School-teachers are elected

are supported and sustained according to

CHAPTER III .
by a two thirds majority of ballot. *

God's will .

Membership
2. When entering upon their official duties,

d ) Maintain good discipline and order dur

pastors and school teachers must sign this
Accordingly only such persons may become,

ing public worship .

be , and remain members of this congrega
constitution and thereby pledge themselves

The Trustees shall see to it
to it .

tion , as , a ) That the congregation's property be se

1. Were baptized and confirmed ;
3. They shall lead a christian life and teach

cured against damage and the buildings
in accordance with the Word of God and the

2. Accept all canonical books of the Old be kept in good condition .
Confessions of the Ev. Luth . Church .

and New Testament as the only Divine rule

4. The pastor shall faithfully attend his
b ) Preserve well the deeds and other im

and standard of faith and life ; portant documents of the congregation .
3. Know and profess at least the Smaller Pastoral work ; he shall visit the sick , etc. ,

4. The vestry shall meet in regular quarterly
Catechism of Luther and practicably also the and members are expected and requested to sessions in the week preceding the regular

give him timely notice when they are visited
Augsburg Confession ;

4. Lead a christian life and abstain from by sickness . He is beld to place on record
He is held to place on record quarterly meetings of the congregation. Two

thirds of the members form a quorum .

all casuals occurring in the congregation , such
manifest works of the flesh , ( Gal . 5 , 19–21 ) ; 5. Special meetings of the vestry may be

5. Partake often of the Lord's Supper, at
as baptisms, confirmations, communions, mar

riages, and deaths, and read an annual paro
called by the pastor, by two members of the

least once a year, and attend public
worship

chial report to the church from the pulpitat Vestry or by eight votingmembers of the con

regularly ; gregation.

year.6. Submit to the regulations that have al- the beginning of the following church

5. Pastor and school-teacher, together with
6. The pastor shall attend as much as pos

ready been established by the congregation the congregation , belong to the German Ev. / sible all meetings of the vestry and of the

and may be introduced hereafter (provided Luth . Synod ofMissouri , Ohio andotherstates congregation , and when present he shall open

such new regulations do not militate against and close all such meetings with prayer.

so long as this Synod remains true in doctrine

the Word of God ), and suffer fraternal reproof 7. The congregational meetings are presided
and practice to the Word of God and to the

when they have offended .
Lutheran Confessions.

over by the ruling elder who is elected to this

7. No one may be received as a member
6. If the pastor or school-teacher should

office by the congregation and has the cas

that is a member of any secret society ; and
fall into false doctrine or offensive life or neg

ting - vote.

every member of this congregation that joins lect of official duties, he must in the first place 8. The election of all officers of the con

any secret society, thereby excommunicates be reproved by the vestry by andaccordingto gregation takes place in regular congregational

himself from this congregation . the Word of God , Matth . 18 , 17—19, and ad- meeting by majority of ballots . Two weeks

8. The right of vote is extended to all male monished to reform , But if repentance and previous notice of such meetings shall be given

members that have been confirmed and were

reformation do not follow , then the congre- from the pulpit. The election of the vestry
and the names of the proposed candidates read

faithful attendants at the church and the altar,

have reached the 21st year of age , and have always takes place in the second regular quar
* It is customary to make such elections unan

signed this constitution. imous before extending the call . terly meeting. Their installation by the pas

>

och
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a

tor ensues on the following Sunday in presence APPENDIX. with both the services printed in it and hav

of the assembled congregation . School - Regulations.
ing alike the sanction of the General Synod.

9. The treasurer shall render his annual The demand for two books , it seemed for some
1. The school year is divided into three

account in that congregational meeting in time, was likely to carry , as this element had
terms.

which the election of the vestry occurs . The first term begins on the first Monday in evidently determined on coming to Synod to

10. One third of the vestry members vacate secure this result. But when the final vote

September and lasts until Christmas vacation .

their office annually, namely those that have was reached the house divided 98 to 43 upon
The second term begins on Monday fol

been longest in office. It is the vestry's
duty lowing New Year, and ends with Fridaybefore publishing both services in onebook, and leav

to propose a double number of candidates for
Palm Sunday .

ing to each congregation its choice.”

the vacant offices.

The third term begins on Tuesday after
The report of the Treasurer of Foreign Mis

11. The vestry shall elect a secretary from Easter , and ends with the school-picnic, on the sion showed a total receipt from all sources of
their own number, whose duty it shall be to $ 85,813.35 . Six of the twenty - three synods

last Tuesday in June.
write and preserve the minutes of all their

2. There shall be no school on legal holidays.
had an excess of the apportionment. They

transactions .
are the Maryland, $871.34 ; East Pennsylva

12. Accusations against the vestry or any until 12 m . , and from 1.30 P. M. until 4 P. M.
3. The daily sessions shall last from 9 A. M.

nia , $ 1,447.09 ; Olive Branch , $ 27.46 ; Cen

member thereof, or also against the pastor, A recessof fifteenminutes shallbe given, both tral Pennsylvania, $275.07; Kansas, $415.66 ;
shall only be received upon the testimony of Nebraska, $ 212.44 . The expenditures for all

two or three witnesses , and then such charges
in the morning and in the afternoon .

must be examined and adjudged by the con

4. School shall not be omitted on account purposes in the foreign field were $83,587.24,

leaving a balance of $2,226.11 in the hands of

gregation in an orderly way .
of any public occurrence, unless it be allowed

the Treasurer.
by the directors or by the congregation .

CHAPTER VI. 5. Instruction is to be given in accordance
Dr. II . L. Baugher presented the following,

Meetings of the Voting Members of the

with the plan of instruction accepted by the which was unanimously adopted :

Congregation.
Resolved , That the General Synod of thecongregation.

1. One third of all voting members of the

6. Such textbooks only, as were approved Evangelical Lutheran Church of the United

States , in Allegheny assembled , in accord withcongregation is required to transact business by the congregation , may be used .

in a regular congregational meeting and to

7. Parents and guardians, who have com- previous deliverances of the Synod , bids the

adopt valid resolutions.

plaints to tender against the school, should Prohibitory Constitutional Amendment God

2. Every regular congregational meeting make these known, first to the teacher, and if speed , and hopes her members, in the exer

must be announced to the congregation eight
this does not adjust matters , to the pastor and cise of their Christian liberty, will all vote

for it .

days previously from the pulpit by the pastor, thedirectors. It is stric :ly forbidden to bring:

if he be present.

Resolved , That the Secretary be instructed
such complaints before the teacher, during

school -hours. to send a copy of this action to all our churches
3. Four regular congregational meetings

shall be held annually , namely, one at the
8. Children whose parents do not belong to in Pennsylvania, with a request that it be read

beginning of every quarter of a year.

the congregation , shall pay a tuition fee of from the pulpit on nextSunday. Blind zeal

in labor lost .

4. Special congregational meetings may be
75 cents per month .

9. At the end of each term the teacher shall

called after the close of public services by

the pastor and two members of the vestry ,
make out a report to the parents, with reference

Rev. Paul Peter Waldenstrom,

also by the vestry without the pastor ; and to the deportinent, industry and progress of

their children . who is doing his worst to mislead Lutherans

also by eight voting members of the congre

gation who must make known their desire to

10. Examination shall be held in the last in Sweden by false doctrine has just landed

week before Easter -vacation .
on our shores. Boston welcomed him . Yale

the vestry in writing. In urgent cases such made haste to confer her doctorate on him .

special congregational meetings may be held
He last week addressed the Chicago Congre

on the day of their announcement. But then The Water-drunk and Sabbath-sleeping gational ministers at the Grand Pacific hotel,

two thirds of the votes shall be necessary to General Synod.
and their club gave him an evening reception .

carry valid resolutions.
He has spoken to congregations numbering

5. In congregational meetings every thing The so-called General Synod of the Evan- thousands almost every night, and has pub

shall be conducted in decency and order , and gelicalLutheran Church assembled in biennial lished appointments running to the Pacific

in case of disorder and tumult the presiding session in Trinity Church , Allegheny, Penn .,
coast . Yale college and the Congregational

officer shall be entitled to adjourn themeeting. on Wednesday evening , June 12. The open - ministers are all of the Reformed Church .

6. A secretary shall be elected who shall ing sermon was preached by the retiring pres. Now why should they do honors to a Lutheran

write the minutes of the meetings, preserve ident, Rev. S. A. Ort, D. D., president of minister if he were not their own ? Congre

them in a minute book and attest all transac- Wittenberg College , Springfield , Ohio . Rev.
gationalists want to draw the Lutheran Swedes

tions by his signature together with that of H. W. McKnight, D. D., president of Penn- of this country into their fold , therefore their

the presiding elder. sylvania College , was elected president of the great ado about Waldenstrom .

Synod. The different Boards occupied the
CHAPTER VII .

chief attention for nearly a week . Their re
Celebration of the Holy Supper.

ports “ showed considerable advance " in mis Perfectionists Expelled.

The Holy Supper shall be celebrated at sionary work , church extension, publication

least six times annually.
interests, and educational institutions. A small body of Presbyterians at Galt, On

CHAPTER VIII .
" The question exciting the greatest interest tario , who believe in the doctrine of " sinless

The public morning services ofthe congre- and at one time threatening serious disturb- perfection,” were recently found guilty by

gation shall always be conducted in the Ger- ance in the convention was the subject of the the Hamilton Presbytery of " holding tenets

man language .
Common Service . One party could be satis- opposed to the Scripture and subversive of

fied with nothing less than a condemnation of the unity of the Church , and of teaching said

CHAPTER IX . the service . Another party was determined doctrine. ” The case was appealed to the Gen

Such changes of and additions to this con- to have two editions of the Book of Worship, eral Assembly, in session at Toronto , and the

stitution as do not contradict the Word of God |one containing the Common Service and one appeal was dismissed by a vote of 128 to 7 .

and the Confession of Faith of this congrega- the order formerly in use hy many of the con- This has the effect of expelling the applicants

tion may be made atany time by a two third's gregations. This, it was feared , would ulti· from the Presbyterian Church . This is the

vote, excepting Chapter II , and Chapter IV , mately divide the churches of the General right way of dealing with these hypocritical

2 , 3 , 5 . Synod. A third party demanded one book enthusiasts .
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Miscellaneous.

1 )

Facts about Bible Distribution . question must not be construed as the en

dorsment of any political party. This was un

The British and Foreign Bible Society's dis- animously adopted , and peace again reigned.

Persia . trict secretaries from all parts of the country Peace in fanaticism !

held their annual conference at the Society's

The Church Missionary Intelligencer men- premises in Queen Victoria street on Monday.

tions five remarkable facts which prove the There are scattered throughout England no
The Colored Man in a Diocesan Con

progress toward religious liberty in Persia . fewer than 5407 societies, auxiliaries , and
vention .

1. At Tabriz an American medical missionary branch associations. Besides raising funds

was asked by the Vali Ahad , or heir apparent for the British and Foreign Bible Society,
The Episcopalians of South Carolina have

to the throne of Persia , to become bis private these branch organizations distribute copies settled a troublesome question growing out of

physician, on a large salary . Ile consented of the Scriptures in the localities in which the claim of a colored man to his right to sit in

only on condition that he should be free to they are situated . Unlike the Religious Tract the diocesan convention as an orkained priest

teach and preach his own religion . This was Society or the Society for the Promotion of of the Church. The bishop had decided that

agreed to ; and the leading Moslems said they Christian Knowledge, the British and Foreign he could not exclude bim , whereupon a part

could trust a man to attend to their women , Bible Society is not a trading concern -- that of the convention seceded, after which a com

who was not ashamed to stand up for his own is to say , the Society does not make a protit promise was effected, according to which the

religion. 2. A convert from Islam in another by the sale of the Scriptures, inasmuch as they one obnoxious member is permitted to remain,

city bas made a public profession of religion, either give or sell them at cost price. To give though no others are to be admitted . This ,

acted as a missionary agent , and married a an idea of the extent of the work which is car
of course , is not satisfactory to the objectors,

Christian ; all without opposition from the ried on by this Society, it may be mentioned but they submit to it under protest, secretly

Moslems. 3. Not many years ago an order that they send away to different parts of the hoping, perhaps, that something may turn up

was given by the Shah that no Moslem should world between 7000 and 8000 Bibles, Testa- to remove this single barrier to their comfort.

be allowed to enter a Christian church . But ments , or portions of Scripture every working

last December when Dr. Bruce returned to day , or five copies every minute. The Society " Good is best when soonest wrought,

Julfa, he preached to a crowded congregation spent £ 70,000 annually for printing Bibles in Lingering labors come to naught.”

of Christians , Jews , Parsees , and Moslems, this country and a considerable sum in foreign

and many of the latter were found in the countries. One of the latest of the 298 lan

Recent Publications.

Sunday school. 4. A missionary went to two guages and dialects into which the Scripture

Moslem villages , and preached publicly in the has now been translated by the Society is L11- DR. JOHANN GERHARD's HEILIGE BETRACHTUNGEN,

streets . 5. There are several converts from gunda, that spoken by the people of l'gunda Dr. John Gerhard's Sacred Meditations, writ

Islam in Oorooiniah , who have made public in Central Africa.
ten for the purpose of awakening true godli.

The translation was made ness and of propagating the growth of the inner

confession of faith .
by Mr. Mackay, one of the Church Society's

man . Rendered anew from the Latin . St. Louis,

Mo. 1889. Concordia Publishing House . Price,

missionaries, a year or two ago in Mwanga's single copy, 75 cents ; postage , 5 cents .

Faithfulness in the Least. capital. --Pall Mall Gazette. These Sacred Meditations were written by Dr.

John Gerhard who was both a very learned and a

While the late English General Sir Wm .
very pious theologian . He was born in Saxony, Ger

many, on October 17th , 1582 , and died in Jena on

Napier was walking one day in the environs Presbyterians committed to Pro- August 17th , 1637. He was professor of theology

of a town , he saw a little girl , of about five hibition.

and author of many theological writings . The Latin

editions of his MEDITATIONS were very many in

years of age, who was sobbing bitterly , while
number . These Meditations were rendered into va

gazing in dismay at the remains of a broken The prohibition question came up recently tions on various subjects pertaining to true Cbris
rious languages. They contain fifty-one medita

dish lying at her feet. “ I was bringing my in the Presbyterian General Assembly meeting tian life . This present German edition is elegant in

father his dinner, ” she said , " and I shall be in Dr. Howard Crosby's church in New York .
every respect.

beaten when I go home for having been so A report of the committee on temperance

careless. ” But on seeing the benevolent ex- embodied a resolution of sympathy with the Subscriptions Paid.

pression of the old soldier, a ray of hope re- movement in progress for the complete sup

vived , and she said to him , with all the naivete pression of the liquor traffic . Rev. J. L. Rev. H. C. Senne , Alma, Kans . , (VII 15 to

VIII 14 )
81.00

of youth , “ Can you not mend it for me?” Sample, of Dakota , offered a substitute ex- M. Scnne, Concordia, Mo , (VII 15 to VIII 14) 1.00

The General could not undertake to do that , pressing sympathy with the prohibition move- J. M. Drach, New York,NY... (VIII)
, N. Y.,

Mrs. C. G. Hedde, Republican City, Nebr. ,

but he said he would give her the money to ment . Crosby opposed the substitute and it ( VIII )
1.00

buy another , and took out his purse for that was tabled by a vote of 310 to 105, and the Rev. C. J. Schwan, Pella ,Wis., (VII)
Rev. H. W. Heumann, Farina, ill . , ( VII )

purpose. Unfortunately , it happened that original resolution was adopted . The fight Rev. F. Ilaenser, Lansing , Mich ., (VII)

there was no small change in it , and so he was renewed at the evening session by Dr. Rev. F. W. Mueller, Lanesville, Ind., (IX . X) 2.00
1.00

promised to come back there the next day , at Thompson, who moved a resolution reaffirm- Rev. Wm. F. Dreher, St. Paul, Minn., (V. VI ) 2.00
Rev. L. A. Mueller, Odebold, Ia ., (VIII)

the same hour, and give her the promised ing the deliverance of the Assembly of 1883 , R.Lange, Baltimore,Md., (VIII)

sum ; and the child went away quite com- which recommended the church to persevere J. Bruns, Baltimore,Md., (VIII)
A. Becker, Baltimore, Md . , (VIII)

forted , and trusting to his word . On going in vigorous efforts to secure laws in all the G. Stubenrauch, Baltimore, Md., (VIII) 1.00

home, the General found an invitation to din- States prohibiting “ entirely a trallic which Rev. c . G. Hiller, Indianapolis, Ind ., 2 cc .
C. Spilman, Baltimore, Md ., (VIII )

1.00

ner for the following day at Bath to meet some is the principal cause of drunkenness , and ( VIII )
2.00

friends whom he was very desirous of seeing . its consequent pauperism , crime, taxation, Res E.Sievers sen ., Frankenlust, Mich ., (VIII) 1.00
Kev . 11. J. Mueller, Westrlifte , Col. , (VIII) 1.00

But as Bath was at some distance from the lamentation, war and ruin to the bodies and Rev. F. Sieversjr., Salzburg, Mich ., (VÌII)
1.00

town where he was living, how could he avail souls of men, with which this country has Rev. 1. Mueller,AlmaCity,Minn , (VII . VIII ) 2.00

himself of the invitation without disappointing so long been afllicted.”

A. St. udel, Detroit, Mich ., (VIII )

Dr. Crosby bit- Rer, F. P. Merbitz , Beardstown, Ill . , ( VIII) 1.00

the little girl ? Under these circumstances he terly opposed the resolution, but the Assem- Rev. Th.F. F. Finck, Shelby, Mich ., (VIII)

declined the invitation on the score of a pre- bly , after a tumultuous scene , adopted the

Teacher R. Erdmann , Lone Elm , Mo. , ( VI 15

to VIII 14 )
2.00

vious engagement, thus preferring to lose the resolution by a vote of 193 to 80. Dr. Crosby Teacher C.W.Trettin, Danville, III., (VI 16
Rev. A. Senne, Buffalo , N. Y. , ( VIII . IX ) 2.00

pleasure of seeing his friends to deceiving the hastily left church, but next morning returned to VIII 15 )
2.00

little girl who had trusted him . " He that is to the contest with an explanation that his ob- Rev.G. Link , jr., Mt. Clemens,Mich., (VIII) 1.00

faithful in the least is faithful in all. ”

Rev. A. Rohrlack, Reedsburgh , Wis . , ( VIII)

ject in opposing the temperance resolution Rev. J. F. W. Reinhardt, Jacksonville , Fla . ,
1.00

was to prevent the church from being dragged
( VIII )

1.00
Mrs. Theodore Rauh, Zancsville, O. , ( VIII)

He that is running a race looks not at wit- into politics . He offered a resolution setting

pesses admiring , but only at the mark . forth that the action taken in the temperance CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER.

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
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For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

of violating the law of God , but the sins of and delusive opinions are sown broadcast.

him who is in Christ Jesus are forgiven ; God Some claim that they must be the children of

has put them away out of His sight , does no God because they were ' entranced , or saw

more bring them into account and will not visions, or dreamt dreams ; others because

make him responsible for them , and therefore suddenly a feeling of gladness or a sensation

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE there is nothing which can condemn him ; for of sweetness came upon them , and the like .

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR. where the guilt of sin is taken away, dam- I once knew a man who affirmed that he was

nation must also be away . St. John writes : converted because he saw Jesus Christ come
By Rev. F. Kuegele .

" The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth to him after night with a lantern in His hand ;

us from all sin ." He who is washed by the I know of another thinking himself in the fa

VIII. Sunday after Trinity.
blood of the Son of God is clean ; not a spot vor of God because he can sometimes see vis

Rom . 8 , 12–17 . or speck of sin has remained in him , his trans- ions of angels , and thousands believe, when

gressions from the first to the last are washed a man is converted he must experience a queer

DEARLY BELOVED : “ There is therefore now away and buried from the sight of God in the kind of a feeling. It is a question of far reach

no condemnation to them which are in Christ Red Sea of Jesus' blood , and sin being away , ing importance : By what marks, signs or to

Jesus, who walk not after the flesh , but after the wages of sin must also be away , and kens can we know , what evidence have we

the Spirit,” with these words St. Paul begins from this it necessarily follows that he who within ourselves that we are the children of

the chapter from which our to-day's text is is cleansed from sin can no more be con- God ! Herein we must certainly be very care

taken . The words direct us to the very heart demned by sin ; he rather may and will live ful not to deceive ourselves, nor mustwe suf

of the Christian doctrine . Unto those in Christ before God in everlasting righteousness and fer ourselves to be misled by others. If we

Jesus there is no more any sentence of death , blessedness. judge by such things which give no conclusive

no more any jadgment unto condemnation. Indeed , those in Christ Jesus are in a glo- evidence of conversion , if we mistakenly count

The sentence of death under which they had rious state . God in heaven accounts them ourselves the children of God and continue in

been , is annulled, and the sentence of life is righteous, He regards them so perfectly free such blindness , we are deceived forever. This

pronounced upon them , and there is no more from sin as though they had not been born device Satan is skillful and diligent to prac

any thing in them which can condemn them flesh and had never broken His law , and from tice , persuading people to imagine themselves

in the court of heaven . In the sight of God this it necessarily follows that nothing in heaven the children of God when in reality they are

they are clean , pure, holy ; holy as is Christ or upon earth can condemn them , as also Paul only the devil's dupes and he is leading them

Himself ; for they are in Christ Jesus. emphatically declares in this chapter, asking : on to destruction . What is a monk benefit

Now here carnal reason will say : How can " Who shall lay any thing to the charge of ted by thinking himself in favor with God be

this thing be ? Do I not see that all men on God's elect ? It is God that justifieth .” Whóm cause of his vigils and fastings ? What proof

earth are sinners, that even of the earnest God justifies neither man nor devil can ar- is there that a queer feeling or a sensation of

Christians none are without faults and some raign. So in himself and in the sight ofmen sweetness is a proof of the coming of the Holy

have been guilty ofmany and great sins ? How the Christian is and remains a sinner , but in Ghost ? Why might not a strange feeling just

then is it possible that there is nothing in Christ and in the sight of God he is a saint as well be a sign of the coming of an evil spirit

them which can condemn them ? To carnal for whom there can be neither judgment nor from below ? Here we should bear in mind

reason the doctrine of justification is a com- condemnation. While sojourning on this earth what St. John writes , saying : “ Beloved , be

plete mystery ; yea it appears to reason as the Christian must content himself to be bur- lieve not every spirit , but try the spirits

a bald contradiction to say that one and the dened with the flesh , but through faith in whether they are of God : because many false

same person is a sinner and yet a saint , hav- Christ he is made meet to be partaker of the prophets are gone out into the world .” In

ing nothing to condemn him . The very man inheritance of the saints in light, and , closing these days of progress and enlightenment, of

who wrote those words, was certainly a sin- his eyes in death , his soul comes to rest under broad liberality and infidelity it will not make

ner ; for in his youth he had raged and raved the shadow of the tree of life . a man popular to say any thing about “ blind

against innocent men , delivering them to be Can the Christian know that he is in this leaders of blind ;" for people are now proud

tortured and put to death , nevertheless he blessed estate ? Indeed he can . Let us to- of being greatly enlightened , and no false
here

says also of himself that there is no con- day consider : prophet will acknowledge himself a blind

demnation to bim , nothing in him which can WHEREBY WE MAY KNOW THAT WE ARE THE leader. But whether people like to hear it or
condemn him.

How can this thing be ? how CHILDREN OF GOD ? not, it will nevertheless remain true what John

can a man be a sinner and yet a saint without Three marks of the sonship of God the writes, many preachers actuated byand bring

sin ? Beautifully does David explain this seem- apostle mentions in this text : ing spirits of delusion are gone out into the

ing contradiction when he says in the 32. Psalm : 1. The strife between the Spirit and the world.In proving , therefore, whether we are

" Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, the children of God , we must not be carried
flesh ;

whose sin is covered . Blessed is the man unto

whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity.” Not

II . The indvelling of the Spirit of adop - away by our own imagination, neither must

we go by things which men set up as marks
tion , and

this is the reason why there is no condem ,III . The witness of the Spirit with our spirit. of the sonship of God, when there is no Divine

nation to the Christians, that they are no authority for it ; we must rather examine our

sinners or had not been guilty of transgres I. selves whether those things are found in us of

sions; but because their transgressions are The question , whereby is a man to know which the Scriptures say that they are in the

forgiven, because their sins are covered , be- that he is converted to God and made an heir children of God.
cause God does not impute their iniquities of eternal life , is in our times a much contro- Now the apostle here writes : “ Therefore,

unto them . All men are sinners, all are guilty verted point , concerning which most fanatical brethren, we are debtors, not to the flesh , to live
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a

after the flesh. For if ye live after the flesh , ye surely there , and this certainly implies some- their Judge, and they can not run to Him as

shall die : but if ye through the Spirit do mor- thing highly comforting . Ye , who are the children , saying : “ Abba, Father.” But the

tify the deeds of the body , ye shall live.” When children of God , know by your own expe- Spirit of adoption teaches men that their own

he says: “ If ye through the Spirit do mor- rience that it is neither easy nor pleasant to works are not at all necessary to earn the grace

tify the deeds of the body '' he is clearly re- mortify the deeds of the body and not to do and favor of God , because God sent His own

ferring to a warfare going on in the children the will of the flesh ; many a time, when the Son to fulfill the law and to atone for sin , and

of God. Where the one mortifies the other, temptings of the flesh grow strong, the Chris . that for Christ's sake God does no more deal

there is strife , because the one assails and the tian will sigh with St. Paul : “ O wretched with them as a stern judge, but is become

other seeks to defend himself. The onemor- man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the unto them a gracious and loving Father . The

tifying the other is the spirit, and that being body of this death ? ” But though the battle Spirit of adoption teaches men to look upon

mortified are " the deeds of the body.” These be hot , though it last long , there is this com- God as such a God who forgives sin for Christ's

deeds of the body are those works which are fort about it : Since the war of the Spirit sake and will take those to heaven who by

accomplished by surrendering one's members against the flesh is in us, we know that we their sins have deserved to be cast into hell.
to the service of the flesh to carry out its lus- children of tod , and if children , then So then, if we cau look up to God as our

tings ; for the apostle has before said : “ We heirs ; heirs of God , and joint heirs with Father, if we can say to Him : Abba, my dear

are debtors not to the flesh , to live after the Christ.” Hence we also know that the battle Father ; if the heart believes thatHe is minded

flesh .” When , therefore, in this connection , will not last forever , it will once come to an toward us like a Father and will do by us as a

the apostle mentions " the deeds of the body," end , and though it was fought only in the Father, then we have the Spirit of adoption

he very evidently means such deeds as are power of the Spirit, yet the laurels shall be and therebywe know thatweare the children

done in obedience to the cravings of man's ours . of God ; for none on this earth can sincerely

corrupt nature , evil deeds . These deeds the From this war between the Spirit and the call God “ Father” save alone those who care

Christian mortifies, refusing to do them and flesh each Christian is assured that he is a led by the Spirit of God ,” and of these Paul

resisting the lusts of the flesh. The lustings child of God , yet God knowing our frailty, testifies that “ they are the sons of God.” Fel

of the flesh the Christian can indeed not de- how greatly we are inclined to doubt, to de- low Christians ! do you believe that in Christ

stroy altogether , but by the Spirit he bridles spondency and despair , has filled the Book of God is a kind and merciful Father to you ?

them and refuses to carry them out, where- His revelation with a superabundance of con- Know then that you are the children of God,

fore Paul here so describes the Christians : solation . Two more marks whereby the son. and when in times of affliction doubts would

“ For as many as are led by the Spirit of God , ship of God is known , are here added . creep into your heart, remember that a father ,

they are the Sons of God ." Those following if he be a father indeed , will sometimes scowl

the lead of the flesh and doing its will , are
II .

at a child , or will even most severely chasten

children of the evil One ; and those following The apostle continues : " For ye have not it , because he seeks the good of the child.

the lead of the Spirit and doing His will , are received the spirit of bondage again to fear; So long as we can look to God as our loving

the children of God . Of this warfare going but ye have received the Spirit of adoption , Father, we are the children ofGod, though we

on within the Christian St. Paul writes to whereby we cry , Abba, Father .” Abba is a may be so hard pressed that the heart can find

the Galatians : “ The flesh lusteth against the Chaldean word and means : Dear father, or no language to express its desires and the soul

Spirit , and the Spirit against the flesh : and my father. It is a word which only those can only cry : “ Abba, Father.”

these are contrary the one to the other.” As children can use in its true and full meaning ,

little as fire and water will mingle together whose heart is filled with love and trust to
III .

peaceably, so little will the Spirit and the flesh wards their father. If , therefore , in a spirit Allow me but a word more on the third

dwell together in harmony; where the two without guile we can address God : “ Abba, mark whereby we may know that we are the

meet the one will forthwith begin to assail the Father ," then are we the children of God, children of God . The apostle comprises it in

other, and because in the Christian there is and so long as we can yet sincerely call God these words : “ The Spirit itself beareth wit

both the Spirit of God and the flesh , there is our Father, so long we are yet the children ness with our spirit , that we are the children of

this warfare in him , a sure sign of the presence of God. God ," and from this Paul draws the conclu

of the Spirit. The apostle here represents two spirits as sion : “ And if children , then heirs; heirs of

By nature man is carnal , doing the will of being in opposition to each other : the spirit God , and joint heirs with Christ ; if so be that

sin and of the flesh . The natural man may of bondage and the Spirit of adoption. The we suffer with him , that we may be also glori

indeed battle against some certain sin , seeing spirit of bondage comes by the law and is fied together.” What is the witness of the

that to live therein brings him harm ; but the called the spirit of bondage, because it binds Spirit ? It is this that the Spirit of God ren

manifold sinful lusts arising in him he does under the law and under the judgment of God ; ders the heart sure and certain of possessing

not hate and detest, he is ready to indulge in the Spirit of adoption comes by theGospel of forgiveness, grace and salvation , and when,

them ; but when the Spirit of God comes into Jesus Christ and is called the Spirit of adop- in this assurance , He at times grants the be

the heart , man begins to detest and to hate the tion , because He assures those possessing Him lieving heart to be elated and the soul to be

lusts of the flesh and strives to put them down. that in Christ God has adopted them as His lifted up so that it can despise Satan , death ,

So then without theSpirit man delights in evil children , and that , being children , they are hell and all enemies, and can glory over the

lusts , but having the Spirit of God he hates not not bond, but free , and are heirs . The spirit hope set before , the inheritance laid in store

only some certain sin , but all sin in allits forms. of bondage creates in the heart fear , terror , for us , enabled to say with St. Paul : “ I know

And whenever sinful lusts arise in him he sets dread of God as the just judge over all ; the whom I have believed , and am persuaded that

himself to putting them down. And wherever Spirit of adoption creates in the heart cheer- neither death , nor life , nor angels , nor prin

this war is , there is the Spirit ofGod. And in fulness, boldness, confidence toward God as cipalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor

whom the Spirit ofGod dwells , they are the chil- a kind and loving Father. Those have the things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any

dren ofGod . So here we have a sure , certain spirit of bondage who seek the favor of God other creature, shall be able to separate us

mark whereby we know that we are the chil- by the deeds of the law , by their own virtues from the love of God , which is in Christ Jesus

dren of God , the war of the Spirit against the and good works; for when they have labored our Lord.” The witnessing of the Spirit is

flesh , and this mark continues in the Christian long in the law , they find that the law , like a what the epistle to the Hebrews describes as

so long as he lives , or so long as he remains tyrannical master, demands still more, and so tasting of the heavenly gift , and the good

a Christian . At times indeed the flesh will they never come to rest in the assurance that word of God , and the powers of the world to

gather its forces to rise up against the Spirit | they have done enough to satisfy God , and come.” Now as he who has tasted honey,

with might and main , and it may seem to not having the assurance that God is well knows the sweetness thereof, so he who hath

the Christian as though the Spirit was over- pleased with them and their works, they can the witness of the Spirit, knows himself in

whelmed , as though he must succumb; but never look up to Him with confidence. By possession of the heavenly gift , having tasted

so long as the battle is going on , the Spirit is the spirit of bondage men look upon God as of its goodness .

>
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But because the witness of the Spirit with pressed by our Saviour in the golden rule, is of equality of rights and the principles of the

our spirit is something much misapplied by the only true principle of civil and religious Christian religion as set forth in this reso
lution ? Is that the idea of the gentleman inenthusiasts, it is necessay to bear in mind in liberty ; and
making the motion ?”

what way, or by what means the Spirit bears WHEREAS, The rights of conscience of a

Rev. T. II. Tatlow -- " I think , Mr. Chair
witness ; and herein it is necessary to examine minority are as sacred as those of the majority, man, there is a confusion of ideas , and that

carefully and to prove sharply, because if we and should be equally respected ; therefore, there is a mistake on the part of Brother

suffer ourselves to be deceived by a spirit of Resolved , That it is the object of this asso- Porter in presenting this. The Sabbath was

delusion we must fall into the ditch . One of ciation that the principle of equality of rights, made for man ; so is civil government made
for man- "

the evil fruits of modern revivalistic preaching both civil and religious, guaranted to all citi

is thatignorant people are led to think , if they zens by our Constitution as it now stands ,
W. D. Gray— “ I rise to a point of order. "

The Chairman- " I think I shall be able to

only get a good feeling or experience a sensa- should be maintained ; and thatwewill stren
maintain order in the convention .”

tion of sweetness , they have the witness of uously oppose any movement that will en
Mr. Tatlow— “ And the civil ruler is God's

the Spirit , are saved and need nothing more . danger the rights of conscience of any citizen, minister to man for good. The sabbath has

That gives the devil a chance to substitute or deprive them of equal protection of the two sides, and these two sides are the religious

something else for the witness of the Spirit laws of the State of Missouri or of the United side and the secular side . It is not an inter

and to blindfold people with an idle delusion ; States." ference with the equality of rights .”

for why should he who can transform himself Rev. W. D. Gray, secretary of the conven Mr. Morrow — The one who made the mo

into an angel of light , not also be able to cause tion, then said : “ Mr. Chairman, I move that tion to refer the resolution back to the author ,

replied to the question of Brother Porter asa sensation of sweetness ? We must therefore the resolution be laid on the table ." This

follows : As long as the resolution lies on the

make certain that the Spirit witnessing in us , motion was carried . table it may be called up at any time ! And

is indeed the Spirit of God , and hereunto we The Chairman “ Now , Brother Porter , the thought has occurred to my mind that this

should bear in mind that the witnessing of the what do you want done with this paper ? Do would be the only safe course forthe conven

Spirit is not something separate from faith or you want this made a part of the records of tion to pursue and not really be discourteous
to anybody. That motion, by the words of

independent of the Gospel, but that the Spirit this convention ?"
the parties , by the object and aim as they

bears witness with our spirit through the faith Elder Porter — “ I would leave that to the have explicitly and most publicly and per

of the words and promises of Jesus Christ. pleasure of the convention .” sistently made known in this convention, is

Promising the Holy Ghost, the Lord said : The Chairman— " But I want to know your directly opposed to the object of this move
ment. And I do not think that any one can

“ He shall teach you all things, and bring all wish .”
be imposed upon by it . I am in favor of free

things to your remembrance, whatsoever I Elder Porter— “ I would prefer to have it speeches in this convention all theway through,

bave said unto you .” So a spirit which would made a part of the records of the convention . ” but Iam not in favor of following this resolu

teach what Jesus Christ has not taught, is not A Member— " Mr. President, I think it ought tion to lie on the table , liable to be brought

the Holy Ghost. Again He says : " He ( the to be recognized as having been introduced up at any time.”
:

The motion of Mr. Morrow was then secSpirit of truth ) shall glorify me : for he shall and acted upon .”

receive of mine, and shall show it unto you .” The Chairman— " If there are no objections , motion is to return this paper to the author.”onded, and the chairman then said , “ The

So a spirit which would lead men to base their this is— "
The motion prevailed with almost a unanimous

salvation on any thing besides Christ, is a false Mr. Stephens — “ I would like to enquire if vote.”

spirit ; for the Spirit of God bears witness that it is customary to record the papers that are

Jesus Christ is the one and only Mediator be- lost and tabled .” So this assembly, which I am ashamed to

tween God and men . Likewise Paul writes : The Chairman— “ We have not adopted any say, was, if not mostly composed of clergy

" The fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness and set rules for our government.
men , at least ruled by them , is “ directly,

righteousness and truth.” A spirit leading B. F. Boller_ “ It don't signify that this is positively, and explicitly” opposed to a reso
B. F. Boller— “ It don't signify that this is lution advocating loyalty to our Constitution ,

men into error and sin , or allowing men to lost by simply tabling it ; it can be taken from guaranteeing equal rights , both civil and re

live in sin , is a spirit from below and not the the table at any time of the convention . And ligious, to all citizens. Their opposition is so

Spirit from above. it can not be left out of the record of the pro- marked that they can not bear the thought of

If the Spirit in you glorifies Christ as being ceedings without a vote of the convention.”
having the resolution merely tabled , " liable

Mr. Stephens— “ My remark before was mis- make them nervousduring the whole session .
to be brought up at any time. ” This would

your righteousness and your life, if He assures

you that in Christ all God's promises are yea understood by Mr. Boller. Is it customary - What does all this mean ? It can but mean

and amen even unto you , and if He prompts to record any paper to show that such a paper that when a body of men is diametrically op
you to wålk in the “ law and the testimony,” was presented by such a party, and tabled ; posed to our Constitution and the civil and

religious rights guaranteed therein , they must,

then surely the Spirit of God is in you . Be ye the paper, of course, kept on file ?”

thankful to God and walk after the Spirit.
to that extent, be in favor of having this con

The Chairman " Well, that was what I stitution overthrown and these liberties abol

Amen .
was getting at ; and it is the decision of the ished, and thus identify themselves with the

chair that this paper, as it is written, shall be anarchists . If they declare it to be in direct

a part of the records of the convention , and opposition to their intentions, " strenuously to

that this paper wasoffered by Brother Porter, oppose any movement that will endanger the

rights of conscience of any citizens,” it can
and was laid on the table . ”

only mean that to curtail or do away with

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . Rev. G. A. Morrow -- “ I do not think it these " rights of conscience” would be the

Most Objectionable Proceedings of the would be discourtesy to ask the privilege to object of their meeting, and also put them

“ Missouri Sabbath Association ."
in the same class with the advocates of thereturn this paper to the parties. It is cer

Inquisition If would -be ministers of the
tainly known to them that this movement is

gospel can advance such theories without

Recently the “ Missouri Sabbath Associa- directly , positively, and explicitly in oppo- being overwhelmed with public scorn , this

tion,” a branch of the American Sabbath sition to the whole thing. And I would move means that our present age of enlightenment

Union , organized at Sedalia , Mo. After or- you that we return it to the parties . '
and culture can very easily be imposed upon ;

ganization the following resolution was offered The Chairman - " And that the paper be it means that we enjoy present civil and re

ligious liberties as a free gift of God , which
by Elder R. C. Porter for adoption into the not made a part of the record of the conven may easily be lost , and that we should withconstitution .

I give it and the ensuing dis- tion ? ” increased earnestness and fervor ask God to

cussion as reported by The American Sentinel. Mr. Morrow — “ Yes, sir.” continue us in possession of this great boon .

“ WHEREAS, The principle of equality of Elder Porter — “ I would like to ask this “We also pray Thee , Lord of Lords , that

rights as set forth in the Declaration of Inde- question . I do not know as I get the idea Thou wouldst graciously look upon this our

pendence, and incorporated in theConstitution of the gentleman correctly, in making the country , preserveit unimpaired in its liberty,
and constantly advance its temporal and spir

of the United States , by securing to all citizens motion to return this paper. Does he mean itual welfare . (Church Liturgy, p . 46.)

equal protection of the laws, and as is ex- to say, that he is opposed to the expression
A. M.

>

Polemical.
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ing to the diverse estates of man , the primeval As a Man lives, so he speaks.

state or that of integrity , and the state of

corruption or that of sin . For the most part , a man's words betray

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt .
68. In the state of integrity man was able his manners and unlock the secrets of the

by the guidance of natural theology and by mind : and it is not without cause that the

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st the powers vouchsaved him to attain to a suf- Greeks said , “ As a man lives , so he speaks.”

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers ,

ficient knowledge and to the proper worship This saying of Quintilian is only put to shame

changes of addresses and all other business communications of God , yea he was able to render this worship by the confirmed hypocrite who speaks so as

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str.,

St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de

as he ought without defect or sin and in this to conceal the true nature of his heart and life .

partment should be sentto Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. , way to obtain of God eternal felicity.

Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per annum in 69. In his present state , however , he is by

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or In Praise of Matrimony.

draft is at the risk of the sender . the condition of his corrupt nature turned

from God and prone to whatever displeases

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second God ; and although he has God frowning upon he marries his female, observed St. Basil in
Even the viper casts up all his poison , when

him because of his sins , yet he does not find upbraiding quarrelling husbands. This is

ST. LOUIS, MO. , August 7, 1889. in natural theology a means by which he might

satisfy his offended God and be led back into felicity ,prudence and wisdom of marital love.

extolling powerfully the sweetness , society,

Theological Extracts and Canons. favor with Him ; yea he is unable to perfectly Single blessedness, as unmarried life has been

know what otherwise appertains to God's wor called , may boast of no such commendation.

From BAIER-Walther's Compendium Theologiae Positivae ship and to set up such worship as his rule ;

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae.
nor is he able to render even that worship of

which he perceives by the light of nature that The Sinner's Conscience.

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

Constitution of Theology.

it is owing to God . Hence in our present

state natural theology suffices for none among “ To men that live in sin , God hath prom

63. Human reason naturally understands
men unto salvation .

the law somewhat. For it hath the same judg

ised no good , and the conscience itself dares

not expect it," wrote Plato , the great philos

ment written divinely in the heart. Because

natural law which agrees with the law of

opher of antiquity in his treatise on The State.

A Lesson in the Wash-Tub. But Plato forgot to state who those men are

Moses or the Ten Commandments, is inborn

and written in the hearts of all men , and

that do not live in sin by nature . As the

Most men , in criticizing the faults of others, saying reads, no human being can be on
because accordingly reason is able to some

are as the water in the wash -tub . This water friendly terms with God by nature . And this

extent to comprehend and understand the Ten whilst it removes the dirt from soiled clothes,is the very truth conveyed by the Word of
Commandments , therefore reason is ofopinion becomes itself soiled and dirty.

God.

that the law were sufficient for her wants and

that by the law we might attain to remission

of sins. ( Apology of the Augsb. Conf. )

Dirty Weather in the Church .

An Object-Lesson about the Beam

64. Natural law truly is divine law , because and the Mote.

it is an ordinance divinely impressed on nature .

Leontinus, bishop of Antioch , stroked his

old white beard and said , 6. When this snow

(Apology of the Augsb. Conf. ) We once heard a preacher’s remark on the

65. If natural law had not been written and beam in our brother's eye and on the mote in

is dissolved , a great deal of dirty weather will

follow . " He meant to say , when the old

given by God in the heart, we might be a long our own . He said , In other things our ob
while at preaching before conscience were servation runs thusthat objects at a distance apostolic religion should be questioned and

a discountenanced , the new -fangled religious

penetrated ; we might preach to asses , horses, appear much smaller to us than those close by . notions would bring nothing but trouble and

oxen , cattle hundred thousand years , before According to this rule the faults of our brother

they would accept of the law , though they who is certainly at some distance from us, ducer of idolatry , that disturbs the church,

unquietness. It is always Ahab , the intro

have ears , eyes and hearts as man ; they are ought to appear much smaller to us than our

capable of hearing it too , but it does not fall own which are close by. Yet we reverse the

and not Elijah , the true prophet of Israel .

into their hearts. Why ? What is the fault ? general rule and make the distant faults of

Their soul is not thus formed and created our brother beams in his eye, while our own The Religious Liberty of our country.
as to receive it . But man , when he is con- faults are only as motes to us . Our silly old

fronted by the law , soon saith : Yes , it is true, nature violates all rules !
“ Under the red , white and blue we live in

I can not deny it. Of this he could not be so
a country wherein the church enjoys a liberty

soon persuaded , if it were not before written
more glorious than which has ever been since

in his heart. Now because it is in the first
Aelian's Geese . the establishment of the church , such a liberty

place in his heart , although obscurely and
as is to be found almost nowhere at present

quite effaced , it is resuscitated by the Word, Aelian tells of the geese flying over the in the whole world . Our government, far

that the heart mustconfess things to be so as mountain Taurus, that, for fear of eagles, from violating the sacred rights of the church,

thecommandment say, that we should worship nature hath taught them to carry stones in is only bent on protecting her vigorously in

God plove and obey him because He alone is their mouths, till they be past their danger. her rights. Here we enjoy the full privilege

good and doeth good and not only to the pious, This little story we read in an old book and of modelling everything according to the Word

but also unto theimpious.( LUTHER, Exposition found this observation added : Care of our of God and of giving our congregation the
of some chapters of Exodus. ) selves , desire of being believed, love of society character of a truly christian and apostolic

66. Why do we teach and keep the Ten and fair compliances, fear of quarrels and church. In undisturbed peace may we edify,

Commandments? Answer: Because the nat- misinterpretation, of law -suits and affronts, ourselves here and without any external hin

ural laws are nowhere so nicely and orderly of scorn and contempt, of infinite sins, and drance may we lay thebest foundation for the
written as in Moses . For this reason we consequently the intolerable wrath of God : future. If we cast a glance at our old German

meetly take their pattern from Moses. these are the great endearments of prudent fatherland how altogether different do we find

(LUTHER, Wider die himml. Propheten .) and temperate speech . things there . The church is cast in chains.

67. As to the sufficiency of divine worship Most congregations are compelled to suffer

prescribed by natural theology towards attain- “ Anger rides upon noise as upon a horse ; erroneous teachers in church and school and

ing to bliss after this life , a great diversity still the noise , and the rider is in the dirt.” the few faithful servants of the church bave

occurs and must be faithfully observed accord ST . CHRYSOSTOM . their hands bound even as their congregations.
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same .

The books that must be used in church and in building up the church , and in the past year

school, are filled with the poison of false doc the membership has increased several hun

trine . Hardly does a Christian housefather dred . He has also been the means of effecting

succeed in obtaining that the enemy of Christ, A Blind Man's Work. a complete organization of the Sunday-school

whom he must acknowledge as his pastor , which he leaves in a flourishing condition .

baptize his child without blasphemy. The Record of the Church of Scotland con- Mr. Wurl leaves to accept a call from the

whoever appeals to bis christian liberty , is tains a striking account of “ Blind Chang," German Lutheran church of East Boston . He
accounted a rebel. ”

who came to Moukden , Manchuria, in 1886, will be succeeded by Rev. F. C. G. Schumm ,

This description is from the pen of a sainted seeking baptism. Unknown to the missionary of Boston , who will preach his initial sermon

teacher who lived both in the old country and and untested, he returned to the village,greatly on the first Sunday in August.

in the new , who officiated in churches in the disappointed that he was not permitted to be . Worcester Daily Telegram , Monday, July 22 , 1889 .

old German fatherland and in this country. baptized , but he took back some books which

He spoke from sad and from cheerful expe- were read to him , and he instantly began to Those Friendly Relations between the

rience . It teaches us a serious lesson of grate tell the story of the Gospel . Four months
lowa Synod and the General Council .

fulness for the benefits we enjoy here , and of later Rev. Mr. Webster went from Moukden

activeness to spread the pure doctrine as much to the village where Blind Chang lived , and The General Council knows the two hun

as we can whilst we are vouchsaved the free- found not this man alone , but the whole village dred ministers of the Iowa Synod only through

dom of so doing. ready towelcomehim , where four months pre- two or tl.ree clerical delegates ; of the laity

vious he would have found it difficult to find and congregations itknows nothing whatever.

The Riches of this world . a place to lay his head. It seems that Blind The Iowa Synod knows the General Council

Chang went from house to house, and then only through the report of its one standing

The riches of this world have been rightly from village to village, telling the story of the delegate , the occasional visit of a few minis

said to be like unto the riches of the navigator Gospel. At first everybody laughed at him ters to a meeting of the Council on their ter

whose ship , well laden with immense treas- and thought him crazy , but those who laughed ritory, and what is read in the Church-papers.

ures , runs its course not towardsthe sheltering soon began to listen , and Mr. Webster found The one or two delegates know the General

harbor , but towards the fathomless all -destroy- the whole neighborhood " ringing with the Council only through the delegates whom they

ing whirlpool. name of Jesus,” and over a score of men and meet yearly , who are to a great extent the

women , desiring baptism , giving good evi
The body of the Synod and the body

Life or Treasures. dence of a change of heart. Besides these of the Council can , therefore , have little sym

there are others who are listening earnestly pathy, and must necessarily diverge farther

The church prizes her treasures , the remis- to the truth . In 1887 Blind Chang went to and farther apart , and be involved in ever in

sion of sins , the Word , the sacraments , peace Peking and came under the care of Mr. Mur creasing misunderstanding. This song of

and holiness higher than her life . Christians ray , wliose, labors for the blind in China have mutual love is from the Workman .

will cheerfully stake their lives to preserve been frequently alluded to . It seems that in

these gifts ; thousands of Christians sacrificed China blindness gives especial privileges; the

their lives rather than be deprived of these blind are treated with greatest consideration ,
One Dollar a Day in the Hands of a

Liberal Colored Man.
blessings. But the world sacrifices all her and although a blind man may be a beggar,

treasures to maintain life . Just look at Vol- he is addressed as a scholar and a gentleman

taire who wailed at approaching death and would be , and doors ordinarily closed are open
Andrew Ferguson , an old negro , formerly

promised half of his treasures to bis physician to him . And now Blind Chang, having a Bible a slave , bas presented Louisville Presbytery,

if the same would extend the space of his life in the raised characters, so that he can readily Kentucky, with a complete equipped church

only a few months. There is a radical differ- read it , is going from house to house as a privi- built on a spacious lot, the furnishings in

ence of sentiment between Christians and un- leged man, reading the Word of Life and com cluding a fine organ . It is to be held as a place

believers as to valuing their treasures in the mending the Gospel with great ardor. The of worship for Colored people. This last gift

light of life , and it is not difficult to see that work he has done is described as wonderful.
is only one of many more by Ferguson since

he secured his freedom .

Christians account their treasures in the true
He is janitor of a

light .
bank, earning about a dollar a day , lives alone

“ Christ's Mission ." in a little attic , and does his own cooking and

Grieve not the Holy Spirit. washing. He is now in bis 70th year.

A missionary society with the title " Christ's

When St. Paul tells us Eph. 4 , 30 , not to Mission ” was organized in May, 1887 , to
THE ALTENBURG BIBELWERK IN A NewGar

grieve the Holy Spirit of God , we must bear strengthen and advance the work for the con
MENT. — The Orphans' Home at Wittenberg,

in mind that we can not grieve the Holy Ghost version of Roman Catholics that Rev. James Wis. , under Rev. Pastor Homme , has pub

as we do a human being. We can not deprive A. O'Connor, formerly a Roman Catholic lished a Norwegian translation of the New
the Holy Ghost of His divine joy and felicity, priest , has been conducting in New York City Testament, with the so-called Altenburg notes.

This is the first andnor may we diminish them , because He is for the last ten years.

the immutable God, whose blessedness does only society ever organized in the United
KIND -HEARTED LUTHERAN IN AUSTRIA . A

neither change nor abate . But as we grieve States for the conversion of Roman Catholics bequest of $200,000 was recently made by a

men by not doing what they want us to do , to evangelical Christianity . The society has Lutheran lady , a Miss Koch in Austria, as a

what they ask us to do , yea by doing the very been incorporated according to the laws of the fund for a Home for Unmarried Women who

reverse , so the Scriptures say , the Holy Spirit State of New York .
are unable to provide for themselves.

is grieved , if we neglect or refuse to do what

He bids us . All such therefore grieve the Rev. C. F. Wurl's Farewell . A BIBLE TRANSLATOR.—Dr. Kropf, who la

Holy Ghost, as will not be sanctified by Him . bored among the Kafirs for forty years , lately

He leaves for his Boston Call- His Successor. received the D. D. from Berlin university, on

Difficulties in Scripture. account of his Bible-translation in the Kafir

Rev. C. F. Wurl , pastor of the German Lu- language.

“ He who believes the Scripture to have pro- theran church, preached his farewell sermon
ceeded from Him, who is the author of nature, yesterday afternoon at the Mission chapel on MAGDALEN INSTITUTE . - In the past ten years

may well expect to find the same sort of diffi- Summer Street,where for two years past that 270 young women have been reclaimed through
culties as are found in the constitution of

church has held its services . During his pas- the agency of the institute in Hannover, and
nature . ”

ORIGEN, Selecta in Psalmos, T. II , p . 528 . torate in Worcester, Mr. Wurl has succeeded of this number 40 have honorably married .
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Hearth and Home.

ure .

out this barbed tongue and draws it into his

mouth . The Bible in India.

Some animals have tools to dig with . The

India is Satan's mighty fortress . IndianOrigin of the Telescope and Pendulum. hen digs for herself and her chickens . The

pig uses his snout, and roots away under the paganism with its serving-maid , the Caste ,

mud . The elephant uses his strong tusks , holds its followers in iron chains. Although

It seems scarcely credible that that wonder- and the queer underground galleries of the in its books, the Vedas , there are many truths ,

ful , far- seeing instrument which brings the most mole are made with heavy claws with which nevertheless it has fallen into the greatest of

distant stars under our curious ken , should

he plows and digs . polytheism and idolatry. The Hindoos are

have had its origin in child's play ; yet so it is.
The woodchuck , too , is a great digger. very religious, and at the same time very im

The children of a spectacle -maker in Middle His bind feet are shovels to dig the hole where moral people. Refined , of keen intellect and

burgh were allowed at times —probably on he lives . The beaver uses his broad , flat tail much wit , immutable in their ways, chained

wet days - to play in their father's workshop . as the mason does his trowel , spattering and to their old brilliant, but false system, the—

On one of these occasions , as they were amus
smoothing the mud with it as he builds the Brahmins and their followers are the most

ing themselves with some spectacle-glasses , walls of bis cabin ; while his sharp, powerful determined advisaries of the — as they call it

one of them placed two together, one before teeth are his saws , with which he gnaws off new religion ” — Christianity. If the Bible

the other , and looked through them at a
large branches of trees to build his dams. shows mighty power in India , we can argue

weathercock on a neighboring steeple. To
There is no limit to God's power in supply with certainty , that it will be a power with all

the child's astonishment, the vane appeared
ing the needs of the creatures he has made.- nations.

larger and nearer to it than when seen through Selected . How does the Bible evince its power in India ?

one glass only . The father was called to see
Does this Book , that was given to the Jews

the sight, and struck with the singular fact ,

resolved to turn it to advantage . His first

Enough to Poison a Parish . many centuries ago , describe the human heart

as is to-day nd as it is amongst other na

plan was to fix two glasses on a board by

means of brass rings , which might be brought

A Romish priest met a child , and wanted to tions , or is it antiquated and deficient in this

know why she didn't attend catechism class respect ?

nearer to each other or further off at pleas
Fourteen years ago I came to a city in India ,He was thus enabled to see distant any longer. She replied that her father had

objects better and more distinct than before . forbidden her to enter his church any more, where the name of Jesusbad never been heard ;

The next improvement was the glass in a tube, whereupon this wicked priest told her that she for the first time I wanted to show and give

should obey him , not her father. the people the holy Bible , and to preach of

which may be termed the first telescope. Gali

leo soon heard of it and applied it to astronom

But she replied , “ We are taught in the Christ and His salvation . When a multitude

ical purposes.

Bible to honor our father and our mother.” had gathered around us on a street , I had my

The mention of this great man recalls to

" You have no business to read the Bible ,” native assistant read to them the first chapter

said the priest. of the Epistle to the Romans ; that chapter,

mind his accidental discovery of the pendu “ But, sir , our Saviour told us to search the the latter part of which some , that boast them

lum . A correct time measure had long been
selves of being liberal , claim it is too black or

a desideratum in the world .
Scriptures .”

Water-clocks

had been tried and found wanting ; Alfred's

" That was only to the Jews,” said the priest, gloomy to be true ; that chapter, that many

candles would not do for the world at large .

" and not to children ; and you don't under- describe as being a revilement on humanity.

stand it . " That chapter was read . The most intelligent

Another lucky accident must supply the want:
But the little girl , who knew theBible better man in the audience , a Brahmin , stepped up ,

and it came as follows : The future great as

tronomer, though then only a young man , was

than the priest, told him what St. Paul said to and accosted me thus : " Sir, that chapter must

in the cathedral of Pisa . One of the vergers
Timothy , “ that from a child he knew the script- have been written for us Hindoos. It gives a

minute description of us." The portrait was

had been supplying a lamp, with oil , which

hung from the roof , and left it swinging to
“ Oh," said his reverence, “ Timothy was recognized ; that portrait that was drawncent

and fro ; this caught Galileo's attention , and

then being trained to be a bishop, and was uries ago among the Jewish people ; the artist

was divine , and the picture of the heart thatcarefully noting it he observed that it vibrated taught by the authorities of the church .”

But the little girl told him that Timothy's was drawn , was not the heart of the Jews only ,
in equal times , and first conceived the idea of
applying it to the measurement of time. It mother and grandmother did the blessed work . but of man !

Whereupon the priest turned away, saying,
On another occasion I came into another

cost him fifty years to complete his pendulum . She knew enough of the Bible to poison a city , there too to preach for the first time

Selected . "

whole parish .” — Missionary Paper.
Christ as the way, and the life . When we

Such poison is all blessing. walked up the main street , I noticed a small

The Tools of Animals. Hindoo Temple, built on one of the principal

and liveliest streets , the doors open, and the

Animals do not know enough to make their Napoleon's Happiest Day. idols at the further end , insomuch that passers

own tools as a man can , and God has given by could pray to the idols as they passed the

them ready-made ones.
When Napoleon was in the height of his pros- open doors . At one side of the door sat the

The tail of a fish is his sculling oar . He perity , and surrounded by a brilliant company Brahmin priest on an elevation , his upper body

moves it first to one side and then to the other, of the marshals and courtiers of the empire, unclad — in order to be able to accept of the

using his fins as balances to guide his motion . , he was asked what day he considered to have homage — the semigodly veneration — which

If the fish moves fast and wants to stop , he been the happiest of his life . When all ex- the people were wont to show him — with a

straightens out his fins just as the rower of a pected that he would name the occasion of plate at his side , to receive the contributions
boat does his oars . some glorious victory, or some great political of those that passed in and out. I noticed it

A man makes a tool for drilling wood , but triumph, or some august celebration, or other and passed by . We went up the street ; but

the woodpecker has a drill in his own bill, and signal recognition of bis genius and power , finding no more convenient place, we returned

when he drills holes in the trees in search of he answered, without a moment's hesitation, to the temple . I very politely asked the Brah

food , you can hear the click of his tool just " The happiest day of my life was the day of min's permission to address an audience that

as you would the man's. my First communion.” At a reply so unfore- was assembled in front of the steps of the

The drill of the woodpecker has another seen there was a general silence , when he temple, and very politely he gave it. We sang

tool inside, a sort of insect- catcher. On the added , as if to himself, “ I was then an inno- a hymn, in order to bring the people together,

end is a bony thorn with sharp teeth , like cent child . ” — Companion . and in a very short time the street was crowded

barbs on a fish -hook . As he works on and with inquisitive spectators, and I preached .

finds an insect , he opens the drill and sends DEATH and hell are deaf to tears . I spoke to them on the essence and attributes

üres . "

a
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of God. I endeavored to show them that we well-deserved punishment for my companion asked : “ How large isGod ?” When the prince

must hold one Being, which we will call our and a warning to me . This disaster is the re- answered : “ So large that he fills heaven and

God , to be mightier than we are , and mightier sult of natural causes and is easily explained. earth , ay , that all heavens can not contain

than all hostile powers , to be short , that A heavy rod , which has the natural quality to him ,” the rustic asked again : “ How many

it must be almighty , or we could not put our smart and sting when it comes in contact with yards of cloth does He need for a coat ?”

trust in it ; that it must be wiser than we are the asinine hide, is , somehow or other, by The prince found no ready answer to this.

and all the wisdom that is hostile to us, that means not yet discovered by scientific re- The other said : “ Just as many as a poor

it must be omniscient ; that it must be in all search , suspended in the air , at uncertain orphan or beggar.”

places of its dominion, in order to notice all periods, by chance, obeys the law of gravity , Curious measurement. But such as is taught

occurrences, that it , consequently, must be descends, gathersmomentum as it falls,elastic by Christ himself Matthew 25 . Is not this

omnipresent ; that it must be a God of love , in its nature rebounds, the vis inertiae is over- practical wisdom a thousand times better than

a God that must be a God of justice , etc. come by the law of gravity , and so it keeps the theorizing of the philosopher ?

I drew a picture of the essence and attributes on rebounding and descending and behold

of God taken from the Bible , without, of the result ! The theory held by some of our Ignorance, D.D.

course , telling them whence I had taken the simple ancestors that this rod is held and

picture . The intelligent men in the audience directed by man , is exploded long ago . I , for Eunomius, a heretic, was wont to brag that

at once recognized the exactness of the picture, my part, having my eyes in my head and not of divine things nothing was hid from him ,

and conceded that I was right in what I was on my back , can not see him . The silliness that he had as much knowledge of God and

saying. Finally I said to them : Now , who is of those who see in the fate of my neighbor His nature as of himself. Basilius the Great

God , and where is God ? The Brahma priest a warning to the rest of us , is disgusting in wrote him a letter , in which he propounded

saw how attentively his adorers were listening the extreme to the calm observer of cause and twenty questions concerning the nature and

to my description of God , which was quite effect." And thus the ass comforted himself the habits of the ants . Not one of these

different from the different gods that were and his unhappy neighbor. Afterwards he questions was satisfactorily answered . And

adored in the temple ; and in an instant he went forth as a lecturer and aired his wisdom Basilius made the point: “ Since you are un

perceived that his lucre would be gone if my before admiring asinine audiences.
able thoroughly to investigate and clearly to

description of God would be accepted as the He is now following the journalistic pro- comprehend the nature ofsuch an insignificant

right one . On that account, rising and draw- fession . At least expectorations like the fol- insect as the ant, how dare you set up the

ing a line with his finger around his belly , he lowing abound in the pre: s of to-day : “ There claim of perfectly understanding the incom

said : " Sir, this is my God ; if this is full, are some people silly enough to say that the prehensible nature of God ?”'

then my God is gracious unto me ; when it is flood at Johnstown was a judgment. — The Have you ever seen an unlettered man who,

empty, then my God is angry ; give me only disaster was the result of natural causes and in the company perhaps of scholars, to con

enough to eat and to drink , this is the only is easily explained .-- ” The blows are felt , ceal his ignorance, gravely takes up a ponder

God that I want.” Grasping my Bible, I but the hand of the Master is not seen , be- ous volume, adjusts his spectacles, and simu

read to him St. Paul's annihilating judgment cause the eye is stubbornly closed . lates earnest studying of the book before him ?

upon those " whose God is their belly , and
And have you ever noticed how Ignorance,

whose glory is in their shame, who mind putting on the wise -looking glasses of scien

earthly things.” I then again turned my at
The Incomprehensible Mystery . tific phraseology , delights to lecture of divine

tention to my listeners , and by alluding to
things and to sport the title of doctor of

the pure and holy Being that I had described, shore,meditating on the mystery of the Trin- and then to read, first study the creature and
Augustine one day was walking at the sea- divinity ? Let Ignorance first learn to spell

I said to them : “ And this piteous, paltry ity, trying to solve how three is one and one then the Creator.

fellow is willing to call ' his belly his God.”
is three. Presently he beheld a boy near by ,

Amidst the laughter and the contempt of his and approaching saw him dip water with a

own adorers he jumped from off his seat, shell from the sea into a little hole dug in the The Foolish Bees.

turned the corner of the temple and disap- sand. Augustine asked him what he was The bees in the hive were once in great

peared in a side street . It was a pleasure to
about. “ Why ," answered the child , “ I in- trouble. There had lately been a great in

behold how raptly they paid attention, as I

tend to empty the ocean into this pit.” | crease and room was wanting in their house
spoke to them of Him in whom “ dwelleth all

the fulness of the Godhead bodily , ” Jesus of do that,” whereupon the child replied : “ And usage the youngest swarm had to leave home.
Augustine smilingly said : “ You can never to accommodate all . According to ancient

Nazareth , their Saviour !

At another time I read from the 44. chapter much less will you succeed in fathoming with Fora long time the thought weighed heavily

of Isaiah the description of the making and your finite reason the infinite mystery of the on them : “ Where shall we find a new home? "

Trinity .” The child suddenly revealing him- The day came-- they were driven forth -- the
the worshiping of idols. A Brahmin stepped self an angel sent by God , Augustine per- swarm loath to leave , hung around the hive
up and said : “ Now , sir, we have caught you! ceived his folly , dropped his reasoning, and for a while but had to leave at last — in great,

hy

You told us, that this was an old book, given resolved henceforth to keep his reason in cap- trouble, with much buzzing, sighing, and cry
,

'
a long time ago in a different part of the world ,

tivity to the Revealed Word and not to seek |ing flew a short distance, and clung to theto teach how we can find God and to be

to go beyond it . branch of a tree . Oh , how they were troubled ! ”
peace with Him ; but , sir , what you have just

Many a man grows angry at God for being A rain is coming up and we shall take cold
now read , you have written since you arrived

so great and incomprehensible, goes and turns and die ! And here we have no place to store

here, and seen here as we Hindoos do it.” intidel, and finding it impossible to empty the away our provisions --- winter is coming and”

The divine photograph was again acknowl
ocean into the little pit, proclaims to his gap- we shall starve ! What shall we do !” Just

edged to be true .

Translated from the Lutheraner by S. Augustus ,
ing neighbors : There is no Ocean !

then the hiver came, sawed off the limb , had

of Oldtown . a nice, new , beautiful bive brought (which ,

( To be concluded .) foreseeing the swarming, he had held in readi

The Measure of the Infinite .

ness for several days) and safely housed the

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

The unbeliever can not give his measure .
homeless family. And the bees joyfully set

The Infidel Ass. The Christian can . to work and soon had their winter's provisions

stored

A certain prince , who was in the habit of
away.

" What nonsense,” philosophized the ass ,philosophized the ass, conversing familiarly with any of his subjects shall we eat? or, What shall we drink ? or,Moral: “ Take no thought, saying , What

?
when the blows from the master's whip fell he chanced to meet, once engaged in a re- Wherewithal shall we be clothed ? For your

thick and fast on his stubborn companion's ligious conversation with a simple , pious old heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need

back , “ what nonsense to talk of this being a rustic , in the course of which the former was of all these things. ” — E .

>

>

1
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Christian Chapels in Canton, China. The Greek Church embraces various na:

tionalities and races , namely, Russia , Bul

In Canton , China, with its 1,500,000 in . garia , Greece, etc. , nearly the whole Slavic

A Providential Rat. habitants , are fifteen Christian chapels, where and the whole Greek race ; in all,

missionaries and the native ministers preach about 84,000,000 souls. Of these, 8,000,000

A woman in West Tennessee went home the Gospel, not on Sunday only , but daily, are Greeks , of whom 2,000,000 constitute

from church one Sunday impressed by a mov- and from two to four bours each day , to au- the kingdom of Greece, while the remaining,

ing appeal which her pastor had made in diences varying from fifty to several hundred . 6,000,000 are scattered all through European

belialf of a minister's widow recently left in Afterthe sermon Chinese evangelists continue and Asiatic Turkey and the islands of the
want with six children . What could she give the services . Free conversations and discus- Ægean Sea . They persecute the Lutheran

to relieve this case of suffering ? She was sions follow ; rooms are at hand for private Church in Russia .

berself a widow and poor . She thought in- conferences , and Christian books and tracts

tensely over the matter, and that night she are kept in readiness and disposed of in large WHITHER GERMAN THEOLOGIANS ARE DRAG

prayed over it, but no way of raising the numbers. The preaching-halls are thronged GING The Church Of God . - Prof. Kaftan, of

money occurred to her. The next day, when during the hottest monthis ---July, August and the Berlin theological faculty, has publicly

she went to sweep off her door-step , she noticed September , and from noon to three o'clock declared that the old Church -confessions are

that the earth on one side had been freshly – the hottest part of the day. an insufferable yoke, and has demanded the

thrown up , and something glittering lay in the establishment of new confessions adapted to

dirt . It was a $5 gold piece . During the the wants of the times.

The Sabbath and Water Religion.

night a rat bad taken it into bis head to dig a

hole under the step , and one result of his
A new religion has sprung up in Toungu ,

LUTHER CELEBRATION .-- The Luther school

labor was the unearthing of that coin . The
Burmah , a sort of mixture of Buddhism and in Mansfield recently celebrated the 400th an

woman knew that during the war her husbandhad buried bis savings, all in gold coin , under Christianity. The founder is a timber mer- niversary of Martin Luther'sadmission as pu

those steps ; but he had dug up the money Christian Sabbath and abstain from strong
chant, Koh Pai Sah. His disciples keep the pil of that school.

after the warwas over , and evidently supposed drink. They already number several tbou,
Recent Publications .

he had recovered the whole , It seemed that

sands . If we add to this number those nom- CASUAL-PREDIGTEN UND -REDEN VON DR. C. F.W.
he was mistaken . And now his widow was

WALTHER. Casual sermons and addresses bynot slow to follow the hint given her by the inal Christians in our country who believe only

in Sunday-rest and water -drinking, this new
the late Rev. Prof. C. F. W. Walther, compiled

burrowing rat . She moved the steps and after from his manuscripts. St. Louis, Mo. , Con

.a thorough search succeeded in finding $20. religion has many thousands of adherents.
cordia Publishing House, 1889. Price, single

copy , $2.25 ; postage, 20 cents .

Regarding this money as a direct gift from
This precious German book of 616 pages was com

heaven she sent it all to the suffering family. REPUBLICS UNDER ROMAN CATHOLIC Con- piled from the unpublished writings of the sainted

Boston Transcript. Dr. Walther by Rev. H. Sieck and is published by
TROL.— In the republic of Ecuador none but the board of directors of our Concordia Publishing

Roman Catholics are allowed to preach to the House . It would be useless to ex patiate on the
character and merits of this present volume . The

The Dark Continent still a Great Field people . The custom houses arewatched by universal encomium of such as have perused Doctor
for Missionary Work. the Jesuits to prevent the importation of Bibles Walther's sermons, is, that never any better were

and other prohibited books. Persons who do. say , that the present volumeis in full keeping with
preached or published. We shall therefore only

Zebehr Pasha, the old slave-king of Central notconfess to thepriests are objects of popu- Dr. Walther's Erangelien-und Epistel-Postille and
with his Brosamen . The present volume contains

Africa , who is now a prisoner in the British lar hatred and violence. These Jesuits are the ninety-four sermons and addresses under the follow
ing heads : 2 Advent- sermons ; 2 Christmas-morningfortress of Gibraltar , whither he was taken old tyrants still of Church and State .
sermons; 8 Reformation sermons ; 2 sermons on

from Egypt about two years ago, under suis the tricentenary commemoration of Luther's death ;

picion of being implicated in the Soudan re- CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS IN Chili. — The 8 sermons preached on days of national and con
gregational humiliation and repentance ; 9 church

bellion , said recently , in talking about the Congress of Chili has failed to pass the Con- dedication sermons ; 9 sermons on such 'objects as

slave countries on the White Nile, which are stitutional Reform Bill , which would have dis- church-building, consecration of church-bells,Lu
theran young men's societies, Bible -feast, on a

entirely savage, that " at Benghieh and Sakara, established the Roman Catholic Church ; but Roman priest's conversion , on justification byfaith

in the very heart of the slave country , there has granted a charter to the Presbyterian Mis- alone, on laying the cornerstone to the secondwing
of our Concordia Seminary, a synodical-sermon ;

are tribes as white as Europeans, with long sion , which gives the right to worship and to 27 addresses to communicants in confession-serv.

and silky hair . The beards of the old men hold property iccs ; 22 marriage addresses; 7 funeral sermons .

All such as shall use this book will bless anew

sometimes reach down to their feet.” So it the memory of Dr. Walther, will thank Bro . Sieck

would appear that it could hardly be possible A Gift in EducaTION . — Joseph Pulitzer, of and his fellow.directors of Concordia Publishing
House, for publishing such a good and useful book.

to write of or even imagine anything so won the World, has offered to assist twelve boys a

derful or improbable that we need be sur- year from the graded schools of the city to

prised to receive , at some time , confirmation get a college education , until the number Subscriptions Paid.

of its truth . He also asserts that cannibalism reaches sixty. This is a beautiful and munifi

still prevails among many of the black tribes , cent gift . If this gift could only be extended J. Broders, New Orleans, La.,(VII) $ 1.00
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and heirs , and through faithfulness in faith they were greatly in need of a sharp reproof.

the crown of glory is obtained . To the hum- When the Christiản begins to think himself to

blest and lowliest who labors quietly in his be something, then he is in the most immi

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . calling , unnoticed by men , the crown of life is nent danger of falling, because in a feeling of

promised just as well as to Paul and Luther ; security he will relax his watchfulness. We
A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE for it is promised unto faithfulness.

should therefore not say , this had been written

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. But faithfulness the Lord does require . “ It to the Corinthians and did not concern us , we

is required in stewards , that a man be found should rather well lay to heart the words of
By Rev. F. Kuegele .

faithful,” writes the apostle. The Lord seeks Paul : “ Now all these things happened unto

faithfulness, and where He does not find it them for ensamples: and they are written for

IX. Sunday after Trinity .
He will not give the crown of life , but a crown our admonition . " To the Corinthians this

1 Cor. 10 , 6–13. of everlasting shame and disgrace. To this epistle was written and for us it has been pre

He also solemnly witnesses in Hisword. By the served during the lapse of so many centuries,

DEARLY BELOVED :—WhatGod the Lord de- prophet Ezekiel He says : “ When the right- and we , too , stand in need of this admoni

mands of us Christians is not great deeds , but eous turneth away from his righteousness , and tion . There is indeed a doctrine which has

faithfulness. God does not judge His serv- committeth iniquity, and doeth according to gained some spread amongst Protestants, that

ants according to how much they accomplish all the abominations that the wicked man a person having once obtained the grace of

in His service , how many souls they win for doeth , shall he live ? All his righteousness God could never lose it again. Such is a

His kingdom , or how successful they are in that he hath done shall not be mentioned : in dangerous doctrine , because it tends to lead

the extension of His vineyard ; much less does his trespass that he hath trespassed , and in Christians into security and carelessness and

He inquire , whether they accomplish great his sin that he hath sinned , in them shall he so cause them to fall an easy prey to the

things in worldly matters ; He looks to see if die .” When one said : “ Lord , I will follow enemy. On the doctrine : “ Once in grace al

His servants are found faithful in that which thee,” but asked permission first to go and ways in grace, ” this text verily pronounces

He has entrusted to them . “ The Lord knoweth bid farewell to his family, Jesus said unto the judgment that it is unscriptural and de

our frame ; he remembereth thatweare dust," him : " No man , having put his hand to the ceitful ; for it warns us against falling away

that without Him we are nothing and can do plough, and looking back , is fit for the king- and holds up to us Israel's fall and overthrow

nothing, and therefore He does not demand dom ofGod ," and of a servant who says in in the wilderness . Such warning examples

great deeds of us , He desires only faithfulness his heart : " My lord delayeth his coming," we should bear in mind remembering what

in that which He has given us to do. Whether and begins to smite his fellow-servants and to Luther says : “ Conscience is a tender thing

we in our own and the judgment of men are eat and drink with the drunkent; Christ says : and easily wounded .”

successful in our labors or all our undertak- “ The lord of that servant shall come in a day Five instances of Israel's sin and punish

ings seem to be a failure , God does not judge when he looketh not for him , and in an hour ment Paulhere introduces. “ Now these things

by the result,-although certainly He may that he is not aware of , and shall cut him were our examples , to the intent weshould not

often see much fruit where we can see noth- asunder , and appoint him his portion with the lust after evil things, as they also lusted.”

ing—, He judges by faithfulness. This we hypocrites : there shall be weeping and gnash- Great and wonderful things did God do unto

learn from numerous passages of the Script- ing of teeth .” Those who prove unfaithful Israel, as unto no other people on earth .

ures. So , for instance , in theGospelof to-day to Him , the Lord will condemn. God has es- Wonderfully did He deliver them from Egypt;

the Lord sets forth the example of the unjust tablished a covenant of grace with us , and we wonderfully did He lead them with a pillar of

steward, in order that from his example we have vowed faithfulness to Him , and to every clouds ; wonderfully did He nourish them with

should learn to apply all diligence and faith- one faithlessly breaking his vow, applies the bread from heaven ; wonderfully did He fur

fulness in our calling, leaving it to God , if word of the Lord : “ Shall he break the cov- nish them water to drink . During the forty

any and what increase He chooses to give. enant , and be delivered ? ” To obtain the years of their sojourn in the wilderness miracle

Whether two or five talents are entrusted to crown of life requires faithfulness unto death . followed miracle. Should we not suppose that

us , the Lord's will is , we should improve the Ofgreat importance, therefore , is the exhorta- they would have stood firm as rocks , never

time to trade with them , and if we so do wetion of St. Paul : wavering in their faith ? They did indeed com

have His promise that it will be said unto us : “ LET HIM THAT THINKETH HE STANDETH mence in the faith . When Moses and Aaron

" Well done , thou good and faithful servant : TAKE HEED LEST HE FALL. " came to them with the Word of the Lord,

thou hast been faithful over a few things , I they believed that Word ; and whatsoever
Our text contains

will make thee ruler over many things : enter God commanded in Egypt, they performed

I. a warning, and

thou into the joy of thy lord.” He does not obediently . Trusting in the Lord God of their
II . a comfort.

say : Thou good and successful servant , He fathers , they turned their faces to the desert

says: “ Thou good and faithful servant.” I. and walked even on the bottom of the sea .

Though ever so little be entrusted to a sery- The first epistle to the Corinthians is chiefly In the verses preceding our text Paul testi

ant, if he is faithful therein, the favor of his a letter of reproof and this text is one of the fies of them : “ They did all eat the same
lord will rest upon him.

most solemn passages in it ; for here St. Paul spiritual meat ; and did all drink the same

Looking forfaithfulness in generalthe Lord, warns the Corinthians against falling away spiritual drink : for they drank of that spirit

above all , desires faithfulness in faith , in hope , from grace . To do this he had ample reason , ual Rock that followed them : and that Rock
in love. By St. John He says unto every be- because pride goes beforethe fall. The Cor- was Christ.” They did stand in the faith ;

lieving soul: “ Be thou faithful unto death ,inthians had begun unduly to pride them- but did they remain steadfast? “ We should not

and I will give thee a crown of life. ” Through selves in their knowledge of God and the ex- lust after evil things, as they also lusted.” Not

faith in Christ Jesus we aremade children traordinary gifts which they had received , and withstanding all the good they had experi

6
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The history

enced , notwithstanding the many wonderful and take possession, but the Lord commanded when Satan has great wrath , seeing that his

things which their eyes had seen , they never them to march eastward around the land of time is becoming limited . If you say , there

theless permitted themselves to be enticed by Eden. To the flesh it must indeed have ap- is nothing seeking to entice you away from

evil lusts, and not once only , but ofttimes, peared hard, when they had already conquered godliness , if you persuade yourself that there

Here the apostle most likely refers to what several Cananite cities , to turn back again to is no danger of your fall , you must indeed be

occurred at Kibroth -hattaavah . God gave the wilderness towards the Red Sea , and " the stark blind ; you are like unto one sleeping on

them bread from heaven , but they soon tired soul of the people was much discouraged be- a mast in a hurricane ; for as surely as he will

of it , fell a lusting and said : Who shall give cause of the way," and they spake against be hurled over board , so surely will we fall ,

us flesh to eat ? We remember the fish which God and against Moses, saying : " Wherefore if we watch not against the enemy and over

we did eat in Egypt freely ; the cucumbers, have ye brought us up out of Egypt to die in our own deceitful heart. If we would be in

and the melons , and the leeks , and the onions, the wilderness ? for there is no bread , neither no danger of falling , it would have been to no

and the garlic . But now our soul is dried is there any water , and our soul loatheth this purpose for Paul to write : " Now all these

away ; there is nothing at all , beside this light bread.” They did not want to go the things happened unto them for ensamples: and

manna, before our eyes . ' At the Word of way which the Lord led them , they wanted to they are written for our admonition, upon whom

the Lord they had departed from Egypt, but choose their own way ; thinking they could the ends of the world are come.

now their hearts were turned from the Lord have arranged better , and as a reward the of Israel's fall was written to be a warning

and they wished themselves back to Egypt. fiery serpents came and destroyed those set- unto us , and when the apostle adds that “ upon

Their lust was filled ; for the Lord brought ting up their own wisdom against the Word of us the ends of the world are come,” he would

quails to the camp in great swarms like grass- the Lord . have us consider that we live in more perilous

hoppers ; but when the meat was yet between “ Neither murmur ye , as some of them also times . Wherefore let him that thinketh he

their teeth , the plague commenced among murmured , and weredestroyed of thedestroyer.” standeth take heed lest he fall.”

them , and from the multitude of graves they This murmuring occurred , when those who had When the apostle says : “ Let him that

were obliged to dig they called the place been sent to spy out the land of Canaan re- thinketh he standeth ,” he does not mean one

Kibroth-hattaavah , the graves of the lusters. turned and, with the exception of Joshua and that falsely imagines himself standing ; for

Surely an example to be remembered when Caleb , declared , they could not conquer this one who only imagines himself standing and

we are tempted to lust after the good things land , because there were walled cities and is not really standing can not fall , because no

and sensual enjoyments of this earth , that we giants in it. Then the people were minded one can lose what he has not . Paul means :

become not like unto those of whom Paul to cast up a captain over them and to return Let him that rightly and truly thinketh he

writes : “ Whose end is destruction , whose to Egypt. Butwhen they were about to stone standeth , but because the Corinthians had

God is their belly." Joshua and Caleb , the Lord appeared in glory been giving room to a spirit of self-impor

A more dreadful example follows : “ Neither and He sware : “ As ye have spoken in mine tance , he uses the word “* thinketh ,” to per

be ye idolaters , as were some of them ; as it is ears , so will I do to you : Your carcasses shall suade them to examine themselves and see , if

written , The people sat down to eat and drink , fall in this wilderness , and ye shall not come they were really in the faith or only imagined

and rose up to play.” The history of the into the land concerning which I sware to it . We Christians should not live on selfcon

golden calf is too well known to be repeated make you dwell therein , save Caleb , the son fidently thinking every thing right, we should

here. Is it not dreadful to think of that the of Jephunneh , and Joshua , the son of Nun.” frequently examine , whether it is a fact that

people made unto themselves an image of Their children took and possessed the land , Jesus Christ is our heart'smost precious treas .

• gold scarcely forty days after the Lord in but of those 600,000 men who departed from ure , and finding it so we should take heed lestwe

His own person had said unto them : “ Thou Egypt only two crossed over Jordan . The fall . What is it to fall? Ah ! that is the saddest

shalt not make unto thee any graven image, rest were overthrown in the wilderness , be- thing which can happen to the Christian . To

and this was done whilst the glory of the cause they did not abide faithful unto God , fall is to lose Christ , to cease being a child of

Lord was yet resting visibly on the mountain , but fell away from Him ofttimes and in mani- grace and to become a child of wrath again ;

and it was instigated not only by the mixed fold ways. They were indeed not all forever to fall is to return again to the servitude of

multitude, but some of the noblest and best lost ; the souls of those who after having fallen sin and the power of Satan ; to fall is to lose

of the people were concerned in it. Any one returned again to the Lord in sincere repent- heaven and exchange it for hell . Oh , a dread

not learning from this history that even the ance , were saved eternally ; but the promised ful thing ! Take thou heed lest thou fall.

best may fall quickly and deeply, must in- land they did not see , and it is a sad thought

deed be stark blind . It is a monument of the thatmany did not repent again , yea , that some
II.

fickleness of man's heart and a living com- did not have time for repentance, as Korah You might say then : " All this is true , I

mentary to the words of the Lord when He and his company by the just judgment of God know it but too well and it often fills my heart

says of the seed fallen among thorns : “ That were swallowed up alive by the earth . with fear and trembling. I am now indeed

which fell
among thorns are they, which , Should we who know that by the grace of standing, but will I not perhaps fall and at

when they have heard , go forth , and are God we stand in the faith , think ourselves last be lost? ” Hear what the last verse of

choked with cares and riches and pleasures secure against falling ? May we not fall as this text says : “ There hath no temptation

of this life , and bring no fruit to perfection . ” ' well as did the Israelites ? Is not Satan our taken you but such as is common to man : but

" Be not high -minded, but fear .” enemy as well as theirs ? and does not the car- God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be

" Neither let us commit fornication , as some nal lust dwell in us as well as in them ? Are tempted above that ye are able ; but will with

of them committed , and fell in one day three we not inclined to lust after the good things thetemptation also make a way to escape, that

and twenty thousand.” When Israel was camp- of this earth, as they lusted after the fishes of ye maybeable to bear it.” The words : “ There

ing in Shittim , the people began to commit Egypt ? Is our heart not prone to walk in hath no temptation taken you but such as is

fornication with the daughters of Moab and selfchosen ways and to murmur against God , common to man,” do not mean the Corinthians

to participate in their idolatrous festivals . if He leads us ways in which the flesh does had experienced only such temptations , as

But also this sin cost them dearly ; for by the not like to go ? Is there no tendency in us to generally come to man ; they mean tempta

plague twenty-three thousand weretaken away bow down and to worship the golden calf of tions which do not exceed the powers of man,

in one day . wealth and riches ? Surely we are no less in i. e . those powers of resistance which God

“ Neither let us tempt Christ, as someof them danger of falling , than were they. Yea, we gives to man ; for so Paul himself describes

also tempted , and were destroyed of serpents.” may truthfully say that in one respect we are them, adding: “ But God is faithful,who will

This fearful sin was committed by the people more exposed to temptation, than they ; for not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are

when they had smitten the Cananites at Hor- whilst they were in the wilderness,separated able." It isGodwho gives unto His children
mah in the south of Canaan. Then the way from the heathen, wemust live in the midst of ability to withstand temptations, and this

into the very heart of the promised land lay the wicked examples of this world so full of ability God divides as He sees fit, giving to

open before them and they thought to go in ungodliness, and we live in the latter days the one more, to another less. Neither is this
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measure of ability at all times the samein one gas often pervades the air of a city street . men ; if we hold the young men we have the

and the same person . When Dr. Luther com- Young men inhale skepticism in college , in future husbands and fathers . The decisive

posed the hymn : “ A tower of strength our the social club , and in current talk ; it steals spiritual battles are oftenestwon under twenty

God is still,” he was able to despise pope, in through too many of the secular journals ; years ofage. We must aim for , pray for , work

emperor, the whole world together with all the its leprous distillment exudes from the popu- for early conversions . When we talk about

devils in hell ; but he also had his times when lar novel and the scientific magazine . Theology the spiritual dangers of young men we must

he was downcast and troubled with fears. God is so infected with it that Dr. M'Cosh well re- remember that no young man is safe until he

also permits various temptations to come upon marked to me lately, “ The question has come is in Christ. Outside of the ark means the

His children . Some experience great tempta- to be whether we have really got a Bible.” deluge— for old or young.

tions while others are spared strong tempta- Young men are especially in danger from Our churches should not only be opened

But in all this God is faithful, giv- this skeptical malaria , just as persons under widely to young men ; they should be made

ing ability of resistance in proportion to the thirty are in especial danger from typhoid warm for them . Every legitimate attraction

strength of the temptation . God will suffer fevers . Youth is inquisitive , eager for new should be presented to draw them there . Some

none of His children to be tempted above that things , is inexperienced , and apt to be wise in times devices are resorted to which hardly

it is able to bear , but will make a way to its own conceit. Older heads and wiser heads strike me as legitimate . For example , it is

escape" either by increasing the power of re- know that the plausible sophistries of Robert not the province of Christ's Church to provide

sistance or shortening and lessening the temp- Elsmere were answered twenty or thirty years convivial entertainments for the young folk ;

tation, or showing a way to flee from and to ago ; but the young who are devouring the they get quite enough of them outside . The

avoid it. IfGod would suffer temptations to mischievous volume do not know this. Thou- Master drew some sharp, distinct lines be

come upon His children without giving them sands swallow the ribaldries of Ingersoll who tween His Church and the surrounding world ;

proportionate powers of endurance , He would never see any refutation . While many of the when His people step over those lines in order

not be faithful towards them , but Paul says: lower grade of young men are poisoned by this to capture the worldlings they are liable to be

" Who will not suffer you to be tempted above second Tom Paine , many of a higher intel-. captured themselves . Nor is it the province

that ye are able .” lectual grade pride themselves on a disciple of the Church to furnish distinctively literary

So these words render us without excuse if ship of Matthew Arnold or on a smattering of and artistic education to the young ; however

we fall . Fallen ones generally seek to palliate Herbert Spencer. commendable all such things are in their place ,

their guilt and to shift the fault from off their " My chief anxiety, therefore , in regard to the yet they are apt to crowd out the chief thing,

shoulders . One will say : The temptation was young men who are threatened with chronic which is the education of the heart and life

too strong for me , I was not able to withstand skepticism is lest the ministry and the Church toward God .

it, which is accusing God of unfaithfulness , of Jesus Christ may not so preach the Law After all that I have said about the perils to

as though He had denied the necessary ability and the Gospel and so practice the Gospel as young men from temptations in business, from

of resistance . Another will say : The circum- to convince these young men of its saving thewine-cup and other sensualities, from thea

stances were such that I could not do other- power. A faithful pulpit clothed with Holy ters and vicious amusements, and from the

wise , which is accusing God of not having Ghost power is the best corrective of infi- skepticisms which are in the air , the chief peril
made a way to escape.

Another will say : It delity. A measure that is filled with grain has lies in the depraved heart which is at enmity

was to be so , it was my fate , which is throw- not much room left in it for chaff ; a human with God . This is surely no new thing under

ing the guilt on God as though Hewanted our heart that is filled with the Gospel has not the sun . Human nature is about the same in

destruction , when He so solemnly warns us much room for the sophistries of a Spencer or America to -day that it was in Palestine and

against falling . God is faithful, and if we the blasphemies of an Ingersoll . The glorious Greece and Rome eighteen centuries ago .

fall, the fault is ours and not His . Word of God , saturated with love and steeped Paul's weapons are our only weapons. Various

To God's faithfulness we may cheerfully in prayer, is the only antidote of error ; it is methods and machineries have been invented

trust , let come what will . In the 46th Psalm its own witness. A noble , godly life is an un- some of them with an eye to reach and save

the sons of Korah sing : " God is our refuge answerable evidence for the Gospel of Christ . the young ; they are good so long as Christ's

and strength , a very present help in trouble." I repeat it , therefore , that the chief danger Spirit is “ within the wheels ;” otherwise they

God is not only a help , He is a very present now is that the ministry and the Church may only absorb and waste the power of the Church .

help . If we but look to Him we need have no unwittingly make infidels or indifferentists Jesus Christ is the only hope of young men to

fears either as to the present or as to the future . among the rising generation by failing to day. Preach , brethren, preach His precious

He is faithful to -day and He will not be un- preach the Gospel and to practice the Gospel Gospel of salvation , red hot with love and

faithful to -morrow . Look to Him , call upon with uncompromising fidelity . May God send mighty in heavenly power ! Live , fellow

Him , and whatever temptation may comeupon down upon all of us a fresh renewal of prac- Christians , live out the beauty and warmth

you , you shall always find Him a very present tical holiness ! A lifted Church can lift a world and holiness which Christ inspires . Then God

help . Amen. lying in sin . will be with us , and will make His Church the

That an increasingly large proportion of home, the refuge and the training -school of

young men are drifting away from the churches the rising generation . * If Satan captures the

and all evangelical influences is undeniable . young men of America ( and thus captures our

This is just ground for alarm . Sunday news- country ) it can only come about through the

Moral and Spiritual Dangers of papers , Sunday clubs , Sunday amusements, indolence, or worldliness , or cowardice , or

Young Men . and other counter attractions draw hosts of faithless treachery of the Church of the Lord

young men away from the House of God. It Jesus Christ.

All physicians recognize the fact that cer- is idle to denounce the young people who are Adapted from Theodore L. Cuyler, D. D. ,

in N. Y. Chr. Advocate .
tain diseases are produced by climatic or at- thus making shipwreck of their souls. They

mospheric influences. This age of ours is pe- can not be driven ; they must be drawn . Our

culiarly malarious with the spirit ofskepticism . first thought must be for the young ; Satan THE DIABOLICAL SPIRIT OF PROHIBITIONISTS

In every previous century infidelity has made aims for them , and so mustwe. Our churches IN HANDLING THE SCRIPTURES . - A Scotch cler

its assaults upon Christianity ; its published should keep their doors wide open to the gyman lately , in a temperance address , said :

volumes would probably build a structure equal young. Every minister should so preach the " If Paul had recommended to Timothy Ep

in dimensions to Bunker Hill Monument, and Gospel that an average boy of fourteen would
som salts instead of wine , less would be heard

the best proof of the inherent vitality of Gospel understand every word he utters and be in- of the advice to drink wine for the stomach's

truth is that it has survived eighteen cent- terested by it . We do not go back far enough. sake.”

uries of ceaseless bombardment. The skepti- | If we can save the boys * we save the young

cism of our time is subtle , insidious , and per * After the Church neglected the rising genera

* Why then not educate the boys in Christian tion when this was young and might have been

vades the moral atmosphere as noxious sewer schools —ED. ] easily indoctrinated .

4
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tables. Hither pertain the laws of Zaleucus , saith the presbyterian , ' hecause they are

,
the golden words of Pythagoras, of Socrates , against the discipline and sceptre of Jesus

the moral precepts of Plato , the rules of Christ ;' -— and the independent hates parochial

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt . Epictetas, of Jamblichus, of Simplicius and meetings, and is wholly for a gathered church,

of other Platonists, also the excellent ad- and supposes this to be the practice apos

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st monishments of Aristotle and of the Peripa- tolical ;---- and ' I will not bring my child to
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- tetics , the laws of the Twelve Tables , etc. baptism , ' saith the anabaptist, “ because God
souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers,

changes of addresses and all other business communications 3. Concerning sin and the transgression of calls none but believers to that sacrament ; '
should be sentto Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str ., the law . 4. Concerning the punishment of —and I will acknowledge no clergy, no lord ,
St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de
partment should be sent to Rev.C. A. FRANK, 16 Harvey Str., sin , which also the law of nature and each no master, ' saith the quaker , “ because Christ

Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in one's own conscience pronounces. 5. Con- commands us to call no man master on the

advance. Money sent otherwise than by money - order or

cerning the immortality of the soul and con- earth , and be not called of men rabbi.""
draft is at the risk of the sender .

cerning life after this present life which we Bishop Taylor does not mention the Meth

Entered at the Post Onice at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second have shown from Zoroaster , from Hermes odists , but only because they separated from

Trismegistus, from Phocilides , Pythagoras, the Episcopal Church long after Taylor's

ST. LOUIS, MO. , August 21, 1889. Socrates , Plato, Xenocrates, Epaminondas, death. From these words of Bishop Taylor

Cicero , Plotinus, Jamblichus and others, in our readers will learn , that Presbyterians,

our treatise on the Pseudo - Theology of the Congregationalists , Baptists , Quakers even as
Theological Extracts and Canons.

Socinians p . 80.” ( Calov, Isag . B. I , p . 68 the Methodists separated from the Reformed

and foll . ) Episcopal Church of England , as the EpisFrom BAIER -WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae,

72. “ Not all the theological utterances copal Church had separated from theLutheran

which are found in the writings of heathen Church , which was the first to protest against
Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

authors , should be placed to the credit of the errors and abuses of papacy.

Constitution of Theology.
natural theology ; for some proceeded from

70. " What and of what nature and size is
an abuse of reason and of the natural prin

that natural knowledge and how far does it ciples, as for instance the various errors and Our Father which art in Heaven .

go ? To say the truth, it amounts either to wrong opinions of the Gentiles ; some pro

nothing, or it is very imperfect , or it is weak. ceeded from divine revelation , not indeed The best beginning and preface is to know

It amounts to nothing, because the whole of made directly to the Gentiles, but coming well how to address, reverence and treat him

philosophy knows nothing of the gracious from the people of God, either by rumor or whom we would invoke, and how we should

promise of the forgiveness of sins ; for such tradition because of the intercourse and com- conduct ourselves towards him that we might

was brought forth from the bosom of the merce of the Gentiles with such as were of make him propitious and willing to hear us.
eternal Father and revealed to the church by the people of God . Thus when the patriarchs Now there is no name among all names to set

the Son of God . John 1 , 18 Matth . 11 , 27 ; dwelled among the Gentiles , some vestiges of us in right attitude towards God , as this name

and 1 Cor . 1 , 21 and 2 , 7 . It is imperfect , the religion revealed by God , were left among of Father. This is indeed a kind, sweet, deep

because the heathens only knew a small part them , for instance there remained among the and hearty saying . It would not be so sweet

of the law . But as respects the internal wor- Egyptians and Chaldeans ( who were esteemed or comforting if we said , Lord, or God, or

ship of the first table , reason neither knows to be the greatest theologians among the Gen Judge . For the name Father is inborn by

anything certain nor does it establish anything tiles) some seeds of Abraham's instructions, nature and naturally sweet . Therefore it also

certain; it is only of some external and civil and hence the theological writings of Tris- is most acceptable with God and moves Him

acts that some heathen philosophers teach . megistus and of others stood forth with great most to hear us. At the same timewetherein

At the same time they blend many things authority among the Gentiles. In these writ- profess ourselves the children of God whereby

which are out of place and paradox , nor do ings there are many things that agree with our God is again most deeply moved ; for there

they sufficiently agree thereon among them- Christian religion, concerning God, concern- is no lovelier speech than that of a child to

selves . It is weak , because although it is im- ing the Word , concerning the generation of his father.

pressed on the human mind that there is a the Son of God , concerning Holy Trinity , etc. And this strengthened by adding : “ Which

God and that Hecommands obedience accord. Now these agreeing sentences gave the Socin- art in heaven.” For in these words we indi
ing to the distinction of things virtuous and ians occasions to inveigh against the mysteries cate our pitiful distress and misery and move

disgraceful , yet the assent is not only weak of our faith as though theyhad been drawn and ourselves intensely to prayer and God to have

but is often driven out by horrible doubts. brought forth from the writings of heathens, mercy upon us. Forwhoever begins to pray :

Thus stands forth that beautiful description whilst the fact is that the heathens received Our Father which art in heaven and does so

in Tusculanae, where Cicero , arguing the im-them from the church . (Calov, Isag . B. I , from the depth of his soul , professes that he
mortality of the soul, says to Antonius : Read

p . 67. )
has a Father and has this Father in heaven ,

diligently the book of Plato On the Soul, there and he perceives himself in misery and for

will be nothing for you to desire beyond that . ' Polemics in the Episcopal Church two saken on earth . Thence must follow a heart
I did read it , says Antonius , and that re hundred Years ago . felt longing as of a child that is away from

peatedly ; but I do not know , bow whilst his father's country among strangers and lives

reading I agree and when I have put away
From a sermon preached at the opening of in misery and distress . As if he were to say:

the book and begin to meditate myself on the the Parliament of Ireland, May 8 , 1661, be- Alas , Father , Thou art in heaven , but I, thy
immortality of the soul , all my assent dies fore the Right Honorable the Lord Justices, poor child , am on earth , in misery, far away

away.'” ( CHEMNITZ, Loci theol . P. I , p . 20. ) and the Lords Spiritualand Temporal, and the from Thee, in all kinds of danger, in sorrow

71. “ The main heads of natural theology Commons, - by Jeremy Taylor, Lord Bishop and affliction , among devils and other great

are the following: 1. Concerning God , as far of Down and Connor, we quote the following enemies and various tribulations.

as relates to His nature and attributes and paragraph to show that in those days Epis Whoever prays on this wise , has a heart

partly His will after the law and some works ; copalians made bold use of polemics to coun- rightly and directly elevated towards God ,

but by no means as concerns the distinct per- teract the influence of the sects with whom and he is fit to pray and move God's grace.

sons of the Godhead , or the will of God ac- they are now connected in unionistic enter- Moreover this is a word of such great weight

cording to the gospel and His works of grace prises. “ Why, therefore, says the papist , as to make it impossible for human nature to

and other divine mysteries which are utterly I will not obey the protestant kings, because, produce it from its own store, unless the Spirit

unknown to reason . 2. Concerning the law against the word of God , they command me of Christ dwell in such heart.

of God, as far as this is had from the law to come to church, where heresy is preached ;" closely search matters internally, no man is

of nature according to the precepts of both — and I will not acknowledge the bishops ,' so perfect as to be able to say in truth,

6
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had no father here , he had nothing, he were

OUR ENGLISH CHURCH IN BALTIMORE, MD.
altogether a stranger and had God alone for

his Father. For our nature is so corrupted ,
They Have Done Well.

that she always seeks some thing on earth

and is not sufficed with God in heaven .
Ordination and Installation at Wor- The Organization of a Lutheran Church in West

Yet this word indicates a confidence towards cester, Mass. Baltimore .

God , which we should have towards Him only . Seeing the necessity for an English Lu

For none may take us to heaven , save the It was a day of great rejoicing not only for theran congregation in this city on the basis of

only Father, as it is written ( John 3 , 13 ), " No the small Lutheran congregation at Worcester, the Missouri Synod in doctrine and practice ,

man hath ascended up to heaven , but he that but also to all German Lutherans in this part a few young men from East, West and South
came down from heaven , even the Son of man of New England , when on the 7th Sunday Baltimore, by the advice of Rev. George
which is in heaven . ” In His person and on after Trinity (Aug. 4 , ) Mr. F. G. C. Schumm, Johannes, invited several ministers, Nov. 10,

His back we must ascend . (LUTHER, Aus a candidate from our ' Theological Seminary at 1887–F. Kuegele , of Virginia ; John Schwoy,

legung des Vater -Unsers, 21 , 163. ) St. Louis, was ordained a minister of the Gos- August Brueggemann , of Virginia, and W. C.

pel at the Mission Chapel on Summer Street, H. Lubkert, of Washington—to preach in

Worcester , Mass. For several years past this Raine's Hall and in the Y. M. C. A. Hall.

The Gospel-doctrine compared with place had been visited regularly by Rev. H. The attendance being as desired , services were
False Doctrines.

Feth , then at New Haven , Ct., and after this continued in Cook's Hall by Rev. George

by Rev. C. Wurl, stationed at East Boston , Johannes. After a little while, eight young

The heathen doctrine is : To be just you Mass., as itinerant preachers appointed by the men organized the Emmanuel English Evan,

must do right and give everyone his own.- Mission-board of the Eastern District of our gelical Lutheran Congregation , and sent a call

The Jewish doctrine is : To be just you must Synod . Pastor Wurl has been preaching at to Rev. William Dallmann, ofMarshfield ,Mo.

keep the commandments of Moses and the Worcester twice a month for very near two He accepted, and was installed March 18 ,

traditions of our elders in our Talmud.--The years . His labors at this station at last re 1888 . Sunday school and preaching were

Mohammedan doctrine is : To be just you sulted in the organization of a small con- continued in Cook's Hall , and , despite the

must acknowledge our Allah as the only true gregation numbering 17 voting members and third -story location of the hall, the little con

God and Mohammed to be his prophet, and about 50 communicants. But although small gregation grew steadily, so that the members

you must fulfil the laws of our Coran .—The in numbers this congregation in connection cast their eyes around for a suitable location

popish doctrine is : To be just you must keep with several Lutheran families in Fitchburg, for a church building. The Brantley Baptist

the commandments of God and of the church ; Mass ., concluded to have their own pastor Church, corner Schroeder and Pierce , being

if you would attain to a higher degree in and called for a candidate from our seminary for sale, and no better opportunity presenting

heaven, you must do more than your duty ; at St. Louis. Brother Schumm will join his itself, the congregation, in January, 1889,

and if you would attain to perfection , you labors with those of Rev. F. Wurl , as mis- decided to buy the same. By the assistance

must enter a monastery , become a monk or sionary among the German Lutherans in this of friends in and out of the city and the loan

pun and keep the three vows of chastity , part of New England.
of a few thousand dollars, the congregation

obedience and poverty .-- The doctrine of en To receive another reaper in this harvest- was enabled in the beginning of July to pay

thusiasts is : To be just you must struggle field gave occasion for a joyful gathering at forthe church and take possessionof it.
.

and fight till you become reformed . -The During July Sunday school and church serv
Worcester . The train from Boston brought a

Unitarian or Rationalist doctrine is : To be just considerable number of members from Zion- , ices were conducted in the Sunday school

you must make virtue and good works the Trinity- and Emmanuel - churches there to room , while the upstairs was being repaired

aim of your life . - But the Gospel doctrine is : gether with the Rev's Kanold , Biewend ,
and decorated for about $1000. Mr. Weaver

Christ is the end of the law . | ,Whoever be- Lindemann and Wurl , so that the space in was the painter, William Briggeman the car

lieveth in Him , is justified. Whilst all false the chapel waswellfilled, when servicesbegan penter , Otto Tillack the frescoer, Joseph

religions make man and his works their chief- at 4.30 P. M.
Thomas & Co. built the pulpit and altar ,

Rev. F. Lindemann preached

cornerstone, which is in fact a foundation of the ordination - sermon on Acts 10 , 33 : “ And
Mr. F. Nolen ornamented the front windows,

sand, the true Christian religion makes Christ thou hast well done that thou art come. Now
Mr. Schimpf presented a beautiful marble

and His work its chief-cornerstone and this therefore arewe all here present before God baptismal font , Mrs. Lang a handsome com

the only doctrine of comfort and strength for to hear all things that are commanded thee of munion service,Mr. M. two fine Gothic pulpit

poor sinners . God . " After this followed the ordination chairs , Mr. N. N. a handsome organ for the

according to the formular used in our Synod Sunday school, while the Young Ladies' So

ciety is making strenuous effort to get the
The true source and origin of all sects that by the same brethren, the Rev's Kanold , Bie

have separated from the church of God is am- wend and Wurl assisting . Then followed carpet. Next Sundaymorning a special ded

bition. When ignorance prides itself against public confession and the distribution of the icatory service will be held at half past ten .

Prof. William Miller, of Concordia College,

the church and will not suffer reproof nor re- Lord's supper by Rev. A. Biewend , the min

pent, then divisions follow . For this reason isters conducting the new pastor to the altar. Milwaukee, Wis., will preach the dedicatory

sermon . The choir , under Prof. Zierfuss , will

St. Paul saith : " Now I beseech you , brethren , Services , which had been made most pleasant

mark them which cause divisions and offences by selections rendered by the church-choir render an appropriate selection , and Miss

contrary to thedoctrine which ye have learned , from East Boston, closed with the benediction Lizzie Kilian will sing a solo. In order to

accommodate the large congregation which is
and avoid them. For they that are such , serve by Rev. Schumm .

expected in the evening , St. Paul's church ,
not our Lord Jesus Christ , but their own belly ; After services a most substantial repast was

and by good words and fair speeches deceive furnished to all comers by the Worcester con- larger, has been kindly tendered, and there ,
Fremont and Saratoga streets , which is much

the hearts of the simple.” gregation , which was most welcome also for

this reason , that it afforded an opportunity of the General English Lutheran Conference,
at eight o'clock , Rev. F. Kuegele , president

The royal dignity of the pastoral office is for those, that had been strangers to each
will preach . Baltimore American, Aug. 7, 1889 .

to lead men to God by pure doctrine , by a other until then , to commingle and get ac

pious life and by constant intercession . God quainted. Late in the evening the Boston
Like A New Church Now.

willgive the increase according to His promise . delegation left for home, sent away with a

hearty cheer from the Worcester-people at A Lutheran Congregation goes into a Pleasant

As preaching the Word is the highest sacri- the depot. The celebration will certainly be Home.

fice wemay render God , so parents can do no remembered long by all who had the pleasure The old Brantly Baptist Church , Schroeder

better work than to devote their sons to the of attending this first installation of a Lutheran and Peirce streets , remodeled and renovated ,

work of fitting themselves for the ministry. minister in Worcester.—VIRTIL . was rededicated yesterday morning , and , in
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future, will bear the name of Emmanuel March 14th , 1872 , the younger man drinking

English Lutheran Church . The property was in the spirit of the elder and becoming, as he

purchased on June 1st by the people, who often declares , converted by him . At the Lon

will form the new congregation. It cost them STANLEY. don Missionary Conference, the Rev. David

$ 5000. Repairs were immediately begun, and Charters, of the Congo Mission , referring to

the work was not completed until last week . It is now well known that his original name a conversation between himself and Stanley ,

The little church presents a cosy appearance , was John Rowlands, and that his parents had reported the latter as saying , “ If Dr. Living

has been painted inside and out , and has been so little means that he was sent , when three stone were alive to -day I would take all the

entirely refurnished . The dedication services years old , to the poor-house of St. Asaph to honors , all the praise that men have showered
included selections by the choir, under Prof. be brought up , whence at the age of thirteen upon me, I would lay them at his feet and say ,

Zierfuss, a solo by Miss Lizzie Kilian , and a he was turned loose on the world to shift for “Here you are, old man ; they are all yours !””

sermon by Prof. William Miller. Sunday himself. He was born near Denbigh , Wales, On Stanley's return to Zanzibar he sent back

school was held in the basement in the after- in 1840 , the very year that Livingstone, aged to the lone missionary , who refused to leave

Religious services at night were held twenty-three , first entered Africa as a mis- his work though so sorely needing rest, abun

in St. Paul's German Lutheran Church , Sara- sionary. When about fourteen , he found his dant supplies of whatever he needed . Two

toga and Fremont streets , including singing way to New Orleans from Liverpool as cabin- years later , in the spring of 1874, when the

by the choir and a sermon by Rev. Frederick boy of a sailing vessel, and there a kindly mer- remains of Livingstone were carried back to

Kuegele, of Virginia. Rev. William Dall- chant , named Stanley, little knowing what he England in one of the queen's ships , for burial

mann, the pastor of the new church , is a did , adopted him . But Mr. Stanley died be- in Westminster Abbey, Stanley was one of

young man who has been in the city a little fore Henry came of age , leaving no will , and those who bore him to his grave . It was then ,

over one year . Some months ago he rented the lad was again thrown on his own resources . he tells us , that he vowed he would clear up

Cook's Hall, Schroeder street , near Baltimore , On the breaking out of the rebellion, in 1861, the mystery of the Dark Continent, find the

and held religious services every Sunday. young Stanley went into the Confederate army. real course of the great river , or , ifGod should

His congregation at that time consisted of He was taken prisoner by the Federal forces , so will,be the next martyr to the cause of geo

eight young men , but has gradually increased , and, being allowed his liberty , he volunteered graphical science .

until it now includes eighty communicants in the Federal navy , being already fond of The outlet of Lake Tankanyika was as yet

and one hundred Sunday school children . seafaring and adventure. In course of time undiscovered ; the secret sources of the Nile

The officers of the congregation are John he was promoted to be acting ensign on the were unknown , and even then the famous Vic

Singewald , president ; Lewis Briggeman, vice- ironclad Ticonderoga. When the war was over toria Nyanza was only imperfectly sketched

president; Fred Ellecamp, secretary ; Phillip his love of adventure led him to travel , and he on the maps. Discussing such matters one

Treide , treasurer , and Prof. August Miller, went to Asia Minor , saw many strange coun- day with the editor of the London Daily Tele

Sunday school superintendent. tries , wrote letters to the American news- graph , Stanley was asked whether he could

Baltimore American, August 12 , 1889 . papers , and even then was making for him- settle these questions if commissioned to go to

self a name and fame . Returning to theUnited Africa. He said : “ While I live there will be

If I survive the time reHow Methodists think to fill Germany States, he was sent by Mr. Bennett, of the something done .
How Methodists think to fill Germany NewYork Herald,toAbyssinia ,in 1868, a quired to performthe work, all shall be done.”

with their Conversion.

war having broken out between the British The proprietor of the Telegraph cabled Ben

Mr. Franson , a Swedish - American Meth- and the king of that country . Here Stanley nett , asking if he would join the new expedi

odist , has opened his conversion - rooms at got his first taste of African adventure . It was tion . “ Yes. Bennett, was the answer speed

Berlin . He publicly announced a course of not a long war ; for the British soon shut King ily flashed back under the sea , and the thing

instruction in missionary work, promising to Theodore in his fortress of Magdala, where he was determined . Stanley left England in

fully prepare young brethren and sisters ( ! ) perished by hisown hand ; but it was a strange August, 1874 , attended by only three white

within three weeks . Mr. Franson assured the campaign , and Stanley wrote an account of it, men , and at Zanzibar the party was increased

Berliners , that his method was a very success with its cruelties and its wild adventure, that by porters and others, mostly Arabs and

ful one , for his male and female evangelists roads like a romance. The very next year a blacks, to the number of 224 persons , some

of two and three weeks preparationwere doing great rebellion broke out in Spain, and Stan- of the men taking their wives with them ; and

wonders in Sweden and Finland , " where the ley wept again in the service of the New York on the 13th of November the column boldly

Gospel had not yet been preached with the Herald to report the scenesofbattle and siege . advanced into the heart of the Dark Continent,

power of the Holy Spirit.” When the war in Spain was over, in the having for its twofold object to explore the

autumn of 1869, the world was beginning to great Nile lakes and , striking the great Lua

wonder whether Dr. Livingstone, the devoted laba where Livingstone left it , to follow wher

Papacy in the Prussian Landtag.
Christian missionary and African explorer, ever it might lead . It has been rightly called

The Prussian House of Representatives de- were alive or dead. More than twenty months “ an undertaking which, for grandeur of con

had passed since his last letter was written , ception , and for sagacity, vigor and complete

clined to allowthe Roman Catholic parish and theworld began to believe hehad died in ness of execution , must ever rank among the

priests an equal amount of salaries with the the heart of the Dark Continent. James Gor- marches of the greatest generals, and the tri

Evangelical pastors. The debate broughtto donBennett, editor of the New York Herala , umphs of the greatest discoverers of history.”
,

light the fact, that the priests are paid extra
was at this time in Paris, and telegraphed Into the details of that wonderful expedition

for every mass said at the altar , whilst the

Stanley to meet him there , which, with his cus- of one thousand days , so thrillingly heroic,
pastors have a very limited incidental income.

One of the speakers quoted from the acts of his arrival he was confronted with the start- emerged at the Congo's mouth, and “ a new
tomary promptitude, he immediately did . On we can not enter. August 9th, 1877 , Stanley

the normative Tridentine Council, that the
cardinals exclaimed in open session, when the ling and wholly unexpected question : “ Will world had been discovered by a new Colum

pope was inclined to favorably listen to the you go to Africa and find Livingstone?” After hus in a canoe.”

a moment's reflection he answered , “ I will,”
request of some Catholic princes to abolish

On his return to England he found an em

and the agreement was at once concluded .
celibacy, “ Holy Father , remember, that mar

bassy from the king of the Belgians, who had

The 21st of March , 1871 , found Stanley at been planing an expedition to open' up the
ried priests love their country and therefore

become estranged to papacy !”
Zanzibar , with a caravan of 192 followers , Congo country to trade , and who wanted Stan

ready for the great expedition. On the 24th ley to take command. With great reluctance

A LUTHERAN lady of Christiania, Norway, of October at Ujiji , on the shores of Lake he undertook the management of the Inter

has given a farm and 800,000 crowns for a
Tanganyika, he first met the famous mission national Association , as the new organization

home and support for destitute women - a ary who was so powerfully to influence all of was called , and returned to Africa in 1879 ,

noble charity .
his after-life . They remained together till where he remained nearly six years , hard at

6
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work on the Congo , making roads , establish- The Reformed Presbyterian Church and to a mosque embedded in the sand . Con

ing stations, opening the way for commerce , the U.S. Constitution . tinuing his researches he has already un

and doing more than any other man to found covered nine houses and a water course . The

the Congo Free State south of the great bend " The more special and distinctive principle water course is of great value and will be used

of the Congo River , having an area of 1,508,000 of this church , the one in which she differs for irrigation . This discovery confirms the

square miles , and a population of probably from all others, is her practical protest against impression that the Sahara was once a popu

fifty millions. the secular character of the United States Con- lous land , by no means a waste or desert .

The work accomplished for civilization and stitution . Holding to the universal headship In this light the Sahara is one of the greatest

Christianity here during this period were of Christ, and that civil government is a di- memorials of the fierce wrath of God against

enough, had he done nothing else , to immor- vine ordinance, and one of the ' all things' put impenitent nations .

talize any man. In obtaining the concessions under him as the mediatorial ruler of the

of over 400 native chiefs not one shot was universe , and that to him the allegiance of all
What they say of India.

fired . It was a grand victory over barbarism nations is due , Reformed Presbyterians refuse

without the guilt of bloodshed that too often close incorporation with any governmentwhich
Throughout India there is the general im

has stained such triumphs. does not in some form recognize these prin

While Stanley was in this country, during ciples, and give them effective expression in its pression that Christianity is going to be the

the winter of 1886–1887, he was called back legislation. On examination of the United religion of the land ; also that English willbe

.
to Europe once more to take command of an States Constitution , that remarkable document

million persons in India are now studying

African expedition , the one for the rescue of is found to contain no recognition of God as

Emin Pasha. This expedition was organized the source of all legitimate civil authority, nor learned it. The kingdom of the Lord God isEnglish , besides those who have already

at Zanzibar in January, 1887 , and supplies of his law as supreme above all human laws , in this land, and the foundations are already

were shipped from there directly to the Congo nor of his Son as governor among the nations .
laid broad and deep-a good deal broader

and carried up the stream in steamers. June .. The Constitution does not recognize the

28th,with 389 officers and men, Stanley started Bible, the Christian sabbath , Christian mo- In Siam , likewise, as far as they think at all ,
and deeper than many people understand .

,
,

from Yambungo, below Falls Station , not far rality , Christian qualifications for civil officials,

from themouth of the Aruwhimi, and marched and gives no legal basis for any Christian they have the impression that Christianity is

the coming religion . Oh , how we wish that
east at the rate of ten or twelve miles a day, feature in the administration of Government.

Synodical Conference had a hand in this great
amid great opposition from the natives and ... They take the deepest interest in that re

work of turning India.
terrible sufferings due to the nature of the form movement which has for its object the

country, which consisted of gloomy and al- amendment of the United States Constitution

most impenetrableforests . When they reached in those particulars in which they consider it Irish keep shy of the Divorce - Court.

Ibwiri , 126 miles from the Albert Nyanza , defective . Indeed , they feel specially called

November 12 , the party had become reduced , to aid in its success , at whatever cost or per Whatever may be said for or against the

by desertion and death , to 174, and the most sonal sacrifice.” This account is from the Irish people , there is certainly one respect in

of those that survived were mere skeletons. “ Schaff -Herzog Encyclopedia.” It may show which they may challenge the admiration of

Here , finding food and rest , they started on us the true source of that self-constituted the world , namely , in matrimonial fidelity.

again November 24th, and in another week body of the National One Hundred, whose In the recently issued tables giving statistics

had emerged from the deadly forest which secret workingsare bringing theschool -trouble on the subject of divorce , after finding that

come so near swallowing them all up . De- upon us.
our own country leads in having granted nearly

cember 13th they sighted the Nyanza, and half a million divorces during the twenty years

soon were encamped upon its banks ; but
The Mohammedan at Home. past , I turn to the record of foreign lands to

Emin was not there , as they had hoped he find that the European nations are coming into

might be. They were too weak to march to Mohammedans in Africa can not complain competition, but, in looking against the name

Wadelai , his capital , far to the north , the na of being ignored or being allowed to sink into “ Ireland," I see that there have been eleven
tives would not let them have a boat , Stanley's

oblivion . The famous English naturalist, divorces throughout the length and breadth of

conscience would not permit him to seize one
Professor Drummond, among many others , Erin . Protestant or Catholic , in happiness or

by force, there were no trees of sufficient size
pays his res cts to them thus : abuse , the Irish continue the partnership until

to make one, and his own boat had been left

Wherever you go in Africa the followers of it is dissolved by death . — Boston Traveler.
190 miles in the rear, at Kilingo Longa, through Islam are the destroyers of peace , the breakers

the inability of the men to bring it. So there
was nothing to do but to go back for the boat. up of the patriarchal life , the dissolvers of the

family tie , while they hold the whole continent
Idolizing the Public Schools.

This was done , and in spite of Stanley's severe
under one reign of terror . They have effected

illness , which required a month's careful nurs “ The American free shool system is the best
this in virtue of one thing -- they possess fire

ing, the force , or what was left of it , was back arms; and they do it for one object , ivory and universal educator the world has everenjoyed.

again in the vicinity of the lake by the last of
slaves , for these two are one .

The slaves are
It is a strong guarantee of human liberty and

April. Here they were rejoiced to find a note
needed to buy ivory with , then more slaves

the nursery of self-government."

awaiting them from Emin , to whom rumorsof have to be stolen to carry it. So living man graph we found somewhere . The Word of

their arrival had penetrated , and who begged himself has become the commercial currency God is the best universal educator and the

them to tarry till he could make further com only one. And notwithstanding those 70 or
munications . April 28th Emin himself arrived of Africa . — Dont neglect your prayer against

80 thousand public schools in our country ,
in his steamer, and great was the rejoicing . the Pope and Turk .

The two heroes remained together until May
the universal complaint is that conscientious

25th , when Stanley , rested and re- inforced, and self-governing citizenship is sadly de

started back to Fort Bodo, where he had left the Desert of Sahara once a Populous creasing.

men and supplies. From this he pushed still Land.

farther back, hoping to meet the other half of
AMERICA's Good INFLUENCE IN TURKEY.

the expedition under Major Bartelott . But

alas ! the major had been shot , and the rear M. Tarry , one of the engineers on the The American Minister to Turkey reports to

column, thoroughly demoralized, had gone to Sahara Railroad , now being constructed by the Secretary of State that he has obtained of

pieces, believing that Stanley himself was France , reports a curious discovery of great the Grand Vizier the necessary authorization

dead, as had heen reported. Stanley , though archäological value. Coming upon a mound for the Bible House at Constantinople to print

sorely disappointed and crippled by these un- of sand he had it dug into and found a dome, in Turkish 35,000 Bible tracts, consisting of

toward events, determined to go back again

to the Nyanza by a shorter route and again which proved to be the top of a tower ; and the Psalms, the Proverbs, the four Gospels
unite with Emin .-Gospel in all Lands. digging deeper the tower proved to belong and the Acts.

>
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seems, that being a converted Hebrew it was Baltimore, Md . , August 13th, 1889.

particularly desirous that he should be sent Received , for the English Mission Church in

to the Holy Land to convert other Jews . His Baltimore , from

A “Walled Lake." application was returned with this endorse- Rev. H. Henkel, Aurora , Ind ., May, $ 2.00

2.00

ment : “ As the State Department is not an
“ F.Droegemueller ,Millwood, Kans.,

W. A. Fischer, Danbury, Conn., 3.00

One of the wonders of Iowa is the “ Walled evangelical institution , the points herein made " J. Fleckenstein , Surgeon Hall, Pa. , 2.00

3.00Lake,” about one hundred and fifty miles why the appointment should be made are not Mr. Rupright, Van Wert, 0.,
Rev. Boetticher, Mount Pulaski , Ill . , 2.00

west of Dubuque city. The lake is from two well taken. ” The gentleman's name is Den J. G. Kunz, Indianapolis , Ind., 2.00

A.C.Kuss, North Ridge, N.Y., 5.00

to three feet higher than the earth's surface. nis , and has a Papalrather than a Jewish ring.
W. Huesemann, Papillion, Nebr. , 2.00

In some places the wall is ten feet high , fif A. Hanser, Buffalo , N. Y., 1.00

F.J. Biltz, Concordia, Mo. , 4.00

teen feet wide at the bottom , and five feet on Dr. Franz Delitsch was promoted to the
Fr. Erdmann, Red Bud, Ill . , 2.00

dignified sinecure office of Lutheran canon
H. W. Querl , Toledo, O , 2.00

J. Rubel, Lakefield, Minn ., June,Another fact is the size of the stones used ( Domherr ) of the chapter of Meissen, a post
1.00

H. Nauss, Cohocton, N. Y., 2.60

in construction, the whole of them varying in of honor held by the two oldest professors of Aug. Rohrlack, Reedsburgh,Wis., 2.00

weight from three tons down to one hundred theology in the university of Leipzig.
A.C. Bauer, Steiner, Mich . , 2.00

" C. Jobst, Deer Park , Wis . , 2.00

pounds . There is an abundance of stones in " Strieter, Proviso , III . , 2.00

W. Lothmann, Akron, O., 2.00Wright county, but surrounding the lake to
TRUEBENEVOLENCE - In Montpelier , France , A. Luebkemann , Templin, Kans . , 2.00

the extent of five or ten miles there are none. " H. C. Senne , Alma, Kans. , 2.00

there died a female servant recently, who
No one can form an idea as to the means em

A. L. Rohlting, Darmstadt, Ill., 2.00

C. Schubkegel , Blue Hill , Nebr. , 9.50ployed to bring them to the spot , or who con through all her years had regularly given her
C.C. Koessel , Stewardson, Ill . , 2.00

structed it . Around the entire lake is a belt earnings , to the amount of$2000 , to the cause G. H. Kranz, Elmore , Minn . , 2.00

of French Protestant Missions . She placed " F. G. Walther, Brunswick , Mo. , 1.00

of woodland half a mile in length , composed W. A. Brauer, Appleton, Mo. , 2.00

of oak ; with this exception , the country is a
her money in a safe place .

1 A. Donner, Honey Grove , Tex . , 2.00

" A. F. A. Sallmann, Pomeroy, O. , 3.50

rolling prairie . The trees must have been
" Fr. Boesche , SpencerBrook , Minn . , 2.00

planted there at the time of the building of SOMETHING QUITE NEw. - Already two L. B. Eix, Kurtzville , Ont. , Can . , 2.00

H. Horst, Hilliards, O. , 2.00
the wall . In the spring of the year 1856 there churches of Roman Catholic denomination

F. S. Buenger, Le Mars, Iowa, 2.00

was a great storm , and the ice on the lake have, with the consent of the Archbishop of H. H. Succop, Chicago, Ill . , 2.00

J. H. Hamm , Kansas, 2.00

broke the wall in several places , and the New York , adopted congregational singing .
H. W. Wehrs, Oak Glen , Ill . , 2.00

farmers in the vicinity were obliged to repair Fr. Nuetzel , West Ely , Mo.,
3.75

Mr. C. F. Lange, St. Louis, Mo., 2.00

the damages to prevent inundation . The lake Recent Publications .
Rev. E. Meyer, Milford , Nebr. , 2.00

occupies a ground surface of two thousand Mr. Bahls, Lincoln, Nebr . , 11.40

2.00eight hundred acres ; depth of water as great EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN HYMN Book. Published Rev. Keller, Racine,Wis.,

by order of the General English Lutheran Con G. Schwankovsky, St. Louis, Mo. , 2.00

as twenty -five feet. The water is clear and ference of Missouriand other States. Baltimore, Rev. R. Jank, Nicholson, Wis. ,
2.00

1.00C. H. Proehl, Feuersville , Mo. ,
cold ; soil sandy and loamy . It is singular Md. Harry Lang, Printer. 1889. Price , single

6.00
copy, 75 cents; per dozen , $8.00 . Address, Mr. H. Tiarks , Monticello , Iowa,

that no one has been able to ascertain where
2.00Mr. Ph . C. Treide, 233 South Broadway , Bal- Rev. A. Mueller, Alma City , Minn .,

the water comes from nor where it goes , yet
2.00

timore, Md . " J.A. Friedrich ,Chattanooga,Tenn.,July ,
2.00

“ Aug. Frederking, Little Rock, Ark .,

it is always clear and fresh . .
This neatly bound volume of 630 pages contains

3.00

1. an order of public worship ; 2. antiphonies ; 3. four
J. Miller, Stuttgart, Ark . ,

Youth's Companion . hundred hymns in the order of our German hymy
$128.75

book . Two hundred and three of these hymns are

translations of our best standard German hymns by From the Congregation in Washington , D.C.:

Faith Home. accomplished and well-known translators . One hun
Mr. Holsten , .. $ .50

dred and ninety- seven of these hymns are ofEnglish
.25.00

and American origin and have been selected by the
Emmert sen. , .5.00

Worcester has a religious society called compiler with great care. Thus this book contains
" Emmert jun .1.00

the very cream of our German church -songs and the
“ Faith Home. ” The members, who number Mrs. Slater, .1.00

very marrow of what constitutes the hymnals of
Mr. Emmermann , . 2.00

a dozen only , unable to obtain spiritual satis- American churches. 4. The Augsburg Confession ;
.2.50

5. Index of first lines .
Edel ,

faction in the churches, meet every Sunday " Bitter, .1.00
This book was published by our brethren of the

" Buettner, 5.00

and study the Bible to suit themselves. They General English Conference of Missouri and other
" Dismer, ..5.00

States. In compilation, arrangement and revision
believe that they can reach perfection and an " Schlerf, 10.00

of all the hymns, and in the translation of a goodly
66 Fr. Stutz, ..10.00

equality with Christ, and thus resist death number, this hymn-book is the work of Rev. Prof.
Mrs. Albers, . 20.00

and live an eternity on earth . To do this A. Crull, of Concordia College, Fort Wayne, Ind .,
Heitmueller, 100 00

who made a free gift of his worthy labors to the Con
Mr. Anton Heitmueller, 10.00

they believe that the body must be regenerated ference in order to encourage and aid its work. A. Brauer, .... .1.00

by means of certain mental and physical prep to the singing congregation at public worship, but
This hymnal will prove very serviceable not only

" Jacob Reisinger, ..500

16 Eichmann , ..2.00

arations . They endorse faith cures , and are also for the purposes of private devotion. We are
.3.00

convinced that all who use this book will bless the
Mrs. Pflueger, .

altogether fanatics. Mr. Heider, .5.00

hands that worked it and also the hands that pub
Mrs. Heine sen ., .5.00

lished it, and wish it an ample sale wherever the
Heine jun . , .5.00

English language is spoken . Miller, .3.00

A Rail Road in the Holy Land. Mueden , .1.00

Kunell, . ...2.00

... 5.00Mr. Jno . Reisinger,
It is reported that sleepers , telegraphwire

Subscriptions Paid .
“ Wittheft , : .. 2.00

and rolling stock have already arrived in the " Geo . Willner, . 10.00

" Carl Graf, ..2.00

Holy Land for what will be the first railway H. F; Burman, Danbury, Ohio, (VII 15 to
VIII 14 $ 1.00

16 Voneiff, • .2.00

within those limits. The road is to be con- Teacher C. H. Brase, Crete, Ill . , ( VIII 4 cc) 4.00 " Bredekamp, 1.00

H. Oehlerking, Salt Creek , Ill . , ( VIII ) 1.00
Mrs. Kernwein , .1.00

structed by a Belgian company under a con- Teacher H.Albers ,Goodenow , Iiì., (VÚ.VIII) 2.00
Keller, .2.00

2.00cession from the Sultan, and will run from F. Barger, New Hope, Va . , (VII. VIII) Mr. Preinkert, 5.00

Miss E. Hall , Waynesboro, Va . , (VIII) 1.00
" Prinshorn , .5.00

Jerusalem to Jaffa . This will give the old J. Dooms, Dooms' Station,Va.,( VI.VII.VIII) 3.00 " Fr. Rohde,
.5.00

2.00country a modern face , but it will not be H. Dreyer, Cumberland, Md . , ( VII. VIII) Mrs. Charlotte Heitmueller, ... 1.00

pleasant news to such as cleave to the vain W.H.Otto, New Haven, Mo., (VIII 6 to IX 5 ) 1.00

Rev.J.G. Haefner, Inglefield, Ind ., (VIII 2 cc) 2.00 $271.00
2.00

idea of a restoration of Jewry to its lost estate. Rev.J. F. Rubel, Lakefield , Minn ., (VII.VIII)

C. Mohr, Monroe , Mich ., (VIII. IX )
2.00

God bless the gifts and the kind givers, and God

cheer the brethren for their cheering letters. Other
J. Robinson , Percival , Iowa, ( VIII 6 to IX 5) 1.00

Rev.J. Loeschen, Meredosia , Il., ( V.VI.VII) 3.00
It is stated that a gentleman at Dayton, Mrs. M.Wiese, Council Bluffs, Iowa, (VIII)

sums, sent to us in care of Mr. Spilman , have been,

1.00
and will be, acknowledged in the " Lutheraner."

Ohio , claiming to be a converted Jew , recently Rev. M. Adam ,West Point, Nebr., (VÌII ) 1.00
WM . DALLMANN ,

Pastor Emmanuel Lutheran Church.made application to be appointed United Geo . H. Balster, Scotch Grove, Iowa,(VIII) 1.00

Rev.W. Kistemann, Florence, Wis., (VIII) 1.00

States Consul at Jerusalem . Ilis plea was , it Geo. Pfeiffer, Philadelphia, Pa . , (VIII) 1.00 CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .

" Hirth ,

66
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diligent in his calling, and should not attempt Neither had the Corinthians obtained their

to dabble in things for which he is neither spiritual gifts by their own exertions and re

qualified nor called . This is easily illustrated searches ; for they walked in the worship of

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . by two men having bodily defects , the one idols and did not seek after the true God ; but

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE blind , the other lame . If the blind undertakes while they were walking in idolatry Paul came

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
to show the way to the lame and the lame to Corinth , preaching Christ, and through his

wants to support the steps of the blind they preaching the Holy Ghost enlightened their

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
will not make much headway ; but if the blind hearts, converted them to God and adorned

supports the lame and the lame directs the them with his gifts . If the converts from

X. Sunday after Trinity. blind which way to go the twowill shift along Jewry had no reason to boast , much less had

1 Cor . 12 , 1-11 . well . If the more gifted and educated are the Corinthians ; for these had been heathens .

arrogant, selfishly seeking their own advan- Yet the Corinthians might perhaps have said ,

BELOVED IN THE.LORD : ~ It has been said by tage , and the less gifted and illiterate nourish they had indeed been heathens and the gifts

freethinkers , that all men are born equal, but envy and spitefulness, that is of evil and must they now possessed they had received of God,

it is one of those sayings by which the infidels lead to evil ; but if each in his station moves, but they had obtained them , because they had

demonstrate the truth of what St. Paul writes : contented and using his gifts for his own good not done so wickedly as many others who re

" Professing themselves to be wise , they be- and the good of others , then state and society jected and blasphemed Christ , but they had

came fools . ” It is , of course , true that in will fare prosperously. conducted themselves better , had received and

some respects all men are born alike , even as Now similar as with the natural gifts of the glorified Christ and therefore had obtained

it is also true that in some respects all men mind it is also with the spiritual gifts of the gifts . Now if , indeed , the Corinthians had ob

die alike . Herein are all born alike that Christians. Of these St. Paul treats in to- tained the spiritual gifts because of some act or

man brings any money into this world , and day's text. Permit me yet to speak of : merit of theirs , or because of their good behav

herein all die alike that no man carries any THE SPIRITUAL GIFTS OF THE CHRISTIANS, ior , then they would certainly have had reason

money out of this world . Nevertheless the
showing

to pride themselves in their gifts, and those

saying that all men are born equal is most I. whence they come, having more or greater gifts could justly have

glaringly untrue . We all know that one is boasted towards those having less , arguing

II . what they are , and

born white , another black ; one sickly , another
III . how they are to be used.

that they had conducted themselves better and

healthy ; one heir to a plantation , another heir therefore had received more. But in this text

to a beggar's staff. Also the diversity and
I. Paul cuts off all boasting of better behavior ;

multiplicity of mental gifts demonstrates it The object of the apostle in this textwas to for so he continues : “ Wherefore I give you to

that men are not born equal, but very unequal. instruct the Corinthians as to spiritual gifts ; understand , that no man speaking by the Spirit

One has by nature strong powers of mind , for so he begins : “ Now concerning spiritual of God calleth Jesus accursed : and that no man

another is born meagerly gifted . Observe gifts, brethren, Iwould not have you ignorant.” can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy|

small children and you will find that one learns The reason why Paul found it necessary in his Ghost.” As little as one cursing Jesus can be
its letters with ease , whilst to another it is a first letter to the Corinthians to treat also of speaking by the Spirit of God , —the Spirit of

tedious and difficult task . One has a knack spiritual gifts was , because on this account God glorifies Jesus and can not curse Him— ,
for one thing , another for something else . there were envyings and disputings amongst even so little can any one say : " Jesus is the

One is by nature so endowed that he will make them which threatened to work much harm to Lord,” except he do it by the power of the

a good mechanic , but a poor schoolmaster ; the church . Therefore Paul desired to show Holy Ghost. Do not thousands who are not

another will make a good musician , but a poor to them that there was no cause either for temples of the Holy Ghost call Jesus the Lord ?
artist. There is a great variety of natural pride or envy, because each had his particular So indeed all hypocrites and sham Christians

gifts. No man is gifted in every respect , and gifts not of himself, butofGod, and this Paul do , but we must mark how the apostle uses

no man is denied all gifts . demonstrates to them by reminding them of the word “ say.” He does of course not mean

Why doesGod not have all men born equal ? what they had been before their conversion to saying it with tongue and lips only , he means
why does He give such a diversity of gifts ? Christ, writing : “ Ye know that ye were Gen- saying it in spirit and in truth , with heart and

Very evidently for the welfare and prosperity tiles, carried away unto these dumb idols, even soul. A profession with tongue and lips any

of state and society . In a state there are as ye were led .” The Corinthians were of heathen can make, but with a free conviction

many places to fill. Theremust be lawgivers, Gentile descent. They had been born in of the soul and a full persuasion of the heart
officers, teachers , farmers , mechanics, mer- heathenism and had been reared in idolatry . to say : " I believe that Jesus Christ is my

chants; and God endows men with a variety As heathens they walked after the lusts of Lord , who has redeemed me , a lost and con

of gifts that all stations may be filled and may their own heart and worshiped idols as they demned creature , purchased and won me from
be filled with qualified and competent men . had been taught by their parents and were led all sins , from death and from the power of the

What, therefore , must be the right use of to do by pagan priests . Of this Paulreminds devil,” to say this with full persuasion of

the various gifts which men possess ? Cer- them and indirectly asks them : What spir- the heart, such no man can do , except the

tainly not this that the more gifted should be itual gifts had ye at that time ? and theywere Holy Ghost work it in him ; for clear and

proud and should despise the less gifted ; or obliged to answer : None. So Paul brings strong are the apostle's words : “ Noman can

that the less gifted should envy and hate the it home to them that they had no cause for say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Iloly

more gifted ; but God gives manifold gifts pride or envy , because they had all been Ghost."Ghost .” If we have spiritual gifts we have

and divides them variously that they should heathen and had not obtained these gifts from them ofGod,and they are indeed gifts , neither
serve for the common good. Each one should their idols ; for these were wood and stone won , nor earned , nor deserved . This the

cultivate the gifts which he has and should be and could neither speak, nor hear , nor give . I apostle directly declares , saying : “ It is the

6
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same God which worketh all in all; ” and please God,” says the epistle to the Hebrews. overlook and which no one notices in him ,

again : " All these worketh that one and the Of these ordinary gifts St. Paul is here not but before God it is something great. We

selfsame Spirit, dividing to every man severally directly speaking. The miraculous or extra- should therefore rest satisfied with what Paul

as he will.” When Paul says , the Spirit di- ordinary gifts were given for the planting of here says : " All these worketh that one and the

vides the gifts as He will, he describes them the Christian church . Of these Paul mentions selfsame Spirit , dividing to every man severally

as free gifts which the Spirit is not bound to quite a number, writing : “ To one is given by as he will,” and His will is surely not evil ;

give , but which He bestows of His own good the Spirit the word ofwisdom ; to another the for He wills both the welfare and prosperity

pleasure . If we had obtained the spiritual word of knowledge by the same Spirit; to an- of the whole church and the good of every

gifts because of our conduct and good be- other faith by the same Spirit ; to another the individual Christian , and He deals accord

havior, they would no more be free gifts , be- gifts of healing by the same Spirit ; to another ingly , giving to each that gift which is best

stowed by the Spirit as He will . Possessing the working of miracles ; to another prophecy ; for himself and which he can best use for the

the gifts of the Spirit let us never forget from to another discerning of spirits ; to another di- common good ; for so St. Paul writes to the

whom we have them , that they are gifts be- vers kinds of tongues ; to another the inter- Ephesians: “ Ye are built upon the founda

stowed on us gratis by the mercy of the Lord , pretation of tongues.” These were extraordi- tion of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ

as Paul writes : “ Who maketh thee to differ nary gifts given in the time of the apostles . himself being the chief corner stone'; in whom

from another ? and what hast thou that thou Special gifts we may call those which both in all the building fitly framed together groweth

didst not receive ? now if thou didst receive former and present times were and are given unto a holy temple in the Lord : in whom ye

it , why dost thou glory, as if thou hadst not to individuals. One has the special gift power- also are builded together for a babitation of

received it ? " fully to expound the Scriptures, another the God through the Spirit.” Instead of think

It might be said : The Corinthians indeed special gift to defend the truth and to con- ing ourselves above others who received less ,

received the spiritual gifts purely through the vince gainsayers, another to deal comfortingly or envying those who received more, we should

Gospel , because they were of heathen de- with the broken -hearted , the poor and needy ; rather diligently use those gifts which wehave

scent, but to our children they belong , because one has the peculiar gift to judge of doctrines , received , remembering that unto our salva

of their birth from Christian parents . To es- whether they are true or false , another to dis- tion these special gifts are not necessary. Nec

tablish this opinion the words of Peter are tinguish the spirits whether they are of God essary unto salvation is only justifying faith,

frequently quoted when he says in his Pente- or of the devil, and the like . These special and these special gifts are given for the good

cost sermon : “ The promise is unto you , and gifts also the HolyGost divides “ to every man of the individual Christian , the extension of

to your children, and to all that are afar off, severally as he will.” The Spirit does not Christ's vineyard and the edifying of His body.

even as many as the Lord our God shall call.” give all gifts to one man , neither does He So the special gifts of the Spirit are given

But to conclude that the promise belongs to give to all the same gift , nor does He skip for use and not to be left unused , " to profit

the children by virtue of their birth from any Christian, He will endow every one with withal,” and not to let them rust profitless.

Christian parents, rests on a misconstruction some special gift even though it may not be In the parable of the entrusted talents the

of the words . Peter does not say , the prom- known to man. When the Holy Ghost has lord said unto that servant who had received

ise belongs to the children because the parents converted a soul He dwells in it and He will five talents and with them had gained other

are believers , he places all three on the same adorn His dwelling with His gifts , and, in- five talents : “ Well done , thou good and faith

level saying : To you , to your children and to deed, as there is a great variety of natural ful servant,” but unto the servant who had

all afar off. In the same manner as the prom- gifts , so there is also a great diversity of received one talent and had buried it in the

ise was to those Jews to whom Peter was spiritual gifts , as the text clearly shows. What earth his lord said : “ Thou wicked and sloth

speaking, it was also to their children after is the right use of these gifts ? ful servant, thou oughtest to have given my

them and to the far off heathens, but not with money to the exchangers , and then at my

one syllable does Peter say , their children
III.

coming I should have received mine own with

would inherit the promise in their natural The special gifts of the Spirit are used usury. Take therefore the talent from him ,

birth . The children of Christians have , in- rightly if they are used for the purpose for and give it unto him which hath ten talents.”

deed , great advantages over the children of which they are given. Now St. Paul says : Is not that hard ? The man has only one

heathens, for the heathens teach their chil- “ The manifestation of the Spirit is given to talent and even this is to be taken from him

dren to worship idols and Christian parents every man to profit withal.” The gifts of the and to be given unto him who already has ten

rear their children in the nurture and admoni- Spirit are given for the common good of the talents? Well , Friend, if you give a man a

tion of the Lord ; but in natural birth the church and the edification and profit of the dollar for use, but he lays itaway, making no

children inherit only what also the parents individual members . So the special gifts of use of it , is it not better to demand back the

have by nature , they are born flesh of the the Spirit are not given to take pride in them dollar and to give it to a man who will make

flesh , God's grace and faith in Christ are not and to boast towards others . Because there use of it ? The gifts which we have received

obtained through the carnal birth , and if the is a variety of special gifts some are more we should use and should not let them lie idle.

children are to have the spiritual gifts, they profitable and some make more show than O what can I do, poor creature as I am ?

must receive them as did their parents through others. The gift to take a leading part in the Friend , have you received a little gift of the

the ordained means . Ye parents, early bring governing of the church is something more Spirit? I tell you ,it is a power ; for the Holy

your infants to baptism that , after being born showy than the gift with quiet resignation to Ghost is Omnipotence and what He gives is a

physically, they may be born spiritually and bear a family cross. Now he having greater power. Have you received the gift of prayer ?,

obtain the gifts of the Spirit. or more showy gifts must of course not deny Use it , it is a power ; for St. James writes:

having such gifts , he is to use them for the “ The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous
II .

benefit of the church, but he must guard man availeth much.” Have you a small gift

What are the gifts of the Spirit ? For the against pride, as Paul exhorts : " Be not high- of the Spirit ? Despise it not, use it and re

sake of clearness we may divide the gifts minded, but fear,” and he who has received member that by small things God accomplishes

which the Holy Ghost gives into these three smaller or less showy gifts must not envy an- great works . By Moses' staff Hedivided the

classes : the common , the miraculous and the other, neither murmur, because of not having waters of the Red Sea.

special. The common gifts of the Spirit are received more , and should remember that the the ocean . What an insignificant thing is a

those which all Christians have and without smallest member is of the body and is neces snow flake, yet God uses snow flakes to cover

which no one can be a Christian : faith , hope, sary aswell as the most prominent. In these the face of the earth . Have you received a

love . These gifts all the children of God things we short - sighted mortals are generally small gift of the Spirit ? Use it. Not as

possess in a higher or less degree. The one's very poor judges. One Christian may possess though you must be saved thereby ; you are
faith is a burning fire, another's a smoking a gift which before men is accounted some- saved by Christ and His merits appropriated

flax, but every child of God has justifying thing great , but before God it is a small through faith ; use it untothe common good ,
faith ; for without faith it is impossible to matter, another may have a gift which men because it is given to profit withal.” Amen.

1
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people saved ? The answer is : through faith premises being false , the conclusion reached

and baptism , by believing in Christ and by must necessarily be false .also. “ Some hold

being baptized in the name of the Triune God , that as the sin of Adam was transmitted to

as Christ Himself most explicitly states , say- the whole race , that it is necessary for infants

Infant Baptism defended against the ing in the last chapter of Mark : “ He that to be baptized in order to be saved . Wesley

Campbellites. believeth and is baptized shall be saved.” In held to this doctrine ; but the enlightened sense

this manner and in none other a person may and knowledge of this time revolts against

Criticism of a Discourse on this Subject.
be saved or come to Christ , which is the same such a brutal and inhuman doctrine. If this

thing . This is the road to salvation pointed were true,” he means to say : " if it were true ,

The sect of the Campbellites may be regarded out to us in the Scriptures. Aside from this that the sin of Adam was transmitted to the

as a subdivision of the Baptist Denomination. one road there is none other. This road to entire human race , if it were true, that there

The Campbellites also call themselves “ Dis- salvation is alwaysmeant and implicitly under- was anything like original sin , and that for

ciples of Christ,” and “ Christians. ” The stood in the Scriptures, when they speak of this reason it was necessary for infants to be

founders of this sect , Thomas and Alexander the fact of salvation ,withoutmaking particular baptized in order to be saved , if this were

Campbell , about A. D. 1810 preached in the mention of the manner in which salvation is true, the words of Jesus were false ; for He

states of Pennsylvania, Ohio and Virginia , secured . The words of our Lord : " Suffer says : “Suffer little children to come unto Me

affecting the role of reformers and rejecting little children to come unto Me,” prove the and forbid them not , for of such is the king

all church symbols. After an organization necessity of infant baptism , insofar as they dom of heaven .” ” The man who can speak

had been effected, the Campbellites united say , that children should come to Christ and thus in the face of an open Bible must be set

with the Baptists , which union was again dis- be saved , which implies that they are away down as one guilty of the rankest blasphemy

rupted in 1827 . Ever since that time the from Christ and salvation , and insofar as the and possessed of the Evil Spirit, and must be

Campbellites have existed as a separate sect only manner of coming to Christ and salvation shunned and avoided by every true Christian .

or subdivision of the Baptist Church. It is is through faith and baptism . II . R.

difficult to form a correct idea of their teach- “ Nor in all the teachings of Christ, or of the

ings as they have no confession setting forth apostle , or of the church for more than two
Against Profanity .

the peculiarities of their belief. A minister centuries is there to be found one word relative

of a Campbellite church in Denver , Colo . , to infant baptism ... it is without foundation -Thou shalt not takethe name of the Lord thy God

which prefers to be known by the less appro- whatever in the word of God .”
The man in vain ; for the Lord will not hold him guiltless

that taketh his name in vain . ” Exodus 20, 7 .

priate name of “ Central Christian Church, ” that spoke thus will , we have no doubt, admit

in the evening of August 25th delivered a that a teaching of Christ is contained in the From a secular paper I clip the following

discourse on " Infant Baptism ,” which was words John 3 , 5. , " Except a man,” or as it item , titled : " A Strange Case,” which may

published in the Rocky Mountain News the might be translated more correctly and less be of someinterest to readers ofthe WITNESS .

following morning. It fairly teems with mis- liable to be misunderstood : “ Except that a
Here it is :

About a hundred miles below Abbeville werepresentations and false logic . person be born of water and of the Spirit, he

Before presenting formally his subject to can not enter into the kingdom of God .” But passed Burcket's ferry . Standing on the bank.

his audience the Campbellite minister says : it might be said : " How can these words be of the stream was an old man with a long gray
“ I believe that Luther was raised up as an adduced as proof for the correctness of the beard . He supported himself with a stick and

instrumentality under God to dispelthe clouds doctrine concerning infant baptism ? Christ was trembling in every limb.
.

and mists which had gathered around the does not say in particular : ' Except that an " You see that old man,” said the captain ;

Church, and that it was his mission to lead infant be born, etc. ”” No, it is true, Hedoes his right arm and tongue are paralyzed .'

the church back , in a great measure, to the not. Nor does He say in particular : “ Except The story is a sad one and a lesson to men

primitive truths of the gospel as it is in our thatan adult person be born again , etc.” Now who are extravagant in their words. The old
Lord Jesus Christ. ” We Lutherans believe if the conclusion , that for the reason because man had been running this ferry for many

a little different concerning Luther . We be- infants are not particularly mentioned in this years, but he runs it no longer. About a

lieve that Luther was instrumental in the passage, it does not teach infant baptism , is year ago he was a strong and vigorous man.

hands of the Most High in dispelling all the correct and valid , then the conclusion that He was fond of deer hunting and always left

clouds and mists which had gathered around because adults are not particularly mentioned
a born at the ferry to be blown when any one

the church and in leading back the church to in this passage it does not teach baptism of desired to cross. He was on a deer hunt a

all the truths of the precious gospel. Such adults, must also be regarded as valid and year ago . The dogs were in the heat of the

belief of ours is not without foundation , and correct. The truth regarding this passage is , chase , and hewas thoroughly enthused, when

we will cling to it , so long as the reverse has that Christ, when speaking of the personswho suddenly the sound of a horn called him to

not clearly been proven to be a fact. It has are to receive baptism , makes use of the most duty . He wheeled around to return to the

not yet been done . general term in the Greek language He could ferry , leaving the dogs to run the race out,

“ I hold,” the reverend gentleman says a find ,thus teaching the necessity unto salvation and with an oath said :

little further on , “ that it ” ' ( namely religion ) of baptism for all persons regardless of age, 66If I don't give up that ferry I hope to

" should be regarded and studied only as it color, or nationality. be paralyzed .'

was given by Christ himself and through His Another sweeping statement in the sermon
“ As he uttered the words his right arm fell

inspired apostles and teachers,” to which we referred to is this one : “ Children are not lifeless to his side and his tongue refused to

cheerfully say : Amen ! A few more remarks able to believe - even those who favor infant articulate . He was paralyzed . The tide is

follow , and then the subject of thediscourse baptism admit this and are placed upon record going out and has left that old wreck on the
is announced as being Infant Baptism . The to that effect— " ( the man seems never to shore, the result of a hasty oath .” — Atlanta

preacher starts out thus : “ Suffer little chil have read what Christ says Matth . 18 , 6 nor
Constitution . J. J. WALKER,

dren to come unto Me and forbid them not , to have seen a Catechism of the Lutheran

for of such is the kingdom of heaven .” In Church ) " and further there is no command THE AFRICA SOCIETY. —The “ Africa So

all candor and seriousness I can not find in for infant baptism ” ( no more and no less than ciety ” of German Catholics for the suppres

those words one single intimation of baptism there is a command for the baptism of adults ) sion of slavery numbers 250 branches, which

of any sort. It,” namely this passage, " does snor is there any example in the New Testa- collected $ 30,000 in one month . But we have

not indicate anything pertaining to baptism or ment,” (which statement may easily be dis- read the statement that the secret ohject, the

any rites of the church whatever.” Strange proven by referring to such passages of the true object of this society is the restoration

words, these, indeed ! It must be admitted New Testament in which the baptism of entire of the Pope's temporal power, which means

that coming unto Christ is equivalent to being families is recorded ) “ therefore it must have the re- establishment of slavery of kingdoms
saved.

Now , in what manner, or , how are had its origin after the apostolic day .” The and commonwealths.

>
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True, such men as do not begin in the name We shall find Him to be most happy

of the Lord, often succeed in great undertak- that hath most of Wisdom and least

ings ; but whence does it occur , that on the of the World.

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.-- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt. other hand they will often not be successful

even in small matters in spite of all means and Our readers will not neglect to read the fol

The LUTAERAN WITNESS is published on the
and 21st in spite of all their endeavors and persistency ? lowing paragraph . It contains a good deal of

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers, Thence, because where God wills , everything wisdom . It has come to us all the way across

changes of addresses and all other business communications prospers ; but where God wills not , nothing, the ocean and was written as far back as the

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str.,

St. Louis, Mo. Au communications for the editorial de nothing may prosper. Many a tyrant hath beginning of the seventeenth century .

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str ., for a long while , in defiance of God , devas- “ He that enjoys a great portion of this
Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or tated flourishing countries and punished de- world , hath most commonly the allay ofsome

draft is at the risk of the sender. fenceless peoples ; then it seemed as though great cross, which , although sometimes God

he might defy God ; but finally all his plans designs in mercy to wean his affections from
Entered at the Post Odice at St. Louis , Mo. , As Second

often were frustrated for ever by a small ob- the world , and for the abstracting them from

stacle and he was hurled down from the throne sordid adherences, to make his eyes like stars ,

ST. LOUIS, MO., September 7, 1889. of his human glory. Why ? Because God would to fix them in the orbs of heaven and the re

no longer use him as His rod against men ; gions of felicity : yet they are an inseparable

Everything, everything is subjected to because God finally said unto him : " Hither- appendant and condition of humanity. Solo

God's All-Powerful Direction to shalt thou come , but no further : and here mon observed the vanity of some persons that

or, shall thy proud waves be stayed." There- heaped up great riches for their heirs, and yet

" Except theLord build the house, they labour fore as the sower will not prosper in his sow- ' knew not whether a wise man or a fool should

in vain that build it." Psalm 127 , 1. ing , in his planting , in his digging and plough- possess them ; this is a great evil under the

ing , unless God give the increase , thus also the sun .' And if we observe the great afflictions

Many works are begun in this world with architect will not prosper in laying his foun- many times God permits in great families , as

out confidence in the help of the Lord , and dation , in his masonry and carpenterwork , un- discontent in marriages , the perpetual sick

they are accomplished . In bold self-reliance less the Lord be with him and grant progress ness , fulness of diet , fear of dying , the abuse

men lay the foundations of great cities , and unto his undertaking , and success to his work. of flatterers , the trouble and noise of com

these cities are reared ; in bold self-reliance “ Except the Lord build the house, they la- pany, the tedious officiousness of impertinent

men go into battle , and they achieve the vic - bour in vain that build it." Walther, 1841. and ceremonious visits , the declension of es

tory ; in bold self -reliance men go forth to tate , the sadness of spirit , the notoriousness

conquer countries and peoples, and countries of those dishonors which the meanness of lower

and peoples are conquered and subdued .
We are more sottish than the Trojans.

than the Trojans. persons conceals , but their eminency makes as

Now if such great works are begun without visible as the spots in the moons face : we shall

God , and yet accomplished , should it then still Ancient poets tell us of the city of Troy in find him to be most happy that hath most of

be necessary to call on God when we make Asia Minor, some twelve hundred wisdom and least of the world , because he
beforeyears

ready to undertake the building of such a the birth of Christ. The city was besieged only hath the least danger and the most se
small edifice as our church will be ? Yes in- ten long years and finally destroyed by the curity .”

deed , my brethren ! Though many and great Greeks, because its walls sheltered a beauti

things are accomplished by men , who do not ful but untrue woman. This woman's name

invoke the divine blessing on their work , yet was Helena. She had been the wife of a Dedicatory Prayer.

nothing is done without God's holy provi- Greek king, but suffered herself to be car

dence, nothing without the direction of His ried away by a Trojan prince , by the name of

omnipotence and infinite wisdom . All those Paris. In order to avenge this sin and great

great works of art and science in this time of
wrong the Greeks made dreadful war against Let us pray : - Triune God , Father , Son ,-

decay , which we admire as the great works of Troy and finally razed it to the ground.Now and Holy Ghost, in Thyname have we entered

men, are in fact nothing else than the works of concerning this Helena we read in a sermon this house and to Thy name be it consecrated .

the hand of divine omnipotence . Human skill of a great preacher : " Althoughi Homer was We thank Thee for Thy goodness that Thou

buildshuge vessels , and therein we carelessly pleased to compliment the beauty of Helena hast given us this house of worship , that

sail across the boundless ocean , but it is God , to such a height as to say , Iliad III , 156 , ' It Thou hast bestowed upon us friends who
who carries the vessel or lets it sink ; who sus was a sufficient price for all the evils which have bountifully aided us , and that we may

tains it or destroysitby His storm and waves ; the Greeks and Trojans suffered in ten years ; " to -day dedicate this edifice to Thy service.
the success of all skill rests in the hand of the

yet it was a more reasonable conjecture of
We pray Thee , O Lord and Heavenly Father,

Lord. Men decree upon war or peace and Herodotus , that, during the ten years ' siege to fulfill in regard to this place of worship the

do not consult God therein ; but Scripture of Troy , Helena, for whom the Greeks fought, word which Thou hastspoken to Thyanointed :
saith : “ The Lord looketh from heaven ; he was in Egypt, not in the city ; because it “ I have heard thy prayer and thy supplica

beholdeth all the sins of men. From the place was unimaginable but the Trojanswould have tion that thou hast made before me : I have

of his habitation he looketh upon all the in- thrown her over the walls rather than, for the hallowed this house which thou hast built, to
habitants of the earth .

He fashioneth their sake of such a trifle, have endured so great put my name there forever ; and mine eyes

hearts alike ; he considereth alltheir works.” calamities. We are more sottish than the Tro- and my heart shall be there perpetually."

God accordingly directs all things invisibly to jans , if we retain our Helena , any one beloved O most merciful God , deal not with us after

suit Himself. He sends upon peoples peace lust, a painted devil , any sugаred temptation, our sins , nor reward us according to our
.

as He does the refreshing dew upon our fields, with the certaintyof having such horrid mis iniquities,but let salvation come to this house ,
and war as He doesdestructive tempests upon eries, such invaluablelosses aswe shall incur We pray Thee to preserve it from false and
our pastures. Without a prayer to God man when for the purchase of a little, trifling por- pernicious doctrine, from all calamity by fire

ascends up to bewildering heights and therein tion of the world , we come into the place and and water , from bail and tempest. Let it be
trusts only in his courage and in the natural

state of eternal torment. ”
a house where the sweet Gospel of Christ

presence of his mind, but it is God who alone Jesus is forever made known , a dwelling-place

sustains invisibly the bold man . Nothing , of Thy grace , a habitation of believers for the

nothing happens by chance ; nothing in com- The greatest punishment which God in praise and adoration of Thy name , a temple

pliance to the impotent will of man ; every- flicts , is when He no longer punishes but lets of Thy glory and Thy most gracious presence,

thing, everything is subjected to God's all- men live after their own mind to suit them- a court of heaven where Thy angelic hosts

powerful direction . selves . rejoice over the repentance of poor sinners .

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

BY PROF . WM . MILLER .
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O Lord God , bless all those who by word secret combinations and consider them detri- place God's Holy Bible on the level with the

and deed have aided us in the purchase of mental to the best interest of the church and Mohammedan Koran ; that they offer to re

this Thy dwelling-place . Especially we ask the government of the United States . We generate and purify Christ-rejecting Jews,

of Thee to give unto us and our children Thy are especially opposed to the Freemasonry licentiousMohammedans, Chinese , and Turks,

grace and spirit that we may at all times because we consider it to be the mother of all without a change in their religious views as

appreciate the preaching of Thy most holy the others, and in view of its hypocriticalpre- ungodly practices ; that thousands of minis

Word in this Thy abode. We pray Thee to tensions concealed under the dark mantle of ters and lay members belonging to orthodox

be with our pastor in the fulfillment of his bloody diabolical oaths . Freemasonry pro- churches are connected with this stupendous

duties and make us not hearers only , but fesses to be a charitable institution so much soul delusive fraud .

doers also of Thy word . Grant that our youth so that Mr. Morris says : The broad and " Resolved , 1. That we will not knowingly

may be raised in the nurture and admonition angelic spirit of charity enforced in the 13th invite Freemason ministers to occupy our pul

of the Lord. Let parents hasten with their chapter of I. Corinthians is agreeable to the pits. 2. Thatwe recommend that the mem

new-born children to this baptismal font, so Masonic theory- Morris ' dictionary of Free- bers of this conference more thoroughly inform

that their children may be washed from their masonry , page 55 . A careful consideration themselves on the evils of secret societies , and

sins and cleansed from their iniquities. Let of this broad and angelic charity so agreeable preach more frequently against them . 3. That

not such be found among us as are despisers to the 13th chapter of I. Corinthians will re we rejoice in the exposure and downfall of the

of the Holy Supper ; but let all that would veal to any candid mind that it is all an un- Clan-na-Gael , brought on by the murder of

partake of the Sacrament be truly worthy and holy pretense . This is manifest in that a Dr. Cronin, of Chicago.”

well prepared . Send Thy blessing upon all large majority of those who are most likely to

that are joined in holy wedlock at this altar. need the protection and aid that Freemasonry

Comfort all mourners that come to this Thy offers are purposely and deliberately forbid- German Lutherans object vigorously to

house for consolation . den to enter the limits of its charity. We are
Compulsory School Laws.

Thou most faithful Lord , thou God of our driven to the unavoidable conclusion that any

fathers , take not away from this place of wor- institution that would blackball our mothers, A Matter of Religion — They expect their Children to be

ship Thy most holy presence . wives, sisters , and daughters from its pro- come Americanized, but want to preserve their Church

Lord Jesus Christ , with us abide , tection and aid ; that would reject humanity
from Un -Christian Influences - Will Resist

if Necessary .

For round us falls the even - tide ; under all circumstances of life under twenty

Nor let Thy Word, that heavenly light one years of age ; that would exclude from its
BALTIMORE, Aug. 18. - Two subjects of im

For us be ever veiled in night. precincts the diseased , the crippled, and the
In these last days of sore distress aged, is utterly unworthy of the name of portance to German-Americans have been dis

cussed at the conference of the Eastern Dis

Grant us , dear Lord, true steadfastness, charity. An institution professing benevo
trict of the Missouri German Lutheran Synod

That pure we keep-till life is spent- lence, requiring its solicitors to bow three here this week. One was the position of the

Thy holy Word and Sacrament. times at its altar and swear before an open Church regarding the compulsory school laws

Bible to ever conceal and never reveal its
And Thou , most Holy Spirit, who hast recently adopted by the states of Illinois and

called us by theGospel, enlightenus with secrets under no less penalty than having Wisconsin, and the other the duty ofGerman

Thy gifts, sanctify us ,andkeep us in the their throats cut,theirtongues torn out by the Americans as toChurchandpolitics. The

true faith .
roots , their breasts torn open and their hearts

Rev. H. C. Schwan , President of the Synod ,

O Triune God , let us dwell in Thy house plucked out,and their bodies severed in twain ,
yesterday stated the position taken by the

forever, and finally lead us into the lovely and their bowels taken from them and
burnt

|General and State Synods on these questions

mansions of the heavenly Jerusalem for which to ashes , must necessarily be diabolical and
as follows :

our soul longeth , that we may there extremely selfish . Charity wrung from an in Resolutions have been adopted declaring
stitution by such horrible oaths , taking human that it is the natural right of the parents to

-join the hosts that cry ,

life as security against their violation, is in take care of the education of their children .
“ Holy art Thou, O Lord most High !”

fact no charity at all . Is this like unto the

And see Thy face , O Lord of might,

'Mid endless joy and blissful light.

broad and angelic clarity enforced in the suitable schools for their children . If parents
broad and angelic charity enforcedin the Byreason of this, they have the right to select

13th chapter of I. Corinthians? We emphat- neglect their duty , the State has the right to
All this, O Lord, Heavenly Father, Thou ically answer, ' No. '

wouldest grant unto us through Jesus Christ,
compel them to fulfill this duty ; but if the

" That Freemasonry is a system of religion State assumes this right without being com

who liveth and reigneth with Thee and the no well-informed Mason will conscientiously pelled to do so , it infringes the natural right

Holy Ghost, ever one God , world without deny. In speaking of initiation Mr. Mackey of the parents. The State violates the Con

end . Amen .
says: Applied to symbolism it is to remind stitution when it prohibits the guaranteed re“

the candidate of his ignorance, which Masonry ligious liberty, as it compels the parents to

is to enlighten ; of his evil nature , which Ma- send their children into schools in which the

sonry is to purify ; of the world in whose ob

scurity he has been wandering and from which teachings are not always in accordance with

The Powerful Testimony of the Free Masonry is to secure him . It represents all their own religious faith. The Synod for that
'

reason will advise its members to support such
Methodists against Freemasonry. outside of its doors as in a state of sin , help

candidates only as will vote for a withdrawal
lessness , and ignorance. It promises by ini

of these laws .

By the kindness of Bro . Wambsganss , of tiation to turn them by a new and spiritual

Cleveland , O. , we are able to give our readers birth from darkness to light, from bondage

a report of the action taken by Free Method to liberty , from death to life , and from sin to To accomplish this a commission is to be

ists in their recent convention against lodgery . purity—to preserve them in this state and by appointed whose members will see that these

Masonry and in fact all secret combinations a mystical ladder transfer them to the grand resolutions be carried out and shall report

of its kind , have their true character shown celestial lodge above . Hence what the Holy from time to time. The commission shall in

and are boldly opposed as diabolical and un- Spirit does for man through the blood of Jesus quire into the character of all candidates and

charitable. Here is the report as given in the Christ , Freemasonry promises to do by initia- their position in regard to the school laws ,

Cleveland News and Herald : tion . What blasphemy, especially when we and a special fund is to be established out of

A report and series of resolutions denoun- are reminded of the fact that they have ignored which the costs are to be paid for these in

cing secret societies were read by Rev. S. K. the blood of Christ by deliberately casting his quiries . The Missouri Synod shall appoint a

Wheatlake and adopted as follows : dear name out of their rituals , which is suffi- commission , which shall receive reports from

“ Your committee on secret societies submit cient of itself to hopelessly alienate every ad- the District Commission , and which shall work

the following : We are as ever opposed to hering Mason from God and heaven ; that they in connection with them .

>

Church News.

TO WATCH CANDIDATES .
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Hearth and Home

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

A MATTER OF RELIGION.

ing God

a

:

one .

" These new school laws,” declared Presi honors , power and pleasure have waited on

dent Schwan , " are a blow to the free insti my call , nor does any earthly blessing appear

tutions of this country. When the United to have been wanting to my felicity. In this

States felt the necessity of attracting immi situation I have diligently numbered the days

grants to their shores they promised every
The Beautiful Language.

of pure and genuine happiness which have

body full liberty as long as he would behave fallen to my lot : they amount to FOURTEEN :

as a good citizen . Since the population has O man ! place not thy confidence in this pres

The Ainus savages, inhabitants of some of
greatly increased there has been a decided ent world ! ”

the North Pacific islands , are noted for their

change. At first it was charged that paupers Jesus Christ promises happiness to those
and criminals arrived in this country,andwe amiability of disposition. It is said of their

that come to Him . When His children num

language that it contains no words of abuse .
fully agree that the Government ought to keep ber the days of happiness that fall to their lot,

them away . We German-Americans ought to
Let us learn from them . For such ought

even in this life , they testify with St. Paul :
“ Whoassist the Government in this matter , even if to be the language of the Christians .

“ As sorrowful, yet always rejoicing."

it should be compelled to turn German pau
shall dwell in thy holy hill ? He that back

pers and criminals away . But it is now the biteth not with his tongue , nor taketh up a

intention of the native party to compel all reproach against his neighbor." The Warning Neglected.

strangers to assimilate themselves in language

and customs to Americans.
Many of those who on the memorable 31st

The Noble Revenge.
of May sank into the jaws of death in the

fearful Conemaugh disaster , might have saved

Of Pericles , the great Athenian , Plutarch themselves if they had only heeded the warn
“ The question has been asked and will be

relates this : “ When a vile and abandoned

asked again, why should we oppose this ? Do
gave them . As the roaring waters

fellow loaded him a whole day with reproaches burst down the valley , a hero by the name

we believe that we will be able to preserve and abuse , he bore it with patience and silence , of Peyton , receiving telegraphic information,

our language and our German customs for and continued in public for the despatch of sped on his horse through thestreets ofJohns

centuries to come ? Surely we do not think

so. Itwould be a matter of impossibility and walked slowly home, this impudent wretch voice and crying aloud : " To the bills ! The
some important affairs. In the evening he town and down the valley , raising his warning

would be unnecessary at the same time . But

with us it is a matter of religious importance. themost scurrilous language . And as it was away !” Hearing his frenzied shouts , the
following and insulting him all the way with dam has burst ! The flood is coming ! Hasten

“ We know that our offspring will become dark when he cameto his own door, he ordered people ran to the doors , beheld the rider

Americanized , but we ought not to be blamed one of his servants to take a torch and light madly galloping away , and some heeded bis

when we try to make this change a gradual the man home.”
warning cry , and without a moment's delay

one , and educate our children in such a man- “ Not rendering evil for evil , or railing for ran to the hills for their lives . But themajor

ner that they and their offspring will cling to railing , but contrariwise blessing. ”
ity shook their heads, considered the man who

the faith which we believe to be the correct
so nobly staked and lost his life to save them

We are strictly opposed to forming a
- a crank , laughingly put his warning aside

German political party . We have come to
Unhappy Children of Fortune . as a false alarm , and feeling secure went

this country to become German -Americans
about their business . A few moments more,

and do not further special German Interests .
The world offers her children abundant alas , the warning cry was fearfully verified .

In Cleveland we have been approached re- happiness. What can she give you to make There, big with woe and destruction , come

peatedly by Catholics, against whose school you happy ? Wealth, power, honor , health , the angry waters — the frightened inhabitants

the law is directed , and have been asked to love. Possessing all this , are men happy ? see their danger, turn to fly, are overtaken,

co- operate with them . This we have always Hear the testimony of one of her favorites. and carried by the remorseless flood to their

refused indignantly . It has been held out to
The third and greatest of the Abdalrah- death . Cursing their folly , their unbelief ,

us that by such co -operation we might suc- mans, according to Gibbon , " constructed , they are swept away .

ceed in being relieved from paying the school three miles from Cordova, in honor of his The flood of the wrath of God is about to

taxes .

favorite sultana , the city , palace and gardens burst on this world, the valley of death . " The

of Zehra. Twenty- five years and above fifteen end of all things is at hand.” The messengers

million dollars , were employed by the founder : of God raise the warning cry : “ Flee out of

“ We do not want this and are perfectly his liberal taste invited the artists of Constan- the midst of Babylon and deliver every man

willing to pay this money, even if our chil
tinople, the most skillful sculptors and archi- his soul !” He that fleeth to the bill of Zion ,

dren do not directly profit therefrom . We

tects of the age ; and the buildings were sus- shall save his soul . But “ whosoever heareth
recognize that the public schools are first -class

tained or adorned by twelve hundred columns the sound of the trumpet, and taketh not
institutions, and that the State can not do

of Spanish and African , of Greek and Italian warning, his blood shall be upon his own
otherwise than sustain them . But as true

marble. The hall of audience was incrusted head.”
Christians we have to educate our children in

with gold and.pearls , and a great basin in the
a Christian spirit , and we have to select for

centre was surrounded with the curious and
them a teacher who will give them such an

Sudden Death.

costly figures of birds and quadrupeds . In aeducation in every branch he teaches. If it
should happen that our rights should be at- lofty pavilion of the gardens, one of these Are you in danger of death ? Have you

basins and fountains , so delightful in a sultry certain knowledge that you will live through
tacked by anybody, we must offer all possible

climate , was replenished not with water, but the next twenty - four hours ?
resistance in the courts. The best legal talent

with the purest quicksilver.” The compan

must be employed at once , and we must strive

" Twenty hours before his death , Mr. Gib

ions and servants “ of Abdalrahman amounted bon happened to fall into a conversation not
to gain a test case . The teacher who should

be so attacked would know that the entire to six thousand three hundred persons : and uncommon with him , on the probable duration

he was attended to the field by a guard of of his life.
Synod stands behind him , and if this does twelve thousand horse, whose belts and cim- good for a life of ten , twelve , or perhaps

He said that he thought himself

not help , we will defend our rights at the

ballot-box . Our Church , as such , has never
eters were studded with gold .” twenty years more. About six he ate the

taken any part in politics ; but if our religious
After the death of Abdalraham this memo- wing of a chicken and drank three glasses of

liberty should be threatened, we will have to rial was found in his closet : “ I have now Madeira. After dinner he became very un

makeuse of our political rights and strength.” reigned above fifty years in victory or peace ; easy and impatient, complained a good deal

beloved by my subjects , dreaded by my ene- and appeared so weak that his servant was
Workman .

mies , and respected by my allies . Riches and alarmed . He sent for the eminent surgeon

WILL RESIST IF NECESSARY.
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:

Farquhar... A few hours later Gibbon was a we remain what we are , poor forlorn sinners ; with the innumerable passages of endless pun

corpse. only by accepting the salvation wrought for ishment, they are ready to meet the emergency.

" I know full well what must befall me , I us and proffered to us by Jesus , our Saviour , With reference to the “ unquenchable fire ” and

know not when, or where, or how ; it may be will we escapedamnation. Spiritual and eternal " the worm that dieth not they tell us :. “ ” :

that my God will call me to -day, to -morrow , death is as yet an unknown land for Adventists , “ Let us look at the carcass cast into the

even now ; ere yet this present hour is fled the cover of Moses still hangs over their eyes. ' Gehenna fire .' What the fire does not eat ,

this living body may be dead . ” . Then they refer to 1 Petr. 2 , 20 , “ Eight the worm consumes. Isn't that utter extinc

souls were saved by water,” as an evidence tion. Should the fire be quenched or the worm

that the soul is not immortal . These souls , die there might be something left unconsumed :

How the Stones cried out regarding I need not explain , had two legs and two but as it is an utter consumption is determined

the Election of Foreseen Faith . " arms each . They went in the ark with them upon them . . . But how do you make out this

and came out with them . It is a form of 'everlasting punishment' ? Why isn't death a

Many years ago a great king resolved to speech we also often use , speaking of one part punishment ? Doesn't the law recognize it as

rear, to the glory of his name, a noble palace , and meaning the whole, and generally then such ? Doesn't God say it is ? Well then , sup

built entirely of the costliest virgin -marble. mention the most essential part. pose God put the sinner into a state of death

He sent his men to the quarries of Paros, and Then they continue : “ But when psyche and keeps him there a hundred years and then

the master-workman , after the stones were ( soul) is rendered life with reference to that brings him tò life , how long is bis punish

selected , had them taken to the works , where life , which the saint secures by obedience to ment ? A hundred years of course . Then sup
each stone was carefully dressed , given a sym- Christ , ‘man can not kill it ,' as inMatth .10,28 , pose he put him into death and never brings

metrical shape, and its surface smoothly pol- Not able to kill the soul, psyche—for Jesus him out again ,--isn't that everlasting ?” (Ex

ished . After several years the royal residence said , “ Whosoever shall lose his psyche for my tract from a sermon which was published by
was finished . There it stood in its beautiful sake and the gospel's , the same shall save it , ' request. )

grandeur, each stone , perfect and glistening Mark 8 , 35 ; or , ' shall preserve it , ' Luke 17 , The trouble here is , the Adventists did not

in the noon-day sun, adding to the beauty of 33 ; or, “ shall keep it unto life eternal , ' John get rid of the worm , as little as the unright

the whole. The sight-seers gathered from far 12 , 25 ; psyche and zoe ( life ) being here used eous ever will, for it is called theirs , they are

and near, and many ofthem , making comments interchangeably, keep it , the psyche unto zoe the possessors of it , it will forever knaw away,

on the grand edifice, said one to another : " The (life ) eternal. But how ? Your life is hid in their consciences . The worm according to

king, seeking stones for his home , selected with Christ in God. When Christ , who is our the view above mentioned after incorporating

these on account of their foreseen symmetry life , shall appear , then shall ye also appear part of the unrighteous is still immortal , what

of shape and smoothness of surface .” And with him in glory . Col. 3 , 3. 4. Having a life shall the Adventists do with him ? why not

the stones with one accord cried aloud : " Nay, thus deposited in Christ it is impossible for transfer him to the adventistic heaven and

we were no better than the rest ; but because the assassin to reach it . Hence the apostle thus have the adventistic heaven and hell har

· the king selected us , we received our present John affirmed : "This is the record that God moniously blended in one ?

beautiful form and shape.” And the wise has given to us eternal life (not yet in us) .' " The key to all these absurdities and blas

idlers went home and learned to distinguish According to this intricate evolution the phemies is on their part , that they understand

between cause and effect.
soul ( Matth. 10 , 28 ) is unkillable only then , by the terin soul something entirely different

Moral : God did not elect us because of our when the believer attains the life in Christ at from the Bible doctrine and from the view of

foreseen faith , but because of His gracious doomsday ; hence, if this passage is only ap- all sane people . They do not understand the

election we received faith and became living plicable in heaven , it follows further that the selfconscious spirit or intelligence , not the

stones in his beautiful temple ; according to bodies of immortalized saints are able to be moral consciousness , nor the religious con

St. Paul , Ephesians 1 , 4 : “ He hath chosen killed , are mortal , hence in the adventistic sciousness of the existence of and relation to

us in Christ , before the foundation of the heaven there must be murderers , againstwhom God . They understand and mean when they

world , that we should be holy and without the then immortalized souls are being buoyed use the word soulmerely the natural life which
blame before Him in love. " E.

up in the injunction valid only in heaven , man has in common with beast and plants ,

" Fear not them which kill the body , but are they put man on the same level with mute

Suicidal Vealosophy of the Adventists. not able to kill the soul." and brute creation , in short , they are gross

The writer on Soulology evidently proved materialists.

By Rev. P. SCHULTE . too much. And because they will rather listen to a

The words Matth. 10 , 28 simply mean what false philosophy and because they will not

Having been the recipient of adventistic they say and are valid here on earth , they are listen to the truth of God , therefore God has

literature and now beeing exposed to the sten- addressed to men stillwalking in mortal bodies sent them strong delusions, that they will be

torian vociferations of an itinerant preacher and having immortal souls.
lieve a lie .

of theirs who pitched his tent in front of my Another of their peculiar doctrines is " the This one lie that the soul is as mortal as is

house , it might prove interesting to hear some unconscious state of the dead.” the body, they read into the plainest passage

thing about this materialistic sect. Wonderful queer as it may seem , they teach of Scripture . You ask , how can they read it

Their petdoctrine is , that man has a mortal the mortality and at the same time the im- into the words of Christ spoken to the male

soul, this one false doctrine entails all the other mortality of both body and soul. For if their factor on the cross ? Christ tells him , that he

erroneous doctrines they are trying to palm dead are merely unconscious , they are alive , would be with Him that very day in paradise.

off on the people . It remains forever true : unconsciousness is not lifelessness . During According to the adventistic theory , he will

“ Whosoever sinneth in one is guilty of the sleep we become unconscious , but do not by have to go with his soul into the grave and

whole . ” any means become lifeless . Consequently their then wait until doomsday to attain what they

In an article headed " Soulology” they at- dead , ifmerely unconscious,are immortal both call life eternal . Before me I have two dif

tempt to sustain their position in this wise . body and soul , at the last day they merely ferent explanations of it . Saith Mr. Wiseacre

They refer to passages in the Old and New need be awakened as we awaken our sleeping No. 1 : When Christ says : “ Verily I say unto

Testaments , which allude to the liability of children , and as we need not impart life to our you , to -day thou shalt be with me in paradise , '

the soulto die , for instance Job .33 , 10 , “ None children , so their dead merely need to be it simply requires the insertion of a comma

can keep alive his own soul;” Ezek . 13 , 19 , aroused and they are alive . And in order between the words “ day ” and “ thou ” and

" The soul that sinneth , it shall die ;" Act. that the unrighteous may not enjoy life and the seemingly difficult matter is adjusted .

3 , 23 , “ Every soul that will not hear that immortality forever , their life is cut off, they Mr. Wiseacre No. 2 hasdevoted over 40 years

prophet, shall be destroyed.” These pas- are being utterly destroyed and annihilated . of study on this peculiar point , he ought to

sages imply, as every one can see , spiritual And if any object to this latter doctrine and know. “ Morning has come , as soon as they

and eternal death ; without help from without | asks them how they can harmonize their view can make ready , they rear him nailed to the

>

>
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cross .

Niscellaneous

7

.

And from this until the sixth hour The Blessing of Sleep .

(twelve o'clock ) they rail on him , wagging

their beads. And right here is where this Men do not properly appreciate the common

memorable prayer of the thief, and Christ's For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. mercies of God. They become so familiar

response occurs. Then from twelve until three
Hear - The Church Union .”

with these mercies that they accept them as

darkness prevails and at this point Christ ex a matter of course , and forget to give them a

pires . Now in three hours more this Jewish
In the August issue of the above paper we

place in their songs of gratitude . Our com

day ends and another day begins, which is read the following:" The Russian govern- fort, happiness and usefulness depend on a

called Preparation day, the day before their ment seems to favor Church union , and mani- thousand little blessings, which are the gifts
Sabbath . Here then , at six o'clock, thecru- fests the same in its own autocratic way. In of the Heavenly Father, Take , for example ,

cifixion day is gone by, Jesus is dead three that country it shall be the ' Greek ’ Church or " tired nature's sweet restorer , balmy sleep ,”

hours , but the thieves are both yet alive. But
nothing. No other is permitted to have a se

one of the greatest of our temporal mercies.

now we begin the events of another day, the cure footing. Only the other day the Luther- No man prices it as he ought while he is in

day following crucifixion day. Mark says ans numbered many thousands (twenty , we possession of it. It is one of the blessings

15 , 42 : ‘And now when the even was come.' are informed ), who had long worshiped with that “ brighten as they take their flight.” He

Here then is positive proof that another in the empire of the Czar ; and now they are ought to be thankful who is able to put a solid

day began at “even' following thecrucifixion prohibited. Their fate is, however, that of layer of forgetfulness between every two days .
and that it fills the space between that day all the other evangelical people who are of a

and the Sabbathday. And because it was the like citizenship , and who refuse to acknowl
only day on which to prepare for the

Sabbath
, edge the ecclesiasticalheadship of the reign-/ The Lord's Praise on the Mountain Tops.

the Jews feared that they might not die so as
ing monarch .

to be taken down that day, for the law did “ The Swiss Good Night” refers to the custom
" Whilst we do, of course , condemn this of the Swiss mountaineers of calling through

not allow them to come down until dead; " heroic surgery , even in a cause the prin- their speaking trumpets at dusk , “ Praise the

hence if not dead and taken down, would
ciple of which is sound-a surgery to which Lord God.” One herdsman starts the call,

hang on their Sabbath and desecrate it ; so freemen would never submit- (why not , if and his neighbors from every peak echo it.

they go to Pilate to have him hurry up their the principle be sound ?) , yet we have been The sounds are prolonged by reverberation

death by sending soldiers to break their legs, sometimes tempted to wish that there were from one mountain to another. After a short

so the soldiers came and break the legs of the

thieves , but when they came to Christ , “ they would render impossible the further continu- voted to prayer , a herdsman calls “ Good
some authority the rational exercise of which period , which is supposed to have been de

break not his legs.' Why ? Because the oc
ance of useless denominations ofChristian be- Night. ” This, too , is repeated , and as dark

casion for doing it is gone . He is dead

lievers , or the needless formation of new ones
already. ' Then why did they break the in the future ! Meanwhile, in the absence of ness falls , each retires to his hut. These calls

thieves' legs ? Ofcourse it was for the opposite such a power, the appealmust bemade to that may be heard for miles and are re -echod from

reason that they were not dead but alive . This the rocks , for some minutes after the original
piety in the churches which will not forever call has died away . — Detroit Free Press.

demonstrates the fact that the thief did not allow bigotry to getthe better of sober thought

die on crucifixion day-- the day of speech
fulness . '

being alive on the next day ... the thief is

still out of paradise and his spirit still in his would secure his eager approbation , and at
The above article , if submitted to the pope , Ordination and Installation.

body. "
the earliest hour possible he would be glad to On the 10th Sunday p . Tr. Mr. F. Adams,

Christ, in whose mouth no guile ever was favour the friends of “ The Church Union ” a graduate of Concordia Seminary at St. Louis ,

found , is here blasphemously contradicted .

by using such " authority ” as “ would render Mo., was ordained and installed in Bethlehem
But God is not mocked , He is a swift wit- impossible the further continuance" and " for- Church , under assistance of Rev’s C. F. Ober

ness upon men who give Him the lie.
mation ” of protestant denominations. Then, meyer and H. Birkner by C. L. Janzow .

For this doctor of divination proves that friends , after having been forced to unite with Address : Rev. F. Adams,

Christ rose on the fourth day over against the Roman Catholic Church , youryearning af
2107 Salisbury Str. , St. Louis , Mo.

1 Cor. 15,4 Christ rose on Sundaymorning, ter " Church Union ” would be satisfied , we

on the Sabbath Hewas in the grave , the day presume, and perhaps you, in anticipation ,

before the thieves still lived , the day before date the millennium from that event .-Or is it Acknowledgment.

that, which is Thursday, Christ should have possible that we misunderstand ? For another Received from Mr. Oscar Kaiser $2.50 for the

died. He proves too much, I fear, even for version of the above would be , that the only service in St. James, Mo.,Aug.18, 1889.English Mission collected at an English Lutheran

Adventists . Yet the composers of these sa- objection you have to the Russian tyrannical St. Louis, Sept. 2 , 1889 . C. F. LANGE, Treas.

tanic tracts do not seem to be aware that they attempts at Church Union, “ the principle of

are caught in their own snares , for they still which is sound ( ! ? ),” is the accidental fact
Subscriptions Paid .

print and distribute them . that it is the Russian government in the en

Dear reader , is not your soul chilled , does viable position of " power " and " authority ," Chas. Brandes, Rondout, N. Y., (VIII)
$ 1.00

not your heart bleed , do not youreyes moisten , and not the supporters of “ The Church Union , " Rev. Fr. Sievers, Minneapolis, Minn., (VIII)
J. N. Peterson , East Boston , Mass. , (VIII)

when you thus see the devil at work to seduce whoever they may be . Excuse us for misunder- Rev. H. Daib, Merrill, Wis., (VIII. IX . X.)

immortal souls to believe persistently in his standing ; but you should speak plainer. Or Rev. H.Wunder, Chicago,I., (VIII 4 cc)
H. Dreyer, Cumberland, Md . , ( IX)

lies ? Yet must you not be powerfully quick- do you find it advisable to wear the sheep's W. R. Bird , Springdale , Ark. , (VI 13—24 VII) 1.50

ened and strengthened in your faith , when clothing ? — " Meanwhile,” may God, in His M. H. Linebarger, Springdale, Ark ., ( VIII)
D. M. Linebarger, Springdale , Ark ., (VII 13

before your very eyes you see the words of infinite mercy, continue the absence of such to VIII 12 )

our Lord come true, that many false prophets a power ” from our beloved country , for its Mrs. S.E.Hinds, Springdale,Ark., (VII)
shall arise before He comes ? O Lord Jesus , presence would mark His just wrath over our Geo. A. Ende, Beltzhoover, Pa., ( ù. VI. VII) 3.00Rev. F. B. Arnold, Calumet, Mich., (VII.VIII) 2.00

do come quickly and deliver us from this false sins . Include this petition in your prayer,dear Rev. J. L.Hahn, Sebewaing,Mich., (VIII)
A. Wesche, Wellsville , N. Y. , (VIII)

and perverse generation ! reader , the more so since such " piety in the Rev. A. F.'A . Sallmann, Pomeroy, 0., (VIII) 1.00

churches” is already “ bigotry ," and not " 80- Rev. J. H. Haake, Chapin, M., (VIII)

A. M.
H. Otto, Washington, Mo. , (VIII 7 to IX 6 )

ber thoughtfulness .”Not ALTOGETHER DOOMED . - It is estimated H. Breckenkamp, Washington, Mo. , ( VIII 7 to

IX 6)

that in Paris 50,000 persons who formerly Rev. W.'c. Schilling, Woodland, Wis . , (VII
were freethinkers and indifferent to their re- TEMPORAL governments must be unmerciful VIII )

ligious interests, are under Gospel influence from great mercy and from great kindness E. Kuechle, Milwaukee, Wis . , ( VIII )

through the M'All Mission . exercise wrath and vengeance .
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Our Èpistle Postil.
were better than Moses could , and many will have received, and wherein ye stand ; by which

take pride in being implicit believers in the also ye are saved , if ye keep in memory what I

Bible and also in being up to the requirements preached unto you , unless ye have believed in

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . of the times . But what is such a preacher vain .” Why did the apostle address such

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE other than a perjured betrayer of the Bible ? words to the Corinthians ? why did he find it

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR .
for every Christian preacher is at his ordination necessary to remind them of what he had

pledged to preach the Bible , and not the sup- preached to them and to indicate , they might
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

positions of scientists. Now the Bible de- perhaps have believed in vain ? The reason

scribes those six days as consisting of " even- was this : When Paul came to Corinth , preach

XI. Sunday after Trinity . ing and morning" and excludes the idea of ing the Gospel , they received his words in all

1 Cor . 15 , 1-10. ages of unknown duration . The Bible pre- simplicity as the Word of God , but after his

sents the creation as a work of Divine Om- departure the simplicity of the Gospel soon

BELOVED IN THE LORD :—"The Jews require nipotence unto the glory of God , and not as ceased to satisfy them . They became inquis

a sign , and the Greeks seek after wisdom : a natural process leaving God out in the cold . itive to search out the mysteries of the Gos

but we preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews This one instance plentifully shows , what ter- pel , beginning to inquire, how can this be and

a stumbling-block , and unto the Greeks fool rible iproads skepticism has made also among how is that possible ? So some among them

ishness.” To the world the Gospel of Christ professing Christians. Many thousands think, began to inquire concerning the resurrection

is always either a stumbling-block or foolish- science is right and the Bible , if it agree not of the body , how it could be possible that the

ness . In all ages the world has regarded its with science , must be wrong, and so it comes dead would rise again ; and if they did rise

own wisdom as something far nobler and that men who preach more science than Gos- again , they were inquisitive to know , how

better, than the Word proclaiming salvation pel are popular with the masses , whilst those they would arise . Instead of believing the

by the Redeemer come from God . Especially who in all simplicity and fidelity preach the Gospel in all simplicity as they had done at

in this our nineteenth century which people Bible are pronounced men behind the times , first, they set themselves to searching deep

boastingly call the age of science , enlighten- men who ought to have lived so many cent- things, and giving ear to the voice of reason ,

ment , and progress , is the Word of the cross uries ago . they asked : “ How can these things be ? "

greatly despised , but the achievements of When I for the first time ascended your The Corinthians were Greeks , and of that

human research and ingenuity are lauded to pulpit, I promised to preach Christ and Him people St. Paul writes : “ The Greeks seek

the skies . The nineteenth century , so enlight- crucified, the Word of the Gospel in all its after wisdom .”

ened in its own conceit, regards the Bible as simplicity and purity, and my conscience does What did Paul do under these circum

an exploded book , a venerable relic of former not upbraid me when I now after the lapse stances ? did he begin to argue with them by

ages , embodying the ideas of the ancients , but of years remember that promise . The object philosophy and science ? He knew something

unable to bear the light of scientific research . of my preaching has never been to bring the more effectual . He writes : “ Brethren , I de

To the modern world the wild speculations of Bible into agreementwith the upproved asser- clare unto you the gospel which I preached unto

superficial botanists , geologists and astron- tions of modern science , or to harmonize its you , which also ye have received , and wherein .

omers are much greater authority than the teachings with human reason ; my object has ye stand ; by which also ye are saved .” Paul

Word of the Bible . The evolutionist , tracing invariably been to present the truths of God's reminds them of the Gospel he had preached

bis ancestors to the frog-pond , is accounted a revealed Word in all their simplicity . Have to them and what this Gospel had effected in

man of eminent wisdom , and Moses, saying I reason to regret this ? Nay, but I glory in them . It had turned them from idolatry to

that man was created in the image of God , it ; for thus St. Paul warningly writes to the the worship of the living God ; it had de

must be an old fogy . Such is modern en- Colossians : “ Beware lest any man spoil you livered them from darkness and had en

lightenment . through philosophy and vain deceit , after the lightened their eyes to see in Christ the high

And does the church stand in battle array tradition of men , after the rudiments of the way unto salvation ; it had madethem children

for the Word of the Lord against infidelity in world , and not after Christ ;" and to Timothy of God , heirs of eternal life , victors over

all its forms ? Alas , the spirit of the age has the same apostle writes : “ If any man teach Satan, sin and death . The Corinthians must,

permeated the Church to a fearful extent . otherwise, and consent not to wholesome therefore , bave understood his words as con

Also among professing Christians, thebowing words , even the words of our Lord Jesus taining a severe reproach , because from the

to philosophy falsely so called is become so Christ , and to the doctrine which is according faith of this Gospel which had effected such

general a thing that only he is accounted an to godliness , from such withdraw thyself.” great things in them , they were now turning
eminent theologian up with the times who will Here we have the clear command to beware themselves by wisdom to search things known

make concessions to science , who will seek to of the wisdom of this world and to abide in to God alone . And yetmore forcibly to bring

harmonize the words of the Bible with the the wholesome words of Christ , whereunto home to them the danger of their losing the

assertions of infidelic scientists . For instance : also our to-day's text exhorts . foundation of faith , he adds :. “ If ye keep in

scientists assert that the earth assumed the WHY SHOULD WE SCRUPULOUSLY ABIDE IN memory what I preached unto you , unless ye
form it now has in the process of immense THE WORD OF SCRIPTURE ?

have believed in vain. ” He says, if they

periods of time , and the Bible says that the
I. Because it is the Word of life, and

would forget the simple truths of the Gospel ,

earth was created in six days . Now if a

preacher steps up and explains those six days

II . Because it is a true and faithful Word . they would have believed in vain , because it

is the simple facts of the Gospel whereby we

as six periods of time , each lasting perhaps
I.

are saved ; and herein is included the manner

millions of years, people will gape at him with Our text begins with the words : “ More- in which Paulhad preached to them , whereof

open mouths ; they will say , he is a great over , brethren , I declare unto you the gospel he says in the 2d chapter of this epistle :

man, a deep man who can tell how things which I have preached unto you , which also ye “ And I , brethren , when I came to you , came
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not with excellency of speech or of wisdom , us in Christ , as Paul writes : “ As many of
II.

declaring unto you the testimony of God. you as have been baptized into Christ have To lead back the Corinthians to the sim

For I determined not to know any thing put on Christ.” I have preached that God has plicity of the Gospel, Paul also demonstrated

among you, save Jesus Christ, and Him cru- secured our salvation by His eternal counsel to them , how firmly the Word of Christ is es

cified . And I was with you in weakness, and over us , as Paul writes : “ Who shall lay any tablished . Indeed , to be rooted and grounded

my speech and my preaching was not with en- thing to the charge of God's elect ? It is God in the faith of the Word we must know that

ticing words of man's wisdom , but in demon- that justifieth .” In all my preaching and it is not an uncertain word , but the ever

stration of the Spirit and of power : that your teaching I have only delivered unto you what lasting, imperishable truth of God.

faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, the apostle Paul teaches, and he did not preach We all know that man is fallible and the

but in the power of God. ” Paulwas a highly his own word , but what he received of the wisest is liable to err. Therefore what the

educated man, but not with highsounding Lord , as he says : “ I delivered unto you first wise of this world have written in learned

words of great learning or with the skillful of all that which I also réceived ,” and again books , is not to be received as infallibly cer

arts of rhetoric did he win the Corinthians he writes : “ We preach not ourselves , but tain . One philosopher will advance a system

for Christ; with all simpleness of speech he Christ Jesus the Lord ; and ourselves your and will produce many arguments for it; an

had preached the Gospel unto them and this servants for Jesus' sake.” I have , moreover , other will produce as many arguments against

simpleGospel had proved itself in them Divine repeatedly charged you to prove my preach it . Some learned men say that the earth moves

power. Of this their own experience Paul ing, to examine and see , if it correspond with around the sun , others that the sun moves

reminds and exhorts them , knowing they had the wholesome words of the Scriptures. And around the earth, and who can decide with

received the Spirit by the simpleness of preach- if Paul did not come to the Corinthians with infallible certainty as to which is right ? So

ing and not by wise words and deep philos- excellency of speech , much less did I come it is with the wisdom of men, because man is

ophy, they should now not be turned from unto you with brilliant oratory , but in great liable to err. But the Gospel of Christ is not

the faith of the Gospel , lest they should have weakness , preaching Christ crucified in all such an uncertain word, it is the truth , Divine

believed in vain .
simplicity of speech . Have you accepted the truth without a question . Three things does

To enforce his exhortation Paul adds that Word of reconciliation ? do you stand in it ? Paul here mention demonstrating this.

it was not his own word which he preached, do you believe it with all candor and sim- In the first place he twice says that what

but the Word of God : “ For I delivered unto plicity of heart ? If you have until now not he preached was “ according to the Scriptures,"

you first of all that which I also received ." believed the Word of reconciliation , I beseech namely the Scriptures of the Old Testament.

What Paul preached was not his own , he re- you to -day if you hear His voice harden not That Christ should die for the sin of man , be

ceived it from God , and he summarizes it in your hearts ; and if you do believe be not buried and rise again the third day, was fore

this wise : “ How that Christ died for our sins turned from the simplicity of faith unto fol- told in the Scriptures and as it was foretold

according to the scriptures; and that he was lowing after reasonable knowledge and search- so it came to pass. So the Word of Scripture

buried , and that he rose again the third day ing deep things. To what it leads if we at- can be none other than God's own Word ; for

according to the scriptures.” Of Christ's suf- tempt to solve the mysteries of theGospel with He alone could know what He was minded to

fering for sin , His death and resurrection Paul our understanding we see in the Corinthians . do and He alone could accomplish it.

had preached to the Corinthians , and his ex- What was the result of their wanting to under- In the second place Paul produces wit

hortation is , they should keep this in memory stand how the decayed bodies of the dead nesses : “ And that he was seen of Cephas,

and should not be turned from it by the ob- could and would rise again ? Why some began then of the twelve : after that he was seen of

jections of reason or the wisdom of men. to deny the resurrection of the body and others above five hundred brethren at once ; of whom

Hear what the apostle says : To keep the began to explain it away , saying, the resur- the greater part remain unto this present, but

Word of the Gospel of Christ saves . Though rection of the dead was nothing else than the some are fallen asleep . After that he was seen

a man possessed all the wisdom of all the spiritual resurrection from sin . Therefore we of James, then of all the apostles. And last

wise of this world in all ages , it could not should be warned not to follow the wisdom of of all he was seen of me also, as of one born

save him ; but the Word of the cross is the reason which leads away from faith , and we out of due time.” Many eye-witnesses saw

Word of life ; " it is the power of God unto should abide steadfastly in the plain words the Lord risen from the dead and they testi

salvation to every one that believeth .” This of the Gospel , let the wisdom of reason re- fied thereto at the risk of their lives and many

Word ye , too, have received ; for what Paul main where it can . The Gospel is the Word sealed their testimony with their blood .

preached to the Corinthians , that and nothing of reconciliation and it brings salvation . If Lastly Paul produces himself and his work

else have I preached unto you . I have told we hold fast the Word we have infallible hope as an undeniable proof, saying : “ For I am

you that man in his own nature is altogether which “ maketh not ashamed ;" if we let go the least of the apostles, that am not meet to

corrupt , as Paul says : “ They are all gone the Word we are without hope in the world . be called an apostle, because I persecuted the

out of the way , they are together become un- While the Corinthians believed the resurrec- Church of God. But by the grace of God I am

profitable; there is none that doeth good, no , tion of the body as Paul had preached it , what I am : and his grace which was bestowed

not one. ” I have told you that God had they had the goodly comfort that their bodies upon me was not in vain ; but I labored more

compassion upon us and sent His Son into would rise again unto glory , but when they abundantly than they all : yet not I, but the

our flesh to save us, even as Paul writes : would no more simply believe the Word and grace of God which was with me.” Out of

“ This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all began to inquire , how a decayed body could Saul, the persecuter, the Lord made Paul the

acceptation , that Christ Jesus came into the come forth out of the grave , they lost this apostle , so wonderful a thing that even the

world to save sinners.” I have preached that hope. In like manner the Scriptures tell us disciples who knew the power of our Lord
man is justified before God not by his works , that baptism is “ for the remission of sins.” Jesus Christ could at first not believe it. This

but alone through faith in Christ Jesus , as Believing that word we have the precious Paul travelled over the Roman Empire,every

Paul says: “ We conclude that a man is justi- comfort that in our baptism God has estab- where founding Christian churches , and how

fied by faith without the deeds of the law.” lished a covenant of grace with us putting did he do it ? Not by the persuasiveness of
I have taught that whosoever believes on away our sins , but if we are no more satisfied eloquence , but by preaching the Word of the

Christ has the forgiveness of all his sins and in all simplicity to believe that word , if we cross , and he here confesses, it was not he

is accounted righteous before God , as Paul begin skeptically to ask , how should baptism that did it , but the grace of God working

says : “ There is therefore now no condem- work the forgiveness of sins , then this glorious with and through the Word which he preached .

nation to them which are in Christ Jesus.” comfort is already lost. Yes truly , the Word The Word which proved itself Divine power

I have preached that God has prepared free of Christ is the Word of life giving a living with the Corinthians , did the same at all places

salvation for all men , as Paul writes : “ By hope . Let us believe it ; let us abide in it . where it was preached ; and it proves itself

the righteousness of one the free gift came Let us never doubt that God is wise and Divine truth and Divine power unto the pres

upon all men unto justification of life.” I have mighty enough to perform His Word , and ent day, converting men from the servitude

preached that in baptism God has implanted surely holding His Word we shall be saved . of sin and from the love of the world unto

>

>
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the worship of God and the love of Christ the What is interest ? - Interest is the return of government , thus relieving the people of

crucified . Indeed , the Word of Christ needs received for the use of capital .
all taxation ; and to establish free schools,

no proof by argumentation or even by wit- What is wages ?—Wages is the return re- colleges and institutions for the blind , the

nesses , because delivering men from the do- ceived for the exertion of labor. sick and feeble ; to furnish light , heat , streets ,

minion of darkness and making them the chil- Who are the laborers and producers ?- All park , telegraph and railroads .

dren of light it demonstrates itself Divine those who use their brain or muscle to make Why is it to the advantage of each individ
truth and Divine power. mankind richer, wiser or happier.

ual to have his rent returned to him in the shape

Unto this Word let us cleave and not be Now , if the land of any country belongs to of public benefits ? - Because he would receive

turned from it by the wisdom of men and the the people of that country , to whom does the a greater benefit from his share of the rent in

blasphemies of infidels. It is a blessed Word rent belong ? - To all the people who have a that form than he would if he received his rent

which gives comfort in all afflictions, a power- right to the land . in money and had to pay for those things as he
ful Word which changes the heart, a mighty If the land of the United States belongs to does now .

Word which saves from destruction them that all the people of the United States , have they
With all agricultural, timber and mineral

believe . “ Blessed are they which hear the not a right to the rent of it ? -Yes.
lands thrown open for use , would we be crowd

Word of God and keep it ." Amen. If all have equal rights to the land , the ing each other outof work in a country that is

means of living, have we not an equal right large enough and rich enough to supply the

to the rent of it ? -Yes.
population of the whole world ? -No ; there

What is the government? --The agent or would be no want of employment where there

representative of the people.

From the “ Catechism " of the Knights
was so many opportunities for labor.

What are the duties of the government?
With all monopolies managed by the govern

of Labor. To secure to every one bis just rights , to pro- ment and all men sharing alike the benefits

tect him in his enjoyment of them , and to
(We omit the purely political parts of this catechism, arising from the ownership of land , would the

and refer our readers to our editorial
promote the general welfare.

workingman's condition be improved ?-Yes ,
on this subject . ) Why should the government collect all rent? he would find himself in a paradise, where it

The following catechism has been sent by --Because it rightfully belongs to the people. would be a pleasure to labor.

District Assembly 46 , Buffalo , N. Y. , for pub- Who collect and keep it under the present
United Journal of Labor.

lication in the Journal, with a recommendation system ? — The monopolies of gold , silver ,-

that it be read from time to time at Local As- iron , copper , coal and other valuable mines , Our readers will notice in this catechism an

sembly meetings : speculators in rich agricultural and timber authoritative statement in questions and an

What right has aman to the soil ?—He has lands, and the owners of valuable city lots . swers concerning the real object of the secret

a right to a share of it for use . How could the government collect its rents ? Labor. This catechism is indeed more of a
organization which terms itself the Knights of

Can he sell or can any one purchase from —By collecting from all land holders as tax , political nature and as such it ought to have

him this right? — No! it is inalienable . what their lands would rent for. no place in our paper. But it contains some

What right have men to live ? — They have Would not such a tax oppress the working- moral assertions the bearing of which we can
equal rights - having been created equal. men and farmers ? — No, because the valuable not show , unless we produce the greater part

of the catechism . And as these tenets are in

If men have a right to live , bave they a right lands are held by the rich while the producers culcated in all the Assemblies ofthe order ;

to the means of living ? -Yes . have the land of little value and unless the as these doctrines are driven as a wedge into

If men have equal rights to live , have they workingman had more than he has now , he the main of public sentiment , it iswell to know
also equal rights to the means of living ?—Yes. would receive back his share of the rent , them in their authentic form . The Catechism

What is given to men to be their means of more than he would be compelled to pay us tax . adise, “ a paradise where it would be a pleasure
shows that the labor societies are seeking a par

living ? —The soil of the whole earth--that is , If a man occupied but his share of the land, to labor." This paradise they would regain

the land .
would you tax him ? -Yes, but since he would by teaching all men 1. that all men are born

Have all the people in this country equal receive back as much as he paid in tax he equal,which is untrue in the sense here meant ;

rights to the soil of this country ?-Yes. would be paying nothing for his share . 2. that every man has an equal right and an

Has every person in the United States an If a man was using more than his share of is also untrueto the core. Our Bible tells us,
inalienable right to the soil of the land, which

equal and inalienable right to a share of the valuable land how much would he pay ? - All it is the Lord who maketh both the rich and

land of this country ? –Yes. that his land would rent for. If these notions of the Knights

Now , what is our first demand ? — That the How much rent would he receive back ?- would carry , no one could in fact hold property

equal right of all men to the soil be legally No more than anybody else-- an equal share . in his owntitle, because the individual owner

recognized. Who would receive the difference between all rightofindividualpossession. AndChris
ship of landed property is the foundation of

What do we demand shall be done with all what he paid as tax and what he received as tians must see from this Catechism , that they

lands held for speculative purposes ? — That rent ? -- The persons whose shares he was can not be members of Assemblies , which strike

they be taxed to their full value . using. at the root of the divine law and right of hold

Do you believe that all men are created If a man was not holding land would he ing any kind of property in one's own name.

To lead men away from this principle , war
equal ? -Yes . have to pay tax ? — No.

ranted as the inalienable right by God in the
Have they equal rights to life ? -Yes. Would he receive any rent? — Yes. For seventh commandment, by holding out to men

Have they equal rights to the soil , the land, since somebody is using his share he has a such a paradise as can never be regained by

in other words to the means of living ? -Yes. right to the rent of it . political action , is the true animus of this Cate

What right have the people to the land of Would anybody be wronged by this system and tyrants can not be remedied by teaching
chism . The great wrong of greedy usurpers

the earth ? — The right to the use of it . of taxation ?-No. For since the government men that all men were created equal” and

Has one generation more right to the earth would collect all the land value as tax there that every person in the United States has

than another ?—No. would be no inducement in holding for a rise an equal right to a share of the land of this

What do we mean by the soil , or land ? - in value . country.” Only such have a right to their

The term land includes all natural materials Would valuable land then be held out of the same orwere made possessors by some
share as have purchased the sameor inherited

in or on the earth . use ? - No. No one would hold land he was other lawful means. And this their share no

What is wealth ? —Wealth includes all those not using. one should covet under no pretext ever so

products of nature that have been made valu- After the rent was collected as tax , in what specious, in no condition of oppressing poverty

able by labor.
and want.

form could it most advantageously be dis
This is Christian law and order.

What is capital ?— Capital is that portion. tributed ?- In the form of public benefits in who possessed notwhere to lay His head , never
Christ, the great Servant and Laborer of God ,

of wealth used to procure more wealth . which all would share alike .
taught that all men are born equal (unless it

What is rent ?-Rent is the return received What benefits should be first supplied ?— It be in sin ) , or that all men have an inalienable

for the use of land .
should be used to pay the legitimate expenses right to a share of the land in which they live .

the poor .
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draft is at the risk of the sender .

Class Mail Matter .

thing to themselves and scraping their fellow- Those Chaplains in Secret Oath-Bound

man's back . Thirdly we notice a devilish Societies.

dormitory, full of sleepers and drones , so

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt . deeply put to sleep by the devil of security, When , in conversion , we leave the world

that it is almost vain to call them to repent- and renounce all its pomp and show , we also

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st ance , and if they do become alarmed for a renounce the beggarly elements of this world ,
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other states. Moneys, names of subscribers, short time they do not continue wakeful , but the manner in which unbelieving men assert

changes of addresses and all other business communications soon relapse into their former stupor and to worship God. The worship conducted in

should be senttoRev. H.Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str.: death . In the fourth place we notice a devil- the lodges is of this world . Therefore they
St. Louts, Mo. All communications for the editorial de

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK, 16 Harvey Str ., ish hospital full of mutes, who are paralyzed set up a self-made idol , which they call a

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms ofsubscription $1.00 per annum in in mouth and tongue and lips , that they, even Supreme Being, and pay their homage to this
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money-order or

in these latter days of great danger , aré un- Being , in such a manner as to letGentile and

able to quicken them and offer a little prayer Jew, heathens and Christians partake of this

Entered at the Post Omice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second
to God. Woe is unto uch as suffer them- worship . And to conduct their worship they

selves to be caught in these murderous snares . appoint chaplains . These do not conduct

ST . LOUIS, MO. , September 21, 1889. God grant that we make diligent use of tem- Christian worship , for such is excluded, but

perance against the devil of gluttony ; of con- lodge-worship , wherein all the members of the

Christians are not Bound by God to tentment against the devil of avarice ; of lodge may participate . But just this so - called

Sabbaths, Meats , Places, Vestments soberness against the devil of stupor ; of faith- worship we renounce when we become Chris

and the Like . ful prayer against the devil of muteness . tians . We pledge ourselves against such de

Altenb . Bibelverk III, 197 . nial of Christ in the worship of the world .

It is placing the yoke of bondage upon How can we then enter or remain in the lodge !

Christians to say that under the New Testa
Preach the Gospel to all Men.

The mere fact that the lodge appoints its own

ment dispensation Christians are bound to the chaplains, ought to set our face against the

observance of times , of meats , of certain kind It must be well understood that this was a lodge , because we can impossibly adore the

of raiment. We can not emphasize enough peculiar feature of the gospel that it should Baal of the lodge and Christ too.

the liberty of all Christians from the Jewish be preached and was preached to all men.

yoke. None of the laws of Moses concern us The tenets of philosophers and of those curi
The Gadarenes.

Christians. Moses was sent to the people of ous fanaticswho initiated others into the secret

Israel as their savior and servant, but not doctrines and rites of the East or of Egypt,

unto us Christians . If the moral law which did this only to a circle of very few chosen
The country of the Gadarenes was blessed

is also contained in the writings of Moses, friends or disciples and made
not only by the visible presence of Christ, but

themselves

also experienced His saving grace . An us

were not written in our conscience and re- dearly paid for their services . The poor man

peated in the prophets and in the New Testa- and the slave and the woman had little access
fortunate countryman of theirs was possessed

ment, if the moral law were only written in to the teachings of the so-called wise , men , legion of devils , that tortured him in every
by a most cruel demon , by a devil, yea , by a

Moses , it would not concern us at all . We not to mention the illiterate and the children .

Christians have no other relation to Moses But the gospel, the glorious message that
way. In casting these devils out from the

unfortunate man , Christ suffered them to enter

than that we believe his writings are divinely God is at peace with the whole human race

inspired and that thelaws he revealed to the because of the vicarious life, suffering, and Gadarenes. Now when the devils entered the
into a herd of swine , which belonged to the

Jewish people , were God's laws to this people. death of His own Son , is a doctrine for all,
swine , these cast themselves into the sea and.

It is only leading Christians captive, when for man and woman , slave and free , learned
were drowned . Now what was a herd of swine

fanatics again and again urge upon us the ob- and unlearned , adult and child . Is such not
when compared with the great salvation thatservance of any Sabbath-day, because the law a mark of its divine character ?

had been wrought in the man formerly pos
of Moses says , “ Remember the Sabbath-day

sessed by the devil but now at the feet of
to keep it holy. ” We Christians are not bound

Three Kinds of Death. Christ , freed from his great affliction ! Should
to observe any day , no , not one of three hun

the Gadarenes from mere charity not have
dred and sixty - five. St. Paul expressly tells Death is of a threefold nature . There is a

us , we should not allow the observance of any spiritual death , when the soul is separated poral goods when they saw the great blessing
been willing to suffer the small loss of tem

one set day to be foisted upon us as divinely from God and His life by unbelief. In such

appointed. We Christians are bound to wor- condition, and this is the condition of all men that Christ would repair even that loss. But,
before them ? Could they not have trusted

ship God publicly and privately , but the time by nature—man is dead unto every thing oh shame, they ask Christ to leave their

and place of such worship are left to our divine, and prone only to everything evil. country ! But are we not in the same predi

Christian discretion . Urging people to hear This death is removed when the Holy Ghost

the word of God and to unite in prayer and leads by the gospel the contrite sinner to his which alone are the salvation of mankind and
cament, when we sacrifice Christian principles ,

adoration , is doing the right thing towards heavenly Father through the all-saving wounds

Christians. But fastening upon them any one of Christ, works faith and quickens the soul
our own , for the sake of filthy lucre , because

day , even the Sabbath day , as divinely ap- to follow the footprints of Christ. There is
we are afraid of losing temporal wealth ?

pointed for Christians, is robbing Christians a temporal death when the soul is separated

of their liberty, which was purchased by from its body. This temporal death has been The True Nature of the Gospel.

Christ's blood . turned by Christ into a gate of life and is

thus experienced by such as have recovered The true nature of the gospel is to announce

Four Dreadful Pens. from their spiritual death . For St. Paul tells to all sinners and to every individual sinner

us , that as death ruled over all as a king , so on divine authority and warrant, that God is

Four companies of the devil rule unmerci- the perfected saints shall rule over death in reconciled to us all by the unblemished life

fully in the dregs of this world . First we the life of glory. There is an eternal death , and innocent sufferings and death of His Son ,

notice a devilish sty , full of Epicurean swine, which consists in eternal separation from the Jesus Christ. WhenGod called His Son from

bent only on eating and drinking, surfeiting face and gracious presence of God , in the the tomb, when God raised our Substitute from

and rioting. Then we notice a devilish ken- horrors of hell and in the company of the the dead , He proclaimed forgiveness of all

nel , full of avaricious,envious and malcontent devils and of the wicked . This eternal death their sins to all mankind, gave them life and

dogs, which load themselves only with cares awaits those only who die in unbelief and eternal bliss. There is not one sin that sep

of food , avarice and usury , and have no mind make God a liar , who had been reconciled arates God from any human being. The

for anything else than appropriating every- unto them in Christ . eternal covenant of peace is truly and actually
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made on the part of God with all men , the terest in this city , and both expressed them- latter in turn established St. Matthew's on

gates of heaven are thrown widely ajar and selves as highly pleased with what they had Meyer avenue in 1884. Trinity has now con

there is nothing on the part of God to hinder seen in the state and its capital . tinued the work by establishing Christ's church .

any one from entering the blissful gates . All At present we have among us two other A collection taken after the exercises yielded

are alike welcome. And to make us aware brethren , one of whom , the Rev. H. Gehner, $ 132.62 .

of this gracious covenant , to impart unto us had to resign his charge in the state of Michi

generally and severally this free and bound- gan on account of failing health ; the other
The Fairfield Special Conference,

less pardon , is the true nature of the gospel. one is the Rev. J. G. Hæfner, from the neigh

Hence now only such are lost who in persever- borhood of Evansville, Indiana, who has also comprising our pastors in Central Ohio, met

ing unbeliefrefuse to listen to these glad tid- come to Denver in quest of total recovery of Rev.Werfelmann Sen. It was an old-time
in the latter part of August in the parsonage

ings , who spurn God's proffered hand of re- from the effects of a recent severe illness .
conciliation and want to die in their sins . God grant them both the pleasure of a speedy

conference, because Mrs. Rev. Werfelmann

and entire recovery so that they may again
entertained the whole conference for two days

be instrumental in promoting the cause of
in the lovely parsonage. The main subjects

true religion. For the field is large, but.
of discussion were 1. an essay on the Sabbath

laborers there are few . At the same time,
before the flood by Bro . Kaumeyer. After

when other denominations complain of alarge comparing Scriptures , and what the ancient

Our Denver Letter. surplus of ministers the true Lutheran Church teachers of our church have written on the

finds itself at a loss to know how to supply all subject, conference agreed in the view , that

Denver, Colo . , Aug. 30 , 1889. the words in Genesis , “ God rested on the
of its stations in the vineyard with the neces

Denver and Colorado are now nearer to the sary laborers because of a lack of men . May
seventh day and blessed and sanctified it, " do

" states,” than they were a decade ago . This God therefore open also the hearts of the not warrant the assumption, that the Sabbath

is true in more than one sense of the word. readers to the intent, that those among them commandment wasgiven by God in Paradise

Denver is confessedly the metropolis of the who can , prepare themselves for the ministry ;
to all men , as the same was afterwards given

Rocky Mountain Region. The patriotism of and that those who can not prepare for this to the Jewish people. 2. An essay on the.

some citizens of the Centennial State goes work themselves, lend their influence and aid New Testament doctrine of the Sabbath by

Rev. Herbst Sen. Conference learned anew

even so far as to advance the claim , that in for the preparation of others ; then will the

the near future “ the queen city of the plains” kingdom of grace make greater strides in the that the doctrine of our Augsburg Confession

concerning the freedom of all Christians re
is destined to become one of the four large line of advances. - H , R.

specting the Sabbath and other formerly ap
cities in this country between the Atlantic

and Pacific , the quartette being New York ,
pointed days, is the only correct doctrine, and

Chicago , Denver, and San Francisco. Judg
that the sectarians are doing Christian people

Another Church in Cleveland, Ohio.

ing from present indications this claim seems
a great wrong, when they insist on the keep

to be entitled to not a little consideration . About nine hundred members of the Evan- ing of the Sabbath-day , because it were an

ordinance of God also in the New Testament .

What to us is of the greatest interest and im- gelical Lutheran Church gathered at the cor

portance in the matter of progress in the ner of Robert street and Selden avenue yester
3. An essay on church-discipline by Rev. Wer

felmann .

Centennial State is the fact , that the true day afternoon to witness the laying of the
This essay comprises a thorough

visible church of Christ is making advances corner-stoneof Christ's Evangelical Lutheran exposition of Christ's injunction to do all in

also and taking a firm foothold in this part of Church. The church will be a two - story to the path of life and duty when they haveour power to lead back our erring brethren

the world-field . For where ten years ago one wooden building , surmounted by a small
offended .

solitary man , who has already passed on to steeple . Two rooms on the lower floor will

his heavenly reward , toiled in the interest of be used for school purposes , and the second

the gospelin all its truth and purity, there at story will be arranged as a place for holding A Mission Festival in Farmers Retreat,

the present time are to be found six men church services . It is designed to ultimately
Indiana.

engaged in the same work , one German in convert the entire building into a school-house

West Cliff, two , one Norwegian and one and erect a commodious church fronting on It was our great pleasure to meet also , in

German, in Denver, and one German in each Selden avenue , plenty of property having been the beginning of September, some of the breth

of the following three towns , viz. Trinidad , purchased for the purpose . There will be ren of South Eastern Indiana and to celebrate

Durango , and Pueblo . seats for about 450 people , and the build- with them and their people a grand mission

Ten years ago it was also a rare occurrence ing will be 68x46 feet . The cost of the land ary festival . Farmers Retreat in Dearborn

to greet a brother in the faith in this part of was $ 2,350, and that of the structure will be County commands quite a lofty position in the

the country, but of recent years such occur- about $ 4,500 . The church organization con- low - lands of Indiana. On the hills then of

rences have become more frequent, and we tains about one bundred families , and was Dearborn County a 'great number of Luthe

hope the time may not be very far distant formed three weeks ago from the membership rans assembled , they came in many hundreds

when we may read an announcement regard of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, on on their vehicles and assembled in the grove

ing the meeting of the Kansas District of our Jersey street . Until January 1 , Trinity will close by the church to sing the songs of re

beloved Missouri Synod to be held in the have charge of the new enterprise, but in joicing and hear the honor of God proclaimed .

capital of this state . In my last letter I August the new congregation will have as a Two brass-bands , one of Aurora and the other

made mention of the Colorado Conference , pastor Rev. H. P. Eckhardt, who was at the of Farmers Retreat , opened and accompanied

which met in Denver during the latter part of Lutheran Theological Seminary in St. Louis. the singing of hymns and two choirs under

April . Two weeks later two brethren in the The exercises yesterday included singing direction of teachers Gotsch , father and son,

faith , members of the Norwegian Synod, paid by the choir of Trinity Church and an address rendered beautiful anthems. Rev. E. Kaeb

å visit to the Rev. J. Reini in this city . One by Rev. J. H.Niemann, pastor of the church . ler , the resident pastor , welcomed all present

of them , the Rev. J. Ylvisacker, of Albert Lea , In the course of his address he alluded to the and requested them to make a joyful noise of

Minnesota , on May 12th held divine services rapid growth of the Lutheran churches in the good things the Lord had done towards us .

in Leadville, “ the city of the clouds,” whilst Cleveland. The first church was located on Rev. Prof. Stoeckhardt had come all the way

the other, the Rey. N. Pederson of Iowa , at the West Side in 1853 , and in 1857 quite a from St. Louis to preach theGerman mission

the same time preached in Denver, both to large brick church was built on Jersey street. He showed that it is the Lord who

comparatively large congregations . The Rev. In 1872 the congregation settled in their pres- opens and closes the doors of efficient mis
gentlemen were on their return journey from ent large church . In 1880 the members of sionary work and thatwenow live in a season

California. During theirshort stay in Denver, Trinity built Immanuel Church at the corner when the grace of God has widely opened the

they were shown the principal places of in- of Scranton and Seymour avenues, and the doors for work and that we should work whilst

sermon .
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the season lasted and not cause God by con- and was always where his conscientious sense " Well," said Mr. West, “ I have tried you

tempt and indolence to close the doors against of duty demanded , and by these qualities has long enough. You have learned more by this

us . Rev. Zollmann then read the great mis- fairly won the position he now holds , that of drawing than you should have accomplished

sionary prayer of the church. In the after- General Superintendent of the Chicago, Bur- in double the time by a dozen halffinished

noon an English address was made on the ex- lington & Quincy road , Mr. John D. Besler. drawings. It is not numerous drawings , but

cellency of Zion in her worship, her comfort, " Another, a young farmer in Bureau county , the character of one that makes a thorough

her integrity and hope, all a joy of many gen- with an education such as a boy on a farm in draughtsman . Finish one picture , sir , you

erations. Thereupon Rev. Broemer of Cin- Illinois would get forty years ago , thought he are a painter.”

cinnati appealed to the parents in the assem- might find work on a section as agreeable and It was a good lesson . One principle part

bly to urge their sons towards the study for profitable as farm work , and also entered the of a teacher's business is to keep his pupil

the ministry, and the young men to consecrate service of the Burlington road as section fore- from being too easily satisfied.

themselves to the work of winning souls for The same qualities that made James

the Master's kingdom . Finally Rev. Mark- T. Clark's success in railroad life , will under

worth of Jonesville , Ind . , spoke on the inner- God's blessing win success for others if any. Improving a Little Patch of Sunshine.

most mission , that is on the work which every thing can . Industrious, reliable , always true ,

Christian should prosecute in the congregation he was always wanted. He filled successively A man was confined many years in a dun

of which he is a member, in the home which is advanced positions , his last being that of geon. There was but one aperture in the

entrusted to his care, in his daily walk and con- Superintendent of the Chicago , Milwaukee wall . Through that the sunbeams came a few
versation . The collection proper, which was & St. Paul Railway. He passed away a few minutes daily , making a bright spot on the

taken upon the grounds, yielded $ 102 . The monthsago. I cite these instances, and could opposite side of the cell . Often the lonely

ministers present were entertained , during add many to them , for the encouragement of man looked upon that little patch of sunshine.

their four days ' stay , in the parsonage , and those who think they start in the race with A purpose to improve it grew within his soul.

Mrs. Rev. Kaehler certainly made it a most few of the advantages necessary to success . Groping on the floor of his cell he found a
pleasant home. The brethren mentioned, to- Although capacity and aptitude had much to nail and a stone , and with these rude imple

gether with Rev. Henkel of Aurora, spent the do with the advancement of each of them , ments he set to work on the white portion of

days which were not occupied by the festival , character was the essential quality by which the wall , for a few minutes every day during

in discussing the great doctrine ofjustification their success has been gained.” which it was illuminated , until he succeeded

with special reference to objective and sub Y. M. C. A. Watchman . in bringing out upon it a rude sculpture of

jective justification as they are termed , 2 Cor .
Christ upon the cross . Circumscribed may

5 , 20 and 21 , and Rom . 5 , 12:19 were closely
be our lot , yet we shall discover some tiny

studied and the true nature of the atoning Finish it. chink through which the sunshine shall come.

work of Christ , of the gospel and of faith was
On the spot where its light shall fall let us ,

amply discussed .
When Samuel F. B. Morse , afterwards fa- with such means as we can command , hew

mous as the inventor of the electric telegraph , out, not in cold stone , but in living love , the

That was a poser, put to a flight of oratory was a young painter studying in London, he likeness of the sacrifice of Christ.-Sel.

of an Anti-Missourian , at the late session of made a drawing from a small cast of the

Synod S. W. Va. The orator was soaring on Farnese Hercules , intending to offer it to

eagle's wings as he described the alleged false Benjamin West as an example of his work. “ While we have Time.”

claims to progress made by the Missouri Lu Being very anxious for the favorable opinion

therans. As a climax, he said , “ What in- of the master, he spent a fortnight upon the Once there was a man who had been made

fluence have they on any one except a native drawing and thought he had it perfect. a minister , and he wanted to go as a mis

German ? They do not gather into their con
When Mr. West saw the drawing he ex- sionary to some far-off country , that he might .

gregation a single individual except a Euro- amined it critically , commended it in this teach poor heathen people all about the Lord
pean German .”

and that particular , then banded it back , say- Jesus Christ.

A distinct inquiry came from across the ing , “ Very well , sir , very well ; go on and He was not very strong, and his friends

room : “ Are the colored members of the Mis- finish it."
were afraid he might soon die in the heathen

souri Synod native Germans? ”
“ But it is finished,” said the young artist. land , which was hot and unhealthy, so they

Why was it , that that orator suddenly ceased " O , no," said Mr. West ; " look here, and tried to persuade him to stay at home.

to orate ? (Our Church Paper, Sept. 11 , 1889, here, and here," and put his fingers upon He asked his physician how long he thought

Vol. XVII , No. 37. ) P. C. T.
various unfinished places . he might live in India.

Mr. Morse saw the defects as they were " Perhaps, " said the doctor, " you may

pointed out to him , and devoted another week live seven years.”

to remedying them . Then he carried the draw- " Then I will go, ” said he , " for in seven

ing again to the master. Mr. West was evi- years , by God's help , I may do much work

Opportunities Improved. dently much pleased , and lavished praises for him .”

upon the work ; but at the end he handed it So he went, and , as he knew that his time

Mr. Robert Harris, chairman of the North- back , and said as before : “ Very well indeed , must be short , he tried to spend every moment

ern Pacific , speaking of the library at the sir ; but go on and finish it. ” of it in serving God.

Railway Young Men's Christian Association “ Is it not finished ?” asked Mr. Morse , by Even before he sailed away for India bis

at New York , said : - this time all but discouraged . friends used to call him “ the man who never

“ Let me say a few words to encourage the “ Not yet ; you have not marked the muscle, lost an hour," because he was so careful not

young men who find here books and other nor the articulations of the finger joints .” to waste any of his precious time; but now

means of gaining knowledge, by referring to The student once more took the drawing he felt it to be still more precious .

two instances , where young men with narrow home , and spent several days in retouching it . In those seven years he did a great work

opportunities used such as they had greatly He would have it done this time for God indeed .

to their advantage. A short time before I But the critic was not yet satisfied . The He preached to the poor heathen people,

joined the Burlington road , a young man had work was very good , “ very good indeed ; and taught them about the Lord Jesus ; and

come over from Germany, took employment remarkably clever ” : but it needed to be he wrote the prayer book and the New Testa

on the road between Peoria and Galesburg , “ finished .” ment in their language, so that they could

as foreman of a section gang . He was ab- “ I can not finish it,” said Mr. Morse in read and understand it . — Young Christian

stemious, industrious, earnest and faithful, despair. Soldier.

Heartl and Home.
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For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . the sword is hanging over him , at anymoment the machinations of the imperial party pre

Saw-Dust. death may strike him , and his happiness sours vented his enjoyment of his gains ; the blood

at the thought. of his victims burned into his heart ; suspicion

of his servants and his nearest friends can
The other day an avaricious fool met a 3. HORMOUZ.

sharper, by appointment, at his place of busi
He was the possessor of a huge and splendid lust , drunkenness, and savage cruelty, he led

kered his peace of mind ; quaffing the cup of

ness , was shown a big roll of bills , represented
box of saw -dust.—Ah , how many envied this

as counterfeit money, and struck by their a miserable life , and hastened to a miserable
genuine appearance, paid a heavy price for youth for his dazzling fortune ! Hewas the death . The senate of Constantinople and his

them . The bills were packed in a box , which death ascended the thrones of Persia and of Africa to rid the country of the tyrant.
son of the great Nushirvan and on his father's

own son-in-law, Crispus , solicited the exarch

was , after some time , handed to the buyer.
India. He inherited the reputation of his Phocas found himself in the position of Mau

He carried his treasure home rejoicing and
father , the service of wise and valiant officers, rice : his most trusted supporters committed

opened it and found the box filled with saw
and the rule of a prosperous and contented their master's crime : from thewindows of his

dust. The world offers us wealth , power , honor ,
pation. Thousands of servants awaited his

rank, happiness . We know it is counterfeit, pleasure, valorous generals delighted to fight and the treason of his friends. He was seized ,
palace he beheld the approach of the rebels

but still many of us snatch it and rejoice over

his battles, millions of men obeyed his com- stripped of his diadem and purple, clothed in
it , and after a short season find ourselves pos mands. The provinces of Persia contributed

sessors of saw-dust. " What is all this life a vile habit, loaded with chains , and led be

to his pleasure , and the riches of India were

possesseth ? But a hand Full of sand That poured outbefore him . Foreign nations sought to death for his many crimes , and after suffer
fore his successful rival . He was condemned

the heart distresseth !” " All is vanity' and ,
his alliance , and princes bowed their knees ing every variety of insult and torture , his

possessed , changes into nothing. It either
before him.

deserts us or else we loathe it . Here are head was severed from his body, the mangled
Pass over a number of years. In the palace trunk was cast into the flames, and the same

several illustrations from history.
of Modain the nobles and satraps of Persia treatment inflicted on his statues.

1. MAXIMUS. are assembled , prepared to try a man for his

5. NIZAM .He had been enjoying a pleasant life,when life. Before them stands the criminal,having

the swindler World offered him the throne of just been brought out of the dungeon, closely
Not even the most virtuous find temporal

Rome. Ambitiouslyhegraspedat the offer, guarded, of abject posture and squalid ap- glory and power - even though they havede,
was successful, saw the bleeding corpse of pearance, tears of rage and fear in his eyes, served it - other than vanity , bearing the fruit

loaded down with chains , disfigured by the of unhappiness , subject to decay and death .
Valentinian at his feet , was proclaimed em

marks of ignominious stripes. It is the once Nizam was the chief counsellor, the right handperor and, wielding the scepter of the world, marks of ignominious stripes. It is the once

mighty Hormouz. Degenerating into a cruel
found that he had a hand full of sand. The of the Turkish conquerors , Alp Arslan and his

day of hisinauguration was the lastday of his tyrant, he beheld his generals turn against son,Malek Shah. Hewas oneof the most, .

him and unfurl the banner of rebellion .

happiness . He bitterly regretted ever having illustrious ministers of the East. The light

He was overpowered and cast into the dun- and splendor of the Persian empire must be
become Emperor. “ He sighed that he had

attained the summit of his wishesand aspired geon, led forthtoendure thepity, the con ascribed to his virtue and genius. He was
only to descend from the dangerous eleva. / tempt, the indignation of those who had but honored as an oracle of religion and science ,

tion . ” After three months he did descend: yesterday adored themajestyanddivinesplen- and trusted bythe sultan asa faithful vice
dor of his diadem and purple , and hear senafter three months of remorse and terror , and gerent of his power and justice . He was the

seditions of the soldiery and the people,he / tence passed upon him . His favorite son and real ruler of the empire , enjoying the success

his mother were murdered , his eyes were of his measures and the prosperity of the
was publicly executed .

pierced with a hot needle , and he was led country , the love of the nation and the confi

2. DAMOCLES. back into prison . He was afterwardsremoved dence of his master. And the end of it all was

“ He was a courtier of Dionysius , the Tyrant by hisson and successorto an apartment of this: " After an administration of thirty years,

of Syracuse, and was always repeating , that the palace, but resentment, misery, and de- the fameof the vizier, hiswealth and even his

nevermanwashappier than Dionysius. "Since spair filled his days , till, in another rebellion , services, weretransformed into crimes. He
you are of that opinion , ' said the tyrant, ' will in which his son was deposed, one of the

was overthrown by the insidious arts of a

you taste and make proof ofmy felicity in rebels ended, with a bow-string , bis wretched woman anda rival; and his fallwas hastened;

existence .

person ? ' The offer was accepted with joy. by the rash declaration that his cap and ink

Damocles was placed on a golden couch ,
4. PHOCAS.

horn , the badges of his office, were connected

covered with carpets, richly embroidered . Another dupe of the saw-dust-swindler. He by the divine decree with the throne and dia

The side-boards were loaded with vessels of was a centurion in the army of Emperor Mau- dem of the sultan . At the age of ninety-three

gold and silver. The most beautiful slaves rice and , assuming leadership in a rebellion of years the venerable statesman was dismissed

in the most splendid habits stood around , the troops, conceived the plan of seating him- by his master, accused by his enemies, and

ready to serve him at the slightest signal . self on the throne. The emperor found him- murdered by a fanatic : the last words of Ni

The most exquisite essences and perfumes self deserted by his followers and abdicated, zam attested his innocence .”

had not been spared . The table was spread and Phocas easily reached the object of his
6. ALL MEN.

with proportionate magnificence. Damocles ambition : he was consecrated by the patriarch

was all joy , and looked upon himself as the of Constantinople in the church of St. John These instances of the inability of human

happiest man in the world , when , unfortu- the Baptist. He paid a great price for the fortune , the vanity of things temporal can be

nately , casting up his eyes he beheld over his world's goods : deceit , perjury , rebellion , doubled a thousandfold , a millionfold . “ I

head the point of a sword , which hung from murder : splendor, glory, power he received have seen all the works that are under the

the roof only by a single horse -hair. He was in exchange : in a chariot drawn by four white sun , and, behold , all is vanity and vexation

immediately seized with a cold sweat ; every- horses he publicly entered the royal city , amid of spirit .” All men find , sooner or later , that

thing disappeared in an instance ; he could see the acclamations of the people he ascended what has its origin in this earth , partakes of

nothing but the sword , nor think of anything the throne , heard the applause of the army , this earth's nature : it bears thorns and thistles,

but his danger . In the height of his fear he received the congratulations of the Pope at it is cut off and passeth away . Be wise and

desired permission to retire , and declared he Rome , and beheld a mighty empire prostrate seek the imperishable gifts of the Eternal One.

would be happy no longer.” But not only itself at his nod and hasten to do his bidding. Learn to say : “ Whom have I in heaven but

he that is surrounded by royal splendor and The box was splendid , but on opening it he thee ? and there is none upon earth that I

pleasures , but also the poorest laborer , if he found it to contain saw-dust , and worse : un- desire beside thee . My flesh and my heart

enjoys nothing else beyond some of the pos- happiness , disgrace, death . The phantoms of faileth : but God is the strength of my heart,

session of this life , can not enjoy it securely : his murdered victims disturbed his repose ; and my portion forever.” E.

а
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bullet whistles in traversing the air , so that teen small chickens walked before us. Next

we can , to a certain extent , follow its flight ; he gave a gentleman an Irish potato to hold ,

the same thing also happening with a falling asking him to shut it close in his hand ; he

meteorite just before striking the earth . The then stood up and beckoned, when suddenly
God's Wonders in Electricity .

noise actually heard has been compared to the gentleman said some words that were deep

the sound produced when one tears linen . It and strong, and instead of a potato , there fell

One of the unique spectacles at present at- is due, really , to the fact that the air rapidly from his hand a small snake , that writhed in

tracting the attention of mechanics as well as pushed on one side in front of the projectile , a slow , torpid way. Again the conjurer un

ordinary observers in New York , is a five- whether bullet or meteorite , quickly rushes wound his turban and asked a gentleman to

story building, the machinery of which, on back to fill the gap left in the rear. cut it for him . A knife was produced , and

every floor, is run apparently without motive Scientific American . the long cloth was severed into two pieces ;

power. One sees no shafting, no connection these were given to two of the company, and

between the revolving wheels of lathes, punches they were requested to burn the ends that had

and other forms of mechanism that are in A True Story for Disobedient Children . been cut. Soon they were on fire , real cloth

operation : and nothing of the labyrinth of
and real fire, for I smelt the peculiar odor of

pulleys and belts to which the eye has become Some years ago there lived a family in cotton ; a great deal of it was consumed, and

accustomed in all factories. Electricity has. England consisting of the father, mother and then the scorched remnants were returned to

taken the place of steam , wires , of belts , and two sons . The older of the boys got very the conjurer. Quickly he put the charred ends

a curious little motor supplies the power. The angry at his father one Sunday for denying together ; then, borrowing a handkerchieffrom

building referred to is used for the manufact- him the privilege of taking a pleasure ride . a bystander, he covered them . For a moment

ure of all kinds of electric motors. In the He made up his mind that he would not stay he stood holding the burnt turban up to the

cellar is a boiler and a small engine which runs at homeany longer. He persuaded his brother sky , whispering, while the spectators watched

a dynamo of seventy -five horse power. From to go with him , and they left home. They in silence. The minutes passed , he returned

the latter wires are distributed to the floor went to a town by the seaside , intending to the handkerchief to the owner, and the tur

above , where are small motors that may be go to sea.
ban , apparently untouched , was handed about

run or not , according to the needs of the es- · Before going , however, they called on the for examination . These few tricks I give out

tablishment. These wires are connected with Rev. G-, to assist them in getting a situa- of a greatnumber quite as inexplicable. I tell

each motor by a key which enables the work- tion on board a man-of-war. This good man you only what I saw.-Ex.

man to turn the current on or off at will. saw that there was something wrong. He God will be a jealous witness against the

Four of these tiny mechanisms furnish work asked them why they left home. The older conjurer and sorcerer.

for eighty men . Electricity is found to be boy frankly told him , that it was to spite their

cheaper than steam because there is a saving parents. After the preacher had heard all

in the useofcoal , engine, belting , pulleys , etc. , about the matter , he tried to show the boys moves Him to it ? Nothing but unutterable
What is the reason that God gives ? What

and hence power. Another advantage is that what a sin it was to run off from home. He love,because He delights to give and to bless .

electric wires may be stretched for several made a deep impression on the younger boy, What does He give ? Not empires merely,

miles , and the motor at that distance from the who took the clergyman's advice and went not a world full of silver and gold , not heaven

dynamo will be run as well as if it were in the home. But the other son resolved to go on and earth only , but His Son , who is as great

next room . It is said that the power of a in his evil course .

as Himself— that is , eternal and incompre
dynamo goes about three times as far as that About fifteen years after this had taken

hensible , a Gift as infinite as the Giver, the
of an engine of equal horse power, and it is place the Rev.GG was called to the prison

believed that this is the only establishment-in to see a man who was to be hung in a few the possession and property of all the riches
very spring and fountain of all grace ; yea,

the world worked in this manner, that is by days. When he entered the cell he saw a
and treasures of God . - Luther .

wires instead of shafts and belting .
wretched , miserable-looking creature sitting

Domestic Journal . by the table . The prisoner said : " Do you
Acknowledgments.

not remember me?" " No," said the clergy

man , “ I do not recollect that I ever saw you ." Received the following, since my last acknowl

*The Sound of Thunder. Then the poor fellow said that he was the $ 1.00 . From his congregation $ 3.50. Rev. Theo.
edgment : Rev. L. M. Wagner, Gravelton , Mo. ,

older of the two boys who had called on him F : F . Fink , Shelby, Mich ., $ 4.00 .
Brethren , for this manifestation of love toward

One of the most terse and succinct descrip- years before. He told him how that he had
me and mine, I am truly thankful.

tions of a natural phenomenon is that recently gone far away from home, and lived as he May God preserve you all in the true faith unto

R. L. GOODMAN , Neutral , Kans .given by M. Hirn , in which he says that the pleased , and fell into bad company. He went everlasting life .

sound which is known as thunder is due from bad to worse . At last he committed a

Received from the “ Salem Congregation ,” Spring

simply to the fact that the air traversed by robbery and a murder, and for that he was dale ( Arkansas ), per Mr. •D . M. Linebarger for

an electric spark — that is , a flash of lightning now to be executed . The minister wrote to English Mission $ 7.20.

St. Louis , Sept. 19, 1889. C.F. LANGE, Treas.
-is suddenly raised to a very high temper- the man's parents , and his father came to

ature , and has its volume , moreover, con- visit his wayward son , and had the unspeak

siderably increased . The column of gas thus able anguish of standing by while he suffered Subscriptions Paid.

suddenly heated and expanded is sometimes the penalty of the law . - Childs Paper.

Rev. G. Kuechle, Milwaukee, Wis . , ( VIII ) $ 1.00

several miles long , and as the duration of the
H. G. Schwagmeier, Springfield, I., ( VII

flash is not even a millionth of a second , it 43 cc ) :

Rev.J. B.Ansorge, Fort Dodge, Iowa, (VIII.
follows that the noise bursts forth at once Egyptian Conjurers. IX )

from the whole column , though for an ob Rev. C. A. Giermann , Utica, N. Y. , (VII )

server in any one place it commences where One kneeled in front of me on the hard as
Mrs. M. Lockwood, Martinsburgh, Neb. ,

( VIII )

the lightning is at the least distance. In pre- phalt pavement ; his sleeves were above his Mrs. J. Schultz, Martinsburgh, Neb , (VIII) 1.00
cise terms, according to M. Hirn, the begin- elbows ; in his hands he held a newly - fledged Rev. T. Stiemke, Baltimore,'Md., (VIII)

Rev. J. H. Tietjen, Durango, Colo ., (VIII)

ning of the thunder -clap gives us the minimum chicken . He looked up to the sky , making a Rev. L. Wahl, Mobile, Ala , (VIII )(
1.00

distance of the lightning, and the length of strange call the while , then apparently pulled Teacher E. F.Rosen, Salt Creek, III., ( VII .
Rev. C. B. Preuss, Avilla , Ind , (VIII)

the thunder -clap gives us the length of the the chicken's head off. I made an exclama- VIII)
2.00

column . He also remarks that when a flash tion; when , lo , two chickens hopped on the H Stoeppelwerth, Fort Wayne, Ind . , ( VIII
19 cc . )

4.75

of lightning strikes the ground it is not neces- path ! We pushed him with this trick , but Rev. M. Luecke, Troy, III ., (VIII)

sarily from the place struck that the first could not discover any explanation . Hewent A. Westermann, St. Louis, Mo., (VÍII8 to IX 7) 1.00

noise is heard . Again, he points out that a on quietly pulling their heads off until four CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

10.75
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1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00
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WHY WE LUTHERANS MAKE IT A PRACTICE fit to walk in the narrow path which leads

TO ESTABLISH , BUILD , AND MAINTAIN them to the life to come. We indeed want

The Public School , Parochial School , PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS .
our children to study the histories and events

and Sunday -School.
Our parochial schools , my friends, are in- of this world ; but we would rather see them

stitutions of learning , where the attending acquainted with the great histories and truths

pupils receive an education in reading , writ- of theBible , informing them of their creation ,

Sermon preached at the Dedication of a School- ing, arithmetic, geography , history , and their lamentable fall, and their glorious re
house in Akron, O. , from Psalm 78, 5. 6. 7. ,

grammar ; but in connection with these sec- demption through Christ Jesus. We indeed

and published by request by JNO .

ular branches of knowledge they are daily do not intend to neglect our children in the

instructed in the histories and doctrines of study of arithmetic, geography , and grammar,

Dear FRIENDS AND Brethren: --The mem the Bible , so that on their dismissal from but we consider it a paramount obligation

bers of this church have to-day assembled school they are thoroughly acquainted with "towards them , to have them calculate the

here to celebrate the completion of their newly the law and commandments of their God and length and breadth , the depth and height of

erected school-house , And metbinks , they the way unto salvation . And if I were asked God's love , to have them look forthemountain ,

have reason for such celebration. They may to give a brief reply to the question , why we whence cometh their help , to have them know ,

heartily rejoice over the work they have ac- Lutherans erect and maintain such schools , in what direction Jerusalem , the golden city

complished . The splendid edifice, which they I should answer , because we know it to be with its dazzling gates of pearl , is situated,

have erected at the rear of this church , speaks our sacred duty to give our children a thorough and to have them speak in the language and

well of their school , their church , and their Christian education; and we are convinced grammar of sincere children of God . In

Christian spirit . But why is it thatwe Lu- that under present circumstances this duty short,my friends , we realize the imperative

therans go to the trouble of erecting and may best be performed bymeans of congre- duty of giving our children a thorough in

maintaining parochial schools ? This question gational schools . struction in the great truths and undefiled

we are frequently asked by our American
You will readily admit that it is a right doctrines of christianity pertaining to the sal

friends. They often do not and can not com- and duty of parents to instruct and educate vation of their immortal souls , and that is the

prehend our policy . They look upon it as an their children . It is their right and duty to reason , why we Lutherans make it a practice

you are annually paying high taxes for the right and duty to give them raiment, bread , schools .

you are annually paying high taxes for the provide for them in every respect ; it is their to educate our children in congregational

maintenance of public schools, and yet you and shelter; and it is their right and duty to But why do we believe and how do we know

make little or no use of them ; but you rather
teach them the elementary branches of knowl- the Christian education of our children to be

go to the expense of building yourown school- edge . This right and duty parents have ac- a sacred duty ? We know it from the Bible ,

houses and keeping your own teachers. We cording to the laws of nature, and the word the unfailing and everlasting word of God . I
consider that poor business and can not under of God enjoins it upon them 1. Timothy 5 , need hardly tell you , that true Christians should

stand it , unless it be done out of sheer op- where Paul says, “ But if any provide not for abide with the Bible always and everywhere,
position to our common school- system . his own , and especially for those of his own and refer to its precepts in all their doings .

But let me say right here , that we Lutherans house , he bath denied the faith and is worse And when we take note of what the Bible says

are not bent upon opposing our public schools . than an infidel.” in regard to the education of children , we

We are aware that for many reasons our civil However, if that were the only obligation find their religious instruction enjoined upon

authorities are obliged to erect and maintain which parents have towards their children in the parents in the strongest terms. Our text

schools , and we are glad to see them take an regard to their education , to instruct them in furnishes an instance of this kind . We are

interest in the education of our country's chil- secular matters, we Lutherans would never told , “ For He established a testimony in

dren , so as to make them intelligent citizens . go to the expense of erecting denominational Jacob , and appointed a law in Israel , which

We know that a large number of our country's schools. Because the public school-system He commanded our fathers , that they should

children would be left without any instruction of this country affords ample opportunity for make them known to their children : that the

whatever by their parents , if our state author- such an education . We feel inclined to be generation to come might know them ,
ities did not look to their education . For lieve that the common schools of our country the children which should be born , who should

this reason we cheerfully and willingly pay in this respect are equal, if not superior , to arise and declare them to their children ; that
our taxes for public institutions of learning . those of any other country under the sun . they might set their hope in God , and not

It is our desire that not a cent of these taxes And it would be the greatest folly imaginable forget the works of God , but keep His com
be expended for sectarian purposes , but that on our part to erect church-schools along side mandments.” Mark this saying of our text !

every cent be used in the interest ofthe public of our public institutions of learning , if they The writer is evidently speaking of what the

and community at large . We seek to dis- had oneand thesame purpose and end in view . Lord had commanded our fathers . And what
courage all attempts that are being made to But we are conscious of a higher and more was that ? The text answers , “ that they should

appropriate money from the public school important duty towards our children . We make known to their children the testimony

fund for private and denominational schools . know it to be imposed on us by God Almighty and law of the Lord .” And how far did this

Hence I feel justified in claiming that it is not himself to afford them a thorough Christian divine command reach ? I answer , from

sheer opposition to our public schools that in education . That is the reason why we feel generation to generation , for we are told ,

duces usto build and maintain church -schools. ourselves bound to establish schools, where that the generation to come might know

Well what is it ? you ask . I will tell you what religious instruction is a chief part of the daily them , even the children which should be born ,
it is. Referring you to the words of our studies. True, we desire our children to be who should arise and declare them to their

text, I shall endeavor to explain to you this fit for the duties and pursuits of this life ; but children." Again , to what purpose were the
evening,

it is of greater importance to us that they be fathers to teach Jehovah's testimony and law

6
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to their children ? We read , " that they might education and training , but you perhaps have 99 cases out of 100 the families can not and

set their hope in God, and not forget the your doubts as to the necessity and practi- do not grant their children a thorough and

works of God , but keep His commandments." cability of performing this duty by means of lasting instruction in religion. And that is

Methinks , this is plain and unmistakable congregational schools . Well , what method the reason why we Lutherans deem it by far

language concerning the instruction of our have you of discharging this duty ? I need the best method to establish Christian schools

children ! not call your attention to the fact , that our for the discharge of a duty, for which our

I shall, however , refer you to several other public schools furnish no religious instruction parents have no sufficient time within the

passages. Deut. 6. Moses informs Israel , whatever ; you are aware of that . And I for circles of their families .

“ These words , which I command thee this my part am persuaded , that in this country, But it almost seems to me that I hear some

day shall be in thine heart. And thou shalt where we have such diversity of religious one remark, you are entirely overlooking our

teach them diligently unto thy children." faith and opinion , it would be utterly im- Sunday-schools ; do not they afford our chil

Ephes. 6. we read , “ Ye fathers , provoke not practicable and unadvisable to introduce re- dren a Christian education ? You will allow

your children to wrath , but bring them up in ligion into the schools of our state . Besides , me to say a few words in regard to the pre

the nurture and admonition of the Lord." our civil government is under no obligation at vailing Sunday-school -system . We have no

These precepts of the Bible undeniably impose all to see to the Christian training of its sub- inclination to detract from the merits of

upon us the moral duty of giving our children jects . It may require them to be loyal and Sunday -schools if they are properly con

a religious training and Christian education . intelligent citizens, but no more. The con- ducted . They certainly are better than noth

And when we call to mind that beautiful stitution of our country provides for the com- ing in the way of granting children religious

scene, where Jesus himself took the little ones plete separation of religious and civil affairs, instruction .. And by all means keep up a

into His arms, hugged them , kissed them , of church and state . The founders of our good Sunday - school , as long as you have

caressed them , and then gave vent to the republic evinced great wisdom , when they nothing better and more to the point! But

memorable saying, “ Suffer the little children adopted this important statute . That is as it common sense and experience tells , that the

to come unto me and forbid them not , for of ought to be in every country . And as long Christian education which children derive by

such is the kingdom of heaven ," I say , when as our constitution continues to make this means of our Sunday -schools, must needs be

we are reminded of this touching scene , how provision , we shall ever be ready to stand by very superficial. It frequently happens to be

can we and dare we shirk the duty of bring it and defend it . the case , that the teachers at the head of

ing our children to Jesus by means of in- However, you say , it is true , our common Sunday - school classes are incompetent of

structing them in the sacred truths of His school-system does not grantreligious instruc- teaching and explaining to children the doc

religion ? tion , but we hold the family circle to be the trines of the Bible . Again , think of the little

I might proceed to prove to you from the proper place of educating children in the time that Sunday-schools allow for religious

Bible the duty of parents concerning the re- doctrines of Christianity. So far you are instruction , an bour a week , one out of 168 !

ligious training of their children ; but I trust , right in your belief. The family indeed is If I had a boy whom I intended to be aI

the passages mentioned are sufficient. Know- and ought to be the root , from which the physician, and become acquainted with the

ing and considering them wecan not and dare tree of social life with all its different fruit art of surgery , so that he were capable of

not deny our children a thorough Christian grows up . And I have endeavored to prove performing the most difficult surgical opera

education . Besides , my friends , reflect but to you from nature and the Bible , that it is a tions , and I made it a practice to send him an

a moment on the tender relation , that exists - right and duty of parents to see to the proper hour a week to some medical college , you

between us and our children. They are the training and discipline of their own. But with would be right in considering that the greatest

most precious jewels and gems that we pos- all candor of spirit I put the question to you : folly . And yet , my friends, some of you are

All our money and property is of little Do our children receive a thorough religious satisfied with having your children instructed

or no value to us in comparison with our training within our family circles ? I venture an hour a week in matters that pertain to the

children. They are our very flesh and blood the statement, that if the Christian education eternal salvation of their immortal souls . Can

and hence ought to be and certainly are as of our children were entirely left to the family , you reasonably expect your children to be

dear to us as we are to ourselves. We are the children of 99 families out of 100 would thoroughly imbued with the various doctrines

ever diligent in providing for them the neces- receive but a very meagre and scanty religious of the Bible by the meagre and insufficient

saries of life. We are always mindfulof their instruction. We have to -day a vast number teaching of our Sunday -schools? Do you
bodily ailments. Should we then neglect pay- of parents , who do not care for the Bible and believe that such an education will make a

ing attention to their souls' salvation , know- its teachings at all ; how in the name of truth lasting impression upon the minds and bearts

ing them to be depraved by Satan and sin ? can the homes of such parents afford their of your children, an impression that will pre
Should we neglect rearing them in the nurture children an opportunity for a knowledge of vail against the attacks of Satan and the daily

and admonition of the Lord , since they even Christ and His religion ? A large number of temptations of infidels and unbelievers , who

as children in simplicity of faith are capable parents to-day are so busily engaged in the labor in his interest? We are convinced ,and

of comprehending the teachings of the Holy affairs of this life , that they find little or no this conviction of ours is based upon experi
Spirit ? If we were negligent in these matters time for a proper education of their children ence , that if our children are to receive a

we would be making one of the greatest mis- within the family. We see our fathers leaving thorough knowledge and lasting impression

takes of our life . When on the great day of their homes early in the morning for their of the Bible, its divine truths and command

Judgment we were called upon to render an places of business and returning late in the ments, they are in need of daily religious in

account for the instruction and education of evening tired and weary . Our mothers are struction . The law of God will have to be

our children , our very sốns and daughters generally engaged from morning till night in called to their minds, explained to them and

would rise as witnesses against us and charge doing their housework and arranging the affairs brought home to their hearts by competent

us with the neglect ofone of the most sacred of their homes. Where is the time and room , teachers day after day. And that is what we

duties that we had during our sojourn in the tell me , for a thorough Christian education of are aiming at in our parochial schools . Our

land of the living here below . That is just children within the circles of such families ? pupils are daily reminded of their Creator's
how we feel about it ! And this keen sense And how often do we meet with parents,who commandments. Day after day the histories

of duty in regard to the Christian education themselves have been left ignorant of the and doctrines of the Bible are related and ex,

of our children prompts and induces us to great truths of the Bible , and for this reason pounded to them . In all discipline exercised
establish schools, where religious instruction are incapable of teaching them to their chil- in our schools we strive to make the word of

is the most important part in the daily exer- dren at home even if they desired to !
Nay, God the governing element.

cises and studies . my friends, you undoubtedly are right in secular sciences, taught in our schools , are

From what has been said , I trust that you claiming the family to be a proper place for pervaded by a Christian spirit. That is what

one and all are ready to admit the duty of the religious training of children ; but at the we under present circumstances deem the

parents to bestow on their children a religious same time you are forced to concede , that in best, if not only correct method of bringing|

sess .

And even the

Γ
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Dedicatory.

up our children in the nurture and admonition work of the Auburn Church company. As stone contractors , and Brooks Bros. , also of

of the Lord ; and that is the reason why we you look above you see a gallery encircling this city , did the carpenter work. The stone

Lutherans make it a practice to establish , the entire church , supported by pillars . The used in the construction of the church is the

build , and maintain parochial schools . interior wood work is all of natural oak and same as that used in the new monument at

In conclusion , my friends , we would be- blends harmoniously with the surrounding de- Indianapolis. The cost of the work is esti

seech you to give our schools a fair consider- licate shades. The four adits to the audito- mated at $65,000 and may be a few thousand

ation. Do not confound them with those rium , the handsome large windows in the tran- dollars more before entirely completed .
The

of the Roman Catholic Church, whose aim septs and the smaller windows on either side contractswere letApril2 , 1888 , and the church

it has ever been to keep their children in admit sufficient light . The light is strained was dedicated yesterday.

superstition and servitude . Besides , the through delicately shaded stained-glass win

Church of Rome has time and again shown a dows furnished by A. H. Wallace & Co. , of
THE CONGREGATION .

reluctance in the support of our public insti- St. Louis. On Saturday, October 14 , 1837 , twenty

tutions of learning. This Church has ever The ceiling is groined at the intersection of three families gathered in the Court House,

evinced a desire to appropriate money from the arches of the transepts and of the main in this city, and organized the first Evangeli

the public school-fund for their private and edifice. At the nave is suspended a single cal Lutheran congregation in Indiana. In

denominational institutions, and you know massive brass chandelier of 800 candle power its primitive career, Rev. Jesse Hoover, of

that in many instances it has been successful! which brilliantly illuminates the church except Virginia , was called as pastor .

But that is what we Lutherans seek to dis- a few corners under the gallery, where are This was the nucleus from which sprung

courage. As I have already stated , we are placed individual jets of brass finish. The the St. Paul , and , in time , the other Lutheran

well aware , that our state authorities are ceiling , groined as it is , with its arches, nave congregations of this city and vicinity , and to,

obliged to erect and maintain schools . As and extensive surface is exquisitely frescoed the Christian efforts of Henry Rudisill, who

citizens of this country we cheerfully con- in beautiful tones . The background is ofThe background is of was ever foremost in the early church work,

tribute to their support. We want all school cream trimmed in very light terra cotta and is much honor due for the establishment of

taxes to be used in the interest of the state salmon. The effect is notgorgeousbut pleas- this pioneer congregation and its success after

and its public institutions. That we Lutherans ing and the careful blending of the delicate wards .

very often make little or no use of them , but shades never tires the eye . It is the work of
Fort Wayne was a country village of 500 in

rather educate our children in parish-schools, Mack & Pressler, of Indianapolis .
habitants in 1837 ; but the church was founded

is done from reasons which I have explained From the entrance the architectural beauty
on a rock , and survived all the storms which

to you more fully in my discourse . Hence initiates and constantly graduates till it reaches
besieged it in its growth .

I feel justified in asking you to give the the altar. Here upon the chancel, or altar

Evangelical Lutheran Schools of this country niche , in its handsome modern Gothic finish
Pastor Hoover died on the 23d day of May ,

a fair, an unbiased, impartial consideration, and design rests the eye. The niche is 30 feet 1838, and was succeeded in the pastoral charge

Amen. in width and 24 feet deep and is arranged in by Rev. Frederick Wyneken. Rev. Wyneken

a seven sided semi-circle which gradually as
began his work in an old school house , but

cends till it forms a nave at the top . The
soon built a church , which was completed in

entire chancel is of Gothic design and while the fall of 1839. This was used for many

not gorgeous is attractive . In front is a bas years. In 1845 Rev. Wyneken left to accept

The New St. Paul's Church in the City relief of the Lord's supper in white and gold a charge at Baltimore, Md . , and Rev. Dr. Sih
.

ler succeeded him , and for forty years, from

of Fort Wayne, Ind .
The pulpit is in one corner of the niche in

front and is entered from the robing room by
1845 to 1885 , he continued as pastor of the

church . When he assumed charge, the con
The Dedication of the Church Attended with Ceremonies a winding stair. Overhead is a canopy, the

Worthy of the Eventful Occasion .
roof of which is a hidden sounding board gregation numbered sixty families and soon
which greatly facilitates the minister in his the little church became too small for its in

The old St. Paul's church presented a gloomy delivery.
creasing membership. It was , consequently ,

appearance amidst the modern innovations In the gallery above the entrance is the moved to the rear part of their lot , used as a

wbich surrounded it . The new church with organ. It is one of the largest- and best in school house, and a new frame temple, 64X 44

feet was erected . To this was afterwards
all its modern architectural pretentions towers the city , having been furnished and built by

up and adds beauty and grandeur to the sur- the Barkoff Organ Company, of Salem , o ., added a wing, and these buildings continued

roundings . The edifice is of brick with a very at a cost of $4000 .
the place of worship of the congregation until

artistic trimming of Bedford oolitic lime stone . There is a pitch in the floor oftwenty inches they were razed for the present handsome
edifice .

The anterior as you approach the entrance is which makes the view from each seat unob
massive and rich .

In 1868 the Emmanuel's Lutheran church

As you cast your eye structed . This is the only church in the city

heavenward the conspicuously artistic finish with a pitched floor . On either side of the was built, as a branch of the steadily growing

of the facade attracts you. The spire pierc- altar niche on the exterior there are two congregation. Dr. Sihler remained in charge

ing the very zenith of the sky , reaches to a One is used as a confirmation and a
untill 1875 , when Rev. H , G. Sauer was called

height of 216 feet. The entire front of the class room , the other as the pastor's room.
as his assistant. The congregation continued

church is of the modern Gothic and this style The building is heated by furnaces. The ar
to grow , and in 1882 another branch , the

of architecture is noticed in interior decora- chitects of the beautiful church were Messrs.
Zion's Lutheran church , was established.

tions . The church is a very large , and es- Wing & Mahurin of this city , and they are to
On the 7th day of June, 1885 , the veteran

pecially commodious one. The exterior length be congratulated upon the success of their pastor , Rev. Dr. Sihler , on account of failing

of the structure is 138 feet , the interior length work. They have been careful in every de- health and his advanced age, resigned as pastor

100 feet. The front of the church is 64 feet tail and their work is highly prized by the of the St. Paul's church, and quietly passed

in width , through the transepts the width is congregation . Their careful work in regard to the better land , Oct. 27th , of the same
93 feet.

As you enter the auditorium , the to the acoustic properties of the auditorium year. His death was mourned by the large

immensity of the church is noticeable . Every have been crowned with success . Not an echo congregation , and his burial was attended with

care has been taken to utilize all the space is audible and the sound is conveyed to every
unusual ceremonies.

possible for seating capacity. The congrega- part of the edifice with remarkable distinct- Rey. Sauer then assumed control of the con

tion is one of the largest in the city and 1500 ness . As architects they have long ago es- gregation , and since that time his charge has

people can be seated conveniently. Three tablished their excellence , and this church is grown and prospered. The communicants

aisles divide the seats into four sections of only another monument of their skill . number nearly 1800, and the worshipers are

very handsome seats. They are of natural Wm . Moellering was the brick contractor, numbered at nearly 3000 souls.

oak and beautifully finished. They are the while Keller & Roth , of this city , were the fulness for the blessing and success which

a

6
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God bestowed upon his Christian endeavors God would have been in inviolate nature , how

must have been profound as he looked upon firm the assent , how willing the obedience

the dedicatory services of yesterday. conforming to such knowledge ; and to what

The DEDICATION.
Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .

extent all this has been shaken , yea almost

extinquished in our present curruption , can

Large delegations of Lutherans arrived in The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st not be considered better than in these vestiges

this city yesterday morning, from various parts of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- which also for this reason God wanted to re
souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers,

of the State . Fully 600 people came here from changes of addresses and all other business communications main . ( Chemnitz, Loci theol., ch . I , 21. )

Indianapolis . At 10 o'clock , Rev. H. G. Sauer should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str .,

delivered a short address on the steps before St. Louis ,Mo. All communications for the editorial de
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

the doors of the church were thrown open . Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $1.00 per annum in The Great Chief Lesson in the

At the conclusion of his remarks the doors
Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

Whole Bible.
draft is at the risk of the sender.

were opened and the pastor , visiting clergy

men , vestrymen and building committee filed Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second “ This lesson should be well learnt that all

in as the peals of the organ chimed the wel our confidence and whole heart cleave solely

come tones. The building committee consists
ST. LOUIS, MO. , October 7, 1889.

and only to the only suffering of Jesus Christ ,

of Frederick Miller, Dr. Herman Duemling,
wherein our salvation alone rests , before and

William Baade, H. H. Hartwig , Diederich above the suffering of all others . And such

Scheifer , William Waldo, Henry Honeck and
Theological Extracts and Canons.

should be most carefully observed and preached

Fred Rippe. After the procession entered , year by year and repeated again and again
From BAIER -WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Posilivae

the congregation filed in and soon nearly 2500
and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae .

that it be well inculcated in the hearts of men

were crowded in the church. Prof. Unge that they not only get the history and narra

mach's Choir rendered a selection , and the Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and tive and know how Christ suffered ; but also

pastor, Rev. Sauer, delivered a short saluta Constitution of Theology. why He suffered and what is the cause and

tory address, followed by Rev. Zorn , of Cleve 73. You ask , Does God want is to seek final object of His suffering and death. Al

land , who delivered the dedicatory sermon. the vestiges of his divinity in our minds and though I know not why Isaiah , John the Bap

Rev. Juengel , of the Zion's church , of this in the whole nature of things and to pay close tist and other prophets and saints suffered ,

city, conducted the altar-services . attention to them ? I answer : Yes ; because does not matter. If I know , it is well ; if I

Paul adorns such observation with a glori- don't know , I am not condemned for that
AFTERNOON SERVICES.

ous name when he calls it “ the truth of God ” reason . But this is the matter at issue , that

The initial services of the afternoon was the Rom. 1 , 18 ; and Christ bids us to behold I know what, how and why, especially why,

baptism of infants , by the Rev. Sauer. Rev. the fowls of the air and to consider the lilies Christ suffered .
If I know not this , I am

C. Gross, ofthe Emmanuel's Lutheran church, of the field how they grow , Matth . 6 , 26. 28 ; condemned and lost.” So writes Luther who

delivered the address to about 1500. Prof. and Solomon in Prov.6 ,6 directs the sluggard had learnt a great many other lessons ; but
Gerberding's Choir furnished the music . to the ant . And hither pertains the whole this was , as he says , his very life- study, on

Psalm 104 and the whole chapter45 of Ecclesi- this he meditated day and night and this heart

EVENING SERVICES .
asticus . O that we would but diligently open of hearts in the Bible made him the great

The evening services were conducted by the great book of nature, then we would in champion of faith against popish selfright

Prof. August Crull,of the Concordia College, fact experience the truth of what a poet of eousness and against sectarian fanaticism and

and were in English . It was a very able ad- our time has said : “ Every herb points to the against the world'sallurements. (Erl.Edition,

dress . The initial portion was of a dedica presence of God.” O that man , the little 4 , 399. )

tory nature , and spoke very highly of the world , would also consider himself, then he

growth and prosperity of the church. He would undoubtedly notice the manifest foot- The Wise and Great Masters of this

then drew a brilliant word picture of the Lu- prints of divinity. But alas ! just that takes World and their poorest Scholars.

theran religion , comparing it with the other place what Isaiah laments , 5 , 12 , " They regard

doctrines , and showing its Christian-like ad- not the work of the Lord , neither consider The wiseacres and great masters of this

herence to the teachings of the bible in the the operation of his hands." What, there- world always ask God concerning all His

most infinite detail . His remarks were well fore , is the true and pious use of this natural works : Why doest Thou this ? For there is ,

chosen and clothed in excellent language , and knowledge,in the church ? Hebrews 11 , 3 it if I be allowed so to say , no poorer scholar ,
were expressed in pleasing tones . The Eu- is written : That creation is the image of the in heaven and on earth and beneath the earth

phonia Double Quartet furnished the music invisible things of God ; but there is added : in hell than our Lord God . For not only the

of the evening . By faith . This passage shows the true use devil would be God's master , but also the

At the conclusion of the services a collec- of the vestiges of divinity in nature . For it whole world is so wise as to venture at teach

tion was taken up at the door . The day , an affirms that reason can not truly and usefully ing God how He should govern the world.

eventfulone in the history of the church, thus learn the maker from his works , unless faith Might God , says Mr. Wiseacre , not have in

came to a close , and the services throughout accedes . Therefore we must not make the vented a different mode of redeeming the

were exceptionally appropriate and impressive . beginning at natural knowledge ; but 1. the human race than this one that His Son must

Fort Wayne News, Friday, Sept. 20, 1889 . mind must be established from the word of suffer such an ignominious death ? Why does

God and by those glorioustestimonies wherein He give His Son in the hands of His enemies?

God revealed Himself specially to the human He could easily have sent an angel who might

For many years the Russian church has race . Thereafter may be profitably added have smitten thewhole world , and much more

been doing missionary work in Alaska, chiefly the consideration of philosophical evidences. so this company of Jews ! Yes , of course

among the Thlinkets of southeastern Alaska. 2. Natural knowledge must be subordinated might He have done so ; for He is almighty,

Sixty thousand dollars have been appropriated to the divine revelation in the word in such moreover He knoweth all things ; He is also

annually for this work from the imperial a manner that, where there is a disagreement prudent, wise and gracious enough, is not in

treasury at St. Petersburg , but in spite of the or contradiction , the natural knowledge give need of your wisdom in any way, how to

labors of a large band of priests and deacons, way to the divine revelation which adds also arrange matters; but here the question is not

the success of the movement has been small, in those things where they agree , strength of ability but of good pleasure .

and it is reported that “ the strength of the and certainty to natural knowledge. 3. Great Our enthusiasts are also very wise to teach

Russian church seems to be waning before pleasure is afforded by theconsideration drawn God . Why does Christ, they say, use bread

the incoming of American influences,” what- from that very little spark of knowledge which and wine in the holy supper ? Why does He

ever that may mean. is left in nature , how bright the knowledge of use water in baptism to wash men from their

>
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?

manner.

Church News.

ness .

sins? Why does He not create all men right- fact not fear death nor know anything of this school by their parents to be educated in

eous and'sinless , as He created the first man death . But such is a horrible death which is religion as well as in secular literature , shall

Adam ? Is His power and strength not greater before us and carries us off, as the wicked be taken away from the school by a beadle ,

than this ? Thus the devil is at all times in and unbelievers are approached by death and or school constable , and compelled to attend

the world , but especially in the enthusiasts know they must enter his realm of terror. the public school. The law is modelled on

that they want to take God to task and in that passed through the Massachusetts Legis

struct Him what He should do . For this lature by the Beacon Hill Puritans of Boston

reason the Evangelists say , Christ suffered in
How the Bride treated her King.

for the suppression of the Roman Catholic

order that Scripture might be fulfilled . God Church . It is so far improved by the states

wanted to do things as was His good pleasure.
When Christ entered Jerusalem , Matth . 21 ,

men in Illinois that the School- Book Publish

He could and might do things otherwise,but He said : Deardaughter, open the door, here ers' ringhas only to buy control ofthe Public
such is not His pleasure . And why should

comes your King. But what did she do ? School Board in order to force private schools

God suffer foolish man to teach and govern This bride went and hanged her king on the to buy its books.

Him ? Indeed , says wise reason , if I were
gallows. But what became of Jerusalem ?

This is all done in the name of American in

Not one stone was left on the other .

in God's place , I would show my gracious stitutions. Nothing could be more un -Amer

ness and mercy to the world in such and such ican . The private schools of Illinois have a

This is the greatest plague in this constitutional and inalienable right to teach

world that the children of men look upon our any religion they please , and to teach it in any

Lord God as a fool , because God who is su language they please. The German language

preme in omnipotence , wisdom and grace , lets
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . or the Lutheran religion must not be forced

on so foolishly , and does not ordain matters COMPULSORY SCHOOL-LAWS. on the public schools of the State ; but the

elsewise , lets His Son be born of a woman , State is guilty of most outrageous tyranny

crucified and killed . “ Nothing could be more un -American . " !! when it attempts to control private schools ;

Well, the world can not do otherwise than “ The Law is Unconstitutional and Void . ” !!! and so to abolish either the German language

deem every word and work of God foolish or the Lutheran religion .

But unto true Christians the Word of DEAR BRO . FRANK : The law is unconstitutional and void . It

God is a very serious matter , they believe Greetings . Another county beard from . binds no one in conscience or in action . It

their God and Lord without questioning and Not everything is quiet on the Potomac . should be resisted with all the force of a

are persuaded , that greater power of God than Keep the ball a rolling , and let the readers liberty-loving people , acting through the con

we are able to understand and comprehend, of the Witness know and hear what others, stitutional forms prescribed for the preserva

is manifested in such things as appear to be (who are outside of the “ Lutheran Church ” ) tion of liberty . Governor FIFER was false to

weakness and foolishness in the eyes of the think and judge concerning that burning school his trust when he signed such a bill . It is

world . ( LUTHER's House - Postil p . 1760.) question . Here is a sample . I enclose clip- not law , but nullity . Officers who commit any

pings from The St. Louis Republic , Vol . crime of oppression in attempting to enforce

LXXXII ,-No. 21,646 . — Monday Morning. it are liable both civilly and criminally , and

Human Sins and Devilish Sins . Sep. 16 , 1889 . Commentary unnecessary. in every instance they should be held to strict

Please publish same for the benefit of the account. The free people of Illinois have

Covetousness, fornication , intemperance are Readers of the Witness. some rights which are not at the mercy of the

indeed great and grievous sins and are pun
N. B. The St. Louis Republic is one of the ignorance and prejudice of their Governor and

ished in various ways by God in the impeni- oldest and most influential Dailies in this coun- legislative majority.

tent. Yet these sins may be called human try, and the “ opinion ” of such papers on this

sins . But there is a devilish sin of contem- School Question will be " far-reaching,” and

ning , ridiculing and mocking at the great grace will be a great help , not only to prevent the The Missouri Synod,

ofGod's paternal visitation . This visitation passage of similar “ Educational Force-Bills” always alive to the true interests of our dear

was made when the dayspring from on high in Missouri, but may also assist in bringing Lutheran Church , has recently placed three

visited us because of the tender mercy of our about a repeal (at the meeting of the next Leg- traveling missionaries in its Eastern District ,

God , and when He , even our good Lord Jesus islature of Illinois) of the present unconsti- whose salaries are paid out of the Mission

Christ , atoned for our covetousness and other tutional school-law . Let us hear from some treasury , and whose labors are confined to

sins , that they should not condemn us .
Now more Counties ! All men on deck !!

the New England States, where the German

to ridicule and to treat with contempt the Fraternally Yours
population , particularly in the manufacturing

great news of this visitation and universal Chas. F. OBERMEYER . districts , is rapidly increasing . We are sure

pardon, is certainly a devilish sin and renders St. Louis , Mo. , Sep. 17 , 1889 . the Lutheran leaven will be a blessing to that

us twofold children of wrath .
section of our country which has so long , and

The Educational Force Bill .
so largely , been ruled by science and the

The educational force bill passed by the New Theology. " -Ch . Messenger.

A Horrible Death. late Illinois Legislature is now operative, and

the work of attempting to suppress freedom

St. Augustine said : Read all books and you of conscience has already been inaugurated A Church that is Allowed by the Pope to

will find no picture on earth more horrible and under it . The pastor of a Lutheran church in
Retain a Married Clergy .

dreadful than such death which one knows to Cook County , who conducts a denominational

be certainly at land , to know that you must school , has received from the Secretary of the The Unites or Uniates are Greek Catho

now certainly die and yet to be in such con- School Board an order requiring : lics which seceded from the Orthodox Greek

dition and estate as make death most unwel- 1. That it shall accept a curriculum pre- church and acknowledged the supremacy of the

An accidental death is not horrible scribed by the Chicago School Board. Pope of Rome. They were allowed to retain

when compared with such dying . It is dread- 2. That it shall use the same books that are the Greek ritual and a married clergy . The

ful for one to break his neck or to be drowned used in the public schools of the district. archbishop of Lemberg in Galicia is the first

or to perish suddenly in some other way . But 3. That the school shall be subject at any of the Unites ' bishops; the total number of

it is by far more horrible when one knows he time to visit and inspection and to monthly the people is nearly 4 millions , mostly residing

will be lost everlastingly and yet cares not. examination by the free school directors as if in Galicia and Hungary. There are some

Death is not a matter of terror for him who it were a public school. Unites ' Churches in the United States , e . g. ,

does not fear death and knows nothing of The penalty for refusal to comply with these at Shenandoah and Nanticoke ; their priests,

death, as young children and believers do in despotic demands is that the scholars sent to who are married men , do not report to the
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Hearth and Home.

>

Roman Catholic bishops of this country, but Evangelical Work in Roman Catholic

to the archbishop of Lemberg. The regular Countries.

Roman Catholic priests hate them . Thus re

port the papers . This shows the great in An exceedingly interesting chapter in mod

consistency of the " infallible pontiff.” It is
Being Girded About.

ern mission annals is the progress which the

wrong for the Roman priests to wed, but for Gospel cause is making in predominantly Ro

the Uniates who are also under the supremacy The Hebrews were not accustomed to wear man Catholic countries. With the assistance

of the pope , it is right to wed. A glaring con- girdles except when they were at work , or of some data recently published by a careful

tradiction , indeed . going upon a journey ; at such times they German statistician, it is possible to give a

gathered their flowing robes about them , and bird's eye view of what is being accomplished

tucked them under their girdles , as is done at in this arduous work . In historic interest the

The True Condition of Religion among the present day in the East .
Waldensians, that Protestant Church from

Jews.

Elijah girded up his loins when he ran be the pre-Reformation era , stand in the front.

fore Alab ; Elisha ordered his servant to gird In addition to the 15 congregations , 21 pas
The Jewish Quarterly Review says that reli- himself when he went to lay his staff upon the tors and 12,000 members in the famous val

gion among the Jews is a dead thing. “ In face of the Shunamite's child . Soldiers girded leys, they have in Italy 43 congregations,

Austria, the Jewish teachers have openly themselves that they might run more easily . 38 mission stations, 21 evangelists , 37 pastors

broken with Judaism ; in Australia, Judaism And when our Saviour rose from supper to and 4000 communicants. Besides this they

is an anæmic invalid ; in America, even more
wash the disciples feet he girded himself. are doing Gospel work in more than one hun

than in Germany, the boldest , the most lib
Women often embroidered girdles , and So- dred other places . Their theological seminary

eral , the purest doctrines of natural religion lomon tells us " they delivered them to the at Florence has a faculty of three and an at

are preached by salaried Jewish ministers."

merchants.” They as well as men wore them . tendance of about twenty. They have a col
“ Yes, both Biblical and Rabbinical Judaism

Girdles were often made of very beautiful | lege with 7 professors and 75 students , in ad
seem to have had their day. The cloak that

material. Sometimes they were embroidered dition to a number of schools of a lower grade ;

could not be torn off by the tempest of Chris- in rich colorsonfine papers, at others they their periodicals number 15 , and their contri
tianity and persecution bids fair to be thrown

were of leather, four fingers broad , and em- butions to church purposes are about 100,000

off under the sunshine of rationalism and tol- bossed with silver , and frequently studded francs annually. The Free Church ( Chiesa

erance.” After rejecting their Messiah the
with precious stones or pearls. They were Libera Italiana ) numbers 37 congregations,

Jews have in fact nothing to throw off.
either fastened in front with a clasp of gold 35 stations , 36 churches, 16 evangelists and

or silver , or when of a soft material were tied 1800 communicants . Its school at Rome has

The Mormon Hierarchy
in a knot in front, the ends falling to the feet. a faculty of four men , but only a dozen or

In Egypt the women are described as having more students .

is said to be as despotic as the Roman, and a heavy cashmere shawl wound about the These two are the native Italian Evangelical

boasts of new revelations which are abomi- hips , and tied in front.
churches. The proposed union between them

nable . Their statistics may be learned from The girdle of the priests is described as was frustrated by the unwillingness of the

the following.
made of fine twined linen , and embroidered Waldensians to give up their historic name

At the closing session of the Mormon Con- in gold , blue, purple and scarlet, and hya- and adopt the proposed one , “ Evangelical

ference a few days ago George Q. Cannon read cinth , in a flower work . It was wound twice Church of Italy.” In addition to these , for

the statistics of the church , which were as
around the body, and was tied before, the eign Christians have been doing Gospel work

follows : Twelve apostles , seventy patriarchs , ends hanging down to his feet , where it hung in Italy also. The Free Christian Church, or

3,719 high priests , 11,805 elders , 2,069priests, except when he was sacrificing, and then he the Plymouth Brethren, have 16 congregations

2,292 teachers , 11,610 deacons , 81,899 fami- threw it over his left shoulder , so that he and preach at about 50 other places ; the Pres

lies , 115,915 officers and members and 49,302 could perform his office with more freedom . byterians have 52 congregations and stations,

children under eight years of age - a total
A military girdle was generally rich in ap

24 pastors, 12 evangelists , 1400 and more

Mormon population of 153,911 . Cannon said
that many young men were leaving the 'Terri- pearance, and was often given to the soldiers communicants; the Methodist Episcopalcom

as rewards . Joab said he would have given munion has 16 congregations, 7 stations, 16
tory to take up land elsewhere .

the messenger both money and a girdle if he pastors and 700 communicants ; the English

had shot Absalom . Jonathan presented Da- Baptists have 9 congregations, 13 pastors,

vid with his girdle ; and in the third year of 350 members ; the American Baptists, 10 con

What Looseness in Doctrine does for a Cyrus,KingofPersia,Daniel had a vision of gregations , 12stations, 12pastors, and250,

Church.
a “ man clothed in linen , whose loins were members. All these congregations maintain

well attended Christian schools . The BibleThe list of members of Plymouth Church, girded with fine gold of Upbaz ."

In Luke ourSaviour forbids his apostles to Societies maintain 51 colporteurs . The grand

Brooklyn , Dr. Lyman Abbott pastor, has
been revised , and nearly one thousand names carry money in their purses or girdles . That total for Italy is 170 evangelical congre

sort of a girdle was generally made of leather, gations , 111 stations , 8000 members. It is

dropped. At the lastannual meeting the num
and held money , the ink -horn , a case for reed- calculated that about 80,000 Italians annually

ber of names on the roll was 2,543. By the
hear these Gospel messengers. The methodsrecent action it was reduced to 1,855 , ofwhom pens, and often a knife or sword .

250 are non-residents.

Our Saviour tells bis disciples to let their adopted by the Roman Catholic authorities to

This is Henry Ward Beecher's former loins be girded about, that they might be counteract these influences are noteworthy.

church . He had become very loose in doc- ready to undertake any service that God may All attendants at Protestant worship are put
trine and now his church has nothing to hold require of them ; and Paul tells the Ephesians under the ban . In Naples, for instance,which

glories in being “ the most Catholic city on
it together and it is dwindling down at a fear- to have their “ loins girt about with truth.”

ful rate .

the globe,” and to contain 30,000 priests and
Are we girded about - are we in marching

dress ; if our Lord calls us are we ready to an
nuns, five committees have been organized to

swer , “ Speak, Lord , for thy servant heareth ” ? watch such attendants, and bring them back

PROFESSORS ELECTED.—Rev. J. Schaller of

Cape Girardeau , Mo. , has been elected pro- ing.– Christian at Work.,

Blessed are ye if the Lord shall find you watch to their old churh. An organization composed

.
of Roman Catholic merchants systematically

fessor to the college of the Minnesota Synod outbids Protestants in buying or renting

at New Ulm , and Rev. R. Bischoff of Bingen , places for public worship . Thus a building

Ind . , has been elected to a professorship in A COUNTRY fares very ill , if it must be said , rented some time ago by the Baptists was

Concordia College , Fort Wayne, Ind . May “ The heads thereof judge for reward , and the bought up by the Archbishop for 25,000
God bless their labors every way.

priests thereof teach for hire,” Micah 3 , 11 . francs , and the contract thus annulled .
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In Spain the work of evangelization began Exposition of the 90. Psalm, you picture God's wrath more amply to them ,

only twenty years ago . Now , about one hun in this manner to cut off — as is written Deut.

as read in Lectures at Wittenberg University A. D. 1534,
dred Protestant missionaries are at work , and by Dr. M. Luther. 29 , 18— " the root that beareth gall and worm

60 or 70 congregations have been organized , wood . ” Those sweet sayings, on the other

with a membership of 12,000 . It is estimated hand , mentioned in the beginning , pertain to
Continued from Vol. 7 , No. 22.- Translated for the

that 60,000 Spaniards each year attend these WITNESS by F. R. those standing in fear of death that they

services . In all 32 churches and chapels have might learn to confide in the goodness of God

been erected—6 in Madrid , 3 in Seville , 2 in
IV.

and delight in possession so much of life and

Barcelona. Since 1882 there has been a Prot- God is our dwelling-place " from generation spiritual understanding as to acknowledge

estant gymnasium or college in Madrid , with to generation,” i . e . , never from the beginning their sins , and who neither number among

an average attendance of about two dozen . of the world unto the end thereof has God such as either securely disregard or laugh

One of its graduates is now studying theology forsaken His own. Adam , Eve , the patriarchs, about them . For these may be instructed

in Germany , to return for Gospel work in his prophets , and pious kings sleep in this dwell showing themselves willing to accept conso

native land . The Protestants have also an ing-place . For if they did not ( as I believe) lation.

Orphans' Home, with 50 inmates , a hospital arise with Christ , their bodies , indeed , rest in Interpreting this psalm in this manner , you

and a book concern . The best-known of the the graves, but their life is hidden with Christ will be delighted by it and it will prove to be

Protestant workers in Spain , Fritz Fliedner , in God to appear with Him in glory on the most useful to you in every way. While a

the son of the reviver of the deaconesses ' last day. In this manner, though not quite monk , I would often be compelled , when

cause , is working on a new translation of the distinctly , yet with significant words, Moses reading this psalm , to put my book right

Bible into Spanish. Pastor Fliedner is labor- points out the resurrection of the dead and down . But I knew not that these images of

ing under the direction of a German Society , the hope of life against death . For to Christ terror were not set before a terrified mind ,

and has at his side representatives of the properly it was meet to be reserved to preach I knew not that Moses were preaching mainly

Presbyterian Church of Ireland and the Es- plainly, in the New Testament, remission of to the hardened and haughty masses who care

tablished Church of England . There are also sins and the resurrection of the dead , which , not for God's wrath , for death , and all their

a number of Independent churches. The ma- in the Old Testament, was propounded by calamities nor understand them .

jority of the Protestant churches in 1886 uni- some through a covering, as it were . Moses, But here again let us look at the title . Moses

ted as " The Evangelical Church of Spain ” , indeed , touches on it and points to it , as with superscribing this psalm calls it a prayer. The

In the last sixteen years 200,000 copies of a finger, but afterward , in inculcating wrath, first virtue of a true and earnest prayer here

the Bible , 100,000 of the New Testament, and he is more comprehensive and clear. For he appears to be to embrace the hope of salva

more than a million copies of the four Gos- principally aims to produce a fear of God in tion , to believe God to be merciful , and ,

pels have been distributed over Spain . The people and to humble them before God after therefore, to trust in His being a safeguard

work is carried on also among the many having been terrified by divine wrath and by against death . For why should we call Him

Spaniards of Algiers , with Oran as the head- death and thus to prepare them for grace ourdwelling-place , if this were not so ? These

quarters. since it is impossible to move man to a fear are words giving proof of a very strong faith

In Portugal there are Protestant congrega- of God unless the wrath of God be previously and most perfect hope of the life to be at

tions at Lisbon , Oporto and several other shown him . But how may this be shown un- tained since in the very sensation of wrath

places . Fliedner and others acquainted with less sin be shown which , as St. Paul says , and sin he dares say , O Lord , though de

the problem pronounce the prospects for evan- works wrath ? Thus at Mount Sinai people servedly Thou pourest Thy wrath on us on

gelization on the Spanish peninsula as very began to be in fear of those thunderings and account of our sins , still Thou never didst

encouraging. the horrible tempest which admonishingly re- forsake the human race so as not to reserve

In France the Societe Centrale Protestante minded them of their sins and rendered the to Thee always a church , nor without having

labors chiefly under the auspices of the Re- divine majesty intolerable to them . Such been a dwelling-place and harbor to those

formed Church. Since its organization in humiliation , or fear , was pleasing to God . having placed their hope of salvation in Thee !

1846 this society has formed 42 congregations, In this manner namely hardened and secure This is the first virtue of prayer, to embrace

erected about 50 houses of worship , estab- men must be treated that disregard both all God believing Him to be merciful and kind

lished 52 schools , and sent out 120 pastors . punishments of impiety and all rewards of and desirous to help .

Its annual budget , for which it receives con- godliness .

tributions from abroad also , is 200,000 francs . Thus Paul commands to “ rightly divide the

Darkness Increasing.It operates at 360 places , and has under its word of truth ” lest the promises and threats

direction 150 pastors , colporteurs and agents , be confounded, as the Jews of old were wont

as also a theological preparatory school. The to do and the papists are doing at this day. Twelve Buddhists have opened in Paris a

Bible wagon of the French Bible Society has for the Jews , though threatened by the pagoda for religious teachings and services .

since 1871 sold more than 100,000 Bibles and prophets with severe punishments, neverthe- The gong is rung daily for worship, and the

New Testaments, and has given away 821,500 less would pay no heed to those threats de
heathen priests are praying for the conver

sion of the Parisians. And the census takencopies of the Gospels . Of late the system of pending moreover on the promises . They

distributing New Testaments, tracts , etc. , has thereby extinguished the fear of God within in the French Republic reveals the sorrowful

been carried on in 15 of the larger cities. The themselves and grew presumptuous and un fact , that nine millions of Frenchmen declared

grand success of the McAll mission is well governable. In popery, on the contrary , the openly to be irreligious . And the census of

known. In Paris there are now 34 evange- tyrannical doctors and tormentors of souls Spain contains the statement , that 7892 Span

iards wanted to be taken for " atheists. " Be
lical stations , and in the immediate neighbor- poured all the waters of wrath into such as

hood 8 more. McAll’s totalis now 80 stations. were distressed with an afflicted conscience cause they received not the love of the truth
The annual budget of this enterprise is 350,000 when they , moreover , should have comforted that they might be saved, God shall send them

francs. His methods are being adopted by them and treated them most tenderly . On strong delusion that they should believe a lie..

other Protestant workers in France .
2 Thess. 2 , 10. 11 .

both sides, therefore , sins will be committed

In Belgium the Belgian Christian Mission when the Word of God is not rightly divided .

Church ( Eglise Evangelique Missionaire) has Hence that profuseness Moses makes use of THE WORD OF GOD ENDURETH FOR EVER.-A

been in operation since 1837. Its member- afterwards, properly pertains to such as are Church at Sevilla, Spain, containing the tomb

ship is about 8000 at present , nearly all of called by St. Paul " being past feeling,” who of a Grand Inquisitor who had thousands of

whom were at one time Roman Catholics. studiously, as savage soldiers are accustomed " heretics” burned at the stake and therefore

They are found at 150 different localities , to do, thrust out of their minds all thoughts nearly became a saint by the grace of the

have 35 church edifices . of death and divine wrath . One can not lead pope, is now used by a Protestant congrega

The Independent. such as these back on the right way, unless | tion as a house of worship.
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iscellaneous
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Grand Orient of France ." What then is the Recent Publications.

matter ? We will endeavor to explain .

Joseph Cerneau , a French jeweler , was
GESCHICHTE DER ERSTEN EV.-LUTH . DREIEINIG

KEITS-GEMEINDE IN St. Louis, Mo. (History

“ He Leadeth Me." made a Sovereign Inspector General by an of the first Ev . Luth . Trinity -church in St Louis,

apostate Jew , Stephen Morin, in the island of Mo. ) Published by order of the church in com

memoration of its fiftieth anniversary on June
“ In pastures green ?” Not always ; sometimes He St. Domingo. Morin proceeded to Charleston , 16th and 17th by Rev. C. J. Otto Hanser. Con .

Who knoweth best, in kindness leadeth me South Carolina , made more " Sovereign In- cordia Publishing House 1889 .

In weary ways where heavy shadows be
spectors General,” among whom were John This book of 101 pages contains a comprehensive

Out of the sunshine, warm and soft and bright,
Mitchell and Frederic Dalcho ; and they to- ifty yearshas stood as a city on the hill, as a bright

bistory of a congregation which for the space of

Out of the sunshinc, into darkest night.

I oft would faint with sorrow and affright
gether formed the first “ Supreme Masonic ensample in doctrine and churchly life for a whole

Only for this : I know He holds my hand ;
Council ” in that city in 1801 , with the present generation. It presents one of themost interesting

portions of modern church-history as may be learnt

So , whether led in green or desert land, ruling right of thirty -three degrees , and they from the five portraits of the men who have filled

I trust, although I may not understand . went to selling Masonic honors to slave -holders. the pulpit of this congregation : Revs. 0.H. Wal

ther, Dr. C. F. W.Walther , F. Wyneken, Prof. G.

Beside " still waters " ' ? Nof not always so, Morin made a fortune and disappeared - prob- Schaller, Prof. A. Brauer and 0. Hanser .Whoever

Ofttimes the heavy tempests round me blow ably changed his name. Masonic writers know would read the history of a truly apostolic church

in modern times, should peruse this book . Price,
And o'er my soul the waves and billows go . not when or where he died . single copy, 25 cents.
But when the storms beat loudest, and I cry

Cerneau , driven from St. Domingo by the
Aloud for help, the Master standeth by, PREDIGT GEHALTEN AM 100 JAHRESTAG DER INAU

insurrection , took his pack and peddled jewelry
And whispers to my soul , “ Lo , it is I ! ”

GURATION DES PRAESIDENTEN WASHINGTON .

Above the tempest wild I hear Him say,
through the Spanish Antilles; thence to the (Sermon preached on the centennial of Wash

ington's inauguration) by C. C. Schmidt, Pastor
“ Beyond this darkness lies the perfect day, United States , and in 1806 turned up in the to the Ev . Luth . Holy Cross-church, St. Louis,

In every path of time I lead the way ." city of New York , where he sold jewelry in Mo. Concordia Publishing House 1889 .

So, wbether on the hill tops high and fair

This able sermon is based on Gal . 5 , 1 and sets
one room , and Masonic books and trinkets in

forth two festive subjects. 1. We should consider

I dwell , or in the sunless valleys where another, and soon formed a Supreme Council it a great grace of God that the constitution of our

The shadows lie , what matter ? He is there, of his own. That was eighty -two years ago . churchły rights and liberties; 2. Weshould there.country warrants us free use and exercise of our

Avd more than this : where'er the pathway lead , The Charleston “ Sovereign Inspectors Gen- fore deem it our sacred duty to do all we can that

He gives to me no helpless broken reed , eral , ” seeing the Cerneau body had the richest this liberty be preserved . Price, single copy, 5 cents.

But His own hand , sufficient for my need .
constituency, claimed pre -emption and prece- SCHULPREDIGT (sermon on parochial schools ).

So, where He leads me, I can safely go ;

And in the blest hereafter I shall know dence , and we read in Folger , page 160 : This powerful sermon was preached at the recent

Why in His wisdom He hath led me so . " The news of Cerneau's success reached Charles- Willow Creek , BlueEarth Co. , Minn . , by Rev. C.F.
convention of the Minnesota and Dakota District in

Anon .
ton, S. C. , and, apparently, jealous of the profits he w. Maass and was published at the request of synod.

made by his initiations , the Charleston Council de- It is based on Mark 10, 14 and appeals to all Chris

termined to contend with him for the gains.” tian parents, teachers, pastors and congregations

The great Struggle among Free to faithfully, patiently and zealously educate their

masons.
They sent Emanuel De La Motta, who con- children to their best temporal and eternal welfare.

stituted a New York Supreme Council in 1813 , House, St. Louis, Mo.
Price, single copy, 5 cents . Concordia Publishing

The readers of the newspapers have noticed twelve years after the Charleston Council ;
REPORT OF THE SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

a general brawl among the freemasons. Last and expelled Cerneau and all his followers
WISCONSIN DISTRICT OF THE SYxOD OF Mis

January Grand Master McAlla of Pennsyl- from the world of Masonry. This was August , SOURI , OHIO AND OTHER STATES .

vania issued an " edict,” warning all Masons 1813 , seventy -six years ago . That quarrel Doctrinal subject: A truly Lutheran congregation

to withdraw from the Cerneau Rite within has existed to this day , and is now filling the is a careful spiritual mother towards her youths.
Price, single

ninety days, or they would be " tried and pun- newspapers .

ished .” It July , just passed , the Grand Mas- This report we clip from the Cynosure . We REPORT OF THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETINGOF
THE ILLINOIS DISTRICT OF THE SYNOD OF Mis

ter of the District of Columbia lodges issued add that the daily papers published a dicision SOURI, ETC.

the same. After a big fight in the Massachu- of the Iowa Supreme Court against the Cer- Doctrinal subject : Duty and blessing of Bible

setts Grand Lodge , the Cerneau Rite was con- neau men and that the authorities of the Cer- reading in private devotion . Price, single copy,
25 cents .

demned there. The IowaGrand Lodge adopted neau order published a lengthy denial of any REPORT OF THE 29TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

a long report at their last meeting against the connection with the atheistic lodges of France . MIDDLE DISTRICT OF THE SYNOD OF MISSOURI.

same rite , and our Lodge Notes have a re- Christians can not be consistent children of Price , single copy, 25 cents .

port that the Cerneau Masons have taken the God and also Freemasons, neither of the Pike Doctrinal subject : The real presence of the body

and blood of Christ in the holy Supper.

case into court and obtained a temporary in- or of the Cerneau order.

junction against the Grand Lodge, on the

ground that three -degree has no right to Subscriptions Paid .

dominate over thirty -three -degree Masonry .
Unitarians or Rationalists.

In June thirty-five Masons withdrew from the L. Thiemeyer, Baltimore , Md., (VI, VII) $ 2.00

Unitarians are a society of men who deny J. Mehring, Baltimore, Md . , ( V. VI).
2.00

Obio Grand Lodge , over their own signatures , Mrs. J. E. Walker, Baltimore,Md , (VI. VII) 2 00

in the name and behalf of" civil and Masonic Christ's divinityand yet lay claim to thename. J.Carstens, Baltimore, Md, (VII VIII) 2.00

1.00of Christians . What they would do if they Rev. J. Schinnerer, Ocheyedan, la ., ( VIII)liberty .” And one print says , “ They are
, la ., ( ) 1.00

fighting like cats and dogs, with allthe spite could, against such as believein Christ'sdi- Mrs.E Staehle, Columbiana, 0., (vil.VIII) 2 00
1 00

and venom they can command ; ” and the vinity is seen from the following fact. The C. Kuegele, Columbiana, o . (vil)

C. Koolt, Utica, N. Y. , (VII) 1.00

writer thinks that allGrand Lodges in the Earl of Carlisle,an English nobleman,but not V. Bauer,Sugar Grové,8., (vii ) 1 00

D. Dauler, Outhwaite , 0. , ( VIII ) 1.00United States will be compelled to take sides . noble man , has become an Unitarian , and one
1.00The readers of the Cynosure naturally wish of his first acts after his perversion was the Rev. Th.Engelder, Swartz, O., (VIII)

Baltimore Mission, per Phi . C. Treide , Balti

closing of the Episcopal church on his own es 9.00

to know what this fight is about.
more, Md , (36 cc VIII 1-12)

The anti-Cerneau men , of whom Albert

tate , thus depriving his numerous retainers of Rev.W.Huesemann, Papillion , Nebr., (VIII) 1.00

Teacher L. Wissbeck , Milwaukee , Wis . , ( VII .

Pike is the head , charge that the others are
their right of worship according to their con 2.00VIII )

confederate with the French Grand Orient
victions . His lordship drives on Sundays to Rev. F. Brand , Braddock , Pa., (VIII)

A. J. Hoffmann, Plain City, ()., (V. VI . VII) 3.00

the nearest Unitarian chapel . 1.00

( Lodge) , which has been disowned by some
Rev. F. Dreyer, Frazer, Mich ., (IX )

John Eckhardt, Baltimore, Md., (VIII)

English - speaking lodges, for striking out the Mrs. F. Siegel, Baltimore,Md., ( VIII )
2.00

existence of God and the immortality of man " A PROTEST. – Eighteen ministers of the Pitts- Rev. Th . Kohv, Belvidere, ill ., (VII. VIII)

Rev. J. W. Friedrich, Fall Creek, Wis . , ( VII .

from their books and rituals. But Ferdinand burgh Synod ( General Council) signed a pro- VIII ) 2.00

1.00

J. S. Gorgas, Sovereign Grand Commander test against pulpit - fellowship practised by Rev. W. Knuf, Spencer, Wis., (VII )
Rev. L. v . Schenck, Ottawa, ill. , ( VIII) 1.00

of the Cerneau body , “ denies that his rite members of said synod at its recent conven

bas any fraternal relations whatever with the tion in Erie , Pa. CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .'

.

> 1.00

1.00

1.00
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my heart.

a

SERMON
hath done to me great things ; and holy is gation . I say : the testimonies of the Lord inI

his name." their fulness and purity are the heritage of

preached at the Dedication of Emmanuel English But since the dedicatory -discourse proper our Evang. Luth. Church. . This is advancing

Evang. Luth . Church , Baltimore , Md . , and
was addressed to you this morning, allow me a high claim ; but that it is well founded , be

published by request.

to -night briefly to speak in a more general comes evident to the mind , if we remember,

way , and to present to you : how the reformation came about and what Lu

THE VOW OF A NEWLY ORGANIZED EVAN - ther's aim and object was . Martin Luther

Text : “ Thy testimonies have I taken as an

GELICAL LUTHERAN CONGREGATION AT THE when yet a youth was a sincere seeker after

CONSECRATION OF ITS HOUSE OF WORSHIP. the truth . His soul cried for reconciliation

heritage for ever : for they are the rejoicing of
It vows and peace with God , but in the teachings of

I have inclined my heart to per

form thy statutes alway, even unto the end."

I. to rejoice over the testimonies of theLord popery and in the works of monkery he could

find neither rest nor peace ; “ for by the works
as its heritage ; and

Ps . 119, 111. 112 . II . it vows , to perform the statutes of the of the law shall no flesh be justified ,” and hence

IN THE LORD, OUR SAVIOUR , BELOVED FRIENDS peace with God and true assurance of salva
Lord even unto the end.

AND BRETHREN :-Ever since the year 1881 , a tion can not be found in the works of man .

year memorable in the history of our Ameri
I. But they who in singleness of heart seek after

can Lutheran Church , the organizing of an Of all the psalms of David the 119th is one the truth, shallalso find it. When a student

English speaking Evang . Luth . congregation of the most precious and it is fitly called the Luther , by the providence of God , discovered

in this city on the basis of the Synodical Con- Christian's alphabet. In it David says : “ Thy a Bible in the library of the university and

ference , was agitated ; on the basis , I say, of testimonies have I taken as an heritage for ever : by it light came to his eyes and peace to his

Synodical Conference, which is known to be a for they are the rejoicing of my heart.” The heart. From thenceforth the Bible became

body comprising the consistent Lutheran syn- testimonies of the Lord David accounted his his book , and as he was obliged to swear ,

ods of this country. Finally , in the fall of the everlasting heritage, and they were the joy of when he was made a Doctor of Divinity, that

year 1887 , the settled resolution to make an his heart . An heritage is something which men he would teach the Holy Scriptures full and

earnest attempt was reached , although many value even for the very reason because it is a free , so he did . Over against the arrogated

had their doubts and misgivings as to the pos- heritage . If a certain property , a title or bus- authority of the pope Luther set up the Bible

sibility of success . On the 10th of November iness has been transmitted from father to son as the one and only authority in Divine things.

in said year, an address , bearing on the sub- for a number of generations, it becomes the Rome burns the Bible ; Luther says: To the

ject, was delivered in Raine’s Hall, located on pride of the family. Even a small object of word of the Bible every man upon earth shall

Baltimore street. An immense audience filled little value in itself people will prize highly submit. Therefore when a controversy on the

the spacious hall ; yet , when the call wasmade and will show it with pride if they can say Lord's supper had arisen and a meeting was

for such to come forward who were willing to that their forefathers possessed it since so long held to come to an agreement, Luther wrote

unite in the proposed organization , only three a time . David possessed such an heritage , but on the table before him : “ is,” “ is," " is,”

young men presented themselves. Neverthe- it was not his sceptre and crown ; for these he meaning, the Lord says " is ,'

less the undertaking was not abandoned , it had not inherited . David was one of the most body," and He does not say " signifies," and

was earnestly and zealously prosecuted , and successful of men in this life . Originally a that little word “ is ” Luther would not sur

the Lord granted those three young men to shepherd boy he became a famouswarrior, then render for the sake of peace with men . He

experience the truth of His promise : “ Where king over all Israel , then a mighty conqueror was not willing to depart from one word of

two or three are gathered together in my name , subduing many of the surrounding nations , the Scriptures , no , not for the world . This ,

there am I in the midst of them .” They put and these great achievements David did , in- therefore , is the fundamental principle on

their hand to the plow and they soon found deed , not despise. He accounted it a great which the Confessions of the Church of the

that faithful and persevering labor for the thing to be ruler over the chosen people of Reformation are founded and which in them

cause of the Lord is not in vain . Their number God , and triumphantly he sang of it that the is consistently carried out : The Word of God

was quickly increased , and before a six-month Lord had given his enemies into his hand. makes articles of faith and no one else, neither

had passed , a pastor could be called , and a man But the chief joy of his heart was not in his pope nor common sense , no, nor even an angel

willing to put his shoulder to the wheelwas se army , his throne, his fame ; he had an heritage from heaven .

cured in the person of your present pastor. which he had obtained from his fathers and This , therefore , is the heritage which we

You have grown to a goodly number and to- forefathers, an heritage which he prized more Lutherans have obtained : the testimonies of

day you have dedicated unto God a house of highly than sceptre and crown , an heritage the Lord unabridged and uncontaminated .

your own in which you may Sunday by Sun- which he loved more dearly than son or daugh- And need I say that it is a precious heritage ?

day gather yourselves together “ to behold ter , and this his heritage were the testimonies O, the Bible is the guide -book which God the

the beauty of the Lord , and to inquire in his of the Lord. His kingdom David accounted Lord has given us , showing us the direct way

temple.” How long is it since the first ad- a temporary and transitory possession , but to heaven . If therefore we are guided by the,

dress for your organization was delivered ? It the testimonies of the Lord he regarded his Bible , we walk in the right way ; and if and

is not yet two years , and already you possess everlasting heritage , because in them he found in as far as we deviate from the word of the
a desirable church -property of your own well everlasting life . Bible , we walk in a wrong way. Now we Lu

nigh free of debt. Brethren ! you have rea- The testimonies of the Lord are the heritage therans by no means teach that those are lost

son to sing unto the Lord in your hearts and of Protestants inherited from the reformation who unwillingly err in some articles of faith ;

to open your lips and to say : “ My soul doth of the sixteenth century , and the testimonies we well know that a man may err in many things

magnify the Lord , and my spirit hath rejoiced of the Lord in their fulness and purity are the and yet may be a sincere believer in the Lord

in God my Saviour . For he that is mighty heritage of every truly Evang. Luth . congre- Jesus Christ ; nevertheless it remains true :

" " this is my

a
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to walk in the right way is good , to walk in a determined to perform , to live up to, to prac- practice it publicly and privately , and always

wrong way is not good. So soon as one single tice the statutes of the Lord alway, even unto some will be found who will hear it and will

doctrine of the Bible is lost , so soon a piece of the end of his life . Truly a noble resolve. love it.

Divine truth and Divine comfort goes with it . Let it be the settled determination of each It is well known to you , Brethren , how from

If , for instance , a man is taught to believe and every one of you and abide by it and you the very outset of this undertaking, which it

that baptism is nothing more than a ceremony , shall realize the promise of the Lord : " Be has pleased God to bless so abundantly , the
that man can derive no comfort from his bap- thou faithful unto death , and I will give thee object was, to establish an English speaking

tism ; for what should amere ceremony amount a crown of life .” church fully Lutheran both in doctrine and

to ? and what comfort could it afford a man on And not only for yourselves individually , practice , and now since you possess a church

his deathbed that a certain ceremony was once but especially in your churchly life as a con- property of your own, your congregation no

performed over him ? Popery has many cere- gregation make it your motto : “ I have in- doubt enters on a new phase of its history.

monies and there is no comfort for the soul in clined my heart to perform thy statutes alway, Be thankful to God who has so richly blessed
them . But if a man is taught to believe, as even unto the end . " In your new-acquired you, and forget not that the eyes

of many are

the Bible teaches , that in his baptism God house of worship the statutes of the Lord are upon you , the eyes of many not in this city

entered on a covenant of grace with him , to rule, not for a time only , but alway so long only , but in many parts of our broad land ,

then his baptism must be to that man a lively as it remains a house of worship , and not only because many ask : Can a strictly confes

comfort and a strong exhortation throughout some of the Lord's statutes , but all are to be sional English speaking Lutheran church live

life and even unto death . Where all the Word kept in it. In your house of worship the stat- and thrive ? So ask many German and Scan

of God is preserved in its native purity, there utes of the Lord alone are to rule and in it dinavian Lutherans whose hearts beat high
is also all the truth unto salvation and all the they are to be preached and practiced all and for our beloved Zion , and even so ask many

comfort which God has laid down in His tes in full . Unto this watch and pray ; for here English speaking Lutherans whose fathers

timonies , and surely it is a precious thing to watchfulness and prayer areindeed necessary. drifted into un-Lutheran ways and practices.
have a house of worship in which all the testimo- There are many churches which bear the Doubt it not , among the latter are many who

nies of the Lord are proclaimed full and free . name Lutheran, which also in their constitu- feel that there is a discrepancy between bear

This , beloved Brethren and Sisters , is the tion adopt the Lutheran Confessions as their ing the name Lutheran and yet not coming

object for which you have dedicated your basis, and yet if you enter such churches you up to the Confessions of the Church , and they

house of worship , that the heritage of the re- will hear paltry little Lutheran preaching, and desire to become better Lutherans, but ask

formation should dwell in it full and free and of Lutheran practices there is perhaps scarcely how . Be assured, Brethren , their eyes will

you to-day—if not in words , yet by your ac- a trace to be found . And if you ask the be upon your church , and I account it your

tion-pledge yourselves that you will count people worshiping there : Why do you call sacred calling by your example to show that

the testimonies of the Lord your heritage for yourselves Lutheran when you have so little a Lutheran church standing on the Lutheran

ever , that they shall be the rejoicing of your of Luther's doctrine and practice ? you will platform roundly and soundly , fairly and

heart. May the Lord grant it to be full re- likely receive the reply : The old doctrine and squarely can well live and thrive . By your

ality with every one of you. Let it be an in the old ways would do in old time , but not in example you should show that there is no

variable habit with you on the morning of our time and our country. And if you ask : sectarianism about the Lutheran Church, that

the Lord's day to turn your feet to your house Why not in our time and country ? you will she does not make a hobby of peculiar notions

of worship and come with alacrity, there to hear the response : It would not take with the and views, but her teachings , her spirit and

delight your souls in the testimonies of the people. Ah ! that is the point , it would not her charity are as broad as the Gospel of

Lord , there to obtain anew comfort against take with the people . Their rule is expe- Jesus Christ. By your example you should

sin and new strength to endure the toils , trials diency , not expediency in the biblical sense , show that there is no legalism in the Lutheran

and afflictions of this life . Let your heart's but that kind of expediency which is in fact Church, but she is thoroughly Evangelical,

language be : " One thing have I desired of nothing but pandering to the world and the pervaded by the Spirit of Christ in her doc

the Lord , that will I seek after ; that I may
flesh . When was the time that people gen- trine and practice. By your example you

dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of erally , the world at large, regarded it expe- should show , that nowhere is there such gen

my life , to behold the beauty of the Lord , dient to adhere closely to the testimonies of uine , active spiritual life and godliness as just

and to inquire in his temple .” And if the the Lord ? Was it when the Christians were in the truly confessional Lutheran Church .

love ofGod is shed abroad in your own hearts , persecuted with fire and sword ? was it under Remember that Lutheranism is the exact con

use your endeavors to make others partakers the rule of popery ? Would Luther ever have trary ofRomanism ; for Romanism is pervaded

of your joy . Be not afraid to confess the reformed the church, if he would first have by the spirit of Antichrist, but the Lutheran

Lord and His testimonies before men . Speak asked : will it be expedient to teach what will Church , where she is as she ought to be , is

to your friends , neighbors , acquaintances of offend the pope whom all the world is wor- led by the Spirit of Christ and by His Spirit

the treasures you have ; draw them to your shiping ?
alone . These things remember and follow

house of worship ; cause it to be filled . Such Brethren , watch that not that sort of expe- after them and the hearts of many will rejoice

is the Lord's will ; for when that servant who diency creep into your church by which the with you .

had been sent to invite guests returned and re- truth of God must be surrendered, and let I have allowed myself to-night to address

ported : “ Yet there is room ,” his lord quickly true expediency continually abide with you . you in a rather familiar manner; for my heart

sent him forth again with the imperative com- And what is true expediency ? In spiritual is with you and I am sure you will not deny

mand : “ Compel them to come in , that my and churchly things the true expediency is to me your indulgence. And now, may the God,

house may be filled .” In your city there are adhere unswervingly to the statutes of the of all grace , the Father of our Lord Jesus

thousands walking in the ways of error and Lord . True expediency is to please God Christ, our only Lord and Saviour, abide with

sin ; bring them to your house of worship ; rather than men . If you worship God you you and continue to prosper the work of your

crowd it , that it become the fore - court of must worship Him according to His Word , hands. May He grant you the Spirit of truth
heaven to many souls. and if His good pleasure is to abide on your and of love , that ye remain of one mind and

house of worship , there must be found in it peace and harmony dwell in your midst. May
II .

the performing of His statutes . Such is true His protecting hand be upon your house of

After speaking of the treasures which he expediency ; for thus says the Lord : “ If ye worship and may He cause it soon to be

possessed , David , in the latter part of our continue in my word, then are ye my disciples filled , filled to its utmost capacity to the glory

text, expresses a determination of which I indeed ; and ye shall know the truth, and the of His name and the salvation of many souls.

would also remind you. He says : “ I have thruth shall make you free.” Think not , the “ Thy testimonies have I taken as an heritage

inclined my heart to perform thy statutes alway, old Gospel of Jesus Christ would not do in for ever ; for they are the rejoicing ofmyheart.

even unto the end." Accounting the testimonies our days ; it is an everlasting Word given for I have inclined my heart to perform thy stat

of the Lord his heritage for ever , David was the salvation ofmen in all ages. Preach and utes alway, even unto the end .” Amen.

?
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Educational

us at our word and came. People from all cludes the instruction and education of chil

over the world came , expecting that we would dren according to certain religious tenets , and

be true to our word and give them the same every parent , every religious body was , ac

equal rights of citizenship as were enjoyed by cording to the fundamental law of this country ,
For the LUTHERAN WITNE88 .

the native Americans. The First Amendment at liberty to organize and maintain such schools

Compulsory Education by the State.
to the constitution of the United States pro- as they thought necessary to bring up their

vides that the “ Congress shall make no law children in their own religion . At first such

( FIRST PAPER. ) respecting an establishment of religion or a thought as compelling all children , regard

Some time ago a problem has been precip- prohibiting the free exercise thereof." less to religion and creed , to be educated in

itated in this country, which not only arrests In the course of time those who sent out these schools never entered the minds of those

public attention , but is continually growing . this hospitable invitation became somewhat who framed our school-laws. By and by , how

A question which has been seething in the alarmed at the result of foreign immigration ever, when the public -schools became state

public mind for many long years , is at last to this country. No religion was to be estab- institutions, lawswere enacted , tending toward

up for settlement — the Public-school question. lished in this country , still the government compulsory education in public -schools, the

This question is more important than any of this country was founded on the principles State claiming the right and power to educate

which has yet turned up in the history of this of the Christian religion and , moreover , on all its children by its own system — a system

country, involving principles of much greater Protestant tenets of this religion , in opposition considered wrong by some , inefficient by

weight and consequence and dearer to our to the religion and moralconvictions of many , others, and contrary to the religious convic- .

hearts, than even those, which were at stake who made this country their home. The tions ofmany conscientious and loyal citizens.

during our Civil war. This matter not only government was to be a Christian government, The Lutheran church together with other

strikes the very foundations of civil-govern- the State a Christian State according to the Protestant churches , as well as the Roman

ment and political freedom , but also endan- intentions of the foundersof this government. Catholic church denies the right of the State

gers the corner-stone , on which the Church But this was a contradictio in adjecto , which to dictate to them , how and where they must

has been suffered to stand in this country , bore the germs of future conflict in its very have their children educated . They consider
the liberty of conscience and religion . It bosom. Chief Justice Cooley says : " The this an infringement upon their natural rights

reaches down to the very roots from which Christian religion was always recognized in as parents and their personal and religious

sprang forth the tree of this great Republic , the administration of the common law ; and liberty guaranteed to them by the fundamental

spreading its branches from sea to sea. so far as that law continues to be the law of laws of this country. The conflict is upon us.

In the course of time this question has the land , the fundamental principles of that We must face this problem and more so , we

narrowed down to this point : Is it the right religion must continue to be recognized in the must use our best endeavours to solve it in a

and duty of the State to educate its entire same sense and to the same extent.” peaceful way. But in order to see more

school population ! Has the State then a right This principle was also recognized in the plainly in this matter it will be necessary for

to compel parents to submit to that education , matter of education of children . Lord Ma- us to state our convictions more explicitly in

which the State provides in its public-schools ? caulay once said in Parliament- of Massachu- our next issue . VIRTIL.

If not , how far does the right of the State go setts, the mother of our public-school system :

in this matter and in what case is there an “ Illustrious forever in history were the found
Casting the Pearls before Swine.

infringement on the part of the State on the ers of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ;

rights of parents and of religious institutions? though their love of freedom of conscience An English friend of Israel had indiscrimi

Before entering upon the discussion of our was illimitable and indestructible , they could nately thousands of Hebrew New Testaments

subject , however, let us inquire into the histor- see nothing servile or degrading in the prin- distributed among the Jews in Bohemia and

ical development of this critical question . ciple that the State. should take upon itself Algiers. The result was , that whole baskets

When the Puritans and Pilgrims came over the charge of the education of the people. of the sacred books were afterwards taken

to this country and colonized Massachusetts, In the year 1642 they passed their first enact- from the gutters and dunghills . These New

they were a small body, but a very earnest and ment on this subject, in the preamble of which Testaments were of the Talkinson translation .
devoted one. As they were homogeneous in they distinctly pledged themselves to this The colporters of the Delitzsch translation in

blood , they were also homogeneous in their principle , that education was a matter of the Galicia and Roumania act more prudently .

political ideas and, furthermore , homogeneous deepest possible importance, and the greatest

in their religious thought . With them the possible interest to all nations and to all com

Church and the State were one . It never oc- munities , and that as such it was , in an emi
LIBERAL CHRISTIANS . — The Armenian Prot

curred to their minds that there could be any nent degree , deserving of the peculiar atten- estants connected with the American Mission

conflict or separation between the two. No tion of the State.”
ary in Asia Minor, are mostly poor people , but

one but a church -member could vote , so that Accepting the Bible as the Magna charta of they are putting to shame many a well- to -do

church -membership and citizenship with them civil and religious liberty , this State further American by their liberality to the church .

were identical . It also was perfectly natural for provided , that : “ The school-committee shall Rev. J. C. Barton , of Harput, says , that these

them to feel that the schools of their common require the daily reading in the public schools people earn about 14 cents a day and board

wealth should be made the very foremost of some portion of the Bible, without written themselves , but they contribute about $4.80

instrument in religious education . Such a note or oral comment ; but they shall not for educational and religious purposes.

thought as separating schools from religion require a scholar, whose parent or guardian

was no more conceivable on their part than informs the teacher in writing that he has
A VICAR OF CHRIST WHO DOES NOT WANT HIS

of separating themselves from religion . It is conscientious scruples against it , to read from SAYINGS PUBLISHED ON THE HOUSETOPS .—It is

an indisputable fact , that the common-school any particular version , or to take any personal said that everybody who is now admitted to

system of this country is the child of the church ; part in the reading ; nor shall they direct to audience by the Pope must have previously

it was born in it and was reared in it . be purchased or, used in the public schools , signed a document by which the applicant

Things changed , however, after the Revolu- school-books calculated to favor the tenets of pledges himself to neither ask anything of his

tion . Without thinking of the effect thatwas any particular sect of Christians.”
holiness , nor to publish or repeat anything

going to be produced , the United States threw Such were the intentions of those who which his holiness may say .

down every wall , opened every door and in- established our public -school system . But

vited the people of all nations , all tongues , these intentions were not and could not be As IT OUGHT TO BE EVERYWHERE. –The

all religions freely to their shores and asked realized , since the constitution of this country church on the little island of Atafu , in the

them all to come and share with them all the expressly stipulates , that Congress shallmake South Sea Islands , includes all the adults on

resources , rights , benefits and privileges of no law " prohibiting the free exercise of re- the island . Not one remains in the service

our institutions and country. And they took ligion.” Free exercise of religion also in- of Satan , as far as men can see .
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The Lutheran Witness .
own virtues , and finally various impulses fight- the doctrine of Christ's real presence in the

ing with the light placed by God in the mind . holy supper and the oral eating of His body

For this reason also the assent is weaker and and blood in the sacrament. Because Christ

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt.
“ The charioteer is run away with here says , that they who believe , eat His flesh,

By the horses, nor does the chariot listen therefore, say the sectarians , we eat also in

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st to the reigns.” the sacrament His flesh only by faith . But

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis
there is not one word said in this passage of

souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers, For this reason the philosophers when they
changes of addresses and all other business communications the sacrament which Christ instituted long

saw that the assent is weak and that men are
should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str ., after. Yet the sectarians have set their head
St. Louis, Mo. Al communications for the editorial de carried away with great vehemence to various

partment should be sentto Rev. C. A. FRANK, 16 Harvey Str.; lusts , they asked , whether virtue and vice are against the real presence and therefore they

Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in
distort this passage to deny the words of

advance. Money sent otherwise than by mouey -order or distinguished by nature or by opinion . To
St. Paul : • The

draft is at the risk of the sender.
doubt this matter is vile and wicked , just as

cup of blessing which we

if any one asked whether it is by nature or by of Christ ? The bread which we break ,
bless , is it not the communion of the blood

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second

Class Mail Matter. chance that twice two are eight. The divine it not the communion of the body of Christ ? ”
is

light in the mind must not be extinguished i Cor. 10, 16. And, " Whosoever shall eat
ST. LOUIS, MO. , October 21, 1889. but rather increased and the soul must be con- this bread and drink this cup of the Lord un“

firmed , that it acknowledge the practical prin- worthily shall be guilty of the body and blood

Theological Extracts and Canons. ciples and embrace the same, and becomes
of Christ.” 1 Cor. 11 , 27. How can sectari

convinced , that these practical principles are
ans say with any semblance of truth , that the

From BAIER -WALTHER'S Compendium Theologiae Positivae truly as certain and firm as are the scientific
and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae. principles, yea that they are equally the im- eating in John 6 , which is believing, is the

same eating which also takes place in the sacra
mutable decrees of God. So too St. Paul

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

Constitution of Theology,

speaks Rom . 1 , saying, " God hath showed it ment where the eating is performed by such as

eat unworthily, by such as eat without faith

74. As the light was placed by God in the unto them ; ” and Rom . 2 , “ The work of the and thereby make themselves guilty of the

eye , so there are some principles placed in the law is written in their hearts.” He also calls
body and blood of Christ ? In John 6 an eat

human mind, by which they recognize and " Who knowing the judgment ( law , right) of in 1Cor. 10 and 11 an eating of bread is taught
these principles the divine right Rom. 1 ,

ing of bread is taught which is only by faith ;

adjudge most things. Philosophers term this

light the knowledge of principles. And the the law of nature , that the law of nature is the
God.” It is therefore a proper definition of

which may be without faith , which may be al

common division thereof is known , that some together unworthy. The eating in John 6 must

are scientific principles, such as the knowledge knowledge of the divine law , implanted in the therefore be different from that in 1 Cor. 11

of numbers , order, logic , principles of geom- nature ofman. (MELANCHTHON, Loci pr.theol. ,
and 12 ; the sacramental eating must therefore

etry and of physics . These all men acknowl- p. 109—202. ) differ from mere faith - eating ; the oral eating

edge as most certain and as the sources of the must therefore differ from mere spiritual eat

greatest benefits in life . For what would life The evil Work of Sectarians and ing ; John 6 can not teach the same doctrine as

be without number , without order ? Others Fanatics. is contained in 1 Cor . 11 and 12 . Yet secta

are practical principles , as the whole natural rians will cling to John 6 also for the explana

distinction between virtue and vice ; and also Sectarians and fanatics lay hold to one pas- tion of sacramental eating and rather sacrifice

that God must be obeyed . Now these practi- sage of the Bible and interpret this according all other teachings on the sacrament, than

cal principles ought to be as clear unto us and to their own opinion and intent and to their withdraw their erroneous doctrine concerning

as firm as the knowledge of numbers; yet be- advantage, but they lose thereby the proper the eucharist.

cause on account of the original fall there ac- understanding of Scripture doctrines . Bap

ceded a certain darkness and the heart has tists lay hold to that passage: Faith cometh Read and Write.

contrary impulses concerning the distinction by hearing ; and because they reject infant

of virtue and vice , therefore men do not so baptism , this very passage is made to say, In- In my opinion such men are blessed to whom

constantly yield to this knowledge as con- fants cannot believe , accordingly they must it is granted by God either to do thingsworthy

tained in these propositions: God must be not be baptized. But there is not one word to be written , or to write things worthy to be

obeyed, adultery must be avoided, proper said in this passage of baptism . And such read . So wrote Caius Plinius. Divine things,

contracts must be fulfilled , as to this notion : passages as speak of little children , tell us , such as the doctrine of the church, her glori

Twice four are eight. The knowledge of the they do believe when they are received into ous history of life and suffering and patience,

laws remains , but the assent is weak on ac- God's covenant of grace. Yea, the great and are certainly worthy to be read, and ought to

count of the hardness of heart. Our knowl- main passage that speaks of baptism , instructs be written again and again . But how few are

edge is a testimony that we originated from us to make disciples of all nations by baptiz- there that are willing to write these things ,

God and owe God obedience, and it accuses ing and instructing them . But Baptists and supremely worthy to be written ? how few are

our disobedience. Our doubtfulness however many Methodists have their head set against there, we say , though a great many could

and obdurateness is a clear sign , that man's infant baptism , and to justify their obstinacy write if they only took enough interest and

nature is not perfect ; as death and the num- and fanaticism they distort the beautiful pas- pains in this blessed work . There are many

berless afflictions of the human race and many sage that faith cometh by hearing , and make critics , indeed , but few worthy pen -men .

horrible vices point out the same thing . This it say, children can not believe, therefore Some will spend a great deal of time and care

Paulexplained Rom . 1 , in these words : “ Who children must not be baptized . in criticising church -papers, their contents and

hold the truth in uprighteousness ," that is , Again sectarians and fanatics lay hold to make -up, in criticising the articles and their

Although this true knowledge is impressed on the passage : " Verily, verily , I say unto you , writers, but they seldom , if ever, write any

men , that God is that one eternal mind which He that believeth on me hath everlasting life . thing of their own , which is the very best

is the creator and conservator ofthe universe , I am the bread of life . I am the living bread means of supplying the real or imagined de

wise , good, just, etc. , and thatobedience must which came down from heaven : if any man ficiencies of other writers.

be rendered this God in accord with the dis- eat of this bread he shall live forever ; and

tinction of virtue and vice ; yet these very the bread that I will give is my flesh, which I Who does most for the Work of

principles are held in unrighteousness, that is, will give for the life of the world . Whoso Missions ?

they are held captive, they do not rule , but eateth my flesh , and drinketh my blood, hath

unrighteousness rules, which struggles with eternal life ; and I will raise him up at the last We have recently received reports concern

these principles, namely aversion to the will day." John 6 ,47—54. This passage the Re- ing the work of some church organizations in

of God , contempt of God , confidence in one's formed sects selected and distort it to destroy foreign missions . We were told that some of
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these bodies contributed from fifty to seventy The pastor of this little band told us that he A Severe but True Reproof of

thousand dollars in two years towards their had only 14 members, and when we asked Faith Cures.

foreign mission-work , and some voices are him why so small a number , when there were

being raised which would set up these bodies so many German Lutherans living in Birming- When the believers in Faith Cure carry

as examples of missionary work and liberality. ham, he replied as follows : One Rev. Witte , their belief to the length of denying them

We willingly and gladly acknowledge every who now resides here and is known as a selves medical care or attention when they

good work accomplished by children of God Methodist, was for a number of years a Lu- are ill , they bring glorious faith down to the

everywhere ; nor do we write these lines with theran minister, but some two years ago he level of a can full of rat poison . And when

a view of discouraging zeal and liberality in the turned over to the Methodists, and tried to they do this , they come within the province

important work of foreign missions . But we take his congregation with him , which act dis- of the law as much as if they had served

beg leave to mention the fact that the congre- gusted the people and caused them to stand arsenic to the sick . Between the doctrines

gations and pastors of the Missouri Synod off and watch me for a while , thinking , per- entertained by extremists in the Faith Cure

contribute annually one half million dollars haps, that I was another false prophet, and fad and pestilential crankism there is a par

towards maintaining parochial schools which also , he said that another man by the name tition as thin as the iridescent domeof a soap

is the most important mission any church may of Speckman, connected with the Northern bubble, and the death of Mrs.Olsen , in Brook

have and most of her pastors are satisfied with Methodist Conference, made it his custom to lyn , last week , is a grim reminder of this fact.

a small salary in order to enable their congre- go among theGerman Lutherans and tell them Pittsburg Bulletin .

gations to conduct this mission . Who , we that he was a Lutheran minister , and thereby

ask in the face of these facts , does most for creating much disturbance among the people.
THE AGITATION AGAINST OUR PAROCHIAL

missions ? Is it the Missouri Synod and her These , he says , are the difficulties with which SCHOOLS CLEARLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL. — The

sisters in the Synodical Conference with their I am surrounded here. We can not help but agitation in some States against the Lutheran

fifteen hundred expensive parochial schools , sympathize with this , our good brother , be- parochial schools , brought about by Jews,

or these church -bodies that neglect parochial cause we believe him to be a true servant of infidels and probibitionists , has at least one

school education altogether and think to cover God , well equipped for the work over which good result. The fundamental laws with re

their sad neglect of this work by contributing he is appointed , and earnestly contending for spect to liberty of worship and conscience ,

annually a few dollars towards the work of the faith . May the good Lord continue to which has become forgotten by most people,

foreign missions ? hold up the hand of this faithful servant, and are brought to public notice . The agitation

may he long remain in the city of Birming- is clearly unconstitutional.--- Sel.

Acts of God's Bounty . ham , to teach his own people , the Germans,

to serve the Lord and to walk in all the paths THE TRUE ORIGIN OF THE NEW CATHOLIC

Said a theologjan : “ Our excellent bodies of righteousness . — Our Church Paper. UNIVERSITY .—The Catholic University in Wash

and useful faculties, the upright motion and ington was made possible by the gift of three

the tenacious hand, the fair appetites and pro hundred thousand dollars by Miss Caldwell .
Our Jewish Mission in New York .

portioned satisfaction, our speech and our She is a niece of the distinguished Presbyterian

perceptions, our acts of life , the rare invention preacher of Kentucky, Dr. Robert Breckin

of letters , and the use of writing , and speak
Speaking of mission work among the Jews, ridge , and was sent by her parents to a Catho

as carried on by the Missouri Synod, the lic school, with the result that was to be ex
ing at a distance, the intervals of rest and

labor, the needs of nature and the provisions Zeuge der Wahrheit says : All the efforts of
pected.

of Providence, sleep and business, refresh- our missionary were of late directed toward

ments of the body and entertainments of the leading entire families to Christ and not so
CHARITY TOWARDS ORPHANS. -Our Orphans'

much to convert individuals . We have suc
soul , these are acts of the bounty of God.” Home at Addison , Ill . , celebrated an anniver

ceeded in winning three or four Jewish fami- sary festival on the 8th of September , at

lies who will be baptized . But now it becomes which upwards of 4000 persons were present.

necessary to make some provision that the The collection taken amounted to $ 1000 and

male members of these families will find em- this sum was doubled by other income.

ployment among us. The full bearing of their

Our Church in Birmingham, Ala.
step dare not be overlooked . All Jews will

The Evangelical Cathedral (Dom ) of Berlin
DEAR READERS : - Your correspondent has part friendship with them and they dare not will cost $5,500,000 . The Dom congregation ,

-
come into further contact with them . But

just returned from a short visit to the above to which the imperial household belongs, will

liow shall they support their families ? God

mentioned city , where he found a considerable worship in an iron - frame church during the
number of Lutherans, both English and Ger- / grant that someChristians can be found who four years required for the building of their

are willing to make a trial with these prose
man . The German Lutherans have a small new church -house. It ought to be Lutheran .

lytes in their business. If a place could be

organization with a pastor among them , now
secured in a country congregation for such

at work. The pastor's name is Rev. C. E. CONVERTS FROM MOHAMMEDANISM . — On the

families , it would be of the greatest service
Scheibe, who is a member of the Missouri island of Java the native Malay Christians

to them . - Lutheran .

Synod , and who is sent as a missionary by have increased since 1873 from 5,673 to 11,229

that body to Birmingham . It was the pleasure and in the whole of Dutch India from 148,672

of the writer , while in the city, to meet this Important to Church Subscribers. to about 250,000. In Java nearly all the con

good brother, from whom he received a hearty verts have been won from Mohammedanism .

welcome , and was made to feel , that he was Lincoln , Nebr. , Oct. 2. — In the case of

not alone in trying to look after the interest Avery vs. Banker, error from Madison County , THE ABUSE OF WEALTH .—Benjamin C. Jones ,

of our church in neglected places . This the Supreme Court yesterday held that when only son of the millionaire street railway mag

brother has been living in Birmingham about a church building was erected by voluntary nate , J. Russel Jones, of Chicago, has been

two years, and seems much encouraged over contribution and upon the promise and agree- adjudged insane and committed to the State

his little band of Germans , whom he has ment that it was to be used for certain speci- asylum at Kankakee . About six years of

gathered together. They have a small church fied purposes any contributor to the fund had champagne and their accompaniments effected

of their own just completed at a cost of $ 1150 , a right to insist that the property should be the result.

which is clear of debt , and is to be dedicated used exclusively for the purposes named , and

on the second Sunday in October, to which might enjoin a sale of the building where no PUNISHED FOR BLASPHEMY. - The oldest son

dedicatory services the writer has an invi- adequate cause should be shown and where of the wealthy Vienna brewer, Dreher, has

tation to be present , and with which request the effect would be to divert the funds from been condemned to three months' imprison

he hopes to comply , if the Lord permits him . the uses intended and apply them elsewhere . ment at hard labor for blasphemous utterances .

Church News.

a

-
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proposals, must first rid herself of her former this . Its
age is placed by Prof. William

lover. As he issued from the bath , his part- Knowall at 1000 years, while the speculations

ner in crime handed him the usual cup of of others give much larger figures. There

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . wine. It contained a deadly potion ; Hel- are good grounds for regarding 600 years as

The Wages of Sin. michis tasted of it , and expired in a few a moderate estimate . Scientists concur in

minutes. thinking that this is but a small part of this

" The wages of sin is death .” Not only Rosamond had faithfully served her master , noble, massive , solid monument's existence,

eternal death. Sorrow , misery , violent death sin , and was paid faithfully. Her fellow- and everything leads to the belief that it will

are also coins in which sin pays his servants . servant dealt the wages. When Helmichis last for several hundred thousand years yet

He misses none. He employs one wicked took the deadly cup, the taste of the liquor , to come.

servant to pay out to another one his wages, its speedy operation , and his experience of A proof of all this is not needed . " Science "

and this servant is paid by the third . the character of Rosamond , convinced him has spoken , and you will bow down yourhead ,

Alboin, the brave, the bloody ruler of the that he was poisoned : he pointed his dagger and admire , and believe ! Here is another

Lombards , having slain the brother of Cuni- to her breast , compelled her to drain the decree of the idol of science-idols of course

mund , King of the Gepidae, robbed him by remainder of the cup , and side by side lay the can not speak nor issue decrees , but you know

force and stratagem of his daughter Rosamond, corpses of the guilty pair .
their priests can make them say what they

whom he espoused. In the war which followed Peredeus yet remained . He escaped to please — clipped from a prominent periodical .

Cunimund found his death ; his corpse was Constantinople, but could not escape the

brought to the victor ; and Alboin , beholding wages of his sin . His surprising strength placed bySir William Thomson at 100,000,000 ,

" The present age of the earth has been

with delight the head of his father , had the amusing and terrifying the Imperial court , while the speculations of others have given

skull fashioned into a cup and gave it the his eyes were put out by the timid Emperor. much larger figures. There are , however,

place of honor on his sideboard . Feasting Requesting an interview with Justin , the Em- good grounds for regarding 16,000,000 years

bis officers one night in a palace near Verona , peror , and two patricians being substituted , as a moderate estimate . Scientists concur in

filled with wine and madness, the intoxicated Peredeus stabbed them to the heart with two thinking” ( science used to be knowledge, not

king had the skull filled and emptied it , filled concealed daggers, was easily overpowered , imagination and frisky gamboling ) " that this

it again and passed it to the applauding Lom- led away, and executed . is but a small part of the earth's existence ,

bard chiefs and, reaching the summit of un- “ Be not deceived ; God is not mocked : for and everything leads to the belief that its total

natural cruelty, " Fill it again with wine,” he whatsoever a man soweth , that shall he also evolution through the immensity of space will

cried , " fill it to the brim : carry this goblet to reap .” “ His mischief shall return upon his
exceed a million centuries. ”

the queen , and request in my name that she own head , and his violent dealings shall come

would rejoice with her father.” Filled with down upon his own pate.”
Now we know all about it.—Would you

like to be styled a scientist ? Just lay in a
grief and rage Rosamond was forced to touch

her father's skull with her lips.

generous supply of ciphers and scatter them

The monster Alboin soon received his well
Suicidal Envy. profusely . There is one style of science with

this trade-mark : 0.

earned wages. His wife had sworn to wash

away the cruel insult in the blood of her hus The slave of envy harms himself; he mur

band . With Helmichis , the king's armor- ders his own happiness and peace of mind in
Dead Days.bearer, with whom she lived in adultery, the service of his master ; envying his neigh

, ThisRosamond conspired against the king's life. bor for his fortune , he loses his own.

Titus , the Roman Emperor, if a day hadFearing the matchless strength and intrepidity point is illustrated in the following tale.

of Alboin , the wicked pair attempted to seduce

A king once invited two men into his palace , passed in which he failed to show anybody a

the faith of Peredeus , one of the bravest of of one of whom he knew his envious dis- favor , was wont to say : " My friends , this day

the Lombard chiefs. He indignantly refused. position. “ Now," said the king, “ I shall have I lost !"

How old are you ? That is , how many ofThe shameless Rosamond soon had him in her give you what you desire , on condition that

power .

this man first makes his choice, and his com- the days ofyour life are living in the memory

By infernal arts he was innocently
made to commit the crime of Helmichis. His panion shall receive twice as much as him- of your fellow -men , or of your God ?

death or the king's death was now the alter- self.” The envious man had the choice. His

native . He chose the latter. “ Rosamond
first impulse was to ask for immense riches ,

Drowned, by Avarice .
soon found a favorable moment , when the but he quickly recollected that his companion

king , oppressed with wine , had retired from would receive twice the amount, and he could

not bear the idea. Next he decided to choose The fish -hawk will sometimes attempt tothe table to his afternoon slumbers .

faithless spouse was anxious for his health something of little value, but again he was take a fish beyond its strength . It generally

A case of thisand repose : the gates of the palace were shut, tortured with the thought that his neighbor ends disastrously for him .

the arms removed , the attendants dismissed ,
would still have the adyantage of him . What kind was recently observed . The bird struck

and Rosamond, after lulling him to rest by was he to do ? The price of his own fortune his talons into a large fish , and unable both

her tender caresses , unbolted the chamber
—the contributing to the fortune of his brother to lift it and to release his hold , he struggled

door , and urged the reluctant conspirators to -was too great, and so , the story goes on to violently for a while, but was finally drawn

the instant execution of the deed. On the relate , he finally chose to have one of his beneath the surface .

first alarm , the warrior started from his couch : eyes plucked out , in order to bring total blind- The lovers of money are drawn downward

his sword , which he attempted to draw , had ness upon the other one.
by it , can seldom release their hold of it and

been fastened to the scabbard by the hand of
Chrysostom calls “ Envy Satan's favorite are drowned in destruction and perdition.

Rosamond ; and a small stool, his only weapon ,
saddle -horse ." Surely the fiend has an in- 1. Tim . 6 , 9 . E.

could not long protect him from the spears of fernal delight in riding these men, leading them

the assassins . The daughter of Cunimund on to their neighbors' and their own misery. THEWICKED THEORY IN PRACTICE . — Teacher

smiled in his fall : his body was buried under ( Anarchist Sunday - school, Chicago ) : “ Now ,

the staircase of the palace.” Some Scientific Gambols. mein childers , vat is boms for ? ” Class : “ To

The turn of Helmichis came next. The trow ad bolicemuns. " " Vy ve trow at bolice ?”

murderers were driven by the enraged nation Some unscientific men obstinately cling to “ Pecause dey represents law, und ve must

out of the country, and found protection with the belief that the grand Washington Monu- hate all law .” “ Das vas good.” [A crazy

Longinus , the Roman exarch of Ravenna. ment is only several years old . They base man jumped up with a knife and began to

His passions were aroused by the charms of their idea on the evidence of history. But slash around .) All (rushing out) : “ Bolice!

Rosamond, and the latter, listening to his science has lately proven the absurdity of Bolice ! Bolice ! " - Philadelphia Record .”

His
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Carlyle on Luther. but either despises Him or despairs of Him ? about God , though they be but very few .

and such are all the prayers of papacy. Not Secondly, that the Church is not in a state of

The great Scotch historian , biographer, and only may they not pray with a believing heart, perfect sanctity, without any offences and

essayist Carlyle says in the course of his lect- but they also afterwards spoil their prayer by blemishes, - as the papists are dreaming.

ure on Luther : " The Monk Tetzel , sent out putting their trust in the merits and inter- Hearing the Church being called holy, in the

carelessly in the way of trade , by Leo X.- cessions of the saints. Let us , therefore, Creed , they think of such people as would be

who merely wanted to raise a little money , follow this Doctor (Moses) who prays in the without any sins and without any offences .

and for the rest seems to have been a Pagan Holy Spirit, i . e . , in true heart's faith , saying , In looking at their own community they are ,

rather than a Christian, so far as he was any- “ Thou art our dwelling-place .” No one may as a consequence , compelled to doubt its being

thing ,-arrived at Wittenberg and drove his say this with all his heart without faith and a Church. Looking at us and seeing the of

scandalous trade there. Luther's flock bought the gift of the Holy Spirit. fences by which Satan deforms our churches,

Indulgences ; in the confessional of his Church , It is a necessary doctrine , however, laid they also deny our being a Church, nor can

people pleaded to him that they had already before us in this example, because wesee here they extricate themselves from such offence.

got their sins pardoned . Luther, if he would that faith must accompany a true prayer. This was the opinion of the Donatists also ;

not be found wanting at his own post , a false When faith is present we triumph. For be- they excommunicated the fallen and did not

sluggard and coward at the very center of the cause of our faith in Christ our prayer is ac- allow their return into their churches . They ,

little space of ground that was his own and cepted, is pleasing , and obtains all things . namely , would have a church that would be

no other man’s, had to step forth against In- If you believe God to be your dwelling-place , without any blemishes . Necessarily , there

dulgences , and declare aloud that they * were He truly is such to you. If you believe not , fore , their churches were reduced to an in

a futility and sorrowful mockery, that no He is not your dwelling-place . Consequently , considerable number. The Manicheans and

man's sins could be pardoned by them . It those praying without faith , do not only pray others followed the same notion as though ,

was the beginning of the whole Reformation . fruitlessly, but their prayer is turned also into indeed , the Church were in life eternal and

We know how it went ; forward from this sin and they much provoke God . For it is not in the flesh . In this manner we must not

first public challenge of Tetzel , on the last blasphemous to appear in the sight of God argue on the nature of the Church. For this

day of October, 1517 , through remonstrance through prayer and still to imagine your is the true Church which prays--and is doing

and argument ;-spreading ever wider , rising prayer to be in vain and not to have been so seriously and by faith— , " Forgive us our

ever higher ; till it became unquenchable, and heard by God . trespasses as we forgive those that trespass

enveloped all the world. Luther's heart's de The second virtue of a true prayer is , ad against us.” Such is the true Church which

sire was to have this great grief and other dressing itself to God and not to other carnal progresses day by day,which day byday puts

griefs amended ; his thought was still far resources , and this, too , is wrought by faith on the new man and puts off the old man.

other than that of introducing separation in which not merely reconciles us to God , but, That is the true Church which receives the

the Church, or revolting against the Pope, at the same time, guards us against all im- first fruits of the Holy Spirit , not the tenfolds,

Father of Christendom . — The elegant Pagan pious doctrines and human aid . For to keep much less the fullness , in this life . We are

Pope cared little about this Monk and his doc- and to retain God , are both virtues. Who- not wholly rid and bared of our flesh yet, still

trines ; wished, however , to have done with ever possesses faith , has a gracious God , we are in the act of divesting , of moving for

the noise of him : in a space of some three wherefore his prayer as well as the rest of ward , or progressing . What is left of sin ,

years , having tried various softer methods, the works of his vocation are pleasing to Him . therefore, gives offence to the sanctimonious

he thought good to end it by fire. He dooms But we must needs be very diligent and care- Donatists , Manicheans, and papists, it is true ,

themonk's writings to be burnt by the hang- ful , yea , moreover , God must grant us His but God is not offended thereby, because , on

man, and his body to be sent bound to Rome, favor that we thus keep Him and not be trod- account of our faith in Christ , He grants us

-probably for a similar purpose. It was the den under foot by Satan , who excites us in pardon and forgiveness.

way they had ended with Huss, with Jerome , various ways in order that he might, in some When wishing to judge of the Church we

the century before . A short argument, fire. manner, lead us astray from the true God must, therefore , not simply look ( to ) where

Poor Huss : he came to that Constance Coun- into putting our trust in human aid. Moses, there are no blemishes and offences, but where

cil , with all imaginable promises and safe- therefore, distinctly says here, “ Thou art our the Word is preached purely , where there

conducts ; an earnest, not rebellious kind of refuge.” a pure administration of the Sacraments, and

man : they laid him instantly in a stone dun- But why does he add, “ In all generations'' ? where there are people loving the Word and

geon three feetwide, six feet high, seven feet Undoubtedly , to point out the one Church , confessing the same before the world. Where

long ; burnt the true voice of him out of this continuing from the first man created unto you find these requisites, you may determine

world; choked it in smoke and fire . That the end of the world. It is this, he is saying, number, or many possessing her privileges
the Church to be , whether there be few in

was not well done . ” — A . M. Ever since the day generation or life has be- and acting accordingly . Certainly , there al

gun , Thou art our dwelling - place ; as though ways will be some ; for how would God other

he would say , Ever has there been å Church, wise have been our dwelling -place " in all gen
Exposition of the 90. Psalm , ever has there been a certain people of God , erations” ?. In this wise Anselm , somewhere,

as read in Lectures at Wittenberg University A. D. 1534, from the first man , Adam , to the last ,
treats of this subject , drawing this extraordi

though
nary but good and true conclusion , that Adam

by Dr. M. Luther. sometimes the Church was very weak and so and Eve were Christians and just ( before God)

dispersed that nowhere it was visible , as , in and that it was necessary they should return

the days of Elijah , when Abab, the godless to the right way immediately through faith ,

king, had forbidden the true worship and in order that there would be no space of time
V. in which there had been no Church .

Who now would deny the Holy Spirit to be cruelly killed the prophets in great numbers; in thehistory of the Fall, Moses showsthat
so as to cause Elijah to lament that he were Adam and Eve dreaded to be led to repent

the best orator with His own? since Moses, the only servant ofthe true God left. Hence ance from sin. But afterwards when theseed
in a most difficult cause , in which he accuses

the Church was so hidden then that it was of the woman was promised by true faith in

himself and the whole world before God, so nowhere, save in the eyes of God whosaid, before God,for fearof His wrath and of future
Christ they were justified . They , indeed , fled

aptly gains our good will and reconciles the He had left seven thousand that had not punishment; but God even went in search of

judge in the case , by his faith in the grace of

God which He has shown the Church at all
bowed unto Baal. Thus in popedom there them and recalled them . This was the first

times. Without this faith, a prayer may not indeed , so that to one judging according
was and did remain a Church , but hidden , Church , regenerated by the Word and justi

be a prayer. For how will he pray that does
indeed , so that to one judging according to fied by faith in Christ.

Learnedly , indeed , and truly this is dis
not believe God to be possessed of so much

appearances it seemed to be nowhere . And

cussed by Anselm . For there must always
we must mark well and diligently , First that remain and existaChurch, as Moses,too , in

goodness as to hear those praying to Him , there always have been, are now, and ever dicates here, by saying, God is our dwelling

* The Italics are Carlyle's .
will be such as confess and teach truthfully place in all generations.
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N iscellaneong.

CHAS . F. WILLIAM .

IV .

a

tion of their children , which they are con
KE EP !

vinced will best promote the welfare of their

children .
Glad Tidings for Those who are Tired of Giving.

THE SCHOOL-QUESTION.
III .

In case parents neglect this duty , the state

Sections 1 , 2 and 5 of the Bennet School Bill, is justified in compelling them , by appropriate

adopted by the Legislature of Wisconsin .
legislation , to the discharge of their duty .

Keep thy tongue from evil , and thy lips from

speaking guile. Ps . 34 , 13 .

Section 1. Every parent or other person hav Blessed are they that keep his testimonies.

ing under his control a child between the ages If, however, the state assumes the right to Ps. 119 , 2 .

of seven and fourteen years shall annually educate, unless for such cause , it is an in- Let thine heart keep my commandments.

cause such child to attend some public or pri- fringement of the natural rights of parents. Prov. 3 , 1 .

vate day school in the city , town , or district My son , keep sound wisdom and discretion.

V.

in which he resides for a period not less than Prov. 3 , 21 .

twelve weeks in each year , which number of
The conduct of the state in such case is

Keep thy heart with all diligence . Prov .

weeks shall be fixed prior to the first day of furthermore unconstitutional, as the constitu 4 , 23 .

September in each year by the board of edu- tion , both of the United States and the state
My son , keep thy father's commandment.

cation or board of directors of the city, town, of Wisconsin , proclaim liberty of conscience Prov. 6 , 20 .
or district , and for a portion or portions and religion , which liberty is set aside not He that keepeth his mouth keepeth his life .

thereof to be so fixed by such boards , the only by forcing upon any one thatwhich op- Prov . 13, 3.
attendance shall be consecutive , and such poses his religion , or is in conflict with his con

He that keepeth his way preserveth his soul.

boards shall , at least ten days prior to the science, but also when a person is hampered Prov . 16 , 17 .
beginning of such period , publish the time in any manner in the free exercise of relig“

Whoso keepeth the law is a wise son . Prov.

or times of attendance in such manner as
ion ” and “ the rights of conscience ,” pro- 28 , 7 .

7

such boards shall direct ; provided, that such vided he does not act in open violation of law
Ye shall keep my statutes. Lev . 19 , 19 .

board shall not fix such compulsory period at
and morality .

Ye shall keep my ordinances. Lev . 22 , 9 .

more than twenty-four weeks in each year. VI . Ye shall keep my commandments. Lev.

Section 2. For every neglect of such duty The compulsory education law recently en- 22 , 31.

the person having such control and so offend- acted in the Legislature of Wisconsin (Ben- Keep my judgments and do them . Lev ..

ing shall forfeit to the use of the public schools net Bill ) conflicts not only with the natural 28 , 18 .

of such city , town or district , a sum not less rights of parents, but also with the “ free ex- Keep thy soul diligently . Deut. 4 , 9 .

than three dollars nor more than twenty dol- ercise of religion ” and the “ rights of con- I will keep my mouth with a bridle . Ps.

lars ; and failure for each week or portion of science” as guaranteed by the constitution , for 39, 1 .

a week , on the part of any such person to
a ) Sections 1 , 2 and 5 make it punishable

Keep thy foot when thou goest to the house

comply with the provisions of this act , shall for parents to exercise their naturalright of God . Eccl . 5 , 1 .

constitute a distinct offence ; provided , that in determining for themselves at what Keep ye judgment and do justice. Isa . 56 , 1 ,

any such child shall be excused from attend age , for how long , and where their chil- Keep mercy and judgment. Hos . 12 , 6 .

ance at school required by this act by the dren are to be schooled, likewise the Keep the doors of thy mouth . Mic. 7 , 5 .

board of education or school directors of the studies to be pursued , and the medium If a man keep my saying he shall never see

city, town , or district in which such child re
of instruction . death . John 8 , 51 .

sides , upon it being shown to their satisfac b ) Sections 1 , 2 and 5 are inconsistent with If ye love me , keep my commandments.

tion that the person so neglecting is not able liberty of conscience and religion , be- John 14 , 15 .

to send such child to school , or that instruc cause they eventually conflict with the Keep yourselves in the love of God . Jude 21 .

tion has otherwise been given for a like pe- interests of parochial schools, and com- Keep that which is committed to thy trust .

riod of time to such child in the elemen pel parents to send their children to 1. Tim. 6 , 20.

tary branches commonly taught in the public schools contrary to their conscience , to Keep yourselves from idols. 1. Joh . 5 , 21 .

schools, or that such child has already ac say nothing of the fact that section 2 sub- Keep thee far from a false matter. Exod.

quired such elementary branches of learning, jects parents and children to the arbi- 23, 7 .

or that his physical or mental condition is
trariness of public school officers. Keep thee from every wicked thing.

such as to render attendance inexpedient or Let your women keep silence in the church .

impracticable, and in all cases where such
VII .

I keep -under my body, and bring it into

child shall be so excused the penalty herein
In view of the foregoing propositions we are subjection. 1. Cor. 9 , 27 .

provided shall not be incurred . compelled to combat with all lawful means in
Blessed are they that hear the word of God

Section 5. No school shall be regarded as
the courts such encroachments, and , at the and KEEP it. Luke 11 , 28 .

a school under this act unless there shall be polls , to withhold our vote from every can

taught therein , as part of the elementary edu- didate and party not publicly pledging them

cation of children , reading, writing, arithme- selves to do all in their power to bring about a WHAT MOHAMMEDANISM DOES FOR THE WORLD .

tic , and United States history in the English repeal of the obnoxious sections of the afore- Western Abyssinia, inhabited by Christians,

language.
said law . has been made a desert by the Mahdists.

PROPOSITIONS ,

VIII. Thousands have been thrown into slavery,

defining the position of Wisconsin District of Joint

To.avoid all misunderstanding we declare thousands have been butchered , and hun

Synod of Missouri, Ohio, and other states - assem- that we consider our public school system a
dreds of the noblest inhabitants have been

bled in Sheboygan, Wis , June 17 , 1889–on

compulsory education .

political necessity , and that we are willing to taken to Mecca as slaves in violation of trea

support it in the future as we have done in ties . England is expected to interfere at once.

I.
the past. We are also convinced that by op

By the law of Nature as well as by divine posing the aforesaid school law , we not only Acknowledgment.

command, parents are entitled and in duty contend for our inherent rights, but also best

bound to provide for the education of their promote the true welfare of our free country. Received from Mr. Oscar Kaiser $2.00 for the

children . We finally declare most emphatically that it English Mission collected at an English Lutheran

II .
service in St. James, Mo. , Sept. 15 , 1889 .

has always been and ever shall be our aim to

It is therefore the right and the duty of all provide in our parochial schools for the very

St. Louis , Oct. 12, 1889 . C. F. LANGE, Treas.

parents to select such schools for the educa- best instruction also in the English language. CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .
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:

For the LUTHERAN Witness . Reformation does not rest upon numbers , or of God unto them “ wisdom .” In Jesus are

SERMON
on any outward splendor. It is based on the hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.

fact that she is founded on the Scriptures, Jesus guides all that love and follow him

preached at the Dedication of Emmanuel English that she teaches the Gospel in all its original through the darkness of this world , showing

Evang. Luth. Church, Sunday, Aug. 11 , 1889, by wealth , purity and lustre , that , in her teach- them an even and unfailing path to realms of

Rev. Prof. G. W. MUELLER, of Milwaukee, Wis .
ings , she gives all honor to God alone , that , everlasting light. He tells them who God is

consequently , the Lutheran Church must be in commanding to baptize all nations in the
In Christ JESUS DEARLY BELOVED FRIENDS :

the true visible church of God upon earth.- name of the Father , and of the Son , and of

" O give thanks unto the Lord , for he is
Yet there are some that say hard things of the Holy Ghost. He tells them how God is

good : for his mercy endureth forever.” Thus the Lutheran Church. They declare that disposed towards mankind in that golden

sang that inspired writer David , the author of Lutherans exercise no charity toward other Scripture of St. John : " God so loved the“
so many beautiful psalms. Surely, too , I am
voicing the sentiments of all here assembled denominations, but indulge in religious strife , world, that he gave his only begotten Son."

when I say : " O give thanks unto the Lord, distracting Christianity and marring all visions He tells them how they are saved, declaring :
for he is good : for his mercy endureth for- of peace and happiness in the church. What “ I am the way, the truth and the light: no

have we to say to this ? I answer : We wish man cometh unto the Father, but by me. He
ever.” Has he not been good toward this

to remain loyal to the Word of God and there that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life.”
Emmanuel English Ev. Luth . Congregation ?

fore we are at times compelled to put on the How all the followers of Jesus love to listen

Most assuredly .
armor of controversy and wage war against to His wisdom ! They still hear His sweet

On Nov. 10, 1887 , Pastor Kuegele of Vir- false prophets. But such warfare is not to voice in that ever dear and venerated book ,
ginia preached before a large audience in one

our taste. We Lutheran divines rejoice in the Bible . With inexpressible joy they pore
of the halls of the city. After service three

speaking to our hearers of the good things of over its lines, meditate upon the great deeds of

gentlemen declared themselves willing to es- the sweet Gospel of our Saviour . We do , in- God unto the salvation of mankind, and won

tablish an English Ev. Luth . Church . Having deed , preach the whole counsel of God unto deringly behold the depth of the richesboth

rented Cook's Hall to worship in , this tiny the salvation of mankind , but the key -note of of the wisdom and knowledge of God. Their

number slowly increased , till about January , all our preaching is Christ Jesus. Let me , eyes are enlightened and they regard the

1888 , eight brethren united , organized Em- therefore , set forth this morning :
teachings of the Scriptures " more desirable

manuel Church and Sunday School and called than gold , yea , than much fine gold : sweeter

their present pastor. Under his guiding care
CHRIST JESUS IS ALL IN ALL ;

also than honey and honey-comb.” And in

they continued to worship the Lord in the for He is made ofGod unto us proportion as they are led by the Holy Spirit

same place till first Sunday of last month First , wisdom ; into the precious Gospel truths, they will hold

(July ) , when the removal to the Sunday Then , righteousness ; the word sacred and not add unto or detract

School room of this building took place. Then , sanctification ; and from it. They will bear in mind that every

And to -day you, my friends , considerably Finally, redemption . letter of the Gospel of Christ is divine wisdom,

increased in numbers , have come to dedicate and accordingly they take their reason into

this edifice to the service of Triune God . But
I.

the subjection of faith . In reading the Book ,

as you know , that whatever Christians do , It can not be denied , my friends , that the they say to their heavenly teacher with young

must be done to the glory of God , it is meet children of this world are often possessed of Samuel , “ Speak , Lord ; for thy servant

for you to listen to the explanation of a great intellectual ability and of a vast amount heareth .” And behold , the Lord revealeth

Scripture-text upon this festive occasion and of knowledge. The Bible itself makes mention His wisdom unto them , as He did unto Samuel.

learn what and what only is to be preached of this fact in speaking of Moses , saying: Now , my dear hearers, let our sincerest

and heard in this your new church . I have “ Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the wish and prayer be that only this wisdom ,

therefore chosen for my discourse the words Egyptians and was mighty in words and in this Gospel of Jesus, be preached in this

of Holy Writ , found in the 1. Epistle to the deeds." Yet all the wisdom of this world can house of worship, as long as it pleaseth the

Corinthians , chapter 1 , verse 30, reading as not do so much as answer a single question Lord to let it stand , and that all who worship

follows : — " Christ Jesus is made of God unto respecting heaven and the way to heaven. here seek nothing but this wisdom , which
us wisdom , and righteousness , and sanctifica- Ask natural man such questions as , Who is alone enlighteneth the understanding and
tion , and redemption.” God ? What are God's sentiments towards a giveth peace to the soul .

My dear hearers : -- This Emmanuel Con- lost and damned world ? How may we come
II .gregation is a Lutheran Congregation. It is to God and what must we do to be saved ?

not the only one , for the Lutheran Church is Natural man will either engage in vain specu- Let us now pass to the second topic of this

well known in this country. It found an lations or admit that lie is at a loss what to discourse . As the children of this world have

early home in the New World , flourishing on say . Ah , they are leading a wretched life , a a wisdom that can not teach them the way to

the banks of the Delaware, long before the life of darkness and unhappiness, that have heaven , so they have a righteousness that can

City of Philadelphia was laid out. In the no other light to be guided by than the light not open the gates of heaven . They base

enjoyment of religious liberty the Lutheran of worldly wisdom . Doubts and uncertainties their righteousness upon man’s natural worthi

Church at once flourished , and , in the present must needs distress their souls , whenever the ness or upon his moral achievements. We

day , it is more vigorous than ever, as may grisly thought that haunts us all , the thought find the Lord's estimate of this species of

be seen from the constantly increasing Lu- of the last bitter hour,” comes up.- righteousness in the declaration that “ that

theran population of this country and from But, oh ! how blessed are they that know which is born of the flesh is flesh.” Allied to

the dedication of this new Lutheran house of Jesus, the light of the world . Theirs is a life this righteousness of the world is that of many
worship . But the glory of the Church of the of sunshine and happiness, for Jesus is made Christians, who set up a claim to righteous

>
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lift up

ness on the basisof their good works , of their sins in this abode of the Lord and the right- by our Heavenly Father that we must through

praying , alms-giving , etc. Now I think, if eousness of Christ Jesus will be reckoned to much tribulation enter into the kingdom of
there ever lived a man that could advance your account. heaven, and we profit thereby, for all things

such a claim on such grounds , it was Abraham . work together for good to them that love God .

But what do the Scriptures say concerning III .
The carnal mind of course can not comprehend

Abraham ? " If Abraham were justified by We now come to a new consideration.- this order of things. Its judgment is that

works , he hath whereof to glory ; but not When God imputes our Redeemer's righteous- God's children ought to be free from all mis

before God .” The righteousness of life is ness to us , he does not change us into new fortunes, sorrows and afflictions. But our

impotent to salvation . It is tainted by the sinless spiritual beings. Still Christ Jesus is Heavenly Father is wise , even though we can.
infirmities of the flesh and can not set the made of God unto us " sanctification .” Το not see why black clouds hang over his chil

conscience at rest. Many a Christian has, understand this, we must know that our Lord dren and stormy blasts beat upon them . Our

before this , sought to secure peace for his bas merited for us also the Holy Spirits ' Heavenly Father is good, even though the

conscience in the righteousness of life, but operation in our hearts. The Holy Spirit darkest billows come rolling and surging up

no one has yet succeeded. St. Bernard, a begins with producing faith. Now faith is against His children and threaten them with

famous Catholic ecclesiastic of the 12th cent- not a dead thing which renders the sinner destruction. In the severest trials and visita

ury , a pious god-fearing man , tried hard, but carnally secure and deprives him of all motives tions he comforts and strengthens them , and

his exertions resulted in the confession , “ I for activity in good works . “ Faith ,” says that for Jesus' sake . In this toilsome, trying

have led a damnable life.” John Wesley, the Dr. Luther, “ is a divine work in us , which journey through this vale of tears , He holds

founder of the Methodist Church , also tried changes the heart and through which we are out to them nothing earthly, no millennial

hard , since he believed and preached that born of God. It destroys the old Adam , makes happiness, but the inconceivable joys and

Christians could attain to a perfect obedience us new creatures in heart , soul , sense and all comforts of heaven , and that for Jesus' sake.
of the divine law . But when death drew near , our powers, and brings with it the Holy Spirit. So all true children of God may their

he found himself short of perfection, and 0 , faith is a living, busy , active, mighty heads and rejoicingly move onward on their

falling back upon the righteousness of Christ , power : it is impossible for it not to be inces- journey to their heavenly home , for Christ

he comforted himself saying, “ I the chief of santly doing good." Jesus is made of God unto us redemption.

sinners am , but Jesus died for me.” With faith , then , the Holy Spirit produces My dear hearers :-Since all Christians are

Myhearers,—When man becomes conscious also a renewal of the heart. He inspires the called unto suffering , you will not be exempt

of his sin , when his conscience smites him and heart of the believer with holy emotions, and from the manifold tribulations of the world .

fills him with terror , when, in the anguish of affections , and sentiments. The believer grows Therefore do not fail to come diligently to the

his soul , he gives himself up for lost — then in grace and knowledge; he is fervent in courts of our Lord and hear the Gospel of

there is but one haven where he can find spirit ; serving the Lord, he ardently loves Jesus. You will find His temple to be a gate.

refuge : it is the righteousness of Christ. Glory his fellow -man, being willing and eager to do of heaven, which will afford you many swee

to God in tlie highest that he has made Christ good to every person , to serve every man , to glimpses into the blessed land and your souls

Jesus unto us righteousness . In His infinite suffer every thing for the pleasure and glory will be borne up under all the troubles and

mercy God desired to save us poor damnable ofGod. sorrows of your earthly pilgrimage.

sinners. He sent his only -begotten Son into May God grant that the members of this May then Christ Jesus be unto us all in all.

the world and substituted Him in the sinner's congregation may lay all stress on faith , for O may He be unto every one of us wisdom ,

stead . Obedient to the Father the Son de that is the only way to insure true sanctity , and righteousness, and sanctification , and re

voted His whole life to the fulfillment of the and may the members of Emmanuel then lead demption. May this house of worship be an

law broken byman ; yea , He became obedient such sanctified lives as will make them orna- abode of Jesus . May all that meet here be

unto death , suffering the penalty also de- ments and jewels of the faith which they pro- believers in and lovers of Jesus. May Jesus

nounced upon the unrighteousness of man- fess.-- engross their thoughts and desires. May

kind . Thus Christ Jesus, our gracious Sub- True it is , no believer becomes perfect in Jesus direct their longings and actions . May

stitute , our ever blessed Saviour , was made the work of sanctification . Even that chosen the object of all our aspirations be to find

unto us of God righteousness. vessel of Christ, St. Paul , confesses that with Jesus. May the sentiment of each and every

This righteousness of Christ Jesus which is the flesh he serves the law of sin . The holiest one be : With Jesus, through Jesus, onward

designed for all mankind , is conveyed by the men feel the battle of the flesh against the to Jesus.

Gospel. A god-spell is a good joyful news. spirit. This experience makes all children Thanksgiving, and blessing, and honor be

The Gospel is the glad tidings thatwe are for of God most wretched and they sigh with unto our glorious Saviour's name.
Amen,

Jesus' sake righteous in the sight of God. St. Paul : “ O wretched man that I am ! who Amen .

Whoever cordially receives this message , en shall deliver me from the body of this death ?”

joys all the treasures of salvation ; for nothing But they again find comfort, peace and hope Benefits of Orthodoxy .

is needed but faith , that living trust , that in- in Christ Jesus , for he is lastly made of God

ternal power , that spiritual hand by which the unto us redemption. Let me ask your atten A man who had for some time been in at

gifts of the Gospel are apprehended. Who- tion to this point for a few minutes only. tendance at a place – I was about to say of

ever cordially receives the Gospel of Christ's religious worship , but that would probably be

righteousness, is a blessed person , for he is
IV.

a misnomer - of Sabbath assembly, where most

clothed in a robe of beauty in place of the The word " redemption ” does not in this of the time was spent in boasting of liberality

filthy rags that hung about his loathsome connection so much signify Christ's acquisi- and progress, and in berating Orthodox Chris

frame before. He is no more a pauper, but tion of righteousness for man , Christ's work tians, at length becamean attendant at one of

immensely rich ; no more a criminal , but a of atonement, as it respects a special fruit of these Orthodox churches. I asked him why

dear child of God . He has a balm for his redemption , namely the gracious deliverance he left his former associates. He promptly

wounds and bruises . He possesses the sweet from all evil. This we ask of God in the last replied: " I wish to hear some doctrines from

assurance of his adoption as a child unto God . petition of the Lord's prayer: “ Deliver us the pulpit which the speaker is certain are sure

My dear hearers : —If you would have this from evil.” Dr. Luther has explained this to hold true for at least one month. The man

church to be a house of God , a temple where very aptly as follows : “ We pray in this Ihave heard over there tells the people that

God is gloriously present with you , then come petition as the sum of all , that our Father in he thinks what he is uttering is true at the

to Jesus as you are , go into his house with heaven would deliver us from every evil of time he speaks it , but he is not sure it willbe

neither merit nor work of your own , enter body and soul, property and honor, and finally true the next Sabbath . What is my immortal

into his tabernacles laden with your sins and when our lasthour has come , grantusa soul to do if I can not find something that I

longing and thirsting for your Saviour's right- blessed end , and take us from this vale of know is true for more than one week ? ” .
So will you be cleansed of your tears to himself in heaven.”

:

It is ordained
eousness .

N. Y. Examiner.
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duct themselves in such a manner , that they duced by political legislation . By what au

do not infringe the rights or endanger the wel- thority can the officers require the use of such

fare of other citizens and , therefore , obey the means of instruction in Parochial schools as

law of the country. are used in the public -schools ? There is no

But the rights of the State concerning edu- authority for this whatever. It is an usur
Compulsory Education by the State .

cation are not absolute, but limited . We do pation .

not concede to the State the whole education It is the most cruel of all conceivable tyran

( SECOND PAPER . )
of our children , but only part of it , reserving nies to compel a parent to submit to such an

By what right does the State as such edu- the principal and most essential part for our- education of his child as he believes means a
cate children at all ? What are its rights and selves . We say that the State by its system personal danger to , and perhaps the certain

limitations in this respect ? Such are the ques- of public instruction can never really educate , eternal destruction of that child's soul. What

tions to be considered in discussing the prob- for true education pertains not only to the are earthly considerations compared with that ?

lem of compulsory Education by the State . body but also to the soul, and there can be no A few years— ten, twenty, thirty, or perhaps

What do we mean by Education ? “ Edu- education and healthy cultivation of moral sixty and seventy - here on earth and then

cation,” says Paley , " in the most extensive faculties without religious instruction . This the Forever ! It therefore surely is the worst

sense of the word may comprehend every kind of instruction is excluded, and necessarily species of tyranny conceivable on the part of

preparation that is made in our youth for the must be excluded from a system of education the State , to compel the instruction or educa

sequel of our lives.” Or we could also say : established by the State . For the State as tion of children in such a way as , according

" Education is the development and cultivation such has no religion , and our State is a Chris- to the sincere belief of parents , shallmean the

of the various physical, intellectual and moral tian one in no other sense than that the major- destruction of their children's souls forever.

faculties . ” — There can be no doubt about the ity of its people are called Christians. The one thing that the State has no right to do

States having a right to provide for its citizens The public school system is the means in is to compel a child to being taught, even in

an education as good as possible . The wel public hands and under public control, that an indirect way, such principles as are con

fare and safety of the State depends upon the shall train and fit children for self-respecting , trary to the religious convictions of its parents.

higher or lesser education of those individuals self -supporting, intelligent and righteous cit. And since it is not the State's business to look

which constitute the community. The State izenship . It has no right to exist on any other after the spiritual welfare of its citizens and it

therefore certainly has a right to establish and basis . can not , for the same reason , give religious

carry on a public -school system , and this from We claim that the State has no right to take instruction , it becomes the duty of parents to

the right of public safety and welfare . It has the work of the education of children out of provide for such instruction , either personally

a right to take money from all the people and the hands of their parents ; that this is some- or by procuring suitable teachers and main

to establish a certain definite kind of education thing which belongs to them by natural right . taining private or Parochial schools . The

for its citizens at the public expense. The We claim furthermore that the authority of State has no power to interfere, provided the

very safety, the very stability of this country the State is limited to such laws , which do not supporters of such schools will support the

depends upon what kind of citizens they are, directly or indirectly interfere with the per- public -schools and teach nothing antagonistic

who hold the votes in their hands and de- sonal or religious liberty granted to every cit- or dangerous to the State .

termine not only the course of public opinion izen by those fundamental principles laid down Compulsory education by the State is some

but of public action also . in the constitution of every state of the Union. thing contrary to the intentions of the founders

This rightwas acknowledged and practiced The separation of Church and State in this of our government, contradictory to the na

already in ancient times. In the days of So- country prohibits the authority of the law to ture and purpose of its institutions and im

Ton the Grecian boys at the age of six years infringe in any way whatever upon the re- practicable as long as the two pillars of this

passed from theexclusive care of theirmothers, ligious and conscientious convictions of any grand structure remain : Political and Relig

who educated them till then along with the citizen . ious Liberty . VIRTIL.

girls , and were entrusted to the care of a peda- Judge Cooley says : “ Whatever deference

gogue, who accompanied them to school and the constitution may require to be paid in some A Sunday -Law Conviction in Georgia .

kept them constantly under surveillance. In cases to the conscientious scruples or religious

struction began in the early morning and was convictions of the majority , the general policy The following is from the Atlanta Constitu

in three branches : the letters ( comprehending always is , to avoid any compulsion, which in- tion of August 30 :

reading , writing , and arithmetic ), music ( in- fringes on the religious scruples of any , how- The conviction in Forsyth County of a man

cluding also literature and art ) , and gymnastic ever little reason may seem to others to under named Conklin , who was charged with chop

exercises. For girls there were neither educa- lie them . Even in the important matter of ping wood on Sunday, has created a decided

tional institutions nor private teachers . But bearing arms for the public defence, thosewho sensation among the Seventh -day Adventists

although education, like religion , was recog- can not in conscience take part are excused in Georgia.

nized as a part of the political constitution , and their proportion of the great and some- " The State's attorneys took a religious view

yet the state left it to parental interests and times imperative burden is borne by the rest of the case, said Mr. Corliss. “ They con

affection to educate the young , ordaining only of the community.” tended that the Adventists were trying to dis

certain general rules , chiefly in behalf of mo- It is therefore none of the State's affair to place the Sabbath of our forefathers , and to

rality . Thus every citizen , under a severe interfere in any way with the peculiar religious overturn the religion of all past generations."

penalty , was required to teach his son to read ideas or peculiar religious training of the soul Colonel T. L. Lewis , of Alpharetta ,and Colonel

and to swim ; he was also to fit him for some of any one of its citizens . The State has only Philipps,ofMarietta , argued that itwasunjust

occupation, otherwise the son would not be to do with temporal affairs and things concern- to punish the man for working on Sunday , as

obliged to support him in his old age . ing the body and bodily welfare , and has noth- his conscience led him to observe Saturday as

The state at that time, we see , considered ing to do whatever with my spiritual condition , the Sabbath , and he had kept it sacred . They

it its duty and right to see to it , that every neither here , nor in the hereafter. also claimed that he was chopping wood for

citizen received such an education as would Now if parents are not and conscientiously household purposes . But he was convicted

make him a useful member of society . And can not be satisfied with that education pro- by a jury of twelve men and fined $25.00 and

we most cheerfully acknowledge this right of cured by the State , if they want not only an costs, amounting in all to $46.80 . Evidently

State to-day , to procure for its citizens such intellectual and corporeal training for their the State - law of Georgia prohibits Sunday

an education and to enact such laws requiring children , but want their soul educated in the work , else we could in no way see the fairness

such an education, by which every boy and principles of their religion and so brought of such a conviction .

girl is so trained , that they can earn an honest into a condition of safety as related to God

living and not become a public burden . The the State has no right to compel them to have FAME is the thirst of youth and money that

State has a right to teach its children to con- their children educated by the system intro- of age .

>

>
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draft is at the risk of the sender.

Class Mail Matter .

and from OLEARII Summa universae theologiae.

God is ; yet it most certainly understands they said “ Lutheran pulpits and altars only

what God is not. In like manner though it for Lutherans, " — this did not exclude the ex

does not see what is right and good in the ceptions to the rule , because according to a

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt. sight of God ( namely faith ) , yet it evidently worldly adage every rule admitted of excep

knows that infidelity, manslaughter and dis- tions . So the “ Missouri wing” in the Council

The LUTHERAN WITNEss is published on the 7th and 21st obedience are evil. Whereof also Christ makes had the rule , and the “ General Synod wing”
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

Moneys, names of subscribers, good use,when He shows Luke 11 , that every had the exceptions and the independents with

changes of addresses and all other businesscommunications kingdom divided against itself must fall ; and such men as Drs. Jacobs, Krotel , Passavant ,

should be sentto Rev. H.Birkner,3506 Caroline Str: St. Paul when 1 Cor . 11. he says , that neither Seiss and others laughed in their sleeves at
St. Louis , Mo. All communications for the editorial de

partmentshould be sent to Rev. C. A. Frank, 16 Harvey Str., nature teaches that a woman should prophesy, having arranged matters so nicely and made

Zanesville, Ohio. Termsofsubscription $1.00 per annum in her head being uncovered . Therefore what- such a good profession to keep the inhar
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

ever is evidently contrary to such reason , cer- monious elements under cover of the great

tainly contradicts God much more. For how body of the General Council . The “ Missouri

Entered at the Post Omice at St. Louis , Mo. , As Second

should that not militate against heavenly truth, wing" in the Council felt , they were bound

which militates against earthly truth ? after by the rule ; the " General Synod wing" felt,

ST. LOUIS, MO. , November 7, 1889. which manner also Christ distinguishes the they were licensed to do as they pleased by

truth and argues from both . If I told you the exceptions , and they carried on with open

Theological Extracts and Canons. earthly things and you do not believe them , communion and exchange of pulpits as ever

how will you believe , if I should tell you before and held their union - churches and

From BAIER-WALTHER's Compendium Theologiae Positivae heavenly things . ( LUTHER, Opp. Lat. VI, union -Sunday -schools as in the palmiest days

318 sq . ) of General Synodism . The Michigan Synod ,

tired of such double-dealing , left the Council

Prolegomena, Chapter 1 : On the Nature and

The Recent Meeting of the General Coun- the independents , so very much as to make
in disgust, which aggravated the third party ,

Constitution of Theology .

75. By themselves and in themselves there cil at Pittsburgh, Pa. , or : Hypocrisy
them say some very mean things of the

is no contrariety, no contradiction between
in Council.

Michigan Synod. And because the life - long

philosophy and theology, because sound and friend of the Council , the Iowa Synod , also

true philosophy knows that the doctrines which
Such consistent Lutherans as are acquainted

had written that another official explanation
theology advances on the great mysteries of with the so-called leaders in the GeneralCoun

of the former resolutions must be given , else

faithfromrevelation, mustnot be discussed cil and haveclosely watched their doingsin theIowa Synod might be compelled to bid
and measured bythe principles of reason , lest the public meetings of that body, never had the Council farewell forever, this lowa Synod
the distinct principles of distinct branches be any faith in their professions of faithful Lu

was given to understand in the Workman , that

confounded . Thus, for instance,whentheology theranism . The General Council is a body the independents in the Council were fully

teachesthat Mary gave birth and yet remained composed of synods that believe and actvery prepared toreceive Iowa's farewell address.

a virgin, sound philosophy does not say such much as theGeneral Synod men do, and of Butthingshadbecome discontentedalso in
an assertion was contrary to its conclusion , synods that would be and act more Lutherad, other quarters, as for instance in the New

that it is impossible for a virgin to give birth : / if their fellows in the Council had not tied | York Ministerium , and the clamor for an ex

because it knows such conclusion must neces- the clog of the great mission of the General
planation of the exceptions became more

sarily be received with this limitation that it is Council to their feet. A Philadelphia proimpossible for a virgin to give birth naturally fessor in the Council recently wrote in one of pressing . In this condition the Council re

cently met in Pittsburgh. The independents

and yet to remain a virgin , the contrary of their English church papers, that one part succeeded in persuading the Council that

which theologydoes not assert; for it says, of the Council was underpressure from thethings should just remain as they have been .

supernaturally and by divine poweritwas GeneralSynod,and one partunderpressure The realquestion before the Council was,

broughtabout, that a virgin gave birth . Now from theMissouriSynod ;butthegreater Are there anyexceptionsto the rule, Lutheran
if some philosophizer wants his axioms and part occupied an independent position, will

pulpits for Lutheran ministers only ? and if

utterances to be so general, that from them ing only to hold their own position and to
there are such exceptions , define them . Now

we should pass sentence also on the deep yield neither to General Synod influences , nor

to Missouri influences.
mysteries of faith , and he thus enters upon

Well, this General every Lutheran ought to know , Lutheran pul

foreign territory, then it happens by accident Council under pressure from the three dif- pits are for Lutherans only without any ex

ception ; Lutheran altars are for Lutherans

that a theological truth is pronounced wrong
ferent sources mentioned , recently met in only without any exception. In a fair and

philosophically, when namely no attention is convention and was to have a great tilt on
conscientious debate on the floor of the Coun

one of their former resolutions . This former cil , these truths would have shown forth irre
paid to the proper use of sound philosophy,

but it is most shamefully abused. So justice resolution said , that Lutheran pulpits and
sistibly. But before the meeting the inde

and the reason of law is one everywhere in a altars were only for Lutheran pastors and
pendents had already in their published articles

communicants. Now this resolution suited
general sense , yet at the same time the law of sounded an alarm against unexceptional rules.
one, province is not the same with the law those members of the Council that feel a little

Because even God's commandments are not

of another province, but every state lives in Lutheranism of the Missouri kind in them , altogether without exceptions,as for instance
which by the way is the only true Lutheranism . the fifth commandment, Thou shalt not kill ,

,

accord with its special laws . So truth is one

But oh , how sore the members felt over this
in a general sense , meanwhile every branch has this exception , that the lawful govern

has its own axiomswhich must not be carried resolution,such members namely who have ment may takethe lifeof a murderer.Now,
to another tribunal , but must be left in their leanings towards the General Synod and want

we say , the Council was beforehand duped

proper sphere. For soundphilosophy rejects tohave ministers of other denominationsto by such shallow arguments. The professors
such a passing from one province into another. preach in their pulpits and such

communicants and preachers in the Council ought to know ,

at their altars as do not profess Lutheranism . that confessional tenets as pertain to the wor
(GERHARD, Exeg . loci. L. de S. S. § 474. )

76. In the sixth place we shall apply to Now the third party in the Council, the
inde-

ship ofGod admit of no exceptions. Thou

pendents as they style themselves , saw that shalt have no other Gods before me, admits
monastic institutes also natural reason , that is ,

thatcoarse light of naturewhichindeeddoes something mustbe done to prevent war and ofno exception. So the command ofGod to

not attain to the light and work of God by General Council with its glorious past * and allowance to preach a lie , as St. Paul clearly
to harmonize aggravated feelings , else the preach the truth admits of no exception or

itself so that in affirmative propositions ( as
they call them ) its judgment is liable to err. grand future mission might burst . So they pronounces the divine curse against every

added to the resolution mentioned , that when deviation from the truth of the Gospel. To
yet in negative propositions it is certain .

Reason, indeed , does not comprehend what * Losing a synod at almost every meeting. beware of false prophets, admits of no excep
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tion ; to close your pulpit against errorists as himself that Christ may be exalted — this gives the redemption of Christ, which is sufficient

such , admits of no exception. Now if the the matter altogether a new aspect ; they for all men , and in the free and honest offer

Council had adopted this divine truth as its would labor at building the tower of Babel , of salvation to all men , non -elect as well as

profession , it must close its union -churches but they have no idea of laboring at pulling elect.... Most of our young men have not

and union -Sunday -schools, and the brotherly it down. paid much attention to the Confession , but

exchange of pulpits with sectarians would And thus does it come to pass , that the they will now do so , and as they do so they

come to an end , because sectarians would soon ministers of the Gospel are repulsed with a will find certain passages knotty , crabbed , and

stop inviting them to their pulpits if they knew more than common vehemence ; and that their hard to digest... I am of opinion that the

that all Council pulpits were forever closed message is thrown back as though its delivery Church should as speedily as possible leave

against them . Now in place of manfully had been an insult. We can but mourn over out a few obnoxious passages , and put in the

stating , that the rule, Lutheran pulpits for men , who, with everything to recommend them very front a full declaration of God's love to

Lutheran ministers only , should stand with to their fellows, honorable in their dealings , men and a free offer of salvation . Some of

out any exception, the Council in Pittsburgh large in their charities, true in their friend our younger men are saying : “ Nobody be

said to the " Missouri wing,” Our rule is a ships, are yet dishonest to themselves and lieves all the Confession , everybody rejects

real rule ; and to the “ General Synod wing ," false to their God . Dishonest to themselves, some parts , I may reject what displeases me .'

Our exceptions are meant to be real excep- for they put a cheat on their souls ; false to At the present time we get more than half

tions . So the independents in the Council their God , for they give Him not what He our erudition from Germany, but also more

succeeded again in keeping their “ extreme” asks,and all else is worse than nothing . Yes , than one-half of our heresies. Our Confes

friends at bay , and closed their meeting with we could lament with a deeper than the ordi- sion meets the heresies of the seventeenth but

shouting , Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott-- nary lamentation , which should be poured not the more insidious ones of the nineteenth

which cost them nothing. Now the " Missouri over every lost soul — when integrity and century. The church has now to see that it

wing” may cling to the real rule and the generosity, patriotism and disinterestedness , has professors in our seminariesequal in learn

" General Synod wing" to the real exceptions, all beautiful and splendid things, have only ing to those in Germany. Ever since the Re

or do as they please, provided they make their helped to confirm men in rejection of the formation the church has been amending its

unionistic practices bear the name of con- Gospel, and have strengthened that dislike to Confessions.” —

scientious exceptions; and the independents the peculiar doctrines of christianity, which Meanwhile the discussions on the Revision

may continue to occupy their vaunted middle- is natural to the heart, but which must be ex- overture are becoming spirited , not to say

grounds between the lax General Synod and pelled , else we perish . warm . The younger element and the laity

the strict Missouri Synod . We recently asked And when we are asked whether it can in- seem to be in favor of revising, while the

a brother, what such men do when reproved deed be , thatmen so amiable and admirable, older Presbyters and especially the old pro

of their inconsistency ? Well , he said , they who have a yearning heart for every tale of fessors are taking the negative side of the

fold their hands and raise their eyes to heaven sorrow , an open hand for every case of desti- question . Prof. Shedd classes it as a 'ques

and give vent to a deep sigh ,—and do as they tution , and an instinctive aversion to whatever tion of expediency . ' It is very likely more

please . With such men the first question is is mean and degrading-whether it can be expedient' for a professor to read to his class

not, What saith the Lord ? but rather , Will it that such men are treading the downward from a stereotyped manuscript that needs no

benefit our organization ? There is an idolatry path which leads to the chamberofeverlasting alterations than it would be if the professor of

also of church bodies. death , we can only say that the very quali- Symbolics had to correct his written lectures

ties which seem to you to mark a fitness for according to the revised Standards ! The In

heaven , have prevented the passage through terior offers this comment: ... “ Is it not mar
Building the Tower of Babel, is the that strait gate of the vineyard, which is wide velous to see such a question brought down

Word of the Self-righteous ; Pulling it enough for every sinner , but too narrow for to the plane of ' expediency ' ? If the church

Down, the Work of Christians . any sin ; and that thus has been paralleled should refuse , on the ground of expediency,

the whole case of the second son , who said to make her testimony conform to her convic

On this subject we recently read these re- to bis father, ‘ I go , sir , ' and went not. ” tions , she should forfeit her standing as an

marks : “ We look upon men , whose virtues honest church . " F. M.

make them the ornaments of society, and

wliose zealous attention to the various duties

of life deservedly secures them respect and The Roman University in Washington,

esteem . You would gather from their deport
An Open Acknowledgment.

D. C.

ment, from their apparent readiness to dis

charge faithfully every known obligation , that At a late session of the Presbytery of New Invitations have been issued to ecclesiastics ,

setting before them what God requires at their Brunswick , N. J. , where the proposal of re- prominent personages and to leading news

hands, would suffice to secure their unwearied vising the Westminster Confession was de papers all over the country to attend the dedi

obedience . If you say to them in the name bated and decided against, the renowned and catory exercises and opening of the Catholic

of the Almighty , 'Son, go , work to - day in my venerable ex -president of Princeton, Dr. James University of America at Washington, D. C.,

vineyard ,' their answer , as furnished by all McCosh, felt himself bound to acknowledge Wednesday, Nov. 13. The invitation is signed

that seeming desire to act rightly which has the following : ... " Hitherto I have not fa- by the Rt . Rev. John J. Keane, rector of the

forced itself on your attention , is one of sin- vored a revision of our standards, but the university, and “ His Eminence" J. Cardinal

cere and hearty compliance. But so soon as time has come when we must face thequestion Gibbons, president of the board of directors .

they come to know what working in the vine- which is now being put in the Presbyterian The programme, as arranged, will embrace

yard means, alas , it is with them as it was churches all over the world .... Our students , the ceremony of dedication , pontifical mass ,

with the Pharisees and scribes who , with every our young men generally , and our laity are sermon by Rt. Rev. R. Gilmour, bishop of

profession that they waited for Messiah , no raising the question, and it is the plain duty Cleveland , the opening of the university

sooner saw Him 'without form or comeliness ,' of the church to face it boldly and to guide courses , an oration by Rt. Rev. J. L. Spald

than they scornfully refused to give Him their the movement in the right direction . There ing, D. D. , bishop of Peoria, and a Latin poem

allegiance. These self -righteousmen are ready are some passages in the Confession of Faith by Prof. Schroeder .

enough to work , because it is by works of and in the Larger Catechism of which it may This will be a great event in Roman Catholic

their own that they think to gain heaven. But be doubted whether they are founded on the circles . Many of the teachers of the new in

when they find that their great work is to be Word of God and which are offensive in their stitution have come from European univer

the renouncing of their own works ; that the expression. Further, there is a want of a sities . Abbe Hogan, formerly of St. Jolin's

vineyard in which you invite them to labor, clear prominent utterance such as we have in seminary, Brighton , will be among the pro

is one in which man's chief toil is to humble the Scriptures of the love of God , as shown in fessors. The event has received the sanction

Church News.
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of Pope Leo XIII. who will be represented at Real Value of One Leaf of the Bible .

the exercises at Washington by Archbishop

Satolli . Bishop Keane has visited all the great There was once a caravan crossing , I think,

European institutions of learning , and while Prayer Heard as in Elijah's Day. the north of India , and numbering in its com

in Rome had several audiences with the pope. pany a godly and devout missionary. As it

He has traveled all over this country, de Rev. C. B. Banks , of the Congo mission, in passed along, a poor old man was overcome

livered many sermons in the churches, and an interesting letter from Wangata, Equator by the heat and labors of the journey, and
collected from priests and lay people to further Station, gives the following interesting in- sinking down was left to perish on the road .

the work which has been assigned him . In cident. One day when in a town down river , The missionary saw him , and kneeling down

addition to all the high church dignitaries who after service the people said , “ We have heard at his side whispered into his ear , “ Brother,

will be atthe exercises in November, the pres- what you had to tell us, but you say nothing what is your hope ? ” The dying man raised

ident, vice president , members ofthe cabinet, about two things of which we wish to hear, himself a little to reply, and with great effort

the senate and congress and others will be What about the river being so low ? and why succeeded in answering , “ The blood of Jesus
invited .—Boston Herald . do men die ? Before you came the river used Christ cleanseth from all sin ; ” and immedi

The main object of this papal university to rise so high ; now it comes up a little, and ately expired with the effort. The missionary

will be to destroy as much as possible in this
then goes back . It is your well that is the was astonished at the answer ; and in the calm

country the glorious gospel of Jesus Christ cause of it ; remove it , and we will give you and peaceful appearance of the man he felt

that by His life , sufferings and death Hefound two goats.” I rose up and called all the assured he had died in Christ. Presently be

the only and everlasting ransom for all the people to come near to me ; they came, and observed a piece of paper grasped tightly in

sins of the whole human race . For this reason every face showed expectancy. the hand of the corpse , which he succeeded in

the establishment of this university must fill
I then asked , “ Can any of you make the getting out. Great was his surprise and de

all Christians with the profoundest sorrow . river to rise ? ” “ No.” “ Do you know any light when he found it was a single leaf of the

one who can ? ” “ No.” “ Then why do you Bible , containing the first chapter of the First

think that I can ? Am I not a man even as Epistle of John, in which these words occur.

you ? ” Yes . " " Who made the river ? ” On that page he had found the gospel.

The Work of Darkness by a Chinese " God .” " Then if He made it, He only can My Paper.

Secret Society.
make it to rise . Is it not so ? " " Yes.”

" Then why don't you ask Him to give you 1700 Years in an Oven.
Two Chinese highbinders were before the water ?" " We can't see Him . Where is

Police Court at Kansas City , Mo., Sept. 20th . He? " " He is here now , and although you A house recently unearthed in the excava

They had been arrested nominally for carry- can't see Him , He can hear you . Why don't tionsat Pompeii had evidently been in a state

ing concealed weapons , but in fact because you ask Him ? " " We don't know how . You of repair when the volcano - storm buried it.
the police had information that they were ask Him ? ” " Come then , let us ask Him to- Painter's pots and brushes and workmen's

about to execute a sentence of death passed , gether .”' I then led in prayer , asking that tools were scattered about. Spots of white

it is said , by the local council of the Chee the river might rise soon , as the people were wash starred wall and floor. Pots and kettles

Kong Tung Society . A Chinese messenger short of food. When I had finished , the had been bundled up in a corner all by them

called on Chief Speers and notified him that people looked at me very hard for a little ; selves . Dinner, however, had not been for

the person by whom he had been sent was then I said , “ Now we have asked , trust Him . gotten. A solitary pot stood on the stove ,

being tracked by two highbinders, who had He never lies , and He said , “ Ask , and ye shall and there was a brown dish in waiting before

beed ordered to kill him because he had given receive.' ” That samenight the river rose four the oven , and on the dish a sucking pig all

the police certain information concerning a inches, and has continued to rise ever since. ready to be baked . But the oven was already

robbery which had been committed by mem engaged with its full complement of bread ,

bers of the Chee Kong Tung Society. The
Conscience, or the two Men in the

so the sucking pig had to wait ; and it never

chief was told where he could see the victim

Indian .
entered the oven , and the loaves were never

being followed by the highbinders. Two de taken out till after a sojourn of seventeen

tectives were put on the case , and the mes
Listen to this, dears . I heard a story the hundred years. The pig and the bread have

senger's story proved to be true .-- Cymosur
other day about an old Indian who had bor- been there since November 23 , A. D. 79.

rowed some tobacco from a white man . After M. Florelli added the loaves to his museum

he had got to his wigwam he found some money at Pompeii - twenty -one of them rather hard,

For theLUTHERAN WITNESS. rolled up in the tobacco , and at first was quite of course, and black,
but preserved.

The Winfield ( Kansas ) Courier , under date delighted to get it , thinking only of how many

of Oct. 3d , '89 , has the following : " A re- pounds of tobacco it could be exchanged for .

ligious paper, in speaking of the circus per- But during the night the Indian grew restless How Prohibitionists Argue their Devil's

Doctrine .
formances given by Sam Jones at Chautau- and could not sleep , the thought of the money

qua, says : " The lesson taught by his egotism , began to trouble him , and he could not make

Twenty -five snakes running through the
vulgarity , and irreverence was so positive that up his mind that it belonged to him . So the

streets - that's free whisky . Twenty -five
it will not be lost in arranging future pro- next morning he rose bright and early , and

grammes.' It would have been better for the came and asked for the “ whiteman.” Upon five holesare made by authority of the court
snakes gathered into a box into which twenty

churches and assemblies if such a decision as his appearance the Indian said , “ I found some
—that is low license . Ten of the holes are

this had been made long ago. Sam Jones has money in the tobacco you gave me.”
been a hindrance to religious and intellectual • " Why didn't youkeep it?” asked the white closed and the snakes all get out through the

other fifteen — that is high license . Drive all
work wherever he has been .” A. M.

“ Because,” said the Indian pointing to his the snakes over to the next village - that is

local option . Kill all the snakes — that is pro.

breast, “ I've got two men here. One man

hibition.- An English Journal.

say , “ it is not mine, give it back to the owner. '
Fort Wayne, Ind ., Oct. 29 , ’89.

The other man say , ' keep it , it is yours.'
P. P.

Then the one man say , “ No , no , give it back , WHY DO BIRDS NOT FALL FROM THE PERCH

Rev. R. Bischoff , of Bingen , Ind ., will again it is not yours ,' and the other man say, “ Yes , WHEN THEY ARE ASLEEP ? Because they can
enter our College as Professor . He notified

yes , it is yours, keep it . ' So I don't know not open the foot when the leg is bent . Look

me to -day that he has accepted the call .
what to do , the two men inside keep talking at a hen walking and see it close the toes as

Yours, all night, and they so trouble me I bring the it lifts its foot , and open them as it touches

A. BAEPLER . money back , and now I feel good .” the ground.

.

man .
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For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . lief at the right time , it is charity regulated , among them ,and be yeseparate, saith the Lord ,

A THEOLOGICAL DECISION as it took place , for instance, in the church at and touch not the unclean thing ; and I will

concerning the Question , Whether a Christian is Jerusalem , according to Acts 6 . receive you .” 2 Cor. 6 , 14. 17. “ Whosoever

allowed to join a worldly Workingmen's 3. According to the Word of God Christians will be a friend of the world is the enemy
of

Association for Mutual Relief.
ought to " do good unto all men , especially God .” James 4 , 4 .

unto them who are of the household of faith .” 7. The members of the association usually

Rendered into English by Rev. Prof. R. Lange and communi- Gal . 6 , 10 . Christians entering a mixed as- call each other brethren in theirmeetings, which
cated by Rev. Prof. M. Guenther.

sociation for mutual relief bind themselves , sometimes are also opened with prayers, etc.

REVEREND SIR , however , more strictly to assist those that are Shame upon a Christian participating in these

In Christ BELOVED BROTHER IN OFFICE not brethren , than those of their own house- things ! For it is written : “ If any man that

AND FAITH :
hold of faith . They even expose themselves is called a brother be a fornicator, or covetous ,

In a letter of the 10th of this month you to the risk of having little or nothing left for or an idolater , or a railer , or a drunkard , or

have proposed to us , the undersigned , a double their brethren, in order to be able to pay their an extortioner , with such a one ( I have written

question : shares to the association . The most impor- unto you ) no not to eat.” 1 Cor. 5 , 11 .

I. Are members of Lutheran congregations tant charity , however, is that bestowed on 8. When a member of a congregation enters

right in joining an association of people of one's brethren in faith . For Christ saith : such an association he somewhat separates

various creeds , which has for its object a “ Whosoever shall give to drink unto one of from the congregation , renders himself sus

mutual assistance with money and nightly these little ones a cup of cold water only in picious to those not belonging to it , puts a

watches in case of sickness , a participation in the name of a disciple, verily , I say unto you , stumbling block and an occasion to fall in his

the funerals of the members of the association , he shall in no wise lose his reward .” Matth . brother's way , and stands himself in great

and the aiding of their widows by a certain 10 , 42. Christ accepts of such a charity as danger, in the first place , of being made luke

amount of money, and all this, whilst the bestowed on Himself. The assistance , how- warm and slothful in whatChristianity requires

association has entered connection with the ever , of a member of the association done as of him , and of finally falling away, by means

General Workingmen's League in the State such , is no good work , but is either a selfish of his intimate connection with worldlings and

of Michigan ? work , or at best a mere work of business enemies of Christ ; and in the second place of

II . What ought to be the action of the against God's ordinance . putting his trust in human help , instead of the

Congregation in such a case ?
4. Christians ought not to make a contract living God. A Christian ought not to grieve

Our answer to question I. is this . Accord- by which they desire of unbelievers nightly his God , who never forsook him , who guided

ing to our conviction based upon theWord of watches in cases of severe illness, for at such him so wonderfully, gave His Only-begotten

God , the joining such an association by a Lu- times the Christian stands above all in need of Son into death for his soul , by joining a worldly

theran is a sin , for the following reasons. his brethren ; nor shall he bind himself to do association for relief in consequence of an

1. According to the Word of God Chris- unbelievers this service , as perhaps a brother anxious care that God in some future time

tians ought not, except in case of extreme is more in need of it . Brethren must , accord- might forsake him or his family .

necessity , to seek or accept relief from world- ing to the Word of God , always have the pref- II . As to the congregation. In the first

lings . For it is written : " Study to be quiet, erence with a Christian . place , it is perfectly right in not admitting

and to do your own business, and to work 5. A Christian is not allowed to promise to any more such as belong to an association of

with your own hands, as we commanded you ; accompany every member of the association to this sort . For no one is refused fellowship

that ye may walk honestly toward them that the grave , since according to the Word of God of the Church by so doing, since by disconnect

are without, and that ye may have lack of no its enemies are not to be buried solemnly , but ing himself from the association , if he in other

man . " 1 Thess. 4 , 11. 12. —–Hence a Chris- as such men deserve, without a Christian at- respects be a true Christian , he will readily

tian ought to walk so as never to have lack of tendance . Of the impious king Jehoiakim obtain admission . But if the association has

relief from those that are without, i . e . that e . g . God says : “ He shall be buried with the more strongly grown to his heart than the

do not belong to our Church and are not of burial of an ass , drawn and cast forth beyond Christian congregation , it is but just for him

our faith ; since this disgraces the Church and the gates of Jerusalem .” Jer. 22 , 19. Should to remain without ; in that case he excludes

the Word of God , it being a declaration that a member of the association be even an ex- himself from it . Whoever wishes to become

the Christians do not help each other in need communicate, the assisting of Christians in a member of the Christian congregation must

and were consequently forced to apply for solemnly burying him , whilst, having died in forsake the world and the pomp thereof ; to

help to those that are not Christians. obduracy, his soul is lying in hell , would be a halt between two opinions is not permitted.

2. According to the Word of God the relief great sin , though generallymemberson paying To him who intends to persevere in it the con

of the needy ought to be an act of free char- a fine may exempt themselves from watches gregation can not open its doors . — Such of

ity ; to succour the needy is commanded in and attendance on funerals, still the wrong ofthem as are members of the congregation al

the Word of God in innumerable passages. having promised the sin is not made good by it . ready, ought indeed immediately to leave the

Hence a Christian is not allowed to enter an 6. An association for mutual relief mostly association also. But having without doubt

association by which he is bound in the way composed of unbelievers, acts mostly in ac- acted inconsiderately in joining the latter and

of a contract to workswhich ought to be works cordance with unchristian principles. Hence being not yet convinced of the sinfulness of

of love . It is true, charity may be regulated , a Christian can not participate in it , for it is such fellowship , they may, indeed, and ought

but this can be done only among Christians written: “ Be not partaker of other men's to be suffered to remain members for some

who believe in their duty of acting from love . sins.” 1 Tim . 5 , 22. Now , since the Work- time , but earnest endeavors should be made

The association you speak of in your writing, ingmen's Association in N. N. has even con- to convince them of their wrong ; they ought

is in no way some regulated charity ; in the nected itself with the general Workingmen's to be instructed by the Word ofGod, admon

first place, because only those are to be as- League, which is notoriously opposed to Chris- ished , implored with much entreaty ,reproved,

sisted in it that assist on their part also ; and tianity and which is either secretly or publicly the Word of God, and prefer the relief their
and this until they show that they care not for

in the second place, because those are to be linked to the associations of the Socialists and association offers them to the bonor of Christ

assisted also toward whom a Christian has no Communists and to the Secret Societies in and Christ's Word, to the good opinion and

particular duty to do so , except in some defi- general, a Christian ought rather to die than welfare of the congregation and to the salva

tion of their own souls.

nite cases. For a Christian is not bound to to become one of its members. For by so

assist every one in the whole country, since doing a Christian loads himself with all the
May God enlighten all the dear members of

your congregation , and so govern all their
this is clearly impossible. Only when Chris- sins and abominations committed by the asso- hearts as to side with God ; for here the

tians who know that they are in duty bound ciation , the Workingmen's League, and all the word holds, " Break loose from all , to

to assist each other , regulate the manner in societies linked to it . But the Word of God Christ.”

which this is to be done , lest no one be neg- says : " Be ye not unequally yoked together St. Louis , Mo. , March 24 , 1875 .

lected and in order to afford the necessary re- with unbelievers. . . . Wherefore come out from The Faculty of Concordia Seminary,
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STILL LEARN

shoulders and parting on the crown of his An Astonishing Ignorance.

head like the head - dress of the sect called

Nazarites . His forehead is smooth and his A Southern presiding elder (Methodist ) :

For the LUTHERAN Witness. cheeks without a spot, save that of a lovely “ We have no Scriptural authority for infant

The Wittenberg Nightingale . red . His nose and mouth are formed with baptism , and I do not know that we bave any

exquisite symmetry ; his beard is thick and for the baptism of a woman ! ”

The world slept long in error's deepest night, suited to the hair of his head , reaching a
Did that worthy theologian ever read the

Knew nothing of the glorious sun of grace, little below his chin and parted in the middle Acts ? F. M.

Slept on and on blind 'gainst the heavenly light
like a fork . His eyes are bright, clear and

That beamed upon it from its Saviour's face .
serene . He rebukes with majesty and coun

And though some groped and sought a guiding star
CHEMISTRY MAY SOME New

sels with persuasive language, his whole ad- Lessons.Dr. Kruss, a Chemist of Munich,From hideous superstition's tearful maze

dress , whether in word or deed , being elegant, has succeeded in decomposing cobalt and
They found it not , though wand'ring near and far,

And lost themselves again in darker ways . grave and strictly characteristic of so exalted nickel, both of which have hitherto been sup

But oh what fair, what happy morning broke a being. No man has ever seen him laugh, posed to be elementary substances.

Upon the world when in the land was heard
but all Judea has frequently beheld him weep ,

Thy song that told again the gospel tale !

and so persuasive are his tears that the mul
Then millions to the glorious light awoke , Recent Publications.

And fed their famished souls on God's free word ,
titudes are unable to restrain theirs from min

And blessed thee , Wittenberg's sweet nightingale . gling with bis . He is very modest, temperate WEIHNACHTS -GĘSang (Christmas Anthem for male

F. W. HERZBERGER . and wise . Whatever this phenomenon may
choirs ) by Rev. A. W. F. Grimm . Rev. G.

Blanken , Agent, Buckley, Iroquois Co. , Illinois .

be in the end , he now seems to be a man of Price , single copy , 25 cents ; per dozen $2.00 .

strange beauty and divine perfection , in every AMERIKANISCHER KALENDER FUER DEUTSCHE LU

Luther as Expositor.
way surpassing the children of men.” THERANER (American Almanac for German

Lutherans) for the year 1890. Price, single

Rev. Henry Cole , D. D., of Clare College ,
Taken from the Jacksonville, Fla ., Metropolis copy, 10 cents. Concordia Publishing House,

of September 11th , 1889 . St. Louis, Mo.

Cambridge, writes in the preface ( p . VII ) of So this great missionary and register of consistent

his excellent translation of Luther's commen Lutheran ministers and school teachers in North

America and Germany is at hand again , gotten

tary on the first five chapters of the book of
Death Sentence of Jesus.

ready by our esteemedbrother, Rev. F.Lindemann,

Genesis ( Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark . 1858) : Boston , Mass . Besides a condensed report on the

" I hesitate not a moment to express my full- What was Found on an Antique Marble Vase.
faithful church work of the past year, readers of

this Almanac will find a thorough article on the

est persuasion , that the Church of Christ will history of the origin and formerly religious character

consider Luther's ' Commentary on the Book
Below will be found an exact copy of the of public schools. A portrait of Rev. Fuerbringer,

one of the pioneers of the Missouri Synod , adorns

of Genesis ’ to be the deepest and most spirit- death sentence of Jesus, which was found in the almanac.

ual Exposition of any book or portion of the 'an antique marble vase on the site of the an

Holy Scriptures , in existence ; entering the cient city of Aquilla. The original plate is of Change of Address.

most deeply and clearly into God's mind , and brass , and was found by the Commissioner

furnishing the most profound , varied , and of Arts of the French army while his corps of Gravelton , Wayne Co. , Mo. , Oct. 15 , 1889 .

DEAR BROTHER :

blessed edification for the family of heaven ; engineers were excavating on the site of the
Please state in the WITNESS that hereafter my

and also the most useful , truthful, valuable , city above mentioned in 1810. On the back of Post Office address will be: Milford, Barton Co.,
and divine instruction for the world at large . the plate it says that a copy was sent to each Mo., instead of the above. I have accepted a callto

the St. James ' Ev . Luth , congregation at that place .
As an expositor of the Holy Scriptures, Lu- of the tribes. The original copy is in Hebrew ,

Respectfully,

ther's comments contain a depth of investiga- the translation is by the French Academy of L. M. WAGNER .

tion unpenetrated, a width of meditation un- Science and is as follows :

spanned , an extent of research unoccupied , a Sentence rendered by Pontius Pilate , Act Subscriptions Paid.

scriptural knowledge unpossessed , a variety of ing Governor of Lower Galilee, stating that

reflections unevinced , a multitude of wonders Jesus of Nazareth shall suffer death on the L. Dornow , Wellsville,N.Y. , ( VI . VII. VIII ) $ 3.00
Rev.W.J. B. Lange, Valparaiso, Ind . , ( VIII .

unrevealed , a number of beauties undiscov- cross . IX ) 2 00

ered , a value of instruction uncommunicated, In the year seventeen of the Emperor Tibe- Teacher F. Kastenhuber, Columbus, Ind . ,
( VIII ) 1.00

a spirit of holiness unbreathed , a height of rius Cæsar and the 27th day of March , the Rev. C. Jobst,Dear Park , Wis . , ( VIII 13—24 .
praise unascended , a depth of worship unin- city of the holy Jerusalem - Annas and Caia- IX)

C. , , Wis . , ( ) 1.00

spired , and a magnification and exaltation of phas being priests and sacrificators of the Rev. N. Pedersen, Bode P.O., la., VIII) 1.00

the Scripture , as the Word of God , -unsur- people of God - Pontius Pilate , Governor of Rev.J.H.Schroeder,San Francisco,Cal., (VII.
VIII )

Lower Galilee , in the chair of the prætory, Rev. G. J. Wegener, New Orleans, La. , (VII .
2.00

passed and unequalled by any Commentator,

before , or since , himself.” O. K. condemns Jesus of Nazareth to die on the VIII) 2.00

1.00

cross between two thieves, the great and no
Rev. F. Keller, Racine , Wis., (VII)

Rev. W. Harms, Bancroft, Nebr. , ( VII ) 1.00

torious evidence of the people saying : Rev. E. H. Scheips, Hobart, Ind ., (VIII) 1.00

A Description of Christ. 1. Jesus is a seducer.
Rev. W. Friedrich, Waconia, Minn., (VII.VIII ) 2.00

J.J. T. Auch , Sebewaing, Mich ., ( IX . X ) 2 00

2. He is seditious . Rev. H. W. Wehrs, Oak Glen , M., ( VIII) 1.00

This was found in an ancient manuscript , 3. He is the enemy of the law . C. Goetzinger, Jamesville, N. C. , (VII) 1.00

sent by Publius Lentulus, President of Judea, 4. He calls himself falsely the Son of God . Rev. J. Jenny , Tomah, Wis., ( VIII)
1.00

1.00

to the Roman Senate :
5. He enters into the Temple followed by Rev. A. Donner,Honey Grove, Tex. , (VIII)

" There lives at this time in Judea a man

a multitude bearing palm branches in their Teacher Theo .Mertens, Joliet , Ili , (VII 10 to
IX9) 2.00

hands .
W. H. Brooks, McLendous, Tex . , ( VIII 11 to

of singular character, whose name is Jesus
Order : The first centurion , Quilius Corne

IX 10) 1.00

Christ. The barbarians esteem him as a lius, will lead him to the place of execution. Rev. W.C. Schust, Florida, O., (VII)
Rev. J. A. Detzer, Evanston, I., (VII 2 cc) 2.00

prophet, but his followers adore him as the
Order: All persons are forbidden to oppose Rev. C. H. Lentsch, Craig, Mo., ( VIII 11 to

immediate offspring of God . He is endowed the death of this man .

1.50

>

1.00

1 00

Miss Rika Schaller, Palmyra , Mo., (VIII) 1.00with such unparalleled virtues as to be able to Order : Jesus shall go out of the city of Rev. C. J. Umbach, Prairie City , Mo., (VIII) 1.00

call back the dead from their graves and to Jerusalem on the day of execution by the gate Rev. A. Rehwaldt, Clark's Fork ,Mo.,'( VII) 1.00

of Struenus. Rev. H. Juengel, Sturgis, Mich , (VII. VIII
heal every sort of disease with a word or touch .

2 cc) 3.00

His person is tall and elegantly sbaped , his
Witnesses :

Rev. H. Frincke , Lincoln, Nebr. , ( VII 2 cc.

1. Daniel Robani. Pontius Pilate ,
VIII 3 cc ) 5.00

aspect amiable and reverend . His hair flows
2. Joannus Robani. Governor of

Rev. J. E. Walker, Cleveland, O. , ( VII ) 1.00

in those beautiful shades which no united
1.00

F. Malling, Cleveland, O. , (VITI 5 to IX 4)
3. Raphael Robani. Lower Galilee . Rev. C.Dietz, Seester, ní., ( VI . VII . VIII ) 3.00

colors can match , falling in graceful curls

Taken from the Jacksonville, Fla ., Metropolis

below the ears , agreeably touching on his of October 3d, 1889 . CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

IX 10 )

>
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and he " that worketh not,” but seeks salvation it comes alone through Christ and His Gospel.

alone in Christ Jesus shall not fail of it . To This Paul here sets about to prove .

be assured of salvation and to be rooted and He says : “ Not that we are sufficient of our

grounded in the faith the knowledge of the selves to think any thing as of ourselves ; but
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

distinction between law and Gospel is indis- our sufficiency is of God .” To a certain ex

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE
pensably necessary . In agreement with to- tent a man may obtain the ability to teach the

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. day's text permit me therefore to speak on : law by his own reason and strength , but the

By Rev. F. Kuegele. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE LAW AND knowledge of and the ability to teach the

THE GOSPEL , Gospel no man can have of himself , he must

showing
XII. Sunday after Trinity .

obtain it from God through His revelation .

I. the difference, and The law , i . e . the knowledge of right and

2 Cor. 3 , 4—11 .
II . the importance of distinguishing them . wrong is known to man by nature , as Paul

testifies of the heathen : “ The Gentiles , which

DEARLY BELOVED :-To the Galatians St. Paul I.
have not the law , do by nature the things con

proposes the question : " Received ye the Spirit In this epistle St. Paul compares the office tained in the law , these , having not the law ,

by the works of the law , or by the hearing of of the law with the office of the Gospel. He are a law unto themselves : which show the

faith ? ” Paul had preached the Gospel of does , indeed , not use the words law and Gos- work of the law written in their hearts , their

Christ to the Galatians and by it they had pel , but when he distinguishes between the conscience also bearing witness.” The law

been converted to God ; but thereafter men ministration of the letter and the ministration commanding good and forbidding evil works,

came to them teaching that faith in the Gospel of the spirit, the ministration of condemnation is known to the heathen as their books and
of Christ would alone not be sufficient unto and the ministration of righteousness, he is religions prove ; but theGospel is the mystery

righteousness, they must in addition thereto very evidently describing what the law does hidden since the world began and madeknown
also keep the law in order to be saved . By and what the Gospel effects ; for the law to man only by the revelation of God in His
these false teachers many of the Galatians ministers or works death and condemnation Son. “ Grace and truth came by Jesus

were seduced from the simplicity of the Gos- to the sinner , and the Gospel ministers or Christ,” and it is something so completely

pel. Therefore Paul , to lead them back to brings life and righteousness to sinners. That hidden to the natural man that even when the
the truth as it is in Jesus , reminded them that this is the only possible meaning of the apostle Gospel is preached unto him , he can see

the Holy Ghost had once fallen upon them , is clear ; for that which was “ engraven in neither wisdom nor salvation in it untilGod
and he desired to learn of them, whether this stones" is the law , and that which brings by His Spirit enlightens bis eyes . If salvation

had come to pass by their doing works com- righteousness for sinners is the Gospel. would come by the law and its works the

manded in the law , or by hearing and believing What differences between the two does the heathen would stand a chance as well as the

the Gospel? and they were verily obliged to apostle state ? He says : " And such trust Christians. Hence it necessarily follows that

confess that they had received the Spirit by have we through Christ to God -ward. ” . Of the saving knowledge of God comes alone by
the hearing of faith and not by the works of what trust Paul is speaking we must gather the Gospel of Christ .

the law . The Spirit comes by the Gospel , from the connexion . Men furnished with This St. Paul affirms with strong language

and not by the law ; by hearing, and not by letters of commendation came to Corinth and when he continues : “ Who also hath made us

working.
preached , the faith of Christ alone was not suf- able ministers of the new testament; not of the

Already in the time of the apostles this was ficient, they must also keep the law of Moses letter, but of the spirit ; for the letter killeth ,

a controverted question , whether man is jus- in order to be saved. So those men taught but the spirit giveth life.” Many fanatics have

tified by the works of the law , or by faith in justification by law and Gospel , faith and greatly abused this text by corrupting it so as

Christ Jesus, or by faith and works together . works combined , and by their letters of com- to teach , the external Word recorded in the

In the time of the Reformation this was the mendation they sought to make it appear they Scripture and preached would profit nothing ,

chief question, the pope teaching salvation by were teaching the true doctrine and that Paul aside from it , they say, the Holy Ghost must

works , Luther maintaining that a man is jus- had taught a false doctrine at Corinth . There- create a new , spiritual word in the heart. But

tified without his own works , alone by grace fore Paul , warning the Corinthians against so to pronounce the Word of God an unprof

through faith , and unto this day this is the those men, tells them that he needed no letters itable letter is flatly contradicting Christ who

chief question in religion . All the world of commendation either from them or to them ; says : " The words that I speak unto you , they

thinks, by being pious and doing good a man and the reason why he needed none , he assigns are spirit, and they are life, ” and to indicate

should get to heaven ; that is the religion of in these words : “ Ye are our epistle written that it does here not refer to the person of the

the natural man ; but the Gospel teaches that in our hearts , known and read of all men ; Holy Ghost the word " spirit” is here not

Christ saves and He alone .
Only then is a forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared the printed with a capital letter . By “ letter ”

man truly converted to Christ when he is epistle of Christ, ministered by us , written Paul here means the law and by “ spirit” he

brought to see that he, being a transgressor, not with ink , but with the Spirit of the living means the Gospel , as I have before proved .

has and can have no righteousness of his own God ; not in tables of stone , but in fleshy Why does Paul call the law " letter” and

according to the law , and when this faith , trust tables of the heart.” The Corinthians bad the Gospel " spirit" ? A letter is in itself a

and confidence is kindled in his soul that Jesus been heathen and had never kept the law , so dead , lifeless thing. Therefore that is fre

Christ is his righteousness in which he shall it was undeniable, they had become the chil- quently called a letter , or a dead letter which

stand before God, be justified and saved . On dren and heirs of God alone through the Gos- is written and not executed , which is said and

this question , therefore , hangs the soul's sal- pel which Paul preached. The trust , the not done. When our government enacts a

vation ; for it is settled : he that seeks salva
assurance that we are the children of God law which is not carried out , such law is a

tion in the works of the law shall not find it, does not come through the law and its works, dead letter, because it is on paper, but it is

9 .

9

>
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not done. So it is with the law ofGod ; God with the robe of Christ's righteousness and us nothing of salvation , but only of wrath and

has given it , it is written , but no one does it , thou shalt be His child and heir.” The law destruction , and this is its unbearable glory.

it remains an unperformed letter. Many inexorably pronounces death on all transgres- Thanks be to God that this glory of the law

works commanded in the law are indeed out- sors, the Gospel brings life to the sinner , as does not last forever, but is done away,” be

wardly performed by men , but never as the it is written : “ He that believeth on the Son ing superseded by another glory . Unto those ,

spirit of the law requires it ; for it demands hath everlasting life.” indeed , who are lost the condemning glory of

untarnished perfection . Hence the law is Having in short words noted the essential the law lasts forever ; forever the law will re

properly compared wih a dead letter , because difference between the law and the Gospel , flect to them their sins ; forever they must

no man does it . Even so also with the prom- Paul begins highly to laud the office of the hear the judgmentof the law : The transgres

ises of the law , whereof Paul writes : “ Moses Gospel above that of the law , and doing so in- sor must die ; but to those who are enlight

describeth the righteousness which is of the dicates several more very important points of ened by that brighter Light which came into

law , That the man which doeth these things distinction . He says: “ But if theministration the world to shine over them sitting in the

shall live by them .” The law promises life of death , written and engraven in stones , was shadow of death , with them this glory of the

unto him who does and keeps it , but no one glorious, so that the children of Israel could not law must cease . When the glory of the Gos

does it ; hence its promises remain a dead steadfastly behold the face of Moses for the glory pel begins to shine into the heart , it drives

letter , they are never realized , they are beyond of his countenance ; which glory was to be done away the terrifying glory of the law ; for

our reach . Now, that what the law could not away : how shall not the ministration of the “ Christ is the end of the law .” The Gospel

do might become reality God gave His Son spirit be rather glorious ? ” The law was de- offers to me the righteousness of the Son of

who came into the world preaching the Gos- livered unto Moses, written on two tables of God, and appropriating it unto myself , I need

pel. Why does Paul call the Gospel “ spirit” ? stone . Now God who does nothing without no more be terrified at the threats and curses

A spirit is something animated, alive and a wise purpose, also in this had a particular of the law , but am enabled to say : Law, thy

active and it can not be dead . Therefore end in view when inscribing the ten words threats against me are indeed just ; for I have

Paul calls the Gospel “ spirit ,” because , un- on stone and not on parchment or wood. If not kept thee ; but the Son of God has done

like to the law , its requirements are per- nothing had been indicated by it , Paul would it for me ; His righteousness is mine and thou

formed and its promises realized. The Gos- certainly have made no mention of it. What canst no more condemn me. The glory of the

pel preaches Christ and promises salvation to it signifies we may gather from a word of the law fades away when the glory of the Gospel

the believer , and herein it is not a dead letter ; Lord spoken by the prophet Jeremiah, say- comes, and it is a glory of an altogether dif

for men do believe on Christ and through faith ing : “ Is not my word like a hammer that ferent nature ; for it cheers and delights. At

are justified from sin and saved . The law breaketh the rock in pieces? ” The law was Sinai appeared the glory of the law and it

was given even at the creation , but never ful- engraven in stone because it is to dash to struck terror to the hearts of the people : on

filled by men after the fall ; so both its com- pieces , to crush stony hearts . Man is proud the mount of the transfiguration shone the

mands and promises remained a dead letter ; and walks securely until the hammerstrokes of glory of the Gospel and there Peter, James

Christ came preaching the Gospel , and in it the law smite his conscience , convincing him and John did not turn to flee , Peter rather

righteousness , life and salvation is realized that he has sinned and is under the curse . said : “ Lord , it is good for us to be here .”

Calling the law a letter Paul nevertheless The sermon of the law : This do or thou art con. The Gospel brings peace to the conscience,,

ascribes a certain activity unto it , saying : demned , is a hard sermon intended for hard dispels the terror of the law and of death , as

“ The letter killeth , but the spirit giveth life.” hearts to cause them to know their sin and to sures of grace and pardon and gives thehope

The law can not give life , but this power it tremble at the wrath to come ; but the Gos- of eternal life . The glory of the law is the

has, to kill. The law , being a mirror ofGod's pel is for penitent hearts to revive them with holiness of God and His retributive justice ;

righteousness , shows to man how he should be hope , inscribing into them the love of Christ. the glory of the Gospel is grace and love for

natured and what he should do , threatening The law is to make sorrowful , but Christ in- sinners in the Saviour of sinners . The glory

death to the transgressor and promising life vites the sorrowing to come unto Him , promis- of the law hurts the eye and at last utterly
to the doer. But what does it effect ? Why, ing to give them rest for their souls .

blinds it , the glory of the Gospel attracts the

the flesh takes occasion from the law unto Furthermore, the law differs from theGospel eye that it gazes ravished with delight. Great

On this Paul tells us his own ex- in glory . Paul ascribes glory to the law , but glory shines from the law , but it is the glory

perience , writing : “ Sin , taking occasion by it is another glory, than that of the Gospel. of a just God, a consuming fire against sin

the commandment, wrought in me all manner This is proven from the giving of the law . ners ; greater glory shines from the Gospel ,

of concupiscence. ” When whe strive to walk In great majesty God throned on mount Sinai, the glory of a gracious God forgiving sin in

blamelessly in the law , the flesh sets itself in enveloped in dark clouds from which pro- the Redeemer ; " for if theministration of con

opposition and wants to live free and without ceeded lightnings and the sound of a trumpet, demnation be glory , much more doth the minis

law . Let a serpent undisturbed and it may and when God spake out of the cloud , the tration of righteousness exceed in glory ."

slumber for a long time , but set about to kill children of Israel fled . This glory of the law

it and it will become active and try its best was imprinted on the countenance ofMoses ;
II .

to bite you.
When sin is to be suppressed for when he returned from the mountain such I had promised yet to speak of the great im

according to the law , it becomes the more active glory radiated from his countenance that the portance of distinguishing between law and

in striving against the law . Because the law children of Israel could not bear to look him Gospel , but space will not allow and it may

can nottakeaway sin , but the flesh rather takes in the face . That was an external glory, but also be gathered from what has been said .

occasion by it untomore sin , therefore as far as much more has the law in itself an unbearable This one thing I wish to repeat with all the

the law is concerned men must inevitably sink spiritual glory . The law is a mirror of God's emphasis possible : The law condemns, the

deeper and deeper into the gulf of destruc- majesty, righteousness and holiness ,and if we Gospel saves . The law proclaims to us sin

tion , unless the Gospel interposes and brings behold our image reflected from the mirror, ners nothing but damnation ; it can pass no

to the sinner life and hope. The law kills , how far it falls short of the glory which we other sentence than this : Do this , do it per

leaving the sinner in his sins and cutting off ought to have before God , we must tremble fectly and thou shalt live , but if thou fail to

hope ; but the Gospelgives life , creating hope , at the coming retribution ; for who can pay keep every jot and title thereof thou art cursed

cheering the desponding heart and kindly ex- what Moses demands ? who can stand when and must die ; but the Gospel says : Hear, ye

horting : “ Behold , according to the law thou the law accuses ? Considering the holiness of sinners ! God has sent His own Son to be

art indeed a condemned sinner, but the Son of God as shown by the law and comparing with come your substitute, in your stead to suffer

God has taken thy sins upon Himself , has suf- it our image so fearfully defaced by sin, we the punishment of your sins , believe on Him

fered thy punishment and atoned for thy guilt ; must exclaim with David ; “ My bones are and ye shall not die , but live .

for His sake thy sins shall not be accounted vexed, and my soul is sore vexed .” The law that I could engrave this into your hearts and

unto thee , but the Father will clothe thee with exhibits the holiness of God and demands holi- minds with living , fiery , burning , indelible let

the garments of salvation and will deck thee ness of us , and because we have it not , it tells ters. Why is it that but few are chosen ? It

more sin .
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Polemical.

is because but few are humble enough to seek secrets . ) — " So God , who seeth in secret ” Against the Worship of Success.

salvation purely by the Gospel ; the great ( Indeed he does ; even a horrible oath of se

mass of people think they have or do at least crecy will not prevent him from doing so. ) —
The worship of Success in this country is so

something good which must promote their sal- " has rewarded our Fraternity openly." (And well established and so widely diffused that

vation . Those who think they must find favor will do so again on the final day . ) A. M.

most of us have forgotten how ugly this modern

with God because they are good people and
golden calf is , and how ridiculous the crowd of

live like Christians are looking for righteous
eager adorers must appear to the higher in

ness in the law as well as those who think it a The Roman Doctrine of Intention. telligences who may be looking down upon us .

service of God to eat no meat on Friday or to
There are some frank , entirely demoralized

eat cold meat on Sunday. So long as your
For a Romanist in Romanism there is only a | idolaters who declare that there is no other

trust yet stands in your works and doings, or dark and gloomy outlook . There is no bright- god but this image of Success which they have

partly in Christ and partly in yourselves , so
ness . There can be none . There is no “ hath ,” set up ; an image of gold and silver and all

long you are yet under the law and its curse
no possession , only an expectation that waits other precions metals and stuffs — as insensate

will fall upon you , only if you throw away as
upon the fidelity of men , not upon the love as a Chinese idol , and often quite as ugly ,

a worthless thing before God your own piety and faithfulness of a covenant keeping God . could they but see the thing they worship .

and works, making Christ and His work your To Romanists we offer the Gospel. They are There are others , however, who are not a little

only plea , then only are you Christians in. in need of it . They have it not. The Bible is ashamed of themselves in their moments of

deed ; “ for by grace are ye saved through kept from them ,and through schools , churches , right-mindedness, and who realize keenly how

faith ; and that not of yourselves : it is the confessionals , they are kept away from the vulgar and repulsive the wild rush for houses
gift of God : not of works, lest any man should

word of God.. and lands and money in the bank becomes.

boast. " Amen .
The “ Fear not, for behold I bring you These are all good things, and things to be

good tidings of great joy , which shall be to all earnestly striven for when we make them pay

people ; for unto you is born this day, in the tribute to the true God ; but when we make

city of David , a Saviour , which is Christ, the gods of them , Dagon and Juggernaut are not

Lord ,” is not for them ; for all that Romanism meaner and uglier.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . banks on is fear . Our idolatry begins early ; we teach our

Extracts from a Masonic Address with I stood by the coffin of a Roman Catholic children at an early age that Success is the

Comments.
child , the parents too poor to pay the sum de- end and aim of life. " These be our gods,”

manded by the priest. The child cast out ; we really say to them when we set before them .

" The angel of charity makes her abode with
the man full of fear. The gospel chased it place and power and money as the great re

us.” ( Quite surprising, for I thought the angel all away . These glad tidings are for allpeople ; wards . Listen to the words of eight-tenths of

the addresses to children in our schools , bothof charity — of true charity— busy elsewhere for Romanists as for others.
and did not know she had changed quarters . ) A priest dying. The candles were at his religious and secular , and note the materialism

- " We are bound to feed the hungry, clothe feet. He kicked them away . The cross they that mars them all. Mr. J—was a good

the naked,” ( Oh, I see ! Yes , that angel of placed in his hand he dashed upon the floor, boy ; he is now a rich merchant ! Mr. N.

was always in his place at Sunday -school; he
charity is with you , I knew that before. Pshaw , and died crying, “ I am lost ! I am lost ! ”

is now Governor of the State ! How often are
the agreeable surprise is gone to the winds. Even Father Damien , a man whose life was

I had been led to expect a friend rarely to be stained with sin , whom all are praising, died , these merely external rewards held up for

met with, but this sentence of yours reveals hoping that his sufferings and labors amongst emulation , and not a word said about charac

the counterfeit.-- By the way,•- angelof char- the lepers would help to shorten his years in ter, integrity, the blessings of genuine faith !

It is high time to stop holding up money , po

ity , ” you had better make your home with purgatory .

every citizen that pays his taxes, inasmuch as Contrast that faith with that of the lepers in
Contrast that faith with that of the lepers in and faithful living ; it is high time to teach

sition , and power as the rewards of honest

a due proportion of his dues goes to the main- Labrador Leper hospital, rejoicing that Jesus , children theprivileges and duties of their bap

tenance of public institutions of charity , and when upon earth , never delayed his answer to

so he is bound to feed the hungry and clothe a leper's prayer. Another, when corroding of God's children and the wonderful hope oftismal covenant, the obedience and humility

the naked.” Every person , therefore, when sores consumed the throat, feebly replied , with

paying taxes, may expect to hear the rustling uplifted and mutilated hand,when asked if she eternal glory. The boys in the schools can not

of angel'swings.)—And bind upthe wounds feared death : " No; forJesus,mySaviour, not only demoralizing to urge these aims upon
all be Presidents , Governors, or rich men ; it is

of the afflicted of our brotherhood .” (Well , will receive me into heaven, where there is no them , but it is uttering untruth topromisethem

charitable angel , you will be glad to hear that pain and no sorrow .”
as rewards. They can , however , all become

the State does even more than this , in not limit- More than all, Romanism fills allwith doubt. men of industry, integrity, and purity ; they

ing the inmates of Homes , Asylums, etc. , to There seems to be nothing in the system to can achieve that real success found only in

“ the afflicted of our brotherhood ,” that is, to give rest to the soul . Their feet are in the character, of which all eternal successes are

citizens of this country .) - " We are to bury sand , sinking sand .
but the shadows. Teach the children to seek

our dead ,” ( Which unheard of act of charity
Take this doctrine of intention . What can first the kingdom ofGod , and they will achieve

will make the angel flop his wings in very be worse, or more fatal to lean on ? The

ecstacy of joy .) — " And adopt the widows and Council of Trent in the seventh lesson uses
successes as its masters, not as its slaves .

orphan children of deceased brothers.” (“ Of this language: “ If anyone shall say that in
Adapted from The Christian Union .

deceased brothers” – that's right , you must
draw the line somewhere, or the angelwilldie ministers , when they make or when theyim

,
SOMETHING WORTH KNOWING FOR ORGANISTS.

of extreme joy, and you would have to extend part sacraments, there is not required the in
The Reading Telegram says that during sery

tention of doing that which the church does ,

your funeral charities to her. The State evi ices in Trinity Lutheran church on a recent
let him be accursed. "

dently goes beyond all bounds of reason in not Sunday an offensive odor was noticed , and an

By this is seen that Romanists are left en
excluding “ the widows and orphan children " inspection of the large pipe organ disclosed

ofnon-citizens orpaupers frompublicchar- tirely atthe mercy of their priests for salva- the presence ofseven bats that hadmysteri
tion . If the priest shall lack intention the

ity .)— “ Of this we do not boast. ” ( The fore ously worked their way into one of the large

going words are the essence of modesty .) – sacrament is nil.If his thoughts shallbepre- pipes of the organ, and being unabletoget
occupied , or if his heart shall be estranged, out, died there. The bats were attracted by“ We blow no trumpet before us." ( That's occupied , or if his heart shall be estranged,

true - unless you wouldtake the speaker for should he dislike the penitent and withhold the the lights during evening service, and all,-

" intention ” all is invalid.

one. ) — “ We do not let our left hand know strange enough , found their way into one

what our right hand doeth .” ( So deep are our From The American, Oct. 5, 1889 . pipe.

6
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the man Christ Jesus , who gave himself a If God be thus kind when He is angry ,

ransom for all that such should be testified in what is He when He feasts us with ca

due time.” It was only of the child Jesus
resses of His more tender Kindness?

that Simeon said : “ Mine eyes have seen thy
Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt.

salvation which thou hast prepared before the
God threatened we should die , and so we

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st face of all people ; a light to lighten the Gen- did , but not so as we deserved: we waited
of each month by the GeneralLutheran Conference of Mis- tiles and the glory of thy people Israel . ” It for death and stood sentenced and are daily

Moneys, names of subscribers,

changes of addresses and all other business communications
was only the Lord Jesus to whom God said in

summoned by sicknesses and uneasiness ; and

should be sent to Rev.H.Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., Isaiah 49 , 6 : “ It is a light thing that thou every day is a new reprieve and brings a new

St. Louis,Mo. All communications for the editorial de- shouldest be my servant to raise up the tribes favor, certain as the revolution of the sun
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK, 16 Harvey Str.,

Zanesville,Ohio. Termsofsubscription $1.00 per annum in of Jacob , and to restore the preserved of
advance. 'Money sent otherwise than by money -order or Israel : I will also give thee for a light to the die by the irreversible decree , that death is

upon that day ; and at last , when we must

Gentiles that thou mayest be my salvation changed into a sleep , and that sleep is in the

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second unto the end of the earth .” There is but one bosom of Christ, and there dwells all peace

Sun of righteousness.
and security , and it shall pass into glories

3. In the natural sun we notice another and felicities. We looked for a judge , andST. LOUIS, MO. , November 21, 1889.

peculiarity. We see the glowing orb and his
behold a Saviour ! we feared an accuser , and

rays in the firmament ; learned men have been behold an advocate ! we sat down in sorrow ,

The Sun of Righteousness with Healing looking at him with their glasses and through and rise in joy . This paragraph reads as if

in His Wings.
their long telescopes and powerful lenses for it had passed from Luther's exposition of

centuries, they can describe its workings, but Genesis into J. Taylor's Miracles of divine

1. It was by mere goodness that God cre
to tell what the sun really is , is above human

Mercy .
ated the natural sun , that great luminary and ken and knowledge. The true nature of the

greater light which should govern the day. sun is a mystery which all the lore of men has

“ In the ends of the world God hath set a been unable to unravel . So it holds with the I am the Rose of Sharon, and the

tabernacle for the sun which is as a bride- Sun of righteousness. To fathom the true Lily of the Valleys.

groom coming out of his chamber, and re- nature of the Sun of righteousness is beyond Song of Sol . 2 , 1 .

joiceth as a strong man to run a race . His the power of even enlightened reason . The

going forth is from the end of the heaven, holy Bible tells us thatin Christ dwelleth the By these words the heavenly Lover of His

.and his circuit unto the ends of it and there fulness of the Godhead bodily ; that Christ is church tells His people three things. First

is nothing hid from the heat thereof.” In God and man in one person , that in Him he indicates His human nature, grown in the

these words of the 19. Psalm we are told that humanity and divinity are inseparably united ; valleys ; secondly he pictures its purity and

the great orb which we see arising in the but to tell how this can be and to make it holiness , innocent and pure as the rose and

morning and running its daily course to set in plain to our minds is beyond all human ability . lily; and thirdly He points out the sweetness

the evening , was made and placed in the Therefore St. Paul writes to his spiritual son of His office and benefits, by the sweet fra

heavens by the almighty and gracious hands Timothy 3 , 16 , “ Without controversy great grance of the rose and lily , the church having

of God. To let men enjoy the light and work is the mystery of godliness : God was manifest tasted these benefits professes herself sick of

of the sun , is the reason why God placed him in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of an- love, 5 , 8. Glassi Philologia Sacra , p . 1611 .
in the heavens. Before men were created, gels , preached unto the Gentiles , believed on

God had already in His tender mercy created in theworld ,received up into glory.”

an orb , which should make life on earth
The Great Secret of Luther's Power.

pleasant and acceptable.

Just so it holds with the Sun of righteous- False Dealing in Olden Times. " And in our times , what did I do against

ness. This too should arise in his season never
the pope ? I never drew a sword against him ,

to set. “ But unto you shall the Sun of right- It is not in our days only that men use all but I struck at him only with my mouth and

eousness arise.” Who is this Sun of righteous- craft to sell their goods at every possible ad- gospel, and I still strike at the pope, bishops,

ness ? Christ was made unto us by God right- vantage , that they lay direct snares and deal monks and clergy , at idolatry , error and sects,

eousness , saith St. Paul. Whatmoved God to with men as men deal with foxes and wolves and thereby I accomplished more than all

make Him our righteousness? “ Through the and vermin .” For Cicero relates in his off emperors and kings could have accomplished

tender mercy of our God the dayspring from III , 14. an instance which goes far to show with all their power. I only took the staff of

on high hath visited us to give light to them that even before the birth of Christ avaricious the Lord's mouth and therewith beat upon

that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death
men resorted to all kinds of stratagems to en- the hearts and let God rule and the Word

to guide our feet in the way ofpeace .” From rich themselves at the cost of their fellow- work ; this caused such an agitation and made

mere compassion to a world sitting in darkness men . Cicero publishes the following : “ When such rent in papacy , that if those rebellious

and shadow of death, did God make this Sun Pythius , the Sicilian , had a mind to sell his and murderous fanatics with their peasants

to rise . garden to Canius , he invited him thither, and had not fished before my net , papacy would

2. Another peculiar feature of the natural caused fishermen , as if by custom , to fish in to -day stand in a far worse plight than it

sun is , that there is but one sun .
There are the channel by which the garden stood , and does.” E. Ed . 6 , 296 .

many stars and planets and comets and their they threw great store of fish into their arbors ,

satellites , but as astronomers tell us , they all and made Canius believe it was so every day ;

receive their light from the sun ; he alone has and the man grew greedy of that place of The Use Which Christians Make of

the prestige of being the eye of the universe, pleasure, and gave Pythius a double price ; the Law.

from whom all sublunaries must receive their but the next day Canius perceived himself

lustre. So it holds with the Sun of righteous- abused.” Now if you must have the law , then lay it

There have been and still are many on your flesh and old Adam to compel him to

shining lights in the church , learned teachers What the Great Warrior Achilles was be chaste and deport himself in accord with

of divinity who are called stars in the book of Taught by his Tutor. the ten commandments of God . But your

Revelation ; but all the light they had and faith , your heart and conscience should be

shed abroad , they received from the Son of “ The good old man , Chiron , was my tutor , free of the law , yea , the law in your heart

righteousness, their light was only a reflex of and he taughtmeto use simplicity and honesty should melt before this name “ The everlast

His eternal brightness. “ There is but one in all mymanners.” This lesson of naturallaw ing Father,” as the ice melts in summer be

God and one Mediator between God and men , is recorded in Euripides’ Iphig. in Aul. 927. fore the heat . 6 , 361 .

ness .
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The Wrong Way of Watching for the The Unitarian Convention .

Coming of the Lord.

" The National Conference of Unitarians

The Adventists of Virginia have been hold- and other Christian Churches ” met in this

A Mission Festival. ing a series of meetings in Spottsylvania and city for three days last week, and brought

Orange counties for the past two years, under together a large number of their leading min

The Emmanuel congregation at Rader , Web- the leadership of Elder R. C. Brown , of New isters and others connected with the denomi

ster Co.,Mo., celebrated their annual mission Britain , Conn . The wildest excitement now nation. Their meetings during the day were

festival on 19th Sunday after Trin . ( Oct. 27. ) exists among certain classes of people in the held in their First church , at 21st and Chest

Rev. A. W. Meyer, the former pastor of this vicinity of Screamersville . All day and night nut streets , Rev. Joseph J. May, pastor , and

charge ,delivered the sermon for the occasion . the believers will assemble to watch for the at the Academy of Music in the evening.

The neighboring St. Paul's congregation was coming of the King of Kings.” Should their They were largely attended , and much in

also represented. The collection , $ 6.33, was predictions fail and the Lord not appear, the terest was manifested in the proceedings and

given to our English Home Mission . meeting will close and the members of the addresses . Justice Miller , of the United States

A. W. M. union retire to their homes until called to as- Supreme Court , presided at the opening, and

semble to again listen to the teachings of their Edward Everett Hale , Minot J.Savage, George

Church Raffles Illegal . leaders . This is the forty - fifth anniversary W. Curtis , and Brooke Herford , were among

of the Church to meet the Lord, in October , the other prominent Unitarians present . They

At Nashville , Tenn . , on Wednesday, Judge 1844. Delegations from Connecticut, Massa- propose to raise $ 100,000 for carrying on their

Ridley , of the Criminal Court, created quite chusetts, New York , and Virginia were in at- mission and educational work , and are trying

a sensation in religious circles by declaring tendance , under the leadership of Elder Brown. to endow two professorships in their theo

church raffles illegal , and charging the Grand The meeting closed at sunrise Wednesday last. logical school at Meadville . They propose

Jury to indict not only those persons who This report we found in Our Church Paper also to send the Rev. Mr. Knapp, their only

bought and sold tickets , but also those who of Virginia . The fault of these Adventists is foreign missionary , back to Japan , as he re

in any way contributed to the running of not that they watch for the coming of the ports that the Buddhists there had received

raffles. The announcement having been made Lord ; for this all Christians should do . But him very cordially , and he found their faith

in the press that raffles under the auspices their fault rests in their ignorance of the was much like the Unitarian, and he did not

of the ladies of St. Joseph church fair were attitude of a true Christian life . Any Chris- know that he could offer them anything better.

soon to take place , Judge Ridley instructed tian , who has his heart at peace with God , There was a banquet with farewell addresses

the Grand Jury to summon before them the is watching for the Lord's advent , though such at the Academy on Thursday evening, which

Secretary of the fair and make that officer Christian be fast asleep in bed . The right was an occasion of much interest and social
furnish the names of those who were selling way of watching for the Lord , is to do His enjoyment."

tickets , together with those who bought them , will in our office, estate and calling , and not The Unitarians are what we call “ Rationa

and to indict every one . He said the churches to sit around in idleness , but in work and listen,” men that wickedly deny the divinity

ought to assist the Court in suppressing gam- prayer and in attending thewants of the body. of Christ and want to be saved by their own

bling, but instead they were aiding in violating works . But Christ saith , No one will come

the law by holding raffles. Judge Ridley re to the Father save by me.
Missouri BENEVOLENCE. During the past

marked that he was not surprised that so twenty- five years the Missouri Synod raised

many boys and young men were gamblers, $265,300 for the erection and support of the The Evangelical Association in Trouble.
when their mothers and sisters invited them Parochial Teachers ' Seminary in Addison, Ill.

to participate in gaming by buying tickets in

church raffles. The action of the Grand Jury
The Evangelical Association is composed of

The church of the Holy Cross at St. Louis, followers of Albright. They are a branch
is awaited with much interest , as many of the

having undergone extensive repairs and hav- of the Methodist society with headquarters at
most prominent people of the city are con

ing been much enlarged , has been dedicated Cleveland , O. For the past four years a per
nected with these raffles.

on Oct. 27th . Prof. Wyneken and Revs. Sauer sonal controversy has been carried on in this
Belleville, Ill . , Advocate , Nov. 1 , 1889 .

and Obermeyer preached on that day , body which has already resulted in the re

moval of a college president and of the editor

Prohibition Fanatics. The congregation at Harlem , N. Y. , of of their English church -paper. The whole

which Rev. Steup is pastor , will celebrate its society is now engulfed in the quarrel , even

So far the Presbyterians , Methodists, Bap- 25th anniversary during the present month . their bishops, J. J. Esher , Bowman and Dubs

tists and Lutherans of the General Synod Rev. Renz , the founder of the congregation , are embroiled . Their controversy was brought

kind (which is a composite of Methodistic and Rev. Koerner , its first pastor , will preach about not by doctrinal difficulties, butby the

Presbyterians with the Lutheran name added ) on the occasion . spirit of ambition as charged by Bishop Esher

–have espoused Prohibition . The Witten to his colleague Bishop Dubs in the following

berg Synod of Ohio, which is a branch of the SPEAKING of the Cronin trial in Chicago, letter : " Then at last came the confession to

General Synod, with headquarters at Spring- the Christian Statesman remarks that " the which I mention in my letter to the Lay-Con

field , O. , endorsed at its last session the Pro- whole system of secret societies , with their vention, but will here communicate. Quite

hibition candidate for governor, a Dr. Helwig, oaths and penalties , is on trial in that Chicago freely and of his own accord Bishop Dubs
said :

with only one dissenting voice . It is too sad court-room .”

to be enough lamented , that any Christian " The greatest mistake of my life is this,

denomination should be caught in the snares WALDENSIAN CENTENNIAL. — TheWaldensians that , when I was elected to the episcopal office,

of prohibition , because such denominations have recently celebrated the second centennial I undertook to put Bishop Esher down , and

must utterly disregard the word of God : of their return to their native mountain home. that I have proceeded and acted in this spirit. '

“Let no man therefore judge you in meat or KingHumbert,of Italy , in congratulating them (An entirely similar confession Bishop Dubs

in drink, ” Col. 2 , 16 . It can not be other on the occasion , says : “ This event, which is also made to Bro . R. Yeakel . ) Yes , Bishop

wise than that such denominations have be- justly an occasion of rejoicing to these our Dubs has made an earnest and persistent

come intoxicated by the cruel spirit of self- fellow -country -men, who furnish an example effort to carry out this determination . But

righteousness and fanaticism , that they can no of such eminentgoodness and virtue , is hailed why ? Oh, what a pity ! How amiably we

longer distinguish between the truth of Chris- with joy by the King, who well knows the might have labored together in the Master's

tian temperance and the grave errorof pro- devotion of the Waldensians to the House of service and have built upthe church ofGod !

Savoy."

6

>

7

Now the best time for that is forever past.
hibition.
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Hearth and Home.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

BY E.

Woe to him who is responsible for the harm and then lay down to rest. At 4 o'clock the

that has been caused !” turret tottered and with a crash fell , and its

Yes, the ambition of one man or of a few men three occupants were hurled to the ground ;

will often work havoc in peaceful churches, but not a bone was broken , not a bruise was found

woe unto the man by whom offence cometir ! on them. The holy angels had directed the
BROKEN MEAT.

flight of the falling fragments, and softly

bedded their wards on the paved street.

The West Iowa Free Methodist Confer.

Penand put his trust in his own skill and hu

ence Testifies Against the Lodge. The Mighty Weapon.
man contrivances. O how gladly we ought to

Queen Mary of Scotland once said that she put our trust in the love of our God and the

“ Every year events are developing in the feared the prayers of Knox more than she did skill of His and our heavenly servants !

history of secrecy which intensifies our opinion all the armies of Europe.

that it is a great and growing evil . The re- What a mighty weapon the Christian wields !

ligious nature of most secret societies causes “ The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous The Fruit of Affliction.

its devotees often to say , that the man-made man availeth much ” against the raging of the “ Solomon had a vineyard at Baalhamon ; he

religion of the lodge is as good or even better wicked and the rayings of Satan . let out the vineyard unto keepers ; everyone

than the God-given religion of the church for the fruit thereof was to bring a thousand

thus deceiving men to their eternal undoing ;
Blasphemy and Idolatry . pieces of silver.” And so the keepers worked

and in excluding all idea of forgiveness and
The commander - in - chief of the Grand in the vineyard to have the vines bear rich

mercy, those cardinal points in the character
of Jesus Christ, it naturally shuts out the only Army of the Republic ” in his speech at the fruit. The vines looked promising ; they flour

national encampment at Milwaukee commit
ished beneath the genial rays of the sun , and

hope of salvation— For there is none other

name given under heaven , or among men ,

ted the following : “ Let them learn to look budded , and sentout shoots and branches and

whereby we must be saved ,' only in the name

upon the American flag , " by angels ' hands to leaves, and there was an abundance of wood

valor given , ' with as much reverence as did
and foliage. And now comes the vine-dres

of Jesus . Therefore we report our increas

ing hostility to secrecy in any and every form,

the Israelites look upon the ark of the cove- ser, and whets his pruning-knife, and pruning

nant.

and pledge ourselves to do all in our power

— Then the future of the Republic is the vines cuts away shoots and branches. The

vines are bare , their beauty is gone , they bow
assured , and that flag shall forever wave ' o'er

to enlighten the public mind to these evils ,

and that under God our labors in this direction

the land of the free and the home of the their heads , and are filled with sorrow . And

brave . ' ' when the dresser approached the last vine , it

shall not cease till these parasites of church

and state have become a thing of the past."

It shall not.—God fill us all with ardent angrily exclaimed : “ Cruel man , wilt thou rob

love of our native land , but also with hatred me also ? Behold the devastation thou hast

of all manner of idolatry and blasphemy.
wrought ! Approach no further ! ” And the

An ORIGINAL MILLERITE . - Nathaniel Chase , man permitted it to retain its luxuriant growth .

one of the original Millerites , died recently Now , after a season , when the grapes had rip
“ Thou shalt not Kill."

in Massachusetts. In 1844 Mr. Chase and ened , Solomon visited his vineyard to taste of

several hundred people dressed up in white
“ Trenton, N. J. , Oct. 1.-A terrible acci- its fruit. And when he beheld the great and

and adjourned to Pittsfield Town Hall , where dent occured at the Inter-State-Fair-Grounds smooth and well-formed grapes and tasted the

they waited the blowing of the last trumpet. to-day. It was announced that BaptistePen- delicious fruit , he rejoiced. And when he saw
Gabriel failed to keep the foolish Millerite and, the French jumper, would leap from a the last vine - which had given such promise

date , however, and ever after Chase was a
150-foot tower into a net below . Although and been permitted to grow after its natural

disappointed man . His latest grief was that the day waswet, fully seven thousand people manner-when he saw and tasted its puny ,

he had to die before Oct. 10th next , when visited the grounds . Penand, dressed in gaudy shriveled , and sour fruit , he turned away and

arrangements had been made by his followers tights, ascended the tower, and after a few said : Cutit off —dig it out — burn the unprofit
to dress up once more and await the summons. seconds leaped into the air. On nearing the able vine ! And the once sorrowing vines re

The recent floods, fires, and cyclones , and the net he gave a sudden turn and fell flat on his joiced that the cruel knife had enabled them

discovery of comets , and a lobster of ultra- back on the ground. He was almost instantly to bring excellent fruit.

marine blue , are looked upon as fearful por
killed . "

Precious are the fruits of affliction . The

tents , which to some extent they are .
" Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.” blood that flows beneath the dresser's knife ,

Again, those who abetted this man in his sui- changes into delicious grapes .
" Blessed is

The Religious Herald , of Hartford , thinks cide in making it possible for him to make an the man whom thou chastenest, O Lord.”

the custom of darkening the roomsof a house easy living in this manner, will have to an

where people are gathered to attend a burial swer on the judgment-day to the charge of

service ought to be abolished . The surround- murder. Once more, who was it that would Prosperity Dangerous.

ings at such a time , it thinks , ought to be have had the Lord leap from the pinnacle of “ Philip, king of Macedon, had three very

bright and cheerful, " in harmony with the the temple ? They who have their fellow -men agreeable pieces of news brought him at one

sentiments suggestive of the resurrection, the do such things, walk in the foot- steps of and the same time: that he had carried the

life and the blessedness of the heavenly.home
Satan .

prize at the Olympic games ; that Parmenio ,

to which the departed have gone." We think, one of his generals , had gained a great victory

not too bright nor too dark will make it just
The Sure Safeguard . over the Illyrians , and that his wife was deliv

about right. All skill and safeguards of Penand were ered of a son . This prince , terrified at so sig

useless and unsafe, being employed in an un- nal a happiness , which the heathens thought

UNITED SYNOD . - The German Evangelical , godly calling. Our best safeguard is de- frequently the omen of some mournful cata

or United Synod , now numbers 618 pastors scribed in the 91. Psalm : “ He shall give his strophe , cried out, “Great Jupiter ! in return

in charge of about800 congregations, located angels charge concerning thee , to keep thee for so many blessings, send me as soon as

in 22 states and divided into 13 districtsynods . in all thy ways ; they shall bear thee up in possible some slight misfortune.' ”

Its total benevolent contributions for three their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a We do not consider prosperity the omen ,

years past amount to $ 177,752 . There re but frequently the cause of mournful cata

mains a debt of $24,000 on its theological In the night of the 30. March , 1588 , three strophes . Prosperity is often a burden too

seminary. This is the mum -mum Synod , be- trumpeters had the watch in a turret on the heavy for us to bear. And we pray : “ De

cause it wants to say nothing on the distinctive walls of Brandenburg. About 2 o'clock one liver us from evil” and “ Lead us not into

doctrines of either the Lutheran or Reformed of the sentinels , calling the hour , played the temptation.” Praise the Lord, when He has

churches .

>

:

choral : “ Wenn wir in hæchsten Næthen sein ,” | answered your prayer.

stone. "
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Translated for the WITNESS by F. R.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.

Exposition of the 90. Psalm, all the world's anger ? If He is our dwelling- days of my youth ? There will be a good time

as read in Lectures at Wittenberg University A. D. 1534, place, shall we not be safe though the heavens for leading a secluded life when the evil days
by Dr. M. Luther. fall down ? For ours is a Lord greater than draw nigh . When I feel death knocking at

all the world , ours is a Lord so mighty that the door, to remind me to set my house in

when He speaketh all things are born . And order, I shall find time to prepare. How odd

still we are so feeble-minded as to tremble it would seem if a sojourner , whose very, pur
VI .

and to grow discouraged as soon as we must pose it is to dwell in a certain place for some

Verse Second : “ Before the mountains were endure the ire of one prince , or king, yea, of time , did act the part of an excited traveler

brought forth, or ever Thou hadst formed the one neighbor, though in view of this king all who has not a moment's time to lose ! Why

earth and the world , even from everlasting to other things in all the world are but as the should I , expecting as I do , to remain here

everlasting, Thou art God .” — Here Moses, in lightest grains of dust which the slightest for some time to come, conduct myself as

accordance with his office, begins to be Moses , breath of air moves from its place , not allow- though I had made up my mind to leave at

expatiating excellently both on our misery ing them to rest quietly. In this manner , this once ? Just before the shutting of the gates

and the wrath of God . By this lengthy de- description is comforting and timid minds, in there is time enough to get into the city . All

scription he separates the true God from the times of temptations and dangers , must give is well , that ends well . God is merciful, God

heathen gods who may not be said to exist heed to this consolation . is Love . He will not take me by surprise , and

from eternity and to remain unto eternity-as though He did , He is always ready to forgive .

though he would say, We are not adoring a If I but call : Lord , I am a sinner, have mercy

new or vulgar god , not wood , not gold , but upon me , all is well.

Him who existed before the world , who is the To -day -- lest it be too late . O foolish men , are you really not aware of

eternal and true God , etc. Besides , this is the uncertainty of our own human duration ?

also expressive of the fact that God is such Can man find his salvation any too soon ? “ I know not the day ofmydeath .” Gen. 27, 2 .

as being in need of no creature , but simply Can he be too much in earnest for the welfare We must not rely on our calculations , in

being happy in Himself , since He exists before of his soul ? Is it safe to defer repentance to asmuch as our designs are often most un

the earth and the world were created . This any future day ? Is carnal security a safe expectedly thwarted . Our body carries the

majesty comprised in such brief words none road to travel ? Presumption or a precarious seed of sickness within itself. Be not boast

is able to explain , for when unfolded it em- life is a most reprehensible and dangerous ful , brag not ofyoursound constitution , rather

braces all the divine attributes that may be state of mind. In Pfeiffer's Erquickstunden distrust the coming day. “ From the morning

gathered . For as He is eternal , it follows we read the following timely words: until the evening the time is changed .” Be

that He is immortal, omnipotent, happy, and Charles, long years ago king of France, one fore you think of it , death may overpower

wise , receiving nothing from anyone , as Script- day at table offered half-part of an apple to you , and the account of what has taken place

ure says , There is none that hath first given his oldest prince Gobandus , saying , My son , will be given in these few words : he is no

to Him , He alone is sufficient to Himself. take this morsel from the loving hand of your | more ! There are more than thousands of

The word juladu (born , or brought forth ) father. But Gobandus politely declined to dangers to which you are exposed every day ;

is more significant than if he had said , Before accept. Charles then made the same offer to a single mishap may prove fatal and all your

the mountains were created or made. For it his second son , who took and ate the piece purposes will come to nought at once . All

properly denotes the proceeding of a creature given him . Upon this Charles said , Thou shalt this a moment's time may bring to pass. Sup

from nothing into something , even as of man be king of France . He then gave the other posing now , the summons of death would

another body is born by virtue of a wonderful half to his third son , saying, And thou shalt reach you unawares and unprepared — how

origin , not as a carpenter makes something be Duke of Lorraine . Gobandus seeing this, would you fare ? Think of it ! Besides this

out of the timber he is getting ready for use , at once opened his mouth wide, as if to say, keep in mind that impenitent sinners are in

cutting off or adding something while shaping Now I am ready and willing to take some danger of depriving themselves of the grace

the same, etc. , but like to trees " born ” from thing, too . The king , however, said , Goban- of God. To-day you reject ; do you know

the soil out of nothing, as it were , so that all dus, thou hast opened thy mouth too late; that God will offer His grace to-morrow ?

things seem to be more properly born than there is neither apple nor kingdom left for “ They who despise Him shall be lightly es

shaped or created . For he speaks of the thee. This incident is said to be the origin of teemed.” 1. Sam . 2 . On the strength that

mountains' being born as though generated the French adage : You have opened your God is merciful we are safe in asking His

by God in order to denote what is said in mouth too late . pardon , but never are we safe if we continue

Psalm 33. , taken from Genesis, " He spake Can it be denied that the damned will up- in sin on account of God's grace . No , such

and itwas done.” For by means of the Word braid themselves in remembrance of the grace conduct can not go unpunished ; in His anger

all things are made so as to appear really to of God , which they carelessly refused whilst God will cast down those that continue in

be born rather than created or shaped because they lived on earth ? Now they must hear the working iniquity . Psalm 56 , 7. And lastly

there all instruments were wanting. dreadful sentence : Too late , too late ! In the remember that you are liable to be deprived

The word cholel properly signifies to be accepted time , in the day of salvation, when of consciousness in consequence of sickness

formed, as an embryo is formed in the womb the merciful God kindly called and greeted and then it will be too late for repentance ,

without employmentofan instrument . Moses, you , offering to you His free grace , you should too late for comfort . Therefore “ boast not

however, by this peculiar signification of these have thanked Him and received His gift ; thyself of to -morrow , for thou knowest not

words , wishes to show that the creation of the henceforth there is neither grace nor hope for what a day may bring forth .” Prov. 27. Make

whole was to God similar , in some measure , you ; there is no Jesus, no Sacrament, no par- no tarrying to turn to the Lord , defer not

to a generation , or that it was, by His com- don of sin , no kingdom of heaven for you ; repentance until thou hast turned gray. How

mand , a kind of birth , in order that we might you are eternally lost. In the time of grace many deceived themselves in this manner, as

learn how easily God did create all things out you would not know Jesus, and now he knows the very devil got them before their hair had

of nothing since they were all “ born,” as it you not as His own. turned gray ! They opened their mouths too

were, by the power of His Word . For in Think of this, ye loitering , sleepy Chris- late ! “ Remember now thy Creator in the

giving birth there appears to be the greatest tians. Remember that your excuses are vain. days of thy youth !” Eccl. 12. “ What we
a tree in being “ born ” does not You say : Why, I am still living and am not accustom ourselves to in youth, we do in

likely to die to -day or to-morrow ; I am young, age.” You say , I will repent as soon as death

Such a God , he says , we have and worship in the prime of life , hale and hearty ; I know approaches. But this is as much as if a man

and are praying to at whose command all of no decay as yet ; my appetite is quite good , on the top of the store-house for powder dur

things created are born . Why, then , are we my system is in its very best condition ; Ido ing a thunderstorm would say , so soon as I

filled with anguish when this God is favorable not see, why I should trouble myself. Why hear the crash I'll take a leap ! Silly man ,

to us ? Why do we fear any consequence of should I not rather be merry and gay in the you certainly will forget the leap when the

facility

labor.
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din whilstwecan not indorseall the doctrinalstate

>

roof is struck . O hardened sinner , take no ment of her efficiency in extending the word and

kingdom of Jesus." So writes the author .
such risk ! True , there may be a chance of The book is divided into twenty chapters. Chap

getting into the city at the very moment the ter I. is headed : The Church . Ch. II : The Refor

mation . Ch . III : The Ev . Luth. Church. Ch . IV :

gates are being closed ; the murderer on the Obituary . The Earliest Lutherans in America - The Dutch .

cross was saved in the last hour. Nevertheless , Ch . V : The Earliest Lutherans in America - The

Swedes . Ch . VI : The Earliest Lutherans in America
waiting for the last chance is a dangerous

Rev. H. F. W. Droege , after a sickness of —The Germans. Ch . VII : The Church of the Dis

thing to do. The foolish virgins came too late about five weeks , peacefully fell asleep in persion: Ch. Yul : Muhlenberg and his colleagues,
--and the door was shut.

: Ravages ofWar . :

Jesus . The deceased was born in Cleve- of the General Synod. Ch. XI: The Independent

- Let your loins be girded about and your land, O. , Jan. 29, 1858. He entered college General Council. Ch .XIV : The United Synod ofSynods. Ch . XII : The Missourians . Ch . XIII: The

lights burning.”
at Fort Wayne on Sept. 1 , 1872. He gradu- the South . Ch.XV : The Lutheran Church andCult

The Lord help us , always to be on our ated from Fort Wayne college in the Summer ure. Ch .XVI: The Lutheran Church andMissions.

guard , that we may not be taken unawares of 1878 and entered the theological Seminary Lutheran Church .Ch . XVIII : Distinguishing Doc
Ch . XVII : Obligations of other Communions to the

but be found properly prepared whensoever Sept.1, of the same year. He graduated in trines and Features of the Evang. Luth. Church.
He may come. G. R. Ch . XIX : Present Strength of the Lutheran Church

June 1880 , and on Aug. 28th of the following in the United States and Europe . Ch . XX : The

year he was ordained for the ministry in Alex- Future of the Lutheran Church.

The book also contains sixty-four illustrations,

Educational .
andria , Va. He served his congregation in these being sixteen portraits , and forty -eight pict

Alexandria one year , after which he resigned ures of colleges, seminaries, orphans ' homes, asy

On Oct. 15 , lisbing houses.
lums, churches , statues, mission-houses and pub

School District No. 3 of Rondout, N. Y. , is on account of failing health .

situated in a thickly populated locality . The 1882 , he accepted a call and was installed in
ments and

majority of the parents of the pupils are mem- Fryburgh , O. , and served his congregation that it aims at giving a true history of the origin and
bers of the Roman Catholic church . In this dis faithfully for seven years , when he again re- position of thevarious synods represented therein;

the history of our Missouri Synod is fairly and truth

trict , August 6 , an acrimonious annual school signed on account of his health , and went to fully given both as to its doctrine and practice. The
meeting was held, and a very lively election for Cleveland . After about five weeks he died of bookcontains a vast amount of information onthe

school trustees followed the next afternoon . consumption . He died on July 12 , 1889, and history ofour Church in this country, gotten up in
a style and language which will make it readable

At the gehool meeting the Hon . James G. was buried on the 15th . The funeral service with Americans amongwhom our Church has hither

Lindsley, ex-congressman , was unanimously was held by Rev. Niemann. He spoke from to been comparatively a stranger.

chosen chairman . The large cement works in the words of 2 Cor . 6 , 9. 10 .

which he is interested pay a heavy proportion The deceased , although weakened by con Change of Address.

of the taxes in the district. sumption , was faithful in his calling, and did

Marshfield, Webster Co. , Mo. , Nov. 11 , 1889 .
The main bone of contention was the fact not resign until compelled by disease aud suf

DEAR BROTHER :

that there has never been a fully detailed fering. He left a wife and one child to mourn Please state in the WITNESS that I wish to be ad .

their loss .
account of expenses rendered , and also that

..ch . dressed at : Gar Creck , Allen Co. , Ind . , hereafter, as

I have accepted a call to St. Paul's Ev. Luth . con

the district supports a school over which three gregation at that place .

Franciscan Brothers are in control, and
Respectfully ,

in A Wine Trouble. — The unfermented wine A. F. W. MEYER.

which pupils belonging outside of the district question is giving some trouble in Scotland .

are permitted to attend and receive tuition The feeling against the Rev. John Robertson ,

free of charge. . of Stonehaven Free church , which has led to
Acknowledgment.

The opponents of this course of procedure a considerable secession from his congrega Received from the “ Immanuel Congregation,"

said that it entailed an enormous extra expense tion , is stated to have originated from his Webster Co., Mo., per Rev. C. L. Janzow, for Eng

upon the district and that it was contrary to very strong views in regard to the use of wine . lish Mission $6.33.
Received of Rev. C. F. W. Meyer $ 10.25 for the

the American school system . The friends of He is a very determined teetotaller , and it is sale of Minutes.

the Brothers ' School maintained that it was said that he wished to make total abstinence St. Louis , Nov. 13, 1889 . C. F. LANGE, Treas,

merely a branch of the district school, the a condition of communion. He is certainly a

latter not being large enough to accommodate crank and a destroyer of souls . Subscriptions Paid.

all the pupils who wished to attend .

Mr. Lindsley , as chairman, could of course THE GOSPEL IN 300 LANGUAGES. — The Brit- Rev. E.F. Melcher, Waverly, Iowa, (VII )
Teacher J.C.F.W. Bock, Chicago, Ill . , (VII) $ 1.00

1.00

take no part in the discussion , and he is cred- ish and Foreign Bible Society reports that the Rev. J. A. Torgensen , Somber, Iowa, (VII ) 1.00

ited with having ruled fairly .
1.00

sacred Scriptures were last year translated Teacher F. Militzer, Arlington Heights, ill . ,
Rev. A. W. Bergt , Tecumseh , Nebr. , ( VII)

At the election of trustees there was the into six fresh languages . The number of (VIII) 1.00

largest attendance of voters on record. When tongues in which this society nowpublishes G. Fischer, Litchfield, I11., (Vil 18 to VIII 11) 1.00Rev. C. Kuehn , Belleville, Ill., (VIII 1 to 12) .50

the ballot box was opened it was found that the Bible is thus increased to 300. Fifty years Teacher C.M.Ackermann, čincinnati, O. , (VII

it had been stuffed , and an exciting, wordy ago it was published in 150 tongues. The F. Seideí, Seward , Nebr., ( VIII )6 cc) 4.18

war followed . It was finally decided to de- society distributed 4,206,000 volumes during A. Einwaechter, Baltimore,Md, ( VIII)

stroy the excess of ballots over the names on the year.
Rev. H. Sieck , Stillwater, Minn . , ( VII ) 1.00

Teacher P. Siegler, St. Paul , M., (VII . VIII) 2.00
the registry list , which was done .

Rev. Prof. A. Craemer, Springfield , Il., ( VII .

The result of the election as declared to Recent Publications. VIII )
2.00

Rev. J. H. Heinze , Elkhart, Ind . , (VII 16 to
night shows that the friends of the Franciscan VIII 15) 1.00

Brothers are largely in the majority in the The LUTHERANS IN AMERICA, A Story of Struggle, H. J. Heilmann, Watertown, Wis., ( VIII) 1.00
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Our Epistle Postil.
these seeming contradictions disappear and truth St. Paul proves in our text with power

he can ramble about in the Bible with de- ful arguments. Let us summarily consider

light as in a well planned flower - garden . them .

Justly do our Confessions pronounce the cor- “ Brethren , I speak after the manner of men ;
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

rect distinction between law and Gospel a though it be but a man's covenant, yet if it

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE peculiarly glorious light;" for without it the be confirmed , no man disannulleth or addeth

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. Scriptures remain even to the wisest a sealed thereto .” When an honest man has made a

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
book , but with it the very simplest can under - covenant, he will come up to it and will not

stand them . In all Christian doctrine this is deny or change it . Now if an honest man

the most important correctly and accurately will stand by a covenant once made , much

XIII. Sunday after Trinity.
to distinguish between law and Gospel ; for rather will God stand by His covenant. When

GAL. 3 , 15—22 . where these two are blended together the door God has made a covenant it is certain that not

is opened for all manner of errors . From one jot or tittle of it will fall to the ground, it

DEARLY BELOVED :-In the 5th article of the blending together law and Gospel both Pop- will stand until it is fulfilled . Now God did

Formula of Concord our Church confesses : ery and Revivalism have originated . We make a covenant with Abraham , as Paul here

“ We believe , teach , and confess , that the dis- should, therefore , apply all diligence carefully says : " Now to Abraham and his seed were the

tinction between the Law and the Gospel , as to distinguish the two, as Paul in all his epis- promises made. He saith not, And to seeds, as

a peculiarly glorious light, is to be maintained tles makes the distinction between faith and of many ;. but as of one,And to thy seed , which

in the church with the greatest fidelity, so that works, grace and merit the main point. Now is Christ.” The covenant with Abraham was

the Word of God may be rightly divided , last Sunday we heard that salvation is by the made in Christ. God often and in various

according to the admonition of St. Paul.” Gospel and not by the law , therefore allow me words repeated His promise to Abraham .

This rightly dividing the Word of truth , the to -day to propose the question : Thus He said : “ In thee shall all families of

correct distinction between the law and the WHEREFORE THEN SERVETH THE LAW ? " the earth be blessed ,” and again : “ In thy

Gospel is , indeed , alone the key to the right seed shall all the nations of the earth be
Paul answers :

understanding of the Scriptures . Any one blessed .” We are not to understand that

I. not unto righteousness, but
ignorant of the difference between law and Abraham himself and his posterity in general

II . by it is the knowledge of sin .
Gospel , not knowing that the Bible contains would be the blessing ; for God used not the

two entirely distinct doctrines , may read it I. plural : “ Thy seeds," but the singular : " Thy

ever so much , he will not understand it, but The natural man knows no other way to seed,” referring only to One, which is Christ.

must rather come to the conclusion that it is a heaven than by themerit of his own piety and / In this One Abraham , his children and all na

book full of contradictions. Sometimes the works. Justification by grace through faith tions were promised the blessing, life and sal

Bible ascribes salvation to man's works, say without any merit of his own is something vation . Now Abraham obtained the blessing

ing : “ This do, and thou shalt live ; " and which he can not understand. Therefore our in Christ by believing the promise of God , as
again it denies that man's works

contribute church , in that standard Lutheran hymn : By it is written : " Abraham believed God , and

the very least unto justification before God, it was counted unto him for righteousness .”

grace I'm saved , sings :

saying : “ We conclude that a man is justified This , therefore, was the covenant of God
“ What reason can not comprehend

by faith without the deeds of the law .” At made with Abraham : Righteousness by prom
It pleases God by grace to send ."

one place the Bible says : “ There is no dif ise through faith in Christ.

ference ; for all have sinned and come short
By nature man thinks highly of his own works

Now the Galatians who had been seduced

of the glory of God, ” and at another place it
and despises grace , and only when converted

to Christ he experiences what the grace of by false teachers to seek righteousness in
says: “ Ye are a chosen generation , a royal God and forgiveness in Christ is , can he with keeping the law , might have objected and

priesthood, a holy nation.” So the Bible pro- heart and soul join in singing : said : God indeed made this covenant with

nounces all men sinners without exception , Abraham in old time , but thereafter Himself

and yet speaks of a holy nation on earth .
“ By grace ! our works are all rejected ,

annulled it or at least made an addition to it
All claims of merit pass for naught ;

Every reader of the Bible knows that it is full
The mighty Saviour, long expected ,

in giving the law on mount Sinai . This objec

of such expressions of which the one seems to To us this blissful truth has brought, tion Paul meets in the words : " And this I

say the direct contrary of the other , and any That He by death redeems our race , say, that the covenant that was confirmed be

one not knowing that it contains two different And we are saved alone by grace." fore of God in Christ, the law , which was four

doctrines can not possibly understand it , he Such is the blissful truth of which the be- hundred and thirty years after , can not disan

will pronounce it a book in which the most lieving soul boasts : “ Not I am to earn it , it nul, that it should make the promise of none

contradictory things are contained ; but to is already won and given to me a free gift.” effect.” God had made the covenant of grace

him who is skilled in distinguishing law and Only when we have learned to turn our eyes with Abraham , had confirmed it with an oath

Gospel the Bible presents the most beautiful away from our works and the deeds of the and had sealed it with the sacrament of cir

harmony of doctrine . When a man has come law , and to look alone to God's works and cumcision ; so God could verily not abrogate

to this knowledge that the one doctrine of the promises , does the soul commence truly to this covenant by the giving of the law four

Bible demands holiness and promises life to glorify God , saying : “ I can never compre- hundred and thirty years thereafter , before

those who have never sinned , but mercilessly hend , I can never understand , I can never the promised Seed of Abraham had come. To

passes the sentence of condemnation on all search out this wonderful thing that I am say , He had made a covenant and annulled it

sinners, and that the other doctrine of the adopted child and heir who have deserved again before fulfilling it , would be accusing

Bible proclaims forgiveness for sinners by only wrath and punishment.” It is grace God of inconsistency. The fact that the law

grace through faith in the Mediator , then that is the believer's anthem. This glorious was given after the covenant of promise is a
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proof that it was not given unto righteousness, Paul argues Rom . 1 :1 .: “ If by grace , then is with God by the law , He contends against us ,

that it was not to make void and to take the it no more of works : otherwise grace is no threatening punishment to us transgressors,

place of the former covenant, but rather to more grace . But if it be of works , then is and we must tremble at His just wrath and

confirm and to preserve it ; for by manifold it no more grace : otherwise work is no more must seek to hide behind excuses as Adam

laws and ceremonies did God separate the work.” These two, works and grace, can not behind the trees ; for which of Moses ' com

children of Israel from other nations in or- go together each doing a part ; for Paul sets mands could make peace between God and

der that the knowledge of the covenant with them in opposition so that the one totally ex- us ? Surely every command which we have

Abraham might not be lost , but preserved on cludes the other , saying, either by works and violated forms a wall between God and us,

earth . That this was one object of the giving then only by works , or by grace and then only and how could salvation come by that which

of the law Paul testifies when writing of the by grace . Wages can not be a present and a causes strife and knows no peace ? Now in

fathers " that unto them were committed the present can not be wages. Now salvation is the covenant of promise there is , indeed , also

oracles of God ” until their fulfillment in God's gift or present which He gives through a mediator , Christ the Seed of Abraham , but

Christ , and this the whole history of Israel promise ; therefore He justifies without the He is a mediator of an altogether different

proves ; for while all other nations turned consideration of our works , without any aid or character, being the peacemaker and not a

from the true God unto the worship of idols , co -operation of the law . If works could con- message- bearer between adverse parties. The

Israel, separated from others by the law , pre- tribute any thing whatever , then surely Abra- mediator at Sinai brings commands and threat

served the knowledge of the covenant with ham's works must have been of value , because ens punishment to the transgressors ; the me

Abraham . If a man makes , signs and seals he performed such excellent works as none diator from Bethlehem cries out : Hear , ye

a testament conveying his estate to his son , other ; but what saith the Scripture ? “ God sinners ; I have suffered the punishment of

and he thereafter commands his son to work, gave it to Abraham by promise ,” that is as a your guilt and have reconciled divine justice ;

such command will by no means make void free gift. Also for this object the law was come unto me and all shall be forgiven and

the testament, neither does the son obtain the not given that it should contribute unto right- forgotten . This Mediator brings peace with

estate by his work , because it belongs to him eousness ; for the inheritance is presented to God, but Moses does not .

before already by the testamentof the father. us as a free gift through the promise .

Even so with the covenant of promise made , These two arguments prove conclusively
II.

confirmed and sealed to Abraham and the cov- that the law was not given to obtain salvation Not being given unto righteousness before

enant of works established on mount Sinai; by it. Nevertheless there are more proofs God “ wherefore then serveth the law ?” Paul

the latter can not make void the former , nei- contained in this text which we should not answers : “ It was added because of transgres

ther can it have been given for the obtaining overlook . Paul says : “ Wherefore then serveth sions.” The law was given to manifest sin ,

of the inheritance , because the inheritance is the law ? It was added because of transgres- to show transgression as sin , to reveal sin as

given already in the former. sions, till the seed should come to whom the an abomination before God . In Romans, 3d

But might not the law have been given as promise was made ; and it was ordained by chapter, Paul writes : “ By the law is the

an addition to the covenant with Abraham , angels in the hand of a mediator.” The cove- knowledge of sin ." Without the law man

so that from thenceforth righteousness should nant of the law was to stand till the Seed does not know sin . The heathen who have

come partly by the promised Seed and partly would come, it was to last only from the exo- only a knowledge in part of the law , do many

by the obedience of the law ? Also to this dus out of Egypt until Christ , and if this things without compunction , not knowing that

Paul answers most emphatically no , saying : covenant had been given by it to obtain right- they are sin , of which a Christian is ashamed .

“ For if the inheritance be of the law , it is no eousness before God , then all men living be- Not knowing the law man lives in sin as his

more of promise : but God gave it to Abraham fore and after that time would have been ex- natural element, but when the law comes and

by promise.” Frequently people think , both cluded from salvation ; then our hope would says : This is right , that wrong, then sin is,

law and Gospel must work together for right- be idle , because that covenant has been done revealed to man as sin and he is convicted a

eousness before God , that man must do what away long since . God wants the salvation of transgressor. For this object the law was

he can to merit the favor of God , and in all men ; so the covenant of the law made given to manifest what is sin , to reveal it to

whatever he would come short, would be sup- with a certain people for a certain time only , man as sin and to convince him that , because

plied from the merits of Christ . That is mix- can not have been given to obtain salvation he is a sinner , therefore death and damnation

ing up law and Gospel and is robbing Christ by it. But the covenant of promise made are his merited reward .

of His honor ; for every one thinking in that with Abraham promises the blessing to " all “ Is the law then against the promises of God ?

way puts his own works on an equal level the families of the earth ;" therefore it is God forbid : for if there had been a law given

with, yea , even places them before the works given unto salvation , and the law is not. which could have given life, verily righteousness

of Christ and does not look upon Christ as The same is implied by the words , the law should have been by the law .” The law reveals

his righteousness, but only as the supplier was " ordained by angels.” In the giving of sin and pronounces the sinner guilty of punish

of his deficiencies. Christ was not sent only the law God employed the angels , as also ment, the promises ofGod promise deliverance

to supply a few deficiencies in righteousness, Stephen said to the Jews: “ Ye have received from sin . Is the law then against the prom,

He was sent to be our righteousness , so that the law by the disposition of angels , and have ises ? The command : “ This do” can certainly

righteousness comes not at all by the law , but not kept it,” and Hebr. 2. it is said of the law not be against the promise of pardon for what

only by the promise ; not at all by our works, that it was " spoken by angels.” The law has been done wrong . If , indeed , there had

but alone by the faith of Christ. Law and was given by the disposition of angels, but been a law given which would impart to man

promise, or wages or gift are things which in the covenant of promise God in His own per- the ability to keep it, then the Bible would

their very nature exclude one another. Wages son made with Abraham , and the Son of God teach two contrary ways to heaven, the one

are something which has been labored for and in His own person preached the Gospel and by the merit of works , the other without works

earned, a gift or inheritance is something earned forgiveness for us . Righteousness by the faith of the promise , but there is no such

which has not been earned or labored for . comes by the covenant established of God law given . The law does not impart to man

If we could obtain righteousness before God Himself and not by that given through the the ability to keep it, it rather demands this

by our works , the deeds of the law , then sal- angels . So also the law was given “ in the ability from man , yea , condemns him for the

vation would be our wages and no more the hand of a mediator.” When the people heard very lack of it , and how then could it be

gift ofGod . If our works could contribute a the voice from the cloud , they could not bear against the promise ? The sentence of a civil

part unto righteousness, then salvation would it and fled , requesting Moses to speak with court condemning a culprit is not against the

be in part wages and not fully the gift of God . God and to tell them the Lord's words. So pardon graciously given by the governor ; on

If man could do any thing by which God would Moses was mediator between God and the the contrary , it may occasion the culprit to

be holden to bestow grace on him , then salva- people, yet not a mediator who could reconcile appeal for pardon as his last and only chance

tion would be in part man's reward and no and make peace , he was rather the message of escaping death . So far is the law of being

more the free and gracious gift of God . So bearer between adverse parties . If we treat against the promise that itratherprepares the

9
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Polemical.

sinner to accept the promise of grace , because “ Whom he did foreknow , he also did predesti- were correct , then the Sultan of Turkey and

it convicts him that he is rightly and justly nate to be conformed to the image of his Son .” the Czar of Russia could make the same ident

condemned . Therefore Paul concludes our Rom. 8 , v . 29. Yet the mere fact that a per- ical claim with His Holiness concerning the

text with the words: “ But the scripture hath son is mocked is no proof for his christianity, duty of instructing people in matters pertain,

concluded all under sin , that the promise by the fact that a drunkard is mocked does not ing to religion . For these two potentates are

faith of Jesus Christ might be given to them serve to show , that he is a Christian ,-but the absolute monarchs and as such independent

that believe.” The law indeed tells nothing mocking of a person under certain circum- of all human authority and subject only to the

of Christ, it knows nothing of deliverance stances is indicative of christianity in that immediate power of God . If the Pope really

from sin , it simply says : This is right , that person . Such circumstances are , if the person had the “ duty to direct and guide the whole

wrong, and proclaims death to the sinner, but in question is mocked as Christ was mocked Christian world in the way of God's truth and

even thereby it occasions a cornered and pen- and for the same or similar reasons . Christ law ," then such duty must be based upon a

itent sinner to sigh : O for help from sin ! was mocked because he openly professed and direct divine commission to that effect and

O that I could somewhere find something to declared the truth ; if a person is mocked for could not have as its foundation absolute Papal

shelter me from the wrath to come ! Then he believing , professing and declaring the truth independence. Moreover , if itwere the Pope's

is prepared to rejoice over the promise of and patiently bears such mockery as Christ duty to instruct the entire Christian world in

grace telling him : Behold , in the Seed of did " who, when he was reviled , reviled not matters of religion , he could perform this duty

Abraham the blessing is promised to all again ,” then that indicates, that such person without the aid of that coveted independence,

nations, hence also to thee ; adhere to Him has the Spirit of Christ dwelling in him . But as the apostles of Christ did , who were subject

and He will save thee out of all thy sins . this is not the case with the Roman Pontiff, to State and national governments. Now why

This text , therefore , powerfully exhorts us yea , as regards the patient endurance of this extremely disgusting and incessant howl

to learn rightly to divide the Word of truth in mockery offered him, he can not so much as ing of the Pope concerning his temporal power ,

our own heart . The law is a word of truth even bear the thought of being mocked , and or rather concerning his absolute independence

telling us this truth that we are sinners well if he were only invested with temporal power , of every form of human government ? The

worthy of all God's wrath ; the Gospel is a as he was five centuries ago, he would make answer is not distant nor difficult ; it is simply

word of truth telling us this truth that in the short work of those who dare offer the least this : The Pope desires to be absolutely inde

Seed of Abraham forgiveness and all salvation insult to his august person . As the fact , that pendent of and over and above all govern

is prepared for us. Use the law unto the the Pope is mocked can not be regarded as a ments, wants all governments to be dependent

knowledge of sin and the Gospel unto the certain indication that he is a Christian , so of him , wants to crown kings and emperors as

hope of eternal life . So to divide the Word the fact , that he can not endure to be mocked of old , wants to inaugurate the Presidents of

of truth may the Father of our Lord Jesus must be regarded as a positive proof that he the United States , wants all monarchs and all

Christ teach us through the Holy Ghost. is no Christian . republics , and all presidents and governors of

Amen.
Further on in his discourse Cardinal Man- all republics to acknowledge His Holiness , to

ning informs us , what the temporal power is . bend their knees before him as before the Lord

" It is," he says, " the absolute independence of Creation , to do according to his bidding

of the Vicar of Jesus Christ of all power under and to execute his orders , so that he can en

heaven except God only. ” Here we have it . force his decrees by the aid of the sword , that

The Pope's Temporal Power. The Pope claims for himself absolute inde is , the civil power. That is the true meaning

pendence ; he claims that he is under no obli- of the temporal power ; it is , as elsewhere in

Sunday, October 6th , Cardinal Manning ad- gation whatsoever to be subject to any di- his address to his congregation Cardinal Man

dressed a congregation in London , Eng., on vinely instituted species of civil government; ning states , “ a supreme spiritual power in

the Pope's recent allocution concerning his that if he were living in the United States he application to temporal things, to guide men

temporal power . The address is printed in would in no wise be bound to respect the laws and nations in the way of truth and the law

the Cath: American of October 26th . Before of the country , as far as his person is con- of God." Dr. Martin Luther was well aware

stating wherein the temporal power consists cerned , or to obey them ; that these laws of what he was saying , when in the days of

the Cardinal makes the following ridiculous would in no mannerwhatsoever apply to him ; the Reformation hewould sing concerning the

assertion : " Leo XIII . is at this moment de- that , for instance, he could not be sued in any Pope:

spoiled of everything in the world . He pos- of our courts, if like some of his predecessors
“ The old bitter foe

sesses nothing.” Many a poorman , however , he would in cold blood murder a person ,
Means us deadly woe ;

who

Deep guile and great might
would be content if he could call his own but differed with him on the subject of religion ;

Are his dread arms in fight,

one millionth part of what the Pope had in that he would never become a United States
On earth is not his equal."

his possession on the day that Mr. Manning citizen and would never recognize , acknowl
But God be praised that the temporal power

made the foregoing statement. Or has the edge or respect the laws of the state in which

Holy Father been despoiled of those many he lived as applying to himself as well as to of the Pope is no more; may He also grant ,

valuable presents , which were on exhibition in others. Such a man is the Pope and such in- that it forever remain a thing of the past !

H. R.the Vatican show ? If there is any probability dependence he claims for himself. Invested

that the Poor Man at Rome will perish for with such independence he could do as he

want of food , the remedy lies close by ; it pleased , could murder whom he liked , could " The new Catholic University at Washing

would suffice to have the taking up for the steal , cheat and slander just as it suited him , ton was formally opened with papal cere

Pope of a collection announced by his Emi- and the strong arm of the law could never monies on the 13th . The President and many
nence who is so anxiously concerned about reach him . distinguished persons were present on the

the Pope's welfare and says of him : “ He is " Secondly , that independence of all human occasion .” This shows clearly that even

isolated by all the Powers, all the nations of authority whatsoever invests him also with the Presbyterians , for to this denomination the
the world, and he is mocked ." supreme duty of directing and guiding the President belongs, do not consult their re

But if the Pope was not mocked by some- whole Christian world in the way of God's | ligious sentiments , when political consider

body he would be no Christian ; for Christ truth and law .” The Cardinal in these words ations prompt them to attend the feasts of
expressly says : “ If they have called themas- argues thus : Whosoever is independent of all Antichrist . We repeat therefore , American

ter of the house Beelzebub , how much more human authority has the duty to direct and patriotism is not a safe means to rely upon

shallthey call them of the household ?” Matth . guide the Christian world in spiritual things . against the insinuating power of popery .

10, 25. “ And St. Paul says to Timothy in his Now the Pope is (or ought to be ) independent Politicians want power, and they will seek it
second epistle to him chap . 3 , v . 12 : “ All of all human authority . Therefore he has the with the powerful of this world no matter

that will live godly in Christ Jesus, shall suffer supreme duty to guide , etc. This manner of what the name or religion of the powerful
persecution .” And elsewhere St. Paul says : reasoning is evidently incorrect . For if it may be .
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the Lutheran doctrine concerning the Sabbath tions , or in all." Such , then , is the testimony

as being the German Sabbath-idea ? Does it of an Englishman , bright and cultured ; he is

not read like supreme foolishness , when in the not ashamed to own and magnify his descent

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .
papers of these so-called American Lutheran from the German race , from the Saxon stock ;

synods people are informed that American why should our so -called American Lutherans

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st churches and synods could never be organized be ashamed of their descent, of the German
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

on the platform on which the German churches name , of the great good which God has
souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers,

changes ofaddresses and allother business communications of Synodical Conference were organized ? As wrought by Germans the world over , of the
should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., if people when they become americanized , true German Lutheran faith which the chil
St.Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de could no longer bear to be led on the narrow dren of Shem cast from them and which now
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms ofsubscription $1.00 per annum in path of the word of God which Germans must dwells in the tent of Japhet and therein also
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or

walk in order to walk the road to heaven . blesses the children of Cham ?draft is at the risk of the sender.

As if by discarding their German names and

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second by becoming americanized in manners, they

were entitled by God also to become loose in
The Arts of Consummate Hypocrisy .

doctrine and practice. The true Christian
ST. LOUIS, MO. , December 7, 1889.

conscience which seeks nothing but the glory
There are men in the world who love to

of God and the true Christian welfare of our smile , but that smile is more dangerous than

Ashamed of their German Descent,
neighbor, must it not be the same in Germans,

the furrows of a contracted brow, for their

Name, and Lutheran Faith . in Americans, and in German Americans? purpose is only to deceive ; they easily speak

Said one of these conceited German American whatthey nevermean ; they heap up many ar

Members of the American churches and ladies the other day of the pastors of our
guments to persuade that to others which they

especially such as hail from the so -called synod : “ WhereverI have been, in Michigan, themselves believe not ; they praise that veheI ,
;

Lutheran General Synod and the General Illinois , Pennsylvania, New York or Ohio, mently which they deride in their hearts ; they

Council often upbraid our synod , its doctrine everywhere these pastors of the Missouri declaim against a thing which they themselves

and practice with being German or, as they eu- Synod are alike , have the same airs and man- covet; they beg passionately for that which

phemistically term it, with being “ too dutch.” ners, everywherethis exclusive spirit which they value not,and run from an object which
Now we could in the first place say , that we is too dutch and crankish for me.” Because

they would fain have to follow and overtake

are not at all ashamed of our German descent , our pastorsdo not partake in union-meetings, them ; they excuse a person dexterously where
-

nor do we in the least blush at owning that prayermeetings, Sunday-school conventions, the man is beloved, and watch to surprise him,

our doctrine and practice has come to us and lodge-funerals, ministerial associations with where he is unguarded ; they praise that they,

with us from Germany. It is with spiritual sectarian ministers, because they do not court may sell, and disgrace that they may keep.

ardor that we confess , wehave the same old like these American hirelings public favor This description is by a court-preacher whoa

gospel and sacraments and spirit which came and society, but attend to their pulpits , altars had ample opportunity to observe men and was

to light again in Germany in the sixteenth and spiritual cares in the old Lutheran way candid enough to tell them their sins .

century in Luther's reformation . And if

and sound the alarm against error and abuse ,
Luther's reformation must be called the Ger- for this reason they are put down by these

man reformation and he the German Elijah, polished americanized children of foreigners The Brazen Serpent.

we gladly profess that, desire and pray to be
as being “ too dutch ,” too German to do much

andremain worthy pupils of this son of Japhet good in America .
No human work nor merit avails aught

against the devil's power and against the might
in Germany. Our work and aim is , indeed ,

In the third place we would here communi- of sin and death , just as the Jews could find
to transplant just as much as we are able cate what an English poet and man of letters no help nor counselwhen they were bitten by

on American soil the sincere sentiments, of and student of history wrote on the influence the fiery serpents ; but as the Jews were cured
the true, consistent German Lutheran faith. of Germans, yea on the German stock . Our

We believe it is the divine privilege and duty native- borri children and grandchildren of any human aid and counsel , only by looking
bodily from the bites of the serpents without

of Synodical Conference, a duty shirked by former Germans might do well in laying it upon the brazen serpent raised upon the pole :

the so-called American Lutheran churches, to heart . In Arnold's Lectures on Modern thus we become eternally cured of the devil's

to foster, inculcate , profess and maintain at History, p . 35 , we read : " The German element poison, become sound and saved without any

all hazards and in the German and English affects, more or less , the whole west of Europe, work of our own , without own righteousness

and Skandinavian and Bohemian languages, from the head of the Gulf of Bothnia to the and holiness , only by faith in Christ , raised

yea in whatever language it can , those simple most southern promontory of Sicily , from the and crucified for us.

and pure tenets of apostolic doctrine and life oder and the Adriatic to the Hebrides and to

which God's prophet of these latter days , that Lisbon . It is true that the language spoken

bold German hero of faith , Martin Luther , The Hinder Wheel.
over a large portion of this space is not pre

propounded and defended in the name of the dominantly German ; but even in France , and

Almighty against all the combined carnal wis- Italy , and Spain , the influence of the Franks , The hinder wheel , though bigger than the

dom and power and bloody tribunals of a Burgundians, Visigoths, Ostrogoths, and Lom- former, and though it measures more ground

wicked and selfrighteous world .
bards , while it has colored even the language,

at every revolution , yet shall never overtake

In the second place we would remind these has in blood and institutions left its mark the former. By this saying of a poet we are

so-called American Lutherans of their German legibly and indelibly . Germany, the Low instructed that the counsels, great resolution

and foreign descent . Names like those of Countries, Switzerland for the most part , Den- and activity of old age willnever overtake our

the Conrades, Sniders , Bumblebachs, Shoe- mark, Norway and Sweden , and our own youth given to folly , old age can never atone

makers, Buenholts, Daubenmyers, Kettle- Islands of Brittain - are all in language, in for the sins of youthful days, but must in sad

flickers, Extines and many others too numer- Blood, and institutions,German most decidedly. repentance cry out, “ Remember not the sins

ous to mention , certainly indicate to every But all South America is peopled with Span of my youth , ” Ps . 25 .

German that their bearers did not kiss the iards and Portuguese ; all North America, and

Blarney - Stone as the Irish , but came either all Australia, with Englishmen . I say noth A Good Man.

themselves or in their parents or grand-parents ing of the prospects and influence of the Ger

from the German fatherland. Now why should man race in Africa and in India : it is enough He is a good man , said Cicero, with whom a

they sneer at our faith and practice as being to say that half of Europe , and all America blind man may safely converse, with whom , in

German or “ too dutch ” ? Is it not extremely and Australia , are German , more or less com- respect of his fair dealings , darkness and light

silly for the children of Germans to belittle pletely , in race , in language, or in institu- are both alike.

6
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Catholic population of 9,000,000 ; 8000 priests, and the welfare of mankind . We demand in

10,500 churches and chapels , 27 seminaries , the name of humanity and justice that this free

and 650 colleges and academies , and over dom be scrupulously respected by all secular

A New English Lutheran Congregation
3000 parish schools ." governments. We protest against the assump

in Pittsburgh, Pa.
In the evening Arch - bishop Ireland , of St. tion by any such government of a right to affect

Paul, Minn ., preached. Among other things the interests or control the action of our Holy

St. Paul's German Lutheran Congregation he uttered the following bold statements : Father by any form of legislation or other public

( Rev. P. Brand ) seeing the necessity of an " Our work is to make America Catholic . The act to which his full approbation has not been

English Lutheran organization , standing upon Catholic Church will confirm and preserve as previously given .” See the point ? This means,

the same basis of consistent Lutheranism in
no human power or human church can , the if it means any thing , that the Pope is to be

doctrine and practice with herself, did not liberties of the Republic. ( ! ) The impor- consulted by the American people before any

hesitate but went to work with promptness tance of the possession of America to the cause action is taken affecting Catholic interests,

and energy. A missionary was secured in of religion ( meaning the Roman hierarchy) and without his consent no laws in this direc

” etc. tion are to be passed ! Are the American peoplethe person of Rev. C. Spannuth, formerly of can not be over-estimated ,

Wichita , Kans. He was installed and preached The significance of these utterances on such aware that in this utterance these Catholic

his first sermonontheeveningofSunday, that they containanything new , but they al- in our government? It will take abigstretch
an occasion can not be over-estimated . Not citizens in reality advocate papal domination

November 3d , Since then the meetings were

held in St. Paul's Lutheran School and were
most startle one with their boldness . Well , of imagination to reconcile this sentiment with

very well attended . A Sunday school has we are glad he has thus spoken. It is easier the ardent professions of patriotism found

been organized which at its second meeting to meet a foe whose object is known and elsewhere in their platform . This description

( November 17th ) had 38 scholars enrolled. openly avowed . But will the American people is from the Evangelical Messenger. American

A suitable lot 39X 120 feet centrally located give any heed to these things ? Will Protest. patriotism will not suffice to coinbat papacy.

on one of the finest streets in South Pitts- ants awake to the necessity of united action The gospel in the hands of one child of God,

burgh has been boughtat a price of $4000.00 against this lustful tyrant of the Tiber, who in the hands of Martin Luther, prevailed over

Theand , God willing, a chapel will be built in the is reaching out to get this fair Republic into all the cunning and power of popedom .

near future . C. SPANNUTH .
his sorcerous clutches ! prayerful teaching of the pure gospel is the

Following this came the Congress of Cath- only safeguard of a people against papacy

olic laymen , which met for the first time. founded by the devil .

The Catholic Centennial. Daniel Dougherty , of New York , made a

speech before the Congress, in which he gave

The 100th anniversary of the organization all the credit to the Catholic Church for the Lifting its Ban from all Secret Socie

of the Roman Catholic Church in the United free institutions and the marvelous prosper
ties save the Masons.

States by the consecration of its first bishop , ity of this country ! Every student of our
The Sun of Nov. 13th says . “ Probably the

was celebrated in the city of Baltimore , Sun- history knows that this is false . Even

day, November 10th , with imposing ceremo- Dougherty had to admit that among all the most radical thing that has transpired through

nies. No other Christian church ever attempts signers of the Declaration of Independence, the assembling of the first Catholic Congress

anything half so gorgeous and glittering in there was but one lone Catholic . And how is in regard to secret societies. The Catholic

Church has long been known as the implacable
ceremonial as the Roman Church . Barbaric comes it that Mexico and the Central and

splendor and Pagan mummery are appropri- South American republics, in all of which the foe of every society without its own pale , and

ated to impress the imagination of the spec- Catholic religion prevails , are but sickly sat- it now appears that the ban of the church is

tator. This is one of the chief means of ellites basking in the light of this glorious to be lifted absolutely from every sort of se

Catholic propagandism . On this occasion, we Republic of ours, where Protestantism holds cret organization except the Masonic Order.”

are told, hundreds of monks , students and sway ? The Republic owes nothing to Cath- Such as know the wiles of the Roman hierarchy

seminarians , clad in cassock and surplice, olicism . It has prospered andhas been free will not be astonished at this. When expe

marched into the church at the head of the despite the secret Jesuitism that bas sought diency shalldemand it , the Roman hierarchy
.procession , presenting a distinctly mediaeval to fasten itself like a vampire upon our body will lift its ban also from the Masonic order.

Romanists do not oppose secret societies be
appearance ; then followed several hundreds politic.

of priests, also in cassock and surplice ; then This Congress was purely an American
cause these lead men away from Christ, but

because they believe secret societies antago
came a dozen or so of Monsignors ; next came affair, and the first of its kind in the history

nize their temporal power. When they are
some seventy -five bishops, habited in their of the Catholic Church. No such Congress is

professional robes ; after them walked half a ever held in Europe ; none in England , where no longer in dread thereof, they have nothing

score of arch-bishops , with chaplains and little the authorities govern as it pleases them , and
to say against them .

boys to carry the trains of their long gowns ; no explanations are necessary . But in a sense

lastly came the two American Cardinals, Gib- this is a Congress of explanation. That is , it Gluttony.

bons of Baltimore, and Taschereau of Canada . is one of the avowed objects of that Congress

They were followed by acolytes carrying their to explain to the American people and de- The Evening Bulletin makes a good point

purple robes. What an incongruity, for pro- monstrate that “ the Catholics of the United in the following : “ One of the members of

fessed followers , nay , boasted representatives States are second to none in their love for the American Health Association , recently in

of the lowly Nazarene , to march in such glit- America and American institutions and in session in New York , declared that he believed

tering costumes,loaded with jewels,and decked their allegiance , loyalty and devotion to the over-eating was productive of almost as much

in purple and fine linen ! Constitution and the laws of the land.” Of sickness and misery as over-drinking. This

The Pontifical mass was celebrated and course , no other denomination ever needed to truth ought to be laid before the attention

lasted over an hour and a half , followed by make a special profession of loyalty. But the of those who, while advocating temperance in

the centennial sermon by Arch- bishop Ryan, Catholics need it badly. A large proportion drinking, are the most intemperate of eaters.

which was , of course , full of glowing eulogy, of our citizens will not believe even the state- Gluttony is hardly less of a sin than drunken

and exaggerated figures. The growth of the ments of the Congress. It will be well , es- ness , but many a man whowould be ashameda

" church” he represented by the following pecially , to note the following utterance found of himself if he were drunk , thinks nothing of

figures: “ When Bishop Carroll was conse- in their platform of principles, as published gorging himself with food , and bringing about

crated in 1790 the entire population of the in the Catholic Universe : “ We can not con- indigestion, dyspepsia and all their train of

United States was a little less than four mil- clude without recording our solemn conviction evils.” To be consistent Prohibitionists ought

lions ; the Catholic population was estimated that the absolute freedom of the Holy See is to prohibit the manufacture , importation ,

at about forty thousand . There is now a equally indispensable to the peace of the church transportation and sale of all eatables. Be
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Hearth and Home.
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cause of the misuse which gluttons make of hands instead . They seem to be full of thought.

food, all lise of food should be denied to Now this machine, so long that you , Mrs. Lob

such also as use food temperately , or from a ster , could not creep to the other end of it in

strained love to gluttons they should abstain A Mystery on the Ocean Bottom. a lifetime, is one of their contrivances . They

from food and turn the whole earth into an will stand at one end of it and send thoughts

arid waste of sand . Far down in the deep waters of the ocean or messages through to the other end in a

there are mountains and rocks , and valleys , moment; and thus they talk to each other

The Quickest Route to Greatness. and caves , just as there are upon dry land . hundred and thousands of miles apart . Even

Sometimes the sailor drops the lead attached now , while we are looking at it , they are send

There are no disabilities for heresy in these to a cord , and it sinks down not far ; and then ing their thoughts through it .”

enlightened times. On the contrary , it is the again , at a little distance, it will sink down , " That I don't believe,” said Mrs. Cod .

quickest route to greatness . It is the short down very far . In the first place it fell on a “ Neither do I,” said Mrs. Eel .

cut to renown and popularity. The modern mountain , and then into a valley. Were the “ Why not? "

heretic has all the glories of martyrdom with- great ocean dried up , we should see wonders " Because we can't see any thought passing

out its sufferings. If a man can only get up
there . through it. "

a good heresy case nowadays his fortune is At the foot of one of these mountains in the “ No ; nor hear it .”

madle. He need not be brilliant , or profound , ocean there was a kind of tea-party met, con- " No ; nor smell it. ”

or scholarly , or eloquent, or specially attract- sisting of Mrs. Eel , Mrs. Lobster, Mrs. Cod, " No ; nor feel it . Now you don't think

ive , but only now eccentric and heretical ! Mrs. Shrimp, Mrs. Flounder, and Mrs. Nau- we are such fools as to believe a thing which

A man has only to declare himself an evolu- tilus. The fact was, a curious event had we can't see , nor hear , nor smell, nor feel , do

tionist, contradict the Mosaic account of the happened , and they were met to discuss it . you ? You don't expect us to believe there

creation and the fall , deny that Moses wrote A long, small thing had come creeping down are creatures who can live out of water , and

the Pentateuch , affirm that the inspiration of the mountain and across the valley, and along move without fins, and think all along the bot

Isaiah and Paul was the same in kind, and it went on the ocean's bottom , so long that tom of the ocean ? O , Mrs. Nautilus, we are

only different in degree, to that of Shakes- they could see no end to it either way . Gen- proud to know we are above being deceived

peare and Tennyson , etc. Let him do all these tly it came down, and lay still on the bottom by such stories. We don't believe there is

or any one of them , and men will throw their of the ocean . any world but our ocean world . Pray , what

hats into the air and shout themselves hoarse “ Mrs. Eel,” says Mrs. Lobster, “ is not kind of light do they have up there ? ”

in his glorification. The newspapers at any this some relation of yours ? It looks more “ Oh ! it is stronger , and purer , and more

rate will espouse his cause and advertise him like one of the Eel family than anything else .” beautiful than ours . Compared with ours it

gratuitously all over the world . Who would “ I would have you to know ," said Mrs. is consolidated light. It's a more glorious state

not live in the nineteenth century and be a Eel , squirming and twisting herself every than ours , and the creatures who live there

heretic ?—Christian Evangelist . way , “ that an eеl has a head, and a tail , and and think so much , are far higher in their na

fins ; and don't you see this has none ? An ture than we.”

eel keeps moving ; and don't you see this “ Well, Mrs. Nautilus, that will do for one

In Paris and in America.

doesn't move at all ? How could you think day. We may as well break up our party . We

it was an eel ? ” can't associate with one who tries to make us

The German Lutheran parochial schools in

Paris are attended by 240 pupils who have to

“ I thought it was a worm ," said Mrs. Cod , believe what we can't understand . Weknow

6 and I tried to bite it . Whew ! it alınost too much for such deception ."

walk 3 or 4 miles daily , very faithfully , in
broke my teeth out. It's nothing that I can At that Mrs. Lobster opened her great claw

spite of the inducements offered by the mu
as if she could crush Mrs. Nautilus, and Mrs.nicipal-schools . The latter are atheistic and eat ; though you know , Mrs. Lobster , I can

therefore shunned by the young Lutherans in eat a whole family of lobsters , if they are not Cod rolled her eyes and snapped her great

too old . ” jaws . Mrs. Eel twisted and darted here and

Paris ! In the United States some young

American Lutherans shun the Lutheran schools

“ I tell you what I think , ” said little Mrs. there , and Mrs. Shrimp swelled , and Mrs.

of their churches, because such schools do not

Shrimp. “ It's a thing for us shrimps to Flounder turned her eyes and looked side

meet the requirementsof their inflated Ameri- creep on , and cling to , and under which to wise.

lay our eggs and raise our young.” Alas , poor creatures ! Just as wise as the
canism . But true Lutheran hearts are the

“ It's very plain ," said Mrs. Flounder ; " it Sadducees, and such like people , who say,
same in Paris and in America.

is a scratcher , just for us flounders to swim “ there is neither angel nor spirit,” nor a

over and scrape our breasts on .” higher state than this , because they cannot

Room FOR MISSIONARY WORK IN AFRICA.- " You are all wrong, ” said Mrs. Nautilus. comprehend it. - Everybody's Paper., ”

When we think of Africa we are apt to think “ It is a thinking machine.”

of it only as a desert. But the fact is that " A what? " exclaimed all together.

Central Africa , especially, is a very beautiful " A thinking machine, I tell you. There are A Sensible Advice to such as chew

country. The land is rolling and covered with creatures who live up out of the waters , who Tobacco during Church Service.

forests . The scenery is diversified . There think a great deal . They send messages , in

are rivers , and waterfalls and lakes , one of stead of going to carry them . They are cu Tobacco chewers who persist in " chawing "

which , Victoria Lake , is as large as the State rious creatures , and sometimes when I have tobacco during church service and spitting on
of New York . Besides , the country has a been up on the top of the water I have seen the floor , should remember the advice given

population of 200,000,000, more than twice them . They sail about in great vessels of by a lecturer, who, touching upon tobacco

the number of people who dwell in the West- wood , and when at home have creatures to chewing in church, said : " Take your quid of

ern Hemisphere. What a grand field for mis- draw them around.” tobacco out of your mouth on entering the

sionary work ! “ Why, what fables you are telling . Do you house of God , and gently lay it on the outer

expect that we shall believe that creatures can edge of the sidewalk or on the fence . It will

The chapel of our Concordia College , at live out of the water ? ” positively be there when you come out , for a

Fort Wayne, Ind ., has been thoroughly reno “ Yet, they do. And instead of finsand tails rat won't take it , a cat won't take it , a dog

vated . The expenses were raised by sub- they have two legs , with which they walk .” won't take it , neither will any other animal .

scriptions from graduates of the college . “ A very likely story ,” said Mrs. Lobster. You are certain of your quid when you go

" When even I , skillful as I am , can't walk on after it . ”

A LUTHERAN Mission has been started in less than a dozen legs , how can they walk on

Toungoo , Burmah, by the Lutherans of Den- two ? What kind of fins have they?! Each minute teems a new grief on the

mark .
“ They don't have fins ; they have arms and / shores of time .

66
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Exposition of the 90. Psalm , the contrary , death has been rendered a pen- A guilty conscience makes one tremble with

as read in Lectures at Wittenberg University A.D. 1534, alty of sin , as God said to Adam , “ In the day fear when no danger is nigh. Even the whis

by Dr. M. Luther. that thou eatest of the tree of the knowledge per of soft summer winds is an accusation .

of good and evil , thou shalt surely die ." When Professor Webster was awaiting his trial

Translated for the WITNESS by F. R. On this account the death of human beings for murder, he is said to have complained of

is not like the death of beasts who die by his fellow -prisoners for insulting him through

VII.
virtue of a natural law , nor is it a death the walls of his cell , and screaming to him ,

On the other hand , we may gather thence happening by chance , or that were temporal ; “ You are a bloodyman. On examination the

the magnitude of God's wrath as Manasseh but it is a death threatened, I might say, and charge was found wholly groundless . The ac

calls to mind in his prayer, that all men de- originating with an irate and alienated God . cusing voices were wholly imaginary --merely

servedly are filled with anguish and tremble For if Adam had not eaten of the forbidden the echoes of a guilty conscience. McCosh

in view of God's power, whose wrath against tree , he would have remained immortal. Now , says that conscience may be hard and seared ,

sinners we are not able to bear. For whither having sinned through disobedience , he is but it can never be blind . Like letters written

will the soul flee when seeing so mighty and severely punished by death, not naturally in- with the juice of lemon , that which is written

great a God wrathful and threatening to pun- born , as is the case with the death of brutes upon it , though seemingly invisible and illeg

ish ? Truly , it will say with David , “ Whither who are subject to man ; but imposed and in- ible , when brought before the fire of God's

shall I go from Thy Spirit ? or whither shall flicted in consequence of wrath and deserved judgment, shall come forth clear and ex

I flee from Thy presence ? If I ascend up by him as a consequence of sin , or disobedi pressive . As the ant hill, when stirred , sets

into heaven , Thou art there," etc. For what ence . To learn that man is destined to die , in motion its living insects in every direction ,

may be a refuge when He is angry by whose consequently is the height of misery by far , so the conscience of the sinner , disturbed by

hand all things have been made and with since he was created good and incorçupt for the Spirit or judgment ofGod , calls up before

whom all things are possible ? Hence they life eternal that he might have his dwelling- its vision thousands of deeds which fill the

are right in saying so who judge the punish- place in God. This state of happiness lie soul with agony and woe.

ment of hell to consist in the impious ' wishing forfeited through sin and this it is what Moses A good conscience should be carefully pro

to escape the hand of God , but not being is endeavoring to point out to all of us in tected. Some one has likened it to a light

able to do so as Paul shows , too , 1 Thess. 5. picturing so diligently the person harboring house “ which we enclose with glass , itself in

With such meditations those sinners who are wrath ( sc . God ) in order to terrify the secure a net work of iron wire , that birds may not

unfeeling and " past feeling " and who live and obstinate . dash it in , that summer winds may not sweep

securely , notwithstanding their gross sins , ( To be continued .) it out , and that swarms of insects may not

ought occupy their minds and be pounded destroy themselves and the light. For if the

with them , as with mallets . Let them hear light in the lighthouse be put out , how great

how and what He is whom they provoke by Conscience . a darkness falls upon the land and upon the

their sins , to inflict punishment on them . Let sea ! And the mariner, waiting for the light ,

them see these flashes of lightning , let them Bessus , a Grecian , gave as a reason for pull- or seeing it out , miscalculates and perishes.”

hear the thunderings on Mount Sinai . Let them ing down the birds ' nests about his house ,
that Selected .

see the earth quaking and everything threaten- the birds never ceased to accuse him of the

ing imminent death . But those acknowledging murder of bis father .
Law and Order in Lutheran Iceland .

their sins and trembling beforehand already , Cicero says , “ It is a man's own dishonesty,

must be taught about the dwelling -place and his crimes, his wickedness and boldness , that
A traveler from Iceland asserts that the

be comforted . This is rightly dividing the take away from him soundness of mind ; these people of that country are so honest that

Word , teaching the haughty and secure dif- are the furies, these the flames and firebrands crime is almost unknown. They never lock
ferently from those having already before of the wicked ." their doors , and but two cases of thieving are

been terrified, who are trembling and fearing But the inward monitor varies . Bishop Tay- known to have taken place within many years .

even everything that is safe . Let them learn lor calls conscience a clock , which in one man One was an Icelander who had broken his arm ,

to reflect on the infinite , eternal, and omnipo- strikes aloud and gives warning : in another and whose family in the winterwere suffering

tent dwelling-place . Let them know they the hand points silently to the figure , but for food . He stole several sheep and was

have not a furious demon , but God Himself strikes not ; meantime hours pass away, and finally detected . He was at once put under

who is above all things. death hastens, and after death comes judg- medical care for his injury, provisions were

From this description of God showing Him ment. furnished for his family, and in time he was

to be eternal and omnipotent, immeasurable The Earl of Breadalbane planned the mas- given work . This was his punishment. The

and infinite , it consequently follows , both that sacre of Glencoe, and carried itinto execution other case was a German who stole seventeen
His dwelling-place , or grace , towards those in the most cruel and dastardly manner. Ma

sheep . He was in comfortable circumstances

fearing Him is infinite , and that His extreme caulay, speaking of the effects produced upon and the theft was malicious. His punishment

anger and wrath against the secure is also the miuds of the guilty perpetrators of this was to sell all bis property, restore the value

immeasurably great and infinite . For the atrocious,deed , says that “ Breadalbane, hard- of his thefts and leave the country or be exe

effect always follows the magnitude of the ened as he was , felt the stings of conscience cuted . He left at once .

cause producing it . This verse , therefore , or the dread of retribution. He did his best

has reference principally to the fact that the to assume an air of unconcern . He made his

death of a human being is , in infinite measure , appearaụce in the most fashionable coffee Thou hast Barns enough .

a greater calamity than the death of other house at Edinburgh, and talked loudly and

living beings . For though horses , cows, and self- complacently about the important service Why pull down thy barns and " build

theall other brutes die, yet they do not die be- in which he had been engaged among the greater ?” Thou hast barns enough -

cause God were angry with them , but to them mountains. Some of his soldiers, however, bosoms of the needy, the houses of widows ,

death is a certain temporal calamity so or- who observed him closely , whispered that all the mouths of orphans .-St . Ambrose.

dained by God , not by way of punishment, his bravery was put on . He was not the man

but because, for other reasons , God thus that he had been before that night. The form
POVERTY AND WEALTH . - Poverty is the load

deemed it to be good . But the death of of his countenance was changed. In all places, of some , and wealth is the load of others , per :

human beings is a misery and a wrath almost at all hours, whether bewaked or slept, Glencoe haps the greater load of the two.

unbounded and eternal , since man is a creature was forever before him .” Luther uses strong weigh them to perdition. Bear the load of

thatwas made to the end of living in obedi- language in speaking of an evil conscience ; thy neighbor's poverty , and let him bear with

ence to the Word and being similar to God he calls it “ a barking hell-lound, a monster thee the load of thy wealth . Thou lightenest

and was not created that he should die ; on vomiting fire , a tormenting devil.” thy load by lightening his . - Augustine,

It may

7
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Miscellaneous.

reason .

The Russian tyrants abolish the German Recent Publications.

schools in order to cut offGerman civilization ;

but they are nevertheless compelled to make Dr.Martin Luther's complete works published by
DR. MARTIN LUTHER'S SÆMMTLICHE SCHRIFTEN,

use of German scholars. Their own men re- Dr. J. G. Walch . XIX. Volume, containing the

Sensational Preaching Reproved.
fuse to study ancient and modern languages, the papists.A new revised edition published insecond part of Luther's polemical writings against

do not want to know anything of history and the name of the pastors of the Ev. Luth .Synodof

In view of the way in which some popular
clergymen of Chicago preach on Sunday, " the philosophy, they only like to possess a little Missouri, Ohio and otherstates by the Concordia

Publishing House, M. C. Barthel, Agt. , St. Louis,
of natural sciences and politics , and the con- Mo. Price , single copy, $ 4.50 ; postage, 50 cents .

Chicago Tribune gives the following scrap
Whenever we see one of these books we feel re

from a sermon to be delivered in 1900 : " This sequence is , that the Russians are forced to

beautiful Sabbath morning, friends , with its

call Germans to the chairs of languages, his- joiced and proud of the fact that such booksmay
may be

peace and quiet,should moveourhearts to tory and philosophy in their universities and by our Publishing House. Paper, print and binding
are all of first quality, and we venture to say that

colleges . Of 47 graduates of Kiew College ,
sincere gratitude and devotion . ( Hear ! in
Hear ! ' ) In a country like ours , favored with not one was there to take up another study this country. This much we have to sayhof its

the blessings of equal rights, civil and relig- their
materialistic inclinatioes better than more contain Luther's controversy with King Henry VIIT,

but natural sciences and politics, which suit typographical execution . As to the contents of the
book , they are certainly above our praise. For they

ious liberty ( applause) , a soil of unexampled
idealistic studies. of England, with Duke George of Saxony, with

fertility ( cheers ) , a climate suited to the pro Elector Albright of Mayence, with Duke Henry of

Brunswick ; Luther's writings against papal in
duction of grand men and women (cries of

“ That's so ! ' ) , it has sometimes occurred to

THEOLD COMPLAINT OF DEMETRIUS, THE Sil- dulgences, auricularconfession, of the office ofthe

keys and the power of excommunication , of saints

methat we do not properly appreciatethe ver-SMITH. - A few years agothe offerings at and their intercessions, of purgatory,theseven
common , everyday benefactions that fill our the temple at Monghyur, India, amounted to sacraments, the mass, law and faith against the

merit of works, against monastic vows, on celibacy

lives ( “He's right ?') and hence (“ Louder ! ' ) $ 50,000, during the two days of the annual and the papal prohibition of priests'matrimony, of
my discourse this morning will be on " The festival ; now they are only $ 20,000. The church councils,the pope's person anddoctrine, etc.

All these writings have been critically examined,

Beauty and Glory of the Commonplace . ' priests say to the missionaries , “ You are the some translated from the Latin, all revised by

(Loud and long-continued cheering, and cries
Your preaching and your books have Rev.Prof. A. F.Hoppe ofSt. Louis, Mo. , who has

devoted the greater part of his life to the study and
taken the fear of us and of our gods from the comparison of Luther's works formerly published .of 'Go ahead !') "

hearts of the people ." As in getting out the former volumes of this new

edition , so he has also done good and reliable work

on this Vol . XIX . We hope our Publishing House

Church Music and Worship. GIANTS in God's BOTANICAL GARDENS . — A will not fail to send a copyof these writings to the
new Roman Catholic university in Washington ,D.C.,

discussion as to the height of trees in the where these books are indeed not in demand, but

An Episcopalian describes , in the New forests of Victoria has elicited from Baron wherever theyare read . If we could only flood the
they might do a great deal of good there as they do

York Churchman , the congregational singing von Mueller, the government botanist , the whole United States with Luther's writings against

by Mr. S -_ ' s audience of six thouşand. statement that he saw one of a height of 525 papacy and fanaticism thiswould be the rightmeans
of counteracting the influence of the Roman hie

There is neither organ nor choir , but one feet. The late chief inspector offorests meas- rarchy. For as Luther's powerful writings put

simple leader , whose key-note all follow. The ured one fallen and found that it was 485 in Europe, so they are able to put down the pope'sdown the cruel tyranny of the antichristian papacy

writer adds : “ I have heard fastidious musi- feet long. influence in America . We must never forget, God

cal artists find fault with the vast volume of sent Luther to be the prophet of the latter days to

cry down the Babylonian harlot on the seven hills .
sound the saints shout up to God in that THE LIGHT SHINING UPON MOHAMMEDANS. And such_men as give ear to this prophet in the

place . I am not prepared to defend it as Among the converts from Mohammedanism house of Japhet, will never bow in heart and knee
to the papalmonster.

being scientifically correct musically , but I at Oroomiah there are five Sayids, direct de
LUST UND FREUDE . German Poems and stories

do assert most emphatically that the one 'scendants of Mohammed, who are held in es
illustrated for the infant world . T. H. Diehl, Allen

grand aim and end of their song is what is pecial awe and reverence ; they attribute their town, Pa. Price, single copy, 35 cents ; per dozen

infinitely better - that is , worship .” conversion to the reading of the New Testa- $3.00 ; per hundred $ 20.00.
This book of 96 pages with its gems of poetry and

ment.
narrative and its beautiful pictures delights adults,

how much more will our wee folks like it ! One can

When the Wolf went to School. A PLACE WHERE MISSIONARIES MUST BE MAR- with the joys of domestic happiness .not even glance over its pageswithout being filled

RIED .-A missionary writes : “ The notion of
DER LUTHERISCHE KALENDER , 1890. Allentown,

When the wolf in the fable went to school unmarried missionaries would never go down Pa . T. H. Diehl, Publisher. Price, single copy,

to learn to spell , whatever letters were told among the Malayalee ( India ), for among them 10 cents. This Almanac contains the clerical reg
ister of 55 synods all of which profess the Lutheran

him , he could never make anything of them no man , be he white or black , dare speak to
Accordiug to this Kalender, there are now

but " sheep ” ; he thought of nothing but his a woman , be she young or old , unless he is a 4591 ministers who claim the Lutheran name in

North America, 7862 congregations and 1,086,045
belly. Wisdom can not dwell in a house of married man ."

communicant members .

passion , is the meaning of this fable .
ORDNUNGS - REGELN fuer Gemeinde - Versamm

HEATHENISM AS IT IS AT HOME. - A corre- lungen . Parliamentary Rules adapted to the wants

THE BIBLE NOW PUBLISHED IN 300 spondent of the Pall Mall Gazette declares of congregationalmeetings. Compiled by A.H.W.
Kirchhoff . Published by the M. Luther Orphanage,

TONGUES. — The British and Foreign Bible So- that there are no fewer than 20,000 women West Roxbury, Mass. 1889. Price, single copy,
5 cents ; per dozen , 50 cents post-paid ; per hon

ciety reports that the sacred Scriptures were and child prostitutes in Calcutta alone, largely dred,$ 3.00. A meeting governed by these rules
last year translated into six fresh languages. the result of the horrible Indian custom of must necessarily be one of decency and order.

The number of tongues in which this society putting widows and fatherless children under

now publishes the Bible is thus increased to the ban socially .

Subscriptions Paid,
300. Fifty years ago it was published in 150

tongues. The society distributed 4,206,000 BURKE, in his description of Atheists , says , Mrs. C. Klatte , Pullman , Ill . , (VIII 11 to

volumes during the year. " They abhor the author of their being. He $1.50

never presents Himself to their thoughts, but H. Beckmann, Maurice , Iowa, (VIII 13 to
Rev. E.A. Brueggemann , Ireton , Iowa, (VIII) 1.00

to menace and alarm them . They can not
IX 12)

AMERICAN HOME EDUCATION.- " You seem
1.00

strike the sun out of the heavens, but they H. F. Becker, Evansville, Ind ., (VIII)
H. Franz, Brooklyn , N. Y. , ( VIII 13 to IX 12) 1.00

to have quite a sum in your bank , Bobby,”

remarked the visitor. “ Yes,” said Bobby, are able to raise a smouldering smoke that ob- Rev. C. H. Becker, Falls City,Nebr., (VIII) 1.00

“ ma gives me ten cents a week for coming to
scures Him from their eyes.”

Rev. J. Klingmann , Argentine, Kans . , ( VIII) 1.00

Rev. Fr. Pfotenhauer, Lewiston, Minn ., (VIII) 1.00

the table with clean hands and face. "
1.00

“ Ten
Rev. P. Heid, Caledonia, Mich ., (VIII)

Rev. J. Schlerf, Milwaukee, Wis . , (VII 15 to
cents is a good deal of money for a little boy TO DENY original sin , is to deny virtually VIII 14 and VIII )

to earn every week .” “ Yes, ma'am , but I the passion and resurrection of Christ. Lu- Rev.P.Klindworth , William Penn,Tex . , ( VIII) 1.00

have to do a large amount of work for it.” ther ( Genesis , chap. 2 , v . 16 ) .
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1.00
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1.

our JÉpistle Postil If we ,

as the

of Jesus , more resigned in afflictions, more

experienced in battling against sin . Among the works of the flesh St. Paul names

therefore, would know , whether we are con- also " idolatry and witchcraft," and he places

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . verted to God and Christians indeed we must these together , because they belong together ;

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE look and see , whether we are led by theSpirit for witchcraft is a species of idolatry and in

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
of Christ ; for if we are led by the Spirit of both the devil active and is served .

Christ we are truly Christ's own , Is there such a thing as witchcraft ? Many
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

apostle here says : “ If ye be led of the Spirit , deny it ; yea , in our so-called enlightened and

ye are not under the law . ” progressive age the very idea of witchcraft is

XIV . Sunday after Trinity . You might say then : St. John in his first hooted at as an absurd and impossible thing.

Gal. 5 , 16–24 . epistle chap. 4th warns us and says : “ Be- And this is indeed not strange; for if men

loved , believe not every spirit , but try the will no more believe that a soul , an invisible

BELOVED in the Lord ! – True religion is spirits whether they are of God ; because and immortal spirit , is dwelling in them, it is
IN THE LORD

-

not a thing merely of theory and speculatíon, many false prophets are gone out into the not strange that they will not believe the ex

but of experience and practice . A religion world.” How then are we to distinguish the istence of evil spirits, which are ready to be

by which the heart and soul are not com- Spirit of God from the spirits of delusion ? subservient unto men for wicked ends.
But

forted and which is not applied in practice , The Lord answers : " Every tree is known by to every one receiving the Bible as God's own
is an utterly worthless thing. A conversion bis own fruit." If a spirit makes a great inspired Word the question : Is there such a

which does not bring about a change of heart , show of godliness, have a little patienceto thing as witchcraft ? is sufficiently answered

mind and sentiment is only a delusion and look and see what fruit it will produce, and by stating that God has forbidden witchcraft
pot a conversion at all . There are , indeed, a by the fruit you will be able to tax the nature and sorcery and in the Mosaic' law He com

favored few who remain the children of God and quality of the tree . A distinctive mark manded that those guilty thereof should be

from their baptism in infancy , and who there- of the Spirit of Christ is that He leads not stoned to death. Now God is neither so fool

fore never need a new conversion, but I am only into some, but into all truth , and teaches ish nor so unjust as to forbid and to impose

speaking of the conversion of grown persons to avoid not only some , but all sins ; for the penalty ofdeath on a thing not in existence
We have also many

and I say, by it a change is broughtabout, so promising the Holy Ghost the Lord declared : and never done by men.

that we become different people from what we " He will guideyou into all truth , ” and to the examples of sorcerers in theScriptures. When
were before , and of this the converted Christ- Ephesians St. Paul writes : " The fruit of the Moses cast down his rod before Pharao and it

ian is well aware. You will not understand Spirit is in all goodness and righteousness and became a serpent, “ the magicians of Egypt

me as saying that conversion is a peculiar truth.” Every spirit teaching some truths also did in like manner with their enchant

feeling creeping over the skin , or a strange of the Scriptures and making light of other ments; for they cast down every man his rod ,

kind of sensation vibrating through the nerves ; truths revealed equally clear in the Word of and they became serpents , ” and so they also

we know that conversion is not a change of God ; and every spirit teaching men to walk with their enchantments turned water into

feeling, but a change of heart, not something godly in some things and allowing them un- blood and brought forth frogs. That the

bodily, but something spiritual, the hidden , rebuked to transgress in other things , is not magicians did not do these things by artful

mysterious work of the Spirit of God ; never- the Spirit of God , but a spirit of delusion. trickery , but by a superhuman power other

theless conversion is a thing of experience . Remember, therefore , to judge of the spirits than the power of God is clear from the text ,

A converted person may indeed not be able not by the pretence which they make , but by and the magicians themselves confessed it ;

to name the day, time and place when and the fruit which they bring trying all by the for when they could not bring forth lice they

where this wonderful work of the Spirit was " more sure word of prophecy ,” and you will said : “ This is the finger of God.” So they

effected in him , but this he knows that a great be able to distinguish the spirits and to know themselves confessed that what they did was

change has occurred with him , and this he whether the Spirit of God is in you . The done by the power and workings of the devil. *

knows by many things . He knows that for- Holy Ghost works this mind and sentiment in Many are the examples of socerers both in the

merly he had no real confidence toward God ,the heart that man wants to err in nothing , Old and the New Testament , as we have also

but now he has ; he knows that formerly his but wants to be guided into all truth ; that he many examples in the Gospels of men being

soul had not the trust of being cleansed from wants to transgress in nothing , but wants to bodily possessed of devils.

sin by the blood of Jesus, but now it has ; he walk in all righteousness. Therefore the Here one might ask : How comes it that

knows that formerly he could not pray with apostle after saying that those are Christ's such workings of Satan were so common in
the assurance of being heard in heaven , but who are “ led of the Spirit '' here enumerates a old time , whereas they are now so rarely

now he can . So conversion is a thing of ex- long list of " works of the flesh” which the heard of? The solution is not difficult. It is

perience , because the converted man knows Spirit teaches to avoid , and of " fruits of the implied in the words : " For this purpose the

that inwardly he has become another man Spirit” which He prompts to bring forth. Son of God was manifested , that he might
than he was before , and in the persevering But seeing we have several times considered * The reader is not to infer that the devil can

Christian this experience continues and multi- the general contents of this text let me , choos- creature ; for he is not a creator. He can do many
create any thing, or can change the nature of any

plies . The Christian experiences that, though ing a particular work of the flesh , make a few things which appear miraculous, but genuine mir

the flesh remains in him , yet he is no more , remarks on :
acles God alone can do , as we read Ps. 72 , 18 :

" Blessed be the Lord God, the God of Israel, who

as he formerly was , led by the flesh , but is only doeth wonderous things. " The witch of En - dor
WITCHCRAFT AND SUPERSTITION ,

led by the Spirit and is led on step by step .
brought up an apparition resembling Samuel, but it

was not Samuel; for the woman herself said : “ I

His spiritual knowledge expands that he sees showing saw gods ascending out of the earth. ” Luther says :

more clearly the counsel of God unto his sal I. what witchcraft and superstition is, and ! The devilcan not do genuine wonders and mir
acles , but they are fraudulent miracles." W. ed .

vation , becomes more grounded in the faith II. why Christians should avoid them . vol . III. p . 1199 .
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destroy the works of the devil.” It was Satan that seeds should be sown each in its proper or a wizard , or a necromancer. For allthatdo

who brought up idolatry and through it he time; but it is superstition to believe that thesethings are an abomination unto the Lord.”

exercised great power. To the Corinthians cabbage seed in order to thrive well must be And as to superstition we read in the 10th

St. Paul writes : " The things which the Gen- sown on St. Patrick's day ; for the Bible chap. of Jeremiah : “ Hear ye the word which

tiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils , and not says nothing of a patron of seeds , neither is the Lord speaketh unto you , O house of Is

to God.” The Gentiles brought their offer- St. Patrick the man who governs the heavens rael : Thus saith the Lord , Learn not the way

ings to idols , but St. Paul says, they sacrificed and makes the cabbage grow . If you will re- of the heathen, and be not dismayed at the

them to devils ; because under idolatry Satan member that superstition is to believe a thing signs of heaven ; for the heathen are dis

had his workings through oracles, sorceries , to have influence for good or evil which is not mayed at them .” Many of the heathen wor

enchantments , and through these things the founded in nature and is not taught in the shiped the sun , moon and stars and they had

Gentiles were made to believe that what they Bible , you will see that city and country is a certain sign for almost every thing , favor

worshiped were not dumb idols , but truly indeed full of allmanner ofsuperstitiousbeliefs able and unfavorable constellations of the

gods . Therefore also the practice of witch- and practices . heavenly bodies . The heathen in fact lived

craft was a general thing with the heathen . II. by signs. About the first thing a heathen

In the 19th chapter of the Acts we read , when And now allow me yet a few remarks on would do when rising in the morning was to

by Paul's preaching a large multitude had the reasons , why witchcraft and superstition look out for signs , if the day would be a

been converted at Ephesus, such “ which used in all its kinds should be carefully avoided by lucky or an unlucky one to him , and be

curious arts brought their books together, and all Christians, St. Paul enumerates idolatry would judge thereof by the appearance of the

burned them before all men ; and they counted and witchcraft , which includes all supersti- heavens, or the flight of birds , or animals

the price of them , and found it fifty thousand tion , among the works of the flesh and of which he would first meet , or creeping things

pieces of silver. " Because through those these works he solemnly declares : “ Of the which he would first see , and the like . This

" curious arts ” Satan had his workings, the which I tell you before, as I have also told you thing of consulting signs had creptinto Israel;

heathen spentmuch money for books teaching in time past, that they which do such things therefore Jeremiah bad to preach , they should

these arts , but when the Gospel went forth in shall not inherit the kingdom of God.” Con- not do like the heathen and should not be dis

the world this mighty bulwark of Satan which sult not with a diviner of secrets , go not to mayed at signs of which the heathen thought

he had built and fortified through idolatry was the fortune -teller, call not on a neighbor to that they foreboded evil . Foretelling future

broken down. The fact that witchcraft was cure a sick animal with signs and the mutter- events by omens or superstitious signs is

so common a thing in heathenism and is now ing of words , abuse not the Bible by it to something which belonged to the religion of

comparatively rare demonstrates it that the foretell good fortune or misfortune ; for these the heathen , something essentially heathenish.

Gospel of Jesus Christ is powerful to do what and many similar things are works of the If a man dwelling in a Christian land is not

the science and enlightenment of the Greeks flesh , and he that does them shall not inherit guided by the Bible and does not call on the

could not do ,destroy the strongholds of Satan . the kingdom of God unless he repents and living God , but is guided by signs ; by them

Nevertheless we must not think, Paul's seeks forgiveness in the blood of Christ, for- he sows and plants , by them he judges of

warning against idolatry and witchcraft had saking the works of the devil. Say not , as so good and ill , that man is practicing the heathen

now become a useless thing ; for there are many do , such things could do no harm , be- religion in the midst of a Christian commu

plenty relics of heathenism yet remaining in cause there was nothing in them . So many nity , and what other is the result of his living

the midst ofChristian lands . Relicsofheathen- say , and yet they will spend money to have by signs but dismay ? A superstitious person

ism you can find wherever you go . There is their fortune told , or to make inquiry of will every day and everywhere see signs fore

fortune-telling, Spiritualism and other inquir- Spiritualists. Whether you believe that there boding no good and he will be in continual

ing of the dead in many ways and forms , the is anything in it or not , mark this : Paul pro- apprehension. If he hears a dog howl or an

shuffling of cards to find out secret things , the nounces witchcraft a work of the flesh and no owl screech , he is in fear , it might signify his

whereabouts of stolen goods , and the like ; Christian should in any way have anything to own death or the death of one of his family.

there is the curing of diseases with words and do with it ; for Paul exhorts : “ Have no fel. If he can not plant his potatoes on Good Fri

certain performances , and the wearing of a lowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, day , he fears they will be a failure ; and how

scrap of paper to secure against mishaps. but rather reprove them ," and His people repugnant is it to a Christian's feelings to

Besides this a mass of superstitious things all the Lord commanded : “ Regard not them make the day set apart for the commemora

of heathen origin : the howling of a dog at that have familiar spirits, neither seek after tion of the Lord's death , the day denoting the

the door is to forbode the early death of an wizards , to be defiled by them : I am the Lord great sacrifice for sin , to make this day the

inmate of the house ; the opening of the Bible your God .” And in the 22d chapter of Reve- day for planting potatoes in order to get a

at random , to see if the passage first striking lations it is said respecting the New Jerusa- good crop ! Such is the result of supersti

the eye promises good or evil fortune ; the lem : “ Without are dogs , and sorcerers , and tion ; it breeds continual apprehension and

distinguishing between lucky and unlucky whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, foreboding of evil , and it leads to things by

days ; the sowing of seeds or the planting of and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie.” If which Jesus Christ is greatly dishonored.

vegetables in certain signs of the almanac. sorcerers will be outside the New Jerusalem Let us, therefore, remember these two things :

It is ,indeed, not possible to name all thesuper- where , then , will they be who make use of their That God has made certain laws of nature

stition to be found in Christian communities . enchantments ? And even assuming that a and has given man understanding to find out

What is superstition ? Superstition is to diviner or Spiritualist knows nothing of real the powers of nature and to use them to his

believe a thing to be a factor for good or evil enchantments, but is simply practicing fraud , benefit ; and God has given us the Word of

which is not taught in the Scriptures and is yet he is certainly making a lie and he that revelation in which He teaches us what to be

not founded in the laws of nature . So, for maketh a lie shall be outside the New Jeru- lieve , how to live and how to die in order to

instance , it is not superstition to believe that salem , and where will those be who gave him be saved . Therefore we should refuse to be

the blessing of pious parents is a great trea- occasion thereto ,who therefore aided and assis- lieve a thing unless it can be demonstrated as

sure to the children , for this the Bible teaches ; ted him in making a lie ? Whether thou regard a natural fact or as clearly expressed in the

nor is it superstition to believe that spring is it as reality or deceitfulness , be not defiled Scriptures , then we will be free from credulity

the right time to graft trees , for this mature with soothsaying and necromancy ; for they and superstition, as the Lord declared : “ If

teaches ; but it is superstition to believe that are heathenish works of the flesh which drag ye continue in my word , then are ye my dis

a couple married on Friday must become un- the soul down to destruction . " There shall ciples indeed ; and ye shall know the truth ,

happy, for this is neither taught in the Bible not be found among you any one that maketh and the truth shall make you free,” free from

nor is it founded in nature . It is not super- his son or his daughter to pass through the all error ; and if free from error , then free

stition to believe that cabbage seed should be fire, or that useth divination , or an observer from superstition and dismay; for error dis

sown early in the year , because the nature of of times , or an enchanter, or a witch , or a mays and destroys , but the truth of Christ

the plant requires it and also the Bible teaches charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits , saves. Amen.
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Polemical.

>

as

a

a

will go and preach in any man's house at any this bearing on the matter : “ The object of

time day or night, and on any day of the this society shall be... to secure such an

week . " I preach regularly at one private amendment to the Constitution of the United

Our Letter from West Virginia , show- house for a blind man who can neither stand States as will declare the nation's allegiance

ing how Ohioans Slander our nor walk but has a great desire to partake of to Jesus Christ and its acceptance of the

Work there.* the bread of life ; besides this I have once moral laws of the Christian religion , and so

preached in another private house at the re- indicate that this is a Christian nation , and

DEAR WITNESS : quest of a woman who has been sick for years , place all the Christian laws , institutions and

In the Lutheran Standard of August 17th, who longed once more to bear the Word of usages of our government on an undeniable

1889 , a certain ( Rev. ) E. A. Young has served God preached before she died . I also speak legal basis in the fundamental law of the

a hot dish of newsconcerning the greatwicked- and teach the Word for the aged and sick in land.” This proposed constitutional amend

ness of a certain man educated by the Mis- their houses, but that does not exempt the ment is to do three things, viz . 1 ) it is to de

sourians and also of the members of his church . rest of the household from attending public clare allegiance to Christ by the United States

The dish be served consisted one half of gos- worship. a nation , that means, by virtue of the

sip , and one half of tales boiled down in the Young also claims that I even use a Joint amendment the nation in its entirety , not in

vinegar of prejudice . Permit me to add a little Synod catechism in my lectures. Here he tries its majority, but in its entirety , every indi

red pepper of correction and a little salt of himself in fiction ; I use the English Edition vidual in it , is to recognize Christ as its or

truth to render the dish a little more palatable. of Missouri's catechism . his Lord and Saviour ; 2 ) this amendment is

Young, in his article , says of my members : In conclusion I assure Rev. Young that I to declare that the nation as such accepts the

“ About a dozen families left the charge ,” am far from trying to break down Zion ; my moral laws of the Christian religion , in other

when in fact my members remained with their earnest desire and constant prayer is that the words, by virtue of the amendment the ob

minister, the Ohio faction leaving the charge . Lord build up the walls of Zion , and if He servance of the laws of Christian morality

He calls them about a dozen families''- deem me worthy to be an humble instrument would be not a matter of free choice to each

30 would have been more accurate . He also in His hand to win souls , precious souls , for individual, but a matter of obligation to every

calls my members a “ disturbing element ; " Christ , it will be my greatest reward. citizen in the country. For just as every sec

but I have found them to be a quiet, peaceful
Rev. F. KROEGER . tion and article in the National constitution

church . Brandywine, Pendleton Co., W.Va. as well as in the constitutions of the several

Young further says : - " He ( i . e . ' a man October 28 , 1889 . states is binding not for the majority of citi

educated by the Missourians ' ) has taken ad zens only , but for every citizen in the country

vantage of the defenceless fold and has tried or in the states respectively , in the same man

to break in and lead members away. He uses A proposed constitutional Amendment ner additional,constitutional or statute legis
the most unscrupulous means . -I defy Ed. respecting Religion. lation , as , for instance , the legislation concern

A. Young to show me when or where I tried ing religion , which the National Reformers

to break in , or to mention the name of the
I. THE AMENDMENT ITSELF.

clamor for so loudly , would refer to all citi

member whom I tried to lead away . The act There is a society in the United States zens , and involve them all. It is the aim

not having taken place , certainly no means called the National Reform Association . This of the National Reform Association to make

whatever whether scrupulous or unscrupulous society has for its object the maintaining of Christians of all United States ' citizens through

could have been employed. existing Christian features in theUnited States and in consequence of National legislation to

But you will be amazed when you hear what government , the promotion of reforms irf the that effect. 3 ) By doing these two things the

E. A. Young calls unscrupulous means : He , action of the government touching various proposed amendment to the constitution of

the Missourian, " claims that Joint Synod ” matters , and also the securing of an amend- our country would make the United States a

( i . e . of Ohio ) “ has departed from the doc- ment to the National constitution establishing Christian nation , as far as the constitution is

trine of the Lutheran Church.” - Telling the the Christian as the state religion. Every concerned , and would embody the laws of

truth , he , Young, calls an unscrupulous means ; citizen of the United States , who approves of Christian morality together with Christian in

he must have been sadly absent-minded when this threefold object and contributes annually stitutions and usages in the fundamental law

he penned those lines ; or is he really ignorant to the treasury of the society may become a of the country and in such manner place them

of his own synod's doctrine ? Or if he knows member thereof. on a supreme legal basis , the legality of which

his Ohio doctrine , does he really think it is The National Reform Association , there is could never be disputed by any one . Thus

contained in , or is in agreement with the Lu- no doubt, is sincere in its desire for the ex- the object of the proposed amendment to our

theran Confessions ? We know it is not. Young istence of a better state of affairs in this coun- National Constitution is the establishment of

continues : “ Claiming, too , that all Joint try in regard to religion , civil government and a state religion in the United States , or , to be*

Synod ministers want is money. ” — I came too society , in general ; but it advocates the adop- more definite , the establishment of the Chris

late to enlighten the people on that subject. -- tion of the wrong measures and the employ- tian religion through embodiment of the same

" He, the Missiourian , preaches free;" does ment of the wrong means for the accomplish- in the supreme law of the land as the religion

Young preach for money ? Or does he con. ment of its desired object. It would be out of the state and nation . H. R.

sider the preaching of the Gospel simply a of place to discuss this matter in full in a

trade by which to make a living ? If so , I religious journal, as it may be defended or " Every day is a little life , and our whole life

pity his flock . “ And needs no money.” Yes, spoken against from a threefold , that is from is but a day repeated ; whence it is that old,

I do and lots of it.— " All he asks them " ( his a religious, political and social standpoint. Jacob numbered his life by days, and Moses

members ) " to do , is to fill his basket with Nor will space permit a discussion of this desired to be taught this point of holy arith

food.” Young has forgotten to state that I matter in its entirety from a religious stand- metic , to number not his years but his days.

also feed my horse and ask my members to point. We shall, therefore, in this present Those , therefore , that dare lose a day are dan,

furnish the feed ; but jesting aside . I above article and in succeeding ones confine our- gerously prodigal ; and those that dare mis

all ask my members to diligently , earnestly selves to the discussion of one of the objects spend it , desperate . ” - Selected.

hear and learn the Word of God and to sub- of the National Reform Association , namely

mit to it in all things , in doctrine and life . of the establishment through an amendment A CHRISTIAN man , who shall procure for

Young continues : “ He is accommodating to the United States ' constitution of the Chris- himself Luther “ On the Galatians,” and Lu

too ;" Young here resorts to flattery to ex- tian religion as the state religion. ther “ On the Book of Genesis,” may con

plain that— "people need not go to preaching The exact nature of the amendment de- sider himself to possess a complete treasury

or catechisation ;" an unqualified story . “ He manded by the National Reformers may be of rich , solid , and saving Theology . - H . Cole ,

* The editor is at fault that this communication learned from the constitution of their society. D. D. , in his preface to Luther's Commentary

was not published sooner.-ED . The second article of that instrument contains on the Genesis .

)
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of the earth . But try them as God's creat presence as causes him to be equally every

ures , not their own , but “ bought with a where , He should superintend each district of

price, ” and you may bring them to the same creation , and give out vitality to each order

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt . level , yea , even prove the moral and amiable of beings . So wrote a divine fifty years ago,

further alienated than the dissolute and re- repeating the deep thoughts of Augustine and

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st pulsive. Yes , further alienated . It is a hard Luther on the properties of divinity.
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other States . Moneys, names of subscribers, saying, but we can not pare it away . These

changes ofaddresses and all other business communications upright and charitable men on whom a world

should besent to Rev. H.Birkner,3506 Caroline Store is lavishing its applause, how will they receive Philosophy and the pardoning Letters

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. , us when we come and tell them that they are from Caesar .

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in sinners, who have earned for themselves eter

advance. Money sent otherwise than by money - order or

nal destruction ; and that they are no more Arrian tells of a gentleman that was banished

secured against the ruin by their rectitude from Rome , and in his sorrow visited the phi

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second

and philanthropy, than if they were the slaves losopher, and he heard him talk wisely, and

of every vice, and the patrons of every crime ? believed him and promised him to leave all

ST. LOUIS, MO. , December 21 , 1889. May we not speak of, at least , a high prob- the thoughts of Rome and splendors of court ,

ability , that they will be disgusted at a state and to retire to the course of a severe phi

The most unpromising Subjects for the ment which makes so light of their excellence ; losophy. But before the good philosopher's

Christmas-Tidings. and they will turn away from the doctrines of lectures were done , there came letters from

the gospel as too humiliating to be true, or Caesar to recall the banished man home, to

We are bound to say that we know not as only constructed for the very refuse of give him pardon and to promise him great

more unpromising subjects for the preach- mankind ? employment. Presently he grew weary of the

ing of the gospel , than those who are punc- Oh , we again say that we hardly know of a philosopher's lectures and wished to make an

tiliously attentive to the forms of religion , more hopeless task than that of bringing the end, thought his discourses were dull and flat.

and who attach a worth and a merit to their gospel to bear on an individualwho is trenched And why ? Because now his head and heart

careful performance of certain moral duties . about with self-righteousness . If we are deal were full of another story and new principles ,

We can not have a more unpalatable truth to ing with the openly immoral man , we can and by these measures he could hear only and

deliver — butwoe is unto us if we dare to keep take the thunders of the law and batter at his understand.

it back — than that which exposes the utter conscience. We know well enough that in This also holds good in spiritual life. When
insufficiency of the best human righteousness, his case there is a voice within which answers men have taken in that universal pardon of

and which tells men who are amiable and to the voice from without ; and that , how- mankind in Christ Jesus, they possess some

charitable, and moral and upright, that, with ever , he may harden himself against our re- thing far better than the rudiments and beg

all their excellencies , they may be further monstrance , there is , at least , no sophistry garly elements of this world .

from the kingdom of heaven than the dis- by which he can persuade himself that he is

solute whom they regard with absolute loath- no sinner. This is a great point secured ; we

ing. The immediate feeling is that we con- occupy a vantage-ground from which we may
To live an apostolical Life .

found virtue and vice ; and that , allowing no direct with full power all our moral artillery.
What the ancients expected of an aposto

superiority to what is lovely and of good re- But when we deal with the man who is ami

port , we representGod as indifferent to moral able and estimable and exemplary, but who
lica) life may be inferred from the following

conduct, and thus undermine the foundations nevertheless is a stranger to the motives of
words of Apostolius : “ Christians are men

But we are open to the gospel , our very first assertion—for this
who are watchful of their eyes , temperate in

on which society rests .

no such charges. We are quite alive to the must be our first, we can not advance a step
their tongue , of a mortified body and of an

beauty and advantageousness of moral ex- till this preliminary is felt and conceded --the humble spirit, pure in their intentions, mas—

cellence. There is not a man for whom we assertion that the man is a sinner deserving
ters of their passions ; men who, when they

have a greater feeling of interest and admira- only hell,arms against us his every antipathy, are injured, return honorable words; when

tion naturally than for him who is passing and is almost certain to call up such a might they are lessened in their estates , increase in

through life with an unblemished reputation , of opposition that we are at once repulsed as
their charity ; when they are abused , they yet

sedulously attentive to all the relative duties , unworthy of a further hearing.
are courteous and give entreaties ; when they

This extract is from Henry Melville and
are bated , they pay love ; men that are dulland taking generously the lead in efforts to

ameliorate the condition of his fellows , but fully accords with Luther's sermon on the
in contentions and quick in loving-kindnesses,

who all the while has no consciousness of his Pharisee and Publican .
swift as the feet of Asahel and ready as the

chariots of Amminadib. True Christians are
own sinfulness, and who therefore rests on

such as are crucified with Christ and dead
his own merits , and not on Christ's merits .

If you compare this man with a dissolute Working a thousand Things at once. unto allsin , and finally place their whole love

character , one who is outraging the feelings
on God , and , for his sake , upon all mankind .”

of humanity ; and if you judge the two merely Now there is nothing more wonderful in

with reference to the present scene of being ; respect to Deity than that universality of Oh, how innocent they believe them

why, there is the widest possible difference ; operation which is always ascribed to Him .
selves to be.

and to speak of the one as equally depraved One grand distinction between the infinite

and equally vile with the other, would be an Being and all finite beings, appears to us to
Lamented a preacher of his times : “ This

overcharged statement , carrying its own con- be , that the one can be working a thousand
we add unto our crimes , we are the vilest

futation . things at once , whilst the energies of the

But what is there to prove that there may others must confine themselves to one work at selves to be good people , and when we die,
persons in the world , and yet we think our

not bejust as much rebellion against God in one time. If you figure to yourself thehighest make no question, but we shall go to heaven . ”

the one case as in the other ; and that the of created intelligences , you endow him with And another preacher tells the same truth in

man whose whole deportment is marked by a might which leaves immeasurably behind these lines : " There are two great roots of all

what is praiseworthy and beneficial, may not the noblest human powers ; but you never evil , covetousness and pride, and yet no man

be as void of all love towards the Author of think of investing him with the ability of act- thinks himself to be either covetous or proud.”

his being, as he who, by his vices and villainy , ing , at the same time, on this globe and on

draws upon himself the execrations of a neigh- one of those far -off planets which we see trav

borhood ? Try men as members of society eling around us . The unapproachable mys- The great symbol and symphony of all

and they are as widely separated as the poles tery in God is , that with such a diffusion of Christians is in the Apostles' creed .

a

.
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and effective plea for moral training in the The Reason why Romanists object to

public schools, coupled with instruction in Public Schools.

the fundamental principles of the Christian

Hinduism antagonizing Christianity religion.
religion . “ Make public education strictly The attitude of the Roman Catholic Church

in India. secular,” he says , " and it can scarcely fail in America on the public school question was

to happen, that in not a few cases the youth defined at the great Congress of the church in

Bro. Wahl of Mobile , Ala. , who was formerly of the province will get their arithmetic and Baltimore, Md. The committee appointed

a missionary in India , has kindly sent us two grammar from the school , their morals from to frame the platform adopted the following

copies of the People's Friend, published in the street corner or the saloon . That is not clause : " As in the State schools no provision

Madras , India. In this paper we read of the a result which any thoughtful and patriotic is made for teaching religion we must con

united efforts of Hindus to pave the way into citizen can contemplate with satisfaction . And tinue to support our own schools, colleges ,

their folds for backsliding Christians, ofwhom lastly on this point , the division of instruction and universities already established , and mul

we hope they will catch none in their idola- into secular and sacred , with the relegation tiply and perfect others so that the benefitsof

Here is the report. of the one to the public school and of the a Christian education may be brought within

A correspondent writes : - A meeting of other to the home and the church , which is the reach of every Catholic child within these

those who sympathize with the movement of the ideal of some who would know better, United States." It was evident,
however ,

“ Readmission into Hinduism ” was held in the proceeds upon a radical misapprehension
of from the speeches that this negative censure

Aryan High School, Triplicane , at 5.30 P. M., the constitution of man's being , in which the of our public schools did not fully express the

on Saturday the 23d inst. There were present , intellectual and moral natures are inseparably views of the delegates . One of them went so

amongst others , Raja Sir T. Madhava Row , intertwined, and in which both parts are con- far as to contend that “ the State which de

Dewan Bahadoor Raghunath Row , Pandit Bha- stantly operative. It ignores the fact that mands education , which collects money by

shiya Chariar, Messrs. R. Jaganadha Row of man is a single and invisible entity. It is public taxes , and pays that money out for

Travancore, Bulvant Trimbuk Sahasra Buthee, possible to divide the branches of knowledge , teaching, must pay equally all who teach .”

Paramahamsa Swami, G. Subramaniya Iyer, but it is not possible to divide the child to This implies that the State should pay the

M.Veeraraghava Chari,K. Subba Row , A.C. whom they are to be taught. Above all it is Roman Catholic teachers who are teaching
Parthasaradhi Naidu , Anantha Narayana Iyer,not possible to keep the moral nature in sus- Romanism to the children. It is well that

R. Sundara Ramanjulu Naidu , M. Ramasawmy pense or inaction, while the intellectual is the public should understand this, and be on

Naidu , A. M. Varadarajulu Naidu ( with the being dealt with . This is the point on which its guard .-Christian Herald .

leadingmembers of the Preaching Society ) Pa- the whole question before us turns."

ramkusam Naidu , and several others. Dewan
From this account our readers will learn

A BISHOP IS NOT A MINISTER IN THE EPIS

Bahadoor Raghunath Row commenced the that sectarians want religious instruction in
COPAL CHURCH.- " In the pending trial of the

proceedings of the meeting by giving a short public schools, because they do not want to go Bishop of Lincoln for ritualistic practices

account of what had been till then done in to the expense of supporting church schools . counsel took five hours the other day to show

the matter of re-admission . Pandit Bhashiya Now , what is the real difference between Ro- that a bishop is not a 'minister within the

Chariar then explained to the meeting the manists and sectarians on the school-question ? meaning of the acts of uniformity and the

Vedic authorities bearing on the question of Romanists want the state's money for their Prayer Book." A bishop must be a very

re-admission and Praischittam . Mr. Sahasra religious schools , and the sectarians want the strange creature if it takes a five hours' lesson

Buthee and Paramahamsa Swami also ad- state school to impart religious instruction. to prove that he is not a minister.

dressed the meeting , strongly supporting the Such state schools,however, can only be sup

movement and expressing their full sympathy ported by the state's money . There is little

with it. The following resolutionswerethen difference in principle. The Lutheran prin- Dr.Donald Fraser has a note in his congre
WITH THEIR HANDS IN THEIR POCKETS.

unanimously adopted. That a written dec- ciple is the only correct one : Let Christians
laration stating that they have fully renounced support their own schools and govern them gational journal on little faults of deportment

their faith in Christianity, and that theyhave according to Christian principles, and let the in the house of prayer. “ More than once , ”

he writes , “ we have seen men who know quite
resolved to rejoin Hinduism after due repent- state provide for the secular education of such
ance, be obtained from the family , proposed children whose parents do not profess Chris- well how to bear themselves in addressing

to be re-converted , and that the said decla- tianity, and let such schools be governed by their pocketswhilewe sang praise to Almighty
their fellow -men, standing with their hands in

ration he duly registered. That steps be the state-laws.
God. "

taken for the performance of the necessary

Prayaschittam openly and publicly with due
Josepholatry . FORT WAYNE .-The German Lutheran con:

solemnity and that the proceedings of the
gregations at Fort Wayne lately have collected

same be duly published in the papers. That

a committee consisting of Dewan Bahadoor
Leo XIII. is introducing a new fashion also , a large sum of money to found an English

R. Raghunath Row , Pandit Bhashiya Chariar, in praying to St. Joseph. A paper comments Mission . May other Lutheran congregations
show a similar zeal for their scattered brethSriman Pathasaradhi Yogi , G. Subramania on it in the following :

Iyer and A. C. Parthasaradhi Naidu be ap
The Pope has faith in Joseph as well as in ren in the faith , of the German and English

pointed to take the necessary steps for giving Mary. The Holy Virgin has long been Rome's tongues.-- Ch. Messenger.

effect to the above resolutions . dependence ; but now amidst her ecclesiatical

Hindu, March 27, 1889 . trouble and worry , growing out of her contest
THE SAD NUMBER OF CHURCHES DESTROYED

with the Italian government, her bead feels the by Fire . — The important fact is stated that

necessity of man's help as well as woman's. 182 churches were destroyed by fire last year.

Why Sectarians wantreligious Instruc- If the mother of Christ has power at the of these 170 owed their destruction to de

tion introduced in the Public Schools. throne of heaven , he thinks that our Lord's fective flues . This fact ought to be carefully

reputed father must likewise have prevalency . considered by pastors , sextons and church

In Canada, as in this country , the question So he has lately been impressing upon the councils, now that winter has come.

of religious instruction in the public schools Romish Church the need of turning in the hour

is a burning issue . A contribution on the of her extremity to this new human advocate DANGERS OF MISSIONARY LIFE . - The natives

subject appears in the current number of the before God, and sets the example of praying of Southwest New Guinea have massacred the

Canada Presbyterian in the form of a lecture, to him in the words, “ We turn to thee, Rev. Mr. Savage , who was sent out by the

delivered by principal King at the recent open- blessed Joseph .” Thus Rome adds Joseph- London Missionary Society , a number of

ing of the theological department of Manitoba olatry to Mariolatry, and exhibits increasing native teachers, and the crew of the cutter
College. Dr. King makes a strong , earnest blasphemy and degeneracy . Mary, belonging to the Society.

1 .
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for us beggars . “ Go to my bretbren,” he my need , for thy sake , shall be still greater in

says. Ab , brothers ofGod ! We are brothers the garden of Gethsemane and on the cross. '

of the Child of Bethlehem !
Then I continue , ' dear child Jesus , I must

give thee something ! I will give thee all my

CHRISTMAS BLOSSOMS. Peace upon Earth.
gold . ' The Child answers : “ The heaven and

For thirty years cruel war had been raging

earth are mine , the silver is mine ; I need it

not.

in Europe. The nations had closed in deadly
Give it to the poor ; then I will accept

it as given to me. I again open my lips ;

The Day of Joy.
struggle. Bands of warriors strode through

The Long Parliamentendeavored, in 1644 , the land, marking their way with ruins and Dear babe Jesus. I will do so with gladness,

to change the 25th of December from a day heaps of the slain . Fear and terror beat but to thee personally I must give something ,

Famine held
or I shall die of grief ! The Child answers :

possesof rejoicing into a fast-day. The celebrations wildly in every heart.
a Pestilence

* Beloved Jerome , as thou art so bounteous ,
were forbidden as a popish institution. But sion of the habitations of men .

brooded in the lands . The voice of laughter
I will tell thee what thou shalt give me ; give

the people's rejoicing would not be sup

pressed . On the next festival formidable

was hushed ; groans and bitter cries and me thy sins , thy evil conscience , and thy

damnation . ' I say : What wilt thou do with

lamentations resounded in city and country ,
riots broke out in many places . The consta

in hut and palace . In 1648 peace was con

them ? The child Jesus says : ' I will take

bles were resisted , and the people hastenedto their houses of worship ; the proscribed cluded between the warring nations, and after them on my shoulders ; this shall be my sov

service of the day was openly read in the it was confirmed , 1650 , at Nuremberg, o , ereign act and deed of fame , as Isaiah spoke

churches, and as before sweet hymns filled what a joyful shout rent heaven and earth! long ago: The government shall be upon his

shoulder. I will bear thy sins and carry
them

How men's hearts bounded ! With what rap
the land.

ture men drank in the sweet news ! How as
away .' Then I begin to weep bitterly , say

No one hinders our worship . Let not care ing : Child , dear - child Jesus , how bast thou
and sorrow and business suppress your Christ- angels of God the messengers of peace were

received !

touched my heart! I thought thou wouldst

mas joy . Meet your brethren and sisters ,
To illustrate this, we would relate only

have something good , but thou wilt have

meet your Brother in the manger, and make Take, then ,

the following incident.
nothing but what is evil in me.

From Nuremberg

a joyful noise unto the Lord . ”
an officer, by the name of Ranfft, set out

what is mine ; give me what is thine ; then

for Vienna , to deliver to Emperor Ferdi- am I free from sin , and sure of life ever

Reconciled in the Son .
lasting

nand III . the articles of peace , which were

Dare we approach the throne of the insul- bound in velvet and gilt , and secured by two " Access unto the Father."

ted king ? Indeed ! " Unto us a son is given .” golden seals, engraved in which were olive

Hear this incident . branches and crowns of laurel and white

Emperor Joseph II . , the soul of kindness,

Admetus, king of the Molossians , having doves, the whole studded with precious jew, dressed as a private individual, met a young
while walking through the streets of Vienna,

been insulted at one time by Themistocles, els. Prayers of thanksgiving accompanied
the great Athenian , entertained a deep resent- him on his way . Riding through the streets girl weeping, and carrying a bundle under

her arm.

ment against him . In the course of time, of Vienna, the glad sound of trumpets , con

He graciously inquired into the

Themistocles fell into disgrace with the Athe- trary to strict orders, heralded his coming theprince, informed him that as their lastre

cause of her trouble , and she, not knowing

nians and was compelledto leave the country. The Emperor received the messenger and his the prince , informed him that as their last re

Flying from place to place , he resolved to message with unbounded joy , took a precious

source she was going to sell the clothes of her

throw himself upon the mercy of the Molos- ring of the value of 6000 dollars from his fin

unfortunate mother. “ Ah, if my father, who

sian king. He went and put himself in his ger , and presented it together with a golden

shed his blood so often for the country, still

hands: he appeared before his enemy as a chain and a cash gift amounting in all to lived, or if he had obtained the recompense
a

supplicant : in his arms he held a child , the 2000 ducats to the officer. And all the peo-this state .” The emperor said she ought to
due to his services , you would not see me in

king's son , and thus he kneeled down before ple stood up and blessed him and fervently presentapetition to the throne, the emperor

the household gods. This manner ofoffering thanked God in heaven .

a petition the Molossians look upon as the “ How beautiful upon the mountains are

would certainly relieve their distress . The

only one that can hardly be rejected, and , in- the feet of him that bringeth good tidings , done, but that nothing could be obtained, the

girl informing him that it had already been

deed , the king was reconciled for his child's that publisheth peace.” Hark ! they say :

sake to his former enemy, and Themistocles " And on earth peace .” Peace between God

stranger , deeply moved , replied : “ I can assure

was safe .
and man ! Hear ye not the angel say : Fear you that nothing has been said to the emperor

Bearing the Christ -child in our arms , we ye not, be glad to-day ?

about your situation , and he loves too well

shall find the doors of heaven thrown open to

the principles of justice , as to suffer the widow

us , and the Father bids us welcome .

and orphan of an officer to perish , who has

A Conversation with the Holy Infant. served him well. Make a petition , carry it to

After the Empress Helena had built the him to -morrow , at the palace, in such a place ,

God's Brothers and Sisters. church of the Nativity at Bethlehem , the at such an hour ; if what you say is true , I

Archbishop Whitgift, who lived in the lat- learned Jerome, one of the fathers of the will speak of you to the emperor,
and will

ter half of the 16th century , was a man of church , took his abode there . Being called obtain justice.”

great humility. " He built a large almshouse to a high office in the church , he said : " Take The young girl, drying her tears, thanked

near his own palace at Croydon , in Surrey , me not away from the manger ; this is the the unknown man again and again, and when

and endowed it with maintenance for a mas- dearest spot to me on earth . WhereGod has he had lent her 12 ducats until they had seen

ter and twenty -eight poor men and women ; given me his Son from heaven , there will I the success of their plan , she hastened home

and this place he visited so often , that he be- send my soul up to him in heaven.” -Shortly and related her good fortune . From her de

came familiar with all their names and dis- before his death he wrote the following : As scription of the unknown nobleman ber rela

positions; and was so truly humble , that he often as I look on this place , my heart holds tions recognize the emperor.
In despair at

called them his brothers and sisters. When sweet discourse with the child Jesus. I say , having spoken so openly she can not resolve

the queen dined with him at his palace at Ah, Lord Jesus, how dost thou tremble ; how to go to the palace the next day. Her friends

Lambeth , which was done very frequently , hard dost thou lie on thy couch , and all for compel her to go . She arrives trembling,

he would usually the next day visit his poor my soul's welfare . How can I ever repay sees the sovereign in her benefactor, and

brothers and sisters at Croydon , and dine thee therefor ! Then , methinks, I hear the faints away.

with them at bis hospital." child's answer : ' Nothing do I desire, my be- Meanwhile the emperor had ascertained the

The Son of God has come from the heavenly loved Jerome , but that thou sing : Glory to truth of the girl's story. When she recovered

palace into the almshouse to prepare a feast God in the Highest; trouble not thyself ; for her senses , he led her into his cabinet and

you
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versus

said , in the most obliging manner, to her : distressing matter than when a cow is killed ,

" Here is , for your mother, the certificate of especially so if we consider the propagation The Pope versus Christ and Paul .

a pension equal to the appointment your father of evil. Thou turnest man , says He, to de

had , half of which will be continued to you , struction , that is , all humankind . By one To prove even to a Catholic that his pope

if you should have the misfortune to lose word He destroys the whole posterity of the is the antichrist and anti-Paul can easily be

her. I am sorry not to have learned your first ats . What had been created to live done simply by exhibiting to him some of the

situation sooner ; I should have relieved you is , consequently , as soon destined to die , and abominable decrees of the Canonical Laws

immediately. ” After this event the noble by a wrathful God at that, and all mankind and the authentic explanation thereof . Here.

monarch appointed a certain day in the week, is passed from immortality to death eternal . is an anthology of themore unknown decrees :

on which all classes of his subjects could have But mark how discreetly Moses does speak Decretales p . 1 , dist. 19 , can . 2 : " All de

access to him . in referring this wrath simply to the Creator , crees of the Apostolic See are inviolable laws”

Shall not all our wants be relieved , when lest Manichee come with his foolish rabble pope versus Christ, who says : “ Ye are

the King himself intercedes for us with the making two gods , one a good and kind , the my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command.”

King ? Do you not know of the Great King other an evil one . For he does not say , The (John 15 , 14. )

who, having taken upon himself our own flesh devil reduces men into nought but , Even Thou Canon 3 : “ The yoke that the Holy See im

and blood , has come in our midst and dwell who hast been before heavens and earth were . poses must be carried even if it seem unbear

eth among us ? Now, indeed , " we have ac- For this is Manichee's absurd doctrine and, no able ” = versus Christ: “ Take my yoke upon

cess through him unto the Father .” Eph. 2 , 18. doubt, many at this day hold the same error you . . . for my yoke is easy." (Matth. 11 ,

imagining all things good to originate with a 29. 30. )

good God and all things evil with an evil god . Canon 6 : “ The Decretal Letters are to be

Exposition of the 90. Psalm ,

Augustine clung to this error almost nine placed on par with the holy Scriptures”

as read in Lectures at Wittenberg University A. D. 1534,
years. But it is impious to fabricate a new versus Christ : “ Search the Scriptures,” etc.

by Dr. M. Luther.
god intending , in this manner , to flee from . (John 5 , 39. )

and avoid the divine wrath imposed on us in Dist . 96 , can . 10 : " The Roman bishop has
Translated for the WITNESS by F. R.

due justice on account of sin , as soldiers will the power and right to excommunicate and

do who openly defy death . But what have depose emperors and kings and to release their
VIII.

you gained though you defy death ? Have subjects of the oath of fidelity ” ( cf. can . 3 ,
Verse 3d . “ Thou turnest man to destruc

you thereby also conquered death ? Let us quaest. 6. caus. 15. Decr. p . 2. )

tion , and sayest, Return, ye children ofmen.” remember, therefore,that Epicure's ideas are Christ : "My kingdom is not of this world ”,

What is said in Hebrew, “ Thou causest man

notdiscussed here , how evils may be mitigated ( John 18 , 36. ) and versus Paul : “ Let EVERY
to return, to contrition,” really is nothing else which we can not escape , but that we are soul be subject unto the higher powers,” etc.

but what we rendered ( sc. in German ),“ Thou taught to refer both good and evil to the one ( Rom . 13 , 1. )

causest men to die,” and thus I would rather God and learn how to conquer those evils. Decr. p . 2. dist. 1. can . 6 : “ If the pope

say as it is clearer. Furthermore , as to the And it is this principally Moses has begun should neglect his eternal welfare or that of

meaning , the Fathers thought this verse treated
to do. his flock , so that he would lead to hell and

of the sin of concupiscence , lustful desire ,
Prudently , therefore , he says , “ Thou causest draw with him into eternal torment an in

having, perchance, been tempted by nothing men to die,” that is , it is Thy doing , even numerable people : even then no mortal would
”

beside those animal and carnal desires , as in
more , it is Thy wrath by which all mankind be allowed to censure him , because he (the

their writings they seldom make mention of is engorged by death. Not by chance men pope) judges alland is judged by nobody” .
other temptations . Tbence it is that when

come into being , not by chance are they born , versus Christ : “ Beware of false prophets”

discoursing on original sin ourpapists likewise not by chance do theysuffer, nor do they die (Matth. 7, 15.) and versus Paul: " Prove all

understand nothing by it but carnal desire .
by chance . Even cattle do not die by chance , things ” ( 1 Thess . 5 , 21. ) , which two verbs

But if those growing to manhood first begin but by our determination . Their calamities imply necessarily a judging .

to get aware of this desire , it follows that are ruled by men . Much less do men die Decr. Honor .: “ We condemn all heretics of

original sin is something more serious by far without a certain cause. Hence as man de- both sexes and of every kind to eternal dis

since it exists in those , too , and gives proof parts life by virtue of a divine and definite grace and infamy ; we declare them to be

of its existence , who are still of an inferior counsel , so also death is a work of divine damned and their estate to be forfeited . They

age , with infants, yea, even with an embryo as wrath by which He turneth this creature of shall not have possession of it, nor shall it

yet in the womb , as shown by the 51st Psalm . His to destruction and thrusteth him forth out come to their children , for they have equally

But as the Doctors ( Church Fathers) almost of life into death . Thus properly he refers sinned against the eternalGod,and the earthly

came to a standstill in their psychical medita- this effect to God Himself that we be admon- king ( pope ) = versus Christ : “ Man , who

tions and were not able to harmonize Scripture ished and not seek help elsewhere but with made me a judge over you ?” in matters of

with those more hidden and spiritual vices of Him who inflicted the evil . For He that hath heirship. (Luke 12 , 14. )

nature , this resulted in their occupying them- smitten , He also healeth . For this is the title “ The pope has a heavenly free will ; he is

selves more negligently even with the most of our God , He killeth and maketh alive , He greater than any apostle; he is not bound by

important passages of Scripture . Hence we bringeth to the grave and bringeth up , He the laws of Paul nor by the laws of Peter ;

shall let them rule and grow strong in their turneth man to destruction ( as is said here ) | he can act without the law , above the law , and

idea , but let us follow the true and genuine and commandeth the children of men return , against the law ; his decision is valid even if

meaning.
in order that as we received life by Him in against the doctrine of the Church and of

Themeaning , therefore , of this passage is the beginning so we might also by Him finally Councils . The pope's decision passes for the

this : Moses would teach us that through sin conquer death that exists not merely on ac- decision of the whole world . The Roman

man forfeited grace and now suffers the pen- count of our eyil lust , but on account of all pope is the prince of princes, the Lord of the
alty of death. Thou turnest man to destruc- the sins . God, indeed, uses the devil to afflict rulers” ( Merlin's Collection of the Decisions
tion , He says , and reducest him to nought. and to kill us , but the devil has no power to of the Sacred Const . ) = pope against Paul

Is not this a horrible sentence and a most do it unless God , in this manner, wishes to and Peter . Gal . 1 , 9 .: “ If any man preach

serious wrath of God causing man to die in punish sin . We are as sheep for the slaugh- any other gospel unto you than that ye have

consequence of it , so noble a creature, excell- ter , subject to death on account of God's received , let him be accursed.”
ing all living beings , not subject to angels nor wrath because of sin . Most horrible and antichristian are some of

to the devils , but solely to the divine majesty , ( To be continued .) the glosses to the Canons. The gloss to c . 3 .

yea , above that created in the image of God tit . 7 , lib . I , Decr. Grogorii IX. runs thus:

that he might live and exercise dominion ? A The revenging wrath of God against the “ The only answer ( excuse ) that you have to

more serious death this is , indeed , and a more perjurer all its thunder bends. give for any and every deed of the pope , is :
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Miscellaneous.

'because it is his will , ' and who is so daring An alchemist, while seeking to discover a Saviour to the Scribes have an illustration in

as to ask him ( the pope ) : why doest thou mixture of earths that would make the most this incident : " Thou art not far from the

thus ? Because he is elevated above all laws , durable crucibles , one day found that he had kingdom of God .” The gospel proclaims the

he may dispense from every law ; yea , he can made porcelain . kingdom as having come nigh to us . Our

make unrighteousness even , all orders of a The origin of blue-tinted paper came about perishing will be all the more bitter if we do

Government he may alter or annul at will” by a mere slip of the hand. The wife of not find it .

versus Paul : “ For we can do nothing against William East , an English paper-maker, acci

the truth .” ( 2 Cor. 13 , 8. ) Cf. Glossa ad c . 4 dentally let a blue bag fall into one of the THE PEDOMETER TELLS ON THEIR FRAILTY.

Extrav. Joh . 22 de verborum significatione : vats of pulp . -The Detroit Free Press cites this case :

“ The pope may dispense against the Evangel , The power of lenses , as applied to the tele- " The father of a frail , consumptive Con

the apostles and the natural right.” scope , was discovered by a watch - maker's necticut girl , who wanted to attend a dance ,
Gloss to can . 2 , c. 15.q.6 : “ Whoever should apprentice . While holding spectacle-glasses sent her in a carriage with two servants, but,

dare to say that the Lord, our God , the pope between his thumb and finger he was startled made her carry a pedometer in her pocket.

( so in three editions of Paris and two of at the suddenly enlarged appearance of a When shegot homein the morning it indicated

Lyons ! ) , the author of these decrees had no neighboring church spire . that she had danced enough to cover thirty

power to make such , ought to be considered The art of etching upon glass was discov- one miles in a straight line."

as a heretic !” (Fagnanus . Commentaries on ered by a Nuremburg glass-cutter . A few

the Canons . ) Paul : “ But to us there is but drops of aqua fortis fell upon his spectacles.
THOU SHALT NOT COMMIT ADULTERY. —The

one God, the Father ... and one Lord , Jesus He noticed that the glass became corroded

Christ . "
and softened where the acid had touched it. number of divorces in the United States dur

But what further need have we of witnesses ? That was hint enough. He drew figures upon
ing the years of 1870 to 1880 is given by the

Enough of the blasphemy! The pope is the glass with varnish ,applied the corroding fluid, This is certainly a horrible number and attests
census to have reached the number of 240,000.

anti-Christ,the anti-Paul, and the anti-Peter !then cut away the glass around the drawing. the growth of immorality.

Fr. MEYER , Pueblo , Colo . When the varnish was removed the figures

appeared raised upon a dark ground.
Recent Publications.

The shop of a Dublin tobacconist by the

name of Lundyfoot was destroyed by fire. GESCHICHTLICHE SKIZZE , historical sketch of the

While he was gazing dolefully into the smol- Ev. - Luth . St. Johns church in Harlem , N. Y.,

written in commemoration ot its twenty- fifth

What is your Religion worth ?
dering ruins he noticed that his poorer neigh

anniversary by its present pastor, Rev. H. C.

bors were gathering the snuff from the canis- Steup. Published by the M. Luther Orphanage,

He tested the snuff for himself and
West Roxbury, Mass ., 1889 .

A gentleman was traveling from Cambridge ters .
Our Harlem church, situated in the very com

to York, and as a true servant of the Lord discovered that the fire had largely improved mercial gate of our country, has done well in hav
Jesus he sought ever to be about bis Divine its pungency and aroma. It was a hint worth ing its history put on record. The sketch sets forth

all the trials and affiictions which it costs a church
Master's business . Ere he started , he fur- profiting by. He secured another shop, built and its pastors to emerge from the Reformed and

nished himself with a pocketful of tracts; a lot of ovens , sụbjected the snuff to a heating Episcopalian society into a thoroughly indoctrinated
Lutheran eongregation . The sketch drawn from

and as the train glided out of the Cambridge process, gave the brand a particular name , available sources covers the ministries of Revs.c.
station , he began to hand them round. One and in a few years became rich through an J. Renz, L. A. C. Detzer, F. T. Koerner, H.W.

Diederich , F. W. Seeger and H. C. Steup . Pictures

of the passengers refused , and taking a race affliction which he at first thought had com- of the church and its ministers adorn the pamphlet.

card out of his pocket , he held it up , saying, pletely ruined him .
The church consists of 1300 souls, 525 communicants

and 60 voting members .

" You see this : that's my religion. ” “ It is , The art of lithographing was perfected

THE LUTHERAN ALMANAC AND YEAR-BOOK FOR
my friend ? ” “ Yes,” he replied . " I sup- through suggestions. A poor musician was

1890. Lutheran Publication Society, Philadel

pose you have a good many of those cards? ” curious to know whether music could not be phia, Pa . Edited by Rev. M. Sheeleigh, D. D.

" Oh, yes , I have them pinned all over my etched upon stone as well as upon copper. This almanac is published by the Publication So

mantle-piece . ” “ Well, then , go on and col- After he had prepared his slab his mother calender, a full clerical register of all pastors that
lect as many more as you can ; pin them all asked him to make a memorandum of such call themselves Lutheran, and the names of all ed

around your room ; and when the doctor tells clothes as she proposed to send away to be ucationaland charitable institutesand of all peri
odicals and their editors, bearing the Lutheran

you that you have only ten minutes to live , washed . Not having pen , ink , and paper name. - Price single copy, 10 cents.

take them all down, count them over , and see convenient , he wrote the list on the stone with

what your religion is worth .” his etching preparation , intending to make a
Notice.

They sat quiet , the one in silent prayer, copy of it at leisure . A few days later , when

and the other in anxious thought. When the about to clean the stone , he wondered what Rev. J. E. RADER, formerly of Springdale, Ark .,

gentleman opened the door to alight , the man
effect aqua fortis would have upon it. He ap- requests us to state in the Witness that his health

said , “ I say , you can give me one of those plied the acid and in a few minutes saw the has so improved , that he has been able to accept a

papers if you will.” The tract was imme- writing standing out in relief. The next step call to Emmanuel Congregation at Rader, Webster

diately given ; but the result is known to Him necessary was simply to ink the stone and Co., Mo. He desires to be addressed at this place

in future .

who will not let His Word return void , but take off an impression .

will make it accomplish His purposes.
Subscriptions Paid .

Dear reader , what is your religion ? Every

one has a religion of some sort or another,
Not far from the Kingdom of God .

Mrs. E. Hencke, Cleveland , O. , (VII 19 to

for man must worship and make a god of
VIII 18 ) $ 1.00

Ph . Francke , Mobile , Ala . , ( VIII)
something or somebody.- British Evangelist. Last September eleven persons started from

H. W. Moesta, Richmond, Va., (VIII)
1.00

Chamouni to ascend Mount Blanc which they M. Stephan, Richmond, Va . , (VIII 13 to IX 12) 1.00

reached next day. Returning they werecaught Teacher L. F. Brinkmann, Manistee, Mich.
(VIII 4. cc) 4.00

How some Discoveries were made. in a whirling and blinding snow storm , and Fred. Schaller, Fowlervllle, Mich . , (VIII 15
to IX 14 ) 1.00

lost their way. Wearied out by their vain
H. Tiarks , Monticello, Iowa, (VIII) 1.00

Mezzotinto , the engraving on copper in imi- efforts to find it , they took refuge in a snow W. M. Parrish , Richmond, Va. , ( VIII 15 to

IX 14 ) 1.00

tation of painting in India ink , owned its in- cavern , where all perished . When their bodies
Rev. H. Bremer, Pierce , Neb . , (VII . VIII) 2.00

vention to the simple fact of the gun - barrel were discovered , it appeared that if they had Rev. Ph . Laux,Wentworth ,s . Dak ., (VI.VII) 2.00

of a sentry becoming rusted with dew . gone five yards further, they would have been A. E. Succop, Pittsburgh , Pa. , (VIII 7. cc)

Rev. J. E. Rader, Rader, Mo. , (VIII)
1.00

The swaying to and fro of a chandelier in a on the path that led directly to the village Rev. C. L.Banghart, Lincoln, Mo., (VIII 15

cathedral suggested to Galileo the application whence they started . They were near de
to IX 14 ) 1.00

of the pendulum . liverance and knew it not. The words of the
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUBE, PRINTER .

9

1.00

7.00
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OR OTHERWISE SINNING BROTHER .

the soul and the institution in which He oper- they themselves have not the Spirit of Christ.

ates is His Church on earth . Therefore the Of shepherds in Israel , such as the scribes and

Church is to receive all those who acknowledge Pharisees were , the Lord says in the 34th chap

their sickness and desire to be healed . The ter of Ezekiel : “ The diseased bave ye not

impenitent the Church is to refuse , the peni- strengthened , neither have ye healed that

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE tent she is to receive, that is the short and which was sick , neither have ye bound up that

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
very simple rule . No matter what a man was which was broken , neither have ye brought

By Rev. F. Kuegele. formerly guilty of, if he repents and turns to again that which was driven away, neither

Christ , he is to be received by the Church ; have ye sought that which was lost ; but with

for so Christ said : “ Him that cometh to me I force and with cruelty have ye ruled them .”

XV. Sunday after Trinity.
will in no wise cast out.” The impenitent But as to Himself the Lord says in the same

GAL. 5 , 25-6 , 10. Christ rebuked with sharp words , but the chapter : " I will seek that which was lost , and

penitent He kindly received , not caring that bring again that which was driven away , and

BELOVED IN THE LORD : — The Christian the Pharisees sneered at Him and scornfully will bind up that which was broken , and will

Church is frequently compared with a hospital called Him the friend of publicans and sin- strengthen that which was sick.” To restore

in which are all manner of sick . This com Though Free - Masons ' and worldly the fallen , to warn the stumbling , to encourage

parison is right if understood right, but it be- Moralists sneer at her , nevertheless it re- the weak , that is Christian spirit and Christian

comes false if applied wrong. The Church is mains the Church's mission to receive those duty ; for thus exhorts theapostle : “ Brethren ,

an institution for the healing of souls , yet not who deplore their transgressions and desire if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are

such an institution wherein all sinners without forgiveness . spiritual, restore such a one in the spirit of

any distinction must be received or tolerated . Now since the Church is an institution for meekness. "

Those who impenitently live in manifest sins, spiritual healing , it necessarily follows that Is not this requiring an impossible thing ?

or obstinately adhere to errors , the Church is Christians should help one another to put away Who can raise up the fallen and convert the

neither to receive , nor is she to tolerate them sins , faults and errors , and this is something sinner ? This , indeed , no one can do save God

in her community, but with such the Church very important; for what is a man benefitted, alone , but we are to do towards an erring or

is to do as St. Paul commands the Corinthians, if he is indeed in a hospital, but is not so otherwise sinning brother that through which

writing : “ I have written unto you not to keep treated that his healing is promoted ? Let us God restores him again . I can also convert

company, if any man that is called a brother therefore to -day consider : no one , neither am I called to do it , but I am

be a fornicator , or covetous, or an idolater , or called to preach the Word , to administer the
A CHRISTIAN'S DUTY TOWARDS AN ERRING

a railer , or a drunkard , or an extortioner : sacraments, to apply law and Gospel to in

with such a one no not to eat. Therefore put dividuals , to rebuke , warn , comfort as the case

away from among yourselves that wicked per- I would show may be, and I know through this my work

son ; ' ' and to Titus the same apostle writes : I. what this duty is, and souls are converted and fallen ones are re

" A man that is a heretic , after the first and II . how it is to be performed . stored again ; for God has said , His Word

second admonition , reject." For the very rea should not return void , but should prosper in

son because the Church is an institution for
I.

the thing whereto He sends it . Though I can

healing , therefore those do not belong into and This text treating of various virtues and not begin to convert a soul yet I must teach ,

are not to be tolerated in her community who duties is rich enough to preach a number of preach, rebuke , comfort and God owes me no

do not want to be healed , who want to walk in sermons thereon . The duty of which I would thanks , because I am only performing my

the darkness of error and sin . Impenitent sin- to -day specially speak is comprised in the duty. If you see a brother sin by error , set

ners and errorists the Church is neither to re- words : “ Brethren , if a man be overtaken in a before him the Word of truth , and if he is

ceive nor is she to tolerate them in her com- fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such a one convinced thereby , then you have restored

munity. in the spirit of meekness , considering thyself, him to the truth . If you see a brother sin
;

But the Christian Church is rightly and truly lest thou also be tempted.” What Paul here otherwise, remind him of God's threats and

compared to a hospital in this sense , that it is commands is briefly this : if a Christian, or to warnings, and if he is rendered sorrowful , tell

an institution for healing. So it was promised be more explicit , if one member of a congre- him the Word of reconciliation in the promises

in the last chapter of the Old Testament : gation falls , those who are standing are to help of grace ; and if he is brought unto faith , you

“ Unto you that fear my name , shall the Sun of him up again . If he falls into error they are have restored him again , although it was not

righteousness arise with healing in his wings ; to bring him to the belief of the truth, and if you that did it , but the Holy Ghost by your

and ye shall go forth and grow up as calves of he falls into some other sin they are to lead words , like as Paul says : “ I labored more

the stall;” and when the Pharisees took ex- him to repent and to return into the way of abundantly than they all ; yet not I , but the

ception to the Lord's eating with publicans right. If one has fallen it is not right to stand grace of God which was with me."

and sinners , He said unto them : " They that aloof from him , saying : He has fallen , let him
But to rebuke another for sins , or to warn

be whole need not a physician, but they that see , how he may rise up again . Not so ; but him against some dangerous way in which he

are sick . But go ye and learn what that if one has fallen , extend to him your hand is walking is generally an unpleasant thing

meaneth , I will have mercy and not sacrifice : and help to restore him ; that is brotherly and and the flesh will tempt the Christian to argue :

for I am not come to call the righteous , but that is duty. Much less is it right to deal “ Why should it just be my duty ? Let the

sinners to repentance ; ” and in the 103d Psalm violently with a fallen man , saying : He is ob- pastor do it , or let those do it who are better

David says : “ Bless the Lord , O my soul : noxious to the church and a disgrace to us , qualified than myself.” Friend , let me tell

who forgiveth all thine iniquities ; who healeth out with him ! Those who would treat a fallen you : It is indeed the pastor's duty and it is

all thy diseases.” It is Jesus Christ who heals brother in this way would thereby show that the duty of those of whom you say they are

>
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better qualified than yourself, and it is also II . thing , and when this is done , then a warning

your duty ; for thus says the apostle : " Ye In common intercourse and daily society it word is given so as to profit.

which are spiritual, restore such a one.” If is frequently the case that a reproof should Therefore a Christian should also approach

you are spiritual , if you are a Christian it is be given to another on the spot , forthwith, a sinning brother “ in the spirit of meekness.”

your duty to apply brotherly admonition and which is often necessary both for the sake of With mildness, kindness , humility, and not in

is it right to shift your duty unto the shoul- , the sinning brother and also in order to show a coarse , rough , overbearing manner, or as

ders of others? Christians may easily sin by that we have no part or pleasure in the works though he thought himself better than the

depending too much on the pastor to do every of darkness ; but in general we should make other which must be provoking to him . ' " A

thing. The pastor can not be everywhere , it a rule, if we are about to restore another, soft answer,” says Solomon , “ turneth away,

can not see every thing and often it is wrong first to look and see , ifweourselves are stand- wrath : but grievous words stir up anger,"

to tell him about every thing . If the pastor ing . One who himself is lying , sprawling on and David says : “ Let the righteous smite:

is derelict in his duties he should be reminded , the ground, should himself first arise before me ; it shall be a kindness : and let bim re

and if he is a man who has a heart for his undertaking to help another up . " Ye which prove me ; it shall be an excellent oil , which

office he will be heartily thankful for a re- are spiritual, restore such a one,' says the shall not break my head.” Hard words are

minding given in the right time and place ; but apostle and Christ commands : “ Cast out first apt to incite to opposition and stubbornness ,

this I say : If you see a brother sin you have the beam out of thineown eye, and then shalt but a reproof kindly given is like a healing

a duty towards that brother. I am also well thou see clearly to pull out the mote that is oil. A tornado destroys , a mild breeze re

aware by my own experience that a Christian in thy brother's eye.” If he that is rebukedIf he that is rebuked freshes. Brotherly admonition is only then

may in a certain case well see what his duty has reason to say to the other : Physician , heal indeed brotherly when given in a brotherly

is and what he ought to do , and he may sin- thyself, it wil be labor lost . A Christian can , manner . Therefore also time and place should

cerely desire to come up to his duties , but he of course , not be entirely without faults, but be rightly chosen . “ A word ,” says Solomon,

is backward, feels as though he could not, or what St. Paul here says is this : he who would fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pict“

fears he might do more harm than good ; so restore a fallen one should himself be a Christ- ures of silver.” A word fitly spoken , spoken

the question of qualification suggests itself ian , otherwise if he is a servant of sin he is in the right manner as suited to the person

and in well-meaning he leaves undone what himself down and not in a situation to help and the circumstances, at the right place and

he ought to do . Ah ! that question of qualifi- another up . If you have reason to rebuke, in the right season , yes , that is , indeed , a. ,

cation is indeed a delicate thing . Even the warn or exhort another ask yourself , if you precious thing.precious thing. Therefore we should also

apostle Paul casts up this question 2. Cor . 2. , yourself are in a situation to rebuke a man for take into consideration the other's station,

writing : “ To the one we are the savour of sin , or if the words would apply to you which character , temperament and the like and

death unto death , and to the other the savour St. Paul writes to the Romans : “ Thinkest should shape our manner and our words ac

of life unto life . And who is sufficient for thou this, O man , that judgest them which do cordinly thatthey may have the desired effect.

these things ? For we are not as many, which such things, and doest the same, that thou Always should we strive to observe the rule :

corrupt the word of God : butas of sincerity , shalt escape the judgment of God ? ” We Approach a sinning brother as you , if in his

but as of God , in the sight of God speak we should first judge ourselves, thereafter exhort place, would desire him to approach you .

in Christ.” That does not read as though others. This is , indeed , one of the great One thing more as to the manner of broth

Paul bad thought himself qualified for the blessings which rests on brotherly admonition erly admonition is contained in this text:

work of theministry, nevertheless he persisted when practiced rightly, that it is often of “ Restore such a one in the spirit of meekness;

in it , because he was called of God and it was greater benefit to him who gives , than to him considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted ."

his duty . Just those who think themselves that receives it . Ah truly , if a Christian considers that he , too,

qualified and therefore use impertinent bold- Another consideration must be , of what may fall , then he will have a heart for such

ness are generally not qualified for effectual nature the shortcoming or transgression is as sin by error or in other ways. And so it
brotherly admonition . For spiritual things which is to be rebuked . “ If a man be over- indeed is . While life lasts , no one is abso

only he is truly qualified whom God qualifies, taken in a fault.” So Paul is at this place lutely secured against falling away. Thy

and of God the 8th Psalm says : “ Out of the not speaking of premeditated crimes and mali- brother is to-day fallen , to-morrow he may

mouth of babes and sucklings hast thou or- cious wickedness. With regard to crimes , asWith regard to crimes , as rise again ; thou to-day standest , to-morrow

dained strength. ” Often the simple words murder, robbery, adultery and other sins thou mayest fall. Pride not thyself because

of an humble Christian effect what the learned committed publicly and known to the commu- another is fallen and thou standest ; for he is

discourses of educated men could not do , be- nity, it is not sufficient if they are rebuked indeed fallen by his own fault, but thou

cause the power is of God and not of man . privately by individuals, such the church must standest not by thine own reason and strength ,

IfGod has placed you into such a situation rebuke publicly ; for so Paul commands Tim- but by the grace of God . " Be not high

that you see a brother in danger of losing his othy : “ Them that sin rebuke before all , that minded , but fear.” Seek to restore thy fallen

soul through error , sin or despondency , then others also may fear.” Public sins known to brother or sister , but do it as remembering

let not the feeling of disqualification seal your all should also berebuked publicly before all . that thou too mayest fall , and thou wilt do it

lips , but sigh to God and open your mouth to But here St. Paul is referring to sins into in the spirit of meekness .

speak a word of instruction, rebuke or com- wbich a Christian is led by temptation , or into Let us remember and well consider that

fort as it seems needed. Remember, it is which he is drawn gradually and entangled brotherly admoninition is something which

duty. “ Brethren , if a man be overtaken in a unawares . Now a Christian should, of course , deeply concerns the spiritual life and growth

fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such a not make it his business rebukingly to ap- of a congregation. Look at a congregation

one,” and Christ says : “ If thy brother shall proach others for little and insignificant faults ; in which each one prides himself in his piety

trespass against thee , go and tell him his for in that case he would soon be regarded by and morality and when one falls into sin the

fault," and Moses already commanded : “ Thou others as an overly eager critic and would no others have no compassion with him , but are

shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart: thou more be listened to ; brotherly admonition quick to say : Out with him that the church

shalt in any wise rebuke thy neighbor, and should chiefly be applied in such things by be not disgraced ! It is cold in that congre

not suffer sin upon him .” These are certainly which the brother's soul is endangered , if he gation . Not the warm breeze of Christian

very clear commands of the Scriptures and a is left go on therein , in which therefore a love , the bleak , sharp northwind of legality is

Christian should put down the reluctance of reproof is needed . Especially should sin not blowing there.1
Look at a congregation which

the flesh and should strive to walk also in this be exaggerated and the brother represented cares not what its members believe or how

statute of the Lord . worse than he is , neither should he be ap- they live , in which purity of doctrine is sneered

Yet if brotherly admonition is to have the proached simply on unwarranted suspicion , at and the sinning are not rebuked. That

desired effect it must also be applied in the which is both wrong in itself and can onlydo congregation is returning to the world . But

right way, wisely and not unwisely, and on harm . True charity will always assume the look at a congregation desirous that all its
this our text also instructs us . best and put the best construction on every members believe right and live right , where1

a

?
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the members teach one another , rebuke one ily and the church remain within their own another. " The Kingdom of Christ is not to

another, exhort and comfort one another, and provinces ; none should overstep its divinely be advanced or sustained through the aid of

if one falls , sorrow over it and are eager to constituted bounds , nor intrude on the prem- the civil power , but through the word of God

seek that which is gone astray . Yes , in such ises of the others , nor presume to interfere and through the proclamation of that word.

a congregation there is the life and spirit of with the affairs of the others. As soon as Christ when sending His apostles out into the

Christ , there it is lovely to be . There is a any such interference occurs , then the inter- world did not say to them : “ Plant My church

little of it among us ; as yet it is only a be- fering institution becomes a transgressor. I and extend its limits by calling to your as

ginning , but let us foster it , and the Lord will “ Render unto Cesar the things which are sistance the civil magistrates in the different

surely grant the increase . Amen. Cesar's , and unto God the things that are countries of the globe ; ” but what did He

God's. " Matth . 22 , 21 . say ? He spoke very plainly to them on this

The meaning of this passage evidently is point ; He said : “ Go ye into all the world

this : Cesar , or which is the same thing, civil and preach the gospel to every creature . He

government and God , or the church of God , that believeth and is baptized shall be saved ;

are two radically different things ; each has but he that believeth not , shall be damned.”
A proposed constitutional Amendment

certain claims in every individual . Let each Mark 16 , 15—16. Compare also Matth. 28 ,

respecting Religion .
individual , therefore , so conduct himself to- 19 sq .

wards civil government and towards the church The preaching of the gospel and the ad

II . Such AN AMENDMENT UNSCRIPTURAL.
as his specific duty towards each requires . ministration of the holy sacraments and the

The aim and object of the NationalReform This implies that civil government should not divine institution of the ministry are the di

Association , as we have seen in a former ar- interfere with religion and , vice versa , the vinely appointed means, through which Christ

ticle , is the establishment of the Christian as church should not interfere with the admin- establishes , advances , and preserves Hischurch

the state religion of the Republic in which we istration of state affairs . The interference upon earth. And these means contain in them

have the privilege of living . The accomplish- of the one with the affairs of the other is im- selves the sufficiency for the accomplishment.

ment of this object would be considered by pliedly forbidden in this scripture passage . of what they are to accomplish. The employ

National Reformers as the greatest triumph That Christ our Lord was in earnest, when ment of every other means for the establish

of Christianity and the Bible . Yet the striv- He said : “ Render unto Cesar the things , ment and preservation of the church of Christ

ing after the accomplishment of this object is which are Cesar's , and to God the things that is an insult offered to the Son of God and is

radically unscriptural. For in order that the are God's;" that He really meant that civil virtually declaring, that the means furnished

desired object might be brought about, it government should not interfere with the af- by Christ are insufficient. Requesting and

would be necessary for the state , as such , to fairs of the church , and that the church should demanding of civil government to further the

concern itself with spiritual and religious not meddle with state matters , He plainly set interests of Christianity is therefore unscript

things and to legislate concerning them as it forth by His own example , when on a certain ural ; consequently the agitation to secure a

does concerning civil affairs, and by doing occasion He refused to play the part of a civil constitutional amendment to this effect is un

this it would step outside of its own province magistrate, saying : “ Man, who made me a scriptural and such an amendment, if secured,

and meddle with affairs which are foreign to judge or a divider over you ? ” Luke 12 , 14. would be unscriptural also.-H. R.

its very essence and to the object of its ex- Now if the United States , which in the case

istence . What is the state ? The state is an before us is civil government , would add an Confucianism and Christianity.

institution , a worldly institution , a divinely amendment to its constitution , establishing

ordained worldly institution , if you please , the Christian as the state religion , such action Rev. George Owen , of Peking, gives a re

which has for its object the governing of the would be an interference on the part of the port of the way in which a Chinese preacher

people within its limits according to a certain state with religious matters ; for by such contrasted Confucianism , the religion of China,

standard , the maintaining of law and order , amendment our government would enjoin and the gospel:
and the protection of its inhabitants in ex- upon every citizen a belief in the Christian " The world is like a great hospital filled

ternal and temporalaffairs. Religion belongs religion and would virtually declare every in- with the sick and dying . A Confucian scho

into an altogether different province , into the habitant a Christian . Just this very thing lar enters with a pile of books under his arm ,

province of the church , just as the care of the state has no right whatsoever to do , but and , addressing the poor sick folk , tells them

children belongs into the province of the this is forbidden in Scriptures. Therefore the they were all born with good, sound constitu

family. All three , the state , the church , and proposed constitutional amendment respect- tions ; that their maladies are all selfinflicted ;

the family have their own peculiar provinces , ing religion , if adopted , would be unscriptural; and then delivers a learned lecture on the

in which to live and move and act , have their and the movement set on foot by the National laws of health . He has no medicine for the

own peculiar duties to perform ,, their own Reform Association to secure such an amend- sick , no bandage for broken limbs , no oint

peculiar affairs to conduct . ment, is unscriptual also. ment for festering sores , and no salve for

God has instituted the state or civil govern- Moreover, a principal object , undoubtedly fast- failing eyes . He is a professor of ethics ,

ment and requires of it a conscientious per- the principal object , National.Reformers have not a healer of disease ; a scholar , not a doc

formance of the duty it has as civil govern- in view when demanding the establishment tor ; and it is difficult to see what he is doing

ment ; so he has also instituted the family of the Christian as the state religion , is the in a hospital . But a Christian teacher enters ,

and demands of it a rightful discharge of the furtherance and promotion of it ; they want and in sympathetic tones tells the sick ones

duties it has as family ; in the same manner to make the state subservient to the interests of a great Physician , who heals all manner

the church is a divine institution and is ex- of the church ; they want to advance the cause of diseases , at whose touch the blind see , the

pected to faithfully and scrupulously admin- of Christianity by the aid and at the expense deaf hear , the lame walk , the lepers are

ister its own affairs in compliance with the of the state. This idea , however, is decidedly cleansed , and the dead are raised . His heal

rules and regulations laid down in the Bible unscriptural . For when the Jews at Corinthing is without money and without price : 'Ask ,

and is accountable to its Lord and Master for requested Gallio to suppress Christianity and and it shall be given ; seek , and ye shall find ;

such administration . Civil governmentCivil government is not thereby help along the cause of the Jewish knock , and it shall be opened to you . ' Con

responsible for what the church does, nor is religion, the Roman magistrate dismissed them fucius was simply a moral teacher ; Christ a
the church responsible for the doings of the from his presence , saying : " I will be no judge divine Saviour.”

state, nor is the family responsible for the of such matters.” Acts 18 , 15 . He evi

doings of either or both , but the church , civil dently means to say : “ I am a civil magis- ONLY THREE LEFT , AND THEY ARE DECREPIT .

government and the family are responsible trate ; as such I am to concern myself with Says the Catholic Review : " In every coun

each for its own peculiar doings in its own civil matters exclusively ; as civil magistrate try of the world to -day the governments are

peculiar sphere. The state should remain I have nothing to do with the suppression of either Protestant or pagan , with the exception

within its own sphere as should also the fam- one form of worship or with the promotion of of Spain , Austria, and Ecuador.”
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souri and other States .

draft is at the risk of the sender .

Class Mail Matter.

answer :

Joy in the Lord. Pythagorean Prohibition, Abstain

from Beans!

Divine joy knows no sin , no fear of death

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor .-— Rev. H. Birkner, Agt .
or of hell ; it is a joyous almighty confidence " Abstain from beans,” said Pythagoras to

towards God and His grace . Therefore it is his pupils , thereby instructing them not am

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st called a joy in the Lord , not in silver or gold , bitiously to seek for magistracy ; but some of
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- not in surfeiting and rioting, not in mirth or his pupils thought themselves good Pythago

Moneys, names of subscribers,

changes of addresses and all other business communications song , not in strength or health , not in skill reans if they did not eat beans. So some so

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., and wisdom , not in power and honors, not in called Christians believe themselves to be good
St. Louis , Mo. All communications for the editorial de

partmentshould be sent to Rev. C. A.FRANK,16 Harvey Str., friendship or favors , yea , not even in good Christians if they observe the letter of thelaw

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in works and sanctity ; for these are altogether whilst they neglect the spirit conveyed by
advance. Money sent otherwise than by money-order or deceitful , false joys which never touch the such letter.

bottom of our hearts, whereof may truly be

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second said , This man rejoices but his heart knows Civil righteousness of God's Children.

nothing thereof. But to rejoice in the Lord

ST. LOUIS, MO., January 7, 1890.
means to trust , to glory, to boast , to be de- “ They obey the laws , and by the goodness

fiant in the Lord as our gracious Father. of their lives exceed the laws,” said one of

Such joy spurns everything that is not the the children of God . It certainly behooves
The American Sentinel wants us to

Lord , even one's own sanctity , as we read in the children of the Sun to excel by their light

become radical.
Jeremiah 9 , 24. : “ Thus saith the Lord , Let the pale lustre of the moon or of a life gov

not the wise man glory in his wisdom , neither erned only by reason and moving in the sphere

The American Sentinel of December 11th let the mighty man glory in his might, let not only of state-laws.

chides us for not condemning the State law of the rich man glory in his riches . But let him

Georgia which prohibits Sunday work . The that glorieth glory in this that he understan

Sentinel states, “ The law is simply an unjust, deth and knoweth me;” and in 1 Cor. 1 , 31. ,
Daily Repentance.

wicked and antichristian law . If the fact of “ He that glorieth , let him glory in the Lord .”

there being a State law against Sunday labor This definition is by the sweet herald of heav- again even before they fall. In these wordsa
Such are the souls of saints as to rise up

justifies the conviction of Mr. Conkling , then enly joy , Dr. M. Luther .

the fact of existence of laws against heresy
St. Chrysostom shows us the readiness of

God's people to repent of every sin and to
would justify all the persecutions of the Dark

Ages. Is the Witness ready to admit that Be careful for nothing.
wash away their stains in the blood of the

Luther ought to have been burned ?” We
Lamb. It is a matter of the greatest care and

1. We have no copy of Georgia's
Our care should be that we be careful for anxiety for a Christian to know that he of

State law . To pass judgement upon a matter nothing at all , and only rejoice in the Lord fended God.

requires a full knowledge of the measure in and let our moderation be known to all men .

question . Otherwise we are bound by divine And if aught befalls us that causes us care Lame Sunday -Christians.

law to put the best construction upon every and perplexity, as there are many such things

Such nominal Christians as come to church
thing. 2. We do not agree with the Sentinel while we live on earth , we should not en

in defining the powers of the State . The deavor to extricate ourselves by our own on Sunday and in the week following will do

State is not justified in making lawsfor Chris- thoughts, but bend our knees in prayer and shameful things , are thus characterized in an

tians as such . It is not the province of the cast our cares upon the Lord. For the Lord old proverb : “ Their master teaches them to

State to rule the church . Heresy , deviations causes us to be enveloped by cares and trou- go uprightly , but they still show their lame

from churchly principles as such should never bles for this very reason that by such straits leg , and shame their master.”

be drawn into the sphere of state authority . we be driven to prayer and commit our wants

If the state authorities decree aught that mi- to the Lord . Remain in the Calling for which you

litates against the Bible and compel Christians are qualified.

to violate their allegiance to their heavenly Christ's birth our birth.

King, then Christians must obey God rather You have spoiled a good soldier when you

than men and suffer the consequences. But Christ takes from us and unto himself our made me a bad commander, exclaimed an old

such principle does not say , that the State has miserable birth in Adam and buries the same trooper who knew that he was not qualified

no authority in its own sphere , no authority in His birth and gives us His birth that therein for his new position. But few men have their
over its Christian citizens as citizens. Now we become pure and new , as if it were our eyes open on this important subject.

we ask the Sentinel this question : Has the own , so that every Christian may rejoice and

State no right to appoint a certain day in the boast of this birth of Christ no less than if he

Paphlagonian Pigeons.

week or month or year as a day of rest ? had also , even as Christ, been bodily born of

What divine law prohibits any State from de- Mary. Whoever disbelieves or doubts this , It was said of the Paphlagonian pigeons

creeing a day of universal rest from labor for is no Christian . that every one of them had two hearts ; but

all its citizens ? We know of no such divine
whilst we are likened unto doves by Christ,

law . Keeping Sunday or any other day as a Religion defined . we are told to be without guile and to walk in

day of rest from labor , as a holiday, does not singleness of heart .

make the day a holiday , imposes no religious All the parts that make up a man , must

duty whatever. And why should it be unjust , make up our religion , said Clement of Alex

wicked and antichristian to punish the trans- andria, thereby intimating that our religion
Deliberate Sins.

gressors of such a law ? If the law is right, must not be confined to our acts of external

it is certainly right to insist on its being worship , but must also permeate our heart salvation, was Tertullian's expression ; we
A sin chosen and deliberately done devours

obeyed. Has the State no authority to pro- and spirit .
should , therefore, look upon deliberate sins

hibit treason and to punish the traitor , be
as so many wolves ready to devour our sal

cause according to our Bible the State has no
Their inner Life .

vation .

authority to prohibit heresy or to punish the

heretic ? Rendering unto God the things that Christians " are clothed with a great deal of It is a sad error if you believe that you can

are God's , does not free us from rendering mind,” because they experience the promise merit the joys of heaven by making earth

unto Cesar the things that are Cesar's.
in Hosea , “ I will speak unto his heart.” a hell.
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a fixed time would hang like a menace over way home she passed the murderous cottage,

the body during the next two years , threaten- and heard that which we have described . The

ing its unity, harmony and co-operation . It eminent' counsel , to discredit the witness ,

United Synod in the South . was answered to this , that the evils appre- sneeringly asked how she was able to fix the

hended from a definite , would not be removed date and the hour so closely. The reply was

The United Synod of the Lutheran church by an indefinite postponement. The amend that it was on the Saturday of the week in

in the South convened in St. Paul's Lutheran ment was lost , and the motion to postpone which was the 29th of April last. " Why do

church , Wilmington, N. C. , Rev. F. W. E. carried. you so precisely locate it ? ' . ' Because it was

Peschau , pastor , on Thursday , November 14th ,
But this disposal of the Regulations did not on April 29 , that I had to go to court to at

1889. The opening sermon was preached by prove satisfactory. Rev. A. L. Crouse , the tend my trial for stealing chickens , ' which

the President, Rev. Edward T. Horn, D. D. , Secretary, declared candidly ,while advocating charge was brought by the angry saloon

of Charleston , S. C. Dr. Horn was re-elected the discussion of the merits and the decision keeper in revenge for her interference in his

President for the ensuing two years , and Rev. of the Four Points , that until this was done babitual robbery of her husband . The whole

A. L. Crouse was chosen Secretary. In his the Tennessee Synod would not co -operate examination brought out the fact that the

report , in addition to his official acts , the in the support of the Theological Seminary, poor woman on that very date had sat on her

President recommended appropriate action in which may be established by the United Synod. own doorsteps all night , and did so on the

regard to Sunday-school literature , the organ. And the delegates of the North Carolina Synod succeeding night also . Her very persecutions -

ization of the South View Orphan Home , and asked and received permission to withdraw had compelled the miserable wife to note the

the unification of the general work of the from the session on Monday-afternoon, and dates and the hours , for both were related to

Synod . He also recommended the appoint- after consultation returned and reported , un- the false accusations, arrests , and trials which

ment of a Board of Education , and the estab- animously , that in consequence of the unwill- were caused by the brutal saloon-keeper and

lishment of a general Theological Seminary ingness of the Synod to dispose of the Regu- her besotted husband. The entire batteries

in the South . lations on the Four Points , they could give of the defense assailed her statements in vain ,

The most important and far-reaching of no assurance that their Synod would make up and so it appeared that her very sorrows were

these subjects were involved in the so- called the amount apportioned to it , and requested overruled for the conviction of those who were

Four Points, introduced at its last session in that their notification be recorded in the committing a horrible crime in her vicinity .

Savannah , Georgia , two years ago . The com- ininutes , which was granted. The very questions which were intended to

mittee on By-Laws and Regulations , Rev. S. This report is from the L. Observer. We destroy her testimony developed the tragedy

Henkel , D. D. , chairman , presented a report , hope and wish the four points will not fare in of her life , and tended both to convict the

the consideration of which was postponed the United Synod of the South as they fared murderers and to vindicate her against the

until the next meeting . Rev. A. L. Crouse in the General Council . scoundrels who had cast her out of home.

and Prof. J. S. Koiner recorded their votes The scene is said to have been one of the

against the postponement. Among these By most thrilling ever witnessed in a court of

Laws and Regulations were the following : God's Providence in preparing one of justice. God's eye never sleeps. He has means

III . Every minister, teacher, professor or the most important Witnesses of the of vindicating the helpless , and of punishing

missionary, in any institution or enterprise Cronin-Murder. those who break his laws . It seems to remain

under the supervision or control of this United
true that ' murder will out. ' One strong point

Synod , before entering on the performance of The N. W. Christian Advocate, of Chicago, in the case of this witness is the fact that she

the duties of his office , shall make an affirma- gives this in connection with the Cronin trial : was too ignorant to know about the murder,

tion that he will inculcate nothing that is in “ The providential element in the Cronin and afterward to realize the value of her tes

conflict with the Doctrinal Basis of this United case has been commented upon in these col- timony. She told the facts to an equally ig

Synod as defined in its constitution , but that umns. That feature has so come into focus norant neighbor, who in turn told one other.

all his religious teachings shall be in con- that secular papers have remarked upon it . The last presently told a policeman , who

formity with the same ; and that he will not One of the most valuable witnesses for the brought the facts to the attention of the

foster nor encourage intercommunion or altar State is Mrs. Pauline Hoertel , who, passing State's attorney after several weeks had

fellowship with non-Lutherans or Unionistic the cottage at the timethe murder took place , passed . The very reticence of the woman

services , or any secret society of a doubtful saw a man resembling Cronin enter the fatal shows that her final service in court was

or deistic character. building. Then she heard blows , a cry of purely providential, and not collusion in the

These regulations were called up on Friday- appeal to God and Christ . Then followed a most distant sense."

afternoon and carefully considered . The de- fall and the terrible silence . The brutal cross

sirableness of discussing them fully in a fra- examination in the interests of the prisoners Room for Mission among the Indians.

ternal and Christian spirit , and of deciding sought to show that the woman has a bad

them at once and finally, was analogically character . ' Have you ever been in arrest ? ' There are 40,000 wild Indian children in

presented in the timely , appropriate and able was asked . “ Yes , three times.' Then came this country. Of this number , all told , there

synodical discourse of the President, Dr. E. T. the circumstances , which were drawn out in are but 12,000 gathered into the Government

Horn, on the manner in which the members order to mortify the woman and destroy her and Mission schools , leaving 28,000 children

of the first ecclesiastical council at Jerusalem testimony . It was revealed that the woman to whom no school opens its doors , and to

discussed and disposed of the questions sub- had come home from work that night to find whom no Christian missionary comes. There

mitted to them for decision by the Jewish and her home locked against her by her drunken are at least sixty whole tribes upon whose

Gentile congregations. This opinion was held husband , who was enraged because his wife darkness no ray ofGospel light has fallen, as

by perhaps one third of the delegates , and had sued a saloon -keeper for selling liquor to pagan and as savage as were their ancestors

found expression in the discussion . The ma- him . At one time the wiskey.seller had de- when the first white man landed upon these

jority, however , did not deem it expedient to tained the husband in the saloon several days shores!

discuss the merits of the Points and decide and nights, until the former had taken from
them at this meeting . A resolution was, ac- him about $450 . For that the wife had visited JUVENILE MISSIONARIES ,—There is a little

cordingly, offered postponing the considera- and reproached the saloon -keeper, who drove church at Benita, Africa , where on Sunday

tion of the Regulations until the next meeting . her out of the saloon by flourishing a revolver . mornings a number of boys and girls are to

Others preferred an indefinite postponement On the fatal Saturday night the woman had be seen with slates in their hands , taking notes

of the question, to be taken up and decided gone again to the saloon to find her husband .of the sermon ; and some of the elder ones

whenever the Synod saw fit to do so , and an Seeing that he was not in the bar-room , she copy their notes on paper, and give them to

amendment to this effect was offered and ad- turned to go away . Glancing at the clock, other native Christians,that they may use

vocated on the ground that postponement to she saw that it was exactly 8 o'clock. On her them at meetings they hold in the towns near.

6

6
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supper . Heliogabalus, another Roman Em Poor Politics .

peror, gobbled up $ 100,000 at one debauch .
" Render unto Cesar “ Render unto God

Lucullus , another Roman hog , never spent less the things which are the things that are

than that sum on a meal . The $ 138,125,000 Cesar's. ”

Efficient Preaching.
God's ."

which Tiberius left Caligula, the latter being , John Smith is con- But his politics are

in the shape of a man, spent , if history is to be sidered by his friends of a poor sort. He is

A clergyman,called unexpectedly to preach believed, in one year of royal and unbounded quite a politician. His zealous in inferior du

in a pulpit not his own , announced as his text ,
spree .

" Will a man rob God ? ” He left the church
party can depend on ties , and neglectful of

Men glory in their shame, in their zealous , him .
in deep depression , with a sense of utter fail- liberal, untiring worship of their belly . Some

the interests of the

ure. Sixteen years afterward , when on a party working for the

care more for a good dinner , than for going

voyage, a stranger accosted him , and, calling to church . " Drunkenness, revellings and the
universal good.

a

him by name, said : " I am heartily glad to like . They which do such things shall not in- litical papers. Whatiswhat church - papers
• He keeps several po- But he does'nt know

meet you . A sermon you preached , or rather

herit the kingdom of God. "
the text, for I do not remember augbt of the

more , he reads them . are for. He subscribes

sermon, was the means of my conversion . I
He is anxious to keep for one , and his wife

went to church , when I heard you announce The Tell - Tale Conscience. posted on public af- reads it .

fairs . That is well and
as your text , Will a man rob God ? ' I was " Ten years ago a certain Judge Lester , who

a young man from a Christian home, just was bolding court in a little town in Georgia ,
good .

going abroad to commence my life-work. I suddenly gave orders that the doors should be
He is quite liberal But the church is an

was meaning some time “ to be obedient to the shut. "Gentlemen ,' he continued , ' I have just
too when the “ sinews " everlasting beggar.”

heavenly vision , ' which , like a quiet twilight , seen a pistol on a man in this court, and I can
of war " are needed . The Lord assesseshim ;

had been shining upon me all through my not let such a violation of the law pass un
He does not wait till he Give according to your

childhood and youth . That text revealed God noticed . I ought , I know , to send him before is assessed by the Cen- ability. He considers

to me:it brought me face to face with God. ” the grand jury ; but if he will lay bis pistol hands in his contribu- He gives sparingly and
tral Committee . He the assessment unjust .

down before me, together with a fine of one
dollar , I will let him offthis time. The Judge tions early and often . grumblingly.'

He never misses a He goes to church

For the LUTHERAN Witness . paused , and an attorney rose and laid his six
But he

BROKEN MEAT.

shooter and a dollar-billon the stand . " That's political meeting. He sometimes .

all right , ' exclaimed Judge Lester ; but you
is willing to remain takes very little inter

are not the man I saw with the pistol . ' Then from 7 to 12 P. M. He estin hearing theissues

never gets tired listen- between thechurchand
there arose attorney after attorney , each of

The Omnipresent One in Church . whom produced a pistol and a dollar-bill, un- ing to the speaker of the world discussed .

“ Why do we go to church, if God be omni- til nineteen revolvers and nineteen dollars lay hear the issues intel-speaks more than half
2 hours. He wants to When the speaker

present? ” asked the smart one . And the side by side. Again the Judge repeated the

ligently discussed . an hour, he goes to
wise one answered : “ My friend , all the air same remark , glancing towards the farther side

sleep.contains water ; but if you would drink , you of the court. Immediately two men rose and Quite right.

He is sure to be at But he fails to see

must go to the well.” walked forward to the stand to surrender their

weapons . As they turned their backs on the the polls in time. To the necessity of at

The Poisoned Spring.

Judge he remarked , " That man with the black lose his vote he would tending and voting in

whiskers is the original delinquent .'
consider a dire calami- the congregational

" A sensational well -poisoning case has de
ty . Even if he had to meetings . To send de

So runs the proverb : “ The wicked flee ,
veloped in Manchester, Mo. John Karl has a close

when no man pursueth .” He that does wrong ,
up his store for legates to synod , is in

freely -flowing spring -well, the water of which must let nobody know it , not even himself, his a time,or travel a great his opinion time and

is used for domestic purposes by the
family

. conscience , or he will sooner or later tell on distance , he is bound money wasted .

On three successive mornings of last week cof to vote .
himself.

fee was made from the water , and after each He is an earnest Reader, do you ear

meal the entire family was taken sick with worker for the success nestly work for Jesus
Christianity in Business.

violent pains in the stomach , accompanied by of his ticket . He tries Christ, the Governor

purging and retching. Karl has for a long
Business ! ” — the wide cloak with which his utmost to have that cameoutof Beth

time had vexatious litigation with a neighbor, so many attempt to cover a multitude of sins . whomhe believes to lehem , who is a can
and he accuses the neighbor of having poi

- Business is business,” they say ,
be the best man elec- didate for all men's

Butsoned his spring either with the intention of ligion has no business in our business.”
ted as Governor . He hearts ? Do you not

driving himoutof the neighborhood or worse , business has nobusiness to bethat kind of speaks tohisneighbor. knowthattheworld's
to kill him and his entire family."

business, so thought the celebrated German And he rejoices ex- welfare needs His ad

Now , if such really were the case, would painter, C.G. Pfannschmidt ( † July 5 , 1887) . ceedingly to see the ministration ? When a

you blame Mr. Karl for defendinghis spring, to portray, for the cathedral-church of Aix- has made.
Once his great teacher Cornelius desired him great gains his party word to your neighbor

his and his family's lives , and forcibly even becomes necessary, is

keeping off the murderer ? When yet we de- la-Chapelle , the Ascension of Mary . Pfann your mouth sealed ?

fend the well-spring of Zion from the poison schmidt , however, firmly refused to do it , Do you rejoice to see

of false doctrine, we are accused of intoler- pleading his “ evangelical convictions;” he
the gains the party of

The poisoners denounce us for our
could paint only what was founded in Script Jesus Christ is mak

" uncharitableness ” !
His master and paternal friend grew an

ing ?

gry and violent, and the brave painter went

home sorrowfully . After some time Cornelius
Rendering unto Cesar the things which are

Their Belly is their God.
went to see him , took him out riding , and pro

Cesar's , will you not render unto God the

The apostle tells of people , “ whose god is posed , that he should depict those incidents in things that are God's ?

their belly , and whose glory is in their shame , the life of the Virgin Mary which were based

who mind earthly things. " Here are the on biblical history , and so would not burden LUTHERANA . — Dr. Buchwald, the authority

names of some , and their form of worship . his conscience. Pfannschmidt cheerfully set on Martin Luther, has just discovered Lu;

Esopus, an ancient king, is reported to have to work and the result was the Salutation , ther's marginal notes on Peter Lombard and

expended $40,000 in a single dish . Caligula , the Presentation , and the Flight of the Holy John Tauler's sermons in the municipal library

the Roman Emperor, paid $400,000 for one Family . at Zwickau .

" and re
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For the LUTHERAN Witness. doctrines ascribes about as much wisdom to tion which works only in ONE way according

T. , the Letter writer from Baltimore, God as does the other . “ Because they re- to Rom . 11,5.: “ Even so then at this present

and our newest Heresy . ceived not the love of the truth , God shall time also there is a remnant according to the

send them strong delusion , that they should election of grace.” If it is an " election of

Rev. E. L. S. Tressel of Baltimore is a dili- believe a lie .” ( 2 Thess. 2 , 10. 11. ) Preju- grace" then it can only save and never con

gent letter writer to the Columbus , O. , Stand- dice will blind men that they can not see . demn or exclude from salvation ; for if but

ard , and in the one published in the Standard Also in his reasoning T. gets himself into one single soul would be lost on account of

of Dec. 14. be turns his attention to the the baldest contradictions. He says : “ An God's election then it would no more be an

Missourians in general and to us in particular. anti-Missourian will , on the other hand , have election of grace . That a remnant of be

After a rest of several years T. seems deter- no hesitancy in expounding and defending lievers was preserved in Israel , was by the

mined on reviving the old and picking a new the doctrine that God from eternity chose grace of God ; and that the others followed

quarrel ; for he has discovered in our doctrine only those to life eternal who were in His after idols , was not by the grace of God , but

a brand -new heresy . We remember how T. sight believers at the hour of death.” Again only by the devil and their own wickedness .

in days gone by , when we had withdrawn he says : “ On the one hand he ( the anti- But our present writing is chiefly , because

from the Ohio Synod , conferred on us the Missourian ) will teach that God elects only T. takes us to task for teaching “ that all the

honorary title of “ Freebooter,” whereby we believers to salvation, and on the other, that world is actually justified before God without

felt ourselves much flattered ; for who is a it is grace, all grace , and nothing but the faith .” He is referring not to the personal

more independent man than a freebooter ? grace of God that saves men.” So then T. justification of individual believers, but to our

and do not nations fear him ? Well , we can says : 1. God in His election was governed by doctrine of the justification of all the world

inform T. that we have now stripped off the the persevering faith of man ; 2. the obtaining before God in the resurrection of Jesus Christ
free -boots.

of and persevering in faith is by grace , i . e . , it from the dead , which justification took place
i

From his letter we see that T. is still walk- is the free gift of God without any kind of when the world was without faith . Well , of

ing in his old ruts , bringing the same railing merit , aid or co-operation on the part of man . teaching this doctrine we confess ourselves

accusations of Calvinistic doctrines against us So then T's logic is this : God saw that Peter guilty and T. is entirely mistaken if he thinks

and especially burdening us with teaching a would have persevering faith , therefore God it a new development with us ; for the doctrine

“ double will and double counsel” in God . resolved to bestow the gift of persevering that the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the

We will put the most charitable construction faith on Peter. Again : God saw there would dead was actually before God the justification

upon it and assume that T. did either not read be such a beast as the camel, therefore God of all the world , we have preached again and

or has forgotten what we published years ago , resolved to create the camel. Again : God again ever since we entered the ministry ( see

otherwise he as an honest man could not im- foresaw T.would be a man , thereforeGod re- our published Easter Sermons) , and we hope

pute that sort of a doctrine to us at this late solved to create T. a man and not a woman. by the grace ofGod to remain guilty of preach

day. When men do perhaps not even read God foresaw certain persons would possess ing this doctrine so long as we shall ascend

what the other side has to say, but simply His free gift of persevering faith , therefore the steps of a pulpit. Isaiah says : “ The

persist in repeating the same false imputations He resolved to elect them to eternal life . Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.”

over and over , then certainly argumentation Possibly T. may be in the possession of spec- Is . 53 , 6. Paul writes: “ We thus judge,that

becomes labor lost . tacles to see wisdom in this , to us it looks if one died for all , then were all dead . ”

Yet lest T. should feel himself slighted , we like the purest kind of nonsense . If election 2 Cor. 5 , 14. The same Paul writes : “ Jesus

will make some passing remarks on his doc- is in view of faith then faith can not be by was delivered for our offences, and was raised

trine as set forth in his letter. He yet holds grace , purely the gift of God ; and if faith is again for our justification."; ” Rom . 4 , 25 .

to his culmination theory ; for he says, after purely the gift of God , then election can not Christ died for the sins of all the world and

speaking of God's counsel unto salvation : be in view of faith without ascribing folly to He was raised again for the justification of

" This is contained in an epitome in John 3 , 16. God . To get any kind of sense -right or all the world . When Christ died , He stood

Here election itself is set forth , revealed and wrong - into his teaching T. must either drop before the Father as one for all ; His death

conveyed to the sinner and sealed unto him .” his election in view of faith , or he must modify was before God the punishment of all the

How can T. find the doctrine of election in a the by grace and must say that the obtain- world's sin ; and when the Father dismissed

passage which treats of the love ofGod and ing of faith and salvation is owing to man's Christ from death, He was dismissing all the

the sending of Christ and does not say one " good conduct and behaviour," hence to world from the guilt of sin , i . e . , He was jus

syllable of election ? This is only possible man's works ; for so St. Paul argues : " If by tifying the world . This , therefore, is the very

because T's election begins on a basis broad grace , then is it no more of works : otherwise pith and marrow of the Gospel , the tidings to

as the world and gradually narrows until it grace is no more grace. But if it be of works , all the world : In Jesus Christ ye are made

culminates in election. His theory is this : then is it no more grace : otherwise work is righteous before God , and every soul accept

All are created—all redeemed - many called no more work . ” Rom . 11 , 6 . ing and believing it has eternal life . This

-few believe-yet fewer persevere in faith , Our newest heresy T. introduces in this doctrine T. denounces as the “ newest devel

which is all true ; but now comes T's elec- wise : “ This double counsel and double -will- opment” of our doctrine of election and he

tion : " those whom God saw as having died business should be enough in itself to stamp wants it " exploded .” In astonishment we

in faith and being in heaven , He elected unto this new-fangled idea as Then the would be obliged to ask : How can this thing

eternal life.” Every unprejudiced mind will newest development, that all the world is be ? ifwe did not know that this doctrine of

forthwith see that that sort of an election is a actually justified before God without faith , the justification of the world in the resurrec

superfluous and utterly worthless thing . Why would soon be exploded .” It was fortunate tion of Christ is hated by all those who as

elect those for heaven who are already in for T. that he did not undertake to prove his cribe to man a free will to decide upon his

heaven ? It ascribes about as much wisdom first assertion from our writings ; for he would own conversion and salvation . We see it in

to God as does the Calvinistic doctrine of have had a big job on his hands. Why is it Romanists and sectarians . They deny that

emblems in the Lord's supper. According to that T. can not rid himself of the idea that Christ earned the full and complete justifica

the Calvinistic doctrine of the Lord's supper, election must work in two ways , including tion of the world and teach that Christ only

Christ, when wanting to institute a testament some and excluding others ? It is because he won the possibility of man's justification and

of emblems, could find no better emblem of is guided by the same light as was John Cal- they leave it to man by the exercise of his

His body than a morsel of bread , and that vin who would also not subject his reason to free will , or his good behavior or struggles to

not even baked in the shape of a human body ; the Word of God and therefore taught that make this possibility a reality unto himself.

and according to T's doctrine of election election in order to be an election must work But we teach that the justification of the world

God , when wanting to elect men to eternal in two ways, saving some and condemning in Christ is a reality before God and faith is

life , could do no better than elect those whom others . That is reasonable , but not scriptural. the hand by which individuals accept and ap

He saw in heaven already . The one of these The true Lutheran Church teaches an elec- propriate it, and hence unbelief is in fact the

error .
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Niscellaneous.

one and only thing which brings men down Lamp black is soot from certain resinous sub Installation.

to destruction . stances . Turkey red is mud from the mad

We would , by the way , remind T. that this der plant , which grows in Hindostan . The Being duly authorized by the president of

doctrine was extensively discussed at the first yellow sap of a tree of Siam produces gam- the General English Lutheran Conference of

meeting of Synodical Conference in the year boge ; the natives catch the sap in cocoanut Missouri and other States , the undersigned
1872 , the delegates of the Ohio Synod being shells. Raw sienna is the natural earth from

on 22nd of December 1889 installed Rev. J.

Prof. Lehmann , Loy and others. We will the neighborhood of Sienna, Italy . Raw um- E. Rader, Pastor of Emmanuel's Congrega

make only one quotation from the Minutes. ber is also an earth found near Umbria and tion , Webster County, Mo. The sermon was

On page 43 we read : “ In Christ the sinful burnt. India ink is made from burntcamphor. preached from 2 Cor. 5 , 19 , last clause. May

world was condemned to death , and in His The Chinese are the only manufacturers of God abundantly bless both , pastor and con

resurrection this same world was declared this ink, and they will not reveal the secret of gregation , Amen . A. RADER .

just.” This was the doctrine of the Ohio its manufacture. Mastic is made from the

Synod in 1872 ; now in 1889 T. denounces it gum of the mastic tree , which grows in the
Notice.

as the newest development of our doctrine of Grecian archipelago. Bister is the soot of

election . If a man can not see from this that wood ashes. Very little real ultramarine is Being fairly launched upon the year 1890, we

the Obio Synod has changed its doctrine , he found in the market . It is obtained from the would request those of our readers, whose sub

must certainly be stark blind . We also verily precious lapis lazuli , and commands a fabu- scriptions date from the beginning of the year and

believe that T. would never have penned a lous price. Chinese wbite zinc, scarlet is who know themselves to be in arrears for the year

sentence like the one under consideration , if iodide of mercury, and native vermillion is recently closed, to remit to us at their earliest con

venience , in order that we can close our accounts

he was not sold to follow certain leaders . He from the quicksilver ore called cinnabar.
for 1889. We endeavor to give to our readers the

should mentally become more of a “ free American Druggist.
best paper possible , both , as regards reading -matter

booter " and should do some of his thinking and outward appearance . To be enabled to do so,

himself and should not have it all done for
What one little Worm did.

however, we are obliged to ask our readers to be

him at Columbus, Ohio . F. K.
prompt in their remittances .

A number of people were once assembled

in a grand park ; and the owner pointed to a
Again we would urge upon those of our readers,

who change their addresses, the necessity of ad
magnificent sycamore tree , which was dead

vising the management of the “ Witness” to that

and decayed to the core . “ That tree,” said effect. By doing so a great deal of annoyance

he , “ was killed by a single worm .” Two years and loss of time may be avoided . In order to reThe Gospel among the Chinese.

before it was as healthy as any tree in the move any false impression that may have gotabroad

worm about three inches because of the fact, that “ The Lutheran Witness "

The Chinese Evangelist, of New York , gives park ; but one day
a list of 123 Chinese schools and missions in long was seen to be forcing its way under the is printed at the “ Concordia Publishing House ” ,

we would ask to state once more, that the “ Con

this country. The average attendance , so far bark.. A naturalist who saw it told the owner
cordia Publishing House ” of St. Louis, Mo., is

that if left alone it would kill the tree . The in no way connected with the management of the
as given , is about 1600 . This total does not

include the missions of the Pacific Coast , in master of the park scarcely believed it possi- “ Witness” ; cousequently no business matters per

connection with which there are 217 Chris- ble ; but , next summer, the leaves of thesyca- taining to the “ Witness” (such as changes of ad

tians . In this city and Brooklyn there are.
more fell very early and in the following year dresses, remittances, etc. ) ought to be directed

there . All business communications, in order to

thirty -five schools with an average attendance it was a dead , rotten thing. One worm can
insure prompt attention , should be addressed to

kill a whole tree . One sin or evil habit per
of 700 , of whom sixty-four are Christians. Rev. H. BIRKNER,

A Chinese Christian lady brought her jewels sisted in can ruin a child for whom Christ
3506 Caroline Str. , St. Louis, Mo.

died . — Children's Bread.
one morning to her husband to build an opium

refuge ; and when he expressed surprise, she

said , “ I have taken Christ for my adornment,
The first number of the Compass and Star, Subscriptions Paid.

and surely that is enough for any Christian a Masonic paper, contains the following poem

by a Rev. J. T. Pettee : S. S. Henry, East Berlin , Pa , (VIII)
woman . '

$ 1.00

Mr. Ph . Mueller, Okawville , I., ( VIII) 1.00

A Christian missionary, on entering a new
As stands the sea -defying rock

Rev. E. Flach , Scribner, Nebr., (VI. VII .

To break the ocean's mad'ning shock VIII ) 3.00

field in China, was kindly received by the
Wbile baffled waves their weakness own Rev. A. Bergt, Hooper, Nebr. , ( VIII . IX . X) 3.00

Mandarin, who promised to do all in his power Retire and waste away in foam ;
Mr. E. Buering, Lutherville, Ark ., (VII. VIII) 2.00

to help him. “ I have not heard your doc
L I. Zellhoefer, Erie , Pa. , ( VIII 15 to IX 14) 1.00

So Masonry , majestic rock ,
A. Bennett, Diamond Springs , Kans . , (VIII

trine, ” said he , “ but I have seen it. I have Sustains the world's malignant shock ; 15 to IX 14 ) 1.00

a servant who was a perfect devil , but since
Its maddest waves their weakness own , Rev. I. Porisch , Ironwood, Mich ., (VIII 15 to

1.00IX 14)
Retire and waste away in foam ,

he received your doctrine, he is another man,
While Masonry, majestic power,

Miss Mary Rundberg, Bessemer, Mich . , (VIII

15 to IX 14 ) 1.00

and I can now trust him . ”
Stands stronger than it stood before . Irennes Koiner, Koiner's Store, Va . , (VIII 15

1.00

This poem was copied in a Meriden , Conn. , Elias Kenrich ,Greenfort, O., (VIII)
to IX 14 )

1.00

The Sources of Beautiful Colors. paper, where the author lives . Thereupon the H. Cluever, Chicago, I11., (VI. VII. 2 cc ) 4.00

1.00

following poem appeared in another local pa- A. E. Succop, Pittsburgh ,Pa., (VÌII 7. cc )
Rev. F. J. Biltz, Concordia, Mo. , (VIII)

7.00

The cochineal insects furnish a great many per , the Meriden Daily Republican of Decem- Rev. J. W. Kaiser, Julietta, Ind., (VII to XI) 5.00
Rev. A. Rader, Marshfield, Mo. , ( VII 9 to

of the very fine colors . Among them are the ber 11th , as an answer to the preposterous 2.00

gorgeous carmine, the crimson , scarlet car- claims of Masonry : Jos . Rader, Rader, Mo., ( IX ) 1.00

Darius Rader, Rader, Mo. , ( IX) 1.00

mine and purple lakes. The cuttlefish gives THE ROCK .
W. H. Keesling, Rader, Mo., (VIII 15 to IX 14) 1.00

the sepia. It is the inky fluid which the ( By a Meriden clergyman .) Ben . Rauft, Crystal City, Mo. , (VIII 17 to

IX 16 )
Though many a majestic rock

1.00

fish discharges in order to render the water
May long endure the ocean's shock ,

Mrs. Cath. Bechtel, Bremen , Ind . , (VIII 11 to

opaque when attacked . Indian yellow comes
1.00IX 10)

It must at last its weakness own , 1.00Sal . Weaver, Bremen , Ind . , ( VIII)
from the camel . Ivory chips produce the

By waves washed out-to atoms blown . Miss Susan Troxell, Staunton, Va . , ( VIII 13

ivory black and bone black . The exquisite There is but one enduring rock
to IX 12 ) 1.00

1.00

Prussian blue is made by fusing horses ' hoofs
M. L. Leonard , Waynesboro, Va , (VIII)

Sustaining the malignant shock S. P. Wine, Waynesboro, Va. , ( VIII 15 to

and other refuse animal matter with impure
Of world's ocean , waves of time, 1 00

potassium carbonate . This color was discov While all decays, it stands sublime . Rev. J.G.Schliepsiek , Pomeroy, Iowa , (VIII.
IX. X)

ered accidently. Various lakes are derived

3 00
While human wisdom is but sand

And can not the last judgement stand ,
H. Nieting, Pomeroy, Iowa, (VIII15 to IX 14 ) 1.00

2.00

from roots , barks and gums. Blue black
Rev. W. Bohlen, Summit, ill. , ( VII . VIII )

My Jesus will forever be

comes from the charcoal of the vine stalk . The Rock of Ages, cleft for me . CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

IX 8)

IX 14 )
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with manifold misfortunes and sorrows , then afflictions " according to the eternal purpose

he is apt to say with Asaph in the 73d Psalm : which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord :

“ Behold these are the ungodly , who prosper in whom we have boldness and access with

in the world ; they increase in riches. Verily confidence by the faith of him ," as Paul says

I have cleansed my heart in vain , and washed in the two preceding verses. By the Gospel
A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE

my hands in innocency. For all the day long proclaimed unto them the Ephesians had bold

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR.
have I been plagued , and chastened every ness towards God as their Father and they

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
morning .” In the time of affliction Satan had access unto Him with the confidence of

will often draw nigh unto the Christian, whis- His grace and the salvation of their souls

pering : “ What advantage has your piety through the faith of Christ ; and this their
XVI. Sunday after Trinity.

brought you ? Behold , your neighbor has cast boldness and confidence , says Paul, is not a
EPHESIANS 3 , 13--21.

godliness behind his back and he is prosper- vain , uncertain , doubtful thing, but rests on

ous ; perhaps , if you would do the same, mis- the eternal , immutable, unchangeable purpose

DEARLY BELOVED : “ As the heavens are fortune would vanish from your door !” Such of God in Christ Jesus . Why should we ever

higher than the earth , so are my ways bigher thoughts are fiery darts of the tempter and waver in our confidence or faint in any tribu

than your ways, and my thoughts than your with them he has wounded unto death many lation , since it is the eternal purpose ofGod to

thoughts,” says the Lord by the prophet a Christian heart. Therefore, whenever we save our souls alive in Christ Jesus? Though?

Isaiah . The ways and thoughts of God do see the good fortune of ungodly people , we all tribulations together with the very gates

not agree with the reasonings of man , they should remember how Asaph continues in the of hell should combine against us , yet would

are too high for him , and because he can not passage quoted : “ When I thought to know they not be able to frustrate the eternal pur

comprehend them , therefore he pronounces this , it was too painful for me ; until I went pose of God . Surely, if we would but stead

them all wrong. In all God's doings carnal into the sanctuary of God ; then understood fastly look to the eternal purpose of God in

reason will say , it should not be so , it should I their end. Surely thou didst set them in Christ Jesus, our hearts must be continually

be the other way . We may select any one of slippery places . How are they brought into filled with praise both in good and evil days ;

God's doings, selfwise reason will pronounce desolation , as in a moment ! they are utterly but the flesh being weak and inclined to take

it either foolishness or injustice . One of God's consumed with terrors.” The ungodly are offence in the cross of Christ we must arm

doings is that the kingdom which He has indeed frequently fortunate , the Christians ourselves with weapons to ward off temptation

founded on earth, is a kingdom of the cross , afflicted ; but we should not pass judgment in the day of tribulation. Hence let us hear

that those entering His heavenly kingdom must before considering the end of both the godly what St. Paul here says. He was a man ex

enter therein " through much tribulation.” So and the ungodly . If the end is good , all is ercised in many afflictions and we may well

God Himself addresses the Church by the good ; if the end is evil all is evil . Compare hear him .

prophet Isaiah : “ O thou afflicted , tossed with the end of the ungodly with the end of the Ephesus, where dwelt the Christians to

tempest , and not comforted,” and our Lord Christian , then you may judge. The scoffer whom Paul addressed this letter , was a pop

Jesus Christ says : “ Ye shall weep and lament, Voltaire after a life of success and luxury, at ulous and wealthy city in Asia Minor on the

but the world shall rejoice.” History and every his end became a raving maniac purely from coast of the Egean Sea. For centuries Eph

Christian'sownpersonal experience shows that the fear of death ; Paul after a life of priva- esus was a seat of learning and the fine arts ,

the little flock of Christ's true followers is in- tion and hardship, at his latter end said : " I famous for its costly temple of the goddess

deed afflicted , tempest -tossed and, in the judg- have a desire to depart , and to be with Christ ; Diana and the manufacture of idols. In this

ment of the world , uncomforted. Whilst the which is far better.” The end decides , eter- city, the home of the infamous worship of

children of the world are carelesslyhasting from nity will show which is indeed good.
Diana , Paul had preached with great success ,

enjoyment to enjoyment, the Christian day for But flesh and blood will never be persuaded founding a flourishing church , but he had also

day has his afflictions, sorrows and struggles . to look to and to rest content in the hope of suffered much persecution there ; for Deme

What does carnal reason say of this ? Why, that which is eternal ; it wants honors and trius, a maker of idols , had instigated an up

it says that it should be just the other way , riches and ease and pleasures in this present rising against Paul and had obliged him to

that the glorious God , the King of kings , world and therefore , when the Christian sees flee from the city ; and when Paul thereafter

should have a glorious kingdom of bliss and the prosperity of the ungodly how they suc- was taken to Rome in chains, the Christians

happiness in the world . An infidel , who ceed in their schemes, he is tempted by his in the highly cultured city of Ephesus might

seemed to be prosperous in the world , once own flesh and blood to cast away godliness have been tempted to be ashamed of him , a

said to me , if there was a God governing all and to follow their examples. Therefore let man so unfortunate, as though pursued by

things, it would follow , that the pious must us to-day earnestly consider :
the spirits of vengeance. Why , their heathen

be fortunate and the wicked unfortunate, but HOW TO ARM OURSELVES AGAINST OFFENCE neighbors could now tauntinglysayunto them :

commonly the reverse was the case . The " Have you not been deceived in this man Paul ?AT THE CROSS OF CHRIST .

blind man did not see that the kingdom of He came to our city with the high claim of
Paul teaches it

God is not of this world , that His promises preaching the words of the almigl.ty God and

are not bodily and temporal, but spiritual and
I. in his exhortation , and

what is the result ? Like a criminal he is

eternal; but so carnal reason judges .
II. in his prayer.

clanking his chains along the streets of Rome.

This enmity of carnal reason against the I. How can he have been the messenger of God

ways of God very frequently becomes a fount- " Wherefore I desire that ye faint not at my when he is so unfortunate ?” But , Paul even,

ain of temptation to the Christian . When he tribulations for you , which is your glory." when in chains, cared for all the churches and

sees his neighbor who cares nothing for God Wherefore did Paul desire the Ephesians not he wrote also to the Ephesians, and to fortify

and His Word, fortunate , whilst he is afflicted to faint at his tribulations ? Because we suffer them against offence at his sufferings he

a
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penned the words : “ Wherefore I desire that but he preferred the chains and he accounted lowers should always be rich , prosperous and

ye faint not at my tribulations for you , which is it glory to wear chains for the truth of Christ . exempt from afflictions. He came forth from

your glory.” He meant to say : " Be not of- If we for testifying the truth of Christ must the Father and returned to Him again to pre

fended at my sufferings. Ye know that I have bear the reproach of men , let us not take of- pare the way for us , that our souls when de

preached unto you the saving truth of God ; fense thereat, but taking up our cross daily parting from this world might ascend up to

therein abide . Whether I fare well or ill , let us follow after Christ, knowing this that if heaven, and in order that we may not look

whether the world love me or hate me, whether we suffer with Him we shall also be glorified upon this earth as our home, but fix our

I be honored or despised by men , can make with Him. hearts and hopes above where is our true

no difference. Let not my afflictions turn II. fatherland , therefore He lays the cross on our

your hearts away from the Gospel of Christ ." Exhorting the Ephesians not to be offended shoulders . But flesh and blood is not satis

That those who faithfully proclaim the Gos- at tribulations , but rather to count it glory to fied with this ; itwants good days in this world

pel of Christ in it's purity, are despised , hated suffer with Christ, Paul also prayed for them , and therefore we so greatly stand in need of,

and , when such can be done , persecuted, is no beseeching God to grant them those things what Paul here first asks for the Ephesians :

reason to be offended at the Gospel ; on the which would serve to secure them against of- “ That he would grant you , according to the

contrary St. Paul pronounces it an honor to fense in the cross of Christ. “ For this cause riches of his glory, to be strengthened with

suffer for the truth of God , telling the Ephe- I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord might by his Spirit in the inner man.” If our

sians that his tribulation is their glory . But Jesus Christ , of whom the whole family in inner man , our faith , hope and love to Christ

what new and strange language is this ? Was heaven and earth is named , that he would grant ward , is strong , then we will not be offended

it not a shame to the Ephesians that Paul was you , according to the riches of his glory , to be at any affliction , but if our inner man is weak,

chained and watched like a criminal ? What strengthened with might by his Spirit in the we are easily cast down .

greater disgrace could have happened to them , inner man ." The very fact that Paul, also How is the inner man made strong ? Paul

than that the man whom they esteemed so when a prisoner , bowed his knees in prayer does not say , the Ephesians themselves should

highly, whose teachings they had accepted so for them , must have been a great consolation make strong their inner man , he rather prays
eagerly , was brought so low ? Does it not to the Ephesians ; for “ the effectual fervent God to grant them strength. We must not

reflect on the disciple when the teacher is prayer of a righteous man availeth much .” seek the strengthening of the inner man where

disgraced ? So the world judges ; when mis- In affliction we should call to mind that the there is no strength ; we must not seek it in

fortune befalls the Christian , unbelievers will Church praying for the afflicted prays for us ourselves , we must seek it from God ; for in
deride him saying : “ Behold , he thought to be also and we should not doubt that God hears Him there are glorious riches of strength

the beloved of God ! where is now bis God to the prayers of the righteous. - At the same which He has promised to give through His

deliver him in the time of need ?” Neither time Paul reminds the Ephesians that God is ordained means . We should look to our bap

does the Christian's own flesh and blood count their Father , calling Him “ the Father of our tism in which we were made members ofGod's

it honor to suffer for God's sake , but St. Paul Lord Jesus Christ," and saying that of Him family ; we should ponder on the Lord's sup

pronounces it honor and in another place be the whole family in heaven and earth is per in which the gracious forgiveness of sin

distinctly says : " We glory in tribulations. " named .” Christ, the believers on earth, and is sealed unto us by the reception of Christ's

We Christians must not seek our honor in that the triumphant saints in heaven are all one body and blood ; we should meditate on the

which the world counts honor ; for our glory family ; for those in Christ are all the chil- Word of God in which He promises to us all

is this, to be like unto Christ . Now Christ dren of God , brothers and sisters of Christ . things needful, and we should pray the Father

was despised , hated , persecuted , and if we Now since we are the children of God and He to fill our hearts with His Holy Spirit who

must experience the same we should indeed our Father , we may depend upon it that He beareth witness with our spirit that we are the

count it glory that God dignifies us to be made will treat us as a true father his children . children of God . Occupying our minds with

like unto His Son. Yea , it should make us But where is a father who will not sometimes these things, the love and mercy of God to

uneasy , if no reproach for Christ's sake falls chasten his child ? And when he does chasten us -ward becomes great in our eyes and our

upon us ; for then we must needs be in doubt, it, he does it from well-meaning, seeking the afflictions dwindle down , so that we are con

if we are the disciples of Christ indeed . child's own benefit . On earth there are in strained to say : “ The sufferings of this pres

Here lies a truth very important for us to deed fathers who will strike a child not from ent time are not worthy to be compared with

remember. Ye know the tendency of the age . love and for the child's good, but simply in the glory which shall be revealed in us.”

People want to be Christians, but they do not the heat of anger ; but the Father of our Lord O indeed, when the Spirit makes alive the

want to take upon themselves the derision and Jesus Christ is not such a father ; He is love good tidings of the Gospel in our hearts that

the hate of men . They profess to be followers and when He chastens He does it not , as be- we realize the grace of our Lord JesusChrist,

of Christ , but in their creed and walk they ing overpowerd by anger , but from love as then we begin to despise the world with all

strive to avoid every thing which is offensive seeking their welfare , and this we know ; for its pomp, treasures and pleasures and Christ

to the world , and they want every thing left of Jesus Christ the Father testifies : “ This is becomes our life , as Paul continues : “ That

out of the pulpit and the church which would my beloved Son , in whom I am well pleased ;" | Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith.” In

be spoken against and would render them un so it necessarily follows that also with those all things and for all things we should look to

popular with the community at large. People in Christ He is well pleased even when laying Christ. In His name we should confide; " in
labor to be both tlie friends of God and the the rod upon them . How they should we be His blood we should trust, on His death we

friends of the world , and that we Lutherans offended , if the Father sends us afflictions to should depend, in His atonement we should

will not consent to such liberalism , but stand bear? Is it not a proof that He is indeed rest our hopes, His righteousness we should
firmly by and carry out in practice what we dealing with us as a father ? Let sufferings appropriate as our own, in Him we should

know to be the truth of God , brings upon us increase , let the world hate us , let it seem as treat with God ; to Him we should cling as

the reproach of selfishness , stubbornness , though God Himself had turned against us , if our one and only hope and consolation for

pride, and the like . All such reproaches we we but are and remain members of the family time and eternity ; then He dwells in our

could easily avoid by relinquishing the truth of God , that is sufficient. If my God will but hearts by faith . Only if we love a person ,

and conforming to the wishes of men, and our acknowledge me a member of His family, I will we be willing to endure something for his
old Adam is always ready to say : “ Why not am satisfied , and as to the rest let Him rule sake . If Christ is our treasure, our love , our

make these concessions , when you would / and guide me as He sees fit.
delight, then will we be found willing to suffer

thereby avoid reproach and gain honor and But what did St. Paul ask for the Ephesians for His name's ' sake even because we love

friendship ? ” When such temptations come in his prayer ? In the whole of it we find noth- Him ; and the longer He dwells in our hearts

to us we should remember the example of ing of earthly peace , prosperity and happi- by faith , the more will we , as Paul says, be

St. Paul . He, too , might have avoided re- ness, he asks for them only spiritual gifts . -rooted and grounded in love." If we have

proach, yea , he might have escaped the chains Christ did not come to bring us temporal bless- an old friend of whom we know from experi

encircling his ankles by relinquishing the truth , ings , and He nowhere promised that His folence that we can depend upon him , we are

66
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not quick to turn from him . If Christ dwells The sincere heathen that kneels before his us ; who are often saying , Who knows if it's

in your heart , you know His love ; and the idol, " does that which he thinks to be right," true ? or , who ever came from below to tell

longer He dwells in you , the more will you yet how grossly does he not sin against the us this ? Very exquisitely and briefly he

become rooted and grounded in His love , so true God ! And , turning to Christianity , un shows ( to those, that is , that have interior

that affliction can not turn you from Him , less a man worships God and believes in him sight), what good things •are to be sought ;

but you will look to Him for comfort , help exactly as he has revealed himself in Holy answering their question , who say , " Who

and deliverance , because He will the more Writ , he will , to the extent of his deviation , showeth us good things ? ' " The light of Thy•

make you " able to comprehend with all saints offend God . Hence, is it not of the utmost countenance ,' saith he, ' is stamped on us ,

what is the breadth , and length , and depth , importance if we wish to worship the Lord O Lord !' Man was made after the image and

and height.” “ in spirit and in truth ,” to bave the true , likeness of God (Gen. 1 , 26 ) , which he de

Of what are we “ to comprehend the breadth , genuine, unadulterated Bible doctrine?-Now , faced by sin : therefore it is his true and eter

and length , and depth , and height ” ? The how does the prevailing church unionism har- nal good , if by a new birth he be stamped."

apostle here intentionally omitted something monize with all this ? If a religious society (Augustine , Exposition on Psalm IV, as edited

that we should search for the meaning of his find their conscience dictate a seperation from
by “ The Christian Literature Co." )

A. M.

words the more diligently . The connection the rest of the church , and go to the expenses

shows that Paul is referring to the love of God of establishing and maintaining the ministry ,

in Christ Jesus. This love of God is indeed churches, etc. , will that same conscience dic H a bit.

infinite and we can nevermore measure it with tate them to have men of other denominations,

our understanding ; nevertheless we should , or of no denomination or creed , preach for Habit is a cable . We weave a thread of it

as all God's saints do , pouder on this love : them ? If there is really no difference , then a every day , and at length we can not break it .

how wide it is , wide as the universe ; how great sin is committed in maintaining schisms; The chains of habit are generally too small to

long it is , lasting from generation to genera- if there are differences that touch the con- be felt until they are too strong to be broken .

tion ; how deep it is , stooping to the lowliest science and faith , then a sin not less in mag- To one who murmured because he rebuked

and most depraved ; how high it is , drawing nitude is committed in practically telling per- him for a small matter , Plato replied : “ Cus

our souls up to the heights of the heavens. sons , that if they but worship God according tom is no small matter . A custom or habit of

Ponder the love ofGod in Christ Jesus ! You to their intentions and persuasions --- whatever life does frequently alter the natural inclina

will find height after height, depth after depth , these may be — they are acceptable in his sight. tion for good or evil.” After a series of years

an immeasurable, unfathomable sea of love. But this position flatly contradicts our edi- winding up a watch at a certain hour, it be

What love is this , wherewithal God loves me , torial above , and what's more , contradicts comes so much of a routine as to be done in

an atom in His creation and a rebellious one God's Word . utter unconsciousness : meanwhile the mind

at that, to resign His own and only begotten “ Ah," you say, “ I see where you make and body are engaged in something different.

Son into suffering and death for me , and to the mistake ! We ' Church Unionists' agree
A certain facetious writer has thus spoken

grant me to know the love of Christ, which in the essentials , and can afford to overlook of habit : “ Habit is hard to overcome. If

passeth knowledge " ' ! What matters it , though minor points concerning which every man may you take off the first letter it does not change

we do not know , why God does this and why have his own opinion , therefore we allow pul- ' a bit.' If you take off another you still have

that ? why this rock lies in our path and that pit exchange , etc. We even think it pre- a 'bit ' left. If you take off another the whole

burden is laid on our shoulders ? why this sor- sumption , in view of the numerous religious of “ it ' remains. If you take off another , it

row comes to us and that temptation beckons sects , for any particular denomination to claim is not ‘t’-totally used up .

us ? What matters it , though we do not know all the truth for herself .” — Will you please to show that if you wish to get rid of a 'babit'

all these things ? We do know that God loves name the " essentials," on which all the prot- you must throw it off altogether .”

us in Christ Jesus, and therefore " unto him estant churches perfectly agree ? Again , do

that is able to do exceeding abundantly above you believe a man has a right to his own
An intelligent Believer.

all that we ask or think , according to the power opinion ” on any subject on which the Bible

that worketh in us , unto him be glory in the has spoken ? Furthermore, do you think God
The New York Sun says : “ General Wager

church by Christ Jesus throughout all ages , regards, with the indifference of a “ Church

world without end ." Amen . Unionist,” any perversion , however slight, of Swayne, Jay Gould's lawyer , told an audience

bis sacred Word ? Even according to our
of men in Association Hall yesterday why he

editorial such a deviation, however insignifi- believed in the Gospel. He says that many.

cant to us , would be “ a failure of right per- West, hemet Bob Ingersoll , who was one ofyears ago , while conducting a law case in the

formance . ” In case you really agree in
the counsel on the other side. Ingersoll sent

essentials, differing only in points of no con

sequence, you are open to the grave charge bim one of bis infidel publications, which he

Church Unionism . acknowledged , but did not reply to, as he feltof keeping the Church divided .

Presumptuous, is it , to claim the truth over argument would be useless , there being no

Unless a man does that which he thinks against error ? Perhaps you even think it common ground on which they could combat.

to be right, he fails in duty as he sees his presumptuous in God to state his viewswith Hehadalways been a believer, but had be
duty. Unless a man knows what is right, his distinctness in the Bible,since so many main- lieved blindly, accepting the doctrines of
best purposes may fail to enable him to do tain views conflicting with that Book .

Christianity because he was told they were

what he ought to do. In the one case his A. M. true. Ingersoll's book set him to thinking,

failure would be a failure of right purpose ; and he has since believed intelligently ; he has

in the other case it would be a failure of right For the LUTHERAN WITness . learned from experience that a doer of Christ's

performance . In both cases it would be a
will knows of the doctrine , and that the Saviour

66 MANY say , who showeth us good things ? '

failure. It is every man's duty to do right . This is the speechand this the daily inquiry is manifested in lim . General Swayne isaa

In order to do right deliberately, a man needs of all the foolish and unrighteous ; whether member of St. George's P. E. Church. He

to know what is right. Finding out what is of those who long for the peace and quiet of teaches a Bible class on Sunday afternoons in

right is, therefore , an essential prerequisite a worldly life, and from the frowardness of Temperance Annex Hall, in Fourth Avenue,

of doing right.”
mankind find it not ; who even in their blind- opposite the Cooper Institute . " ,

The foregoing editorial is taken from The ness dare to find fault with the order of

Sunday School Times of November 23 , 1889. events , when involved in their own deserv- SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.-- At the late great

--True as it is in its statements , we can not ings they deem the times worse than these Paris exposition, the British and American

but regret that it stops short in its applica- which are past ; or , of those who doubt and exhibitors closed their departments on Sun

tions. Ve offer one or two.
despair of that future life , which is promised days, so that 1400 employees had their rest .

id
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on none more care and nursing than on her frightened and chased . But the gospel com

sick child . Now if anyone would measure the forts and strengthens so powerfully that one

love of this mother by her present care , he poor nothingness of a man as Peter , who had

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt . must say , This mother loves only her sick before been put to fright by a maid , comes

child , she loves not her children that are well . forth , raises his head boldly and publicly

The LUTHERAN Witness is published on the 7th and 21st This disposition , says our dear Lord and Sav- preaches against spiritual and temporal mag
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other states. Moneys, names of subscribers, iour, I also profess ; sinners are my dearly istrates , against the highpriests and the su

changes of addresses and all other businesscommunications bought property and inheritance , for I pur- preme council of Jerusalem , against the Ro
should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., chased them by my sufferings and death . man : emperor and cares for no one .
St. Louis , Mo. - All communications for the cditorial de

partment should be sentto Rev.C. A. Frank , 16 Harvey Str ., Therefore I can not do otherwise but as soon he does , so do also the other apostles ; they
Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in

as one of my sheeplets goes astray I must conduct themselves altogether as though they
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money-order or

conduct myself as if all the others gave me no were nothing else but gods and as if all other

concern and must go after the one that is lost men compared to them , were nothing but
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

and seek it lest it become a prey to wolves . grasshoppers.
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draft is at the risk of the sender.
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The lost Sheep . True Sanctity of Life.

а

>

do so .

The eternal heavenly Wall . There is no being more miserable than a No one should eschew the honor of calling

sheep that has strayed from its pasture and himself and his works holy. For Christhas

If Christ did not sit at the right hand of the
shepherd. In its perplexity it can not advise merited us the liberty and God has given us.

Father nor poured out His Spirit daily , Chris- itself and is every moment in danger that the His Word for this purpose that bereby we

tian faith could not last : because such faith wolf, always lurking about for it, will catch become sanctified . Therefore, as little as we

is contrary to all human reason and is hated and devour it . In such danger it has no as- hesitate to call ourselves Christians, so little

by the devil . Therefore , if the outpouring of sistance whatever nor may it in the least pro- should we hesitate to call ourselves and our

the Holy Ghost did not continually take place , tect or support itself. For among all animals works holy. For a Christian must have the

the devil would not let one single human be there is none that by nature was created so name of being holy and spiritual, not for the

ing abide with the pentecostal sermon and
helpless and defenceless as a sheep , Just so

with faith in Christ, even as he made Jews it holdswith a sinner whom the devil has misled cause he was baptized , has God's Word and
reason that he has flesh and blood , but be

and Mohammedans fare . But our dear God

from God and His Word and cast him into sin . Christ ; He makes him holy .by His Word ,

and heavenly Father placed an eternal heav- For now he is not one moment secure , because baptism and faith . On this account we should

enly wall before , even Jesus Christ, His Son our adversary, the devil, goeth about as a get ourselves accustomed and know , that our

and our Lord , exalted at His right hand , and
He helps to keep uswith the holy Christian roaring lion seeking whomsoever he may de- estate and work are holyand acceptablewith

vour , as St. Peter states. In such plight God ; not because of the estate and work , but
faith until we , too , become ingrateful and God

remains but one consolation that we have a because of the Word and faith , from which
must punish us and suffer that the devil snatch

shepherd , even our Lord Jesus Christ, who has thereafter such obedience and works follow.
away the Word because of our obstinacy and

compassion on us and seeks us , by having His No Christian should despise his estate and

ingratitude , as has already happened among word preached publicly and everywhere and life ; if he only conduct himself therein in ac
Anabaptists and sacramentarian fanatics.

with a strong voice . cordance with the Word of God ; but should

say : I believe in Jesus Christ and I do as the

The great Supper. Obey your Father and Mother and
Ten Commandments teach me , and I pray that

our Lord God would succor me that I may
suffer their Chastisement.

Such is certainly a great supper, which the Such is a truly holy life and can not

heavenly Father and everlasting Master of the
Experience teaches that God does not suf- become holier though one should fast himself

house has prepared and gives it not only to fer sins to go unpunished. For such as run
to death .

one , two or three men on earth , but unto all away from the punishing rod of father and

mankind. And if there were two or three mother, will not make their escape from the How to use the Catechism .

worlds beside , they could all become feasted hangman. You must either repent and re

and satisfied, that is , become redeemed from form , or rest certain that the deserved punish- Now if a Christian were diligent and had no

sin , death and devil and become saved, if ment willovertake you . Many a one escapes, more than the Catechism , the ' Ten Command

they would only believe the gospel and eat of roams over many countries , and staves off for ments , the Creed , the Lord's Prayer, and the
this meat. Such a great supper it is. Com- a time the merited penalty. But if no refor- words of the Lord on Baptism and on the Sa

mon bread and meat, a roasted chicken or tur- mation ensues , this wonderful thing is sure to crament of the Altar , he might nicely defend

key last but a day until evening comes . Per- follow that the evil-doer is brought to bay and and maintain himself against all heresies. No

ishable meat benefits us only unto onr grave . receives the wages of his misdeed also here in better word nor better doctrine will ever be
Such is a small scanty supper. But this is a time. For the common saying does not fail: published than that which is briefly com

great , eternal , true and imperishable supper , Whoever escapes his father and mother, will piled in the Catechism from Holy Writ. There

which nourishes , strengthens, gives comfort , not escape the hangman. God has so or- fore we should abide therewith, that if heretics

joy , life and salvation. For this reason it is dained matters : Whoever can not be governed and fanatics come forth and teach otherwise ,

called a great supper, because it is infinite and by the rod of his father and mother , will be we might say : Your doctrine is not the true

incomprehensible and gives eternal righteous- brought into subjection by the rope and sword doctrine because it does not agree with my

ness , joy and life just as certainly as Christ of the hangman. Now , if you refuse to give Catechism .

Himself possesses these blessings . heed to such punishments as would save you This paragraph and all the foregoing are

alive , you must suffer the penalty of death . from Luther's writings.

The sick Child.

600,000 Men as a timid Hen. As there are more plants which we may use

A mother that has many children loves them with benefit than pernicious herbs , so there

all and she would not miss one of them . But There is quite a difference between the doc- are more animals that are meant for our good

when it bappens, that one of them takes sick , trine of the law and of the gospel. The law use , than animals that work our destruction.

then such sickness makes a difference be- when given by Moses,terrified the whole peo- If it were otherwise , the human race would

tween all the children, that the sick child is ple so that six hundred thousand men become bave perished long since . The earth is just

now the dearest and that the mother bestows as if they were one solitary hen, altogether brimful of the tokens ofGod's kindness.
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statement of the old doctrines made in the tell of it they will doubt your having it . When

light and in the spirit of our present Christian you have it you will know it, and others will

activities --of our high privilege and of our know it without your boasting of it.”

The Lines of Presbyterian Revision. large obligations ; a statement in which the This is the first official utterance ever made

love of God , which is in Christ Jesus , our by a bishop of the Methodist church in re

There are 240 Presbyteries in the Northern Lord, shall be central and dominant." gard to the peculiar doctrine of " holiness,"

General Assembly which are called upon to The third chapter, which the committee which has a large following in both the north

vote upon the overture regarding the revision wishes recast , relates to “ God's Eternal De- ern and southern churches, and Bishop Kee

of the Confession of Faith of the Presbyterian crees,” and declares that :
ner's condemnation of it has caused a decided

Church , and as the action is taken deliber- " By the decree of God , for the manifes- sensation among the “ perfect” brethren .

ately, usually by the report of a committee , tation of his glory , some men and angels are It must not be forgotten that there is a

a prolonged discussion and a vote at a sub- predestinated into everlasting life , and others perfect holiness which Christians make their

sequent meeting, it is clear that the subject foreordained to everlasting death. These own by faith . This is the perfect holiness of

will occupy a considerable place in the cur- angels and men , thus predestinated and fore- Christ which is bestowed upon us when we re

rent religious news for a good while to come. ordained, are particularly and unchangeably ceive Him . Christ's perfection covers our

Meanwhile, as indicating the lines along which designed ; and their number is so certain and imperfections in our daily Christian walk .

revision may be undertaken , the following re- definite that it can not be either increased or Now it is the very height of Christian perfec

port of the Committee of the New York Pres- diminished . ” tion to know that we are imperfect and are

bytery is interesting : The sections in chapters 24 and 25 referred even after conversion always in need ofChrist's

" 1. We desire that the third chapter after to by the committee concern the Roman Cath- perfection . So we are perfectly and imper

the first section be so recast as to include olic Church , one declaring it to be the duty fectly holy.

these things only : The sovereignty of God in of those who profess the true reformed re

election ; the general love of God for all man- ligion not to marry " with infidels, Papists or Queer, to say the Least.

kind ; the salvation in Christ Jesus, provided other idolators,” and the other describing the
for all, and to be preached to every creature . Pope of Rome as anti -Christ, “ that man of There has been, at Pittsburgh , Pa. , a re

2. We desire that the tenth chapter be so sin and son of perdition .” cent meeting of “ The General Council ” of

revised as not to appear to discriminate con- Presbyterians ought altogether to abandon the Lutheran Church . Its proceedings were

cerning ' infants dying in infancy ,' or so as to their erroneous distinctive doctrines , accept interesting and important in the view of those

omit all reference to them ( section 3 ) , and so the Augsburg Confession and unite with the who are especially affected by the conclusions

as to preclude that explanation of section 4 Lutheran Church. Such would be a revision that were reached . For our part, we can not

which makes it teach the damnation of all the and reformation worthy of the name. but wish that one of the questions which en

heathen , or makes it deny that there are any gaged the attention of this grave body , and

elect heathen who are regenerated and saved even its excited attention , had been regarded
Bishop Keener's Bombshell .

by Christ through the Spirit , and who en as unworthy of serious notice . We allude

deavor to walk in penitence and humility, ac Plain Talk on “ Holiness ” to a Number of
to the question : " May Lutheran ministers

cording to the measure which God has been Young Ministers. preach in other than Lutheran pulpits ? ” That

pleased to grant them.
this Church had a “ rule ” which forbade such

While there are other points which the A dispatch to the New York Times from preaching , we were aware ; but we supposed

Presbytery would be glad to see modified or Columbia, S. C. , November 30 , says : At the that the rule had become obsolete . And now

changed as , conspicuously, chapters xxiv , 3 , South Carolina conference of the Methodist to find it parading as a living issue in the su

and xxv, 6 ; nevertheless, we prefer to con- Episcopal Church South , which has just closed preme Council of so liberal a Church as the

fine our suggestion for revision to the third its annual session , Bishop Keener of New Or- Lutheran , is a disagreeable surprise . Never

and tenth chapters , as above indicated . leans, who presided, threw a big bombshell theless we are pleased to record , that whilst ,

Furthermore , as germane to the subject into the ranks of the " holiness ” element of as a result of the debates , it was decided to

which the Assembly had in mind in referring the church . In charging the class of young adhere to the rule , it was also declared to

these questions to the Presbyteries , your com- preachers who were to be ordained ministers admit of “ exceptions," and that these ex

mittee recommend that this Presbytery over- in full the bishop said : ceptions are left to be determined by the

ture the General Assembly to invite the co- “ There are some very well meaning people " enlightened consciences ” of pastors and

operation of the Presbyterian and Reformed who think they have advanced beyond their congregations . We presume, therefore, that

Churches of America and of Great Britain fellows; that they have taken or committed there will be as much of “ pulpit fellowship ”

and Ireland , to formulate a short and simple to their hands the banner of holiness. They on the part of Lutheran preachers as there

creed , couched , so far as may be , in Scripture imagine they have received perfect holiness ; has been heretofore ; and we trust that the

language , and containing alltheessential and they separate themselves from the rest of “ exceptions” will be so numerous as hy
necessary articles of the Westminster Con- their fellows and hold prayer meetings , to and-by to ignore the preposterous rule alto

fession , which creed shall be submitted for which they do not want the rest of their gether. But what a pity that at this hour

approval and adoption as the common creed brethren to come. ” in the world's big day,--when the union of

of the Presbyterian and the Reformed Churches This , the bishop says , was more like tak- Churches is being everywhere hoped for

of the world . ing the leaven out of the lump than putting there should be a truly Protestant Church
We believe that there is a demand for such it in . He charged his young bearers that found which can eagerly debate such a ques

a creed, not as a substitute for our confession, they were far from being perfect , and prob- tion as we have recited above !

but only to summarize and supplement it for ably would never be . He doubted if there So writes the Church Union of December 15 ,

the work of the church . We would and we were any within the room who could justly 1889. This shows fully in what esteem the

must retain our standards which we have as claim perfection. The grace for to-day was consistent principles of the Lutheran Church

our family inheritance and as the safeguard not for to -morrow -- not by any means. are held among American sectarians.

of our ministry and of our institutions . But Times of trial come to all , no matter how

a brief and comprehensive creed at once inter- long they had led a Christian life , or how BIBLE DISTRIBUTION .-- About fifty years ago

preting and representing those standardswould faithfully or how staunch and steadfast they it was impossible to find a single copy of the

be welcomed by our churches as most helpful might be or might think themselves to be . No Word of God among the French Canadians of

and beneficent for the exposition of wḥat we one could tell what trouble they may have or the Province of Quebec. It is estimated that ,

have meant through all these years by the how they would acquit themselves . since then , about 150,000 French copies of

system of doctrine ' taught in the Holy Script- “ Don't tell people ,” he said , “ you have the Scriptures have been distributed amongst

We want no new doctrine , but only a got the perfect saving grace of God. If you them .

6

ures.
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the ceremonies bas arrived with the imperial armor this is , the sad story of Amalasontha

corpse, he knocks with his staff on the closed illustrates .

door and demands admission. “ Who is there ? " Amalasontha, the regent and queen of Italy,

asks the guardian from within , but without sprang on her mother's side from the Mero

BROKEN MEAT.
opening the door. " His majesty , the most high vingian race, and through her father descended

and mighty Emperor of Austria , King of Hun- from the Amali, thus uniting the two most

gary,” etc. The voice from within replies : " I illustrious families of the barbarians , and was

know no such man. ” The masterofthe ceremo. ennobled yet more by the merits of her father ,

Beer versus Bread .
nies knocks a second time. “ Who is there ? ”' the great Theodoric. After the death of her

Some time ago eighteen thousand men pa- the guardian asks again. " The Emperor of Aus- husband Eutharic she was left the guardian of

raded through the streets of Chicago, carrying tria." " I do not know him ,” says the guardian . her son Athalaric and the mighty kingdom of

a banner on which was inscribed : “ Our Chil- The inaster of the ceremonies knocks a third Italy. At the age of twenty-eight years, she

dren Cry for Bread .” The procession marched time, and is again asked : “ Who is there?” stood on a high pinnacle of power, fame , and

on to a grove , where they settled down to a “ Our brother, Francis," answers the impe- virtue . Renouned for her beauty, gifted with

picnic , and drank among them fourteen hun- rial official. At this humble confession of the manly sense , activity, and resolution, her tal

dred kegs of beer . simple humanity of the dead Caesar , the bolts ents cultivated by education and experience,

No doubt their children cried for bread .
are immediately withdrawn and the corpse is a master of the Greek and Latin and Gothic

admitted . tongues, imitating the virtues of her father,

The Anti-Popish Book. In death , before God, your title , high birth , seeking to obliterate the memory of his faults,

During the reign of James the Second the wealth , talents , honorable position gives you directing the affairs of the two nations, Goths

clergy were strictly charged not to reflect on no advantage. The only title which the Lord and Latins , in wisdom and lenity , assisted as

the Roman Catholic religion in their discourses. respects is this : King and Priest, by the grace she was by the experience and fidelity of her

The chancellor took on himself to send the of Jesus. father's and her prime minister Cassiodorus,

macers of the Privy Council round to the few her reign was marked by prosperity, her fame

printers and booksellers who could then be The wise Starling. spread far and wide, she enjoyed the friend

found in Edinburgh , charging thein not to " Pooh ! Nonsense !” said the starling , as ship of Emperor Justinian, and the kingdoms

publish any work without his license. It was he began to set in operation the mechanical ofEurope respected, both in peace and war,

well understood that this orderwasintended to contrivance fixed in his cage , by means of the majesty of the Gothic throne .

prevent the circulation of Protestant treatises . which he was compelled to draw his food and
But misfortune did not respect her. Its

One honest stationer told the messengers that water , “ this silly talk of some people makes cruel blows easily penetrated her weak armor.

he had in his shop a book which reflected , in me sick . They seriously would have me be- Anxious to educate her son in the principles of

very coarse terms , on popery, and begged to lieve that I am indebted for my daily meals to honor and virtue , she offended the untractable

know whether he might sell it . They asked my master. That's simply preposterous. Who nature of her son and subjects. A blow which

to see it , and he showed them a copy of the is it that has to work to bring up this water ? the mother was compelled to inflict on her

Bible . "
If it wasn't for my hard toiling , day by day, stubborn son shattered her power and posi

" Reflects , in very coarse terms, on popery." and hour by hour, I wonder how long I'd get
tion . Athalaric was taken from her. Domestic

Is that thereason why popery triesto suppress along . That man gives us what we need ? foes conspired against her. She stooped to

the book ? The pope has the habit of murder- These folks talk as though I had nothing to do violence and murder : three of the most dan

ing — when hehas the power — those who reflect but sit here and open my bill and the choicest gerous malcontents were assassinated by her

on popery. What would he do if he had in his morsels would fly into it. See here," and the command , and their blood rendered her odious

power Daniel and Paul and John , who penned starling was getting excited over his demon- to the nation. The death of her son robbing

those reflections on popery ? And since he says stration of cause and effect, “ just look here a
her of her last authority , she married her

himself that this book was inspired of the Holy moment, you simplebelievers in old - time super cousin and shared the regal title with bim .

Spirit, if he could work his will on Him , would stitions : 1 rest my foot . The bucket remains That ended it . The principal Goths formed a

he do what the Pharisees did to Jesus ? where it is . It don't rise of itself. Here I conspiracy, and assisted by the king , who was

can sit and sit till I die -- my water will not exasperated by the contempt he was deservedly

Ungrateful Monsters .
come to me. No, sir , my work is doing it . held in by his wife , they got possession of her

It is related that , many years ago , in Hol- There stands the man you say I must thank person , and imprisoned her in a small island of

land , a man being persecuted for his religion

for all I receive . Why, what is he doing ? the Lake of Bolsena. There, after a short con

and sorely pressed , coming to a river which Nothing that I can see . Down there beneath finement, Amalasontha, forsaken by friends,

was frozen over, he safely crossed it , but bis the cage is the water, here are the strings , subjects , allies , and husband , was strangled

in the bath .

enemy being of greater bulk , the ice here my muscle, and here my reason and wis
gave way

But, was for God , his way is perfect : he
under him . “ The child of God turned round dom , and now let me have a rest .”

and rescued his persecutor just as he was sink- Yes , indeed, shouted the chorus of human is a buckler to all those that trust in him . ”

30 .

ing beneath the ice to certain death . And what wiseacres, the Lord some church -people talk

did the wretch do ? As soon as ever he was of has nothing to do with it . If we didn't

safely on the shore, he seized the man who work and plan , and plant and barvest, and
Burning with Ice.

had saved his life , and dragged him off to the bake aud labor from day to day we should

We work for our daily
Rev. Dr. Warren , in his interesting " Re

prison , from which he was only taken to be put very soon starve.

to death . "
bread and make nature work for us , and yet

creations in Astronomy, " tells this story of

You say, happily such ungrateful monsters these people willget down on their knees and Dr. Kane, the Arctic explorer. He fell in

are the exceptions ? Are they ? Are there not pray : " Give us this day our daily bread.”
with some Esquimaux whom he was anxious

to conciliate . He said to the old wizard of

many who being richly blessed by God , forget

Him , and even blaspheme Him , aye , the more

the tribe, “ I am a wizard ; I can bring the

Useless Armor.
sun down out of the heavens with a piece of

God gives them , the more they hate Him ?
Misfortune, shame, violent death are lurking ice .” “ So,” he writes , “ I took a hatchet,

about all men , ready to deal us mortal blows . chipped a small piece of ice into the form of a

An Impressive Ceremony. You must put ou good armor . But beware of double-convex lens , smoothed it with my warm

When theAustrian Caesars are to be buried, putting your trust in the buckler of earthly hands, held it up to the sun , and as the old

their bodies are carried by the shortest way power, illustrious descent , gifts of the body , man was blind , I kindly burned a blister on

from the Berg, the Imperial palace, to the powers of the mind , friendship of the great , the back of his hand to show him I could

crypt of the Capuchins. When the master of or even exercise of virtues. What a useless do it.”

9

:

a

Ps . 18 ,
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History of the early Lutheran Settle- project found its fulfilment , as two vessels which, because neither the Swedish nor Ger

ments in the United States . bearing the Swedish Lutherans passed into man ministers could supply them with suffi

the mouth of the Delaware and landed at a cient English preaching, there came a period

THE DUTCH IN NEW YORK . spot to which they gave the name of Paradise of apparent decline . During the years which

The history of the Lutheran Church in this Point. Menewe, the Governor of the colony, had preceded , the ProtestantEpiscopalchurch

country is intimately connected with the early desired to secure increased safety against an had planted a few congregations throughout

settlement and growth of the Colonies. After attack by the Indians, and soon removed the the sameterritory, and these, in the absence

the settlement of the Dutch in New York, in little colony a considerable distance up the of a regular pastor ,had often been ministered

1623 ,* then called New Amsterdam , Luther- river to a place called, by the Indians, Hopo- to by pastors of the Swedish Lutheran con

ans from Holland were soon present. Their kahacking ; here he built a fort which he gregations, serving them both in the pulpit

fellow - countrymen of the Reformed faith called after the Swedish Queen,Fort Christina, and in pastoral ministration. An Episcopal

greatly outnumbered them and sought to de- around which the colonists began their settle- minister would occasionally fill a Swedish Lu

prive the little band of their religious liberty ment. These Swedish settlershad not left their theran pulpit, and in 1774,because of the lack

and freedom of worship . Persuasion and per- religious convictions and principles in their of Swedish Lutheran ministers, Rev. Andrew

secution both failed to induce them to enter native land, butimparted a religious character Gæranson was compelled to take as his as

the communion of their fellow -countrymen , to their new settlement . Rev. Reorus Tor- sistant Rev. Charles Lute , of the Episcopal

but they continued to meet in private houses, killus accompanied the colony as its preacher, church . * This was but the beginning of

persistently worshiping according to their own and one of the first houses erected , after the measures which led to such a change of char

faith, while their persecutors imposed fines fort, was the church , which was defended by ters as would allow the services of either a

and inflicted imprisonment. After repeated the same wall which constituted the fortifica- Lutheran or an Episcopalian pastor -- the Epis-

solicitations for a pastor of their own faith , tion . This was the first Evangelical Lutheran copal church being able to furnish pastors to

Rev. John ErnestGoetwaterwassent , in 1657 , church ever erected in the United States . fill every vacancy. The influence was disas

by the Lutheran Consistory of Holland , to Their first pastor, Rev. Torkillus , after his trous, in many instances,to the best interests
minister to this persecuted flock , and to the service of eight years, died in 1643. He was of the Lutheran church , until finally, from

congregation at Albany, N. Y., then called succeeded in the pastoral office by Rev. John several congregations, the name of Lutheran

Beverswycke He was, however, not allowed Campanius, who was the first protestant mis disappeared altogether. This Swedish colony ,
to preach , and was speedily forced to return sionary among the Indians of North America , however, wrought an important work in the

to his native land . It was not until the Eng- being several years earlier than the distin- early history of the Lutheran church in the
lish had wrested the colony from the Dutch, guished John Eliot. He exerted a great in- United States.

in 1664 , that they were allowed to organize a
fluence over the Indians, and translated Lii Stall's L. Year - Book , p. 35-38 .

ther's Catechism into the Delaware language,
congregation and call a pastor of their own

faith. Rev. Jacob Fabricius arrived in 1668 , thus preparing the way for the successful ex
" It will make Thee work ."

and served the congregation until 1671 , when ecution of the Indian policy of William Penn.

Rev. BernardusAntoniusArsensius succeeded The second church built by the Swedes was
" I drink to make me work , " said a young

him . A small house ofworship , built in 1671, at Tenakongh , commonly called Tinicum , sit- mah oneday. To which an oldman replied:, .

was destroyed thesecond year after by the uated three Swedish, or fifteen English , miles It will make thee work. Hearken to me a

Dutch , and was not rebuilt until eleven
above Wilmington, now included in Delaware

years moment and I'll tell thee something that may

later. Congregations of the Dutch Lutherans county; Pa. Itwasconsecrated by Campanius do thee good . I was once a prosperous far

were also very early established at Athens , on the 4th of September, 1646 , and was used
I had a good , loving wife and two as

N. Y. , then called Loonenberg, and at Ramapo as a place of public worship until 1700 . fine lads as ever the sun shone on . We had

and Saddle River in N. J. The Holland im
In 1669 the Swedes built another church at a comfortable home and lived happy together,

migrants were at intervals materially strength- Wicacoa , now included in the city of Phila- but we used to drink ale to make us work .

ened by Lutheran accessions from Germany delphia , which was so constructed with loop- Those two lads I have laid in drunkard's

and France. holes for defense against the Indians , that it graves . My wife died broken -hearted , and

served the double purpose of a place both for she now lies by her twosons . I am 72 years of

THE SWEDES ON THE DELAWARE.
worship and for war. In 1700 the new church age . Had it not been for the drinking -passion

The second early settlement of Lutherans which had been erected upon the same site, I might now be an independent gentleman ;

in America consisted of a colony of Swedes , called the Gloria Dei, or Old Swede's Church , but I used to drink to make me work , and

who settled upon the banks of the Delaware was dedicated . Altogether there were at least mark , it makes me work now.

river, probably in the spring of 1638. The six of these churches, which , during a period of age I am obliged to work for my daily

establishment of this colony had been a cher- of over a century and a quarter , were minis- bread. Contract the drinking-habit, and it

ished plan of the illustrious Christian hero, tered to by a succession of thirty - five pastors, will make thee work .”

Gustavus Adolphus. With him it was not an the last of whom died in 1831. They were

undertaking for financial gain or national ac- men of scholarly attainments , often ministering,
CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS ARE THE NURSERIES OF

quisition , but he sought to furnish a secure in English , German and Dutch, as well as in

asylum “ for the common benefit of all op- Swedish. Three of these Swedish pastors, in 60,000 children attend the schools of the
HOME AND ABROAD . -Over

pressed Christendom .” He was , however, 1703 , administered the first rite of Lutheran

diverted from the execution of his plans by ordination in America to Rev. Justus Falkner,
Norwegian Lutheran Missionaries in Mada

.being compelled to devote all his energies, and at the organization of the Ministerium of gascar. Two-thirds of these are the children

and eventually to lay down his noble life, in Pennsylvania, in the city of Philadelphia, in for baptism are former pupils of the schools

the defense of the faith at home. After his 1748 , two of their pastors took a prominent

death on the battle- field at Lützen, his plans part in all the proceedings, and atsubsequent brought into contact with the missionaries.
or such as through their influence have been

still lived , and were speedily carried into ex- meetings the Swedish pastors were always

ecution by Oxenstiern , the Prime Minister, represented, and Provost* Von Wrangel often
ONLY ONE OF THIRTY-SIX ATTEND CONFESSION.

one of the ablest and purest men who ever being no less active than Dr. Muhlenberg
-Of the 36 millions of nominal Roman Cath

governed a kingdom in the name of another. himself. About the middle of the eigh - olics in France, not quite one million comply

Thus, 18 years after the landing of the teenth century these congregations reached with the church requirement of attending to

Puritans at Plymouth Rock , and 31 after the the period of their greatest prosperity, after

mer .

At 70 years

THE CHURCH AT

confession and communion at least once a

first settlement at Jamestown , the cherished
* The title of the minister to whom was given the year , and this number includes all ecclesias

* The Dutch West India Company was formed in general supervision and oversight of several pas- tics as well as children .
1621 , but it was not until 1623 that the colonization torates, according to the Swedish mode of church
of the country took place. government. Evan . Rev., Vol . I , p . 194 .

>
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But his faith rose all the
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>

1.00

said the driver ; “ it is for your name and cross is beneficial ; 5. By the cross to the crown.
II . Part : 1. Comfort in poverty ; 2. Comfort in sick.

number."
ness ; 3. Comfort when our infants die ; 4. Comfort

Weeks , perhaps months, afterward , he at the demise of adults.

George Neumark's Hymn. learned that in utter ignorance of the strait The Child's Book , by the late Rev. E.Greenwald ,

* D . D. Fourth edition, The Pilger Book Store,
he was in , the widow of Bishop Morris had

Reading, Pa ., Publisher. Bound in cloth, 35 cts .;

[ Two and a thirdcenturieshave passed since a young sent the coal just at the right time. The rav- per dozen $ 360 ; per hundred $25.00.man of twenty - nine years, sitting hungry, desolate and

alone in an upper room of a house in one of the tilthiest ens fed Elijah when he was in need , they came Receipt-Book FOR CONTRIBUTIONS. Price, single
streets ofHamburg, Germany, composed and sung , on an

old violincello which was all ihe world to him , this beautı. at the right time and were sent by the Lord . copy, 10 cents ; per dozen $ 1.00 ; per hundred
ful hymn . Without food ,without friends, without employ'. $ 7.50 .

ment, surely , if any man might have reason to distrust Who was richer , the employer or his em
God, this young man had . The author of this receipt-book, Rev. B. P. Nom

stronger. Hetrusted God,hebuilton the Rock, and soon ployee ? The one had nothing but his limited mensen, 1231 KinnickinvickAve.,Milwaukee, Wis.,
the way opened and he became secretary to the Swedish

Ambassador. There is a lesson for every Christian heurt wealth , the other inexhaustible resources . It writes:

in this hymn. Have you made it yours ? ]
matters not what the man of the world may book forcontributions in congregationswhich Ire" Allow me to call your attention to a little receipt

Leave God to order all thy ways,
have, it is limited and liable to exhaustion . cently have published. A glance at the enclosed

And hope in him whate'er betide ; On the other hand , it matters not how little of sample page will convince you of its usefulness.

Thou'lt find him in the evil days " Members of congregations paying the contri

An all -sufficient strength and guide. this world's goods the faithful servant of God butions which they have promised, ought to have

Who trusts in God's unchanging love may have , he has a check upon the exhaust- some receipts from the collector, in order toavoid
errors and trouble .

Builds on the Rock that naught can move . less stores of creation and providence— “ All “ Some congregations have receipts printed ; but

What can these anxious cares avail
are yours.” “ As I live , ” saith the Lord , loose receipts are easily lost. In thislittle book

the receipts are held together and members may

These never-ceasing moms and sighs ? " the cruse of oil shall not fail and the barrel always know whether they are in arrears with their

What can it help us to bewail of meal shall not waste. ”
payments or not by looking into their book .

" One book is designed to be used for 12 years,Each painful moment as it flies !
one page for each year. ”

Our cross and trials do but press
Address : F. Werner, 436 Broadway,

The heavier for our bitterness .
A CORRUPTION THAT HOPELESSLY POISONS Milwaukee , Wis .

Only your restless heart keep still , THEM FOR ALL LIFE . —Hon . Edwin A. Sher

And wait in cheerful hope, content man , of California , recently addressed the Subscriptions Paid.
To take whate'er His gracious will ,

Committee of One Hundred in Boston, on the
His all -discerning love , hath sent ;

aggressions of Romanism , and , when asked Rev. C. Mueller, Shiloh Hill, III., (VII. VIII) $ 2.00
Nor doubt our inmost wants are known Rev. G. Mueller, Rose Hill, Texas, (VIII) 1.00

To Him who chose us for His own .
about the Chinese in California , declared them Rev.J.L Osterhus, Williamsburg ,Wis., (VIII)1.00

2.00

to be the greatest curse that has ever fallen Rev. C.Merkel, Lenox, Mich., (VII. VIII)

He knows when joyful hours are best ; Rev. A. Larsen, Blair, Nebr. , (VIII 15 to IX 14) 1.00

on this country. While they send out of the Rev. A. H. Brauer, Beecher, Ill., (VIII) 1.00
He sends them as He sees it meet ;

1.00

When thou hast borne its flery test ,
country the money that they make in it , they Teacher F. Rechlin, Cleveland,O., (VIII)

Rev. C. Zollmann , Farmer's Retreat, Ind. ,

And now art freed from all deceit, introduce even among the white youth a cor- ( VIII ) 1.00

He comes to thee all unaware , ruption that hopelessly poisons them for all life. Rev. L. W. Dornseif, Boone, Iowa, (VII )

And makes thee own His loving care .
Rev. C. A. F. Doehler, Ahnapee, Wis. , ( VIII) 1.00

Rev. F. W.Heinke, Bauer, lowa, (VIII2cc . ) 2.00

Nor, in the heat of pain and strife,
Rev. F. C. Weidinann , Olean , N. Y. , (VIII ) 1.00

THERE will be stirring times in the Vatican . Rev. E. Kirchner, Mattison , II ., (Vimní to

Think God hath cast thee off unheard ;

this month. : On January 1 , 1890, sixty-eight Teacher E. Schaumloeffel, New Wells, Mo. ,)

"
1.00

Nor that the man whose prosperous life
,

Thou enviest is of Him preferred ; different laws , all new and all made by the ( V. VI . VII) 3.00

Time passes, and much change doth bring, Italian government for the sole and avowed Jos. Ritter, Chetopa, Kans., (VII15 to IX 14) 2.00

And sets a bound to everything.
purpose of despoiling the hierarchy , went into D. 0. Ditzler, Chetopa,Kans., (VIII 15 to IX

, 14 )

All are alike before His face : effect. ' A very pertinent text righť here and H. G. Schwagmeier , Springfield, Il., (VIII
60 cc)

15.00

'Tis easy to our God most high now is Revelation 18 , 6 . But the approach- Rev. Th.Wichmann, Freistadt, Wis., (VIII) 1.00

To make the rich man poor and base ,
ing doom of this Babylon occasions no tears Rev. F. Brand, Braddock , Pa.,(IX)

1 00

To give the poor man wealth and joy . in the heavenly , but rather rejoicing. Rev. Rev. F. W.Brueggemann ,Willow Springs, Ill . ,Rev. J. S. Ambacher, St.Louis, Mo., (VIII) 1.00

True wonders still of Him are wrought,
18 , 20 .-- Messiah's Herald . ( VIII )

1.00

Who setteth up and brings to naught. Rev. J. B.Torrison, Chicago, Ill . , ( IX . X) 2 00

Rev. G. Jung, Waco, Nebr ., ( VIII) 1.00

Sing, pray, and swerve not from His ways,

But do thine own part faithfully ; 60,000 Bor TRAMPS. - Alexander Hogeland , Rev. Ph. Schmidt,Seymour,Ind., (VIII 13 to 24) .50
Rev. Ph. Schmidt, Seymour, Ind , (VIII 9 cc) 8.00

Trust His rich promises of grace, President of the Boys ' and Girls ' National Wm . Schwein, Bartow, Fla., (VIII 13 to 24) .50

So shall it be fulfilled in thee : Home Association , in session at Washington , Simeon Rader, Rader, Mo., ( IX )
Rev. H. A. Prenss, Keyser P.O., Wis. , ( VII) 1.00

1 00

God never yet forsook at need
made the startling statement that there were Rev. F. Berg, Decatur, Ind., (VII. VIII) 2.00

The soul that trusted Him , indeed . 11.00
Rev. H. Henkel, Aurora , Ind., (VIII 12 cc )60,000 boy tramps in the United States . He Rev. L. Ernst, Lincoln, Texas, VI. VII) 2.00

advocated the establishment of a registration Teacher H. W. Witte, Beardstown, II., (VIII) 1.00

The Lord will provide.
system , by which boy tramps might be found JacobSchulz, Buck Valley, Pa., (VIII 12 to

IX 11 )

and sent to farmers who were willing to em- Wm . Sigel, Buck Valley,Pa. , (VIII 12 to IX 11 ) 1.00
A. Wiebking, Lake View, III . , (VIII)

1.00

A man, worth a hundred thousand dollars, ploy them . Rev. F. Otte, Chippewa Falls, Wis. , (VIII) 1.00

was complaining of hard times ; an employee,
Geo. T. Plehn, Chippewa Falls, Wis., (VIII) 1.00

who was dependent upon his daily earnings, The cross was even the hangman's shame,
Rev. D.J.Warns, Wentworth, S. Dak ., (VIII) 1.00

Dr. C. C.Bernard, Chicago, Ill . , ( VIII 17 to

tried to console him by saying, “ It might be
But, o change, Christ made it a diadem . IX 16) 1.00

Rev. Prof. C. A. T. Selle , Addison , Ill . , ( VII.
worse ," and then related an experience : Ilis VIII ) 2.00

wife was sick and expected to die , he had to Recent Publications.
Rev. A.Schupmann, Swiss Alp, Texas, (VII .

VIII ) 2.00

quit business and stay with her . A son was
Rev. D. Graef, Blue Point, III . , ( VII . VIII )

2.00

earning a dollar and a quarter a week . The GOTT TROESTE Dich ! (God comfortyou.) A col. Rev. E. Albrecht, St. Paul,Minn., (VII. VÍII) 2.00lection of German songs of comfort made from Rev. U. Iben , Prairietown, Ill . , (VII) 1.00

coal gave out ; he could not buy on credit, so modern sacred poetry by dug. Crull. The M. L. Rev. J. G. Kunz, Indianapolis, Ind ., ( IX ) 1.00

he bought ten cents worth , all he had , and car
Orphanage , West Roxbury, Boston, Mass., Puh . Rev. G. Bachmann, Evansville, Iod ., (IX ) 1.00

lisher . 1889. Price, single copy, $ 1.00 ; postage, H. Krueckeberg, Blooming Prairie,Minn., (VII.
ried it home in a basket. This kept fire all

10 cents ; per dozen $ 10.00 . VIII )
2 00

night. Next morning he went to the back This neatly bound volume, gilt- edge, contains on J. H. Stolzenbach, Lima, O. , (VII)
1.00

yard to find something with which to make a
466 pages choice poetry for aillicted Christians. The »Mrs. Wm . Rovey, Morrisonville, In ., (VIII 15

poet Jaureate of our Synod, Rev. Prof. A. Crull, of to IX 14 ) 1.00

fire, but found nothing. Bursting into tears , Concordia College,Ft. Wayne, Ind., compiled 'the J. W.Boehne, Evansville , Ind . , (VIII 15 to
IX 14 ) 1.00

he said , “ Lord, you see how it is. ”
238 pieces of poetry from 60 various sources , and IJust
eleven poems have sprung from bis own psallery Teacher C. F. Braun , Saginaw City, Mich . ,

then he was called to the front gate . A man and harp. The contents of the book are aptly ar- ! ( VIII) 1.00

2.00

said , “ Here is a load of coal for you.” “ No, ranged in two parts. I. Part: 1. The Christian's Jacob Keller, Lancaster, Ohio , ( VIII . IX )

cross comes from our Father ; 2. Christ bore the

said he ; “ I have not ordered any." " Yes,” cross first ; 3. God comforts us in our cross; 4. The CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .

1.00

Selected

1.00

>
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or synod attempts to exercise authority over a unit in love . From this text it is very clear

the churches, a truly Lutheran congregation , that the many divisions , separations , sects , de.

watchful of its rights , will quickly raise a pro- nominations and sub-denominations in Chris

For the LUTHERAN Witness. testing voice , and if not heard will separate tendom are wrong . It should not be so , nei

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE from such a body in obedience of the clear ther was it the will and intention of Jesus

command : “ Stand fast in the liberty where- Christ that it should ; for thus He said :
LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.

with Christ hath made us free , and be not " There shall be onefold , and one shepherd .''

By Rev. F. Kuegele. entangled again with the yoke of bondage,” It was not the intention of Christ that there

and to the Corinthians the same apostle writes : should be several hundred folds as it is at

XVII. Sunday after Trinity. " Ye are bought with a price ; be not ye the this day . - Even so , an outward union between

EPHESIANS 4 , 1-6 . *
servants of men ; ” and again : “ Come out those who teach and believe different , for

from among them , and be ye separate, saith which so many are now laboring , is directly

IN GOD , OUR SAVIOUR , BELOVED FRIENDS :
the Lord , and touch not the unclean thing." against this text ; for the apostle does not

True believers, the saints of God upon earth , Rather than submit to the rule of men a say: A union of spirits , he says: " The unity,

the apostle Peter addresses in these words : Lutheran congregation will stand for itself of the Spirit.” An external union between

" Ye are a chosen generation , a royalpriest- alone, and by such standing alone it loses those who have different faiths and different

hood , a holy nation , a peculiar people ;” and none of its spiritual powers and privileges . spirits is here excluded , it is not what the

in the first chapter of Revelations St. John Every congregation which teaches and prac- apostle wants ; for this text requires more

writes of “ bim that loved us , and washed us
tices Lutheran doctrine in its midst is a Lu- than an outward union of incongruous parts ,

from our sins in his own blood" : " He hath theran church, whether it belongs to a larger it wants unity, being of the same faith and

of the same mind . Paul says : “ One faith ,made us kings and priests unto God and his organization or does not .

Father.” Being a royal priesthood , kingly will watch over its liberties and privileges, then one , if all believe the same thing, and
Yet carefully as a Lutheran congregation one baptism .” Among many faith is only

priests , the Christians are sovereign lords be
fore God , subject to none save God alone. allowing no man to infringe them , it will on when churches believing and teaching dif

As citizens we are subject to the civil authori
the other hand in no way foster a separatistical ferently of baptism agree to enter on a union ,

ties , as Christians subject to noman ,no earthly spirit of independentism. No truly Lutheran while each of them retains its former doctrine,

authority , but to God alone . That in His
congregation will stand aloof from others then it is a union without unity, in fact and

kingdom there is to be no dominion ofmen, simplyto show that it has a right to do so , reality nothing else than an agreement to make

the Lord unmistakably declares, saying: " Ye nor will it refrain from connecting with a the differences permanent. Such a union with
“

know that the princes ofthe Gentiles exercise synod to avoid taking part in the burdens and out unity is just the reverse of what this text

duties devolving on the church at large . A requires ; for it wants unity that all are actu
dominion over them , and they that are great

exercise authority upon them .
congregation which is alive to its own interests ated by one Spirit , having the same faith and

But it shall

not be so among you .” Among Christians
and the interests of the church generally , is the same bope . That this is Paul's meaning

desirous to be closely allied with others who is indisputably demonstrated in other passages
no man , no class of men and no body of men

is to rule ; in the Church Jesus Christ alone
are of the same spirit with it . Now we being of his writings . The Corinthians he exhorts ;

' I beseech you , brethren, by the name of ouris to rule through His Word. That this is the at the present time about to enter on the

teaching of the Scripture is indisputable and organization of a synod and the text offering Lord Jesus Christ , that ye all speak the same

thing , and that there be no divisions amongthis doctrine is clearly laid down in the Con- occasion thereto, let us yet briefly consider :

fessions of our Evangelical Lutheran Church. WHY A TRULY LUTHERAN CONGREGATION you ; but that ye be perfectly joined together

in the same mind and in the same judgment ;'

Where the Lutheran Church is constituted in SHOULD UNITE WITH OTHER TRULY LU

agreement with the Confessions , there each THERAN CONGREGATIONS IN ONE COMMON and to the Romans he writes : “ I beseech you,

ORGANIZATION ?

congregation will be sovereign in itself having

brethren , mark them which cause divisions

and offences •contrary to the doctrine which
all spiritual powers , liberties and privileges, I will endeavor to show

and these liberties every Lutheran congre
ye have learned ; and avoid them .” So Paul

I. to what organization a Lutheran congre- very clearly lays down this principle : Among

gation should be zealous to guard . In the gation can alone belong, and
us Christians there is to be unity of doctrine

Lutheran Church each congregation is itself II . for what purpose larger church -bodies
and faith , and if there are any who abide not

the highest tribunal under Christ and His are formed .
in the wholesome words of our Lord Jesus

Word.
I.

Christ , but bring up , teach and defend other
A truly Lutheran congregation , therefore ,

The text before us clearly requires unity doctrines , we are to make no union with them ,
watchful of its liberties and privileges will

among Christians; for so it reads: “ Endeav- but we are to avoid them .
not allow a synod or conference to exercise

ouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the From this it becomes very clear with what
any rule over it . It will refuse to receive a

bond of peace. There is one body , and one conference , synod or larger organization a

doctrine which it is commanded to teach in Spirit ; even as ye are called in one hope of truly Lutheran congregation can alone unite ,
its churches and schools unless it is clear asday that it is the doctrineof the Word of yourcalling ; oneLord , one faith , one baptism , namely only with such a one as stands in the

one God and Father of all, who is above all , unity of the faith with it ; and to judge as to

God , and it will refuse to submit to laws and through all , and in you all.” The Chris- the character of a synod we must look and

wbich men would make for it. If a conference tian Church is to be one and undivided . There see , how it adopts the Confessions of our

* This sermon was preached when the authorwas should be no differences , no divisions, no Evangelical Lutheran Church and whether its

about to attend a convention for the organization separations among Christians ; all Christians practice is in agreement with them . Every
of an English synod on the basis of the Synodical

Conference , should be a unit in doctrine, a unit in faith , truly Lutheran congregation adopts the Con
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fessions of the Church in an unqualified man- a truly Lutheran congregation can not belong be obliged temporarily to remain without any

ner as the rule and standard of its doctrine, to an organization which, indeed, nominally synodical connexion , but whetber it is desir

worship and practice . The Confessions are , and on paper does adopt the Confessions in an able or advisable for a congregation to stand

of course , not the foundation of our faith , the unqualified manner , but in which it is an alone is a different question . So situated a

foundation of our faith are alone the holy understood thing that there is liberty of doc- congregation is certainly in temptation to drift

Scriptures, but we adopt the Confessions of trine and practice granted, or at least , in which into a channel of selfinterestedness , to look

the Lutheran Church as our standard of doc- un-Lutheran doctrines and un -Lutheran prac- only to its own local interest and needs and

trine , because they contain nothing but the tices are tolerated ; * which is putting forward to lose sight of the work and welfare of the

doctrine of the Scriptures. We hold that what the right confession by profession, but making Church at large . But if churches which stand

is scriptural is Lutheran and what is Lutheran it void by practice . A truly Lutheran con- in the unity of the one true faith will also ex

is scriptural. This is just the very reason gregation can enter on an organic union only ternally unite in one body it tends to increase ,

why we are Lutherans, because we hold that with such others who adopt the Confessions promote and strengthen unity among them ;

the doctrine of the Lutheran Confessions is unqualified and in full, just as they stand for they soon find that they have a common

the doctrine of the Scriptures, and because and read . interest and even thereby they become ever

we hold this, therefore we adopt the Con- But if a Lutheran congregation sees others more closely knit together. Belonging to

fessions in an unqualified manner just as they adopting the Confessions in the right manner gether as one body congregations will by

stand and read . Hence it is clear that we , and spirit, then there are many reasons, why word and example exhort and inspire each

as a congregation , can unite together in an it should not stand aloof from such sister other unto zeal in godliness and the general

organic union only with such other Lutheran churches, but should unite with them . Let work of the Church which is a kind of emula

congregations as adopt the Confessions in the me mention a few of these reasons. tion certainly not to be condemned . Referr

same manner as we do , wherefore also our
ing to a collection for the poor saints at Jeru

constitution contains this proviso , that , if this
II.

salem St. Paul writes to the Corinthians : “ I

congregation belongs to any synod , it can “ Endeavouring to keep the unity of the boast of you to them of Macedonia , that

only belong to such a synod which is truly Spirit ." If a number of Christians are a unit Achaia was ready a year ago ; and your zeal

Lutheran in doctrine and practice” . Now in the faith , they should also acknowledge each hath provoked very many," namely unto like

only that synod is truly Lutheran in doctrine other as brethren and should give expression zeal . Certainly a godly provoking, as also

which teaches the doctrine of the Lutheran to the unity of the Spirit in which they stand . the epistle to the Hebrews admonishes : “ Let

Confessions in full ; and only that synod is As little as a true Lutheran will acknowledge us hold fast the profession of our faith without

truly Lutheran in practice which carries out those bis brethren who are not of the same wavering ; and let us consider one another to

the doctrine of the Confessions in its practices. faith with liim , even so little , and much less , provoke unto love and to good works : not

Allow me to illustrate this by examples : will he be ashamed to acknowledge those his forsaking the assembling ofourselves together,

A Lutheran congregation can not belong to brethren who are of the same faith with bim , as the manner of some is ; but exlorting one

an organization wbich does not adopt the Con- though they may be but a poor and despised another.” Standing together, confessing to

fessions of the Lutheran Church . This is handful. To Timothy St. Paul writes : " Be gether, working together, that knits together

something selfevident; for it is only saying not thou ashamed of the testimony of our and promotes unity and peace . Every wise

that a Lutheran congregation can not belong Lord , nor of me his prisoner ; but be thou and prudent man knows , if those enter on a

to those who are not Lutherans and make no partaker of the afflictions of the Gospel , ac- union who are not of the same mind , then

profession of being Lutherans. In the second cording to the power of God.” It was not unity is lacking and peace can not endure

place , a truly Lutheran congregation can not sufficient that Timothy was not ashamed of there ; the time will come when a rupture will

belong to such a body which, indeed, does the Gospel, he was also not to be ashamed of take place and they will part again and they

adopt the Confessions , but not in full; it can this witness of the Gospel, the man Paul, will not part as friends ; but if those unite

not belong to a synod which declares that though he was a prisoner walking the streets together who are of the same spirit they will

some things , or some articles of doctrine in of Rome loaded with chains. Can he be a grow together, and though they may be but

the Confessionsare not binding , which, there- genuine Lutheran who is asbamed to own as a handful good will proceed from them .

fore , gives permission to set aside a part, or his brethren those who stand for the Lutheran Besides these there are many other things

parts of the Confessions . In the third place , doctrine full and free ? Have we brethren in which are the duty of the Church, but which

a truly Lutheran congregation can not belong the faith, then we must acknowledge them as individual congregations alone can not accom

to a synod which adopts the Confessions only such . Now there are , indeed , various ways to plislı, such as the education of ministers , the

in a qualified manner, whatever that qualifi- give expression to the unity of faith , yet by establishing of orphanages, the work ofmis

cation may be. Such a qualification it is to uniting in one body those so uniting declare sions , and the like. But not to becometedious

adopt the Confessions not because, but only before all men that they are one in faith and I will not enlarge on these things .

in as far as they agree with the Scriptures;* sentiment. You know , beloved brethren , after years

for this qualification affords liberty to reject This same unity of the Spirit we are also to of exertion we are now about to effect an or

any part or doctrine of the Confessions under foster , to promote and to strengthen. We are ganization with other churches of the same
the pretence that it does not agree with the to use our endeavours to keep the unity of the faith with us . Let us not fear and let us not

Scriptures. Another qualification is to adopt Spirit. Now churches in no organic connexion be discouraged , because as yet we are only a.

the Confessions with the declaration that they, with each othermay,indeed ,stand in full unity scattered few , merely a handful. This we

either in part or in whole , must be understood of faith and spirit , but by standing aloof from can say with all candor that we do not under

in a so-called historic sense , as the dogma- each other they do not foster this unity . For take this work from impure motives, froward

ticians and great teachers of the Church ex- each congregation to remain standing alone ness , presumption or ambition ; not asaiming

plain them , or as the various articles of doc- for itself is certainly not the way to foster , or expecting to accomplish great things in a

trine have developed since the time of the promote and strengthen " the unity of the worldly sense , but only because it is become

first adoption of the Confessions. ** This Spirit in the bond of peace ” . It is in the an imperative necessity. Where should we

qualification in fact destroys the confessional nature of things that churches standing aloof go ? It is true , there are in our country bodies

character of the Symbols ; for if they are not from each other will gradually become alien- of Lutherans which in some things are doing

to be taken simply as they read , but as in- ated and their unity will be hazarded . I have good work , but which in other respects are

dividual men explain them , then they cease already stated that a Lutheran congregation has not what they ought to be . The good which

to be standards of faith and doctrine and a right to stand for itself alone and doesthereby they have we gladly acknowledge and re

liberty is granted to go with the times as the lose none of its spiritual powers and privileges ; joice over it , but how could we connect our

wind of doctrine may bappen to blow . Finally , under circumstances a congregation may even selves together with those of whom we know.

* See Constitution of General Synod North . * See Constitutionsand publicationsof the Gen. beforehand that with them we could not be

** See the New Confession of the Ohio Synod. eral Council and United Syuod South. perfectly joined together in the same mind

*
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Polemical
THE CEREMONY.

។

and in the same judgment” ? This both the lodge room proper, which is lighted with elec- Suddenly there was a whirring sound . The

Word of God and conscience forbid . There tricity. In the middle of the little room is a end of the rope was seen to jerk loose from

is , therefore , nothing remaining but that we 3-foot trap which opens into a vault, or an the ring about the block . In some way, most

unite together with such scattered churches arrangement like an elevator shaft. This vault probably from the long and constant use , the

which are actuated by the same Spirit as we extends from the ceiling of the second story rope had been gradually becoming loosened

This let us do without consulting with to the floor , is some 8 feet square and walled and unwrapped , and Mr. Johnson's heavy

flesh and blood , whether it is expedient or up with wooden partition. It has a depth of weight detached it entirely . The end flew

what will come of it ; that is the Lord's matter. some 13 feet . In the ceiling of the dark room toward the ceiling and there was a sudden re

Let us do what the Lord gives our hand to do , is a hook , to which is fastened a double block laxation of the entire machinery. Mr. John

let us go the way He directs us , and let us do and tackle . The first block is close to the son disappeared, and an instant later was.

it with fervent prayer , calling on the name ceiling , while the second is near the floor and heard the dull sound with which he struck the

of the Lord that He would prosper the work directly over the trap. A rope seven -eights hard floor of the vault, 13 feet below . The

of our hands unto His glory and the salvation of an inch thick passed three times over the members standing about the trap and holding

of many souls through Jesus Christ our Lord . top block . It is attached to a ring above the the rope were almost paralyzed by the acci

Amen. second block , the end being wrapped around dent. Their cries brought the rest of the

similar to a hangman's knot. Beneath the lodge to the apartment. One coil of the rope

lower block bangs a short loop , through the still remained over the upper block . With it

end of which is passed a short stick or bar . Mr. Peyton, a slightly built gentleman , was

lowered into the vault . Lights were brought

(For the LUTIIERAX WITxess by J. F. W. M.) “ This stick is straddled by the candidate , and the unfortunate preacher was found lying

A Masonic Victim . his legs hanging on either side , while he on bis side at full length . He had struck on
his left hip. Mr. Johnson was not uncon

clutches the block with his hands and holds

Under this heading the St. Louis Globe- himself in position . He is then lowered into scious, but his deep groaning showed he was

Democrat of January 14th . , 1890 , relates the the vault by the members of the lodge, who suffering the most intense agony . A ladder

following startling occurrence: " Masonic cir- have bold of the other end of the rope, which was lovered , and with Mr. Peyton's assistance

cles are greatly agitated over the shocking generally lies loosely plied upon the floor. he was enabled to slowly mount until ready

accident at Huntington,W. Va. , which resulted The ceremony at this point is symbolic of the bands could draw him out of the vault. He

in the death of a candidate taking the Royal search in the ruins of King Solomon's Temple
. Vickers and John D. Meyerssummoned.

was carried to a stretcher, and Drs. R. D.

Arch degree . It is the first instance on record The vault represents the ruins, and the can
where any accident of a serious nature has didate one of a party making the search . He

“ The Masons made no effort to keep the

occurred in the ceremonies of that degree. In descends into the vault, and finds in one cor
details secret, and on the contrary took espe

fact, the ritual which initiates the candidate ner a smallbox, which is typicalof the Ark cial pains to explain fully themanner in which

into theRoyal Arch mysteries is considered of the Covenant. After this he is raisedagain laidonthe fact that the utmost dignity isthe accident happened. Particular stress was

much less dangerous than that of any other to the dark room .” Next follows the lec

degree. Prominent local Masonic lights state ture, during which is explained the ceremony preserved throughout the ceremony, and that

that, as far as their records and memories go , he has just passed through, and the Biblical nothing savoring in the slightest of levity or
practical joking is permissible. The result isthere have not been over half a dozen such

events it symbolizes,

that the intelligent and larger part of theaccidents in this country. The startling fa
" The block and tackle had been in constant

tality has thrown the City of Huntington into use by the Huntington Lodge for over three community acquits the lodge of any blame. ”
So far the Globe- Democrat.

general mourning , and by no class of the years. There has never been anything to

community is Mr. Johnson's fate more re arouse the slightest suspicion of its weakness.
What thoughts does the reading of these

gretted than by the secret fraternity whose In fact , the machinery, paraphernalia and paragraphs awaken in us ?

ceremonies closed the reverend gentleman's furnishings of the lodge room were the finest If the occurrence here related be true , it

useful career . Mr. Johnson was pastor of and most complete of any in the State . shows us in the first place by way of an

one of the largest Congregational churches in “ The initiation of the two preachers began example that Freemasonry retains still to-day

Huntington, and outside of his immediate last Friday evening. It was about 10 o'clock its puerile initiatory rites, founded as they are

flock was also held in the highest esteem . So when the dark room was reached and arrange on the legends and myths of all ages. Here

deep was the general sorrow that at the union ments for the final ceremony commenced. the order itself gives us an instance of its
services held Sunday night the largest ball in One of the members, Mr. Crider, bad de- symbolism ”, which occupies a position of

the city was densely packed , and hundreds scended into the vault and made the usual such vast importance in the institution that
were turned away from the door . preparations. He had been taken out. Rev. Mackey, a prominent Freemason , says : " Free

Mr. Marshall then went through the ordeal, masonry is a symbolic institution every

“ In the face of the great and unexpected was lowered into the symbolic ruins and again thing in and about it is symbolic.” (Ency

returned to the room . There were six clopedia of Freemasonry , p . 518. )

sorrow which has befallen the lodge the mem
seven members taking part in the ceremony

Strange ! A Freemason is called " enlight

bers have torn aside as far as possible the veil ened ," i . e . " one who has been rescued fromshielding the mysteries of the ceremony, and besides the two candidates.
darkness , and received intellectual light”

explained fully the details attending the acci A WEIRD SCENE.
( l . c . p . 254 ) . So one would be led to pre

dent. The building was built especially for " The scene was rather a weird one .
On sume he had discarded all such fabulous tra

Masonic purposes . In the third floor is the the window sill rested an oil lamp, whose ditions . Still it is one of the characteristics

lodge room proper. As is usual, three candi- flickering light threw fanciful shadows on the of Freemasonry that it employes to the utmost

dates had offered themselves for the Royal walls of the dark room .” The door at the extent ancient legends and myths, of which

Arch degree, but owing to a recent accident other end was open , and the rays from the prominent members acknowledge that they

one of them was absent . It was decided to electric lights entered . The vault looked like contain little or no historic truth as “ sym

put through the remaining two, Rev. Mr. John- a black yawning chasm . Neither of the can- bolic expressions” of the great truths it pro

son, pastor of the Methodist Church , and didates wasblindfolded ; both could see every- poses to teach .

Rev. W. F. Marshall, pastor of the Episcopal thing that was going on and perfectly under ( To be concluded .)

Church . One feature of the ritual occurs in stood the workings of the machinery by which

what is known as the dark room . This is an they were to descend into the vault. Mr. John- WISCONSIN . — The U. S. Government appro

apartment on the third floor. It is about 8 son was a tall well-built man , weighing some priation for the support of Indian youth at

At one end is a win- 180 pounds. He had seated himself astraddle the Norwegian Mission school at Wittenberg ,

dow and at the other a door opening into the the bar and caught the block with his hands . is $ 7560.

THE DARK ROOM AND THE ROPE .

or

feet wide and 20 long .
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original sin is truly sin and condemns all those youth at heart. It enters fully into the spirit

under God's eternal wrath who are not re- of that educational reformation which was

generated by baptism and the Holy Ghost." wrought by God through Luther . This book

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt. There have been men at all times in the church evinces that its author possesses the rare gift

who conld not brook this doctrine and there- of understanding the true character of the la

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st fore tried to modify the same , because it is so bor of Luther which surmounted all difficul

of each month by the General Lutheran Conſerunce of Mis

souri and other states. Moneys, names of subscribers, very offensive to carnal reason and feeling. ties in order to guide Christian parents and

changes of addresses and all other business communications And in the present day almost all of the Re- children aright in the privileges and duties of

should be senttoRev. H. Birkner,3506 Caroline Str: formed churches are wavering in their confes- education . The contents ofthe 282 pages of
St. Louis , Mo. All communicarions for the editorial de

partmentshould besent to Rer.C.A. FRANK,16 Harvey Str., sion of this Bible doctrine because it grates so the book are as follows : Chapter 1. Causes
Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in

harshly on the " refined intellect and sympathy of the Reformation ; II . The papacy and popu
advance. Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

draft is at the risk of the sender . of our enlightened age.” But the Lutheran lar education ; III . Protestantism and popular

Church panders to no human reason , feeling education ; IV . Education before the Refor
Entered at the Post Onice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

and sentimentality in proclaiming Bible truths . mation ; V. Luther ; VI. Luther on Domestic

We are not set in this world to make God's Training ; VII . Luther on Schools ; VIII . Lu

ST. LOUIS, MO. , February 7, 1890. doetrine palatable to infidel reason and feel ther on Studies and Methods; IX . Luther's

ing , but to crush these and bring them into Letter to the Mayors and Aldermen of the Cit

Queries answered. subjection to the Word , that men will come to ies ofGermany in behalf of Christian Schools;

the appointed means and bring their infants X. Luther's Sermon on the Duty of sending

1. “ What are the views taken by the Lu- to the appointed means to save their souls children to school .

therans of the Missouri Synod on Revelu- alive . The great question is not so much on We can not remember of ever having read

tion XX ? ” condemnation, but how to escape the condem- a better book on education than Prof. Pain

Answer : The Missouri Synod views the nation under which we already are by nature .
ter's present work. “ Looking back over the

twentieth chapter of Revelation only in the “ The Scripture hath concluded all under un- former accomplished scarcely less for educa
ground traversed , we realize that the great Re

light of the first order of the canonical books belief , that God might have mercy on all,” tion than for religion ,” page 166. “ Through
*

in the New Testament . It is an old and sound saith St. Paul . his influence , which was fundamental, wide

rule of interpretation in the Church , that the reaching and beneficent, there began for the

canonical books of the second order in the Editors who are no longer responsible ment. Let us note a few particulars : 1. In
one as for the other a new era of advance

New Testament must be explained in the light for everything their Papers publish. his writings , as in the principles of Protes

of the canonical books of the first order. The
tantism , he laid the foundation of an educa

first order of canonical books comprises the “ Altogether, the most extensive application tional system , which begins with the popular

four Gospels, the Acts, thie thirteen Epistles of the principle of divided responsibility in a school and ends with the university,

of St. Paul , the First Epistle General of St. Pe- newspaper is made in the Herald office .
2. He set up as the noble ideal of education

It

ter and the First Epistle General of St. John . has for a long time been the practice of that discipline to discharge the duties of every re

a Christian man , fitted through instruction and

The other books in the New Testament are remarkable paper when laughed at for its in- lation of life.

classed as the second order of canonical books consistencies to plead that one view was pre 3. He exhibited the necessity of schools

in the New Testament. Among these is the sented in its news and the other in its edito- bothfor the Church and theState,and em

Book of Revelation . This Book of Revela- rial department. But it has got beyond that. er's vocation .
phasized the dignity and worth of the teach

tion must be expounded in strict accordance The financial department has declared inde- 4. With resistless energy he impressed upon

with the teachings of the four Gospels , the pendence. * This column has criticised the parents , ministers and civil officers their obli

Acts , and the mentioned Epistles of St. Paul, reorganization plan , ' and ' while this column gation to educate the young..

St.John and St. Peter. According to these could not approve the plan ,' are phrases schools, introducing graded instruction ,an im5. He brought about a reorganization of

the kingdom of Christ on earth is and will re taken from a recent issue, and similar phrases proved course of study, and rational methods.

main until the day of judgment a kingdom of are of common occurence . It is not the He- 6. In his appreciation of nature and of

the cross and a spiritualkingdom . Now every rald, but a column, which expresses an opin- child -life he laid the foundation for educa

explanation of Rev. XX. , that would make it ion . There used to be a time when it was un
tional science .

appear as though the binding of the devil for derstood that the views of a newspaper were he sought to adapt instruction to the capacity
7. He made great improvements in method ;

a thousand years ment a complete rule and the views of its editor . The IIerald has abol- of children, to make learning pleasant, to

absolute control of the world by Christians for ished that notion . If you wish for consistency awaken the mind through skillful question

the space of thousand years, is altogether at you must notice what column you are reading ing, to study things as well as words, and to

variance with the teachings of the Gospels, -and you will not find it even then .” — Beacon . temper discipline with love.
that we must all enter the kingdom of God Political papers have undoubtedly learned tion of virtue and intelligence to the general8. With a wise understanding of the rela

by many tribulations and that Christ's king- this way of conducting their business from good, he advocated compulsory education on

dom is not of this world , that it will never be
some church papers in whose columns you may the part of the state .

turned into a realm of earthly power, splen- also read : “ The editor does not hold himself In view of these facts , Luther deserves

dor and luxury as Millenarians or Chiliasts responsible for the opinions of his contribu- henceforth to be recognized as the greatest,

would make people believe from this chapter. tors.” Yet they publish these opinions. Such not only of religious, but of educational re

2. “ Does the Lutheran Church of to -daystand editors want to be editors without any respon- of Luther on education , which are given in
formers.” pp . 166–168 . The two writings

by the Augsburg Confession ' in reference to the sibility . What is their work worth ? full in this book , are in themselves worth the

doctrine of damnation of all unbaptized infants dollar which the book costs.

and heathens ? "

A noble and bold Testimony for Chris- admonished , encouraged and comforted by
Preachers ana teachers and parents will feel

Answer : The Lutheran Church of to-day
tian Domestic and School Education.

stands by the Unaltered Augsburg Confes
this book in the ever -important work of Chris

tian domestic and school education .

sion without any modification . This Augs- Luther on Education. Including a historical intro

burg Confession teaches in its Second Article ,

On page 92 we noticed an odious comparison
duction and the translation of the Reformer's

which treats of original sin , thus : “ Further

two most important educational treatises. By in these words: “ The great providential men

F. V.N. Painter, A.M., Professor of modern of our race have usually sprung from a lowly
more we teach that after Adam's fall all men languages in Roanoke College, and author of a origin . Moses and David were shepherds ;

History of Education . Philadelphia : Lutheran the apostles were fishermen ; Christ was awho are naturally born , are conceived and
Publication Society, H. S. Bulner, Supt. Price ,

born in sins , that is , they are all from the single copy, $ 1.00 .
carpenter ; and Luther the son of a poor

miner .'

womb full of evil lust and desires and can This remarkable book is quite a novelty in with the great providential men of our race.
We never place Christ on a level

have no true piety , no true faith in God by English or American literature. It deserves He is always above them and so should we

nature ; also that this innate corruption and to be read by all who have the welfare of our write of Him .

for the
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The Pope in the wailing Box. Mission in Syria.

Church News.
In his address at a Consistory, December 30 , Dr. George E. Post , in an article on the

Hebrew not a dead Language . the pope referred to the Italian Government outlook in Syria says: Little by little the light

as striving to detach the people from the is stealing in . Men of all religious opinions

One of the most unique specimens of modern church. He demanded the restoration of the are inclining to toleration . The Bible is being

literature will be the New Testament Com- temporal power, but not , he said , from human circulated among the masses . The number

mentary in Hebrew,” now under preparation motives. Itwas his right , and hewas required of readers is multiplied. Those who believe

are bolder, but at the same time more discreet.
by Dr. Lichtenstein , a learned Jewish convert , to preserve it intact and transmit it to his suc

teacher in the theological Seminary for Jewish
cessor as one of the inalienable treasures of Those who do not believe are forced to con

Missions in Leipzig. It is now in the press .
the Christian faith . He alluded to the new cede that the Bible is the source of religious

The preparation has been materially aided by penal code as an attack on the liberty of the knowledge and the referee in all cases ofdoubt
such finished Hebraists as the veteran Franz clergy, and said an additional injury was or dispute. Those who are far from the spirit

Delitzsch , Adolph Saphir, of England, and about to be inflicted on the church in the of the New Testament claim to be evangelical.

others. It would be a mistake to regard this passage of the bill respecting charitable trusts . Everything is opening for a grand demonstra
work in the light of a curiosity of literature. This was a fresh step in the endeavor to efface tion of the power of the Holy Spirit. The

Rather it has amostpractical purpose, namely, every vestigeof religion from civil institutions . Syrian mission in 1827 had only secured 20

of aiding in the mission work among theJews By this law all pious establishments were to converts ; to -day its church roll exceeds 1500 .

of Southeastern Europe , where the Hebrew be suppressed or transferred , especially those The mission in Egypt reports an addition last

alone is the literary language for fully four for the dowering of girls without portions , year to the membership of 365 , one for each
and a half million Israelites. It is accordingly those regarding girls entering convents , and day of the year. The mission press at Beirut

an error to consider Hebrew a dead language; those by which it was provided that masses employs forty-eight persons, and during the

it is the sole literary medium and, at least in should be said for the souls of the dead . past year has printed 1900 volumes, the total

a jargon form , the means of intercommunica-. Priests were excluded from the benefits of char- number of pages being nearly twenty - nine

tion for a greater number of Jews than em
itable institutions , and women were admitted millions . Of these eighteen millions were

pages of Scripture . Since the press was ésployed it as a spoken language when Moses to such benefits .

led the chosen people out of Egypt. In the
tablished it has turned out a grand total of

394 million pages .
Orient a large number of books and period Law and the Faith Cure.

icals are published in the idioms of the Old

Testament. Ole E. Larson, a Faith Curist of Brooklyn ,
The Missionaries of Infidelity.

has been sent to prison for not administering

Colonel Olcott , the traveling American the

Will you join the American Party ?
proper medicines, or none at all , to his little

daughter. · The public sentiment puts the seal osophist, has touched at Belfast, and lectured

of its approval on the punishment inflicted .
in that fine city at a shilling a head . He is

" The following is the platform of principles cheaper than another blaspheming " Colonel”

adopted by a national conference of leading
No man can violate a righteous civil law on

who remains on this side of the water. Col.
men beld Dec. 11 , 1889 , and which the voters the plea of religiousfaith . Otherwise , a license

Olcott did not secure a large audience in the
If aof the whole country , of all parties , are asked would be given to all kinds of crime .

sick man thinks he has no need of a pbysician, with which he was listened to appeared in the
old Presbyterian town, and the indifference

to support :
or of medicines , let him suffer . There is no

Platform OF AMERICAN PATRIOTIC LEAGUE. law to prevent him from acting the fool. But
fact that when he closed no one was found

1. Restriction of immigration . ready to move the customary vote of thanks.
the law requires the father to care for his

The Colonel's lecture , semi-Buddhistic, and

2. Extension of time required for naturali- child, and if on the plea of trust in God , he

wholly infidel, does not seem to have been
zation . neglects the child in the matter of food or

3. Educational qualification for every voter. medicine or proper attention , he is guilty of very luminous, especially in the statement of

4. One general unsectarian American free manslaughter.
his theosophic vagaries . In Dublin a gentle

The sooner these mistaken

school system . man rose in the audience, after listening in
men and women clearly understand this legal

,5. No public funds or public property for aspect of their conduct , the better for them tently to the lecturer, and asked the Colonel

sectarian uses .
to state in brief what he had been talking , as

and for their helpless children . But would

6. American lands for American settlers . seem as if nothing but the bracing atmos
he had utterly failed to understand him .

There was no response.

7. Enforcement of American views by phere of a penitentiary will bring them to their

legislation .
senses .-L . Observer.

One free people , one flag and one lan The Holy Rollers.

guage !” The American, Dec. 21 , 1889 .
In Africa.

The Methodists are not two centuries old ,
The fourth paragraph reads death to all

private and parochial schools. First they
and yet they are divided in nearly twenty

Mr. Stanley has written a letter to Mr. Bruce, sects . They have had another split , and

said , slavery is wrong . Then they said , the the son-in-law of Dr. Livingstone , describing evolved the Holy Rollers. They broke out in

manufacture and sale and use of ardent spirits the expulsion from his kingdom of Mwanga West Pennsylvania, but they can be found

Now they say , the church school
by a revolt of the combined' native Christians among Methodists generally. It is a split

is wrong and must go .
And some say , in

and Mahometans, and the subsequent con- from the Perfectionists, who are an offshoot

dividual possession of property is wrong. version of Mwanga himself to Christianity. of the Free Methodists, who are one of the

Where will it end ?

This Mwanga was the persecutor who mur- sub - divisions of the Methodists. Methodists

dered Bishop Hannington. Stanley says that have in fact but one doctrine which they call

A ROYAL GIFT TO THE SHAH OF PERSIA.— the fact that the native Christians had grown the doctrine of conversion . It is hard to

Whilst the Shah of Persia was in England , the strong enough to make a revolution in one of see why they should not be one in their one

Quakers presented him with a fine copy of the the most powerful of the African kingdoms is doctrine..

New Testament in Persian . He accepted it one that , if Livingstone could have known it,

gracefully and promised to read it . May God would have filled bis dying moments with con
Nuns SENT TO PRISON . - Three Franciscan

open bis eyes to know from the good book the tent and love . The most deadly persecutions nuns at Dachau , near Munich, have been sen

abomination of Mohammedanism and the fol- --the stake , the knife and thebullet — had tenced to imprisonment for short terms for
practising upon the hysterical credulity of a

lies of Quakerism , and lead bim to sincere failed to shake the staunch fidelity of these girl pupil and deceiving her by various illu

fellowship with the Christian Church . African converts . sions of pretended supernatural character.

is wrong
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Heartlı and Home.

9

BY E.

1

dollars. And in a short time the required the majority would believe him . Only a few

number of men was bad . Did not these gam- said to each other : “ This is a good man , he

blers all there life-time, a life of toil and blows never yet deceived us ; and we have seen

For the LUTHERAN Witness and danger and misery, curse that moment’s many things about him which we can not

BROKEN MEAT.
infatuation ? understand . If he says it is so , we will be

And will you, myfriend , stake your happi- lieve him , and perhaps later on understand

ness , your eternal liberty, the welfare of your it all.”

The Philosophy of Giving.
precious soul, redeemed by the blood of Jesus You will understand, reader , the meaning

Here is an old Chinese adage : " That which Christ, against that paltry sum of sinful pleas- of this parable. Divine things, God's nature,

ure and temporal gain ? and bis miracles are a million times higher
I give away , I keep ; that which I keep , I

above us than the wonders of civilization are
lose . "

Miracles . to the savages of Africa. Even if God would

Study that for half an hour. Compare it with

Many things that God hath revealed to us explain it all to us , we could not grasp it .
Acts 20 , 35 and Prov . 19 , 17. And get rich .

in his Word are like unto a missionary, who, Later on, when we reach the heavenly land ,

in the wilds of Africa , engaging in familiar we shall understand it all.
" Catholic Tenderness for Humanity ."

conversation with a company of Katfir men ,

Seeing in these days the resolute , untiring said unto them : " A man was called to the First on the Throne and then on the Ass.

efforts of the hordes of Rome to gain su bed -side of his dying son . He had to travel
Any history of the world is a continuous

premacy in our country, the book by M. P. a distance of 1000 miles. He set out in the illustration of the vanity and instability of all

Zaccone , with the above title , makes in- morning and at evening of the next day he things human . Here are two pictures taken

structive reading. According to it , the Span- stood at the bed of his son .” “ What !” in- from the history of Rome."

ish Inquisition, during the 320 years from dignantly exclaimed one of his hearers, be
he

On the throne of the Western Empire is1481–1801, burned at the stake 34,658 here who was looked upon by many of the Kaffirs
seated John . Yesterday he was an humble

tics , burned 18,019 in effigy, and sent 288,914 as the embodiment of all intelligence and sense
servant.

to prison or the galleys. The executions of and wisdom , " you don't expect us to believe by the death of Honorius, and to-day he is
He usurped the throne left vacant

hetetics were made the occasion of public that, do you ? Why, let a man harness the surrounded with royal splendor, obeyed hy

festivities .

fleetest team of oxen to be found in Kaffir- millions, favored by neighboring nations.
And “ Rome never changes.” Her power land, and if he travel without a moment's

in this country is growing. The great ones interruption, it would take him , barring all miserable being driven through the streets of
Turn to the next picture . Who is that

.

are flirting with her. We pray : “ Lord , by accidents, at least 15 days and nights to travel Ravenna, the capital of Italy , mounted on an

thy Word deliv’rance work , And stay the that distance.”
ass , his right hand cut off, exposed to public

hand of Pope and Turk ."
And the missionary, little heeding the inter- derision ? The emperor of yesterday. The

ruption , continued : “ And finding his child in general of the East, being captured by John,
Novels .

a very precarious condition , he despatched a succeeded in reviving among the Italian troops

Jos . Angel James , a pious minister of Eng- message to his wife who when she received it

land , once said from his pulpit in Birming- an hour afterwards— ” “ An hour afterwards ! proach of the Eastern troops, the gates of
a sense of loyalty and gratitude . At the ap

ham : “ It was 25 years ago that a boy lent That's a bigger lie than the first one . Now ,
Ravenna were thrown open , and the defence .

me a vile book . I read in it only 15 minutes, even if your people in America can make less tyrant was delivered to the mercy, or

but that book is persecuting me like an evil the birds under the heavens their servants

spirit. Often have I cried to the Lord from which I doubt - the swiftest sailing messenger parading through bis former capital on the ass ,
rather the cruelty of his conquerors . After

my innermost soul , that he might let me for- could'n't travel that distance in an hour.” John was beheaded in the circus of Aquileia.

get it ; but I will have to suffer from it and “ My friend , if you ever visit my country, But " the Lord shall endure forever , a re

bear the harm to the day of my death ." you shall see still greater things. But let me

Another instance . The murderer of Sir finish my story. Wishing to tell his wife all
fuge in times of trouble .” Ps . 9 , 7. 9 .

William Russell declared that he became a the particulars, he went into the next square

criminal through reading a novel. — Again. and speaking to his wife at home he told
A Mouse in the Pantry .

Some time ago a boy , 15 years old , murdered her-- " " See here - do you take us for crazy ?"

two men in Minnesota , robbed them and the infidel Kaflir angrily demanded, “ how in A certain old man used to say to his grand

started for the West to join the Arizona cow the world could he speak with a person 1000 daughter when she was out of temper or

boys . The reading of a damnable Boys' Jour- miles away ? The biggest ox , the strongest naughty in any way : “ Mary , Mary, take

nal had ruined him .
lion can not roar so loud . And you don't care — there's a mouse in the pantry !” She

Novels — even respectable novels - contain, mean to tell us that the hearing of the white would often cease crying at this , and stand

generally, a subtle poison. Take care how people is so acute that they can understand wondering to herself what he meant, and then

you handle them . Better handle them not words spoken so far away ? Go and tell the run to the pantry to see if there really was
at all .

children your
tales-do not insult our common a mouse in the trap ; but she never found one .

sense ! ' One day she said : “ Grandfather , I don't

Gambling
The missionary concluded his story : “ Find- know what you mean ; I haven't a pantry,

The city of Barcelona , in Spain , once had ing that his child would have to die without and there are no mice in mother's, because

to equip several galleys , and it had to be once more seeing his mother, and the child I have looked so often .” He smiled and said :

done in a very short time . No galley-slaves being anxious to give her one last message, “ Come, and I'll tell you what I mean.
Your

were available at the time. The City Council he held a box before his son ; and the boy heart, Mary , is the pantry ; the little sips are

hit upon the following plan . A gambling- spoke words of love and hope into it and died . the mice that get in and nibble away all the

table with dice was placed in the market. All The father went home and the mother full of good , and that makes you sometimes cross

that desired might try their fortune . He that sorrow listened to the words spoken by the and peevish and fretful. To keep them out

won , would receive a considerable amount of voice of her dead son .”
you must set a trap—the trap of watchful

money. The loser would lose his liberty and By this time the wise Kaffir was really an
ness . ”

become a galley-slave . Life on the galleys gry . The missionary attempted to explain ,

was misery. It was the punishment the crimi- and told his hearers all about steam and elec
Evil Customs.

nals most dreaded . Many preferred death to tricity , about the railroad , telegraph , tele

such a life . Nevertheless, there were many phone, and phonograph, but all this being so " An evil custom is a hook in the soul,”

who risked the game. They staked their wel- foreign to their experience and learning and said the father ; he meant to say, by evil cus

fare , liberty, and happiness against a few mode of thinking, the more he said , the less toms men are drawn whither the devil pleases.
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For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . such injustice is prohibited or such rights The Effect of Washington Life.

Rules that will enable all Readers to guaranteed or protected by the constitution .”

give a Decision on the Constitution
Page 201 the same writer tells us how peo

Some of the members of the Fiftieth Con

ality of the existing School-laws,

ple can protect themselves against unwise or gress have been here with their wives, to se

oppressive legislation . “ The protection ,” says lect boarding -places, wrote Ben, Perley Poore,

To enable all readers to judge on the Mr. Cooley, “ against unwise or oppressive in one of his Washington letters. I never see“ .

,constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the legislation, within constitutional bounds, is by the wife of a new-elected Congressman come

existing school-laws, I purpose to lay before an appeal to the justice and patriotism of the here without a feeling of pity for her. At her

,
the reader certain established rules ofdecis. representatives of the people. If this fail,home she was a worthy woman, who did much

ions , as laid down by our highest tribunals ,

the people in their sovereign capacity can to secure her husband's election by her popu

both State and National, regarding the de correct the evil (by ballot) ; but courts can not lar manners and her good heart . To her it

was a great thing to become the wife of a

claring statutes unconstitutional . Moreover,.
assume their rights .”

I intend to give the law , regarding the educa

What is this Common Law , under which member of Congress ; buton arriving here she

we are living, on the subject of education ? found that she had only taken the first step

tion of children, as itwastime out of mind, Mr.Blackstone (Book 1, p . 449 ) has this to towards social distinction . It was not long be
and is law up to the present day in all States say : " The last duty of parents to their chil- fore a change commenced . From a modest

( for we are living under theEnglish Common aren is that of giving them aneducation suit- lady, in a plain black silk and smooth brown
Law) where not otherwise declared. Finally, able to their station in life." I forego all locks, she burst into an ornamental gown of
I purpose to give an instance culled from ourown history where States have interfered suggestions on what is included in theword light satin , loaded with beads , which was not

with education of the youth . To keep the

" guitable " , letting this to the common sense of high enough in the neck by three inches, and

the reader. her head had in front a mass of frizzles , which
reader from yawning before he enters upon

Have legislatures ever interfered with the hid her broad brow , and made her look like an

theperusalof this article , Igive him the as- education of children, and exercised a control idiot or aShetland pony . Before her diamond
surance that I do not intend to obtrude my

own opinions .

over schools ? “ In 1787 , through the pro decked fingers had been out of the domestic

curement of Mr. Hamilton , the legislature of dish - water long enough for their knuckles to

My quotations are taken from Cooley's Con- New York presently passed an act erecting a recover from their greasy odor of parboil

stitutional Limitations, ed . ) , and Cooley's board of twenty-onemembers,called “ Regents ing, she rode about in ber hired coupé, and

Blackstone , ed . 3 . of the University of the State of New York ,” gave her orders to the coachman in a fault

“ The rule by which we may measure the to which were intrusted the visitation and finding tone . Her days became a round of

extent of the legislative authority in the oversight of all schools and colleges that were ceaseless , meaningless toadyism , proclaimed

States, ” says Mr. Cooley ( p . 105 , C. L. ) , " is: or might be established in the state” Hildreth , by the women -writers as fashionable , and her)

In creating a legislative department and con- U . S. , vol . III , p . 387. nights were wild revels , with champagne , oys.

ferring upon it the legislative power, the peo- Have courts ever interfered with the edu- ters , flowers, punch, lost temper and bitter

ple must be understood to have conferred the cation of the youth ? Mr. Cooley in a note to disappointments . Now , her husband has not

full and complete power it rests in, and may Blackstone, Book I, p. 449, writes: " If the been re-elected . She must return to her little
be exercised by , the sovereign power of any child has a property independentofthe father , village , to mope arid pine, and make herself

country, subject only to such restrictions as they and the father fails to provide a suitable main- generally disagreeable, but, as she drops out

may have seen fitto impose and to the limitations tenance and education , the court of chancery of life here , not a ripple on the tide of fash

which are contained in the Constitution of the may interfere and cause them to be provided ionable society will show where she ḥas gone
United States.” To sustain this rule , le at the expense of the child's estate through down. The wheels of folly roll round forever ,

quotes Denco, Ch . J. , and Redfield , Ch . J. the intervention of a guardian.” Such is the and the wife of the new member will , in her

At the foot ofp . 107 he gives about ten more authority states have been exercising regard- turn , take the place of the one that has gone .

decisions where the same view was taken by | ing the education of their “ Citizens.” U. S.

other courts. So much for the extentof legis- Constitution . Art. XIV, Sec . 1 .
NOW THEY WANT DIRTY CHURCHES . - W . H.

lative authority.
A few remarks on liberty , and I shall have Marble , editor of the Christian at Work, thinks

When are statutes unconstitutional ? Mr. done . A vast majority of people believe that dirtiness can sometimes be next to godliness.

Cooley says ( p . 201 , C. L.); " The rule upon true liberty , genuine republicanism , consists He tells the Congregational Club : “ When I(

this subject appears to be , that, except where in a paucity of laws . I can not agree to this , was in a magnificent cathedral at Antwerp
the constitution (either Nationalor State ) has more than that , it is an error . last summer I remarked what a pity it was so

imposed limits upon the legislative power , it ised the reader not to give my opinion , I let dirty. " I wish ,' said my friend , that our
'

must be considered as practically absolute, Mr. Webster give an answer. This great con- churches in America were dirtier. That dirt

whether it operate according to natural justice stitutional lawyer gives all people who believe is from the feet of the poor and the working

or not in any particular case. " It is an un- in the above stated principle the advice to go people.' " My friend was right," continued

warranted assumption of power, on part of to Turkey : the Turks enjoy this glorious Mr. Marble . “ We need dirtier churches,

courts , if they declare statutes unconstitu- blessing of having very few laws . That man more shabby churches, made so by the masses

tional if the statute does not come in conflict is truly free ( he goes on to say ) who is pro- attending." Yet a church may be kept clean

with the constitution . I appeal again to tected from injury, however small this injury even if welcome masses do attend .

Mr. Cooley ; he writes p . 201 C. L.: “ The may be ( I quote the last remark of Webster

courts are not the guardians of the rights of from memory ). E. KUECHLE. IRON CHURCHES .—The German government

the people of the State, except as those rights shipped a sheet-iron church to the Camerons.

are secured by some constitutional provision
Perjury . A German firm recently constructed an iron

which comes within the judicial cognizance." church of very large dimensions for Manila .

To sustain his position he gives , at the foot of JudgeGordon, of Philadelphia , lately said : The Philippines are subject to frequent and

p . 201 and 202 , about forty cases where the “ Of all crimes , perjury is the one that should violent eartbquakeswhich destroy stone build

like opinion has been held by different courts . be looked upon with the greatest severity and ings at short notice .

Another opinion of this learned judge, on this be punished accordingly . It touches justice

subject , I find p . 197 C. L.. ; it reads : " Nor at its fountain . It is never committed under IRRELIGION CONDEMNED . - Many of the phy.

can a court declare a statute unconstitutional sudden temptation, but is always a crime of sicians of Paris have petitioned the govern

and void , solely on the ground of unjust and deliberation . It is important that it should ment to reinstate the Sisters of Charity as

oppressive provisions , or because it is sup- be known in the community that this is a crime nurses in the city hospitals, as a matter of

posed to violate the natural , social , or political that can not be committed with impunity, and mercy to the sick , the irreligious nurses hav

rights of citizens, unless it can be shown that nothing can be urged in its extenuation.” ing proved a failure .

As I prom

>
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Niscellaneous. a

C

Please , tell Lion that I will take good care of Recent Publications.

Lioness . I shall be happy to have a letter from

you when you like to write to me. From your sich lutherisch nennenden Synoden, sowie der nam
UNTERSCHEIDUNGSLEHREN der hauptsaechlichsten

loving little friend, HELEN A. KELLER .
haftesten Sectenkirchen in den Vereinigten Staaten

Is it not wonderful , this Education by
Scientific American . von Nord - Amerika. (The Distinctive Doctrines of

the Touch Alphabet ?
the main synodical bodies that call themselves Lu

theran ; also of the most noteworthy sectarian de.

For the LUTHIERAN WITNESS.

Laura Bridgeman , the celebrated blind deaf nominations in the United States of North America .)

mute, who gained such notoriety for the won Christmas in Rader, Mo. -
Compiled by order of the Ev . Luth . Pastoral Con.

ference of North Illinois by T. J. Grosse , Ev . Luth.
derful gift she possessed of acquiring knowl

edge through her only two faculties, and Rev. Ireneus Rader, of Rader, Mo., writes : pastor in Addison , Ill. St. Louis, Mo. , Concordia

Publishing House . 1889. Price , single copy , 25 cts . ,
whose death was so much lamented in the “ We had a very nice time on Christmas Eve. stiff paper cover ; bound in cloth 35 cents, postage ,

scientific world a short time ago , las a youth- The house was full. We had two well loaded 5 cents .

ful and very worthy successor in Miss Helen trees of gifts for 68 children of the congre
This German book contains on 132 pages a brief

history and the distinctive doctrines of various

A. Keller , who is at present an inmate of the gation. We had appropriate services also . sypod that bear the Lutheran name. Here we find

Perkins Institute for the Blind in Boston . Thirty - five children joined in singing and the Buffalo Synod, the Iowa Synod, the Ohio Synod,
She was deprived of her sight and hearing at answering questions , whilst a choir of nine the General Council and the General Synod andthe

reasons why a consistent Lutheran can not be or
the age of eighteen months. At the age of rendered two pieces . Then a short address remain in fellowship with them Among the Ameri.

can sectarian churches mentioned, we find the fol:
six , being deaf,dumb, and blind , she was put was delivered by me. Everything went off

lowing : The Reformed church, the United Church,

under the charge of Miss Annie M. Sullivan, pleasantly , and all were well pleased . - Christ- Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Methodists, Baptists,

who undertook to instruct her in the touch mas -day we celebrated Holy Communion ; Universalists.
Swedenborgians, Congregationalists , Unitarians,

alphabet , and so eager was her pupil for forty -one communed.”
A. M. Brother Grosse and our Pastoral Conference of

knowledge, and so quick of perception, that Northern Illinois have certainly done a good and

noble work in publishing this handy book . It ought

she now is able to read and write with perfect to be in the liands of all Lutherans. It will be found

A PASTOR of the State Church in Prussia was a safe and reliable guide in the controversies that
facility. claim the careful attention of serious Christians.It will be a matter of the profoundest in recently arrested , convicted , and fined for so

The size of the book is not large, but it contains the

liciting contributions to give poor children a
terest to watch the development of human

very pith of the protest which we must raise against

nature uninfluenced by the usual surroundings and obtained permission of the police authorChristmas donation— without having asked our erroneous contemporaries.

of life , and to watch the soul expand and grow ities! He appealed to the highest jurisdiction ,,
Subscriptions Paid .by its own virility . No better insight into the ities ! He appealed to the highest jurisdiction ,

but in vain . The pastors of the Prussian
character of this poor unfortunate is afforded State Church are themselves to some extent Rev. F. W. Pohlmann , Dudleytown , Ind.,

than by a letter that she wrote to a gentleman police authorities and must therefore obtain G. Wolff
, Zion's Y. M. S. , St. Louis, Mo. ,

(VIII . IX ) $ 2.00

who sent her a mastiff puppy as a present. 1.00( VIII 17 to IX 16 )

permission for all their doings from their

He did not have long to wait for his reward
Rev. J. P. Kuehnert, West Point, Nebr. , (VI 15

police-superiors. to VIII 14 ) 2.00

in the receipt of the letter printed below ,
Teacher E. H. Drees, Sebewaing, Mich . , ( VIII ) 1.00

which is taken from the Forest and Stream , F. G. Uhlig , St. Louis, Mo., (VIII )
1.00

ROMANA.-- A Kentucky grand jury has in- A. Wehrling, Tocsin , Ind ., (Vill 15 to IX 14 ) 1.00
to which we are indebted for it . Its purity

of diction and correctness of style is quite Romanism in one of the public schools .
dicted a Roman Catholic priest for teaching Rev.JC; F. H. Kretzmann, Bleecker, N. Y.,

( VIII ) 1.00

remarkable for a child of only nine years, also indicted school officers for conniving at Rev.W.Schwartz, Ruth, Mich ., (IX . X )
It Teacher F. R. Kruinsieg, Chicago, Ill . , ( VII .

VIII )
2.00

especially when it is remembered that prac, the conduct of the priest. 2.00

Miss L. Cress , Pittsburgh , Pil ., ( VIII) 1.00

tically all her knowledge has been imparted
While the Roman Catholic church has grown Mrs. M.Wiese, Council Bluffs, Ja ., (IX )

P. Ries , Cologne, Minn , (VII. VIII) 2.00

by sense of touch . The letter , which was 1.00

written in pencil in clear , distinct , round of late years numerically in England , it is Rev. Prof. A. Crull,Ft. Wayne, Inđ., ( vili i

said the priests have great difficulty with the Teacher G.Seitz, Chicago, III., (VII)
to IX 10) 1.00

characters, is as follows: 1.00

younger members, on whom the priestly yoke Mrs. J. J. Heisel, Brunswick, Mo. , (VIII 15 to

South Boston , Mass . , Nov. 20 , 1889. sits heavily.
IX 14 )

Rev. F. G. Walther, Brunswick , Mo. , (VIII) 1.00

MY DEAR MR.-- : -- I have just received Dr. Arno Kratsch, Cascade, Wis . , (VIII 13 to

DIVORCES . — A report made to Congress by Rev. C.Nvack, Riverdal
IX 12 ) 1.00

a letter from my mother , telling me that the Ill . , (VIII)
1.00

1.00beautiful mastiff puppy you sent me had Carroll D. Wright, shows that 328,716 divorces Rev. A. Grafelmann,Guernsey, la , (VIII)

reached Tuscumbia safely . I thank you very
have been granted in the States and Terri- Rev. J. Johannsen, Latimer, Is., (VÌI. VIII) 2.00

Rev. C. Giusewitz, St. Paul, Minn ., ( VIII ) 1.00

much for the nice gift. I am very sorry that tories within twenty years . While, in that H. Schumacher, St. Paul, Nliun., (VIII 15 to
IX 14 )

I was not at home to welcome her. But time, the population of the country increased
F. Hastedt, St. Paul, Minn ., (VIII 17 to IX 16) 1.00

mother and mybaby sister willbe very kind sixty-six per cent., the number of divorces Rev. A.W. Meyer,Wintivid,Kans., 1.00

to her while her mistress is away. I hope she increased one hundred and fifty -six per cent . Teacher W.G.Bewie,Oshkosh , Wis ., (VII .
Vill 1-12) 1.50

is not lonely and unhappy. I think puppies Gross adultery is certainly increasing. John Streblow , Chicago , Ill . , ( VIII 15 to IX 14 ) 1.00

Rev. J. G. Fischer, Drake, Mo. , ( VIII 11 to
can feel very homesick as well as little girls . IX 10) 1.00

I should like to call her Lioness for your dog. INFIDELS . - The Moslems of Delhi have Rev. A.Willner, Quincy, II., (IV to VII )
H. Hele , St. Louis, Mo., ( VIII 13 to IX 12) 1.00

May 1 ? I hope she will be very faithful, and opened a seminary in which preachers are Rev. Chr.Merkel,Riege, Nebr., (VIII) 1.00

brave, too . taught all the objections of Western infidels Rev. W.Heyne, Lake Creek, Mo., ( VIII. IX) 2 00
5.00

W. Doehre, New Orleans, La. , ( VIII 6 cc)
I am studying in Boston with my dear against Christianity, that they may go forth G.Klaefer, New Middletown, o .,(VIII 17 to

teacher. I learn a great many new and won- to oppose the Christian preachers in town and IX 16 ) 1.00

derful things. I study about the earth and country. Well, Christians are as little afraid
Rev. F. J. Ochlert, Webster City, Iowa, (VII .

VIII )
2.00

the animals, and I like arithmetic exceedingly. of the Moslems as they are of their home- W. G. Grove, Hermitage, Va . , ( VIII 17 to
IX 16 ) 1.00

I learn many new words, too . Exceedingly is apostates.
Elijalı Coiner, Waynesboro, Va . , (IX )

1.00

one that I learned yesterday. When I see J. M. Leonaril, Waynesboro, Va. , ( VIII 13 to
IX 12 )

Lioness I will tell her many things which will A PĻACE FOR AMBITION . - Brazilian titles of Silas Barger, Koiner's Store , Va., (VIII)
1.00

susprise her greatly . I think she will laugh nobility are only held for life and are easily TeacherW.Helmkamp, Chicago,m ., (VI. VII.
when I tell her she is a vertebrate , a mammal, purchaseable.

The emperor , Dom Pedro , J. Sautter, Papillion, Nehr., (VIII)

a quadruped , and I shall be very sorry to tell who was a humorist in his way , built and Rev. P Meinecke. State Centre, la.,(VIII and
her that she belongs to the order Carnivora . maintained a lunatic asylum with the product Rev.E J. Fleckenstein, Dulaney's Valley, Md.,

1.00

1.00

my

4.00

1.00

VIIT )

VIII 15 to IX 14 )

I study French , too . When I talk French to of the titles conferred in the course of his ( VIII) 1.00

Lioness I will call her “ Mon beau chien ” . long reign .
CONCORDIA PUBLISUING HOUSE, PRINTER .

300

1.00

2.00
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If every Christian has bis faults , every church erty ; rich in accomplishments are those who

will have its blemishes . In every congrega- are skilled in the fine arts ; rich in knowledge

tion there will be some who are like unto those who possess great learning ; rich in God

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . whited sepulchres having the form of god- those who have the gifts of the Spirit of God

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE liness and within being full of dead mens' and by good works have laid up for themselves

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR. bones and all uncleanness ; some addicted to treasures in heaven. Of earthly riches the

evil habits which to overcome they are too apostle is here not speaking. There may in
By Rev. F. Kuegele .

weak ; some who lacking knowledge sin from deed have been some in the congregation at

ignorance ; some who run well for a timeand Corinth who were wealthy, for Corinth was a

XVIII. Sunday after Trinity . then fatt into sin as did David and Peter. As flourishing mercantile city. But Paul rather

1 Cor. 1 , 449 . perfect saints so also pe fect assemblies of gives thanks to God that the Corinthians were

saints are found only in heaven . spiritually rich . Great reason for thankful

DEARLY BELOVED HEARERS :—The apostle Surrounded by a world of sin and himself ness ; for whoso is rich in God is rich indeed ,

Paul was a great man in the kingdom ofGod , not able to live without sin perfectly holy , rich in time and rich in eternity.

but he was not a Perfectionist. He labored what wonder that the Christian's soul is often What are these spiritual riches ? “ I thank

more and with greater success , he was per- bowed down , that he longs and sighs to be my God always on your behalf, for thegrace of

secuted more and suffered more for Christ's freed from this evil world and the law of sin God which is given you by Jesus Christ ; that

sake than any of the other apostles, yet he in his members. Yet , though we are poor in every thing ye are enriched by him .” Here

made no claim of having reached perfect sanc- sinful mortals living in a pervert and wicked we above all learn whence spiritual riches

tification or of being without sins, faults and world , we are not without comfort. Weknow come and how they are obtained : they come

weaknesses; he ratherfreely confessed : " Not that the glorious time is coming when de- from God as a free gift of grace and are given

as though I had already attained , either were livered from the body of sin we shall be taken in Christ Jesus . The spiritual gifts are not

already perfect : but I follow after , if that I out of this evil world , and we also know , obtained by transmission from father to son

may apprehend that for which also I am ap- though sin cleaves unto us , yet are we the as is earthly property ; neither are they ob

prelie nded of Christ Jesus.” These words children ofGod through our Lord JesusChrist, tained by any works or merits of ours ; for

Paul wrote towards the close of his earthly and we have a fountain wherein we can ever though we should have done all commanded

career , and in them he frankly confesses , anew cleanse our garments, even the blood of us yet we would remain unprofitable servants ,

though with might and main he had striven the Lamb which taketh away the sins of the having done no more than was our duty to

for perfection , he had not yet reached it , as world . Highly comforting, therefore, is the do ; nor are they obtained by conquest , as

he had before already written to the Romans: example of the Corinthians . If you read fanatics devise modes and methods to oblige

" I find then a law , that, when I would do Paul's letters to them , you will find , that they God to bestow His gifts upon them . Spiritual

good , evil is present with me.” Perfect sanc- had great faults and were by no means an riches are purely a gift of grace , a present

tification the Christian reaches only through assembly of perfect saints , so that Paul even bestowed on those who are not worthy thereof.

death , not in this life ; the perfected saints writes to them : " Yeare yetcarnal; forwhereas of temporal riches we may say that to a cer

are in heaven, and not upon earth . By a there is among you envying , and strife, and tain extent they are given according to merit ;:

diligent use of the means of grace , by fer- divisions, are ye not carnal , and walk as for " he becometh poor, that dealeth with a

vency in prayer and by exercising himself in men ?” Nevertheless Paul begins his first let- slack hand : but the hand of the diligent

the walk of godliness the Christian does in- ter to them with the words : “ Paul, called to maketh rich ; ” but the spiritual riches are

deed obtain a babit in withstanding tempta- be an apostle of Jesus Christ through the will given only according to mercy and not accord

tion , he becomes skilled in crucifying the of God , unto the church of God which is at ing to merit ; for “ it is not of bim that willeth ,

flesh with the affections and lusts, but the Corinth , to them that are sanctified in Christ nor of him that runneth , but of God that

law of sin he can not purge out of his mem- Jesus, called to be saints." Notwithstanding showeth mercy.” Earthly riches are obtained

bers . We who walk not after the flesh , but their great faults and weaknesses Paul calls in manifold ways , by industry , by inherit

after the spirit , desire to live without sin , yet them a church of God , sanctified in Christ ance, by speculation ; but the spiritual riches

be we never so diligent every day will bring Jesus, called saints . In himself poor , faulty , are obtained only and alone by Jesus Christ,

its shortcomings and sins and every night we unrighteous and dressed in rags the Christian as He testifies saying: " All things are deliv

must with contrite hearts approach the throne is before God righteous and holy , dressed in ered unto me of my Father ; and no man

of grace seeking forgiveness for the sins of the wedding- garment of Christ, and this is our knoweth the Son , but the Father ; neither

the day in the blood of Christ. So long as anchor and comfort in this evil life upon earth . knoweth any man the Father, save the Son ,

the soul remains in the body , the Christian is This comfort let me set before you by speak- and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal

like unto a bird with a weight attached to its ing of:
bim ." All things pertaining unto the salva?

foot and preventing it from soaring into the THE CHRISTIAN'S RICHES , tion of the soul the Father has delivered unto

air, unhindered. According to the inner man and showing the Son , and He imparts them unto men.

the Christian strives heavenward , but the flesh Whosoever, therefore, would have spiritual
I. what the Christian's riches are, and

draws him earthward , and the more he realizes
II . what is yet lacking him .

gifts must obtain them from , in and through

this hampering of the flesh , the more will he Christ , or he will forever remain without then .

learn to sign for deliverance from the body of
I. Jesus Christ alone has won for us the spiritual

this death. In this text the apostle Paul thanks God riches, as He says : “ I lay down my life for

Now if individual Christians can not be for the Corinthians that they were made rich . the sheep. ” None other save Christ alone

perfect in this life , it is evident that congre- In whatwere they rich ? Commonly those are has died for us ; so He alone possesses and

gations and churches can also not be perfect. I called rich who possess much money or prop- I can mete out the things which make rich the

>

>
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soul . All labor , all running , all praying, all the apostle means the utterance of the Gospel, a stumbling -block to the Christian , whispering

worship without Christ is all in vain ; for Him the preaching of Christ , the doctrine unto sal- to him : Do not the Scriptures say that you

God has made the Mediator and has given all vation ; for he pronounces it " the testimony have the treasure in an earthen vessel wbich

things into His lands. When a merchant has of Christ.” The Corinthians were rich in the is easily broken ? and have not many before

turned over his whole business unto his son , testimony of Christ , the preaching of the Gos- you had the treasure for a time and lost it

you must go to the son if you want to buy. pel. To be enriched in utterance is to bave again ? how then can you dare to look forward

Mark well , therefore, that in this short text the the preaching of the Gospel of Christ abun- to the salvation of your soul as something

name Jesus Christ occurs five times . Jesus dantly , even as we now llave it . And is this † assured and wertain ? It is true that we have

Christ is made upto us all in all . Without something so precious ? Indeed it is ; for the treasure in earthen vessels which may

Ilim we are poor, and do what wewill, we re- what else does the Gospel contain and bring , quickly be broken , and from this fact we

main poor before God ; but to Him we should than forgiveness of sin , righteousness, life , should take warning to walk carefully and not

look for riches, being assured that welook not salvation , yea even the keys of heaven ? From to give room to the flesh ; for of those doing

in vain ; for unto Him the Father has deliv- the utterance of the Gospel flows knowledge, the will of the flesh and of the mind the Script

ered riches that He should impart them unto not only the historic , literal knowledge of ures say , they shall not inherit the kingdom

men , and we can rest assured that Hewill not Christ's life, suffering and resurrection , but of God . Nowhere has God given us the as

be disobedient to His Father, or withhold His that living knowledge by which the beart surance that we should be saved , thougl we

gifts from us . Through Christ we are made learns to know Christ as its Saviour, as Panl would walk in carelessnessand carnal security ;

rich before God. writes in his second Epistle to the Corinthians: the Scriptures warn us to beware lest we fall

What is it wherein Christ makes us rich ? " God, who commanded the light to shine out a prey to the enemy, saying : " Your adversary

It is above all things the grace of God . “ I of darkness , hath shined in our hearts , to give the devil, as a roaring lion , walketh about ,

thank my God always on your behalf, for the the light of the knowledge of the glory ofGod seeking whom he may devour,” and time and

grare of God which is given you by Jesus in the face of Jesus Christ ." The Gospel is again does the Lord exhort unto watchfulness

Christ . ” . Such the believers on His name a divine light which shines into the soul and and prayer. Though a man bad been a Chris

have in Christ Jesus, the grace , the favor, the enliglitens our darkness that we begin to see tian for many years , if he throws away tlie

loving-kindness, the friendship of God, and our salvation in Christ, and so , by this living treasure, he is again become poor and naked ;

having the grace ofGod what more should we knowledge, the testimony of Christ is con- for so says the Lord : “ When I shall say to
want or need ? Is not the grace of God an firmed in us. So the Corinthians were en- the righteous, that he shall surely live ; if he

everflowing fountain of every thing good ? riched in all things, because the Gospel was trust to bis own righteousness, and commit

How proud is a subject in possessing the love preached to them abundantly and by it they iniquity, all his righteousnesses shall not be

and favor of his monarch ! Did not Haman had obtained a living knowledge of Christ and remembered ; but for his iniquity that hehath

bask bimself in the grace of Ahasverus ? And a lively hope of eternal life . Even so you, my committed , he shall die for it.” Only they

yet the happiness which the grace of earthly fellow Christians, are enriched in all things; that persevere unto the end shall be crowned .

potentatesbrings is uncertain and changeable for you have the utterance of the Gospel But from this it does by no means follow

as the weather. A ruler may quickly change abundantly , and you have believed and know that we must remain in uncertainty as to our

bis mind, at all events he must return to dust ; that Jesus Christ is the reconciliation for your perseverance and salvation. To every one

butGod remainsthesame, lle does not change sins, your righteousness and the life of your trusting the Lord Jesus Christ and receiving

His mind and His mercy endureth for ever . soul. His Word as Divine truth , to him three things

Possessing the grace of God we are rich But how dare we say that we are rich when in this text make it certain that he shall be

enough ; for He is the Lord of lords, the the Lord so sharply rebuked the bishop of saved . Paul says: “ So that ye come behind

King of kings and he changes not. He is Laodicea for saying : “ I am rich , and in- in no gift ; waiting for the coming of our Lord

strong enough to defend us against all our creased with goods, and bave need of noth- Jesus Christ.” Upon every one of His chil

enemies: “ If God be for us , who can be ing " ? This directs us to something which it dren does God bestow all gifts needful unto

against us ? ” Possessing the grace of God is well to remember in this connexion . That salvation. If we are lacking in no needful

we shall surely not come bebind in any good bishop of Laodicea was beginning to pride gift we certainly have also the gift of perse

gift ; for “ He that spared not his own Son , bimself in his gifts as though he had them of verance unto the end ; for if we did not have

but delivered him up for us all , how shall He himself and could not lose them again ; he the gift of perseverance we would be lacking

not with him also freely give us all things ?” was fallen into spiritual pride . We should , an essentially necessary gift, and it could not
If we possess the grace of Him who guides therefore, remember that further on in his be true that we “ come behind in no gift."

the stars and guards the sparrows, then, letter Paul exhorts the Corinthians not to be Man can , indeed, throw away all the gifts of

surely, all things must work together for our “ puffed up," and says : “ Who maketh thee to God, but to every one of His children God

good. O ye who possess the grace of God , differ from anothier ? and what hast thou that gives the gift of perseverance, and this we

ye are more than millionairs, ye possess an thou didst not receive ? now if thou didst may not doubt; for the apostle continues :

invaluable treasure ; for the grace of God is receive it , why dost thou glory, as if thou “ Who shall also confirm you unto the end , that

great as God is , higher than the heavens and hadst not received it ?” Through the faith ye may be blameless in the day of our Lord

stronger than death . His grace is given you of the Gospel of Christ the believer possesses Jesus Christ.” Plainly does he say , Christ

by Jesus Christ.” It is yours; for Christ was all things needful unto his soul's salvation, and shall confirm us unto the end, so that we shall

given for you .
through the living knowledge kindled in him be found blameless before Him ; and these

After mentioning the grace of God as the by the Holy Ghost be cheerfully looks forward words we should believe and not doubt, and

fountain and greatest of all gifts, Paul con- to eternity , and verily it is riches if a man can every one rooted in the faith of these words

tinues : “ That in every thing ye are enriched say : To me belongs the inheritance of the that Jesus Christ will confirm lim unto the

by him , in all utterance,and in all knowledge; saints in light; butwe must never forget that end, will surely not be swaying to and fro

even as the testimony of Christ was confirmed what we have is in no way of us, but of God, between hope and fear. Finally Paul says :

in you : so that ye come behind in no gift." His free gift . We should , therefore, show our : “ God is fuithful, by whom ye were called unto .

Paul declares to the Corinthians that they selves grateful by glorifying God . appreciating the fellowship of his Son Jesus Christ our

were enriched in all things necessary unto His gifts , loving Christ and HisGospel and Lord .” God bas called us unto the fellow

salvation. Not a single necessary gift did industriously digging in the mine of saving ship of His Son which certainly is fellowship

Goil withhold from the Corinthians ; neither knowledge, waiting for the time when our eye with Christ under the cross and fellorrship
had He given them Ilis gifts sparingly, but so shall see what our heart now believes .

with Him on the throne of glory. If, then ,

abundantly that they came behind no other con God has called us unto the fellowship of His

II .
gregation . Of these gifts the apostle specifies Son , las He not by the very act of so calling

two in which indeed all other gifts are com- But just this looking forward to the future us obligated Ilimself to preserve us upto the

prised : utteranceand knowledge. By utterance the devil and the flesh would frequently make end that we be partakers of Christ's glory ?
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Polemical.

And will notGod be faithful and give unto initiations into other degrees , if this is con- Least of all can there be uncertainty as re .

us that to which He has called us ? Whenever, sidered the least dangerous ? “ Prominent gards Freemasonry.?

therefore , Satan and the flesh would awaken local Masonic lights state that , as far as their It is true , the English mason Oliver tells us

scruples in us concerning our final salvation , records and memories go , there have not that Freemasonry is nota " system of religion,"

we should put them down , saying : Ilere is been over half a dozen such accidents in this but he says , it is the “ handmaiden to religion."

the word and promise of God and when has country .” Perhaps prominent Masonic lights Mackey ( 1. c . p . 210 ) defines Freemasonry as

He ever been found double -topgued or un- of other localities might know of additional " a science which is engaged in the search after

faithful ? cases . Perhaps investigation might bring to Divine Truth and which employs symbolism

God has , indeed , enriched us, having pro- light a great number of such cases . At any as its method of instruction .” Aye, he most

vided all for us , that we need only to wait for rate the candid admission that at least half a emphatically declares , “ I contend ,without any

the appearing of our salvation , and surely we dozen such accidents have already occurred in sort of hesitation, that Masonry is , in every

should be like those watching for a thing which this country alone, is startling enough, and sense of the word , except one , and that its

they know is coming ; in the mean time ascrib- will justify - nay ,must even compel the proper least philosophical” —we shall afterward see

ing unto God bonor and power and riches authorities to investigate . what this exception is - ' an eminently relig

through Jesus Christ our Lord . Amen . It is no excuse to say “ particular stress was ious institution , ... that without this religious

laid on the fact that the utmost dignity is pre- element it would scarcely be worthy of culti

served throughout the ceremony, and that vation by the wise and good” ( 1. c . p . 640 ) .

nothing savoring in the slightest of levity or " The tendency of all true Masonry is towards

practical joking is permissible .” For what religion .” ... “ Freemasonry is thus identified

(For the LUTHERAN Witness by J. F. W. M.) obliges the order to institute such ceremonies with religion” ( p . 641 ) .

A Masonic Victim. which may easily result in serious accidents, So Freemasonry avowedly has a religion .

and which really have done so in a number of Of what kind is it , however ? “ But” , con

( Conclusion .) cases ? The deplorable mishaps which occur tinues our autbority, " the religion of Masonry

For , to be sure , the attainment of truth is with railroads, mines, manufactories,etc.occur is not sectarian .” That is the exception he
one of the avowed objects of Freemasonry. in the pursuance of the necessary callings of makes. In every other sense of the word

" The real object of Freemasonry, ” says the daily life . And though, no doubt, they are Freemasonry is an eminently religious institu- .

authority quoted above, “ in a philosophical often caused by culpable negligence, still as a tion, “ but it is not sectarian. It admits men

and religious sense , is the search for truth ” whole they are unavoidable evils attendant of every creed within its hospitable bosom ,
” ,

( p . 834 ) . And again : " It can never be too upon such things that must be , if man shall rejecting none and approving none for his
often repeated that the WORD is in Masonry continue in existence . Those dangers, how- particular faith . It is not Judaism , though

the symbol of Truth . This truth is the great ever , connected with Freemasonry', which may there is nothing in it to offend a Jew ; it is

ohject of pursuit in Masonry – the scope and bring about such fatal disasters, are purely not Christianity, but there is nothing in it re

tendency of all its investigations the pro- artificial — that which causes them is not by pugnant to the faitlı of a Christian. Its re

mised reward of all Masonic labor. Sought any means a necessity. ligion is that general one of nature and prim

for di ligently in every degree , and constantly If our law - givers who are so anxious to pro- itive revelation, -handed down to us from

approached, but never thoroughly and inti- tect the people from threatening harm , --- as some ancient and patriarchal priesthood , -in

mately embraced , at length , in the Royal may be seen e . g. from the immigration ques- which all men may agree and in which no men

Arch , the veils which concealed the object of tion , now again pending in Congress - will be can differ " ( p . 640 ) . " Its religion comes from

search from our view are withdrawn), and the consistent , then surely the occurrence under the ancient priesthood ; its faith is that prim

inestimable prize is revealed . ” ( p . 669. ) discussion must afford them ample reasons itive one of Noali and his immediate descend

It seems odd , indeed, that " enlightened ” for breaking through the halo that surrounds ants . If Masonry were simply a Christian insti

men should take recourse almost exclusively Freemasonry, in order to look into its work- tution , the Jew and the Moslem , the Brahman

– vid . Mackey's Encyc. the article “ Lec- ings. But perhaps there is little hope that and the Buddhist could not conscientiously

tures " to such fables in order to teach such a thing will be done, as , no doubt, partake of its illumination . But its univer

their truthis. What purpose can there be in much truth is contained in the oft- repeated sality is its boast . In its language citizens of

shrouding the object of search in the mist of statement that Freemasonry has untold de- every nation may converse ; at its altar men

obscure legends ? An ordinary mind would votees among the “ powers that be.” They of all religions may kneel ; to its creed dis

think, sincere search after truth might best will not be too eager for " truth ” in this di- ciples of every faith may subscribe” ( p . 163 ) .

be pursued directly , without such cumbersome rection . In short, Freemasonry is the natural religion

apparatus, where the grains of gold – if any The saddest feature of the affair, however, of the English deists in the seventeenth and

there be — must laboriously be picked out is this that it was a clergyman whose initiation eighteenth centuries. ( Conf. Kahnis : " Der

from among the huge heap of dross . It may into an advanced degree of the order was innereGang,” etc. p . 16 sq . ) Accordingly it

be that the much boasted of " trutlıs” in Free- broken off thus abruptly. On the heavy load is said ofthe Bible, it “ is used among Masons

masonry are so thinly strewn , that the blanks of responsibility that is daily accumulating on as the symbol of the will of God , however it

must thus be filled artificially. the shoulders of socalled ministers of the gos- may be expressed. And , therefore, whatever

Thematter would not perhaps be so serious, pel, who lead so many people into the snares to a people expresses that will may be used as

if this unwieldy apparatus were otherwise barm of lodges through the example which they set a substitute for the Bible in a Masonic Lodge.

less . That, however , is the second fact appar- to them by fairly tumbling over ove another Thus in a Lodge consisting entirely of Jews

ent from the incident related above that at in their desire to get in themselves ! Instead the Old Testament alone may be placed upon

leastsomeof the stages through which a mason of raising their voice in warning against this the altar , and Turkish Masons make use of the

must pass in order to attain to the great truths wide-spreading evil of the day, they them- Koran” ( 1. c . p . 114 ) . Nothing is mentioned

are not harmless , but may become extremely selves head the numbers that fall its prey , concerning the Holy Trinity. God is merely

dangerous. thereby also immeasurably enhancing the diffi- “ a supreme Being" or the great Arcbitect

A candidate while being initiated into the culty underwhich such must labor who strive of the Universe .” As a matter of course the

Royal Arch degree meets with an accident to be true shepherds by keeping their flocks on order has not and can not have any use for

which results in nothing less than his death ; the narrow path ofGod's word ( see Ezekiel 3 , Christ. It is even explicitly stated that Free

and surprise elicits the statement that " the v. 17 sq . ) . masonry " supplies no scheme of redemption

ritual which initiates the candidate into the For surely - apart from the consideration for sin ” ( 1. c . p . 640 ) . Altogether, the creed

Royal Arch mysteries is considered much less that already common sense and civil respect- of Freemasonry is brief , consisting of only two

dangerous than that of any other degree.” ability must denounce institutions of the kind articles : " First, a belief in God , the Creator ·

Mark the words " than that of any other de commented on — there can be no doubt that of all things;" " and secondly , a belief in the

gree .” What may be the dangers attending the they are also directly contrary to God's word . I eternal life.” The main stress is laid on the

7
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souri and other States .

fact that " it inculcates the practice of virtue," In view of these potent facts does it not selves about the end thereof, they resign this

( p . 640 ) — that it is a system of morality ;- seem strange that so-called ministers of the to God and let Him provide in every way .

a system of morality not for the benefit of this gospel of Christ will enter the order and wax For this reason God on His part favors theni

life only , but — and that is the gravest point in eloquent in its praise , thereby leading number- in such a way and removes their affliction with

this whole discussion— " a system of morality, less precious souls into its meshes ? How will such benefit as no human being could have

by the practice of which its members may ad- we account for this singular phenomenon ? thought of or wished for. Lo, such is God's

vance their spiritual interest and mount by the The answer is not so difficult as it appears on peace , the peace of the cross , the peace of

theological ladder from the Lodge on earth to first sight. First of all the word of God as conscience, Christian peace which also makes

the Lodge in heaven ” ( l . c . p . 210 [Oliver] ) . contained in the Bible is no longer the guide men externally peaceful and contented that

Such is the position which Freemasonry takes . of a great number of “ ministers” in our days. they disturb no one . This is the very thing

Now the question is , Can a Christian agree to Liberalism of that broad kind which calls every which reason can not comprehend or procure,

it ? Let us not be deceived when it is said , man a brother, if he but believe in a God , in that man should be cheerful under the cross

Freemasonry does not interfere with particu- eternal life and in virtue, is the sentiment of and enjoy peace when pressed by perplexity.

lar opinions.” For what is the sum and sub- the age , which even clergymen share more or It is a work of God , which is known to none

stance of the above ? It is this : Believe in a less . Secondly it will not be questioned that save such as experienced the same.

God and in eternal life, practice virtue here on also the pecuniary aid which such institutions Now all such as would rejoice in God and

earth , then your seat in heaven is reserved for promise for times ofdistress is a potent factor make their leniency known to men , are in

you these are the necessary fundamental in gaining for them ever-increasing numbers structed that Satan will get ready a cross for

truths , all that is otherwise positive in the of disciples even from among the ranks of them to drive them from their purpose and

different religions may be entertained as par- ministers of the gospel.” turn their hearts the other way. Therefore

ticular opinions , but is at the highest only of In closing we will but invite once more to a we must become prepared against such on

secondary importance and must not be a bar careful im ressing on the mind of the awful slaught of Satan and put our peace in sach

to universal brotherbood . Is that compatible words recorded Ezekiel 3 , v . 17 sq. a place where the devil can not reach it , that

with the Christian's faith ? Consider but these is we must place our peace in God and our

facts : It is a cardinal point of Christianity care must not be how to get rid of the cross

that God's Word is a lamp unto our feet and that the devil assails us ; but we must make

light unto our path ( Ps. 119 , v . 105 ) . How ready to suffer his cunning till God Himself

then can a Christian consider Jews , Moslems, will come and put an end thereto : thus our

Buddhists bis spiritual brethren , though he Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.— Rev. H. Birkner, Agt. heart, mind and purpose are kept and pre

knows they reject this very foundation upon served in peace . For our very patience would

which he stands in spiritual matters ? It is a
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it is the principal characteristic of Christianity

to believe in Christ as the Saviour— to know
Children - churches :

that without him we can not be virtuous before ST. LOUIS, MO. , February 21, 1890.

God ( John 15 , v . 5 ) -- to know that, therefore , It is a common experience that children do

by the works of the law no man shall be justi- The Peace of God which passeth all not derive the real benefit of public worship

fied ( Gal . 2 , v . 16 ) , but that we are justified Understanding. which is conducted to suit the spiritual wants

and made heirs of heaven freely , by God's of adults. We do not say that children should

grace through the redemption that is in Christ
The peace of God held out to us in the not be taught and educated to attend public

Jesus ( Rom . 3 , v. 23 sq . ) . How then can a gospel , is not that peace and contentment worship in church . From carly youth they

Christian join hands with men who teach the which God enjoys in Himself, but the peace should be trained to meet with the congre

very contrary ? which He gives our heart that we be con- gation so that the sacred habit of going to

Speaking generally , therefore, Freemasonry tented . Just as that is called the Word of church becomes a fixed custom with them .

not only considers lightly the fundamental God which from Him we hear, speak and be- To supply, however, what children miss in

truths of Christianity, it even contradicts that lieve. This peace passes all human under- public services, to attend to their special

one which of all is most fundamental. standing Not as though none might feel wants , for this reason parochial schools are

Now a Christian can not be a Christian at and experience such peace ; for if we are to established by dutiful Christian parents and

one time and at one place and then doff his be at peace with God , we must certainly feel churches. Parochial schools are in fact the

Christianity at another time or place. A Chris- it in our heart and conscience. How else churches of children . This consideration

tian must be a Christian always and every- could our mind and heart be kept by such should certainly convince Christian parents,

where (Matth. 10 , v . 32. 33 ) ; consequently peace ? But if affliction and trouble overtake not to withhold their children from Christian

he can not enter a confraternity where he is such men as know not to flee to God in prayer , schools. Just as much as parents and adult

obliged to leave his Christianity at the door . in such plight they will also look about for Christfans want a house of public worship for

Again Scriptures enjoin upon us that we must peace, but only for that peace which reason themselves, just so much ought they to want

shun not only those who lead immoral lives comprehends and obtains . Human under- a child's church , a parochial school for their

( 2 Cor. 6 , v . 14—18 ) , but also those who hold standing or reason knows of no peace that children . This consideration also instructs

doctrines contradicting the word of God ( Rom . does not consist in the removal of evil. Such Christian teachers concerning their first blessed

16 , 17 ) - not even are we permitted to greet peace does not pass reason , but agrees there- duty in such schools , that they are at church

such with brotherly greeting (2 Johnv. 10.11 ) . with . According to reason men put in all with their pupils to worship the everlasting

Therefore it is impossible for a Christian to their endeavors , cunning, skill and might to God in song and prayer and teaching the

become a “ brother” to Jews, Turks and other get rid of evil . But such as rejoice in God sacred ordinances of His house . Such schools

believers in false doctrines. Many more rea- are contented to be at peace with God, they are dwellings of the Most High God and the

sons might be adduced to show that Christian- remain firm in aflliction and do not care instruction and education afforded can not

ity and Freemasonry are indeed incompatible. whether their troubles be brief or long, tem- fail to make children grow in their baptismal

These, however, will suffice for the present. poral or spiritual; nor do they trouble them- grace . Christian teachers should not become

Class Mail Matter .
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Church News.
weary of their catechetical and biblical in- and gluttons . But Christian soberness , tem

struction, of prayer and admonition in the perance and watchfulness is also directed to

Lord , of teaching the songs and melodies of other spheres of life . It militates against in

Zion . Blessed work and blessed churches temperate and excessive measures in clothing, Our English Church and School at

these children -churches ! fashions, and other extravagance wherein one New Orleans, La.

would outdo the other. Excessive expense

in dress , buildings , tobacco , books , papers, It will be remembered by the readers of our

Is Faith a necessary Condition which travel, toilet articles, marriage-feasts, funeral Witness that an English Ev.- Luth . congrega

Man must fulfill in the Work of
rites and tombstones does not agree with tion was organized a little over a year ago in

Justification ?
Christian sobriety. It is the very devil of New Orleans , La ., and that a church was built

excess and extravagance that robs most men and dedicated . Friends , particularly in the

“ How does the Holy Ghost change and re- of the money they might deposit in the banks North , will have inquired : “ What has become

new the heart ? By teaching and preaching of charity ; robs men of the God-given means of that congregation ? ”

the Lord Jesus, as Christ saith John 15 , 26 , to help their brothers in their great spiritual God has prospered the work of our hands

* The Comforter , the Spirit of truth shall tes- and temporal distress . Whilst Christians will upon us exceedingly above all that we asked

tify of me. ' The gospel of Christ teaches protest against the probibition of the right use or thought. Our male voting membership has

men : Because no man may become pious of any of God's creatures, they will also pro- been trebled, fifty children and six adults were

through the law , but becomes only worse , test against excess and extravagance which confirmed last year. A class ofseventy cate

therefore God sent his Son to live and die for put God's creatures to a wrong and abomi- chumens receive catechetical instructions at

our sin of which we could not get rid by our nable use. present. Our parochial school likewise is in

strength and works .
a flourishing condition , above sixty children

" To such preaching also this must beadded , For ye are dead, and your Life is hid attending school. A great drawback to our

that it be believed . Therefore God adds the
with Christ in God. school has been that it had to be held in the

Holy Ghost thereto , who presseth such ser
church building and the space allowed for the

mon into the heart , that it abide and live True Christians are dead and yet they are school not large enough. Imagine 60 children

therein . For this is most certainly true , Christ full of life . They are dead to everything that crowded into a narrow school -room , three chil

has accomplished everything, taken away sin is not taught and lived according to God's dren to a bench , raising the cry : " Pastor,

and conquered all enemies , that through Him word and will . They are alive in God be there is not enough room ! It is too crowded !

we should be lordsover all things. There lies cause they set their affection on the things Pastor , I can't write liere ! Pastor, he is

the whole treasure on one pile ; but therewith that are above ; because they set their affec- pushing me ! Pastor , I can't do my sums

the treasure is not yet imparted and invested . tion on the heavenly life wherein Christ dwells here !” etc. Such cries do tell us that we

Therefore, if we are to get it , the Holy Ghost at the right hand of God, and which knows of must build . Who is willing to give us a help
,

must come and give it in our hearts that we no sin and earthly concerns , but is altogether ing hand in erecting a proper school- building

believe and say : I am also one of the number everlasting life , imperishable blessings and for these children ?

for whom this blessing is intended. For cer- glory . Their life is bid with Christ in God . Because there was too much work on the

tain it is that by the gospel such grace is The world does not know nor commend such Pastor's hands the congregation lately called

offered to every one that bears it , by the gos- life but opposes the same and can not hear and obtained a teacher in the person of Mr.

pel every one that bears it is called to such that Christians believe in Christ and will not L. M. Gilster , formerly of Carrollton .

grace , as He saith Matth . 11 , 28 : 'Comeunto be on her side and live as she lives in earthly Two illustrations will suffice to show the

me , all
ye that labour and are heavy laden . ' affections . For such reason it is a bidden blessings which children derive from our paro

" Now when we believe this that God has life , hidden from the face of the world , yea chialschools and from catecheticalinstructions.

helped and given us such treasure , then it bidden from their own external eyes and We had biblical history. The school chil

can not fail, man's heart must become cheer- senses ; yet it is such a life as is certain and dren were told in the forgoing lesson that

ful towardsGod and must rise and say : Dear well kept and shall hereafter shine forth be- God wrote with his finger the Ten Command

Father, if such is Thy will , that Thou wouldst fore all men. ments on tables of stone ; and now , asking

show me so great immeasurable love and faith
some preliminary questions and then running

fulness, then I will also love Thee from my Christ's Kingdom and the Kingdom of my finger across the black -board , I put the

beart , and joyfully and willingly do whatever
the World . question : But how could God write with

pleaseth Thee. "
his finger into stone ? ” and remarked : “ It

From these words of Luther ( XII , 622 , God's and Christ's kingdom , that is , the is too hard ! ” A child seven years of age ,

St. L. Ed. ) our readers will learn that faith heavenly kingdom comprises first the angels apparently greatly surprised at my remark,

is a gift of the Holy Ghost wrought graciously in heaven , then all Christians on earth under arose and answered : “ Why no , not for God ,

by the sermon of Christ's universalatonement; one Head , Lord and King, even under Christ. for us only it is too hard.” — The child had

that faith is not a necessary condition which For when we speak of God's heavenly king- learned and firmly believed that God is al

man must fulfil in order to be justified , as the dom , we must not only think of the govern- mighty.

Columbus Standard and the Philadelphia Ob- ment and people that are in heaven ; but of
When the last year's class of catechumens

server would now make men believe. This is the Lord and Ruler Himself, of Christ with came to the fourth partofthe catechism treat

pressing faith down to the level of the law all His angels and saints both living and dead. ing of baptism , I said : “ Here the Lord says
whereon no man is justified . Faith is the free The world's government is the infernal king- to His disciples: " Go ye and make disciples

and gracious gift of the Holy Ghost, pressed dom wherein the devil is lord and prince, of all nations, baptizing them in the name of

by Him into the contrite heart by the preach- together with counsellors and servants, the the Father , and of the Son, and of the Holy

ing of the universal reconciliation wrought by fallen angels , and the world which comprises Ghost. Teaching them to observe all things
Christ 2. Cor . 5. This is the Lutheran doc- such men on earth as teach , believe and live whatsoever I have commanded you.” Are

trine of faith which the Standard and the Ob- against Christ, heathens and Jews and Turks we right in baptizing them before and teach

server must as yet learn . and nominal Christians , unbelievers , wicked ing them thereafter ? Why do we baptize

and vicious men and women on earth .
them ? ” All the catechumens were satisfied

Sobriety . that we were right in doing so , and after some

A SHORT SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENCE BE- consideration a bright thought lit up the eyes

TWEEN THE LAW AND THE GOSPEL, BETWEEN of one of the boys ; so I asked : “ Well,
Christian soberness and temperance refers

PHARISAICAL AND EVANGELICAL RIGHTEOUSNESS.

not only to excess in eating and drinking. " The briefdifference between the law and the Nickolas , why do we baptize little children ? ”
Christians that are soberminded and watchful gospel is slavish fear and filial love .” He arose and answered : “ Except a man be

unto prayer, can not and will not be drunkards St. Augustine. born of water and of the spirit he can not

:
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enter the kingdom of God , therefore little " The congregation , in order to provide nearing Cincinnati, the officers of the boat , in

children too should be baptized.” He had amusement and recreation for the parish , has order to make provision for her , asked ber

learned that man excluded himself from the built a billiard and smoking -room back of its whether she had any relations or friends or

kingdom ofGod by sin and that it required chapel, and a bar for the sale of non-intoxi- acquaintances in Cincinnati. The sick lady

the appointed means to bring him back again . cants , everything to be under the control of replied : " I have only one friend in Cincin

Day God continue to shed abroad out of Zion the government of the church. ” nati . He will take care of me ; he is my best

the perfection of beauty. THEO. HUEGLI. Next ! friend . - It is our father in heaven ." On

What is the mission of the church , anyhow ? landing at the wharf, the officers made known

the state of affairs and the patient's expecta
A PILGRIM CHAPEL AT BETHLEHEM . — By

tion , on the Front.
" Fire !"special permission of the Sultan a chapel will

And in 15 minutes' time

the cabin was filled with strangers with
be erected at Bethlehem for the use of Prot- One night a man lying in his soft bed , was

friends— who were anxious to do their Father's

estant pilgrims . If only the Turkish yoke soundly sleeping. Somehow the roof of his
bidding. The faithful lady's wants were sup

could be thrown off, every town and village house caught fire and the flames , unchecked,

in Palestine would have a Protestant chapel, made rapid headway. The man slept on ,
plied .

and that ancient land would once more prosper. knowing not his danger, when his neighbor, friend that sticketh closer than a brother, ”
Blessed is the man that trusteth in that

" "

seeing the fire, rushed from his house, thumped

at the door of the burning house, and awak- (Prov. 18 , 24 ), who “ will never leave thee

. )ened the sleeper by his loud cries: “ Fire! nor forsake thee.” ( Hebr. 13 , 5. )
!

Arise ! Fire ! ” . And the man in bed hearing

him , muttered : “ Such harsh tones ! Such an Free-Masonry

ugly voice he has ! Why don't he modulate “ Rev. J. W. Johnson , of the Methodist

BROKEN MEAT. his cries a little better ? I shall not heed such Episcopal Church South, of this city” ( Hunt

I don't like his way of crying. I ington , W. Va. ) " lied at the parsonage yes

shan't pay any attention to bim .” The fire terday morning at 1 o'clock . On Friday

Humility in Prayer.
spread , the man with the coarse voice cried evening last , in company with Rev. N. F.

louder, and the miserable fool was burned Marshall, of the Episcopal church, Mr. John
The London Times, in recording petitions

in bed .

presented to the House of Lords , remarked
son was passing through the ceremonies of

Here's a man don't like his minister's way the Royal Arch Degree in Huntington Chap

of one, that it was rejected on the ground of preaching. He speaks in too harsh a voice ter of Royal Arch Masons. During the cere
of an omission . The word “ humble " was

of the wrath to come . He does not pitch his monies it seems it was necessary that he de

left out.

voice to the prevailing mode of preaching, scend a vault thirteen feet deep hy means of
Say how many petitions to a higher tribunal And so the fastidious one will not go to hear a rope and tackle suspended from the ceiling

are rejected for lack , not perhaps of humility him , he will not pay any attention to his above” ( the candidate straddling a light beam
in the words employed , but in the heart of the

warnings , and the fate of the miserable fool is fastened to tlie rope — the whole ceremony
individual employing them . - Sel.

described above.
representing the search in the ruins of Solo

mon's temple ). " Two men had descended the

The only Saviour. The Methodist Answered .
vault previous to Mr. Johnson , one of whom

" Neither is there salvation in any other : Some time ago a Lutheran lady , living in was Rev. Mr. Marshall.was Rev. Mr. Marshall. After preparing the

for there is none other name under heaven one of the towns of southern Ohio, visiting an tackle and Mr. Johnson had started to descend,

given among men , whereby we must be saved .” acquaintance, a Methodist, was engaged in a the knot fastening the tackle to the tower

( Acts 4 , 12. ) Christ is the only Saviour, religious conversation with her , especially on block slipped and gave way , and Mr. Johnson

because, whilst all false saviours advise help- points of distinctive Lutheran doctrine. The fell to the bottom of the vault. He was im

less man to help himself , Jesus Christ offers Methodist parson happened in , and imme- mediately taken out and medical aid sum

his own , his almighty help. This point is diately assailed her Lutheran position . After moned . He was removed to his home and

aptly illustrated by a converted Chinamạn in quite a discussion the Reverend was forced to received the careful attention of his friends

this parable. confess that she was posted quite well in and Masonic brethren " but afterwards

A man had fallen into a deep, dark pit, Scripture, " and preparing to leave , as a part. died.

and lay in its miry bottom groaning and ut- ing shct, the door -knob in his hand, he said : “ We, the undersigned officers of Hunting

terly unable to move. Confucius walked by, “ But on one point you Lutherans are off. ton Royal Arch Chapter, No. 6 , certify that

and approaching the edge of the pit, said : I can not understand how your ministers can the above statement is true in every partic

" Poor fellow ! I am sorry for you. Why get up in their pulpits and forgive sins in ular. This sad accident to Brother Johnson

were you such a fool as to get into here ! Let God's stead !” And he turned to leave . Up occurred in the performance of rites in no way

me give you a piece of advice : If you get rose our Lutheran , and delivered her parting derogatory to the dignity of his profession as

out , don't get in again ! ” A Buddhist priest shot : “ Don't you leave this room till you a clergyman .

next came by, and said : “ Poor fellow ! I am have answered me one question : If you Meth " W. H. Banks, High Priest.

very much pained to see you there ! Scramble odist preachers don't forgive sins in God's John Olson , King.

up two -thirds or half the way , and I will lift stead , in whose name do you preach the gos “ Seenas Martin , Scribe.

you up the rest ." But the man was entirely pel? ” No answer. " Then let me tell you ; " Attest : A. H. Woodworth , Secretary."

helpless. Next Christ came by, and ; hearing if you preach not the gospel in God's name,
( 1 ) Very intellectual pursuits these High

the cries , went to the very brink of the pit, you preach it in the devil's name. The par- Priests, Kings, Scribes, and Rope-Riders seem

stretched down , and laid hold of the poor son left .
to be following in their secret sessions , alleged

man , brought him up , and said : “ Go and sin They who refuse to preach the full and free to be held for the betterment of mankind .

no more ."
gospel of forgiveness of sin, does not the ( 2) When our Lord asked Rev. Johnson at

word of the Lord apply to them : “ I have not the judgment-bar, “ Whither comest thou?"

Billiards in Church . sent these prophets !” Jer . 23 , 21. Then who did he answer, “ From holding familiar inter

Some congregations offer for sale in their did send them ? course with thy enemies? " ( 3 ) “ This sad

churches fried oysters ; others rent their accident” – but what of the tbousands whose

churches, by the evening, to lecturers on phy
The never-failing Friend . souls, through the influence of secret societies,

siology and anatomy of the human and animal A Christian lady, who had lost her husband are murdered, led away from Christ and His

frame. Here is what a Baptist Church at out West, was traveling homeward on an Ohio Church ? " Sad ,” indeed , but sweet to the

Wolverhampton does : steamer. She was taken dangerously ill. On High Priest of the Lodge , Satan .
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The Romish and the true Exposition thou shalt not die. Howbeit , because by this in His wisdom had appointed for setting Israel

of the Passage : deed thou hast given great occasion to the apart as a peculiar and chosen nation ( the

" Howbeit, because by this thy deed thou hast given enemies of the Lord to blaspheme, the child visible church ofGod ), the priestly office was

great occasion to the enemies of the Lord to blas- also, that is born unto thee shall surely die." instituted as a special ecclesiastical ordinance ,

pheme, the child also that is born unto thee, shall 2. Sam . 12. The death of Bathsheba's child in every particular strictly defined and de
die ." 2. Sam . 12, 14.

was not a punishment inflicted upon David termined by divine revelation in the Mosaic

for his sin of adultery , but such death bad ( Ceremonial) Law. In this Law we find the

I. Paper.
necessarily to occur in consequence of the priesthood confined exclusively to the tribe of

The attitude of Roman Catholics towards complications in the case and in order to for- Levi and declared to consist in a sacrificial

the Holy Bible is sufficiently well known to be ever close the foul mouths of blasphemers. and mediatorialoffice , the bigh-priest standing

sach , that they prefer having nothing to do The circumstances attending the case made in the position of a mediator between God and

with it whatsoever. But since the days of the the death of the child a matter of necessity. the people offering typical and prospective

Reformation, in consequence of the influence If those complications had notarisen and those sacrifices in behalf of the entire congregation .

it has exerted also over Romanism , the pope circumstances had not existed , then the child “ For every high -priest taken from among

and bis adherents have found it necessary to would not have been smitten with a fatal dis- man is ordained for men in things pertaining

appeal to the Scriptures also , at least occa ease by the hand of the Lord . Its death was to God , that he may offer both gifts and

sionally, to play the hypocrite and to do as not a punishment of David for his sin , but sacrifices for sins.” Hebr. 5 , 1 .

though they were the true friends of God's merely a necessary consequence of that sin , it was the duty of this order to instruct the

most holy book. Now and then, when they even as temporal death to the true Christian people, to enforce the laws regarding the ec

adduce Scripture passages in proof of what believer is not a punislıment for the sins com- clesiastical performances, as prescribed by

they teach , they quote correctly, for example, mitted, but a necessary consequence of the Moses . The Mosaic priesthood , by divine

when the doctrine of the Holy Trinity is con- commission of such sins . When the Christian appointment the perpetual inheritance of the

cerned or the necessity of baptism unto sal- dies , his death occurs in consequence of his family of Aaron , was transmitted from father
vation .

From the fact , that at times their sins ; if he had never sinned to die would be to son and no one outside of the consecrated

quotations of Biblical passages are correct, impossible for him . In consequence of the family of Aaron had the privilege to perform

they expect the American people , who , gen- fact, however, that he is a sinner he dies . a priestly function .

erally speaking , are distinguished for their His death is not a punishment for his sins ; This ordinance , which was strictly observed

superficial knowledge of religion and religious for they are forgiven him and the punishing by the Jews till they fell under the dominion

matters,to concludethat Romanists are friends and destroying element of death is eliminated of the Romans, was not intended to be intro

of the Bible and that their system of religion from it and in its place a saving and life giving duced into the church of the new covenant.
is based upon it , at least , as far as the essen- element is put. Just as the death of a Chris . It found its end in Christ and hence passed

tial features of that system are concerned . tian is not a punishment for his various sins , away with the old dispensation and practically

In such calculation Romanists, we regret to so also the death of David's child was not a' ceased with the destruction of the temple of

say, are not mistaken , nor are they disap- punishment for his commission of adultery. Jerusalem . “ Since their temple is destroyed ,

pointed in the realization of their hopes. That this is the true and genuine meaning of there is no more need of any priests.” Such

But the conclusion thus arrived at is utterly the Scripture passage in question no Roman was Titus ' auswer , when the priests , who were

false. The fact that Romanists now and then Catholic priest can refute ; for this reason starved into surrender , entreated for their

correctly quote from the Bible, does notprove that passage is quoted in the Cath . American lives . G. RUNKEL.

that they always , nor even that they generally in so horribly mutilated a condition .

so quote. The truth in the matter is that
A new Question and a hard Fight for

correct quoting from the Bible is the exception
Missionaries in Brazil .

with Roman Catholics , and a rare one at that,

and incorrect quoting and misrepresentation The Royal Priesthood.
Protestant missionaries in Brazil are crying

is the rule .

urgently to the churches that the new Brazil

An utterly incorrect and false quotation 1. Historical Remarks : The Patriarchal and
be saved from infidelity. The priest has long

from the Bible by Roman Catholics is con Old Testament Period .
had control , and the labor of the messenger

tained in the following : “ You know , when In its original proper sense of the word , a of Christ has been to bring men out of idolatry

David committed that dreadful sin , be ac- priest is a person set apart for the performance and superstition, into the light of life . The

knowledged that sin to the prophet Nathan of the offices and ceremonies of religion, es- political changes have brought another power

who said : “ Thy sin is forgiven thee , but as pecially for the performance of sacrifices . to the front - infidel Freemasonry . Already

punishment your child must die . ' This is From the holy Scriptures we learn that in the they tell us that a fully equipped academy in

another example of the sin being forgiven and primitive days of mankind the functions of Campinas, called " Culto a’Sciencia ,” is under

the punishment remaining.” Cath . American, the priest have commonly been discharged by notoriously infidel direction . The law and

Jan. 18 , 1890. the head of each family. Thus Adam was the medical, and technological schools , are bot

The Scripture passage referred to here is to first priest. His sons , having founded their beds of positivism and unbelief. Materialism

prove a most diabolical doctrine of the Cath- own domestic state , presided over things re- is already intrenched in the redoubts . Left

olic church. That doctrine is , that God for- lating to God and worship. After the deluge to itself , ere 1900 dawns on Brazil , it will have

gives men their sins but not all , namely not Noali was the first priest of God . The patri- routed completely the spurious Christianity

the temporal punishment due those sins, but archs discharged the priestly functions. From which now prevails. The question for the

that this punishment must, either in this life Genesis 12 , 7 we learn that Abraham offici- missionaries is now a new one . Will they

or in the life to come, be borne by the person ated as priest. - Abraham builds the Altar, have the faith and courage to meet it at the

who has sinned . In order to at least appar- that is to say , he is the bishop or priest, teach- lodge door ? Will they proclaim a Saviour

ently prove this doctrine by a passage of Holy ing others and instructing them concerning who in secret said nothing, and call upon

Writ , such a passage is brought forth from the true worship of God." He erects an
these infidels to leave their lodges ? The case

the Bible , not however in the condition in Altär and there he discharges his priestly of- presents a new issue in missionary work. Will

which it is contained in that book , but in a fice, to wit, he teaches and advises bis church the American churches beed the call from Bra

fearfully mutilated condition . The passage regarding the will of God ,” etc. ( Luther . ) zii, and support an effort which must antago

in question as quoted , reads thus : “ Thy sin Family priesthood, i . e . the system , according nize the lodge if it is effectual in saving the

is forgiven thee , but as punishment your child to which the head of the family was the priest new republic ?

must die; " the passage, however, as contained of the same, we find restricted to the patri

in the Bible is as follows : " Nathan said unto archal period . “ However, on the appearance " Man is a microcosm an epitome of the

David : ' The Lord also hath put away thy sin ; of that time wbich God , the sovereign Ruler , universe.”

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .
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Miscellaneous.
by me , February 2d , 1879 , ordained to the 1. Name of city or village , county and state

office of the ministry . In this duty I was as- where located .

sisted by the venerable Rev. Jonathan R. 2. Name of organization .

For the LUTHERAN Witness. Moser, of blessed memory. He then entered 3. Edifices with seating capacity.

" If ye continue in my Word , then are ye my upon the duties of pastor in answer to a call 4. Value of church property , namely build

disciples indeed ; and yeshall know the truth , from Lutherans in Polk County. From there ings with ground , furniture, organs and bells.

and the truth shall make you free . " he was called to St. James and also organized Parsonages and school-buildings are not to

John 8, 31. 32 . St. Peter's , in Kansas. He labored mostly in be included .

the West among widely dispersed Lutherans, As Prof. Guenther has kindly consented to

His Word thou shalt continue in , hunting them up , and breaking to them the compile also our statistics and to forward them

His Word which Scripture teaches; bread of life . In these long journeys he was to the department together with those of the

Not men's constructions put therein
sometimes compelled to sleep on the open German Synod of Missouri, we urge all our

Nor what their reason preaches.
prairie, with no bed but the ground , and the pastors promptly to send their reports to bim

His Word, not revelations new ,

Ilis Word , traditions never ;
open canopy of heaven for his covering . He and to be careful to send them in such a shape

His Worıl of Old Book and of New, was faithful, nevertheless, and endured all as to cause the least possible labor to the

His Word shall guide thee ever ! things for Christ's sake . In 187– he was united compiler . F. KUEGELE , Pres.

in marriage with Miss Maggie Parman . His
Continue tliou shalt in His Word ,

By it abide forever ;
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.sickness was lingering consumption , from

Beliere all that from it thou'st heard ; which he has been greatly disabled for three Notice.

Nought shall thee from it sever . years , and almost totally disabled for the last

Be steadfast when flesh , world, and sin
year. He desired very much to live for the lish Conference of Missouri to audit the accounts of

Being duly authorized by the President of the Eng.

Shall try to make thee doubt it ;
sake of the good of the church and for his the Agent for the LUTHERAN WITNESS, we, the un.

Confide in all revealed therein

And never be without it.

family. But he spoke freely of death, and dersigned,having gladly complied to the request, do
herewith certify that the acıounts have been found

was perfectly resigned to the will of God . correct and the books in first-class oriler, a very

Disciple then indeed thou art I visited him Christmas-week and found him about $ 1000 to be paid on former volumes ; all sub
good indorsement for re -election in 1891. There are

Of llim Whose name is Jesus,

cheerful and even hopeful. Since then he scribers that are in the arrears are kindly requested
Of llim Who left His Father's heart,

Cume licre and died to please us .

was visited by Rev. A. S. Bartholomew and to pay as soon as possible.
FR ADAMS .

Oh, what a glorious title this
received of him the holy Supper. F. G. Uhlich.

For thee and me and others ! He was aged 42 years , 11 months , and 6

That name assures us heavenly bliss , days . He was brought here to St. James in Recent Publications.

Now Christ and we are brothers !
Barton County , Mo. , to be interred . His body

ZwISCHEXSPIELE ZU DEN MELODIEX DES ST . Lori.

Then Truth , which wise men seek in vain , having been kept at my house over night , it
SER GE - AXGBL'CUIES IM NEUES CIIORALBUCH . Mit

To thee is proven clearly. was yesterday taken to his old church , where Benutzung von Baum , Herzog , Zalin , Loewe, Wedle.

When asked : “ What's Truth ?" -— the answer's his funeral was preached by the writer from mann unı Anderen zu -ammengestellt von II F. Hoel.

plain :
1er . Volume 1. Numbers 1 and 2. St. Louis, Mo.

2. Cor. , 1 to a large and tearful assembly . Concordia Publishing House. Price , single number,
“ Ilis Word ! ” — Then love it dearly ! 75 cents .

Hold fast that Truth which from His Word After which his body was moved once more
Teacher Hoelter published a few years ago a book

Thou’rt taught ; and bring to others to its last resting place in our beautiful cem- of Chorals , Layriz revised, for the use of such con

What by the grace of God thou'st heard ; etery on a rise in the great prairie . The gregations as use the hymu -book of our Missouri

Go, make it known to brothers ! funeral procession , of vehicles of various kinds accompany his book of chorals. The first volume,
Synod . Now he publishes a book of Interludes to

It contains interluiles to 34Thy God has said : that “ Truth makes free," and borsemen , was nearly one half mile in No. 2. is before us .
chorals . The number of interludes generally agrecs

Spiritual bondage broken ! length . By careful management, he succeeded with the number of verses in the chorals. Teacher

And He proclaims true Liberty, in procuring for himself a home , which , how- Hoelter's object is to furnish thebest of church
For lle has truly spoken : music also for the interlude . He therefore draw's not

ever, still bas some incumbrance on it . Owing only on his own native resvurces of melodyand
“ Continue in my Word , Oh friend ,

to his protracted sickness , he was on expense harmony, butalso on thoseofothermister-vrganists.
Disciple then indeed be ;
Thou'lt know the Truth and - glorious end ! -- a long time , while he was making nothing. Thebookmay bevery profitably used also by the or

ganists of our English churches.

That Truth shall truly free thee !”
He was a worthy man , and a faithful and self

New Orleans , La , January 29th , 1890 . J. K. sacrificing minister, and leaves a faithful wife

and two small cbildren , a son and a daughter.
Subscriptions Paid.

Now , therefore, I ask all who read this, and A. Baumann, Dundee, I , (VIII 17to IX 16) $ 80
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

who have a heart of sympathy for a worthy Rev. S. Eix, Kurizville, Canadi, (VIII. IX ). 2.00

† Another Watchman fallen : the Rev. cause of Christ, whether they can not make a Chas. Reykouff, South Canaan , Pa. , (VII 15

to IX 14 ) 2.00

R. L. Goodman . +
free-will offering and furnish some substantial W.Richard , Rockville , Md ., ( VIII) 1.00

aid to assist the bereaved family out of its J. G.Clemmer, Springdale , Ark., (VII 15 to
X 14 ) 3.00

Rev. Robert Luther Goodman , of Neutral, straitened circumstances ? If you feel inclined, J A.Pless, Springdale, Ark., (VIII 18 to IX 17) 1.00

Kansas, passed away from the scene of his remit to Mrs. Maggie Goodman, Neutral , Rev. G. Rosenwinkel,Chicago, III., VII VIII) 2.00Rev. J. H. Stelier, Denham , Iud ., ( VIII ) 1.00

earthly conflicts on January 30 , at 10.30 P. M. , Cherokee Co. , Kansas . Rev. S. Hassold , Huntington, Ind., (VII) 1.00

surrounded by his family and friends . A brief May he rest in peace . L. M. WAGNER.
Rev. P. F. Germany , Fort Smith , Ark ., ( VIII

16 to IX 15) 1.00

sketch of his life is as follows: He was born
Our Church Paper, please copy . Rev. A. Kirchner, Elmwood, Wis . , (VI . VII .

to Rev. Henry Goodman , of precious memory , VIII)
2.50

1 00Rev.C F. Graebner, Topeka, Kans . , ( VIII)and wife , in Iredell County, N. C. , on the
J. Stach , Topeka, Kans ., ( VIII 15 10 IX 1+ ) 1.00

24th day of February , 1847. He was baptized, Census for 1890.
Teacher A. P. Gockel, Cleveland, O. , ( VIII ) 1.00

Rev. A. Burgdorf, New Orleans, La , ( VIII ) 1.00
of course , in infancy, thoroughly catechized

Marion Koiner, Wayne-boro , Va , ( IX ) 1.00

afterward , and at suitable age he was con To the pastors of our English Conference Mrs. A. J. Palmer, Waynesburo, Va., ( ÚLII 18
to IX 17 ) 1.00

firmed in the faith of the Ev . - Luth . Church .
we desire to make the following communi- J. H. Bolilander, E Elizabeth, Pa., (VIII) 1.00

Seeing the need of more laborers in the Mas- cation : Teacher Fr.Kastenhuber, Columbus, Indl. , (IX) 1.00
1.00

ter's vineyard , he resolved to prepare bim- The United States Census which is to be Rev. E. Mangelsilorf, Venedy, 111. , (IV to VIII) 5.00
Rev. E. Mueller, Lincolnville, Kans .. ( VII )

self for the ministry. To this end he studied taken up in the present year, is to include also ...Hammann ,Buckvalley,Pa . (VIII18to 1X17) 1.00
under several private teachers of ability, in- churchly statistics , and Rev. Prof. M. Guenther Rev.Jos.Schmidt, Saginaw ,Mich.,(VII. VIII) 2.00Teacher G. M. F. Scholz, Chicago, II. , IX ) 1.00

cluding the lamented Rev. Dr. Henkel , and of Concordia Seminary , St. Louis , Mo., has Mrs. d . Wartchow , Manson, lowa, (VII 19 to

also attended Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, kindly consented to compile the statistics of L. H. Gilsier, New Orleans, La . , (VIII 15 to
VIII 18 ) 1.00

for a season . . By order of the president of our Conference. These statistics are to com 1.00

the English Conference of Missouri , he was prise :
CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

1

a
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Our Epistle Postil.

EPH . 4 ,

7

accustomed to do evil. ” In no other way can importance . To cover over a filthy dish with

a man be made a good tree than alone by the a clean cloth and so to hide its filthiness

ingrafting of the Holy Ghost, as Christ said under the cloth is one thing , and to wash the

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . to Nicodemus : “ Except a man be born of dish and to purge it of all filthiness is quite

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE water and of the Spirit, he can not enter into another thing. In justification sin is covered

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR .
the kingdom of God.” By grafting the nat- over , in sanctification sin is to be removed

ural tree is made an improved tree , and by out of our nature . Therefore justification

By Rev. F. Kuegele .
conversion to God man is made a new creature , must precede , sanctification is to follow after.

enabled to bring forth fruit pleasing to God , Holding fast the gracious forgiveness of sin

XIX. Sunday after Trinity. as Paul writes to the Romans : “ When ye in Christ, we are to go and to cleanse our

22-28 . were the servants of sin , ye were free from selves following sanctification. Both is pict

righteousness. What fruit had ye then in ured to us in the Lord's words to that woman

DEARLY BELOVED : ·Every good tree those things whereof ye are now ashamed ? taken in the act of adultery and brought to

bringeth forth good fruit ; but a corrupt tree But now being made free from sin , and be- Him by the Jews; for when He had said to

bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree can come servants to God , ye have your fruit them : “ He that is without sin among you ,

not bring forth evil fruit , neither can a cor- unto holiness . ” let him first cast a stone at her ” and none

rupt tree bring forth good fruit, ” thus says But in a grafted tree that part only is good dared do it, He said to the woman : „ Neither

the Lord in the sermon on the mount. As is which is grafted into it , and the rootand stem do I condemn thee : go , and sin no more.”

the quality of the tree so will the fruit thereof remaining of the same evil nature as before , He forgave her and would not condemn her,

be. A crab-tree will bring crab -apples and will put forth natural sprouts, and if these which is justification , but now she was to go

can not bring sweet apples . Man as created are not kept down , they will encroach on the and to live virtuously, avoiding sin , that is ,

of God was like unto a good tree , bringing grafts and will choke them and the tree is left she was to follow after sanctification . Jus

forth the fruit of righteousness and true holi- in a worse condition than before grafting . tification is the complete forgiveness of sin ,

ness ; but by the wiles of Satan sin was in- Also after conversion the root and stem of sin so that it can no more condemn ; but sanc

stilled into him and corrupted his whole nat- remain in man and they will put forth the tification remains incomplete in this life , as

ure , like as poison brought into the sap of a sprouts of manifold sinful lusts and desires , Paul says of himself : “ Not as though I had

tree will corrupt root , stem , branches and all . and if these are not kept down they will soon already attained , either were already perfect ,

And what fruit did man thenceforth bring ? get the better of the ingrafted spiritual life but I follow after and press toward the mark .”

Why , having become a corrupt tree he could and will choke it . After grafting must follow All those who truly believe that in Christ they

only bring forth corrupt fruit , and not only careful and continued pruning, and after con- are delivered from the guilt and condemnation

did Adam for his own person bring forth the version must follow sanctification unto which of sin , will also day by day strive to become

fruit of unrighteousness and unholiness , but Paul in this text earnestly exhorts us . Hence more like unto Christ until in the day of His

like as the seed of a tree will produce a tree allow me yet to speak : appearing they shall be made like unto Him

of the same kind and can not produce a tree both in body and soul.
OF SANCTIFICATION .

of a different kind , so also Adam “ begat a Paul shows Therefore the first thing necessary unto

son in his own likeness , after his image, I. what sanctification is, and
sanctification is the putting off of the old

son corrupt in his whole nature even as his
II . illustrates it by examples.

man . " Put off concerning the former con

father , and so it goes on unto this day. From versation the old man , which is corrupt accord

the seed of a thistle a thistle will grow and
I.

ing to the deceitful lusts." The old man is the

never a corn-stalk . Sinful man can not beget St. Paul does , indeed , in this text not use depravity inherited from Adam , wherefore it

angels , his offspring will be like as he is of a the word sanctification, but he gives an out- is also called the old Adam and Paul very

corrupt nature , as the Lord testifies : “ That line or a description of it in the words : “ That frequently calls it the flesh , as when he writes:

which is born of the flesh is flesh , ” and Paul ye put off concerning the former conversation “ They that are Christ's have crucified the

writes : " All have sinned , and come short of the old man , which is corrupt according to the flesh with the affections and lusts.” Of the

the glory of God. ” If all , then also new -born deceitful lusts ; and be renewed in the spirit of old man Paul says that he is corrupt ; there

babes. Neither can it be otherwise. And your mind ; and that ye puton the new man , is nothing good in him and the words " which

what fruit grows on this corrupt tree the Lord which after God is created in righteousness and is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts ” im

describes saying : “ Out of the heart proceed true holiness.” First of all we should here ply that the old man corrupts himself more

evil thoughts, murders , adulteries, fornica- well remember the difference between justifi- and more , continually becoming worse . The

tions , thefts , false witness , blasphemies," and cation and sanctification . To justify , in the old man never becomes any better ; it is with

He adds : “ These are the things which defile theological sense of the word , is , to forgive him even as with those controlled by him ,

a man . ”
and to cover sin , to account and to pronounce and of these Paul writes to Timothy : “ Evil

A corrupt tree can not bring forth good holy ; to sanctify is to purge out sin and to men and seducers shall wax worse and worse ,

fruit , because it can not change its nature , make holy . In justification we are accounted deceiving , and being deceived .” A brierbush

but man may graft a natural tree and may so righteous before God, in sanctification we are will never become less thorny ; the more it

make it a good tree producing good fruit. Of to be made holy in ourselves . In justification grows and the older it gets , the more thorns

himself man can produce only the fruit of the our filthiness is covered over with the wedd- it will put forth , and even though you cut it

flesh , because he can not change his corrupt ing garment of Jesus ' blood and righteous off, yet it will not change its nature ; sprout

nature , as the Lord says by Jeremiah : “ Can ness , in sanctification we are purged from ing again it will anew produce thorns . The

the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard filthiness and made clean in ourselves . Mark old man never changes his nature, but cor

his spots ? then may ye also do good, that are the difference well , because it is of immense rupt as he is he is continually corrupting him

a
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self more.
That is what Paul here says . which is good and all manner of virtues . deceitful lusts , truth belongs to the new man

Therefore Dr. Luther giving the exact mean- Putting off the old we must at the same time who walks in uprightness. Therefore, one

ing of the words , translated them in this wise : put on this new man. Where the putting on thing in sanctification is to put away lying

“ Put off concerning the former conversation of the new man must begin Paul tells us: and to follow truth . Lying ! where is it not

the old man , which by lusts corrupts himself “ Be renewed in the spirit of yourmind .” The practiced ? You find it in the streets , it is at

in error.” The flesh breeds manifold evil spirit of the mind is the whole sentiment, the home in social circles , it dwells in business

lusts and these lusts deceive man and lead innermost being of man , whence desires , mo- places , it invades the judgement halls and not

him into error so that sin seems to him de- tives and thoughts arise . The renewing must a little of it is done in pulpits ; for many a

sirable , something delightful, and so the lusts not begin on the outside ; for if , indeed , the preacher as a false prophet, will say : Thus

blindfold man to think it would bring him ad- hand begins to perform good actions , but the saith the Lord , when the Lord does not say so.

vantage or would make him happy to commit sentiment of the heart remains the same , such Lying is not only telling stories, it comprises

sin . When the lust after the fruit of the for- is only Pharisaic and not true sanctification . all deceitfulness. All hypocrisy is lying ; for

bidden tree had gained entrance into the heart The renewing must begin where sin has its St. John writes : “ If we say that we have

of Eve , then it seemed to her “ pleasant to the fountain . Now to Noah God said : " The fellowship with God, and walk in darkness,

eyes , and a tree to be desired to make one imagination of man's heart is evil from his we lie , and do not the truth .” Who is belied

wise.” The lust deceived her and led her youth .” When God says : " The imagination more than God ? for many thousands draw

into this error that she thought she was doing of man's heart ” He describes the innermost nigh unto Him with their mouth , and honor

a wise thing in eating of the forbidden fruit. source of man's thinking , his craving , his Him with their lips , but their heart is far from

Of the same thing St. James speaks in these desiring as being evil , and here in the spirit of Him . Much lying is also practiced by being

words : “ Every man is tempted , when he is the mind the renewing must begin ; for when silent and saying nothing ; for if by my silence

drawn away of his own lust , and enticed . the heart is renewed the outward works will another is deceived or is confirmed in believing

Then when lust hath conceived it bringeth also be good , as the Lord says : “ Out of the that which is not true , then I have in fact be

forth sin .” The lust of sin is deceitful , mak- abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh .” lied him . What else did Adam do than lie ,

ing that appear desirable which brings de- The corruption in man directs his desires , im- when he sought to hide his guilt and to appear

struction ; and instead of really bringing the pulses and thoughts to that which is displeas- innocent ? And this propensity to lying Adam

happiness and satisfaction which it promises , ing to God , and we are to be so renewed that transmitted to his son and now the earth is

will only lead on from bad to worse . King the desires , impulses , thoughts arising in us full of liars. Would you beg excuse and say:

Saul first envied David, then hated him, then are turned unto that which is pleasing to God. I am not one of them ; for I have not told a

cheated him , then tried to kill him , and his Do you exclaim : That is impossible , that no story since years ? I say : Is story telling all

spite against David led him on to that most man can do, because it requires a changing , a of lying ? What do you make of Paul's words

horrible deed , the murdering of the priests of newcreating of the innermost parts ? Indeed , saying : “ Let God be true , but every man a

God, and finally he ended by suicide . Such no man can do it, but the Holy Ghost begins liar ” ? If a man thinks that he is entirely free

is the way of the old man as every one can this renewing in conversion , creating a new of lying and need no more put it away , it is

observe in himself. The flesh breeds evil sentiment in man ; and He continues it in i only because he does not look right and does

lusts and as time goes on it will bring forth sanctification , inwardly warning against sin , not consider that every thing is in fact lying

more and worse lusts . Indeed , it is true , the more and more enlightening the understanding which does not agree with uprightness and

old man never becomes one whit better , but to distinguish right and wrong and prompting truth . And though a man be able to say with

by deceitful lusts he is continually corrupting unto prayer and allgodliness,and here St. Paul St. Paul : “ Our rejoicing is this, the testimony

himself more and more. exhorts us not to be idle , but to put on this of our conscience , that in simplicity and godly

What then should we do towards the old new mind which the Holy Ghost creates, and sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom , but by the

man ? Paul says : " Put off the old man.” to exercise ourselves in following righteous- grace ofGod, we have had our conversation

Do not parley with the old man , put him off. ness and true holiness. Put off, says Paul , in the world ,” yet that man must confess that

We must notmake a compromisewith the old sinful lusts , desires , affections, thoughts, and the inclination to deceit and lying is in bis

man to give a little and to take a little. We let your desires , your affections, your love , nature and he must continually be keeping it

must allow him no right and no room in the yourwhole mind be turned unto righteousness in restraint.

heart and mind ; for Paul does not say : Fos- and holiness. Considering this , we can not This , therefore , is a piece and a big piece

ter the old man and give room to his lusts , he but see in it a lifetime of warfare against our of sanctification , to put away all kinds of lying

says : Put him off, set yourself against him , own flesh and blood, a struggle which must and in all things to abide by the truth . And

apply the knife to his lusts . It is verily more go on until the soul takes its flight. Every to help us herein and to spur us on we should

than enough that the old man so often gets soul earnestly following sanctification will ex- often call to mind what the Scriptures say of

the better of us and causes us to sin before perience many a hard strife and will learn to both these things . Of lying Solomon says :

we are rightly aware of it or before we can understand Paul in the seventh chapter of “ A false witnessshall not be unpunished , and

help it , willingly we must never consent to Romans. But never should we forget that if he that speaketh lies shall not escape," and

allow him even a claw's hold in the heart ; we cease putting off the old and putting on again he says: “ Lying lips are abomination

for if we do he will he sure very soon to take the new man , we cease to be Christians and to the Lord ;” and in Revelations it is said :

possession of the whole heart. Whenever and can not see the Lord , and we should never “ All liars shall have their part in the lake

whatever lusts the old man excites , beware of lose sightof the final outcome of perseverance which burneth with fire and brimstone.” But

them and put them down, and do it forthwith in this warfare, that delivered from the body concerning the truth David in the 15th Psalm

that the lust of sin may not become too strong of this death we shall dwell with the Lord in asks : " Lord, who shall abide in thy taber

and overcome you . Our Lord and Saviour righteousness , innocence and blessedness for nacle ? who shall dwell in thy holy hill?” and

was crucified for sin ; so let us not live unto ever . he answers : “ He that walketh uprightly, and

sin , but let us crucify the old man , nailing worketh righteousness, and speaketh the truth

down bis affections and lusts .
II .

in his heart, " and here Paul exhorts us ,

The other thing which is necessary unto | But St. Paul as a wise teacher does not only put off the old man which loves lying and

true sanctification is putting on the new man : give a general definition of what sanctification deceit, and to put on the new man which loves

“ And be renewed in the spirit of yourmind ; is, he also illustrates it with examples and so uprightness and truth . This is one example

and that ye put on the new man , which after shows the way how to put off the old and to showing how to follow sanctification in prac

God is created in righteousness and true holi- put on the new man in practice and every day tical life .

The new man is that which the Holy life . He continues : “ Wherefore putting away Our Lord Jesus Christ was delivered into

Ghost creates in the heart: cheerful trust in lying, speak every man truth with his neigh- death for our offenses and was raised again
the mercy of God through Jesus Christ , love bour : for we are members one of another ." for our justification ; so let us daily die unto

towards God, hatred of sin , delight in that Lying belongs to the old man who breeds sin and live unto righteousness . Amen.
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a

necessary condition of justification . Now they great increase is to be found among the na

teach the very reverse of what they taught tive-born .... An examination of the “ Com

twenty years ago in the very article of justiti- pendium of the Tenth Census” of the United

cation . Now they find a merit of man in his States discloses some novel and threatening
Ohio in 1872 and in 1890 on Faith

faith or apprehension , formerly faith was to facts . The illiterates of the United States
and Conversion.

them the God-given band only whereby man comprise 17 per cent . of the total population .

grasps the pardon announced in the gospel of The morally and mentally deranged , as shown
1. On Faith .

justification. This shows that the Standard has by the number of criminal and insane per
" Meeting of the Synodical Conference ( 1872)."

become a Sand-ard , and Rev. Loy a Prof.Toy . sons , bear the ratio of one to every 332 inhab

“ Christ is the lamb of God who taketh away
itants ! ... South Carolina, which shows the

the sins of the world .” He was the representa 2. ON CONVERSION .

highest percentage of illiterates, viz . , 55.4 per

tive of the human race in bearing all men's in- In 1875 , page 236 , the Standard wrote : “ A cent., presents the lowest average of any

iquities , suffering and dying for our sins.When person need not to be a Calvinist to see clearly State in the Union as regards insanity and

he arose again from the dead, He was pro- that the conversion of the sinner is thework of crime.... Tables unmistakably show a greater

nounced acquitted . This acquittal was again God alone , and not ofmen at all, and it is there per capita of wealth where the fewest illiter

in our stead . In Him all men are absolved . fore TRYING TO DECEIVE PEOPLE when Calvinists ates are enumerated , but they no less clearly

“ He was delivered for our offenses and was and those who thus believe are considered the show that this augmentation of riches has
raised again for our justification." He died same. ' '

been accompanied by an increased insanity

and rose again not only for an elect few , but In 1875 the editor of the Standard spoke and crime and more wide - spread vice....

for all men , and the benefits of the redemption the language of the Lutheran Confession , in 1886 the New York State prisons Auburn and

are secured to all . “ As by the offense of one 1890 he and his fellow -renegades pronounce Sing Sing contained 2,616 convicts ; of these

judgment came upon all men to condemna- all those who still adhere to the same doctrine 1,801 are credited with a common-school edu

tion , even so by the righteousness of one the and terms of expression , Calvinists . This

cation ... and 238 as having no education...”

free gift came upon all men unto justification shows clearly as the sun in the heavens, that Furthermore, the educated and well-to-do are

of life .” There is a general justification of the it is not Missouri which changed position, but frequently saved by friends of influence or

race in Christ as the substitute for all men . these cunning synergists, who would stab the by the aid and skill of able lawyers , while the

The benefits thus secured are brought to men Lutheran doctrine at the heart by according poor illiterates lack all that : they generally find

through the means of grace . These are not to man's apprehension and conduct a merit of their way to prison . Those figures , therefore ,

efficient causes of the blessings bestowed , but which the Lutheran Church knows nothing . do not exactly " portray the extent of crime

channels through which they are conveyed . Now they make bold to assert : The conversion which , in strict justice , is properly chargeable

They bring the gift which is already purchased of the sinner is not the work ofGod alone , but to the educated classes.” - Christians will

and secured. Faith is not a condition of the also of man . 1875 and 1890 do not agree in send their children to schools where they learn

existence of forgiveness for men . It is the Ohio . Now they would deceive people accord- godliness , which is profitable unto all things,

means of its appropriation. When absolution ing to their own statement. having promise of the life that now is , and of

is pronounced, it is valid whethermen believe it in the next issue of our Witness I shall that which isto come” (1 Tim. 4,8. ).
or not. Faith does not make God's declaration publish what the Standard published on justi FR . M.

true that our sins are forgiven us . It is made fication and faith . from the proceedings of

because it is true and faith is to receive it because Synodical Conference in 1872. Our readers

it is true . Were it not true, unbelief could not will learn that the Standard now publishes the Misdirecting Presbyterians.

be the great sin it is . It is absurd to say that same errors which he then laid to the charge of

we might believe a thing to be true in order that sectarians . But we must break off here so as
After having assured its deepest sympathy

it maybecome true and give us comfort. Our not to make our article too long.
with its Presbyterian friends” who are just

comfort might rest upon the truth in itself ,
G. A. M. now greatly troubled with that Revision -overt

which does not become truth by our faith and
ure , the Catholic Review proceeds : " Ah, dear

does not become untruth by our faithlessness.
friends , will you never learn the necessity of

When the truth that our sins are forgiven us Public Schools do not assistmaterially an infallible guide in religion ? We do in all

in Christ is received we are personally justi sincerity and charity exhort you to cast the
in cultivating Morality .

fied by faith and have peace with God through
fallible Calvin overboard and accept the in

fallible successor of St. Peter as your guide ;our Lord Jesus Christ . He that believeth not
Mr. Benj . Reece says the following in The

shall be damned , because he rejects the free Popular Science: “ ... Just look at the records andwe unhesitatingly guarantee that you

pardon brought to him through the means of of our mentally and morally deranged as ex
shall find rest and peace for your troubled

grace . His sin is not that he failed to fulfill hibited in our statistics of insanity and crime
souls . ” — We have a still “ more sure word ,

conditions under which he might have received and vice , and they alone are enough to cast
whereunto ye do well that ye take heed as

forgiveness of sin, butthathehas not appropri- doubt upon the claim that a public-schooledu- unto a light,” saith Peter 2 Pet. 2 , 19, direct

ated the forgiveness offered without money and cation for our illiterates is sufficient to ensure
ing the Presbyterians from the pontiff to the

price." (L. Standard , Vol . XXX , No. 15 , a decrease of mental and moral delinquency .
written Word . FR . M.

whole No. 820. Aug. 1 , 1872 , page 116. ) For it remains to be explained why, in the

BIBLE Society Work.-During the French
This summary of the discussions of this sub- decade ending with 1880 , population having

ject was written by the Editor , “ Rev. M. Loy,” increased 30 per cent. and illiteracy only 10 per Exposition at Paris 260,000 copies of the

Gospel were gratuitously distributed . The
and is introduced in these words : “ To this cent. , which is a relative decrease , the num

total amount received in the box for voluntary

subject” ( of justification ) “ the greater por- ber of criminals during the same period pres

tion of the time set apart for this meeting of ent the alarming increase of 82 per cent., offerings, at the entrance of the Bible Depot,

was $2.75 !!! The French people's god is

Conference was devoted , not because there was while if insane persons there appears the
their belly and vain glory , for this reason theyany diversity ofopinion upon it among the mem- enormous addition of 145 per cent. ... If the

bers, but because of its parainount importance instruction of our common schools subdues have nothing to spare for Bible societies .

and also because some not connected with the the tendency to crime , why is it that the ratio

Conference had disputed essential features of of prisoners, being one in 3442 inhabitants INFIDEL LECTURES --The Municipal Council

the doctrine. ” Now in 1890 this same Stand- in 1850 , rose to one in 837 in 1880 ?! One nat- of Paris has arranged for a course of free

ard and this same “ Loy '' writes , “ Faith is a urally looks to the large and constant influx lectures against the church and religion . The

necessary condition of justification .” In 1872 of foreign immigrants as a partial explanation time will come when this Council will have to

faith was not a condition of the existence of of this growing disproportionate increase of go too . Destroying religion is destroying civil

forgiveness for men. In 1890 it has becomea crime ; but the facts deny the hope, for the law and order .

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS.
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very trivial sentence . For the worst and most herbs he would want . " I want some mustard

The Lutheran Pitness. degrading feature ofBuddha's religion isthat seed,” he said; and when the poor young

6

Class Mail Matter.

>

.

it ignores after the Bob Ingersoll fashion the woman promised eagerly to bring some of so

existence of God and denies the existence of common a drug, he added , “ you must get it

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt .
the soul . “ Buddhism does not acknowledge from some house where no son , or husband ,

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st the existence of a soul as a thing distinct or parent, or slave has died.” “ Very good ,”

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- from the parts and powers of man which are she said ; and went to ask for it , still carrying

souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers, dissolved at death and the Nirvana , that is the her dead child with her. The people said ,
changes of addresses and all other business communications

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str ., eternal rest of Buddhism , is simply extinc- “ Here is mustard -seed, take it ; ” but when
St. Louis , Mo. All communications for the editorial de

tion ,” says our reference-book . she asked , “ In my friend's house has any son
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville , Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in This is the so - called religion of the Bud- died , or a husband, or a parent , or slave ? ”

advance. Money sent otherwise than by money -order or dhists , who still comprise the greater part of they answered , " ' Lady , what is that you say ?
draft is at the risk of the sender.

mankind . It is not far from atheism . What The living are few , but the dead are many."

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second room this Buddhism shows us for efficient mis- Then she went to other houses, but one said ,

sionary work ! Buddhism is certainly a dark- " I have lost a son ," another, We have lost

ST. LOUIS, MO. , March 7, 1890. ness of hell which can only be removed by the our parents ,” another, “ I have lostmyslave."

Light of the Gentiles . Yet we have read re- At last , not being able to find a single house

cently that some men are trying to dissemi- where no one had died , her mind began to

“ What is Buddhism ? "
nate the dreary, senseless doctrines of Bud- clear , and she had the dead body of her child

dhism in England. We can hardly conceive buried . Returning to the teacher , she was

Buddhism is a desperate sort of paganism . how a man could spend forty five years,asBud- asked , “ Have you the mustard -seed ?” “ My
It is now professed by the inhabitants of Cey- aba did , in teaching a God-less, soul -less and a lord,” replied Kisagotami, “ I have not ; thedha , -

lon, Siam, Burma, Nepal, Tibet, China and life-less system which as such can lay no claim people tell me that the living are few , but the

Japan. It arose out of the teachings of a to being religious. “ When they thought them- dead aremany." — This narrative of the Encycl.—

prince in India, whose name was Gautama, selves wise, they became altogether foolish .” Britannica may serve as an illustration of
surnamed Buddha which means Enlightened.

1 Pet. 5 , 9 , “ Knowing that the same afllic

This Buddha is said to have lived in the fifth
tions are accomplished in your brethren that

century before Christ. First he had givenFirst he had given what did the cultured Greeks do for are in the world.”
himself up to a life of Oriental luxury and

their Children ?

delight. Then he looked upon all earthly

gains and hopes as worse than vanity and tear
Why St. Paul sent Onesimus, the Slave,

In the city of Athens, the seat of Greek

ing himself away from wife and child, leaving
back to his Master.

bis father's home and wealth and power,he learning and refinement, a child is born . The

infant is placed at the feet of its father . He Onesimus was Philemon's servant and bad
became a penniless beggar and a homeless

will not take it up nor embrace it . This is a

wanderer . He surrendered himself to the seve
run away from him . Now the servants under

sign that the infant should be killed at once Roman jurisdiction were all slaves and bonds
rest penance and selftorture . But he aban

or taken to the woods to be devoured by wild

doned the cruel doctrine of selftorture after
men for their whole life . When Onesimus

beasts. Another infant is born to the same had escaped to Rome and heard St. Paul , he
ward and declared that from such penance no

father. This also is placed at his féet. He had himself baptized and became a Christian .
advantage at all would be derived . Now he takes it up , embraces it, which tells that the In order to set free the conscience of both
said that ignorance was the last cause of all child shall live and be returned to its mother. and to induce Philemon to appease his anger

evil. Of this we get rid when we become free On the seventh day a sacrifice is made for the against runaway Onesimus , and to induce One

of all impure desires and revengeful feelings . child, it receives its name and a festival con- simus to ask the pardon and reconciliation of
" As even at the risk of her own life a mother

cludes the day . This record which is but too his master, therefore St. Paul sends him back
watches over her only child , so let him ( the

true , tells of cruel parental barbarism , which to his master and intercedes not only for One
Buddbist ) exert good - will without measure

fills us with horror. Yet the Greeks suffered simus that Philemon would pardon him and

towards all beings,” such was one of his teach their offspring to see the light of the day be accept him as a brother in Christ, but that he
ings . Kindliness towards all creatures made

fore they killed them . Now wicked men kill would be pleased to let Onesimus return to
bim do away with the customary Hindoo sac

most of their children before these

rifices. As purification of the mind was to in a manner which shames the pen that would St. Paul, I might enjoin upon thee , yet for
re born Rome and minister to the gospel. Such, saith

Buddha the highest aim and universal charity describe it.
love's sake I rather beseech thee , that thy

the highest point man may reach , he did away

in his society with the caste as obstructing the
benefit should not be as it were of necessity,

true welfare. For this reason his doctrines Kisagotami, or : Mustard-seed from some but willingly . Because there was a civil ob.

and adherents were driven from India , but House where no Son, or Husband, or
ligation between master and slave , St. Paul

would not annul nor break the same. So writes
his disciples spread his doctrines in Eastern Parent, or Slave has died.

the Alt . Bibelwerk III , 500 .
Asia .

Imagine to yourselves a recluse in yellow Kisagotami , so the books name her, had

robes with shaven head and shaven face , go- been married early , as is the custom in the The Conquerors of the World conquered

ing about as an itinerant in summer days and East, and had a child , a beautiful boy . When by Gluttony.

remaining in groves during the rainy season he could run alone , he died . The young

of India and instructing his devotees. He mother in her love carried the dead child It is a historical fact that in the days of

made such claims as the following : “ Beloved clasped to her bosom , and went from house Cesar Augustus who issued the decreethat all

Rahans (monks), I am free from the five pas- to house of her pitying friends , asking them the world should be taxed , the wealthy Ro

sions which, like an immense net , hold men in to give her medicine for it . She was finally mans were given to the vice of gluttony in a

their power ; you too , owing to my teaching, sent to a “ wise man ” who would be able to degree reached perhaps by no other people.

enjoy the same glorious privilege.” His dy- give her the medicine asked for . She went to when they had partaken of one costly meal,

ing words to his disciples were : “ Beloved, the wise man and said , “ Lord and Master, do they would run peacock feathers down their

that which causes life , causes also decay and you know any medicine that will be good for throats to make themselves vomit and there

death . Never forget this ; let your minds be my child ?” “ Yes, I know of some,” said after partake of anothermeal till they could

filled with this truth . I called you to make it the teacher. Now it was the custom for pa- no longer eat or vomit. Yet some men say,

known to you.” Now this sounds horribly tients or their friends to provide the herbs man is not corrupted by sin . Corruption is a

silly in our judgment; but it might pass as a which the doctors required ; so she asked what weak name !

6
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a course of study in some foreign institution , Our Negro Mission at New Orleans.

return as avowed infidels, or have become de

cidedly skeptical in their views . They intro- The mission schools established by the

duce a literature in keeping with their views . Missouri Synod among the negroes are at
How American and English Skeptics are

So writes the missionary. Ought we not tended by 631 children , their congregations ·
attempting to revive the sinking

to do something to fight Buddhism ? number 553 souls , of which 262 are communi
Monster of Buddhism in Asia.

cant members. The stations superintended

by Missionary Bakke number 315 souls , 167

A missionary writes from Japan : Among How the Methodist Evangelical Asso- communicants and 265 pupils ; Missionary

other things , we have, during the past year , ciation tried one of their three
Burgdorf's stations , 49 souls , 23 communi

had the rare spectacle in Japan of an Ameri- Bishops and suspended him.
cant members, 180 pupils. These mission

can and an Englishman openly defending and congregations have also begun to defray their

preaching Buddhism to hundreds and thou- The trial opened Wednesday morning Feh- expenses , Rev. Bakke's baving contributed

sands of willing listeners. For years past the ruary 19 , at 9 o'clock at Cleveland , Ohio. during the past year $ 797,09 , Rev. Burgdorf's

Buddhist priests have vainly striven to with- Devotional exercises were conducted by the $ 399.70. The Lutheraner, from which we

stand the inroads of Christianity , and many President of the Conference who was ap- take these statements, says, experience shows

of them seemed about ready to give up in pointed to conduct the trial . Bishop Dubs, that the best way of doing missionary work

despair , when to the surprise of the enlight- the accused , appeared, and requested to be among the negroes is to establish schools for,

ened world , an American from New India , allowed private stenographers,who, however, their training

where he " fell in ” with the Buddhist high- were not members of the Evangelical Associa- Thus writes an Eastern paper . The best

priest, became a " convert,” and accepting tion ; or , if this were not allowed , that he be way of doing missionary work also among the

a good “ round sum ,” consented to go to furnished with a certified copy of the steno- whites is to establish schools for their training.

Japan , and as far as possible revive the “ sink- graphic official proceedings day after day ,

ing monster.” Arriving in Tokio , he met with stating that if this is not granted him , he
BENEVOLENT BEQUESTS . -The late Charles

a grand reception ; hundreds of priests ( and would protest against the proceedings and

highpriests ) welcomed him to the capital of withdraw from the meeting. ” The Bishop
Hauselt , well-known in German Lutheran

Japan, and although he could only speak to was told by the chair and members of the church circles of New York City , bequeathed

them through an interpreter , they were greatly Conference that he had the same rights to the
St. Matthew'sabout $25,000 for charity .

delighted with what he said about “ our Lord proceedings taken by the stenographer ap
Church, New York , Rev. Sieker , $4000 ; Ger

Buddha ,” and about his “ exalted teach- pointed by the Conference as the accusers ,
man Society of New York , $ 3000 ; German

ing,” etc. Olcott tried to strike hard blows or the members of the Conference. The Bish- Hospital and Dispensary , $ 3000 ; Wartburg

at Christianity, using old , worn out infidel op's request not being granted , the Bishop Orphanage,$5000; Wartburg House for Aged

. ," arguments,” which , however , were some withdrew from the Conference. But the con
thing quite new to his benighted hearers. ference proceeded with the trial under the Ophthalmic and Aural Institute, $2000 ; Ger

Perhaps the newest” of all was his assertion following clause on page 124 of the Ev. Asso
man Emigrant House , $2000 ; Ladies' So

that whereone Jaj anese is converted to Chris- ciation's Discipline : " If the accused person ciety to Assist Widows and Orphans, $1000 ;
St. Francis Hospital , $ 100 ; Foundling Hospi

tianity , two Americans accept the Buddhist evade a trial by absenting himself,” etc.
,

faith , and that while Japan may bave about The charges and specifications were then tal, $ 1000 .

25,000 Christians , America has 50,000 Bud- read to conference by the secretary .
THE NEW COMMERCIAL COLLEGE . - On Sun

dhists , exclusive of the Chinese. This These charges were : Grossly immoral con- day, Febr.9th, Walther College , at St. Louis,

gator ofBuddhism traveled all over the coun- duct ; that he was guilty of falsehood and

try, associating himself with the priests, and that he had done nothing to free himself of Church . The building erected for this school

tried to arouse them to renewed activity. the suspicion cast upon his character by evil
is a very handsome one , costing $9500. It

Whatever we may think or not think, con- rumors in circulation for many years touch
contains two large and three smaller recitation

cerning his paromology and, in part at least , ing his chastity and purity .
absurd sophistry , the fact that an American Two days , including an evening session , rooms, an office, a laboratory and a gymna

,
sium .

has cometo Japan and has been lecturing in were consumed in hearing testimony bearing ments in the shape of heating, etc. The total
It is supplied with modern improve

the interest of Buddhism , whose printed lect- upon the various counts in the specifications ;
ures have been circulated throughout the in order to obtain all possible light , members cost of the property is $ 19,500. A residence,

length and breadth of the country ,has given of the conference asked questions. After the occupied by Director Burgdorf, has also been

Buddhism a great impetus .
erected upon the ground.

testimony was in , the conference deliberated

Another “ friend of Buddhism ,” in the per- from 4 P. M. until 11 A. M. next day, includ
THE DANGERS OF CIVILIZATION AND OF BAR

son of Sir Edwin Arnold , author of " The ing a night session lasting till 1 A. m . , voting
BARISM . — Alas, that Emin Pasha should have

Light of Asia ,” recentlymade his appearance by ballot upon each count , with varying re
survived all the perils of the dark continent

here in Japan, and lectured to a large audience sult. On some specifications they were unan
in the Imperial University and other gather- imous, on others there was a vote of 14 only to fall from a balcony and crack his

ings. This gentleman is either a Darwinist guilty, 1 not guilty ; in others 13 guilty, 2 not skull! The dangers of civilization appear to

or a Buddhist, or both . According to his guilty ; and upon several the votewas 12guilty, be as numerous and insuperable as those of
theory, Darwin , in the “ natural order,” must 3 not guilty. Amid prayers and tears and barbarism .--- Herald. The danger of civiliza

be in the Buddhist's “ Nirvana,” and is a stifled sobs the following verdict and sentence tion to which theHerald refers , is the passion

for strong drink .

proper subject for worship . It will be hardly were finally, after much discussion , adopted

necessary to and that the Buddhists were unanimously :
A MOTHER OF MANY CHILDREN . - St. Paul's

highly elated to hear from one whose name VERDICT AND SENTENCE

congregation , Fort Wayne, Ind . , Rev. Sauer ,

stands high in England as an author and 1. That all the specifications of the bill of pastor, which is the mother congregation of

scientist , and upon whom the Queen has con- charges are sufficiently sustained by the testi- five others , has increased so rapidly during

ferred a title , that the teachings of Buddhism mony presented , whereby we do find the ac- the past few years that it was found necessary

and " modern science" ( falsely so called ) were cused guilty .
to call an assistant.

in perfect harmony. They try to make capital 2. That, therefore, in accordance with our

out of this , and many foreign professors en- Discipline, Bishop Rudolph Dubs be suspended ANOTHER MINISTER LEAVES THE Ohio SYNOD.

courage them in their efforts in this direction . from office as Bishop and preacher of the Rev. H. Nau , of Afton , Minn . , a member of

Moreover, we must regret to see that many Evangelical Association until the nextGeneral the Ohio Synod, has applied for admission to

young men who had gone abroad to pursue Conference .-Ev. Messenger. the Missouri Synod. Let them all come !

promu
l

7
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hearth and Home.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

a

BY E.

A Missionary Parable. worse things happen among the wise and in

A rich man had two sons whom he deeply structed . Take this from a pastoral letter of

loved . His boys , however, did not return a European Archbishop : “ We will pray to

this love . As they grew up , they would no the divine Mary, the immaculate Virgin , next

more listen to the kind admonitions of their to God our firmest reliance , to continue her

BROKEN MEAT.
father , and one day in a fit of anger , they left protection and aid to the vicar on earth of her

him and went out into the world . Just pun- divine Son , to that pontiff the most loving as

ishment soon overtook them . They got into the most devoted of her servants, to whom she

Continuing in Prayer." bad company. And they were unsuccessful owes as a dogma of faith the glorious title of

Once Sir Walter Raleigh asked a favor of in all their pursuits. Both were reduced to Virgin conceived without sin, and whose ever

faithful debtor she has therefore become.”Queen Elizabeth , which he frequently did ; abject poverty . They begged their bread .

It was now that their father died . His love

to which she replied , " Raleigh, when will you
These people used to be content to ask

leave off begging ?' " When your Majesty
for them not having waned , he left them all favors of the saints ; it has come to such a

leaves off giving ," he replied .
his wealth , to be divided equally among the pass now , that the saints will have to ask

two . A diligent search now being instituted favors of and return thanks to them . The

When our Father shall inform us that he

for the heirs , the younger son was found, and pope occasionally denies that he worsbips
will no more hear us , it will be time to cease

he took possession of his inheritance . The saints ; of course he don't ; the saints worship
praying . But not before ; lest the word be

other son could not be found. His brother him ; at least they ought to ; so he thinks.

fulfilled : " Ye have not , because ye ask not.”
alone knew of his whereabouts. But adversity

James 4 , 2 .

had not changed his evil heart : he left his

brother to wear away his life in misery and why he could not afford to give to
“ Faithful unto Death."

despair, and kept all to himself, and fared wards Missionary Objects.

A history of the Johnstown disaster con- sumptuously every day . The poverty , the

tains this story of a noble lady's brave devo- rags , the hunger and sickness of his own flesh " Indeed , I can not afford it," was the fre

tion to her duty . “ Mrs. Ogle, the manager and blood made no impression on him . The quent reply of a merchant, when asked for a

of the Western Union at Johnstown, who died elder brother died a pauper, though immense contribution to religious or missionary objects.

at her post , will go down in history as a hero- wealth had awaited him . He was doing an extensive and apparently

ine of the highestorder . Notwithstanding the But can a man act so heartlessly , cruelly ? lucrative business , and professed to be warm

repeated notifications which she received to Did this really happen ? I hope it may never in his devotion to Christ . Yet his givings

get out of reach of the approaching danger , happen in your case . For you are the younger were very meagre , when he gave at all ; and

she stood by the instruments with unflinching son . You and your brother over in Africa generally his ready excuse was at hand , “ I

loyalty and undaunted courage, sending words had left your Father. You got into the com- can't afford it,” as his apology for refusing

of warning to those in danger in the valley pany of Satan and were reduced to miserable even a trifle .

below . When every station in the path of poverty. Jesus Christ died for you and left A well-known gentleman , who lived in the

the coming torrent had been warned she wired you untold wealth . You have heard it . You same city , and sometimes acted as an unpaid

her companion at South Fork , 'This is my last enjoy it . You are happy and blest in the love collector for a very important missionary so

message , ' and as such it shall always be re- of your Father. Your other brothers- one ciety called one day at the merchant's dwell

membered as her last words on earth , for at thousand millions of men whom Jesus made ing -house to solicit a contribution . Often had

that very moment the torrent engulfed her rich-know it not . Will you tell them ? Will he been denied at the office with the words,

and bore the faithful servant from her post.” you not have them share with you ? Can you " I can't afford it ;" and in the grand resi

And if our Master has placed us in posts of behold their rags , their sickness, their misery, dence, as his eyes rested on the magnificence

danger, and placed grave responsibilities upon and not lift up so much as your little finger , which several open doors unveiled , he began

us , when others are looking to us for guidance, contribute a few dollars-to forward the work to discern that there was truth in the apology

and great tribulation shall be upon us for “ ten of mission ? after all .

days” on account of the faithful discharge of
The owner of the house shortly appeared .

our duties , --- and that shall always be so
Catholic Idolaters.

His visitor explained the reason of his call ,

then let us be faithful unto death even if The following is taken from a book called but immediately added, “ I see, sir, that you

death be the immediate result . He will give The Beggynhof. “ St. Anthony is a favorite really can not afford it , and I can not think of

us a crown of life. Rev. 2 , 10. saint with the good, holy , simple Beguines ; presenting any claim upon you . Such a scale,

but woe betide him if he refuse them bis of expenditure as I see indicated by, every

powerful intercession. I once
saw a poor thing around mecan, indeed, leave

Our Substitute .
little ,you

little statuette of this domestic saint left out- if anything , for the cause of Christ. I must

In a time of war a draft was made for sol- side on the window- sill , when the snow lay look elsewhere for support to our operations.

diers . One drafted man procured a substitute deep upon the ground. On inquiring why it Good -morning, sir.” The well meant reproof

to take his place in the ranks. The substitute did not occupy its place on the mantle-shelf , did its intended work . The merchant ere long

went into the war and was killed , while the I was told that the saint had been refractory; sought an interview with his faithful monitor

drafted man remained in safety at home. After that the Beguine who occupied that room had and thanked him warmly for his straightfor

a while another draft was ordered , and the been very patient and forbearing for some ward but brotherly remark. Handing him a

same man was called again . He refused to days , but that, finding gentleness had no effect check for 200 pounds as a donation to the

respond, saying , “ I am free . I sent a substi- in obtaining what she wanted, she now thought missionary society for which he was collecting,

tute into the army and hewas killed . So I am herself justified in trying what effect punish- he said that henceforth he meant to act as a

as a dead man.” The case was carried to mentwould have ; so she had turned the effigy steward of God , and that never again would

court, and there it was decided that the man of the rebellious saint out into the snow and his style of living prove a hindrance to the

was free . sat with her back toward it , that her patron exercise of ardent piety and practical love.

When at the judgment Satan points at the might understand she did not intend to ad

broken law and claims us as his , if we have dress him , until he granted her his protection

accepted Christ as our Saviour , we may point and influence.” Little Deeds.

to his death and say , “ He died for me. I am Remember, this is not the Fetischism of

free . " --Sel. – The Heavenly Judge will cer- Africa , but Catholic devotion of Europe - Look on little deeds as great , on account of

tainly decide in this wise , for He himself in- although there is no difference between the the majesty of Christ, who dwells in us, and

structed us to plead, 2 Cor. 5 , 14 : “ We thus two . It is true, such things happen among the watches our life ; look on great deeds as easy,

judge, if one died for all , then we're all dead .” simple, untutored adherents of papacy. But on account of His great power.--- Pascal.
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The Romish and the true Exposition the state of grace , that is a true Christian , true, the name “ priest” was given to the

of the Passage : must necessarily , either in this life or in pur- ministers of theGospel and we find it applied

" Howbeit, because by this thy deed thou hast given gatory, suffer at least a portion of the punish- in Lutheran writings , but in all such cases it

great occasion to the enemies of the Lord to blas- ment due his sins , which punishment Christ does not denote the character of the ceremo

phome, the child also that is born unto thee, shall has suffered in his place as his Substitute, nial Law , inasmuch as it is but a term derived
die." 2. Sam . 12, 14 .

and on the ground of which vicarious suffer from the Greek word presbyteros. In classi

ing God forgives sins and casts them behind cal Greek the appellation given to the sacrifi
II . PAPER .

His back . cing priest is hiereus , corresponding the Latin

Moreover, this passage of Scripture does not Finally consider the object of the forgive- sacerdos. It is a noteworthy fact that in the

only fail to prove the doctrine of the Roman ness of sins . What is that object ? That ob- sacred writings of the New Testament the name

Catholic Church, which it is intended to prove , ject may be expressed in a twofold manner ; hiereus is not at all found applied to the min

but it even refutes it . Let us examine this it may be said to consist in the escaping of isters of the Gospel , which fact is a sufficient

passage a little more closely . It refers to the punishment and in the obtaining of the oppo- proof that the Christian ministry is quite a
.

dreadful sin of adultery , which King David site blessing , or it may be said to consist in different matter from the priesthood of the,

committed . With the particulars of this sin the attainment to eternal life and in the es- Old Testament. " Those that labor among

the reader is presumably acquainted from the caping of temporal and eternal death , in fact the people by preaching the Word and ad
Bible . No sooner had David in consequence

of all manner of punishment. Temporal death ministering the sacraments , shall and must

of the powerful divine words proclaimed to viewed from the standpoint of the law is a not be styled priests. For the custom of call.

him by Nathan, the prophet, repented of this punishment of sin and a gate to the place of ing them so is either after the fashion of the

most grievous sin , than the prophet preached eternal woe ; but temporal death viewed from heathen or a residue of the laws of the Jewish

unto him the gospel, saying : “ The Lord hath the standpoint of the gospel is a blessing and nation and has caused great harm to the:

put away thy sin ; thou shalt not die .” Now the gate to eternal life . Now when God for- Church .Now when God for- Church. In accordance with the writings of

when Nathan said these words, did he mean gives you your sins and when you apply to the New Testament they are rather to be

what he said ? And did God really forgive yourself and grasp such forgiveness by faith , called servants , deacons , bishops , stewards or

David's sin ? There is no room , whatsoever , then the object of God in granting you such elders.” (Luther .))

for even the least shadow of doubt, that forgiveness and your object in grasping it , is The Romish Church claims to have priests

Nathan meant just what he said , and that to escape all punishment, in particular to empowered to offer up to God an expiatory
God really did , as the prophet stated . God escape suffering temporal death as a punish- sacrifice for the quick and the dead. But this

forgave that sin . Just what forgiveness of ment for your sins and to escape passing superstitious and idolatrous cultus, -a scan.

sin means may be gathered from synonyms through it as through a gateway to eternal dalous imitation ofthe Leviticalworship ,which

used in the Holy Scriptures in order to express damnation , and to undergo temporal death as is fulfilled and abolished by Christ, -is one

that idea. Such expressions are for instance, a blessing and to pass through it into eternal of the anti -Christian characteristics of Popery.

when God is said “ to blot out sin,” or “ to life . This being the case , the forgiveness of ( Augsb . C. Art . XXIV. —It can not be de
cast them behind His back ,” or “ to wash sins would fail to accomplish its object, at nied that traces tending toward this popish

”

them away," " wipe them out,” " cover them least , to a certain extent , if it were true that notion had made their appearance as early as

up ,” “ make them as wool and white as snow ,” God when forgiving sins did not also forgive the second century. (SCHROECKH. Eccl. His

and other similar expressions. Forgiveness all punishment due to sin . God , however, tory III , 380 , XVII , 10 sqq . ) Even at that

of sin , then , is putting sin entirely out of the does not do things by halves nor in any man- time the supposition was being propagated ,

sight and out of the remembrance of God , ner fractionally, but as He is a perfect God , that the ministers of the Church succeeded to

which action necessarily includes a remission so all Hiş doings are distinguished by their the prerogatives of the typical priesthood.

of the penalty and an entire and complete absolute perfection and completeness. The The bishops claimed a character similar to

deliverance from the obligation of any suffer- sufferings which we Christians must endure that of the high priest , the presbyters to the

ing , whatsoever , on the part of the sinner as in this life notwithstanding the fact , that our rank of the priest , and the deacons to the po

punishment for his sin . For if what we have sins and together with them the well deserved sition of the Levites of the Old Testament .

to suffer in this world were in any manner a punishments are forgiven by the most mer- This idea was more fully developed in sub

punishment for our sins , then those sins would ciful God , these sufferings we endure in con- sequent centuries, until finally it was adopted

not have been forgiven and forgotten by God . sequence of our sinfulness , not , however, as as a cardinal doctrine by the popish Church,

The forgiveness of sin , moreover , has been punishments, but these sufferings are means where the distinction between the so -called

made possible by the Only-begotten Son of in the hands of the Almighty, through which clergy and laity , as two different states in the

God , inasmuch as He has taken upon Himself He draws us nearer unto Himself and contin- church, in obedience to the decree of the

the sins of the entire human race , has borne ually reminds us of our sinful condition and Antichrist, is observed asthough it were com

them and has in His own person suffered the of our unworthiness in His sight to the intent manded by divine revelation !

punishment due them . The righteousness that we may not fall a prey to carnal security The great Chrysostome was not free from

and justice of God demanded an expiation and finally perish, but that by His wonderful that dangerous error that the ministry in the

for our sins ; the punishment for our sins had power wemay be preserved into eternal life New Testament be similar to the Levitical

to be endured in order that their forgiveness through faith in Christ Jesus our Lord . priesthood . “ In the judgment of Chrysostome

could occur , and it was endured and suffered, H. R. the priest is a spiritual divine person , a medi

namely by Christ, who willingly became our ator between God and man and of such em

substitute and as such appeased the divine For the LUTHERAN Witness. inence as though he already were transferred

wrath , as it is written : " He was wounded for The Royal Priesthood. into heaven , as though he had surpassed hu

our transgressions , he was bruised for our man nature and laid aside all our frailties .

iniquities ; the chastisement of our peace was 1. Historical Remarks : The New Testament Priesthood is so sublime, that it requires the

upon Him and with His stripes we are healed .” Period . perfection of an angel." ( BROEMEL , Charak

Isaiah 53. On the ground of such expiation In the Christian Church there is no such terb . I , 24.) ... “ If a man can not enter into

and atonement made by Christ, God forgives officer as a priest in the original , rigid sense the kingdom of heaven , except he be born

us our sins and buries them in oblivion . Now , of the word , because there is no such office again by the water and spirit , and if he is de

if it is unjust in human affairs, as it is , to in- or order under the Gospel, as was appointed prived of everlasting life who does not eat

flict punishment twice for identically the same by the Lord under the Law . There is no the flesh of the Lord nor drink his blood,

offense , would it then not be blasphemy to person commissioned by divine authority to and seeing , that these things can not be ef1

attribute such injustice to the most holy and offer sacrifice to God in behalf of others or to fected except by means of the sacred hands

just God ? But this very thing is done by engage in a mediatorialoffice , alike or similar of the priest ; who then may , without them ,

Roman Catholics, who teach, that a person in to the duties of the Jewish priesthood . It is either evade the fire of hell or attain the

I
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1

Miscellaneong.
>

promised crown? " ( SCHROECKH. X , 283. ) It arithmetic before them , those who have tested Natural Gifts and Talents.

is well for us ,
and may our gratitude towards him as yet have been unable to find any ex

God never wax cold — that we know , that the ample that with a few moment's thought on Dr. Moffat, the distinguished African mis

utterances of the Fathers ” are not our guide his part he is not able to correctly answer. sionary and father- in -law of Dr. Livingstone ,

and rule in matters ofdoctrine and faith ! For Louisville Commercial. once preached a long sermon to a crowd of

in the writings of the Apostles there is no natives . Shortly after he had finished he saw

foundation whatever for such and similar ideas a number of Africans gather about a simple

expressed by Chrysostome. And not only
Millions for Colleges.

minded young savage . He went to them and

this , they are in direct opposition to the Word discovered that the savage was preaching his

The growth of college endowments during sermon over again . Not only was he reproof God and extol a self-made institution , alto

gether at variance with the nature of the New the year can not yet be fully determined. ducing the precise words, but imitating the
Testament and contradicting the true doctrine The following table shows the amounts re

manner and gestures of the white preacher.

regarding the true invisible Church .
ceived by a number of the leading colleges so

Rehoboth Sunday Herald .

The Episcopals retain the name " priest ” far as already announced :
“

as a designation of the so -called “ second Allegheny, $ 10,000 ; Bates , $75,000 ; Bos
A KIND WORD FOR PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS FROM

order” of the clergy. The church of England, ton, $ 100,000 ; Bowdoin , $20,000 ; Brown,
EPISCOPALin separating from Rome , took with her a $ 187,000 ; Bucknell , $25,000 ; Centenary, A PROTESTANT Episcopal Bishop.-- The P. E.

good portion of Romanism and, regarding her $25,000 ; Colby, $ 15,000 ; Cornell , $ 10,000 ; Bishop of Maryland , Rev. Wm . Paist, in his

hierarchy , like Popery itself , clings to an or. Cornell University, $ 265,000 ; Georgetown, pastoral letter to the clergy of his diocese,
,

dinance foreign to theGospel, lay considering $ 50,000 ; Hamilton , $ 30,000 ; Haverford, wherein he pointed out the great danger the

all whose office it is to administer the sacra- $ 15,000 ; Heidelberg , $28,000 ; Hillsdale, Union is running by her indifference towards

ment of the Lord's Supper, as " priests,” $ 17,000 ; John Hopkins, $ 100,000 ; Knox the crafty policy of Rome, took occasion to

which error is necessarily closely linked to- College , $25,000 ; Lake Forest , $500,000 ; state that one of the best means of defense

gether with the assumption that the legitimacy Madison, $ 100,000 ; Middlebury , $ 50,000; against Romanism was the strengthening and

of the ministry as well as the efficacy of the Mount Union , $ 10,000 ; North Western, increasing of Protestant parochial schools.

means of grace , depend on the consecration $ 25,000 ; Oberlin , $ 42,000 ; Pennsylvania , The public schools , which he was bound to

or ordination of the officiating person. The $18,000 ; Princeton , $225,000 ; Rutgers , support like any other good citizen , were no

Lutheran Church most emphatically disavows $ 90,000 ; Smith , $ 12,000 ; St. Lawrence, safeguards at all against Jesuitism .

such Romish sentiments. $50,000 ; Syracuse , $365,000 ; Swarthmore,

$25,000 ; Tuits , $ 135,000 ; University of New WHAT PAID CHOIRS DO FOR A CHURCH.-Rev.

York , $ 50,000 ; University of South , $ 50,000 ; Mr. Hubbard , pastor of the First Presbyterian

Vassar, $ 222,000 ; Vermont, $30,000 ; Wells, church , Auburn , the other Sunday rebuked

$ 30,000 ; Wellesly , $ 36,000 ; Wesleyan , his noisy choir by abruptly dismissing the

860,000 ; Western Reserve , $ 113,000 ; Wil- congregation.

God's great Gifts, or, a Negro liams , $ 152,000 ; Woffard , $ 10,000 ; Yale ,

Mathematician. $ 275,000 . Total for forty - two colleges ,
Subscriptions Paid.

$ 2,675,000 . – Philadelphia Press.

Sam Summers , the negro prodigy, was in Rev. R. D. Biedermann , St. Paul , Minn . , ( VIII) $ 1.00

town recently , and, as usual , entertained a
Mrs. N. N. Bergh, St. Paul , Minn . , (VIII 11 to

great crowd , whowere testing bim with all A Body of Presbyterians who can not Rev. X.Wahl, Mobile , Ala . , ( IX )
IX

L. , , )

kinds of mathematical problems . Summers is a
distinguish the Kingdom of Power F. Stutz , Washington, D. C. , ( VIII)

from the Kingdom of Grace.
Rev. J. M. Maisch, Lyons, Nebr., (IX)

negro thirty - four years old , without the slightest Rev. T. Tresselt, Detroit, Mich , (VII. VIII ) 2.00

education . He can not read or write and does Rev. H Schlesselmann, Friedheim , Ind . , (VII .
IX)

There are two religious bodies in this counnot know one figure from another. He is a Rev. C. Engelder, Punxsutawney, Pa ., ( VIII ) 1.00

common farm hand and to look at him and try called “ Reformed Presbyterians.” They Geo. Korb,Curwensville, Pa., (viit 17 to IX 16) 1.00

watch his actions he seems about half witted ,
are known as “ Old school” and “ New school.” David Pifer, Reynoldsville, Pa., (VIII)

S. Reams, Lutherburg, Pa . , (VIII 16 to IX 15) 1.00

but his quick and invariably correct answer to Committee from each of these bodies met in Mrs.M. Yoas, Troutville, Pa.,( VIII)
any example in arithmetic , no matter how diffi- Pittsburgh lately , to consult about a union . MissM. Metzger, Brooklyn ,N. Y., (VIII 15 to

IX 14 )

cult, is simply wonderful. With the hundreds They found their way to an agreement on Rev. 11. Luehr, Brooklyn, N. Y., (VIII)( )

of tests that he has submitted to , not a single every question but the relation of members Rev.J. Heinze,Elkhart,Ind., (VINI 16 to IX 15) 1.00

time has he failed to give the correct answer
to our civil government. The Old -school men

Rev. A. Groerich, Scotia, Nebr. , ( VIII 15 to

IX 14 )

in every instance .
hold that it is wrong to vote or hold office G. A. Frerking, Corder,Mo., (VIII)

W. Griebel , Lake Odessa , Mich., (VIII)

Some examples given him were as follows : under a government that does not formally Rev. A. Larsen, Blair,Nebr., (Vily
How much gold can be bought for $792 in recognize Jesus Christ as the Head of the Rev. A. Larsen, Blair,Nebr., (VIII 1 to 14)

Rev. J. H. Ph . Graebner, Columbia City, Ind . ,

greenbacks if gold is worth $ 1.65 ?
Nation .

Multi
It was proposed to make this a

( VIII )

ply 579,312 by 1358. If a grain of wheat matter of forbearance, leaving members of Rev. F. Dreyer, Fraser, Mich., ( X )

produces seven grains , and these be sown

the church to do as their consciences dictated Rev. Ch. F. Herrmann, Arcadia , Iowa, (VIII) 1.00

Rev. J. H. P. Partenfelder, Bay City, Mich . ,
2.00the second year, each yielding the same in- about voting. But the Old - school men were ( VIII , IX )

2.00
crease, how many bushels will be produced at tenacious, and the proposed union has not Rev. G. Spiegel, Jackson, Mich .,(VI. VII)

Rev. F. Lindemann , Boston, Mass ., (IX )
1.00

this rate in twelve if 1000 grains make a pint?
been consummated . J. Fett, Boston , Mass . , ( VII 17 to VIII 15)

Mrs. A. Groehl, Boston, Mass ., (VIII)

If the velocity of sound is 1142 feet per second, Mrs. W. S. Grunholge , Boston , Mass . , (VII 21

the pulsation of the heart 70 per minute, after “ Tue less people care for doctrine,” says 0. Fehlenkamp, Janesville , Wis . , ( VIII 19 to
to VIII 20 )

seeing a flash of lightning there are 20 pulsa- the Week ( the literary journal of Canada) , IX 18 )

tions counted before you hear it thunder, what “ the more they crave for oratory ; the less Rev. J, A ,Schmidt, Elyria, O.; VULCC.)

distance is the cloud from the earth , and what value they set on the matter of the message , Rev. A. Reinke, Chicago, Il., (VII. VIII)
Rev. W. Zschoche, Frohna , Mo. , ( VIII 2 cc . ) 2.00

2.00

is the time after seeing the flash of the light- the more exacting they are as to the manner Rev. Fr. Hahn, Detroit, Mich ., ( VII )

Rev. H. Schaefer, Tilsit, Mo. , ( VII. VIII )

ning until you hear the thunder ? A commis- of its delivery." H. F. Lang, Brimfield , Ind . , ( VIII 19 to IX 18) 1.00

sion merchant received 70 bags of wheat, each
W. Richard, Rockville, Md . , ( IX )

containing three bushels, three pecks , three
Mr. C. Lehmann , Santa Ana, Cal . , ( VIII 16 to

THAT DANGEROUS BLAIR BILL . – Mr. Blair
IX 15)

quarts. How many bushels did he receive ? presented petitions in the Senate last week F. Scheuermann, Buffalo,N. Y., (VIII)
And so on.

Rev. A. Bartz , Alexandria, Minn . , ( VIII)
with over 4,000,000 of signatures, urging the
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WHAT THE OHIO SYNOD TAUGHT IN 1872 on for all , his debt is paid , forgiveness of sins , When the Father raised Him again He de

life and salvation is restored ; but in order to clared that the debt is discharged , He is right
UNIVERSAL JUSTIFICATION AND FAITH AND

take personal possession of this treasure , it is cous . As , therefore , Christ was condemned

WHAT IT TEACHES IN 1890.
necessary that he should acknowledge and ac- not for His own sake , but for the sake of man

cept the work of Christ , and in this respect kind whose sins He bore ; so was He not jus

For the Lutheran Standard, Dec. 1 , 1872. there is a difference between Adam and Christ. tified for His own sake by the resurrection .

Proceedings of the Synodical Con Adam was not a mediator but a progenitor, Mankind , however, was justified , for whose

ference . who propagated death in his natural children . sake He died and rose again .

But Christ does not propagate life through The apparently contradictory statements of

Thesis 4 . As in Adam all men have fallen natural descendants, but spiritually, when sin. Scripture , that the world is absolved, and that

and passed under the wrath of God and ever- ful man acknowledges and accepts His work , the guilt rests upon unbelievers as long as they

lasting damnation as the punishment of sin, so which takes place hy faith . Hence we must do not repent, must be solved in this wise :

also in Christ , as the second Adam, all men accept Christ's universal payment, as our own , We must distinguish two ways in which God

have been truly redeemed front sin ,death, devil , in order that it may be imputed unto us indi- views mankind. When He views the world in

and hell , and God is truly reconciled to them all . vidually. It is not written , As by one man Christ, He looks upon it with infinite love ;

This Thesis declares that the redemption by all men are begotten in sin , so by another all but when He beholds it out of Christ, He

Christ is not for a select few , but absolutely are begotten righteous ; but, “ As by the of- can no otherwise than behold it with fiery

for all , and hence also for those who are lost . fence of one judgement came upon allmen to indignation. Accordingly the wrath of God

This is proved by Holy Scripture when it condemnation ; even so by the righteousness abides upon him who does not believe in Christ,

speaks of the redemption by Christ without of one the free gift came upon all men unto or even rejectsHim , notwithstanding the fact

any restriction , and ascribes universality to justification of life . For as by one man's dis- that God beholds him with the eyes of love

it , even as to the fall of Adam . “ Christ,” obedience many were made sinners , so by the when He beholds him in His Son and con

says the apostle , “ is the propitiation for our obedience of one shall many be made right- siders His atonement; even as Scripture says :

sins : and not for ours only , but also for the eous . " The analogy accordingly is this : As “ God so loved the world , that He gave His

sins of the whole world .” And John 1 , 29 He is sin and damnation came upon all through Only -begotten Son.” Hence God is angry at

called “ the Lamb of God which taketh away Adam , so righteousness and salvation came sinners , and yet loves them , and loves them

the sin of the world .” It is affirmed of Him , upon all through Christ ; as death came upon in such wise as to give His Only -begotten Son

2 Cor. 5 , 19 , “ God was in Christ, reconciling all through Adam , so life came upon all to die for them ! Beholding the world in the

the world unto Ilimself,” etc. , and Col. 1 , 20 , through Christ. atonement of His Son , He looks upon it as

" To reconcile all things unto Himself,” and The universality of redemption must, how- a reconciled world . But when an individual

that “ by the grace of God He tasted death for ever , be considered in the same way as we comes and refuses this reconciliation , him He

every man.” Heb. 2 , All these passages consider the liberation of a number of slaves can none otherwise behold but in flaming in

prove that the redemption of Christ was made enfranchised by purchase. As soon as the dignation. According to the procuration of

for all . As an explanation of the phrase, money is paid down , we say they are all free , salvation , God isnolonger angry with anyman ;

" Christ the second Adam ,” we subjoin the though, if they do not accept the liberation , butaccording to the appropriation thereof, He

following declaration of the Apology : they are not individually free . They are free is angry at every one who is not in Christ. We

“ But the whole world is therefore subject according to the intention of him who liberated may say that in such wise as the individual

to God , subdued by the law ; for by the them , but in bondage by reason of their own is a part of redeemed mankind , God is not

commandments of the law we are all accused ; wicked will. Thus Christ liberated mankind , angry with him ; but in such wise as he is in

but by the works of the law no one is justi- the slaves of death and hell , for He made full dividually an unbeliever, God is angry with

fied . Through the law sin is made known to payment for all , so that none need remain him indeed . But here is a profound mystery.

us , but guilt is removed by faith . It appears, a slave ; but nevertheless the majority re- God is without passions, unchangeable , for

indeed , as if the law had done harm by in- main in bondage , because they do not con- “ Thou art the same.” Therefore we can not

cluding all under sin ; but Christ the Lord sider His payment a full equivalent for their clearly conceive how God can love the world

has come , and remitted our sins , which we sins. Therefore , since the resurrection of collectively , and yet be angry at the sin

could not avoid ; and has blotted out the Christ , it is not so much this or that partic- ner individually ; but Scripture teaches both .

hand-writing by the shedding of His blood . ular sin which damns, but unbelief, which is Now it is the Lutheran fashion to accept with

This is what Paul says to the Romans, 5 , 20 : the sin of sins . Therefore the Lord also says , implicit faith what we can not reconcile. As

* The law entered , that the offence might abound : - The Holy Ghost will reprove the world of incomprehensible , however, as it is , it is still

but where sin abounded , grace did much more sin ,” and immediately adds, “ Of sin , because by no means self-contradictory. God loves the

abound ' through Jesus. For, inasmuch as the they believe not on Me,” intending to show , world and hates unbelievers : we must supple

whole world is guilty, He has taken away the that since the Son of God has liberated man- ment , In a different respect . It is something

sins of the whole world ; as John testifies : ' Be- kind, the debt of the whole world is truly dis- like this : Man is both mortal and immortal:

hold the Lamb of God , which taketh away the charged. This is attested in particular by the mortal in body, but immortal in soul. Christ

sin of the world ." " resurrection of Christ. What was the re- has taken the place of the whole world , and

We must not , however , extend the analogy surrection of Christ ? It was an act of God atoned for it . God in this wise regards the

between Christ and Adam too far , for there is in which Christ was pronounced righteous. world with delight . But not so out of Christ.

a difference between grace and the curse. As Christ entered into death laden not with His In this respect His wrath, if it were possible,

soon as a man is man , he is in possession of own , but with the sin and unrighteousness of must be even greater after that event . In re

the curse, but not in possession of the merits the whole world . For the sake of these sins gard to the question whether it is proper to

of Christ. The treasure , indeed , is provided He was sentenced and consigned to death . say , The totality of mankind is indeed ac

9 .
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quitted , but not individually , it is necessary that we are saved , salvation must previously an empty imagination , but attested by the re

to reply : Through Christ God is reconciled be in store . Who would be so foolish as to deeming work of Christ. But God also looks

to each and every one individually. Judg- imagine that by believing something to exist , about the world and beholds how some would

ment must, however, be pronounced upon we cause it to exist ! Therefore , as certainly ratherbedescendants of monkeys than embrace

every person individually , either for his ac- as God says we shall enjoy pardon and salva- the atonement ofChrist ; wherefore the fire of,

quittal or condemnation. Luther declares that tion, so certainly all these things must exist His indignation kindles upon them unto the

God requested His Son to be Peter who de- before we believe . When we make this affir- nethermost hell . This is no contradiction.

nied , Paul who persecuted , David who com- mation we do not wise to tell people : Never But it, indeed , is a contradiction to affirm that

mitted adultery, the sinner who ate the for- mind if you do not believe , you can slip into God must be reconciled by our faith ; for

bidden fruit , etc. He says : heaven anyhow , for your atonement has al- withoutthe fact of God's previous reconcilia

“ Here the law comes and accuses Christ , ready been made . On the contrary , we tes- tion nobody can obtain faith .

and declares : I find Him among the sinners , tify to them that their damnation is infinitely This two-fold relation must also be observed

yea, as Him who has taken the sins of all greater if they do not believe ; for the table in another respect. Christ on the cross is

men upon Himself, and lo , in the whole world was prepared , but they would not come ; both righteous and a sinner . Now , is He

there is no sin , but on Him alone.” Again : therefore none of these slighters shall taste a sinner or not ? He is not a sinner in His

“ Through this innocent death of Christ the of His supper. But justification by faith is own person ; but as the world's substitute He

whole world is cleansed and liberated from sin possible for the very reason that all necessary is such indeed , yea , as Scripture says , “ Sin ,"

and therefore delivered from death and all evil.” to the attainment of salvation has already been because the sins of sinners were imputed unto

Then , after enlarging on this subject, he pro- accomplished, so that man need only accept Him . Hence according to His person He is

ceeds : “ One of these two must certainly and the gift . This act of acceptation the Bible calls righteous ; but according to His mediatorial

incontrovertibly be true : Namely, if the sins of faith . Righteous God could not take us to office He is a sinner . It is the same way with

all the world rest upon the one Man Jesus Christ, heaven before being reconciled to us ; but He believers . When considered according to

as the Holy Ghost testifies by Isaialı 53 , 6 , they does take all to heaven who believe, therefore their nature they are sinners ; but when con

certainly donot rest upon the world ; but if they righteousness and reconciliation must already sidered according to their “ Righteousnes,"

do not rest upon Him , then , without fail, they exist. which they have embraced in faith , they are

certainly must still rest upon the world . Again : The sectarians do not simply regard faith indeed righteous. In certain respects the

If Christ Himself became guilty of all the sins as a hand , but as a condition which man must same is also true of the world . In its own

we ever committed , we certainly are absolved , fulfill before he can go to heaven ; * whereas nature it “ lieth in wickedness ;” but redeemed

liberated , and acquitted of all sins ; not , how- faith is nothing but an empty hand which by Christ, it is reconciled to God. In such

ever, was such accomplished by our own selves, God must fill. If we had nothing else but wise , it is true, there is no more sin in the

our works or merits, but by Him ." faith , and not Christ (which of course is im- world . Christ has taken it away ; and in

The fanatics generally regard the matter possible ), we would be damned with all our such wise the whole world is also free from

thus : Christ only suffered in order that God faith ; for not the act of faith , but Christ death , the devil , and damnation . And this

might be enabled to take man to heaven for whom we thereby embrace makes us pleasing must be preached, and not obscured . The

the sake of his conversion . They do not be- to God . And this is what all fanatics over- fear that people may abuse this doctrine dare

lieve that all, without exception , was done by look . They wish to secure some place for not restrain the truth . And this is just what

Christ, and that God therefore freely be the activity of man , and therefore they now keeps back the fanatics from proclaiming it

stows salvation without our concurrent deeds. | lodge it in man's faith, now in his penitence, without any restriction . They imagine that

Something, according to their opinion , re- again in his conversion , and yet again in his it leads to carnal security.

mains to be done by man . And this is con- sanctification . As said before , man can not The Formula of Concord says : " Concerning

version . But Scripture teaches that all was get to heaven without conversion, change of the righteousness of faith before God we teach

done by Christ, and that salvation awaits us , heart, etc. , but he is not saved on account of unanimously, that poor sinful man is justified

and is dispensed in the Holy Christian Church his change of heart, but must come as a poor before God — that is , absolved , and declared

through the Gospel. Nothing more is neces- sinner, appealing to the compassion of God free from all his sins , and from the sentence

sary , but that salvation should be accepted . by the redemption of Christ. All conceivable of his well -deserved condemnation , and is

This is what we wish to say when we speak of stress must be laid upon the fact that God's adopted as a child and an heir of eternal life

perfect redemption . Not that man is already wrath is already turned from all mankind by --without any human merit or worthiness ,

in possession of something, and that God only the passion of Christ, and that the Gospel in- and without any antecedent, present , or sub

supplies the remainder, or that God has done vitation be extended to all , Take and accept sequent works , out of pure grace , for the sake

something, and man supplies the rest , but the proffered grace ! It would , indeed , be ter- of the merit, the perfect obedience , the bitter

that God has already done all . When Lu- rifying if a minister were obliged to think that sufferings and death, and the resurrection of

therans, who otherwise use Lutheran phrases, the wrath of God was still abiding upon his Christ our Lord alone ; whose obedience is

deny that God is reconciled to the whole congregation ; but such not being the case , imputed to us for righteousness. These bless

world , they must deny what they have already he can cheerfully exclaim , “ Be ye reconciled ings are offered unto us through the Holy Spirit,

granted . The angry God can not offer pardon , to God !” The Formula of Concord intimates in the promises of the Gospel; and faith is the

but God who loves all in Christ because pur- that Pharaoh wasdamned for none other reason only medium through which we apprehend

chased by Him . Of course man must be con- than that he pertinaciously resisted the work- and receive them , and apply and appropriate

verted if he wishes to be saved, but conver- ings ofGod's grace . If no change in God's them to ourselves. Accordingly , these pro

sion is not the cause why God saves , but the relation to man had taken place through the positions are equivalent when Paul says , that

way in which man attains faith , which simply atonement of Christ , what sense would the man is justified by faith ; ' or that " faith is

embraces the complete salvation already be- word “ atonement” convey ? We would be counted unto us for righteousness;' and when

stowed . obliged to erase it from the Bible . As cer- he says that by the obedience of one Mediator,

The benefits of the kingdom of God are in tainly , therefore, as the Bible says . “ God was Christ , “ shall many be made righteous,' or

store not only for those in the kingdom , but in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself, that ‘by the righteousness of one, the free giſt

for all , without exception . There is room for not imputing their trespasses unto them ;" came upon all men , unto justification of life.'

all , but all do not take possession of the room . just as certainly no wrath can exist in His For faith justifies us , not because it is a work

Those who oppose the doctrine of the perfect heart , when He conceives the world as in of greatvalue and eminent virtue, butbecause

redemption of Christ generally say : Indeed, Christ. But that God does so in fact , is not it apprehends and receives the merit of Christ

Christ redeemed all , but we are not perfectly in the promise of the Gospel. Since, however,
* The Standard of 1890 teaches : “ Faith is a pec

redeemed until we believe. But those who

make this affirmation do not consider what doctrinethe Standard places theOhio Synod among Christ] , it is also a perfect satisfaction and re

essary condition of man's justification.” By such it is the obedience of the whole person (of

they maintain . If we are saved by the belief the sectarians .-Ed . LUTH . WITNESS . conciliation for the human race. ”

a
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“ Gospel” means “ glad tidings. Why is the same from Mary the Virgin ; for now speak of faith , we lay stress upon the personal

it called so ? Because Christ has done the humanity is truly justified in Him . This we appropriation on the part of man , of the right

work which we ought to do , but never could are to preach , and whoever embraces this, is eousness acquired by Christ, and its imputa

do , and the Heavenly Father by a sign from a happy man . Unhappy, however, is he, who tion on the part of God . But this would be

heaven — the resurrection ofHis Son — declared dislikes this ; for God cries out into the world , impossible, if the world had not first been

Himself perfectly satisfied , wherefore all we “ All things are ready," hasten , and take justified by the death and resurrection of

need to do is to accept what is done and re- grace , health, life ; but alas , proud man dis- Christ , and if Christ's condemnation in death

joice with all our heart . Whoever takes of- dains these choicest of God's gifts , which had not been followed by His absolution in

fence at this and imagines that it leads off to God offers, extends , and imparts in the Gospel. the resurrection .

carnal security , only shows that he has not It is best , however, to drop the word " mit- Dr. Luther commenting on Galatians 1 , 2 ,

yet tasted that manna himself. Experience theilen ” ( communicate )when speaking of the “ And God the Father who hath raised Ilim

would teach him a different lesson . He might universal justification of the world , since it is from the dead ,” speaks of the subject in this

aswell preach the Koran , or the Talmud, or generally understood to embrace the accept- wise : “ It seemeth here that the adding of

the Pope's Canon Law ; but if he wishes to ance of the offer at the same time . these words , “And by God the Father , ' etc. , is

make happy Christians, let him preach “ the Thesis 5. As by the vicarious death of not necessary. But because ( as I said ) Paul

good tidings of great joy.” There is ample Christ the guilt of the whole world was can- speaketh out of the abundance of his heart ,

provision against carnal security . The Law celled , and the punishment thereof was borne; his mind burneth with desire to set forth ,

must be preached in all its terrors , and in even so by the resurrection of Christ righteous- even in the very outset of his Epistle , the un

such manner as to cause men to quail with ness , life , and salvation is restored for the whole searchable riches of Christ, and to preach the

fear , so that not a ray of hope seems left . world , and in Christ, as the Substitute of all righteousness of God , which is called the re

Then the contrary must be disclosed by the mankind, has comeupon all men .
surrection of the dead . ' Christ who liveth

Gospel. Such preaching establishes men on This Thesis is added to the former in order and is risen again , speaketh out of him , and

a firm foundation . The sectarians conceive of to show how the resurrection of Christ is the moveth him thus to speak ; therefore , not

redemption thus : Christ by His passion opened foundation and corner - stone of justification . without cause he added, that “ he is also an

a way for men to accomplish of their own ac- By the shedding of His blood Christ paid the apostle , by God the Father , who hath raised

cord what is necessary to salvation . Though ransom of the world , and by His resurrection up Jesus Christ from the dead . ' As if he

they discourse largely about faith , they enter the Father testifies that He accepted the sac- should say , I have to deal with Satan and

tain this opinion nevertheless , and even turn rifice ofHis Son as full , perfect , and sufficient. with those vipers, the instruments of Satan ,

faith into a meritorious work . This is char- In Scripture the death and resurrection of who go about to spoil meofthe righteousness

acteristically popish . The Papists do not Christ are often coupled together, and the of Christ, who was raised up by God the

deny that Christ died for our sins , but after apostles, characterizing the substance of their Father from the dead ; by the which alone we

all they do not believe it ; for they teach that office , straightway call themselves witnesses are made righteous, by the which also we

we must obtain heaven by penitence and other of the resurrection , in order to give promi- shall be raised up at the last day from death

good works, to which , of course , Christ im- nence to the importance thereof at the same to everlasting life . But they that in such

parts meritoriousness , and supplies the rest. time . Thus, for instance , the apostle Paul sort go about to overthrow the righteousness

In the same way the sects mingle man's says : “ Christ was delivered for our offences, of Christ, do resist the Father and the Son ,

work into the business of justification ; where- and was raised again for our justification ." and the work of them both . Thus Paul , even

fore they hate the doctrine of the vicarious , Accordingly , if Christ was raised for our justi- at the first entrance, bursteth out into the

active obedience of Christ ( as the Meth- fication , the resurrection must be the founda- whole matter whereof he treateth in this

odists have publicly opposed it fora succession tion upon which it rests , without which it Epistle. For ( as I said ) he treateth of the

of years ), and of His perfect redemption , and would be impossible. But this justification resurrection of Christ, who rose again to make

imagine that if they only get rid of their past is general and is acquired for all , for it is us righteous, and in so doing He hath over

sins through Christ, they will presently be written : " As by the offence of one judgment come the law , sin , death , hell , and all evils .

come so holy in life , as to cause God Himself came upon all men to condemnation ; even so ( Rom . 4 , 24. 25. ) Christ's victory , then, is

to marvel. We , on the contrary, confess our- by the righteousness of one the free gift came the overcoming of the law , of sin , our flesh ,

selves as lost and condemned sinners , and af- upon all men unto the justification of life.” the world , the devil , death , hell, and all

firm that God must do all for our salvation , Laden with sin , which through one man came evils ; and this His victory He hath given

and bestow a righteousness upon us , which upon all , Christ entered death , and from this unto us . Although, then, that these tyrants,

calls forth the admiration of angels , yea , of sin ofall He was absolved by the resurrection, and these enemies of ours, do accuse us , and

the Son of God Himself ! For He declares , which took place for the good of all mankind . make us afraid , yet can they not drive us to

“ God so loved the world,” etc. , as if He Therefore it is not enough , according to Rom . despair, nor condemn us ; for Christ, whom

wished to say : Who ever heard the like ? 8 , 33. 34 , that Christ died, but the resurrec- God the Father hath raised up from the dead ,

680 ,” so intensely God loved the world, that tion is rather the great and final cause of is our righteousness and victory ( 1 Cor . 15 ,

He gave His Son to such a pack ofscandalous justification . Wherefore the apostle writes , 57 ) ; therefore , thanks be to God , who hath

sinners ; gave Him in such manner as to let “ If Christ be not raised , your faith is vain ; given us the victory by our Lord Jesus Christ.

them deal with Him as they pleased ; con- ye are yet in your sins.” Accordingly the Amen.”

signed Him to misery , and left them to slay whole work of redemption would have been

Him , in order that the world might be re- pronounced ineffectual, ifGod had not raised Such is the article, a truly wonderful docu

deemed ! Thus the Son of God Himself mar- Jesus from the dead . Even many of the ment, in our opinion, on the relation of faith

vels. Therefore the apostle says : " For what clergy do not properly understand the object towards universal justification . This article

the law could not do , in that it was weak of the resurrection . According to certain voiced the sentiments of the whole Synodical

through the flesh , God sending His own Son , Scriptural passages they regard it as a proof Conference in 1872. In this article our readers

in the likeness of sinful flesh , and for sin , of Christ's Divinity and a demonstration of are informed : “ The sectarians do not simply

condemned sin in the flesh : that the righteous- the fact and certainty of our own resurrection . regard faith as a hand, but as a condition

ness of the law might be fulfilled in us , who But true as this is , it is not the chief object. which man must fulfill before he can go to

walk not after the flesh, but after the spirit.” To furnish a mere proof of the former, Christ heaven ; whereas faith is nothing but an empty

Inasmuch as He became our Brother, flesh of would not have died and risen again ; and the hand which God must fill. If wehad nothing

our flesh , righteousness is fulfilled in us ; not latter was sufficiently demonstrated by the else but faith, and not Christ ( which of course

indeed in every one individually, but in human resurrection of others before Christ. Now the is impossible ), we would be damned with all

kind . For this reason it was of such im- world is free from guilt, therefore it can shout our faith ; for not the act of faith , but Christ

portance that Christ should not bring down victory . This does not conflict with the fact whom wethereby embrace , makes us pleasing

a humanity from heaven , but should assume that man is justified by faith ; for when wel to God. And this is what all fanatics over

>
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look . They wish to secure some place for Bible society ? How dare Lutherans refuse be drawn, else all will become confusion and

the activity of man , and therefore they now the invitations of other denominations to unite party names will become a lie on their face .

lodge it in man's faith , now in his penitence , with them in such works ? Does it not appear If a body of men think a certain political

again in his conversion , and yet again in his as consummate bigotry and illiberality to tell measurenecessary , they must state what they

sanctification ,' ete . other denominations, We can not and will not want, they must stand and fall therewith and

But in 1890 the Standard also writes : unite with you in any such works as long as they do not expect anyone to unite with them

" Faith is a necessary condition of man's jus- matters between us continue in their present in their work unless he endorses their dis

tification.” In 1872 the Standard in agree- shape-; we are not united in doctrine , and tinctive issue . Political truth and civil honesty ,

ment with Synodical Conference stated : “ The therefore we can not unite in works that ought then, arethe last foundation ofpolitical parties.

sectarians regard faith as a condition which to follow the belief of doctrine ; we are not No consistent partisan ever expects his po

man must fulfill before he can go to heaven ; " of your denomination, therefore we can not itical opponent to assist him in any way or

in 1890 the same Standard writes : “ Faith is participate in the worksofyourdenomination ? by any means to attain to his political object.

a necessary condition of man's justification.” This is our position ; but how can we make it This is most assuredly clear and selfevident .

In 1872 faith was only an empty hand and clear to our readers that such position is right ? Now why should it be otherwise in religious

no condition ; in 1890 faith has become a An instance from common life will make it bodies , in religious principles, in religious

necessary condition and is no longer an empty clear as day . works ? Has religious truth and principle not

hand only . The Standard of 1890 has killed What are political parties ? Associations of a higher claim on our consistency than any

the Standard of 1872. According to its own men that stand on one common platform of politics ever can have ? Different religious

verdict Ohio has taken its place among sec- political principles, which they would carry bodies,churches, synods, denominations,have

tarians in wishing and working “ to secure and have our country or state ruled accord- they not been organized because they hold to

some place for the activity of man ” in con- ingly . There is the democratic party , the certain distinctive principles ordoctrines,right

version , justification and election . Yet , in republican party, the prohibition party . All or wrong ? Do not Baptists reject our infant

consummate hypocrisy , the renegades at Co- are citizens of our great commonwealth , they baptism and term it superstition ? Do not

lumbus charge Missouri with having falsified all acknowledge the Constitution of the United Presbyterians reject universal grace and re

even the doctrine of justification. The sad States as their fundamental political creed , demption ? Do not Episcopalians reject our

truth is , Ohio has changed both its doctrine they all claim to have the welfare of the coun- ordination because it does not trace apostolic

and morals. G. A. M. try at heart , they all want the offices of the succession ? Do not Methodists teach an own

country to benefit thecountry and themselves. way of conversion ? Do they not reject the

Yet the democratic party is not the republican sole dependence on the Word and sacraments

party , nor the prohibition party. A repuh. as means of conversion , as erroneous ? Do

lican disclaims all connection with the demo- not Unitarians reject the divinity of Christ ?

crats or prohibitionists. No democrat will Do not Quakers reject the divinely appointed

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt .
work for the republican party , nor aid it with ministry ? Do not Romanists reject and con

his money.
The LUTHERAN WITNEss is published on the 7th and 21st

No republican speaker is invited demn the doctrine that we are saved only by

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- to address democratic meetings in exposition the merits of Christ ? Do not all these de

souri and other States.

Moneys, names of subscribers of democratic principles. Nor does anybody nominations reject our doctrine of the Lord's
changes of addresses and all other business communications

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., find fault with such proceeding, but every- Supper ? Do they not all work might and

st. Louis,Mo. All communications for the editorial de- body is convinced that matters should be just main to inculcate and spread their erroneous
partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio . Terms ofsubscription $ 1.00 per annum in
so and not otherwise. The democrats may tenets ? Do not the lodge - chaplains preach

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or think they are doing or contemplating ever so and pray the natural religion only ?

draft is at the risk of the sender .
good a reform , yet the republicans are out- Because religious consistency requires us

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second spoken in their opposition against them . Now to be true to our church and her principles,

we ask our readers, why is it that republicans we can not unite with such synods or denomi

do not unite with democrats in their political nations or societies as differ from us in doc

ST. LOUIS, MO . , March 21 , 1890.

works , though both parties are composed of trine , to support in any way or by any means

citizens of the same country , are loyal to the their work . We can not give our money to

Political Parties and Principles and same constitution, are both engaged in poli- their missionary , educational or charitable

Religious Parties and Principles, tics ? Because they differ in some political works; we can not officiate with them at

principles and because honesty and truth re- burials , we can not attend their prayer -meet

Why Christians who do not agree in Doctrine, can not quires a democrat to be a consistent democrat, ings , we can not be members or supporters

unite in Works of Foreign Mission, Home Mission, io stand by his party in its work and not to of their Young Men's Associations . In short,
Bible Societies, Sunday School Unions , Ministers' Institutes , Prayer-Meetings, Young Men's Christian Asso- support the republican party which opposes we can not unite with them in any churchly

matter of faith . A sinciations, Hospitals and Orphanages, Church Dedications the distinctive principles of the democratic work .. And this is

and Burials. party . Honesty and truth requires a repub- cere Lutheran will not heed the cry of bigotry

lican to be a consistent republican, to stand or illiberality when it comes to the point of

Our churches in the smaller towns especially by his party in its work and not to support religious principle. Because the Lord laid

and in rural districts are often invited by other the democratic party , which opposes the dis- down this principle, if any man have not our

Protestant denominations to unite with them tinctive principles of the republican party. doctrine we should have no brotherly fellow

in the support of such works as are mentioned Any man that calls himself a republican and ship with bim — therefore we are open in

in our heading. Some members of other de- yet supports the democratic party, will be stating our doctrine and in refusing every

nominations and even of our own can not looked upon as a very doubtful member of thing that is a violation of this divine prin

comprehend why we should absolutely refuse the republican party and be eventually read ciple. It is only the unfaith, doubt , indiffer

to unite in missionary, charitable and educa- out of liis party . Any public speaker who entism and cowardice of our old man , that

tional works with professed Christians who professed to be a democrat and yet made re- will blindfold us against a principle which we

reject some of our doctrines. Have we not publican speeches, or spoke on republican practice in temporal affairs.

all the same Bible, do we not all preach from platforms would be looked upon as a traitor

the same Bible ? Do we not all want to go to in fact and expelled from his party . Nor do Both Gift and Example .

the same heaven ? Are not missionary , chari- republicans or democrats want a probibitionist

table and educational works good works, no as such to take an active part in their meet- Our Lord Jesus is given unto us by God ,

matter by whom they are conducted ? Is it ings or in their work . Why is it that men first that He should be a gift wherein all

not a good thing to unite in prayer ? Who act , yeamust act aswehave stated ? Because heavenly treasures are stored , so that what

should refuse to be an active member of a truth and uprightness demand that such lines ever business we have with God , we find it

Class Mail Matter .

or :
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altogether in Christ. Be it in the case of sin , Candlesticks," " Benevolent Daughters of Notes of Sorrow.

He is the lamb of God which beareth away Weeping Mary Society, " " Following Sons of

the sins of the whole world . Be it in the case Abraham ,” “ Loving Sons and Daughters of
Rev. C. Mædinger, of St. Paul's church ,

of God's wrath , He is the mercy-seat , who Revelations,” “ Grand United Sons and Daugh- New Orleans, La. , died recently . He was

hath procured grace for us and reconciled us ters of the Living Council of the Cross,” stationed at New Orleans thirty six years and

unto God . Be it in the case of death , He “ Young Lambs," " Peaceable Daughters of passed safely through many yellow fever

hath from divine grace tasted death for all Bethlehem ,” " Young Daughters of the Aia epidemies, which carried off six of our ablest

and swallowed up death in His victory. There- of Shiloh ,” " Young National Daughters of young workers in such space of time . The

after Christ is also given unto us to be our Phænix ," " Infant Daughters of Love,” tropical climate, however, did not let him go
' “

example of a pious life , of love towards God, “ United Sons of Adam ,” " Daughters of the altogether untouched , for he was at times a

of patience , kindness and other virtues ; be- Golden Chariot,” “ Sweet Prospects of Para- great sufferer from heart-troubles and in the

cause He fulfilled perfectly the law or ten dise,” “ Loving Daughters of the Sepulcher." latter part of his life he was subject to ep
”

commandments and would have us to learn Chr. Cynosure. ilepsy. All the tombs of Crescent City con

virtue of Him in order that we be and remain
tain the corpse of no man that was more faith

God's obedient children, His dutiful brothers
ful and upright than our lamented friend and

Is the Church a Fun -factory ?

and acceptable vessels unto the Holy Ghost. Lrother , Rev. Christian Mædinger. It will be

a great portion of our heavenly joy to meet
The Christian Advocate squarely hits one of

him again in the fields of Paradise .

Two Marks of Faith.
the greatest evils of the age when it says :

" There is a great demand for something OUR Normal School at Addison , Ills . , was

attractive in connection with the church and closed last month and all its pupils , except
There are two marks by which we may

know whetherwe have true faith . One is , if Sunday-school. The music must be charm- the patients, sent home. The so-called black

internally we possess a hearty confidence in ing, the preaching entertaining, and the exer- tongue or diphtheria broke in upon our youths

God that He is graciousunto us for Christ's cises of the Sunday-school such as will draw there and chasedthem from their desks, books
sake , and when we rejoice and comfort our- and please the children . Men are not so un

and pens and organs and pianoes , but not

selves in Him and consequently have a good wise as to insist on such qualities in connec- fromthe Lord Jesus, nor from their blessed
conscience , love God , fear Him and trust in tion with other institutions established for the

purpose of educating the youth of the church

Him . The other mark is , if also externally improvement and progress of society. Do when they shall have finished their studies.

we do good works , when with our mouth we parents send their children to school to be Several of the patients died and went home

praise God and assist and befriend our neigh- amused ? Do they require factories to furnish to the Lord's heavenly mansions, the others

bor with good counsel ; when with our hands attractive entertainments for young people are mending and it is hoped that this seminary

we work industriously and give alms ; when before they will send their sons to learn a will soon be opened again to renew its work

with our feet we go to church , to confession trade? Children go to school to learn, not to which sheds unspeakable blessings on the

and communion and attend to appointed wor
be amused .

home , church and state .

ship ; when we thus give our whole body for
“ Young men enter a factory or a store to

a living sacrifice which is holy and acceptable learn business and to work, not to be enter
A Widow Re-Marriage in India.

with God ; when we refrain from conforming tained . The remuneration and the prospect of

to the world and thus do as much as rests in promotion furnish sufficient attraction . The
The widowed daughter of Mr. Subramania

our power to do the good will of God . sooner parents learn that the Sunday -school Aiyal , Editor of the Hindu Newspaper, was

and church are not places of entertainment married to Mr. Ramasawmi Aiyer, a Matric

the better. The less ministers and teachers ulate , in the Re-marriage Hall at Bombay on

pander to thirst for amusement the better. the evening of 31st December 1889. Many

They are called to teach , not to amuse . Let of the local ladies and gentlemen, including

all men know that they may expect religious the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Telang , attended the
Secret Society Lore.

instruction and comfort and help in the house ceremony , about forty Madrasees of diverse

of God , and this will draw . "

Wm. E. Curtis , the Washington corre
caste being present and Mr. Ragunatha Row

Ministers and church officers, paste this in taking a prominent part. Mr. Bradlaugh and

spondent of the Chicago Daily News, is re- your hats - or rather, impress it upon your Sir . W. Wedderburn graced the occasion with

sponsible for the following : At the end ofthe hearts and consciences, and have the courage their presence , and to whom the bridal party

old and the beginning of the new year the to stick to it in your church work . It is high were introduced.

newspapers are usually full of advertisements time for the Church to give up its occupation pressed with this re-marriage movement, as
Much sympathy was ex

announcing the election of officers of various as a fun-factory or drop-a-nickel - in - the-slot the girl is only ten years old.— Times.

financial, commercial , social , and benevolent dummy,” and give more attention to its Christianity which has done so much for

societies , and it is amusing to note the names
missions as a soul-saving agency .-- Sel. widows and orphans in other countries ,

of the organizations in vogue amongthe colored

people, who have a penchant for clubs , literary

also breaking in India the chains of cruel

circles , and charitable societies . The follow

The Evening Post is out to the extent of a custom by which young widowswere hitherto

ing is a list of some of the titles of these or

column and a half advocating an amendment immured for their whole lifetime to spend

ganizations: “ Junior Rising Sons and Daugh- to the New Jersey Constitution so as to punish their days of sorrow in indolence and lamen

ters of the Vineyard,” “ Resolute Daughters all religiously-minded people who make it a tations.
”

of Joshua,” “ Benevolent Sons of the Young testof membership in any religious denomina
In far -off Kamtchatka there is a Lutheran

Army Shining," " First National Phænix Sis- tion that they require members to send their

ters,” “ Young Ladies' Golden Harp of Amer-children to religious schools . So reports the congregation numbering 300 members in Wla

ica, ” “ Daughters of the First Star of Jacob,” C. News. This is interfering not only with diwostok, and about 1,000 others in the coun

“ Rising Sons and Daughters of the East," the parochial school system , but also with the try around , where the pastor must converse

in the German , the Swedish , the Danish , the
"Loving Daughters of Paradise," " Young rights of congregations to determine on the

Finnish , the Estish and the Lettish tongues.

Rising Sons of Ham ,” “ Sisters of the Lord's qualifications of their own members.
Another congregation, also , exists near Arch

Delight Society," " Heavenly Called Laborers angel , with some members living near the

of the Vineyard," " Originating Sons and The Gustavus Adolphus Society , to carry North Cape , where the pastor on his tours

Daughters of Business," " Young Home Search the Gospel into Catholic countries, last year among the people carries Bibles, hymn-books ,

Daughters ofLove,” “ I Hope to be Righteous received $230,000 , or $5,600,000 since 1832. catechisms, agenda , etc. , in five languages, to

Society,” “ United Sons and Daughters of The society has had 1444 applications for aid meet the wants of the people under his care .

Rising Morning Star ," " The Seven Golden from Roman Catholic countries. Exch .

Church News.
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Hearth and Home.

BY E.

.

m

captivity . Even the shepherds of the Chris- gained his confidence , and betrayed his cre

tian flocks they tore away from their stations , dulity. A powerful conspiracy was formed

and dragged them into the wilds of Dacia. for the restoration of Irene . The emperor ,

For the LUTHERAN WITNE88 . Oh , the bitter sorrow and heart-rending an- suspicious of his danger , escaped from Con

BROKEN MEAT.
guish of the families of Asia who saw their stantinople , with the design of appealing to

beloved ones in the power of cruel barbarians ! the provinces and armies . By this hasty

The hardships, the misery the captives them- flight the empress was left on the brink of a

selves endured !

One God. precipice ; yet before she implored the mercy

But oh ! the joy that filled heaven when its of her son Ireno addressed a private epistle

A little boy being asked , "How many Gods
portals were thown open to receive the thou- to the friends whom she had placed about

are there ? ” replied , " One." “ How do you

sands who bore the Gothic name ! The sweet his person , with a menace , that unless they
know that ? " " Because, " said the boy , “ there

is only room for one; for he fills heaven and hymns of praise sung by the Gothic nation accomplished, she would reveal their trea

before the throne of their Redeemer ! The
son . Their fear rendered them intrepid ; they

earth. ”

fruit of the war was eternal peace for many. seized the emperor on the Asiatic shore , and

Those Christian captives , involuntary missio- he was transported to the porpyhry apart.
Why Faith saves .

naries , dispersed as slaves in the villages of ment of the palace, where he had first seenIn the Johnstown flood a little boy , named

Dacia, labored successfully for the salvation of the light. In the mind of Irene ambition

Hessler, astride a shingle roof, was borne their masters. The seeds which they planted, had stifled every sentiment of humanity and

along on the back of the roaring torrent.

As he approaches the bridge at Bolivar , he of the evangelic doctrine, were gradually pro- nature, and it wasdecreedinherbloody

pagated ; and before the end of a century , council that Constantine should be rendered
notices a number of men on it . They are

the glorious work was achieved by the great incapable of the throne : her emmissaries as

willing , anxious to save him . If they can in
anyway reach him ,theboyknowshe will be Ulphilas, the Apostle of the Goths, whose saulted the sleeping prince,andstabbedtheir

ancestors had been transported beyond the daggers with such violence and precipitation
safe . So they bring a number of ropes and Danube from a small town of Cappadocia, in into his eyes as if they meant to execute a
throw them over into the boiling water. That Asia. Under his blessed labor , the greater mortal sentence . Yet the blind son of Irene

rope is the poor boy's only salvation , and as
he is whirled along beneath the bridge, he portion of the nation was brought to Christ. survived many years, oppressed by the court

“ His purposes will ripen fast, and forgotten by the world ."

makes a grasp and manages to catch hold of Unfolding ev'ry hour ;

The bud may have a bitter taste, Mankind “ has justly execrated the unnat
one of the ropes . He caught it under his left

But sweet will be the flower. "
ural mother , who may not easy be paralleled

arm and was thrown violently against an abut

in the history of crimes. To her bloody deed
ment, but managed to keep hold and was suc Power's Price and Pay.

superstition has attributed a subsequent dark
cessfully pulled on to the bridge amid the Ambition induces people to pay heavy prices ness of seventeen days ,

cheers of the onlookers . The rescued boy to attain and retain power.
ness of seventeen days , during which many ves

And they gen- sels in midday were driven from their course ,
was taken into a house and cared for.

erally find themselves cheated . Their hard
as if the sun could sympathize with the earth .

Jesus Christ is ready , anxious to save us . work is poorly paid.
On earth the crime of Irene was left five years

Faith is the rope which connects us with him .
Irene , before her marriage a poor orphan of unpunished ; her reign was crowned with ex

By faith we cling to him . Refuse to take Athens, but rich in personal accomplishment, ternal splendor; and if she could silence the

hold of Jesus, and the waters of God's wrath
was the wife of Leo , Emperor of the East. voice of conscience , she neither heard nor re

sweep you on to damnation .
In his testament she was declared empress garded the reproaches of mankind. The Ro

guardian of the Roman world and her son
Plants of Holiness. man world bowed to the government of a fe

Constantine the Sixth , aged ten years . Dur- male ; and as she moved through the streets

A writer tells of going down with a party ing his childhood she was a faithful mother of Constantinople , the reins of four milk-white

into a coal-mine . “ On the side of the gang- to him . But when the emperor attained the steeds were held by as many patricians, who

way grew a plant which was perfectly white . maturity of youth, and, influenced by his com- marched on foot before the golden chariot of

The visitors were astonished that there, where panions, desired greater power and influence, their queen .”

the coal-dust was continually flying, this little Irene, loath to give up the enjoyment of
But at least she gained the object of her

plant should be so clean . A miner who was power , stifled her maternal feelings , and the ambition ? For 5 short years ! “ These patri

with them took a handful of black dust and world witnessed a disgraceful struggle for cians , raised , enriched , intrusted with the
"

threw it on the plant, but not a particle of it power between mother and son .

first dignities of the empire, basely conspired
adhered. There was a wonderful enamel on

“ The young men conspired to reward the

the plant to which not the finest speck could services of Irene by a perpetual banishment Nicephorus was secretly invested with theagainst their benefactress ; the great treasurer

cling. Living there, amid clouds of dust , to the Isle of Sicily. But her vigilance and purple and crowned at St. Sophia by the

nothing could stain its snowy whiteness ." penetration easily disconcerted their rash pro- venal patriarch. Irene solicited , for the throne

These are the plants which our heavenly jects ; a similar or more severe punishment and treasures which she resigned , a decent

Father hath planted , “ who keep themselves
was retaliated on themselves ; and Irene in and honorable retreat . The avarice of Nice

unspotted from the world.” Jam. 1,27. The flicted on the ungrateful prince the chastise- phorus refused this modest compensation ;

power of God which so wondrously formed ment of a boy. After this contest the mother and , in her exile of the Isle of Lesbos, theem

this little plant , is equaled by his grace which and the son were at the head of two domestic

enables us to repel contaminating sin .
press earned a scanty subsistence by the labors

factions ; and instead of mild influence and
of the distaff.”

voluntary obedience, she held in chains a cap
So how does it stand ? Deceit , perjury,

The Ways of God. tive and an enemy. The empress was over- unnatural cruelty , murder : a little power:

They are wondrous and wise . He bringeth thrown by the abuse of victory ; a revolt of a scanty subsistence earned at the distaff:

light out of darkness , and war beareth the the Armenian guards encouraged a free and death , and if she died impenitent— damnation.

fruit of peace , eternal peace . general declaration , that Constantine VI , was

When Gallienus sat upon the throne of the lawful emperor of the Romans. He as
THE BELIEVING MAN A WORKER.-The be

Rome, hordes of wild Gothic warriors broke scended the throne and dismissed Irene to a lieving man hath the Holy Ghost, and where

into the empire and ravaged the fair provinces life of solitude and repose." the Holy Ghost dwelleth , He will not suffer a

of Asia . They murdered the inhabitants, pil But her thirst for power still kept torturing man to be idle , but stirreth him up to all exer

laged the towns, and worst of all , when they her. The historian continues: " Her haughty cises of piety and godliness and of true re

had plundered all they could make away spirit condescended to the arts of dissimula ligion, to the love of God , the patient suffer

ing of aftlictions, to prayer , to thanksgiving,

with , they loaded a great number of the pro- tion ; she flattered the bishops and eunuchs , and to the exercise of charity towards all

vincials with chains and drove them off into revived the filial tenderness of the prince , re- men . - Luther .

1
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For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. 3. Suffering the most profound contempt: said : “ Behold , ye have heard His blasphemy,

“ All this was done, that the Scriptures “ But I am a worm and no man ; a reproach what think ye ?” They answered and said :

of the Prophets might be fulfilled . " of men and despised of the people. All they “ He is guilty of death.” Matth . 26 , 65. 66 .

that see me laugh me to scorn , they shoot out “ Then were there two thieves crucified with

The end of all prophecies of the Old Testa- the lip , they shake the head ,” etc. Ps . 22 , Him , one on the right hand , and another on

ment was the assurance and hope of the de- 7. 8. “ Then did they spit in His face and the left.” 27 , 33 . • When the even was

liverance from the dreadful consequences of buffeted Him ; and others smote Him with come , there came a rich man of Arimathea ,

Adam's fall through Christ, the Redeemer . the palms of their hands." Matth . 26 , 67. named Joseph , who himself was Jesus ' dis

The fulfillment of all those prophecies through “ And they that passed by reviled Him , wagg- ciple ; he went to Pilate and begged the body

Christ is our assurance that we are redeemed . ing their heads." 27 , 39 . of Jesus," etc. 27 , 57 sq .

Because all is fulfilled that was written , we 4. Crucifixion. " The assembly of the wicked 12. Resurrection . " Neither wilt thou suffer

know , that Christ is the promised Saviour . have enclosed me ; they pierced my hands and thine Holy One to see corruption .” Ps . 16 , 10 .

Resting by faith in thefulfillmentof prophecy, my feet.” Ps . 22 , 16. “ And they crucified “ Why seek ye the living among the dead ?

relating to the Promised One, we know on Him .” Matth . 27 , 35. ( They nailed Him to He is not here, but is risen : remember how

whom we helieve . To fulfill what the Script the cross. ) He spake unto you when He was yet in

ures had foretold , the Son of God appeared 5. Numbered with the malefactors. " And Galilee." Luke 24 , 5. 6 .

in this world . To believe in the perfect, exact He was numbered with the transgressors." The prophecy relating Christ and His mis

accomplishment of what was predicted con- Is . 53 , 12. “ For I say unto you that this , sion speaks in such plain language , that every

cerning Christ, is to believe in His atonement, that is written must yet be accomplished in word serves to convince us , that He was

in Christ Himself, true God and true man. me : And He was reckoned among the trans- clearly predicted and that His passion was

By comparing these various predictions with gressors : for the things concerning me have a vicarious sacrifice for the sins of the world ;

the facts as placed before our eyes in the an end. ” Luke 22 , 37. “ And with Him that His Gospel shall prevail and His king

Gospel, we can not but be the more estab- they crucified two thieves : the one on His dom extend through all ages. “ Behold the

lished in our faith . The Lord Himself made right hand and the other on His left. And Lamb of God , which taketh away the sin of

very frequent appeals to prophecy as evidence the Scripture was fulfilled which saith : and the world .” John 1 , 29. " This is a faithful

of His divine mission and most emphatically He was numbered with the transgressors." saying and worthy of all acceptation , that

refers His hearers to the Scriptures as clearly Mark 15 , 27. 28 . Christ Jesus came into the world to save sin

bearing witness of his sufferings, death and 6. Parting His garments and casting lots ners. " 1 Tim. 1 , 15 .

resurrection . The Saviour could have escaped for them : “ They part my garments among " Thanks be unto God for His unspeakable

the hands of His murderers by His own power ; them and cast lots upon my vesture.” Ps. gift ! ” G. R.

more than twelve legions of angels would have 22 , 18 . “ And when they had crucified Him ,

obeyed His command to frustrate the design they parted His garments, casting lots upon
Restless Congregations.

of His wicked enemies : “ but how , then , them what every man should take.” Mark

should the Scriptures be fulfilled ? " Matth. 15 , 24. John 19 , 23 .
Prof. Drummond's criticism of American

26 , 54. " The Scripture can not be broken ,", 7. Tasting the bitter potion. “ They gave congregations is , that we appear to be " rest“
“

John 10 , 35 ; it can not be dissolved or ren- me also gall for my meat ; and in my thirst
less and ever strained ; there is a tension , a

dered of none effect . — To show the truth of they gave me vinegar to drink .” Ps . 69 , 21 .
taut nerve , a lack of repose that the gospel

prophecy in general and especially to prove “ They gave Him vinegar to drink mingled
gives . ” The Professor is right , and in his

that by it Christ was designated as the Saviour with gall : and when He had tasted thereof , description has hit the nail squarely on the

of mankind, the quotations of the following He would not drink.” Matth. 27 , 34. “ One head. The restlessness of our society shows

predictions and their exact fulfillment relating of them ran and took a sponge and filled it itself in our congregations. The air of the

the passion, death and resurrection of the Son with vinegar , and put it on a reed and gave world has found its way into the church . It

of Man may suffice. Him to drink .” 27 , 48 .

is this feature of restlessness that puts the
1. Christ's entry into Jerusalem , to give 8. His dereliction and unspeakable agony heaviest burden on the pastor. The average

Himself up in the hands of the Jews and upon the cross, suffering the pain of eternal
American preacher can never be sure of hisGentiles and to make His death a ransom damnation : “ My God, my God, why hast congregation. It puts a great task on brain

price for our souls : “ Behold , thy King cometh thou forsaken me ?" Ps . 22 , 1 . " And about

and mind and heart to meet the unnatural ,
unto thee : he is just and having salvation ; the ninth hour , Jesus cried with a loud voice , unwholesome expectation. Topics that are

lowly and riding upon an ass and upon a colt , saying , Eli , Eli , lama sabachthani! that is to
new and striking must be announced. New

the foal of an ass.” Zech . 9 , 9. “ And when say , My God, my God , why hast thou for- methods of church work must be devised.

they drew nigh unto Jerusalem ... then sent saken me? ” Matth . 27 , 46 .
The machinery must be changed and multi

Jesus two disciples , saying unto them , Go 9. His death , which was not to be followed plied. If the people can not find enough of

into the village over against you , and straight- by corruption . " He was cut off out of the
spice, of entertainment in the church gather

way ye shall find an ass tied , and a colt with land of the living ” ( He died ) ; "for the trans- ings, or of humor, story or stirring incident

her. ... All this was done , that it might be gression of my people was He stricken ” in the sermon, they begin the march for the
fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet ” ... ( smitten to death ) , Is . 53 , 8. " Neither wilt

next church .

Matth . 21 , 1–3. thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. "
This is from an Eastern church-paper that

2. The betrayal by one of his disciples, and Ps . 16 , 10. “ Jesus said , It is finished : and is well acquainted of the facts here mentioned .

the mean , contemptible price : — " So they He bowed His head and gave up the ghost.”-
Weighed for myprice thirty piecesof silver. ” John 19, 30. “ And the angel said: He is not ourchurches ought to take due warning where

sensational preaching will lead pastors and
Zech . 11 , 12.— “ Yea, mine own familiar friend , here , for He is risen , as He said . Come , see

people . In place of remaining sober Chris
in whom Itrusted , which did eatofmy bread , the place where the Lord lay.” Matth. 28 , 6. tians they will be made, by sensational work ,

hath lifted up his heel against me.” (Treach- ( Acts 2 , 25—32 . )
disputing Athenians bent only on hearing

ery of Judas. ) Ps . 41 , 9. “ And Judas said 10. Piercing His side with a spear. " And

something new to gratify the carnal mind.

unto them : What will you give me , and I will they shall look upon me , whom they have

deliver Him unto you ? And they covenanted pierced .” Zech . 12 , 10 . 6. But one of the

with him for thirty pieces of silver .” Matth . soldiers with a spear pierced His side and Jewery

26 , 15.— “ I speak not of you all : I know forthwith came thereout blood and water."
whom I have chosen : but that the Scripture John 19 , 34. (Rev. 1 , 7. ) " Ye understand all things carnally," said

may be fulfilled , He that eateth bread with 11. Christ's burial . “ His death was ap- Justin Martyr to Tryphon the Jew , and noth

me hath lifted up his heel against me.” John pointed with the wicked , and with a rich man ing better can be said of the Jews of the pres

13 , 18. Acts 1 , 16. 17. (Matth. 27 , 9. ) was His tomb." Is. 53 , 9. The high priest | ent age.

:

.

>
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always did take , the diseased oyster to pro- know what was in the book . So he set about

Miscellaneous
duce the pearl , and so out of Rome came the to read it . But long before he had read the

pearl of Protestantism , that grand man of good book through he learned from it that he

Appeal for Assistance . Europe and Germany, Martin Luther . A was a sinner , and that his only hope was in

Roman Catholic priest once took up a walnut Christ Jesus . He quit his bad life , and was

Our deceased brother, Rev. R. L. Good- with the bark on and said : “ Now , I am going truly sorry for his sins . When he told all

man , has left a widow and two children , the to show you the Christian religion as exempli- this to the missionary , he baptized him , and

oldest five years, the youngest fivemonthsold. fied here. You see the bark , and that contains the man who had been a robber became a
He also left a small property in Neutral , Kans . , tannin . That is Lutherism . It is not fit to member of the church and a useful Christian.

which , however, is incumbered with a heavy eat , it is only fit to be used for chemical pur- He then lent his Bible to his brother,who was

mortgage, amounting, as we are informed , to poses. He tore of the bark . “ There ,” he also a heathen , and he , too , became a Chris

$500.00 . Also the funeral expenses are not says , “ is the hard nut. The outer shell is tian . The Bible can do wonders .

yet paid . If the widow receives no assistance Calvinism . Now , I will show you the true Child's Paper.

she will lose this small property and will be religion.” He cracked the nut, and behold ,

left entirely penniless . Our Conference not it was black and rotten inside .
Prying into the Secrets of Nature.

yet having a treasury for the aid of ministers'

widows and orphans we , therefore, appeal to Prof. E. Hall , in a recent paper read before
Pride Rebuked.

our pastors and congregations and all benev Royal Society , thinks the phenomenon of

olent Christians to give substantial aid to this
Chief -Justice Marshall was a great man.

terrestrial magnetism can be explained by the

our bereaved sister, remembering what is said
But he was not a proud man. He was not

existence of a concentric zone of rock filled

James 1 , 27 : “ Pure religion and undefiled with magnetic iron , situated about 100 miles

before God and the Father is this, to visit the the habit of going to market of a morning,
too proud to wait upon himself. He was in

below the surface of the earth . If only 15

fatherless and widows in their affliction ,"especially the widows and orphans of those purchasing what wasneeded for the kitchen, per cent. of iron were present, this zone need

not exceed three miles in thickness . The

and carrying it home himself. One morning

who foregoing earthly gain devoted them- while returning from market, he passed a existence of the magnetic poles at the north ,

selves to the ministry of reconciliation .Moneys should be sent to Rev. A. w. young man who was swearing violently be- would bedue to protuberances of the magnetic

mass into the exterior non -magnetic shell.

Meyer , No. 614 Andrews Str., Winfield ,Kans. turkey he had purchased . This young man
cause he could find no one to carry home a

.
Independent .

F. KUEGELE, Pres.

had just moved to Richmond , and did not

know the Judge. Mr. Marshall, on hearing
Acknowledgment.

Thomas 0. Larkin, before ever I will the man's profane language , stepped up and
Dear WITNESS, - It is well known to you that I

renounce my Faith or ever mortgage said , “ Where do you live ? ” On being told , have been bereſt of mydear beloved husband and

my Children in advance to Rome, I will be added , “ That is on my way , and I will also that I am left in very needy circumstances .

die a barren old Maid. take the turkey home for you .” And so the
Now I am unable to express my heart- felt thanks

two walked together until they reached the for the liberal donations of my dear brethren in

To this city of Boston was given the credit young man's residence . “ What shall I pay Christ . God loves a cheerful giver and doubtlessly

and the bonor of sending the first American you ? ” said he . “ Oh , nothing, ” said the his blessings will rest upon all such . I acknowledge
with thanks the receipt of $2.00 towards my support

consul to California , years before it fell into Judge ; " you are welcome ; it was all in the
from N. N. of New York ; $ 2.00 from Omega of

the possession of the United States. That way , and it was no trouble to me. “ Who
Addison , ill .; $2.00 from a student of theology of

man went from your city . He was engaged is that polite old man who brought home my Concordia Seminary; $ 1.00 from Ben Rapft of

to a true Yankee lady . He went out to Cali- turkey for me?” asked the young man of a Crystal City ; $5.00 from Rev. Kuegele ofKoiners

fornia , and then he sent for her , andishe had by -stander. “ Oh,” said he, “ that is Judge Store , Va.; and $ 5.00 from Rev. D. A. Goodman

to make the trip alone around the Horn. Marshall, Chief Justice of the United States.' of Connelly Springs, N. C .; $25.00 per Rev. A. W.

When she arrived there he had made pro- " Why did he bring home my turkey ?" " Ile Meyer of Mr.J. P. Baden, Winfield, Kans .

Neutral , Kansas, March 5th, 1890 .
vision for her in the home of a Spanish family did it,” said the by-stander , “ to give you a

MAGGIE R, GOODMAN.
where she could be comfortably housed for a rebuke, and teach you to attend to your own

short time . She began to be somewhat im- business.

patient. She did not want to remain there ; Subscriptions Paid.

she had come to be married , and did not want
What the Bible can do.

Fr. Schuette, Farmer's Retreat, Ind . , (VII 17
any unnecessary delay . However it so hap

to VIII 16 ) $ 1.00

pened that there was not a Protestant minis- I recently read a story which I think will Rev. A. Krafft, Meriden,Conn . , ( VIII)

ter in the whole of California. It was not then do my little friends good .
Rev. E. Zuerrer, Paullina, Ia . , (VIII . IX . X

It will show you 2 cc . ) 6.00

permissable for a representative or official of what the Bible can do . Some time ago there Rev. E.Zuerrer,Paullina, Ia., (VII 15 to X 14) 3.00

the Mexican government to perform a civil was a missionary preaching to the heathens in 0. Mast, Elkhart, Ind. ( VITI 19 to IX 18 )
A. Gerner , Donnellson, II., (VII)

, 1.00

marriage. The only way, if they wanted to India about Jesus. One day a man came to Rev. C. Schroeder, Mt.Olive,III., (VIII. IX ) 2.00

become united in matrimony , was to embrace him and asked to be baptized . The missionary A. Moeckel, wintield ,Kans., (VIII 17 to lÝ 16 ) 1.00
P. F. Rex , St. Louis, Mo. , ( VIII 2 cc . IX) 2.40

the Roman Catholic religion, and solemnly was glad to hear that the man wanted to be Mrs. M.Goodman, Neutral, Kans . , ( VHII 13 to
IX 12 )

vow that any children that might come to baptized . So he asked him to sit down and Rev. 0.Hanser, Rockville, Conn., (VII. VIII) 2.00

them should be brought up in that faith . He they had a talk together . The missionary Rev.G.A. Mueller, Conant, III., (IX ).
1.00

told her what the consequences would be . could not baptize the man until he was sure
H. Thoele, New Orleans, La ., (VIII 20 to IX 19) 1.00

Rev. T. Thieme, South Bend, Ind ., ( IX ) 1.00

“ Sallie ,” he said , “ that will be the case.” that he believed in the Lord Jesus. But how L. Haeberle, Charlottesville , Va. , (VIII)

She looked at him and said , “ Thomas O. Lar- could a man in that heathen land become a Rev. A. E. Michel , Pensacola , Fla ., ( VII 8 to

IX 1 10 cc . )

kin , before ever I will renounce my faith , or Christian ? It was this way . This man be- Mrs. Julia Pantlen, St. Paul , Minn , ( VIII 15

ever mortgage the children in advance before longed to a band of robbers. One night these Rev.R.Siegler, Barre Mills,Wis.,(VIII)
to IX 14 )

they are begotten to Rome, I will die a bar robbers got a great deal of spoil, and hid it in Edw . F. Diercks, New York City , (IX )
2.00

ren old maid .” Two years passed by, and a a woods. The next day they met to divide it . G. A. Kolmorgen ,Cleveland, O., (VI. VII)
Rev. H. Bode, Wamego, Kans . , ( VIII )

1.00

consul of the United States came from Hono- Among the things given to this man was a Rev. W. Schumacher, Kilmapagh ,Mich ., ( VIII ) 1.00

lulu and married them .
copy of the Bible . He had never seen

Rev. A. Dietrich , Petersburgh , 0., (VIII 19 to
1.00

In looking over this subject in the light of Bible before . But he had heard of it . He Rev. F. Kroeger, Brandywine, W. Va . , (VIII.

the history of the past , I am reminded that knew it was the book out of which the Chris IX 1-12 10 cc . ) 15.00

Rome is like a diseased oyster. It takes , and tian missionaries preached . He felt curious to CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, PRINTER .

* )

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

11.62

1.00

1.00

1.00
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If you

too many children learn from small up. Par- prove his time to win earthly treasures ,

ents at home and teachers at school are pro- should we improve our time to lay up for

fuse in uttering threats which are never exe- ourselves treasures in heaven, being watchful

cuted and so the children learn to despise always to do that which is truly wise .

their threats , and when they are grown the Now the word time is used in manifold con

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE devil has easy work in persuading them , it nections. We speak of good times , bad times,

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR. would be even so also with the threats of lifetime, time of grace , time of visitation, and

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
God. And this spiritual security, this dis- the like. Here the word is used in a general

regard of God's threats is to a great extent sense , comprising good and evil times , short

also promoted by the preaching of the day. moments and long years . We are to redeem

XX. Sunday after Trinity.
Instead of preaching the law in all its sharp- the time , whatever kind of time it may be .

Eph . 5 , 15—21 . ness and picturing sin in its true colors as so Hence, to realize the force of this exhortation

terrible a guilt that only the shedding of we must consider time itself , what it is ..

DEARLY BELOVED :—After seducing man to God's own blood could make atonement for First of all we must remember the impor

fall away from God Satan has two great nets it , many preachers will represent God as so tance of time . Time is something precious.

in which he entangles the souls of men and excessively good that He could not punish The adage says: Time is money , and in

drags them down to everlasting destruction , sin everlastingly. By such preaching God is worldly matters this is certainly true . The

and these two nets are security and despair. not glorified as being both perfectly merciful farmer who does not improve seed -time, will

Manifold as are the ways in which the un- and perfectly just, He is rather represented not bind many sheaves in barvest . Time spent

regenerate walk, they are all entangled either as a weak father who is not much in earnest in idleness is so much money lost ; and time

in spiritual security or in despair. In spiritual about his threatenings and will not carry them spent in spiritual idleness , is so much glory

security all those walk in whom there is not out. That this is the tone of the language on lost before the angels of heaven .

the fear of God , or who live in sip flattering many pulpits the recent controversy on ever- Important is time, because of its irrevoca

themselves that they have yet plenty of time lasting punishment proves ; for never since bility. Time once passed can never be re

to repent and to turn to God, or who depend the Reformation has it been called in question called . Other losses may be retrieved , but

on their own works of piety for righteousness ; among Protestants that sin deserves and will time not . Many a one in the evening of his

in despair all those are entangled who despair receive everlasting punishment at the hands life would give a fortune to recall time and to

of breaking the bonds of sin and obtaining of God , unless forgiveness is sought in the live it over once more, but yesterday is past

righteousness , or who think that their sins wounds of Christ . and gone and no one can recall it .

are greater than that they could be forgiven Considering all this we may not wonder that did not redeem or improve the hours of yester

and that there is no more any hope for them . the fear of God has diminished and spiritual day it is time lost to you and you can never

Satan's mode of operation is , first to represent security has spread over Christendom like a more make it up again . Our lifetime is like

sin as a small matter or something very de- flood, that together with the children of the unto a book and our days like unto the leaves

sirable and thus to make men secure to walk world many nominal Christians live in this of a book . A leaf once written full and

in sin without fear ; thereafter when men are world as though there was no lake of fire turned over can never be turned back again ,

awakened out of their spiritual slumber either burning with brimstone where the smoke of neither can the writing be obliterated ; for

by seeing the evil results of their doings , or their torment will rise up for ever and ever. the next day turns over a new leaf, and so it

by the knocking of death at their door , then If , therefore , we would not be seduced and goes on until the book is full , when it is

Satan tries to persuade them , it was now too also lulled to sleep we must, as the apostle sealed and laid by for the day when the books

late for repentance , or that their guilt was so here exhorts , “ walk circumspectly, not as fools, will be opened :

enormously great that there could be no hope but as wise , redeeming the time, because the “ The records truly telling,

of forgiveness. That this is the devil's plan days are evil.” Allow me, therefore , briefly What each has done both great and small ,

of operation we can daily observe ; for men
When he on earth was dwelling."to speak of :

live securely in the world , until at their latter
THE CHRISTIAN'S DUTY What you have done in the days of your

end they awaken to a sense of their danger, THE TIME , youth , how you spend the years of manhood

death and judgment staring them in the face , setting forth or womanhood , whatever you do upon earth ,

and then, as a rule , they go hence despairing I. the preciousness of time; and it is all written in the book of time and you

of grace and salvation . II . what redeeming the time is. can not blot it out ; for you can not recall

Especially in our time does spiritual security time once past , but you will hear of it again

prevail again similarly as in the time of Noah .
I.

when it will be said : “ There shall be time

If people can only have plenty of money, To walking circumspectly belongs the re no longer," and according to what will be

good eating and drinking, conveniences and deeming of the time ; for so the apostle says : found in the book of your lifetime, will either

pleasures , then all is right and further they " Walk circumspectly , not as fools , but as wise , be said : “ Come unto me” , or : “ Depart from
do not concern themselves. The threats of redeeming the time.” In so writing the apostle me. ” Time , therefore, gives the decision for

God in His Word are set aside altogether, or seems to have had reference to business trans- eternity . God has so ordained that we shall

people will indeed hear or read them , but do actions . Like as sellers and buyers in the live in time once, then at the judgment He

not take them as being meant in real earnest , market are wide awake and watch their time takes up the daybook of our time on earth

and well may we ask with Moses : “ Who to sell or buy to advantage , so should we and judges accordingly. Time is , indeed , pre

knoweth the power of thine anger ?” This Christians redeem the time being wide awake cious and we should eagerly redeem every
alarming state of affairs is largely the fruit to improve it to the best advantage. Like as day of our lifetime to sow good seed and not
of wrong training ; for to despise threats but a merchant who is greedy for gain will im - tares.

TO REDEEM
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Job says :

Precious is time because of its brevity. the moment that time ends, or from the mo- things unto God and the Father in the nameof

“ Man that is born of woman is ment the soul is called out of time into eter- our Lord Jesus Christ.” Some have also this

of few days and full of trouble . He cometh nity , the space allotted for grace is past. In fault of having an eye only to great and im

forth like a flower, and is cutdown : he fleeth time the door to the kingdom of grace is open portant things , the small they overlook ; but

also as a shadow and continueth not.” Yea, unto all and the Lord urges all to enter in ; we should improve the time to do whatever is

even when the days of our lifetime are three- but after and outside of time there is no such given us to do , be it great or small. God does

score years and ten , yet Moses says of it : door , and those who in time did not enter in , not despise small things, He takes that which

“ It is soon cut off, and we fly away . " When will in eternity knock in vain crying : “ Lord , is small and makes great things out of it . If

I was a boy it appeared to me as an almost Lord , open to us.” Whosoever redeemed the you are above doing small acts of charity and

interminable time until I would be twenty , time to obtain the grace of God has it in eter- want to wait , until you find an opportunity to

now I have more than doubled that number nity ; and whosoever in time did not lay hold do a great work of benevolence for the good

. and I must confess that I scarcely know how of the grace of God , has it not in eternity . of a large community , you may perhaps wait

the years have passed . In the cares and O surely ! time is a precious thing, the space for half a century and you will never have

labors , the sorrows and pleasures which day allotted us to obtain everlasting communion done good to your fellow-man ; but if you will

for day is continually bringing to us , the time with God . do an act of charity to-day and to -morrow

from childhood to old age is like as a step ; But to see how necessary it is to redeem again , your day-book after fifty years will

the years flit away and we hardly become the time we must not overlook what Paul show a goodly sum of deeds of charity. If

aware of it. Let not the devil flatter you adds : “ Because the days are evil.” Paul does you despise putting away your faults one by

into security, persuading you to think , you of course not mean to say that then there one , and want to wait till you can put them

bad a long time to live and you could well were what we are accustomed to call hard all away in one bundle , you will never pro

afford to spend a number of years in the times , nor that the days in themselves are gress in sanctification ; but if you improve

service of sin and the world , in after years evil ; for time is a creature ofGod and it is the time to rid yourself now of one , then of

there would be plenty of time to make pro- something very good that God created time another fault , you will grow after the inner

vision for the soul . Multitude is the name of and divided it into days and months and man . That is essentially redeeming the time,

those who comfort themselves in this way, and years ; but Paul means to say , our days are to watch one's opportunity and to do what at

when their years have slipped away despair fraught with danger for the children of God. the time is the proper thing . Redeeming the

spreads over their souls , for then the devil If Paul complained so of his time , what, then , time , is to improve the favorable moment to

will grin at them telling them , it was now too should we say since it is an undeniable fact do the right thing ; and to let such moments

late , they had lived unto sin and the world that from generation to generation humanity slip by unimproved , is losing time. Any one

too long . The time in which the daybook of is degenerating as physically so also in in- so looking around inside and outside himself

our life is written full , passes away quickly tegrity and morality, as also the Scriptures for opportunity of improving the time unto

and we should be wise to redeem the time describe the latter days as the most evil times . the glory of God , will find more to do than he

that every leaf of that book narrate of us In these eighteen hundred years , since Paul can accomplish , though he should live a hun

good and not evil . preached , the devil has not been idle , he has dred years.

To the brevity of time comes its uncertainty . invented many new sins , new nets with which Whilst not overlooking what men call small

There are some who reach the fourscore , but to catch the souls of men ; and if in these things, we should early improve the time in

one knows beforehand if he will be evil days we would escape seduction and de- doing the most necessary .
What is the most

amongst them ; with many the adage proves struction , we must verily redeem the time to necessary ? When on the day of judgment
true : To-day red , to-morrow dead . Because " walk circumspectly , not as fools, but as wise," the books will be opened , those will enter in

the time of life is uncertain many , indeed , com to the joy of their Lord in whose diary a day

fort themselves, they would yet have a long
II .

is recorded when they repented of their sins

time to live and need not as yet be so anxious When do we redeem the time ? The answer and turned to Christ to find forgiveness in

about readiness for death , but that is certainly may be given in short words : when we apply Him . Then will the great deeds of Napoleon

notwisdom ; on the contrary , because I know the time unto the glory of God . Whatever be of no value, the self-invented works of the

notwhether I will live to see to morrow's sun , God made , He made unto His glory , also monks will be found light as a feather ; for

I must, if I would act wisely , live to -day as time. Since Satan established his kingdom the eyes of the Lord seek repentance and

though it was to be my last day on earth , be- in this world , time is applied by the wicked faith . This is the most necessary and for this

cause perhaps it might be the last . So to im- unto the dishonor of God ; but we Christians we should redeem the time, to repent and be

prove time the Lord teaches when He says : are to redeem time again and are to apply it lieve in the Lord Jesus Christ Every one nego

" Watch, therefore ; for ye know not what ưnto the glory of God : and , indeed, every lecting this, though hemay have accomplished

hour your Lord doth come.” Because we do moment of timewhich is not applied unto the ever so many other things, will be found as

not know how many leaves the day-book of glory of God , is not redeemed, it is lost . Now one who squandered away all the precious

our life contains or when the last leaf is at to the glory of God we apply the time when we time which was granted him on earth and it

hand , therefore , to act wisely , we must be labor in our calling , when we make ourselves would have been better for that man if he

ready every day to close the book , knowing useful to others, when we seek the kingdom had never lived in time, because he is lost in

that when it will be opened , it will show our of God , when we magnify His name and spread eternity. Have you neglected this in the past,

place to be on the right band of the Son of abroad His fame, and to do these things as we doitnow . Hear what the prophet says: " Sow
To-night the cry may come: “ The ought, we must surely husband our time . to yourselves in righteousness , reap in mercy ;

bridegroom cometh ," therefore to -night we Frequently people complain that they have break up your fallow ground ; for it is time

should be ready to meet Him . nothing to do and do not know how to spend to seek the Lord , till be come and rain right

But that which before all else makes time the time. The trouble with such people is , eousness upon you." Do no longer let Him

precious, is because it comprises the space in they do not look around for something useful knock in vain , but hear His voice ; for if He

which God offers His grace to man . There- to do ; for if they did they would soon ex- knocks in vain at your door in time you will

fore God sent His Son to be born in time in perience that also herein the word of the Lord knock in vain at His door in eternity .

order that in time He might extend grace to applies : “ He that seeketh , findeth .” There But if we do stand in the faith of Christ,

men ; therefore Christ in time rose again from are , indeed , unemployed moments when we the most necessary work is that we abide in

the dead that in time whosoever will might have nothing special to do , but how these may faith unto the end . It is perseverance to

take of the water of life freely . But God has be applied profitably unto the glory of God which Paul here exhorts . The Ephesians had

so ordained that with the end of time the dis- Paul here tells us, writing : "Speaking to received the Gospel, they stood in the faith

pensation of His grace will end . In time and yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual and here Paul admonishes them to improve

so long as time lasts , God offers His grace to songs , singing and making melody in your the time to walk wisely in order to avoid the

all and to each one individually ; but from heart to the Lord ; giving thanks always for all evils and to escape the seductions of those

no

man .
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days. Even so should we improve the time apostles effected a radical reformation in the the extremely simple and easy way of becoming

continually to become more rooted and groun- church ; but it was when tradition had been a Christian , proposed by Mr. Campbell. All

ded in the faith that we may be armed against substituted for the Bible . Luther and his co- men feel , more or less sensibly , the need of

the seductions of our days. At certain times laborers effected a glorious reformation ; but religion ; and if they could be suited , few would

and certain places there are always certain it was when both clergy and people had long hesitate to become religious . Mr. Campbell

errors and sins prevalent . Wisely to redeem been ignorant of the Bible , and oral tradition , laughed at " experimental religion ,” rejected

the time we must have an eye to those errors expounded by pretended infallibility , was their the distinction between mere intellectual be

and sins prevailing in our time and our sur- rule of faith . In this reformation the morals lief and saving faith, and required , in order to

roundings and must arm ourselves against of the people were as corrupt as their faith ; baptism , the belief of one single proposition on

them . Now the most dangerous evil of our and the former was the indubitable evidence the best evidence. Said he, “ But the grandeur,

times is that people live securely in the world , of the latter. But Mr. Campbell undertook a sublimity and beauty of the foundation of

caring little or nothing for God and religion. radical reformation amongst those who took hope, and of ecclesiastical or social union, es

Therefore we should improve the timeto keep the Bible as the only rule of faith and prac- tablished by the author and founder of Chris

spiritually awake and not to fall to slumbering. tice ; who were in the constant habit of read- tianity , consisted in this, that the belief of one

We are living in the last times , and we should ing and studying the sacred volume ; who fact , and that upon the best evidence in the

keep our lamp trimmed and burning , that were zealously engaged in circulating it with- world , is all that is requisite , as far as faith

whenever the trump of God sounds, or when- out note or comment amongst the people ; and goes , to salvation . The belief of this one fact ,

ever we are called away out of time , we may whose morals , to say the least , were quite as and submission to one institution expressive

be ready to close our record on earth and good as his own ! Who ever before heard of of it , is all that is required of heaven to ad

cheerfully to give it into the hands of the a radical defection from the truth , without a mission into the church. *** The one fact is ex

Lamb of God. Amen, corresponding deterioriation of morals ? or of a pressed in a single propostion — that Jesus, the

true reformation in faith , without a correspond Nazarene, is the Messiah. The evidence upon

ing improvement in morals ? If Mr. Campbell's which it is to be believed , is the testimony of

reformation is genuine, where are its fruits ? twelvemen , confirmed by prophecy, miracles ,

Does his sect exhibit a purer morality, or a and spiritualgifts. The one institution is bap

more expansive and active benevolence than tism into the name of the Father , and of the

Against Campbellism or the so-called the sects” he sought to reform ? “ By their Son, and of the Holy Spirit . Every such per

Bible-Christianism.*
fruits ye

shall know them . ” son is a disciple in the fullest sense of the

The success of this movement was, for a word, the moment he has believed this one
1. THE ORIGIN OF CAMPBELLISM ITS PRETEN

number of years, remarkably rapid . Crowds fact , upon the above evidence , and has sub
SIONS , AND CAUSES OF ITS EARLY'SUCCESS .

flocked to the standard of the new reforma- mitted to the above-mentioned institution .”

In the year of our Lord 1823 , Alexander tion ; and a numerous sect , filled with admira- Chris. Sys., pp . 126. 127 . How plain the

Campbell , of Bethany, Virginia , announced tion for their leader , was speedily formed. way, and bow easy to become a Christian !

himself to the world as a Reformer. He may It may be well to mention some of the princi- Multitudes who never imagined that they were

have appeared in this character earlier than pal causes of this success . near the kingdom , certainly believed the one

the time we mention ; but in that year he 1. Mr. Campbell's zealous advocacy of im- fact ; and why should they not be immersed ,

commenced the publication of The Christian mersion as the only valid baptism , and his and thus secure eternal life ?

Baptist, in which he developed the principles opposition to infant baptism , gave him great 4. The popularity of this reformation was

and doctrines of his new Reformation . It fame amongst the Baptists . He is a man of greatly increased amongst a large class of men

was no ordinary work which he and his friends popular talents ; and , having been educated by the zeal with which Mr. Campbell assailed

proposed to themselves ; it was a radical re- amongst Presbyterians, had acquired much the clergy and denounced all the benevolent

formation of the church throughout the world . more learning than Baptist ministers generally enterprises of the age . The clergy of all de

He could not admit the claims of any of the possessed. Being regarded as a Baptist, and nominations he represented as corrupt men ,

existing churches to be true churches of Christ. editing The Christian Baptist, he found little influenced wholly by ambition and the love of

In the preface to the first edition of the Chris- difficulty in diffusing his opinions extensively money . “ Every member,” said he , “ of this

tian Baptist he said , “ Besides, to convert the amongst the Baptist churches, especially in kingdom of priests is aiming for one and the

heathen to the popular Christianity of these the West. The consequence was, that very same object : and though in other provinces

times would be an object of no great conse- large numbers united in forming his new sect . [than theMethodists ] the ranks may be fewer,

quence , as the popular Christians themselves , 2. The apparent zeal of Mr. Campbell for and the honors less , the desires , and aims ,

for the most part , require to be converted to the union of all Christians, misled many well and pursuits of the priesthood are specifically

the Christianity of the New Testament.” And meaning people . He rejected creeds as the the same.” Again , " Indeed money is of vital

in vol . 1 , p . 23 , we find the following declara- prolific cause of the unbappy divisions of the consequence in the kingdom of the clergy. ***

tion , " The worshiping establishments now in church, and with some plausibility insisted , Money is the bond of union, the associating

operation throughout Christendom , increased that if all would unite on the Bible alone , and principle in all popular establishments. ***

and cemented by their respective voluminous agree to use Bible words in speaking of Bible Money , I think , may be considered not merely

confessions of faith , and their ecclesiastical truths, all divisionswould be healed , and unity as the bond of union in popular establish

constitutions , are not churches of Jesus Christ, and harmony restored to the church of Christ. ments , but it is really the rock on which the

but the legitimate daughters of that mother of “ The principle," says he, “ which was in- popular churches are built.” — Chris. Bap. ,

harlots, the Church of Rome. ” In the Mil- scribed upon our banners when we withdrew vol . 1 , pp . 19. 42. 43. Church - schools, Bible

lennial Harbinger, vol . 3 , p . 362 , we find the from the ranks of the sects , was, Faith in Societies , Missionary Boards were all set down

following question and answer : Q. “ And what Jesus as the true Messiah, and obedience to as part and parcel of the plans of the clergy

of the apostasy? - doyou place all the sects him as our Saviour and King, the only test of to fill their pockets with the people's money.

in the apostasy ? A. Yes ; all religious sects Christian character, and the only bond of Chris- The love of money is very strong in the human

who have any human bond of union , all who tian union , communion, and co-operation , ir- heart ; and appeals to it never fail of produ

rally under any articlesofconfederation other respective of all creeds , opinions, command - cing effect. Covetous men learned with de

than the apostles ' doctrine , and who refuse ments, and traditions of men .” – Pref. to light from Mr. Campbell , that they were under

to yield all homage to the ancient order of Chris. Sys., p . 8. To many minds this plat- no obligations to support those who devoted

things .” form seemed just the thing needed . The themselves to the preaching of the gospel , as

This was a new position . Christ and his end sought was confessedly most desirable ; Paul had led them to suppose ( 1 Cor. 9 , 14) ,

and the means proposed appeared simple and or to give to the Bible and Missionary enter

* Adapted from a tractby the Rev.N.L. Rice, obvious .
Itprises . Nay, it was even sinful to do so .

D. D. , published by the Pr . Board of Publication ,

No. 170. 3. Many were drawn into this movement by became , therefore , a part of their religion to

6
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keep their money in their pockets. Mr. Camp that is , houses that remain . In these mansions

bell had discovered not only a very easy , but what joy, what unspeakable happiness will we

a very cheap religion. Why should he not enjoy ! If the sun , moon and stars of this

have the thanks of money -loving men ? Why Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt . present world are so nicely adorned and shine

should they not be willing to pay him a trifle in much marvelous lustre , what brightness

annually for the Christian Baptist or the Mil- The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st and glory will our heavenly home afford, the

lennial Harbinger, when he so greatly relieved souri and other states.
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

After theMoneys , names of subscribers, very dwelling of God himself !

their consciences ? Why should they not em- changes of addresses and all other businesscommunications general house-cleaning of the latter day , when
brace this cheap religion ? The effects of such should besent to Rev. A.Birkner,3506 Caroline Str.,

St. Louis , Mo. Al communications for the editorial de our sinful eyes shall have put on immortality

appeals were soon manifest. One of his ad- partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str., | and sinless vigor , when we shall behold the

mirers wrote him , “ Your paper has well nigh Zanesville, Ohio . Termsofsubscription $1.00 per annum in Father and Source of all light; and the Son
advance . Money sent otherwise than by money -order or

stopped missionary operations in this State.” of God , the Sun of righteousness ; and the

Chris . Bap ., p . 144. Another correspondent, Holy Ghost the Author of illumination and

however, writes just what we would expect ,
Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second

sanctification ; and the holy angels , those

" As I informed you when here , I repeat again , flames of glowing lustre and shining bright

your opposition to a preached gospel, to the ST. LOUIS , MO., April 7, 1890. ness ; and the many thousand bodies of the

preachers and Bible Societies , secures to you elect who shall shine forever as the stars of

the concurrence of the covetous, the igno- Columbus discovered America400 years the firmament, then we shall want no other
rant , the prayerless and Christless Christians. ago, this you believe ; why will you not home, we shall want to stay there as Peter on

Should they have had any religion, they cease believe the glorious tidings of Christ's the mount of transfiguration, nor will we ever
to enjoy it as soon as they embrace your Resurrection ?

be told to move or to payrent.

views ; at the same time you wound the hearts

of the zealous and devout Christians.” — lbid ., Grand preparations are made to celebrate
Forgiveness of Sins.

vol. 1 , p . 70. Singular effects these to be pro- the centennial of America's discovery by

duced by the writings of a great reformer ! Christopher Columbus in 1492. The largest Forgiveness of sins is the greatest blessing

5. This reformation gained popularity , too, cities of our United States have vied with imaginable, and certainly there is no treasure

because it made every immersed person , how- each other to be made by Congress the centre on earth to excel remission of our transgres

ever ignorant , a preacher, “ in the only sense of this celebration ; committees were elected sions. It is of greater valuethan all treasures

in which any person can now be called a and sent to look after the interests of their of the universe ; for if you remove forgiveness

preacher." *** " But to be more explicit in fellow -townsmen ; speeches were made, doc- of sins, temporal goods can in no wise nor in

expressing my views of the means which the uments and reports written , millions of dollars any measure make us attain to blessedness .

church is to use for the salvation of the world , signed , the mind and eye of the western Moreover , where forgiveness of sins is lack

I would remark , that having the record , or hemisphere was bent on this one subject. ing , there no earthly power or high position

testimony of God in it , and every member Now if we would skeptically ask , How do you availeth in the least . Contrariwise where for

professing it , it becomes the duty and high know , that Columbus discovered America ? giveness of sins is had , there neither bodily

privilege of every member of it to be a preacher If we would in wilfull incredulity say , It is sickness nor poverty nor death nor any other

of the gospel, in the only sense in which any not true, what people believe and say and misfortune is able to do us an evil turn. For

person can now be called a preacher. ” — Chris. write about this discovery , we shall never when sin is taken away and forgiven, then

Bap . , p . 70 . allow ourselves to be convinced thereof as a such things are all turned into blessings and

In these words Mr. Campbell destroys the fact ! What would our contemporaries say ? sanctified . Whatever betide , joy or sorrow ,

distinction made in the Bible and in our Augs- Why, they would laugh us to scorn because of success or hindrance , glee or gloom , health or

burg Confession between the general priest- our ignorance and adjudge us a fit subject for sickness , honor or reproach , visions of Para

hood of all Christians and the public office of the insane asylum . Why ? Because the very dise or Satan's messenger, ecstasy or the deep

the called ministry . “ No one shall publicly presence of European people, laws , religion , waters of anguish, first and above all we

teach and administer the sacraments in the language, arts , commerceon the whole Amer- should seek remission of sin and remain as

church unless he be duly called," professes ican continent is solid , self - evident proof of sured thereof.

the Augsburg Confession which insisted firmly the discovery of America by Columbus. Only

on the common priesthood of all children of since he crossed the waters of the Atlantic , Carnal Security .

God. It is one thing to be made a priest of have others followed him and has this country

God in baptism , and another to be made a attained the condition wherein it now is . Carnal security was in all ages a common

minister who in the name of his fellow-priests After Columbus had shown the way under and very pernicious vice . In its train came

officiates in the church. It is one thing to be God's providence , did millions upon millions all kinds of gross sins in all estates, especially

made a citizen of the United States by birth , pour into the new world like a flood and make contempt of thedivine Word and impenitence,

and another to be made mayor, member of it their abode wresting state by state from the however diligently and earnestly the Word of

congress , judge , governor, president by the red man. To deny the discovery of America God was preached to effect the conversion

election of fellow-citizens to exercise the func- by Columbus implies a denial of the existence , of men. This towering passion and vice ofa

tions of such offices in their name. of the social, religious and commercial life of carnal security holds sad sway among men

What an attraction is here presented to that every " pale face in America ! also at the present day. A carnally secure

numerous class of persons who are " wise in Now, why will you not believe Christ's man is even as one that has fallen asleep ; for

their own conceit ” ! They have but to pro- resurrection from the dead ? Is not the whole as such a one on account of his sleep does

fess to believe one fact, and to be immersed ; Christian Church in all parts of the earth a not mind nor is able to attend the life which

and without previous study, literary or theo- self -evident proof of such resurrection ? Was surrounds him , thus the carnally secure have

logical , whether able to read intelligibly or this Christian Church not founded from the no care respecting either God or their sin .

not, they at once become teachers of religion beginning on these two pillars that Christ died For this reason we should duly examine our

-a work in view of which the wisest and best for our transgressions and was raised for our selves whether we fear God or despise Him ;

men have trembled ! justification ? whether we lead a virtuous life or a life of

Such were the leading features of Mr. Camp sin ; whether we work righteousness or in

bell's pretended reformation. Who that knows Mansions worthy of their Name. iquity. We should also consider the brevity

any thing of human nature would not have and uncertainty of this present life ; we should

predicted for this sect a rapid increase, under Our dwellings on earth are but huts from bear in mind that God will punish sin in time

the leadership ofa man of popular talents , and which we must move and emigrate. But in and in eternity ; that it were better never to

of great pretensions to learning ? heaven , in God's house, there are mansions, I have been born than to be lost eternally.

а
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Christ's Resurrection .

Church News.
Tobacco -Users ' Lesson.

6

Rejoice, Oye Christians , and be glad from

your heart that Christ , our Lord , is risen from
" The title , Father of the House , ' has long

the dead . For His resurrection is divine For the LUTHERAN Witness. been borne by Judge Kelley , of Pennsylvania ,

evidence that God is in Christ and reconciled The Church of many Tongues. from his long continuous service in congress .

the world unto Himself and no longer imputes Last week he gave up his title and his life to

their sin unto them ; that in Christ we are
No church in the United States — the Roman tobacco cancer. He has been for some time

accounted altogether innocent and righteous. Catholic not excepted - preaches the gospel in in feeble health , but his real condition was

And as Christ, after His resurrection , could so many different languages as does the Lu- made public but a few days before his death .

no longer be afflicted by reproach , pains ,
theran church . He had been suffering, it is said , for five years

persecution , imprisonment and death , in like Lutheran services are held in the English , from an irritation on the inside of the right
manner His believers can not now be harmed German , Norwegian , Swedish , Danish , French, lower jaw caused by incessant use of tobacco.

by misfortune, calamity or death . And as Icelandic, Finish , Bohemian ( in Minneapolis, Several years since a severe operation was

Christ could not be held by death and grave, Minn . ) , Hungarian (Freeland , Pa.),Slavonian performed in Paris, which promised to give
but escaped from death into life eternal, thus (Streator , Ill . ) , and Wendish (Serbin , Texas ) permanent relief , but last spring the fatal

all His believers can not be held by death and languages.- Indian mission by the Norwe- disease reappeared, and his health steadily

gians. - Rev. 14 , 6 . TH . K. failed .
grave but will through Christ force their way

Mr. Kelley often admitted the effect

of his tobacco habit , and once told a friend
into eternal life . And as Christ received the

heavenly portion and inheritance , so He hath The Chicago Conference of Christians without a quid of tobacco in his mouth . The
that for twenty years he had never retired

carried the point, that all His believers shall on the Secret Lodge System to be held conspicuous examples of the fatality of the

enjoy with Him this heavenly inheritance. on April 22d and 23d tobacco habit, first among whom are General

Grant and Emperor Frederick , should begin
The Walk in the Spirit. The following persons have definitely prom- to have their influence upon young men. But

ised to address the Chicago Conference of first of all the Christian church should be astir

It is a truthful saying that our Lord and Christians on the Secret Lodge System : to inform men of this evil , arouse their con

Saviour Jesus Christ suffered and by His
Prof. Henry C. King , Oberlin College .

sciences , and separate it from the communion
sufferings earned for us the heavenly heritage . Joseph Moore, Earlham

table.” This paragraph is from the Chr.
But He did not suffer that we should remain

A. A. Smith , Northwestern
Cynosure. We do not agree with the Cyno

indolent and sluggish and fold our arms in re C. M. Esbjorn , Augustana
sure in placing the use of tobacco in the list

pose ; we should rather , after He hath atoned
Joseph L. Daniels, Olivet

of sins ; still less in debarring tobacco-users
for our sins, follow in His foot-prints and do Rev. W. P. McNary , D.D. (United Presby- from the communion table. But we do be

good in agreement with His commandments terian . ))
lieve that a great many Christians use tobacco

and not walk after the flesh but after the Spirit . Rev. J. S. T. Milligan , D.D. (Reformed to excess. For such as make a habit of using

An industrious and saving father bears the Presbyterian .)
tobacco to excess , the above paragraph fur

brunt of the day to save a penny and lay it Rev. John Lee (Methodist Episcopal) .
nishes a readable lesson .

up for his children ; but not for the purpose H. A. Day (Wesleyan Methodist ).

that his children should squander such in B. T. Roberts (Free Methodist).

heritance in riotous life ; on the contrary he Hon . Halleck Floyd (United Brethren ). CHURCH INCENDIARISM .-- Recently attempts

wants them to exercise care and prudence to Rev. Thomas D. Wallace , D.D. (8th Pres- have been made to burn several churches in

hold and enjoy it in the fear of God. Thus byterian Church , Chicago .) Harrisburg , Pa. The last attempt was made

Christ bath procured for us , His fellow-heirs ,
Rev.P. S. Henson , D.D. ( 1st Baptist Church, on the morning of the 26th ult . , to fire Salem

the eternal inheritance, not that we should Chicago .) Reformed church , Rev. E. N. Kremer , pastor.

squander the same in sluggishness, but that Rev. E. P. Goodwin , D.D. ( 1st Congrega- The incendiary started the fire on the pulpit

we keep it with piety and diligence and en- tional Church, Chicago.) platform , upon which stood an old commun

joy it towards our temporal and everlasting Five colleges and eleven denominations are ion table thatwas used in 1788 , when the Re

welfare . represented by the above speakers . formed and Lutheran congregations worshiped

under the same roof. This relic was totally

The Breath of the Almighty, the

Holy Ghost.

Statistics of our MissouRI SYNOD. — The destroyed .

Year Book for 1889 (up to January 1st , 1890)
OUR OLD AND STAUNCH FRIENDS AMONG THE

As we live by breathing the air and as it has appeared . The latest official figures are

may be properly said our breath is our life, as follows: Ministers 1088 ; congregations NorwEGIANS.--- The old Norwegian Synod

so the Holy Ghost is the live breath which is 1555 ; communicants 298,000 - an increase (Synodical Conference) retains 171 ministers .

breathed upon us and whereby we have the over the previous year of 58 ministers, 75 Its theological seminary, with 37 students , is

right heavenly life which is the way of keeping congregations , and 18,850 communicants. Be- located in Minneapolis, Mion. Its college will

us in true faith , hope and charity and leading nevolent contributions for 1889 : $ 122,969. In be rebuilt in Decorah, Iowa. Its academies

are located in Sioux Fall, S. Dak . ; Bode,
us to bliss. As the breath of wind purifies the colleges and seminaries are 992 students ..

Iowa ; Albert Lea , Minn.; and Portland,

the air , the Holy Ghost purifies our hearts

from all uncleanness of sin that we become JAPAN NOT QUITE FORGOTTEN . - Mr. Kelzo N. Dak . The old theological seminary build

renewed in the spirit of our mind after the Koyano, a young Japanese, who left his coun- ing in Madison , Wis. , has been turned into

image of the new man which is created by try fifteen years ago, having completed full an orphans' asylum ..

God in true righteousness and sanctity . As courses of study at Amherst and Andover, is

the breath of the wind quickens , refreshes to return to his country and preach there NORWAY .-There are said to be 3000 local

and cools the weary and such as are faint Christianity . He is to be supported by the Foreign Mission Societies in this country ,

from the heat of the day , so the Holy Spirit Shawmut Congregational church, Boston . If whose annual contributions amount to more

refreshes us in the heat of temptation by the we remember rightly there is a young Japa- than $ 80,000. There are 34 Norwegian mis

still, small voice of the gospel. As by force nese at study in our seminary at Springfield, sionaries, assisted by 32 native pastors , at

of wind the soil is moved , towers cast down Ills . When he shall have completed his courses work in Natal among the Zulus, and in Mad

and large trees torn up by the roots , thus by of study , he will return to his country and agascar. The converts number 16,500 , gath

the Holy Ghost the hard rocks of impenitent preach Lutheranism in Japan . He will be ered in 300 congregations. In the mission

hearts are opened, proud spirits cast down supported by the Missouri Synod, if not by schools 37,000 children are taught by 870

and superstition eradicated . the whole Synodical Conference . teachers. This is Lutheran missionary work.

>
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Duke of Russia . Manuel soliciting the alliance Roman blood. Whilst many applauded sev

of the Russian ruler against Hungary, it is eral good measures he executed , he was cursed

brought about by the influence of Androni- by the witnesses of his daily cruelties . The

cus , who marches at the head of the Russian long list of those who had during his former

cavalry , and the taking of Zemlin seals his career incurred his displeasure was canceled
BROKEN MEAT.

free pardon. in blood . The friends and sympathizers of

Next we find him again in command of the the murdered emperor met his fate . The

Cilician frontier. Smiting , when it suited him , noblest Greeks either fled or were murdered.

A Proof for the Existence of Hell .
the rebellious Armenians with a heavy hand , Poison and the sword , the sea and the flames

Men who know more about such things than then again seducing the honor of Philippa , devoured uncounted numbers.

the Lord himself , tell us , there is no hell , no Manuel's sister-in-law , wasting the summer Finally the measure of the tyrant was filled

place for future punishment ; no need of such in idle pleasure , and rousing the resentment and ran over. Isaak Angelus, of royal race ,

a place ; man must suffer the penalty of his of the emperor, the shameless wretch deserts marked as a victim , and escaping to the sanct

crimes and sins in this life ; and it is always his mistress and post , and undertakes a pil- uary , the city rose in sedition and raised him

an adequate and just penalty ; and much grimage to Jerusalem . The able adventurer to the throne . On rushing to Constantinople,

more to the same effect. Well , take this ex
announces himself a champion of the cross , impatient for the blood of the guilty , he very

ample from history and judge for yourselves . captivates both the clergy and the king, is in- soon understands the true state of affairs,

Andronicus, the cousin of the Byzantine vested with the lordship of Berytus, makes offers to resign his crown , flies, is taken,

emperor Manuel Comnenus, was adorned with Theodora, widow of Baldwin III . , his con- loaded with fetters , and a long chain around

rare and excellent gifts. His body was framed cubine . his neck , the fallen tyrant is dragged to the

in strength and beauty, with a lofty stature , But now the insulted emperor makes earnest presence of Angelus. Gibbon continues : “ His

athletic muscles , health to preserve and vigor efforts to capture and punish the deserter. eloquence pleaded in vain for his life . The

to exercise it ; ignorant of fear , inspired by Andronicus, however, finds refuge in Damas. new monarch abandoned the criminal to the

resolution , supported by an iron will ; polite, cus , strikes up a friendship with the Mussul- numerous sufferers, whom he had deprived of

patient , crafty , daring , eloquent ; “ with a mans, visits Bagdad and the courts of Persia , a father, a husband , or a friend. His teeth, ,

heart to resolve , a head to contrive, and a and after a long circuit round the Caspian and hair, an eye and a hand, were torn from

hand to execute ;" excelling in the arts of Sea , finds an honorable retreat with the sultan him , as a poor compensation for their loss ;

war and diplomacy ; enjoying the confidence of Colonia. The base traitor allies himself to and a short respite was allowed , that he might

of the emperor ; repeatedly shaking it , but the Turks of Asia Minor, the hereditary ene- feel the bitterness of death . Astride on aa

easily regaining it ; arousing, as if by the mies of his country, and carries war and camel , without any danger of rescue, he was

lifting of his finger, the admiration and trust bloodshed and. misery into his native land. carried through the city, and the basest of

of princes , kings , and nations : what a power He is excommunicated by the Greek church. the populace rejoiced to trample on the fallen

for good might he not have been to his fellow- Theodora being finally captured by the Ro- majesty of their prince. After a thousand

men ! And his life was a curse to thousands . mans , Andronicus implores the pardon of his blows and outrages, Andronicus was hung by

Here it is , very briefly sketched.
cousin , obtains it , throws himself at the feet the feet , between two pillars , that supported

Returning from captivity among the Mus- of the sovereign , is by his own request dragged the statues of a wolf and a sow ; and every

sulmans, he led for a time a life of pleasure to the foot of the throne by an iron chain with hand that could reach the public enemy , in

and shame at Constantinople , in incestuous which he had secretly encircled his neck, ex- flicted on his body some mark of ingeniousor

intercourse with his niece Eudoxia . He takes cites the pity of the populace , is absolved , brutal cruelty, till two friendly or furious

military command of Cilicia , wastes his time and the honorable residence of the scoundrel Italians plunging their swords into his body

in comedy and dance ; performs for pastime fixed at Oenoe , on the coast of the Euxine . released him from all human punishment . In

deeds of valor against the enemy, loses the Perhaps you imagine that this creature was this long and painful agony, 'Lord , have

greater part of his army. His indulgent mas- grateful to his benefactor . Listen . After the mercy upon me !' and Why will you bruise a

ter assigns him another position . One night death of Manuel, his son , a boy of twelve or broken reed ? ' were the only words that es

he is surprised and surrounded by the angry fourteen years of age, ascended the throne. caped from his mouth .”

brothers of Eudoxia, but single -handed cuts Civil war soon broke out , and the city in flames And so you do not believe in future punish

his way through the numerousassassins. Soon and the squares and churches battle - fields, the ment ? This suffering of a few hours, could

afterwards he engages in a treasonable corre- patriots called for aguardian, and every tongue it have expiated for the sins of the cruel , un

spondence with the king of Hungary and the repeated the praise of the talents of Androni- grateful, hypocritical , lascivious , blasphem

German emperor, approaches the tent of his cus. His answer, colored by hypocritical quo- ing, murderous, traitorous perjurer, adulterer,

friend and master at a suspicious hour with a tations from the Psalms and Epistles, was re- rebel and regicide Andronicus ? The Lord

drawn sword , is arrested after the close of the ceived with confidence, and his entrance into indeed pitied this sinner too , when He died

campaign , and strictly confined in a tower of the city effected with hardly any opposition . and suffered the agony of hell for him , but if

the palace of Constantinople . At the coronation of Alexius, he fervently de- he added final unbelief to iniquity and died

For twelve years he was working for liberty. clared , in his hands the Sacrament , that he in sin , the Judge is just — there is a hell for

Discovering a forgotten recess adjoining his lived , and was ready to die, for the service Andronicus, and " every one will receive the

cell , he kept himself in hiding , was supposed of his beloved pupil. Keeping his intentions things done in his body, according to that he

to have made his escape , till his wife, under veiled with hypocrisy, and artfully inspiring has done, whether it be good or bad.” 2. Cor.

suspicion of having procured his liberty , was the demand of the nation for granting him 5 , 10.

imprisoned in the same tower , with whose as- greater authority , he was very soon made col

sistance he now really does escape , is brought league of the emperor. And now he casts
" Thou shalt not Steal."

back , incarcerated once more , by means of a away the mask : blackening the reputation of

key and rope smuggled into the room in the the emperor's mother and falsely accusing her
Baltimore Sun. - An Atlanta (Ga. ) syndi

bottom of a hogshead, he makes good his of treason , he has her strangled, her corpse Street Railway of that city for $ 475,000,
cate a few months ago purchased the Union

escape a second time , succeeds in crossing buried in the sea ; next he has Alexius stran- sold it a few days ago to a New York party

the Danube , is intercepted by a casual party gled by a bowstring , and rudely striking the for $ 800,000. This property was given in for

of Wallachians , who resolve to carry him to body of the innocent youth with his foot, in taxes last spring at a valuation of $57,000.
Constantinople , baffles their vigilance by going vile language he insults the honor of Manuel , Men who defraud the government out of

to a side during night on the plea of sickness the reputation of his wife , and thefate of the taxes for several hundred thousand or for

and placing his cap and garment on an erect his son .
several dollars break , grossly, the eighth com

mandment and lie, the fourth , and disobey

staff, safely arrives at Kiow , and obtains the For about three years and a half the mon- their “ master," the seventh , and steal, and

esteem and confidence of Ieroslaus, Grand ster held the Roman sceptre and waded in the second, and perjure themselves.
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will not have taken away from us , nor hin- By grace are we being sayed , grace , nothing

dered , nor obscured , but we will have it shown less , and it alone is the cause of faith , faith is
The Royal Priesthood.

forth , proclaimed and extolled with all its the effect of grace . Faith according to the

glory , so that it may shine and glare as the Scriptures is a gracious gift of God , God is

2. The nature of the Priesthood in the Christian
sun,” etc. (Sacr. of the Mass and Consecr. the giver , man merely the receiver ; faith is

dispensation ,
of Priests. ) And again : " Faith must accom- the manner in which God imparts and gives

This is entirely different from that under plish all. Faith alone is the veritable priestly to man the divine assurance , that for Christ's

the old covenant — different with regard to the office. . . Therefore every Christian is a priest, sake He looks upon him as just and holy in
persons as well as to the sacrifice ; it is the man or woman , young or old , master or serv- His sight , and this assurance of the beart

glorious prerogative and state of all true be- ant, mistress or maid, learned or layman. rests solely in and upon the divine word.

lievers, and they are ordained to " offer up Here there is no difference, except it be a Faith in the gospel is only the way and

spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus difference in faith.” (Serm . on the N. T. i . e . means of taking and accepting what the gos

Christ.” “ Ye are a chosen generation, a the holy Mass. ) Elsewhere Luther writes : pel gives .

royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar " Let it be an accursed word if any one would Luther writes : “ But this most excellent

people. ” 1. Pet. 2 , 5. 9. These titles , assert that a priest be something else than a righteousness of faith • (which God through

which in these words of the apostle are given Christian ; for such an assertion is made with Christ , without works , imputeth unto us) is

to the Christians in general , belong to every out the Word of God.” To this we say : neither political nor ceremonial, nor the right

Christian individually. Whatever is said of
Amen . G. RUNKEL. eousness of God's law , nor consisteth in works,

the chosen generation , etc. , is also said of the
but is clean contrary : that is to say , a mere

Christian personally , and hence every true
believer in Christ Jesus is a royal priest , a Faith in the Light of the fifth Petition : passive righteousness, as the others above are

, active . For in this we work nothing , we

holy officer , a spiritual sacrifice — a private “Forgive us our Trespasses. "
render nothing unto God , but only we re

property, belonging to God , and under obli
ceive and suffer another to work in us , that

gation to God alone . Christ " made us kings Who are they that thus humbly pray to
is to God . Therefore it seemeth good

and priests unto God and His Father.” Rev. God ? None but true Christians. Whereby unto me to call this righteousness of faith , or

1 , 6. To be a true Christian is to be a priest have they become Christians ? Exactly as did Christian righteousness, the passive righteous

of God. To this glorious state the sinner the jailor at Philippi, by believing in Christ This is a righteousness hidden in a

does not attain by natural birth , not by the Jesus. Well then , are not all their sins for- mystery which the world doth not know , yea,

favor, will or power of any other human being, given them already ? Most assuredly, but the Christians themselves do not thoroughly under

but by the new birth from above, by the forgiveness of sins is not indwelling in them stand it , and can hardly take hold of it in

agency of the Holy Ghost, through the ap- but rests in the word , through which God has their temptations." LUTHER's Commentary

pointed means of grace .
And whereas bap- purified them and declared them to be just on St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, Lon

tism is the washing of regeneration , the royal and holy in His sight for Christ's sake. In don , 1832 , page 43 and 44 .

priesthood is bestowed by this sacrament , that themselves they see and they feel very often
For the faith of the gospel let us stand , as

is to say , we are made spiritual priests by contrariwise , and what is worse , they find them

baptism . Luther says : “ As the name Chris- selves constantly beset by sins from within

we pray in the first petition of our Lord's

tian or child of God is ageneral term , applied and without, in which through ignorance and Prayer “ Hallowed beThyname,” and teach

it in its truth and purity, for he that teaches

to all that believe in Christ, in the same man- heedlessness they may and do fall. Therefore

ner the term priest must be understood and they beseech God for the forgiveness of these otherwise profanes the name of God among us .

applied. For we , one and all, have the same sins . They are aware that they are contin
The former grant us , from the latter pre

baptism and gospel, the same grace and in- ually though unwittingly sinning, " for who serve us our Heavenly Father.

heritance of heaven , the same Holy Spirit , the

P. SCHULTE.
can understand his errors ? ” who can know

same God and Father and Lord Christ ; we the depth of our sinfulness ? ” “ Cleanse thou
Martinsburgh , Nebr ., March 8 , 1890 .

all are one in Him , according to His own word , me from my secret faults.” Yea , even all

St. John 17 , and as St. Paul declares , Gal: 3 : their good works, which proceed from true
" ye are all one in Christ Jesus. These words faith within , are in their sight all tainted with Charity at Home in Mr. Gould's House.

refer to the priesthood, which is a possession uncleanness and need the perfection of Christ .

common to all Christians. " .
All this the true Christian includes , when be Like most of the successful men of the

The royal priesthood does not form a priv- prays : " Forgive us our trespasses." present age , Mr. Gould is extremely metho

ileged class in the Church from other be- That all Christians should thus pray , the dical and systematic in his habits. He rises

lievers , nor is it an order that includes a grad- Lord has commanded ; that all Christians every morning at precisely 7:30, seldom vary

uated hierarchy to which the religious func- would thus pray, David acknowledges Ps. 32, ing from that hour more than ten minutes.

tions are intrusted by divine appointment. “ For this (the forgiveness of sins ) shall every At 8 o'clock he sits down to his breakfast ,

Whosoever believes and is baptized , is anointed one that is godly pray unto thee.” which in his case is usually French rolls and

by the Holy Ghost, Tit . 3 , is a member of Now then , according to current and pop- a cup of coffee, and expects to find every

Christ's body , 1. Cor . 12 , has received the ular doctrines, faith , by which man is saved, member of his family present at that meal.

unction from the Holy One , 1. John 2 , and shall be wholly or partly an action on the part Breakfast over , his private secretary is called

all things belong to him , 1. Cor. 3 ; therefore of man , or as is sometimes taught, faith shall in and the numerous begging letters of the

they are all equal brethren.- This doctrine be the condition which man must fulfill in morning's mailare laid upon the table. Each

was again proclaimed anew in its fullness and order to be justified , or it is said to be the member selects at random a number of these

purity since the days of the glorious Refor- cause on account of which God would justify letters and reads them over. If any one of

mation and is strictly adhered to by all faith- man . them are impressed by any of the letters they

ful Lutherans . The confession of our Church Faith is thus made wholly or partly the are laid aside for future reference , while the

leaves no room for shifting , as to what the work of man , faith is pressed down to the others go into the waste basket. Those letters

royal Priesthood is and to whom it belongs , level of the law ; if this be faith , then faith is which have been laid aside are then taken up

and whereas they are convinced of the great a virtue , then faith is to be numbered among and discussed , and if a majority of those
importance of this pure and preciousdoctrine, good works . present conclude that it is a case which really

sincere Lutherans do not hesitate to make the The faith of the gospel , however , is of an deserves assistance the assistance is sure to

Reformer's earnest words their own : " We entirely different nature , is not in the least come within a very few hours in a very sub

are priests not only as to the rights of chil- neither wholly nor partly the work of man , stantial form and without the slightest hint

dren , but also as to the rights of brethren . nor the cause , nor the condition on account of as to the identity of the donor.

This our innate and hereditary priesthood we which man is justified before God. Philadelphia Inquirer.

9
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Miscellaneous.

heart. Thirty years before , she had heard Installation.

the Gospel preached , but had not realized it

in its fulness , and during all these years her By request of the President of the English

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS. hungry soul had been yearning for another Conference of Missouri , Rev. Carl Spannuth

Chicago a good Field for “ good English draught of the living water . Taking the New was installed as pastor of Trinity English

Lutheran Churches. "
Testament from my pocket , I began to read Evangelical Lutheran Church , South Pitts

to her , and I could not have wished a more burgh , Pa. , on Dom. Oculi by

FR . BRAND.Just as little as we Missourians think of interested listener. Again and again she came

March 17 , 1890 .enticing any one away from any church of to me to hear more of Jesus , and soon she

which he is a member, just as eager should confessed herself a Christian . She became a

THE MERE READING WILL DO NO GOOD IF IT ISwe seek to hold those members we have. And most zealous worker, and spoke to all she met

when we do not encroach on the field of any- about Jesus. Her zeal got her into trouble . NOT RIGHTLY UNDERSTOOD. —The Brahmins of

one, who teaches the Word of God , who She brought one of the king's wives to hear India are familiar with the Scriptures, if for

preaches the gospel , we should not neglect me, and for that crime was made a slave and no other reason than that they may oppose

those fields of laborwhere a promising har- banished from the country ; and bravely she their teachings . In the course of a conversa

vest of our labors awaits us .
Other church suffered persecution for righteousness' sake." tion on Christianity , a missionary asked a well

Christian Herald . known Brahmin in Calcutta whether he had

bodies are wide awake in this respect . Take

for instance the General Synod . With Argus'
ever read our Bible . The man looked at him ,

eyes she is ever watching and finding new WHAT THE WORLD PAYS ITS WICKED SLUG- and calmly and slowly answered : “ I have

fields of operation . She has already estab- GERS. —The Christian Standard ofCincinnati, read the New Testament eighty-three times.

lished herself very strongly here in Baltimore , sharply says: “ Thirty thousand , forty thou- and the Old Testament twenty -seven.”

forming a cordon of churches, almost encir- sand , and even fifty thousand dollars are of

cling the city . With watchful eyes she has fered by sporting clubs in various cities , from Recent Publications.

now espied a chance to secure a sure foot- New York to California , to Sullivan and the

THE LORD'S SUPPER, a picture by Leonardo da
hold in Chicago, the great metropolis of the negro Jackson for fights in their towns .

Vinci , 22 by 31 inches in size .

West. For the Lutheran Evangelist of Febr. | Twenty - five thousand dollars for a single even Most of our readers have undoubtedly seen some

11th , a . C. , has the following notice clearly ing ! How small and pitiful in comparison is representation of da Vinci's celebrated picture of
the Lord Jesus and his twelve apostles seated at the

on its pages : Talmage's five hundred , or even Patti’s five first communion table. This is reckoned among the

thousand ! Jackson the President received great masterpieces of human genius and art and com .
" Chicago, Ill.-— It is said that there are a mends itself as such to every one who casts his eyes.

twenty -five thousand a year ; Jackson the thereon . The Pilger Book-Store, Reading, Pa.,has
number of fine openings in this growing cen
ter of population for good English Lutheran slugger is offered the same for a single night ! now furnished a very faithful and beautiful copy of

the original at a very reasonable price, namely atChurches (i . e . Missourian — so thinketh the Ah , me , that flesh should be so dear.
$ 1.00 single copy ; 60 cents by the dozen and 50 cents

by the hundred. It will prove an excellent orna
contributor) with a strong Lutheran popula

THE ONE QUESTION.
ment for churches, schools and homes .

tion such as German , Scandinavian , there
- Dr. Talmage, who

ought to be a rich field for English churches . recently visited Mr. Gladstone at his home in

Chicago, with nearly a million population and Hawarden , reports the great English states Acknowledgments,

man as uttering this weighty and significant
a strong Lutheran following has only a few

with the receipt of

English Lutheran churches (not a solitary sentiment: " Talk aboutquestionsof the day, $5.00 from Reve G. A. Mueller, Schaumburg, .
there is but one question , and that is the Gos- $5.00 from Miss c. Westerman, St. Louis, Mo.;Missourian though, --contributor). The policy

of our Board has been of late years , and it is pel. It can and will correct everything need $ 1.00 from Mr.J.C.Rupright, VanWert,0. $ 1.00
from Rev. Theo . F. F. Finck , Shelby, Mich .; $1 00

very commendable too , to organize congrega
ing correction . All men at the head of great from Leonhard Zellhoefer, Erie, Pa.; $ 1.00 from

tions and build churches in our larger centers
movements are Christian men .

Rev. C. C. Morhart, Erie, Pa .; $1.00 from Mr. W.
During the

Blankenbuehler, Webster City, Iowa ; $4.00 from

of influence . ”—Now , the early bird catches many years I was in the Cabinet I was brought Rev. Carl Brauer, Eagle Lake, m .

Neutral , Kans . , March 14th & 25th , 1890 .the worm , and the synod which warms up to into association with sixty master minds , and
MAGGIE R. GOODMAN .work for good English Lutheran Churches in all but five of them were Christians . My only

Chicago , will get there" sure . hope for the world is in bringing the human

mind into contact with the divine revelation . ” R.L.Goodman towards her support, per Rev. F.W.
I have received up to date, and forwarded to Mrs.

G. JOHANNES.

Herzberger from his congregation in Hammond,

Ind . , $ 10.00 ; from Revs. Th. Horst, Ashland, Ky.,

A Lady Essayist is convinced that at least and F.C.G.Schumm ,Worcester, Mass., each $ 1.00 ;

Remembered for Thirty Years. one- quarter of the work performed by women from “ A. B." and Rev. Wm .Koepchen, New Haven ,
Conn . , each $2.00 . Sum total $ 16.00 .

Mr. Fred Stanley Arnot says: " About thirty on quite as well without it.
is unnecessary , and that the world would get

In behalf of our bereaved sister I extend heartfelt

It is like the thanks to the kind donors . A. W. MEYER .

years ago a number of missionaries,who had ottoman cover she once saw a lady work .

been laboring in the Zambesi district of Africa The lady was all bent up , and was putting

resolved to carry the Gospel to the upper re
her eyes out counting stitches . “ I don't get

Subscriptions Paid .

gions of that great river. They set out , but

any time for reading,” she said plaintively , as Rev. H. Dorn , Delhi, Ont., (VII) $ 1.00

everything seemed against them . The chief she picked up somebeads on a needle ; “you Rev.F.Huebner, Hancock, Mich ., (VII . VIII.

was hostile , and the country was very un
IX) 3 00

must have a great deal of leisure. ” And yet Rev. E.Jehn, Kansas City ,Mo., ( VIII )

healthy, causing thedeath of two of the party. she had spent more time embroidering a ridic- Rev. H. Schabacker.Luce Nebi ?
Very much dispirited , the only surviving two ulous dog on a piece of cloth than would have Jno. L.Singewald , Balto .Mission (VIII 13 tóRev. J. Bergh , Sacred Heart, Minn . , (VI to X) 5.00

returned , thinking they had done no good . sufficed to read twenty good books .--
24 )

But after the lapse of thirty years , when I was David Wine, Hermitage, Va. , (VIII)

Exchange.
Cornelius Coiner, Waynesborough, Va . , ( IX) 1.00

passing through that same tract of country , Jacob Coiner, Waynesborough, Va . , ( VIII) 1.00

I was surprised by an aged woman coming up BUT PAPACY IS THE SAME . - It is stated that Theo .Coyner,Waynesborough, Va. , (VIII. IX ) 2 00

to me and saying , " Tell me about Jesus , the strenuous efforts were made to win the late Mr.W. Wetzel, Washington , D. C., ( VII)
Mrs.H.Heitmueller, Washington, D.C., (VIII) 1.00

1.00

King of Glory . ' I regarded her with aston- Dr. Doellinger back to the Roman Church, Chr. Mikkelsen, Niaugua,Mo., (VII. VIII)

ishment, for I did not think that any one especially when Leo XIII . became Pope . In
Rev. E. P. Block , Stockton, Cal . , ( VIII 16 to

IX 15) 1.00

within hundreds of miles of me knew any- deed , Leo himself on his accession sent an Rev. H. Felten, Washington Heights, II ., (VI .

VII . VIII ) 3.00

thing about that dear name. Then I thought Austrian prelate to Doellinger with a message Rev. C. Spannuth, Pittsburgh, Pa., (VIII)

that some one had told her to ask that ques- inviting him to return , as there was now a A. Reupke , Arlington Heights, II., (VIII 15 to

tion of the white stranger ; but I discovered different Pope. " Yes," replied Doellinger ,
IX 14 )

that her inquiry came from the depths of her “ but there is the same Papacy .”

1.00

1.00

9.00

1.00
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1.00
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The other enemy against which the Chris- which deceiveth the whole world : he was cast

tian must contend , is the world , of which out into the earth , and his angels were cast

St. John says: “ The whole world lieth in out with him .” Our enemy is he who first

wickedness. " Earth - born man is earthly originated the apostasy from God and who
For the LUTHERAN WITNESS,

minded and bis ways are not the ways of the seduced a great multitude of angels to fall

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE Lord. In all the ways of the world there is away with him .

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR. wickedness and no man can be a Christian One of the chief occupations of our enemy

By Rev. F. Kuegele.
who is conformed to this world and will walk his name denotes. He is called the devil ,

in the ways of the world ; for so St. James that is the slanderer , and he is so called be

writes : “ Know ye not that the friendship of cause he is the worst of all the transgressors
XXI. Sunday after Trinity .

the world is enmity with God ? whosoever, of the eighth commandment. He slandered

EPH . 6 , 10-17 .Eph ,
therefore , will be a friend of the world is the God with Eve , representing Him as an envious

enemy of God.” This is a word of peculiar God ; and he slandered Job with God saying :

Dearly BeLoveD :-In baptism we have re- importance in our days , because now whole “ Doth Job fear God for naught?” The devil

nounced the devil and all his ways and all churches pander to the world , seeking popu- was the first slanderer , wherefore Christ calls

his works and have vowed allegiance to the larity with those who are worldly minded . him “ a liar and the father of lies.” This

triune God to fight for Him against His ene- The true followers of Jesus can not'do so ; father of lies is always busy slandering men
mies. In baptism we have enlisted in the they must contend against and rebuke , if not with God and God with men and men among

ranks of Jesus Christ , and soldiers must ex- in wordsyet silently by their works,all wicked themselves .

pect to be at war and to stand in the battle. ness of men and must with good grace bear Our enemy is wily : “ That ye may be able

No one can be a Christian , without being at the reproach of being selfish and narrow- to stand against the wiles of thedevil.” Though

war with the enemies of Christ. Every one minded , as Jesus also had to bear the hate of fallen yet the devil is far more sly and cun

that would be the Lord's must fight the Lord's the world . ning than we mortals , and this his cunning

battles . Therefore Paul charges Timothy : But the chief enemy of Christ and His ness he artfully uses to catch the souls of

“ Fight the good fight of faith , lay hold on Church , hence, of every individual Christian, men. He is not an honest adversary who

eternal life , whereunto thou art also called , is the devil with his apostate angels . Of the would challenge the Christian to a fair trial

and bast professed a good profession before battle against this enemy our text treats . of strength ; he is sneaking , lying in ambush ,

many witnesses; ” and the epistle to the Allow me to -day to speak of : spying out the weak points and making his

Hebrews exhorts : “ Let us run with patience assaults suddenly or stealthily and secretly ;
THE CHRISTIAN'S BATTLE AGAINST SATAN .

the race that is set before us , looking unto and he is smooth - tongued , using deceitful

Jesus the author and finisher of our faith ; Two things are of special importance in this words and often presenting himself as the

who for the joy that was set before him en - strife: best of friends . He is like a savage stealthily

dured the cross , despising the shame, and is 1. We must know the enemy with whom we following a wanderer and watching his chance .

set down at the right hand of the throne of Often he will transform himself into an angel
contend ; and

God .” It cost our Lord Jesus Christ a hard II . must put on the armor by which he is of light by seemingly wise and godly doctrines

struggle , a bloody war to overcome the strong to lead the unwary and unlearned into soul

man armed and to take from him his armor ; destroying errors , as when tempting Jesus he

but He did overcome and now divides the
I.

largely dealt in quoting from the Scriptures .

spoil among men, even the forgiveness of This text is a part of the exhortation with It would be a vain undertaking to attempt to

sin , righteousness and a crown of everlast- which St. Paul concludes his epistle to the describe all the crafty arts and cunning de

ing glory . Therefore every true follower of Ephesians ; for thus he says : " Finally, my vices of Satan ; for he is continually inventing

Jesus Christ must also experience strifes and brethren , be strong in the Lord, and in the new weapons of darkness and laying new

struggles ; but under the leadership and in power of his might.” After instructing the snares to catch the souls of men.

the strength of Him who is the Captain of our Ephesians how to walk and to please God , A further description of our enemy Paul

salvation the victory is certain and the crown Paul charges them to be strong in the Lord gives in these words : “ For we wrestle not

sure ; for if the Captain has overcome, they and to acquit themselves as brave warriors . against flesh and blood , but against princi
that follow Him can not be overcome.

This exhortation is for us as well as for them , palities, against powers, against the rulers of

The enemies with which the Christian must because we have the same enemy to contend the darkness of this world, against spiritual

cope are the flesh, the world and the devil . with as they had , and we must stand our wickedness in high places.” Against flesh and

The first has his seat in the Christian's own ground bravely , lest we be overcome by him . blood we must , indeed , also wrestle , but this

bosom and is always striving to draw and en- Now successfully to cope with an enemy our chief enemy is not flesh and blood , he is

tice bim to that which is contrary to the will we must know , who he is and what are bis a spirit not having a body as we have. Chil

of the Lord . The combat with the flesh Paul power and tactics , otherwise we will not be dren think themselves safe from the devil

describes in these words : “ The flesh lusteth in a situation to assail him or to repulse his when doors and windows are closed and the

against the Spirit , and the Spirit against the attacks . Who he is Paul tells us : “ Put on room is lighted up , but walls and locks are

flesh : and these are contrary the one to the the whole armour ofGod, that ye may be able no safeguard against him ; for he is a spirit.
other : so that ye can not do the things that to stand against the wiles of the devil.” Our This is one of his most dangerous properties

ye would .” The flesh with its affections and enemy is the devil of whom John in the book that as a spirit he can go everywhere, can

lusts we must mortify, suppressing its evil of Revelations says : “ And there was war in enter into the heart and can make it his
desires and refusing to do its will if we would heaven , and the great dragon was cast out , dwelling . Satan being a limitary creature ,
enter the kingdom of heaven , that old serpent, called the devil, and Satan, can indeed not be present everywhere at the

overcome.

>
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same time ; but Paul here speaks in the plural service a host of spirits which are continually righteousness. The righteousness of Christ

reminding us that there are many evil spirits . lying in wait for the Christian, watching an we must make our main defence that by it

How many bad angels there are , we know not ; opportunity to gain entrance into his heart . heart and conscience may be protected against

but we do know that there is a vast army of O that we would never forget the dangerous- the assaults of the devil . Only through sin

them . When Jesusonce asked the evil spirit ness of this enemy and never allow him a and an evil conscience has Satan power over

in one bodily possessed : “ What is thy name?" claw's hold upon us ! us ; but the righteousness of Christ covers our

he answered : “ My name is Legion ; for we sins and soothes the conscience with the assur

are many. " If in that one man there were
II.

ance of forgiveness ; and so the enemy can

so many evil spirits , what a vast number of But if we do set ourselves to battle against find no breach by which to penetrate into the

them must there be in all the world and in the devil and his host , what can we accomplish heart and conscience , because we can cheer

hell ! So Satan has a numberless host of evil against him ? I answer , of ourselves we can fully say : “ Who is he that condemneth ? It

spirits over whom he is ruler and chief, as also accomplish nothing. Sin , through which he is Christ that died , yea , rather, that is risen

Paul here mentions principalities , powers , rules, is in us by nature , and he has so to say again , who is even at the right hand of God ,

rulers. The devil is , indeed , a mighty prince, a hereditary right to rule over us . He is also who also maketh intercession for us." This

ruling over a host of unclean spirits , and stronger and wiser than we, and by our own righteousness of faith must then also bring

these Paul calls " rulers of the darkness of this reason and strength we can not stand against forth righteousness of life that the enemy find

world .” They are not only rulers of Egypt him , as Luther sings : no opportunity to accuse us because of evil

or rulers of Asia , their rule extends from sun- “ With might of ours can naught be done, words and deeds , yet Christ's righteousness

rise to sunset over the whole world . The Soon were our loss effected ." must always remain the breast-plate on which

queen of England rules over many and beau- Our armor and weapons must come from an we depend, because in it alone we are invul

tiful lands , but Satan rules in all the world . other source than our own reason and strength , nerable . If Satan attacks us because of the

On that exceeding high mountain the devil as Paul says : " Be strong in the Lord, and in imperfection of our life we must be ready to

showed unto Jesus all the kingdoms of the the power of his might.” We must cling to say : Though I have lived unrighteously, Christ.

world and the glory thereof and offered it Him who is Lord also over Satan . Only in has lived righteously, and He is mine and I

unto Him with the proud words : “ For that the powerofHis strength can we stand against am His.

is delivered unto me; and to whomsoever this mighty foe . If not the strong , the valiant “ And your feet shod with the preparation of

I will I give it .” How dare Satan speak so One fights for us we are lost. the Gospel of peace.” Soldiers must be pro

proudly ? O he conquered the world for him
“ Ask ye , who is this ?

vided with suitable foot-gear to march over

self by seducing the first man and now , though Jesus Christ it is , rough roads , and we Christians should be well

limited by the power of God , he also rules Of Sabaoth Lord , prepared to walk in the narrow way leading

over it . This Paul declares in clear words And there's none other God , unto life . Satan will cast all manner of ob

He holds the field forever. "
and at the same time also demonstrates it , stacles in the way of the Christian , seeking to

calling the evil spirits " rulers of the darkness He has won for us the armor against Satan in discourage him in his journey and to cause

of this world .” By darkness he means sins which we are able to withstand in the evil day , him to turn from the narrow way ; for this we

and vices , errors and lies ; in these the evil and having done all, to stand.” In this armor should also be prepared, expecting not to be

spirit rules , and where is the city and where we are also entirely safe , though millions of carried to heaven on flowery beds of ease ,

the rural retreat where sin and error has no devils swarm about us . To equip ourselves but to enter the kingdom of God through

sway ? Now where these are there also Satan with this armor the apostle exhorts , saying : much tribulation . To follow Christ we must

has his rule ; he rules in all the ends and “ Put on the whole armour of God ,” and again : not put on thin slippers , but heavy boots,

corners of the earth . Verily , the devil is not “ Take unto you the whole armour of God .” saying : With my God I will climb over rocks

a small ruler ; the world is his realm and he Paul is in great earnest about this ; for in and with my Lord I will tramp down thorns.

can muster many millions of warriors . Rightly close succession he says it twice , and rightly In following Christ we must not dread the

does Luther sing of him : so ; for without this armor we are certainly cross of Christ; for He says : “ If any man

“ Deep guile and great might
lost. But if we would put on the armor of will come after me , let him deny himself, and

Are his dread arms in fight, God we must know what it is, and therefore take up his cross , and follow me.”

On earth is not his equal." Paul describes it . " Above all, taking the shield of faith , where

In these latter days many, indeed, deny the Taking a comparison from the armor used with ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts

very existence of the devil , and many more in antiquity he says : “ Stand therefore, having of thewicked.” To ward off darts and blows ,

do not believe that he rules in the world ; but your loins girt about with truth .” Because the warriors of old had a shield fastened on their

the Bible is not mistaken . If we open our ancients wore loose , flowing garments , war- left arm . Ye Christians, says Paul , must have

eyes to look and observe we can not but see riors would gird themselves closely so as to be a shield ; for your enemy shoots fiery darts

that comparatively very few are led by the unhindered in their motions. We Christians upon you and if these are not warded off and

Spirit of God and the great multitude are are to gird ourselves with truth , our godliness quenched, they will wound you unto death ,

" in the snare of the devil , taken captive by is to be truth and there must be no hypocrisy and this shield is faith which clings unto Christ.

him at bis will.” Though men imagine that in us . We gird our loins with truth by walk- Fiery darts of the wicked are his temptings

they are their own masters and can convert ing in all uprightness and sincerity . “ Blessed unto sin ; then we must by faith flee into the

themselves to God whenever they will , it is is the man in whose spirit there is no guile,” wounds of Christ , saying: These woundsmy

all a delusion of the devil; for Paul here de- says David . If a man has the form of godli- Lord endured for sin , and should I live in sin

scribes the devils as ruling in the hearts and ness , but is not at heart a believing Christian, which brought death unto the Son of God?

minds of men . It does not follow , if a man he can notresist the devil, because he is already Thereby the lust of sin will be quenched.

lives morally, he must also be free from the ruled by him through deceit and lying, We Would Satan terrify us with wrath and damna

power of Satan ; for whoever is not a believ- must, therefore, never pretend greater piety tion because of our sins , we should by faith

ing Christian made free by Christ, is yet doing than is really in us ; for thereby we afford to answer : Here is Jesus who is the propitiation

the will of the devil . Knowing all those souls the devil a hold upon us and he is a master in for my sins ; lay to His chargewhatthou canst.

to be his who do not embrace the salvation leading from small deceit into willful hypoc- Whatever fiery darts the enemy may fling at

of Christ , he leads some to the service of vice, risy . But armed with sincerity and upright- us, if we drop not the shield of the faith in

others to trust in their piety and good works, ness, we can meet Satan boldly ; for the up- Christ, they must all be quenched like sparks

otirers he will entangle in prejudice, false doc- right need not be ashamed to speak before in the ocean.

trines or the cares of this life ; he is gratified kings and also before the prince of hell. “ And take the helmet of salvation .” What

if in any way he can destroy a soul. “ And having on the breast- plate of righteous- this " helmet of salvation ” is , Paul tells us,

Such is the enemy with whom we must ness.” The ancient knights covered their breast writing to the Thessalonians: " Let us be

wrestle. He is wily , mighty, and has in his with aplate of steel. . Our breast-plate is tobe sober,putting on the breast-plateof faith-andt

>
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love ; and for a helmet the hope of salvation .” adverse to the conversion of the world to are angels or men . Holding such views of

This helmet is highly necessary, if Satan would Jesus Christ. " - Chris. Sys. p . 90. In the Christ , Mr. Stone and his followers, of course ,” — ,

persuade us , we might after all finally not be Lexington Debate he contended, that" human rejected the doctrine of vicarious atonement.

saved ; for who could know what would come creeds , as bonds of union and communion, Mr. Stone held , that the death of Christ was

to pass in the future ! Then we must be able are necessarily heretical and schismatical.” simply a manifestation of God's love to men

to say : God has loved me and in His precious The ecclesiastical platform thus adopted is for the purpose of leading them to repent

Word has promised me salvation ; yea , the exceedingly broad, sufficiently so to admit ance . * In a written controversy between

Son ofGod died and rose again that I might persons holding the grossest errors. Let us Messrs. Campbell and Stone on the doctrine

be saved , and who shall separate me from the look at some of the unhappy results : of atonement , Mr. Campbell said , " Brother

love of God in Christ Jesus ? Without this The body possesses no unity of faith , but Stone, we are discussing the greatest question

hope we could never prevail against Satan and errors of every shade find a home in it . It is in the world - For what did the Messiah die ? "

therefore we must firmly grasp the hope unto impossible to know anything definitely con- -Ibid. p . 253. These two reformers differed

salvation , never losing sight of that imperish- cerning the faith of an individual from his infinitely on two of the most important doc

able crown laid in store for us and patiently professing to take the Bible alone as his rule trines of Christianity — the Divinity and the

waiting for our deliverance from the body of of faith and practice, and from his professing Atonement of Christ - doctrines which con
this death .

to believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God . stitute the very foundation of the Christian's

" And the sword of the Spirit, which is the This uncertainty does not arise from any ob- hope , and on which the church of Christ is

word of God.” So far Paul had mentioned only scurity in the Bible , or from any imperfection built. They necessarily differed as widely

weapons of defense , but here he names that in its teaching , but from the many perversions concerning the personality, the Divinity and

weapon with which to attack and to rout the of its language by errorists . The Sweden- the work of the Holy Spirit. Indeed the

devil ; for where the Word of God is , Satan borgian professes to receive the Bible , but gospel preached by Mr. Campbell was funda

can accomplish nothing, as we clearly see adopts principles of interpretation which ut- mentally different from the gospel preached

from the history of Christ's temptation . The terly pervert its meaning. The Unitarian pro- by Mr. Stone ; and yet Mr. Stone and his fol

Word of God uncovers the lies and snares of fesses to believe the Bible , and readily de- lowers , large numbers of them , were admitted

Satan and he must retreat in shame. But let clares his belief , that Jesus Christ is the Son into Mr. Campbell's church , without profess

us well remember that a sword left to rust in of God, the Messiah , but he so interprets the ing any change of faith ! When pressed with

the scabbard will not be feared by the enemy ; language of the Bible as to make him a super- this fact in the Lexington Debate , Mr. Camp

to be effectual a sword must be drawn and angelic creature or a mere man , and his atone- bell said , “ I cheerfully say, I do not approve

used . Why should the devil dread a Bible mentnothing more than the death of a martyr. of all that Barton W. Stone has written and

which is covered with dust or kept only for The Universalist professedly receives the Bible , said , yet I believe our society bas been , and

show ? You must use the Word against him but he not only rejects its plain teaching in is pursuing a most salutary and redeeming

if you would defeat him . Use the Word . regard to the character and work of Christ policy. ” — p. 865. A redeeming policy by re

Hear it with your ears , read it with your eyes , and the Holy Spirit , but maintains that the ceiving as Christian brethren and Christian

speak of it with your lips , meditate on it with conduct of men in this life has no effect what- ministers those who robbed Christ of his

your heart; let your hands work and your ever upon their future prospects . Indeed all glory, and his cross of its power to save sin

feet walk according to it and let it be heard errorists , bearing the Christian name , profess ners ! To the day of his death , Mr. Stone,

in
your habitation that thewicked onemay be to believe the Bible , and that Jesus Christ is so far as we have learned , never professed

driven away and your house may be a dwell- the Messiah. All , therefore , from the purest any change in his faith.

ing of Christ and His angels. Amen . orthodoxy to the lowest grade of error , are

invited into this no-creed church . They are
Illustrating Moral Truth.

all to use the same language, though they

attach to it meanings infinitely variant . Can
The New York Tribune thus speaks in re

anything present a more striking idea of Babel

Against Campbellites or the so - called than such a church ? Mr. Campbell seemsto gard to a practice of illustrating moral truth

have found a triumphant answer to the
by graphic and concrete illustrations . What

Bible-Christianism .
ques

tion of the prophet , “ How can two walk to
it says is worth thinking about :

gether except they be agreed ?” (Amos 3 , 3 ) ,
" The pulpit is a poor place for tom - foolery

2. THE MAIN PRINCIPLES OF CAMPBELLISM AF

FORD ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE WORST and to the question of Paul , “ What com
in this age , when men are so earnestly asking ,

munion hath light with darkness ?" ( 2. Cor. whatis truth ? What do I mean ? Well , this,

for instance . A preacher enters the pulpit
Let us now approach this new sect a little 6. 14. )

more closely , and examine the principles which We would not misrepresent Mr. Campbell and holds up before the congregation a bottle

lie at its foundation . We propose to say noth- or his sect. Let facts and his own declara- containing a clear liquid . That, he says,

ing concerning the mode and subjects of bap- tions constitute the evidence by which our represents man's heart as it comes from the

tism , points on which the Campbellite body judgment shall be formed . In the beginning hands ofGod . Then he pours into it a dark

and the Baptists agree.
We confine our re

of the present century there arose' a sect liquid which gives the whole the color of mud .

marks to what is fundamental to the faith and called New-Lights , headed by Barton W. That , he says, represents the effects of sin .

to the organization of the Christian Church. Stone. They denied the Divinity of Christ Now , he says, what shall purify the liquid ?

The Campbellite sect was organized , if it and his vicarious atonement, and embraced Let us try flowers, representing morality .

can be said to have an organization, upon the the Arian heresy. In the article published in No, it remains as muddy as before.

two following principles : 1. The rejection of the “ Christian Baptist” ( vol . v . p. 379 ), then , let us try a chemical substance , which

creeds , and union upon the Bible alone . 2. Mr. Stone contended earnestly, “ that the
we will call the blood of Christ.

Asking but one question of candidates for Word ( ai ' hou ) by whom all things were made, in and, behold , the liquid has become beauti

baptism , whether they believed Jesus Christ was not the only true God , but a person that fully clear again. Thus, brethren , you see

to be the Messiah .
existed with the only true God before creation illustrated the chemistry of sin . I don't won

Regarding creeds , Mr. Campbell says , “ Our began ; not from eternity, else he must be the der that the Christian Advocate has denounced

opposition to creeds arose from a conviction, only true God , but long before the reign of the performance,for it is neither dignified nor

that whether the opinions in them were true * Augustus Caesar.” The Word , the Son of edifying. Brethren, don't try to be showmen .

or false , they were hostile to the union , peace , God, he insists , did not exist from eternity. Saturate yourselveswith the great truths of the

harmony, purity, and joy of Christians; and There was consequently a period when he did Gospel , and preach them with all your might.

not exist , and a period when he was brought So doing you will always find hearers.”

* This remark alone would stamp Mr. Campbell into existence ; and since he could not create

as altogether careless of truth ; what good then can * Millennial Harbinger, New Series, vol . v . pp .

a man dothe churchif he is careless of thetruth? | himself, he was a creature of God , as truly as | 63, 64 .

Polemical.

:

HERESIES .
>

Well ,

We pour it
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such as is without the knowledge of God and affixed a cross to their names to remind him

has nothing more and craves nothing more self of Christ's cross and example who on

than what reason affords and teaches. It is such pulpit had prayed for his persecutors

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner, Agt. the life of man as he is born of father and and said : “ Father, forgive them , for they

mother, and is altogether blind and faithless , know not what they do.” CAMERARIUS, Cent. 3 ,

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st knows nothing of God and eternal life , nor chapter 26 .

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis

souri and other states. Moneys, names of subscribers, does he care for them , he only follows his

changes of addresses and all other business communications natural reason and will , and seeks nothing

should besent to Rev. H.Birkner,3506 Caroline Str.; but his gain , glory , pride and pleasure. This Nature bears Witness against Self
St. Louis , Mo. All communications for the editorial de

ishness .

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. , the apostles call an earthly and worldly life ,
Zanesville, Ohio. Terms of subscription $ 1.00 per annum in where there is no word of God or where such

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or

draft is at the risk of the sender . word of God is not heeded and the devil holds
The sun does not shine for his own benefit,

sway and urges such worldly men to all kinds
but to give light and warmth unto mankind ;

Entered at the Post Ofice at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second
of vices . the tree does not grow , blossom and bear fruit

Unto such worldly life we Christians must be unto itself , but for the benefit of man and its

ST. LOUIS, MO., April 21, 1890. dead and thereby prove that Christ's resurrec
owner ; the flower sheds its fragrance not to

tion is in us not an empty word but a live power
delight itself , but to please man ; the fountain

Sin in Saints and Sin in Unbelievers. which manifests itself in us that we have also sends forth its waters not to quench its own

risen and now live other lives than we did thirst, but to refresh the weary pilgrim . So

we should not live unto ourselves , but to Him
The sin which remaineth in God's saints is before , that we now live in agreement with

that lived and died for us and for the benefit
all kind of evil desire and lust that ariseth in God's word and will. Such life is called a

.
of those among whom God has placed us.

man against God's commandment and such heavenly life . If this does not take place in

SCRIVER , Gedenk- Sprueche, p . 289.
sin is felt by saints as well as by others . But us , we have certain evidence that we are not

herein resteth the difference that the saints as yet Christians but deceive ourselves with

do not suffer themselves to be overcome by a vain fancy and idle thought. Life eternal.

such desires so as to do their will and put Such as are risen by faith with Christ should

them into practice . They rather resist and certainly seek after that which is not worldly ,
Every thing will be in an equal measure

continue in purging out such desires , as pernicious or perishable ; we should seek after only joy ; everything will be rest and peace,

St. Paul saith . In God's saints sin is a sin that which is above , is heavenly , divine and day, lustre and light. Light, not as our pres

that is purged out. Such is not the case with eternal : yea, we should seek after the true , ent light but an altogether differentlight, even

unbelievers , who follow after their desires pure , correct doctrine, seek after what is ac
as the brightness of the sun surpasses all arti

and give full reins to their flesh and thus sin ceptable with God whereby His glory and ficial light; for the everlasting light will not

against their conscience . Christ's kingdom is sustained and we should become darkened either by night or by the

Therefore a good conscience and faith re- beware of all profanation of His holy name, cover of clouds . Every thing will be replen

main in such men as resist their inordinate af- of erroneous worship, of selfmade confidence ished by unfading glory and we shall enjoy

fections or evil lust ; but a good conscience in our own sanctity , whereby the spirit be the uninterrupted society of Christ, angels,

and faith can not remain in the others who do comes tainted ; we should also beware of the
archangels and supernatural powers.

not resist sin but obey the same and thus gross works of the flesh . Unto all these we
CHRYSOSTOM , Ep. 5 to fallen Theodorus.

suffer their conscience to be violated and their should be dead or at least found among the

faith to be destroyed. For if you remain in number of those who die more and more unto

an evil purpose and your own conscience them . Beatitude,

bears witness against you , you can not be- These two lessons are by Luther and may

lieve or say thatGod is gracious unto you . be found in the 8th vol . of his writings , Erl. A life without death , a day without night ,

For this reason it is indeed necessary in a Edition , pages 176 and 205 . secureness without fear , joy without pain, rest

Christian that he should not give vent unto without labor, beauty without spots, fortitude

such sinful desires . without weakness , righteousness without per

For this . very reason namely is also the They desire the Crown, but not the versity , goodness without malice , truth with

Holy Ghost given , that He should militate Cross. out deception , felicity without misery — such

against sin and not let it rule , as St. Paul is eternal beatitude .

saith Gal . 5 , 17 , “ The Spirit lusteth against “ All want to enjoy Christ , but not all will INNOCENT , Serm . 3. Dom. Laet.

the flesh , and the flesh against the Spirit,” follow after him . They do not desire to seek

and adds this rule : “ that ye do not what ye him , yet they want to find him ; they want to

would.” And Rom . 8 , 13 we read , " If you approach him , yet they will not follow after The Tornado and the PentecostalWind.

mortify the works of the flesh by the Spirit , him .” St. Bernard , Serm . 21st on the SongBERNARD

you shall live .” Again , Rom. 6 , 12 : “ Let of Solomon. The tornado which overthrew a part of Louis

sin not rule in your mortal bodies , that you
ville , Ky ., was not noticed by such of Louis

do its lusts ."
ville's citizens as lived next to where the storm

Here, then , we learn the difference between Why King Louis XII.marked the Names swept down the houses. The sad work of the

of his worst Enemies with a Cross.
saints and unsaints , who both have sin , and storm lasted only one minute and one half

why saints do not lose grace and the Holy
and only next morning was it noticed by those

Ghost but remain holy ; whilst in such as do Louis XII. , king of France, had been in- who had remained untouched by the Samp

not purge out the old leaven of sin , there is sulted by many before he attained to the son hands of the tornado . 300 killed outright

neither faith nor holiness .
throne. When he had become king, he caused and 1000 wounded .

a record to be made of all his persecutors and The wind of Pentecost which swept over

marked the names of those of whom he had Jerusalem on the fiftieth day after Easter was

What do the Apostles call aworldly Life ? suffered most, with a cross . When this be- so loud and fierce as to sound like a chime of

came known, his former persecutors hastened bells calling the whole city together. But it

A worldly life is not a life that uses this to leave the country because they apprehended did no barm , it moved nothing from its place ,

world's blessings and the creatures which God severe treatment at the hands of the king. because it was all gracious , it was the fore

has created . For the Scriptures nowhere But the king had the fugitives called back as- runner of that all-powerful Breath of God

teach us to despise God's creatures, which suring them that none should suffer ill treat- which sweepeth and cleanseth contrite hearts

are good in themselves . But a worldly life is ment. He remarked to them , that he had of their sins.
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Church News.
Universities of the World . City CONGREGATIONS . — Missouri is repre

sented by its congregations , by number, in

Norway has 1 university , 46 professors and the following cities: Chicago 24 , St. Louis 11 ,

Y. M. C. A. Decision.
880 students. Milwaukee 8 , Cleveland 7 , Detroit 7 , New

France has 1 university, 180 professors and Orleans 6 , Brooklyn 5 , New York 4 , Philadel

A dispatch from Springfield , III . , gives the 9300 students.Ill
pbia 1. So the true doctrine is not altogether

account of an interesting case decided by the
Belgium has 4 universities , 88 professors without friends .

Supreme Court of that state , as follows :
and 2400 students .

According to an opinion just rendered by
Holland has 4 universities , 80 professors DEATH ..- Prof. Franz Delitzsch , the fore

the Supreme Court , the Young Men's Chris- and 1600 students. most Hebrew scholar of Germany , died at the

tian Association is not a religious corporation Portugal bas 1 university, 40 professors age of 78 years. Since 1842 he was Lu

within the meaning of the law . In Macon
and 1300 students . theran professor at Leipzig , and distinguished

county , a man named Hamsher on his death Italy has 17 universities , 600 professors himself by his numerous eminent publications.

left a will by which most of his property was
and 11,140 students . His crowning work was the translation of the

to be bequeathed to the Young Men's Chris
Sweden has 2 universities , 173 professors New Testament into Hebrew , of which 70,000

tian Association of Decatur. Heirs contested and 1010 students. copies have been disposed of largely in the

the will on the ground that the statutes of
Switzerland has 3 universities , 90 professors interest of Jewish mission work, in which he

Illinois hold that a religious body can not hold and 2000 students.
Prof. Delitzsch waswas deeply concerned .

over ten acres of land . In the opinion of the Russia has 8 universities , 582 professors a class and room-mate at the university with

court, the Young Men's Christian Association and 6900 students. Dr. Walther. But when Walther returned to

is not wholly a religious body, but is largely
Denmark has 1 university, 10 professors standard Lutheran theology and Delitzsch

a charitable and benevolent organization , and, and 1400 students . embraced the new theology , they separated.

therefore , the law restricting the amount of
Austria has 10 universities, 1810 professors Walther's Gospel Postil was a favorite book

with Dr. Delitzsch .
property to be held by religious corporations and 13,600 students .

does not apply to said Association . This is Spain has 10 universities , 380 professors

the first time the question has ever been tested and 16,200 students. The Baptist Missionary Review glories over

in the courts.
Germany has 21 universities , 1020 profes- the wonderful growth of the Baptist Church

in Sweden .The Y. M. C. A. is a sectarian institute sors and 25,084 students. Twenty years ago there were

under the care of the Reformed sects , to in The United States of America bas 360 uni- 7000 members, now there are 32,308 . The

culcate and propagate the " American idea." versities , 4240 professors and 69,400 students. Swedish Lutheran Augustana , however , think

Great Britain has 11 universities , 334 pro- this quite a moderate number when one con

fessors and 13,400 students. siders how inany hundred thousand dollars of

ROBBING GRAVES. — Few crimes are more
Now if these universities were all ruled by American gold have been expended on this

heartless and contemptible than that of rob- the word of God , what powerful agents they Swedish work. At home some Lutheran min

bing freshly -made graves of flowers and other
would prove towards the best interests of isters will fraternize with the Baptists and

articles left by mourners , yet Superintendent
mankind ! abroad Baptists do their very worst to ruin

Wells of Greenwood Cemetery , Brooklyn, has
the Lutheran churches and term infant bap

found it impossible to put a stop to that crime
No more Mormon REVELATIONS .—A recept tism'a superstition .

there without more assistance , and has ac- dispatch from Utah says : “ At the opening of

cordingly appealed to the board of directors the Mormon Conference in Salt Lake City, PALESTINE EXPLORATION.—After a delay of

for further help . In New York City , we have President Woodruff, the head of the church , nearly five years , the committee of the Pales

been told , they even steal the crape from the astounded the delegates by stating that the tine Exploration Fund have received their

doors during the night. Sin knows no sym- day of revelation had ended ; God had re- firman granting permission to excavate on a

pathy.
vealed enough for people to see salvation , and site previously approved by the Porte . It is

there was no need of looking for more divine understood that all objects (except duplicates)

Christian Socialists. — A “ Society of Chris- utterances.” The “ true inwardness ” of this found in the course of the excavations shall be

tian Socialists” has been formed in New York dispatch is no doubt explained by the enforce- forwarded to the museum at Constantinople ;

city . The Rev. Heber Newton is President. ment of the Edmunds law and the disfran- but that the committee's agents shall have the

It proposes to stir up the clergy to preach the chisement of polygamists by the decision of right of making squeezes , sketches, models,

" gospel of wealth ” until the true responsi- the courts. Joe Smith and Brigham Young photographs, and copies of all such objects .. ,

bility of the rich shall be recognized , to further would get up new “ revelations” on special The best labor this excavation committee

the study of social questions by church mem- occasions to fire the zeal of the saints” and could perform , is to excavate Constantinople

bers , to work for special measures of reform , induce them to defy the laws . But that from the hands of the Turk.

and otherwise to bring about a better relation method can no longer be worked successfully ,

between the church and social reformers . and now , it seems , the imposture of new “ rev
HussMEMORIAL.- Thecity council of Prague

The church and gospel , what abuse must elations ” is to be discontinued . Hebrews 1 , 1. has refused its consent to the erection of a

they suffer at all times !
memorial in bonor of John Huss. The un

RABBIS PETITION THE POPE.-American and believer Bruno received the honor of amemo

At a recent meeting in behalf of the Indians , German rabbishave petitioned the Holy Father rial , but the martyr of Christ can not attain

the question was asked : " How shall we reach to take a firm stand against the false accusa to such worldly glory at his home.

the full-blooded Indians?” A lady missionary tions that Hebrews perform bloody rites at

replied , “ To reach the full-blooded Indians, their passover. They ask his Holiness to de MERCHANTS KINDLY REMEMBERED . – Mrs.

send after them a full-blooded Christian .” In clare pontifically that this statement has been Rikke von Tangen , of Bergen , Norway , has

our estimation we ought to send Missourians proved to be utterly unfounded by the study given a property worth 50,000 crowns , to be

or some other brother of the Synodical Con- of the Hebrews' Scriptures and rites. This used as a home for old and impoverished

ference for they are full -blooded Christians. report comes in an eastern paper. It looks
merchants.

too much like a bloody lie to be true.

Boston.—A Danish Lutheran Church has “ In the tents of Japhet (Gen. 9 , 27) there

been established with Rev. P. Errickson from Each of the Harrisburg school children was none more excellent and greater than

Denmark as pastor. The Danish Government having been asked to contribute an Easter Luther , nor will there ever be , in my opinion,

will pay his salary, as seamen's missionary, egg to the charitable institutions of that city , Wolfgang Severus,

we presume. they donated over 5000 eggs . preceptor to the emperor Ferdinand .

a
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Hearth and Home.

BY E.

age , was compelled to leave the inheritance lent of his own good actions for the benefit of

of the empire . But his jealousy was exasper- the person whom he has wronged , and if he

ated by envy and disease ; he feared the dan- should be destitute of any moral property ,

For the LUTHERAN WITNE88. gerous virtues which might either support or the weight of his sins will be loaded with an

BROKEN MEAT. suppress their infancy and weakness ; and the adequate share of the demerits of the sufferer.

dying emperor demanded the head of the According as the shares of guilt or virtue

Persian prince. With savage delight he recog- shall preponderate, the sentence will be pro

The Cost of Divorces.
nized the familiar features of bis brother : nounced, and all , without distinction , will

" Thou art no longer Theophobus,” he said ; pass over the sharp and perilous bridge of

“ By paying two dollars in spot cash you and, sinking on his couch, he added , with a the abyss ; but the innocent, treading in the
can get a divorce in four hours in Japan."

America is somewhat more civilized. A di- faltering voice,“Soon , too soon , I shall be foot-steps of Mahomet, will gloriously enter

no more Theophilus." the gates of paradise , while the guilty will
vorce comes higher here . About four hun.

Doing right for the sake of being rewarded fall into the first and mildest of the seven hells.
dred dollars.

But the divorces in vogue here now come

by men , is building a house upon sand . Only The term of expiation will vary from nine

that fidelity to men which springs from fidelity hundred to seven thousand years ; but the
still higher. A divorce without previous adul

to God will stand and will certainly be re- prophet has judiciously promised that all his
tery is adultery . Adultery is the price at

disciples , whatever may be their sins , shall bewhich such divorces must be obtained . It warded , if not by men , always by God.

saved, by their own faith and his intercession,
takes an eternity of damnation to pay this

price . “ Adulterers shall not inherit the king
from eternal damnation .

Lottery -Gambling.

dom of God.” 1 Cor . 6 , 10 . Our town boasts the champion fool .
If Gibbon had not expressly mentioned

The

other day a slick gambler
Mahomet, we would have thought he was

no , not a slick

giving a selection from popish theology. The
The murderous Safe. one , but a very clumsy swindler but as

family resemblance between the false prophet

“ Anything more distressing than the un
long as awkwardness does as well as smart

from Rome and the false Prophet from Arabia,
timely death of a little boy of seven which is ness , it will do very well — well , this man

is striking indeed .

just reported from Paris it would be hard to
came along and buttonholed our friend , the

imagine. The only son of a French trades- fool , and made him the following offer : " My
The Nearness and certainty of Death .

man was playing in his father's room , when friend, you deposit $24.00 in this box , and

he perceived that the safe was open . In a

Here is a young man , vigorous in the health
after a while, when you open it , you will find of youth, denying himself no pleasure, lead

,
spirit of boyish fun he got into it. Presently $8.00 in it. Those eight dollars willbe yours. ing a wild and reckless and godless life. For

the father came into the room, and before Just think, eight dollars.” Our simple friend
years an insidious foe has been creeping to

leaving for his day's work , locked the safe , is delighted. He pawns his watch and stove, wards him , and silently lays hold on him ,
the child keeping silence the while . Soon the puts $28.00 in the box, and opening it in the

firmly lodges in his vitals , very soon reveals

little fellow was missed. The police were presence ofmany neighbors,really finds $8.00 his deadly work, and men say : " Consump

called in and a hue and cry raised. Next in it , takes it rejoicingly , and is congratulated
tion .” And after a while the stricken youth

morning the fatheropened the safe – to find by his enviousneighbors on the great prize he consults eminent physicians and they gravely

his son a corpse.”
has drawn. This happened the other day. shake their heads, and sad is their voice :

Dreadful contents of the safe ! Say, how Actually ? Actually !
“ There is not the shadow of hope for you .

much misery, spilt heart's-blood, wrecked But all this is only introductory. What we You must prepare. At the most, twelve

happiness do the contents of so many safes are driving at is this . A prominent journal
months you will yet live .” The devoted vic

represent? And how many souls has the safe contains the following: The receipts of the tim of consumption can not but admit the
“ pierced through with many sorrows” and Louisiana Lottery for a recent year were

truth of these statements , and a great change

eternally murdered ? daily $ 67,500.00 , monthly $2,025,000.00 , for

the entire year $24,637,500.00. These figures to live" - his thoughts travel beyond death,
takes place in his heart and life . “ But a year

The Reward of Fidelity.
are said to be “ frozen facts ” and capable of his ears hear the sentence of the Judge , and

What is it ? That depends upon whom you
verification . Of the $25,000,000.00 it re- he prepares , prepares to stand before Him ,

ceives annually not one third goes back in
are faithful to. If it is God , the reward will by the grace of God he is prepared , in His
be great; if it is man, there is no saying what prizes. Of the cost of operating the

business
blood - stained robe. " One shortyear to live" .

it will be , perhaps death .
no one but those intimately concerned in its

- and the allurements of the world are un

The following is taken from Gibbon's His affairs can give a trustworthy estimate . But
heeded by him , the cares of this life die within

they are probably not one-half the gross pro
tory. At the age of twelve years the royal him . “ I am a dying man ” . and he shuns

birth of Theophobus (son of a Persian of the fits , leaving $ 8,000,000.00 as the net
revenue the pollution of sin ; the delights of life eter

raceofSassanides,who died in poverty and whichthe companyderives from its business.nal aresocloseby,alwaysbeforehim." Only
And so the American lottery -gambling pub

exile at Constantinople) was revealed , and his a few days remain ” — and he is zealous about
lic

merit was not unworthy of his birth . He was
the champion fool referred to above

his Master's business. He is alive to the vanity

educated in theByzantine palace, a Christian pays in twenty-fourmillion dollars, and knows of his earthly life;his mind, in his continually

and a soldier ; advanced with rapid steps in
it can not draw more than eight million , and

dying state , is fixed on heaven.

the career of fortune and glory ; received the makes a great ado when one of its number
Reader, is there a shadow of hope left for

hand of the emperor's ( Theophilus”) sister ; gets back a portion of what perhaps he hasand was promoted to the command of thirty been paying in for years. Yes , yes, the wish you? Has not consumption a hold on you ?

Are you not dying daily ? Do you seriously

thousand Persians, who, like his father , had
to have their neighbors contribute towards

believe you will not die ?

fled from the Mahometan conquerors . These giving them several hundreds or thousands

will make fools of the smartest of them .

troops , doubly infected with mercenary and Talking with God.

fanatic vices , were desirous of revolting against There was an old Scotchman sitting by his

their benefactor and erecting the standard of Purgatory humble fire, and a visitor asked him if he was

their native king : but the loyal Theopho- The doctrine of Mahometanism concerning not lonesome sitting there all day, and he

bus rejected their offers, disconcerted their the fiction of purgatory , Gibbon gives in these said : “ Nae, Nae , I just sit here cracking wi '

schemes, and escaped from their hands to the words : The good and evil of each Mussulman Jesus.” “ Cracking" is the Scotch word for

camp or palace of his royal brother . A gener- will be accurately weighed in a real or alle friendly talking .

ous confidence might have secured a faithful gorical balance ; and a singular mode of com- Surely we ought never to feel lonely , neg

and able guardian for his wife and his infant pensation will be allowed for the payment of lected , forsaken ; we , who have learned to

son , to whom Theophilus , in the flower of his injuries : the aggressor will refund an equiva- talk with Jesus .
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The School Question in Wisconsin. that the state-officers, elected to superintend Lutheran or Christian schools in which they

the state schools, should also have a say in have no interest whatever ? They can not

On this important matter weighing so the church school , so as to make eventually claim any such control unless they violate

heavily ' on the conscience of our brethren the church school a state-school without the our United States constitution . Weremember

in Wisconsin and Illinois , we recently read state incurring any expense to maintain them . too that the. Chr. Cynosure was charged by

several articles which will give our readers an In this way the principle of the new American its opponents with aiding the “ Rum , Roman

adequate idea of the esteem in which they are party, of the puritanic Committee of One ism and Rebellion ” party, because it sup

held by native American and German Ameri- Hundred in Massachusetts, that there shall ported the prohibition party and drew votes

can Puritans.
The so - called Lutheran Ob- be but one school-system on American soil — away from the dominant party . Now what

server, of Philadelphia , is published by men that America is for Americans only— is to be did the Cynosure say in answer ? It said , If

who even to -day bear a German name , whose gradually introduced . But it comes to us with the principle of prohibition be right, then we

fathers and grandfathers came from Germany. bad grace that theseGerman Americans should must maintain the same , no matter who stands

They name themselves Lutherans and one brand a conscientious opposition to tyrannical with us in the cause or what the consequences

might expect they would manifest some sym- school lawswith the odious epithet of foreign- may be . So we say too , If the principle be

pathy with Lutherans who feel their school- ism . With many General Synod men it is a right as it is , that the state has no right to

work antagonized by unjust laws of the state . fixed principle to be an American first and meddle in church - school affairs, then we must

Now what has this L. Obs. to say ? Here is then perhaps a Lutheran ; but with us it is : sustain this principle no matter what the con

the full length of its editorial of April 11th , Lutheran first and then American ; first Christ sequences may be or who stand with us in

under the above heading : and then our country. our efforts . Those men are , indeed , not worthy

** From the accounts of the election in Mil- But we have another paragraph on the same of the liberty which we have till now enjoyed ,

waukee last week the strange spectacle pre- subject by the Christian Cynosure of Chicago . who will suffer the same to be taken from
sented itself that theGerman Lutherans and in an editorial of April 10th , this paper writes : them under the plea of Americanism , anti
the Roman Catholics were united in their op

foreignism , anti-Romanism . In the end we

position to the Bennett School Law , and thus " The result of the city election in Mil au

Mayor Brown, who is in favor of that law , was kee is to make more intense the feeling ofall would remind the Cynosure of the glorious

defeated, and George W. Peck, the humorist, parties respecting the compulsory school law . fact, that the Lutheran Church is no perse

was elected . The clause in the Bennett law The war upon the enactment, begun by the cutor. We do condemn the intolerant and

to which they are opposed , is as follows : Catholic priests, has enlisted the German Lu- persecuting spirit which the papal church has

* No school* shall be regarded as a school under therans; and finally, seeing an opportunity shown and still shows, we condemn the in
this act, unless there shall be taught therein, aspart for temporary success the Democratic party

of the education of children, reading,writing,arith inthe State hasjoined the foreignerelement. tolerant and persecuting spirit which the puri

metic and United States history, in the English lan- With such a piebald following a Democrat was tanic church has shown and still shows, but
guage . '

elected mayor of Milwaukee, and the leaders we do not believe in robbing any good citizen
" It is stated that this law was two months of the movement hope to carry the State . It of his vested political rights.

underconsideration in the Legislature, ** and is a strange and pitiful sight to see the Lu

passed without a dissenting vote . · But when therans, whose fatherswithstood Roman Cath
“ The N. Y. Mail and Express says it was a

itwent into operation lastSeptember, the for- olic domination to the death , deluded into an queer issue by which Milwaukee and Wis

eign Lutherans and Catholics were surprised alliance with their old foes in a crusade against consin voted against the English language ,

to find that the law applied to private as well the American free school. But the result can and Chicago is now without a Republican city

as public schools. As many of the children not be doubtful. There may be temporary official for the first time since it was incor

in their parochial schools are taught in Ger- success, but it will arouse the American spirit porated.”

man and other foreign languages, the law im- of a people too often pre-occupied with meaner

posed a hardship upon them , in compelling matters. Already the leading Democratic pa- not the English language against which our
But this is also a misrepresentation . It is

themto change their textbooks into English. persare calling upon their party in Wisconsin not the English language against which our

This is the reason for the united opposition of to halt. They are rushing blindly toward a
brethren voted , but the oppressive measure

both Catholics and German Lutherans to the precipice , and ruin can not be avoided if they on the part of the legislature to prescribe
law .

do not turn. Democrats --- all parties are what shall be taught in our private parochial

" On the other hand , the friends of the law equally bound to stand by our free-school schools . Our congregations shall legislate on

maintain the American idea ,that all foreigners system as an American institution. Toop- the issue what is to be taught in the congre

who come to this country should become Amer- pose it is to overthrow our liberties , or to in
ican citizens , and adopt our language, cus- vite political destruction . " gational school, not the legislature of the

toms and laws as soon as possible , and that state. The political society shall not trespass

their children , as well as native children ,
Here we would remark : 1. It is a bald

should be instructed in the language of the falsehood to state that the Lutherans of Wis- on the rights of the congregation or churchly

country. This is what the Bennett law was consin oppose the free- school system of their society. Let the legislature providefor such

designed to secure , and it is reasonable and state .
children as would grow up without education ,

The candid truth is , that the compul

justto all . The idea of some foreigners that but not hamper the efforts of righteous men
sory school- law of Wisconsin overreaches its

they can preserve the languages and customsof the countries from which they came and proper limits and intrudes into the church- who aim at the best possible education of

their children .
that American laws and institutions must be school which is no state institute . As the

The Massachusetts American of April 12th
set aside or changed to suit them , will have to state has not the shadow of a right to decree
be abandoned . ”

what shall be taught in our churches or in
also belies the public in the following words :

These “ Lutherans” of the General Synod what language our doctrines should be taught, " WISCONSIN OPPOSED TO FREE Schools .

type have not the faintest relish for Lutheran so the state has no right to decree what shall " The election last week in the cities of

school-work , nor can they comprehend why be taught in church -schools or in what lan- Wisconsin demonstrated that ,for a timebeing ,

Lutheran churches should resent the very guage the instruction shall be imparted. If at least, parochial schools triumph over public

thought of having their schools placed under church and state are to remain forever sepa- therans made common cause with the Romanschools . A large section of the German Lu

state-control and superintended by civil mag- rated , as the constitution of our United States bishops in favor of parochial schools .

istrates. The American idea is now in vogue requires , it is the duty of every loyal citizen " The Americans of Wisconsin are evidently

that the court-house should controlthe church ; to crush every law and measure which is a swamped by alien influence .

violation of such constitution . Our church- " Wisconsin is unprepared for this Roman
* If the Bennett law simply said : “ No state school , Let us lend aor : No free school shallbe regarded as a school schools were established by the members of crusade against her liberties.

under this act,” etc. , then our people would have our church for a churchly purpose , as such
helping hand now.

nothing to say . As the Bennett law now stands it " It is understood the Roman bishops have

refers alsoto church schools, which do not comethey are supported by our people who also offered to give the governorship of Wisconsin
under state -legislation . - ED, WITNESS . support the free - school jointly with their to a German Lutheran. Satan promises all

** We inquired of one of the editors of the Mil fellow -citizens who may not be Lutheran . the honors of the world to those who will bow
waukee Germania, a German Republican paper ,•Why
did you not protest against the law while was The majority of the citizens of the state are down and worship him . ”

making ? Because, said he, it wasrushed to its neither Christians nor Lutherans, now why It is not opposition to Free Schools which

third reading before we were allowed to see it .

ED. WITNESS. should they want to control in a measure our people would carry in Wisconsin, but op
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Miscellaneous.

position to the endeavor of secularizing our saved and where the Gospel of Jesus Christ Up to date I have received for, and forwarded to

Mrs. R. L. Goodman , Neutral , Kans . , from Rev. J.
church schools . We do not want to triumph alone is preached .”

S. Hertrich , Holly Wood, Mipn . , $ 2.00 ; from Revs.

over public schools , what a base idea ! but It is not often that such sober Cbristian Fuerbringer, Fraukenmuth , Mich ., each $ 1.00 ; per

we want to triumph over the high lianded sentiments find expression on American pul- ladies in his congr. $ .75 ; from P. n ., per Rev.
Rev. F. W. Herzberger, Hammond, Ind , from two

cunning of American fanatics who want to pits. And as the above is printed in the Wm. Huesemann , Papillion,Nebr., $ 1.00 ; from Rev.
F. B. Arnold , Silver Creek, N. Y., $ 1.00 ; from J.

triumph over our parochial schools ; who want w . Chr. Advocate, a Methodist paper, it seems H. Fischer, Hepler, Kans . , $ 2.00 ; from N. N. $ 1.00 ;

to enlist the strong arm of the state to help as though a reaction had set in against making from Ed. Junghans, per Rev. H. Birkner, St. Louis,
Mo , $ 5.00 ; from my congr. Easter -collection $7.40 .

them in abolishing parochial schools ; who, the churches club -houses .
Sum total $22.15 .

when they have succeeded in rushing the The kind donors have our thanks and prayers.

necessary laws through , will use all means of
A remarkable Tree.

April 7th, 1890 . Rev. A. W. MEYER,

legal prosecution and persecution to work
614 Andrews St. , Winfield , Kans.

against all church schools , as this has been This is a singular tree in Cuba — the yaguey

already tried in various places in Illinois . tree—that affords striking illustration of the
RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

We bope our readers have understood from progress and fatality of sin . This tree begins

the above extracts what the know nothings of to grow at the top or midway of another tree .
our country are after. They will have seen The seed is carried by a bird, or wafted by Objections to the present Compulsory

School Law of Mlinois. Respectfully

that only a beginning bas been made of the the wind , and , falling into somemoist branch submitted by the German Lutheran Com

warfare against our parochial schools ; that ing part, takes root and speedily begins to mittee on the present Compulsory School

the Puritans of the East and West will assist grow . It sends along a kind of thin string Law .

one another in their onslaughts and that only like root down the body of the tree that is This excellent pamphlet commends itself to every

the political downfall of all their measures occupied , which is soon followed by others. thoughtful reader, andwill be furnished by the
committee to all who will assist in the crusade

and candidates will let this country remain in course of time these rootlings strike the against puritanic oppression . It introduces itself
in this way .

the home of the free and the brave , will keep ground , and growth immediately commences
" INTRODUCTION :

church and state separated. Let us all be up upward. New rootlings continue to be formed

and use the sword of the freemen , the ballot, and get strength , until the one tree grows as a reasons why many thousandsof good loyal citizens“ In this little pamphlet the reader will find the

to cut down this cruel tyranny wbich uses net with the other inside. The outside one sur- of Illinois demand the repeal or modification of the

the American and Protestant name only to rounds and presses the inner , like a huge gir- Law of Minois.
law generally known as the 'Compulsory Education

slaughter the liberty of our country ; let us dle of snakes , strangling its life and augmen “ We do not object to all children of a suitable

be up and dig deep political graves for all ting its own power. At last the tree within is age being compelled by law to attend some school .

the abettors and propagators of the altogether killed , and the parasite , that has taken posses- tion is one of the strongest safe-guards of our po
We want no truants. A general elementary educa

un -American “ American ideas.” sion becomes itself the tree . What a picture of litical institutions. If parents refuse to send their

the enslaving and fatal power of sin as it at- tend to theirduty. We invite every reader to sub
children to school, let the law compel them to at

taches itself to a man , and with his consent is ject every word of our remonstrance to a careful

allowed ! It may have a small beginning, but inspection, and we feel assured that nothing willbe
found that can be construed into an opposition to

soon binds him as with cords , gains increasing the just claims of the state on the general educa

The House of God. mastery, and presses upon bis
tion of the citizen of the future .

life . Hevery

“ What we oppose is this law , this kind of com

is held in fetters by its power, till at last the pulsion ; because it is not only unnecessary, unfair
,

The following is an extract from the fare- tyrant overcomes the victim and triumphs dangerous, and in many respects absolutely unjust,
well sermon of a pastor in Cincinnati : but will also, if pursued to its legitimate conse

over its prey . - The Welcome.
quences, jeopardize, nay, almost abrogate, that

“ O this place becomes glorious when people
beneficial and most bighly cherished institution

are saved in it ! It is humiliating when men (dearer to us than all others) , liberty of conscience

say of it , it is a great social institution. Our First secure Obedience and Love will and religion."

Members of the committee of the Illinois District

church building is not for concerts , it is not
soon be secured.

of the Synod of Missouri, Obio and other States:

for lectures , it is not for entertainments . It
Rev. L. Hoelter, Chicago, Chairman. Rev. T. J.

A lady , who was placed in a responsible Grosse , Addison, III ., Secretary. Prof. Th. Brohm ,

is first and forever forthesalvation of souls; position in a charitable institution , saidthat Addison, Nicoh Rev. A. Schuessler; Joliet, Il Mr.
to tell men who are going down to hell that at first it was her main desire and effort to J. F. Melcher, Chicago. Mr.W.H. Tatge, Chicago,

, Chicago . Mr. W. , .

there isa way to be saved, through Jesus make the children love her ; obedience, she Attorney., B. Edwards, Chicago, “ The American
Christ. Then glory and praise go higher than thought , would naturally follow if only she

. "

the preacher, higher than the choir , where could first secure the affection of the children themselves against the present school law.
Several other Synods have decidedly expressed

they belong, to the Son of God . Then that placed under her charge . But the fallacy of

wbich is done, is a work which abides forever. this belief speedily manifested itself, and the

I preached as a student for nearly a year ; I first and main power in securing either love or Subscriptions Paid .

prepared carefully written sermons, and I

respect revealed itself to be that of insisting Rev.0. Cloeter,Valley Creek, Minn . , (VIII 15

eyed the people each Sabbath evening as to on prompt and invariable obedience. To the to IX 14 ) $ 1.00

what they thought of this ; and then one night , untaught and almost unreasoning children the Rev. A. G.Kolk, Fallston,Md., (IX )
1.00

Arnold , , IX )
1.00

I scarcely know how or why , but some one
lady's ways and requirements often seemed Rev. M. Tirmenstein, St. Paul,Minn , (VIII) 1.00

came to me and said , ' Your words led meto needless and the restrictions unnecessary , but Rev.J.G. Luebker, Millerton , Neb ., (VII 2 cc.

Christ . ' Then I first realized what it was.
VIII 1 c . )

her testimony was , that obedience and sub- Rev. J. List, Elysian,Minn , (VIII)
Then I first realized my place and the joy of

ljection
soon convinced the little ones that / Teacher H.Erck , St. Louis , Mo., (IX ) .

a servant of Jesus Christ. have Rev. W. Moenkemoeller, Cairo, I., ( VIII)

each rule was a just one , and she added , that Rev. W. Moenkemoeller, Cairo, Ill., (VIII 18

perhaps happened along our lake shore, and once the children learned to obey her, there Rev. J. B.Graupner, Mt. Carroll , Ill , (VI.to IX 17 2 cc . )
2.00

have noticed many fine structures ; and as we
was no trouble in securing the love she had VII . VIII )

3.00

pass by, we say , ' How pretty . ' . Here is a
so desired .

Jacob Irion sr., Ustick, III . , (VIII 15 to IX 14 ) 1.00

club -house, and we say, 'How nicely con
Teacher Geo. Ritzmann , Addison, III . , (VIII) 1.00

Dr. H. Wichmann, St. Louis, Mo , (VIII 19 to

structed ,' and we remark about the millions Acknowledgments. IX 18 )

it must have cost to erect it. But here is an Rev. F. W. Brockmann, Mascoutah, III., (VII) 1.00

humble structure ; but they say , "That is a
I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of $ 10.00 Rev. J. W. Miller, Little Rock , Ark ., (V.VI) 2.00

from the District of Minois through Jacob Neu, Mrs. S. Shader, Little Rock , Ark . , (VII 19 to

life-saving station . When men are in danger , 1027 East Carpenter Str., Springfield, 11., and50
VIII 18 )

1.00

men go out from there and reach out to save

cents from L. B., 32 Elmore, Ohio ; $ 1.00 from Mr. Wm . Eisenbauer, Manannah, Minn . , (VIII)

those who are about to be lost. ' I wish H. J , E. Reinhardt, of Erie , Pa .; $ 100 per Rev. C.

J. C. Rupright, of Van Wert, Ohio ; $ 1.00 from Mr. Rev. H. F.Grupe, Cape Girardeau , Mo. , ( VII .

VIII )

E. G. Krueger, Sheboygan, Wis. , (VIII)strangers might come in as friends of our C. Morhart, of Mr. F. A. Boethe, Erie, Pa.

Neutral, Kans., March 31st, 1890 .

church . This is the place where souls are MAGGIE R. GOODMAN . CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUBE, PRINTER.

.

3.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Some of you

1.00

1.00

2.00

1.00
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Dur Épistle Postil.

PHIL. 1 ,

the more fruit will it produce . A sickly branch ing : “ Come over into Macedonia , and help

will , indeed , bring forth little and sickly fruit, us.” Forthwith Paul, accompanied by Silas ,

but a healthy branch will not say : The branch journeyed to Macedonia and , coming to Phi

For the LUTHERAN WITNE88 . next to me which is stronger than myself , lippi , they found willing hearts and in a short

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE brings so many bunches, therefore I need time they gathered a congregation . The first

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH -YEAR . bring only half the number. Every branch in one converted was Lydia, a seller of purple.a

a healthy condition will , prompted by the life Thereafter Paul cast a spirit of divination out
By Rev. F. Kuegele .

which is in it , bring fruit as much as it can of a damselwhich by soothsaying had brought

bear. If the life of Christ is in us, we are her masters much gain . Exasperated over

XXII. Sunday after Trinity . thereby prompted to bring forth good fruit , their loss the owners of the damsel laid hands

3-11 . and we should see that we " quench not the on Paul and Silas and brought them before

Spirit,” as the apostle says ; we should not as the magistrates who caused them to be striped

DEARLY BELOVED : - In the course of His last sickly branches bring only sparse and sickly and cast into prison . In the following night

long conversation with the disciples before His fruit , but as healthy branches produce fruit an earthquake occurred by which the doors of

passion the Lord spake unto them these words : profuse in quantity and excellent in quality, the prison were thrown open and the bonds of

“ I am the vine, ye are the branches : He that agreeably to the Lord's words : “ He that the prisoners were loosed , which became an

abideth in me , and I in him , the same bringeth abideth in me , and I in him , the same bringeth occasion for the conversion of the jailer. The

forth much fruit : for without me ye can do forth much fruit." The branches of a vine next morning the magistrates sent command

nothing.” These words contain a beautiful will also be examined by the gardener ; the that Paul and Silas should leave the city, but

comparison, picturing to us the intimate con- dead branches he will cut off, the green he Paul protested against this unworthy treat

nection between Christ and the believing soul. will clip and prune perhaps so that they will ment, because he was a Roman citizen and it

A vine rooted in a fertile soil is all for the bleed , and this he does to promote their health , was against the law of the empire to strike a

branches . The vine puts forth , it makes the growth and fruitfulness. “ I am thetrue vine," Roman. So the elders of the city had to come

branches . The branches do not form them- says the Lord , “ and my Father is the husband - personally and honorably dismissed Paul from

selves separate from the vine and are then man . ” Now when this heavenly Gardener the city. In this wonderful manner thechurch

connected with it , it is the vine which buds clips and prunes us by permitting sorrows and at Philippi was founded and it is therefore

and makes the branches ; to it they owe their afflictions to come upon us, we Christians not strange that between it and Paul there was

existence. Man does not first make himself should not complain and say : What art.Thou a peculiarly intimate relation . Thereafter

a Christian then to be brought into connection doing ? why dost Thou shorten me and make when Paul was a prisoner at Rome and in in

with Christ , but Christ first comes to man and me bleed ? we should rather be thankful to digent circumstances , because he was obliged

makes him a branch . That we are Christians the Gardener that He does not cut us off as to live at his own expense , the Philippians ,

is not our own work and merit. We did not dead branches , but by His pruning preserves hearing of his poverty, sent him a sum of

convert ourselves and come to Christ, He came the sap of life in us and concentrates it that money by Epaphroditus, at whose return Paul

to us and made us His own ; for the vine makes we are caused to bring forth more and better sent them this letter. At the end Paul gives

the branch and the branch does not make it- fruit. this testimony to the Philippians, that of all

self. And as the branch does not make itself, What, therefore , do we learn from this com- the churches they alone had communicated

so it does also not bear and support itself , but parison in regard to a Christian congregation ? with him as concerning giving and receiving.

is supported by the vine . Sever a branch We learn from it that in every congregation From no other congregation did Paulaccept

from the vine and it will drop to the ground, each member thereof should be a green branch , money, from the Philippians alone he received

because it has its support from the vine . As flourishing and fruitful, and not one should be pecuniary support . His letter to them also

we did not make ourselves Christians , so we a dead branch , fit only for the fire, and nothing manifests such fervent love as scarcely any of

do also not keep or preserve ourselves in the but a hindrance to the other branches . Now , his other epistles. This congregation seems

faith , Christ keeps and preserves us , as Peter it is true , such a congregation in which there to have caused him themost joy and the least

writes : “ Ye are kept by the power of God are no dead and no sickly branches, in which trouble .

through faith unto salvation . ” A branch , every branch is as it ought to be , green and Hear his words of love to them : " I thank

therefore, does not have life in itself or of it- healthy , is not to be found on this earth ; yet my God upon every remembranceofyou, always

self , its life is only from the vine . The branch our to-day's text presents to us the ensample in every prayer of mine for you all making re

lives only by the sap or nutriment conveyed to of a congregation which, though there were quest with joy .” The church at Philippi must,

it from the vine; by and of itself the branch doubtless also some sickly and perhaps even indeed , have been a glorious church ; for as

can not live . If the sap -channels, feeding the dead branches in it , nevertheless in the great often as Paul thought of the Philippians , his

branch from the vine , are destroyed the branch majority of itsmembers was a glorious church. heart was filled with thanks and praise towards

must die . Christ is our life and separate from For our admonition and edification let us God ; and whenever he prayed for them , he
Him we have no spiritual life in us . It is briefly consider : did so with joy . Now , if we remember that

Christ who through the channels of the Word PAUL'S TESTIMONY OF THE CHURCH AT Paul was an apostle , inspired by the Holy

and the sacraments continually conveys to us PHILIPPI. Ghost ; if we consider how this highly en

the sap of life . Through these means of grace Philippi was a city in Macedonia and it lightened man remembered the Philippians

Christ nourishes the soul , and if the fellowship was the first European city which Paul visited with thanksgiving and prayed for them with
of the Gospel ceases , the spiritual life within and wherein he founded a church . How this gladness , we can not doubt that they were a

us dies . By the life conveyed to it from the came about is described in the 16th chapter congregation after the heart of God , inasmuch

vine , the branch is caused to bud, bloom and of the Acts . At Troas in Asia Minor there as Paul's testimony concerning them is also

bring forth fruit , and the healthier the branch appeared unto Paul the vision of a man , say- the testimony of the Holy Ghost.

9
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ure .

What caused him so heartily to thank and the right fellowship in the Gospel , herein we this very thing, that he WHICH HATH BEGUN a

praise God for the Philippians, Paul tells us are to be fellows that the Gospel of our good work in you.” In this change of pro

in the following verse : “ For your fellowship Lord Jesus Christ is our heart's joy and treas- noun there is a glorious consolation . The

in the gospel from the first day until now .” Where this is lacking , there can be no standing in the Gospel, the possession of the

With gladness did the Philippians receive the true, Christian , brotherly fellowship. If two treasure he ascribes to the Philippians, but

Word when Paul came unto them ; and after persons are indeed externally members of the beginning and the performing of the good

a period of about ten years when Paul wrote the same congregation , but they have not work in them he ascribes unto God . He

this letter to them , their love for the Gospel the Gospel of Christ at heart and have no would tell the Philippians, they were the

had not diminished , it was as ardent as on love for it , they will most likely meet very happy possessors ofthe Gospel-treasures , and ,

the first day . In all this time no divisions in rarely in the house of God , or if from some moreover, not they themselves, but God had

the faith , no strife, no contentions occurred motive of expediency they do regularly at- brought them into the possession of these

amongst them , they were perfectly joined to- tend the house of worship , yet there is no treasures and had preserved them therein .

gether in the same mind and in the same judg- inner bond between them ; they will regard Therefore because it was God who had be

ment; they were a unit in the faith of the and treat each other as strangers , or at the gun and thus far performed the good work in

Gospel and were knit together by the bond best as good friends and neighbors, brothers them , they might rest assured that the same

of brotherly love.. “ From the first day until in a worldly sense of the word . Those who God would accomplish the work in them not

now ,” says the apostle . For ten years so in- have not the Gospel at heart can not regard only for another ten years , but even unto the

timate , undisturbed a fellowship in the Gos- each other as branches of the same vine , coming of Jesus Christ. If we stand in the

pel that Paul could think of it only with members of the same body, possessing the fellowship of the Gospel, we should rejoice

great joy and found no cause for complaint ! same Spirit and having the same inheritance . over what we possess ; and because it is not

Truly , at Philippi there must have been a With those to whom church-going is a matter our work , but God's work in us , we should

sweet and lovely communion. of business, or of pleasure , or of custom , not suffer Satan to vex our hearts with anx

Supposing Paul could look into our con- there is no fellowship in the Gospel; and be- ieties about the future , resting assured that

gregation would he find reason to rejoice over cause the bond of the Spirit is lacking their God will not abandon the work half done ,

our fellowship as he did over that of the Phi- fellowship is only something external . But but will finish it . The Gospel treasure is

lippians ? Thanks be to God , we too have when in the hearts of two persons there lives ours , the work of providing , furnishing and

fellowship in the Gospel; we love the Word the love of Christ , they are in the fellowship preserving the treasure unto us is God's .

of reconciliation , we cherish it , it is dear to of the Gospel in spirit and in truth ; and be- This, therefore , should be our daily occupa

our hearts , and because the true Gospel dwells cause hardly a service can pass without their tion , to rejoice over the treasure , giving thanks

among us we also know that the true church meeting in the house of worship , they also to God and trusting that He who granted and

of Christ is with us ; but surely no one will soon learn to know and toʻlove each other as until now preserved the treasure unto us, will

dare to claim that our fellowship is so in- brethren , having the same mind and the same also continue His work and will not abandon it.

timate and so perfect as was that of the Phi- Spirit; and where this harmony of the heart Finally we have a glorious testimony of the

lippians , of whom Paul writes in the second and soul is , it will also in other respects pro- excellent standing of the church at Philippi in

chapter : “ Ye have always obeyed , not as in duce harmony and all good will . So it was Paul's love toward them . He says : “ Even

my presence only, but now much more in my at Philippi; they were unanimous in believ- as it is meet for me to think this of you all , be

absence .” How could Paul have written such ing the Gospel-truth and of the same mind in cause I have you in my heart; inasmuch as

words of them , if there had been divisions loving the Gospel ; where this sentiment pre- both in my bonds, and in the defence and con

among them , or neglect of hearing the Word , vails there is the fellowship in the Gospel and firmation of the gospel, ye all are partakers of

lack of brotherly love , worldliness , and the it will follow as a matter of course that each my grace. ForGod is my record how greatly I

like ? Therefore we should look to the Phi- one will say in his heart : I have the Gospel long after you all in the bowels of Jesus Christ.”

lippians as an ensample to follow their foot- and with it I possess all the treasures of In the court of the Roman emperor, when he

prints , and doing so we should mark well heaven and eternity , and in this I am not hourly had to expect the sentence of death ,

that the fellowship in the Gospel is the first alone ; here are my brothers and sisters , they Paul remembered the Philippians , and the

thing necessary, yea, even the fountain from too love the Gospel and possess the same mutual love between him and them was a

which every thing constituting a true, Chris- treasures with me ; I will love them and be at sweet comfort to him . Why was Paul's heart

tian , brotherly fellowship will proceed . Now peace with them . Where this sentiment per- drawn to them even more than to other

fellowship in the Gospel requires fellowship vades the hearts, it may be truthfully said : churches ? Miserly souls whose god is gold ,

in the faith or in doctrine . Fellowship in the They are one in the Gospel, and if one in the would say , because this congregation sup

Gospel in the full sense of the word obtains Gospel then one in Christ , and if one in ported him ; but such low thoughts are un

only among those who believe the same Gos- Christ then are they all Abraham's seed and worthy a man who accounted both the gold

pel, the same divine truth . To obtain this heirs according to the promise . and the wisdom of this world as nothing but

fellowship there is only one way and this way Rejoicing overthe Philippians because " from dirt in comparison to the love of Christ. The

is , if each and every one subjects himself un- the first day until now ” they had stood in the reason was , because the Philippians were such

conditionally to the Divine Word. This mind fellowship of the Gospel, Paul was also cheer- exemplary Christians , because Christ lived in

must be in us , whenever there is a plain word ful for the future concerning them ; for he them . This is evident from his words : “ I

of God , and whatsoever word it may be , we continues : “ Being confident of this very thing, long after you all in the bowels of Jesus Christ.”'

are ready to submit to it, then only can we that he which hath begun a good work in you, He places his love notin bis own, but in the

have fellowship in the Gospel- truth . This will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ .'
heart of Jesus Christ was Paul's life , his

all ; even

fellowship we Lutherans by the grace of God They had been so firm and faithful in the pro- their intimate connection. They were knit to
so of the Philippians; therefore

do possess ; for all well informed Lutherans fession of the Gospel, they had been so obe- gether in Christ, they were one in bim , they

who bear the name justly confess the same dient to the promptings of the Spirit of Christ, were green and living branches of the same

doctrine and faith founded on the simple that Paul might well entertain the cheerful
vine.

words of the Gospel . But it is not sufficient confidence , they would abide faithful unto the So in the church at Philippi we have an en

simply to learn the true doctrine of theGospel end . Yet this his cheerful confidence Paul sample of the most intimate connection with

so as to have it in the understanding and does not base on the strength of their char- Gospel and the most ardent love. If wemust
Christ, the most willing subjection to the

memory ; for many know the teachings of the acter or on the firmness of their purpose , but confess that we are far behind those ancient

Gospel, but refuse to walk agreeably to it ; l on the faithfulness of the Lord towards them . Christians let us the more earnestly strive to

to have the spiritual, the right and true fel. This is shown by the remarkable change of increase and grow in the fellowship of the

lowship in the Gospel , we must all be joined pronoun which the apostle makes. First be formed'in us until Hewill appear to finish the
Gospel, that Christ may be more and more

together in this mind that we love the Gos- says: " For your fellowship in the Gospel " , work, making our vile bodies like unto His

pel and comfort our souls therewith . This is but then he continues : " Being confident of glorious body . Amen .
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Universalist opinions as no part of the gospel , formerly of Virginia, published The Gospel

when he must have gotten them in the gospel, Advocate, in which he contended , that man

if anywhere ? is composed of body , blood , and breath ;

Against Campbellites or the so-called These remarks are equally applicable to that the word soul , in the Scriptures , means

Bible-Christianism. Unitarians . The doctrine of the gospel is , breath ; that the righteous sleep in their graves

that Christ is truly God , and that he atoned till the resurrection ; that pagans , infants , and

for the sins of the world on the cross .
2. THE MAIN PRINCIPLES OF CAMPBELLISM AF Sup- idiots are annihilated . Mr. Campbell's dis

FORD ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE WORST pose , then , Mr. Stone and his followers had pleasurewasincurred by this heretical teacher,

agreed to hold their views as matters of and he most inconsistently entered into a pub

With equal consistency , A. Raines , a opinion ; how could they hold and preach lic debate with him . He failed to convince

preacher of Universalism , was cordially re- that Christ is God, when their opinion was, the Doctor, who , however, still professed his

ceived into Mr. Campbell's church , still avow- that he is not ? or that sinners are justified by belief of the one fact, and held to immersion .

ing Universalist sentiments. Universalists are faith in him as their great High Priest , when What was to be done ? He could not exclude

generally Socinians, regarding Jesus Christ as they in opinion rejected his sacrifice ? him from the body without palpable viola

a mere man , and wholly rejecting the doctrine But Mr. Campbell deliberately prepared the tion of his fundamental principles . Certain

of a vicarious atonement. They , indeed , reject way for the reception of Unitarians and Uni- brethren who sought to be peacemakers, con

every distinguishing doctrine of the gospel , versalists. Said he , if the words used by the sidering that the views of Dr. Thomas had

holding , that the conduct of men in this life Unitarian, are “ Bible words , we can notobject given offence , were likely to cause division ,

can have no effects upon their future pros- to them ; if they are not , we will not hear and were of no practical benefit, " recommen

pects ; that every individual suffers all that them , or , what is the same thing , will not dis- ded to brother Thomas to discontinue the

his sins deserve , and that all , whether receiv- cuss them at all . If he will ascribe to Jesus discussion of the same , unless in his defence ,

ing or rejecting Christ, will be eternally happy. all Bible attributes , names , works, and wor- when misrepresented .” — Lexington Debate,

Universalism is nothing more nor less than ship , we will not fight with him about scho- p . 856. To this Dr. Thomas agreed , and

a degrading infidelity wearing the Christian lastic words. But if he will not ascribe to him “ all difficulties were adjusted, and perfect

everything that the first Christians ascribed , harmony and co -operation mutually agreed

But this preacher of Universalism desired and worship and adore him as the first Chris- upon between them ” [ Thomas and Campbell ].

to become a member of the sect . He pro- tians did , we will reject him ; not because of Mr. Campbell charged Thomas with violating

fessed to take the Bible as his rule of faith , his private opinions , but because he refuses this agreement; but he continued a member

and to believe the one fact , that Jesus Christ to honor Jesus as the first converts did , and and a preacher in that church , having the

is the Messiah ; and how could he be rejected ? withholds from him the titles and honors which same rights as Mr. Campbell himself !

Most inconsistently , Mr. Campbell and his God and his apostles have bestowed upon Thus we see , that so exceedingly compre

friends catechized him about his Universalist him .” — Chris. Restored, pp . 122 , 123. Now , hensive are the fundamental principles of this

notions . Mr. Campbell says, “ Whether heheld if this means anything, it means — that so organization , that the grossest errorists might

these views as matters of faith , or as pure mat- long as Unitarians do not object to using the not only be members in good standing, but

ters of opinion, was then propounded to him . language of the Bible in reference to Christ public teachers of religion ! Such were Stone,

He avowed them to be, in his judgment, mat- a thing which they are not likely to do - Raines, Thomas, and others . How could it

ters of opinion, and not matters of faith ; and , Mr. Campbell and his church will make no be otherwise ? Every one who professed to

in reply to another question , averred that he difficulty about the interpretation they put believe that Christ is the Messiah, had the

would not teach them, believing them to be upon that language. But is not language the right to be immersed and become a member

matters of opinion , and not the gospel of Jesus vehicle of ideas ? and is even the language of of the church ; and every such member was

Christ.” — Millen , Harb. vol . 1. p . 147. Here the Bible of any worth , except as it conveys by profession a preacher of truth and right

is a most singular proceeding. Mr. Campbell to the mind the truths the Holy Spirit de- eousness , both by precept and example,” and

professes to believe , that the Bible teaches the signed to teach ! Men are sanctified through might “ of right preach, baptize, and dispense

doctrine of the eternal happiness of the right- “ the truth ,” not through words misunder- the supper, as well as pray for all men, when

eous , and the doctrine of the eternal pun- stood . It is the truth that makes us free , not circumstances demand it.” And every church ,

ishment of the wicked . Mr. Raines had be- words so interpreted as to teach error . True small or large , intelligent or ignorant , had

lieved , as matter of faith , that it teaches the piety is obedience to the truth , not to words the right to choose from among its members

eternal salvation of all men . He now agreed misinterpreted. How absurd , then , to insist bishops, elders , and deacons. No standard

to hold this view as an opinion. That is , his that men shall use the words of the Bible, and of intellectual attainment was agreed on , nor

opinion was , that Mr. Campbell's faith on this yet allow them , at least as matter of opinion , any doctrines which those selected should pro

subjectwasnot true ! He agreed not to preach to assign to them a false meaning ! Of what fess to believe , nor any preparatory theolog

his opinion ; but how was he to preach the use is it for one to call Jesus Christ God , ical study. If churches selected the most

opposite doctrine, as every true minister of when he regards him as a creature? Of what ignorant or the most erroneous preachers , no

Christ must ? Could he preach , as a matter avail is it , that men profess to believe that one had the right to interfere or object. If

of faith , that those dying in sin will be eter- Christ was " once offered to bear the sins of those most unqualified, and most conceited

nally punished , whilst holding as a matter of many,” when by bearing sin they understand, undertook to preach the gospel and to bap

opinion , that they will be saved ? But this with Barton W.Stone , bearing it away ? What tize, they were but exercising the rights of

opinion could not stand by itself. A reason is gained by Universalists uttering the words , every disciple !

able man would have some grounds for so im- “ These shall go away into everlasting punish

portant an opinion. He must have believed , ment,” when they understand everlasting The principles of our order are as holy and

with other Universalists , that every man makes punishment to mean that which is endured in noble as the rites of any church, and in our

satisfaction to Divine justice for his own sins, this life, and hold to the salvation of all the endeavor to practice and carry out these prin

or that men will be pardoned without repent- wicked ? It is like caring for the husks, and ciples , we prove the reality of Pythian Knight

ance or faith . He must have believed , with throwing away the grain . Yet Mr. Campbell hood. -Pythian Advocate . These orders de

other Universalists , that those dying in sin says , let the Universalist have " his private sire to take the place of the church with

will be made holy after death . These beliefs , opinion ,” though that opinion is in direct con- people .

whether held as opinions or as faith , directly tradiction of the gospel , and is of demoraliz

contradict the leading doctrines of the gospel. ing tendency . A SPANISH Jesuit , Don Raphael de Zufa

How , then , could Mr. Raines hold and preach Campbellism has a very broad mantle of Meuendez, renounced Romanism and united

those doctrines whilst holding such opinions ? charity for errorists . It has no difficulty in with the Protestant Church of Spain . The ex

Shall we say , his opinion was, that his faith receiving those who deny the immateriality Jesuit was a highly respected professor of

was false ? And how could he consider his and immortality of the soul . A Dr. Thomas , theology and a popular preacher at Barcelona .

و
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cause infants lack understanding ; but where Editorial Correspondence on the School

there is no understanding, there faith could Question in Minnesota.

not have place.

Rev. C. A. Frank , Editor.- Rev. H. Birkner , Agt .
But tell me : Circumcision , as we have said , Resolutions of the Conference of the Minnesota Synod.

benefits only because of faith , now the infants

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st
were commanded to be circumcised on the Stillwater , Minn. , April 24 , 1890.

of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis- eighth day and the promise is very strong that DEAR Bro . Frank :

souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers ,

changes of addresses and all other business communications God would care for them and preserve them : Coming home from conference it struck me

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 Caroline Str., either then the precept of circumcision was that our resolutions on the compulsory school

St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de- vain or also the infants , which are without laws might be interesting for the readers of

partment should be sent to Rev. C. A. FRANK , 16 Harvey Str. ,

Zanesville, Ohio. Termsofsubscription $ 1.00 per annum in any understanding , believed and through cir- the WITNESS. They bring out one point which ,

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money -order or
cumcision they obtained the righteousness by according to my knowledge, has only beendraft is at the risk of the sender .

faith , which Abraham obtained when he was touched upon slightly here and there, without

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis , Mo. , as Second yet uncircumcised . For unto the circumcised laying stress upon it , the language question .
Class Mail Matter .

is promised that they are God's people and These resolutions were adopted yesterday by

that God would be their God , that is , they the conference of the Minnesota Synod assem
ST. LOUIS, MO. , May 7, 1890 .

are in the communion of God's kingdom, bled at Minneapolis , and I give them in full :

" In defining our position in this matter,· How Dr. M. Luther comforts the Church justified by justifying faith which the Lord

which has lately been so extensively discussed,over the premature Death of her un- gives them through His Spirit.

Now if this was done to the Jews in the we would state in the outset that we are voic

baptized Infants , and castigates the Old Testament by means of circumcision , why ing the sentiments of the majority of the Lu

Baptists for rejecting Infant Baptism . should notGod do the same unto theGentiles theran church of this country.

by means of the new covenant of baptism ? “ First. -- We consider the public school

Here (Gen. 17 , 4 ) arises another question . For the precept is universal, “ Go ye into all system under our republican form of govern
If the uncircumcised males of the Jewsperish, the world, teach and baptize all nations." ment a political necessity, because every citi

what must we hold concerning their infants whilst, therefore, circumcision was enjoined zen of this country ought to have such educa

which died before the eighth day? what con- only upon Abraham's seed, baptism is com- tion as will enable him intelligently to perform
?

cerning the other sex , the females ? Again, manded unto all nations with the promise of the duties devolving upon bim as a good citi
What should we think of our infants which

salvation if they believe . zen of this republic . The state, under existing

die before baptism either in their mother's
Now if the seed of Abraham by virtue of conditions , must supply the means of such

womb or after birth ?

the promise had this blessing that their in- necessary education , since many might other
As to uncircumcised children which died

fants , circumcised on the eighth day, were wise be compelled to go without the latter

before the eighth day, the answer is easy , blessed with faith to become the people of altogether. On this ground and for this rea

even as also concerning our infants which are
God , why should this blessing be denied to son we do not oppose the public schools , but

deprived of life before their baptism .
As

the Gentiles already united with God by the as willingly pay our taxes for their support

they do not sin against the covenant of cir- covenant of baptism ? For the ordinance of as for all other institutions of the state. We
cumcision or of baptism , because the law

baptism will certainly not be inferior to that are opposed to any and every grant of public

commands that they be circumcised on the of circumcision,especially since circumcision school funds to private or parochial schools,
eighth day, how should God condemn them

appertained only to male children , whilst bap- considering any attempt to appropriate public
if they died before the eighth day ? tism also embraces the female sex . moneys in such a manner to be hostile to the

Their souls must, therefore , be committed

And as the Jew who had fallen through sin principles of our government.

to the will of the heavenly Father whom we from his covenant with God , must not be “ Secondly.--But we insist upon enjoying

know to be merciful. And here also obtains again circumcised, but returning to this cove- the privilege of founding private or parochial

what Paul says Rom . 5 , 14 with regard to nant and confirming himself by the promise, schools with our own means ; of governing
those who did not sin after the similitude

of Adam's transgression . And concerning as fall through sin from grace, must not be ference, according to our religious convictions

was again received into grace : thus such men and regulating them without external inter

Jacob and Esau be writes Rom . 9 , 11 , “ Be
rebaptized . They must intrench themselves and what we consider sound principles of

fore they had done any good or evil.”
in the once made promise by firm faith and education , for the sake of making our chil

For although infants bring with them that

hope through Christ for forgiveness. dren both pious Christians and , at the same
innate sin which we term original sin , yet it

This , consequently, is a powerfulargument time, loyal and useful citizens of the common
is an important thing that they have sinned
nothing against thelaw. Now, since Godis against the deniers of infant baptism who wealth. Thepublicschooldoes not and can

by nature merciful,He will not suffer them say becausechildrenhaveno understanding, not meet ourwants because being an institu

therefore they do not believe . For here is tion of the state , it should not, according to
to be of the worse condition* for this reason

the command, thatinfants be circumcised on the principles of our government , by which

because they could not obtain either circum- the eighth day and the promise is added, " I church and state have forever been separated,

cision in the Old Testament , or baptism .
will be their God. ”

Concerning the girls with the Jews, the
give religious instruction of any kind. We,

Consequently both the command and the however, believe that religious instruction
answer is easy . Because this sign was com

mandedonlyto the male sex , it does not per- putedunto infants by meansofcircumcision, thechurchis the most necessary and impor
promise testify that righteousness was im- which should only be given in institutions of

tain to the girls who, however, because they

as the same had been imputed to Abraham tant part of education .
are Abraham's children , are not excluded

before circumcision through faith . For with

from Abraham's righteousness but obtain the
“ We, therefore , protest against any attempt

out faith it is impossible to please God .

same by faith . The adults, however, who
to rob us or to curtail that liberty of con

Opera Eregetica in Genesin, Erl . Edition , science and free exercise of our religious con

either despised circumcision or despise bap Vol . IV , pp . 77 to 80 .

tism , are certainly condemned .
victions , which is guaranteed to all citizens

The command of circumcision must also be
by the constitution of the United States, and

The Apostles ' Doubt of Christ's
well noted against the phrensies of the Ana

we consider it our sacred duty to use all law

Resurrection.
baptists. For they hold that baptism should ful means to resist and defeat any such at

be repeated and none but adults baptized , be
The apostles doubted very much the resur

tempt.

* Walch and the St. Louis edition translate: Wird should certainly be established and doubt no
rection of Christ ; after their confirmation we

“ We protest at the same time against the

sie dess nicht zur Verdaminniss entgelten lassen ,
assertions continually being maile by certain

that is, Will not suffer them to be visited with con more. In such words St. Augustin would em

demnation . bolden us to rest certain of Christ's exaltation. not take the trouble to find out the facts ,

papers , either maliciously or because they do

1

that
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the Lutheran Church is hostile to the public The English Missouri Conference has pub- The number of churches dedicated during

school or to the English language. We , in lished an English Lutheran Hymn-book. It 1889 within the bounds of theMissouri Synod

our parochial schools, rigidly insist upon the has , says the Observer , an order of public was 88. They were distributed according to

most thorough instruction in the English lan- worship , the Augsburg Confession , and 400 States , as follows : Missouri , 2 ; Indiana, 6 ;

guage. When our means are insufficient to hymns arranged according to the Christian Ohio , 3 ; New York, 2 ; Pennsylvania, 1 ;

give such instruction, the terms of our schools Year : 203 are good translations of the stand- New Jersey , 1 ; Connecticut , 2 ; Illinois , 12 ;

are , as a rule , so arranged as to give the ard German hymns, and 193 are of English Iowa, 11 ; Canada, 3 ; Wisconsin, 8 ; Minne

scholars an opportunity to attend the public and American origin . When we approach the sota , 6 ; South Dakota , 3 ; North Dakota , 2 ;

schools also. Our schools are not maintained Germans and the Scandinavians with English Montana , 1 ; Nebraska, 6 ; Louisiana, Florida,

for the purpose of upholding any special lan- services , we should not come with strange Alabama, California , each 1 ; Texas, 3 ; Kan

guage but of giving a Christian education. hymns and strange music. The good old sas , 6 .

We are not keeping up these schools because Lutheran hymns and music will soon fill all

we are Germans or Scandinavians or of any our American Lutheran churches worshiping We do not know on what ground the follow

nationality other than American, but because in the English language, for they embody the ing item from the New York Tribune is based,

are Lutherans and we would train our very soul of Lutheranism . In this direction and we give it as we find it : “ It seems there

children to be American Lutherans and Lu- we have been too strongly influenced by the is a Lutheran vote in Milwaukee which is cast

theran Americans . We want them to become Reformed churches around us . A different just as the Lutheran bosses want it cast. How

good Christian citizens of this country . Those tendency has taken place to the rejoicing of surprised old Martin would have been had

citizens who have been educated in our schools many . some one told him that his name would one

will, as long as they live up to the principles day be used as a rallying cry by ward politi

they have been taught in these schools , ever One of the most praiseworthy acts among cians !” Well, we don't want our church

be found on the side of liberty, law and order Lutherans is that of Rev. Prof. J. B. Greever schools bossed by the N. Y. Tribune.

and opposed to anything that is inimical to at Graham , Tazewell Co. , Va. He has donated

the welfare of our republic or to our form of his Wartburg school building with twelve THERE are thirty - four chaplains on the active

government." acres of land , in the very heart of the new list of the United States Army . As to de

These resolutions have been published in city of Graham , to the Lutheran Church. The nominational connection they rank as follows :

the secular papers of this vicinity. title bond, conveying it to a Board of Trustees, Protestant Episcopal,nine ; Methodist, eight ;

Yours fraternally , in trust for the Church , has been made , and Baptists , five ; Presbyterian , four ; Roman

HENRY SIECK . the endowment of two professorships has Catholics , three ; Congregational , one ; Lu

been assured by two prominent gentlemen. theran , one ; Christian , one ; Disciples , one ;

The school will be male and female , and the and a recent appointment, denomination un

conditions of the gift provide for teaching the known to us. Protestant Episcopals and

pure doctrines of the Augsburg Confession . Methodists have the best showing and have

Prof. Greever thus honors the Lord with his nearly half the entire number.
Rader, Mo. , April 7 , 1890 .

substance, and that too while living , that he

DEAR EDITOR :
may not only see what good it does , but be

As the brethren in the Lord are always de- assured that his benevolence thus is properly
How Tie Lutheran OF PHILADELPHIA MUST

sirous to hear how the work of the Lord is
DEFEND ITS UNGRAMMATICAL ENGLISH .- " When

applied .-- Our Ch. Paper.

progressing at different points, therefore I
The Presbyterian goes to the trouble to hunt

will pen a few lines to the WITNESS to let them
up typographical errors , and then sneers at

hear from the work at this point , which is The Methodists have two great Book Con- our ungrammatical English, it must be ex

supported jointly by this congregation and cerns , one in New York and one in Cincinnati. ceedingly barren of arguments . But alas for

the English Mission Board . The profits from these are not used for educa human fallibility ! Within these columns of his

Shortly after I took charge here , in Decem- tional purposes, as is generally the case in own criticism the learned excoriator violates

ber 1889 , I opened school and taught two other denominations , but is devoted almost grammatical order , uses a vulgarism , puts a

months. I had forty children to whom I exclusively for worn-out preachers, and the preposition in place of a verb, and writes a

taught the word of God daily .
widows and orphans of those who have died sentence grammatically incorrect !”

At the same time I began instructing a class in the ministry. For these purposes the Con

of six for confirmation and continued this cerns last year appropriated the sum of one It is stated that the practice of child in

course of instruction till Palm Sunday, when hundred thousand dollars , of which the New surance has led to an epidemic of sudden

the class was examined before the whole con - York branch furnished sixty , and the Cincin- deaths among infants in the midland counties

gregation , and then, on Good Friday, after nati branch forty thousand . The Book Con- of England. The favorite scheme is to smother

preaching , the six were received into full cern gives fifteen thousand dollars yearly to the infant in the bedclothes, and then claim

communion with the congregation by the rite the support of denominational interests, and that it was accidentally overlain by the parents

of confirmation . in its one hundred years of existence it has in their sleep . Hundreds of such cases have

On Easter Sunday, after a sermon was de contributed in this way the round sum of six- been reported, but no measures have yet been

livered appropriate to the day , the Lord's teen hundred thousand dollars . effective to put a stop to the horrible practice .

Supper was celebrated and forty -six com
This is the fearful commentary on child in

muned . We have divine services every Sun LUTHERAN CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE,

day at ten o'clock A. M. , and Sunday-school St. Louis , Mo. , during the last year issued

in the afternoon . Our services , and especially the following number of books : hymn books, Rev. R. O. BRANDT , of the Norwegian

the morning services , are so well attended 15,000 ; Biblical Histories , 13,000 ; Cate- Synod, was the very first to protest against
that our little house of worship will scarcely chisms, 25,000 ; Readers, 19,000 ; Readers the bill proposed by the legislature of South

accommodate the audience . This is making us (English ), 25,000 ; Arithmetics, 17,000 ; Lu- Dakota, forbidding the use of fermented wine
.

,

think and even talk about putting an addition ther volumes, 2300 ; juveniles, 6000 ; prayer in the Lord's Supper . Lutheran protest

to it this fall . J. E. RADER. books, 2750 ; bibles, 6000 ; copy books, against evil laws always does some good .

200,000 .

THERE was dedicated Nov. 10th last , in a The Iowa Supreme Court, in a recent de

German town on the frontiers of Russia , The United States government has appro- cision , expressed the opinion that girls who

church for the erection of which William I. priated $ 7500 toward the support of the habitually gad about the streets late at night

had contributed $50,000 from his private purse Norwegian Indian Mission School at Witten- have no valid claim on the courts for redress

during his life. berg , Wis. if they are ruined .

surance .

a
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voked the command , that he should be fast- It is a fact, proved beyond a shadow of

ened to four stakes , and left to expire in that doubt , supported by careful statistics and

painful situation . At this command the des- good scientific and historical testimony , that

For the LUTHERAN Witness . perate Carizmian , drawing a dagger, rushed three hundred years ago the average length of

BROKEN MEAT.
headlong towards the throne ; the guards raised human life was twenty - four and one -fourth

their battle - axes ; their zeal was checked by years. Another established fact is that it is

Alp Arslau , the most skillful archer of the age : now forty-one years . So here are two proved

Too busy to pray .
he drew his bow , but his foot slipped , the facts . Now put two and two together. Two

arrow glanced aside , and he received in his and two is four : in other words : every three

The following story is respectfully dedicated breast the dagger of Joseph , who was instantly hundred years there is an increase in the

to those who are too busy to pray—and are in cut into pieces. The wound was mortal ; and average duration of life of nineteen and three

great danger of being spiritually famished .
the Turkish prince bequeathed a dying admo- fourth years . Now the wedge of scientific

" An avaricious farmer, pressed with busi- nition to the pride of kings .
.conclusions is fairly entered into ancient sup

ness , decided to forego family prayer. The “ In my youth ,” said Alp Arslau , “ I was positions , and they are split open . Six hun .

men went to work before breakfast, but no advised by a sage to humble myself before dred years ago the average length of life must

horn called them atthe usual time. The angry God ; to distrustmyown strength ; and never have been one and a half year ; nine hundred

farmer went to the house , and saw his wife to despise the most contemptible foe. I have years ago — 184 years ; six thousand years

knitting , but no sign of breakfast . “ What neglected these lessons ; and my neglect has ago—354 years, or three hundred and fifty
"

does this mean ? ” he said . “ Do you think been deservedly punished . Yesterday, as from four years less than 0.-- Wasn't this setting

we can live without eating ?” “ As well as an eminence , I beheld the numbers, thedisci- topsy -turvy of modern, ancient , and sacred

withoutpraying,” she said . “ Well, get break- pline , and the spirit of my armies : the earth history simply and beautifully done ? That is

fast , and wewill have prayers everymorning.” seemed to tremble under my feet ; and I said a way science has — and what is history going

Are you really toobusy to have, every morn- in my heart, “ Surely thou art the king of the to do about it ?

ing and evening, devotions, with prayer and world , the greatest and most invincible of But does science , real , honest, every -day

scriptural reading , with your family ? Or is warriors. These armies are no longer mine ; science , cut such anarchistical capers? Before

it because you never get hungry ? If only and, in the confidence of my personal strength , me lies a text -book on Physical Geography by

your wife would preach the above practical I now fall by the hand of an assassin.” an L. L. D. , F. R. S. , etc. It speaks of the

sermon to you ! The remains of the sultan were deposited in earth being a million of years ago” so and so ;

the tomb of the Seljukian dynasty ; and the " a hundred million of years ago ” otherwise ;

The Instability of human Greatness.
passenger might read and meditate the in- “ and earlier still the earth was,” etc. Can

“ O’ye who have seen the glory of Alp Ars- scription transcribed above . The annihilation this hoary age of the earth beproved ? Easily,

lau exalted to the heavens, repair to Maru, and of the inscription , and of the tomb itself , more simply, beautifully .

you will behold it buried in the dust.” So read forcibly proclaims the instability of human There are many proofs . Here is one . “ Orig

the epitaph of Alp Arslau , Sultan of Persia . greatness . inally the Falls of Niagara stood at Queens

Yesterday the mightiest ruler among the kings town . Since that period , however , the cata

of the world , to -day laid low by the assassin's Scientific Humbug. ract has slowly receded for about seven miles

hand , to be devoured by worms to-morrow , Several hundred years ago the people who to its present position . That it is still moving

that is the story of all human greatness and lived on our earth did not live . Not quite so upwards is shown by the large slices of rock

temporal glory. long ago men grew up to be very young. We that from time to time fall from the cliff over

Alp Arsláu, which means valiant lion , was generally imagine that when Richard the Lion which th water rushes. The present rate of

the second sultan of the house of Seljuk. His Hearted fought against Saladin , and Rudolph retreat has been computed at about one foot

great -grandfather, Seljuk , was a shepherd- of Habsburg safely guided the fortunes of the in the year . Probably this is an exaggerated

chief among the barbarians of Turkestan : he , Empire, that these men were men , and not estimate ; if it be taken as an average for the

succeeding to the titles and prerogatives of babes . But we will have to modify our views past work of the river , somewhere about

his uncle Togrul, sat upon the throne of Asia . in the light of modern science and recent re- 35,000 years must have been required to ex

Adding Armenia and Georgia to his inheri- searches. They were mere infants, at least as cavate the ravine between the present Niagara

tance , and attacking the Roman provinces of far as age is concerned. The average length Falls and Queenstown.” So that Niagara had

Asia , at the head of forty thousand horse he of human life six hundred years ago is found been pouring his floods over the falls about

met the greatly superior forces of the Emperor to have been one and a half year . Going back 29,000 years already before the creation of

Romanus Diogenes, and notwithstanding the further, men , far from living at all, did less the world . The other arguments employed

valorous resistance of the wounded leader of than live . The average age of men nine hun- by our scientist to prove the age of the world

the Romans , he vanquished the enemy, took dred years ago was eighteen and one-fourth -generally more scientifically and obscurely

the emperor prisoner and imposed a humil- years less than nothing . Charlemagne ruled expressed—are equally as stringent.

iating tribute on the Roman empire. the Roman Empire several years before he You see how I and the rest of the disciples

The fame of Alp Arslau was exalted to the lived . Otho I. lacked eighteen years of being of " science falsely so -called" operate. We

heavens. The spoils of Anatolia , from Anti- born when he died . Six thousand years ago do not attempt to find whether formerly , re

och to the Black Sea , were the trophies of his the average duration was three hundred and garding average length of life and average re

victories . The historian describes his glory fifty -four years less than nothing. When Cain cession of Niagara , other and different factors

and his death as follows. The fairest part of was born , Adam did not yet live . The state- might not have been at work. We hoot that

Asia was subject to his laws : twelve hundred ment that Methuselah lived nine hundred and down as unscientific. We go out and catch

princes , or the sons of princes, stood before ninety-nine years will have to be corrected . one solitary fact , then go and trap another,

his throne, and two hundred thousand soldiers It was less than that. It took him over three solitary fact , bring them home, seclude them

marched under his banners . The sultan dis- hundred years to begin life .
from all other facts , tame them , set them at

dained to pursue the fugitive Greeks ; but he
Some folks may consider these statements each other, and make them perform all man

meditated the more glorious conquest of Tur- wild , smacking of insanity . That is because ner of ludicrous antics . Then we parade

kestan, the original seat of the house of Seljuk . their minds have not been scientifically trained . them before the world and call our show
He moved from Bagdad to the banks of the But so it has ever been : the quaffers from the “ Science ” . And since these Barnums of

Oxus ; a bridge was thrown over the river ; cup of true science have ever been looked upon Science amuse the audiencewith their Niagara

and twenty days were consumed in the pas- by the uninitiated as being in that condition . trick, I also offer them my life -before -life

sage of his troops. The desperate resistance Nevertheless the above statements are indis- trick. Though I have applied for a patent

of Joseph the Carizmian , Governor of Berzem , putable facts and can easily be proved . So and copyright on it , I shall, in the interest of

and his insolence when taken prisoner , pro- get a slate and pencil and give close attention . the show , let it go cheap .

> >
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The Law and Promise must be dili- John Knox's Conflict with Queen Mary. failed to come up to the next point of the

gently distinguished. argument. So she now raised the question

The following account of John Knox's con- what a prince's religion should be .

Therefore these two things (as I do often flict with Queen Mary is taken from an able " Ye interpret the Scriptures ,” she said ,

repeat) , to wit, the law and the promise,must biography of the great man , published by the later on, in one manner, and others inter

be diligently distinguished . For in time, in Religious Tract Society :
pret in another . Whom shall I believe ? and

place , and in person , and generally in all other Mary , Queen of Scots , landed in her native who shall be judge ? ”

circumstances they are separate as far asunder kingdom on the 19th of August , 1561. She “ Ye shall believe," said he , “ God, that

as heaven and earth, the beginning of the became at once the star of all eyes , not only plainly speaketh in His Word ; and farther

world and the latter end . Indeed they are in Scotland , but throughout Europe . The than the Word teacheth you , ye neither shall

near neighbors , for they are joined together widow of the heir of the throne of France , believe the one nor the other. The Word of

in one man , or in one soul ; but in the out- the reigning sovereign of Scotland , and the God is plain in itself ; and if there appear any

ward affection , and as touching their office, heiress presumptive of England , the young obscurity in one place , the Holy Ghost , which

they ought to be separate far asunder : so princess was already a personage whose des- is never contrarious unto himself , explains

that the law may have dominion over the flesh, tiny must decide the wavering balance of the same more clearly in other places.”

and the promise may sweetly and comfortably Christendom . England , nominally Protestant , Both parties to the argument sustained it

reign in the conscience . When thou hast thus was still largely , perhaps predominantly, Ro- with fairness as well as ability ; but Knox

appointed unto them both their own proper manist ; Scottish Protestantism was only a seems to have conceived none of the hopes

place , then thou walkest safely between them year old ; and the great house of the Guises which others entertained as to his royal pupil .

both , in the heaven of the promise and in the were confident that their brilliant daughter He was right. Mary had no intention of con

earth of the law .
would ere long bring back both to the faith . sidering the questions so zealously put before

In spirit thou walkest in the paradise of And with Scotland and England united under her. Next year, however , she went so far as

grace and peace ; in the flesh thou walkest a Roman Catholic Queen , the whole north to invite him to come and tell her privately

in the earth of works and of the cross . And would easily be restored to the See ofRome. when he thought anything was wrong in the

now the troubles which the flesh is compelled Mary understood her high part and accepted court , rather than preach on it. Knox abso

to bear , shall not be hard unto thee , because it with alacrity . Fascinating and beautiful, lutely declined , and invited her instead to

of the sweetness of the promise which com- keenwitted and strong-willed , she would have come to the public preaching of God's Word.

forteth and rejoiceth the heart exceedingly. found herself at home in this great game of The resentful Queen turned her back on him ;

But now , if thou confound and mingle these politics , even if it had not for her one ele- and as he went away, “ with a reasonable

two together , and place the law in the con- ment of intense personal interest. For all merry countenance,” he caught the whisper”

science and the promise of liberty in the flesh , men knew that the turning -point in the ques. of one of the attendants , “ He is not afraid ! ”

then thou makest a confusion ( such as was in tion would be her marriage , and tliat the chief He turned upon the whisperer. “ Why should

popery :) so that thou shalt not know what prize of the game was the hand of Mary the pleasing face of a gentlewoman affray me ?

the law , what the promise , what sin , or what Stuart . Knox , on his side , understood the I have looked in the face of many angry

righteousness is .
situation equally well . Very shortly afer her men, and yet have not been affrayed above

Luther's Commentary on Galatians, p . 232 & 233. arrival he preached in the Metropolitan Church measure.”

of St. Giles , and " inveighed against idolatry. "

The Farmer Weather-Maker. One mass, he said , was more terrible to him
Conversion of Mohammedans.

than ten thousand men landed in the realm .

How things would fare if we had to govern Scarcely had the voice of the preacher died
Dr. H. H. Jessup, of Beirut , Syria , writes :

the world , is nicely illustrated in the follow- away (a voice which , as the English ambassa
" Every possible obstacle is placed in the way

ing story which has come down to us from dor soon after wrote to Cecil , though that " of
of a Muslim wishing to embrace Christianity.

Reformation days . There was once at a time one man , is able in an hour to put more life
1. Mohammedan children are forbidden to at

a very wise farmer who must always criticise in us than six-hundred trumpets continually
tend Christian schools, and in many places

the Lord God because the Lord God did not , blustering in our ears” ), when the Queen sent

in his opinion , make suitable weather . So the for him to Holyrood. Then ensued the first parents who allow their children to attend them
are treated with violence . 2. No books criti

smart farmer one day asked of God to let of those famous dialogues between Mary and

him , the farmer,rule the weather. Well, God Knox recorded for us by Knox's strong pen, tobeprinted in theempire. 3.Muslim men
cising the Mohammedan religion are allowed

.

heard his prayer and granted him his request. He easily satisfied her as to his theoretical to be printed in the empire . 3. Muslim men

embracing Christianity are either exiled or
The farmer now having full control of the “ Blast ” against women.

weather made the sun to shine lustily and rain “ But yet,” said she , “ ye have taught the thrown into the army without even the form

to come whenever he wanted . Oh what nice people to receive another religion than their of conscription , even if they escape personal
violence . 4. While the death penalty for

weather there was ! You could not have wished princes can allow . And how can that doc

for any better . Everything in the fields pros- trine be of God, seeing that God commands apostasy from Islam is nominally abolished,,

it is not regarded as sin to injure such an

pered and the outlook was altogether towards subjects to obey their princes ? ”

a plentiful year , such promising crops as had “ Madam ,” said he, “ as right religion took
apostate or even take his life . 5. Every book ,

not been had within a man's age. But alack ! neither original strength nor authority from tract and pamphlet printed is closely scruti

at last when he began harvesting, he had worldly princes, but from the eternal God nized by the press censorship , and any press

nothing but empty ears and husky straw . alone, so are not subjects bound to frame which would publish an argument against

Now first it came to the farmer's mind that their religion according to the appetite of Islam would be at once suppressed. Were

he had forgotten the wind . their princes. ”
Christians allowed to print tracts and books

This is told to remind all husbandmen of This, of course , led on to the doctrine of against Islam , to receive Muslim pupils into
their schools , and to guarantee personal liberty

the 65. Psalm , “ Thou, O God , visitest the non -resistance .

earth , and waterest it : thou greatly enrichest “ Think ye,” quoth she, “ that subjects, and equality before the law to converts from

it with the river of God , which is full of water : having power , may resist their princes ? ”
Islam , there would be constant conversions

thou preparest them corn , when thou hast so “ If their princes exceed their bounds," to Christianity . A Muslim turning Christian

provided for it . . Thou waterest the ridges quoth he , " and do against that wherefore is looked upon as an outlaw and a traitor.

thereof abundantly : thou settlest the furrows they should be obeyed , it is no doubt but

thereof : thou makest it soft with showers : that they may be resisted , even by power. ” CONSTANTINOPLE . - Besides the chapel at the

thou blessest thespringing thereof.” To thank By prayer , would we Lutherans say . German legation , there is a German Lutheran
God and to invoke his blessing on our farm- The Queen's logic , even as reported by her Church in the Turkish capital where divine

ing , is the best way of weather-making. adversary , was almost faultless, and she never services are regularly held .

j

>
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something among the bed - clothes, and on A PROFESSOR of theology being invited to

being asked what he was looking for, he an address , evoked much laughter by his very

begged for “ the old Bible ,” which he had accurate description of the modern standard

Luther on Substantiation . used among the cottages of the poor , and he of the qualifications of a young minister :

died with it in his arms. But better will it " The ability to play the harmonium , to exhibit

“ If we should inquire, and inquire until we be for you, O reader, to have it in your heart the magic lantern , to conduct pleasant Sunday

should burst with the stretch of our curiosity ; when living than in your arms when dying. - afternoons and lively Saturday evenings, to
Work at Home.

yet we shall never understand how the eye
lecture on strikes or drainage, or on the lyric

sees ; nor how the ear hears ; nor what the soul
poetry of Shelly , and if he could edit a news

is , etc. , etc. And yet , all these things are in paper and organize a caucus in his spare time ,
What a little Girl did.

he was the man for the hour. ”
us , and we use them every day , and every

moment, in all our actions . How , then , shall

A good many years ago a little girl of 12

we understand those things which exceed all
years was passing an old brick prison in the A SOMEWHAT noted minister occupied the

our faculties and senses , and which are found city of Chicago, on her way to school, when pulpit of an absent pastor for three or four

in the Word of God alone? Hence it is found she saw a hand beckoning to her from behind Sabbaths, and on the fourth Sabbath morning,
in the Word alone , that the ordained bread is a cell window , and heard a weary voice ask- when he entered the pulpit, he found this

the bodyof Christ; and the ordained wine is ing her topleasebringhim somethingtoread. brief sentence lying on the Bible ; “ Dear Sir :
the blood of Christ. These things it is our

For many weeks after that she went to the
-You have talked to us about many things ;

duty to believe, not to understand : for
under prison every Sunday, carrying the poorpris please tell us something about Christ .” . The

stood they can not be. ” (Gen. 3 , 4. 5. Comp. oner a book to read from her father's library. minister accepted the rebuke in the same
St. L. Ed . Vol . I , 193.) At last one day she was called to his death -bed. spirit in which it was sent , and then delivered

To these beautiful words of our immortal

“ Little girl," said he, " you have saved my a discourse that produced ten-fold more im

Luther Rev. H. Cole , D. D., of Clare College, soul. Promise me that you will doall your pression than all his previous elaborate essays
Cambridge, makes the following excellent foot- life for thepoor people in prison what you put together..
note in his splendid translation of Luther's have done for me."

imperishable “ Commentary on the Genesis ”
The little girl promised ; and she has kept The church of Hesse has granted to her

( p . 211) :
her promise. Linda Gilbert has been all her consistory the sum of $ 1000 for a course of

“ The reader is earnestly entreated to notice life the steadfast friend of the prisoner. She practical lectures to be given to the organists

here , that Luther neither confesses , nor pro- has established good libraries in many prisons, within the bounds of the synod. The advisa

fesses trans- substantiation, or con - substantia
and visited and helped hundreds of prisoners ; bility of appointing a musical superintendent

tion , or any other substantiation. He simply and from the great number of whom she has for the diocese was discussed at length .

and solemnly stands on those two principles, helped , six hundred are now , to certain know

on which he would have every man stand

the Word of God , and FAITH in that Word , all parts of the country know and love her
ledge , leading honest lives . Prisoners from Acknowledgment.

what part or portion of the Word that Word
name.—The Home. I have received up to date and forwarded to

or saying of God may be ! He neither offers, Mrs. R. L. Goodmann, Neutral, Kans ., for her sup

nor justifies , any explanation in such cases of
port, per Rev. C. Zollmann $ 5.00, a donation from

Mrs. Zollmann ; per Rev. A. Sloan Bartholomew

the mystery of faith ; on the contrary, he is A fast young Man.
from Salem Congregation , Springdale, Ark . , $ 5.00;

from 0. L. II . , New York City, $ 5.00 ; per Rev.

throughout showing the ruinous consequences
C. Dietz, Seester, Ill . , $ 8.00, collected at a pastoral

of all such attempted explanations." A fast young man decided to make a formal conference, and $ 2.00 donated by Mrs. Dietz ; per

Rev. F. Kuegele from the following members of his

offer of his hand and heart—all he was worth . congregation at Koiper's Store , Va.: ( first remit

“ Oh ! if I had listened !”
He cautiously prefaced bis declaration with a tance ) H. Hahn $ 25, Rev.A. A. Hahn .50, J.Coiner

.25 , Marion Coiner 3.00, Theo. Coyner 5.00, Ph . M.
few questions . Did she love him well enough Coiner 5.00, Elijah Coiner 5 00, total $ 19.00. From

In the gloomy cell of an Indian jail a num
to live in a cottage with him ? Was she a good C.C. B. $ 2.00 ; per Rev. J. E. Rader from his

congr . in Rader, Mo. , Easter-collection $ 5.00 ; per

ber of prisoners were attentively listening to cook ? Did she think it a wife's duty to make Rev. F. Kuegele from the following members ofhis

a gentleman who was earnestly entreating
home happy ? Would she consult his tastes congr.: (second remittance ) John N. Coiner $5.00,

Benj. 5.00, Cornel.

them to study the Seriptures. Wishing to and wishes concerning her associates and Coiner 1.00, George K. Colner 7.00,” Mrs. Cath.
Palmer 1 00, M. L. Leonard 100, Irenius Coiner

ascertain if they possessed the precious vol- pursuits in life ? Could she make her own
clothes ? etc.

1.00, Simon C. Coiner 2.00, Mrs. M. Page 5.00 and

ume, he put the question, “ Have any of
The young lady said that be- from Rev. H. Walker, York, Pa., 1.00, total $ 30.00.

you

a Bible ? " ) fore she answered his questions, she would Fr. Rev. Fr. Koenig, Seward , Nebr ., $ 5.00 . – Sum

" No," was the reply .
tell him of some negative virtues she possessed.

total $ 86.00.

Mrs. R. L. Goodman addresses to me, and thereby

6 Have She never owed a bill to laundress or tailor ; to all her friends in affliction, words expressive of
any

of you ever possessed the

Bible ? ” never staid out all night playing billiards ; earnest and heartfelt thanks.

never lounged on the street corners and ogled
April 22 , 1890.

After a considerable pause , a soldier, who

REV . A. W. MEYER,

Winfield , Kans.

was under sentence of death for murdering a
giddy girls ; never " stood in ” with the boys

black man , broke the silence , and amidst sobs for cigars and wine suppers. “ Now,” said
Subscriptions Paid.

and tears confessed that he once had a Bible. she , rising indignantly, “ I am assured that

“ But oh !” said he , " I sold it for drink ! It you do all these things, and yet you expect J.C. Rupright, Van Wert, o . , ( VIII)

was the companion of my youth . I brought
all the virtues in me, while you do not possess C. A. Schultz, Yale , S. Dakota, (IX )

it with me from my native land . On!ifI any yourself. I can never be your wife ;" Rev. Th. Engelder, Logan, 0., (VIII 3 cc.VIII 18-24 2 cc . )

had listened to my Bible , I should not have and she bowed him out and left him on the Rev.W.J. B.Lange,Valparaiso, Ind . , for Mr.

been here ! "
doorstep a wiser man . - Health Journal. Fedder ( VIII 17 to IX 16 ) ; Miss Caemerer

( IX ) ; Miss Marquardt (VIII 15 to IX 14 ) 3.00

Friend , have you a Bible ? How often do Rev. F.Behrens, Chandlerville, III . , ( VIII . IX ) 2.00

you read it ? Use it aright and it will guide The New York Witness says there are in H. Frenzel, Barton, Md., (IX )
H. Wolters, Sparta , ml., (IX )

you to glory . Neglect it , and it will con- the Congregational denomination seven bun- Dr. L -W .D. G., St. Louis, Mo., (VIII 18 to
IX 17 )

demn you at the last day. dred and fifty -eight congregations unprovided Rev. R.Falke, Glasgow , Mo., ( VIII)

A child of genius was dying. In that hour with pastors, or nearly twice as many as there Teacher J.Hafner,Goeglein,Ind., (VIII 2 cc . ) 2:00
he felt there was no other anchor for his soul are students of all denominations now in the Rev. F.Wendt, St. Paul,Minn., (VII . VIII) 2.00

Silas Rader, Winfield , Kans. , (IX )

but the Bible, which he had thrown aside seven Congregational Theological Seminaries. Rev. J. Fiehler, Colby, Wis., (IX )

when he became a skeptic. But in his last Many of these churches want no pastor ; they

.
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Geo. Strohl, Neoga, ill . , ( VII . VIII)

moments he was seen eagerly searening for , have become Unitarian .
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out " of water and of the Spirit” and this re- change as though this body which we now have

newing is continued by the sanctification of should bedestroyed and another body different

the Spirit , and when the soul so renewed de- from this would be given us, but this same

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS . parts from the body it forthwith is made per- body which we now have will be altered ; it

A FULL SERIES OF SERMONS ON THE EPISTLE fect and comes to God , but the body must will receive new qualities , 'new attributes , it

LESSONS OF OUR CHURCH-YEAR.
also be renewed ; for “ flesh and blood can will enter on a new mode and manner of exist

not inherit the kingdom of God .” This mor- ence , but it will be the same body. That in
By Rev. F. Kuegele.

tal body must undergo a change before it is the resurrection we shall not receive a new or

fit for heaven . How the body is changed the different body , but that this same body shall

XXIII. Sunday after Trinity. Lord tells us in the 12th chapter of John, say- rise again , the Scriptures clearly testify ; for

PHIL . 3 , 17—21 . ing : " Verily, verily, I say unto you , Except so Job says : “ Though after my skin worms

a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die , destroy this body , yet in my flesh shall I see

BELOVED IN THE LORD : — As man is by na- it abideth alone : but if it die , it bringeth God : whom I shall see for myself , and mine

ture he is not fitted for heaven, the fellowship forth much fruit.” The body must decay eyes shall behold , and not another .” Job

of the angels and the communion of God . and must rise again , transformed from the declared , in the body with which he sat in the

This fact is clearly demonstrated by the bis- image of sin , then only is it fit for heaven . ashes and which he scraped with a potsherd

tory of our first parents ; for when they had Of this transformation of our bodies the he would see God . The same is demonstrated

sinned , they were expelled from the Garden apostle speaks in the last verse of our to- by a clear example at the crucifixion of Christ ;

of Eden as no more worthy to dwell in para- day's epistolary lesson . Hence allow me to for when Jesus expired on the cross “ the

dise and to have communion with God . There- speak of : graves were opened , and many bodies of the

after the Scriptures tell us that Adam “ begat THE RENEWING OR TRANSFORMING OF saints which slept arose , and came out of the

a son in his own likeness , after his image . ' THE BODY ,
graves after his resurrection , and went into

As the father was, so was also the son , and
showing , the holy city, and appeared unto many."

because the father was unfit for paradise
I. when and how it will take place, and

Those same bodies which had been bedded in

therefore the son , bearing the likeness and II . how man is prepared for it.
the graves rose again . Neither can it be an

image of his father , was also unfit for para other than the same body , because justice re

dise . The image of sin which Adam bore ,
I.

quires this ; for St. Paul writes : “ We must

was stamped on his son and so it continues In the two last verses of our text the apostle all appear before the judgment seat of Christ ;

unto this day. If the children of Adam would says : “ For our conversation is in heaven ; that everyone may receive the things done in

have been born innocent and without sin , jus- from whence also we look for the Saviour, the his body, according to that he hath done ,

tice would have required that the Garden of Lord Jesus Christ : who shall change our vile whether it be good or bad.” That same body

Eden should have been reopened unto them ; body, that it may be fashioned like unto his which has sinned , shall suffer punishment ;

but because they were born in sins , they were glorious body , according to the working where and that same body which on earth suffered

excluded from the tree of life as well as their by he is able even to subdueall things unto him- for Christ's sake , shall be rewarded. This is

father . Therefore , as man is by nature, he is self .” The simple truth which the apostle the requirement of justice.. Therefore not

not fit for heaven ; and before he can enter here reveals to us is this : The bodies of those another , but the same body which we now

there , a change must occur with him . The who , while upon earth , have had their conver- have , shall rise again .

image of sin must be effaced , and the image sation in heaven , will be glorified . This body the apostle here describes by add

of God must be restored in man , before he appearing the Lord will awaken them out of ing an adjective : “ Who shall change our vile

can be found worthy to dwell with God in one the dust of the earth and , transforming them , body." He describes the body in its present

tabernacle. will make them like unto His glorified body . condition as a vile thing. The human body

For this , indeed , the whole Bible is proof . Surely a great, a grand prospect set before is , indeed , one of God's most glorious creat

Because a change must occur with man before us Christians, which is well worthy of our ures ; it is " fearfully and wonderfully made,"

he can have communion with God , therefore consideration . but sin makes it vile . It must be clothed and

the prophets preached repentance and faith in The time when this change will take place , cleansed , and is subject to manifold weaknesses

the promised Redeemer ; therefore John came, is the Lord's final coming. When the heavens and repulsive diseases ; yea , often does the

baptizing unto the forgiveness of sin ; and in will be rolled up like a scroll , when the earth body of man become so odious an object that

unmistakable terms did Christ bear witness to and all that therein is will be burned up , when others shudder to touch it or even to look upon

the same when he said to Nicodemus: “ Ex- death will deliver up its victims , when all it . The body of king Herod while yet living

cept a man be born again , he can not see the things save alone the Word of the Lord will be became so pestiferous a thing that no one

kingdom of God ;" and to the disciples He changed , then will also our bodies be changed . could bear to remain near him . People make

said : “ Verily, I say unto you , Except ye be This time for the change the apostle fixes very much of the body ; they indulge and adorn it ,

converted , and become as little children , ye explicitly 1 Cor. 15 , writing : “ The trumpet but finally it decays and is eaten by the worms.

shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.” shall sound , and the dead shall be raised in- But the vilest of all is that the body is full of

Man born into this world must be born again , corruptible , and we shall be changed.” When low and vile lusts, so that Paul writes con

he must be changed from his natural estate the Lord willappear unto judgment then both cerning carnal desires : “ I keep under my

into another estate before he is fitted for the bodies of those asleep in Jesus will arise body , and bring it into subjection.” The

heaven . glorified and the bodies of the saints yet living sensual lusts which are excited in the body

Now man consists of the two parts , soul on the earth will be changed. even of those led by the Spirit , are so many

and body, and both in soul and body he must So that which shall be changed is “ our and great that they must be kept under with

be renewed. The soul is renewed by the birth | body.” We must not so construe the word a strong hand .
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This our vile body Christ will so change mament ; and they that turn many to right- sons of God , and it doth not yet appear what

" that it may be fashioned like unto his glori- eousness as the stars for ever and ever.” we shall be : but we know that, when he shall

ous body.” These are short words , but they With His glorified body the Lord passed appear, we shall be like him : for we shall see

comprise much. Our bodies will be changed through rocks and walls and ascended up him as he is .” As many of us as are led by

into the image of Christ's glorious body. through the air. When glorified our bodies the Spirit , are even now the children ofGod ;

How will our bodies then be ? O for realizing will no more be so clumsy as they now are ; and though it is now not visible in us , yet the

this ! but while we are in this present vile es- they will be quick as the light and will know time will and must come when we will also be

tate it is beyond our comprehension . Yet the no hindrances ; for St. Paul writes : “ It is manifested before heaven and earth as the

Scriptures tell us some things about it , how sown a natural body ; it is raised a spiritual children of God.

our bodies will then be . Here the apostle body,” and at another place he says : “ The
II .

limits the glory of our bodies ; for he says dead in Christ shall rise first : then we which
But these words remind us that the chang

that they shall be fashioned like unto Christ's are alive and remain shall be caught up to - ing of our bodies at the coming of Christ is

glorious body and he does not say that they gether with them in the clouds, to meet the only the final consummation of that great

shall be equal to Christ's body . Christ's Lord in the air.” O , imagine this our body work which must begin already in this life ,

body was received into unity with the God- relieved of its sinfulness and cumbrousness, the restoration of man . If our bodies are to

head and therefore it was glorified with di- and celestial glory shining in it, rushing like be changed into the image of Christ's glorious

vine glory, as He prayed the Father : " Glo- a flash of light through the firmament to join body , our hearts must have been changed be

rify thou me with thine own self , with the the company of the elect at Christ's right fore we die . On this allow me but a few

glory which I had with thee before the world hand ! Let the great of this earth wear golden sentences only.
was. ” Christ's body received divine glory crowns and load their bodies with silks and

When the trump of God will resound , land

and divine attributes, as omnipotence, omni- satins : the world passeth away and the glory and sea will become alive with people ; for

presence , and the like . Our bodies will not thereof. We look for another glory, the the millions buried by the flood and the myr

receive divine glory and divine attributes so changing of this vile body, whereby it will iads that have lived since , will all come forth

that they would be equal to Christ's body ; be made worthy to dwell with God and the from their graves , but the great multitude of

His glory will be infinitely greater than ours , Lamb in one tabernacle .
them will bear the image of Satan , and com

yet shall our bodies be like unto His glorified And this mighty change will come about paratively only a very small remnant will

body , as again He says to the Father : “ All suddenly ; for St. Paul writes to the Corin- shine in the image of Christ's glory. Who

mine are thine , and thine are mine ; and I am thians : “ We shall not all sleep , but we shall will bewith this glorious company ? Not those

glorified in them .” We shall be glorified not all be changed , in a moment, in the twink- of whom St. Paul here writes : “ Many walk ,

with a glory which is of us , but with a bor- ling of an eye , at the last trump.” When of whom I have told you often , and now tell

rowed glory , even with Christ's glory ; His the trump of God will sound , the bodies of you even weeping, that they are the enemies

glory will shine in and through us. We will the sleeping saints will suddenly start up from of the cross of Christ : whose end is destruction ,

stand dressed in Christ's glory and therefore their graves and the bodies of the believers whose God is their belly , and whose glory is in

our bodies will be like unto His glorious body. yet living will begin to shine with heavenly their shame, who mind earthly things." All

What qualities and attributes our bodies brightness . Then will the burying -grounds those who hate the truth of God , all those to

will then possess we can to some extent gather of the Christians rival in glory the fields of whom the friendship of men and worldly ad

from the qualities and attributes of Christ's Bethlehem in the night of the Lord's birth , vantages are dearer than Christ crucified ; all

body in His state of exaltation . Now Christ, when the glory of the Lord illumined the those who make the belly their god , walking

after His resurrection , though He did once darkness .
in the lusts of the flesh and following carnal

eat food to convince the disciples of His iden- But carnal reason here will wag its head enjoyments; all those who glory in things

tity , needed neither food nor drink . Our and say : How can this thing be ? how can a which bring honor before men , but are a

bodies will need neither food nor drink, we body mouldered to dust centuries ago sud- shame before God ; all those whose hearts

being like the angels , as the Lord said to the denly shine like a star ? We Christians are are set on earthly things : all these will also

Sadducees : “ In the resurrection they neither not guided by reason , but by the Word of the come forth out of their graves , but they will

marry , nor are given in marriage , but are as Lord , and here is the Lord's word that He come forth bearing the image of Satan . Woe

the angels of God in heaven .” After His will do it " according to the working whereby will be unto the world on that great day. All

resurrection the form of sinful flesh was taken he is able even to subdue all things unto him- the enemies of Christ, all the seekers after

from Christ's body . Our bodies will be with self.” It will not take Him long , neither will carnal enjoyments , all the proud, all the

out sin . In this life this vile body is con- it cost Him great exertion to transform our earthly minded , —their portion will be in the

tinually drawn hither and thither by evil af- bodies. He who raised up from death and lake burning with fire and brimstone .

fections and sinful emotions, but in our glori- glorified His own body, is plentifully able to
But from these will be separated a glorious

fied bodies sin will be no more . Hence our transform our bodies , and every one who will company, even they who bore the cross of

glorified body will no more be subject to deny the glorious resurrection of the sleep- Christ on earth, bated and despised of men ,

fatigue , weakness , pain or death ; for these ing saints , thereby gives testimony against because their conversation is not earthly and

things are the result and wages of sin , and himself that he does not truly believe the does not suit theworld ; the company of those
who " look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus

when sin is purged out , then must follow resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead ; Christ.” Looking to Jesus that is the be

what St. Paul says : “ This corruptible must for so St. Paul concludes and says : “ If we ginning, looking for Jesus is the continuation

put on incorruption , and this mortal must put believe that Jesus died and rose again, even of our restoration which is consummated by

on immortality,” even as the Book of Revela- so them also which sleep in Jesus will God the changing ofour bodies. We are vile both

tion testifies : “ God shall wipe away all tears bring with him . ” Since Jesus rose from the cleanses from sin, He clothes the soul with
in body and soul, but look to Jesus ; He

from their eyes ; and there shall be no more dead , it necessarily follows that those who righteousness. Look to Him as your Saviour

death , neither sorrow , nor crying , neither have fallen asleep in Jesus must also rise and your soul shall live . Look not down

shall there be any more pain : for the former again ; and as He rose in glory , they must ward , theearth will pass away; look upward,
Look to Jesus hang

things are passed away .” When Jesus was also rise in glory . Now we know that Jesus there Jesus will appear.

transfigured on the mountain, “ his face did is not dead , that He lives and reigns . There- look to Him , rising from the dead, bringing
ing on the cross , the sacrifice for your sin ;

shine as the sun , and his raiment was white fore , although we see that our bodies grow you justification from sin ; look to Him for

as the light.” Our bodies shall be similar ; old and feeble ; although we know that in grace and strength to keep under the affec

for of the time of our glorification the Lord death the body becomes so vile a thing , that tions of the body. If you so look to Him ,
says : “ Then shall the righteous shine forth it must be hid away under the ground out of your heart will soon begin to look for Him ,

as the sun in the kingdom of their Father," the sight of men ; yet knowing that our Jesus where this vile body shall rest until Christ
forward to the grave, that quiet bedchamber

and unto Daniel it was said : “ They that be lives, we cheerfully say with the apostle John will wake it and will change it and fashion it

wise shall shine as the brightness of the fir- when he writes : Beloved, now are we the like unto His glorious body. Amen.
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Polemical.

For the LUTHERAN WITNESS .

What we demand of our Legislators matters which are altogether foreign to an un

in respect to our Church Schools, believer. Where will you draw the lines after

Colleges and Seminaries. you have suffered legislators to intrude into

the first province of the church , i . e . its school

Papistical Idolatry.
All we demand of our legislators concerning work ? The state -house, the court-house , the

our church schools , colleges and seminaries, office of the state-superintendent must not

The Catholic Mirror, reflecting as it claims is that they keep hands off. Church schools , want to control in the least the church , the
great piety , intelligence and Catholic devotion , colleges and seminaries have been founded by church school , the colleges and seminaries of

-and which paper also contains for the in- pious men to impart the best possible educa- the church . Nor must the church want to

formation of all of those of its readers with tion to our youth. The fear of the Lord is control the state - legislation , if this state

parched throats the advertisementofa whisky taught to be the beginning of wisdom and legislation keeps in its proper bounds of sec

distillery - certainly excelled itself in its de proper obedience to superiors and magistrates ular affairs. History has shown the evil con

votion to the Pope last summer. It seems as
is made a leading principle . These educa- sequences of church-rule over the state ; has

though the idolatrous adoration of Leo XIII . tional institutes are maintained by Christians shown that things always end in tyranny if

found in its columns , was but the outcome of from their private purse, because our states the church violates Christ's word, " My king

gratitude against Leo. For in its issue of
in their non -Christian capacity can not render dom is not of this world . ” History has also

August 31 , 1889, it presents to its readers the pecuniary assistance to Christian educational sufficiently shown , that things end in cruel
institutes.

following letter of recognition by the pope.
As the majority of the citizens of tyranny if the state wants to control Christ's

“ The holy father (small type with Lutherans) our states is composed of unbelievers in the kingdom in any shape or form . Therefore ,
,

has desired me to express his very great satis
Christian sense of the term , they would look we repeat, Let our legislators keep hands off

faction with the Catholic Mirror. While hail- upon compulsory funds towards a Christian the church school , and let church and state

But Chris- ' remain for ever separated.ing your zeal and devotion to the cause of the school, as a tyrannical exaction.

church—a zeal and devotion which he hopes
tians who have the best of their country at

The holy Bible saith Rom. 13 , 3 and 4 ,

to see increase daily, the holy father sends his heart and know , that children growing up “ For rulers are not a terror to good works,
without any education must become uncivilized but to the evil .

apostolic benediction to all connected with
Wilt thou then not be afraid

the Catholic Mirror. A. Volpini , Sect'y of
and rude barbarians, willingly support the of the power ? do that which is good , and

state school and readily pay the taxes which thou shalt have praise of the same.
his holiness for Latin letters . ” State

And like a grateful Catholic that he is , the
a mere secular education imposes on them . authorities should not obstruct the work of

editor spread the following effusions on the
Christians also want the free schools of the good Christian education , but be a terror only

state to be conducted and governed in the to negligent parents .
columns of his paper of the same date .

interest of the public weal . For this reason

“ PERFECT CONFIDENCE.
they help to elect and support such state

" Though the powers of this world are , to a officers as will look after the interests of the
Lutherans everywhere.

great degree , apparently in league with the state's free schools , as legislators, superin

Prince of the Powers of the Air to make the tendents , and teachers , and members of school
During the last few years Germans have

supreme pontiff a prisoner in his own domain ; boards . This , then , is the province of state been settling on the South Sea Islands and,

and though éven the miserable emperor of legislation to look after and protect the rights as in all other parts of the world to which

Austria has proved lukewarm in devotion to and proper conduct of the state's free schools . Lutherans emigrate, foundations are being

the holy see , if not absolutely craven, what For this object legislators are elected as far laid for Lutheran congregations.

has Leo XIII. after all to fear ? Personally as schools come under their care . Who Zealand there are seven German settlements ,

he can be grieved , insulted , and even killed , elected them , who supports them to look after Upper Muteri, Waitotora, Wellington , Mis

much less driven from his palace” (we don't the wants of church schools ? Nobody. The hurst, Rangaliki and Norsewood. These settle

quite catch the meaning of this) , “ but nothing church school does of its own accord without ments number 8000 Germans, and each has a

would more consecrate his last days than to the state's help , what the state exacts of neg- Lutheran church and parochial school. In

suffer as Christ did for the sins of fallen hu- ligent parents by compulsory school laws. Honolulu , the largest city on the Sandwich

manity. Other popes have endured all ex- If all the parents and guardians of minors in a Islands , the Germans are preparing to erect a

tremities and gained heaven and the papacy state did their full duty towards their children church and school. On the Island Kanai , a

remains. . . . Any persecution of the pope in the way of education , the state would not little northwest from the Sandwich Islands , dur

only strengthens the church all over the world need to look after the educational wants of ing the Luther year 1883, a German Lutheran

and only precipitates the downfall of those neglected children. Now , why should the congregation was organized , and a school house

who are doing the work of Satan . . . . Does state officers be appointed to investigate ,
was erected in Lihue , which is attended by

the infidel horde now assaulting the pope superintend church schools and impose upon 100 children . A beautiful Gothic church has

From the mother churchexpect any permanent triumph ? In the eternal the church schools the same rules , schedule also been erected .

judgment what Godfearing man would take and books which govern the common free at Lihue three other churches have developed ,

the chances of the two Napoleons and Victor school ? Any unbiased mind that does not at Kilauki , Koloa , Kekaba. Among the 127

Emmanuel as compared with Pius VII.” desire to tyrannize the church school , must Germans on the Samoan Islands little , as yet,

In the South Sea Islands the(wonder if he has already passed from purga- see that the state has no right to meddle in has been done .

tory ?) " and Pius IX . ? What Catholic does the least in the affairs of church schools. If
total number of Germans is , at present, about

not know in his soul , that out of bitterest per- the state has a right to meddle in the affairs 10,000 . — Messenger.

secution the church has always emerged with of the common church school it has also a right

infinitely more splendor than at any other time to pass compulsory laws concerning church UTAH. —The Salt Lake Tribune says : “ The

while her enemies have bitten the dust ?" colleges and church seminaries, which are also Scandinavians leave the Mormon community

So with Catholics there is perfect confidence . property of pious Christians , and not of the in large numbers . During the last two years

We intone the Magnificat of the blessed Virgin unbelieving majority of the state . And if the Scandinavian Lutherans have been working

with more emotion than ever , for we ådore state has a right to meddle in the church's there , since which time more Scandinavians

the same Lord " who puts down the mighty schools, colleges and seminaries, why not , have returned to their old Church than the

from their seat and exalteth the humble. ” then, in the church itself ? Why should it not Elders can gain abroad . The Mormons had

JOHANNES. prescribe what books, what ceremonies, what great success among the Lutheran Swedes ,

language , what order of service should be Norwegians and Danes ; but now the Lutheran

“ If the clergy would lead pious lives , used in the church itself ? The unbelieving Church makes great effort to bring these mis

Luther would have no room for a reforma- majority of the state as such would then con- guided people back again into the old mother

tion . ” — Emperor Maximilian. trol the minority of believers in those very church .”

a
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you.” It is the Light of the world which alone God would be gracious and give us His Word

penetrates the deep recesses of our sinful con- pure and unadulterated that we may know

science and drives out despair. Him and conduet ourselves agreeably to His

Rev. C. A. Frank, Editor.— Rey , H. Birkner, Agt. But the natural sun conveys still another Word .

blessing. By his warmth and heat he wakens " The Lord lift his countenance upon thee

The LUTHERAN WITNESS is published on the 7th and 21st slumbering and frosted nature and makes it and give thee peace.”
of each month by the General Lutheran Conference of Mis
souri and other States. Moneys, names of subscribers, teem with life and fertility. Who hails not This verse refers to spiritual protection ;

changes of addresses and all other business communications the warmth of the sun in spring when he calls for where the Word and Spirit of God are,

should be sent to Rev. H. Birkner, 3506 CarolineStr., forth the buds , and leaves , and blades of there the devil is hard at work to tempt people

St. Louis, Mo. All communications for the editorial de

partment should be sent to Rev.C.A.FRANK , 16 Harvey Str., grass and matures, in summer and fall all and lead them from the Word . Here God

Zanesville, Ohio. Terms ofsubscription $ 1.00 per annum in kinds of corn and fruit ? Without the sun

advance . Money sent otherwise than by money - order or
must raise His face above such temptations,

there would be no life in nature , no ripening, give us His peace and victory to overcome

no perfecting ! the devil and the sorrows of this world . Even

Entered at the Post Office at St. Louis, Mo. , as Second
So it holds also with the Light of the world . as the sun rises above clouds and tempest and

As to His life-giving power we read in the shines forth with increased lustre after the

ST. LOUIS, MO. , May 21 , 1890. Song of Songs : " My beloved spake and said tempest has blown over , so Christians ex

unto me , Rise up , my love , my fair one , and perience increased strength and vigor when

“ I am the Light of the World ." come away . For, lo , the winter is past , the they have endured the onslaughts of the evil

rain is over and gone ; the flowers appear on one . Such is the blessing of the Lord , a bless

The natural sun gives light . When he arises the earth , the time of the singing of the birds ing indeed .

on the summits of the horizon , his brilliant is come and the voice of the turtle is heard

lustre dispels darkness and night. Oh , how in our land . The figtree putteth forth her

we hail the beauty ofhis bright beams, when green figs , and the vines with the tender grape The Doves of the Gospel must have
we see him ascending the canopy of heaven give a good smell. ” The Light of the world only their Wings covered with Silver.

on the chariot of early dawn , when the shades removes the winter of selfishness from our and their Feathers with yellow Gold .

of gloomy night and noxious vapors recede hearts , fills us with fervor in worshiping God

before his glowing face ! and in bringing forth the fruits of a new life , Avaricious and ambitious men do not want

So it holds with the Light of the world . that we may “ walk worthy of the Lord unto to be preachers of the Gospel, therefore such

The very first benefit He affords, is glorious all pleasing , being fruitful in every good work must preach the gospel who care for no tem

light : “ to give light unto them that sit in dark- and increasing in the knowledge of God," poral good, honor, joy or life. Covetousness

ness and in the shadow of death ." Spiritually Col. 1 , 10. If we could only resign ourselves is strictly prohibited throughout the whole

viewed the whole human race is shrouded in fully and wholly to the Light of the world, Scripture unto preachers and teachers. Their

darkness and night. They have no light con- oh, what life of cheer and happiness and sweet wings shall be covered with silver and their

cerningGod and their true relation to Him or fraternal love we should enjoy every day of feathers with yellow gold (Ps . 67 , 13) , but as

of the way to come to Him . Depicting our our life ! to the rest they shall be asleep unto temporal

condition Isaiah saith , “ We wait for light , silver and gold . They must have silver and

but behold obscurity ; for brightness , but we Proper Education. gold to support their temporal life , else they

walk in darkness ; we are in desolate places could not preach , because dead men do not

as dead men . We grope for the wall as the Well educated children are their parents' preach. But in every other respect they shall

blind, as if we had no eyes ; we look for sal joy and glory . One of the greatest joys for be asleep unto silver and gold , knowing that

vation , but it is far from us,” 59 , 10. 11. parents is to see that their children are live this life is very limited and its glory perish

We not even know that we are in darkness , instruments of God , blessed vessels of the able as the grass of the field . And this limit

we know not the way of life. Now this dark- grace and mercy of God , who know God of life and the perishing of all things tem

ness was entered by Jesus Christ with these rightly , worship and glorify Him . Such well- poral , iswhat fills preachers ' minds, therefore

words , “ I am the light of the world , he that educated children also become men who make they use this life's goods but do not misuse

followeth me, shall not walk in darkness , but good and acceptable servants of their fellow- them ; they use them as though they used

shall have the light of life. ” men , their life and service will also benefit them not ; they sleep among the pots , but

The first benefit conveyed by the Light of the public welfare . For this reason parents with the wakeful eyes of faith they look into

the world is the illumination of our blinded should bestow on nothing so much care and the other life . This makes meek and divinely

understanding as St. Paul testifies, " The God faithfulness as upon the proper instruction taught preachers, who may rightly teach the

of our Lord Jesus Christ , the Father of glory, and education of their children, that in this faith and charity of the gospel .

may give unto you the Spirit of wisdom and life they might have joy and honor of their LUTHER's Works, 39 , 194 .

revelation in the knowledge of him ; the eyes children, and that after their demise their

of understanding being enlightened, that children continue to serve God in holiness and

ye may know the hope of his calling and what righteousness and be of good use and service How to prepare for Prayer.

are the riches of the glory of his inheritance towards other men .

in the saints,” Eph. 1 , 17 . That we may see The golden rule of preparing for prayer

our darkness and night, our sinful state and The Old Testament Blessing, Numbers consists not in the feeling of our own worthi

utter inability to become by nature acceptable 6, 24-26 : “ The Lord bless thee ness or devotion ; but that we begin just

with God ; that we may see that Jesus Christ and keep thee." where we feel most unworthy, and address the

is our only Saviour , because He was born , Lord thus : Lord , because it is Thy will and

lived , suffered and died only for us ; that we This verse refers to temporal blessings , command that I should pray and come unto

are now God's children for Christ's sake and that God would bless our body and life , our Thee, therefore I will come and fetch enough

that His grace throws all its light on our path work and substance and protect them against with me to pray for , namely this very thing

that we may certainly find the gates of heaven all danger and harm which the devil and the that hinders and repela me most from Thee,
and eternal bliss : all this is given us by the wicked world might do us . For our security which is my sin that presses heavily on my

Light of the world . And as the natural sun rests not in our toil and care , though we neck , thatThou wouldst forgive the same unto

gives joy and comfort to the whole world, so should exercise both , but in God's blessing me.” Thus we must make headway in prayer
the Light of the world gives exceeding joy to and keeping. and we shall soon feel relieved .

all who believe in His name as He saith , “ I “ The Lord make his face to shine upon thee should not hinder nor debar us from God,

shall see you again and your heart shall be and be gracious unto thee.” provided, of course, that it is our purpose not

glad and no one shall take your joy from This verse refers to spiritual blessings , that to remain in sin .

your

>

Our sin

7
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Church News

sense .

education , and hence no free people will , or tion of the educational forces of the land un

at least can , safely , permit a system or a prac til they have compelled all citizens to be the:

tice of education which sets up any human masters of the English tongue ; " the letter

BLAIR'S LETTER . master of the human soul-save only the su- openly states that " the people of the republic

premacy of each soul over itself . will see to it that certain things are not taught

One Nation , One Religion , One Language, and One “ This does not imply that the people will to the American child .” This letter says ,

Educational System . undertake to teach affirmatively the dogmas “ No nation can existwith more than one lan

of religion in the sectarian sense , or perhaps, guage, more than one religion , more than one

“ Only a homogeneous people can be great . even , in the most general and fundamental general form of education for the masses of

No nation can exist with more than one lan But it does imply that the people of the people .” And the two fundamental doc

guage, more than one religion , more than one the republic will see to it that certain things are trines of this national religion are to be 1. " the

general form of education for the masses of the not taught to the American child . The people supremacy of each soulover itself,” and 2. " the

people. There may be change , modification , will not rest until they have subverted all eradication of all religious teaching which en

improvement in all these , but community of schools and teachers who create in the soulof slaves the soul of the child to any other mas

language, of religion and of educational forces the child a belief in a power greater than the ter than its Supreme Father.” The letter

are indispensable to the developmentof nation- right of private judgment and less than the moreover states , “ The American people will ,

ality, and there is no hope of prolonged exist- authority of God -- an allegiance to any spirit- by constant and irresistible pressure , gradually

ence of great communities where there is not ual power except the highest , or any prince, expel from our geographical boundaries every

either already complete unification in all these potentate or power , save only the Eternal religion except the Christian in its varied

respects or a strong and increasing tendency King, which can inflict pains and penalties of forms. "

to the same. The American people instinct- a spiritual nature, or in any other life than From these documents our readers must

ively feel and know these things to be so .
tbis on earth .

learn as from an authentic source , that the

Hence it is that everywhere we now find the “ The people will not rest in their study of glorious principle of religious liberty which

public mind arousing itself and grappling with the subject, nor in the regulation of the educa- till now stood forth as one of the pillars of

the adverse and hostile elements which are al- tional forces of the land , until they have com our country , is now being questioned , yea

most everywhere to be found in our physical, pelled all citizens to be the masters of the Eng- openly assailed by the nativists of our coun

mental and spiritual life . lish tongue - until they have secured the era- try . Educational compulsion will be followed

“ I do not believe that it is possible that the dication of all religious teaching which en- hy religious compulsion, compulsion will take

American nation will develop in the direction slaves the soul of the child to any other mas- the place of liberty.

of toleration of all religions -- that is , so-called ter than its Supreme Father , or which clothes

religions . Whether the general public con- a mere man with powers which partake of the The Canada Synod in Connection with

viction shall be right or wrong, I yet believe prerogatives of God . the General Council .

that instead of selecting and finally tolerat- " The people are studying these subjects

ing all so-called religions , the American people anew. They are questioning whether there be
This body publishes a church -paper which

will, by constant and irresistible pressure, grad- not some mistake in theories of religious liberty names itself L. Kirchenblatt . Its editor , Rev.

ually expel from our geographical boundaries which permit the inculcation of the most de- Genzmer of Toronto , must have been asleep

every religion except the Christian in its varied structive errors in the name of toleration and during the last thirty years or never read the

forms. I do not expect to see the pagan and the spread of pestilence under the name of books written on the burning questions of the

other forms existing side by side with the for- that liberty which despises the quarantine.” - church in these latter days . In No. 504 of

mer, both peaceably acquiesced in , for any Letter from U. S. Senator H. W. Blair , in New his paper be publishes the following hetero

considerable length of time. I do not think York Mail and Express.
doxies : “ We mustcondemn the doctrine which

that experience will satisfy the American people The American , May 3 , 1890 .
rents in twain the mystical body of Christ,

that the inculcation of any positive religious We publish the second part of this letter that is, the church . A true invisible church

belief hostile to the Christian faith , or the 1. because it was written by United States 'Se- and besides this also a true visible church , is

practice of the forms of any other worship ,is nator Blair who has been at work for the last two churches, is a non - entity. A true visible
conducive to the good order of society and twenty years to have such laws and constitu- church on earth does not exist , nor did our

the general welfare . There may not be an
tional amendments passed in Washington as

fathers ever teach it . Also the word of God

exhibition of bigotry in this . Ibelieve that will make way for the sentiments expressed denies it in express terms : "My kingdom is

religious toleration will yet come to be con
in his letter which is meant to go before the

not of this world ,' saith Christ, etc.” Rev.

sidered to be an intelligent discrimination be- whole country and enlist the efforts of all sim- Genzmer and the Canada Synod ought not to

tween the true and the false , and the selec- ilarly minded . 2. Because it sets forth the
tion of the former by such universal consent real Puritanic ideas of such men as are at the pretend they were speaking in the name of

the Lutheran Church . They condemn the
as shall exclude by general reprobation the bottom of present school- troubles. If our very doctrine of the Lutheran Church , which
recognition and practice of the latter . readers would know why it is that in various very doctrine of the Lutheran Church, which

they ought to defend . They should first study

" No religion which interposes any agency States the existing liberty in matters of pri- Walther's book : Die Lutherische Kirche die

between man and God is Christianity. ( ??) No vate and church-education was attacked, they wahre sichtbare Kirche Gottes auf Erden ( The

other religion than Christianity — and Christi- may read it in this letter . Those oppressive Lutheran Church the true visible Church of

anity as I have thus defined it — is consistent school-laws of Wisconsin and Illinois are in- God on earth). This book is sold by the Con

with the existence of human liberty and re- tended to be the cornerstone of the one na
cordia Publishing House, St. Louis , Mo.

publican institutions. This country will not tion , one religion , one schooland one language

long exist as a free country if any other relig- structure, which all full- blooded Puritans of
The constitutions of secret societies areious teaching comes generally to prevail . No the democratic , republican and prohibition

one human being is the superior of any other parties would rear on American soil . This generally valuable only as illustrations of

human being in kind , however much we may national temple is , indeed , meant to be in the human stupidity - and these are no exception

differ in the extent of our several endow- first place a bulwark against the Romish hie- to the rule .”

Century Magazine 1889 in : “ Lincoln . A History ."ments , and no religion which finds space for rarchy , a court which will drive all those

an authority between the creature and the from our land who swear allegiance to the pon

Creator tan prevail without destroying the re- tiff as a temporal ruler. But the letter also The prison chaplains in Stockholm attribute

public. Now , religious belief is a matter of openly states that “ the people are question many crimes to the " immoral and infidel

ing whether there be not some mistake in literature” current among the lower classes .

The sectarians reject the Lutheran doctrine
of the office ofthe Keys, because it teaches such theories of religious liberty ; ” it openly states The same literature corrupts also the higher

agency , as they say. that “ the people will not rest in the regula- classes .
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Trust in the Spider's Web . dren of folly on ; promising them yet greater

Bildad the Shuhite, in Job 8 , calls " the success , it places them on the pinnacle of fame

trust of him that forgets God a spider's web.” and power, only to cast them down into the

For the LUTHERAN WITNE88. It has nothing firm and enduring. And no abyss . The misfortune of a moment is suf

BROKEN MEAT. wonder, for that is just what he makes his ficient to overthrow the work of a life-time.

trust fast to — a spider's web. The word of When the emperor Andronicus rose in arms

the Lord , the abiding rock , he will not build against his grandfather, John Cantacuzene,

Murdered by Drunkenness. on ; he will rather strengthen his hope with a his minister and friend , proved himself the

The keeper of the morgue in New York City frail and dirty spider's web-and oh, how he soul of the enterprise. In three civil wars

states that four - fifths of the five thousand admires its firm foundation ! his prudence , valor , and generalship carried

bodies that reach the city dead -house every Several days ago a Lutheran minister , of the arms of the rebels to victory. When

year are sent there by drunkenness . Ohio , had an earnest conversation on infant finally the old emperor was forced to abdicate

That is frightful. And what is worse—a baptism with a Methodist lady , married to a the throne , and the grandson assumed the sole

million times sadder and more heart -rending Lutheran — a Lutheran in name — who refused administration , the great domestic ruled the

—these thousands , dying in their sin , are cast to have her children baptized . She promised emperor and the empire . And at the death

into a more horrible place— “ drunkards shall to have the sacrament administered , if she of the emperor, he was made the guardian of

not inherit the kingdom of God.” 1 Cor. 6 , 10. could be convinced of its being the Lord's the child emperor, John Palaeologus, and the

will . But as the plain word of God , in which regent of the empire, being at that timeprob

The Plank of Free Grace. the Lord revealed his will , made no impression ably the richest man in the realm .

A godly minister of Scotland calling to see on her, she was not to be convinced . But Still higher fortune raised her favorite .

a brother minister who was dying , said to him , this only by the way. As to the spider's web . Accused of treason by a cabal at court , he was

" What are you doing brother ? ” His answer One of their children had died about a year driven to perpetrate the crime : drawing his

was, “ I'll tell you what I am doing , brother, ago , and the father had been greatly troubled fortune in defense of his position and life , he

I am gathering together all my prayers , all at the time at what he felt to have been his assumed the Imperial title . After many re

my sermons , and all my good deeds , all my wicked neglect. The minister mentioned how verses , his armies being scattered and he with

ill deeds — and I am going to throw them all firm and glad our hope of the blessed state of only four hundred companions driven to seek

overboard , and swim to glory on the plank of those children is , who, in baptism , become the protection of the despot of Servia , towards

free grace. ” the children of God. “ Oh, I am firmly per- the close of the sixth year his arms were again

He had learned the art of Christian naviga- suaded of my child being with the angels,” triumphant; he successively recovered the
tion . When the storm of death wrecks the said the Methodist lady , “ and so is my hus- provinces and cities ; treason finally opening

ship of our life , woe unto him who, jumping band now.” The pastor neither affirmed nor the gates of Constantinople ; Cantacuzene tri

overboard into the waters of eternity, loads denied the salvation of the child , leaving it to umphed and reigned . He married his daugh

himself with his good works—they will pull the mercy of the Lord—but asked how she ter to the emperor, and with him occupied the

him down and drown him ! On to the plank came to speak so confidently of things which Byzantine throne . But these gifts of fortune

of grace in Jesus—that will bear us to the were not revealed . “ But this is revealed. It were hollow pretenses . The state of affairs

haven of glory ! was revealed to me-on the very spot where in the palace , described as follows : “ During

you are seated . When I saw the death of my the late troubles the treasures of the state ,

A Mahometan's Magnanimity. child approaching and heard my husband and even the furniture of the palace , had been

“ All things whatsoever ye would that men blaming himself for not having heeded the alienated or embezzled ; the royal banquet

should do to you , do ye even so to them .” wish of his father , I left the room, and in was served in pewter or earthenware ; and

Natural religion already teaches that. The tears, on iny knees, cried to the Lord to reveal such was the proud poverty of the times , that

human conscience demands it. Even un- his will to me.” (These enthusiasts presume the absence of gold and jewels was supplied by

believers, in a manner , act according to it . to demand of the Lord to admit the uncer- the paltry artifices of glass and gilt-leather,"

Here is a noble instance of the magnanimity tainty of His, His Scripture by granting them was typical of the lot of Cantacuzene . His

of Ali,the fourth successor of the false prophet a new and better and more exact revelation .) reign was clouded by discontent , plots , and

Mahomet. " The Lord heard my prayer. I returned to seditions . The scepter was wielded by a

In a plain along the western bank of the the bed-side , and looking at my child , I saw trembling hand .
Euphrates he waged war , for one hundred it was -- smiling ! It was seeing the angels. And higher yet he was raised. In another

and ten days , with the rebel Moawijah. “ The Then I knew my child was saved ! The Lord civil war the younger emperor was driven

superior generalship of the latter had cut off took these means to set at rest the fears of from the country, and the former servant be

the army of Ali from the Euphrates ; his my husband. I do , brother believe it came sole master of the empire.

soldiers were perishing from want of water. and I know it, the angels carried it home. ” Now he had risen high enough to be hurled

Ali sent a message to his rival to request free “ But would'nt you have felt better if the Lord down . One day did it. Two galleys over

access to the river , declaring that under the bad Himself told you , such was the case ?" threw the power of the emperor . When they

same circumstances he would not allow any “ He did . My child smiled . It is in heaven.” entered the port under the banners of Palaeo

of the faithful, though his adversaries , to O what a spider's web ! Baptize your child logus, there was a general uprising in favor

perish from thirst. After some debate , Moa- -lay it in Jesus' arms in baptism - fulfil his of the hereditary prince , and Cantacuzene was

wijah determined to avail himself of the ad- command to baptize all nations — and receive hurled from the throne . He was exiled into

vantage of his situation , and to reject the his divine promise to save him who believes a cloister . In a cell of MountAthos he ended

demand of Ali. The soldiers of Ali becameand is baptized. No , nothing of that for them his life as monk Joasaph.
desperate, forced their way through that part that forget the Lord ! The evidence of the And Satan need only hold up another one

of the hostile army which commanded the senses is better testimony than the Word of of his beautiful , luscious looking apples,which ,

river, and in their turn entirely cut off the Scripture! The children's smile more assuring eaten, are disappointment, disgrace , death , he

troops of Moawijah from the water. Moawijah than the Lord's promise ! The spider's web need only say : " Take and eat! ” and there

was reduced to make the same supplication to firmer than the rock ! are millions ready to murder each other to

Ali . The generous caliph instantly complied ; gain possession of it.

and both armies with their cattle , enjoyed free Treacherous Fortune.

and unmolested access to the river. ” How treacherously worldly good fortune- The Omnipresent One.

That was the act of an infidel Mahometan. Satan in disguise , generally-deals with the A heathen philosopher once asked a Chris

“ Do good to them that hate you ! ” says children of men ! Holding dazzling prospects tian : “ Where is God ? ” The Christian an

Christ our Lord to us . Shall Ali put us to before their eyes , persuading them of great swered : “ Let me first ask of you : " Where

the blush ? happiness in store for them, it leads the chil- | is He not? ”

ܕ
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Children - Communion and the Baptists. a few " certain cases of infant baptism ” were church because they would in this point follow

known then ? No, it rather shows, that the the follies of their reason and feeling in place

There exists a Baptist periodical published Repository is either an ignorant or •wilful per- of theWord. But had the succeeding church

in St. Louis , Mo., which bears the name Ford's verter of facts. We have proved from church a right to change the custom of children -com

Chr. Repository . In its issue of October , 1889, history ( we will not mention the Bible now) , munion, though tradition, that is , church

this periodical publishes the history of children that infant baptism was an established fact in history saith , children -communion was prac

communion and adds some Baptist or rather the second century ; let us ask the Repository, ticed by the early churches ? Yes ; if the

Anabaptist thrusts against infant baptism . A when this thing , this evil custom of Baptists Bible tells us in plain terms, as St. Paul does

worthy brother asks us to publish the history began, to baptize again such as had been bap- in regard to communion , that God wants us

of children-communion, which we readily com- tized in their infancy . This unscriptural prac- to defer the use of our right, we should in

ply to do . This history is given in a few words tice of Baptists , as they now are , did not begin sist on the postponement of such use . We

by Dr. Guericke who proves what he writes before the year 1633 , when somedeluded men are not bound to the practice of the ancient

from authentic sources . These are his words, organized themselves in London into the first church , if such practice is not in conformity

" In the North -African Church it also happened Baptist church , by baptizing only adults and with the Word. To baptize children is in

that church-members took a portion of the con- by rebaptizing such persons as had been bap- conformity with the Word ; but to give chil

secrated bread to their homes to partake there- tized in their infancy . So we see that the dren communion before they can examine

of in the own homecircle for the consecration custom of baptizing infants was a custom in themselves and discern the Lord's body from

of every new day . And there in North Africa) the church 1600 years before Baptist churches common meat, is against the Word . Up to

they also made a practice of the communion existed to deny infant baptism . the present day Baptists have not been able

of children . This practice , of course , did not The Repository again states page 254 , “ The to prove with one solid argument, that infant

agree with 1 Cor. 11 , 28. 29 , ‘ But let a man evidence is as certain and as strong that in- baptism is not in agreement with the Bible .

examine himself, and so let him eat of that fant communion was practiced by the church Yet they make shamefully and wilfully light

bread , and drink of that cup . For he that anciently , as it is for infant baptism .” We of infant baptism which has come down to us,

eateth and drinketh unworthily , eateth and admit that child -communion began to be prac- supported by the practice and tradition of the

drinketh damnation to himself, not discerning ticed about A. D. 200 ; but it is a severe blow whole Eastern and Western Churches of an

the Lord's body .' But some churchfathers, on the head of Baptists . Baptists deny in- tiquity. Earnest and sober Christians are not

among whom was Augustine, drew a seeming fants both baptism and communion. The of such cast. Baptists , as Luther says , look

argument from John 6 , 53 , “Verily , verily , I ancient church held that both baptism and upon baptism as upon a piece of red chalk

say unto you , Except ye eat the flesh of the communion belongs to children ; Baptists hold with which a shepherd marks his sheep to tell

Son of man, and drink his blood , ye have no that neither belongs to them . Thus they show them from other sheep . In the end it matters

life in you . ' Also in the Eastern Church this that they do not in the least regard infants as very little with them , whether the sheep are

custom prevailed and has there maintained it- the ancient church of Christ regarded them . marked that way or not.

But with such as

self ; in the Western Church it disappeared in her great Christian love for the salvation of know the true nature of baptism from the

with the twelfth century.” So much for the children also , the ancient church after the Bible , it is a water of life and a washing of

history ofchildren - communion . Now for Bap- elapse of two centuries began to overlook the regeneration by which infants receive forgive

tist thrusts .
words of St. Paul that the communion should ness of sins , are delivered from death and the

On page 254 the Repository states , “ The only be given to such Christians as may ex
devil and receive eternal life .

first certain cases of infant baptism that we amine themselves : this wasthe true nature of The Repository further states :

have are about A. D. 250." But Origen , the true church at all times not to neglect the that in all the various churches all that have

who was, in the year 203 , teacher to the cate- child , the infant even . But what do Baptists been baptized are entitled to the communion

chumens in Alexandria , Egypt, writes in his do for children ? Nothing ; nay worse, they excepting those churches that have been or are

fifth book on the Epistle to the Romans : “ The deny them the very means of coming into the SUBJECT TO PAPAL AUTHORITY.” The Reposi

Church has received from the apostles the kingdom of God. They would give them tory wants to say , all churches that do hold to

tradition to give baptism also to the little neither communion nor baptism and all this infant baptism and yet do not give children

children .” Yea,thechurch-historian GIESELER since 1633. Here are the words of the Re- communion , have learned this from papacy .

says in his Ecclesiastical History I,248 , Note 5 : pository : “ Which is the greater superstition Here we would say , We are not ashamed of

“ Origen found the baptism of children already to give baptism or communion to the infant?" anything good which we received and have

existing in his circle , and defended it." If a p . 258 . A shameful and wilful neglect of from the Roman church . If the Western

thing is found in existence in a circle or place , their infants spiritual wants characterizes Bap- Church broke , as it did in the twelfth century,

it must have existed there for some years . tists, and the worst is they pride themselves with the practice of administering communion ,

These testimonies of church history , then , tell on their neglect. to children before they could examine them

us , that in the year 200 infant baptism was a But the inference which Baptists draw , is selves ; if the Western Church broke with the

custom in Egypt, it was found there in the this : If the Western Church abolished chil- false interpretation of John 6 , 53 , because

Christian churches as a practice by Origen . dren-communion , notwithstanding such was this passage does not atall treat of the Lord's

But this Baptist Repository tells its readers : an ancient practice in the Church and is such Supper, she only deserves credit and it is cer

" "The first certain cases of infant baptism that still in the Russian and other Eastern Greek Western Church a proper explanation of the
tainly not discreditable to accept from the

we have are about A. D. 250.” Not certain Catholic churches, why not also abolish infant Word. If the papal church had done in all

cases , but a certain custom ; not A. D. 250 , baptism in spite of churchly tradition ? An- doctrines and practices as she did in the
but two generations earlier , A. D. 200 . swer : We do not say , communion does not practice of children -communion , there would

252 a Carthaginian synod debated on the day belong to infants ; their right to the same is be no papal church to-day, but only the holy
Catholic Church of the West. And if Bap

when children should be baptized , and agreed given them in baptism , wherein , as Luther tists could only consent to accept all that was

on the second or third day after their birth . says , the whole kingdom of God is given good and sound in the ancient Catholic Church ,

From the action of this synod we learn that them . But because of St. Paul's instruction , there would be no Baptists to -day, no men

infant baptism was also a custom in North that communicants should be able to examine that openly and defiantly denied unto chil

dren their rights and priv es which Christ

Africa and that its proper administration occu- themselves , we defer the communion of chil
purchased for them . To deny infant baptism

pied the minds and time of a whole synod . dren till they are able to comply with this Baptists received from the old Anabaptists,

But this Baptist Repository would make people requirement. In this point that the com- who also favored communism and polygamy

believe , people knew not much of infant bap- munion belongs also to infants as all the or- and other horrid practices. Yet the Baptists

tism in 250, whilst the proper day of admin- dinances of God do, by virtue of their bap. testation ifwewere to say: Infant baptismisof our days would protest with a cry of de

istering the sacrament engaged the attention tism , in this point the whole Christian Church
rejected by no churches excepting those churches

of the great and zealous synod of North Africa . stands agreed , with the exception of Baptists that have been or are suBJECT TO ANABAPTIST

Does their resolution make it appear as if only who took rise in 1633 and separated from the AUTHORITY ,

" We see

6

In
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Miscellaneous.

63

Age alone is no Evidence of Truth . Nature's wonders, 24 , 64, 102 , 136 , 152 .

Negro Mission , 149 .

False doctrines are sometimes supported
New Theology, 23 .

Newspapers, 16 .

with the argument of their great age or long
Will it do to wait ? Norway, 14 .

standing . Because a doctrine has been taught

and believed for hundreds and thousands of
Obituaries , 96 , 144 .

Dr. Nettleton had come home from the even Ordination of Rev. Schumm , 45 .ing service in some country town to his home years, is no proof that for such reason such

doctrine must be true. If a doctrine does Peace, divine, 104 .

for the night. The good lady of the house, not accord with the truth of God , we should
Perjury, 135 .

rather an elderly person , after bustling about Presbyterian Revision , 125 .
to provide her guest with refreshment, said, put it down as a lie however old it may be and

Priesthood , Royal , 143 , 151 .
however long cherished by men . For truth

directly before her daughter, who was in the Profanity, 51 .

k room , “ Dr. Nettleton, I do wish you would may always boast the superiority of age, since
,

Providence, divine, 52 .

truth is as old as God Himself. No one will
talk to Caroline . She don't care nothing about

Psalm XC, 71 , 79 , 95 , 111 .

going to meeting, nor about the salvation of accept spurious coin as good coin, because
Redemption of Time, 161 .

such counterfeit was made hundred years ago .
her soul . I have talked and talked , and got Religious parties and principles, 156 .

our minister to talk , but it don't seem to do
Resurrection , 185 .

Riches, Christian , 137 .
no good. I wish you would talk to her,

Index of Volume VIII .
Righteousness, 9 .

Dr. Nettleton .” Saying which , she soon went
Romanism , 7, 99, 143, 151 .

out of the room .
Absolution , page 3 .

Dr. Nettleton continued quietly taking his
Sabbatharians, 35, 116 .

Adventists, 55 .

Sanctification , 25 , 41 , 144 ,
repast , when he turned round to the young Alliance, Evangelical, 28 .

Satan conquered , 169.girl , and said , “ Now , just tell me , Miss Amendment, Constitutional, resp . religion , 107 ,
School laws , 135 .

118 .

Caroline, don't they bother you amazingly School laws, compulsory, 53, 69, 75 , 83, 176 .

about this thing ?” Baptism , 51 . Schools, 65 .

She, taken by surprise at an address so un- Baptists refuted , 180 , 191 . Scripture , 11 , 38, 57 , 159 .

expected , answered at once , “ Yes, sir , they
Battle against Satan , 169 . Secret Societies , 8 , 53 , 59 , 94 .

Bennett-law , 86 Selfrighteousness, 85 .
do ; they keep talking to me all the time till

Bible Christians, 163, 171 , 179 . Sermons on the Epistles of the 5. Sunday after
I am sick of it. ”

Broken Meat , 94-190 . Trin . to the 23. Sunday, pp . 1–192 .

“ So I thought, ” said Dr. Nettleton. " Let's
Buddhism , 71 , 148 , 149. Settlement, early Lutheran , in this country, 127 .

see -- how old are you ?” Sin, 9 .

Campbellites, 163 , 171 , 179 .
" Eighteen , sir. " Sobriety, 141 .

Children - Communion , 191 .

" Good health ? ”
Stanley, 46 .

Children of God , 33 .
Sun of righteousness, 92 ." Yes, sir .” Christ all in all , 81 .

Superstition , 105 .

" The fact is ," said Dr. Nettleton , religion” " Christmas blossoms, 110 .

is a good thing in itself ; but the idea of all Church Schools , 140 . Theology, 12, 20, 28 , 36, 44 , 68 , 76 .

Concordia College, 17, 20 . Time, 161.
the time troubling a young creature like you

Copscience , 103 . Too late , 95 .

with it , and you're in good health they say !
Consistency, 136 .

Religion is a good thing . It will hardly do to
Union church , 14 .

Constitution of a Lutheran Church , 30 .

die without it. I wonder how long it would Cronin -Murder-Witness, 117 .
Unionism , 123 .

do for you to wait ?” Cross of Christ, 121 .
United Brethren , 13 .

United Synod South , 117 .

" That's just what I've been thinking my- Dedication in Baltimore, 45 ; in Cleveland, 61 ;
Unity, 1 .

self,” said Caroline .
in Ft . Wayne, 67 .

" Well,” said Dr. Nettleton, “ suppose you
Vanity of all things temporal , 63 .

Dedicatory sermons, 65 , 73 , 81 .

say till you are fifty ? No , that won't do ; Denver Letters, 23, 61 .
Waters , obedient, 22 .

I attended the funeral , the other day , of a Education, 3 , 65 , 75 , 83 , 96, 109.
Wisconsin School Question, 175 .

lady fifteen years younger than that. Thirty ? English Church school at New Orleans, 141 .
Witchcraft, 19 , 104 .

How will that do ? " Worship of Success, 91.
Epistle Postil cont , 1--192 .

“ I'm not sure it would do to wait quite so
Faith , 141 , 147 , 153 , 167 .

long,” said Caroline. Acknowledgment.
Fraternal reproof, 113 .

“ No, I don't think so either ; something

might happen. See , now , twenty - five or even Gambling, 135 . Received with many thanks , since last acknowl

General Council, 84 .
.edgment, for Mrs. R. L. Goodman and forwarded

twenty, if we could be sure you would live so to her from “ E. K.,” Zanesville , Ohio , $ 2.00 ; per
German influence, 100 .

long. A year from now ; how would that do ? ” Rev. Wm . Dallmann, from George Menkel , Balti

Gifts, spiritual, 49 . more, Md , $ 1.00 ; per Rev. H Birkner, St. Louis ,

“ I don't know , sir .”
Glory, temporal, 63 . Mo., from " B." $ 1.00 ; from Rev. F.C.Weidmann ,

" Neither do I. The fact is , my dear young Gluttony, 101 , 148 . Olean , N. Y., $ 1.00 ; from H.Tiarks,Treasurer, Iowa

District, Missouri Synod , $ 3.00 ; from Rev. G. J.

lady , the more I think of it , and how many Gospel , 88 .
Mueller, Rose Hill , Texas, $2.00 .-Sum total $ 10.00 .

young people as well apparently as you are , Ipfant Baptism , 51 , 180 , 187 .
Winfield, Kans . , May 17, 1890 .

A. W. MEYER .

do die suddenly . I am afraid to have you Installation of Rev. Spannuth , 101 ; of Rev. J. E.

put it off another moment longer . Besides , Rader, 120 .

the Bible says, “Now is the accepted time . ' Intention, 91 . Subscriptions Paid.

What shall we do ? Had we not better kneel
Jewry, 11 .

down here, and ask God for mercy through Jubilees, 21 . Geo . Mueller, St. Louis, Mo. , (VIII 15 to IX

14 ) 2 cc . $ 2.00

his Son Jesus Christ ? " Justification , 153 .
A. J. F. Moser, Gravelton , Mo. , ( VIII )

1.00

Miss E. Moser,

The young lady, perfectly overcome by her

1.00
( IX )

Kisagotami, 148 .
J. L. Singewald , Baltimore Mission , (VIII 13

feelings , knelt on the spot. In a day or two ,
Knights of Labor, 59 . to 24 ) 4 cc .

1.00

she, by grace , came out rejoicing in hope,
Rev. J. G. Schæfer, Waymansville, Ind ., ( VIII

Law, divine , 88 , 97 . & IX)
2.00

finding she had far from lost all enjoyment in
Ino . Anders, Philo, II., ( VIII & IX )

Luther, 79 .
this life.-St. Louis Presbyterian .

>

>

2.00

Rev. F. W. Wendt, Altamont, III . , (IX )
1.00

1.00

Rev. E. A. Grothe, Reeseville, Wis ., ( VIII )Mariolatry , 27 .
Rev. G. A.Mueller , Schaumburg, N., (IX )

Masonry, 72, 91 , 131 , 139 , 142 . Rev. W. Licht, Yankton , S. D. , (VIII & IX )
THE worst wheel of the cart makes the most

Minnesota School Question , 180 .

noise .
Mutual Aid Societies, 87 . CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE , PRINTER .

1.00

2.00
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